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A
ABBOTT, B. P,, Esq.
Leave of absence grant eel to, 226.
ACADEMY OF ART, JEW SOUTH WALES
Motion made (Afr. J, Watson), for Committee of tbe Whole to consider of on Address to tbe
Governor, for sum to be placed on Supplementary Estimates in aid of, 166; House in Com
mittee and resolution agreed to, 174.
ACCOUNTS, PUBLIC

Explanatory Statement of, as embodied in the Ways and Means for 1875, laid on Table, 46..........
Report of Board of Audit on, laid on Table, 49 ................................................................................
Abstracts of for 1874, laid on Table by Speaker, 368 .........................................................................
ADDITIONAL ESTIMATES (See “ESTIMATES”)
ADDITIONAL JUDGE BILL:—
_
Motion made (Mr. Robertson), for Committee of tbe Whole to consider propriety of bringing
in, 102; Message No. 8 referred to Committee on the Bill, 102 j House in Committee and
Resolution reported, 106; agreed to, 12G ; presented and read l0,131; Order of tbe Day for
2° postponed, 140, 144,14S; negatived, 207 .................................................................................
ADDITIONAL SITTING DAY
Motion mado (Mr. Robertson), for Monday as, 106.
ADDRESS IN REPLY TO GOVERNOR'S OPENING SPEECH
Select Comm ittiee appointed to prepare, 7 s brought up and read by Clerk, 8; amendment pro
posed (Mr. Robertson), 8; debate interrupted and resumed, 8 ; amendment carried, 8;
Address as amended carried, 9; Message No. 2 from Governor delivered by Aide-dc-Camp,
and read by Speaker, 13 ....................................................................... .........................................
ADJOURNMENTI
Or Housn:—

For reception of Speaker, by Governor, 4, 25, 36.
Special, 14, 28, 40,121, 159, 338, 370.
'
Motion made for and passed, 14,17,19, 22, 34, 58, 100, 121,149,171, 201, 306, 365, 370.
Motion mado for and withdrawn, 254, 287.
Motion made for and negatived, 19, 29, 33, 42, 58, 65, 97, 99,110, 118, 126.127, 133, 170,175(-),
183, 186, 188, 199, 222(3), 2430!), 250, 252, 254, 257, 271, 274, 278, 282, 286, 290, 301,
305, 3150, 320, 333, 357(:), 364, 372.
Of Debate;—

Motion made for and passed, 33, 42, 72, 920/127, 133, 140, 148, 160, 173, 182, 212, 219, 223,
243, 248, 250, 252, 261, 272, 2800, 360, 361.
Motion made for and negatived, 55, 127, 133, 195, 243, 250, 252, 264,269.

Fob

want

op

Quorum :—

Before commencement of business, 245.
After commencement of business, 189,195, 240, 361, 365, 314, 320, 325, 32Si
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A
ADMINISTRATION OF .JUSTICE:—
Preeooative ok Pamiok
'
Further Despatches laid on Table, 6 ....................... .................... . ....................................................
Rules op the Supeejee Couet :—
■ Dated 18 November, laid on Table, 15 ...............................................................................................
Dated 30 November, laid on Table, 15 .................................................................................................
JoiCHUfS r. O’Sn.O'Afsy :—
Opinion of tbe Attorney General in reference to Appeal to the Privy Council in the cases of,
laid on Table, 76................................................................................................................................
Alleged Miscarriage op Justice at Beaiotvood :—
Petition from residents respecting cuso of trespass tried in November, 1874-, presented, 97;
ordered to be printed, 117...............................................................................................................
Bench op Magistrates, Singleton:—
Motion made (Mr. W. C. UroKne) for Correspondence relative to non-attendance of, 100;
Return to Address laid on Table, 199.............................................................................................
Dr. Beer:—
Opinion of Attorney General on ease of, laid on Table, 110 .............................................................
Motion made (Jtfr. JiucAtinan) for Minutes, Correspondence, Ac., in reference to case of, 118;
Return to Order laid on Table, 125................................................................................................
The Case of John Chitlin ;—
Motion made (Mr. Jfirf/er) for Depositions and Correspondence on a charge of perjury, 137.
List of Magistrates of the Colony:—
Return of, laid on Table, 15R ................................................................................................................
Mr. Weston, Clerk of Petty Sessions, Coonajlule:—
Motion made (Jfr. Kehon) for Papers, Reports, Evidence, Ac., relating to the removal of, 161;
Return to Order laid on Table, 21J ; ordered to be printed, 2G1 .............................................
Bi-akefield e. Shields :—
Motion mado (Ifr. Nelfon) for Papers, Letters, &e., having reference to a charge of cat.tlc-etcaling
hoard at Molong, 1G2; Return to Address laid on Table, 214; ordered to be printed, 261;
referred to Select Committee, 279 ; papers referred to Committee, 301; further Return laid
on Table and referred to Select Committee, 328 ; Report brought up, 337 ..............................
Motion made (Mr. Nelson) for adoption of Report and debate adjourned, 360; debate resumed
and adjourned, 361; resumed and motion negatived, 364.
Mr. Lett, J.P.:—
Motion made (Afr. Cbtoi) for Evidence taken by Mr. District Court Judge Macfarlend under
commission to inquire into charges made against, 194 ; Return to Address laid on Table, 252;
motion made for printing papers and negatived, 264.
William Stringer : —.
Motion made (Mr. Nelson) for Letters, Reports, Recommendations. Ac., having reference to tbe
commutation of sentence on, 232; Return to Address laid on Table, 319.................................
The Case of Patrick Carroll :—
Motion made (Mr. W. C. Browne) for Depositions in, 242 ; Return to Address laid on Table, 252
Mr. Haslet^ Bennhit, M.P..—
Opinion of Attorney General as to evecution of Writ of e«. sti. against, laid on Table, 286 .......
Mr. W. L. Varly :—
i
Motion made (Mr. Maciniosli) for Correspondence between, and Magistrates of Water Police
Court, respecting Mr. Vardy and his clients, 301; Return to Address laid ou Table, 371......
Release of the prisoner Gardiner—uhance of Ministry:—
Motion made (Mr. Paries) for Despatches, Minutes, &c., relating to. and to the late change of
Ministry, and amended, 302; Return to Address (m part) laid on Table, 319; linal Return
Inid on Table, 323 ............................................................................................................................
O’Connell Celebration :—
Opinion of Attorney General for persons purposing to take part in, laid on Tabic, 359 ..................
ADMINISTRATOR OF'THE GOVERNMENT:—
Motion made (Mr. Lord) for telegrams, letters, or despatches, between the Secretary of State
for tbe Colonies and His Excellency the Governor respecting the absence of tbu latter from
the Colonv, 97.
ADMISSION TO THE BODY OF THE HOUSE
Motion made (JD-. Robertson) that the Honorable William Henry Walsh, Speaker of the
Queensland Assembly, be invited to take a seat m the body of the House, 66.
AGENT GENERAL OF THE COLONY:—
,
Papers connected w ith Shipping Business of, laid on Table, 65 .........................................................
Motion made (Mr. Paries) respecting appointment of, and conditions of office, 137 ; amendment
moved and carried, 137 ; amended question negatived, 137 ; further amendment proposed
and bv leave withdrawn, 137AGREEMENT WITH THE BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES :—
With respect to interest on Public Moneys, laid on Tabic, 149 ................................................ ........
AGRICULTURE (See “ LIVE STOCK AND AGRICULTURE.”)
ALBURY:—
By-laws of Borough of, laid on Table, 29 .............................................................................................
ALIENS NATURALIZATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
...
Motion made (Mr. Nelson) for Coimnitleo of the Whole, to consider propriety of bringing in, 30:
House in Committee, and Resolution agreed to, 62 ; presented and read 1°, 66; read, 2°,
committed, reported with amendments, and Report adopted, 111; read 3° and sent to Council,
J2G ; returned with amendments, 218 ; amendments agreed to, 234; assent reserved, 247.
ALLEN, THE HON. GEORGE WIGRAM:—
Appointed a Commissioner to administer tbe Oath, 4; elected Speaker, 24, 35; presented to
Governor, 27, 37ALL SAINTS PARSONAGE BILL:Petition presented (Mr. W. C. Browne) praying for leave to bring in, 40 ; leave given, 45 ;
presented and rend 1°, 40, referred to Select Committee, 49 ; Report brought up, 64; read.
2°; committed, reported without amendment, and Report adopted, 73 ; read 3°, and sent to
Council, 78; returned with amendments, 140; amendments agreed to, 147; assent reported,
160 ....................................................................................................................................................
ANIMALS PROTECTION BILL:—
Received from Council and read, 1°, 2/1; motion made for 2° and debate adjourned, 280;
read 2’, and committed, 303; no quorum reported and Committee resumed, 303 ; House
again in Conunittce, 320; Order of the Day postponed, 328; House again in Committee,
336; Order of the Day postponed, 360, 364.
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APPEOPRIATION BILLi—
Leave given to bring in, 35G ; pvesented and road 1°, 356; read 2’, committed, reported without
amendment; Report adopted, read 3°, and rent to Council, 361; returned without amend
ment, 365 ; assented to in Council Chamber, 372.
'
ARNOLD, TUB HONORABLE WILLIAM MUNNINGS
Elected Speaker, 4; presented to Governor, 5.
Clerk informs House of death of, during adjournment, 23; Clerk informs House of receipt of
certificate of death of, 23.
ASSEMBLY
Proclamation of Governor Opening Eighth Parliament, 1; read by Clerk, 1.
Clerk announces receipt of Writs of Election, 2.
Writs of Election, 2, 6, f, 23 (“J, 33, 247, 250.
Clerk announces receipt of Proclamations declaring valid the elections for The Hnwkesbury and
Gold Fields South, 2.
Message from Commissioners, delivered by Usher of the Black Rod, 3.
Usher of Black Rod delivers Message from Commissioners, 3 ; from Governor, 6, 372,
Commission for Opening Parliament read in Council Chamber, 3.
Clerk reads Commission to Administer Oaths to Members, 3.
*
Members sworn, 4, 6. 6, S, 13, 24, 57, 248, 250.
Election of Speaker, 4, 24', 35.
Speaker reports receipt of Commission to Administer Oath, 6, 2S, 37.
Clerk reads Speaker's Commission to Administer the Oath, 5, 28, 37.
I'resentation of Speaker to Governor, 6, 27, 37.
Speaker lays on Table Warrant appointing Committee of Elections and Qualifications, 6.
Speaker lays on Table Minutes authorizing application of Balances, 6.
Speaker reports discrepancies in names endorsed on Writs, 6.
Clerk amends discrepancies in Writs, 7.
Speaker reports attendance of House in Council Chamber to hear Opening Speech, 7.
Governor's Opening Speech, 7Address in reply to Governor’s Opening Speech, 8, 9.
Clerk reads Address in reply to Governor's Opening Speech, 8.
Interruption, 8.
Ministerial Statements, 11, 14, 15,17, 19, 27.
Special adjournment, 14, 28, 40, 121, 159, 338, 370.
Standing Orders Suspended, 11, 33, 84.
Speaker reports maturity of warrants appointing Elections and Qualifications Committee, 17, 47,
153.
Clerk swears Members of Elections and Qualifications Committee, 17, 19, 49, 170.
Formation of Robertson Ministry, 21.
Vacant seats, 21(c), 138, 213.
No Tollers for Divisions, 21, 93, 233(!), 271, 319, 3G8.
Leave given to Committee of Elections and Qualifications to adjourn for a longer period than
seven days, 22.
Clerk informs House of death of Speaker, 23; receipt of Certificate, 23.
Clerk reports issue of Writs, 23.
Clerk informs House of receipt of Certificate of Election of Herbert Harrington Brown, Esq.
(Writ issued by Governor), 23.
Issue of Writ to Commissioners to administer the Oath to if embers, 23.
Clerk roads Commission appointing Commissioners to administer Oath to Members, 23.
Clerk puts questions on election of Speaker, 24, 35.
Speaker lays on Table warrant oppoiuting Robert Wisdom, Esq., a Member of the Committee of
Elections and Qualifications in room of John Lackey, Esq., 28.
Previous Question, 29, 209, 307, 336.
Deputy Speaker’s Commission to administer the Oath, 32.
Clerk reads Deputy Speaker's Commission to administer the Ontb, 32.
Clerk produces Writs in Courts of Law, 33.
Sessional Orders passed, 33, 40, 41.
Recommittal of Bill, 34, 186, 192, 268, 274, 316, 320.
Clerk announces resignation of Speaker, 35.
Resignation of Speaker, 34, 35.
Point of Order, 35, 338.
.
Clerk reads Report of Elections aud Qualifications Committee, SDp), 112, 125, 274.
Sittings after Midnight, 42, 46, 68, 70, 87, 107, 138, 144, 160, 252, 254, 272, 286, 299, 303, 322.
Question of Pm slege, 43, 98, 218, 286, 291, 307, 335, 372.
Leave of absence granted to Members, 45,159, 226.
Ballot for Select Committee, 51, 66, 138.
Clerk lays document on Table, 54,117.
Orders of the Day discharged, 62, 118, 207. 291, 359C), 360, 364, 370HOrders of the Day restored, 233, 250, 335, '336.
Private Bill referred back to Select Committee after motion made for 2°, 243.
Exclusion of Strangers, 261, 280, 368.
Witnesses at tho Bor, 287, 291, 308.
Clerk reads letter of Mr. William Barker—Privilege, 307.
Standing Bulcs and Oriel's of Parliament of Victoria, laid on Table, and referred i » Standing
Orders Committee, 314.
Privileges Act of Victoria, laid on Table, and referred to Standing Orders Committee, 314.
Constitution Act of Victoria, laid on Table, and referred to Standing Orders Commitb :e, 314.
Clerk has leave to produce Estimates in Water Police Court, 314.
No Quorum ou division, 261.
Admission of the Hon. W. H. Walsh to the body of the House, 66.
Clerk reads Petition, 58, 67,
Contingent Notice on going into Committee of Supplv, 84.
No Report from Committee of tho Whole, 92, 132, 316.
Additional Sitting Day, 106.
Ruling of Speaker, 98,118, 1S9, 261, 282, 298, 338.
Death of Francis White, Esq., M.P., adjournment of House, 121.
Message to Council requesting attendance of Member as witness, 138Spenkqr lays on Table Warrant appointing James Hoskins, Esq., a Member of the Elections
and Qualifications Committee, in room of Francis White, Esq., deceased. 140 „
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ASSEMBLY (contimed)•
BUI resurrect for Koyal Assent, 152, 247, 302.
No Quorum in Committee of the Whole reported, 153, 189(SJ, 240, 303, 320, 325(2), 320.
. No Quorum in House, 139,195, 240, 245, £61, 265, 314, 320, 325, 329.
Speaker’s Casting Yotc, 166, 211.
Expunged records, 218, 299.
Free Conference on Lauds Acte Amendment BUI, 338, 356, 360(=).
Clerk reads names of Managers of Free Conference on Lands Acts Amendment Bill, 356, 360.
47th Standing Order suspended to enable tho Acting Chairman of the Select Committee “ Petition
of Amos Dims” to sign report, the Chairman having declined to sign it, 361.
Speaker lays on Table Abstracts of the Public Accounts for 1874, 368 ......................... ....................
Prorogation Speech delivered in Council Chamber, 372.
Votes and Proceedings, Nos. 1 to 102....................................................................................................
Business undisposed of at the close of the Session .............................................................................
Attendances of Members in Divisions aud Counts out during the Session ......................................
.
Business of the Session............................................................................................................................
Weekly Reports of Divisions in Committee of the Whole, Nos. 1 to 16 ..........................................
Weekly Abstracts of Petitions received, Nos. 1 to 21 ........................................................ ................
General Summary of Petitions ....................................................... .....................................................
Alphabetical Register of Bills ...............................................................................................................
Alphabetical Register of Addresses and Orders .................................................................................
Standing and Select Committees appointed during the Session ...................................................
Explanatory Abstracts of sums estimated and voted.............................................................................
ASYLUM, DESTITUTE CHILDRENS
List of Directors for 1876 laid on Table, 97 ........................................................... .............................
ASYLUMS BOR INEIRM AND DESTITUTE.
Report from Board for 1874 laid on Table, 205 ..................................................................................
ATTENDANCES OF MEMBERS IN DIVISIONS AND COUNTS OUT
Return showing.......................................................................................................................................
AUSTRALASIA COAL COMPANY'S BILL
Petition presented (Mr. Pilcher), praying for leave to bring in, 194; leave given, 199 ; presented
and read 1°, 200; referred to Select Committee, 205; Report brought up, 211 ; motion made
for 2°, and Bill referred back to Select Committee, 243 ; Report brought up 2°, 263 j read 2°,
committed, reported with amendments, and Report adopted, 2S3 ; read 3° und sent to Council,
286; returned ■with amendments, 308; amendments agreed to with amendments, 320;
Message to Council, 322; Message from Council agreeing to Assembly’s amendments upon
'
Council’s amendments, 329; assent reported, 363 .....................................................................
Petition from Edward C. Merewctbcr, praying that the Bill be again referred to the Committee,
and that the Australian Agricultural Company may be heard by Counsel against the Bill, 222 ;
ordered to be printed, 230 .................................. ................. ....................................................
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BALLOTING FOR SELECT COMMITTEES
Sessional Order passed, 41.
On Ultimo Presbyterian Church Trustees Bill, 51.
On Removal of Public Money from Bank of New South Wales, 138.
t
BANK HOLIDAYS BILL
Motion made (Mr. .T. IFalson) for leave to bring in, 181; presented aud read 1°, 182; Order of
the Day for 2° postponed, 212 ; motion made for 2C, and debate adjourned, 219; read 2°,
committed, reported with amendments, and Report adopted, 234 ; read 3° and cent to
.
Council, 236 ; returned without amendment, 254; assent reported, 281.
BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES
Agreement with, relative to interest on Public Moneys, laid on Table, 149 ......................................
BANK LIABILITIES AND ASSETS
Abstract of Quarter ended 30th September, 1874, laid on Table, 49 .................................................
Do.
do.
31st December, 1874, laid on Tabic, 49 ..................................................
Do.
do.
31st March, 1875, laid on Table, 232 ......................................................
BANKERS CROSSED-CHEQUES AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion mado (ilfr. J. iFittson) for leave to bring in, 182 ; presented and read 1°, 182; Order of
the Day fbr 2’ postponed, 212, 219, 234, 254; read 2°, committed, reported without amend
ment, and Report adopted, 270 ; Order of the Day postponed, 295; recommitted and reported
2° with an amendment, 316; again recommitted and House counted out, 320.
BANKS, GOVERNMENT SAVINGS
Statement of Accounts from 1st January to 31st December, 1874, laid on Table, 40 ......................
Return showing number of in operation, laid on Table, 159 ......................... ....................................
BAR OF HOUSE
Motion made (Mr. Paries) for summoning of Mr. Dransfield and Mr. Twaddell at, respecting
alleged case of bribery, 287 ; Mr. Dransfield called to, and declined to give evidence, 291;
■ motion mado (ilfr. Paries) to take evidence at, on charges made by Mr. Dransfield and
negatived, 808.
BARRISTERS ADMISSION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. ii. B. Smith) for leave to bring in, 72; presented aud read 1°, 73; Order of
the Day for 2” postponed, 92, 112, 132, 147, 167, 212, 243, 2/2, 293, 317; Order of the Day
discharged and Bill withdraw n, 359.
■
BEER, DR.
Opinion of Attorney General respecting ease of, laid on Table, 110..................................................
Motion made (Mr. Buchanan) for Minutes, Correspondence, Ac., in reference to case of, 118;
Return to Order laid on Table, 125.................................................................................................
BEER’S DISABILITIES BILL :—
Motion made (Mr. Brir.er) for leave fo bring in, 173; presented aud read 1°, 173; Order of
the Day for 2* postponed, 212, 255, 316; Order of the Day discharged, and Bill with
drawn, 359.
BENNETT, MR. HANLEY, M.P.:—
■
Opinion of Attorney General as to execution of writ of ca. sa. against; laid on Table, 286 ..........
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BILLABONGr GOLD FIELD
Petition from miners on, respecting tho grazing of sheep on, presented, 248; ordered to be
printed, 249...................................... ..................................................................... ............................
BILLS :—
"Withdrawn, 118, 207, 286, 359 (‘), 360, 364.
Assent reported, 13, 45, 110,152
160, 170, 175 (5), 199 {•), 247, 281 0, 301, 305 f), 323,
331 0, 363 (s), 368, 371 (3), 372 (!).
■Reserved, 152, 247, 302.
Recommitted, 186, 192, 268, 274, 316.
BLACK HOD
...
Usher of, delivers Message from Commissioners on opening of Eighth Parliament, 3.
Do.
do.
Governor
do.
do.
G.
■
Do.
do.
do.
closing first Session of Eighth Parliament, 372.
BLAKEF1ELD #. SHIELDS •—
Motion made (dfr. Kelson) for letters, papers, &c., having reference to a charge of rattle-stealing,
heard at Molong, 162 ; Return to Address laid on Table, 214 ; ordered to be printed, 261;
referred to Solent Committee, 279 ; papers referred to Committee, 301; further Return
laid on Table and referred to Select Committee, 328; Report brought up, 337 ; motion made
for adoption of Report, and debate adjourned, 360; debate resumed and adjourned, 361;
resumed and motion negatived, 364 ..............................................................................................
BLOMFIELD AND MUNFORD
Motion made (Mr. J. S. SinU/t) for Select Committee to inquire into and report upon the matter
of a Petition presented 18th November, 1874, 77; petition presented (Mr. J. 8. Smith) from
Messrs. Munford and Blorafield, praying that they maybe heard by Counsel before the Com
mittee, 91; petition referred to Committee, 91.
BLUE BOOK
For 1874, laid on Table, 156....................................................................................................................
BONUS FOR PRODUCTION OF CAST IRON
'
Motion made (j^'- Macintosh) for Committee of tho "Whole to consider of an Address to the
Governor, for sum to be placed ou Supplementary Estimates for, 55; Order of the Day
postponed, 62 ; House in Committee, and no Report, 92.
BOOTH JOHN, ESQUIRE
Leave of absence granted to, 159.
BORDER DUTIES (See “ CUSTOMS.”)
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3

411

2

145,161,165

2

801

0

105

3

817

3

819

3

821

3

879

3

361

2

959

3

881

1

379

1

375

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
4

827
825
823, 875
851
843
847
853
865
877
879
881
841
205
863
923

BRAIDWOOD :—
Petition from residents respecting alleged miscarriage of Justice at, presented, 97 ; ordered to bo
printed, 117.........................................................................................................................................
BRANDS ACT (See "REGISTRATION OF BRANDS ACT”)
BREACH OF PRIVILEGE (See “PRIVILEGE.”)
BRIDGE, WINDSOR...
Petition from Peter Lecusson, ns lessee of, respecting charges for crossing and re-crossing, pre
sented, 185 ; ordered to bo printed, ISO...................................................................................... .
BRIDGE BETWEEN BALMAIN AND THE GLEBE;—
Petition from Council and ratepayers of Balmain in favour of, presented, 301 ; ordered to be
printed, 314.........................................................................................................................................
BRIDGE ACROSS THE GWYDIR AT BUXDAREA
Petition from residents of Bundarra, presented and ordered to bo printed, 337; motion made
(Mr. Terry) for Committee of the Whole to consider prayer of petition, 357 ; House in
Committee and resolution agreed to, 368 .................................. ..................................................
BROUGHTON CREEK, &C.:—
By-laws of Municipal District of, laid on Table, 323.............................................................................
BROWN, MITCHELL:—_
_
4
Petition from, respecting occupation of, aud right to purchase certain land, presented, 11; ordered
to bo printed, 30................. .............................................................................................................
BUCHANAN, DAVID, ESQUIRE, M.P.
Motion made (ilfr. Darter) for Correspondence and Minutes having reference to exclusion of, from
Darlingburst Gaol, 46 ; Return to Address laid oti Table, 97 .................................................
Motion made (ilfr. Parlccs) for expunging part of records, 218.
BULLOCK ISLAND BRIDGE;—
_
_
Motion made (Jfr. Stetetir) for Committee of the Whole to consider of Address to Governor for
sum to bo placed on Supplementary Estimates for completion of, 118 ; Order of the Day post
poned, 148; House in Committee and resolution agreed to, 173.
BURNS, THE HONORABLE JOHN FITZGERALD
Acceptance of Office by, as Postmaster General, 21; Seat declared vacant, 21; ro-elccted, 23;
sworn, 24.
BURWOOD
By-laws of Borough of, laid on Table, 367.............................................................................................
BUSINESS DAYS
Sessional Order passed, 33 ; amendment negatived, 33.
BUSINESS OF THE SESSION
Return showing..!...................................................................................................................................
BUSINESS UNDISPOSED OF AT THE CLOSE OF THE SESSION
Return showing...............................................................
BUTLER, EDWARD, ESQUIRE:—
Appointed Commissioner to administer the Oath, 23.
BY-LAWS:—
Borough of Wollongong, laid on Table, 6
do.
6
St. Leonards,
Do.
do. 13, 271
Tcnterfioldj
Do.
Deniliquin,
do.
29
Do.
Glen Innes,
do.
29
Do.
29
Albury,
do.
Do.
Leichhardt,
do.
61
Do.
Ulladulla,
109
do.
Do.
Gerringong,
do.
293
Do.
JJoTvra, Boinadcrvy. and Bran
Do.
Burwood, laid on Tablo, 367
Do.
Gerringong Free Public Library, laid on 1Table, 15
St. John’s College,
do.
97
do.
136
Wagga Wagga Free Library,
Public Vehieles Regulation Act,
do.
328
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BYBON BUN
Motion made (Mr. Dills) for Correspondenee, &o., on cancellation of Reserve on, 136 ; Return
to Order laid on Table, 260.........................................................................................................

389

c
CABLE BETWEEN NEW ZEALAND AND NEW SOUTH WALES
Motion made (Mr. Hums') for Committee of the Whole to consider resolutions for construction
and maintenance of, 199; Message No. 21 laid on Tabic, 205 ; House in Committee, and
resolution agreed to, 200 .....................................................................................................
CAMPBELLTOWN RESERVOIR BETTER PRESERVATION BILL:—
.
Motion made (Mr. Garreit) for leave to bring in, 23fi; presented, and rend 1°, 236; Order of the
Day for 2“ postponed, 239; rend 2°, committed, reported, with amendments, and report
adopted, 258 ; read 3°, and sent to Council, 2G0; returned with amendments, 308 ; amend
ments agreed to, 316 ; assent reported, 331.
CARROLL, PATRICK
Motion made (Mr. W. C. Browne) for Depositions in case of, 242 ; Return to Address laid on
Table, 252.
CAST IRON: —
Motion made (Mr. Macintaih) for Committee of the Whole to consider of Address to Governor
for sum to be placed on Supplementary Estimates for Bonus for production of, 55 ; Order of
the Day postponed, 62 ; House in Committee, and no report, 92.
CERTIFIED DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOLS (See "EDUCATION.”)
CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES :—
Election of Mr. Driver as, 29.
'
Reports no Quorum in Committee of the Whole, 153,189 (a), 240, 303, 320, S25(2), 329.
Reports Point of Order arising iu Committee of Supplv, 338.
CHIPLIN, JOHN:—
*
Motion made (Mr. Btttler) for Depositions and Correspondence on charge of perjury preferred
against, 137.
‘
CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS
Return to Order (in part) Session, 1873-4, laid on Table, 356.................................. ......................
CHURCH OF ENGLAND SCHOOLS (See “ EDUCATION.”)
CIRCULARS TO INSPECTORS OP STOCK
Correspondence respecting issue of, in regard to Reserves and droving, laid on Table, 72 ........
CIVIL SERVICEr
°
3
1
Mr. Jons Conakry :—
Motion made (Mr. MacmtosV) for Committee of the Whole to consider of Address to the Governor
for sum to he placed on Supplemeutnry Estimates as refund of Superannuation deductions,
65 ; House in Committee, 66, 74, 93 ; House again in Committee, and no Report, 132.

595

4

911

3

385

2

289

2

293

2

297

3

549

CoNOVCT OF CERTAIN CLERKS IN LANDS OFFICE :—

Motion mode (Mr. Buchanan) for Minutes of Evidence and of the Executive Council in connection
with inquiry into, 153 ; Return to Address laid on Table, 159 ..................................................

Salaries

of

Civil Servants:—

Motion made (Mr. Taylor) for Minutes and Correspondence in reference to the refund of the
deductions from the 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1873, 222; Return to Order laid
on Table, 242 ................................................................. ..................................................................

Mr. Andrew Miller Dick :—

...............

Motion made (Mr. Macintosh) for Correspondence and Minutes having reference to removal of
from the Public Service, 279 ; Return to Address laid on Table, 367 ......
CLAIMS AGAINST THE CROWN BILL:—
...........
Motion made (Mr. Terry) for Committee of the Whole to consider propriety of bringing iu, 4.9 ;
House in Committee and resolution reported, 55 ; agreed to, 62 ; presented and read 1”, 64;
read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and Report adopted, 73 ; read 3° and sent
to Council, 77 ; returned without amendment, 126 ; reserved lor Roval Assent, 152.
CLARENCE ELECTORATE SUBDIVISION BILL:‘
Motion made (Mr. Bawdsn) for leave to bring in, 65 ; presented and read 1°, 69 ; Order of the
Day for 2° postponed, 111, 132 ; motion mado for 2° negatived, 147.
CLERK OF ASSEMBLY :—
Reads Proclamation opening First Session, Eighth Parliament, 1.
'
Announces receipt of Writs of Election, 2.
Announces receipt of Proclamations declaring valid the Elections for Tho Huwkesburv aud Gold
Fields South, 2.
' .
Reads Commission to Administer Oaths to Members, 3.
Reads Speaker’s Commission to administer Oath to Members, 5, 28, 37.
Amends discrepancies in Writs, 7.
Reads Address in reply to Governor’s Opening Speech, 8.
‘
Swears Members of Elections and Qualifications Committee, 17, 19, 49, 170.
Informs House of death of Speaker during odjournment, 23 ; informs Honao of receipt ol
Certificate, 23.
Reports issue of Writs, 23.
Informs House of receipt of Certificate of Election of Herbert Harrington Brown, Esquire, for The
Paterson (Writ issued by Governor), 23.
Reads Commission appointing Com miss ionera to administer tbe Oath to Members, 23, 28.
Puts Questions on election of Speaker, 24, 35.
Reada Deputy Speaker's Commission to administer tho Oath, 33.
Production of Write by, in Courts of law, 33,
Announces resignation of Speaker, 35.
Reads Report of Elections and Qualifications Committee, 39(s), 112, 125, 274.
Lays document on Table, 54, 117.
Reads Petition, 58, 67.
Reads letter of William Barker—Privilege,—307.
Has leave to produce Estimates in Water Police Court., 314.
Reads names of Managers of Free Conference on Lauds Acts Amendment Bill, 366, 360,
COAL FIELDS:—
1
Map of the Colony laid on Table, as an exhibit,TOG.
Report of Examiner for 1874 laid on Table, 146 .....
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COLONIAL AG-ENT GENERAL (Seo “ AGENT GENERAL OP THE COLONY.”)
COLO^AL^MWyvLED^SHRTTS^^) ^ Ktturn allC)wiT,g umber of Convictions and Pines levied
COLONIAL°WINeI REGULATION ACT (See “SALE OP COLONIAL WINES REGULATION
COMMISSION '(DEPUTY SPEAKER'S) TO ADMINISTER THE OATH TO MEMBERS

TO^MBEBS
Receipt of, reported bv Speaker, 5, 28, 37 ; read by Clerk, 5, 28, J7COMMISSION TO ADMINISTER OATH TO MEMBERS
Ism of, to*George William Lord, Esq., Edward Butler, Esq., and John Samuel Smith, Esq., 23.
COMMISSION POR OPENING PARLIAMENT:—
Road in Council Chamber, 3.
COMMISSIONERS POR OPENING PARLIAMENT
Messngc from, delivered by Usher of Ulack Kod, 3.
C0TSi^ ATO Q,trAr.TTH:ATioNS (See also “ ELECTORAL”)
Speaker lays Warrant on Tabic appointing, 6; maturity of Warrant reported, 17; Members sworn,
17 19 40 170- Speaker appoints flrstnioctmg of Comnutfcee, 17 j leave given to adjourn foi fl
longer period than seven days, 22; Speaker lays Warrant on Table appointing Robert
Wisdom, Esq., in place of John Lackey, Esq., 28 ; maturity of Warrant reported, 4, ;
Reports brought up, 30 H, 112,'125, 274; Spcakcr;iays Warrant on Table appointing Janies
Hoskins, Esq., in room of Prancis Wliito, Esq., deceased, 140 ; maturity of Warrant reported,
153 ; sworn, 170.
.
Of the Whole;—
.
Election of Richard Driver, Esquire, as Chairman of, 20.
No report from, 92, 132, 310.
.
Standikg Ohdees :—
Sessional Order passed, 41.
Library ;—
Sessional Order passed, 41.
Select:—
Appointed by Ballot,' 51,138.
GOMMONjoGULGONG:-^^^) for
petiUon9j ,lld Pftper3 in reference to Proclamation ol
219 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 328 .....................................................................................
CONDUCT OF CERTAIN CLERKS IN LANDS OFFICE:—
...
Motion made (Mr. Buchanan) for Minutes of Evidence, and of Executive Council in connection
with inquiry into, 153 ; Return to Address laid on Table, 159 ..................................................
CONDITIONAL PURCHASES,
,
. ,
f
f R,
Motion made (Mr. Parnell) for Return showing number of transfers ot, 83.
Return showinrr number of, in Patrick’s Plains, Muswcllbrook, Scone, Murrurundi, Tamworth, and
Warialda,laid on Table, 86 .................................................... -..................;■■■ '............... "jT.........
Motion mado (Mr. Piddinglon) for Return showing names of persons who have ceased to pay
interest on their purchase money, 111.
CONFERENCE, ^FREE^
insiet,ing u1K)n its disagreements from the Council’s amendmonts in
the Lands Acta Amendment Bill, 338; Mess^e from Council agreeing to, 35 o ; Managers
proceeded to hold, and proceedings reported ou return, 356; Message from Conned requestiue
further, 360; Message from Assembly agreeing to, 3G0; Managers proceeded to hold, anil
procflcclinps reported oil return, 360.
CONSNbtionSm^deTCMrNMaciMtoi/i) for Committee of the Whole to consider of Address to the Governor,
for sum to be placed on Supplementary Estimates as refund of Superannuation deductions,
55 ; House in Committee, 66, 74, 93 ; House again in Committee, and no Report, 132.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL :..
. „nr11o „nH 2v
Standing Orders suspended, 11; leave given (Mr.
bv!n|
committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, read 3 , and Bent to Council, and
returned without, amendment, 12 ; assent reported, 13.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 2)
„ , , , . .
■, , ,
po
Standing Orders susponded, 33; leave given (Mr. W. Forster) to bring m read 1 read 2
committed, reported without amendment, amendment for re-committal nfgatii ed, read 3 , and
sent to Council, 34; returned without amendment, 37 ; assent reported, 4o.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 3)
Leave riven (Mr. W. Forster) to bring in, 83 ; presented and read 1 ,83; road 2 ,86 ; committed,
reported without amendment, and Report adopted, 87; read 3 and Bent to Council, 91;
returned without amendment, 106; assent reported, 110.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 4):—
. „
, o0 ....... ,
' Leave given (Mr. IP. Forster) to bring in, 157 ; presented and read, 1 , lo7 ; read ^ cominitted.
reported without amendment, and Report adopted, 160; read 3 , aud sent to Council, 162 ^
returned without amendment, 171; assent reported, 175.
;
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 5)
Leave given (Mr. W. Forster) to bring in, 215 ; presented and read 1 , 210 ; read 2 , committed,
reported, and Report adopted, 223; read 3°, and sent to Council, 22o; returned without
amendment, 236 ; assent reported, 247.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 6) :—
Leave given (Mr. IP Forster) to bring in, 294; presented and «ad 1“, 294; read 2 comm,Rod,
reported without amendment, and Report adopted, 302 ; read 3 , and Bent to Council, 315 ,
returned without amendment, 322 ; assent reported,'323.
CONSTITUTION AOT OF VICTORIA ;
Laid on Table and referred to Standing Orders Committee, 314.
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES PREVENTION BILL. - ,
Motion made (Mr. FameV) for Committee of the Whole, to consider propriety of bringing m, bo .
House in Committee, and Resolution agreed to, 73 ; presented, and read 1 , 110; Uracr oi
tbe Day for 2° postponed, 132, 147; motion mode for 2, and debate adjourned, 1/3,
resumed, and adjourned, 212, 243 ; Order of the Day postponed, 254, 272, 29j ; read 2 , and
committed, 317 ; Order of the Day postponed, 336, 368.
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CONTAGIOUS DISEASES PREVENTION BILL (continual) ■—
'
Petition from Committee of Privileges, Wesleyan Methodist Church, against the Bill, presentee!
242; ordered to be printed, 248................................................................................................... ’
4
Do.
New Sonth Wales Association for the Promotion of Morality, against the Bill
presented, 252 ; ordered to be printed, 254 ...............................................................................'I|
4
Do.
Presbytery of Sydney, against the Bill, presented, 30G : ordered to be printed, 314.1
4
CONTINGENT NOTICE1
1
1
Moved (Mr. Nelson) on going into Committee of Supply, 84.
CONTRACTS FOR GOVERNMENT WORKS
Return to Order (Session 1873-4) laid on Table, 8G.
CORONERS INQUESTS
Motion made (Mr. Fitzpatrick) for Return showing the number of, during the three vears endiue!
30th June last, 3G4,
’
CRONIN, MR. JEREMIAH {See “ EDUCATiON.”)
CROWN LANDS_
Mitchell Brown :—
'
■
Petition from, respecting occupation of and right to purchase certain laud, presented, 11; ordered
to he printed, 30 ................................................................................................................ ...........
3
Dedicated to Religious and Public Purposes :—
........ ...........
Abstract of, laid on Table, 11, 33, 70,152, 188, 263, 356 ........................... ;...................................
3
Reserved eob Water Sutpit :—
.....................
Abstract of, laid on Table, 33, 70, 152, 188, 2G3, 356 ........................................................................
3
Sites tor Cities, Towns, and Villages :—
......................
Abstract of, laid on Table, 152, 188, 263 .............................................................................................
3
Joachim r. O’Shanasst ;—
.....................
Motion made {Mr. Buchanan) for Committee of tbe Whole, to consider of an Address to the
Governor, for sum to be placed on the Estimates to enable the Crown to be represented at the
hearing of tho Appeal, 41; question of privilege, 43; Order ■ of the Day postponed, 60 ;
House in Committee, and Resolution reported, 62; second rending of Resolution postponed^
79, 93 ; road 2°, and agreed to, 112 ; motion (Mr. Buchanan) ruled out of order, being the
same in substance as that negatived on 1st April, 118.
Papers connected with the ease of, laid on Table, 60 ..................................................................
3
Eli ether correspondenee laid on Table, 97 .............................................................................
3
Opinion of the Attorney General in reference to the Appeal to the Privy Council iu tho cases of
laid on Table, 76.......................................................................................................................... 4
3
Question of privilege, 98.
.......
Conditional PimcHAEis:—
Motion made (Mr. Faniell) for Return showing number of transfers of, 83.
, Return showing number of, iu Districts of Patriot's Plains, Muswellbroot, Soono, Murrurundi
Tamworth, and Warialda, laid on Table, 86........................................................................
’
3
Motion made (Mr. Putdinpton) far names of persons who have ceased to pay interest on the
balance of the purchase money, 111.
Reserve on Btron Run
Motion mado (Mr. Bibbs) for Correspondence, &e., relating to cancellation of, 186 j Return to
Order laid on Table, 260 ........................................................................................................
3
Held under Lease oh License:—
.....................
Motion made (Mr. Piddington) for Return showing, 233.
Raines’s selection at Mount Gitps :—
'
Motion made {Mr. Bavies) for Papers, Letters, &c,, having reference to forfeiture of, 242,
Reserves vhom Free Selection on Runs
.
Motion made {Mr. Buchanan) for Return showino1, 279.
CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT:—
Petition from Delegates of Richmond and Tweed Rivers League, respecting certain amendments
in, presented, 60 ; ordered to he printed. 65
3
CUSTODY OE INFANTS BILL..........................................................
Motion made {Mr. Pilcher) for leave to bring in, 195 ; presented and read 1°, 195 ; Order of the
Day for 2° postponed, 212,219, 255,295, 317; road 2° and committed, 336; further considered
in Committee, reported with amendments, and Report adopted, 360; read 3° and sent to
Council, 364; returned with amendments, 369; House in Committee to consider amend
monts and Report adopted, 370; Message to Council, 370; assent reported, 371.
CUSTOMS

915
917
919

361
327
303
341

367
371
375

365

389

363

Bohi>hr Duties :—

Petition from Albury against, across the Murray, presented, 64; ordered to be printed, 68........
Ditto
Corowa and Howlong
do.
do.
64;
do.
68............
Ditto
Bungowaunah
do.
do.
80;
do,
91......
Overtime :—

.......

Motion made {Mr. Bibbs) for Correspondence respecting, 64; Return to Order laid on Table, 367
Motion made {Mr. G. A. Lloyd) for names of officers who have been entitled to payment for, 302.
Eiecutivc minute and regulations for abolition of, laid on Table, 323.................. .............................

*

2
2

917
945
949

2

953

2

951

2

959

2

D

DARIEN STREET AT KIAMA BILL;—
Received from Council and read 1°, 140; Order of the Day for 2° postponed, 144; motion made
for 2 , and debate adjourned, 148; read 2°, committed* reported without amendment* and
D ARLTN'UEUBST^UA^L ^
^ ^ returneti ^kout amendment, 166 ; assent reported, iVa
Motion made (Mr, Bavies) for Correspondence and Minutes having reference to exclusion of
David Buchanan, Esquire, M.P., from, 46; Return to Address laid on Table, 97 ...................
Motion made (Mr. Parkes) for expunging part of records, 218.
................
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D
DAVIS, MB. AMOS
Petition from InhibitAnts of Wullabadah to Sooretory for Public Works Inid on Tsbie, 117 ;
ordered to bo printed, 189.........................................................................................................................
Motion mado
for tenders of, for Wallabadah and Wulgett Bridges, 214'; Return to
Order laid on Table, 321.
Petition of, presented, 11 November, 1874, referred to Select Committee, 131 ; motion made
(3fr. Fitzpatrick) for suspension of 47th Standing Order to enable Acting Chairman to sign
Report, 361; Report brought irp, 368 ...............................................................................................
DEATH OF THE SPEAKER_
_
Clerk informs House of, during adjournment, 23 ; Clerk informs House of receipt of certificate
of, 23.
DEBATE (Seo “ADJOURNMENT”)
DEDICATED CROWN LANDS RESUMPTION BILL
Motion made (ilfr. Garrett) for leave to bring in, 159 ; presented and road 1°, 160 ; Order of the
Day for 2D postponed, 170, 171 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and
Report adopted, 134; Order of tbe Dtiy for 3° postponed, 192, 206 ; read 3°, and sent to
Council, 215; returned with amendments, 279 j amendments agreed to, 232 ; assent
reported, 30o.
DENILIQUIN!—....................................
By-laws of Municipal District of, laid on Table, 29....................................................................................
DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOLS (See “ EDUCATION.’’)
DESPATCH:—
Sydney Branch, Rornl Mint, laid on Tablo, 131 ..................................................................................
DESTITUTE CHILDRENS ASYLUM
List of Directors for 1875 laid on Table, 97 ......................................................................................
DIBBS, G-EORGE RICHARD, ESQUIRE (See “ ELECTORAL.”)
DICK, MR..ANDREW MILLER.—
_
Motion made (Mr. Macintosh) for Correspondence and Minutes having reference to removal of
from the Public Service, 279 ; Return to Address laid on Table, 367.................
’
DISEASES AFFECTING LIVE STOCK (See “ LIVE STOCK.”)
................
DISTILLATION BILL
Motion made (Jfr. Jlatctien) for Committee of the Wholo to consider propriety of bringing in,
Go ; Order of the Day postponed, 92 ; House in Committee and Resolution agreed to, 131 ;
presented nud read 1°, 133 ; Order of the Day for 2° postponed, 162, 212, 219, 855, 272, g9o,
310, 328 ; Order of tho Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 359.
DISTILLATION ON VINEYARDS
Motion made (Mr. Macintosh) for Return showing quantity of wino and brandy produced, from
1869 to 1875, 97 i Return to Order laid on Table, 225; ordered to bo printed, 233
DISTILLED SPIRITS, COLONIAL—
...............

4

777

4

779

3

851

2

955

4

221

297

4

883

Motion mado (ilfr. T, ff. Datigar) for Return showing convictions, and fines levied for sellin", at
Wino-shopB, 131.
0
DISTILLERIES
Motion made (jlfV. Macintosh) for Reports of Inspectors sent to Chief Inspector after mating visits
of inepeotion ou premises of Wine Merchants and others, 97,
DISTRICT COURTS AOT OF 1858
Returns under 103rd clause of, laid on table, 199...............................................................................

DIVISIONS
ly

■

the

House :—

No quorum on, £61.
No Tellers for, 21, 93, 233 (2), 271, 319, 368.
Special adjournment, 29, 40, 121.
Previous Queslion, 29, 299, 307.
Adjournment of Debate, 72, 92, 127, 166, 243 (5), 250, 252, 261, 264, 269.
Adjournment of House, 222.
Privilege, 291(:), 292, 307, 308.
Dissent from Speaker’s ruling, 298.
The Governor’s Opening Speech (Address in reply) 8, 9.
Election of Speaker, 240, 35.
Ministerial Crisis (previous Question), 29.
Business Days, Sessional Order, 33.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), recommittal, 34.
Joachim ». O'Sh&nassy, 42, 50, 112.
Marriage with Deceased Wife’s Sister Legalizing Bill, 50, 72.
Piijment of Members of tho Legislative Assembly, 55.
The Reverend D. M’Guinn, 65, 132{I),
Sale of Liquors in Railway Refreshment Rooms, 66.
Nautical School Ship “Vernon," 66.
Matrimonial Causes Act Amendment Bill, 73.
The Eight-hour System of Labour, 78.
Dog Bill, 92,112, 167.
Future Governors Salaries Reduction Bill, 99.
Government of Fiji, 99.
Additional Sitting Day (Monday), 106,
Death of Francis White, Esq. (Adjournment of the House), 121.
Lands Acts Amendment Bill, 127, 144,200.
Agent General of the Colony, 137(2).
Hastings Electorate Subdivision Bill, 147.
Northumberland Electorate Increased Representation Bill, 147.
Clarence Electorate Subdivision Bill, 147.
Mr. E. H. Hargroves, 166, 211.
Stamp Duties Bill, 201, 250.
Additional Judge Bill, 207.
Dedicated Crown Lands Resumption Bill, 215,
Military Forces of the Colony, 233.

-

1

Innkeepers Liability Bill, 234.

Contagious Diseases Prevention Bill, 243, 317.
Ecmoval of Publio Money from Bank of New South Wales, 250, 252, 254, 298,299 Q.
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DIVISIONS (eouiMMwd)
Ilf the Hoese (continued) :—
Exclusion of Strangers, 261, 36S.
City Night Kefuge and Sonp Kitchen, 261.
Duty on Gold Abolition Bill, 264.
Mr. Thomas Scott, 264.
Dog Act Amendment Bill, (No. 2), 269.
Native Dogs Destruction Bill, 2S0.
Bclease of tbe prisoner Gardiner—Change of Ministry, 302.
Public Schools Act, 303(2).
Witnesses at the Bar (Privilege), 308.
Bailway Refreshment Booms Bill, 06, 316, 328.
Immigration, 317.
Blakefieid v. Shields, 364.
In Committkk oe the Whole :—

Marriage with Deceased Wife’s Sister Legalizing Bill, 381.
'Joachim u. O’Shanassy (Sceolnfion), 384.
Claims against the Crown Bill, 387Bevd. D. M'Guinn (Jtesolution), 387.
Sale of Liquors in Railway Refreshment Rooms (Mceolution), 388.
Aliens Naturalization Act Amendment Bill, 390.
Lands Acts Amendment Bill, 391, 392(3), 393(5), 395, 396, 397("), 398(3), 399(5}, 400, 401, 402(2),
403, 404{2), 403, 406(J), 407(*), 408(J), 409, 410p), 411{s), 412, 414(31, 415(!), 437, 438(3),
444.
St. Andrew's Cathedral Close Act Amendment Bill, 394.
Goulburn Cattle Sale Yards Bill, 396.
Dedicated Crown Lands Resumption Bill, 409.
Widows of tho late Lieutenant Gowlland, Petersen, and Thomas Havenhand (Sesohdion), 415.
Stamp Duties Bill, 417, 41SH, 420, 421(') 422(2), 423(3), 424(2), 427(!J, 429.
Innkeepers Liability Bill, 422.
Water Pollution Prevention Bill, 425, 426(,i).
Dog .Act Amendment Bill (No. 2), 430(2)
Australasia Coal Company’s Bill, 431.
Animals Protection Bill, dSSf), 434.
Divorce Bill, 435 (2), 436.
Volunteer Force Regulation Act Amendment Bill, 436.
Bankers Crossed Cheques Amendment Bill, 436, 437.
Pacific Mail Service (Jtesohdions), 439.

Nuisances Prevention Bill, 439, 444.
Immigration (Resolutions), 440.
Custody of Infants Bill, 442.
Appropriation Bill, 445.
Supply—Supplementary Estimates

foe

1873

and

1874.

Ilinister oj Just ire and Public Instruction—Costs in case Watson als. Colwell and Wife, 3S3.
General Estimates for 1875
Legislative Com uefi, 384.
Permanent and Volunteer Military Forces—Artillery—Lodging Allowances to Lieutenants Lindemaen
and Russell, 385.
Charitable Allowances—Sydney Foundling Hospital, 385, 38G(5), 445.
General Estimates foe 1875 (continued)
District Courts—Registrar at Maitland, 386, 430(2), 431.
Grants in aid of Public Institutions, Sydney Mechanics School of Arts, 387.
Department of Jfiiitw—Under Secrctarg, 3o9.
Jitrr.trir Telegraphs—Operators, 390.
James Twaddle—Compensation to, 431,
.
Additional Estimates toe 1875;—
City and Suburban Sewage and Heallk Board, 441 (2).
Sydney Corporation, 442, 444.
Additional Loan Estimate for 1875.
j
Richmond Rridge, 442.
'

DIVORCE BILL
'
Motion mado (Mr. Puchanan) for leave to bring in, 1G2 ; presented and read 1°, 162 ; read 2°
and committed, 1,89 ; no quorum reported, 189; House counted out, 189; Order of Uu
Day restored, 233 ; Order of the Day postponed, 254, 272, 295 ; House again in Committal
and no Report, 316.
DOG ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Motion mado (Mr. Terry) for leave to bring in, 131; presented and read 1°, 131; Order of the
Day for 2° postponed, 148 ; motion made for 2°, and Speaker ruled that Bill should originate
in Committee of tbe Whole, 189.
DOG ACT AMENDMENT BILL (No, 2)
Motion made (Mr. Terry) for Committee of tbe Whole to consider propriety of bringing in, 195 ■
House in Committee and resolution agreed !o, 212 ; presented and read 1°, 218 ; Order of
the Day for 2° postponed, 255 ; read 2° and committed, 269 ; further considered in Com
mittee, reported with amendments, and Report ndoptod, 275 ; read 3° and sent to Council.
279 ,- returned without amendment, 290 : assent reported, 305.
DOG BILL
Motion made (ilfr. Melson) for Committee of the Whole to consider propriety of bringing in
30 ; House in Committee and resolution agreed to, 49 ; presented and read 1°, 62 ; motion
mado for 2°, and debate adjourned, 92 ; negatived, 112; motion made (Mr. Kelson) tt
restore Order of the Day, for 2°, and negatived, 16G.

DOGS■

6

Petition from Sbeepowners, New England, complaining of their losses through the at lacks of
domestic dogs, presented, 22.
Petition from Sbeepowners, Cnrcoar,
do.
do.
presented, 91.
Petition from Shecpowners, Murrurundi,
do,
do.
presented, 239,
ordered to he printed, 242 .................................................
’
DRAFT MINING BILL (See "MINING BILL.")
..................................................
DRANSFIELD MR. (See " PRIVILEGE,")
.
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DRIVER, RICHARD, ESQUIRE
Elocted Chuinmui of Committees of the Whole House, 29.
Commission to, as Deputy Speaker, 32.
DUBBO PRESBYTERIAN MANSE TRUSTEES BILL
Petition presented {Mr. Pihker), praying for leave to bring in, SC ; leave given, 91; presented
and road 1°, 92 ; referred to Seleot Committee, 9S ; Report brought up, 106 ; read 2°, com
mitted, reported without amendment, and Report adopted, 119 ; read 3° and sent to Council,
120 ; returned without amendment, 15? ; assent reported, 1?0 ..............................................
DUTY ON GOLD ABOLITION BILL
Motion made (dfr. IF. Foritn') for leave to bring in, 68 ; presented and read 1°, 70 ; Order of
the Day for 2J postponed, 144., 206 j read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and
Report adopted, 2G4; read 3° and sent to Council, 268.
DUTY ON GOLD
Motion mado {Mr. 2oehOii) for abolition of, and debate adjourned, 42 ; Order of the Day
discharged, 62.
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903

4

143

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

141
145
147

4

183

4

169

4
4

109

4

181

E
EAST MAITLAND PUBLIC RESERYE BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Garrett) for leave to bring in, 192; presented and read 1°, 192 ; Order of tbe
Day for 2° postponed, 206 j read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, and Report
adopted, 215; reads0 and sent to Council, 218; returned with amendments, 242; amend
ments agreed to, 258; assent reported, 281.
EDUCATION;—
Chi;lien of Englanp School, Mohuya:—
Motion made {Mr. Stuart) for Correspondence respecting establishment of, and removal of teacher,
77; Return to Order laid on Table, 239.
Public Schools ;—
Motion made (Mr Parkes) respecting regulation requiring that one-third of the cost of erecting
school buildings should be contributed from private sources, 78.
Religious Instiuiction in Public Schools :—
Motion made {Mr. Dibls) for return, shewing particulars of, 111.
Public Schools Act;—
_
Petition from Synod of tbe Presbyterian Church of Eastern Australia, in favour of'certain amend
ments in presented, 117 ; ordered to be printed, 126 .......................................................................
Ditto, ElectornWof Newcastle, in favour of Denominational education, presented, 239; ordered, to
be printed, 242 ...........................................................................................................................................
Ditto, Electorate of The Hume, presented, 218 ; ordered to be printed, 250 .....................................
Ditto, Electorate of Tumut, presented, 253 ; ordered to be printed, 257 .............................................
Ditto, Electorate of Tbe Upper Hunter, presented, 261; ordered to be printed, 264'........................
Ditto, Eleeloratc of Yass Plains, presented, 290; ordered to be printed, 293 .....................................
Ditto, Electorate of Goulburn, presented, 301 ; ordered to be printed, 314........................ ................
Ditto, Electorate of The Hunter, presented, 333 ; ordered to be printed, 335 .....................................
Ditto, Electorate of Argyie, presented, 335 ; ordered to be printed, 338 .............................................
Motion made [Mr. Dibls) respecting amendment of, and withdrawal of ussistahoo from Denomi
national Schools, aud debate adjourned, 182; resumed and adjourned, 228; Order of tho Day
postponed, 243 ; debate resumed aud adjourned, 272, 280; resumed aud negatived, 303.
Ebbb :—
Motion made (Mr. Dibls) for Return showing number of children who have received, since 1866,
in schools under Council of Education, 188 ; Return to Order (in part) laid on Tablo, 367 ...
Ciiubch or England School at Emu Plains
Motion made (ilfr. Davies) for Correspondence relating to charges made by the Rev. George
Gurney against Mr. Justihus, Teacher of, 189 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 207 ...............
Rbpouts of Council of Education:—
On Public Schools for 1874, laid on Table, 205............................................................................................
On Certified Denominational Schools for 1874, laid ou Table, 205 ......................................................
Ceiitifikh Denominational School, Dungoo :—
Motion made (Mr. IF. IFafion) for Return showing daily attendance at, 264; Return to Order
" laid on Table, 286 ............... ......................................................................................................................
Site tor a Public School at German’s Hill:—
Motion made (Mr. Ditehanati) for letters and papers having referenee to grant of, 319.
Case of Mr. Jeremiah Cronin;—
_
Motion made (ilfr. Wisdom) for Correspondence having reference to dismissal of from Public
School at Wilcannia, 333.
EIGHT-HOUR SYSTEM OE LABOUR:—
Motion made (Mr. CV/meron) respecting application of to Government Buildings and Railway
contracts, and negatived, 78.
ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE (Seo “ELECTORAL”; also “COM
MITTEE.”)
ELECTORAL :—
Members sworn, 4, 6, 6, 8, 13, 24, 57, 248.
■
'
Clerk announces receipt of List of Members, 2.
Clerk announces receipt of proclamations declaring valid the Elections for the Hawkesbury and
Gold Fields South, 2.
Speaker reports discrepancies in Writs, 6 ; amended by Clerk, 7.
Speaker appoints first meeting of Elections aud Qualifications <Jommittec, 17.
Formation of Robertson Ministry, 21; amendment moved (Ifr. Wearm) and negatived, 21;
'
Seats declared vacant, 21.
,
Clerk reports issue of Writs (Robertson Ministry), 23.
Clerk informs House of receipt of Certificate and Writ, of the Election of Herbert Harrington
Brown, Esquire, as Member for The Paterson, in room of The Honorable William Munnings
Arnold, Esquire, 23.
Clerk produces Writs in Courts of law, 33.
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ELECTORAL (continued.):—
_
Seat of Erancis Wliito, squire, Tho Upper Hunter, declared vacant, 138.
Seat of Joseph Wenrnc, Esquire, Central Cumberland, declared vacant, 213.
Speaker informed House of receipt of Writ cortifving to tbe return of Thomas Hungerford ns
Member for the Upper Hunter, in room of Francis White, Esquire, 247 ; irregularity in
return of Writ remedied by proclamation in Gazette, 247.
Speaker informs House of receipt of Writ certifying to the return of William Alexander Long,
Esquire, in room of Joseph Weame, Esquire, 250.
Eiectioks and Quai.itications Committee:—
Speaker lays on Tablo Warrant appointing, G; Maturity of Warrant reported, 17; Members
sworn, 17,19,; Leave given to adjourn for a longer period than seven days, 22 5 Speaker
lays Warrant on Table appointing Robert Wisdom, Esquire, in place of John Lackey, Esquire,
28; Maturity of Warrant reported, 47 ; Sworn, 40; Reports brought up 39(2), 112, 125,274;
Speaker lays Warrant on Table appointing James Hoskins, Esquire, in room of Francis White,
Esquire, deceased, 140; Maturity of Warrant reported, 153; Sworn, 170..................................
Election Petition—West Stdnev
Petition of Joseph Ambrose Robinson and others, against the election and return of George
Richard Bibbs, as a Member for West Sydney, laid on Table by Mr. Parkes, 6; referred to
Committee of Elections and Qualifications, 17 ; Report brought up and read by Clerk, 39 ...
Election" Petition—Tub Nepean;—
Petition of James Tobias Ryan, against the election and return of Patrick Lindesay Crawford
Shepherd, as Member for Tho Nepean, laid on Table by Mr. Parkes, 19 ; referred to Committee
of Elections and Qualifications, 19 ; Report brought up and read by Clerk, 39 ........................
Election Petition—The Williams :—
Petition of George Milner Stephen, against tbe election and return of William Watson, os Member
for The Williams, laid on Table by Mr. Parkes, 19; referred to Committee of Elections and
Qualifications, 19 ; Report brought up and read by Clerk, 112 .....................................................
Election Petition—Yass Plains :—
Petition of Joshua Shipway and others, against the election and return of Michael Fitzpatrick,
laid on Table by Mr. Robertson, 45; referred to Committee of Elections and Qualifications,
45 ; Report brought up aud read by Clerk, 125 ....................................................................... ........
.Election Petition—The Upper Hunter:—
Petition of John M'Elhone, Esquire, against the election and return of Thomas Hungerford,
Esquire, ns Member for The Upper Hunter, laid on Table by Speaker and referred to Com
mittee of Elections and Qualifications, 263 ; Report brought up and read by Clerk, 274 .......
Electorate oe the Clarence :—
*
Petition from residents, Richmond and The Tweed, respecting sub-division of, presented, 58;
ordered to bo printed, GO ........................................................................................................................
Petition from Delegates of Richmond and Tweed Rivers, presented, GO; ordered to bo printed,* (15
Cost ot last General Election :—
Motion made (Mr. T. G. Mesgctr) for Return showing, 111.
Alleged Personation at West Macquarie:—
Motion made (itfi1. Meyer) for Correspondence between Mr. Henry Rotten, Mr. Superintendent
Lydiard, the Inspector General of Police, and tho Minister of Justice respecting, 118;
Return to Address, laid on Table, 211 ................................................................................................
Representation ot the People in The Legislative Assembly :—
Motion made (j¥>. R. J). Smith) respecting introduction of Bill for, next Session. 218.
ELECTRIC CABLE (See “ CABLE BETWEEN NEW ZEALAND AND NEW SOUTH WALES.")
ENCROACHMENT OF THE MURRUMBIDGEE RIVER :—
Petition from Mayor aud Aldermen of Wagga Wagga respecting, presented, 131; ordered to be
printed, 133...................................................................................................................................................
ESTIMATES
Message No. 5, transmitting, for 1875, and Supplementary, for 1873 and 1874, laid on Table, 40...
For 1875, and Supplementary, for 1873 and 1874, laid on Table, 40......................................................
Message No. 25, transmitting Loan, for 1875, laid on Table, 274 ..........................................................
Loan, for 1876, laid on 'Table, 274 .................................................................................................................
Clerk given leave to produce, at Water Police Court, 314.
Message No. 36, transmitting further Supplementary, for 1873 and 1S74, Additional, for 1875, and
Additional Loan, for 1875, laid on Tablo, 32S ...................................................................................
Further Supplementary, for 1873 and 1874, laid on Table, 328 .............................................................
Additional, for 1875, laid on Table, 328 ........................................................................................................
Additional Loan, for 187a, laid on Table, 328 ................. .................................................................
EXAMINER OF COAL FIELDS:—
"
Report for 1874 laid on Table, 146 ..........................................................................................................
EXAMINERS OF TITLES:—
''
Motion made (Mr. Jiuchanan) for Return showing number and names of applicants for office of,
29 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 60 .............................................................................................
EXAMINERS IN THE FACULTY OF MEDICINE:—
Documents respecting proceedings of, affecting the Dean, laid on Table, 274 ............................
EXCLUSION OF STRANGERS :—
""
Motion made (Mr. Buchanan) respect ing, and Speaker ruled part of resolution objectionable in
point of form, 261; amended question put and amendment proposed, 261; debate adjourned,
261; Order of tho Day for resumption of adjourned debate postponed, 280; resumed and
original motion negatived, 368 ; amendment put, and no tellers for the Ayes on division, 3GS.
EXPLANATORY ABSTRACTS :—
Of sums estimated and voted ...................................................................................
EXPUNGED RECORDS.
.......
Motion made (Mr. Parkes) for expunging of records from Return to Order " Darlingburst Gaol,”
laid on Table 27th April, 218.
Motion made (Mr. Bibbs) for expunging of records from proceedings of Select Committee on
“ Removal of Publio Money from Bank of Now South Wales,” 299.

E
FALBROOE POST OFFICE (See “POSTAL”)
PARNELL, JAMES SQUIRE, ESQUIRE
Proposed and seconded oe Speaker, 35.
FIJI (See “ GOVERNMENT OF FIJI.”)
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FINANCE:—
Vote os ChhdiP—
AlessBgo No. 1, laid on Tablo, 6 ..................... ...........................................................................................
Message No. 4, laid on Table, ..........................................................................................................................
Message No. 7, laid on Table, 76.................................................................... .................................................
Message No. 14, laid on Table, 156..................................................................................................................
Message No. 22, laid on Table, 205.,...............................................................................................................
Message No. 28, laid on Table, 282.................................................................................................................
Speaker lays on Table Minutes authorizing application of Balances, 6......................................................
Explanatory Statement of the Public Accounts, as embodied in the'Ways and Means for the year
.
1875, laid on Table, 46...................................... .........................................................................................
Report of the Board of Audit on the Public Accounts, laid on Table, 49...................................................
Abstract of Batik Liabilities and Assets for the Quarter ended 30th September, 1874, laid on Table, 49....
Bo.
do.
SlstBecember, 1874, laid on Table, 49....
Bo.
do.
31st March, 1875, laid on Table, 232 ...
Trust Moneys Beposit Account, from 1st April, 1874, to 31st March, 1375, laid on Tablo, 131...........
Explanatory Abstracts of sums estimated and roted..................................................................... .................
VoLUNTEEii Foece Reciuj.ation Act Op 1867 :—
Statement of Moneys expended under, in 1874, laid on Table, 136........ .................................................
Removal ot Public Monet tp.om Bank ot New South Wales:—
_
Motion made (Mr, Tarkes) for Select Committee to inquire into circumstances attending, 138;
appointed by ballot, 138. Motion made (Mr. IK Korstcr) that Mr. Gray be substituted for
,
Mr. W. Forster on the Committee, 144; Report brought up, 232. Motion made (ilfr. Parkes)
for adoption of Report, and debate adjourned, 248 ; resumed, 250 ; motion made for adjourn
ment of debate and negatived, 250; debate adjourned, 250; resumed, 252; motion made
for adjournment of debate and negatived, 252 ; debate adjourned, 252 ; resumed, aud motion
negatived, 254..........................................................................................-...................... ......................;•■■■
Motion made (Mr. Parkes) respecting, without "Warrant, as prescribed by Audit Act, previous
question moved, Speaker ruled that Member could not comment on acts of late Government,
Mr. Buchanan moved dissent from Speaker’s ruling and negatived, 298; previous question
passed in tho negative, 299.
Motion made (Mr. Pitbs) for expunging portion of Resolution of lltli May, 299.
Memorial from Banks in reference to, laid on Table, 228................................................ ................. ........
Opinion of Attorney General respecting the deposit of moneys in Banks without Warrant, laid on
Table, 278 ....................................................................................................................................................
Agreement with the Bank of New South Wales
_
With respect to Interest on Public Moneys, laid on Table, 149......................................... :....................
Public Accounts fob 1874 :—
'
Abstracts of, laid on Tablo by Speaker, 368 ............................................................................................ .
Supply .—
"
House in Committee of, 11, 33, 46, 60, 68, 70, 83, 84, 87,103,107,157, 214, 282, 286, 293, 294,
333, 336, 338.
Resolutions reported, 11, 33, 46, S3,157, 214, 294, 338.
Resolutions agreed to, 11, 33, 46, 83, 157, 214, 294, 352.
Resumption of Committee of, Sessional Order, 41.
.
Contingent Notice moved (Mr. Nelson) on motion for going into Committee of, and negatived, 84.
Chairman reports Point of Order arising in, 338.
Order of the Bay discharged, 370.
Wats and Means :—
House in Committee of, 12, 34, 40, 58, 83,157, 214, 294', 353.
Resolutions reported, 12, 34, 68, 83, 157, 214, 294, 353.
Resolutions agreed to, 12, 34, 58, 83, 157, 214, 294, 353.
Resumption of Committee of, Sessional Order, 41.
Estimates of, for 1875 (Mr. W. P'orste'e), laid on Table, ...........................................................................
Order of the Bay discharged, 370.
Estimates :—
_
Message No. 5, transmitting, for 1875, and Supplementary, for 1873 and 1874, laid on Table, 40...
For 1875, and Supplementary for 1873 aud 1874, laid on Table, 40......................................................
Message No. 25, transmitting Loan for 1875, laid on Table, 274 ..........................................................
Loan for 1875 laid on Table, 274 ..................................................................................................................
Message No. 36, transmitting Further Supplementary for 1873 and 1874, Additional for 1876, and
Additional Loan for 1875, laid on Table, 328 ....................................................................................
Further Supplementary for 1873 and 1874, laid on Table, 328 ...............................................................
Additional for 1875, laid on Table, 328 .........................................................................................................
Additional Loan for 1875, laid on Tablo, 328 .............................................................................................
FITZPATRICK, MICHAEL, ESQUIRE (Sec “ELECTORAL.”)
FLOORS IN THE HUNTER BISTRICT:—
,
Motion made (Ifr. Bcholey) for Return showing amount contributed by tbe G-ovornmeut for relief
of distress caused bv, 153 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 239.................................. ...................
FORMAL BUSINESS:—
'
Sessional Order passed, 40.
FORSTER, THE HONORABLE WILLIAM
Acceptance of office by, as Colonial Treasurer, 21; seat declared vacant, 21; re-ciceted, 23;
sworn, 24.
FORTIFICATIONS (See " LOAN FUNBS.”)
FREE CONFERENCE (See “ CONFERENCE.”)
FREE EBUCATION (See rl EDUCATION.”)
FURTHER SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES (See “ESTIMATES.”)
FUTURE GOVERNORS SALARIES REBUCTION BILL:—
*
Motion made (Mr, Buchanan) for leave to bring in, and negatived; 09.

GAOL
Bahlinghuest :—
_
,
Motion made (ilfr. Bavies) for Correspondence and Minutes having reference to exclusion of Bavid
Buchanan, Esq.j M.P., from, 46; Return to Address laid on Tabic, 97.........................................
Motion made (Mr. Parkes) for expunging part of records, 218.
Maitland :—
_
_
- ■
Motion made (iifr. Scholey) for Return of certain particulars in connection with, 58 ; Return to
Order laid on Table, 102 ................................................ .................................................... .....................
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GAME PROTECTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr, Driver) for leare to brine in, 7V.
GAEDINER, RELEASE OF THE PRISONER
Motion made {Mr. I’arkes) for despatches, minntes, Ac., relating to, and to Hie late elnmge of
Ministry, and amended, 302 ; Return to Address (in parti laid on Table, 319 : Final Return
kid on Table, 323 ....................................
GARRETT, THE HONORABLE THOMAS
...............................................................................
Acceptance of Office by, os Secretary for Lands, 21; scat declared vacant, 21; re-elcctcd, 23 ;
sworn, 24
.
GENERAL BUSINESS
Sessional Order passed, 33.
GENERAL ELECTION■
Motion made [Mr. T. G-. Danqar) for a Return showing cost of tbe last. 111.
GERMAN LUTHERAN CHURCH', SITE FOR
Motion made [Mr, Unchanan) respecting, and debate adjourned, 33 ; Order of the Hay postponed,
GERRINGCTs cf ’ ltl0’ 1]l8, 148j 162,
212’ 243’ 25i' 2"3, £95' 3G4'

6,15

By-laws of Free Public Library laid on Table, 15.........................
By-law of Municipal District of, kid on Table, 293
GLADES VILLE HOSPITAL
....................
Report for 1874 kid on Tabic, 293...................................................
Report from Colonial Architect on works at. kid on Table. 293
GLEN INNES
By-laws of Municipal District of, kid on Table. 29................
GOLD ’
....................................................................................

3

8

841
877

4
4

227
223

3

843

3

397

3

409

3

411

3

413

4

563

4

561

Duty on :—

Motion made [Mr. Kelson) for abolition of, and debate adjourned, 42; Order of the Day
discharged, 62.
Lbase At Oij> Gui.oong Rbef :—
Motion made [Mr. G00M) for correspondence and documents having reference to the cancellation

or, 55 ; Return to Order kid on Table, 68 ...........................................................................
Mk, E. H. Haeohatej
............................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Cunneen) for Committee of the Whole to consider of an Address to the
Governor for Finn to be placed on Supplementary E3timaf.es as compensation to, for discovery
of by, 166 ; debate resumed, and Speaker gave casting vote with the Ayes, 211; Order of the
Day postponed, 219, 254, 272, 295, 317, 322 ; House in Committee, no quorum reported, and
House counted out, 329; Order of the Day restored, 335 ; House in Committee and resolution
agreed to, 357.
Rents tor AuRrmrous Leases :—
Opinion of late Solicitor General in reference to, kid on Table, 242 .................................
BtETAEONG Gold Field
....... 1...............................
Petition from Miners of, respecting tho grazing of Sheep on, presented, 248 ; ordered to be printed.
249 ...........................................
Resrbve

at

Solfekino

-

Motion made (Mr. R. Forster) for letters, correspondence, &c., having reference to sale of, by
auction, 255.
"
Mit. E. W. Rudder :—

GOLD-FIELDS^ S^OUTH15 tl‘EC0V<:l’-r of e°tc1, PresMlte(;1> 336; ordered to be printed, 359

..................

Proclamation received by Clerk declaring election for valid, 2.
GOULBURN CATTLE SALE-YARDS BILL
Petition presented (Mr. Teece) praying for leave to bring in, presented, 68 ; leave given, 60;
presented and read 1°, 60 ; referred to Select Committee, 98 ; Report brought up, 125 ; read
2°, committed, reported with amendments, and Report adopted, 153 ; read 3“ and sent to
Council, 357 ; returned without amendment, 181; assent reported, 199....................................
R^Hlion from Stockowners and others in opposition to Bill presented, 131 ; Ordered to be printedj
GOVERNOR

....................................................................................:......................................................................

Proclamation of, Opening of Eighth Parliament, 1; read by Clerk, 1,
Proclamations of, deckring valid the elections for The Hawkesbury and Gold Fields South, received
by Clerk, 2.
Commission of, to Speaker to administer Oaths, 5, 28, 37.
Commission of, to Administer Oaths to Members, 3.
Message from, delivered by Usher of the Black Rod, 6, 372.
Opening Speech of, 7 ; Address in reply, 8, 9 j Message No. 2 from Governor, 13............................
Issues Writ for Electorate of The Paterson in room of The Honorable William Munnings Arnold,
Esquire, 23.
Receives Speaker of Assembly, 5, 27, 37.
Assents to Bills in Council Chamber, 372.
Delivers Prorogation Speech, 372.
GOVERNMENT BUSINESS
Sessional Order passed, 33,
GOVERNMENT OF FIJI
Motion made (Mr. Ruchanan) for address to Governor in reference to exclusion of Colony from,
l and negatived, 99.
’
GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANKS :—
Statement of Accounts from 1 January to 31 December, 1874, kid on Table, 40
Return shewing number of, in operation, kid ou Table, 159 .
GOWLLAND, LIEUTENANT (See “WIDOWS.”!
.....................
GRAMMAR SCHOOL, SYDNEY
Report for 1874, kid on Table, 274 .......................
GRET, MR. JAMES
...............................................
Motion made (Mr. Macintosh) for Reports and correspondenee haring reference to suspeusio or
removal of, ns Postmaster at Albion Part, 77; Return to Address kid on Table, 131
GULGONG COMMON (Seo “ COMMON.”)
GUNPOWDER (See “POWDER.”)
'
•
GWYDIR ELECTORATE SUBDIVISION BILL
Motion made (Mr. T. G. Dangar) for leave to bring in, 77.

*
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H
HAUBOUR DEFENCE (See “LOAN FUNDS”)
HARBOUBS AND RIVERS
^
Motion made {Mr. Bamdm) for Return showing expenditure on, from Loan Lunds, u.
HARORAVE&j^MR.
for
0f tho Whole to consider of an Address k) the
Governor for sum to be placed 011 Supplemental? Estimates as compensation to, for (hsrorery
of gold 16G ; debate resumed, and Speaker gave casting vote with the Ayes, 211 j Ureter ot
the Day postponed, 219, 25i, 272, 295, 317, 322 ; House in Committee, no quorum reported,
mid House counted out. 329 ; Order of the Day restored. 335 ; House m Committee and
HARRIS GEORGE, ESQ^CSce5" ULTIMO PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH TRUSTEES BILL.”)

Harris’

john esq.

(See<r

ultimo

Presbyterian

church trustees bill.

)

HASTINGS ELECTORATE SUBDIVISION BILL:,
n 1° 01 nd.rofl
Motion made {Mr. li. 3. Smith) for leave to bring in, Co ; presented and read 1 , 91; Urder ol
the Day for 2® postponed, 111; motion mado for 2° and negatived, 147.
HAVENHAND, THOMAS (See “ WIDOWS.")
HEALTH AND SEWAGE BOARD, SYDNEY .—
,
Progress Report of, laid on Table, 125 ............................................................................................
Second Progress Report, laid on Table, 242 ............................................... .................................. .
Third Progress Report, laid on Tabic, 293......................................................7'"'Vj'A......................
Motion made (Mr. Sutherland) for Progress Report of, and evidence taken by, 140.
Report to upon Sydney and Suburban Water Supply, by A. Liversidge, Esq., laid on Table, 314...
Report from, respecting disposal of night-soil m Melbourne, laid on table, 323 ..............................
HUNGERFORD, THOMAS, ESQ. (Seo “ELECTORAL.”)

IMMIGRATION
Report for 1874, laid on Table, 29 .......................... .
............ ............................... ilh.
Motion made (Jlfr. Piddington) for Committee of the Whole, to consider Resolutions, 100,
House ill Commit tea, 113 j Order of tho Day postponed, 132 | House again in Committee, lb- ;
Order of the Dav postponed, 212, 254 ; House again iu Committee, 294 ; Order of the Day
postponed, 317, 322 ; Hon«e again in Committeo and resolution, read a first time, 329.
Petition from Residents of Greta, Anvil Creek, &c., against the proposed scheme presented, ISo ;
ordered to be printed, ISO........................................... ............... ................................... v..........
Pctition from Residents of Lambton, New Lambton, and Waratah,
do.
do.
presented, 185 ; ordered io be printed, 1S9 ............... -............................ V'Toi')........
Petition from Inhabitants of Wallsend
do.
do.
presented, 211; ordered to
Petatteiifiom^Inhabitants of"Miiinii........ do!.............. do." "

presented 280 ; ordered to be

printed, 293 ............................................................................................*..................................
INNKEEPERS LIABILITY BILLt
, 9=.
Received from Council and read 1°, ICO j Order of the Day for 2° postponed, 174, 212, read, 2 ,
committed, reported with an amendment, and Report adopted, 234; Order of the Day
postponed, 254, 272; read 3® and returned id Council with an amendment, 29o; amend
ment agreed to, 30Gassent reported, 331.
Petition from Licensed. VicLuullcrs Association against a certain provision of the Bill presented
181; ordered to be printed, 184........................................... .................V" j'l'W......'"rVoan
p0_
do.
do.
presented, 235; ordered to be printed, 239
Correspondonce respecting issue of Circulars to, in regard to Reserves and droving, laid on Table,
Motion mndo"(jfn 21 '<?. Hnnijar) for Reports of, in complianee with Cireulara issued by Chief
Inspector, 97.
INSPECTION OF SHEEPj,.
Motion made (Jfr. T. G. Hangar) for Return showing number of Sheep inspected, and number of
convictions under Diseases in Sheep Act, S3.
INTERRUPTION
To nrnneedings of House, S.
INTOXICATING LIQUORS. (Seo “SALE OF LIQUORS. )
INVENTIONS:—
.
^ ,,
Iietters of Registration of under 1G Vie. No. 24, laid oil Table, 2il .............................................
IRON (See “ CAST IRON.”)

Motion mado {Mr. Suchanan) for Committee of tbs Whole to consider of an Address to Governor
for sum to be placed on the Estimates to enable the Crown to be represented at the Hearing
of the appeal, 41; Question of Privilege, 43 ; Order of the Day postponed uO ; House m
Committee and Resolution reported, 62; second reading of Resolution postponed, /J, J3 ,
read 2® and agreed to, 112 ; motion (Jfr. Buchanan) ruled out of order, being the same m
substance as that negatived on 1st April, 118.Papers connected with the case of, laid on Table, GO .....................................................................
Further Correspondence laid on Tabic, 97.............................. ........ ................................................ .
Opinion of the Attorney General in reference to the appeal to the Privy Council 111 tno cases ot,
laid on Table, ...............................................................................................................................
Question of Privilege, 98.
JONES, MR. {See 11 EXAMINER OF TITLES.”)

331
369
419
425
446

767

769
771
773

875
S77
385

613

367
371
375

£
KREFFT, MR. GERARD
Petition from, respecting the salary voted for the Curator of the Museum, presented, 253,
ordered to bo printed, ..............................................................................................*.......................

»
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LACKEY, THE HOYOKABLE JOHN'-.—
'
Acceptance of office by, as Secretary for Public Works, 21; seat declared vacant, 21; re-elected,
23 ; sworn, 24,
LAND ORDERS (Seo “ VOLUNTEERS.”)
LANDS ACTS AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made (Mr. Garrett) for Committee of the Whole to consider propriety of bringing in, 68;
House in Committee and Resolution agreed to, 70 ; presented and read 1°, 72 ; Order of the
Day for 2 postponed, 103,10/ j motion made for 2°, 126 ; motion made for adjournment of
debate and negatived, 127; motion made for adjournment of House and negatived, 127 ;
debate adjourned, 127; .debate on 2° resumed, 133 ; motion for adjournment of debate,
negatived, 133 ; debate adjourned, 133 j debate resumed and adjourned, 140; read 2° and
committed, 141; further considered in Committee, 149, 157, 160, 170, 171, 175, 184;
reported with amendments, 184; motion made for adoption of Report, and amendment
carried for recommittal of Bill, 186 ; reported 2° with further amendments, and Report
adopted, 186 ; motion made for 3°, and amendment carried for recommittal of Bill, 192 ;
reported 3° with further amendments, and Report adopted, 192 ; read 3° and sent to Council,j
200; returned with amendments, 309 ; House in Committee to consider amendments. 316
amendments agreed to, disagreed to, and amended, 322 ; Message to Council, 324; Message
from Council insisting on some of its amendments, not insisting on others, and agreeing to
Assembly’s amendments upon Council’s amendments, 332; House in Committee to consider
Message, 338 ; Message to Council insisting upon its disagreements, and requesting a free
conference, 338; Message from Council agreeing to a free conference, 355; managers proceeded
to conference, and proceedings reported on return, 336; Message from Council requesting
further free conference, 360 ; Message to Council agreeing to further free conference, 360
Report of conference brought up," 360; House in Committee to consider Report, and Report
'
adopted, 361; Message to Council not adhering to disagreements, and agreeing to further
amendments proposed by Council upon certain of its amendments, which are also agreed to,
361; assent reported, 368.
t
Petition from Free-selcctors, &c., Albury, Hume District, against certain clauses of, presented, 125 ;
ordered to be printed, 131......... ............ .........................................................................................
Petition from Erec-selectors, Ac., Bownn, Hume District
ditto
presented, 125 ;
Ordered to be printed, 131.................................. ........................................ ........... ...................
Petition from Free-selcctors, Ac., Armidule, in favour of certain amendments, presented, 152
ordered to be printed, 156...............................................................................................................
Petition from Free-selcctors, Ac., Muswcllbrook
ditto
presented, 152;
ordered to be printed, 156.................................................................................. ............................
Petition from Free-selectors, Ac., Hume District
ditto
presented, 159
_ ordered to be printed, 166..............................................................................................................
Petition from Richard Sadlcir, R.N.
ditto
presented, 175; ordered
to be printed, 182 ............................................................................................................................
Petition from Freo-selcctors, Ac., Tumut, in public meeting assembled, praying that third reading
of Bill may be deferred, presented, 170; ordered to be printed, 171..................................
LEAVE OF ABSENCE:—
.
Granted to Francis White, Esquire, 45.
;
Ditto
John Booth, Esquire, 159.
*
Ditto
Robert Palmer Abbott, Esquire, 226.
LECUSSON PETER (See " WINDSOR BRIDGE ”1
LEICHHARDTJ
By-laws of Municipal District of, laid on Table, 61 .....................
.
LETT AIR., J.P.: —
.................
Motion made (Afr. CoAc»), for evidence taken by Mr. District Court Judge Macfarland, under
Commission to inquire into charges made against, 104; Return to Address kid on Table, 252 ;
motion made for printing papers and negatived, 264.
LETTER ADDRESSED TO MM. ROCHEFORT AND GROUSSET (See also “RASTOUL,
MADAME”)
Motion made (Mr. Jit/n/irtnan), for Select Committeo to inquire into alleged non-deliverv of, 117 ]
Clerk lays on Table Proceedings, Evidence, Ac., of Session 1874, and referred to Committee,
11/; Message to Council requesting attendance of the Hon. Saul Samuel, C.M.G., ns a
witness before the Committee, 138; leave given, 140; Report brought up, 181; adopted, 218.
LETTERS OE REGISTRATION OF INVENTIONS
Under 16 Vic., No. 24, laid on Table, 271.
LIBRARY'
...............................................................
By-laws of Free Public, Gerringong, laid on Table, 15........................................................................
Do.
do..
Wagga Wagga, 136.........................................................................................
Report of Trustees on Sydney Free Public, hud on Table, 40................................................ !...........
Committee, Sessional Order, 41.
” ’
’
LIVE STOCK AND AGRICULTURE
Returns for year ended 31 March, 1875, laid on Table, 181 .......... .7... .
,
LIVE STOCK*
.............................
Motion made (Mr. J". S. Smith) for Select Committee to inquire into and report upon diseases
affecting, 286 ; motion made (Mr, J, S. Smith), for Return of Papers hearing upon question,
290; Return to Order—“ Registration of Brands Act”—referred to Committee, 3J5; Return
to Order (in part)—“ Diseases affecting Live Stock”—laid on Tabic and referred to Committec, 323 ; further Return to Order laid ou Table, and also referred to Committee, 367
LIQUORS (See "SALE OF LIQUORS.’1)
LLOYD, THE HON GEORGE ALFRED‘
Appointed a Commissioner to Administer the Oath, 4.
LOAN BILL:—
Leave given to bring in, 356; presented and read 1°, 356 ; read 2°, committed, reported without
amendment, and Report adopted, 361; read 3°, and sent to Council, 362 ; returned without
amendment, 368; assented to in Council Chamber, 372.
LOAN ESTIMATES (See " ESTIMATES.”)
LOAN FUNDS:— ,
Motion made (.Vr. Bowden), for Return showing expenditure from, for Harbours and Rivers, and
Hnrbosr Defence, 77.
‘
LORD, GEORGE WILLIAM, ESQ. :—
Appointed Commissi oner to Administer the Oath, 23.
' .
LUCAS, THE HONORABLE JOHN:— .
'
Acceptance of Office by, as Secretary for Mines, 21; seal declared Vacant, 21; re'clectcd, 23 ;
sworn, 24.

1

317
319
353
351
355
359
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271
613
841
863
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523
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MAGISTRATES, BENCH OE, SINGLETON:_
Motion made (Jfr. W. C. Brovme), for Correspondence relative to' non-attendance of, 100;
Return to Address laid on Table, ISO........................
MAGISTRATES OE THE COLON T—
’ "
.............
List of, laid on Table, 15(i ......................................
MAIL SERVICES, SAN FRANCISCO {See “POSTAL.”)
..........................................................
MAITLAND GAOL:—
Motion made (Mr. Scholey), for Return of pertain particulars in connection with, 58; Rotnm to
Order kid on Table, 102 ....................................
MARRIAGE WITH DECEASED WIFE’S SISTER LEGALIZING BILL
Motion made (Jfr. Bnchauaii), for leave to bring in, 30; presented aud read 1°, 30; read 2®, com
mitted, reported without amendment, and Report adopted, 50; Order of the Day for 3’
postponed, 72 ; read 3® und sent to Council, III; returned with amendments, 184 ; Order of
’
the Day postponed, 212, 210, 255 ; amendments agreed to, 272 ; assent reserved, 302,
MATRIMONIAL CAUSES ACT AMENDMENT RILL
• ’
Motion made (Mr. RarAsnnn), for leave to bring in, 30; presented and read 1°, 30; rend 2°, com-,
mitted, and reported with amendments, 50; Report adopted, 6G; motion made for 31 , und:
debate adjourned, 72 ; read 3°, and sent to Council, 92.
MECHANICS SCHOOLS OF ART : Motion mado (Jfr, DiMs), for Return showing particulars of, 336.
KELLY MR. JOHN:— _ t
«
PetUion from, respecting alleged loss by compulsory removal of his soap manufactory, presented,
1
217 ; ordered to be printed, 222 ,
MEMBERS:—
..........................................
Clerk announces receipt of List of, 2.
Commission to administer Oaths to, 3 ; read by Clerk, 3,
\
Sworn, 4, 5, 0, 8, 13, 24, 57, 248, 250.
’
Discrepancies in names of, reported bv Speaker 6 : amended bv Clerk" 7.
M'ELHONE t>. HUNGERFORD (See “ELECTORAL”)
M’GUINN, THE REVEREND D.:—
Motion mado (Jfr. Bn cer) for Committee of the Whole to consider of Address to tho Governor,
for sum ns compensation for loss of stipend, 65 ; House in Committee and resolution reported,
/3 ; read 1,92 ; debate on motion for 2® adjourned, 92 ; debate resumed, 131; amendment
to recommit resolution negatived, 132; resolution read 2° and agreed to, 132.
MESSAGES°

119
107

963

895

FltOM COMMISSIOXEIiS :—

Opening Eighth Parliament, 3.
Ttussnissiox of, bmiykei,- the two Houses :—
Sessional Order passed, 41.
Fhoji the GovjlKtTOP.:—
Summoning Assembly to Council, 6, 372.
No. 1. Vote of Credit for January and February, 1875, 6 .........................................
2. Address in reply to Governor's Opening Speech, 13.........................................
3. Assenting to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 13.
4,. Vote of Credit for March, 1875, 32 ................................................................
5. Transmitting Estimates for 1875 and Supplementary for 1873 and 1874j'46’
6. Assenting to Consolidated Revenue Fund BUI (No. 2), 45.
7. Vote of Credit for April, 1875, 76 ....................................................................
8. Additional Judge Bill, 102 ..................... ............................
9. Susan-lanc Abolition Bill, 102.............................................1""],""!',,”.!'.".'.''.,
10. Assenting to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 3), 110.* .....................
11. Assenting to Waratah Coal Company's Bill, 152.
12. Assenting to Rogers’s Estate Rill, 152.
13. Reserving Claims against the Crown Bill, 152.
14'. Vote of Credit for May, 1875, 156.............................................•....................
15. Assenting to All Saints Parsonage Rill, 160.
.....................................
16. Assenting to Dubbo Presbyterian Manse Trustees Bill, 170.
17- Assenting to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No, 4), 175.
18. Assenting to Darien-streot at Kiaurn Bill, 175.
'
19. Assenting to Goulburn Cattle Sale Yards Bill, 199,
20. Assenting to Susan-lane Abolition Bill, 199.
O1
- lAAptaVA
r^l n p* . 3
*
A T V ~t f _ V
21. ll
Eleetrie
Cable
between ^VT
Now
South
Wales and New Zealand, 205 ........
22. Vote of Credit for June, 1875, 205..................................................'
_
23. Assenting to Consolidated Revenue Fnnd Bill (No. 5) ,"247....................
24. Reserving Aliens Naturalization Act Amendment Bitl’, 247.
25. Transmitting Loan Estimates for 1875, 274 ............................
4
26. Assenting to Bank Holidays Bill, 281.
.................................... ..
27. Assenting to East MaiLknd Public Reserve Bill 231.
28. Vote of Credit for July, 1875, 282.............. .............. ...........
29. Assenting to St. Andrew’s Cathedral Clo^e Act Amendment Bili"'3oi""
30. Reserving Marriage with Deceased Wife’s Sister Legalizing BUI, 302.
31. Assenting to Dog Act Amendment Bill (No. 2), 305.
32. Assenting lo Water Pollution Prevention Bill, 305.
38. Assenting to Dedicated Crown Lauds Resumption Bill, 303.
34 Pacific Mail Scivice, 322......................................
35. Assenting to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bitl (No. 6),"32:
, 323.
36. Transmitting Further Supplementary Estimates for 1S73
73 and 1874, Additional Estimates
for 1875, and Additional Loan Estimate for 1S75, 328 . .
37. Assenting lo Innkeepers Liability Bill, 331.
.....................................
38. Assenting to Public Gates Bill, 331.
39. Assenting to Upper Hunter Pastoral and Agricultural Association Learn) jBilt, 331.
m wpph

lk

j

40. Assenting to Oampbolltown Reservoir Better Preservation Bill,
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

677

1
679
309
681
97
805

683

ESS
085
437

687

225
443

331,

Assenting to Volunteer Force Regulation Act Amendment Bill, 363',
Assenting to Australasia Coal Companv'e Bill, 363.
Assenting to Lands Acts Amendment Bill, 363.
Assenting to Nuisances Prevention Bill, 371.
Assenting to Custody of Infants Bill, 371.
Assenting to Native Dogs Destruction Bill. 371,
'
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MESSAGES (continued)
Phom Aisemblv

»

From Council

c

to

Council :—

TraMinittmg Consolidated Revenue Ftmd Bill, 12.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (So. 2), 34-.
Claims against the Crown Bill, I’i.
All Saints Parsonage Bill, 78,
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (So. 3), 91.
Matrimonial Causes Act Amendment BUI, 92.
Waratah Coal Company's Bill, 98,
Marriage with Deceased Wife’s Sister legalizing Bill, 111,
Aliens Saturalization Act Amendment Bill, 126.
Dubbo Presbyterian Manse Trustees Bill, 126.
St. Andrew’s Cathedral Close Act Amendment Bill, 149.
t Goulburn Cattle Sale Yards Bill, 157.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (Kb. 4), 162.
Susan-lane Abolition Bill, 16G.
Lands Acts Amendment Bill, 201.
Dedicated Crown Lands Resumption BUI, 215.
East Maitland Public Reserve BUI, 218.
Consolidated Revenue FundBill (No. 5), 226.
Bant Holidays Bill, 236.
Campbelltown Reservoir Better Preservation Bill, 260.
Public Gates Bill, 260.
Water Pollution Prevention Bill, 268.
Duty on Gold Abolition Bill, 268.
Dog Act Amendment Bill (No. 2), 279.
Australasia Coal Company’s Bill, 2S6.
f .
Consolidated Revenue Fund BUI (No, 6), 315.
Yolunteer Force Regulation Act Amendment Bill, 324.
*
* Nuisances Prevention Bill, 357.
Appropriation BUI, 362.
Loan Bill, 362.
Native Dogs Destruction BiU, 364.
Custody of Infante Bill, 364.
To Honorable Saul Samuel, C.M.G., requesting his otlendance as witness before tho Select Com
mittee on " Letter addressed to M. M. Rochefort and Grousset,” 138.
*
Returning Rogers’s Estate Bill without amendment, 98.
Darien-street at Kiama BUI, without amendment, 166.
Upper Hunter Pastoral and Agricultural Association Lease BUI, with an amendment,
282.
Innkeepers Liability Bill, with an amendment, 295.
Agreeing to Amendmonts in the All Saints Parsonage Bill, 148.
Aliens Naturalization Act Amendment BUI, 234,
East Maitland Public Reserve BUI, 258.
St. Andrew’s Cathedral Close Act Amendment Bill, 269.
Marriage with Deceased Wife’s Sister Legalizing Bill, 272.
Dedicated Crown Lands Resumption Bill, 282.
Water Pollution Prevention Bill, 294.
Innkeepers Liability Bill, 306.
Campbelltown Reservoir Better Preservation Bill, 316.
Native Dogs Destruction Bill, 369.
Custody of Infants Bill, 370.
Agreeing to certain amendments in the Australasia Coal Company’s Bill, 322.
Agreeing, disagreeing, and amending CouncU’s amendments in the Lands Acta Amendment Bill, 324*
Insisting upon its Disagreements in Council’s amendments and requesting a free conference on
Lands Acts Amendment Bill, 338.
Agreeing to further free Conference on the Land Acts Amendment Bill, 360.
Not adhering to disagreements from Council’s amendments iu the Lands Acts Amendment BiU,
and agreeing to further amendments proposed by tho Council upon certain of its amendments
which are also agreed to, 361.
to

Asskmtilt :—

Transmitting Rogers’s Estate Bill, 68.
Darien-street at Kiama Bill, 140.
Innkeepers Liability BiU, 160.
Upper Hunter Pastoral and Agricultural Association Lease Bill, 271.
Animals Protection Bill, 271.
Returning Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill without amendment, 12,
Consolidated Revenue If und Bill (No. 2) without amendment, 37.
Consolidated Revenue Fund BUI (No. 3) without amendment, 106.
Claims against the Crown Bill without amendment, 126.
Waratah Coal Company’s BUI without amendment, 126.
All Saints Parsonage Bill with amendments, 140.
Dubbo Presbyterian Manse Trustees Bill without amendment, 157.
Consolidated Rcvcitud Fund BUI (No. 4) without amendment, 171.
Goulburn Cattle Sale-yards Bdl without amendment, 184,.
Marriage with Deceased Wife's Sister Legalizing BUI with amendments, 184.
Susan-lane Abolition Bill without amendment, 186.
Aliens Naturalization jtet Amendment BUI with amendments, 218.
St. Andrews Cathedral Close Act Amendment Bill with amendments, 219.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 5) without amendment, 236.
East. Maitland Public Reserve Bill with amendments, 242.
Bank Hobdays Bill without amendment, 254.
Dedicated Crown Lands Resumption Bill with amendmonts, 279.
Dog Act Amendment Bill (No. 2) without amendment, 290.
Water' Pollution Prevention Bid with amendments, 2‘,)0.
Public Gates Bill without [nm-ndment, 308,
Campbelltown Reservoir better Preserraiion Bill with amendments, 308.
Australasia Coal Couipany’H Bill with amendments, 308.
Lands Acts Amendment BUI with amendments, 309.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 6) without amendment, 322.
Yolunteer Force Regulation Aet Amendment Bill without amendment, 336.
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MESSAGES (continued) ;—
From Cor.vcix, to Assrjiblt (continued):—
Itotunmig Approprint.ion Usll mlhout ainmdiuent, 3G5.
lioan Bill without aumKiiuent, 3GS.
Nuisances Prevention Bill without amendment, 3G9.
.
Nalivo Bops Destruction Bill -with amenttments, 369.
I
Custody of Infants Bill with amendments, 369.
r
.
Acquainting that leave lias been given to the Honorable Saul Samuel to attend as witness before1
the Selcet Committee—“ Letter addressed to MM. Kochefort and Grousset,'’ 130.
j
Agreeing to amendment in tlieTJpperllnnterPastornl and Agricultural Association LeaseBill, 299.1
Agreeing to Assembly’s amendments upon Council's amendments in Lite Australasia Cual Cumpimv’s'
Bill, 329.
^ ' ,
Insisting on some of its amendments, not insisting on others, ami agreeing to Assembly’s umcnd-|
monts upon Counoil's amendments, in the Lands Acts Amendment Bill, 332.
1
Agreeing to Free Conference on amendments in the Lands Acl? Amendment Bill, 335.
'
Requesting further Erre Conference on the Lands Acts Amendment Bill, 360
MIDNIGHT
.
Sittings afler, 42. 46, 68, 70. 87, 107,138, 144, 160, 252, 254, 272, 286, 299, 308, 322.
MILBURN CREEK (Seo "MINERAL SELECTION AT MILBURN CREEK.”)
MILITARY EORCES OE THE COLONY
Motion made (Mr. Shepherd) respecting appointment of Officer of Roval Artillery ns Commander
of, 232.
*
MILITARY AND NAVAL EORCES REGULATION ACT
Regulation under, laid on Table, 359
MINERAL SELECTION AT MILBURN CREEK:— .......................................................................
Petition from Richard Neville and others respecting, presented, 139 ; ordered to be printed, 143 ,
referred to Select Committee, .165 ; Return to Order referred to Committee, 184; Report
brought up, 337 ........................
MINING ACT AMENDMENT BILL.....................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Buchanan) for Committee of the Whole to consider propriety of bringing in,
100; Order of the Day postponed, 118, 132 ; House in Committee, and Resolution agreed to,
148; presented and read 1°, 148 ; Order of the Day for 2° postponed, 174 , 212, 255, 295,
317,336; motion for 2° negatived, 360.
*
:
MINING BILL:—
’
’
Motion made (Mr. Z/acas) for Committee of the Whole to consider desirability of bringing in,
192 ; Order of the Day postponed, 258 ; ITonso m Committee, and Resolution acrccd to, 274.
MINING BOARD
b
Regulations made by, and relating thereto, laid on Table, 70.
j
Motion made (Mr id. Fourter) for Committee of the Wliolc, for Address for sum as pees fori
services of, and House couuted out, 265.
MINING ACT
Petition from Miners of Tnverell, Tingha, and Cope’s Creek, praying for certain amendments in,
presented, 138 ; ordered to be printed, 140
MINING BILL DRAFT
'
...........................................................................
Laid on Table, 371 ......................
MINISTERIAL CRISIS'
.................................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. (Buchanan) for A ddress to the Governor respecting formation of Robertson
Ministry, 29; previous Question moved and passed in the negative, 29.
MINISTERIAL STATEMENTS
6
Made by Mr. Parkes, 11,14,15,17, 19.
Made by Mr. Robertson, 27.
MINISTRY:—
Eormation of Robertson Administration, 21; amendment moved (Mr. (Vravue) and negatived, 21:
seats declared vacant, 21.
’
MINT, ROYAL :—
Despatch respecting Sydney Branch, laid On Table, 131
,
MONDAY^ SITTINGS.
............................
Motion made (ilfr. Bohertcon) for, 106.
MONEY ORDER OEEICES :—
Return showing number of in operation, laid on Table, 159
MUNFORD (Seo “BLOMFIELD AND MUNFORD")
..............................................................
MUSEUM, AUSTRALIAN:—
Report for 1873 laid on Table, 15 .........................................................................................................
Report for 1874 laid on Table, 61 ..............................................
Opinion of the Crown Law Officers respecting appointment of Curator, laid on Table, 76..............
Return to Order (Session 1874), laid on Table, 136 ...........................................................................
Petition from Mr. Gerard K refit respecting Salary of Curator, presented, 233 ; ordered to be
,printed, 257......................................................... ’................................
NANUKA PASSAGE, FIJI GROUP :—

603

415, 417

447
49

955

695
239
243
301
305
303

^

Plan of, and Report on Islands in, laid ou Table, 97
.
*
NATIVE DOGS DESTRUCTION BILL :—
.............................
Motion made (Mr. JF 11. Suitor) for leave to bring in, 181; presented and read 1°, 1S2 ; Order
of the Day for 2° postponed, 212, 219, 254 ; rend 2D, and committed, 280 ; Order of the Day
postponed, 295; House again in Committee. 316, 328. 359 ; reported with amendments and
Report adopted, 359; read 3° and sent to Council, 364 ; returned with amendments, 369,
House in Committee to consideranaendiuents, and Report adopted, 369; assent reported, 371.
NAUTICAL SCHOOL SHIP “VERNON' (Seo “VERNON”)
j
NEVILLE, RICHARD, AND OTHERS (Seo “ MINERAL SELECTION AT MILBURN CREEK.”)j
NEW GUINEA:—
'\
Minute of Governor respecting proposed annexation of, laid on Table, 356 ................................. j
OUTH WALES ACADEMY OE ART
AR P (Sci ““ACADEMY
AOAT1EMV OE
A RT NEW
NEW SOUTH
OF ART,
SOUTH WALES.”)

NIGHT REFUGE AND SOUP KITCHEN

Motion made (ilfr. Stuart) for Committee of tbe Whole to consider of Address for sum towards
clcctiou of, and no quorum on division, 261.

NO QUORUM :—

Reported from Committee of the Whole, 153, 189 (*), 240, 303, 320, 325 (!), 329.
In House before commencement of business. 2-15.
'
111 House after commencement of business, 189, 195, 240, 261, 265, 314, 320, 325, 329.
Ou Division, 261.
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NO REPORT PROM COMMITTEE OP THE WHOLE
Bonus for Production of Cast Irou; 92.
Mr. iTolin Connery, 132.
Divorce Bill, 316.
'
NORTHUMBERLAND ELECTORATE INCREASED REPRESENTATION BILL:—
_
Motion made (Afr. jS/a:ej(s) for leave to bring in, 102 ; presented and read 1°, 117 j motion made
for 2° and negatived, 147.
NOWRA AND BOMADERRY■
liv-laws of Municipal District of, laid on Tabic, 323 ......................................................... ...............
NO TOLLERS
On Division, 21, 03, 233 H, 271, 319,-368.
NUISANCES PRETENTION BILL-.—
_ _
Motion made (Mr. Itoierlson) for Committee of the Whole to consider propriety of bringing in,
203 ] House in Committee and resolution agreed to, 302 ; presented aud read 1°, 314 ; read
2° and committed, 316 ; Order of the Day postponed, 322 ; House again in Committee and no
quorum reported, 32a ; House again in Committee, no quorum again reported, and House
counted out, 325 ; Order of tbe Day restored, 336 ; further considered in Committee, reported
with amendments, and Report adopted, 338 ; rend 3° and sent to Council, 357; returned
without amendment, 369 ; assent reported, 371.

OATHS:Commission to Administer to Members, 3, 23 ; read by Cleric, 3, 23.
Commission to Speaker to Administer to Members, C, 28, 37 ; read by Clerk, 5, 23, 37.
Commission to Deputy Speaker to Administer to Members, 32 ; read bv Clerk, 32.
O’CONNELL CELEBRATION :—
’
Opinion of Attorney General for persons purposing to take part in, laid on Table, 359...................
OPENING OF PARLIAMENT (See “ PARLIAMENT.”;
OPENING SPEECH_
_
_
Delivered by Governor in Council Chamber, 7 ; Select Committee appointed to prepare Address in
reply, 7 ; brought up and read by Clerk, 8 ; amendment proposed (Mr. Koberison), 8 ; debate
interrupted and resumed, 8 ; amendment carried, 8 ; Address as am ended carried, 9 ; Message
No. 2 from Governor delivered by Aide-dc-Camp and read bv Speaker, 13 ..............................
ORDER {Sec “ POINTS OE ORDER.”)
'
'
ORDERS OF THE DAY :—
■
Discharged, 62,118, 207, 291, 359 (<), 3G0, 364, 370 f).

FACE.

3

87!)

2

£07

2

1

4

213

1

S09

1

517

3

301

4

559

Withdrawn, 2SG.
Restored, 233. 250, 335, 336.
ORDNANCE LAND ACT AMENDMENT BILL :—
Presented and read 1°, pro formd, 7.
ORPHAN SCHOOLS, PARRAMATTA :—
Motion made (ilfr. Dacics) for particulars concerning, 77 J Return to Order laid on Table, 181.,..
OYSTER-BEDS =—
_
_
■
'
Motion made {3L-. Slttarl) in favour of inspection of, by competent persons, 162.

P
pacific mail service

(See “postal.”)

PARRAMATTA ORPHAN SCHOOLS (Sec "ORPHAN SCHOOLS.”).
PARKES, TOTE HON. HENRY :—
Appointed Commissioner to Administer the Oath, 4.
Ministerial Statements mado by, 11, 14,15, 17, 19.
PARLIAMENT:—
Clerk reads Proclamation on opening of, 1.
Clerk announces receipt of List of Members of, 2.
Commission opening Eighth, read in Council Chamber, 3.
Eormation of Robertson Ministry, 21; amendment moved (.Ifr. Weame), and negatived, 21.
Seats declared vacant, 21.
Ministerial Statements, 11, 14, 15, 17, 19, 27.
Motion made (J/r, Ifej-ry) for Payment of Members of Assembly, and negatived, 55.
Opinion of Attorney General as to freedom of Members from arrest, laid on Table, 359 ...............
PARLIAMENTARY BUILDINGS
Motion made {Mr. Piddingion) for Return showing amount expended on, for additions and altera
tions since 1855, 165 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 225 .....................................................
PAYMENT OF MEMBERS OE THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY ;Motion made (Mr. Terri/) for Committee of tho Whole to consider of an Address to the Governor,
to make provision for, 55 ; motion for adjournment of debate negatived, 55 ; original question
put and negatived, 55.
PENNY POSTAGE:—
*
Motion mado (Jir. Coh^n) for Returns showing number of letters and newspapers posted, £14;
Return to Order laid on Table, 333.................................................................................................
PETERSEN (See “WIDOWS.”)
'
PETITION OF AMOS DAVIS (See " DAVIS, MR. AMOS.”)
PETITION OE MESSES. BLOMFIELD AND MUNFORD (Seo “BLOMFIELD AND MUN
FORD.”)
PLEURO-PNEUMONIA
Memorandum and Statement respecting inoculation for, laid on Table, 143.................................. .
POINTS OF ORDER:—
Eleelion of Speaker, 35.
Power of Committee of Supply to vote money as a loan to the Corporation of Sydney at interest,
338
*
*
PORT JACKSON (Sec "SYDNEY HARBOUR.”)
'
PORT MACQUARIE GAOL (See “MAITLAND GAOL.”)
POSTAL
San Fhancisoo Mail Sehyices :—

Motion made (Mr. Dibbs) for documents having reference to temporary and permanent, 6u;
Return to Address laid on Table, 131................................. ...........................................................
Maix Servicb

vid

San Francisco :—

Motion made (Mr. Dibbs) respecting route, steamers, and. contracts for, 195; motion made for
adjournment of debate, and negatived, 195; House counted out, 195.
]
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POSTAL (cou!in;ird) •.—
Sas Fjiaecisoo ^Iail Seettces :—

Further papers laid on Table, 2G3 ................
Jl
U
U' 'L ...................................... .
Eetout ot Postmastfe G-i:yr.iiAT; pob 1874:—
Laid on Table, 290 .................................................................................................................................
Me. James Grey, late Postmastie, Aibios Park :—
Kotion made (Mr. Macintosh) for ]veport3 and Correspondence hoving reference io snspension or
removal ofj us Postmiistcr at Albion Park, 77 ; KcUint to Address laid on lablcj llil . .....
L^etteb ADURKSSKiJ to Mil. Rocilefort a>'p G-koubskt (See also “ RAS J OUIj, MADAKR ) :~
iloliou made (Mr. Buchanan) for Select Committee to inquire into alleged non-delivery of, 11/ .
Clerk lays on Table Proceedings, Evidence, &c., Session 1874, aud rderred lo Comimttee, 11/ ;
Message to Council, requesting attendance of Honorable Saul Samuel,
as witness, 1,18 ;
leave given, 140; Keport brought up, 181; adopted, 218 .........................................................
Post Office at Ealhrook.:—
Motion made (Mr. W. C. Browne) for Correspondence, Ac., in reference to establishment of, 194:
Keturn to Order laid on Table, .....................................................................................................
Penny Postase
Motion made (Mr. Cohen) for number of letters and newspapers posted, 214.; Keturn to Order
laid on Table, 333 .............................................................................................................................
Time-Table Service via San Ebancisco and Honolulu :—
Laid on Table, 248 ............................................................................*....................................................
Paciho Mail Sebvice :—
.
,
Motion made (Mr. Burns) for Committeo of tho Whole, to consider rcsohiUons approving ol.
Joint Contract, and Message Ko. 34 referred to Committee 322 ; House in Conimitlee, 321.;
House again in Committee, and resolution agreed io, 325 ...................................... ...................

^

^,

POVDEll:—

TAGT.*

3
3

207
217

3

221

3

227

3

293

3

271

3

299

3

301

3

223

3

225

4

8(19

2

3

_

Motion made (Mr. Charles) respecting the storage of, and other explosive material, 233 ; Keturn
to Order laid on Table, 274 ................................................................................. ...........................
Motion made (il/r. BUihs) for return of particulars of storage of, 68.
MtEHOOATJVE OE PARDON

Further Despufehcfl laid on Table, 6 ...... .........................................................................................
PREVIOUS QUESTION

Ministerial Crisis, 29.

_

Removal of Public Money from Bank of Now South W ales, 299.

*

Privilege, 307.
Withdrawn, 336.

*

PRIVILEGE i—

Motion made fMr. Buchanan) and negatived, 43.

Joachim n. O'ShanaBsy, 98 ; Speaker’s ruling, 98.
Darlingburst Gaol (expunging of records), 218.

BnriACH OF:—
Arising out of vote for compensation to Mr. Twaddell, 286; referred to Standing Orders Comimltee, 2S7 ; motion made (Mr. Parkes) that Mr. Dransfield and Mr. Twaddell be examined
at the Bar, 287 ; Mr. Scholey examined in his place, 291 j Mr. Dransfield called to the Bor,
who declined to give evidence, 291 ; molion made (ilZr. Jlohcrisou), lo examine Mr. i-waddell
at the Bar, and negatived, 291 ; Order of the Day discharged, 291, Report brought up, 372.
Question of-.—

.

House informed by Speaker of receipt of letter from Mr. William Barker, m reference io, and
read by Clerk ; motion made (Mr. Parkes) that the House declare itself in possession, ol
power necessary for the proper conduct of inquiries at (he Bar, 307 ; previous question
moved and passed in the negative, 307; motion made (Mr. Parkes) to take es'ideucc at the
’
Bar on charges made bv Mr. Dransfield, and negatived, 308.

Witnesses:—

_

,

...

Motion mado (Mr. Mlzpnlriek) respecting introduction of Bill by Government compelling
attendance of, at the Bur of the House or before a Select Committee, 335; previous question
moved and by leave withdrawn, 336 ; original question by leave withdrawn, 333.
PRISONS :—
Report on, for 1874, laid on Table, 336
PRISON LABOUR:—
Report on cmplovmcnt of, at Trial Bay, 136
PROCLAMATIONS

969
4

577

3
4
3

8H

4

023

4

021

Opening of Parliament read by Clerk, 1.
■ , , n, i n
Declaring valid elections for The Hawkesbury and Gold Fields South, received by Clerk, ...
PROROGATION SPEECH:—
.
.
_
‘ Delivered bv Governor on dosing the first, Session of the Eighth Parliament, 3/2.
PRODUCTION OF WRITS IN COURTS OF LAW :—
Speaker informs House of, by Clerk, 33.

PRO FORMA BILL:—

.

Presented aud read 1°, 7 (Ordnance Land Act Amendment Bill.)

PUBLICATIONS ON RESOURCES OF NEW SOUTH WALES:—
Motion mado (Mr. Macintosh) for Correspondence between tho Government aud Agent Geueral
respecting distribution of, 194.

PUBLIC GATES BILL:—
Motion made (ilfr. Garrefi) for leave to bring in, 232; presented and read l0, 233; read 2 ,
committed, reported with amendments, andReport adopted, 258; road J"1 and sent lo Council,
260 ; returned without amendment, 308 ; assent reported, 331.
PUBLIC LIBRARIES, FREE :—
_
Gerringong, by-laws, laid on Table, 15 ............................................................................................
Sydney, Report for 187-1, laid on Table, 40 .....................................................................................
Wagga Wagga, by-laws, laid on Tablo, 136 ............................. ................................... *..................
PUBLIC SCHOOLS'(See “EDUCATION.”)
PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION AOT :—
Bv-law of, laid on Table, 328 ............................................................................................................
PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION AOT REPEAL BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Paries) for leave to bring in, 91; presented and read 1°, 93; Order of the
Day for 2° discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 118.
Petition from Mayor, Aldermen, aud Citizens of Sydney in favour of, prescnled, 117 ; ordered to
bo printed, 12(5 ‘ .........................................................................................................................
PUBLIC WORSHIP. SITES FOE PLACES OF:—
Motion mado {Jfr. Cohen) for Return showing number of, reserved since the passing of the "Crqwn
Lands Alienation Act of 1861,” 226.

* /
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QUESTIONS :■—
QUESTIONS—continued .—
Sessional Order passed, 41.
Civil Service :—
Introduction of Bill, 39.
Aboriginal Edectoks :—Power of, to vote, 105.
Refund of deduction from salaries, 143, 156, 210, 290.
Administration of Justice :—
Examinations, 221.
Or. Beer, case of, 44'.
Mr. A T. Ilolroyd, 231.
Mr. Weston, C.P S , Coonamblc, 55.
Payment of Salaries for July, 321.
Bench of Magistrates, Patrick’s Plains, 81.
C
lrveland
-strert
Opening of, 85, 228.
■
Blakefield «. Slnelds, 89.
Magistrates, Broulce, 95.
Coal Fields
Magistrates, Woliombi, 110.
Introduction of Mining Regulations BUI, 28.
Cose of Thomas O’Brien, 123.
Duties of Examiner, 59, 81, 105, 145.
Mr. Lett, J.P., 178.
Traffic between Bowenfels and Bathurst, 252.
Case of William Stringer, 178, 314.
Freight on coal from Lithgow Valley, to Sydney, 306.
Case of Philip Hagan, 179.
Colonial:—
‘
Additional Magistrates for Country Districts, 197, 260.
Wines Regulation Act, Repeal or alteration of, 31,
Gadoogo Magistrates, 209.
Agent General, Shipping business of, 38, 53, 63, 72.
Case of Patrick Carroll, 209, 228.
Distilled Spirits, 267.
Magistrates, Hay, 217.
Cook’s Riykr Road Trust:—Management of, 129.
Case of Alfred Ali, 237Mr. W. L. Yardy, 278,
Coonabarabran :—Police Protection for, 19S.
Magistrate forParkes. 2 78.
COONAJSELE :—
Imprisonment of Member for debt, 285, 286.
Decision in charges against Mr. Weston, C.P.S., at, 75.
Administrator of the Government:—Return to
Appointments held by Mr. Weston, 135.
Address on subject of, 198.
Court-house at, 135.
Administration Duties Amount paid for, 59,64.
Corowa :—Land Office, at, 116.
Ao-uicuLTintAi Societies:—Aid to, 217.
Common :—
Ali, Ai.mi:]):—The case of, 237.
Oulgong, 180.
Bingera, 193.
Alignment of Streets :—
Yass, 90, 161, 241, 327.
Conditional Purchases :—
Hill End, 183.
Balances of, remaining unpaid, 44, 69, 101,129,136.
Brewarrina, 209.
Made by Minors, 83, 86.
Forfeited, 83.
Applications under Real Property Act :—Number
Patrick’s Plains, 86.
of, 90, 193,
Molorg, 86. ■
Artillery :—Discharge of Gunner Heyward, 230.
Wellington, 86.
'
Interest on Balances of, 90.
ABHriELD Roads :—Proclamation of, 210.
Of Michael Allen, 115,130.
Asylum fob the Insane, Garryoiven :—Erection of,
Of Mr. J. R, Russell, 116.
221.
Of Thomas Shalvey, 188.
Australun Museum (See “Museum.")
Of Engle Gravomnaker, 249.
Osborne v. M’Alister, 293, 327.
Baker, Mr. Samuel:—Claim on Superannuation Fund,
337.
Consolidated Revenue Fund:—Surplus at the end of
Bamioko, CaptainCase of, 178,188,198.
1874, 31.
Banks, Savings :—Number of in the Colony, 159.
Corporation of Sydney :—BUI to extend powers of, 146.
Beer, Dr. :—Intention of Government in case of, 44.
Court House :—
Bingera, 54.
Bell Buoy, Newcastle Replacement of, 252. ■
Moree, 69.
Bingeea Common Dedication of, 193.
Wallabadah, Gunnedah, and Nundle, 96.
Blakefield b. Shields :—Decision of Government in
Coonamble, 135.
case of, 89.
Crookwell, 210.
Bonded Warehouses :—Permission to place free Goods
Crown Lands :—
in, 102.
Conditional Purelmses, 44, 69, 83, 86 f3), 90, 101, 115,
116, 129,130,136, 188,249, 293, 827.
'
Border Duties (See''Customs.”)
At Lakes Macquarie and Tuggerah, 71,116.
Brewarrina :—
Selections by Minors, 86.
Alignment of streets of, 209.
Sale at Mount Wilson, 90.
Police District of, 257.
,
Bailiff at Tamworth, 139,180.
Bridges
Deeds of Land, 151.
Bullock Island, 28.
Working of Alienation Act, 165.
Buroka Creek, 31.
Joachim r. O’Shanassy, 178.
Across Parramatta River and Iron Cove Creek, 32,194.
Rent for Pre-leases, 180.
Over Bowman's Creek, 85.
Pre-leases, Conditional F urchases, and Freeholds, 180.
Across the Murray at Mo&ma, 91.
Duties of Land Agents, 181.
Manilla Crossing-place, 96.
Circulars to Appraisers, 321.
Cockbum River, 105.
Customs :—
Repairs to, in Northern Districts, 214.
Bonded Warehouses, 102.
Over the Murrumbidgee, at Bnlranald, 227.
Border Duties, 123,177.
Broadwater, 229.
Orertimc to Officers, 278.
Approaches to Canowiudra, 289.
Charge against a Landing Waiter, 355.
Over the Hunter at Mnswellbrook, 289.
Budget

Speech,

Treasurer’s

Transmission

of, to

England, 44.
Carriage of Lime and Limestone

Darltng Harbour Iron Wharf :—Completion and pur

pose of, 43.
:—From Marulan by

rail, 180.
■
Carroll Patrick Case of, 209, 228.
Chipp, Mr. :—Late Inspector of Railways, 194, 229.
Church and School Lands :—Purchase of, by John
Hollingsworth, 228,253.
Circulars to Inspectors op Stock:—Issue of, 71.

Davis John :—Compensation to, for railway accident, 204.
Davis, Mr. Amos :—

Petition of, 116.
Tenders of, 191, 204.
Daw James :—Petition of, 319.
Death's

in

Public Institutions :—Publication of par

ticulars of, 259.
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QUESTIONS {coniiitueJ):—
Deeds oe Land :—Waiting signature of Governor, 151.
Denominationai, SonoOM. (See “Education.”)
Distii.tation
Bill to Amend Laws, 69.
Supervision of, on Vineyards, 95.
Colonial Spirits, 257.
District Cottncihj Number of Wardens of, 367.
Diyidino Fences :—^Introduction of Bill to regulate, 76.
Doas :—Number registered in Sydney during the year
1874, 86.
Drauohtsken in Public Departments Private prac
tice of, 213.
Dredges :—Employment of, on Hunter River, 210.
Education :—
Site for Presbyterian School, Erskinc-strect, 43.
Introduction of Bill, 44, 53.
Appointment of Inspectors, 63, 72.
Appointment of Assistant Training Master, 85.
Appointment of Mr. Kevin, 115.
Public School Buildings, 123, 156,179.
Marist Brothers as Teachers, 181.
Public School, Cow Flat, 188.
Roman Catholic Denominational School, Cooma, 239.
Night Schools, 260.
Public School, Blacktown, 268Teachers under Council of, 273.
Public School, Cow Plat, 273.
Site for Public School at Ccrmau’s Hill, 306.
Free, 327.
School at Bartlett’s Camp, 337.
Ei.hctohal :—
Introduction of Bill by Government, 31.
Returning Officer for The Paterson,—limitation of
Speeches, 31, 38.
Aboriginal Voters, 105.
Election for Liverpool Plains, 139,177.
Election for the Upper Hunter, 222,
Cost of General Election, 229.
Polling-places for The Upper Hunter, 306.
Roll for The Gwydir, 327.
Ennigona Petty Sessions

Establishment of, 89.

Evans, Station-jeaster :—Removal from
Sydney, 222,

Penrith to

Examiner oe Coal Fields :—Duties of, 59,81,105,145.
Extension of Penny Postage

: —To Parramatta, 248.

Fences, Dividing ;—'Introduction of Bill to regulate, 76.
Fines inflicted on Gaol Warders
Foundling Institution

Fund for, 130.

Particulars of, 109.

Free Public Library :—
Formation of Lending Branch, Sydney, 143.
Grant in aid of, Wollongong, 146.
French Works of Art :—Presentation of, to the Colony,
130.
Friendly Societies Rules of, in accordance with law,
45.
Gadooqa :—Magistrates for, 209.
Gaol :—

Maitland, 63, 83, 139, 151, 259 (*).
Parramatta, 82.
Mudgce, 96.
Tamworth, 106,
Fines inflicted on Warders, 130.
Port Macquarie, 161.
Singleton, 227.
^
Tass, 314.
’
Garrett, Mr. Thomas [—Connection of, with Land
Agency business, 82.
Garryowin Lunatic Asylum :—Erection of, 221.
Gold Mining Leases :—Issue of, under Gold Fields Act
of 1866, 225.
Rents for Auriferous Leases, 241.
.
Revocation of Reserve, Guigong, 298.
Government Printing Office :—Employment of persons
in, 90.

QUESTIONS (confined) :—
Government Savings Bane :—Number of in the Colonys
159.
Oulgong

Dedication of Common at, 180.
Incorporation of, 297Streets of, 298.
Revocation of Gold Fields Reserve, 298.
Gunnedah :—
Land Office at, 109, 285.

Quarter Sessions at, 115.
Gunpowder :—Storage of, 117.
Hagan Phillip :—Case of, 179.

1

Harbours and Rivers Department :—Expenditure of
Loan Funds by, 61.
Hay [-—Additional Magistrates at, 217.
Hayward, Gunner :—Discharge of, from Artillery, 239.
Hill End Streets ;—Alignment of, 183.
Hollingsworth John :—Church and School Lauds pur
chased by, 228, 253.
Hoiroyd, Mr. A. T.:—Private business carried on by, 231.
Hospital, Prince Alered :—Government grant in aid of,

82.
Illawarra Railway :—Survey for, 209.
Immigrants :—Complaints of, per “ Jerusalem,'’ 155.
Immigration:—Balance of Vote and Ships chartered, 45.
Impounding Hill [—Introduction of Amended, 335.
Infirmary [—Salary of Secretary, 198.
Inspectors :—
Appointments of, under the Council of Education 63,
72.
Of Stock,—Circulars to, 71; Reports of, 239.
■
Of Mines,—Appointment of, 248.

JOACHIM V. 0’SJ1AXASSY[—Appeal case before the Privy
Council, 178.
■
Judge of thb Supreme Court [—Appointment of a
Fourth, 231.
Kerosene Oil :—Storage of, 53.
Lake Macquarie [—Crown Lands and Land leased for

mining at, 71, 116.
Lano:—

Adjoining New School of Industry,—Dedication of, 44,
155.
Adjoining General Post Office,—Correspondence with
view of purchasing. 101.
Office, Gunnedah, 109, 285.
Office, Coro™, 116.

Occupied by Mr. Want, near Water Reserve, 152.
Agents, 181.
Orders, 198, 205, 221, 247.
“Leila” Steam Launch:—Employment of, 165.
Lett, Mr., J.P. :—Report of Mr. District Court Judge

Macfarland on charges preferred against, 178.
Letter

Carriers, Parramatta—Appointment of additional, 59.
Receivers—Clearance of, 227.
Light Houses :—

At Solitary Island and Barrenjuey, 69.
Light on " Nobbys,” 285, 332.
Liquors (See “ Sale

of

.
_

Liquors.”)

[—Particulars in connection with late
Election for, 139 (2), 177.

Liverpool Plains

Loan Funds :—Expenditure of, by Harbours and Rivers
Department, 61.
Lock-up, Moree :—Erection of, 69.
Mails (Sec 11 Postal.”)

Mail Service, San Francisco (See “ Postal,1’)
Maitland Gaol :—
Completion of Works in, 63.
State of, 83.
Report of Comptroller General, 139.
' ‘
Documents presented 1o Colonial Secretary, 151.
Duties of Chaplain, 259.
Employment of Prisoners, 259.

I
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QUESTIONS (continued)

QUESTIONS (continued):—*
Postal :—
Patrick’s Plftias, non-attendance ofj on Bench. 81.
San Francisco Mail Service, 64, 177, 210, 367.
Brouleej 95.
Letter Carriers, Parrauitata, 69. _
Woliombi, 110.
Post and Telegraph Offices, Bathurst) 101.
Bingera, 178.
'
. Accommodation at Prospect and Sherwood, 136.
Additional for country districts, 197, 2C0.
Cost of printing Correspondence on Mail Service via San
Appointment of, for Gadooaa, 309.
Francisco, 177Hay, 317.
Conveyance of Mails from Melbourne, 181.
'
Parkes, 278.
Detention of Mails from Northern Districts, 204.
Pacific Mail Service, 210.
Marist Bhothres :—Employment of, as teachers, 181.
Country Post Offices, 210.
Manly Beach Wharf :—Conditions of erect inti of, 197.
Letter Receivers, 227.
Member of Assembly
Imprisonment of, for debt, 2S5,
Post Office Clock, 239.
28G.
Extension of Penny Postage to Parramattd, 248.
Mineral Selections :—
Postage on letters to Parramatta, 297,
Of Frederick Walters, 187.
Postage on country letters, 315.
Parish of Oakley, 203.
Claim of Mr. Samuel Baker, 337.
At Togo, 359. '
Post Ofiice :—
Mining :—
Purchase of land adjoining, 101.
Duties of Registrars, 133.
Clock, 239.
Introduction of Bill, 155, 333.
Savings Banks, 169.
Board meetings and fees, 193.
PRE-LEASES : —
Gold Mining Lenses, 225.
Rent for, 180.
Inspector of Mines, 248.
Conditional purchases and freeholds, 180.
School of Mines and Museum, 24S.
Prince Altred Hospital :—Government Grant in aid
Regulations, 372.
of, 82.
Minors :—Selections by, 86.
P
robate and Administration Duties :—Amount paid
Money Order Offices:—Number of, in the Colony, 169.
for, 59, 64, 67.
Moody and Sulky
Yisit of to New South Wales, 367Procession on 6tii August :—Holding of, 328.
Mount Wilson :—Particulars of Sale of Crown Lands
Public Library, Free :—Formation of lending branch,
at, 90.'
143.
Mudgee Gaol :—Dismissal of Warders, 96.
P
unt
at Kinchela Creek :—Construction of, 31,
Municipal:ties Act Amendment of, 135,143.
Quarter Sessions, Gunnedah:—Establishment of, 115.
Municipal Council of Sydney :—
Queensland Debt :—Payment of, 136.
Sums adyanced to by Government, 38.
Introduction of Bill to give increased powers to, 64,
Railways :—
Estimated rates of Government Buildings, 95.
'
Defects in engine supplied by Mort and Company. 49.
Bill to extend powers of, 14G.
Shipment of plant from London, 38, 53, 65, 72. '
Consignment of plant, 54.
Museum :—
From Wallerawang to Mudgee, 57.
Eeport of Trustees, 61,
'To Narrabri, 61.
'
Power of Trustees, 86.
Haulage of timber, East Maitland Station, 63.
Hours for Visiting, 213.
Payment of wages of mechanics, 67.
.
New Guinea
Colonisation of, 356.
Time-table, Great Northern, 67.
New South Wales :—Publication of Pamphlet on re
Trucks, Macquarie Plains, CD.
sources of, 187.
To Gunning, 73.
Night Schools(Sec "Education.”)
Pay of workmen on Great Norlhcrn, 72.
Payment of wages of workmen, 72, 124, 213.
" Nobbys” Light Obscuration of, 285, 333.
Accidents, 76.
O'Brien Thomas
Case of, 123.
Branch workshops, 82.
O'Hehir John
Case of, 178.
Sale of intoxicating drinks at Stations, 83,101,102 161
Oyster-beds
Leases of, 130.
192,198.
Single-headed rails, 96.
Pacific Mail Service:—Particulars of contract for, 210.
Accidents, 109.
Parks Act, Public
Introduction of Bill to amend, 38.
From Redfern to Circular Quay, 110.
Parliamentary Buildings
Cost of Council Chamber,
From Wagga Wagga to Albury, 110.
251.
Coal Traffic, 124.
Parramatta :—
Uniforms for employes, 136.
Bridge across Eirer, 32,194.
Great Northern and Wallsend, 145.
Park Buies and Kegulutions, 57.
Rolling Stock, 146.
Gaol, 82.
Stealing goods from Sydney Station, 146.
Deepening of River, 251.
Excursion trains, 156, 319.
Postage on letters to, 297.
Quality of iron for rails, 159.
Patents Bur,: —Introduction of amended, 364,
Station-masters as agents for the sale of wood and coal
161,
Petitions :—Cast of Printing, 213.
•
Trial surveys, 165, 249, 314, 367.
Petty Sessions, Fnnigona :—Establishment of, 89.
Single-headed Rails, 169 (“), 181, 193.
Philadelphia Exhibition Amounts paid to officers, 229.
Leave of absence to Employes, 179.
Pilot Service, Port Jackson
Probationers employed in Department, 180.
Efficiency of, 75.
Carriage of Lime and Limestone from Marulan, 180.
Working of, 129.
Mr. Chipp, late Inspector, 194, 229.
Police :—
Trial Survey to Jervis Bay, 194.
Compensation for Land taken, 204.
.
Increase of pay to, 82.
Claim of John Davis, 204.
Magistrate, Broulee, 95.
Survey for Illawarra Line, 209.
Magistrate, AYollombi, 110.
Rails lor Great Western Railway, 211.
Magistrate, Bingera, 178.
SUitionmaster Evans. 222.
Protection, Coonabarabran, 198.
Late Inspector of Railway?, 229.
Superannuation Fund, 235.
Waggons, 232.
Station and Kitchen, Raymond Terrace, 253.
Inspection of Timber and Sleepers, 235.
District of Brewarrina, 257.
Waiting-rooms, Newcastle and East Maitland, 211.
Protection at Wheeo, 277.
Reduction of Passengers Pares, 252.
Protection at Dalton, 277.
Into Sydney, 260.
Magistrate at Parkes, 278.
Store-rent on Goods at Murrurundi Station, 267.
Polling Places :—Appointment of for The TJnucr
Goods Train, Murrurundi, 273.
•
Hunter, 306.
Freight on Coal from Lithgow Valley to Sydnev, 306.
Port Macquarie Gaol:—Documents pvefCHtecl to Colo
Supply of Kails, 332, 363.
"
nial Secretary, 151.
'
Goods-slied, Parana, 356.
Magibteates:—

'

*(
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QUESTIONS (continued) :—
QUESTION'S (continued): —
Stkingkh, William :—Case of, 178, 314.
Beal Property Act Number of applications under,
90,19S.
Stop-age op Gunpowder —Meeting of Board, 117.
Eepoematory eor Boys Establishment of, 38.
Tamworth Gaol at:—Erection of, 106.
Telegraphic :—
Befund op Deductions
To Civil Servants, 143, 15G,
210, 290.
Porterage on Telegrams, 67.
Extension of Lines, 76.
Bents poe Aubipeeous Leases
Opinion of Attorney
Office, Bathurst, 101.
General, 241.
Return of Officers, laid on Table, 170.
Bepoeter’s Gallery
AecomiDodation in, 57.
Extension of wire to Parliamentary Buildings, 101.
Bepresentation of the People in the Legislative
Line from Hay to Booligal, 227.
.
Assembly :—Introduction of Bill by Government,
Offiee at. Sofalo, 251.
31.
Office, Richmond, 285.
Beservrs :—
Refund of Superannuation, deduction to Captain L. H.
Publication of description of, 44.
Scott, 297.
_ /
At Nicholna’s Lagoon, 91.
Lino from Bourke to Wentworth, 335.
Ill the Town of Sydney, 102.
The Paterson :—Limit, of Speeches of Candidates for, by
At head of Cataract and Loddon Bivcrs, 124,129.
Returning Officer, 31, 3S.
Bono Creel:, 135.
Tobacco
Imporhid :—Quantity
of manufactured and
Parish of Southend, 183.
unmanufactured, 39.
Water, No. 19, 197,
,
Tolls :—
_
On Pullaming Station, 260.
On Stations in District of Liverpool Plains, 231.
Rental and Abolition of, on Public Bonds, 38.
Toll-bar, Green Swamp, 106.
Besources of New South
Walks
Publication of
Toll-bar, Newtown Railway Bridge, 109.
Pamphlet on, 187.
Beckett’s Bridge and Pitt Bow, 185.
Beturning- Officer for The Paterson:—Limit of
Bar on Railway Bridge, Newtown, 204.
speeches of Candidates, 31, 38.
On Main Roads, 235.
Biot Act :—Beading of, by J. W. Smart, .I.P., 179.
On Nepean Bridge, 356.
Boads :—
Transfer of Buns and Stations :—Expected Revenue
Prom Singleton to Jerry’s Plains, §5.
from, 248Great Southern, through Yass, 90.
Transit of Venus:—Observation of, 58.
Petition of Arnos Davis, 116.
■
Treasurer’s Budget
Speech :—Transmission
of,
to
*
Coot’s Biver Ro:td Trust, 129.
England, 44.
To Toliighcrry Creek, 156.
Trial Bay :—Completion of Harbour Works, 39.
Proclamation of, Ashiield, 210.
Trigonometrical Survey :—Expenditure in connection
Repairs to, in Northern District, 214.
Henderson, Newtown, 228,
with, 75.
Cleveland-streot, 228.
Tuggerah Lake.
(See "Lake Macquarie.”)
Brooza, 241.
Upper Hunter Electorate:—Taking of Poll atMerry’K
Newcastle to Wallsend, 242 (•).
Crossing and Denison Town, 222.
Near Corowa, 249.
Yardy, Mr. W.L.—Practice of, at Water Police Court, 278.
Bankstown and Dogtrap, 267.
Vernon :—
Wheoo to Gunning and Goulburn, 277.
Nautical School Ship—Number and Apprenticeship of
Gamer’s to Queanbcyan Bond, 277.
Boys, 151.
Prom Yass to Woolgarlow, 277.
Case of John O’Hehir, 173.
Yass to Kitty’s Creek, 278.
’
Volunteers :—
Boambolo to Yass, 278.
Introduction of Bill, and isSuc of Helmets, 54.
Prom Nepean Perry to Lapstone Hill, 297.
Wollongong Corps—“ Henry” Rifles, 57.
Buns anu Stations’:—
Arlillery Drill Sheds, (31.
Transfer of, 248.
Stoppage of, recruiting, 64.
Appraisement of, 263.
" Henry” Rifles for Engineer Company, 82.
Rushcutter’s Bay :—
Case of Captain Bamford, 178, 188, 198.
Reclamation of foreshore, 183.
Arhllerv, ISO.
Salaries of Civil Servants :—
Land Orders, 198, 205, 221, 247.
Refund of deductions, 143, 156, 210, 290.
Breech-loading Carbines for Artillery, 297Payment of, for July, 321.
Walters Frrukrick :—Mineral Selection of, 187Sale of Colonial Wines Regulation Act:—Repeal or
Watch House :—
alteration of, 31.
Bay mood Terraco, 32.
Salt of Liquors as Railway Stations :—License for
Crookwell, 210.
83,101, 102, 161, 192, 198.
Wardens of District Councils :—Number of, 367.
San Francisco Mail Service (See “ Postal.’1)
Water Supply :—
Savings Ranks :—
Particulars of, 27.
Government—Number of iu the Colony, 159.
Provision for, Sydney and Suburbs, 43.
Post Office—Remuneration to Malingers, 169.
Reserve at head of Cataract and Loddou Bivcrs, 124,
School or Industry:—Land adjoining, 44,155.
129.
School of Minks and Minekalogical Museum :—
Land occupied by Mr. Want near Reserve, 152.
Establishment of, 248.
Reserve No. 19, 197.
Schools (See “ Education.”)
“Wave Breaker”:—Comm unications between the Govern
Scott, Oaftain L. 11.:—Refund of Superannuation
ment and Patentee, 136,
deductions, 297.
Wcston, Mr., C.P.S., COONAMULR :—
Sheep and Stock Inspectors :—Reports of. 239.
Decision in charges againsl, 75.
'
Shipping Business of the Colonial Agent General:—
Appointments held by, &c., 135.
Wharf :—
Particulars of, 38, 53, 63, 72.
Silk Culture ■—R.vtension of, by Government, 210.
Completion and pur|)ose of Iron, Dariing Harbour, 43.
Silver Coin :—Importation and distribution, 169, 183.
Accommodation, Sydney Harbour, 109, 116.
Singleton Gaol :—Drain from, 227.
Manly Beach, 197.
Smart, ,T. W., J.P.:—Reading of Riot Act by, at Surry
Accommodation, Newcastle, Wickham, and Hamilton,
Hills, 179.
221.
Wollongong :—
Smith, Professor :—Resignation of, a Dean of the Faculty
of Medicine, 241.
Sum in aid of Ereo Library, 146.
Steam DBEiiGKa:—Employment of, on Hunter River, 210.
Harbour Works, 321.
Steam Laundry :—Purchase of, 71.
Works of Art :—Presentation of. to Colony, through
Steam Launch “Leila” :—Employment, of, 165.
the Branch Consul, 130.
Stock and Sheep Inspectors :—

Reports of, 239.
Issue of Circulars to, 71.

Yass i—

1
'

Alignment of Streets of, 90, 161, 241, 327.
Gaol, 314,
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VOD,

PACE.

3

565

3
3
3

557
559
561

3

563

.......................................................................................................

3

569

Report on Rails supplied by the Park Gate Iron Company, laid on Table, 170 ....................
, .
Correspondence respecting
do.
laid on Table, 301 ..........................................................'

...............

3
3

575
579

Report on Castings supplied by various Companies, laid on Table, 170..............................................

QUOEUM :~
Absenco of, in Committee of the Whole, reported, 153, 1890. 24ft, 303, 320, 325, 329.
Absence of, in House before commencement of business, 245.
Absence of, in House after commencement of business, 189,195, 240, 261, 265, 314, 320, 325, 329.
Absence of, on Division, 261.

£
RAILWAY SErRJSSrotEKT ROOMS RILL :~
Motion nmdc (Jfr. .Pilcher) for Committee of the Whole to consider propriety of bringing in, 66;
House iu Committee nnd Resolution agreed to, 73 ; presented, and road I“, 147 ; Order of the
Day for 2° postponed, 173, 212, 254, 272, 295, 31G, 328 j Order of the Day discharged, and
Bill withdrawn, 359.
"
RAILWAYS (See also "SALE OF LIQUORS”)
Workmen'

employed on

Motion made (Mr. Camei-on) for Return showing number of stilled and unskilled, 46 : Return to
Order laid on Table, 110 .............................................................................................................

Great Northern—Buloock Island Branch

.................................................................................

Plan, section, and book of reference laid on Table, as exhibits only, 54 ; approved of, 68.
Extension

into the

City :—

‘

Petition from Citizens of Sydney, in favour of, presented,. 58 ; ordered to be printed, 60 ..............
Do.
do.
239;
do.
242 ...............
Do.
against, presented, 290;
do.
298 ...............
Froh

tsie

Clarence

to

New England:—

Petition from Delegates of Richmond and Tweed Rivers League, in favour of, presented, 60,
ordered to be printed, 65 ..................... ............................................................................

Trial Surveys :—

.......................................................................................................

Motion mode (Mr. Melton) for Papers, Reports, itc., having reference to, throughout the Colony, 76.
Goods Traffic

on

Southern

and

Western:—

Motion made (Jlfr. GrcviUn) for Correspondence in reference to, 98.
Accidents :—

Return respecting, laid on Table, 136......................................................................

Rails :—

Iron Castings:—

3

573

Motion made (Mr. Sutherland) for Petitions and Letters respecting erection of, between Ashiield
and Burwood, and on the Western Line, 184; Return to Order laid on Table, 230 ...

3

653

Petition from, on Permanent Way and Locomotive Department of Northern, presented, 214;
ordered to be printed, 217...............................................................................................................
Do.
do.
of Southern and Western,
do., 225 ; ordered to bo printed, 232

3
3

649
651

4

873

4

571

4
4

607
603

2

711

2

705

2

709

Platforms :—

................

Employes :—

Storage

of

Goods

at

Murrurundi Terminus:—

Motion made (Mr. T. G. Dangar) for Return showing amount charged for at, and on Western
and Southern Lines, 271.
RAINES’S SELECTION AT MOUNT GITPS :—
Motion made (Mr. JDuwm.t) for Papers, Letters, &C., having reference to forfeiture of, 242.
RASTOUL, MADAME (See also “ POSTAL”) :—
Motion made (Mr. Muchanan) for Committee of the Whole to consider of Address for sum to be
placed on Supplementary Estimates us compensation to, for injuries sustained by the mis
carriage of a letter addressed to M. M. Rochefort and Grousset, and no tellers for the .4ycs,
233
^
RAYMOND TERRACE (See " WATCH-HOUSE, RAYMOND TERRACE.”)
REAL PROPERTY ACT
Returns under, laid on Table, 136 .
RECOMMITTAL OF BILL
.............................................................................................
34, 186, 192, 268, 274, 316, 320.
REFRESHMENT COMMITTEE :Sessional Order passed, 41.
REGISTRATION OF BRANDS ACT
Motion made (Mr. T. G. Danqar) for Return of particulars of Receipts and Disbursements under,
60; Return to Order laid on Table, 268; referred to Select Committee on " Diseases
Affecting Live Stock,” 315 .
REGULATIONS.
.............................................................................................
Amended Volunteer, laid on Table, 29 .................................................................................................
Military and Naval Forces Regulation Act, laid on Table, 359 ..........................................................
Mining Board, laid on Table, 70.
............
RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Motion made (Mr. Mihhd) for Return showing particulars of, HI,
REMOVAL OF PUBLIC MONEY FROM BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES
Motion made (Mr. Paries) for Select Committee to inquire into circumstances attending, 138;
appointed by ballot, 138; motion made (Mr. JK. Pursier) that Mr. Gray be substituted for Mr.
W. horsier on the Committee, 144 ; Report brought up, 232 ; motion made (Mr. Paries) for
adoption of Report, and debate adjourned, 248 ; resumrd, 250 ; motion for adjournment
of debate negatived, 250 ; debate adjourned, 250 ; resumed, 252 ; motion made for adjourn
ment of debate and negatived, 252 ; debate adjourned, 252 ; resumed and motion negatived,
254 ................................................................. '..................................................
Motion made (Mr. Paries) respecting, without warrant, as proscribed by the Audit Act, previous
question moved; Speaker ruled that Member could not comment on acts of late Government;
Mr. Buchanan moved dissent from Speaker’s ruling, and negatived, 298; previous question
passed in the negative, 299.
Motion made (Mr. Bibbs) for expunging portion of resolution of ] Itb May, 299.
Memorial from Banks in reference to, laid on Table, 228......................................... ..........................
Opinion of Attorney General respecting the deposit of moneys in Banks without warrant, laid on
Table, 278 ..............................................................................................
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VOL.

PAGE

E
BENTS FOB AURIFEROUS LEASES
•
Opinion of Into Solicitor General in reference to, laid on Table, 242...................................................
REPORTS
Laid os' Table :—
Australian Museum, for 1873, IS.............................................................................................................................
Pi Mo
for 1874. G1 ...................................................................................... ...................................
Royal Water Commission, Return in reference to, 29 ..................................................................................
Municipal Council on Sewerage and Water Supply, Eighteenth, 29 .........................................................
Vaccination for 1874, 29 ..........................................................................................................................................
1 nnnignition ibr 1874, 29.........................................................................................................................................
Sydney Free Public Library for 1874, 40 ...........................................................................................................
Board of Audit on the Public Accounts, 49.........................................................................................................
Of Chief Inspector oil Live Stoclc for 1873, 54 ..................................................................................................
Of Conference of Inspectors of Stock, 54 ...........................................................................................................
Nanuku Passage, Fiji Group, and plan, 97.........................................................................................................
University of Sydney for 1874, 117.........................................................................................................................
Sewage and Health Board (Progress), 125...........................................................................................................
Pitto
(Second Progress). 242 ............................................................................................
Pitto
(Third Progress), 293 ......................................................................................
Pitto
disposal of Night-soil, Melbourne, 323 ..............................................................
Water Supply, City and Suburban, by A. Liversidge, Esquire, 314 .........................................................
Prison Labour Trial Bay, 136 .................................................................................................................................
Examiner of Coal Fields, 1874, 146........................................................................................................................
Captain Nnres on soundings for Telegraphic Cable between New South Wales and New Zealand,
149 .........-........................................ . ....................................................................................................................
Captain Nnres on best route for voyage between New- South Wales and China, 149 .........................
On Rails supplied by the Park Gate Iron Company, 170 ...........................................................................
1 On Iron Castings supplied by several Companies, 170 ................................................................................
Government Asvhims for Infirm and Pestitute, 205 .......................................................................................
Council of Education on Public Schools for 1874, 205....................................................................................
Council of Eneation on Certified Denominational Schools for 1874, 205 ................................................
,
Sydney Grammar Sehool for 1874. 274 ...............................................................................................................
Postmaster General for 1874, 290 .......................................................................................................................
On Hospital for the Insane, Gladcsvilie, 1874, 293 .........................................................................................
From Colonial Architect on works at Hospital, Gladesviile, 293............................................ ....................
Prisons for 1874, 356 ............................................................................................................................................
Commodore Goodcnough and Captain Nares on unhealtliiness of Sydney Harbour, 3G4 ....................
SeLEOT CoMSIITTBES
’
Address in reply lo Governor's Opening Speech, 7 ............... ......................................................................
All Saints Parsonage Bill, 64 .................................................................................................................................
Waratsh Coal Company’s Bill, 66..........................................................................................................................
Dubbo Presbyterian Manse Trustees Bill, 106 ..................................................................................................
Goulburn Gallic Sale Yards Bill, 125........................ ...........................................................................................
Letter addressed to MM. Rochefort and Grousset, 181 ; adopted, 218....................................................
Ultimo Presbyterian Church Trustees Bill, 185.
Australasia Coal Company's Bill, 211; referred hack to Committee, 2-13 ; reported 2°, 263 ........
Removal of Public Money from Bank of New South Wales, 232 ............................................................
Petition of Mr. Stephefi Stanbridge, 321 .................................................................................... ....................
Mineral Selection at Milburn Greek, 337 ..........................................................................................................
Blakefield v. Shields, 337 ........................................................................................................... .............................
Petition of Amos Pavia, 368 .................................................................................................................................
Elections asd Qijai.ificatiovs Committee :—
’
'
Robinson and Otbersv. Dibbs—West Sydney, 39.................................................................................... .
Ryan e. Shepherd—The Nepeun, 39 ....................................................................................................................
Stephen r. Watson—The Williams, 112 ............. 7..................................... ....................................................
Shipway and Others v. Fitzpatrick—Yass Plains, 125....................................................................................
M'Elhouc d. Hungerford—The Upper Hunter, 274.........................................................................................
Stan in.vo OnnsRS Committee :—
Question of Privilege raised’by Mr Sobolev, 372..............................................................................
REPRESENTATION OF THE PEOPLE IN THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Motion mado (Mr, if. 11. Smith) respecting introduction of Bill for, next Session, 21S.
RESERVES FROM FREE SELECTION ON RUNS
•
Motion made (Jfr. Unahanan) for Return showing, 279.
RESERVES IN THE TOWN OF SYDNEY
Rotnrn to Order (Session 1873-4), laid on Table, 106..................................................................
RESERVES FOR TRAVELLING STOCK (See “Stock”)
RESERVE ON BYRON RUN ;—
Motion made (Mr. Dibbs) for Correspondence, &c., relating to eancellalion of 136; Return to
Order laid on Table, 260 ..............................................................
RESIGNATION OF MR. SPEAKER:—
......................................
Announcement of, to House, 34.
RESOLUTIONS
Fhom Committee Of the Whole
Reported, 49, 55, 62(3), 68, 70, 73(3), 103,106, 131, 148, 173, 174, 206H, 21], 212, 272, 274, 275,
302, 325, 329, 357, 368.
.
Agreed to, 49, 62{5), 68, 70, 73(=)) 103, 112, 126,131, 132,148,173,174, 206'!), 212, 228, 272.
274, 275, 302, 325, 357, 368.
'
Fbom Committee of Snrpi.y:—
Reported, 11, 33, 46, 83, 157, 214, 338.
Agreed to, 11, 33, 46, 83, 157, 214, 352.
From Committee or Wats axd Meats :—
Reported, 12, 34, 58, 83,157, 214, 291, 353.
Agreed to, 12, 34, 58, 83, 157, 214, 294, 353.
RESOURCES OF NEW SOUTH WALES :—
Motion made (Mr. Macintosh) for Correspondence between the Government and Agent General
respecting distribution of publications on, 194.
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507
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VOL.

BOADS
SOBOEnlSATK
_
Ectarn showing classification of, and proposed distribution of Votes for under Trustees, laid on
Table, 40...................................... ........................................................ ......._............................
Eeturn showing classification of, and proposed distribution of the Vote for 18VG for,laid on Table, 7G

TAOK.

3
3

793
801

Report of Captain Narcs respecting best, laid on Tabic, 149 ..........................................................

4

585

RUDDER, MR. li. W.:—
_
Petition of respecting discovery of gold presented, 3aG ; ordered to be printed, 359 .........................
RULES OP THE SUPREME COURT:—
Dated 18 November, 1874, laid on Table, 15......................................................................................................

3

413

2

31
31

Wheeo to G-unntko asd Goulhukx :—

Motion made (Mr. Fitzpatrick) for Petitions for marking out and Correspondence relating thereto,
279.
Gee at Eobiheux :—

Petition from Residents of Pennant Hills, Colo, and Castlo Hill, relative to state of, presented, 3H
ROBERTSON MINISTRY ■—
...
Motion made (Mr. Jlueiianan) for Address to the Governor respecting formation of, 29 ; previous
question moved, and passed in the negative, 29.
ROBERTSON, THE HONORABLE JOHN
Acceptance of Ofiice by, as Colonial Secretary,

21; seat declared vacant, 21; re-elected, 23; sworn,

24; Ministerial statement made by, 27ROBINSON, JOSEPH AMBROSE, AND OTHERS, V. DIBBS (See ''ELECTORAL.1')
ROCHEFORT AND GROUSSET, M. M. (See “POSTAL.”)
ROGERS’S ESTATE RILL:—
_

Received from Council and read 1°, G8; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and
Report adopted, 92 : read 3°, and returned to Council. 98 ; assent reported, 152.
ROUTE FOR VOYAGE BETWEEN NEW SOUTH WALES AND CHINA

Dated 30 November. 1874, laid on Table, 15....................................................................................
RULINGS OP SPEAKER i—

Privilego (Joachim v. O'Shanassy), 08.
Question of Order (Joachim v. O'Shanassy), 118.
Dog Act Amendment Bill, 189.
Exclusion of Strangers, 261.

Stamp Duties Bill, 282,
Removal of Public Money from Bank of New South Wales, 298.
Motion made (Mr. Bttehanan) dissenting from, and negatived, 298-

.

Sustains Cbaitman’s decision on point of order arising in Committee of Supply, 333.
RUN' fSee “ SQUATTING RUNS.")
‘

RYAN JAMES TOBIAS, ESQ., V. SHEPHERD (Sea “ ELECTORAL.”)

s
SALARIES OP CIVIL SERVANTS :—
_
_
Motion made (Mr. Taylor) for Minutes and Correspondence iu reference to refund of deductions,
from the 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1873, 222 ; Return to Order laid on Tablo,
24,2
*
.
.
.
....... ...
SALE OP COLONIAL'WINES REGUDATION ACT':—.................................................................................

A

Petition from Vinegrowcrs, Maitland and Paterson, in favour of an amendment of, presented, 55 ;
ordered to he printed, 68 .................................................................................................................................
Petition from Vinegrowers, Grafton, ditto, presented, 117 ; ordered to bo printed, 12G...................
SALE OP LIQUORS AT RAILWAY STATIONS:—
,
|
Petition from the Minister and Members of the Mariners Church, Sydney, presented against, 10G;
ordered to be printed, 111 ...........................................................................................................................
Petition from the Minister and Members of Clialmcr’s Presbyterian Church, presented against,
10G ; ordered to be printed, 111 ................................................................................................................
Petition from the Independent Order of Good Templars, presented against, 10G ; ordered to he
printed, 111 .............................................................................. ........................................................................
Petition from the Bishop of Sydney, Dean, Clergy, and others, presented against, 106 ; ordered to
be printed, 125 ...................................................................................................................................................
Petition from No. 1 Grand Division Sons of Temperance, presented against, 106; ordered to be
printed, 111 .......................................................................................................................................................
Petition from Newtown, Campcrdown, and Marriekville, presented against, 110 ; ordered to be
printed, 117 .......................................................................................................................................................
Petition from Glebe and Balrnain, presented against, 110 ; ordered to be printed, 117 ..
.
Petition from Citizens of Maitland, presented against, 110 ; ordered to be printed, 125 .................
Petition from the Sydney Young Men's Christian Association, presented against, 110 ; ordered to
be printed, 117 ...................................................................................................................................................
Petition from Grand Division Sons of Temperance, Northern District, presented ngainst, 110;
ordered to be printed, 117.........................................................................................................................
Petition from Inhabitants of Ryde, presented against, 117 ; ordered to be printed, 125 ................
Petition from Inhabitants of Paddington, Wuverley, Ac., presented against, 125; ordered to be
printed, 131 ......................................................................................................................................................
Petiton from the Congregational Church, Pitt-street, Sjdncy, presented against, 123 ; ordered to
be printed, 131 ...................................................................................................................................................
Petition from Residents in Campbelitown, Ac., presented again>t, 149 ; ordered to bo printed, 153
Petition from Inhabitants of Yass, presented against, 149 ; ordered to be printed 153...................
Petition from Residents of Murrurundi, presented against, 149 ; ordered to bo printed, 13G ........
Petition fron Citizens of Bathurst, presented against, 152 ; ordered to be printed, 156....................
Petition from Citizens of Sydney, presented against, 156 ; ordered to be printed, 160 ....................
Petition from the Minister and Alcinbers, Baptist Church, Sydney, presented against,156; ordered
to be printed, 160 ..............................................................................................................................................
Petition from the Minister and Members, Particular Baptist Church, Sydney, presented against,
156 ; ordered to be printed, 160...................................................................................................................
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SALK OF LTQTTOKS AT RAILWAY STATIONS (ronthirsrl)_
.
Petition from the Minister find Member:^ St. I'ruiiris’s Kotnon Cfitholit Chiirclij presented ftgmnfttj
156 ; ordered to be printed, 160........................ ...........................................................................................
Petition from Citizens of Goulburn, ptesented agonist, 170 ; ordered to be printed, 171 .................
Petition from licsidonts of Shoullmven, presented agnintt, 170 ; ordered to bo printed, 171............
Petition from Residents of llangnlooti, presented against, 170 ; ordered to bo printed, 171 ............
Petition from 'Residents of Hill End, presented ngnmst, 170 ; ordered to bo printed, 171...............
Petition from Citizens of Newcastle and Pay Dawn Division of Sons of Temperance, presented
ngniri.st, 135 ; ordered to be printed, ]SO ..................................................................................................
Petition from the Minister and Members, Welsh Clmre’.i, Sydney, presented against, l!)o; ordered
to be printed, 200 ..............................................................................................................................................
Petition from the Minister and OlFico-bearevs, St, Stephen’s Church, Sydney, presented against,
195 i ordered to be printed, 2U0................................................................................. ...................
Petition from flic Master and Students, Camden College, presented against, 195 ; ordered to be
printed, 200 ........................................................................................................................................................
Petition from the Professor and Students, Sydney University, presented against, 195.
Petition from the Minister and Members, Wesleyan Church, Dourke-street, presented against,
195 ; ordered to bo printed, 200 ................................................................................................._.............
Petition from the Minister and Members, Baptist Church, Bourke-strect, presented against, 105 ;
ordered to be printed. 200 ............................................................................................■_................. ........... I
Petition from the Elders and Members, Society of Friends, presented against, 105; ordered to be
printed, £06....................................................................................................................... ^................................
Petition from (ho Magistrates of the City of Sydney, presented against, 195 ; ordered to be
printed, 206 ........................................................................................................................................................
Petition from the Ollicers and Members of the Day Spring Lodge of Good Templars, presented
against, 105 ; ordered to bo printed, 206 ..............................................................................................
Petition from Lho Of!leers and Members of the Haste to the Rescue Lodge of Good Templars,
presented against, 105 ; ordered to ho printed, 200............................................................ .................
Petition from the Citizens of the City of Sydney, presented against, 195; ordeml to be printed, 200
Petition from 1be Minister and Alcinbers of the Congregational Church, 'Waterloo, presented
against, 105 ; ordered to he printed, 206 ................... ............................-..............................................
Petition from the Minister and others, Primitive Methodist, Churches, Kent and Crown Streets,
presented againsl, 195 ; ordered to be printed. 200 ........................................................................... .
Petition from Archbishop Vaughan, Master and Students of St John’s College, and Dean of St.
Mary’s Cathedral, presented against, 395 ; ordered to bo printed, 200 ......................... .................
Petition from the Minister and Members of the Unitarian Church, presented against, 195.
Petition from the Sous of Temperance and others, Gundavoo, presented against, 200; ordered to
be punted, 211 ..............................................................................................................................................
Petition from the Independent Order of Good Templars, Newcastle, presented against, 205 ;
ordered to be printed, £11 ....................................................................... ..................................-.................
Petition from the Minister and others, Presbyterian Church, Balmain, presented ngainst, 217 ;.
ordered to be printed, 222 ...............................................................................................................................
Petition from the Officers and Members of the Evening Star Lodge, No. 18, Independent Order
of Good Templars, Parramatta, presented against, 222 ; ordered lo be printed, 226 ................
Petition from the Sons of Temperance Bind a, presented against, 257 ; ordered to be printed, 200
Petition from Licensed Victuallers Association respecting amount of license fee, presented, 170 ;
ordered to be printed, 171 .....................................................................................................................
Petition to Secretary for Public Works iu favour of, laid on Table and ordered to be printed, 86...
Petition from Citizens of Sydney in favour of, presented, 101; ordered to be printed, 109 ............
Petition from Citizens of Sydney in favour of, presented, 109 ; ordered to be printed, 205 ............
Petition from Citizens of New South Wales in favour of, presented, 230; ordered to be printed, 232
Petition from Citizens of New South Whiles in favour of, presented, 230 ; ordered to be printed, 232
SALE OF SPIRITUOUS LIQUORS AT REDFERN RAILWAY STATION
Motion made (Jlfr. Davie/:) for Letters and Correspondence referring to, 45 •, Return to Order
laid on Table, 64; additional Paper laid on Table, 102 .......................................................................
Motion made (Sir. Snthr.rlanti) for Tenders for leasing Refreshment Rooms, 205; Return lo
Order laid on Table, 222 ............................................................................................•_...................................
Motion made (Mr. Sutterland) for Correspondence beta ecu John Sutherland, Esq., Henry Parkes,
Esq., and the Commissioner for Railways, having reference to granting of License for, 146 ;
Return to Order laid on Table, 175.......................................................................................................... .
Motion made (JLfr. Parkes) for letter from Charles A. Goodchap to the Secretary for Public
Works, in reference to a statement made by Mr. Davies, 219; Return to Order laid on Table, 222
SAMUEL, THE HON. SAUL, C.M.G..—
.
Message to Council requesting attendance of, as witness before Select Committee on Letter
nddreseed to If. M. Rochefort and Grousset, 13S; leave given, 140.
SAN FRANCISCO (See " POSTAL.")
SAVINGS BANKS, GOVERNMENT:—
_
Statement of accounts from 1 January to 31 December, 1S74, laid on Table, 40.................................
Return showing number of, in operation, laid on Tabic, 159 ......................................................................
SCHOOLS (See "EDUCATION.”)
SCHOOLS OF ART (See “MECHANICS SCHOOLS OF ART.")
SCUOLEY STEPHEN, ESQ.:—
Informs House of attempted bribery in connection Willi vote ob compensation to Mr. Twaddcll,
2S6 ; examined in bis place as witness, 201.
SCOTT, MR. THOMAS:—
.
Motion made (Afr. Maeinfoth) for Committee of the Whole for Address, for sum Its gratuity to,
for promoting the growth and imuuifacttire of sugar, 264 i Order of the Day postponed, 272 ;
House in CoinniittoB and resolution agreed to, 276.
SEAMENS LAWS CONSOLIDATION ACT:—
_
.,
.
,
Petition from ntlieers and seamen, port of Sydney, rompMnliigof administration of, presented and
read bv Clerk. 67 ; ordered to be printed, 72...................................................................................... .
SELECT COMMIT TEES (See also “ REPORTS”)
Balloting for, Sessional Order, 41,
Ballot for, 61, 138.
SESSIONAL ORDERS :—
Paused, 33, 40, 41,106,
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SEWAG-E AND HEALTH BOARD. SYDNEY
Rrogress Report of, laid on Table, 125 ...............................................................................................................
Second Progress Report, laid on Table, 242 ......................................................................................................
Third Progress Report, laid on Table, 293 .........................................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Sutherland) for Progress Report of, and evidence taken bv, l'!0.
Report on Sydney and Suburban Water Supply by A. Liversidge, Esq , laid on Table, 314 ............
Report from, on disposal of night-soil in Melbourne, laid on Table, 323 . .
SEWERAGEb
'
.................................
Eighteenth Annual Report of Municipal Council of Sydney, laid on Table, 29
SHEEP (See “INSPECTION OF SHEEP.”)
‘
"
SHEPHERD, P.L.C., ESQ. (See *' ELECTORAL.")
SHIPPING BUSINESS OF THE COLONIAL AGENT GENERAL:—
Papers connected with, laid on Table, 65 ............................
SHIPWAY AND OTHERS r. E1TAPA L’RICE (See'■ ELECTORAL.”)..............................
SILK CULTURE
'
Motion made (Afr. Baker) for further Correspondence and Minutes rclalinc to. 248.
SILVER COINb
Return showing distribution of £50,000. laid on Table, 183 .
SINGLETON BENCH OF MAGISTRATES....................................................
Motion made (Jt/E W. C Rromiic) for Correspondence relative to non-attendance of, 100 ; Return
to Address, laid on Table, 199...............................
SITE FOR GERMAN LUTHERAN CHURCH ■—..........................................................................................
Motion made (Jlfr. Buchanan) respecting, and debate adjourned, 33 ; Order of the Dav postponed,
55, 06, 100, 118, 148, 102, 174, 212, 243, 254, 272, 295, 304.
‘
SITES FOR PLACES'OF PUBLIC WORSHIP:—
,
Motion made (Mr. Cohen) for Return showing number of, reserved since the passing of the “ Crown
Lands Alienation Act of 1861,” 220.
SMITH, JOHN SAMUEL, ESQUIRE:—
Appointed Commissioner to administer the Oath, 24,
SOUP KITCHEN AND CITY NIGHT REFUGE :—
Motion made (Afv. Stuart) for Committco of the Whole, to consider of Address for sum towards
erection of, uud no quorum on division, 201.
SPEAKER:—
Election of Mr. W. M. Arnold, 4,
!
Election of Mr. G. W. Allen, 24, 35.
!
Reports receipt of Commission to administer oath, 5, 28, 37 ; read bv Clerk, S, 28, 37.
I
Reports presentation of, to Governor, 5, 27, 37.
‘
'
Lays Minutes authorizing application of Balances on Table, 0 .................................................................. 1
Lays Warrant appointing Committee of Elections and QualiOcaliont on Table, C, 28,140.
Reports discrepancies in Writs, 6.
Reports attendance of House in Council Chamber to bear Opening Speed:, 7.
Reads Address in reply to Governor’s Opening Speech, 13.
’
Reports maturity of Warrants appointing Elections and Qualifications Committee, 17, 47, 153.
Appoints first meeting of Elections and Qualifications Committee, 17
Clerk informs House of death of, 23 ; Clerk informs House of receipt of certificate of death of, 23J
lays Warrant appointing Robert Wisdom, Esq., Member of the Committee of Elections and:
Qualifications, on Table, in room of John Lackey, Esq., 28; maturity of warrant reported, 47.1
Informs House of production of Writs in Courts of Law by Clerk, 33.
1
Announces intention of placing resignation in the hands of the Clerk, 34.
I
Resignation of read by Clerk, 35.
Lays Warrant appointing James Hoskins, Esq., Member of the Committee of Elections and
Qualifications, on Table, in room of 1 rands White, Esq., deceased, 140; maturity of warrant
reported, 153.
Casting vote of, 106, 211.
Lays Election Petition (The Upper Hunter) on Table, 203,
Informs witness at the Bar (Mr. Dransfield) that he attends voluntarily, 291.
Informs House of receipt of letter from Mr. William Barker—Privilege, 307.
Lays Abstracts of the Public Accounts for 1874 on Table, 308 .........................................

Ruiings of:—

.......................................

Calls attention to similarity of notices—question of privilege, 98,
Rules motion out of order as being m substance the same as one already negatived on 1st April
(Joachim v. O'Shanassy). 118.
Rules that the Dog Act Amendment Bill should- originate in Committee of the Whole as it
extended the provisions of present Act, 189.
Calls attention to objectionable form of resolution in Mr. Buchanan’s motion “Exclusion of
Strangers," 201.
Rules that Stamp Duties Bill not having been introduced in Commiltce of Ways and Means is
irregularly before the House, 282.
As to right of Member to comment on acts of late Government in debate on “ Removal of public
money from Bank of New South Wales," 298; motion made (Mr. Buchanan) dissentm" from
and negatived, 298.
°
Sustains Chairman s decision that the Committee of Supply has power to vote money as a loan to]
the Corporation of Sydney, at interest, 338.
I
SPEECH OF GOVERNOR (See “'GOVERNOR.”)
SPECIAL ADJOURNMENT:—
I
Motion made for, 14, 28, 40,159, 338SQUATTING RUNS
Motion made (Mr. Batcden) for Return giving particulars of, 77.
STAMP DUTIES BILLs
&n
*
Motion made (JUr. W. Fortier) for Committee of tho Whole to consider propriety of bringing m,
60; House in Committee, and Resolution agreed to, 68 ; presented and read 1°, 118; Order
of the Day for 2’ postponed, 144; read 2° and committed, 201 ; further considered in
Committee, 206, 214, 223, 226, 230, 236, 240no quorum reported, and House counted out,
240 ; Order of the Day restored, 250; further considered in Committee, and reported
with amendments, 264; motion made for adoption of Report, and amendment moved to
recommit the Bill, 268; further considered in Committee, and reported 2° with further,
amendments, 208; motion made for adoption of Report, and amendment moved to re
commit Bill, 274; further considered in Committee, and reported 3° with further amend
ments, 274; Speaker ruled that Bill not having been introduced in Committee of Wavs
and Means, its introduction was irregular, 282; Bill withdrawn, 286.
'
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ST. ANDREW’S CATHEDRAL CLOSE ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Standing Orders suspended, 84; leave given to bring in, 84; presented and read 1°, 84 ; Order of
the Day for 2° postponed, 93, 100; read 2° and committed, 132 ; further considered in
Committee, reported with an amendment, and Report adopted, 147; read 3° and sent to
Council, 149 ; returned with amendments, 219; Order of tiio Day postponed, 255; amend
ments aereed to, 268 ; assent reported, 301.
ST. JOHN’S COLIjEQ-E
By-laws of, laid on Table, 97 ...............................................................................................................................
ST. LEONARDS
By-laws of Borough of, laid on Table, 6...............................................................................................................
STANBRIDGE, MR. STEPHEN
Petition from, respecting depreciation of Land owned by him in the Paterson District, presented,
194'; ordered to be printed, 199 ; referred to Select Committee, 250; power given to send
for persons and papers, 302; Report brought up, 321............... .................... ......................................
STANDING ORDERS
Suswtssios OF :—
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 11.
I
Do.
do.
33.
I
St. Andrew’s Cathedral Close Act Amendment Bill, 84.
.
,
BltRACH OF Pnmi.FGF ;—
Allegations of Mr. Scholey as to being offered bribe within the precincts of the House, referred to'
Committee, 287 ; Report brought up, 372.................................................................................................. 1
Of Victowa :—
|
Laid on Table, and referred to Standing Orders Committee (Joint), 314.
Do.
do.
(Legislative Assembly), 314.
|
Committee :—
’
Sessional Order, 41.
STEAM TUG, RICHMOND RIVER
Petition from Delegates of the Richmond and Tweed Rivers League, presented, 58 ; ordered to
be printed, 60........................................................................................................................................................
STEPHEN, GEORGE MILNER, ESQUIRE, v. WATSON (See “ELECTORAL.”)
STOCK (See also “ LIVE STOCK AND AGRICULTURE”)
Report of Chief Inspector for 1873, laid on Table, 54....................................................................................
Report of Conference of Chief I nspectors, laid on Table, 54 .......................................................................
Memorandum of Chief Inspector on Inoculation for Plenro-pneumouia, laid on Table, 143 ............
STOCK INSPECTORS :—
Correspondence respecting circulars issued to, on reserves for travelling stock, laid on Table, 72 ...J
.
Motion made (-1/r. j\ O. Dangar) for Reports of, in compliance with circulars issued by Chief!
Inspector, 97.
STORAGE OF GUNPOWDER
Motion made (Jfr. Dibbs) for Return of particulars of, 68.
Motion made (Jfr. Charles) respecting, and other explosive material, 233 ; Return to Order laid
on Table, 274 ........................................................................................................................................................
STORAGE AND SALE OF KEROSENE RESTRICTION ACT REPEAL BILL|
Motion made (Jfr. Meyer) for leave to bring in, 217; presented and read 1°, 218 ; Order of the’
Day for 2° postponed, 234, 254, 269, 275, 316, 322, 329, 336; Order of the Day discharged!
and Bill withdrawn, 360.
STORAGE OF POWDER (See “POWDER.”)
i
STRANGERS (See “ EXCLUSION OF STRANGERS.”)
STRINGER, WILLIAM:—
Motion made (Jfr. Nelson) for letters, reports, recommendations, Ac., having reference to the
commutation of Sentence on. 232 ; Return to Address laid on Table, 319 ...................................
SUBORDINATE ROADS (See “ROADS.”)
SUGAR CULTIVATION (See “ SCOTT, MR. THOMAS.”)
SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES (See “ESTIMATES.”)
SUPPLY:—
Message No. 1, referred to Committee of, 6 ......................................................................................................
House in Committee of, II, 33, 46, 60, 68, 70,83, 84, 87, 103, 107,157, 214, 282, 286, 293, 294,
333, 330, 338.
Resolutions reported, 11, 33, 46, 83, 157, 214, 294, 338.
Resolutions agreed to, 11, 33, 46, 83, 157, 214, 294, 352.
'
Resumption of Committee of, Sessional Order, 41.
Contingent Notice moved (Jfr. Nelson) on motion for going into Committee of, and negatived, 84.
Chairman reports Point of Order arising in Committee of, 338.
/
Order of the Day discharged, 370.
SUSAN-LANE ABOLFTION BILL
Motion made (Jfr. Garret!) for Committee of tho Whole to consider propriety of bringing in,
91; Message No. 9 referred to Committee on the Bill, 102 ; House iu Committco and Resolu
tion agreed to, 103 ; presented and read 1°, 103 ; Order of the Day for 2° postponed, 107,
144,148 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and Report adopted, 163 ; read
3° and sent to Council, 166 ; returned without amendment, 186 ; assent reported, 199............
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDERS (See "STANDING ORDERS.")
SYDNEY HARBOUR
Report of Commodore Goodenongh and Captain Nares, on unhealthiucss of, laid on Table 364 ...
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TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT
Motion made (Jfr. G. A. Lloyd) for Return showing mode of employment of officers provided
for on Estimates, 138; Return to Order laid on Table, 1711 ordered to be printed, 173 ........
TELEGRAPHIC CARLE BETWEEN NEW SOUTH WALES AND NEW ZEALAND
Report of Captain Nares on Soundings for, laid on Table, 149 ..................................................................
Motion made (Jfr. Barns) for Committco of tho Whole to consider Resolutions for construction
and maintenance of, 199 ; Message No. 21, laid on Table, 205 ; House in Committee and
Resolution agreed to, 206 .................................................................................................................................
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TELLHiS
Absenco of on division, 21, 03, 233 (-), 271, 310, 363.
TENDERS EOR LEASING RAILWAY REFRESHMENT ROOMS: —
Jlotion mndo (jl/E. Sutherland) for, 205 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 222
TEXTERFIELD
Rv-laws of Munieipal District of, laid on Table, 13 ...............................................
Do.
do.
do.
271 ..............
.
TENTERFIELD ELECTORATE SUBDIVISION BILL:—
...........................
Motion made {Mr. Abbott) for leave to bring in, 117.
THE HAWKKSBURY
Proclamation declaring election for valid received bv ClciT, 2.
TIME TABLE (See "POSTAL.”!
'
TOLLS ON PUBLIC ROADS
'
Motion made {.Mr, A'etson) for abolition of, and withdrawn, 65.
TRIAL BAY‘
Eeport on employment of prison labour at, laid on Table, 136 ..................
TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY:—
'
Return respecting laid on Table, S3............
TRUST MONEYS DEPOSIT ACCOUNT..................................................
From 1st April, 1S74-, to 31st March, 1875, laid on Table, 131 ..................
TUG, RICHMOND RIVER (See “STEAM TUG-, RICHMOND RIVER,”)
TWADDELL, MR. (See “PRIVILEGE.”)

u
ULLADULLA
By-laws of Mnnieipal District of, laid on Table, 199............................... ................................. .....................
ULTIMO PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH TRUSTEES BILL:—
Petition praying for leave to bring in, presented {Mr. Macintosh), 28 ; leave given, 46; presented
' and read l6, 46 ; referred to Select Commftt.ee after ballot, 50 ; proceedings and evidence of
Commit!ee appointed on 13 November, 1874, laid on Table by Clerk and referred to Committee,
51; Committee authorized to make visits of inspection to the Ultimo Estate, 125; Eeport
brought up, 185.
■
Petition from George Harris and others against the Bill, and praying to be heard by Counsel or
Agent, presented, 32; referred to Select Committee, 65
*
Petition from John Hams, pmying to be heard by Counsel in opposition to the Bill, and referred
to Select Committee, 97.
Petition from Leaseholders, Ultimo Estate, praying to be heard by Counsel iu opposition to the
Bill, presented and referred to Committee,'125.
UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
•
Report for 1874 laid on Table, 117.......................................................................................................................
Document,s respecting proceedings of Examiners in the Faculty of Medicine laid on Table, 271...
UPPER HUNTER PASTORAL AND AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION LEASE BILL
Received from Counciljsnd read 1°, 271; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, and
Report adopted, 275 ; read 3°, and returned with an amendment, 282; amendment agreed
to, 299 ; assent reported, 331.
USHER OF BLACK ROAD
Delivers Message from Commissioners on Opening of Eighth Parliament, 3.
Do,
do.
Governor
do.
do.
6.
Do.
do,
do.
Closing first Session of Eighth Parliament, 372,

209

V
VACANT SEATS
West Sydney, 21; TheMnrrumbidgee, 21 ; Camden, 21; Central Cumberland, 21; Canterbury, 21;
The Hunter, 21; The Upper Hunter, 138; Central Cumberland, 213,
VACCINATION,
Report for 1S74 laid on Table, 29 .......................
VARDY, MR. W. L.:—
............................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Macintosh) for Correspondence between, and Magistrates of Water Police
Court, respecting Mr. Yardy and his clients, 301; Return to Address laid on Table, 371........
"VERNON,” NAUTICAL SCHOOL SHIP.—
Motion made {Mr. Davies) for Select, Committee to inquire into working of, and negatived, 60.
VICTORIAN PARLIAMENT:-0
b
Standing Rules and Orders of (Joint), laid on Table and referred td Standing Orders Committee,
OTA
'
0
3
. DoLogisLil.ivo ApECuibly,
do.
314-.
Constitution Act of Victoria laid on Table, and referred to Standing Orders Committal 314,
VOLUNTEER FORCE REGULATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL —
Motion made (Mr. Shepherd) J'or leave to bring in, 301 ; prcscnled and read 1°, 301; rend 2s,
committed, and reported with amendment s, 320; Report adopted, 322 ; read 3°, and sent to
Cnuneii, 324 ; returned without amendment, 330 ; assent reported, 363.
VOLUNTEERSi
>
Tables of establishments for, laid on Table, G .................... ....................................... ...............................
AllENMtD REGUU.TIOH 1—

'

.............................................................................

Laid on Table, 29 ......................................................................

t
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TOLUHTET5RS (continued)
Lakd Ohdkrs :—
J
Motion made (Mr. Davies) for Correspondence respecting second grant of, 98 ; Return to Order
laid on Table, 136 .............................................................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Wisdom) for Return showing number of, issued since 30 September, 1873, 166
Reguiatios Act' of 1867 :—
Statement of Moneys erpended under, in 1874, laid on Table, 136 ..................................................
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MlIITAHY I’OROES OF THE CotOSY :—

Motion made (Mr. Shepherd) respecting appointment of Officer of Royal Artillery as Commander
of, 232.
VOTE OP CHAIRMAN OF SELECT COMMITTEES ON PRIVATE BILLS
Sessional Order passed, 41.
■
VOTE OP CREDIT__
Message No. 1, for January and February, 1875, laid on Table, 6......................................................
Message No. 4, for March, 1875, laid on Table, 32 .............................................................................
Message No. 7, for April, 1875, laid on Table, 76............................................................................. .
Message No. 14, for May, 1875, laid on Table, 156 ..............................................................................
Message No. 22, for June, 1875, laid on Table, 205 ..............................................................................
Message No. 28, for July, 1875, laid on Table, 282 ..... ........................................................................

w
WAGGA WAGGA
Petition from Mayor and Aldermen respecting encroachment of Murrumbidgee River on Town of,
presented, 131; ordered to bo printed, 133 ......................... ■,...................................................
By-laws of Free Public Library, laid on Table, 136..........................................................................
WALSH, THE HONORABLE W. H.
Admitted to the bodv of the House, 66.
WARATAH COAL COMPANY’S BILL_
_
_
Petition presented (Mr. Darnell) praying for leave to bring in, 32 ; leave given, 46 ; presented
and read 1°, 46 ; referred to Select Committee, 49; Report brought up, 66; read 2°, committed,
reported with an amendment, and Report adopted, 78; read 3°, and sent to Council, 98;
returned without amendment, 126 ; assent reported, 152 .......................................................
WATSON WILLIAM, ESQ. (See “ELECTORAL.11)
WATER COMMISSION, ROYAL:—
Return in reference to, laid on Table, 29 ........................................................................................
WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION BILL: —
Motion made (Mr. Robertson) for Committee of the Whole, to consider desirability of bringing
in, 199 ( House in Committee, and resolution agreed to, 206 ; presented and read l”, 206;
read 2°, and committed, 258; further considered in Committee, reported with amendments,
and Report adopted, 264; read 3t,and sent to Council, 2GS; returned with amendments, 290 ;
amendments agreed to, 294; assent reported, 305,
WATER SUPPLY:—
Eighteenth Annual Report of Municipal Council of Sydney, laid on Table, 29............... .............
WATCH-HOUSE AND OUT-BUILDINGS, RAYMOND TERRACE :—
Motion made (Mr. Jacob) respecting accommodation at and dilapidation of, 254; Return to Order
laid on Table, 323........................................................................................................................
WAYS AND MEANS :House in Committee of, 12, 34, 46, 58, 83, 157, 214, 291, 353.
Resolutions reported, 12, 34, 58,83,157, 214, 291, 853,
Resolutions agreed to, 12, 34, 58; 83, 157, 214, 294, 353.
Resumption of Committee of Sessional Order, 41.
For 1875 (Mr. W. Forster), laid on Table, 46 ..................................................................................
Order of the Day discharged, 370.
WEARNE, JOSEPH, ESQ.
Seat of declared vacant, 213.
WELLINGTON ELECTORATE SUBDIVISION BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. J. S. Smith) for leave to bring in, 30 ; presented and read 1°, 76; Order of
the Day for 2°, postponed, 100, 118, 167, 212, 234, 254, 272, 295, 316, 328, 359; Order of the
Day discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 364,
WEST MACQUARIE ELECTION:—
Motion made (Mr. Meyer) for Address to Governor for Correspondence respecting alleged perso
nation at, 118 ; Return to Address laid on Table, 211..............................................................
WESTON, Me., C.P.S , COONAMBLE :—
Motion made (Mr. Kelson) for Papers, Reports, and Evidence relating to the removal of, 161;
Return to Order laid on Table, 214; ordered to be printed, 261 ...........................................
WHITE, FRANCIS, ESQUIRE, M.P. :—
Leave of absence granted to, 45; adjournment of House on death of, 121; Seat of declared
vacant, 138.
WHITE, REV. J. S.:—
Motion made (Mr. W. C. Browne) for Committee of the Whole to consider of Address to Governor
to place sum on Supplementary Estimates as compensation to, for land taken forpublic pur
poses, 163 j Order of the Day postponed, 162, 212 ; House in Committee, 243; House again
in Committee, and resolution agreed lo, 272,
WIDOWS OF THE LATE LIEUTENANT GOWLLAND, PETERSEN, AND THOMAS
HAVENHAND
•
Motion made (Mr. Dibbs) for Committee of the Whole to consider of Address to Governor for
sum to be placed on Supplementary Estimates for relief of, 138 ; House in Committee, and
no Quorum reported, 153 ; Committee resumed, 153 ; Order of the Day postponed, 162 ;
Hou'e again in Committee, and resolution reported, 211; agreed to, 228.
WINDSOR BRIDGE:—
...
Petition from Peter Lccusson, as Lessee of, respecting charges for crossing and rccrossing, pre
sented, 185 ; ordered to be printed, 189.....................................................................................
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W
WINE MERCHANTS A3fD OTHERS :—
Motion nrnde (Mr. Macintosh) for Inspector’s reports after making visits of inspection on premises
of, 97.
WISDOM, ROBERT, ESQUIRE.
Proposed and seconded as Speaker, 24.
WITNESSES AT BAR OE THE HOUSE
•
.
Motion made (Mr. Farkes) for summoning ns, Mr. DransCeld and Mr. Iwaddell, respecting
alleged ease of bribery, 287; Mr. Seloley examined in his place, 291; Mr. Dransfieid called
to the Bax, and declined to give evidence, 291; motion made (Mr. Robertson) to examine
Mr. Twaddell and negatived, 291 j motion made (Mr. Parkes) to take evidence of, on charges
mado by Mr. Dransfieid, and negatived, 308.
WOLLONGtONO
By-laws of Borough of, laid on Table, 6.......... ...................................... ...........................................
WORKMEN EMPLOYED ON RAILWAYS
Motion made (Mr. Cameron) for Return showing number of skilled and unskilled labourers
employed on, 40; Return to Order laid on Table, 110................................................ ................
WRITS OE ELECTION
Clerk announces receipt of, 2.
Speaker reports discrepancies in, 6 ; amended by Clerk, 7.
Clerk reports issue of, 23.
Clerk reports receipt of certificate and writ for The Paterson, in the room of the Honorable
William Mannings Arnold, 23.
Produced by Clerk in Courts of Law, S3.
■
Speaker reports receipt of writ certifying to the return of Thomas Hungerford, Esquire, in the
room of Erancis White, Esquire, 247.
Speaker reports receipt of, certifying to the return of William Alexander Long, Esquire, in room
of Joseph Wearnc, Esquire, 250.
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ERRATA,
In Appendix B, pages 9, 10, 11, and 12: Read the following in place of the figures
given in the Table,
Number Of Children on Rolls,
Nome of School,
Boys.

Albury..........................

*79

Bergalia .......................

25

Berrima ......................

3i

Frcdoricktown..............

Girls.

Pre,qby-| We?Church Homan
Total, of Enc;- Catholic
terian3.| IcyauE. Others. Boys.
L&od,

332

149

24

69

57

32

57

16

17

!9

5

3°

6l

46

7

5

3

51

36

6

!9

32

Attendance.

ISI'S

33

34

45

79

37

3°

Jfulwala .....................

21

18

39

9

30

Raglan ...».....................

47

39

86

62

21

3

Robertson......................

21

22

43

l6

'3

4

4

Rylstone .......................

45

37

82

42

12

2

26

Summerland ...............

10

29

21

2

70

19

107

97

173

42

21

7

2

Wallsend ....................... 258
Wellington ..................

89

208

1

57

39

| 146

74

101-5

Total.

233'3

9

Hargraves......................

| 4^6

Girls.

10

2

6

l6

In Appendix D, page 14i: Read the following in place of the figures given in the Table.
Number of Children on Rolls.
Name of School.
Boys.

Girls.

Total.

Church of
England.

Homan
Catholic.

Presby
terians.

Beechwood............................

'7

13

30

7

5

13

5

Coombing Creek

...............

12

21

33

7

9

6

II

Harwood Island

...............

16

28

44

8

15

6

Wcsleyans.

Others.

ERRATA.
In Appendix A, pages 4 and 5: Read the following in place of the figures given in the
Table.
Ifumber of Children on Rolls.
Name of School.
Boys.

Girls.

Total

Church of Homan Presby
England. Catholic. terians.

Wesleyana.

Others

Cabramatto, C.E.......

>9

22

41

27

14

Dapfco, C.E.................

34

26

60

32

9

6

x3

Lord's Forest, C.E. .

25

22

47

39

I

2

5

Pjnaont, C.E............

146

88

234

160

62

5

7

Bt. James’, C.E..........

316

198

5'4

407

18

18

58

.

70

45

US

83

14

’3

5

Kamtjong, E.C..........

39

29

68

26

32

West Maitland, E.C.

332

187

419

13

4«5

1

Newtown, E.C...........

63

78

141

I

T37

3

Wollongong, C.E.

15

10

4

THE COUNCIL OE EDUCATION

to

HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR,

SU U JIIXIIKti

EEPOItT uro.x THE CONDITION OE THE PUBEIC SCHOOLS FOR

1874.

To Ilia Excellency Sir Hercules George Robert Robissor, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, GoTernor-in-Chief of the Colony of New
South Wales and its Dependencies, and Yice-Admiral of the same.
May

it

please your

Excellency,

_
We have-the honor, in compliance with the requirements of the Public Schools Act, to submit
this our Eighth Annual Report upon the condition of Public Schools, being that for the year 1874.
I.—COUNCIL.
Since the date ot our last Report, no change lias taken place in the composition of the Council,
the Members being:—
Stephen Campbell Brown, Esquire, M.L.A.
William Augustine Duncan, Esquire.
The Honorable Thomas Holt, M.L.C.
The Honorable dohn Smith, M.D., M.L.C., President.
The Honorable Sir Alfred Stephen, C.B., K.C.M.G., M.L.C.
The Honorable John Smith, President during 1874, was unanimously re-elected to fill that offico
for the current year.
31.—GENERAL STATISTICS.
Although not less than fifty schools of various kinds were either temporarily suspended or perman
ently closed in 1874, there was in that year, as may be seen from the subjoined table, a net increase
of forty-eight schools. The total number of new schools established in that period was eighty-six, viz.:—
twenty-one Public, forty-seven Provisional, sixteen Half-time, and two Certified Denominational (Roman
Catholic). The whole number of schools in operation was 990.*
1.—Schools.
Year.

Public.

1807
18GS
1809
1870
1871
187:3
1873
1874

2S8
318
330

31
103
140

359

164

378
390
400
420

181
194
216
244

Denominational,

Hiilf-time.

Provisional,

642
74S
807
846
878
902
942
990

317
■ 289

6

38
61
82
96

264

241
223

101

211

117

209
204

122

Totals,

As in former years, so in the one just expired, the difficulty of procuring sites has either delayed
for a time or wholly prevented the establishment of schools in some places where they were urgently
needed; and the inability of the residents to contribute with sufficient liberality towards the fixed local
quota (one-third) of the cost of buildings, has proved another serious hindrance, The Public School at
Pyree, for example, mentioned in our last Report as suspended on account of the want of proper build
ings, has not yet been re-opened, no schoolroom having up to the present time been erected by the pro
prietor who, moreover, declines to alienate a site for the necessary school accommodation, so as to justify
the legal expenditure of public funds for the purpose. On this important subject the Council has
addressed a strong representation to the Government, urging the expediency of an Act of Parliament (a
draft of which the Council prepared and transmitted) similar to the “ Sites for Schools Acts” passed in
Eugland, and to corresponding enactments in our Railway Acts. The Council would earnestly press this
measure on the attention of the Government.
An increase of 8,3GG in the number of pupils enrolled is shown by the second tabic, the total
being 100,384. The increase has occurred principally in the Public and Certified Denominational Schools,
the enrolment in the former being augmented by 4,871, and in the latter by 2,706:—
2,—Pupils

Year.

Public.

1867
18GS
1869
1870
1871
1872
1S73
1874

23.434
34,284.
37,593
39,731
43,49 t
46.408
48,831
53,702

|

l*rovl*<ioiial.

733
3.113
4,783
5,185
5,633
6,673
7,466
8,002

Denominational.

Half-Time.

267
593
1,242
1,443
2,267
1,792
2,209
2,402

|
1
1
|

35,306
35,930
37,026
36,460
35,919
33,564
33,512
36,218

Tutnls.

-

64,740
73,920
80,649
82,821
87,313
88,487
92,018
100,384

While
* Siftce 1st January. 187C\. scTtn Public School*, nine Prorisicmul, and on« HalDTimc hare bern opened.

6

4
Appends* A.

While it is gratifying to find that larger numbers of children have been brought under instruction,

t lere is still serious ground for dissatisfaction in the increasing irregularity of the attendance of pupils.
Toe extent of this decline in regular attendance may be seen from the following tabulated statement:—
PnoroBiros' or Pupils in ateeagus attendance to the average nuuheb enrolled.
Yeajr.

1872
1873
1874

Public Schools

CVrUficd Denominational Schools.

AIL Schools,

Per cent-.
GO 3

Per cent.

Per cent.
68G

67-r.
G5’7

G7G5-7

GG1

G4-

G5G

It is difficult wholly to account for this falling off, which however 'may to a considerable extent be
attributed to a variety of causes—such as sickness, bad weather, drought, and harvesting operations.
These usually operate singly, each, according to the season, being the principal cause of irregular
attendance; but it also happens occasionally that two or more will co-exist, as was the ease towards the
close of the year, when large numbers of pupils were kept from school on account of the harvest and the
prevalence of an epidemic (measles) which has spread throughout the Colony.
It is perhaps necessary to state that, in calculating the number of pupils in average attendance, no
allowance is made for the absence of children from any cause whatever.
A slight diminution in the number of free scholars, and a marked increase in the amount of school
fees paid (Table 3) are facts worthy of note :—
3.—Pees.
1
Year.

Public.

£

1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1374

Appendix V.

Appendix 0.

Appendix D,

Appendix E,

Appeodis F.
Appendix 0.

14,404
17,588
20,058
21,113
24,824
27,043
28,579
31,65G

s. d.

0
8
19
8
0
18
15
1

!

Provibioiml.

101
11
7
10 y
8
11
111
71

£

1G3
1,099
1,981
2,077
2,154
2,701
3,430
3,670

s.

12
14
9
10
2
4
15
1

d.

5
11
9
G
3
6
11
Hi

Half-Time.

Penominatiouat,

£

s.

a.

£

18
77
174
234
284
456
529
769

9
15
13
0
4
9
1G
13

7i
11
8
10
3
3
1
03

16,134
15,398
] 6,803
16,158
16,240
15,787
16,406
17,440

Totals.

s.

d.

£

5
3
10
3
14
9
18
8

10
9
11
2i
6
11
0
7

30,710
34,164
39,618
39,583
43,503
45,994
48,947
53,536

s.

d.

8
3
13
3
1
2
6
5

9
6
H
5
8
7
Hi
2

The number of free scholars was 6,426, being 147 less than in 1873, while the school fees increased
by £4,588 19s. 3id., the gross amount paid being £53,536 5s. 2J-d. The improvement in this respect,
more marked than in any year since 1871, may be ascribed in some degree to the inquiries carried on
through the Council’s Inspectors, and to the more systematic manner in which the provisions of section 16
of the Public Schools Act have been carried out. There is, however, undoubtedly still great room for
improvement in respect to the payment of school fees—not as regards the parents who are really unable to
pay, but on the part of those who, with no such excuse, nevertheless habitually withhold payment.
III.—PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
In 1874 the number of Public Schools in operation increased from 400 to 420. This statement
however, does not represent the whole number of new Public Schools established in 1874, inasmuch as
fifteen of the number open in the previous year were closed, and five others were removed to different
classes. Of the forty Public Schools opened in 1874, twenty-one were entirely new institutions, three
were old schools re-opened, and sixteen had previously been in operation as Provisional, Half-Time, or
Certified Denominational Schools. The shifting of population that continually takes place will probably,
for many years to come, render the continuance of several of the smaller Public Schools extremely proble
matical, and consequently changes such as those above mentioned may be expected to occur with con
siderable frequency.
The number of applications for now Public Schools received in 1874 was forty. By these applica
tions, it was sought to provide the means of instruction for 3.749 children, and 747 parents or guardians
appended their signatures to a promise to send their children or wards to the schools when established.
Twenty-four of these applications were granted, four were declined, and twelve remained under considera
tion at the end of the year.
IV.—PROVISIONAL SCHOOLS.
Of the 216 Provisional Schools reported to be in operation in 1873, twenty-one were closed in 1874,
twelve were converted into Public Schools, aud one into a Half-Time School. To the 182 then remaining
must be added forty-seven new schools, eight that were re-opened, aud seven transferred from other classes
of schools. The total number in operation was consequently 244.
Applications for aid to seventy-two Provisional Schools were received in 1874. Of these, forty-five
were granted, twelve declined, and fifteen stood over for decision in 1875. The number of childreu for
whose instruction provision was to be made by these applications was 1,919, their attendance at the
schools being guaranteed by 747 parents or guardians.
V.—HALP-T1 ME S OHO 0 LS.
Of schools of this class, 122 were in operation in 1874, being a net increase of but five, although
the number of new schools was twenty-two. The number of applications for Half-Time Schools was
twenty-two, of which fourteen wore acceded to, four were declined, and four were not determined at the
end of the year.
_
VI.—INSPECTION.
With the same staff of Inspectors, and generally favourable weather, the number of schools fully
inspected in 1874 exceeds but slightly that for 1873, and fewer children were present at the examinations.
It is to be observed, however, that in addition to the number of schools or departments reported to have
been fully inspected, some others received incidental visits. The appended Table exhibits the number of
schools

ij

schools inspected in each District, and the number not visited for the purpose of examining the pupils:—
>Tuintiers of Schools or
Departments existing.

Districts.
Albury ......................................................................
Armidale ...................................................................
Jiathurst ...................................................................
Braidwood ..............................................................
Citmdon ..................................................................
Cumberland...............................................................
Goulburn...................................................................
M ail-land ...................................................................
Sfude;i:e......................................................................
Newcastle.................................... .............................
Sydney ......................................................................

!
|
1
1

Number not fully or
regularly inspooU'd.

Number fully iuspected.

G2
103
121
1)3
100
SS
100
90
71
100
110

51
63

n
40

58

63

111

2

83

23

S7
93

1
16

82

8

50
87

12
13

no

O

YJL—CONDITION OE SCHOOLS INSPECTED.
On this head, very decided improvement, is, generally speaking, observable. 'While the high stan- App^uiix n
dard set up in previous years has not been in any respect lowered, the number of schools reaching or sur
passing it lias sensibly increased. About 31 per cent, of all inspected schools were reported as ecjunl to
the standard, and 19 per cent, above it. The Table given below affords information in detail as to the
success of the various classes of schools, and also meaus of comparison with the results achieved in the
previous year.
13«low Standard

Schools.

1ST4.

1673.

Public........................................ .............................
Provisional...............................................................
Hnlf-Time ..............................................................
t Denominational........................................................
| All Schools..............................................................

per cent.
44-7
sta
80 4
63'7
60A

1
j

Up to Standard.

|

1S7I.

1673.

per rent. 1 per cent.
33-3
36'8
93
78 2
389'S
29T
46T>
27'2
45‘(>

j

AIhiyo Standard,
1673.

1871.

percent. | per rent.
37--1
ISA66
17'f>
42'4
98
39-9
73
34 3
12 A

per cent.
29 3
42
19'6
13-G
19'6

1

The improvement indicated in the foregoing Table is corroborated by the results of the examination
of the pupils, as disclosed in the subjoined Table of the estimated proficiency of the pupils of all schools:—
ESTTMATKO IbtOFICIEXCY 01’ THE PUI’ILS.
Kubjoota

anit number of Children examined therein.

n.-Uniatod ITolicieney.
i
Good

]rair.

Tolerable.

■
1

Moderate to
.Indifferent.

|
|

dutalu.

i

Jfrarfjjiy—
Alphabet..........
Monotjllubes ...
lCa-.y iwirr.it ire
Ordinary Prose

}0D7
3,701
3,703
3,792

1,491
4,816
5,190
d.,429

1,309
3,481)
3,267
1,693

1,413
2,144
1,175
580

5,270
14,180
13,635
10,494

12,253

lo,950

0,758

5,612

43,579

6,104
9,273

6,677
8,801

3,332
3,662

2,259
],531

18,372
23,270

15,377

] 5,431

6,994

3,790

41,64-2

5,178
1.401
1,270

6,517
2,175
1,197

5,570
1,918
874

6,844
2,078
783

24,115
7,602
4,124

7,819

9,889

8,393

9,705

35,841

3,171
2,634

4,326
3,152

2,770
1,989

3.019
1,888

13,295
9,663

5,805

7,478

4,768

4,907

23,958

3,685
3,289

5,026
3,023

3,906
1,951

3,486
1,867

16,103
10,130

■Totals ,

6,974

8.049

5,857

5,353

26,233

Scripture ami moral lessons
Object lessons.....................
Drawing..............................
Music .................................
Euclid..................................
Algebra ..............................
Mensuration .....................
Trigonometry.....................
Latin ............................... .
Eecdlework........................

2,360
8,985
5,392
7,301
499
295
57
20
la2
4414

3,404
14,175
7,573
10,227
450
292
42
11
221
<S,764

1,675
9,124
4,381
6,968
51-1
186
50
10
93
2,363

1,220
7,505
2,291
3,472
20i5
68

8,859
39,789
19,643
28,058
1,668
841
140
41
581
12,3511

]

Totals
Wriliiff—
On-tilde . . ..
In copybooks
Totals
Arithmetic—
Simple rules.......
Compound rules.
U igber rules .....
Totals
Gramma)—
Elemonlnry.,
Advanced .
Totals .
Geofiraphy—

Elementary.
Advanced .

I Other Subjects—

.

75
814
'

While

r

*
0
aPPears ^rom tllC f«regying stiUistics that tlie pci-cenfiage of pupils satisfying the standard
in reading (for example) was 87, as against 85 in 1878, 28 per cent, passed with great credit as against
f“_ j „°{'‘ier sub.iecta a^0 it; "'i'i be observed that the number of pupils whose proficiency is estimated as
Good has undergone a considerable increase. This circumstance is the more noteworthy, inasmuch as
the greatest numbers of scholars who, during any year, cease to attend school, are as a rule those who
have attained the highest degree of advancement in their studies.

VIII.—TEA CHEBS.
I’be supply of Pupil Teachers continues to be, in general, fully equal to the demand for their services.
Applications for appointment in that capacity were received from 193 persons during 1874, and, of that
number, 102 succeeded in passing the required examinations as to aptitude for teaching and ’knowledge of
elementary subjects of instruction. The improvement manifested in 1873, as regards the success of
pupil teachers actually engaged in schools, ivas continued last year, the percentage of failures being 16
per cent. only. The corresponding per centages for 1871, 1872,' and 1873, were 31, 27, and 21.
The following statistics will give the means of comparison with the results obtained in 1873 :—
.

Pupil Teachebs.

.
1874.
1873.
Applicants examined ......................................................
P93 179
„
successful ......................................................
102
94
_
„
unsuccessful ...............................................
9y
go
Pupil Teachers promoted from—
■
Class JY to Class lU..................................... ...............
00
76
« HI to ,,
II.......................................................
01
42
„
II to „
I .......................................................
4$
40
I to Training School ................................................34
33
Tailing to gain promotion ...............................................
39
56
i. 11 ''■be work ot the Training School was also carried on with great success in 1874. In addition
to the 34 -First Class Pupil Teachers who were found eligible for admission to the ^Training School
41 candidates presented themselves for admission, of which number 8 failed to pass. The course of train
ing was completed by 64 candidates who, after the usual examination, were classified ns follows:—
ClftPsiflcation.

JfftlCl

Section A
„ B

Class II,
..................................
.......................................................................

Section A
„ B

Class III.
..................................
......................................................

’

Femnles.

Total.

11>

...............

19

Id
9

.....................

„ c .....................................
.......................
..........................................................
Total..............................

33

.

31

The examination of Teachers in charge of Schools, prescribed by Article 37 of the Begulations,
and of those who applied for promotion, were held as usual, and with results, as may be seen from the
i oil owing
far m advance of those obtained in any previous year :—
ExAMiKATioys unbeh Aeticle 37.
Probationers advanced to Class III, Section C
33
Teachers advanced to Class III, „
B
42
::
:>
,,
IJT, ,.
A
49
»
I!
11, ,,
B
13
»
„
If; „
A
2
,,
I, ,,
B
1
Total number promoted through examination
145
-tfumber failing to gain promotion
...
130
Total examined ...
...
275
The ftet that 145 Teachers (more than half the whole number examined) gained promotion, shows
that great efforts towards self-improvement had been general among the whole body during the year. The
percentage of failures was 47 only, as against 74 in 1873, and 82 in 1872.
Promotions for good service under Article 39 of the Begulations were granted to the number of 40
as under ;—
’
Teachers peojioted under Aeticle 39.
dumber advanced from III C to III B ...............
3
„
„
III B to III A....................
9
„
„
III A to II B ...............
„
„
IIB to IIA ...
.
„
.,
IIA to IB ...............
Total of promotions under Article 39 ...............40
. . _. Tbe total number of Teachers of all ranks in the service of the Council at the end of the year was
1,464. These wore classed as follows: —
Principal Teachers
...
...
.
1002
Assistant Teachers
...
...
...
..
’458
Pupil Teachers...........................
.....................................
304
1,464

-

The

1

9
7
The gross income of Teachers amounted to £146,Got 4s. G;d.. of which the sum of £53,o3G os.
2Jd. was derived from school fees, and the remainder, £92,681 12s. Gd., from salaries paid by the Council.
Calculated upon these sums, the average emoluments of Teachers would be £100 3s. GJd. ”
The following table, however, exhibits a much more exact statement of the incomes of Teachers,
exclusive of Pupil Teachers :—
Fchoolg,

J-Vep.

Public...............
Provisional.............

n
44 G H

Half-time ...........

Church of Eugland
Roman Catbohc.....
Presbyterian .........
Wesley nn ...........

83

7

63

5 3*

81
77
07
01

0 55
0 ]f
14
14 u

Tcitul.

£ s. d.

£
140
5!)
75
143
125
154
163

oO 10 8

15
12
67
43
57
71

0
4
16
11
4
o

Of
4
1H
82
6.V

n

8.

3
7
9
17
ii
18
0

tl.
10.'.
n

7k

4-f
10
11
!)

IS.—LOCAL SUPERVISION.
Excepting in a few isolated cases, not exceeding three or four in each Inspectoral District, tho
local supervision still remains the least satisfactory topic connected with the Schools. In the excep
tional cases referred to, the Boards discharge their duties with zeal and efficiency; but the general
characteristic of the Boards is, that the duty undertaken—where discharged at all—is performed without
interest and with little care. Still, signs of improvement in this respect have been noticeable during the
past year, giving slight grounds for hope that greater efficiency may he obtained in the future.

X.—FINANCE.
brom the appended statement of receipts and disbursements, it will be seen that tlie following sums
were available for the Council’s operation in 1871:—
£
s. d.
Balance from 1873 ...
..
..
12,239 G 10
Parliamentary Vote for 1S74
120.000 0 0
Church and School Esiates Revenue
1.600 3 4
Total

£133.839 10 2

To Ibis must be added the amount of local coniributions in cash (£6,70S ISs. 7d.) towards the
cost of school buildings, and £53,536 5s. 2Jd- paid an school fees. The whole amount received for Public
Instruction was consequently £194,084 Els. lid.
The principal items of expenditure were I he following :—
£
s. d.
Salaries aud allowances to teachers
..
94.572 15 .11
Buildings and repairs
.,
.
..
16.593 2 0
General management
...
.
..
7.G81 16 9
Inspection....................................
..
7,525 10 5
Training
...
...
.
...
3,457 0 3
Books, printing, aud stationery .
..
3,135 15 11
Total

£132,900

1

3

brom these details it will be observed that the amount expended exceeds the receipts from the
Parliamentary 1 ote and from tho Church and School Estates Revenue. But for the balance brought over
from 1873, therefore, the resources at the Council’s disposal would have been inadequate to meet the
demands arising out of the cost of maintaining existing schools and of establishing new ones. This fact
points to the necessity for an increased Vote; and the Council, in anticipation of the need for such
augmentation ot the Parliamentary grant, has furnished the Government with an estimate of the amount
that could he advantageously expended in 1875. This sum, £180,000, would, the Council considers, pro
vide for the higher rate of expenditure for maintenance caused by the increasing numbers of schools, and
leave a margin for the additional outlay upon buildings rendered necessary bv the numerous applications
for new schools, and tho increased proportion of the cost of erection which, in certain eases, the Council
may deem it expedient to contribute from the public fpuds.
Summing up the chief points mentioned in the foregoing pages, it may be stated that the number
of schools and the number of children brought under instruction have increased, but the attendance is less
regular than in preceding years ; the payment of school fees has improved ; the efficiency of the schools
generally, and tho proficiency of the pupils in the ordinary school subjects, have been raised : and the
various classes of teachers employed by the Council have attained a higher degree of competency, and
received a substantial augmentation of their emoluments. Local supervision, with the before-mentioned
exceptions, remains in an unsatisfactory state.
.
submit this as our Rcporf upon Public Schools for the year ending 31st December, 1874 ; and
m testimony thereof, we have caused our corporate seal to be affixed hereto, this fifth dnv of April, one
thousand eight hundred and soventv-five.
'
'
(r,.s.)
.1. SMITH, President.
THOMAS HOLT.
S. C. BROWN.
AV. A. DUNCAN.
ALFRED STEPHEN.
AV. AVit.ktks, Secretary.
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APPENDIX A
GEyETCAT, At&'CRACT of Hcturus from Public, Proi'isioiml, anti Ilalf-timc Schools.
bomber of Chitdi'On'ou the Hulls.
'.uart t ending—

Average uttondauro.

[
Boys.

GirR

Total, , C.E.

up.

l*rc*p.

Ves.

Others. Total.

Ho\g.

Gills,

Total.

MABL-ir, is?!..

fees paid.

.C

Public Schools ....................................................................................................................................... ;20,U7 16,038 37,085 16,827 e,os9 •1,950 5,410 3.309 37,085 13.220 7
ProTibionnl Schools ...............................................................................................................................
3,080 2,096 6,076 2,568 2,43-1
545
42 1
105 0,076 2.135 8
Jlalf-ticne Schools...................................................................................................................................
1,042
995 2,037 1,025
692
174
130
1C 2,037
672-3
'J’otal ...........................................

s.

tl.

10,522 5
2,069 0
682-4

23,743 2
4,204-8
1,334-G

7.24S 16 11 J813 3 4
206 11 11

3,930 ■15,198 16,028-7

13,273 9

29,302 6

8,263 11

3

20,564 17,308, 37,872 17,002 6,l5f!
y,07c ti.ias 2,6*7 2,'IS]
l|02S P029 2,037 T04S
686

5,118 5,056 3,830 37.872 13,581 7
(i
^ l :^n 7
4-in
53S
"ORO 3
152
149
22 2;o57

10,9 tO-2

24,521-9

8.122

3'

709 0

l!:l95-3

24,710 21,107 46,117 20,787
'

5,803 6,250 3,949 46,117 16,393 7

13,755*4

30,15-4-1

9,173 6 9

5,016 5,527
549
432
146
118

3.835 37,153 13,702 8
07 r» a i a
'«92-3
20 1>29

11.096-3

24-799-1

702-5

1^3950

7,753 IS 8
1ft n*
195 19 6i

6,125 3,952 ■13,295 16,611-9

13,963-3

30,578 3

8,813 16 5-|

1
20,464 17,330 37,991 17,009 6,238 5,117 5,867 3,763 37,991 11,006-4
3,061 3.103] 6,161 2,603 2.435
574
05
2,175 3
437
900
8S1 | 1,781
929
{J05
109
120
635 3
IS 1,781

11.300 4
2,171-0
640-8

25,506-8
4.3.16-9
1,276 1

8.531 2 8^
1,070 10 94
203 .8 6

14,312-8

31,129-8

9,803 2 0

2 1,260 20,929j 45,198 20,120 9,215 5,6(>y

3,961

JryK, 1874.
Public Schools ................... ........................................................... .

..

„

.

llitlf-timc Schools .................................................................................................

....
,

.

TotivI ............................................
SrrTEjns*!i, 1S7I.

9,323

Public Schools ..................................................... ......................................................... ................ ....... 20,133 17,000 37,133 16,672 6,073
3,1 IS 3,065 1 6,213 2,612 2,503
Jldf-time Schools....................................................................................................................................
064 '965 1,920 ilooo
(id 5
Tohil .............................................. 24,265 21,030 43,295 20,284
t
))r.mtni:ii, 1ST4.
Public Schools .....................................................................................
Provisional Schools ...................................
. .
TTalPtime Schools..................................
...
.

.

Total ............................................. 24,423 21,514j43,a39 20,511

9,221

5,713

0,278 5,800 6,411 3,876 45,939 16,8170

3

163 13 ll'

3

11
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APPENDIX B.
Atihnda>'CK of Children nt the Public Schools, as certified by the Public School Boardsj for the Quarter ending the 31st December, 1874,
or for the lasf Quarter of that year during which the Schools were in operation.
^nmlipr of Children on Holts.

>»’amc of School,

«!
fc’u; a £
£ a
6K s£

S'
pi
£

<K
c
*
<u
cc.
0
£

Attendance.

11e
£
O

<?
«

tr
h
c

Expenditure front Public Fnndfl.

■t gfc

'rt
£

s-11

Local Contributions.

S
Eh

OT u.
ti:d
c 42
£

S »'TJ

3fS2

£5. d.

£ e. d.

Total.

0

'-5

JZ
£
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«
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a
a
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Aherilccn ....................
A Vrtflasslyu ............ .
Adelon^........................
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Albion Part................
Albury .........................
Aldatjlla .....................
Alumuy Crock.............
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Hall inn.........................
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120 6 7
140 5 1

137 14 9

147 2 o
87 3 8
60 Id n
83 4 10
175 15

202
2i395
97
8 16 g
i55
82
37 15 o
62 16 6
164
15
o
61
39
117
24 2 11
76 12 2
195
96 12 6
272

44
39
33
33
no

8

l8l TI
151 j?
80 19

136

13
37
>9
54

3

10
10
n
10
10
5

9 0
14 ro

137

5

10
8
0
o

3 5

2
2
34
13
4
14

3i 3 ^
7 6
15 1
8 0
lg
fto 4 6
30

4
11
10
Tl
O
4
0
7
0
8
9
2
4
o-l
8
9
5
0

2 7^
4 5

227 6
6
158
9
555 J?
218 1
43 o 0
:,I3I
16
18
si
547
124 12
33 5 11
11
6
135
II
4i
89 18
26 7 6
toi 8
21
145 8
40 ig 10
132 3 o 3^9 4
131 16
25 13 9
216 1
59 6 0
gi 8
8
o
47

12

i!

9!

349

37
a5

78

0

T05 ig

88

50
41

4 43 6

8.

106 10

74 6 8

39
35

. U

45
102
22

41

o

23 o 0 it 10 o
22 3 8 10 o o

304 14
o

0

1 10

S

......

25 14
o rg

74 10

13

2 11

2 1

o

4

4

g

34

4

3

......

3 9
5 3

7 :

983

5

38 10 0 T9 5 Oj
I I 0
S IO 0 0 13 4
6 g 0 14 0 0 700
...........

II70

8

[50 ig 2

13 6 8

o

3

2

0

4

3

73 o 0

[16

1

2 n

o

[14 0 o

u 26 13

300

2 13
2 17 :

o
0

6 o

£

256
892
118
176

33
37
75

z 16 0

0
5
4

o o

50 0 0

78 0 0
187

0

0

2
7

10

600

go 0 o
61 o 0
93

0
9
b
q

6

4 14
5 16

0
o
6
10
1

6
S
3
n
8
0
5
b

11

30 O 0

0

6
7
9
b

5
16
3
9
g
2
J7
35
J9
3
13
8
17
18
12
4
B
7

16

o 13

0

19
b2
376
59
36
20
i Bo
4s
8a
193
53
48
30
57i
80
=7
T5
=7

81

38 10 O
0

0
3
0
4

33
35

2 4
1 16
3 1=
3 i* :

3 *

go

d,

Si

0

134
144
100
205
149
200
89
515

b,

30 10
1+ ?
171 0
35 "i

20

0 o
0

£

330

1 10
2 7

1 15

0
0
10

85 0 0
47 6 o
102

0

603

1 12

o
69 0 o

27

D

6 .3

102

66

10

~ i? 4

9 3

487 3
86 16

s,

300
500

5 4 0

157

o

£

560

011 1

217 13 9
314 6 !
6

1 16

4

10 1
3

83
241

241

16
2
19
18
15
16
15
4
16
9

3

4*.
i»’
5
10
0
C
o
7
10
0

5 7
4

6

6

g

310 o 20
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APPEKDIS

Expenditure from Public Funds.

Attendance.

Number of Children on Rolls.

Ram

B-confinua.

« « Id

of School.
Ci to
2 a
gw

Croki.....................
Croobyar ..............
Crookwolt..............
Oroom Park...........
Crudiue.................
Cudgegemg ...........
Culleubone ...........
CundletOKn...........
Cimningar ...........
Currawang ...........
Balton ..............
Buniliquin ...........
Deunis Island........
Devon-diirc-street ..
Dingo Creek........
Dobroyde ..............
Dubbo .................
Dumarosci Island .
Dundas.................
Dungog.................
Dun more..............
Dural....................
Kagleton ..............
Eden....................
Edwariktosvn.......
Bgllngton..............
Elin^ Forest .......
Ellalong ..............
Euuouyharecnyah..
Euroka.................
Euston .................
Fran's Plains ....
1’airy Meadow........
Falbrook .............
I'ernmount ...........
Fishery Creak.......
Fish River Creek ..
Five Dock.............
Five Islands...........
Forbes ..............
Forest Vale...........
Fort-street ...........
Frederkklovn.......
Ohinni Ghinui
..
Glebe....................
Glcdsv.ood ..........
fllenmoro..............
Gocup ................
Gosfonl ............
Oosforth ..............
Goring Creek.......
Goulburn ..............
CrafLon.................
Grenfell.................
Grous Park ...........
Gulgong ..............
Guhcn ........... ......
Gundngni..............
(SundaToo ...........
Qundariiuba ........
Gunning ..............
fiuutairang
Guyong ................
Hamilton..............
Hanlmry ..............
Hargmies..............
Hartley..................
Hartley Yale .......
Haslem’s Creek ....
Hay ............*.......
Hexham. ..............
Hill End ..............
Hinton.................
Hornsby ...........>.
llovlong ... .........
Hunter's Hill .......
Tcclv ....................
Ilford ...................
Inierull .................
Tronbarks.............
.laml>eroo..............
Jamiesou-strcet....
Jenibaicumbenc....
Jerceldcrie.............
ICaugaloon ...........
Kangaloon West ..
Kangaroo Valley ♦,
Kelly's Plains.......
Kellyville..........

KcIko...................

Kempsey ..............
Ktama .................
Junchcla Creek
Kiucumlicr ...........
Kiora....................
Kirkconnoll...........
Kogarah ...........
Laguna.................
Lake Albert..........
Lambfon ..............
Lane l ove..............
Lawson'^ 1 reek ......
IjOuhiiardt ...........
Limekilns ............
Lismore........ .
LUtl<* Liver...........
Liverpool .............. .

38
l*
2S
10
TO
18
2
37
15
20
98
20
126
l6
34
w
53
28
48
IS
iS
26
14
16
8
16
■9
26
G
14
29
11
18
28
J?
47
17
93
8S3
3<3
18
230
■9
30
38
18
23
2-?
218
214
98
30
146
30
4J
21
p
62
14
37
J30
163
34
J9
25
22
75
25
153
7i
=9
21
67
45
60
28
*5
26
23
27
25
*4
21
20
30
30
15»
21
20
20
13
17
27
11
sfi5
20
J5
6S
22
?g
33
49

33
40
34
15
13
!3
3
24
18
53
31
54
17
73
14
39
79
23
46
28
3S
£1
22
is
lU
28
18
=4
16
27
15
15
33
is
20
19
23
28
22
33

71
106
6=
34
32
31
S
bl
105
51
152
37
199
30
63
178
42
99
so
86
33
40
4J
^2
64
a6
40
35
5:
21
2C
62
26
44
47
45
75
39
131

66l 15+4
19
51
32
40
182 412
12
3i
l6
3b
6l
33
42
s4
20
43
16
4i
iss 403;
194 408
97 195
54
120 266
5;
3C
38
79
t8
30
S3
es 127
33
47
26
b3
132 262
155 318
45
79
37
20
45
16
38
64 139
22
47
148 301
49 ISO
24
s:
33
54
92
25
52
97
‘4
52
70 i3o
=5
53
20
45
“S 177
22
43
4
-7
22
49
1C
44
56
V
20
4i
2$
4fi
26
vjfi
68
3S
88 239
21
42
17
37
30
50
17
30
22
39
20
47
26
37
257 522
22
42
l8
33
55 123
17
39
15
44
41
74
8S
39

%<

tt

3
3 48
17
1 3°
52 11
j
J3
s =5
B
7
9 10
20
3 ...
9
... ...
23
2 ..
...
3
17 16 II 17
14 14
5
3@ 44
3 17
I 35
0 16
96 41 ll
4
...
32
5
61 23 30 sb
1
8
9 IS
1 49
2
9
91 54 25
7
6 II
12
8
35
5® 14
20
7 13 10
15 22 24 25
1
2 14
l6
6
II 14
6
7 17
17
23 ... ■ A
1
so 16 11
6
iG
1
3
33
3
4
20
4 ■:
6
4 ...
41
14
4
3 ...
10
4
4 11
12 16 24
S
2
14 10
G
32
0
6 34
3
4
1
30 14 ...
lo
5= 12 ...
4
*5 17
3
6s 29 34
4
>0 Return
755 246 205 158
g
6
39
8
3 26
3
337 46 24 49
2
26
3
12
=3
IS 46 ...
32 10 ...
10 si
3
8
iB iS
159 11 41 151
tti
226 14
6 46 12
1I4
to
8' ...
iBo 33 12 3*
O 21
2S 12
2
8
59 10
11 12
c ...
20
18
9
7
8 27
65 87
..
35 IS
8
2 iG
37
a# 5S 58
81 37 30 49
37 31 10 ...
26
4
23 16
2
4
18 11
6
:
54 35 23 16
2
2 30
iB:
id 56 47
4b “5
13
19 13 ...
21
1 ...
44
9
H J3
7
16
9
3 69
13
17 23
8
55 36 27
20
5 ...
13
21
5
7
8
55 17 95
6 ...
1
4t
8
15
4 ...
1
35
14
9
...
20
=4
2
5
5
X
8
13 14
4
1
27 18 ...
a
2
45
5
27 J?
5 15
104 22 62 V
I
3i 10
TO
2
25 ...
ifi
7 ...
25
6 ...
17
/
2
8
2S
...
3=
9 ...
1
G
25
5
104
2 SS 80
2S
...
14
I
H iG
2
45 14 10
tt 2: 10
1
13 14 13
31 ■7 14 12
5H ...
13 IS

8

TO

7

tt

13
is
...
...
...
...
3
13
...
59
...
2
5
6
...
...
3
...
15
...
2
...
2
T
...
...
I
2
l80
...
66
X
...
...
...
41
17
17
...

3

4
...
12
121
2
...
...
11
...
2
sS
...
4i
...
4
5
2
...
...
5
2
2
4
...

...

...
...
=7S
...
5*
...

3
l

27'2
42*
185
lo*
I4'4
9'9
2‘
=78
id'6
36'5
IO?
7i'5
15’
6q'8
12 4
13’
70'9
iS‘3
37'5
205
33'3
«'4
12 I
21'9
9*4
26'6
66
ii‘8
10
21
S-I
11*4
aotf
77
n’4
18*
79
2Q'2
9'8
64'5

20 3
22 8
27'fi
10'
9'
G'8
3’
16'i
14’5
ag'B
i$*3
41 9
9*8
35'3
ir£
is-e
45*9
I?'
31*3
168
28-1
15*5
U'2
11-8
10-4
i6'8
14-4
I7'5
98
■9*
13'
IS'2
an
13-3
■a*
12 1
13
itt-i
15-9
SJ*

4864 8
36*1
20
23-4
167
5*
45 9
27-1
C6-3
291134
24 8
105 1
as'S
31S
116-8

574‘4 441*4
8*1
15 4
10 8
157
1569 nS'
9’
n'4
16*8
■2 5
2 £'I
249
18-9
147
14*7
13’4
H*4
>9->
■49 3 ■13*6
■ 544! 1255
66-G 72"
14 3
n*9
93-3 747
24*0
17*2
304 27'3
i6'S
132
Sfg 21-3
5<5 2
5° 4
20'S
7'i
l86
26-8
g8
79*9
9l*g
1037
21 4
28'8
10-.7
13‘
14 0
I7'4
12 2
141
469
413
13 2
I4’4
02
48-6
32 3
lS‘2
lfi5
S2'3
■38
166
dG'i
39 9
37‘5
SO'1
■SB
32 7
43 9
ib7
jG'G
106
13*
63-6
44'3
iG'4
1/ 9
■S-5
3‘
l6*
137
16*
I4'8
iG*
257
25'i
14’3
so 2
14*9
14-8
17 l
28*9
23‘5
107*8
fi£2
168
11-8
1=5
9'2
21'3
I3'4
6'i
9 1
16 8
-13s
21-4
I4‘
■83
7'9
178-3 i$y
■ 1*6
* 14*3
ji
I3«
3^*3
437
is*
iy6
194
9*2
218
s8'G
244
35 2

995*8
23'5
56 5
2729
20‘3
a9*3
46-0
33 fi
iS’I
33’5
262 9
2B0 a
138-9
26 2
173’
4S'i
577
3o43*3
100 6
27 6
45 4
177-9
i956
5o ^
23*5
32-0
=6-3
88-2
276
18280 g
54*7
ofi 1
61*7
77-3
35*9
7G'6
35*3
32-6
1077
34*3
21 5
297
30-8
41-7
29-4
35 1
31-9
52'4
1727
286
217
347
I5’=
30-6
35’4
s6 2
328*3
Sjg
24 8
76 1
25'G
2tt-6
50'4
596

687
37 3
61*4
23 9
=8 3
33 7
ig'B
43'4
21‘
29*3
ig-s
4o'o
iri
236
417
20 c
27-4
3^1
20
47‘:
257
S7'5

£ F.
129 10
130 0
So
71 16
4a 8
44 2
22 0
ISO 13
74 0
138 0
103 0
ISS ■5
84 JO
182 3
63 10
91 ■8
127 G
10917
171 2
lt5 10
*37 13
b7 10
IOS 0
100 0
73 10
90 0
57 13
66 0
7- 0
102 0
33 0
65 3
144 0
00 0
102 0
92 0
75 0
102 5
66 0
■ $o 0
s iG
1,100 3
44 10
98 1
494 6
5? 0
5 2
60 0
za 0
84 ■8
=4 8
5.51 16
308 5
0
103 9
230 s
7« 0
168 0
69 0
5o 10
150 n
103 0
102 0
£3® 1
37s 15
io5 7
71 10
93 4
38 10
in; 6
■05 6
334 18
i5fi 1
gO !9
71 10
10
=3 17
66 0
iSfj 0
10a 0
105 13
89 6
105 5
57 0
ICS 0
90 0
r IZ
82 18
e? 11
93 8
XIO 4
=82 10
41 0
12 I
77 10
90 0
102 0
77 17
69 13
778 19
94 0
SB 1
148 1
86 0
go 0
130 5
150

d.
0
0
4
a
4
6
0
5
□
0
0
3
0
9
0
0
9
5
4
3
5
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
9
0
7
B
0
4
0
0
7
0
G
0
0
11
II
0
D
0
0
5
0
0
10
8
0
0
6
0
6
9
7
1
0
0
0
1•
0
0
0
11
3
5
0
0
0
7
8
0
0
5
I
0
3
0
0
0
8
2
G
a
2
5
0
0
5
0

fa

£ 6. d.
3 3 7
......
10 12 11
0 l3 6

d

£

£ s. d

2

7

o 0295

, I

s. d.
0

Total.

ted
apt
2 £
i« 3 j

12^
= J-2
jX d 2
*5
" p
itt
a

^ ® 2
S ? O
^ a5"'
d *'d
Z# 0

Jd £•

Local Contributions.

0.

£

g

s. d.

...............

00 13515 0

3 1+ 3
4 5 0
1 17 0
3 '3
7 11

7
5

4 4
2 8
1 19
41 16
3 9
4 5
4 TO
414

7
9
1
0
7
2
5
4

I
I
1
0
S
I
4
1

I
14
O
II
I
'5
2
13

7
1
I
2
zo
2
3
b

2
2
0
I
2

Ib
3
14
0
15

10
11
4
3
11

4
1
3
6
43
3

3 0
0 6
11 8
4 11
3 4
5 G

33 10 o
2 T3 4
24

s

0 ‘39 iG

7 5 8
7 10

3
1
4
6
11
3
7
1
6
11
8
0
5
3
3
6
4
II
3
JO
I

2 8
2 5
8 4
7 18
8 9

0
II
0
7
3

3
2
*
0
12
4
2
5

0
4
1
6
8
9
2
4
4
3
10
1
4
4
10
:
6
tl

40
396 10

7
t
0
3
8
6
10
5

I I
I 13

A
4

3 12 10

0 O
6

8

126

5 18 6

Bo o
24 o
5
1 0
1 13

3 o

130

1 10

0 IG

29 10

12
3 14

t 10 o « 3 4
14 0 o 248 o
56 1
82 10 8
5 14 6
17 0
1 17

tO

8

i5

5 4

8

o 15

1

3 9 4 18 5

1 16

174 o c
32. 9 4 48
26r 9 8 37

4
8

24 2 0
66 13 4 33 6 8
18 13 4

92 l6

9 19 4

4 r9 8

500

6 8

1

3 4

5 S 4 I 12 G
49 *3 4 24 16 8

800

400

500
25
1

1
18
13
14
ij.
0
l8
2

6 8

0

10 15 0
2 5 0
5 0
2 1
4 1
0 13
j2 B
ll 7
s 18
1 19
ig II
2 15
5 0
2 10
s 5
8 15
4 7
0 13
is iS
7 s
4 15
2 0
7 I
......
10 i5
3 O
8 j
3 17
2 6
I s
2 8
12 iG
2 10
4 u
114
1 18
2 4
2 3
ri 17
0 18
4 3
1 1
1 3

l

3 223 16 3

1

0 0 12 10

o

6

44 °

22 r> 0
8 81 n .

18 4

8

800

83° 18 13 4

76 8

l lo o 1G3
To to o

6
230 13

no 5 8

iG o o

30 o

k. d.
14 6
59 8 0
19 10J
sAiz 1 6
13 5 3
3 5 3
59 7 6
32 0 0
70 0 ^
15 6
IS 0
36 2 9
0 It|
19 9
12 2
152 a 0
13 9,
59 2 04
39 0 6
17 1
id 8
18 6 5
$ 6 6
46 i 3
zo 0
16 3i
12 7
19 0
48 7 0
19 0
IS 9
3? 9 ^
15 8
24 1 O
^3 2 5
10 10
13 5
7 9
16 6

2,096 6
zB :12
2fi .12
478 6
JO 9
36 4
54 9
15 5
25 7
6 :17
343 19
347 17
194 18
23 19
298 4
25 :IS
TOO 4
35 3
13 12
150 :17
26 15
44 5
192 0
179 3
35 4
39 9
61 17
41 13
164 2
-9 ;18
297 :17
59 16
11
65 6
149 4
jo 10
4* 2
134 4
63 iG
45 11
:
49 ■14
*5
5
32 13
06 8
22 =
38 2
2S r5
55 7
6g 0
215 8
5 15
1 2
3* 12
25 :zo
35 :iG
l$ '16
■
38 12
•
366 :18
34 •15
30 .IG
86 6
19 3
43 '!3
45 5
7i 1

8
5
10
Bk
7
0
0
0
5*
3
9
3
Ti
II
4l
11
0
G
7
0
9
4
0
3
7
fi
10
l
0
0
0
6
0
7
3
6
2
9
10
0
6
0
0
4
3
5
7
fi
0
10
10
4
0
0
6
0
7
8
6
3
6
3
10
3
3
G

£
i?5
209
553
85
53
57
34
194
106
209
142
37i
12*2
346
78
121
808
131
=45
139
196
87
121
220
J?7
134
90
90
137
IS46
IJQ
184
81
J27
123
So
164
93
387
Go
3,37^
6g
I3t
9?4
72
55
172
95
124
377
977
79i
478
129
573
108
294
loS
241
390
432
146
44i
459
■45
113
162
i°4
382
155
0S2
235
149
142
310
6s
IOQ
331
242
153
T41
130
109
135
132
119
159
97
151
iBt
572
301
352
119
144
140
129
109
1,158
ISO
72
249
nt
134
177
2SI

F
8
8
Jo
9
9
7
19
2
0
17
9
1
2
19
18
9
2
0
e
J
4
13
8
O
13
I
II
10
I
0
19
15
13
10
l
16
0
1
*
8
i
IS
17
7
4
2
9
14
6
0
18
6
5
11
8
IS
«
ig
g
B
17
0
18
6
4
6
0
3
5
4
’8
15
iG
16
Ig
12
3
12
16
I
3
4
3
i8
12
II
is
15
8
3
it

2
3
12
12
16
14
10
0
12
10
16
10
13
ig
4
2

d.
1
0
Jj
73
so
9
6
11
0
74
z
8
g
3!
0
3
3
9
04
2
10
8
0
7
4
S
14
3
3
6
0
JO
s
0
3
10
10
9
3
3
S
I
n
0
04
1
c
7
1
94
9
11
6
84
ij

5i
10
10
G
o
8
g
10
2
10
lo
4
s
1
6
5
8
7
8
4
5
11
^
11
1
9
10
9
3
2
4}
6
2
0
0
3
11
IT
6
0
9
6
3
1
8
g
G
1
10
7
0
6
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APPENDIX B—continued.

O

£

0

s

S

|

1

Lln.nd.c51o ....................... .
=3 19
LoUnnviir ................... .
31 15
Lucknow ........................... 37 37
Luddenham.......................
3= 29
11‘Donald River, Central 15 10
M'Dounld River, Lower.. 13
8
Macquarie Plains ........... 14 11
107
lUltland Mast ..............
84
Maitland West ............... 299 171
Major'rt Creek...................
00 63
U
Mangrove Creek ...........
5
JUnly ............................... Go 33
March ............................... 34 20
Marengo ........................... 30 19
Markwell...........................
ia 23
■a H
JTnrleo ...............................
Marriekvillo...................... ”5 S?
22 25
Marfhall Mount ............
10 17
Marulan ...........................
Meadow Flat ...................
i4 13
Menancle...........................
=3 =4
Menirufic ........................... 15 =3
Mernnbula .............. ..
20 ib
Moron................................... i? =4
Merritt a ......... ................
38 37
M slim Id...............................
36
Mmimbah........................
=7 *5
Minmi ..............................
33 43
MilehelPs Creek ...... .......
31 30
Mitchell’s thlaml............... 3= 4*
8
MiUagong, Lower .........
14
Mittaiioup, Upper ........... =5 25
Moani'a .............................. 25 20
Mohcclnh.......................... 4:t 54
Moloug ..............................
4= =5
15 Ii
Monherai..........................

ci
&

3

p
<?

46
74
61
2?
2lj

=5
47a

1=3

16

93
44
39
3=
3=

202

47
=7

27
47
38
3b

41
73
49
4=

;6
6l

74

22
5^

45

gS
67
sE|

Monronwoollun ...........
3= 21
53
TO! Bo 1B1
Morpeth............................
Mosquito
............... = 5 21
4<>
Mo?1* Vale.........................
26
5*
Mount Kelra ...............
37 28 S5
Mount Macquarie........... 19 23
4*
Ifount Tjiraua ...............
16 *5
31
Mount Victoria ............... 26 20
46
M udgee............................
166 171 337
Mnlgoa Fnre.'it..................
24 11
35
Muheojandra...................
12 26
38
MulwaU ...........................
2i
If
30
Minnim-11........................... Jj 17
5°
Mumuwll Ei^t................... 17 15
3='
Mumimbateman ..........
20 19
39
MutTuriinfli.....................
50 45 107
tG
Muscle Cret-k ................... 29 18
M uttonV Fall-s ...........
17 2&
43
22
Myrtievilio ....................... 12 10
Xnr.mdcra ..............
20 14
34j
Narrabri ........ .
.........
=7 =3
55
Xelligon .............................
J9 16
35
N'clscm's Plains ............... zfi
37,
19
Nerrigundfth ..................
I?
!?
35
Newcastle........................... =55 171 426
Newcastle fckjuth............. 196 163 3^'
64
New Sheffield .................
37 =7
Newtown ......................... 147 tog 256
North Sydney..... ...........
73
5* 37
Norwood ........................... £2 14
36
Ntnvra ..............................
Kg
5= 37
80
Numllc .............................
40 43
Omega lit treat .............
Si
47 34
Onybrjrauibali ...............
64
32 3=
Orange ............................. ISO 85 205
Oswald .............................
$9
33 26
Oxley Inland .................
27 27
54
Paddington ..................... 300 3=5 715
Ibihncr'fi Island..............
26 I9
45
Panbula.............................
36 31
57
Ittrkcg .................... ........
56 52 I081
Is 21
Parkesboumc..................
39
Parramatta ..................... 310 154 564
Parramatta South......... * 72 60 132
VcnkuhurJit ....................... H 3i
55
Peel....................................... =3 ll
41
Peelwooil .........................
81
4= 39
Pennant llilla ...............
43 36
79
Penrith..............................
71 59 130
Perth................................... =3 =3
46
Peterborough ..................
64
4= 22
Pictcin, i/u>vor ................ .
6; 56 *=3
PiUon, Upper.................
19
Z4
43
Pipeclay Creek.................
33 26
59
Pitt-eLreol ...................
U5 9s 207
I’latfsbnrgh..................... 155 112 =47
Ponto ..............................
iG 16
3=
Portland, Lower.............
40
30 20
Pott Macquarie ............
73 49 122
Prospect ........................... =4 22
46
Pjramul ...............-.........
£7 30
57
Pvrinont ......................... i+e Ilg 265
Qucanboyan....................
60 47 ■ 107
Raglan .............................
86
47 39
Rainbow Roach .............
37 4=
6q
26
40
48
Raymond Terrace ........
22 2!
43
Rcdhank .........................
31 51
45
Regentvlllo .....................
2?
30
l
Richmond].......... .
.
84 81 165

30
39
40
46
13
10
9
80
227
66
I
34
27
24
5
=3
00
4
9
7
35
=3
=4
5
26
3i
3=
9
22
4i
£0
31
J9
18
45
18
12
=9
a?
34
26
17
1G
11
28
92
16
14
9
7
18
08
7
33
14
28
3-J
17
14
=7
75
30
101
37
19
17
22
20
8
i=5
7
28
=78
5
26
57
2
=75
58
39
=3
361
26
93
26
It
9s
8
42
70
34
8
20
54
37
=3
64
77
62
17
2?
10
11
21
73

6
6
...
3
12
5
'4
3
6
2
:6 ...
11 55
28 38
40
7
15
14 15
4
7
IT
I
35
...
9
l6
8
=7
iz "’g
9
7
2
15
8
4
6
5
46
3
14 ...
6
4
20 =3
2
7
16 lx
2 ...
9
G
10 12
25 ...
11
2
...
6
i7
11 13
tS 24
6
7 15
29
7
7
2
u
1
17
47 94
1
7
5 12
30 ...

&
a

...

...
3
*7

I

8
6 ...
...
9
...
45
*34 43
10 ...
...
15 *5
3
3
3 ...
2 ...
...
22 90
16 ...
...
4
8 2
...
...
=5 ...
4
...
4 fio
6
=4
0 ...
4
4 ...
1
54
11
8 ...
...

”*1
G
3 ...
10
9
11
4
...
s
102
11 ...
7
"k
3 ...
22
7 14 ... ...
g =3
7
7
5
7 ...
...
14 ...
13
15
2/
1
...
S
...
1
19
14 ... "*S
4
6
9
2
...
1
5
15 55 39 128
22 46 3i 1S7
8
5
7 14
7 12 40 96
12
4 11
9
7
3
7
&
15 =5 24
=4 =7
3
4
11
16
7
27
2 38
7
9
6 4T 31
2
2
5
45
21
5
80 07 148 13O
=3 17 ...
8 ...
=3
6
5 37
3
2
1 34
44 33 53 54
9 =3 29 *3
...
3 lo
3
IS ...
...
...
6
I ...
33
1
30
' a 26
3
12 "s
... ...
46
4
3 ...
22
3
a 14 "o
13
n
3,
3
3 4= 35' 5O
...
4S
9 156
...
17
7
...
20
36 £0 18 ...
5i

16

...

si ...
12 167
2
19
31
3
3
49
15
5
...
1
R 23
2
C
5 5r

...

...

*3
9

9
...

...

3l
7
35

Total.

bOpu h
c ^ 41

T
O

Ifl

1

i6'3
3='3
1S'9
23‘1
32-9
38
53-8
258
20 3
19 1
39’4
104
7‘3
*77
86
4-6
*3'3
10*4
136
=4'
856
577 *43 3
224*8 112 2 337'
834
42’4
41'
i3-6
4'5
91
61'4
*87
4=7
12*9
28
2
15'3
an
II ■Q
93
GS
ib'5
®3‘3
89
22'G
*37
8fi-g
57'5 1464
20
157
35/
21’
75
*3'5
7*1
15-6
8*5
15*2
17 ■
irS
177
30-1
T2 4
98
*3 5
23’3
28 3
12*8
I5,5
27 6
£5 6
2g‘
18-5
*4'4
32 9
219*2
30-2
22'2
33'
45'2
18*6
3S'3
*9 7
l8’2
E5'5
43 7
14-2
S'®
9‘
10 4
14 s
"P
2S-51
12-8
*57
21 *
26 6
47'5;
2q'8
*9 3
49‘i
10
19 4
94
IU 1
264
*6-3
37 "S
*3 5
=4'3
76 2
55 * 13l'3
13-9
t6*3
307
33-a;
2U'
iS*3
427
197
=3‘
3f6,
*5'3
ib'3
12*
23-1
1 j'i
20 7
lG8
37 5
ii3’4 * *99 238'3
6'2
=15
15'3
£g*3
2t-3
85
29-4
146
14-i
11 ■6
=5 3
*37
7*8
I3'3
55
291
I4'3
*4 3
7*4
404
31'
JO 1
*7'4
7'3
=37
*5'
196
12 7
3=3
i6‘3
86
8-2
I0’3
27'3
*7'
15'5
32-9
17-3
9-2
iz'5
2*7
98
*&3
8*5
22"J
ii*
in
*73 5 ioo'4 =73'9
Z2&
93'
*35’
iS-ij 43 4
=5'3
70‘2 *7*'3
ion
49-6
24'6
=54
96
=3
*3'4
32 2
20 G
528
32-4, 64-3
3*9
2?l
34'3
59'9
489
25 6 =3*3
90-2
Oj
r55'3
i8*3
*57
34‘
l3'2
£1*6
39 ^
259-2 1992 45S'4
** 5
=7'
< 15‘5
=3 2. 3S7
*5 5
24'£
agu
54 4
297
14 1
*56
1638 108'4 27='=
961
4*'
55 1
20'
2*'3
2S 0
J4'5
I4'1
20*8
20 1
4rv9
487
2-j‘l
21*6
416
95’6
54
14 G
14-8
29*4
11
'2
34*4
23 3
4®-S' 95
49'3
lO'g
£8*7‘I
14 q| 30*6
*57
736
1276
55'
76 4
59'* *35’5
10*1
21*
io*9
16'=
32'I
*5 9
52'S
36-6
894
14 5
14 1
287
407
2!'
*9 7
1087
74'S 183-5
388
34*
72-9
sS'i
52*6
=45
la-g
207
336
I2'4
*5'5
=7*9
302
*3 5
167
279
J-‘K
IS'*
6'4
259
io'S
62*2
56 g 119-1

*3 g

3

Ik‘S
£

4=

uf'SS

T otal.

J5

al
e
cl
'C
V

O thers.

V
£

£

c”
„ e
'Z*
m it

| Ito m au
1
Catholic.

Kamc of School,

Local ContribuUoup.

Expenditure from Public Funds.

Attendance.

dumber of Children on Bolls.

fl. d.

105 4

go o
icd S

105 4
102 12
50 a
109

£ a. d.
0 9 3
2 5 4
3 13 o

5 1

6
2 18 10
4 1 11

19718
285 4
154 18

71 T4 5
4 10 5

9 17
66 o

107 8

£

10 11

102

0

t

8 8

16

10

58
222
117
52
47
84
96
104
G6
105
92

1 10 o

8
4

1 14

0

£ a. d. £ s. d.

o
8
I
o
o
o
10
1

c6 TO

o

93 6 8

G? 10 o
53 T4 6

77 8 8

66 0

0675

32

5
**3 0 0
bi *5 0
7* 10 0
0

3
9

0
10
0
0
8
357 *4 9
101 0 0
93 8 3
iG to 0
70 7 10
*q 10 0
2 4
114 0 0
68 6 0
60 10 0
56 0 0
GO 0 0
104 18
105 iS 11
74 19 8

103 10 0

68 o

360
268
66
299

6
17
o
7

0

2
9
o
10

112 O 0
27
159

5 4
l$

3

15a o 11
*59

9

4

105
J7*
117
102
613
39

15

*

*5 *
12

8 5 5
1 4 2
1 16 5
0 18 6
227

o

1

1

2

5 11

240

1
3

7 10
1 5

o 16 4

4102
5 0
3 *5
1 5
0 14
3 5
5 *7
3 3

4
4

10
10
11
11

3 3
1 *5 IX
0
H
2

3

7

7 11
3 8
1 7

8
1 3 8
2 10 I
2

*5 Q
465 3

6 8 11

3 4

22 14 8 11
167 J4 8 IS

o
8
6
11
0
o
o
11
3
8
3

2*5 4 3

1

23 16 6

12 6 8
8 6 2
3 2 10
1
1
6
4
4

14
2
18
17
10
4 o

1
11
1
*
4
*

5*6

o
400 3 8
20 0
283

7

9

I 10 6
I 14 O

1

5

2

61 o o
200 4 4

2 9
2 14
6 6

293

...

33

Q

6 8

108 1 2
1613 4

3 10 0

6

38

3

85 r3

37 3 3i
237 8 10

s 10

g 10 o

....

3 *5 4

1 17

8

9 18 8

4 19 4

G 8

18 7

6

12 6
2 5

3 10
9 10
3 12

6

267

7

134 13 9 20 o
3 15
o 16
18 o
15 o
o 5 o

3

726

31 10 2
32 13 n
22 6 9
15 2 o
49 J3 0
65 4 6
26 17 3
24 9 M
1320
460 n 6
2G0 13 o
49 6 5,
213 0 gi
Gi 12 6;
8 16 11
76 15 9

840

GOO .......
........... 40 O O

12 O 0110 O O 300 o o
U

6

S

5 13 4

35 5 0
5 0 0 12 0

o

600

66 o o 66

3 5 3

2 I 10
4 10 10

0 0

=43 4

t

177 11 4

29
no
764
1=3
134
54
9«
24
138
180

7
5
9
4
ia
1
3
2
7
17

o

144 7

8

as 14
78 6
82 0
171 17
173 o

4
8

8
1

6
5
5
=2
3
0

9
5
9
2

135 8
129 12 6A
0
9 4.
16 n
9 3
•a
517 I6 11
175 6

94
835
537
ii3

i«

37 5
243 9 1
--w

218 13
73 10 3" 24O ig
19S 4
56 8 g
202 10 g
383 o
$-£ 10 4
i5l 0
22 oil
124 0
895 13 8^ I?5g0 2
204 10
8 II 2
102 8
22 6 1
gg o o
1S1 7
65 12
13 13 7
1 9 843 H
106 10 10
311 5
103 1
30 18 3
27 6 o
ng iG
26 14 1
59 18
46 17 10
*77 3
148 2 n£ 357 9
172 18
38 g 3
113 18
38 17 5
103 8 o
3=3 H
25 7 o
IS* 7
29 a 0
94 15
143 4 1$ 427 176
101 11 11
7=7 8"
38 18 6
10G 5
120 1
25 3 3
270 lo
82 16 o
42 18 3
147 7
33 3 6
113 7
25J o nj
570 19
86 o
218 7
isi 16
32 4
87 6
20 17
148 n
41 18
274 9
34 n
42 0
3 2
#3 3
20 1

405

116 a

2}

95 *9 5

5

62 9 Ch

1 8

8'
8 4

166 7 n
92 18 6

3 7
35 14 Mil
64 4 7

0 26 13 0 13 19 10

17

8

9

360 3
10 6
35 2
37 ”
24 17

°
4 *5 0
5 0 0
8 0
s 0
0 0

69

95

148
766

49 *9

146 14
29 18
5* 7

43

1
1
10

134

2
H
12
4
1=
S
q
8
3
16 .
16 ll
9
16
11
11
o
0

30

3
6 *7

4 5

5

128
88
*3= 19 5
88 10 11
87 ° 3

28

3 9

2123

15 18

21

22 17 10
8

2 17

4 13 r

90
166
146
no

5 *4

s

4 5

3=7

57 o

o
7 8

13 10

9 10 0
4 10 9
2 3 11

35 15

1

29 2

6

11

557 4

6514

33 I*

a* 5

o

3 19 0

8
8

3 T9

lf,5 5 9
35 13 4

10

35

t 18 0

120 ig
63 14

138
25
63
948
152
60
60
105
203

3 16 10
192 6 1

37 4
19 14

6 6

0 17 0

4 7 3

*54 15 4

43 9 4

*5 6

18

584

10 7
2 7
3 *8

102 o o

9 *8 3

7 o

1 16 9

164
2 13 2
8 o

7 n
112 5 9
3= 5 6
34 14 o

22 Ii

5 5

126 o 0
59 *5 0
240 8 0
193 10 0
64 19 11
gi o 0

o
0
8
0
0

7 4
2 4

12

13 14 0
2 5 4
* S 4

o
10
7
18
14

10

6 is o
n 12 2
16 14 o

t 15
6 5

=

155 14
190 12
133 16

9 3 117 8
129 3 9 1,079 *
290 2 3 1:797 5
■ 99 0 o 2G1 8

....

9 10

80 10 10
23 0 0
16 13 o

£ a.
135

1

35° *7 11 174 4 w

..

1

8 1
o 0

74 o 0

102
77
277
12S
86

6 10 0

19 9 10

0 17 8

o
18
1
4
0
0
10
ii
14
6
73 10

35 19 4

872

3 ifi o
1 8 3

4

78
46
39S
179
66
90
31
128
192
105

5

£ a. d
29 8 6

828

3 2
4 °
7 18 37=5 0
8 15

£ a. d.

oj

13 0 0

56 19

10
6
8
0
15
0
22 10
66 *7

o

d

o 17
0 16

19
10
I?
o
18
17
0
o
o
12
12

9°
£12
94
114
60
G6

£6

p

6J
1I
9
10
4
II
3
5
3
3
8

3
3

6

i

1
8

V?

n

3

10

447 lO II

i 14
12
APPENDIX B—continued.
Number of ChiMreu on Ilolle,

Kamo of School.

c
d
‘h11

c s
si

5

If)
s

ri

£
Zf
.c
0

.2

£Tc
5£

3}ipeiKlUurc from Public FunJ^,

Attendance.

Of

ri
0
Ph

s
'p
*n
5

0
En

I
Klchttiond Nortlt...............
RohortEftu...........................
Hockley......... ...................
Hocky Afouth ...................
Tlocky llivcr.......................
Jlose Vallyy.......................
iloslyn .............................
Houghit..............................
liy<M...................................
It vie ...................................
K)letonc ...........................
Scflhftui... .....................
Seven Oaks .......................
Shellharhour .................
Singleton ......................
SimtlifMd .....................
Smitli s Flat ...................
Spring Flat .......................
Spring ftrovc ..................
St. Alban1* .......................
St. ixonarJ''....................
St Jfnry'a, South Crock
StAnliopo ...........................
Strontian Vark ...............
Sugarlnnf.........................
Suimucrlnnd ...................
Su65cjs-p:lrect ................
Sus^cx^strcct South .. ..
Siv.ui Creek .....................
Talon inbi ..........................
Tntnl'iiroora......................
Tarowortli.....................
Tantairanglo .............
Tarago ..........................
Tarn'lga..........................
Tarou..............................
Tut tail a .....................
1 ca-pnt Swamp .........
Telegljcrry .................
Tempo .....................
TeuleTflokl .................
TUalftba .. .....................
T]iui\;onona.................
Tingja .........................
linonco ......................
'fippurary Oully........
liranna*........................
Toiniico ......... .......
Tomerong .................
Tool* jo© a....................
Towr.mg ......................
Trunkey .....................
Tiimlx'rumlm ..............
Tumiifc ............... ..........
Turon, Upper..............
Uarbry.........................
Ulhuliilla ......................
Ulinarrn .....................
Uralla ........................
Vacy .............. ...........
Violet J)a'e .................
Violet Hill ............
Wngira. ^\'aggil............
IVulclia ............... ........
IVallnbadah ...............
WalLalotig................
Wallgrovo ..................
W allseml .....................
VTaratah .....................
Wanalda .....................
M’nllcrft'wnrig ..............
’tVarkworth ................
Wnrrcn ......................
IVnhorVs Way ..........
M'attle Flat................
Wellington ............
Wentworth ................
Westbrook ..................
White Itock..................
Wilbertivc ..................
Wilcanntii ...............
Wiiliam-Plrect.............
William Town ....
Wilton .........................
Win«leyer......................
Windsor ......................
Wingham ......................
Wollomhi......................
Woliongong..................
Woluinlfl North ......
Wohimla South..........
Wombat
.... ....
WoodfnriJ Dale ..........
Woodfordldgh ..........
Wooihtock .
.........
Woolhi Woolla ..........
t\ oomargnma..............
^Vo^^agCl;......................
Wvagdcui ..................... .
Wirailah .................... .
^ a\po ...........................
Vouii' ..........................

81
43
S4I
73i
&>'
38
*9
55
63
i57
82
?71

6$

|

66
42

61

86
34
3i
23

2^

90
56

3^

41
70
43

14
97
23

25
37
21
20
69
»t>

29
62

56

56
19
11

24
37
23
13
H
41
47
2J
21
3°
127
I?
32
23
208
21
15

25
jt
26
21
37
40
14

21
20
34?
533
22
23
5
105
34
37
*5
21
23

25
17
37
35
23
1/

3r>
14
96 106

06

45

318

US
41 29
69
60’
47.
3i!
i6j- 118I
1531 81
5^ -71
43
4$
128 84I
45 $
30
48, 27
lOoj 22
32!
3
9
57, 27
Oj 36
I59l
47| 36
/5f 34
%\ 299
49
48|
27
251

!

1
I
!
]
*
i

112

38
2Q
47
122
47

35
3i.
92

94

,

84| 24
S4
26
ill
32

33

49 33
60 29i
59 2S|
334 166
43 38,
7V 41!
52
41
45 ul
465 76!
63 30
21
16.
44
4i 3J
54 40
66 201
56 37
146
74
96 53
30 23
40 19
4* 15
67 33
1,132 3^
44 22
52 38
12
3
204 112
83 >t'
72
152 47
44
7
50 23
56 -0
38 11
70 13
70 =4

|

55

6

• 33
10

13 : i3

14
42
.
=6

3
67
6
1
19
t+
39 id7
fi[ ...
s4
3
lo

17
42
19

21
22
1

23
9
192 m
3
6l
5

...

2

23j >9

33 45!

55
34
43
39,

9 "V 1
6
4
12 11
32 25
16
<
5 26
iB ... ...
...
7
I
7
78 U
2 26
12
8 ... ...
7 32
A
8
10
6
1
M 35
S
28
..
6
5 16
...
17
6
54 16
5
...
12 28
11 2J
iG
6
‘5 15
18
7 21
23
3 iG ... ...
2
c ••
9 21
3
2
7
5
5
5 i-1 • *
2
^3 55
2:
3
2
7
21 t4
...
16
8
48
T
2
7
3
9
4
9
3
23
10
l
16
2
4
2
2
3
Ts
4 3B
7
2)
1
■■
3
4
3
5 ... ...
7
7
;
14

9
14
ij
...
14 ...
59

5
5
4
G

3
9 lo
1 ...
97 173
5 22
3
3
4 ...
3 I'G
19 ...
2
7
2
7
16
4
3 ...
3
3
"5 13=
16
...

3
2S 39 20
2
=3 ...
4
5
s3 44 40
15
3
5
7
5
7
5
1
24
33 12
1
7 32
14 14
...
1
13 21
3
3
5
32
9
...
!7
33 3B 14

i7-G

67
10 I
31T7'9
178 i
93
14 i
IS 3
547
22'4
79
I?’;
35’
2912 y
21'2
II9
27-4
io'C
57 4
15-3
t66
276
113
iBG
36 31
35 7
25‘
13:
15-6
30G
13 7
KB
14
23 5
87
138
19-2
36 3
469
15 7
272
10 5
=T3
128
139
82
-9
45
log
7
131
467
156
85
73
24-4
£9'5
164
J24
25-5
86*
131
24
i8'8
20-6
16'S
7=9
183-1 119 2
20-9
II 3
45
14 1
J9'5
TC4
142
135
id 1
224
265
15 7
209
145
71-6
4i'6
2V31 20*4
97
9‘‘
10 3
105
ii*i
I4'i
20*8
15-5
392*3 344‘t
15'2
17 2
:Oi 137
66
37
76-3
31*0
206
20*6
53-B
55'B
20*
1.5 4
t8i9'4
199. 14-8
183
>S3
i8'4
23 7
23-9
26 9
19*2
I7'i
H'l
15'
12-9
177
10-5
19-3
I5'G
225
54
7.
G4-9
i3‘
178
*4 5
'9':
i5‘
ir6
25-2
2j 6
G9:
*9-;
9'9.
air
23‘7
37 9
22 ^
21*
131
21*^
21 4
7S':
11*2
2f)*2
13'i«4
G8
433
53 •
zy6
141
21 2
407
I3-S
15
17‘5
45 G
12 3
8*6
217
23'3
57 4
u-g
35 6
11 9
^lil
iG'G
2:9
13 5
16*3
4f
u-9
i“"4
t5t
52 5
i6'6
Ifi
19-9
33 G
297
lG4
228
20'
145'
21*7

57 2
29 ;
27'9
45 5
37 3
33 8
20*9
39'
3■9
121
5i 7
17 8
380
58 7
66*0
3+6
42*2
25 *
4B 8
33
1357
26^
45
41
3t 7
25 4
84 s
8g48 6
23 2
3S3
7ri
27 5
23 8
31*3
69*1
21*5
214
4«>-9
494
1043
27 6
628
22 4
50*5
29-4
378
21*7
IQ 2
bs

22’5
19-4
28*2
99 2
322
'9 7
272
62
592
32 8
35'3
45 5
23134-8
53 3
394
32 7
302-3
38*2
i3 6
33 9
277
385
42 2
35'4
iiya
4** 7
l8'g
20 8
252
36‘3
736-3
324
29*
10*3
155‘2
52 5
45o
1 )q*6
35'4
37 4
34 7j
30‘G
42 I
5o-8
363
aq’i
30'6
30'
jB’i
iGS
135-9

if
■3 a
is
« ri
a z*
0 2,

=

he

11
>S c

I**

Local Con tributloti s

Tftal.

s a 3

£ s. d,
£ fi. d. £ p. d £ ?. d. £ p. d.
142 10 0
4 I 6
114 10 0
2 i
02 19 3
21 14 O
102 0 0
1 15 10
102 0 0
3 5
61 0 0
0 4 3
77 a 0
86 O 0
1 15 7
6G a 0
29 6 8 14 13 4
114 8
1 0 0] ......
23i 10 0
5 4 IT
103 0 0
4 = 5
6-3 10 0
43 15 o. 21 17 6
2 3 0
iob 4 2
800 400
t 15 8
2 11 6
135 0 0
10 '3 4 ......
T92 S 8
4 9 6
11 2 4 0
1 10 lo
.......
99 13 la
3 a 4
69 0 0
112 10 0
1 2 5
7b 0 0
6 19 S
29 18 0
144 0 0
0
2
IQ
0
KS
t 6 8
SS 8 4
78 0 0
I 7 1
102 0 0
3 ” 7
5 J7 4 2 r8 8
102 0 0
634
3 0
0
0
0
iq
25
0
175
5
3 S 3
171 7 8
1734 15 Oi
0
a
6
jo
o o
315
9>
46 16
1 6 11
15 o o 196 10 0
92 14 9
1
3 13
102 0 0
2 13 0
So 9 0
1 16 8
66 0 0
1 7 6
I 6 8
117 0 134 oil
1 5 8
95 10 0
0
2
16
0
to
197
6 8 98 13 4
150
239 10 ou 19 15
8 3 n
57 0 0
2
*
0
0
18
66 0
0 18 3
lit 0 0
500 974 3
245 11 8
3 1J 6 10
13
190 8 5
2d 7 a 14 3 it
4 1 2
103 0 0
0 tj
0 r8 6
8 10
163 14 11
73 1 3 11 10 0
7 o
129 ■7 8
11
99 6 8 49 *3 4
313
80 0 0
0 13 n
0
17
104 16 4
5
1 4 11
5o 0 0
54 10 0
164 14 3
3 16 7
42 16 8
1 15 5
0
10
2 6 7
5 t2 6
7G
QO 0 0
0 11
0
0
10
6 13
154
5 0 5
67 17 3
44 0 0
3 1 8
0
0
in o
43
5 & o 29 12 4 14 16 2
93 10 0
4 ti 4
140 18 4
2
5 0
1 s 4
00 0 0
84 0 0
3 1 8
2 17 g
105 6 6
7
11 20 2 1
403
2 17 10
6 0
107 0 0
1 18 4
13 C 8
5
91
114 t? 8
200
4 3 9
18 14
1 id 10
98 0 0
1 1
9 7
11
10
10
1
2
10
395 15
102 0 n
2 7 4
7 10 0 481 6 8 loo o
3* 0 0
1 19 IT
90 0 0
3 0 g
05 15 I
102 0 0
3 G 4
2 8 6
93 11 6
1 16 4
94 4 2
8 9 3
4 12 6 213 6 8 log 13 4
170 i* 4
0
0
83 0 14 4
150
7 13 3
fe 0 0
0 15 3
1 5 °
62 17 8
0 7 10
1 13 3
7 t4 IT
a? 10 0
tI4 13 4 57 6 8
62 tg 8
0 15 10
020 IT 7 30 5 5
9S7 13 5
1 6 10
B 0
117 IO 2
102 0 0
3 B 8
27 8 4
230 14 9
4 tB 11
2 2 0
0 16
76 6 6
8
6 o
Ijfi 1
3 t2 1
362 12 II
8 6 1
1 6
39 13 4 19 16 8
D .....
6? 0 11
3 13 8
105 0 0
1 1 0
30 O
*5
no 7 6
143 6 fl no
3 4 TO
l 5 7 *3 5 °
54 0 0
114 0 0
0 18 4
13G 7 6
1 17 T
2 g 8
94 12 6
66 0 0
1 2 5
38 0 0
7 > 8
ri3 0 a
5 1 lo
90 O 0
2 7 9
39 4 9
1 9 3
21
5 lo
245 4 7
633 13 4 30 16 8

ji
£

£ r.
92 14
33 1
24 5
29 1
28 5
25 4

d,
6

3

£

p.

=39 6
139 13

G
6
8
6

140 18
132 17

>3 9 9

93 ig
132 7
15416
360 u
203 o
140 IT
162 7
211 12
=76 5
l6o 9

44 Ii in
43 1 6
t6 2
17 11
0 0

122
96
11
«
S3

7 4l
7 6

79 7 4
4G 14 3

78 1 6
29 15 10

35 17 9
17 4 &
*74 3 Si
20

1

0

35 7 4
38 4 o
29 5 7

133 11
86

4

177 IS

100 18
148 7
96 7
355 1
111

o

126 12
117 II

143 13
46 14 1
158 19
296 7
95 8 3
10S 3 4f 2,017 T4
39 13 4
148 7
9 19 5
3ii
33 J9 o
130 6
84 o '
186 o
25 16
IJ7 18
26 9
90 0
39 11
t39 17
48 o
496 17
478 o
53 it
id 19
87 7
38 19
153 17
1,291 0
39 4
:io 1 _
347 2
13 4 loi u6 o
/* 17
345 0
116 0
2+ 9
38 2
32014
32 6
ns 19
38 10
144 4
11 i3
64 8
63 o
7 16

37
44

35
23 9
4
43 48
74 4

G
6

11

O
22 15 5
30 I o
39 B 0
554 B 0
77 6 1
58 10 2
42 6 10
39 ‘9 G
:j4 12 S
39 G o
21 13 6

47 15 3
49 H 5

89 19 0
67 17 ol
37

4

8

!93 15 6

3?
10

5

10
6

n
4

54 10

0

52 8
121 14

1
8

231 11

J7J 7 11

a3

1

134 14 2
334 1 9
108
70
65
19I
220
112
117
147

19
u
15
16
2
17
2
12
977 18
t93 3
164 16
164 8
169 o
673

8
2
G
9
6
Q
8

3
n
”
7
3
TO

° 3

732 10 o
57 13 G
J39 !5 2
14B ig 3

195 4 5
163 l7

o

135 5 =
697 15 7

171 06
330 l6 ^
15 18 6
j»5 18 9
1289
g? 7 6
14 4 o
221 8 Ti
47 8 o
in 3 6
,084 19 10 3,023 to 3
161 8 3$
y II 3i
18 ; 8
123 14 4
6 10 6
33 18 10
202 4 6
437 18 2
20 13 3
99 18 2
60 19 5
227 3 2
174 16 o
606 it 0
17 18 o
93 12 7
38 14 7
1S9 15 7
421 1 0
54
10 14 11
79 5 6
25 19 7
140 17 11
64 3
202 7 q
n5 9 8
19 7
94 6 11
27 4
io 3
53 G 5
38 12
151 14 7
134 g 10
41 2
4® u 6
7 18
162 11
I|<>93 “ nj

APPENDIX C.
Applications for tbp establishment of Public Schools received during the year 1874*.

Is’atre of Place.

I>i»tanc*
School

Miles.
10
6
4
2*

Coolnh ..................................................................

Groodrich ......................................... .................
ri'T’fMi'vhnms'l'.rvwJi . ...................... .......... *..........

12
12
4
10
21
5
4
4

6
31
6
25
4

2i
IG
12
9
3
3

G
ifnrb^ .

.........................................................

Yarromundi ................................... ....................

60
4
18
56
5
10
21

P&rentfl or Guardians undertaking
to send Children.

Children promised to attend-

Children residing in the localiiy.

Council's decision,
Jkiys

Girls. Total.

C.H.

R.C, Pro?. IVcs. oitm» noyr. Girls. Total

19
10
28
100
16
50
80
22
18
27
19
14
700
32
27
28
46
54
18
150
31
21
23
27

17
16
30
150
22
50
80
23
16
31
24
21
300
38
23
17
66
53
32
170
24
16
28
37

36
35
58
250
38
100
160
45
34
58
43
35
1,000
70
60
45
112
107
50
320
55
37
51
64

18
8
26
110
14
61
70
24
23
38
28
14
550
30
17
25
25
21
7
100
17
10
11
35

18
24
14
80
is
40
20
7
14
15
11
200
15
14
11
14
14
40
100
12
27
19
25

3
11
40
20
1
4

50
9
2

63
47
30
26
47
32
22
30
25
17
26
27

111
101
54
49
112
45
49
44
60
31
56
75

58
58
12
31
62
22
14
12
24
19
31
42

24
30
28
18
£8

12
42

22
43

34
85

13
62

4
8

6
21
16
19
12
25
21

6
20

"e

3
7
80 120
1 20
4
6
8
1
7 64

Information not given.
43
54
24
23
65
13
27
14
25
14
30
48

7
20
24
18
10

3
70
4

50
4
9
2
72

is

19
4

3
2
14

is

8
9

14
8
14

a

ii

7

17
10

3
5

2,008 1,741 3,749 1,742 1,009 331 478 189

Qthi*r* CB. n.c. Pres We* Othf*T4 Total,

R.C. PW's

26
8
22

22
27
26

48
35
48

24
11
25

24
24
7

Q

42
32
22
17
27
12
13
30
17
28
SO
22
21
26
83
24
20
23
15
15
42
19

io
44
17
23
17
31
38
22
26
22
22
15
32
15
32
60
20
17
26
25
10
9
15

19
86
49
45
34
58
30
35
56
39
50
45
54
36
58
143
44
37
49
40
25
51
34

6
53
33
24
23
38
22
11
17
17
17
19
9
19
11
69
21
25
11
33
10
23
29

ii
ii
10
20
7
14
8
11
31
7
14
11
9
10
43
54
9
12
18
2
2
10

21
11
8
27
14
20
18
26
52
37
12
21

23
13
27
22
30
15
13
28
23
24
22
22

44
24
36
49
44
35
31
54
75
61
34
43

27
24
19
14
12
17
18
25
40
50
16
40

17

912 865

1,777

...

16

9

an

9

2
1
4

7
5
9

7
0
2

3
15
10
7
6
13
8
4
10
9
11
11
4

3
6
3
4
5
6
2
3
16
3
2
2

6

8

3
12

9

3
27
10

7
i6
14

6

...
6

3
5
15
4
1
7

io
1
6
14
29
1
5

20
5
19

5
3

2
*9

3

i
...
10
6

12

4
12
3
8
11

5
...
Information not given.
6
21
16
11
13
29
21
4
2

3

7
14

16

7
9
14

5
ii

i

902 525 145 161

11
10
5
12
5
5

3
G5
4
6
2
1
1
4
1

3

1
1
3
i
3
5
1
1
3

”4
2

3
1
2
b
12
1
1

51
4
1
1
2

i

i
2

...
2
3

C

1

1
2
4

"s
3

1
1

4

44 348 225

96

16
16
20
5
14

2

1

3
13
6
4
5
6
6

S

14
11
16

19,
10
13
36
15
11
13
22
27
24
10

2
11

4
2
4

1
4

IG

1
64

6
26
16
12
14
20
10
11
81
17
18
19
22
14
16
143
21
9
14
14
7
18
12

14

747

Agreed to.
Do.
Do.
Do.
llo.
Do.
_
Under consideration.
Agreed to.
Under consideration.
Do.
Do.
Declined.
Do.
Agreed to.
Under consideration.
Agreed to.
Do.
Do.

Under consideration.
Agreed to.
Under consideration.
Agreed to.
Do.
JJO.
Do.
Do.
Under consideration.
Do.
Declined.
Agreed to.
Declined,
Agreed to.

i le
14

APPENDIX D.
AtteitdaiiCE o( Children at the ProTisional School^ as certified by the Local Committees, fov the Quarter ending 31sfc December, 1874, or for
the last Quarter of that year during which the Schools wore in operation.
Attoudance,

Number of Children on Kolb.

Tundj.
JGapcndilu.ro from Public FunxU.

&

Name of School.

•d c p ci

Ashford ........................
Aeh Tsiand....................
Antonio Crock .............
Hack Creek...................
Bamarang......... ..........
Bargo ............................
Barrnngarry................
Barranjucy ................
Barwang........................
Berchwootl ............. .
Bcllawotigftrah ........
Bellevue......... ..............
He IPs Creek ................
Belmont............. ..........
BcrrcLlan ....................
Bettowynd....................
BlacKgoler....................
Blacktown....................
Blaekwnll .................... .

BocIaIIil .......................
Bocrami Creek............
Bnmadcrry....................
Botany Heads
Box Ridge....................
Urecsa............................
Brombfn ....................
Brook'K Point ............
Brownlow Hill............
Brown Mountain........
Bnlga ............................
Butli Mountain ........ .
Bundanoon ................
Bungendoro ................
Bungimia ....................
Burnt Yards................
Uurragowaug ..........
Hurrowa Plats............ .
Cact^urle .................... .
Calabash.............. .........
Caloola ........................ .
CamUamtnra...............
Camden Haven............
Cape Harrow Hill....... .
Carrick ........................
Carroll........................ ..
C.'isino South................ .
Chain of Ponds...1.........
Cock burn River .........
Coldstream, Lower .....
Coldstream, Upper .....
Collendina.....................
Conba Creek .................
Cougola .........................
Coolah............................ .
Coqmber.........................
Coombing Crock ........ .
Cordeaux Jtivnr ..........
Corrowong.................... .
Cotta Walla ................ .
Cow Plata ......................
Crawford River............ .
Cuan ............................ .
Cuttycuttygang ..........
Dairy ............................ .
Dand&loo .................... .
Dftogi'loug .....................
Dark Corner ................ .
Dingo Crock ..................
Dirty Snamn................
Doylo’fi Creek................ .
Dungaree .................... .
Dnogowan.................... .
Blsnioro ................ ....... .
Emu Valley ................ .
Ennis ............................
Erina ..............................
Forndalc.........................
Fisher's Creek .............
Fitzgerald's Valley.....
Frankfleld .....................
Garrett1* Plat .............
Gegullalong .................
German Hill.................
Ginnabrother .............
Gijininderra .................
Gieti ^rorrisoa .............
Gongolgon.....................
Good Hope ....................
Coolagong .....................
Oostwyck .....................
Grabben Gullon .........
Grcendale .................
Grecnwelt Point .........
Grcsford .........................
Guildford .....................
Gnndy.............................
Guuuary Creek.............
Gurnmdah.....................
Harden ................ .........
Harrington .................
Harwood Island ......... .
Haivkestmry, Lower.....

18
I.
25
11
7
Ii
15
12
n
I?
11
I:
17
i:
I'
g
11
ic
12
18
12
17
s5
12
11
i;
1-1
16
11
13
21
14
J-1
19
19
lb
14
W
I;
5
•M
20
14
10
S
12
16
]3
18
14
17
18
16
12
13
11
23
25
21
16
9
7
17
24
i15
13
12
16
it;
18
14
iG
lo
12

6

35
14
14
21
13
7
17
13
t5
9
il
16
34
16
14
14
10
14
13
lb
0
16
12

'

27 21
G
24
8 TO
e
29
17
5°
2.
G
15
■
20 ij
■
*
2( 15 *
,5
12 19
3
ig
6 13
29 ...
29
...
7
5 13
5
*3
ig
5
9
5
1
...
2i a:
8
3= 15
5
i
29
0 ...
10
...
I
34
35
2=,
2
9
4 10
iG
ib
2
35 16
7 ...
t 25 22 ...
i
6
IS 27 15
A
2
25 21
2 ...
12 10
i£ 3°
7
7
1
6 23 12
22 45 21 2. ... ...
...
IQ zG
!7 28
4 13 ll ...
19 ... ...
■ 8 21
7
15 20 i£ ...
12 2b
9 18
1
3 ...
14 25 22
11
14 27 16 ... ...
20 41 21
;
5
2’
21
2
9
...
8 22
22 ...
13
7
2 12
15 3‘
10 24 ...
15 *
W ... ...
14 30
...
18 3= 26
b ...
...
4 22
9 26
22
6
9
4
s
b
6 ... ...
7 12
10
15 29
5
1 14
4
9 ...
1
8 22
17 31
70 20 TI
...
4
5
15 23 11 12 ... ...
22
18 30
1
4
16 32 23
4
5
16 2Q 14
3
3
9
i
2
19 37 27
12 17 17 ... ...
6 2cr
...
1 19 ...
...
8
...
SS
6
13 33 24
3 ...
9 25 18
7
SI 33
6
6 11
9
...
20 33 IJ 20
19 3°
9 16
5
IS 4i
12
*4
9
2S 53 24 14 ...
15
"a
13 34 >9
9 25
7 13
5 ...
12 21 ...
21 ... ...
6 I3.
6 ...
?
n 28
8 15
5
11 35
8 Tl 14
2
11 24
21
:
12 27
2
A 21
...
14 2* 21
7
12 14
1
1
ib zE
13 29 15
? ...
11 26
6
4
9
7
S 23 ... ...
13 31
1
23 37
S
? 17
j? 33 29
4
...
...
13 23 M
9
31 ...
19
2J 2t 15
8
5
4
19 44 22 i&
22 39 19 17 ...
13 26
...
5 21
2
19 4c
4 34 ...
IO 22 12
1
9
32 29
3
3
15
3
3.5
42 is
5
9 lo
l6 2& 24
l
4
28
13
4 24 ...
IO 19 ...
...
19
17 30 21
9 ...
16 32
5 29 ... ...
8 25 ... ...
9
33
12 28
2
3
9 14
16 30 25
...
5
16 30 U
b ...
6
*5 25
10 24 ...
...
=4
1 29
17 30
16 32 13 ij
ID 19 18 ...
1
18 44
b 15 13 G
l6 2b 20
3
5
9
TO
=5
1;
1;
10
l6
7
15
13
8
li
15
!5
2;
Ii
7

-

...
...
...
...

...
...
2
■

...
...
...
...
...

4

j

...
...
...
...
...

3

...
...

...
6

...
:::

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
3

...
...
...
...
... 1
...

7*
7‘3
138
8-9
II
7-6
lo'l
3'
9*5
10-5
So
93
10 4
g'6
14 I
8-5
7*
is'4
3*4
92
S'fi
14 4
3'
iS'4
3'9
i4‘o
5*3
131
o6
9*6
9'9
I4‘i
4'9
5‘
7
10*3
10*1
I2'6
5’4
T
T
n*l
2*
io*4
7-9
*3 J
12*6
12'
T2 I
H‘9
71*1
57
68
11*8
76
152
is?
Ii-4
56
14-2

23'3
t8 4
31-6
16*5
Jj'G
19*2
20*7
i!*b
21'
22*6
iS-3
I9’9
25'I
19 7
24’I
20*4
I5'
217
19*5
17s
ig*6
22-6
iG*
ST-q
10*8
23'5
iG'5
21*1
22*
17’3

8*
23
16*2
8-6
i4'
S-2
13ifi’5
fi'9
B*g
II 2
8*
12*4
77
9'8
I4‘5
12*8
lOg
I2"9
12-5
”■4
9'3
12-g
7-2
5‘
103
iG1
Ii*3
7*9
6g
8b
io*6
9'5
14*2
43
#3
l;G
13 9
144
10-5
9G
8*
9‘
IS’G
i6‘
10*
G*5
43
n'5
14-4
I2'5
11 4
7'2
87
10*4
7*2
9*2
IO’I
ii*
9'4
7'8
4‘2
20 ‘
77
12*1
II'l
6*
53
9*6
SG
127
7'G

i*

...

7

4

i6'3

ii*r
17'8
7*6
2*6
11*6
io*G
83
11 5
in
i°‘3
i o*G
147
10*1
TO

...

...

a
o

ft

o

...
...
...

CL
o

jei
C*

147
I2‘4
95
10*2

JO*

89
9‘4
lo-g
86
U’G
io*

103
7 1
7*4'
4-g
76
6*2
9*4
8*6
73
it*6
8*6
8-5
9*2
16*1
114
11-j
13'4
17*3
138
I4-2
99

lo’g
67

U'i

15-8
12*4
9’9
8-6
13*6
IO'
4 1

99

117
11*6
I4‘
6*2
12*2
8*8
9'5

39'9
12*

60
49
60
28*6 61
177 49
159 35
19*9 63
22'S Go
21*5 35
srg. 60
i»-3 54
14*2 36
12’
4
21*4
18*
bo
21*7 3S
I5’8 38
20*
2b
2T4 -48
23 *6 61
21 6 42
29*1 60
15 4
9
M*
3
22 4 18 l 4
-5'7 41
22*
TO
25'7 58
25 3 bo
19 4
14*6 60
268 Go
No rein
26*3 60
17*1 55
i3'9 35
9 2 18
i91 53
20 6 4»
21-9 Go
20
45
>5'
44
20*3 43
12
>9*
157 11
i3’4
41
26-2 fis
22*4 60
20 *6 55
21*2 54
ai'5 40
33 « 35
21*9 53
22
45
22'
10
I27 34
ig-4 39
S5'4 50
21
26
22*6 35
16*2 10
22*6 53“18 8
IS*
J3 O 0
I8'8 54
22-3 00
21*2 55
21 8 57
24*
24
15-1
arG !»
J9 7 40
l8*i 47
31-5 bo
61
23*

i.

h

g £

0
0
£3
£

'S S

£

£

s. d. £

S

«T g

1^1

3

£ fi d.
*4
39
29
45
6a
57
35
32
20
15
3 A 6
02 o o
60 0 o
29 6 d
Go
37
36
60
47 I 3
40
48
Go
44
45
23
20
48

Local Contributions

s. d .£

2 8
I l6 TO
3 0 TO

s.

9.

4}

.........
.........

4 = 8
2 11 1
7

2 lb
2 12

0
3
b
1
5
7

3 7
3 2
2 11
2 10
2
10
3
15
18
18

5
3
4
2
I
0
0
1

’4 G
IS 3
3 1
0 TO
7 9
19 1
^5 4
1 0
3 3
11 4
2 4
15 4
15 9

1
2
1

a
1

... ...

<j
3
6
3
9

fi? 7
6914

0
6
0

5

I®
3
9
8

29 ii
40 18

7
0

3*

4

13 11
23 13

TO

19

5

2

.........

!9

5

9

14
6

3

4

C
0

22
19
5
21
10

II
14
17
id
iG

O
6
G
6
3

.........

4

9
3

17
... ...

- ...

913
32 3

.. ..

.........

.........
.........

I

2 11

4

... ...

.........
.. ...

s 9
1 8 9
0 J3 G
1

3 19

J

4

......
.........
.........

5

z

.........
.........

411

l
4

1
II
7 7

* 15
3 4
3 11
0 t6

4

2 14
2 IT
0 13

0

5 0
0 11
I l6

5

4
5

3 11

s 13
0 13

0

0

....
.....

.........

1

5
7

4
4

......

.........

.........
.........
..........

|
!

1

4

.........

1 8
I TO

9

.........

LO

O 14

G

I l8

Q

0 13

6

4

3 19 I
2 0 5
4 TO 10
1 14 4

.........
......
..........
......

0

6

1

4
6

8

(

63

3

4

5
0
6 10

73

15

3

33

2

3

24

3

1
4
9

Go 11
66 0

2 ?
10 2
13 6
£6 17 7
Gg 18 8
45
8 it
57

9

21
16
18
3
1
ll
18

72 i
48 7
fii 11
70 8

=4

1
7
2
0
0

= 9
760

54

4 14 10
71 0 G
11

39

9

13

7

5=

13

7

10 15
IS 17

0
3

18 6
22 7
17 16
4 J
7 2
5 it
26 g

3
G
5
0
0
G
G

40 4
GS 6
so 17
63
9
79 0

9
0
3

514
29 13

0
6

ia 11
28 18

7
0

20 1 7
8S 11 11
72 G 11
87 2 6

9 15
21 3

2
2

92 6
Si jg

G
7

18 11

6
3i

81
5
7i 14

6

"4

6

45

7

a

3

7

G

a
2 G
3 II

13

7

10
28
69

7

5

34

13

4

4

3i

4

4

37

7

0
0
4i
0

95

7

5

66

5 4
73
0 Si
G6 13 io

5

59

3

59

6

*

!5

9

IS 9
13 12 G
38 15 11
11 1
80 O 10
66 8 5
78 18 1
64 f G
48 13
3
59 18
o4
Gi 3 8
fir 3 7
57

2

13

14

9

7G

I?

I

3
10

19 0
16 10

45

4

5

13

a

314
40 16
.. ...

73

94

22 17 10
14 8 4
13 IB 2
4
0 0
20 6 6
10 7 6
7 17 6
17 13 si
7 10 8
ii 10 6

......

2

71 II 10

5 10
2
I£ 0
8 0
2 9
6 0
i 9
0 G
10 Ii
7

13 13
14 2
I 12

a

4
0
4

2317 0
is .7 4
967
29 9 G

17 14
10 14
18 10
......

9

54 3
42 4
8313
67 6
48 t

73

9 13

9

7 4 10
0 13 6
4 13 l
2 0
1 18

19

0
6

4
4
3 3 10
2 2 4
2 l6 6
418
2 2
1 2
2 8

. ....

6

4

51 13
8l I?

93

10

4

iG 1 10}
6 15 0
78 3 3
87 I 0

4 10
6

12

...

74

13

7

.........

47

0
5

13

3 13

9 10

23 Q 9
840
...............
10 10 6

..........

...

0
6

.... .

.........

a.
2
0

9

19 9
I 1 10;
0 12 6

6

£ t.
62 G
57 fi

22

5

4

3
0
2
t
1
0

d.

7
14
12 13
2 0
8 18

..........

4

s,

37 3
15 18
14 10

a

t

5

£

Total.

0
iS 12
5 0

0
G

ig 11 to
2 4 10
6 iG 1
g 12
17 is
17 11

3
7
8

13 0
8 13

0
G

11 lb 10
16 10 G

60 16 10
»
S
15 10

43

4

54

6
6

79 ii 10
15 410
63 4 10
66 19 2
73

7

7610
37 13
67 13
73

1
5
6
7

19

3

16 10

8

Gi 10
65 5

4
0

39

0
G

09 17
6g 13

0
2

17

4 16
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APPENDIX D—continued.
E^pondlturc from Public Punds.

AUendance,

Kumb^r of Children on Rolls.

.■a

l?ame of ScbcwL

BiS j
H2\'
3 5f i

iG
i.l
16
II
14
ib
IG
M
16
7
12
12
21
l=j
zi
178
0
17
15
IQ
10
iq
8
ir
12
13
33
in

8
5
17
IS
16
15
13
15

JO
4
11
19
129
iB
10
iG
109
IG
22
0
18
19
23
>3
14
3
19
12
id
U 18
18 T5
IS 9
34 33
15 lo
22 15
23 in
15 9
22 15
21 17
15 8
■9 ■3
27 14
14 13
10a 7
... 15
13 200
11
10 16
22 22
17 1/
ii 14
iS 13
7 14
10 8
16 21
26 18
16 3
13 14
A 7
18 9
12 10
*7 12
fl0 207
7B 19
lb
ii 12
12 9
& 17
H 15
io 12
16
15
Jo9 11
13 1312
ii
15 15
7
iG 1.4
20 8
11 IQ
10 IG
10
22 6
11 iG
12 ig
i£ ll
s IS
1/ 222S
=7l*
K X«
U 2
(
f> UI.
I> I
t 1-l
1 ; it*
17 1
1
12 1 2
1:
1] 1i
11 1 3

24
9
20 ri
is 2
33 16 17
=4 ... 24
3! 14 i?
6
31
29 9 25
12
27 9 7
26 2 6
11
II
23 8 r
31 iS i
30 17 ...22
27
eg 31s 5
27 21 4
24 4 ...
18 G 8
27 17 10
3' 4 222
4i 37 8
19 9
31 14 17G
27 17
34 23 ...II
35
28 27
18 7 Q
42 4 8
22 *4 5
-3 17 146
32
33 21 s
=4 ii 226
57 30
25 25

2a
O S'

>»
o

^Urh3 -(
TTlffh Kange ..........................
llillasi Crock ...... ...................
Iloskington ..........................
llovoll'E Crock .......................
llowo’a Valley .......................
Jluon ......................................
Tacgiiu.......................................
.Taniunip..................................
.lanugarrah .........................
.fcmbiiicumbone .................
Kanimbla ............................
Kftjnya .................................
Kohm Grope.........................
Kcm|)*fl Creclc.........................
Konniuky .............................
liiaudra........ .........................
Klmbrikio ............................
Kimo ..... *........ .....T.
Kirkilalc..................................
Knockfiii ................................
Kurrajotig..............................
LacinaUc ..............................
Laggan.....................................
La«ronco ..............................
Lagoon ................................
IjimuBlonc Plat.................... .
MGlouald lliver .................
JPMalion Ituof .....................
Macquarie Plains.................
Major's Plains .....................
Mojurft .................................
Malmsbury .........................
Mmi(lag*‘ry Creek................
Mangrove, ]x>wer ............ .
Manton'R Crook ................
Mnrlidalo ............................
.Merrendcc.............................
Mirlialoao ..................... . ....
Middle Ann .......................
Middle Crock........................
Millnmurra ........................
Mogo........................................
Moouaubrook ................ .
Moorfldds ............................
llnrey ....................................
AfoontAilrah ....................
Mountain It mi ....................
jMouut George
...........
Mount Patrick ....................
Mount Thorley ....................
Mount Wilks........................
Muclmclong ........................
Mulgoa ................................
Mulgoa Forest Mountain .
Mummell .............................
Alundoroma ........................
Narrnngo .............................
iTcrriga ................................
yowington............................
New Liuc ............................
Newport .... ........................
Ncwrea ................................
New Run................................
Ncwstead
.........
Niniltybelle .......................
Nonvndoc ............................
North Itockn ........................
Nubba....................................
Oakdale ................................
Onkcndalc ............................
Obley ....................................
Palmer's Oakey....................
[►ark........................................
Parkwood ............................
[►ejnr........................................
Pleasant ArAlloy....................
PoTtlaud Head....................
Quipolly ................................
Quirindi Creek ....................
(iuorrobolong ....................
Raleigh ............................ .
Redground............................
Rockralij................................
Hosobrook ...........................
[loss! ...................................
Itimnymeiio ........................
Sackvillc Reach......... ....... .
Saggart Field.....................
Sally's PKt .......................
Hix-rnilc Swam]) ......... .
Shaw’* Crock.....................
Solfcnno...............................
South Arm...... ...................
Spring Greek.......................
Springfield...........................
Spring Valley ...................
Kt. Joseph’s.........................
Stone lint ...........................
Sugarioaf Hill ...................
Stockynrd Creek ...............
Sunmi.'rluU ................ .....
Tallagamha .......................
Tanjrmangaroo ...................
Tarlo ...................................
Tarnjral ...............................
Ten-milii Creek...................
Tliercaa Park......................

Local ContributloiiB

111
HwS

fi

...
...
...

5
S
3
2
1
11
...
3
152
2
2

...
...

4
2

3
5
5

37 a5 9
..
s: 4
24 ... 10 8
37 13 341< ...
...
3« b
23
13 4
3“ 16
41 lb 8 s
33 25 ; ...
10 9 7
25 8 17 ...
22 15 l G
23 4 4
3i
2& lB I 4
44 20
n 11
34 20 B ...
7 3
=5 14
21
3t21 10
12 1 S
18 iG ... 2
37 3 28io 51
44 251 18
19 20
27
4 3
11 3 2 3
12
9
22 4 ... 17
29
£0
10 j;
4
2i 20 8 ...
28 4 22
24 15JO 9 ... 6
23
21 19<
9
2S 16
25 23 3 ...2
22
3
29 12 17 ...
...
24 20
8
21 13
26 20 4 2
22
30 8 228
30
21 10 11 ...
31 3 2?6 io
2i b
20 13 I? ...
26 1 24
I'* 9 i 2
2l ig ...
2S 9 20 ......
V
31
»7 S2 lbi
27 12
17 ib
4c *. 7 ...14
3 2Cit J.i
3t
3K 1 2ll$ ... 5
* IC * ...
2 1 (
2 1
3 •> &2 ...
3
...
2
2
. ...1- it
2 l I J 1 ...
23 5 2 1 5 ...

...
... ...
...
... ...
... 3
6
2
...i] ...
...
8
2 ...
... ...
2
5
2 ...
... ...
5
... ...
...
... ...
20 ...
I
...
3“ ...
3
6
92
7 ...
...
...
3
... ...

10-6
10-5

II'S
77
is’3
117
la-g
IIT
I5'2
r
9'4
7'3
i3‘
9
11 7
H*9
15*1
49
5‘2
I5’3
7-5
12 1
9‘
g-S
5'9
S‘3
8'J
11*4
11 6
14*2
5'4
G*4
io*G
8-5
100
iG'S
Ii'5
iG'i
17'
...
13*2
...
14'9
1710
14
7
12*1
... ... i7'l
i8‘
17
lo'g
... 3
... ... 3'6
Jo return. 0-3
&'
... 4-6
... 67
3
...
14'
1 ... I4'4
5‘4
...
iz 2
...
4*6
... 6'
1 ... ri'4
S
... 15 8
... ... 154
97
3 G 7-2
3‘3
1 ... 97
... 67
...
...
8-4
66
4'J
...
4*9
4 9*2
2■ ... 107
...
49
...
...
7'4
77
...
...
7*2
...
...
S’4
...
6G
...
io*5
...
...
ri 7
9'4
...
...
13'3
...
...
135
6
iG*8
...
...

7
•* 2
1;
I
... :
...
'
'
...
...

...

T
yi

612'
6'8
r

......
...

... ...
...
.

13
37
11*1
18'
11 1
7»
9*2
T
6*3
103
71
79
12*5
8-8
2-4
108
G'8

s. d.

69

I7‘S

Tl'2

151
238
18 g

47

9‘5
7*6

ia‘8

lO’Q

£ a. d.
0 iG 9
4 10 1
2611
1 14 2

19*3

®3 7

22'

0 o

3 14

0

4 7

1

1 a
4 19

.....
......

0
1
0
0
0
1
2
0
1

14
u
6
8
16
19
0
9
10

6
5
0
11
4
0
5
9
0
0
6
0

a

3

3

0 13

6

1 9

0 15
4 1
2 17
7 0

7
4

s

12-3

"3
98
5*6’2
7’
77
6*3
157
10-5
lo

S’S

4’i
li5
107
io‘6
g-f>
io-3
S3
10-4
93
is'5
6-4
94
4'
H*
i3’i
S'3
5’
10 6
12-1

9'3
99
18-6

iG'S
11-3

12 2
137
77
85
84

n3
13-3
13‘
108

S'3
177
18-2

I

7

9

.....

a
4

5

......

26 =

27'4
J4'5

si'S

J5‘
n't

m
267
18 2
ig-5
S*3
13-4
16*7

20’9
21

21 9
197
22'Q
20*8
21*

20*2

25

o

35
49

0
o

4

15

52 n

o

o
o

297
34'8

J2‘4
20'

22-9

14 7
I4‘
187

i8'9

21 ‘2

=5 5
i5'i

0

4
0
0
0
a
2

19
zx
10
3
3
II

8

2 9
2 11
0 9

5

2
3
1
I

.....
.....
500
.....
.....
......

......
......

.....
......

.....
.....

.....

.....
.....

.....
.......

.. ...

......
.....
....

7

- ...
I 8 Tl
1 19 4

6 10 10

4
7
4

* 13 8

60 0
56 0

1
o
0
0
0
o
o
0

2
6
0
2
1
4

1

I

i,S
0
10
13
1$
2

4
2
0
I
7
4

4 12

7

.... .

......

.... .
.....
$00

.. ...
......

2

.....

.......

8

o

48 o
Go 10
50 o
Go o
48 15
60 0
iG O
60 o

40
40
58
50
Go
60
60
10

.....

......

□

0

o

... ...
.....
......

......
......

.....

| ..

1 12
1 7

7
X
2 I? 10
4 10 7
2 14 7
7 0 8
4 3 ll
2 16

...
.....

0

......

.....

36 O
36
18

0
0

12 O

60
15
34
54
57

o
o

O

ip

207

io*G

17 4 Go o

C’3
T3 4

3

2 9
2 iy
a 5

o

17* 60 o
17’4 Go o
22'3
i3'6

1

4 o
34

14 3

191

0

......

9

Go o

H'4 45
152
9
22*3 13
14*6 26
37
i4‘
17 97 48
I4'3 53
16*4
181
16'2
149

5

... ,

ro

3 10 7
4 0 10

s'
48
43
60
62
45
55
35

.....
......

......

.......
^...

0

0
89
24-2 Gi 11

3
2

1
3
=
•a
0
I
I

9 7
17 5
^ 0
0 4
15 &
9 1
13 6
4 TI
IS XI

......
...

£ p. ri.
12 5 0
716 3
4 6 G
21 17 0
15 19 0
2517 0
19 3 0
7 14 0
9 14 0
9

26 18 0
21 13 8

.....

.....
....

g
pi

3 13

9

3

2 1
5 2
0 16

.....

.....

8

7

1 19
3 10
3 io

.....
.....

18-3

3*5
ri 5
12‘2
T3*
9'I
9'3
10*4
5‘l

.....

2 13 8
0 13 6

Si’S

&'3 ns
4* IV
b 1
67 16-i __ o 0
127 2t>* 39
61; 17 10
57 Ig'G 8‘ 0
IPS 23 2 59
I3‘3 22*2
55
«'9 24* 60
io’S
157
54
n'2 25
G’
58
77
n'
a7 iG'2 57
15 27'I 38 5 4
9' 18’ 34
1D'9 207 55
0 o
I4‘5 20‘4 60
0 o
r37 17I9'n81I Go
46
2 ID
9'5
105 21'9 60 ro o
200
2'3 13'9
10-4 24-6 57 10 ri
8-6 14* 42 o o
T5'3 187 10 11 7
22T
Go o o
i*’5
to'6
I9'1 53 6 8
7‘ 33
17'9S 51 0o 00
I7‘.
60
21 2 15
87
8‘S 24'9 Go
247 53
77
3*8 22* 47 3 4
io*3 25’2 &3
22-3 =7 53
62 18*3
io'8 27‘9 44
58
87 2G7 65
60
J3'5 24-4
4'4 8' 36
32
12’
13-1

a 7 u

e. d. £ b. d- £ 0. d,
..... j .....
.....

Total.

i!
Is.

.....
...
.....
...................
.....

13 10
1913
4S 9
15 16
6 13
1418
0 14
14 15
19 18

3

0
0
6
0
0
9

0
0
9 17 8
giG
r3 7 1
IS 6 6
13 O O
306
17 8 8
42 12 0
3 16 6
=5 5°
1? 17 9
836
29 15 11
20 I 6
40 5 6
54 5 6
13 2 0
22 15 7
a4

11
25
29
4G
26
6

9

7
2
4
19
15
8

3

3
0
0
G
0
2

G 4 0
14 11 0
IS 4 6
27 I O
=6 10 3
i 5 0
10 13 O
12 14 0
23 I 0
17 16 0
8 1 10
919 0
9 12 0
030
S 10 G
15 14 0
=9 1 9
2 7 G
5 2 ti
5 4 0
170
10 13 9
4 13 6
2 18 3
476
7 15 0
6 id 6
12 14 6
7 IX 0
27 4 5
20 u 2
16 2 4
506
13 1 6
29 fi 3
10 0 G
4 16 0
080
11 17 10
11 14 0
9 8 5
4 5°
IO 8 5
41 O 0
28 11 G
3619 0
37 1 0
515 6
? 4 <>
15 3 0
8 "3 6
1 g 0
6 iS 3
839
19 I 6
10 2 10
64°
39 0 6
0 13 S

£ a
1
28 6
® 13
83 U
78 12
GS ii

J.

49

9

4
s
2
8
0
fi
7
0
10
0
0

77 17

68
49
35
65
84

18
14
17
is
12

7319
75 ?
107 0
70 2
32 1
73 '4

72 13
55 °
54 8
66
7
69 1
73 7
e* 12
73 10
514
74 19
85
23

SS
78
59
71
So
101

7

9
2
5
3
ig
I
13

3
”
4
G
5
9

9
4

i8
G
1
7
0
°
7
7
5

9
;
0
4
6
3

77 5 fi
62 4 0
86 5 11
80 19 s
55

7

3

73 2 0
96 5 9
U3 2 4
59 ri 4
42 8 2
18 4 10
62 Ii 0
591= 5
q2 0 3
89 fi 3
46 IS 3
65 15 3
49 i? 1
45 1= 1
77 iG 0
35 4 3
4710 7
59 1 b
4 3°
43 6 2
69 14 G
Jb 1 1
ll 7 6
20 12 3
34 1 7
40 12 4
G° 7 5
69 4 4
4 18 3
16 7 6
3615 0
5® 15 7
73 4 6
57 I' 0
89 19 9
75 6 11
76 12 4
23 13 7
75 0 1
93 8 7
66 0 6
3» 8 7
880
73 10 5
73 1 j
5= 7 fi
4s T5 7
71 3 0
98 6 8
9= !5 5
99 19 0
99 17 0
15 15 G
43 4 6
SlSO
=9 ij 1

iG G 5
68 11 9
26 10 1
55 *7 2
66 11 n
63 17 6
ga 17 0
68

9 7

1*
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APPENDIX D—continued.
Number of Children on Rolls.
c
d

Name of School,
d

to
£■

Tongfirra............................ ..............
Turec Creek ......................... ........
Tweed JuDCtion ...........................
Two-mlle Crock...............................
Urana ...............................................
Verc ................................................
Vineyard,.........................................
Viltoria ..........................................
"Wragra...............................................
■\V’alner„.................... .....................
Wamlook ................................ ..
Wandsworth ...................................
WarUell ........ *................................
Waterlnud ......................................
Wattarnulla ...................................
Warerloy ...................................
WeblHjr'a Creek...............................
Wee Waft ..................................
Welareganjr ............................
Werombl ...................................
Wiauga ....................................
Wtogeu ...........................................
WolUr...........................................
Wollongbar ..........*...................
Wombah..................................
Wondalga ......................................
Woodburn ..................................
Wybong Creek ..............................
Wjcwig Creek..................................
Yarraes ..........................................
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a k *
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33 40
17 1 34
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7

5
9
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14
8
I?

13
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6
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13
H
25
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18
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21

30
14
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«3

-fi

21
fi

18
12
1

43
38
3G
28

15
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23

47

31

17
13

38
31
13

26

2t
J3
18

*7
13
17
21
16

38
31
34
=5
31

*1

£

£
e
£
c

►1
0
fi

T9

12?

25

10-4

__

it

iro

8-4
II 6

10*3
13 a
4*
17<

ro'i
163

"

25 “fi
...
II
23

lea
iS'i

6*5
J
J5
21

5i
13*6
ir
136

0
U

17

7'4

10
H

i5
67

8
£
...

...
fi

53
4i
6-6
113

9'3

6'
fi

>5

fi
16
8

14

16

IS
15
16

13-3

101

12
18

23
13

v*
k

I3'3
II 7

18
26

14
33
13
38

sj
&

32 u.

32

33
17
18

12

Expenditure from Public Funds.

«
a

u
a

22

..

17

Attendance.

re

3*6

23’
45

12'
a*
16-5
13'
128
111
ia 2
10-5
117

44
54

io^

I2‘4
6*

4'2

11 3
TS

7’8

65
J

138

9'9
9‘J !

E
jrj
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£
"o
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■cJ
£
fcC *
S g .
”5 9 MJ

fi
« rt
51
8 S

k X 9
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£ 8. A.
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£ 8 <L f
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47 ‘8 9
I 12 8
No
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38 0 0
22-8 60 0 0
13 B

lO^
i8;s

60 0 0
18 0 0
40 7 9

30*1

38 7 8
60 0 0
H'
26-4 60 0 0
No return.
185 49 18 6
$000
17-2 48 0 0
55 0 0
I7‘

85

12
21*9
317
13*
24 2
21*6
I5'3
14*5

305
2=*9

53 9 3
23 0 0
50 0 0
15 O O

65 0 0

19
?d
61
61
60

0
0
17
0
0

0
0
7
0
0

3 & a
3 5 7

0 17

x e 0

s Si
fifi a

e.

2
°
5
6
3

8
27

.... ,

«....

......

9

116 ® 3
J 36 6
14 g 8
........
3319
30 3 3

5 *9

.......

17 14

5 J3
.......

1 18

6

33 17
S 5 9
5 » 5
16
16
24
13

5
17
10
0

64 6 4
47 16 6
86 14 11
29 6 7
fid 5 11
74 3 fi
87 19 2
74 9 8
66 1
146 3
79 a
6a 6
74 3

1
6

5

0
2

33 5 7

16 17

’

^ i7

1
1

0

56 5 3

J3 5

0

.......

.......

I

7311

39 5

4 3 7
** ’

fu8 19 2

4
4

......

46 0
0 19
i 7
318
0 13
z 19

26 2
17 11
47 8

d

35 J9
13 16

......

i/• u'n' un

29 19

£ «. 4
87 17 0
59 1 i
90 13 2

£ ft

.......

2

V' ["a
I la 8
...........
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Total.

0
0
j:
£

9
9 3 7

.......

.......

|

® E
be ^
a =
"
— 3
k ,
5=9
fi ^8 -d

.......
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58 0 0

li 0'
tc 3 o«
flh ^

ff. cl. £ £. d £

a 19 0
0 13 7
I 10 8
102

32 3

Local Contributions

68 16 8
24 16 7
1 18 6
97 ?7 6

13 8 5
79 18 I
78 11 5
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0

1

73 >7 0

APPENDIX E.

APPENDIX E.
Applications for aid to Provisional Schools, received during the year 18/4.

Xatnc of 1‘lacc.

i _5 ^ 6

Girls, j Total.

C.E. I u.c, | Pres j Wefia | CKhfcrfe|

co
oo

4
4
d\

10
2
G

5
" 0
50
4
7
9

10
5

1L
4f
')
7
3

r.

6
2
IG
12

7

5
4

10

16
2i!
G
4
7
4

Total,

C.E

43
24
33

22

It.C. j I'rca.] IV13 | Cltherii1 Total.

'

Mile*
BuiT/ingurry.........
Burwung ..............
Bccchwood ...... .
Bclltrecs ..............
Bellawongarah ...
Bnrebauglo .........
BcttoTvynd .........
Biloela ...................
Bobra ....................
Jlooh^id.................
Broughton Yule
Bos Itidgc .........
Bunnaby .............
Burrawti Plate ...
Cambcdiurru . ....
Camden Unveil...,
Comber.................
Congoln .............
Cooba Creek........ .
Combcroy Koad
Crawford Biver
Unrtbrook, Upper,
Dogtrap Boad ....
Dundee...................
Dungowan.............
Puke’a Springs ...
Blamore ................
Fraukficld............
Gkinnary Creek ..
Gundy .................
Ghnidagm South
Gunn am bene
ITillns Creek...__
Harden................. .
Hazel Bank .. ....
Janugarrah .........

Number of Parents or OunrdLime
undertaking to send Children,

Number of Children promised to ottend.

dumber of Children rosidmj; in the Loculity.

I £

27
15
17
32

12

15
IG

14

26
14
30

53

10
11
0

22

14
13

30
27
30
41
27
54
4f$
32

32

11
10
20
22

3

25
18

S

22
~7
21

t

22
22

21

23

11
12

20
IG

10
12

23
14
30

10

27
25
17

32

17
13
15
24

0
10
16

21
25

8

10
12

33

47

20
20
25
13
15

0
9

22
19

10

22

22
20

3

3

7
19

5
3

IG

5

20
33
23
24

2
10
3
15
17

3

11
7

10
8

0
23

24

io

14
4

2

22

13

18

12

5

34
27
9

4
23
23
23

12

20

10

26
48
50
27

7

3
3

20

12

30

15
27

20

20

6

7

11

17

8

63
3
23

22
7

6

"s

20

10

33

17

4

7

4

4
IG
13

2
3

16
15
16
15

10

8

41
27
54

14

3

20

3
3

2G
48
50
27

2

13

i

18
14
16

10
7
9
14

10
11

12

7
14

38
33
15

16
17

11
22

14
17

8

0
21
11
9

22

10

15

18
13

10
12
0

80

24

29

11
14

6
11
11
13

10

i

11

20

9
19
14

18
32
U
13

43
25
26
32
33
23

5

20

7

8

6
10

11

1
12

10

8

10

3

5
4
5
3

15
9

20

17

12

26
26
29
32

26
34
33

16
16
19

24
5
3

11

10
21

22

20
20
63
26
29
26
24
24

12
11

43
24
33

21

G
19
3

16

20

47
31
25

3
15

27
18

10

18
15

23
24
30
25

6
10
2
10

18
G

12
10
10

20

22

4
19
13
18

10

11
12

20
20
4

14

12

23
24
30
27

43
34
31
32
33
23
27
47
23

26
G

21
10
0

25

32

4
24

20
12

53

22

32

43
34
34
32
33
23
27
47
23

SO
29
29
47
32
25

5
4
5
3

3

22
6

7

11
1

26
26
29
32

ii
... | ...

4

6

4
14

2
2

8
2

22
13
3
3

20
11
10
9
5

8
2
1

4
4

4
5
5

2

1

9

8
G

2
1

4

4
4

3

1

5

13
7

8
8

8
1
8

7
4

4
G
4

12
1
6

7

1
1
1
1

1

1

13
23
7

10
8

8
4
5

1

7
7

1
1

8

4

2
1

8
9

9

20

6

53
26
£9
26
24
24

16

6

2

10

7

3

2
1
1

2
6
2

23
9
9

12
8
11
10
12
11
10
6

7
9

43
25
26
32
33
23

2

i

1

10

4

is

5

2
2
1

26
24
33
30

3

12

i
io
3

3
4

20

23
7

2

2
6

2
2

1

8

3

3

18

13

8
3
7
o
3

6

i

23
i

4
3

Council's Decision.

Total

7

2

27
18

3
3

6

n,c. 1*105. IVOR.

20

22

30
41
3

23
24
30
25
19

21

5

11
26
27
9
13
3
14

io

C.E.

i

12
10
5

11
7

Agreed to.
Under eonsttleralion.
Agreed to.

Jlo.
T)o
Do.
t»o.

_

Under consideration.

31o.
Agreed to.
Under consideration.
Agreed to.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Declined.
Agreed to.
b Do.
Do.
Declined.
Agreed to.
Under consideration.
Declined.
Under consideration.
Agreed to.
Under consideration.
Agreed to.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Declined.
Under consideration.
Agreed to.
B Do.
Declined.
Agreed to.

4

CO

APPENDIX E—continued.
1 §1L

Kehin Q-mvfi
Little Forest.
Hi jura,.........
Manton's Oroet

Creek ............... .
SfouDl-iun View
^filler's

Blount Georjic.........
BlutbiHv .........
Mvall, LTdopi- .......
Nanbuocra River ...

Boy5-

Girls.

Total.

8
11

29
17

17

47
16
30
26
50
27
33
24
33

27
15
27

5

21

3
5

6

8

22
10

25

21

■1

$2
.

1<0SB1.............

Id.

10
5
5
3*
4
7

6
12
10

Rouchel...................
St. Uillior's Broolr
Shark Crciik .

31

..

Sollcrmo
S|)ring Plat .......................
Sfvriinr Crock .....
S|)riDtr Side ..................

Slockj-ard Creek ...................
Sucrarloaf _______ _________
Tooironir .............................. .
Torrens........................................ ..
Tweed «lunction .. ....

Wandnok

ft "c to

4,

Narranffo ...
Palmer’s Onkev Creek ..
Park .............. ;
Portland Hoad.. .
Kuloigli,,
Rob Roy Gullv .........

Six-mile Swamp

18
13
24
13
18
13
14

29

18
Id.
17

38
37
26
28
24
53
r.ft
44
32
52
32

23
9

12

Id.
14.
17
30
13
o
26
ID

Wnverley ................................
"Woolav ................................................
Wolonfrhiiv ................

8

20
8
3

7

IS
26
Id.
15
ll19
"id.

6

14
3
7

12

10
10

do
24
30
lo

22
19

11

20

24
17

50
36

12

~8

13
14
9
17
9
23

8
16

20
2L

1,151

11
11

C.E.

13 C.

~7

30

20

lb

Prep. tVUS.jottirrK Total.

Council’s Decision.
Boys.

10

A/

2
16
16
18
16
17
28

18

Girls,

Total.

8

29

•LJ.

17

47
15
30

(3

5
11

C.E.

2

22

8
18
9

40
25

5

20
22

15

3

12

8
23

28
17
46

1,121

2,272

14
oy

27

26

' * 115

2

11

20
2

16

2

H.

9

4

19

31
24

53
9

2

52
d4
32
52
32

2
5

20
Cw

4

2
15

8

<3

7

10

13

26

916

851

283

157

1

36

12

4

29
17
15
47
13
30
26
26
25
26
17
33
18
23

20
13
26

8

22

19
26
31

19

2

j.<>

17
1C
17

2

10

22
6

30
37
23
31
32

8
18
5

4,

25

Ifl

10

8

50
36

18
20

'20
21

12

30

13
8

20

15
8

3

5

2
12

13

'c

■ ^’ _

10
1
8
1

...

18
9

3

6
24

4

12

*8

22

2

J3

12
10

4

17
3
29
5

33

Pres. IVeB.jotlierf Total.

17
15

13
30

1/

4

33
3
34
17
26

7

B.C.

23

27

9

22

10

6

20
23
18
o

Number of Purents or GuanHams
undertaking to send Children,

Number of Children promised to attend.

15

20

60
3£
5
8

14
26
5

Is

13
28

8

Woodliill.................................
Yass Fiver ...............................

3

6

...

.................................

XumLcrof Children residing in the Locality.

■ill

Kamo of Hsicc.

is

5

1V

28
17
46

23

23

2,243

1,015

906

7

8
f. /

1,921

3
788

7
732

236

7
25
137

26

ii

Tree
2

'YVcs.jOtheTN Ttal

1

8

17
7

10

17
7

1

22

6
9
"a

5

1
1

1

G

5

2

4

8
1
2
1
1

6
10
4
5
5
3
3
1

2
2

3

4
16
4*

13

1
10
2

1

8

1

30

20

3

13
17
46

2
1

1,919

312

20
21

11

•Ck'l.

31
36
25

ll.C.

5

9
4
4
5
16
9
5
4
9

20
4

C.E.

3

10
8
11

1

9

8
6
8
12
11

1

7
3

1
6
1
5

4-

6
1
1
1
1
2

8
7

9
10

6
1

7
13

"4

2
1

1
1

7
37
5
10
20
6
12
23

10
1

7
8

3

10
3
2

3
282

1

102

5
5
3

6

5

11

40

11

747

Agreed to.
J^eelined.
Agreed to.
Do.

Declined.
Do.
Agreed to.
Under consideration.
Agreed to.
Under consideration.
Agreed to.
Do.
Do.
,
Do.
Do.
Under conpidcration.
Agreed to.
Do.
,
Declined.
Do.
Agreed to.
Under consideration.
Agreed to.
Do,
Declined.
.Agreed to.
Do.
Under consideration.
Do.
Agreed to.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Under consideration.
Declined.

21
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APPENDIX F.
AiTEKBAycE of Children nf ihc Hnlf-limc Schools, ns certified by Ihc Locnl Commiftees, for the (Jufirter ending 3Ht Docember, 187^, or for
the last Quarter of thufc year during -wliich the Schools were in operation.
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0
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d
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gl
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ss
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g'C
5*
:4o H.S

afi
a
u
w r
£
O

Ul

£

rt

Kl
O
£

73
e
H

<3

Huntingdon.............................
Jluskisson.................................
Inglfltrond Forest ..................
Jollal .Tellat............................
Terrabat Cully ......................
Johnson’s Creek......................
•Tolm'e Riycr ..........................

Jane's..........................

.lunction Creek ....... ............
Killalee............................. - ■»
KUlawarra .............................
Lanstlown.................................
Larbert............................
Larry*? Foint .........................
Liiuokilns.................................
Long Reach.............................
Lost River..................................
Lnwthrr ..................................
MnUindi .................................
M’Danald Flat ......................
MHntyro's Flat .....................
JfTjoan Hirer, T^oiver ..........
M'Lean River, Upper .........
JlFcringlo ..................................
Mlrrannlo.................................
Mount Italy............ ................
Mullongullf'Dga..... .
...
My filin'.....................................
Myall River, Upper .............
New Bristol.............................
Nubrygyn Crook.....................
Ohrron .....................................
Off Flat.....................................
Oranmeir.................................
Velicaji Creek ..........................
Fower’s Comer .....................
Qnialego ................................
Richlands.................................
Rockvicw................................
Rossnealh ...........................
Sflomarex Creek....................
Saumarc*; Ronds....................
Sherwood................................
PiX’Diile Flat.........................
Pn&phook ...............................
Rparke’s Creek ....................
Kprtnsrfield ............................
Steve King’s riftius . .......... .
Stony Creek............................
Sutton
................................
Tarenttn, Lower....................
TarcultA, Upper.................... .
TarTfigamlah ........................

J5
9
9
S
6
12
4
15
7
G
8
13
8
6
17
20

L3
6
7
5
2
9
8
12

6

a
7
7
3
4
7
7
IG
4
13
lo
J3
11
6
G
IO
IO
7
12
4
9
3
0
6
6
7
TO
lx
IT
4
IO
ifi
11
2
8
IO
R
7
7
4
4
b
8
G
7

4
H
11
10

8
t
7
5
9
10
5
13
13
n
10
7
J7
=6
10
6
11
7
4
8
12
11
18
8
4
S
9
10
7
G
s
8
ri
5
7
12
7
6
8
11
9
3
B
iS
8
6
3
II
9
5
1
9
11
8
4
10
iO
7
8
3
b
9
12
13
5
8
8
10
7
9
5
4

19
i?
6
13
’7
13
25
12
J?
21
26
18
13
31
46
23
12
18
12
6
20
*3
24
16
II
12
12
M
14
13
13
24
15
18
I?
25
18
12
15
17
*9
J3
15
28
12
IS
6
20
15
11
8
19
22
IS
15
14
20
23
19
7
13
17
22
21
12
15
12
14
13
I?
II
12

15
10
2
10
10
q

6

8

2

II
11

6
4

8
4
17
18
14
30
12
3
1
8
3
7
15
*3
17
13
11
9
23
27
23
18
...
I
5
14
18
6
...
3
8
...
H
G
9
13
21
6
16
7
...

...
...
...
3
...
...

8
...
J7
6
4

3
...
3
...
...

...

3
6

5

3
2
iG

V.*
...

...
...

...
...
3
2
...
...
1
...
...

...
4

3
5

...

...
...

6

4
12

...

13

...

...
6
...
...
...

B
...
5
12

5

3
2
7
9
3
5
3
6

3
...
...
...
2
...
12

9
3
11

T
...

10

3

5
11
...
12

...
...
...

12

...
...

2

22
...

5
13
lb
8
4
22

5

4
3
...
...
4

...
...
...

3
...
...

...
...

7

1
...

45
ii-7
13-8
8-3

...
...

-

9
4
...

...

4
6

...
4
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...
...

...
10
18
18
ia

...
...
...

3
9

...

...

...
7

2

3-9
75
37
52
51
4’^
61
7*
43
2
1*5
5'i
98
I0 6
36
9;
8'G
6'9
7'4
■2
5*5
4'
G-l
72

..

...

...

5
4

7*5
74
4'
4‘
83
18
4«
57
37
3‘
4’
3’
G87
6-9
48
IISi
76
4'8
48
7
23
7‘5
S'l
37
G'l
135
G 1

...
...

...
3

8*3
5‘i
2-3

...
...
...
...

5*4
5-8
4‘5
2'
7*i
58
7*1
3 t
6-q
5'3
5'i
2*2
37
6-4
5-S
5'3
lO'I
4’
9'9
7‘4
9-6
75
5*
48

5*5
fi'5
5*3
4*
6 1
3'3
2’l
36

4’/
107
93
91
G7
5*4
13'
13-fi
8*5
48
9'5
6*6
32
7'4
9'5
94
g-i
65
3'5
48
8'8
77
S8
5*3
5’3
6*
JO'I
3*8
48
I0'4
4«
5*1
fi'3
10-

7
4
14
7
9
11
11
13

7
7
4
G
6
11
1
2
s

1
G
1
...

...
...
...

...

1
...

5
..

2
11

15
4
2
2
ir
iG

3
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

5*4
82
7*8
5-6
71
37
51
2*5
7*3
5
6*

...
...

3'4
.vs
6-8

37
3*
8*7
79
48
B
4*1
G9

J5
3

...
4
...

...
...

4'3
8
2*3

5*3
3‘
9*3

9
S
8
6
8
14
11
1
Ii
6

S
6
2
9
12

...
17
1
8
11
20
10
...

15
2 1 10
JO
3
2
1 6
7
11
5 1 3

1

9
*8
...
...
...
...
2

...

l
...
...
...
...

5
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...

...
2

2

3
b
...
2

...
4
... j
... 1

7*i
I2’3
69
1'2
5*
G'8
fi-s
6*4
6*9
4*
3G
3*4
4*4
63
47
4-6

r

17
5*
6?
G'?

6g

7*
4*3
4'2
48
8*4
7*6
10 I
47
3*4
G'l
74
5'i
64
4'2
31

ss
? a «

s

Total.

I
£
13’j] 33
I5‘M 20
20
'i'7
84
25
33
177
in
31
33
9*
13*5
13
36
7*
38
4'9
9-6
11
33
11*4
T4'9
39
34
77
9-2
33
i3'3 33
3*9 2;
icq
34
127
39
IO'
33
27
5*
5*5
43
«S
36
158
20
46
I9'3
40
io*5
13 9 39
19*5
47
12'
0
*5*
33
ri
5*
10'3
31
ii*
33
27
8*4
27
147
q-S
46
14‘4
33
15*4
33
arG
36
12*8
4=
99
23 7
=64
167
20 2
iS*3
IM
5*2
14*5
15-1
lG5

12'2

8-8
99
ir
ii*4
12-2
10 g
10'6
iG-i
14-1
13 7
12 2
20'
1**3
I0-1
II *1
15*4
15*2
9'3
106
13*8
io* |
8-B
5'5
16
12'q
10 8
42
99
137
9*6
ii88
14*
19*3
11-2
5'i
98
IS2
I4’i
16-6
11*6
74
9’i

10-8
9*5
12*7
8*9
77

F.
8
2
4
5
0
10
0
H
0
5
0
8
0
9
0
0
4
0
0
0
10

5
0
4
2
0
0
0
5
0
0
IS
13
10
10
0
0
0
0

5
43 19
27 4
25 0

tl.
9
9
0
0
0
4
0
5
0
0
0
9
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
n
0
0
0
0
0
D
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5
4
0
0
33
33 0 0
10 15 0
36 ° 0
41 10 0
16 5 0
46 0 0
33 0 0
33 if 0
39 0 0
34 0 0
29 5 0
41 io 0
30 0 0
16 10 0
li 0 0
40 0 0
3i 5 3
35 J° 0
3i 5 2
33 6 3
33 0 0
35 = 6
38 5 0
39 0 0
16 10 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
33 0 0
39 10 0
33 0 0
33 0 0
11 0 0
4910 0
46 0 0
13 11 5
=9 S 0
35 2 G
39 0 0
33 13 y
34 10 O
26 11 3
33 s 3
33 0 0
23 12 3
23 12 3
46 0 0
33 0 0
3510 0
30 0 0
34 io 0
8 S 0
41 15 G
33 10 0
34 10 0
34 m D
41 r5 €

E.

£

...........
0 15 1
0 15 1
0 17 4
0 17 2
0 17 11
I iq 0
I 1 5
108
114 1
0 10 9
700
0 19 G
2 13 2
2 11 11
0 13 6
1 5 n
0 IS S
D (5 I
a xB ii
1 3 9
1 3 0
0 x6 6
1 1 5
019 9
0 17 3
35s
0 19 8
3 1 3
1 5 4
0 16 6
0 G q

0 4 5
..........
0 12 5
1 7 5
I92
0 u 10
069
0 12 0
2 II Q
I IB I
I 7 4
104
1 7 3
2 11 11
109
180
0 17 I
a II 8
0 II JO

0 II 10
411

3 1 3
1 1 3
0 13 6
2 12 1
1 IS

3

I

0

9

1

7 5

0 15 5
0 19 4
0 iq 5
0 12

4

O IO

0

9 11 0
J 3 9
1

0

3

0 21 n

0 19

3

076
0 19 7
.0

7 5

2 I 8
2 10 0
0 113
i 6 8
500
0 16 8
650
0 12 0
I 13 4
368
500
3 6 8
3 6 B
3 6 8
7 10 0
3 6 8
5
0
5 10 0
500
7 10 0
650
2 1 8
500
634
500
5 11 6
2 10 0
400
1 13 4
500

......

5

........
.......

........
........

........
......

300
3 IS 0
I 5 0
i 13 4
580
368
S 18 4
368
2 IO
4 0
5 1

O
0
0

0 12 0
500
1 s 0
S 13 fi

5

.... .

13

fi

5 13

6

........

♦..4.4

......

.......
........

.......

........

5 u 0
0 10 0
S I? 6
I 13

7 10
5 IS
0 16
1 5
5 1

4

0

0

8
0
0

......

500

.......

5

4

0

l 2 10 0

........

5 13 6
1 0 10

I

0 10

i II

9

500
S IS 4
3 15 0
...........
0 12 €
500
2 15 0
6 iG ro
G 16 10
500

9 4 9
3 13 'oi

!
I

1 9
4 IS
7 14
5 18
6 Iq
3 2
12 8
13 18
9 3
3 0

.......

... .
. ...

3
fi
3

0
3,
si
6
6
0

6 G I
820
1519 0
3 13 9
5 >9 3
16 12 10
6 19 3
II3C
2 7 0
2 9 6
10 3 0
030
M a 3
io 4 5
600
580
- 7 fi
S
6
28
7
10

0 0

3 15 0

tl.

1 I5 3
560
296

........
......
........

4 3 4

500
111 9
500
0113
500
7 10 0
500
7 10 0
2 10 0
2 15 0
5 12 6
1 13 0
5 0 0
3 0 0
2 1 8
5 IS °
5 13 6
5 0 0

e.

4 17 6
4 5 10
I 12 G
3 10 6
446

3 « 8
3 5 0

2 13 2
I 14 I
2 13 3
I 3 1
0 13 6
..... ...
1 18 4
i 0 q
180

1

£

d.

0

Hayes..........................

b
6
3
n
a
6

5
3
4
4
11
7
7
8
8
12
TO
5
2
2
6
13
18

7
4

9
3
10
...
:S
...
8

4’
107
94
2'9
93
5-S
5‘
7'4
3*7
2'S
6*

^3 ca223

HP c3

0

Clcomori' .................................
Crlcnwilliam.............................
Coodrioli .................................
Cxmdaroo, Upper .................
flundillhn .............................
]lanpin(? Rock.........................
Harold’s Cross..........................

b
9
9
5
S
JO
5
ID
8
6

6
8

16
20
15
8
31
17
14
'9
10
8
10
13
SD
12
12
18
13
22
18
II
5
8
12
21
31
12
20
26

o g;

r--.

Fo.vlmv................................

5
13
3
15
10
s
ir
s

11
0
2
s
lb

0
?!
tP

Is?

cc

1

AcUminfiby ......... ,\.............
An^tralian rarm .............
iBai-k Crwk.........................
Ueegan Reggaa.................
Brlmorc..................................
Ucloon .................................
llonibooWa ........ ................
Urri Creek..............................
nibboitluko..........................
Blnilow................................
Bo-lk) Creek........................ .
BocoanoC............................
Bombay ............................ .
noolatnbaylc .................... .
Boro, T.tvwer........................
Boro, Upper........................
Brookfield............................
Jiiilliulclah ........................
UurrA.....................................
Jiurragatc.............................
Cnrrmra................................
Canv'oola ............................
Oathcart ............ *.............
Charleyong ...........*............
Cobargjo......................... .
Cochrane's Flat................
Colombo ...........................
Colo. Upper .
..............
Culingar Creek ................
Curran’R Creek ................
Curry Flat .......................
Dairy Arm ........................
Delegate............................ .
Dennis1 Flat .........................
Diamond Valley......................
Ikingdlniralone ....................
Purrnn Dmmh .................... .
ICiPsex Hill.................................
Farrhigdon .............................

p5

rt
0
|

a

!■

Contributions

School Fees.

Name of School.

jOCa!

EspemUturc from Public Funds.

Attcudfineo.

Number of Children on Tlolls

IS
14
10
id
3

7
0
I
9
3

3 12 0
3320
015 a
3 11 9
7 16 0
600
6 10 □
4 4 B
I S 0
840
730
730
I 15 0
* 4 3 0
13 ifi 9
5 s 0
G 9 2
5 10 6
II 12 I
6 19 5
8 16 3
10 5 0
780
g 1 io
«5o
6 19 G
549
660
3 10 0
406
419 3
420
6 17 0
1 18 8
7 n 6
7 14 7
220
7 IS 9
..... ..
fi 3 9
829
763
2 12 9
6 2 I
II 7 7
460
12 3 0
G 6 6
1 5
15 5
4 i“
I? l6
14 10
11 9

3
0
6
O
G
0

£

0. d.

41 12 II
30
-5
33
38
35
43
18
52
43
14
41
52
43
42

S
12
is
18
5
6
15
10
18
2
10
I
4
19

9
3
9
10
9
D
II
6
10}
7
11
3
loj
9

44 0
38 14
49 IS
SB 15
48 II
37 9
S'l 16
49 11
32 I
67 1
SO 8
50 6
70 3
37 7
50 *4
IS J3
36 lo
49 12
32 11
48 11
5819
44 0
40 2
52 11
50 ifi

9
0
si
8
5
0
5
9
g
6
9
3
10
s
II
10
S
2
5
2
u
0
3
0
5

SS
42
59
45
Si
13
45
48
19
55
47
44
46

15 9
5 7
14 G
3 5
17 O
13 4
8 fi
8 9
6 8J
0 9
0 li
10 0
18 2

44
34
S3
41
-7
14
51
49
47
42
41
S'
48

13 ’0
I? 10
0 9
10 0
9 9
8 4
9 1
ib 0
14 8
s 3
6 9
4 0
3 8

49
ss
SJ
55
54
44
46
47
43
17
64
ss
=3
35
48
48
2
47
35
33

i
0
14
7
i°
19
9
19
8
7
ii
17
3
8
15
2
2
4
9
is

3
1
8
a
4
6
8
9
9
4
4
0
4
8
9
O
0
II
4
5

43 19 0
4b 11 1
27 15 10
31 5 1
DO 3 I
42 G 0
54 11 7
4013 3
35
;o
62
42

9
2
8
2

3
9
0
1

59 2 10
55 17 4
So ll 11

•5

22

20
APENDJX F—continued.
Number of CliilUrvMt on Kolls,

Hame of School.

G

10
7
8
6

3
12
10

l6
TO
20
16

3

...

3
7
20

12

4

...

1

8
2

3
4

...

5
3

3
10
13
7
12
17
7
7
7
IS
5
IO
8
G
7
8

7
4
2
3
7
TO
22
6

9
21
2t
17
21
28
16
15
14
to
7
13
44
t6

a4-8
5-8
3'5

1-8

5"
7"
C'S
7'9
6-9
84
G'3
6-6
4"2
2;
2*
i 6
3 1
B8
6-

No return.

...

6
11
8
10
9
il
0
8

55
2-8
84
Go

16
iS
9
21
21
15
&

7
1

...

19

10

3
4

...
...

4

3
...
...

4
...

7

4
12
3
7

19
14

51
103
44
6-5
H'3
Si
57
4‘S
99
5'
61
4'
35
47
40

3

4

...
...

9

...

7
...

4
1

6

7

7

7-f>
I3'2

10‘4
6'%
I2'I
iQ 8
123
T3'4
19 7
114

123

fi?

12 6
7’
7 "7
7'f
12*3
io 7

8*6

4"

d.

C
— , i>

"S 5 ^
£

li
£

Tatlinm...........................
Tornboyc .....................
Tonmilli .......................
'To^amba.......................
Trcniion tirange..........
Tuclii Tucki...'.............
Vndorbauk..................
YIcLmio Crook...............
■W’nUftmbji Kiver...........
■\VaodclUi.......................
"Warragubra..................
'W’ftriTii lUvor -........ .
"Wala^on Creek .......................
M hooncy Crook ..........
Wlvuo .........................
"Willow Point ...............
’WhirteLlaina-.*.,............
Wisoman's Ferry .......
Wyudham ...................
’Woodburn ..................
Vclbralth.......................

5 Z ~£
-Ss B

rt

£ fi. (1

o 15
o 13
0 10

4 3 4
1 6 8
634

43 19 5
7 15 10
33 o o
46 2 6

0 10
1 12

33 10

o
6
8

32 15 o
47 o o
11 o 0

1 9
1 5
o 19
t 19

33 0 0
11 o 0
20 2 8
33 0 o

1

39 10

0

17 11
1 4 10

26 it

3

o 19

1
1

0

5

= S 0

.......
........
........

SOa
5 0 0

i
?
‘9
3 12 31

*
CJ
Eft

........

0116
S Q 0
............
5 13 6
5 0 0

0

34 0 o

'0

£ f. d

£ s. d.

.. ...

. ...
........

5Xl6
i 13 4
5 13 6
i 13 4
3 5 0
5 to 0 20
0 10 0
540

........
0

0

Total.

rH

1 c

m

27 xo o
31 jo 4
40 0 10
7 15 10
850

r

si
0
4,

hi

S5
ef -

■Jri* ■-'
rt

§. Ir

bocal Contributions'

Esjicndit-orc from I’ubhc Funds.

^Ucndance.

£ s. d.
2 14 D
500
500
S 3 &

£
2
37
38
51

0 17 0
729
1 10 g
G 10 9
4 19 0
8 13 G
5 0 4
2 5 6
8 14 3
3 ig 9
6 19 0
389

9 14 6
56 12 5
10 18 7
45 4 9
56 I 6
47 3 8
45 9 G
30 6 4
62 5 2
18 12 5
46 13 0
18 i 4
28 17 G
6415 5
4s 7 4
37 11 to

2 17 9
5 7 «
5^6
4 I? 2

........

p.
14
8
10
is

d.
0
4
6
4

APPENDIX Gr.
AmicATloi'S for flic Establisluncnt of Half-Time Schools, received during the Your 187'i.
Varrnts or

Name of IHaec.

3 ? 2
c
s

O

1 6

19

10

29

3

Wiseman's Ferry........................... J 3

&

8

16

s

l 5

15

9

24

11

J -

9

14

23

15

Poolamatong................................... V"

6

17

13

3

Gcgud&rick...................................... J >S

9

4

13

Larlurt ..................................... . - 'l 7

14

5

19

19

...

Lime Kiln Creek .......................... J

IT

5

16

x5

1

2

12

14

8

6

7

8

15

!S

6

15

9

6

5

15

10

5
-

8

7

2

7

9

IS

...

Charloyong

.................................

y

Xtutgiis ...........................................
Xatire Dog Creek

...

1

7
....................... j -

Nubrygyn Creek ...........................

r

71uri Creek ....................................... J 8
Farktvoo.l .......................................

1

...

tVeetangcra .................................
Pelican Creek

...............................

1

7

9
10

o'

7j

...

4

=6

15

£1

18

5

Victoria Crook .............................

)

41

M

12

.................... - .. J 6

11

7

iS

Whoco............................................... ) 6

=5

IJ

38

Council's decision.
'rt
£

3

1

I

8

8

...

2

...

...

2

...

4

...

8

14

JO

-4

11

8

5

5

...

...

5

2

12

9

14

E3

15

...

...

3 j -

9

6

7

13

8

J

3

2

3

1

6

9

4

13

5

4

4

1

4

2

7

T4

5

*9

19

...

4

...

11

5

iG

15

1

3

1

3

IT

T4

S

7

e

15

15

9

6

15

15

...

10

5

15

9

6

...

4

6

10

...

17

9

2G

S

...

4

9

13

13

3

10

13

5

8

14

12

25

14

12

ii

7

Ifi

18

...

H

5

39

...

*9

5

...

...
...

...

...

4

...

...

38

9

30

20

6

7

13

S

5

13

3

10

11

4

15

3

12

Full Timber..,,........ ....................... J 7

7

6

13

...

13

7

5

12

...

12

...

18

63

22

8

”

..
...
...

...

...

2

8

s

!3

8

e

6

3

3

6

...

6

...

3

2

57

7 Under considcra-

6
...

6

[•Agreed to.
5 ;

...
I

2

...

2

6

...

...

...

4

4

2

2

4

4

2

...

4

...

...

4

...

2

4

...

3

61

34

5

^DeclinedJ

6

3 7 Under consider;!f tion.

12

=4

>

4 )
..
> Agreed to.
4 )
G

9

^Agreed to.
J

6 1.
..
> A greed to.
7

7

20

,,
> Agreed io.
J

...

4

...

1,

4 l.
VAgreed to.
4 j

...

...

)

...

...

13

5 210 167 377 174 III

,

^Agreed to.

6

It

169 14*5

E

16

1 7

180 401

V.
c.

39

Wianga .........................................

221

at
JJ

8

fY
Y

O

10

Wmduella .................... .................

...

0

ti
d

8

...

5

3i

£

E
CJ
A
c

*9

4

13

)

15

4

0

e

o£

8

3

9

-

d
*

22

4

6

rt

...

7

ti

8

O

8

8

3

sJ

4

12

Tathain. ...........................................

Tendon Grange

41

•»

"ei
"o
ti

Guardian* iind^rtaklng
to ^ond Childri'ii.

Cliiklren promised to attend.

Children residing in the Locality.

...

3

2

130

K
,
1 Dcrlinud.
J
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APPENDIX H.

Repouts of Inspectors upon Schools in thc^
Albury District.
Armidnle

Brakhvood
Comden
Cumberiand
Goulbum
Alait-land
Mndgeo
Newcastle
Sydney

„
>t
ft

,,
,,

.

„
„
„

ALBTTE.Y DISTRICT.
Ikstectoh's Ghneeax Eepoet

tor

1874

■

I have the honor to submit for the information of the Council of Education this General Report upon
the condition of the Public, Provisional, Half-time, and Certified Denominational Schools in the Albury
District for Iho year 1874'.
j
_
Supply of Schools—T)ur'mg the year Public Schools were brought into operation at Black Range,
Coolae, Eorcst Vale, Mulwala, Tnttalift, and Wilcannia; the necessary arrangoments made for the estab
lishment of Public Schools at Bungowannah, Hopefield, tTindeni, Morebringer, Sandy Creek, and Uraua \
the Public Schools at EusUm and Upper Adolong were re-opened, and Proyisional Schools established at
Booligjil, Coobii Creek, Eerndale, Hillas Creek, and Wandook. Owing to decrease of population the
Provisional Schools at Kimo Reef and Mount Patrick were closed j and, in accordance with the provisions
of section 28 of the Public Schools Act, the certificate of the Church of England School at South Gundagai wns cancelled, on 31st January, 1874
...
.
In reviewing the distribution of schools in this district, and noting tho degree to which they supply
its educational wants, it may be stated that there were but few localities having a population capable of
maintaining an fiverngo daily attendance of fifteen pupils, in which, at the close of the year, a Public or a
Provisional School was not either in operation or being established. Wherever it could be made known
to the people that, the number of children of the school ages (four to fourteen years) was sufficient io
warrant the establishment of a school of either class, they manifested a commendable readiness in fulfil
ling the necessary conditions; and the liberality with which, in most instances, tho local quota of the cost
of school buildings was subscribed may be accepted as practical and satisfactory evidence of the growing
desire for education evinced by the residents of oven the most outlying and isolated portions of the Colony.
Jn numerous instances indeed the subscriptions of the settlers appeared to be largely in excess of their
pecuniary means, and it would be well if, to meet the requirements of newly settled and sparsely popu
lated localities, n larger proportion of the cost of school premises vested in the Council of Education were
defrayed from the public treasury.
t
" With respect to Half-time Schools it haste be reported ihat, notwithstanding their proved useful
ness, they are not popular in this district. Parents think that at best children can bo only half
educated in such schools; it is well nigh impossible to disabuse them upon this point, and they necessarily
take but little interest in their establishment.
,
Organization.—The malerinl state of existing schools admits of favourable report. Substantial
vested buildings have within the rear been erected at Tattulia and Wilcannia ; new premises have been
provided for the Provisional Schools atEerndale, Wagm, and Welarcgang; and considerable improvements
effected in the promises of several Public Schools, chiefly those at Jlenindie, Tumut, and Wogga Wftgga.
Several rural schools, however, arc still unprovided with residenccH.
Ninety per cent, of the schools visited were found duly supplied with the necessary educational
appliances, but many complaints as to the Quality of the material supplied by ihe Council's agent wore
made by the teachers. In a few schools alsofmncli inconvenience resulted from an edition of some of the
school books differing in many details from that previously supplied, having been included in the grants
for 1874. The state of repair, equipment, and general organization of the schools in operation for tho
year may be summarized us follows :—
Good.

Fair,

Tolerable.

4
4

2

9
8
1
2

22

20

10

19
1

Indifferent.

s
4
1

2
10

Discipline,—In my general report for 1872, attention is drawn to the fact that, from returns fur
nished by the tcfiehers, it appeared there were from six to seven hundred children of the schoolages residing
within a reasonable distance of schools aided or maintained by the State, but who were not in attendance
at these schools nor otherwise under instruction. I regret having to report that but little improvement
has taken place in this respect within the past two years.
^
,
p
Prom statistics collected in 1874, it lias been found that the number of children similarly circum
stanced amounts to 670—equal to 15 per cent, of tho aggregate number enrolled for the year in all the
schools of the district. There are no doubt several children included in this number who had been
under instruction in previous years, and others whose absence was due to the want of decent clothing ;
nevertheless, it may be confident.lv asserted that nine-tenths of those included in tho return were absent
because of the indifference, the ignorance, or the cupidity of their parents. Referring to the condition of
such children in a previous report (1871), I gave it as my opinion that the only eflectual way by which
they could be rescued from the state of barbarism in which they were being brought up was by the
enactment of a law making the education of all children residing within a given distance ot established
schools compulsory. Subsequent experience has served only to strengthen my convictions ns to the
necessity for such a measure.
_
p _
But whatever difference may exist as to tho merits of ft compulsory enactment, public opinion must
at the least be unanimous in desiring that no impediments to the progress of primary education be
offered by the existing laws of ihe Colony j and yet it hna to be stated that, what is popularly known as
the residence claw of tho Crown Lands Alienation Act, has indirectly at least interfered with the
instruction of many of the children in country districts. A large proportion of these are conditional
urchascrs, the selections” in many instances being made at considerable distances from their parents'
•

homes
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homes and the nearest schools, with a view to tho protection of “ (jrass rights” or other interests. In
former years this arrangement mode but little difference in tho attendance at rural schools, hut early in
IS?* it was generally bclierccl that the conditions of residence would be enforced more stringently than
heretofore.^ '1'he result was that many children were withdrawn from school that they might bo "on
thoir selections’' when the Surveyor dr other Land Officer visited for inquiry and report.
.
t> w
ttlU3 },r!efl.v referred to tho more prominent impediments to the successful working of the
Public Schools Act, it is pleasing to add that, as regards the pupils enrolled for the year, the degree of
regularity and punctuality noted in former reports has been fullv sustained. This is all tho more gratify
ing, ns owing to the prevalence of juvenilo sickness during the'latter part of the year, tho attendance at
many of the schools in the south-western portion of the district was unusually low.
"Viewed as a whole, the government and moral condition of the schools show progressive improve
ment. The requirements of order, attention, and promptobedience, have been more generally met than in
any former year; complaints of undue or injudicious punishment are rarely heard ; and the every-day
working of the schools is characterized by an absence of corporal punishment.
Instruction. In estimating the pupils'attainments, and appraising the general efficiency of tho
schools, the standard prescribed by the Council has been uniformly applied. A detailed statement®
showing the condition of each school is annexed, and may be summarized as followsIn 19 per cent,
the general proficiency ranged from very fair to good ; in 39 per cent, it was estimated as fair; and in
43 per cent, it fell below the requirements of the standard. Compared with the results of the previous
year, it follows that the percentage of schools in which the requirements of the standard were either
exceeded or fairly met has advanced from 40 to d8 of the total number examined, while the proportion
below the standard lias receded from fiO to 42 per cent, of the whole. The satisfactory measure of pro
gress hero indicated is due partly to the increase in the number of trained teachers employed, and to
the higher results produced in now schools of two and three years' standing ; but obiefly to the diligence
and sustained industry evinced by the teaching staff generally. There may indeed he found a few
apparently indifferent as to the results of their labours so long as they escape official censure, and others
who appear incapable of realizing tho moral responsibilities of their office ; but the number of cither is
too small to seriously diminish the measure of praise and commendation duo to the teachers as a body
for the zeal with which they discharge their very onerous duties.
I would hero point out, that much difficulty was experienced during the past year in filling up
vacancies caused by the removal or resignation of teachers in rural schools. This, no doubt, was in
some measure due to the unattractive surroundings of hush life; but tho chief and primary cause was,
in my opinion the small income generally derived by the teachers, and the want of suitable accom
modation m the way of residence. In 30 per cent, of the Public Schools in this district, the average
rprmC °f thC teac'1(5r js l05S tllan £ 100 l)cr annum; and in the Provisional Schools it does not exceed
£C5 per annum. Having regard to tho high rates of wages or salary ruling in other fields of cmployment and to the corresponding increase in the cost of the necessaries of life, it can scarcely he expected
that the supply of teachers willing and competent to take charge of rural schools will be found equal to
the demand, unless greater inducements in the shape of salary and accommodation can-he offered bv
the Council.
J
Alter a carcfnl review, and due consideration of the data afforded by tho educational circum
stances of this district, I venture to state that a considerable impetus would ho given to the working of
the Public Schools Act, and the realization of its objects would bo greatly expedited, if the adminis
trative powers of the Council were strengthened and sustained by the Legislature in tho directions
here specified, viz.:—

1. By augmenting the annual parliamentary vote for primary education, so ns to provide funds
for the ercction of public school buildings and teachers’ residences where needed.
2. By voting a special sum to supplement the classification salaries of teachers in charge of
rural schools, and
3. By amending the Public Schools Act of ISfiG so as to make the education of all children of
certain ages, and residing within a prescribed distance of any school aided by the state,
compulsory.

EDMUND H. FLANNERY,
Inspector, Albury District.

ANNEX

A.

St’MJLAJiT of Reports upon condition of Public, Provisional, and Half-time Schools, inspected during tho
year 1874.
I.—PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
AdelOXG :—"Visited, 22 nd and 23rd June.
Present at examination

Boys, 57 ; girls, 47; total, 104.

This school ia held temporarily in the hospital buildings. Tho accommodation is very inadequate,
and tho out-buildings insufficient, but the material equipment is otherwise liberal, and the organization
good. 90 per cent, of the children of school ages in the locality, and not in attendance at other schools,
arc enrolled ; the majority are regular, but many are unpunctual. In its remaining features the moral
aspect of the school is pleasing; the instruction is well regulated, aud the teaching thorough. The aver
age proficiency is very fair.
Adeiong Crossiug :—Visited, 26th Moy.
Present at examination

.

Boys, 21; girls, 12; total, 33.

The school buildings are in fair repair, but need painting • a weather-shed is also required; viewed
as a whole, the ormmization is reasonably good, but the grounds have lost tho neat appearance presented
in former years. The attendance is general and fairly punctual, and tho requirements of order and atten
tion ore tolerably met. The average proficiency is moderate. At date of examination the present teacher
had been only four months in charge.
Adiioso, Upper,:—Visited, ISlh June.
Present at examination

Boys, 9 ; girls, 9; total, 18.

The matcriat'state of the school is reasonably good, the supply of working materials adequate, and
tho general appearance of tho premises noat. With one exception, all the children of school ages in tho
the locality are enrolled, and the moral condition is, on the whole, healthy. The average proficiency is
moderate.
Albury (Primary) [—Visited, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th August.
Present at examination :—Boys, 67 ; girls, 52 ; total, 119.
Tho school-buildings arc much in need of repair, otherwise the organization is reasonably good,
and the stock of educational appliances suitable and sufficient. The discipline is healtliy and fairly effec
tive) the instruction is carefully regulated, and the average proficiency ranges from fair to very fair.
Albury

%
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Aiettut (Infants):—Yisited, 5th August.
Present at eiamination :—Boys, G4; girls, 56 j total, 120.

.

Tho gallory accommodation is rather limited for the present attendance, and the interior of school
room needs painting and colouring. In other respects the equipment is complete and the organisation
appropriate. The attendance is general and well sustained ; the order excellent, and'an air of happy con
tentment pervades tho school; measured by the prescribed standard of proficiency, tile pupils’ attainments
average good.
UALBiTtALP :—Visited, 27th October,

Present at examination :—Boys, 31; girls, 31; total, 62.
The schoolhoueo is a weatherboard building, in fair repair, but much too small for the present
attendance. The general organization is tolerable, and the disciplinary arrangements are fairly effective.

The instruction is painstaking, and tho average proficiency approaches fair.
Batlow:—Visited, 17th June.

-

Present at examination :—Boys, 25 ; girls, 20 ; total, do.
Tho schoolhouso is a weatherboard building, m fair repair, but needs painting. Fencing, a
weather.shed, and lavatory are also required. The attendance includes 80 per cent, of the children of
school ages in the locality. Tho discipline is fairly effective, the teaching painstaking, and the average
proficiency fairly satisfactory.

Black Bakge i—Visited, 14th August.
Present ut examination:—Boys, 14; girls, 16 ; total, 30.

This school is held in a small church building recently erected. It is scantily furnished, tho
premises arc unfenced, and the out-buddings incomplete. The general organization is reasonably good,
and the supply of working materials adequate. About sixty-five per cent, of the obildreu of school ages
iu the locality are enrolled; the majority are regular in attendance ; and the requirements of order and
attention are fairly met, For tho time the school has been in operation, tolerable progress has been made
by the pupils generally.
‘
Bowna ;—Visited, 20th August.
Present at eiaminationBoys, 12; girls, 13 ; total, 25.

■

A slab building, in tolerable repair, fairly furnished, and liberally provided with working materials.
Throe-fourths of the children ip tho locality are enrolled, but not more than half of these are regular in
attendance. Tho results of examination indicate a satisfactory degree of progress since last iuspcction,
and the average proficiency approaches fair.
,

Beucedale ;—Visited, 22nd July.

,

^
-

Present at examination :—Boys, 12 ; girls, 11; total, 23.

This school is still held in tho Wesleyan Chapel, a slab building,—scantily furnished, and unpro
vided with ont-offices. Suitable premises are about being built in a more central position. Not more
than half tho children of tho locality ore enrolled ; hut in many instances the absentees were fulfilling tho
conditions of the residence clause of the Crown Bands Alienation Act. The moral condition of tho school
is otherwise healthy, and tho pupils’ attainments may be estimated as tolerable.
Coolac :—Visited, 3rd Juno.
Present at examination :—Boys, 15 j girls, 17 ; total, 32.
_ The schoolhouse is a slab building, roofed with shingles, of rather frail construction, but liberally
furnished, and well organized. About 80 per cent, of the children attend regularly, and tho general
discipline is judicious. Fair proficiency was evinced in the several subjects of instruction.

Dkmliquin i—Visited, 1st and End October.
Present ot the examination :—Boys, 70 ; girls, 39; total, 109.

Tho accommodation is limited, and the ventilation of the schoolhouse defective; otherwise the
general equipment is Complete, and tho whole premises are tastefully kept. About 80 per cent, of
the children in the locality are enrolled, and tho attendance is regular ; the requirements of order aud
attendance are fairly met, and the moral tone of tho school is pleasing. The general proficiency is up
to standard, and fair progress has been made since lost inspection. Tho teacher’s residence needs repair.
Ebwabdstown :—Visited, 27th May.
Present at examination :—Boys, 19; girls, 25 ; total, 44.
_ The schoolhouse is a substantial slab building, amply provided with furniture and working materials.
Fencing, a wentbor-sbed, and lavatory are needed to complete the general equipment. About 70
per cent, of the children in locality are enrolled, but the attendance is irregular. This, in tho absence of
a more reasonable cause, may bo ascribed to tho indifference of the parents. The average proficiency is
moderate, and but little progress has been made since last inspection, more especially in the senior classes.

FuxosrnAEEENTAH:—Visited, 20th July.
Present at examination :—Boys, II; girls, 14; total, 25.
Since lost inspection the teacher’s residence has been completed, and the schoolhouse ceiled.
There is an ample supply of educational appliances, and the whole premises are excellently well kept.

Many of the children formerly in attendance have been recently withdrawn to comply with the provisions
of the residence clause of tho Crown Lands Alienation Act. The moral condition of tho school is good,
the work of instruction is ddigcntly conducted, and the results ore fully up to standard.
Eustoit :—Visited, 30th October.
Present at examination :—Boys, 6 ; girls, 13 ; total, 19.

This school was re-opened in June, 1874, and is now held in premises the property of a member of
the Local Board. There is a tolerable supply of furniture and working materials, and the organization is
as good as circumstances permit. All the children of school ages in the locality are enrolled, tho attendance
is regular, and the general discipline healthy. Fair progress appears to have boon made since the school
came into operation.
Gocrr :—Visited, 12th June.
Present at examination :—Boys, 26 ; girls, 32 ; total, 58.
_ Tho schoolhouse is commodious, in good repair, and well equipped. A teacher’s residence, out
buildings, and fencing are yet needed. 90 per cent, of the children in tho locality are enrolled, tho
ottendnnee is very regular, and the moral tone of the school is healthy. The instruction is duly regulated,
the teaching painstaking, and the average proficiency fair. Substantial progress has been made since last
inspection.
CirrxDAOAI
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CkrjtDASAI:—Visited, 28tli May.

Present at eiamination:—Boys, 25 ; girls, 20; total, 45.
The school buildings are old, but in fair repair; there is an ample supply of educational appliances,
and the general organization is good. Owing to the recent opening of two private schools, one of which
is held in the Boman Catholic church, and under the patronage of the clergyman, the attendance at date
of inspection was comparatively small. The moral tone of the school is healthy, and the results of
instruction are fully up to standard.
Hat :—Yisited, 22nd and 23rd October.
Present at eiamination :—Boys, 48 j girls, 50 ; total, 98.
The school buildings ore commodious, butneed some minor repairs. A weather-shod and additional
accommodation for boarders are also required. The general organization is appropriate, and the premises
present a neat appearance. The attendance has been more than doubled since the present teacher took1
charge, in November, 1873, and is both regular and punctual. Good order obtains, aud the moral condition
of the school is pleasing. AH the prescribed subjects are included in tbe course of instruction, and the
average proficiency ranges from fair to very fair.

Howiotg :—Visited, 18th September.
Present at eiamination:—Boys, 11 ; girls, 19; total, 30.
Tbe schoolhouso is-in good repair, well furnished, and fairly provided with working materials.
The general organization evidences a want of neatness and due care. About GO per cent, of the children
in the locality are enrolled; the discipline is very weak, and tho moral tone of the school low. The
average proficiency is moderate, and little progress has been made since last inspection. The teacher was
removed at the close of the year.
Latx Ai.bert :—Visited, 30th November.
■
Present at eiamination :—Boys, 6; girls, G ; total, 11.
Tho material state of the school is good, and its organization appropriate. Owing to special causes
tho attendance was unusually low on date of visit, but, so far as could be judged from tho conduct and
intelligence of the pupils present, the general management may bo regarded as fairly effective.
Moama :—Visited, 7th October.
Present at eiamination :—Boys, 15 ; girls, 14; total, 29.
This school is held in a wooden building, vested in Trustees for Sunday School purposes ; it is in
poor repair, the premises are unfenced, there are no out-buildings, and the supply of furniture is scanty.
The attendance includes 70 per cent, of the children of school ages iu the locality, and the general
efficiency of the school may be estimated ns moderate. The present teacher has boon only a fortnight in _
charge. An effort has been made to raise, by local subscription, the prescribed portion of the cost of
vested premises, but the amount realised is insufficient.
Misibdie :—Visited, 10th November.
Present at eiamination :—Boys, 13 ; girls, 14 ; total, 27.
A neat and comfortable school-house, fully furnished, and amply provided with working materials.
About 80 per cant, of the children of school ages in the locality are enrolled, and the majority are
regular in attendance. The general discipline savours of harshness, and the results of instruction may be
estimated at tolerable,
Mullenjandra

Visited, 16th December.

Present at eiamination :—Boys, 11 ; girls, 21; total, 32.
The premises are unfenced, the teacher’s residence is s mere make-shift, and the supply of
school furniture is scanty. The general organization is as good as circumstances permit, the government
is judicious and effective, and the average proficiency of the pupils ranges from fair to very fair. 90 per
cent, of children present at eiamination had been promoted since previous visit, and, viewed as a whole,
tbe school, so far as the teacher can ho hold responsible, takes rank among the most useful in the dis
trict. At the close of the year tho teacher was promoted to a more important school.
Mulwala :—Visited, 24th September.
Present at eiamination :—Boys, 12; girls, 13 ; total, 25.
This school is held in the English church, a wooden building in tolerable repair, and fairly
suitable. The attendance includes all the children of the locality, and is passably regular.
Good order
prevails, and the moral condition is otherwise healthy. The teaching ie painstaking, and the results show
a tolerable approach to tho requirements of the standard.
Nahandeha :—Visited, 24th November.
Present at eiamination :—Boys, 20; girls, 11; total, 31.
A suitable and commodious sebooihouse, in good repair and duly equipped, but needs to be more
neatly and carefully kept. About throe-fourths of the children of school ages in locality are enrolled, and
the attendance is reasonably regular ; in other respects the discipline is weak. But little progress has
been made in the several subjects of instruction since last inspection, and the actual proficiency is only
moderate.
Tattaiia :—Visited, 8th October.
Present at examination :—Boys, 17; girls, 12 ; total, 29.
Tho school buildings are new, suitable, and well furnished ; but the premises are unfenced and
unprovided with lavatory and weather-shed. All the children in the locality attend, and the disciplinary
arrangements are passably appropriate; but the instruction is wanting in intelligent method, and
productive of only moderate results.
TnuRCOOHA :—Visited, 13th August.
Present at examination:—Boys, 42 ; girls, 30; total, 72.
Apart from the fact that the grounds are losing tho exceedingly neat and well ordered appearance
presented in former years, the material state and general equipment of the school are all that could be
desired, but the residence needs enlargement. The attendance is general, regular, and punctual; and, in
its remaining features, tho moral aspect of tho school is very pleasing. Alt the prescribed subjects are
included in the course of instruction; the methods of teaching are skilful; and the results satisfactory.
The average proficiency ranges from very fair to good,
Tumut:—
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TninJT :—Visited, 9th and 10th June.
Present at cimnmatiou :—Boys, 60 ; girls, 42 ; total, 102.
Tho schoolhouse is in good repair, fairly furnished, and amply found in the necessary educational
appliances. A weather-shod, lavatory, and residence for ihe teacher arc being built, and when finished the
material equipment of the school will be complete. About 80 per cent, of tho children not in attend
ance at other schools in the locality arc enrolled, and in all its features the moral aspect of the school is
very pleasing. The average proficiency of tho pupils ranges from very fair to good.
Waooa Waoga (Boys) i—Visited, loth and 16th July.
Present at eiamination :—168.
The accommodation is inadequate to the wants of the present attendance, otherwise the organi
zation and general condition of the premises ore nil that could be desired, and the disciplinary arrangements
are judicious and eflective. The work of instruction is conducted with zeal, industry, and intelligence;
in tho upper classes tho course of studies is much higher than the requirements of the standard, and the
average proficiency ranges from very fair in the lower grades, to very good in the senior division,
Vagsa Wagoa (Girls) :—Visited, 13lh and 14th July,
Present at eiamination :—95.
An cicollent schoolroom, amply furnished and fairly organized. In the lower classes the discipline
is comparatively weak, in the higher grades it is effective, aud the average results of instruction may be
estimated ns fair. Geometry is taught to the pupils of the 4lh class, aud the progress made is very
encouraging.
WK-’Tworth :—Visited, 2nd November.
Present at eiamination:—Boys, 21; girls, 20 ; total, 41.
The teacher’s residence needs enlargement, and the material equipment of the premises is defective
as regards fencing and a weather-shed. Owing to the prevalence of measles only half the pupils on rolls
could attend the examination, and of these the majority had suffered from this epidemic within the previous
month. There was nevertheless sufficient evidence as to the pupils' proficiency to show that the skilful
and painstaking teaching noted in previous reports upon tho school is stili maintained.
Wilcannia
Visited, 12th November.
Present at eiamination:—Boys, 17 ; girls, 13 ; total, 30.
*
The premises in which the school is at present conducted are very unsuitable for educational pur
poses, but the necessary buildings are being erected, aud will be ready for occupation in January, 1875.
Owing to this want of accommodation, and the prevalence of juvenile sickness, tho attendance of pupils is
relatively small, including not more than 40 per cent, of the children in the locality. The general dis
cipline is ineffective, and the average proficiency barely moderate.
Wooilaegaaia :—Visited, 16th December.
Present at eiamination :—Boys, 14 ; girls, 15 ; total, 29.
The schoolhouse is a substantial brick building, in good repair, duly furnished, and having a fair
supply of working materials. Nearly all the children of the school ages iu the locality are enrolled, but
many are unpunctual, and tho general discipline is weak. Pair progress has been made in reading and
writing ; as regards the other subjects of instruction the results are less satisfactory, and the mental
powers of the pupils are but partially developed.

II.—PIIO VISION AT, SCHOOLS.
Peundale

■

Visited, 16th June.

Present at examination :—Boys 9 ; girls, 13 ; total, 22.
Out-buildings and fencing have yet to be provided, otherwise the material equipment is reasonably
good. All the children of the locality are enrolled, and attend very regularly; in othor respects the
moral condition of the school is pleasing. Good progress has been made in the more important subjects
of instruction, and tho average proficiency approaches fair.
Kimo Reef:—Visited, 6th June.
Present at eiamination :—Boys, 8; girls, 9 ; total, 17.
The schoolhouso is suitable, well furnished, and neatly kept. The attendance is general, regular,
and fairly punctual; the discipline is firm, and the moral tone of the school pleasing ; the instruction is
productive of moderate results. Owing to the failure of tho principal gold mines in the locality the
attendance foil off considerably; and on 1st September the teacher resigned; since then the school has
not been re-opened.
Lacmalac :—Visited, 11th June.
Present at examination :—Boys, 9; girls, 12 ; total, 21.
_
The schoolhouse is in passable repair, but too small for the ordinary attendance ; the general organi
zation is fair, tho discipline reasonably effective, and the results of instruction eiceed tolerable.
Major’s Plains :—Visited, 16th September.
Present at examination :—Boys, 9 ; girls, 7; total, 16.
The school is fairly found in furniture and working materials, and its organization is passable.
Two-thirds of tho children of school ages in the locality ore enrolled, but tho attendance is fitful aud
unpunctual. The instruction is fairly regulnted_snd product!ve of tolerable results.
Mount Adram :—Visited, 7th December.
Present at examination :—Boys, 2 ; girls, 4; total, 6.
The schoolhouso is iu reasonable repair, fairly furnished, and neatly kept. Owing to the unpopu
larity of tho teacher the attendance for some time has been exceedingly low, and the attainments of the
few present at examination were very limited. The teacher resigned at tho close of the year.
Ten-mile Creek

Visited, 15th December.

Present at examination :—Boys, 8 ; girls, 16 ; total, 24.
The want of more suitable school premises is urgent, and steps are being taken to provide
them. Nearly nil the children of school ages in tho locality are enrolled, and the attendance is fairly
regular. The moral condition of the school is healthy, and the instruction is productive of tolerable
results.
Deana :—
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Ueasa :—Visit,ed, 26th NoTember.
Present at einmination :—Boys, 12 ; girls, 12 ; total, 24.
This school is held in the English church, a wooden building in fair repair but scantily furnished.
The pupils are neat in dress, fairly regular and punctual in attendance, and orderly under instruction.
The teaching is painstaking, and tho are rage proficiency moderate.

Wagka :—Yisited, 18th December.
Present at eiamination :—Boys, 10; girls, 7; total, 17.
A new schoolroom, but scantily furnished and haring a limifed supply of working materials. Tho
organization is indifferent, and evidences negligence or want of taste; the discipline is feeble, and tho
results of instruction show only a very moderate approach to the requirements of the standard.
Waxdook :—Yisited, 16th October.
Present at examination :—Boys, 8; girls, 5 ; total, 13.
The schoolhouse is suitable, in good repair, and fairly furnished ; but ont-buildings have yet to
be provided. The general organization is judicious aud tasteful; tho discipline is good ; and, having
regard to the time the school lias been in operation, the average proficiency of the pupils is fair.
IVaug-Amelia :—Yisited, 19th October.
Present at examination :—Boys, 7; girls, 12; total, 19.
The schoolhouse is in good repair, suitably furnished, and very neatly kept. Nearly all the children
in the localitv are enrolled, but the attendance has, during tho past six months, been very irregular, owing
to many of the pupils being “ free selectors,” and having to fulfil the provisions of the residence cl-anse of
the Lund Act. The moral aspect of the school is pleasing, the instruction painstaking, and the results
range from tolerable to fair. ‘
WoJTAMtA :—Yisited, 19th June.
Present at examination:—Boys, 10 ; girls, 8 ; total, 18.
The schoolhouso is a slab building, in tolerable repair, and passably equipped. Two-thirds of the
children of school age in the locality arc enrolled, and the majority of these attend regularly. The
general discipline is fairly effective, and the teaching is tolerably profitable.

III.—HALF-TIME SCHOOLS.
. Takcutta Lowek :—Visited, 22nd May.
Present at examination:—Boys, 4 ; girls, 6 ; total, 10.
The schoolhouso is commodious and in good repair, suitably furnished and well kept. With one
exception all the children in the locality are enrolled, the discipline is judicious, and the instruction is
marked by fair practical skill. A very fair degree of progress has been made since last inspection,
Taecutta, Uteer :—Visited, 21st May.
Present at examination:—Boys, 8; girls, 4; total, 12,
Tho schoolroom is a mere hut, very poorly furnished, but well provided with working materials.
Nearly all the children in the locality are enrolled, and attend regularly. Tho teaching is skilful, and
tho results are fairly up to standard.
EDMUND H. FLANNERY,
Inspector, Albury District.

AEMIDALE DISTRICT.
Inspector’s General Report for the year 1874.
DnRrsa the year, twenty (20) new schools have been established in this district, viz,, five (5) Public,
thirteen (13) Provisional, and two (2) Half-Time ; and one hundred and three (103) schools and
departments have been in operation for the whole, or part, of the year. Seventy-three (73) of these
schools have been working for tho whole period; and sixty-four (64) full inspections have been made..
All portions of the district—the Tweed River excepted—have been visited ; and careful inquiry
has been made of teachers and others, with the view of ascertaining localities where no means of education
were provided. As the result of my observations and inquiries, I may state that, except in the case of
South Grafton, no largo centre of population is to be found unprovided with a school; but in this instance,
active measures are now being taken to remedy the want. The railway extension beyond Murrurundi
will probably necessitate the establishment of some small schools in various parts along the line, and steps
have already been taken for tbe establishment of a Public School at Doughboy Hollow, whore some fifty
children of railway workmen and others are to be found. The principal localities in tho other portions
of the district where Provisional or Half-Time Schools are, or may he, required are :—

Coast District:
'

North Creek
Etonswill
Tweed River Junction.
Table Land:

Duval
Chandler
Moore Creek
Moonbi.

Oban
Duncan’s Creek
Brian’s Gap
Salisbury
Mancy’s Creek
Plains:

Attunga
Stanborough
Currabubula
Table Top
Middle Creek
Rob Roy Gully
Kimberley
Abingdon.
The above localities contain an available school population varying from fifteen to thirty children,
.and will in most instances require the personal visit of an Inspector before the establishment of schools
may be expected. Scattered among the numerous pastoral areas of the district, and on remote " free
selections,” are to bo found groups of children outside the reach of the provisions of tho Public Schools
Act, and for whose ease it appears almost impossible to legislate, unless by a liberal extension of the
system of itinerant teaching. In a few instances, very few unfortunately, the children of the station
hands receive instruction with those of the squatter.; but by far tho greater number are, without doubt,
growing up in the most utter ignorance.
The
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the grosa enrolment of pupils in the district for tho year was G.SOfi ; for 1S73 it was G,18G, showing
an increase for the past year of 620. A proportionate increase in the average daily attendance is also
observable. These facts afford some ground for satisfaction, as indicating an increased appreciation of the
advantages of education; but there still remains an amount of indifference in the minds of parents, the
ill effects of which it appears impossible to overcome but by enforcing the school attendance of their
children. From information carefully collated by teachers, it is found that there are in the Aruhdale
District nearly 3,000 children of the prescribed school ngc, and living within reasonable access of tho
Council's schools, who do not attend thereat. At the most, some 500 of these may receive private
instruction ; the remainder, as far as their parents are concerned, are growing up in the most wilful and
culpable ignorance ; and the influence of so unhealthy a leaven on the future of the Colony is anything
but encouraging to contemplate. "While this state of things points directly to the necessity for com
pulsory education, it seems to me desirable, in the cve.nt of such a consummation, that the number of days
flied for school attendance should be so high as not to appear to give official sanction to a less degree of
regularity than is secured at present.
‘
During the past year new vested Public School buildings have been completed at Barraba, Cowpcr,
G-untlurimbn, and Kiuchela Creek; Provisional School buildings at Camden Haven, Dungowun, and
Quirindi Creek; and Half-time schoolhouses, though of an inferior description, at Pelican Creek and
Tathum. Important repairs and additions have also been mode to the following Public School premises:—
Alumny Creek, Coraki, Grafton, Kelly’s Plains, Kainbow Reach, Rocky Mouth, TJlmarra, and Violet Dale.
Speaking generally, tho condition of the schools of the district, ns regards the character of the buildings,
state oi repair, and accommodation afforded, may be thus estimated ;—Public Schools, fair to very fair;
Provisional and Half-time Schools, moderate to tolerable ; Denominational Schools, tolerable. As a rule,
the various classes of schools arc fairly equipped, and reasonable care and economy are exercised in the
uso of the materials supplied.
In thoir educational aspect the condition of the schools inspected may be regarded as tolerably
satisfactory, and improved results of the teaching aro perceptible. Sixty-four schools were examined ;
and of these, eighteen exceeded the requirements of the “ Standard,” thirty-five/eli lelow, and eleven
'met those requirements. The remarks made in my last report on the character of the government of
schools apply with equal force now :—“ While in very many schools the discipline to which tho children are
subjected is of a healthy character and secures much that, is highly important as regards their moral
training, it is to he regretted that in comparatively few instances is the order really good. School drill—
one of the most effective aids to discipline—is either neglected or not understood, and the marching and
various simultaneous class movements arc not performed with the necessary nnifonnity, quietness, and
precision,’^ There are fortunately but few teachers against whom even the suspicion.of indolence can bo
raised, while very many have shown themselves earnest and industrious in a large degree ; but thesuccess
of their teaching is, in the majority of cases, by no means commensurate with the labour bestowed. TTntil
teachers mate it their primary aim to secure thorough order aud aciioe, intelligent attention on tho part
of the pupils, their instruction will, to a greater or less extent, bo wasted.
_ The experience of the past year strengthens the favourable opinion of the teachers expressed in my
previous report; and it is gratifying to note the comparatively large measure of success that has attended
the examination of those liable under Article 37 of the Regulations, and of others who voluntarily sub
mitted to examination. During the year 1873, of 21 examinees, only 4 succeeded in obtaining promotion,
while 17 failed. During the past year, of 30 teachers examined, 17 passed for a higher classification, and
13 failed. Thus, in 1873, only nineteen per cent, of the number examined were promoted, while in 1874
fifty-seven per cent, succeeded. All the pupil-teachers examined gained promotion.
In a few instances the character of the local supervision has improved, but in no case is it as
thorough as is desirable. Very fair provision is made for effecting necessary repairs and additions to the
school premises, but beyond this little is done. The most efficient Beards i’u the district are those of the
Public Schools at Alumny Creek, Eureka, Swan Creek, Ulmarra, and Urnlk.
Reviewing the foregoing remarks, there is ground for satisfaction as regards the extension of the
means of education effected; the improved efficiency of tfie schools ; the generally good character of the
teachers and their efforts for" self-improvement, as manifested in the comparatively successful examinations
passed. On the other hand, it is to be regretted that, owing to the ignorance, persistent selfishness, and
indifference of a large number of parents, not more than two-thirds of the available school population of
the district receive the advantages of an education placed within their reach. Compulsion may be
desirable j but in the meantime much good would be accomplished were tho various School Boards and
Committees diligently and earnestly to perform the duties assigned them,
’
J. D. BRADLEY,
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Inspector of Schools,
Armidale District.

ARMEDALE DISTRICT.
SuioiAEr of Reports upon Public, Provisional, and Half-Time Schools, examined during the year 1874.

I—PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
Aldayilla (P.—V.) :—Regular inspection, 5th August.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 37 ; girls, 21; total, 58.
Numbers present:—Boys, 32 ; girls, 20 ; total, 52.
1. No improvement in the material condition of the premises has been effected since last inspection.
The schoolroom is much too small for the attendance, and the organization and order are necessarily
defective. There is a very fair stock of all requisite working appliances.
2. Tho attendance is, on the
whole, regular and punctual; and, making allowance for tho crowded state of the schoolroom, the effects
of the discipline may be regarded as very fair. Drill requires greater attention. 3. An improved classifi
cation has boon made during the year. The methods, as far as observed, appear suitable ; but the teach
ing is not penetrative, from the absence of thorough recapitulation and examination. The average pro
ficiency of the pupils exceeds tolerable.
Alumny Cbexk (P.—V.) :—Regular inspection, 16th October.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 2fi ; girls, 17; total, 43.
Numbers present:—Boys, 23 ; girls, 13 ; total, 36.
1. Since last inspection, the playground has been fenced in, and a garden has been formed by
tho teacher. The buildings are in good condition and neatly kept, and the stock of books and apparatus
is ample and in very fair preservation. Asa whole, the organization maybe considered good. 2. The
attendance has improved of late, and is marked by a very fair degree of regularity and punctuality. The
discipline is effective, and tho order and moral tone good. 3. The course of instruction is complete and
well regulated, tho methods of very fair quality and intelligently applied, and the teaching
apparently earnest and onergetie. The pupils are very attentive under examination, and, except in 3rd
class, work with fair spirit. Their average proficiency is from fair to eery fair,
Ballina
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BATXTyi (P.—V.):—Regular inspection, 3rd November.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 27; girls, 25 ; total, 52.
Numbers present;—Boys, 26 ; girls, 21; total, 47.
1. The premises generally are in very fair condition, but the desks need fastening securely to the
lloor. There is a sufficiency of all necessary working appliances, and, otherwise, the organisation is fair.
2. The attendance is in general regular, but many of tbe pupils are unpunctual. The discipline and
order, though still defective, have improved since last inspection, and now rate at fair. 3. The teaching
has proved more successful than formerly, and greater mental activity is displayed by the pupils. The
average proficiency is tolerable to fair.
Biliengee (P,—Y.);—General inspection, 25th August.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 27 ; girls, 24 ; total, 51.
Numbers present;—Boys, 22 ; girls, 20; total, 42.
1. Tho premises generally are in very fair condition and carefully kept, but the schoolroom is
much too small. There is a sufficiency of working appliances, and, in other respects, the material part of
the organization is satisfactory. 2. The pupils, as a whole, are punctual; but only about 60 per cent,
of the number enrolled are regular in their attendance, owing, in a great measure, to the bad state of the
roads and river crossings. The other features of the discipline are creditable, the government being
firm and the moral tone good. 3. Tho course of instruction is complete, and regulated with very fair
judgment. The classification of the pupils, however, is too minute.
The methods, as far as observed,
are of fair quality; aud the teaching appears to have been marked by reasonable Zealand energy. The
pupils arc attentive under examination, and give evidence of fair mental training.
The average pro
ficiency is tolerable to fair.
Be MORE Ritee (P.—Y.) :—Regular inspection, 13 th August.
Numbers enrolled ;—Boys, 35 ; girls, 25 ; total, 60.
Numbers present:—Boys, 31; girls, 22 ; total, 53.
1. A few repairs of a minor character are needed; but, generally speaking, the premises aro in
very fair condition and neatly kept. There is a good supply of furniture and apparatus, and otherwise tho
organization is satisfactory. 2. The attendance is good for the locality, and very fair regularity and
punctuality are secured. The government is judicious, and tho order and moral tone rate from very fair
to good. 3. The conrsc of instruction is complete and fairly regulated, and the classification tolerably
judicious. In some subjects, however, the teaching has been too discursive; and, as a rule, tho mental
training of the pupils has not received a proper degree of attention. The average proficiency exceeds
tolerable.
'
Bendemeuii (P.—Y.) General inspection, 28th April.
Numbers enrolled :—Boos, 26 ; girls, 17; total, 43.
Numbers present:—Boys, 24; girls, 13 ; total, 37
1. Tbe schoolhouse and residence aro in very fair repair, but tho fences are broken down in places,
and the closets dilapidated and too much exposed. The schoolroom is too small, and its shape prevents
an advantageous arrangement of tho furniture. There is a fair stock of apparatus, but an additional
supply of books is needed. 2. Under the present teacher the attendance lias increased, and is now
permanently above thirty, and the degree of regularity and punctuality appear to be very fair. School
drill is not properly carried out, but the other disciplinary arrangements are satisfactory aud secure a
healthy moral tone. 3. Except that needlework is not taught, the course of instruction is complete, and
the documents regulating it are fairly appropriate. The teaching appears energetic and painstaking, and
the methods are of fair quality. The average proficiency is tolerable.

Bendimeeb (P.—Y.);—Regular inspection, 17th September.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 24; girls, 15 ; total, 39.
Numbers present;—Boys, 18 ; girls, 12 ; total, 30.
1. The material condition and organization remain the same as reported above. A want of neat
ness is observable in the preparation of the lesson documents. The general proficiency of tho pupils has
improved, and now approaches fair.
Botviiijra Alley Point (P.—Y.) :—Regular inspection, 5th May.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 32 ; girls, 36; total, 68.
Numbers present:—Boys, 17 ; girls, 24; total, 41,
1. The general condition of the premises ia good, and the internal equipment of the school complete.
The organization is satisfactory. 2. The attendance is decreasing, owing to the withdrawal of families
consequent upon the altered prospects of the mines; but, of the number enrolled, a very fair percentage
attend regularly and are punctual. Sensible improvement in the discipline is perceptible, and tho moral
tone of tho school is now good. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught, and the lesson documents are
compiled with very fair judgment. The methods aro of fair merit, aud tho teaching appears painstaking ;
but the instruction in grammar, arithmetic, and object lessons has not boon penetrative. The pupils
are very attentive under examination and show reasonable self-roliaaee—the more satisfactory results being
produced in tho 1st class. The average proficiency is nearly fair.
Bunimrra (P.—V.)General inspection, 12th March.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 18; girls, 25 ; total, 43.

Numbers present;—Boys, 13; girls, 18; total, 31.
1. The premises are suitable and iu good repair; and the school is well supplied with furniture,
apparatus, and books. The general organization is very fair. 2. The attendance has fluctuated very
much of lute, but is now steadier and slowly improving. The discipline appears healthy and effective, but
the introduction of drill is desirable, 3. The course of instruction is complete and very fairly regulated,
and tiie teaching seems marked by care and industry and fair skill, The average proficiency of the pupils
exceeds fair.
Casino (P-—Y.) ;—Regular inspection, 12th November.
Numbers enrolled;—Boys, 31; girls, 30 ; total, 61,
Numbers present:—Boys, 15 ; girls, 21; total, 36.
1. Since last inspection no alteration but for tbe worse has taken place in the material condition of
the premises; and, unless immediate repairs aro effected, they will be absolutely unfit for occupation.
There is a full supply of furniture, apparatus, and books; otherwise the organization is moderate. 2. Tho
attendance is low for the locality, but those enrolled attend with fair regularity. The discipline appears to
have improved somewhat, but the order is still very defective, and tho various movements are conducted
in a loose and irregular manner. 3. Singing is not taught, but otherwise the prescribed course is followed.
The teaching, as far as observed, and judged by results, is mechanical, and does little to develop the
mental faculties of the pupils. Jn most subjects where real teaching is required the results are far from
satisfactory. Under examination the pupils yield a passive attention, but are indisposed to work j and in
the 3rd class the answering on the subject matter of the reading lesson betrays the most lamentable
ignorance. Tbe results in arithmetic throughout the school are but little better. The average proficiency
is moderate.
Chatsworth
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(P.—V.):—Bflgular inspection, 3rd December.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 35 ; girls, 36 ; total, 71.
Numbers present:—Boys, 26 ; girls, 29; total, 55.
1. Tbe buildings nre in very lair repair, but need painting, and water-tanks are required. The
stock of working appliances is ample, and tho general organization very fair. 2. A steady attendance ia
maintained, and, as a rule, the pupils are regular and punctual. Tho minutim of order do not receive
sudicient attention, but iu the main points there is little room for complaint, and tbe moral tone of the
school is good. 3. The course of instruction is complete and properly regulated, the classification correct,
and the teaching marked by industry and fair skill. In the 1st class the results are not satisfactory in
reading and arithmetic; and, in all the classes, Indistinct enunciation prevails. The average proficiency
approaches fair.
Chatswoeth Isiand

Cobaki (P.—Y.):—Q-encral inspection, 6th November.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 20 ; girls, 26 ; total, 46.

Numbers present:—Boys, 19 ; girls, 20; total, 39.
1. The schoolroom is new, commodious, and suitable; and the supply of furniture, apparatus, and
books adequate, and, generally' speaking, in good condition. The organization is good. 2. Tho attendance
has increased since last inspection, and is satisfactorily regular and punctual. The government is firm
and consistent, aud the order and moral tone are good. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught, and
the classification of the pupils and compilation of thclesson documentsare judiciously made. The teaching
is energetic, and the methods, as far as noted, are af very fair quality. The pupils yield a steady attention
under examination, and show fair mental training. The average proficiency exceeds/air.
CotVTBR (P.—Y.)General inspection, 26th November.

Numbers enrolled ;—Boys, 36 j girls, 30 ; total, 66.
Numbers present:—Boys, 20 ; girls, 17 ; total, 37.

1. The buildings are new and fairly commodious. The schoolroom is suitably furnished, and its
equipment otherwise leaves litUo to he desired. 2. The attendance is very fairly eotisfaetory as regards
numbers, regularity, and punctuality. The discipline is salutary, but greater vigilance is necessary in the
supervision of the pupils. The moral touo of the school is very fair. 3. Singing and needlework are not
taught; in other respects the course of instruction is in accordance with the Council’s requirements. The
methods, as far as observed, are of fair quality ; and, for the time the school has been iu operation, tho
results of the teaching aro reasonably good. The average proficiency approaches fair.
Eueoka (P.—Y. j:—Regular inspection, 3rd August.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 22 ; girls, 26 ; total, 48.
Numbers present :—Boys, 20; girls, 24; tolal, 44.
1. Tho promises generally are in good condition and neatly kept. There is a full supply of all
requisites, and otherwise the organization is satisfactory- 2. About seven-eighths of the pupils enrolled
attend regularly, and the degree of punctuality secured is very good. The discipline is mild hut firm and
consistent, and the moral tone good. 3. The classification of the pupils and other teaching arrangements
are judiciously made, and the methods arc in general appropriate, and marked by earnestness and industry
in thoir application. Under examination, the attention of tho pupils is well sustained, and in other
respects there is evidence of very fair mental training. The average proficiency rates from fair to very

fair.
pEEXMOUNT (P.—Y.) :—General inspection, 24th August.
N umbers enrolled :—Boys, 21; girls, 32 ; total, 53.

Numbers present':—Boys, 16 ; girls, 23 ; total, 39.
1. Both schoolhouso and teacher's residence arc neat and substantial buildings, and in good repair.
Except that another group of desks and some diagrams nre needed, the material equipment is good.
2. About three-fifths of the numbers enrolled attend regularly, aud very fair punctuality is secured. The
order is very fair on the whole, and the pupils nre quiet, obedient, and respectful, but they arc not made
to work with sufficient animation and energy. 3. Singing and needlework are not taught; otherwise, tho
course of instruction is complete. The programmes and time-table arc fairly arranged, but the methods
are of but moderate suitability and efficacy. The average proficiency of the pupils rates at moderate to

tolerable.
Grafton (P.—Primary—Y.):—Regular inspection, 2nd, 5th, Gth, and 13th October.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 143; girls, 97; total, 240.
Numbers present:—Boys, 98; girls, 74 ; total, 172.
1. Since last inspection tho playground has been fenced in, tho back playground subdivided, and
the space in front of the teacher's residence enclosed and formed into a neat garden. A large weathershed has also been erected and partitioned off for the separate use of the boys and girls ; shrubs and trees
have been planted in the grounds, which will in timo improve the appearance of tho promises very con
siderably, and afford shade and shelter from the sun and wind. Except that the wood-work needs
re-painting, and that a few minor repairs are required, the material condition of the school is very good.
For tho present attendance, however, the accommodation is insufficient. The stock of hooks is at present
barely adequate, but in other respects the supply of working appliances is ample. 2, The attendance bos
steadily increased and is marked by very fair regularity, but many' of the pupils aro unpunctual. Drill is
rather loosely performed, and tho various points of order dependent thereon are defective ; as a whole the
discipline appears to have retrograded sinco Inst inspection. 3. The course of instruction is complete and
well regulated, the classification is in general correct, and the lesson documents are carefully and judi
ciously compiled. Tho teaching is marked by very fair energy, and, as for ns noted, the methods nre suit
able and fairly applied. The degree of attention shown by the pupils when under instruction is not as
satisfactory as it should he, and in many instances a distaste for work is shown. The general proficiency
exceeds fair.
Grafton (P.—Infants)

:—Regular inspection, 1st October,
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 78 ; girls, 89; total, 167.
N umbers present:—Boys, 58 ; girls, 59; total, 117.

The playground has been fenced in and a weather-shed provided since last inspection. Tho
material condition and organization of the school are now very good. 2. The remarks made on Ihe primary
department in reference to regularity and punctuality apply here. The.discipline needs to be more vigor
ous, and greater vigilance should he exorcised in the supervision of the children to prevent whispering and
other disorderly practices now prevalent. 3. All the subjects prescribed for iufont schools arc taught, and
tho classification is judicious. The lesson dooumente ure framed with fair skill, and appear to bo duly
observed. The tcaeliing is animated and energetic, and with » more perfect discipline would produce
very satisfactory results. Tho average attainments, however, arc only fair, aud the degree of mental
training tolerable.
GrcfnuBiiirBA
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(P.—V.) General inspection, 9th 2vToTernbcr.
'
NnnTbers enrolled
Boys, 27 ; girls, 28 ; total, 55.
Ji umbers presentBoys, 18 : girls, 21; total, 39.
are new, but too small both as regards the schoolroom and teacher's residence.
Anere is a lull supply of apparatus and boohs, but tho furniture is insulllcient for the accommodation of the
pupus ; the general organization, otherwise, is fair, 2. A Tory fair attendance of pupils is secured, and
the degree of regukrity and punctuality is also satisfactory. The discipline is fairly effective, but school
anil is not practised. 3. All tbe prescribed subjects but singing arc taught, and the lesson documents aro
compiled with neatness and tolerable judgment. The teaching seems assiduous, but the pupils are not
subjected to searching examination, nor are they compelled to exert themselves suOlcieutlT. The averufre
proficiency approaches tolerable.
b
Q-ttsdueimba

Ietbeeul (P.—Y.):—General inspection, 17th and 18th March.

Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 65 ; girls, 85 ; total, 150.
Numbers presentBoys, 47 ; girls, 60 ; total, 107.
.
Jhc Premises generally are in very fair repair and carefully kept, but the schoolroom is much
too small tor either present or prospective requirements ; steps are being taken, however, to raise funds
tor the erection oi a larger building. There is an ample supply of furniture and apparatus, as far as tho
™ t“.B schoolroom extends, but insufficient for the comfortable accommodation of the children
and the effective working of the school. The stock of books is at present low. 2. The attendance of the
ft1 . 1S 'J. . I11 y satisfactory, but the river and bad roads arc hindrances to regularity and punctuality
that mav fairly be taken into account. The children arc clean in appearance, well behaved, and in very fair
order. Drill is understood by the assistant teacher, but hitherto has not received sufficient attention.
3 Ihe course of instruction is complete and very fairly regulated. The absence of a *th class, in view
ot the importance of the school and tbe teaching staff, is not a creditable feature. As far as observed, the
13 ener®0*'le'
nrnkbods rate at about very lair. The general proficiency, however, is barely
Euliy’s Potms (P.—Y.):—Regular inspection, 11th June,

-

Numbers enrolled :~Boys, 18 ; girls, 19 ; total, 37.
Numbers presentBoys, 16 j girls, 18 ; tolal, 3't.
1. Since last inspection the playground—about 11 acres—has been fenced in, and a bell provided.

Ihe material condition of the premises in alt essential points may now be considered good There is a
good supply of working materials, and otlierwiso the organization is satisfactory. 2. Seventy-three per
cent of the pupils enrolled attend regularly, and about 90 per cent, are punctual; but, from no fault
ot the teacher as far as I can ascertain, about one-third of the children in the locality, of the school age,
do not attend. The government is mild, but characterised by greater firmness than formerly, and the
order and general tone of the school are good. 3. Needlework is not taught, otherwise tho course of
instruction is complete} and the documents regulating it are carefully compiled and duly observed. The
h methods arc of fair merit and applied with zeal and industry 5 und the results show that considerable
improvement has been effected since last inspection. The average proficiency rates atfair to very fair.
Eejifsey (F.—V.) :—Regular inspection, 28th and 31st July.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 29 ; girls, 35 ; total, Gi.
Numbers present :—Boys, 28 ; girls, 35 ; total, 63.
n.
1’
promises generally are in very fair condition, and afford evidence of care and neatness on
tbe part Of the teacher. There is an adequate supply of working materials, aud generally speakhm tho
organization is otherwise good. 2. The attendance is steady, and marked by very- fair regularity’aud
punctuality In other respects the results of the discipline are, as a whole, satisfactory, and tho moral
tone is good. 3. J he coureo of instruction is complete, and regulated with very fair'judgment The
classification however is low, and the attainments of the pupils and length of time spent iu the several
classes call lor very general promotion, The methods seem appropriate in the main, and the teaching is
marked by earnestness aud careful industry, The average proficiency is fair to very fair.

Iismobe (P.—Y.) :—Regular inspection, 28th October.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 27 : girls, 12 ; total, 39.
Numbers presentBoys, 22; girls, 10; total, 32.
,, ■*" ,^le
condition of the premises remains the same as reported at the last inspection. A
wcather-shed and lavatory arc much needed. Tho school is well found iu all necessary working appliances
and Otherwise the organization is fair. 2. Owing to the unpopularity of the teacher and other causes, not
ore than half the children of the school age in the locality arc enrolled; and a private school, started
some time-back, receives as large a share of patronage as the Public School. The discipline appears fair,
and the pupils are in genera quiet and obedient; but the various class movements nre performed without
the necessary uniformity and precision. 3. The instruction is regulated by the usual documents. The
teaching is I believe, painstaking, but to a great extent mechanical. Tho intelligence of the pupils is not
sutoeiently trained, and m the more important subjects the results are far from satisfactory. Some of the
pupils m 3rd class are altogether unfit for it. The average proficiency is a little above moderate.
Nukdly (P,—V.) ;—Regular inspection, Gth May.

Numbers enrolled i—Boys, 42 ; girls, 33; total, 76.
1
Numbers present:—Boys, 25 ; girls, 27 ; total, 52.
1. Ihe buildings are in general in good condition and carefully kept, but need spouting.

There is
a good supply of oil necessary working appliances, and otherwise tho organization, as effected by the
teacher, is satisfactory. 2. Ihe attendance, which on account of rain was lower than usual on the day of
examination, is good for the place, and marked by regularity and punctuality. The discipline is judicious,
and the moral tone very satisfactory. 3. Tho course of instruction is complete and well regulated, and
the methods as a whole are of very lair merit. The teaching is earnest, painstaking, and effective. The
pupt s are attentive and self-rehant under examination ; and their proficiency in reading and grammar is
equal to that of any school in the district; indeed the success with which the former subject has been
taught deserves special commendation. The average proficiency of tho pupils approaches very fair.
Poet Macquarie (P.—V.j :—General inspection, 8th and 9th July.
Numbers enrolled;—Boys, 50; girls, 38; total, 88.
1
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.... Numbers presentBoys, 50; girls, 38; total, 88.

of oof
J’ ^ general in good condition, hut tho kitchen and out-offices are in need
fo ilo
vher rcPalrJs-, -[lle fencing, also, is very dilapidated. The school is well found in all
Ktton In
and tI,e1‘?r?amzation otherwise is good. 2. About 80 per cent, of tho school populahon m the district are em-olletl, and of these, about the same percentage are regular attendants. The
{’ '[ ! , J;'1. ,1',to bf Punctual, and tho order and moral tone are good. 3. AH the prescribed subjects are
taught, but the classification at present is very defective. The lesson documents arc, in general,
suitable, but a more jurhciqiis arrangement of the oral lessons is necessary. The methods, as far as
thcpupHsexceeds/ffir"10111, a”d ^teachillg Beeras vi601'f']3 and earnest.- The average proficiency of
.^^'rT1'0^ S0I“e
Pn°r to the examination, the management of the school has devolved on
tne assistant teacher, to whom credit is largely due for tho present general condition and results.
Rainbow
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Rainbow Reach (P.—V.}General inspection, 12th August.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 29 ; girls, 41; total, 70.
Numbers present:—Boys, 14; girls, 1.7 ; total, 31.
1, Since last inspection the playground has been cleared and partially fenced, and the premises
present a much more inviting appearance than formerly. Except as regards First Books, the stock of
working appliances is sufficient and in very fair condition ; otherwise, the organization is tolerably
satisfactory. 2. Under the present teacher the attend.inoe has almost doubled, and ordinarily a very fair
percentage of the pupils are regular. Sickness, however, has made a temporary diminution in the
numbers. The order, though still imperfect, shows very sensible improvement on the state nf things
that obtained under tho former teacher; and drill has been introduced with fair results. 3. Nominally,
all the prescribed subjects are taught. The lesson documents aro tolerably suitable, and appear to have
been observed. The methods, iu themselves, are not of much account, but there is probability of
improvement. Tbe average proficiency7 of the pupils reaches tolerable nearly.
Rocky Mouth (P.—V.j:—General inspection, 2nd December,
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 37; girls, 3G ; total, 73.
Numbers presentBoys, 26 ; girls, 23 ; total, 49.
1. A new schoolhouse has been erected since last inspection. The furniture, however, is insufficicnt—another group of desks and a book-press being much needed. The other features of the organ
ization are very tairly satisfactory, 2. The attendance, as regards numbers, is not as good as it should
be, nor are the pupils satislactorily regular and punctual. The government is not sufficiently firm and
rigorous, and the supervision of the children is rather lax. The moral tone nf the school may be
regarded as fair. 3. The lesson documents are in general suitable, hut the classification is rather low.
The teaching seems earnest, hut too much ia done for tiie pupils ; and too much ground is gone over to
admit of thoroughness in the instruction. The attention of tho pupils under examination is very fair,
their mental training tolerable, and average proficiency7 nearly7 fair.
Seven Oaks (P.—V.)General inspection, 14th August.
■
'
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 39 ; girls, 23; total, 62,
Numbers presentBoys, 24 ; girls, 17 ; total, 41.
1. The school-ground has been cleared of weeds and in part brought under cultivation by the
present teacher ; and be has also repaired most of the fencing, which, at the last inspection, was in a very
dilapidated state. Some minor repairs to the buildings and out-ofliees are still required, and a boat will
have to be obtained. The stock of books and apparatus is sufficient, and on the whole in fair condition.
The schoolroom, however, wears an untidy appearance from the dusiy condition of tho maps and
diagrams, and the disorderly7 manner in which the apparatus is left about after use. 2, Tbe attendance
has increased, and the pupils, as a whole, are regular and punctual. The government is not sufficiently
exacting, and di'jorderly attitudes and irregular answering are very common faults. 3. The course of
instruction is complete and fairly regulated, and the classification is in general judicious. The teaching
is marked by industry, and the methods are of tolerable merit. The laxity of the discipline, however,
U an obstacle to successful teaching. The average proficiency is tolerable to fair.
Stkontian Park fP,—N.-V.):—Regular inspection, 22nd October.
Numbers enrolled;—Boys, 17; girls, 32; total, 49.
Numbers present:—Boys, 16; girls, 28; total, 44.
1. The premises nre old and unsuitable, and the furniture of but moderate quality ; but steps are
being taken for the erection of new buildings on a site recently obtained by tbe Council. There is a fair
supply of books and apparatus, and the organization is as good as can hi expected under the circum
stances. 2. Tho pupils as a rule are regular, and the punctuality is good. The government is effective
and secures good order, willing and steady attention, and a healthy moral tone. 3. The classification of
the pupils aud compilation1 of the lesson documents are fairly judicious. The methods of instruction aro
fair in themselves, and the teaching is animated and earnest. The pupils show very fair mental training
and substantial improvement in their attainments—the average proficiency being fair to very fair.
Summerland (P.—V.j:—Regular inspection, 11th August.
Numbers enrolled Boys, 21; girls, 34 ; total, 55.
Numbers presentBoys, 14; girls, 27 ; total, 41.
_ 1- Some repairs have been effected since last inspection, and the premises ns a whole are in fair
condition. There is a sufficiency of working material, and the organization is fair. 2. Tiie government
is too indulgent, and the order only tolerable. The habit of whispering is very general, and a few of the
younger children arc restless to an extent sufficient to disturb the whole school. The attention of the
pupils is very weak, being distracted by the most trivial occurrences ; and as a rale but little disposition
to work is shown. 3. The prescribed course of instruction is followed, and Ihe lesson guides are of fair
merit. The teaching seems painstaking, and the methods, as fares observed, are tolerably appropriate ;
but the defective discipline prevents satisfactory results. The average proficiency is moderate to
tolerable.
Swan Creek (P..—V.);—General inspection, lOfh December.
Numbers enrolledBoys, 29; girls, 29; total, 58.

Numbers presentBoys, 28 ; girls, 26 ; total, 54.
1. The school is, of its class, ono of the best appointed in this district; a kitchen, however, is
much needed for the convenience of the teacher. 2. The pupils are very regular and punctual, orderly,
obedient, and respectful; and the discipline is satisfactory in all points except drill. 3. All the prescribed
subjects are taught, and the lesson documents are compiled with cave and neatness. The teaching is
earnest and very fairly effective, and the pupils work with greater vigour than is usually found. The
average proficiency rates at fair to very fair.
Tamwoktb (P.—V.)Regular inspection, 30th April.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 44; girls, 44 ; total, 88,
Numbers presentBoys, 32 ; girls, 30; total, 62.
. 1. The premises generally ate in a very indifferent state of repair, and the schoolroom is much
too small for the requirements of the town. There is a very fair supply of furniture, apparatus, and
books; in other respects the organization is tolerable. 2. The attendance is decreasing, and many of
the pupils appear to be unpunctual. Although some slight improvement in the order is perceptible, the
effects of the discipline are still very far from satisfactory. 3. The prescribed course of instruction is
followed, and the lesson documents are compiled with fair judgment. The teacher is industrious, but
his defects as a disciplinarian render successful teaching impossible. The average proficiency is
indifferent to moderate, and altogether the school is in a very unsatisfactory condition.
Ulmarra (P.—V.)General inspection, 11th December.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 48; girls, 44 ; total, 92.
Numbers present:—Boys, 37; girls, 31; total, 68.
1. Since last inspection the schoolroom has been enlarged, but it is still too small for the attend
ance of pupils. A tank and lavatory have also been supplied, and some general repairs to the residence
and out-offices effected. Tho supply of working materials is very fai rly sufficient, hut many of the hooks
are
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are much worn. Tim organization, as a whole, is very fair. 2. The attendance has increased, and tho
services of a pupil-teacher or assistant are indispensable to the successful working of the school, Tho
discipline is firm and, generally speaking, effective, and the moral tone is good. 3. All the prescribed
subjects are taught, and in addition the advanced pupils of 3rd class receive instruction iu elemen
tary algebra, Euclid, and Latin. The methods as far as ohservtd are suitable, hut in the 3rd class
the teaching in some of the more important subjects has not been thorough. The pupils are attentive
under examination, and show fair mental training. The average proficiency is fair.
Ubat.la (P.—V.):—Regular inspection, 21st and 22nd May.
Numbers enrolled :—Roys, 46 ; girls, 42 ; total, 88.
Numbers present:—Boys, 44 ; girls, 38 ; total, 82.
1. The premises arc of a superior description, in good repair, and well kept. The schoolroom,
however, is not large enough, but the necessary additions will in all probability he effected shortly. In
its interior equipment and organisation little is left to be desired. 2. About 70 per cent of the number
of pupils enrolled are regular in their attendance, and the degree of punctuality is good. The govern
ment is mild but firm and effective, and the moral tone is good. 3. All the prescribed subjects aro taught,
elementary algebra, Euclid, and Latin being added in the case of a few of the more advanced pupils. The
lesson documents are judiciously compiled and apparently observed, and the teaching is marked by
intelligence and earnestness. The pupils are attentive under instruction, and work with very fair energy.
The average proficiency is fair io ‘aery fair.
■
Violet Dale (P.—V.):—Regular inspection, 12th June.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 35 ; girls, 23 ; total, 58.
Numbers present:—Boys, 25 ; girls, 16 ; total, 41.
1. The playground has been fenced in, and some minor repairs lo teacher’s residence have been
effected since last inspection. The schoolroom is old and too small for the present attendance of pupils ;
but the opening of the Public School at Saumarcz will lead to the withdrawal of a large number. The
furniture is sufficient and fairly suitable, but the desks need securing to the floor. In other respects tho
organization is fair. 2. About G5 per cent, of the number of pupils enrolled attend regularly, and
75 por cent, are punctual. In these respects the effects of discipline aro not fully satisfactory, nor is tho
order as good as could be desired—whispering and restlessness being prevalent in 1st and 2nd classes.
3. All the prescribed subjects arc taught, and the lesson documents are trained with care and tolerable
judgment. The leaching is earnest but not penetrative, and the mental training of the pupils is defective.
The average proficiency approaches tolerable.
Walcha (P.—V.) :—General inspection, 24th June.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 36 ; girls, 24 ; total, 60.
'
Numbers present:—Boys, 27 ; girls, 19 ; total, 46.
1. The buildings are suitable, and a bell has been erected since last inspection, but new fencing is
much needed. Desks arc required for 1st class, and most of the maps are old and unsuitable. In other
respects the supply of furniture, apparatus, and books is sufficient and suitable, and the organization is
very fair. 2, A steady increase in tbe attendance has taken place under the present teacher. 75 per
cent, of the number enrolled attend regularly, but the degree of punctuality is not satisfactory. The
government is mild but firm and consistent, and the moral tone of the school is good. 3. The course
of instruction is complete and well regulated, and instruction in elementary Latin and Euclid is given to
a few of the more advanced pupils. The methods are of very fair merit, and applied with zeal and
industry. Under examination the pupils yield a steady attention, and show very fair mental training.
Tho average proficiency is nearly very fair.
Wailababah (P.—V.) :—General inspection, 8th May.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 40 ; girls, 28 ; total, 68.
Numbers present:—Boys, 36 ; girls, 22 ; total, 68.
1. The schoolroom has been enlarged since last inspection and now affords sufficient accommoda
tion for the pupils; hut now and more suitable premises are required. The general organization is very
fair, 2. The pupils are regular and punctual. Drill is practised, and its beneficial effects are apparent
in a marked degree. The government is firm and judicious, and the moral tone good. 3. All the
prescribed subjects are taught, and the instruction is judiciously regulated. The methods, as far as
observed, are appropriate ; and, although tho average proficiency of the pupils is as yet comparatively
low, satisfactory work has been done during the time tho present teacher has been in charge. The average
proficiency exceeds tolerable.
Wabialda (P.'—Y.)—General inspection, 23rd March.
Numbers enrolledBoys, 9; girls, 17; total, 26.
Numbers present:—Boys, 8 ; girls, 17; total, 26.
1. The buildings are in fair repair. The schoolroom is small, and the furniture rough and not
very suitable. The books and apparatus do not appear to bave been well caved for, and the stock is low.
2. Fair regularity and punctuality of attendance seem to be secured, hut in other respects the results of
the discipline are of a low order. 3. Nominally all subjects but singing ore taught, and the instruction is
regulated by the usual documents, which however are so framed as to he of doubtful utility. Little
acquaintance with appropriate methods is shown, and the pupils have received very moderate mental
training. The average proficiency is about moderate.
Woodfoud Dale (P.—V.)—General inspection, 4th December.
Numbers enrolled Boys, 21; girls, 17 ; total, 38.
Numbers present:—Boys, 21 ; girls, lo; total, 36.
1. The buildings need painting and some minor repairs, but the general condition and organiza
tion may be regarded as very fair. 2. The pupils attend with very fair regularity, and are punctual.
The discipline is salutary, and the moral tone good. A few of tbe elder girls, however, are indisposed
to work. 3. The course of instruction is complete and well regulated, the teaching painstaking and
earnest, and the methods as far as observed fair. The average proficiency approaches/air.
WoonFORDLEiGH (P.—V.)—Regular inspection, 18th November.
Numbers enrolledBoys, 29; girls, 36; total, GS.
Numbers presentBoys, 20; girls, 17; total, 37.
1. Except that the buildings need painting, the material condition is good. Some additional desks
and forms are required, otherwise the organization is very fair. 2. The attendance was lower than
usual on the day of examination. Ordinarily it is good, both as regards regularity and punctuality.
The discipline is effective, and the moral tone good. 3. The course of instruction comprises all subjects
but singing. The lesson documentsare suitable, and the teaching is earnest and effective. The pupils
are steadily attentive and show very fair mental training. The average proficiency approaches very
fair.
Wl'BALLAH
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'WrB&LLAn (P.—V.)—Regular inspection, 10th November.
Numbers enrolled Boya, 20; girls, 31 ; total, S4,
Numbers present;—Boys, lo; girls, 24; total, 30,
1. The premises are still unFenced, and a weather-shed is much needed ; the clock also is out of
repair. In other respects the material condition is reasonably good and the organization fair. 2. The
discipline has improved since last ins: ection, and tho order and moral tone arc now fair. 3. All the
prescribed subjects but singing arc taught. The methods appear of tolerable merit, and tho average
proficiency of the pupils reaches ihe same tnark. The reading and general answering of most of the
pupils are painfully low and indistinct.

II.—PROVISIONAL SCHOOLS.
Bkotme’s Plains (Prov,—N.-V.):—General inspection, 19th March.

Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 21; girls, 24; total, 45.
Numbers presentBoys, 17; girls, 22; total, 39,
_
1- Both schoolroom and residence arc rather small, hut may suffice for some time. Tho furniture
is unsuitable, aud prevents good organization, 3. The attendance of pupils seems good, both as regards
regularity and punctuality. Brill is imperfect, hut in general the order leaves little to be desired. The
behaviour of tbe pupils is very satisfactory, and. in essential points, the moral tone is good. 3. 'The
prescribed course of instruction is carried out, but the lesson register is not satisfactorily kept, Tho
teaching seems energetic and painstaking, and, on the whole, produces satisfactory results, ^ The average
proficiency is tolerabU to fair,
Cate Haerow Hill (Prov.—N.-V.)General inspection, 21st August,
Numbers enrolled Boys, 23; girls, 3; total, 20.
.
Numbers presentBoys, 22; girls, 3; total, 25.
.
I- 'Up' building, a slab one, is in tolerable repair ; bnt the furniture is rough, and but moderately
suitable. There is a fair supply of apparatus and books, and the organization otherwise is fair. 2. As
a whole the pupils attend regularly and with fair punctuality. Tho order is in some points unsatisfactory ;
but, generally speaking, the appearance and demeanour of tho pupils are pleasing, and the moral tone of
the school is fair. G. Instruction is given iu all the prescribed sulyects, and the lesson documents are
framed with tolerable judgment. Tiie methods are of a passable kind, and the average proficiency of
the pupils rates from tolerable to fair.
Cockbdrn River (Prov,—N.-V.)—Regular inspection, 29th April.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 14 ; girls, 15 ; total, 29,
Numbers presentBoys, 13 ; girls, 15 ; total, 28.
I- The building U in good repair and suitably furnished, and, in other respects the material part
of the organization is satisfactory. 2. The attendance is fairly regular and punctual.
Tbe order has
very sensibly improved, and the moral tone is now good. 3. The prescribed course of iustinotion is
followed and the lesson guides arc ot fair quality. The teaching seems earnest and painstaking rather
than skilful, and tho average proficiency is tolerable io fair,
Ennis (Prov.—N.-V.)—General inspection, 13th July.
Numbers enrolled Boys, 14; girls, IG; total, 30.
Numbers present:—Boys, 13; giris, 16; total, 29.
The measures initiated last year for providing more suitable premises with the view of
esta dishing a 1 ublic School have been allowed to full through. There is a sufficiency of books and
apparatus, and the organization is fair, under existing circumstances. 2, The attendance of pupils is
but moderate for the locality. The government is not vigorous enough, but, on the whole, the order
and moral tone aro fair. 3. The teaching seems careful, and the methods are of moderate quality, but
the pupils nre not made to exert themselves sufficiently. The average proficiency is tolerable,
Glen Mourison (Prov,—V.)—General inspection, 26th June.

Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 17 ; girls,'23; total, 40,
Numbers present:—Boys, 5; girls, 5; total, 10.
i.i. ^ m!ie building is fairly suitable, and in good repair, except that some of the window-panes are
bJOKcn, Ihe furniture is insufficient and unsuitable; tbe organization moderate. 2, The pupils arc
irregular and unpunctual, rough and awkward in thoir demeanour, and otherwise give evidence of the
ftbscncc of proper discipline. 3. Time-tuble and lesson programmes, of a kind, are compiled, but arc of
JoZe afif50 * an^ ^l0 ^eac^1"1^ aPPcars to be mainly mechanical. The average proficiency is moderate to
Gostwyck (Prov.—N.-V.)—General inspection, 22nd June.

Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 14 ; girls, 17 ; total, 31.
Numbers present:—Boys, 8; girls, 13; total, 21.
,
j' ^ bo buildings, which comprise schoolroom and teacher's residence, are of brick, well consirncted, ami conveniently arranged. There is a good supply of furniture and books, and the apparatus
is lairly sufficient for present wants. 2. Ninety per cent, of the children in the district attend tho
school, and the pupils are, with few exceptions, regular and punctual.
The order is very fair in most
respects, but marching and other simultaneous movements are not practised. 3. The lesson documents
are fairly constructed ; and the teaching, though not based on very appropriate methods, is painstaking
End moderately eflective.
Kentucky (Prov. —N.-Y.)—General inspection, 19th May.
Numbers enrolledBoys, 11; girls. 19; total, 30.
Numbers presentBoys, 9; girls, 13; total 22.
1. Since lost inspection, suilahlc out-ofliees have been provided, and various repairs to schoolHouse and residence have been made. Tho general condition and organization may now bo regarded
as air. .. Only about fitty per cent, of the available children in the district attend the school; and,
trom inquiries made, it would appear that this very unsatisfactory state of things is almost entirely duo
the indifference of the parents. The pupils are punotnal. and tiie general results of tho discipline aro
satisfactory for the class of school. 3. The time-table and lesson programmes arc fairly appropriate, anil
appear to be adhered to ; and the teaching seems intelligent and painstaking. The average proficiency
is tolerable to fair.
a i
j
Lawrence (Prov.—N.-V.)—Regular inspection, 17th November.

Numbers enrolled
Boys, 7; girls, 19; total, 26,
Numbers present i—Boj-s, 6; girls, 14; total, 20.
1. The building is old and, exteriorly, presents a mom and dilapidated appearance ; bnt tho
cleanliness and neatness of the internal arrangements are in pleasing contrast, There is a sufficiency of
all necessary working appliances, and otherwise the organization is fair, 2, The character of the
attendance
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attendance lias improved, both as regards regularity and punctuality.
The discipline is fair, and the
children are attentive, obedient, and respectful. 8. The lesson documents are compiled with tolerable
judgment, the teaching seems painstaking, and the pupils work with better spirit than formerly. The
average proficiency rates at tolerable to fair.
,
Moree (Prov.—N.-Y.) :—General inspection, 2Gth March.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 14 \ girls, 19 ; total, 33.
Numbers present:—Boys, 10; girls, 15 ; total, 25.
1. The building itself is iairly suitable, but the presence of church furniture prevents a proper
organization. Another desk is needed, and a black-board. 2. The pupils appear to be regular in attendonce, but unpunctual. They are obedient, and quiet in demeanour, but beyond this tbe discipline is of
poor effect. Drill is not practised, and tbe general movements are irregular and noisy. 3. Object lessons,
singing, and drairing, are omitted from the course of instruction. The time-table is badly compiled and
of little service; no lesson programmes have been prepared, and the principles of classification are not
understood. Tbe teaching, though doubtless painstaking, is mainly mechanical, and the average proficiency
is indifferent.
_
QmroxXT (Prov.—N.-V.) ;—Regular inspection, 12th May.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 17 ; girls, 10; total, 27.
Numbers present:—Boys, 7 ; girls, 8 ; total, 15.
1. The building is hardly large enough, and additional furniture is required. No closets are pro
vided, and the playground remains unfeneed. There is a fair supply of apparatus and books, but beyond
this tho organization is indifferent. .Entries in the class roll bave not been made with accuracy. 2. A
large number of the pupils appear to be unpunctual. The discipline is weak, and the order and moral
touo but very moderately satisfactory. 3. The time-table mid programmes, though prepared, were not
suspended, and are of doubtful utility, Tbe teaching is mainly mechanical, mid the amount of mental
training eihibited by the pupils small. Tbe average proficiency is indifferent.
Quibisdt Cheek (Prov.—V.) :—General inspection, 11th May.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 17 ; girls, 13 ; tolal, 30.
Numbers present:—Boys, 13 ; girls, 9; total, 22.
1. Tbe schoolroom is a substantial building, and sufficient for eiisting wants. The furniture is
sufficient, but tbe desks aro much too high, and are greatly disfigured hy ink-stains. The organization is
indifferent. 2. Very fair regularity and punctuality are secured. Tho teacher is ft poor disciplinarian,
and the order is indifferent. 3. The time-table is imperfect, and no lesson programmes arc prepared, and
the classification is altogether too minute. The tcaeliing is mechanical, but appears painstaking, and pro
duces moderate results.
South Arm (Prov,—N.-Y.):—Regular inspection, 26th November.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 27 ; girls, 22 ; total, 49.
Numbers present:—Boys, 18; girls, 15 ; total, 33.
1. Some minor repairs bave been effected since last inspection ; but the premises are too small, and
in other respects unsuitable for school purposes. Thera ie a fair supply of all requisite appliances,
and tho organization is satisfactory under existing circumstances. 2. The attendance has increased
beyond the limits for a Provisional School. The pupils attend with very fair regularity and punctuality,
and are well-behaved and'obedient. The order, however, in some minor points admits of improrement,
3. All the prescribed subjects aro taught, and the lesson documents are carefully prepared and observed.
Tbe teaching is painstaking and earnest, and tolerably skilful; and the average proficiency of tbe pupils
rates at tolerable to fair.
WasdsWORth (Prov.—Y.) :—Regular inspection, 10th March.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 9 ; girls, 14; total, 23.
Numbers present:—Boys, 4; girls, 10 ; total, 14.
1. The premises are in fair repair, and carefully kept. There is a reasonably good supply of fur
niture, apparatus, and books, and the organization is fair. 2. The attendance ie small, but regular and
punctual. The pupils are obedient and well-behaved, and, in oilier respects, the moral tone is satisfactory,
though many points of order admit of improvement. 3. All the prescribed subjects, but singing and
drawing, are taught, but no proper lesson programmes are prepared. Tbe teaching is intelligent and
earnest, and the average proficiency of tbe pnpits fair.
Wardeix (Prov.—Y.) :—General inspection, 4th November.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 37 ; girls, 25 ; total, 42.
Numbers present:—Boys, lo ; girls, 21; total, 36.
_
1. Tbe building is fair for the place, but not large enough for present requirements, and tho fur
niture is rather rough and unsuitable. 2. The attendance is large enough for a Public School. Silseventbs of the number-enrolled are regular, and the degree of punctuality secured is good. The disci
pline is, in general, judicious, and secures very fair order. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught, and
the lesson documents are of tolerable merit, and appear to be observed. Tbe teaching is energetic, and, for
tbe timo tbe school has been in operation, the results are not unsatisfactory. The average proficiency is
nearly tolerable.
III.—HALT-TIME SCHOOLS.
DourrsOALLOyG (H.-T.—N.-Y.) Regular inspection, 4th August.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 6 ; girls, G ; total, 12.
■
Numbers present;—Boys, 6 ; girls, 5 ; total, 11.
1. The material condition of the school continues fair, and the organization, as far os the teacher is
acconntable for it, is good. 2. About four-fifths of the pupils are regular in their attendance, and the
degree of punctuality is good. In other respects the discipline is not less satisfactory—the children being
very attentive and obedient, and trained to habits of self-reliance and industry. 3. All tbe prescribed
subiects but singing are taught. The classification is appropriate, and the lesson documents carefully com
piled and observed. The teaching is earnest, practical, and thorough; and the average proficiency
of the pupils is nearly veri/fair.
,
.
Sherwood (H.-T.—Y.);—Regular inspection, 4th August.
Numbers enrolledBoys, 8 ; girls, 8 ; total, 16.
Numbers present:—Boys, 7; girls, 8 ; total, 15.
Since last inspection closeta have been provided, and an improved arrangement of the furniture
made. Tho material condition and organization may now be regarded as very fair. 2 and 3. This school is
worked in conjunction with Dondingallong, and tbe remarks on tbe discipline and instruction made in tho
report on that school apply here.
j_ D_ BRADLEX|
Inspector of Schools, Armidale District.
BRAIDWOOD
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BRAIDWOOD DISTRICT,
Inspector's G-enerul Report upon Public, Provisional, Ualf-tiiuc, and Denominational Schools, for the
year 1874.
1. During tho year, 27 Public, 26 Provisional, 46
3 Church of England, and 11 Roman
Catholic, in all 113 Schools, have been iu operation in this district. With the exception ol two that were
not in existence when their localities wore visited, all the schools were inspected. Wherever an average
attendance of from I to 20 pupils can be maintained, full-time schools have been established ; but thinly
peopled places can only be reached and effectively dealt with by itinerant teachers. There are at present
26 of these employed. Their work is arranged so that each group of auholars may obtain an amount of
time equal to two and a half hours per day throughout the year. Character of country, distance, and
other local circumstances, determine whether the instruction shall be given on alternate days, h*ilf-daye,
weeks, or half-weeks; but experience proves that it is of little practical good Lo give less time to each
group than the amount above indicated. Having but fow pupils to manage, a good teacher of a half-time
school should, and often docs, produce results equal to those obtained in an ordinary public school. Under
existing arrangements, the services of an itinerant teacher may be had by any parents if 10 or 12
children can be collected who arc uuublc to reach schools already in operation. Except in the case of
individual families that have completely isolated themselves, there is no difficulty, under the provisions, of
bringing the means of education to all persons who dcsiro instruction for their children.
2. In townships and places where children's labour cannot be turned Lo much advantage, the
attendance on tho whole has been more regular this year than hitherto. Owing, however, to the advance
in price of labour, and to the impossibility, in some cases, of obtaining it on any terms, there Inis been
throughout the agricultural and pastoral portions of the district a larger demand than usual for children’s
assistance. Under this pressure a few parents have detained their children at home for long periods at &
time, but tho majority have contrived to manage their affairs without serious interruption to school studies.
It is not at all an uncommon thing to find pupils in school, from eight years of age and upwards, who
have done men's work at milking or other farm labour between 5 and 9 o’clock in the morning, and
who have to hurry home after 4 to complete tho day’s duties. Without their aid in busy times many
a farmer would be obliged to sacrifice tho fruits of his industry, or to confine his operations within very
narrow limits. Looking at this usefulness t-o the Colony, there Is not a more promising and valuable class
of children in the community than this large body of boys and girls who, while receiving school instruction,
are at the same timo being educated in the use of their own hands and iu the practical management of
dairies, cattle, and crops.
3. At the various examinations there were present 3,212 scholars, These wore rigidly tested in
accordance with the prescribed standard, and Ihcir proficiency in each subject was noted.
In wading and spelling 8S8 did well, 1,84-3 fully met all requirements of the standard, and only
4SI fell below. Two years ago I had to report most unfavourably of the progress made in these subjects.
More attention seems to have been given to them since, and the results are now reasonably satisfactory.
Taking age for age, the girls read and spell much better than the boys.
In iDritingi 454, the majority of whom are girls, have acquired a eood formed hand that needs no
improvement; 2,311 write legible careful copies ; and 447 are not as proficient as they should be.
In arithmetic, 535 did good work, 1,557 fully came up to the standard, but 1,120 fell below it. Theso
results show that arithmetic is still a weak subject in many schools. Of the pupils who can be relied on
to perform ordinary operations in p.*oj>ortion, practice, vulgar and decimal fractions, interest, and problems
involving miscellaneous processes, 18 or 20 of tho best are girls, but on the whole tho boys are much
stronger than the girls iu arithmetic. It is uniformly noticeable that the successful teachers of arithmetic
arc tbe men who give a great number and variety of examples.
In grammar, 122 passed a good examination, 1,237 w fair examination, and 493 did badly. In most
schools this subject is taught in an unpractical and aimless way that strips it of all value, either as a
mental training or as a check upon ungrammatical speaking and writing.
In geography 375 did well, 1,079 answered fairly, and 432 knew -very little. The amount of
geography required by the standard is so extremely limited that there is no excuse for inaccuracy in this
subject.
In Scripture, object-lessons, drawing, singing, F.uclid, and algebra, ordinary proficiency was shown.
Summarizing all results, the 111 schools inspected show that, of ihc fixed maximum of 10,000
marks, 9 Tublic, 1 Provisional, t> Half-time, 1 Church of England, and 3 Roman Catholic Schools
succeeded in taking the high total of 7,000, or over j that 17 Public, 8 Provisional, 26 Half-time, 2 Church
of England, and 6 Roman Catholic Schools obtained between 5,000 and 7,000; and that 1 Public, 15
Provisional, 15 Half-time, and 2 Roman Catholic Schools obtained less than 5,000. On the whole these
arc satisfactory results, aud represent a vast amount of steady, useful teaching throughout the district
4. There are 95 teachers and 9 pupil-teachers employed. The pupil-teachers have performed their
duties faithfully, no complaints of any kind have been made respecting them, and not one has failed to
pass the prescribed examination. The regulations issued last year, for providing teachers for small schools,
are working well. Young men and women, specially adapted for the isolated and peculiar positions that
teachers in remote localities must necessarily occupy, are gradually being selected and drafted off into
the bush. Accustomed to tho life they must lead there, the solitude, hardships, aud privations that make
a town-bred teacher dissati«fied, miserable, and useless, have no effect whatever upon them j and, for this
reason, when they are put through a course of instruction, and technical training, they make, for
Provisional and Half-time Schools, the best teachers that have yet conic under my notice. As a considerable
number of young people arc working hard in the upper classes of various schools to qualify themselves
ultimately for these positions, the difficulty of obtaining teachers for small schools will gradually become
less, and in time ivill probably altogether disappear.
A statement of the condition of each school inspected is appended hereto.
J. 0. MAYNARD,
Braidwood, 2$th December, 1374.
Inspector, Braidwood District.
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ANNEX A.
Summaries of Reports furnished, during the year 1874, on Public, Provisional, and Half-Time Schools.
Throughout these summaries Ihe technical words used to indicate general or average proficiency have
the following relative values:—
1. Excellent.
6. Tolerable.
2. Very good.
7. Moderate.
'
3, Good
8. Indifferent.
4. Very fair.
9. Bad.
5. Fair.
IO. Failure.
I.—PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
Aiulurn (Boys.—Y.) l—Inspected, 3rd June, 1874,
Enrolled, 84 ; present, 72.
1. The material condition ia good in all respects. 2. Two-thirds of the pupils are regular. Tho
discipline on the whole is satisfactory. 3 AH the prescribed subjects are taught except singing. Tho
attainments of the pupils in Class IV are good in all subjects For the whole school the mark for
reading, grammar, geography, object-lessons, geometry, and Scripture is above the average ; tbe mark for
writing, dictation, and arithmetic is well up to tho average, that for drawing ia below. Tho general
proficiency is veryfair,
AraLUBN
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Aialuen (Girls.—V.)Inspected, 4th June, 1ST4.
Enrolled, 43; present-, 38.
1. The material condition ie good. 2. Jiotwove than half the pupils are regular. The discipline is
satisfactory in all respects. The mark for reading and object-lessons is above the average ; the mark for
writing, dictation, grammar, geography, singing, and Scripture is np to the average, that for arithmetic
and drawing is below. The general proficiency is slightly beyond/uir.
Axaiuie (Infants.—V.) :—Inspected, Slh June, 18/4.
Enrolled :—Boys, 22 ; girls, 23 ; total, 45.
Present:—Boys, 18 ; girls, 17 ; total, 35.
1. Tberoom is too small, otherwise the material condition is satisfactory. 2. About half the pupils
are regular. When not under direct tuition the younger children talk too much, but in other respects the
discipline is fair. All the prescribed subjects are taught, and all with average success. TJie general
proficiency' is ft little beyond fair.
Akaltjsn West (V.) :—Inspected, 11th June, 1874.
Enrolled:—Boys, 74; girls, 75 ; total, 149.
Present:—Boys, 58 ; girls, 53 ; total, 111.
1, Since last inspection a new schoolroom has been built. It is well supplied with furniture, appa
ratus, and materials. 2. Five-sixths of the pupils are regular, and the discipline is satisfactory. 3.
The children have made great progress since last inspection, the reading throughout the school being
particularly good. The young scholars have much attention paid to them. The mark for reading,
writing, dictation, geography, and object lessons is above the average, and that for arithmetic and grammar
well up to the average. The general proficiency is between very fair andy/ootf.
Abaltek, UrrEit (jV.-V.)
Inspected, 12th June, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, Ifl ; girls, 24 ; total, 43.
Present:—Boys, 17; girls, 13; total, 30.
1. The building is in a fair state of repair, and sufficiently well provided with furniture, apparatus,
and working stock. 2. Three-fifths of the pupils are regular. They arc orderly, fairly attentive, andkindly
hut firmly governed. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught except drawing. The mark for reading
and dictation is above the average, that fur writing, arithmetic, grammar, geography, and Scripture, w'ell
up to the average, and that for object-lessons and singing below. The general proficiency is between
fair and very fair.
Bateman's Bay (V.) :—Inspected, IGth July, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 28; girls, 17 ; total. 45.
Present:—Boys, 23; girls. 10 ; total, 38.
1. This is a new building, weli put np, and well adapted for school purposes. When suitable
desks have been provided, and the grounds have been fenced, the material condition will be satisfactory.
2. At present three-fourths of the pupils are regular, and great improvement is shown in punctual
morning attendance. The government is firm and consistent, and the discipline fair. 3. Since last
inspection very little progress has been made, hut under the new teacher the prospects for the future are
better. The average proficiency is tolerable, a mark for which the teacher now in charge is not respon
sible.
Bega (V.):—Inspected. 24th August, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys. 52 ; girls, 48; total, 100.
PresentBoys, 35; girls, 40; total, 75.
1. The material condition is satisfactory. 2. About two-thirds of the pupils are regular. 3 AH
the prescribed subjects are taught except drawing. The mark for reading, dictation, grammar. Scripture,
geography, and object lessons, is above the average, that for writing and arithmetic up to the average.
The general proficiency is very/air.
BebgaLU (V.)Inspected, 5th August, IS71.
Enrolled:—Boys, 21 ; girls, 28; total, 49.
Present:—Boys, 13; girls, 22 ; total, 40.
I. The material condition is good, and the organization and general cleanliness arc excellent,
2. Not more than one-third of the pupils are regular. In wet weather it is impossible for the children to
attend. The discipline is satisfactory. 3. The spelling in this school is particularly good. The mark
for that subject, reading, writing, and dictation is much above the average ; that for Scripture and object
lessons is up to the average; that for arithmetic, grammar, geography, and drawing, is below. The
general proficiency is between/uir and very fair.
.
Bomiula (V.)Inspected, 16th March, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 7S ; girls, 56 ; total, 133.
.
Present:—Boys, 65 ; girls, 47; total, 112.
J. The schoolroom is too small for the present attendance. It is well adapted for 70 pupils, and is,
for that number, sufficiently supplied with requisite furniture and apparatus. The Bocal Board have
taken steps to erect a new school. 2. About two-thirds of the pupils are regular, and punctual attend
ance in the morning is now insisted on. The discipline is satisfactory, the government being fi:m and
effective. 3. Judged by age and length of time at school, lha pupils are backward. The general
proficiency is reduced by the number of new scholars, and by the rjturn of old ones who, under the late
teacher, had ceased to attend. The mark for dictation and geometry is up to the average, hut that for all
other subjects is below. The condition of Class I is fair, that of Classes II and III moderate to tolerable,
that of Class TV tolerable to fair. The teacher now in charge is not responsible for these tesults.
Bkaidwood (Boys.—V.):—Inspected, 19th and 20th October, 1874.
Enrolled, 70; present, 61.
1. Since last inspection the schoolroom has been whitewashed, and the roof repaired. The fences
are still in a bad condition, and a pump is needed. 2. Ahmit two-thirds of the pupils arc regular. The
discipline is satisfactory. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught. The mark for reading, writing,
and dictation is above the average; that for arithmetic, object-lessons, singing, grammar, and Scripture,
up to the average; and that for drawing and geograpSiy below. ’The general proficiency is between fair
and very jair.
Bkaidwood (Girls.—Y.):—Inspected, 20th and 2lst October, 1874.
Enrolled. 48; piesent, 34.
'
1. Except that the desks are awkward, the material condition is satisfactory. 2. The pupils arc
orderly and attentive, and the discipline on the whole has improved. 3. All the prescribed subjects are
taught. The mark for reading, spelling, and dictation is much beyond the average ; that for writing,
arithmetic, granunar, geography, object-lessons, singing, and Scripture is up to the average; and that
for drawing is below. The general proficiency is between fair and very jair.
Casdelo
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Cakeello (V.):—Inspected, IStb August, 1S7-1.
Unrolled:—Buys, 32; gills, 17 ; totnl, “i!).
Present:—Boys, 21 ; girls, 13; total, 37,
■
1. The building and tbe premises are in good order, and there is an abundant supply of furniture,
apparatus, and working materials. 2. Not more than half the pupils are regular; and, owing to distance
and to tbe nature of the country, no bettor attendance than this can reasonably be expected. The
discipline and general management arc satisfactory. 8 All the prescribed subjects are taught. The
mark for reading, spelling, writing, diet ition, and singing, is aboi e the average; that for objeit-lessons,
grammar, Scripture, and geography, up to the average; and that for arithmetic and drawing heluw.
The general proficiency is nearly very fair.
Coojia (V.):—Inspected, 27th February, 1S71.

Unrolled :—Boys. 37 ; gills. IS; total, 65.
Present:—Boys, 31; girls. IS; total, 52.
1. The school is undergoing thoiough repair, and extensive additions are being mode. When
these are complete, the material condition will he pood. 2. Five-eighths of (he pupils are regular, and
punctual attendance in the morning is more insisted on than it was. The discipline has ccn.sidcriiWy
improved. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught. The mark for reading, spelling, writing, dictation,
object-lessons, and Scripture, is up to the average; and that for arithmetic, grammar, geography, singing,
and drawing, below. The general proficiency is between tohntbU and f-rir; hut the present teacher has
not been long enough in charge to he responsible for these results.
Kdks (T.j
Inspected, 10th September, 187-1.
Enrolled :—Boys, 30 ; girls, 13 ; total, 13.
Present:—Boys, 24 ; girls, 10 ; total, 34.
1. The school buildings hare been repaired end much improved since last, inspection ; and, except
that the residence is too small, the material condition is satisfactory. 2. The discipline is in all respects
good. 3. All the proscribed subjects are taught. The mark for reading, spelling, writing, dictation,
arithmetic, grammar, object-lessons, singing, Scripture, and geography, is far beyond the average, that for
drawing is up to the average, and no subject is below. The general proficiency is good.
jEiniAicuiniEsi (V.) i—Inspected, 19th May, 1874.
Enrolled r—Boys, 23; girls, 23; total, 40.
Present:—Boys, 19; girls, 21; total, 40.
1 The material condition is reasonably good in nil respects. 2. Scarcely half the pupils are regular,
and many get late in the morning Most of the children are very young. The discipline has improved,
but there is still room for greater strictness. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught. The attainments
are not high, but ordinary progress bus been made since last inspection. The average proficiency is
between iolerable and fair.
Kioha (N.-V.l
Inspected, 30fh July, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 14 ; girls, 24; total, 3S.
Present:—Boys, 8 ; girls, 16 ; total, 24.
1 The residence is of ft very inferior kind, and there is no water supply ; in other respects the
material condition of the school is satisfactory’, 2. The school was reopened under a new teacher on the
day of inspection. The mark obtained for dictation was above the average, that for writing up to the
average, and that for all other subjects below, The general proficiency is slightly beyond iolerable.
I/inni! Kiveii (V.):—Inspected, 20th May, 1874.
Enrolled:—Boys, 32; girls, 43 ; total, 77.
Present:—Boys, 24; girls, 32; total, 50.
1. The material condition and the discipline arc satisfactory. 2. Ail the prescribed subjects are
tan gilt. The marie obtained for reading, wilting, dictation, grammar, ohjeot-icssous, drawing, and Scrip
ture, is well up to the average, that for arithmetic, geography, and singing is slightly below. The genera!
proficiency is fair.
Majoe’s Cekek (V.) i—Inspected, IDtb November, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 59 ; girls, 03 ; total, 122.
Present:—Boys, 44 ; girls, 49 ; total, 93.
1. The room is loo small for the numbers now attending. Altogether the room is badly designed,
lighted, and warmed. 2. Only about half the pupils are regular. No satisfactory reason can he given for
this low proportion of regular attendants. The discipline has improved during the year, and the children
are under much better control than they were. 3, The mark for reading and writing is above the
average, and that for all other subjects woli up to the average. The general proficiency is between Jair
and rery/air.
Meeisebula (N.-Y.) :—Inspected, 7th September, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 20 ; girls, 18 ; total, 38.
Present:—Boys, 16; girls, 15; total, 31.
1. The new school is not finished, and the material condition remains as it was last year. 2. The
discipline is satisfactory in all respects. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught except drawing. The
mark for reading, spelling, dictation, arithmetic, grammar, geography, object-lessons, and Scripture is
much above the average, that for writing and singing is well un to the average, and no subject is below.
The general proficiency is good.
Mox'kjttee (N.-Y.) :—Inspected, 11th May, 1874.
Enrolled—Boys, 20; girls, 15; total, 35.
Present:—Boys, 16; girls, 7 ; total, 23.
1. The residence has been somewhat enlarged, the building is in a fair state of repair, and there is
a sufficient supply of furniture, apparatus, and materials. 2. The irregularity is excessive, and a con
siderable number of children in the neighbourhood attend no school. 3. All the prescribed subjects are
taught except singing. Under examination, the pupils are dull, and answer with but little intelligence.
The mark for grammar, object-lessons, and geography is up to the average, but that for reading, spelling,
dictation, arithmetic, and drawing, is considerably below. The general proficiency is between moderate
and tolerable.
Neltjgjin (Y.) :—Inspected, 15th July, 1874.
Enrolled:—Boys 16 ; girls, 14; total, 30.
Present:—Boys, 15; girls, 13 ; total, 28
1. This is a good building, capable of comfortably accommodating fifty pupils. The outfit is satis
factory. 2. Under the new teacher the pupils are regular, and they attend with greater punctuality in
the morning. The discipline is improving, and the school is now in fair order. 3. The attainments in
this school have always been low. The work done during the past year lias not produced satisfactory
results. The mark for reading, writing, and object-lessons is up to the average, but that for all other
subjects is below. The general proficiency is slightly beyond tolerable. The teacher now in charge is not
responsible for this poor mark.
Neeei&UKDAII
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- Kebbiquitoaii (N.-Y.1)
Inspactcd, vth August, 1874.
Enrolled:—Boys, 18 j girls, 16 ; tolol, 34.
Bresent:—Boys, 17 ; girls, 15 ; total, 32.
1. The building is in the same condition that, it ivns last year. There is improved punctuality,and
he discipline is better in every way than it was. 3. All tlio prescribed subjects are taught, but none of
them are handled with much effectiveness. The mark for Scripture is above tho average, but that for all
other subjects below. The general proficiency is tolerable.
Pasbuia (V.) :—Inspected, 8th September, 1874.
Enrolled
Boys, 171 girls, 29; total, 46.
Present:—Boys, 14 ; girls, 25 ; total, 39.
1. Hat-pegsjand a book-press are much needed, but in other respects the materiaVcondition is satis
factory. 2. The discipline has much improved during tbe year, but increased firmness and consistency
in the government would still be advisable. 3. AH the prescribed subjects are taught. The mark for
dictation is above the average, that for reading, writing, spelling, and singing well up to the average, and
that for arithmetic, grammar, geography, object-lessons, and drawing, below. The general proficiency is
fair.
'
QuEASBEVAir (N.-Y.):—Inspected, 20th February, 1874.
Enrolled Boys, 48 ; girls, 44 ; total, 92.
Present:—Boys, 43 ; girls, 38; total, 81.
1. Tfo improvement has been made in the material condition. 2. The discipline lias somewhat
fallen off since last inspection, but with the small supply of desks and forms and the defective organization,
it is impossible to rule the school property. 3. All tbe prescribed subjects are taught except singing. The
mark for reading, writing, and geography, is above the average, that for dictation, grammar, objectlessons, and Scripture, well up to the average, and that for arithmetic and drawing below. The general
proficiency is between fair and very fair.
Taktawaxglo (Y.) .—Inspected, I9th August, 1874.
Enrolled:—Boys, 17; girls, 19; total, 36.
Present:—Boys, 17 ; girls, 17 ; total, 34.
1. The material condition is good and the discipline is satisfactory. 2. All the prescribed subjects
are taught except singing. Since lost inspection, this school has fallen off in attainments. Front being
one of the best schools in the locality, it has in one year sunk to be below the average. A now teacher
is now in charge, and of course he is not responsible for existing defects. The general proficiency is
tolerable.
Woi/UMLA Kokth (Y.)
Inspected, 17th August, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 17; girls, 10 ; total, 27.
Present.—Boys, 15 ; girls, 9 ; total, 24.
1. Tbe inaterial^condition is good, and the discipline is satisfactory. 2. The school has recently
been placed under anew teacher, and more vigour is observable in the management. 3. All tbe prescribed
subjects are taught. Tbe mark for reading, spelling, writing, and dictation is above the average, and that
for all other subjects below. The general proficiency is between tolerable and fair, but the present teacher
has not been sufficiently long in charge to be held responsible for this mark.
WoLruxA South (Y.)
Inspected, 2nd September, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 29 ; girls, 19 ; total, 48.
Present:—Boys, 28 ; girls, 19 ; total, 47
1. The building is in a good state of repair, and there is an ample supply of furniture, apparatus,
and materials. 2. Several children are irregular in attendance. The discipline is satisfactory, 3. Last
year the school passed a very creditable examination ; this year it did even better. The mark for reading,
spelling, geography, dictation, writing, and object-lessons is much above the average ; that for arithmetic,
singing, and Scripture, is np to the average, and that for drawing below. The general proficiency is between
very fair and good.
.
II.—PROVISIONAL SCHOOLS.
Beui’s Cbkek (N.-V.) :—Inspected, 1st June, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 19 ; girls, 16 ; total, 35.
Present:—Boys, 15; girls, 12; total, 27.
1. A new building is much needed ; the present one is too small and dilapidated. There is a
sufficient supply of all necessaries, 2. Two-thirds of the pupils are regular. There is a want of firmness
and determination in the government. 3. The attainments on the whole lire satisfactory, and the 1st
class is particularly well taught. The mark for reading, spelling, writing, dictation, and arithmetic, is
much above tbe average, that for grammar, geography, object-lessons, and drawing, is below. Tbe general
proficiency is between fair and very fair.
Bettowiitd (N.-Y.) :—Inspeeted, Sth June, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 17 ; girls, 11; total, 28.
Present:—Boys, 11 ; girls, 11; total, 22.
■
1, This is a new building, well put together, and supplied with plenty of furniture and materials.
2. TVo-thirds of the pupils are regular, their behaviour is good, and the government is firm and effective.
3. When examined the school had only been opened a few weeks. The attainments of the children arc
necessarily low at present.
Bon ALLA (N.-Y.):—Inspected, Gth August, 1874.
Enrolled ;—Boys, 9 ; girls, 10 ; total, 19.
Present:—Boys, 7 ; girls, 10 ; total, 17.
1. The building is in a satisfactory slate of repair, and is well supplied with necessaries. 2. Not
more than half tho pupils arc regular, and several in tbe neighbourhood do not attend at all. The
discipline is bad. !. Of seven compulsory subjects only five arc attempted. None of tbe usual lesson
documents are kept, and tbe instruction is not regulated by the Council’s standard. The general pro
ficiency is very low, giving an average not beyond indifferent.
■
Brown Mouataix (N.-Y.) :—Inspected, 20th August, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 15 ; girls, 9 ; total, 24.
Present:—Boys, 12 ; girls, 9 ; total, 21.
1. Tbe building is large and in good repair, and there is a sufficient quantity of furniture and
working stock. 2. The discipline is satisl’actory, 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught, except singing
and drawing. The mark for reading, spelling, and dictation, is above the average; that for writing and
geography, up to tbe average; and that for arithmetic, grammar, and object lessons, below. The general
proficiency is fair.
Bdnoendokb
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Euyaurriioin: (N.-V.)

Inspcol^d, 20th April, 1SH.

Enrolled:—Boj'f, 12 ; girlg, 8; total, 20.
Present:—Boys, 12 ; girls, 8 ; total, 20.
1. Except that the small reading-hooks are much worn, the material condition is good in all respects.
2. About two-thirds of tho pupils are regular, hut a great number get late in the morning. The discipline
is fair. 3. Under examination the children ure bright and anxious to answer. Steady progress has been
made during the year. The average proficiency is tolerable.
CoEnotvoNfl (N.-V.) :—Inspected, 12th March, 18?4.
Enrolled
Bovs, 10 ; girls, 19 ; total, 29.
Present :—Boys, 8 ; girls, 16 ; total, 24.
I. Tho building is in a good state of repair, and thero is a sufficient supply of requisites. 2. Half
the pupils are regular; they are clean, fairly attentive, and in tolerably good order. There is a want of
vigour and determination m the government. 3. The children are well classed, and the wort is honestly
and industriously performed. The mark for reading and writing is up to the average, that for all other
subjects below. The general proficiency is between small and indifferent.
.
DiNGtEioxa (V.) :—Inspected, 2nd March, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 17; girls, 8 ; total, 25.
Present:—Boys, 13 ; girls, 6 ; total, 19,
1. This is a substantial building, put up by tbe residents on land vested in the Council. The
rooms need flooring, otherwise the material condition is satisfactory in all respects. 2. Two-thirds are
regular. The general order is tolerable, and the government is as firm and judicious as can reasonably bo
expected. 3. At present the attainments of the children are low-, giving an average proficiency of
moderate.
G-UTfABEOTHEKS (N.-Y.)
Inspected, Gth March, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 16 ; girls, 9 ; total, 25.
PresentBoys, 7 ; girls, G ; total, 13.
1. The desks are awkward and badly arranged, and there is but a limited supply of apparatus. In
other respects the building and outfit are euflioiently good. 2 Not more thau one-third of the pupils are
regular. They are talkative and inattentive. 3. Thu classification is defective. The attainments are
unusually low, giving an average between bad and small.
Gisnindeeiia (N.-V.) i-^-Inspected, 17th April, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 5 ; girls, 17 ; total, 22.
Present:—Boys, 5 ; girls, 12 ; total, 17.
1. Tbe room is large, but there is no fireplace, and more sitting and writing accommodation is
needed. Tho school was only incidentally inspected, as the teacher in charge had not been recognized.
Hoskiebtoww (N.-V.)
Inspected, 9th February, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 14 ; girls, 17 ; total, 31.
PresentBoys, 13 ; girls, 14 ; total, 27
d- The building is in a satisfactory condition, and there is a satisfactory supply of all requisites.
2. The irregularity of the children is excessive, not more than two out of thirty-one pupils attending as
they should do. The discipline is fair, but tho general tone of tho school is calculated to create an impres
sion of unreality and want of business-like earnestness. 3. Some of the prescribed subjects are not included
in the course of instruction. The attainments are low, but to a great extent the parents are responsible
for this, as children are frequently kept at home for most frivolous reasons. The general proficiency is
small.
Jbmbaioumbene (N.-V)
Inspected, 29th May, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 10 ; girls, 14 ; total, 24.
Present:—Boys, 4; girls, 11; total, 15.
1. The building is in a good state of repair, and, except that, there is no apparatus, is sufficiently
well fitted out with furniture and materials. 2. Fifteen are very regular. Tho discipline is satisfactory.
3. The pupils have been admirably taught. Considering age and time at school, the attainments arc
beyond the average, and the progress made has been sound and unusually rapid. The general proficiency
is between fair and very fair.
Kiandra (N.-Y.)
Inspected, 23rd March, 1874
.
Enrolled :—Boys, 20 ; girls, 11; total, 31.
Present:—Boys, 18 ; girls, 10; total, 23.
1. The budding is old and inconvenient, but there is a sufficient supply of furniture and apparatus.
2. About two-thirds are regular, but many get late in the morning. They are somewhat disorderly, and
too much talking and restlessness arc permitted. 3. Heading, spelling, writing, dictation, and Scripture
are taught with tolerable success ; the mark for other subjects is much below the average. The general
proficiency is between indifferent and moderate.
(N.-V.)Inspected, 24th February, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 20; girls, 8 ; total, 28.
Present:—Boys, 19 ; girls, 8 ; total, 27.
1. The material condition and the organization ore satisfactory. 2. Four-fifths are regular. They
are quiet, attentive, and orderly. 3. All tho prescribed subjects arc taught. Tbe mark for spelling, dicta
tion, and geography is above the average ; that for reading, writing, arithmetic, granunar, object lessons,
and Scripture well up to tbe average ; and that for drawing below. The general proficiency is between
fair and very fair.
Mooo (N.-V.):—Inspected, 17th July, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 10 ; girls, 8 ; total, 18.
Present:—Boys, 9 j girls, 7 ; total, 1G.
1. The material condition is fairly satisfactory. 2. Not more than half the pupils are regular, and
the attendance in the morning is unpunctual. In most respects the discipline is tolerable, 3. Tbe mark
tor reading, spoiling, writing, and dictation is up to the average ; and that tor all other subjects below.
The general proficiency is between moderate and tolerable.
Miohelago

Murmur,ong (N.-V.) :—Inspected, 10th June, 1874.
Enrolled:—Boys, 16; girls, 16 ; total, 32.
PresentBoys, 13 ; girls, 14 ; total, 27.
1. There was no fireplace when tho school was inspeeted, but one has been put up since. The
material condition is now satisfactory. 2. The discipline is good. 3. Tbe school has only been opened
five months, but the progress made during that time has been unusually sound and rapid. The mark
for reading, spelling, writing, dictation, and arithmetic is much above the average ; that for grammar and
object lessons is up to the average ; and that for geography below. The general proficiency is very fair.
Neeeiga
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NBRTllGi (V.) ;—Inspected, 30th April, 18?4.
Enrolled :—Boys, 14; girb, 20 ; totel, 34.
Present:-—Boys, 12 ; girls, 15; total, 27.

1. The building is in a, good state of repair, and there is a sudlcient supply of all requisites 2. Twothirds of the pupils are regular. They are clean, orderly, and well under control. 3. The attainments
are reasonably satisfactory. The progress of the children has been retarded by unnecessary subdivision of
classes. The average proficiency is tolerable.
New Like (N -Y.) :—Inspected, 23rd April, 1874,
Enrolled:—Boys, 13; girls, 14; total, 27.
. Present;—Boys, II; girls, 8 ; total, 19.
1. Two new desks and forms are needed, otherwise the building is suitable and well fitted up.
This school was -visited a few days after it was opened. A few of tbe children can read a little, but they
know nothing else.
Eiwstkad (V.) :—Inspected, 22nd July, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 13 ; girls, 8; total, 21.
Present —Boys, 10; girls, 6 ; total, 16.
1. The building is in a fair state of repair, but the books are worn out, and the schoolroom is untidy
and filthy. 2. Hone of tho ordinary lesson documents are kept, and the records are wrong. There is no
attempt made to secure order or to enforce discipline of any kind. 3. The attainments are wretched,
giving an average be!ween small and indifferent. A new teacher has been placed in charge since the
inspection.
K'miTyiiEii.E (N.-Y.):—Inspected, 3rd March, 1874'.
Enrolled :—Boys, 21; girls, 16 ; tola!, 37.
Present;—Boys,IS; girls, 10; total, 28.

1. The building is reasonably good, and there is a sufiicicnt supply of furniture and apparatus.
2. Less thau half the pupils are regular; tbe organization is defective; the pupils are insubordinate,
apathetic, and noisy. There is no system in the government, and the general tone is low. 3. Under
examination the children show a great want of mental training, and their attainments arc very poor. Tho
average proficiency is between small and indifferent. A new teacher has been sent.
Paekwood (N.-Y.)Inspected, 17th February, 1874.
Enrolled ;—Boys, 8 ; girls, 11; total, 19.
Present;—Boys, 6 ; girls, 10; total, 16.

1. Tho building and outfit are rough, but sufiicicntly good for existing requirements. 2. About
half the pupils are regular ; they are quiet and orderly, but apathetic. 3. The mark for dictation is up
to the average, but that for every other subject is below. The general proficiency is between moderate
and tolerable.
Kossr (N.-Y.)
Inspected, 24th September, 1874,
Enrolled:—Boys, 11; girls, 1G ; total, 27Present:—Boys, 8; gilds, 14 ; total, 22.
]. This is a newdy established school. The building is substantial, and well provided with nil
necessaries. 2. The children are orderly, attentive, and obedient. 3. During the short time the school
has been in existence the children have made good progress. The mark for grammar is beyond the
average; that for reading, spelling, writing, and dictation, well up to tbe average, and that for arithmetic
and geography below. The general proficiency is between fair and very fair.
Stoke JIot (N.-Y.) :—Inspected, 17th February, 1S74.

Enrolled :—Boys, 8; girls, 10; total, 18.
Present:—Boys, 8 ; girls, 8 ; total, 16.
1. School is held in a comfortable little hut, given for the purpose by the Local Board. There is a
sufficient supply of furniture, apparatus, and working stock. Owing to a little care bestowed on his school
by the teacher, the inside is not so desolate and comfortless as bush schools are generally found to be.
2. Of 18 enrolled, 14 are regular. The children are orderly, well-behaved, respectful to their teacher,
and well under control. The government is firm,but at tbe same time kind and judicious. 3. The school
has been open but a short time, and all the children therefore are in the first class. Their progress,
especially in reading, spelling, and writing, has been very rapid. The average proficiency is between fair
and very fair.
TroOBArroxci (N.-Y.):—Inspected, 13th February, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 8 ; girls, 10; total, 18.
Present:—Boys, 6; girls, 7 ; total, 13.
1. The building is in fair repair, and there is a sufficient stock of requisites. 2. The discipline is
fair. 3. More than ordinary progress is made in reading, and the mark for writing fully reaches the
average for larger schools. The general proficiency is indifferent.
Wiakoa (N.-Y.)
Inspeeted, 22nd April, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, D; girls, 7 ; total, 16.
Present.—Boys, 9 ; girls, 5 ; total, 14.
1. The small books are much worn, and a new supply of writing materials is needed, but in other
respects the condition of the school, both in regard to building and outfit, is satisfactory. 2. The discipline
is tolerable, but more firmness is needed, 3 Under examination the children answer with average
intelligence. In reading, writing, arithmetic, and dictation, the attainments are well up to tbe average,
but the mark for grammar and geography is below. The general proficiency is between moderate and
tolerable.

III.—HALF-TIME SCHOOLS.

Adamixeby (N.-Y.)Inspected, 24th March, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys. 11 ; girls, 8 ; total, 19.
Present:—Boys, 4 ; girls, 6 ; total, 10.
1. Tbe building is in a satisfactory condition, and there is a sufficient supply of furniture, apparatus,
and materials. 2. Tbe children at Adnmioiby are exceptionally irregular. The behaviour in school is
good. 3. All the prescribed subjects ore taught, except singing and drawing. Tbe attainments of those
who have attended with ordinary regularity arc satisfactory, and reasonable progress lias been made since
last inspection. The average proficiency is between tolerable and fair.
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Back Creek (N.-V.) :—Inspected, 27tii November, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 12 ; );irls, 3 ; total, 15.
Ejwnt
Boys, 9j girls, 2 ; total, 11.
]. Tins is a newly established srhool. The building is sufficiently good for present requirements,
nml is provided with requisite furniture, apparatus, and materials. 2 About half the pupils are regular.
The discipline is satisfactory. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught, except singing nnd drawing. Tho
maik for rending is nboro the average, and that for all other subjects well up to the average. Tho
general proficiency is_/'«"r.
Eembooka (N.-Y.):—Inspected, 21st August, 1874.
Enrolled:—Boys, 9 ; girls, 6 ; total, 15,
Present:—Boys, 8; girls, G ; total, 14.
1. The building is good enough for existing wants; there arc sufficient desks and forms, but a
supply of apparatus and books is needed. 2. Tbe pupils are very irregular, but tho discipline on tho
whole is better than it was last year. 3. There is also a slight improvement in tho attainments of the
children, but in every subject the mark obtained was below the average. The general proficiency is
bet ween moderate and tolerable.
BiBBasi.UKu (N.-V.)Inspected, ISth March, 1874.
Enrolled:—Buys, 10; girls, 11; total, 21. 1
Present -—Boys, 8 ; girls, 9; total, 17.
1. The building is suitable, and there is a sufficient supply nf requisites. 2. Three fifths of the
pupils me regular The discipline is fail.
In no subject have the children done as much dining the
year as might leasonahly have been required of them. The attainments are very unsatisfactory, the
average proficiency being but indifferent.
Boconnoc (N.-Y.)Inspected, 25th March, 1874.
Enrolled Boys, 8 ; girls, 5 ; total, 13.
.
Present ;--Boys, 3; girls, 2; total, 5,
1, Piopor desks and forms have been provided since last inspection, nnd the material condition is
now satisfactory. 2. Nine out of thirteen attend regularly, but the day of inspection being wet, very
few were able to reach school. 3. Those present were regular attendants, nnd their attainments were
rea-onably good. Tho mark for rending and writing was above the average; that for dictation and
ai ithmetic vvcl I up to the average, and that for grammar, object lessons, and geography, below. The
general proficiency is slightly beyond/air,
Bohrat (N.-V.): Inspected, 21st May, 1874,
Enrolled:—Boys, 6; girls, 10; total, 16.
Present:—Boys, 5; girls, 7; total, 12.
1. This is a rough little hut, but it answers all purposes reasonably well. 2. Throe-fourtbs am
regular. Tho discipline is lair. 3. All the prescribed subjects arc taught, except singing and drawing.
The mark for reading, spelling, writing, and dictation is up to the average; that fur arithmetic, grammar,
geography, and object-lessons is below, The general proficiency is between tolfrablc nnlfair.
Boko, UrpEit (N.-V )Inspected, 25th April, 1874.
Enrolled:—Boys, 10; girls, 6 ; total, 16.
PresentBoys, 10; girls, 6; total, 16.
1. The matorial condition is satisfactory, and the room is neat, clean, and well looked aftsr2. Three fourths are regular; they arc attentive, obedient, and well-behaved in all respects. 3. The
mark for leading nnd spelling is above the average ; that for wiitiug, dictation, and grammar, well up
to the average, and that for arithmetic and geography, below. The general proficiency is between
tolervble and Jair.
Boro, Lower (N.-V.):—Inspected, 27th April, 1874.
Enrolled:—Boys, 5; girls, 7; total, 12,
Present:—Boys, 5; girls,.5; total, 10,
1, The material condition is satisfactory, and tho place is clean and tidy. 2. Nearly all arc
regular, and their behaviour in school is [good. 3. The mark for reading, spelling, and dictation is
above the average; that for writing well up to the average, nnd that for arithmetic, grammar, and
geography, below. The general proficiency is between tolerable mb fair.
Burra (N.-V.):—Inspected, 23rd February, 1874,
Enrolled:—Boys, 7; girls, 11 ; total, 18.
Present;—Boys, 7; girls, 11; total, 18.
1. The building and the outfit arc sufficiently good for present requirements. 2. Except in har
vest time two-thirds of tire pupils arc regular; they arc quiet, attentive, respectful to their teacher, and
in all respects well-behaved. The government is judicious, and the general spirit of the school good.
3. The attainments, considering length of time at school, are very satisfactory, and great progress has
been made since last inspection. The average proficiency is very four.
Burbaqate (V.)Inspected, 14th September, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 6 ; girls, 5 ; total, 11.
Present:—Boys, G ; girls, 4 ; total, 10.
1, The building is in the same condition that it was last year. 2, Tho discipline is loose, and the
attainments arc very unsatisfactoiy. The mark for every subject is below the average. The general
proficiency is between indifferent nn&. moderate.
Garwooi.a (N.-V.)Inspected, 10th February, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 8 ; girls, 4 ; total, 12.
Present:—Boys, 8 ; girls, 4 ; total, 12.
1. The room is rather small, and the desks arc unsteady, but in other respects the material condi
tion both in regard (o the building and the outfit is reasonably satisfactory. 2, The attendance is very
fluctuating; tlie discipline is fair. 3 The attainments of thejnipils arclow. The inai k for every subject
is below Ihc average. The general proficiency is between moderate and tolerable.
Catiicuit (N.-V.):—Inspected, 18th March, 1874.
EnrolledBoys, 7 ; girls, 7 ; total, 14.
Present:—Boys, 7 ; girls, 6; total. 13.
1. The position of the school is not central, but in other respects the material condition is satis
factory. 2 Only half the pupils arc regular, ami the majority of children in the neighbourhood do not
attend nt all. If the people were united, agood full-time school might ha maintained at Cathcart, 3. The
attainments are unsatisfactory- The mark for spelling is np to the average, but that for all other subjects
is much below. The general profic ency is Modem l*.
Coo IEGO
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Couakoo (V.):—Inspected, 12th August, 1874.
Enrolled:—Doysj 13; girls, 15; total, 28,
Present:—Boys.’ll; girls, 14; total, 25,
1. Tho schoolroom is small, hut comfortable and sufficiondy well provided with roguisites.
2. Owing to crocks and distance many pupils are very irregular. The children arc attentive and wellbnhaved, nnd the work is carried on with patience and carefulness. 3. All the, prescribed subjects are
taught, except singing and drawing. The mark for leading, spelling, and dictation is above the aveiagc,
that for writing is well up to the average, and that for arithmetic, grammar, geography, and object lessons
below. The general proficiency is fair,
Cochrane's Flat (V.) ;—Inspected, 11th September, 3874.

EnrolledBoys, 6; jrirls, 5; total, 11.
Present;—Boys, 5 ; girls, 3; total, 8.
1. The material condition is good in all respects, and the discipline is satisfactory. 2. The
population hero is not numerous enough to maintain tiic minimum average, but if the school were closed
the few children living in tho neighbourhood would have no oppoitunity of obtaining education, 3. All
tho prescribed subjects arc taught, except singing and drawing. The mark for reading and dictation is
up to the average, hut that for all other subjects is below. The general proficiency is between moderate
tolerable. The present teacher, who has but recently taken charge is not responsible for those
results.
Colombo (Mf-V ):—Inspected, 21st May, 1874,
EnrolledBoys, 4; girls, 11; total, 15.
Present:—Boys 2; girls, 9; total, 11.
1. The desks arc somcwliat rough and unsteady; otherwise, the material condition is satisfactory.
2. When not hindered by floods, two-thirds aro regular. The pupils are orderly and the discipline is satis
factory. 3. All the prescribed subjects aro taught, except singing and drawing. The mark for rending,
spelling, writing, and dictation is considerably above the average, and that for arithmetic, grammar,
geography, and object lessons is well up to tbe average. Tlio general proficiency approaches eery fair.
Charleyong (N.-Y,)Inspected, 27th November, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys. 8; girls, 13 ; total, 21,
Present:—Boys, 6 ; girls, 11; total, 17.
1. Tho materia] condition is satisfactory. 2. Bather more than half the pupils arc regular. The
discipline is sound, 3. All tho prescribed subjects arc taught, except singing and drawing. The mark
for reading, spoiling, writing, and dictation is above the average ; that for grammar, object lessons,
gcogr iphy, and arithmetic well up to the average. The general proficiency is nearly very fair.
OiniKY Elat (N.-Y.)Inspected, 5th March, 1874,

Enrolled :—Boys, 7 , girls, 2: total, 9.
Present:—Boys. 4, girl, 1; total, 5.
1. The building and outfit are good. 2. Half the pupils are regular; they are quiet, obedient, and
attentive, and the government is firm and effective. 3. Considering the short time the children have
been under instruction, tire piogrcss made has been rapid and sound. Tho average proficiency is between
fa ir and very fair.
Delegate (N.-Y.):—Inspected, 13th March, 1S74.

Enrolled:—Boys, 22 ; girls, 7; total, 29.
Present:—Hoys, 15; girls, G; total, 21,
1. Except that maps arc needed, the material condition is satisfactory. 2. About one-third of the
pupi's are regular. They are quiet, obedient, and well under control, 3. All the prescribed subjects are
taught, except singing and drawing. The mark for reading, spelling, and writing is up to the average;
that for all other subjects is below. The general proficiency is between moderate and tolerable.
Dennis’ Elat (N.-V.):—Inspeeted, 1st May, 1874.

EnrolledBoys. 4 ; girls, 9 ; total, 13,
Present;—Boys, 3; girls, 9 : total, 12.
_
1. The school-buildm;* jg dingy and uninviting, but it has been put in a tolerable state of repair,
and is supplied with all requisites. 2. Ten aro regular, and all the children living in the ncighbouihood
aro enrolled. The discipline is good. 3. The pupils have been but a shoit time under instruction, hut
their progress is satisfactory. The general proficiency is
Durban Dobbah (N.-Y.):—Inspected, 18fh May, 1874.
Enrolled:—Boys, 8; girls, 12; total, 20,
'
Present:—Boys, 4 ; girls, 10 ; total, 14,
.
1. The roof le^ks, but in other respects the school is in a fair state of repair. The supply of
apparatus and furniture is sufficient. 2. There has been an improvement since last inspection in the
discipline and general management. 3. The progress made has been reasonably satisfactory. The
average proficiency is between tolerable and fair.
EAitniNGDON (N.-Y.) :—Inspected, IGth November, 1874.
Enrolled:--Boys, 1G; girls, 10; total, 26,
Present:—Boys, 14 ; girls, 9 ; total, 23,
1. New desks and forms have been supplied; the outfit of the school is now satisfactory. ^ 2.
About half the pupils are regular. The attendance this year is larger than it has hitheito heel). The
discipline is fair. 3. All the prescribed subjects arc taught, except singing and drawing. Tho mark for
spelling and dictation is above the average, that/or reading and writing well up to the average, ant!
that for arithmetic, gcogiaphy, grammar, and object-lessons below. The general proficiency is between
tolerable and fair.
Foxlow (N.-V.) :—Inspected, 10th February, 1874.
Enrolled:—Boys, o ; girln. 11 ; total, 1G.
Present
Boys, 5; girls, 9; total, 14.
1. School is held in a comfortable room. There is a sufficient supply of all requisites. 2. Only five
out of sixteen arc regular. The discipline is fair. 3. All the proscribed subjects are taught, but none of
them with great success. The irregularity has been of such a kind ns to make it impossible for the teacher
to influence moic than five or six of his pupils. Judging the schnol, however, by the few that aro
regular, the attainments must he called unsatisfactory. The mark for every subject is below the
average. The general proficiency is between moderate nnd tolerable.
G-cnjlulxiox
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Gukdilliox (N.-Y.):—Inspected, 18tli November, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boy a, G ; girls, 6; total, 12.
Present :~Boys, G; girls, d ; total, 11.
1. The building is in a good state of repair, and is well fitted out with furniture and apparatus, 2,
lllost nf tho pupils are regular, and tho discipline! is good. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught,
except singing and drawing. The mark for reading, spelling, and mental arithmetic is above tbe average,
and that for all other subjects up to the average. The general proficiency is fair.
(N.-V.):—Inspected, 36th November, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 5 ; girls, 7; total, 12.
Present:—Boys, 4 ; girls, 7 ; total, 11,
_ 1. This is a very rough little hut, but it meets all existing requirements. There arc plenty of
workiii" materials. 2, AH the pupils are regular, mid the discipline is fair, 3. The mark for reading
and writing is above the average, that for dictation up to the average, and that for other subjects below.
Tbe general proficiency is fair.
Harold’s Cross

Englewood Forest (N.-V.)Inspected, ISth April, 1874.
EnrolledBoys, 10; girls, 10; total, 20,
PresentBoys, 7; girls, 10; total, 17.
1. Tlio building is small and not central Steps are being taken to put one up in a better position.
The school is fairly well supplied with requisites, 2, About two-thirds of the pupils are regular.
Greater firmness is needed in the government. 3. All tho prescribed subjects are taught, except singing
and drawing. The attainments arc low ; in no subject docs the mark approach the average. Tho
general proficiency is hetrvocn indifferent and moderate.
Jellat-Jellat (N.-V.)Inspected, 18th September, 1874.
EnrolledBoys, 5; girls, 17 ; total, 22.
PresentBoys, 4 ; girls, 13 ; total, 17.
1. Tbe material condition is satisfactory. 2. The discipline is tolerable in most respects. S. The
mark for every subject is below the average. The general proficiency is between moderate and
tolerable.
Jure An at Golly (N.-V.)Inspected, 17th November, 1874.
EnrolledBoys, 8 ; girls, 8 ; total, 1G.
PresentBoys, 4 ; girls, 7; total, 11.
1. Tho building is in a fair state of repair, and there is a sufficient supply of requisites. 2. About
half tbe pupils are regular, 3. All the prescribed subjects arc taught, except singing and drawing. The
mark for reading and geography is above the average ; that for writing and grammar well np to tho
average, and that for object-lessons, dictation, and arithmetic, below. The general proficiency is between
tolerable and fair.
Lakbert (N.-V.)
Inspected, lltb November, 1874,
Enrolled Boys, 1G; girls, 8: total, 24.
PresentBoys, 11 ; girls, 7 ; total, IS.
1. School is held in a comfortable stone cottage. There is an ample supply of all requisites.
2. About two-thirds of the pupils are regular. The discipline is fair. 3. All the prescribed subjects
arc taught, except singing and drawing. This school was only opened during the present year, and,
considering tbe short time the children have been under instruction, tbe attainments are satisfactory,
Tire average proficiency is/eir.
'
IiABRy’s

Poiht (N.-V.)Inspected, 28th July, 1374.
Enrolled -Boys, 5 ; girls, 8; total, 13.
PresentBoys, 4; girls, 7 ; total, 11.
1. This is a little but, put up by two or three families, living on the west of Dewa River, to
accommodate twelve children residing there. There is sufficient furniture to provide for sitting and writing,
and there arc plenty of books and other working materials. 2. Tbe attendance is very regular, and
reflects great credit upon tho parents. Neither work nor rain siops tbe children, and it is, without
exception, the best attended school in tho district. 3. Tlio progress made in reading and spelling lias
been rapid mid sound, and the mark for these subjects is beyond the average ; the mark for dictation and
arithmetic is up to the average, and that for other subjects below. The general proficiency is between
tolerable aud/atV.
Limekilns (N.-V.) :—Inspected, 11th November, 1874.
Enrolled:—Boys, 13; girls, u ; total, 18.
Present:—Boys, G; girls, 4; total, 10.
.
K
is hcM'd a substantial stone Suit that answers well all existing requirements. Thero
is a satisfactory supply of furniture, apparatus, and materials. 2. The pupils are regular, and the
discipline is sound. 3, This school is worked with that at Larbcrt, and, in regard to efficiency, is in
about the same condition.

M'Donald'S Elat (N.-V.)
Inspected, 23rd February, 1874.
Enrolled:—Boys, 10; girls, 7; total 17.
PresentBoys, 7 ; girls, 5; total, 12.
_
. Tho material condition is satisfactory. 2. Eleven pupils are regular. The discipline is good.
3. I Jus school is worked with that at Burra, and is in the same creditable condition. Tho average pro
ficiency is very fair.
° 1
Mkringlo (N.-V.):—Inspected, 21st August, 1874.
.
Enrolled:—Boys, 8 ; girls, G ; total, 14.
PresentBoys, 5; girls, G ; total, 11.
v v 3' Ti'S ’a 118Cl1001’ ’'vc^
UP 'n all respects, 2. It is worked with that at Bcmbooka, and hero, as there, tho attainments are considerably below the average in all subjects. The general
proficiency is between
and moderate.
J
j- egcuum
Mount Italy (N.-V.) :-Tnspected, 18th November, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 4; girls, 7; total. 11.
Present:—Boys, 4; girls, 7; total II.
1. This is a largo, draughty place, badly provided with furniture, but with a sufficient supply of
J; AH the pupilsare regular, and the disciplinais good. 3. Tho attainments are
reasonably satisfactory. The mark for rending, arithmetic, writing, and grammar is well up to tho
’
t,lctatl0!l> object lessons, and geography is below. Tho general proficiency is between
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MiiLLi (N.-V,):—Inspected, 5tli Marcti, 1874.
EnrolledBoys, 8; jjirls, 7 ; total. Id.
PresentBoys, 6; girls, 3; total, 9.
1. This is a neat, compact, little building, well furnished and fitted up in all respects. 2. Not
more than half the children are regular. The discipline is good and ttie government firm, even to
sternness. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught. Considering the short time the children have
been under instruction, tbe progress made is very creditable to tho teacher. The average proficiency is
between fair and very Jair.
Okanmeie (N.-V.)Inspected, 17th November, 1874.
EnrolledBoys, 11; girls, 11; total, 22,
Present:—Boys, 8 ; girls, 8 ; total, 1G.
I. Tho building is in a fair state of repair, but there arc not sufficient desks. There is a reasonably
good supply of apparatus and materials. 2. About half the pupils arc regular. They Copy and prompt
a great deal, and require to he more firmly ruled. 3. All the proscribed subjects arc taught, except sing- .
ing and drawing. The mark for writing and geography is up to the average; but that for reading,
spelling, dictation, arithmetic, grammar, and object lessons is below. The general proficiency is
between moderate and tolerable.
Poweb's Coeker (N.-Y.):—Inspected, 13th March, 1874.
Enrolled;—Boys, 16; girls, 8; total, 24.
Present;—Boys, 6 ; girls, 5; total, 11.
1. Judged by the outside, this is an unprepossessing hut, but the inside is lined, and the furmture, though rough, is sufficient for existing wants. 2. Giving to distance and tile demand for children’s
labour, only one-third of the pupils aro regular. They aro quiet, obedient, and well under control.
Considering the short time this school has been opened the attainments are fairly satisfactory. The
average proficiency is between tolerable and/air.
Bossseath (V.);—Inspected, loth April, 1874.
EnrolledBoys, 11; girls, 7 ; total, 18,
Present;—Boys, 11 ; girls, 6; total, 17.
1. The school is in a fair state of repair, and is provided with sufficient furniture, apparatus, and
materials. 2. Two-thirds of the pupils are regular. There is a want of firmness in the government.
3, This school is worked with that at Inglewood Forest, and is in about the same condition. The average
proficiency is moderate.
Six-Mile Flat (V.)Inspected, 18th May, 1874.
Enrolled:—Boys, 10; girls, 12; total, 22.
Present;—Boys, 5; girls, 10; total, 15,
1. The school is much out of repair, and is altogether a dingy and comfortless place. There is a
sufficient quantity of furniture, apparatus, and materials. 2. Only three pupils can be called regular. The
discipline is loose. 3. Alt the prescribed subjects are taught, except, singing and drawing. The mark
for writing approaches the average, but that for all other subjects is much below the average. Iho
general proficiency is between indifferent and moderate.
.
Snafhook (N.-V.):—Inspected, 27th July, 1874.
EnrolledBoys, 8; girls. 15 ; total, 23.
Present:—Boys, 8; girls, 14; total, 22.
1. This is a rough slab but, fitted up inside in a very primitive style. 2. Tbe children are some
what noisy, but they are attentive and respectful to their teacher. 3. The mark for reading and spelling
is above the average ; that for other subjects below. The general proficiency is tolerable.
Stony Creek (V.):—Inspected, Slst August, 1874.
Enrolled ;—Boys, 7; girls, 7 ; total, 14,
PresentBoys, 3; girls, G ; total, 9.
1. This is a good building, well supplied with all requisites. 2, The discipline is satisfactory3. The mark for reading is up to the average, but that for all other subjects is below. The general
proficiency is between taler able and/aiV.
TARBAQANnAH (N.-V.):—Inspected, 31st August, 1874,
Enrolled:—Boys, G; girls, o; total, 11,
Present:—Boys, 6 ; girls, 4 ; total, 10.
1. The building and Dig outfit are satisfactory. 2, The discipline ie good, 3. Tho tnavk for
reading and writing is up to/the average; that for dictation, arithmetic, gratnmaij geography^ and
objeetdessons 1b below. The general proficiency is between tolerable and/aw*.
.

Tobiboye (N.-V.)Inspected, 1st Kay, 1874.
Enrolled:—Boys, 4; girls, 0; total, 13,
Present:—Boys, 4; girls, 8; total, 12.
1, This is a comfortable school, containing all necessary furniture and materials. 2. Two-thirds
of the pupils are regular. The discipline is good. 3. The spelling and writing are admirable, tbe
rending is good, and tbe mark for other subjects is beyond the average. The general proficiency is very
fair.
Towamba (V.);—Inspected, 14th September, 1874.

Enrolled:—Boys. 7 ; girls, 7 ; total. 14,
Present:—Boys, 4; girls, 3 ; total, 7.
1. The building is in good order, and there is an ample supply of alt requisites^ 2. Tbe discipline
is satisfactory. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught, except singing and drawing, iho mark for
reading, writing, arithmetic, and grammar is up_ to the average; that for dictation, geography, and
object-lessons is below. The general proficiency is tolerable.
_

IVandulla (N.-V.)Inspeeted, 11th August, 1874.
EnrolledBoys, 10; girls, 9; total, 19.
PresentBoys, 9; girls, 9; total, 18.
1. This is a small school, put up by the residents, and well supplied with all necessaries. Every
thing about the place is clean and in order. 2. The government is kind, but wanting m determination.
8. The school has only been established a short time. The children are making average progress.
AVabbagubba
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WAHttAOUBRA (N.-V.)Inspected, 1st gcptemtcr, 1874.
Enrolled:—Boys, 14; girls, 9; total, 23.
Present:—Boys, 14 ; girls, 9 ; total, 23.
1. The hnllding is in good order, and there is a sufficient supply of furniture, apparatus, and
materials, 2. The discipline hns improved, 3. Tho mark for reading and writing is up to the average ;
that for dictation, object lessons, grammar, geography, and arithmetic, below. The general proficiency
is tola able.
IVysdham (V.)
Inspected, Idth September, 1874.
Enrolled ; —Boys, 4 ; girls, 13 ; total, 17.
PresentBoys, 2; girls, 10; total, 12.
1. Since last inspection a residence has been put up for tbe teacher. The material condition of
the school is in all respects satisfactory. 2. Tho discipline is very lax; the children appear to talk, at
pleasure. 3. Tho mark for reading is up to the average; that for all other subjects is below. The
general proficiency is moderate.
J. G. MAYNAHP,
Inspector, Braidwood District.

CAMDEN DISTRICT.
Inspector’s Annual Report for 1874.
I hate the honor to submit my annual report for tho year 1874. The information contained therein
relates to the adequacy of the means of education in tho district as regards amount and distribution, tho
efficiency of the schools inspected, their material condition, organisation, and general discipline, tho sub
jects of instruction, moral training, progress of the pupils in learning, and prospects as to future
usefulness.
Schools in the District.

There are 106 schools in the Camden District, attended during the year by 7,339 scholars, being an
increase of ninety pupils since last year. The following statement shows the number of each class of schools
on Slst December, and tho attendance of scholars :—
45 Public Schools, attended by 2,780 pupils ; average for each school 61.
21 Provisional
““
27.
577 „
J>
15.
8 Ifalf-timo
127 „
11
68.
14 Church of England „
954 „
11
58.
14 Roman Oathouc
817 „
11
46.
3 P reshytoriau
138 „
11
56.
1 Wesleyan
56 „
It
Applications were received and entertained by the Council for the establishment of Public Schools
at Gterringoug and Campbclltown, and the erection of the buildings will shortly be commenced. Provi
sional Schools were opened at Sugarloaf Hill, Barrcngarry, and Bcllawongareh. An application for aid to
a Public Seboot at Forest Bodge, near Cambewarra, was not entertained, being too near other schools, and
two others, for Provisional Schools, at Woodliill and Broughton Yale, are onder consideration. At the
close of tho year tho certificates were withdrawn from the Church of England School at Bareli an and tho
Presbyterian School at Dapto, in accordance with the 28th section of the Public Schools Act, the average
attendance of pupils being less than thirty. As regards the amount and distribution of the means of education
in tho district, I am of opinion that, with the exception of a few very sparsely settled localities, the schools
ore fairly distributed among the settlers, but i u several places the number is in excess of tbe wants of tho
people. At Camden, Liverpool, Koggerah, Wollongong, and Jambcroo, there are three schools at each
place, and at Appin, Dapto, Bulli, Bankstowu, Wilton, Monangle, Brownlow Hill, and Churcoal Creek,
there are two schools at each place. One school in each of these localities would be sufficient, and therefore
thirteen schools centrally situated would supply tho means of education now afforded by thirty-one schools
under present arrangements. At Campbelltown there are three schools ; hut two of them will be closed
when the Public School buildings ore completed. In most cases the Council of Education has no power
(o reduce tho number of schools, because the Public Schools Act provides for tho support of two, three,
or four existing schools in the same locality, so long as the required average number of thirty scholars is
maintained at each.
•Condition

of the

Schools

inspected.

I inspeeted eighty-eight of the schools in the district during the year, viz.:—
40 Public,
.
16 Provisional,
2 Half-time,
13 Church of England,
13 Roman Catholic,
3 Presbyterian, and
1 Wesleyan,
As regards the actual condition of the schools, taking into consideration all matters of organisation,
disHpline, and instruction, for which the teachers aro responsible, the following statement shows tho
efficiency of the schools inspected :—
1 school is very good,
■
2 schools are good,
26
„
very fair,
26
„
fair,
32
,,
tolerable,and
1 school is moderate.
From this statement it can be easily shown that the average proficiency is fair for all the schools
inspected, and one grade above the results for last year. The average proficiency for tho schools inspeeted
last year was only tulerahlo ; but for this year tho results are fair. I n looking over the summaries of the
reports in the detailed statement appended, it may be observed that the condition of nearly all tho Public
and Denominational Schools is fair, or very fair, and tolerable for tho Provisional and Half-time Schools.
With two or three exceptions, all the schools inspected have been managed with more success than last
year. The scholars give evidences that intellectual culture is in progress, and generally speaking they are
more alive than formerly, quicker to perceive, more inquiring, and in the better schools full of vigorous
mental effort. The Council’s rules relative to punctuality, cleanliness, and order, receive a considerable
amount of attention. In nearly all the schools the cleanliness is satisfactory, but in some cases the late
pupils are not inspected before taking their seats. Tlio order is generally creditable, and the punctuality
lias been much improved. The scholars are obedient, attentive to their lessons, and respectful in their
manners. The irregularity in tho attendance continues to be a source of complaint among teachers ; but
on tho whole, the attendance for tho year was very fair, being 70 per cent, of the number of pupils
enrolled. Bo allowance is made for sickness or wet weather, and nothing counts as attendance but tbe
actual preseacc of the pupil. By reckoning tho averages in this strictly correct and proper manner,
they
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they do not show tlio usual attendance of the pupils in fine weather, wet weather, or when the children
are Buffering from any epidemic. The object of all statistics is to put facts before the public, from which
useful ^information may be gathered- There aro many causra which reduce tho attendance of children at
school, but in calculating tbe averages thero would perhaps be eoinc advantage in giving the attendance
under three phases. In the coast district and table lands of Hew South Wales, there are not less than
eighty wet school days, which reduce the attendance of scholars very considerably, and children are
frequently Buffering in one part or another from some epidemic. It would perhaps bo interesting if the
averages were given separately for the dry days, the wet days, and the days when sickness prevails among
tho scholars, h'rom these results the average for every school day could easily be found.

Of the forty Public Schools inspected, twenty-nine are vested, and eleven non-vested. Five of the
vested buildings are constructed of stone, seven of brick, and seventeen of wood. With very few exceptions,
the buildings are in good repair. In almost every instance there are suitable playgrounds, out-buildings,
and a comfortable residence for the teacher; but for many of the schools lavatories and weathersheds
have not been provided. The school grounds, with two exceptions, are nil fenced, and the furniture,
apparatus, and books are in almost every instanco quite sufficient. Tho vested school buildings are
generally sufficient in size, well furnished, and properly ventilated. During the year improvements and
important repairs have been made fo the schools at Kiama, Toolejooa, Albion Park, Camden, Bulli,
Broughton Village, Cambewarra, Glenmore, Liverpool, Violet Hill, and ’Wollongong, and the material
condition of these schools has been much improved. Of the sixteen Provisional Schools inspected only
one is held in a church ; two of the schoolhaueos are built of brick and fourteen of wood. The buildings
are aU in passable repair, and the supplies of apparatus and books aro generally sufficient; but tho furni
ture is in eoverat oases of an unsuitable kind. Tho playgrounds are often not enclosed, closets are some
times wanting, and generally there is no residence for tlio teacher. The material condition however of
the Provisional Schools is improving. As regards the thirty Denominational Schools visited, eight are held
in churches* With very few exceptions the buildings are all in fair repair, but in eight cases there is no
residence for the teacher. Five of the BchoolhouBea are of stone, nine of brick, and eixtecn of wood. The
school-grounds are all fenced, with three exceptions. During the year a Church of England school was
erected at Liverpool, and repairs and improvements made to the Church of England schools at Camden,
Canterbury, and Macquarie Hivor; and to the Eoman Catholic schools at Dapto, Camden, Irishtown, and
Menanglo; and the Presbyterian school at Charcoal Creek. The supplies of furniture, apparatus, and
books nro sufficient, and tho material condition of all the Denominational Schools is fairly satisfactory.
QuALinoiTroirs op trb T^acsebsThere were employed in tho Schools of the district at tho close of the year
102 Teachers,
6 Assistants, ■
15 Pupil teachers, and
2 Sewing mistresses,]
83 are males and
'
42 fomales,
62 employed in Public and
38 in Denominational Schools,
21 in Provisional, and
4 in Half-time schools,
64 teachers are married, and in
4
60 schools their wives teach neodlowork.
A considerable number of promotions and removals of teachers were made during the year, tho
result of which has been an improvement in the management of tho schools. Tho teachers aro, as a body,
exemplary in their eouduct, anxious for improvement, patient, industrious, and painstaking in the per
formance of their important and arduous duties. The following statement shows their classification j—
1 First-class,
20 Second-class,
55 Third-class, and
,
^
26 Probationers.
.
probationary teachorE are nli, with two exceptions, employed in tho Provisional and Half
time Schools ; and in the Public and Denominational Schools there are only twenty-four teachers liable to
be examined under Article 37 of tho Regulations.
_ There is scarcely any position under tbe Government which tends more directly to improve the
fiocial well-being of tho community than that of the teacher. A good school prevents crime, adds to the
Bccnrifcy of property, and forms the manners and character of the people. A teacher has much in his
power for good or evil, and a great deal of the respect given to his office depends upon himself. “ A good
schoolmaster, ' said a Minister of Public Instruction in France, !i is a man who ought to know a great
deal more than lie teaches, in order to teach with intelligence and taste. He must have an elevated mind,
to enable him to preserve that dignity of sentiment and manners without which he will never obtain tho
respect and confidence of parents. He roust possess a rare mixture of mildness and firmness, and aware
of hia rights, he thinks more of his duty, and sets a good example to all.”
The Public School System.

The education of the people is so important to the community at largo that wo cannot devote too
much attention to the subject. Civilization and progress demand that every child should acquire the
knowledge which is indispensable in social life, and without which intelligence languishes and degene
rates, Liberty is certain and steadfast only among people sufficiently enlightened to listen to the voice of
reason. A good system of public instruction is one of the best guarantees of order, morality, and social
stability. The Public School system of New South Wales has much to recommend it to educationists.
One cannot help observing the comprehensiveness of its leading features, and their adaptability to tbe
circumstances of the country. The system is moral, for it inculcates daily a love of truth, honor, justice,
and moderation. It ia social, for it brings persons of all classes, persuasions, and politics together, to
trado together, to legislate together, and sustain one another. It is national, for it prepares the children
who attend the schools to ho good citizens, obedient to the laws, and loyal to the Sovereign. It is
utilitarian, for it encourages economy and industry ; rational, for it teaches youth to look for what is true
in science and art, and opens the wide universe for contemplation. It is religions, inasmuch as it inculcates
n. love and fear of G-od, and a reverence for His name and works, and affords ample opportunities to all
children for obtaining separate special religious instruction to make them acquainted with tbe doctrines
and discipline of the Church to which they belong. Such arc the principles and the scope of tho Public
School system, and it only requires the co-operation of all parties to make them permanently effective,
r^
usually said to be conducted upon a certain system, and we read and hear
of different systems, air the Prussian system, tho Dutch system, the English system, the Irish system, the
French and American systems. In nearly all such cases the appellation system refers to different objects
in the principles of education. Most people when they speak of the word system, instead of referring to
a combination of parts, generally apply it to some one idea or characteristic. The peculiar feature of the
Prussian system is tho compulsory attendance of children at school j of tho Dutch system, an elaborate
plan of school inspection; of the French system, the great University of Franco with its Imperial
Uouncil of Public Instruction; and io epenk of the Irish system is to bring to mind the principle that no
child should be compelled to receive any religious instruction of which its parents or guardiaus disapprove.
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Wo doubt every By stem of school instruction has its characteristic ; but tlio characlerislie ought
not to bo regarded as tho system, Tlio Public School system of Wew South Wales is perhaps moro
systematic in its parte and working than any other scheme of public instruction. The course of secular
teaching, the class-books in use, the classification of the pupils, the organization, tho discipline, the
inspection, the methods of tuition, tho examination of the teachers, their classification and promotion,
and the plans of the school buildings, are carried out with the same uniformity of principle in all schools
as far os practicable.
Fbee Scholaes.

It has been frequently remarked that free education is not so much appreciated ns that which is
paid for, and that if education were paid for wholly by the State it would lessen the self-reliance and
independence of tho people, and foster a spirit, of pauperism. At the prescut time .two-thirds of the
education of the people are paid from the public revenue, and no such results have followed. These ideas
arise in the minds of those who associate free education with pauperism, the children of tho poor being
usually educated free ; but as each person would pay his quota of the educational expense, he would soon see
that tho abolition of school fees would not make education free, but merely alter tho mode of payment.
The fees would be paid us taxes, and the Q-OTCi-nment would pay the schoolmaster. In schools where
half, and in some cases more than half, tho pupils arc taught free, it is a heavy loss to the teacher, and a
loss he has no right to sustain. Tho people of the Colony havo accepted free education to a largo extent
many years ago, and as it docs not appear in any way objectionable to make roads and railways, erect
bridges, build gaols and court houses, mid do many other works wholly at the public expense, I can sco
no good reason why (lie cost of public instruction, the most important and useful of all public works,
should not bo wholly paid by the State. Kdueation cannot be free—it must be paid for by tbe people ;
but the mode of payment in this case is of vital importance. Society has rights, and one is that all
children should bo educated, to enable them (o bo intelligent, peaceful, honest, nnd useful colonials ; but
before education can be universally ditl’nsed, or the teacher raised to his proper position, 1 am of opinion
that the payment of school fees must be discontinued and the salaries of teachers paid wholly from tho
public funds. At the close of the year there were 908 free scholars attending the schools in the
Camden District, but it is not quile correct to call these children free scholars, because their parents pay
two-thirds of the cost of their education in the shape of taxation.
The following statement shows the number of scholars who pay no school fees at each class of
schools:—
Public Schools ............ .. 441 scholars.
Provisional.................... .. 193
Half-time .................... ..
38
Church of Eugland ..,. ..
91
Roman Catholic ........ .. 123
Presbyterian ................ ..
12
Wesleyan .................... ..
7
J)
If these pupils had paid the usual school fee of sixpence each per week during I he year,.it would have,
allowing a month for holidays, augmented the income of the teachers by £1,081) 12s. The teachers alto
suffer considerable loss by some parents not paying the school fees promised.
Chilbuex

not attending

Schooe.

When I inspected each school I made careful inquiry as to the number of children of the edueablo
ages-in each locality not receiving school instruction, and I found that there were about 1,100 children
in the Camden District not attending school. The average attendance of the scholars enrolled is 70 days
per cent. It appears, therefore, that one-sixth of the children of tho educable ages in the district aro not
attending school, and the scholars enrolled are absent about one-third of the school days. This nouattendance and irregularity are very injurious in many ways. Tho progress of tho regular scholars is
retarded, the public fimds are largely wasted, the work of education is hindered, the discipline is injuriously
affected, and tho teachers arc discouraged and embarrassed in their efforts. The irregular scholars make
little or no progress, the country pays two-thirds of the cost of their education, and they get hut little or
no education. Non-attendance nnd irregularity should be preveuted to a certain extent. No doubt
parents have control orer their children, but this control is limited. No parent has a right to poison his
child, nor to deprive him of food or clothing, and he should not be permitted to allow his child 1o grow
up without school education. It is upparcully a hardship for the poor to be compelled to lose tho
services of their children for a portion of the year; but it is also a hardship for the rich to pay for
Echoolhouses and teachers, and after all their money is not accomplishing the object for which it was
exacted. Although ability to read and write is said to add 25 per cent, to tho wages of the working classes,
no man ought to keep any one in ignorance for tho sake of cheap labour. Martin Luther’s opinion on
this subject is worthy of notice :—" If a State, in time of war, can oblige its citizens to take up the sword
and musket, has it not still more tho power, and is it not its duty, to compel them to instruct their cbildrou,
(inco we are all engaged in a most serious warfare, waged with the spirit of evil, which rages in our midst ?
It is my desire, above all things, that every child should go to school or be sent there by a magistrate.”
Cousin, in his “ Account of German Schools,” says,—
" Those who argue against the expediency of universal education are not deserving of an answer.
Those who, admitting this, inamUiin that the supply of education should, like other articles of industry,
be left to follow the demand, forget that hero demand and supply arc necessarily coexistent and coextensive;
that it is education which creates the want which education alone can satisfy. Those, again, who, con
ceding all this, contend that the creation and supply of this demand should be abandoned by the State to
private intelligence and philanthropy, are contradicted both by reasoning and fact. AU experience
demonstrates this. No countries present a more remarkable contrast in this respect than England and
Germany.
'
“ In the former, the State lifts done nothing for the education of tho people, nnd private benevolence
moro than has been attempted elsewhere; in tbe latter, the Government has done everything, nnd has loft
to private benevolence almost nothing to effect. The English however are the lowest, and the German
people the highest, in the scale of knowledge. All that Scotland enjoys of popular education above tho
other kingdoms of tlio British Empire she owes to tho State ; and among tho principalities of Germany,
from Ilrussia down to Ilcsse-Cassel, education is uniformly found to prosper exactly in proportion to the
unremitted watchfulness of the Government.”
The first feeling that generally arises in tho mind of a British subject when ho is told that
“education should be compulsory” is, that it deprives him of the right and freedom, ho ought to enjoy
under the Constitution, to educate his children as he pleases, a little, or not at all, so that to compel him
to educate them appears to be a grievance. There is no dnabt but this feeling arises from ignorance of the
importance of the question at issue. He docs not see that education is protection ; it does not appear to
him that crime costs more than education ; he does not know that cducalion is economy in the public
expenditure, not to speak of tho social advantages that a good education confers on the community. The
tfnilod States Commissioner of Education reports that barely one-fifth of 1 per cent, of the crime com
mitted in the country is committed by those who are educated ; on the other hand, he says that at least
80 per cent, of all tho crime is committed by those who havo vecoived no education, or so little that it is
valueless for the purposes of life. Compulsory education lias enabled Germany and Prussia to dissemi
nate intelligence among the whole people, which we are told is the secret of the recent brilliant victories
over France. It is generally admitted that knowledge is power, and that tho candidates for prisons and
poor-houses are diminishing in proportion ns education is diffused among the people.
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Dr. Fraser, the Bishop of Manchester, in his address at the opening of (he new schools at Fccleslon,
near Preston, in August, ISTA, is reported to hnre said,—“That Iho slate of education was most, unsatis
factory and discreditable, and until they could get a more regular uninterrupted attendance from tho
children, lie wa* afraid they would not be able to wipe away the disgrace (lint cMstcd among them. If
parents would not mate the sacrifice rolmitanly, lie realty thought the Slate ought lo step in, in loco
parentis, and bring to a higher level the present inadequate and miserable amount of culture and
education.’'
I think most persons who have studied this question carefully will admit that compulsory education
is necessary to a certain Client. Many persons cherish the opinion that compulsory education would
prevent all the irregularities in the attendance of children at school, and bring all children of (lie edueablo
ages under instruction, but this is more than could be accomplished. It would be very useful no doubt in
compelling sonic children to attend school, who receive no education under present arrangements, and it
could secure a more regular attendance of the scholars enrolled, but it is evident no low could compel
children to attend school when they ore sulfering from sickness, in Limes of floods, or where there were no
schools within a reasonable distance to attend.

_
Compulsory laws are powerless lo secure the attendance at school of children destitute, or limited
in the means of subsistence.
‘
School-houses, apparatus, books, teachers, and a compulsory enactment may ail be provided ; but
the pauper and the large family with small meins are excluded by necessity from a share in the privileges
otfered. Germany does not overlook this phase of the ease. Means ure provided for transforming jx>or
children from their condition of misery and degradation to a condition of neatness and wholesome respect
ability.
In his description of a visit to a German school, Mr. Eay says, — 'The teacher made the children
stand np one after another and tell me who their parents were. From them I learned that two were the
sons of counts, one of a physician, one of an officer of the royal household, one of a porter, and others of
mechanics, artisans, and labourers, who were too poor to pay for their children's education, and whose
children were clothed ind educated nt the expense of the town. In their manners, dress, cleanliness, and
appearance, I could discern no striking difference.”
If a practical enactment were passed by the Legislature to the effect that all children of the
educable ages, say from six to fourteen years, within 3 miles of a school, should attend school not less
than eighty days in each half-year until ten years of age, and sixty days from ten to fourteen years, under
ft penalty, or the parents to satisfy the authorities that the children were receiving education nt home, I
think it would increase the number of scholars attending the schools under the Council of Education
about 10,000. There would then bo perhaps about 7,000 or 8,000 children to whom compulsion eould
not be applied.
'flic children not attending school could be easily ascertained by the police officer of the district
inspecting the roll books of tho schools. Tho law would require to be carried out in a kind and con
siderate spirit. The Into Prince Consort said,—“ This is a delicate question, and it will require the nicest
care in handling.”
General Iluzen says,—“ In Saxony the number of years of compulsory instruction is eight, and for
each day missed a day is added, winch must be made up before the parent can hare control over his child’s
time. This seems to Imre worted better than the system of fines.”
An enactment of the Legislature making education compulsory, even if it were not applied with
strictness for a time, would be productive of much good.
Cost op E»trcATioi".
The total number of scholars who attended the schools in the district in the year was 7,331); and
the total annual salaries of the teachers, nnd cost of inspection and school materials amount to £10,395,
Now, if the grants made by the Council for permanent improvements nnd tlio erection of school buildings
are not taken into account, it will then follow that each pupil who attended the schools in 1874 cost tho
Council £1 8s 4d. Tho total amount of school fees paid during the year wns £3,593 11s. 10d., and
it follows that the average fee paid by each scholar was 9s. 9id. Total cost for each pupil, £1 18s. lid.
Prom this statement it appears that the Council pays about three-fourths of the cost of each child’s
education, and the people about ous-fourth.
Coi'cruniNG Beitaris,
The material condition of many of the schools has been improved, nnd new buildings, repairs, and
improvements are in progress. The organization, discipline, and instruction of the schools generally aro
more satisfactory. The instruction is better arranged, more efficient and progressive in its character.
The local supervision of a number of the schools is beneficial; but with regard to many, very little active
interest is taken in school matters. Additional schools have been opened, some of the small Denomina
tional Schools have been closed, and the number of pupils has been increased. The demand for well
qualified teachers is on the increase ; and the total abolition of school fees would, I think, be received by
teachers and people as a great boon. Compulsory education would be very beneficial, but it could not bo
universally applied in this Colony, owing to the sparse nature of the population. There are very few
places in the district where schools are required. A summary of my reports upon schools inspected is
hereunto appended.
W. MTNTYRJS,
Inspector, Camden District.

CAMDEN DISTRICT.

Summary of Reports for 1874.
The following remarks are abridged statements of my detailed reports upon the condition of the Public,
Provisional, and Half-time Schools inspected by me during the year 1874. Tho remarks chiefly relate to
the material condition and organization of the schools, the general discipline and moral training, tho
subjects and methods of instruction, and the progress of the pupils in learning :—
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
Amjt (V.) :—Yieilod, 22nd July.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 25 ; girls, 18 ; total, 43.
At examination :—Boys, 25 ; girls, 16 ; total, 41.
A bell and lavatories are still required, and the walls of the closets aro iu need of repairs, but
otherwise the material condition of the school is good The pupils are not all sufficiently punctual, but
in other respects the discipline is passable. The classification of tho children is moro appropriate than
formerly, and the instruction is now systematically arranged. The average attendance of tho pupils
enrolled is about 62 days per cent. There arc no free scholars. The teacher states that he is not aware
of any educable children in tbe neighbourhood not. attending school. The management is fairly satisfactory
in mo»t respects. Tho pupils answered 58 per cent, of tho questions asked nt the examination.
Ashfield (N.-V.) :—Visited, 17th December.
Pupils enrolled
Boys, 40 ; girls, 23 ; total, 63.
_ At examination
Boys, 27 ; girls, 11; total, 38.
The material condition of this school is bad, but the Local Board is making arrangements for the
erection of suitable school buildings. The instruction and general discipline arc satisfactory. Tho average
attendance
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attendance of the cliiUlrcn enrolled ia about CG days per cent. There are four free pupils. It appears
there are not over ten children of the educable ages in the neighbourhood not attending school. So fur ns
examined, the pupils answered about 70 per cent, of tho questions asked, and the attainments arc very fair.
Avondale (V.):—Visited, 21st October.
Pupils enrolled Boys, 2S ; girls, 25 ; total, G3.
At examination Boys, 23 ; girls, 18; total, 41.
Lavatories, woalher-sbeds, and repairs to tbe buildings are required. Tlio general iliseiplinc bns
been improved since last inspection.^ All the ordinary subjects of instruction are taught except siimitm
and the teaching is conducted ivith industry and care. The average attendance of the children enrolled
is about 6G days per cent. There are sixteen free pupils. It appears that twenty children of tbceducablc
ages m the neighbourhood nro not attending school. About 70 per cent, of tbe questions asked at tbe
examination were answered. The attainments of the pupils arc very fair
At,uiox Park (T.) :—Visited, 23rd October.
Pupils enrolled
Boys, SO ; girls, 4t; total, 04.
At examination :—Boys, 11; girls, 3G ; total, 77.
A weather-sired is required, aud somo small repairs to tlio roof of the residence ; but in all other
respects the material condition of the school is good. The general discipline is satisfactory, aud the
progress of the pupils in learning for tho time under instruction ps very creditable to tlio teacher. Tlio
average attendance of tlio children enrolled is about G9 days per cent. There are (iftcen free pupils. It
appears upon inquiry that all the edueablo children in the place aro under instruction. About 73 per emit,
of the questions asked at the examination were answered. Tho Attainments of the punilu arc abovo
very fair.
1 ‘
BviiKELEr

(V.)

I—Visited,

IGth October.

Pupils enrolled
Boys, 23; girls, 14; total, 37.
At examination
Boys, 1G ; girls, 11total, 27,
A weather-shed, lavatories, and repairs to (bo buildings and fencing are required, The general
discipline nnd instruct,ion havo been considerably improved during the Tear. Singing is not fanglit. There
are bye free pupils. It appears upon inquiry that there aro seven children of the edueablo ages in tho
neighbourhood not under school instruction. Tho average attendance of the children enrolled is about 62
days per cent. 70 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the p]-o"T(ws
of the pupils in learning is very fair.
i o Uoolong (X.-v.):—Visited, IGth March.
Pupils enrolled Boys, 34 ; girls, 30; total, 64.
At examination Boys, 28; girls, 23; total, 5G.,
Lavatoiics, weather-sheds, u book-proas, and fencing arc raqniroil. Tlie residence is too small
hut m otber respects tho material condition of the school is passable. Tbe general discipline is satis’tac ory, ami the mstri.et.on is well regulated. .Singing is not taught. The average attendance of tile
children uiroMed is GG days per cent, llierc ure no free pupils. It appears, upon inquiry, that them
arc miie c uldven of the educable ages in the neighbourhood not receiving school instruction. 70 per
cent, ol tlm questions asked at tlie examination were answered, and tho attainments of the scholars are

v u r i m r»

Brandon Hill (V.):-Visited, 3rd December.
Pupils enrolled Boys, 32 ; girls, 22 ; total, 54.
At examinationBoys, 32; girls, 19; total, 51.
The buildings arc new, substantial, and good; but a weather-shed, lavatories, nnd a sunnlv of
wa er are required. Hie general discipline is satisfactory, and the instruction is well regulated. Sincinr,
1» not tauglit._ . boro are six free pupils
It appears, upon inquiry, that all the children'of the
e rnllcd
l1" 10 ne,^!b0^0<lfl firet
tUKtniction. 'The average attendance of the children
enrolled m GO days per cent < 0 per cent, of tlie questions asked at the examination were answered
and tho progress of the pupils in learning is very fair.
w ’
Broughton Orerr (N.-V.)Visited, 12th March.

Pupils enrolledBoys, 58; girls, OS ; total. 110.
At examination Boys, 52 ; girls, 53; total, 105.
Lavatories, weather-sheds, nnd a class-room aro required, and the schoolroom needs painting
The general discipline is satisfactory, and tho instruction is well regulated. All the subjects prescriiied
by the Council arc taught, ihe average attendance of the children enrolled is Gfi days per cent There
are six free pupils. It appears, upon inquiry, that there are seven children of the educable ages in tho
■i’nsw red
nt lm
,n?tr!tcttc,,“' 1° Pw 5»n‘- °f «ws 4'KMtions asked at the examination were
•mswoicd, and the progress in learning is very fair.
,

Bulli (V .):—'Visited, 5tb August.
Pupils enrolled Boys, 44; girls, 53; total, 97.
At examination Boys, 38; girls, 45 ; total, S3.
Wouther.sbeds, a lavatory for the girls, the painting of the buildings, and some small repairs to
the plastering of tbe resuhnee arc required. The discipline is effective, and the instruction is well
regulated. Singing is not taught. The average attendance of the children enrolled is G7 days per cent
iliero arc four free pupils. It appears there arc twenty-one children of the educable ages in tlie
neighbourhood not under instruction. About 80 per cent, of the questions asked
the examination
weiu answered. I he attainments oi tbe pupils arc good.

at

Broughton Village (V.)
Visited, Gth March.
Pupils enrolledBoys, 28; girls, 27 ; total. Go.
■
At examination Boys, 24 ; girls. 23 ; total, 47.
The material condition of ihe school is good, and the general discipline is satisfactory. SineinEia
nmiitr?' ' h 11 l(V.erilGQ ^to’Sance ^ tho scholars enrolled is 75 days per cent. There are seven freo
) upiis, and about nineteen children of the educable ages in tlie Willy not receiving school instruction.
J tie pupils answered, so far as examined, about 70 per cent, of the questions asked, and the attainments
ill o vtiry iftir.

North Bulli (V.);—Visited, 7th August.
Pupils enrolled
Boys, 9 ; girls, 9; tul, 18.
At examinationBoys, 9 ; girls, 8 ; total. 17,
th* .oi^*t0nCSian^ia 'rcatllIcr-.s',e^
required, but in nil other respects the material condition of
a? ^
J-1*! P0i>u.Iatl0n Ila3 not increased since last year. There are no five pupils. Tho
sinwh?idl5TiI>Im0 1E fa'r« sa*lsfncto!7- .^n tlic subjects of instruction prescribed are taught except
)^i*0:u0ra."e Attendance of pupils is GG days per cent. It appears thero are seven children of
«
* 10 "“Sl'bourhood not attending school. About 65 per cent, oi the questions
asJiGtl at the cxammation were answered, aud the attainments arc above fair
138—G
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BDKDYWAtLA (V.)
Visitccl, lOtli Marcli.
Pupils enrolled:—Boys, 1G ; girls, 17; tot.il, 83.
At examination :—Boys, 1G ; girls, 17; total, 33.
Lavatories atnl a iveatlicr-shed are ivanling, the rooms of the residence require ceiling, and tho
schoolroom needs a fireplace. The discipline is satisfactory. Singing is not taught. Tlie average
attendance of the children enrolled is 75 days per cent. There are no free pupils. 1 find there are
seven children of the edueablo ages in the neighbourhood not under school instruction. GO per cent, of
tho questions asked at the examination were answered, and the progress of the scholars is fair.
Camdiix (V.):—Visited, 1st May.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 25; girls, 21 ; total, 4G.
At examination
Boys, 22; girls, 20; total, 42.
_
The buildings have been recently repaired, and the material condition of the school is reasonably
good. Tbe children are clean and orderly, attentive to their work, and nearly all punctual. The
average attendance of tbe pupils unrolled is G8 days per cent. There are no freo pupils. It appears
there are seven children nf the educable ages in tho neighbourhood not attending school. 70 per cent, of
the questions asked at tho examination were answered, aud tbe attainments of the scholars are very fair.
,
Cambewabka (V.):—Visited, 17tk March.
.
Pupils enrolled Boys, 88; girls, 35; total, 73.
At examination:—Boys, 34; girls, 29 ; total, 63.
_
Lavatories, weather-sheds, and two additional rooms to the teacher’s residence arc required, hut
otherwise the material condition of the school is reasonably good. The general discipline is effective,
and the instruction is properly regulated. The average attendance of the pupils enrolled is 70 days per
cent. It appears that twelve children of the edueablo ages in tho neighbourhood are not attending school.
There are six free scholars. About G7 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered,
and the attainments of the pupils are nearly very fair,
Cawdob (N.-V.)Visited, Sth June.
Pupils enrolled
Boys, 35; girls, 34 ; total, GO.
At examination Boys, 24; girls, 28; total, 52.
Hat-pegs, lavatories, and a weather-shed are required, but in all other respects the material con
dition of the school is good. Tho general discipline is satisfaeteny. Singing is not taught. Tho average
attendance of tho children enrolled is GG days per cent. There arc thirty-two free pupils. I find there
are twenty-five children of the educable ages in tho neighbourhood not under school instruction. 70 per
cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the proficiency of the scholars is
very fair.
Coolaxgatta (N.-V.)Visited, 20th March.
Pupils enrolledBoys, 27; girls, 23; total, 50.
At examination :—Boys, 19, girls, 20; total, 30.
_
The schoolroom is rather small, and lavatories aud weather-sheds aro required; hut otherwise tho
material condition is passable. The general discipline is fairly satisfactory. Singing is not taught.
The average attendance of the pupils enrolled is 75 days per cent. There are no free pupils, but it
appears that seven children of the educable ages in tlie neighbourhood are not attending school. (S3 per
oont. of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the attainments of tlie pupils are
above fair.
Fairy Meadow (V.)Visited, ISth September,
Pupils enrolled;—Boys, 32; girls, 33; total, G5.
At examination :—Boys, 21; girls, 21; total, 42,
_
Another desk, lavatories, a weathev-shod, and new closets are still required. The general disci
pline is satisfactory, and the school exhibits progressive improvement. Tho average attendance of the
children enrolled is GO days per cent. There arc six free pupils. It appears that twenty-two children
of the cdncable ages in tho neighbourhood are not under instruction. About 70 per cent, of the
questions asked at the examination were answered, and the proficiency of the pupils is very fair.
Glenmoiie (V.);—Visited, 5th February.
Pupils enrolled Boys, 21; girls, 20; total, 41.
At examination :—Boys, 17; girls, lo ; total, 32.
_ _
Lavatories and a weather-shed are required, hut in all other respects the mnierial condition of the
school is good. The general discipline is still lax. The average attendance of tho children enrolled is
67 days per cent. It appears there are only tliree children of tho educahle ages in the neighbourhood
not attending school. There are ton free scholars. About 50 per cent, of tho questions asked at the
examination were answered, and tho proficiency of the scholars is tolerable.
GmmswooD (V.)Visited, 6th May,
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 13 ; girls, 0 j total, 22.
At examination :—Boys, 11; girls, 9 ; total, 20.
Some small repairs to the buildings are reqmrcd. The general discipline has been much improved
during the year. Singing and drawing are not taught. The average attendance of the children enrolled
is 6G days per cent. There are throe free pupils. It appears that seven children of the edueablo ages iu the
neighbourhood aro not under instruction. 57 permit of the questions asked at tho examination wore
answered, and the attainments of the pupils are nearly Jair.
Jahbsroo (V.):—Visited, 24th November.
Pupils enrolled:—Boys, 25; girls, 20 ; total, 45.
At examination :—Boys, 18 j girls, 14; total, 32.
Tho residence is small, lavatories and weather-sheds are required, and the inside walls of the school
room afe in much need of colouring. The roof of the classroom is leaky, and all the buildings require
painting. Tho general disci plino is satisfactory. All the Buhjects prescribed by the Council are taught.
The average attendance of the children enrolled is 77 days per cent. There aro no freo pupils. It appears
that there aro seven children of tho educable ages in tho neighbourhood not attending school. 70 per
cent, of the questions asked at tho examination were answered. Tlie proficiency of tho pupils is very fair.
Kiama (Y.):—Visited, 30th November, and 1st and 2nd December.
Pupils enrolled:—Boys, 150; girls, 88 ; total, 238.
At examination :—Boys, 129; girls, 79; total, 208.
Owing to the increased attendance of pupils tho schoolroom is too small. A woather-shed for tho
hoys, a lavatory for the girls, and a separate schoolroom for the younger children are much needed. The
general discipline is satisfactory. In addition to the ordinary subjects, the elder boys are well advanced
in Latin, algebra, and geometry. The teachers are very industrious, skilful, and most energetic in the
performance of their duties. The school is managed with much success aud efficiency, and it is highly
beneficial to the district. There are four free pupils. Tho average attendance of the children enrolled
is 66 days per cent. Upon inquiry, it appears there nro about twenty children of the educable ages in the
town and vicinity not under school instruction. 90 por cent, of the questions asked at the examination
were answered, the writing aud needlework are excellent; a number of the elder boys and girls Lave
passed the University Public Examinations, and the attainments of the pupils aro very good.
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KAMAItOO Valley (V.):—Visitod, Srd Mareli.
Pupila enrolled
Boyg, 21; girlg, 19; total, 40.
At culmination :—Boys, 9 ; girls, 6 j total, 16.
A lavatory and a tveatber-shed aro required, but in all other respects the material condition of tho
school is good. About ono-tliird of the scholars aro not suflicicntly punctual, and the want of a bridge on
the Kangaroo River causes the attendance to bo very irregular ; but the ordor, cleanliness, and attention
are passable. Singing and drawing are not taught The small number of pupils present was caused by
the recent rains and Hoods. The average attendance of tho pupils enrolled is about 55 days per cent.
There are sis free pupils, and about forty children of tho educable ages in the neighbourhood not under
school instruction. Since my inspection a Provisional School has been opened in tho locality, about four
miles distant from tho Public School, where thirty-one of the children hereinbefore mentioned as not under
tuition now attend.About 50 por omit, of tho questions
ashed at the examination woreanswered. Tho
management of tho school is unsatisfactory. The teacher has been indiscreet intaking an activepart in
local matters which he should have avoided. He has since been removed.
Marshall Mount (V.) : —Visited, 22nd May.
Pupils enrolled;—Boys, 23 ; girls, 27 ; total, GO.
At examination :—Boys, 18; girls, 19; total, 37.
Lavatories, a weather-shed, and a bell aro required. The working materials ore sufficient. All the
subjects prescribed are taught except singing, and the general discipline is satisfactory. The average
attendance of the scholars enrolled is 75 per cent. Thero are no free pupils, hut tho teacher stales that
about fifty children of the educable ages in tlio neighbourhood do not attend school; 70 per cent, of tho
questions asked at tho examination were answered, and tho proficiency of the pupils is very fair,
Meroo (K.-V.):—Visited, 27th March.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 20 ; girls, 26 ; total, 46.
At examination :—Boys, 18 ; girls, 24 ; total, 42.
Lavatories and weather-sheds are required, and the residence is rather small. Singing and drawing
are not taught. Tho pupds are clean, orderly, attentive, and respectful in their manners. The average
attendance of tho scholars enrolled is 75 days per cent. There arc no freo pupils, but ten children of the
educable ages in tho neighbourhood do not attend school j 53 per cent, of tho questions asked at tho
examination wero answered, and the attainments of tho pupils aro tolerable.
Mount Keira (N.-V.)Visited, 17th September.
Pupils enrolled:—Boys, 43 ; girls, 30; total, 73.
At examination ;—Boys, 16 ; girls, 16 ; total, 32.
■Weather-sheds, closets, lavatories, and a hook-press are required; hut the working materials aro
sufficient. The general discipline is satisfactory. Tlio small number of pupils present was caused by
mumps, colds, and sickness, afflicting the children. The average attendance of the pupils enrolled is about
GO days per cent. There are four free pupils, but the teacher is not aware of any children of the educable
ages in the neighbourhood not under school instruction. All the subjects prescribed arc tanght with
industry, intelligence, and skill. 65 per cent, of the questions asked at tho examination were answered,
nnd the proficiency of the pupils is above fair.
Mulgoa Forest (N.-V.):—Visited, 17th June.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 30; girls, 14 ; total, 44.
At examination;—Boys, 24; girls, 9 ; total, 33.
Lavatories, a boll, and better closets aro needed, and the supply of working materials is barely
sufficient. All the subjects of instruction prescribed by tho Council are taught, and the general discipline
is passable. There nro thirty-ono free pupds and six children of the edueablo ages not attending school.
The average attendance of the pupils enrolled is about 70 days per cent. About 65 per cent, of tho
questions asked at the examination were answered, and tho attainments of the pupils aro tolerable.
Ko Cl AHAIT (N.-V.) :—Visited, 17 th April.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 26 i girls, 26; total, 62.
At examination :—Boys, 22; girls, 24; total, 46.
There is no residence for the teacher; and lavatories, a supply of water, and some addition^
fencing are required. All the subjects of instruction prescribed by the Council are taught, and the general
discipline is fairly effective. Tho hverage attendance of the scholars enrolled is 66 days per cent. There
are four free pupils, and about forty children of tho educable ages in tlio neighbourhood not under school
instruction. GO per cent, of tho questions asked at the examination were answered, aud the progress in
learning is fairly satisfactory.
Liverpool (V.)Visited, 16th July.
Pupils enrolled:—Boys, 48; girls, 36 ; total, 84.
At examination :—Boys, 42 ; girls, 25 ; total, 67.
A residence for the teacher, lavatories, and a weather-shed, are still required. The working
materials arc sufficient. The general discipline is satisfactory. All the subjects of instruction prescribed
by tho Council are taught. There aro no free pupils. About ten children of the educable ages in the locality
nra not nndcr school instruction. The average attendance of the scholars enrolled is 65 days por cent.
About 70 per cont. of tho questions asked at the examination were answered, and tho proficiency of tho
pupils is very fair.
Menangle (V.)Visited, 11th May.
Pupils enrolled
Boys, 18 ; girls, 20; total, 38.
At examination:—Boys, 14; girls, 11; total, 25.
i _
A clock, lavatories, and a weather-shad are required, hut in all other respects the material con
dition of tho school is good. AU tho subjects of instruction proscribed are taught except singing ; hut
the methods of tuition arc not sufficiently efficacious in their character. Tho pupils are clean, and toler
ably orderly and attentive to their lessons. Thero are about twelve children of the school ages in tho
neighbourhood not under instruction. The average attendance of the pupils enrolled is about 66 days
per cent., and they aro nearly all punctual. There are eight free pupils, whose parents aro unable to pay
toes. 60 per cent, of tlie questions asked at the examination were answered, and the uUaininenta of tho
scholars are tolerable.
Beakehuest (N.-V.)Visited, 23rd April.
Pupils enrolledBoys, 19; girls, 23; total, 42.
At examinationBoys, 19; girls. 23 ; total, 42.
Thoro i B_ no residence for tlie teacher, but otherwise tho matorial condition of tho school nnd
general discipline arc fairly satisfactory. The subjects of instruction arc thoso prescribed by the
Council, except siuging and drawing. There are two free pupils, and the teacher states that about forty
children
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children of tho educnhlo ages in ihe neighbourhood aro not unler school instruction. Tho average
attendance of the children enrolled is GO days jicr cent., and nearly all punctual. About GO per Cent, of
tho questions asked at the examination wore answered, and the attainments of tho scholars are fair.
Pjcton, Upi'kr (V.)

Visited, 19lh August.

Pupils enrolled
Boys, 24 ; girls, 17 ; total, 41.
At examinationBoys, 2c!; girls, 1(1; total, G9.
Lavatories and weather-sheds arc required, hut otherwise the material condition of tho school aud
general discipline arc fairly satisfactory. The working materials arc sufficient. All the subjects of
instruction prescribed are tanght. There arc seventeen freo pupils, and the teacher states that five
children of the educahle ages in the neighbourhood are not under school instruction. The average
attendance of the scholars enrolled is 75 days per cent. 60 per Cent, of the questions asked at the examina
tion were answered. The proficiency of the pupils is fair.
Lower Picton (V.)

Visited, 20th August.

Pupils enrolled
Boys, GO; girls, S3; total, 113.
At examination ;—Boys, GO; girls, 4!); total, 90.
_ A lavatory, a weather-shod, and some additional fencing arc required. All the woodwork of the
exterior of the building needs painting. The hoys are well advanced in squad drill, and the general
discipline is satisfactory. All the subjects prescribed are taught, and the methods of tuition are intelli
gent, and applied with zeal and industry. There are twenty-eight free pupils, and about ten children of
the cdncable ages in the neighbourhood not undsr school "instruction. 80 per cent, of the questions
asked at the examination wero answered, and the proficiency of tiic pupils is good.
Toolejooa (N.-V.)Visited, Gth March.
Pupils enrolled
Boys, G'l ; girls, 53; total, 114.
At examination :—Boys, 41 ; girls, 44 ; total, 86.

.

Lavatories, a weather-shed, and a hell arc required, but otherwise the material condition of the
Echoed is reasonably good. There is a comfortable residence for the teacher, and the supply of school
materials is sufficient The pupils are clean and Orderly, attentive to their work, nnd nearly all
punctual. All the subjects of instruction prescribed by the Conncil arc taught except singing. There
are only four tree pupils. The average attendance of the scholars enrolled is 75 days per cent. There
are about twenty children of the educahle ages in the neighbourhood not under school instruction. About
58 por cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and tho progress of the pupils in
learning is nearly fair,
Violet Hill (V.)Visited, 13th October.
Pupils unrolled :—Boys, 27 ; girls, 29; total, 5G.
At examination;—Boys, 25; girls, 27 ; total, 52,
*
Lavatories, a hell, a weather-shed, and a water-tank are required. A contract has been made for
the erection of a verandah, painting the buildings, and supplying additional desks and forms. The
apparatus and books arc sufficient, and the general discipline is fairly satisfactory. Singing and draw
ing are not taught. There are fifteen free pupils, and the average attendance of the scholars enrolled is
77 days per cent. There are fourteen children of the cdncable ages in the neighbourhood not under
school instruction, G3 per cent, of tho questions asked at tlie examination were answered, and the
attainments oi the pupils arc above fair.
’IVestiieook (V.)Visited, 4th February.
Pupils enrolled ;—Boys, 16 ; girls, 22 ; total, 3S.
At examination :—Boys, 11; girls, 20; total. 31.
The buildings are in fair repair, and there is an adequate supply of working materials, hut a
weather-shod is required. The pupils'are clean, orderly, and attentive to their work. All tho subjects
prescribed by the Council arc taught, and the instruction is well regulated. Thero are five free pupils,
and the average attendance of the scholars enrolled is 75 days per cent. Six children of tho educahle
ages in the neighbourhood are not under school instruction, 70 per cent, of the questions asked nt tho
examination were answered, and the progress of (he pupils in learning is very fair.
■Wollongong (Boys—V.)Visited, 9th December.
Pupils enrolled;—Boys, 42.
At examination
Boys, 36.
A lavatory Is still wanting ; the inside walls of the schoolroom require colouring, and tho windows
need some repair s. The children are clean, orderly, and attentive to their lessons, and the elder hoys are
well advanced in squad drill. All the subjects prescribed by the Council arc tanght. Thero are only
two free pupils, hut seven hoys of the educahle ages in the town and its vicinity are not attending
school. Tlie average attendance of the scholars enrolled is 77 days per cent. 67 per cont. of the
questions asked at the examination were answered, and the proficiency of the pupils is nearly very fair.
Wollongong (Girls—V.)Visited, Sth December,
Pupils enrolled
Girls, GO.
At examination;—Girls, 39.
A lavatory is still wanting ; the inside walls of Die schoolroom require colouring, and the windows
need some repairs. The working materials arc sufficient, and the general discipline is satisfactory. All
the subjects of instruction prescribed by the Council are taught. There are seven ires pupils, but the
teacher is not aware of any girls of the educahle ages in the town or its vicinity not under school
instruction. The average attendance of the children enrolled is GG days percent. GO per cent, of tlie
questions asked at tho examination were answered, ai.d the attainments of tho pupils arc fair. Tho
Email number of children present was caused by sickness.
Wollongong (Infants—V.)

Visited, 3rd November.

Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 23 ; girls, 24; total, 47.
At examination;—Boys, 23; girls, 19; total, 42.
The inside walls of the schoolroom need colouring, and a lavatory and a weather-shed are much
required. The ventilation lias been improved since last year, and new out-buildings erected. The
general discipline is .satisfactory, and all the subjects prescribed by the Council are taught. There are
six free pupils, and a considerable number of infant children not attending school in consequence of
sickness. The average attendance of the pupils enrolled is about 50 days per cent. About 60 per cent,
of the questions nskeil at tho examination were answered, and the proficiency of the pupils so far as
examined was fair.
Wilton (V.):—Visited, 28th July.
Pupils enrolled:—Boys, 29 ; girls, 19 ; total, 48.
At examination:—Buys, 2G; girls, 18; total, 44.
A gate, a woather.shod, a lavatory, a hook-press, and a supply of water arc required. There is a
comfortable residence for tho teacher, and the stock of apparatus and hooks is sufficient. The general
discipline is fairly satisfactory iu most respects, and all the subjects of instruction presetibed by the
Council
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Council arc taught except singing. Thero aro thirty-five free pupils, but no chilch'on of the educable
ages in the locality not under school instruction. Tho average attendance of the pupils enrolled is fiO
days per cent About CO per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the
progross of the pupils in learning is fair,
Woodstock (N.-V.):—Visited, 23rd November.

'

Pupils enrolled:—Boys, 35; girls, 35; total, 70,
At examination
Boys, 26 ; girls, 31; total, 57-

Bavatories, a weather-shed, and some small repairs to tho roof of the residence are required. Tho
working materials arc sufficient, and the general discipline is satisfactory. All tiic subjects prescribed
by the (Jonncil are taught, aud the instruction is well regulated. There am ten free pupils, and about
thirty children of the educable ages in the neighbourhood not under school instruction. The average
attendance of the children enrolled is 74 days por cent. 76 per cent, of tlie questions asked at tho
exmnination were answered, aud the proficiency of the pupils is considerably above very fair.

PROVISIONAL SCHOOLS.
Baego :—Visited, 11th February,
Pupils enrolled
Boys, 11; girls, 10; total, 21.
At examination ;—Boys, !); girls, S ; total, 18.
Tho school is held in a small wooden building in fair repair. Tho supply of furniture, apparatus,
and hooks is barely sufiioiout, hot tlie discipline is passable.
Drawing is not taught. There are eight
free pupils, and seven children of the educabie ages in the locality not under school instruction. Tho
average attendance of the pupils enrolled is GO days per cont. About 50 per cent, of the questions asked
at tlio examination were answered, and the proficiency of the pupils is tolerable.
Barhenoarky

Visited, 14th August.

Pupils enrolled:—Boys, 12; girls, 14; total, 26.
At examination :—Boys, 0 ; girls, S; total, 17.
This school is held in a small wooden building, A lavatory, closets, a woather-shed, and
additional school furniture will shortly he supplied. The general discipline is passable. The school has
been only a few weeks iu operation, nnd the children aro learning tho mere elements of reading, writing,
and arithmetic. There are no free pupils, but seven children of the educable ages in tlio neighbourhood
are not receiving school instruction. The average at tendance of the pupils enrolled is 66 days per cent.
About 50 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and tho progress of tho
scholars in learning for tho sboit time nndcr tuition may bo estimated aa tolerable.
Bomadfuhy

Visited, ISth March.

Pupils enrolled
Boys, 22; girls, 31 ; total, 53.
At examination:—Boys, 13; girls, 15; total, 34.
There is no residence for tbe teacher, lavatory nor weather-shed for tbe children, and the school
furniture is of a had description. Tbe scholars are clean and orderly, and attentive to their work. All
the subjects prescribed arc taught except singing. There arc throe free pupils, and seven children of
the educahle ages in tlie locality mo not receiving school instruction.
Tlie average attendance of the
pupils enrolled is 71 days per cent. About GO per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were
answered, and the proficiency of tho scholars is fair.
Bhowxi.ow Hi u,Visited, 10th Juno.
Pupils enrolled
At examination

Boys. 11 ; girls, 16 ; total, 27.
Boys, 10; girls, 14; total, 24.

Fencing, closets, repairs to the schoolroom, hat-pegs, and a hook-press are required, hut the
supply nf apparatus ami books is suffie'ent. The discipline is satisfactory. Singing and drawing are
not taught. There arc twelve free pupils, and ten children of tho educable ages iu the neighbourhood
are not receiving school instruction. The average attendance of tbe scholars enrolled is 75 days per
cent. Tho pupils answered 60 per cent, of tiic questions askul at the examination, and the progress in
learning is fair.
Bur,li Mountain:—Visited, 7th August.
Pupils cmollcd:—Boys, 1C; girls, 13 ; total, 20.
At examination :—Boys, 14; girls, 13 ; total, 27.
Fencing, closets, a weather shed, a lavatoiy, a book-press, bat-pegs, a bell, and a fire-place in the
schoolroom are required. There is no residence for the teacher, but the supply of books is suflicirut.
The pupils aic unpunctual, but they are elotin and orderly. Singing is not tanght. There are five free
scholars, and seven children of the educable ages in the neighbourhood aro not receiving school insti ac
tion. Tho average Attendance of the pupils enrolled is 66 days per cent. Ahmit 60 per cent, of the
questions asked at the examination were answered, and the proficiency of the pupils is tolerable.
Brooks Point :—Visited, 25th July.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 13 ; girls, 7 ; tolal, 20.
At examination :—Boys, 13 ; girls, 5 ; total, 13.
Fencing, closets, n lavatory, hat-pegs, and a ueather-shed nro required. There is no residence for
tho leather; but the supply of desks, forms, and working mateiiuls is suilicient Tho children are clean
and orderly, and nttentiio to then- lessons. Drawing is not taught. There are eleven free pupil", and only
three children of the edueablo ages ni the place not receiving school instruction. The average attomlnuco
of the children enrolled is 75 days per cent. About 50 per cent, of the questions asked at the examina
tion were answered, and tlio progress of tho pupils is tolerable.
Cordeaux River ■—Visited, 14t,h October.
Pupils enrolled:—Boys, 12; girls, 20; total, 32.
At examination ;—Boys, 12 ; girls, 20 ; total, 32.
Fencing, a kitchen, closets, a bell, a weather-shed, lavatories, and a book-press are required, but tho
apparatus and books arc sufficient, The discipline admits of considerable improvement. Drawing and
singing are not taught. There aro fifteen free pupils, and eight children of the educable ages in tlio
locality not receiving school instruction. Tho average nUcndanco of the scholars enrolled is 70 days per
cent. About 45 per cent, of tho questions asked at tiic examination wero answered, and the proficic icy of
tho pupils ranges from moderate to tolerable.
MoortIELDS :—Yn-itcd, 22nd April.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 2C; girls, 13 ; total, 31).
At examination.—Boys, 26; girls, 12; total, 38.
Tho schoolroom is built of brick and shingles, and in good repair ; but there is no residence for
tlio teacher. The working materials are sufiicicnt, nnd the general discipline is passable. Needlework and
singing arc not taught. There arc eleven free pupils, and all Ike educable children in the neighbourhood
attend
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attend tho sehool. The average attendance of the scholars enrolled is 60 days per cent, About 60 per
cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the proficiency of the scholars is
tolerable.
.
Sagcabt Field

-Visited, Ifth July.

Pupils enrolled
Boys, 10; girls, 11; total, 21,
At examination :—Boys, 9; girls, 11; total, 20.
,
_ A lavatory, a weather-shed, a map of New South Wales, and a supply of Scripture lessons aro
required. The pupils are clean, orderly, attentive, and nearly all punctual. Drawing is not taught.
There arc nine free pupils, and about fifteen children of the educable ages in the neighbourhood not
receiving school instruction. The average attendance of the pupils enrolled is 66 days per cent. Tho
scholars answered about 50 per cent, of tho questions asked at the examination, and their attainments aro
tolerable.

SuGABLOAF Hill :—Visited, 10th July.
Pupils enrolled:—Boys, 15; girls, 12; total, 27.
At examination :—Boys, 11; girls, 6; total, 17.
,
The schoolroom is built of weather-boards and shingles, sufficient in size and in good repair. There
is a comfortable residence for the teacher. The pupils are clean, orderly, and attentive to their lessons.
Alt the subjects prescribed are taught except singing and drawing. ' There is only one free pupil; but
seven children of the educable ages in the locality are not receiving sehool instruction. Tho average
attendance af the scholars is 58 days per cent. The children are learning the mere elements of reading,
■writing, and arithmetic. About 50 per cent, of the questions asked at tho examination were answered,
and the progress in learning is tolerable.
Thehisa Pare

Visited, 11th June.

Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 12 ; girls, 23 ; total, 35.
At examination
Boys, 11; girls, 18 ; total, 29.
There is no residence for tho teacher.
Tho school-building is eonstrncted of wooden slabs and
shingles, and in fair repair j but fencing is still required. The supply of furniture, apparatus, and books
is sufficient. Singing and drawing are not taught. There aro twenty-eight free pupils, and five children
of the educahle ages iu the neighbourhood not receiving school instruction. The children are clean and
orderly, and attentive to their lessons. The average attendance of the scholars enrolled is 66 days per
cent. About 50 per cent, of tho questions asked at tho examination were answered, aud the proficiency
of the pupils is tolerable.
Tun Dairy

Visited, IGth Juno.

Pupils enrolled:—Boys, 14; girls, 11; total, 25.
At examination
Boys, 11; girls, 9 ; total, 20.
There is no residence for the teacher; hat-pegs, a blackboard, a book-press, and windows for the
schoolroom are still required. Singing and drawing are not taught. The average attendance of the
pupils enrolled is 60 days per cent. There are fifteen free pupils. All the children of the cdncable ages
in the locality are receiving school instruction, excepting a deaf and dumb boy'. The pupils are clean,
orderly, and attentive to their lessons. About 50 per cent, of tho questions asked at tho examination
were answered, and the progress in learning is tolerable.
Tokgarra :—Visited, 21st May.

Pupils enrolled
Boys, 13; girls, 21 ; total, 34.
At examinationBoys, 10; girls, 20; total, 30.
Thero is no residence for tho teacher.
The schoolroom is built of wood, and in fair repair. Tho
supply of furniture, apparatus, and hooks is sufiicicnt. Singing is not taught. The cleanliness, order,
attention, and manners of the children are satisfactory. Tlie average attendance of the scholars enrolled
is GG days per cent. _ There are fourteen free pupils, and about twenty children of the educahle ages in
the locality not receiving school instruction. About 50 per cent, of the questions asked at the examina
tion were answered, and the proficiency of the pupils is tolerable.

Wattamalla

Visited, 11th March.

Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 15; girls, 14 ; total, 29.
At examination:—Boys, 12 ; girls, 12; total, 24.
.
Lavatories and a wcathcr-shcd are required, and the inside walls of tho schoolroom need colour
ing, Singing nnd drawing are not taught. The average attendance of tho scholars enrolled is CO days
per cent. . There are only two free pupils, hut twenty children of the educahle ages in the locality are
not receiving school instruction. The general discipline is passable. About 50 per cent, of tire questions
asked at the examination were answered, aud tho attainments of the pupils are tolerable.

Wxeouei ;—Visited, 15th June.
Pupils enrolled:—Boys, 9; girls, 20; total, 20.
At examination:—Boys, 7 ; girls, 17 ; total, 24.
Hat-pegs, a lavatory, a hook press, and fencing are required. There is no residence for the
teacher. The schoolroom is built of wooden slabs and shingles, and in good repair. Singing nnd drnwing are not taught. The average attendance of the scholars enrolled is GG days per cent. The pupils
arc clean, orderly, attentive to their lessons, and respectful in their maimers. There are nineteen free
pupils, and only three children of the educahle ages in the neighbourhood not receiving school instme!;l<3n' ,, e InlP^s answered 50 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination, and their progress is
tolerable.
1 °

Webbibebbi

Visited, 14th May.

Pupils enrolled :—Bo3rs, 9; girls, 12; total, 21.
At examination :—Boys, 7 ; girls, 9; total, 1G.
The schoolroom is new, constructed of wooden slabs and shingles, and in good repair. There is
no residence for the teacher, nnd lavatories are required. The supplv of furniture, apparatus, and books
is sufficient. 1 he children arc clean, orderly, attentive, and respectful in their manners. There are two
ree pupils, but no children of the educahle ages in tho locality growing up without school instruction,
binging, drawing, and object lessons aro not tanght. Tlie average attendance of the pupils enrolled is
Go days per cent. About 4« per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the
proficiency ranges from moderate to tolerable.

half-time
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HALF-TIME SCHOOLS.

Belmohe

Visited, 21tli April,

Pupils enrolled:—Boys, 14-; girls, 12; total, 2G.
At examinationBoys, 9; girls, 7 ; total, 1G.
Lavatories, a weatlier-shed, and n book-press are required, but the schoolroom is in good repair.
Ttiore is no resideuco for tlie teacher, but the working materials arc sufiicicnt. The; discipline is satis
factory, but singing is not taught. The average attendance of the pupils enrolled is 44 days per cent.
Thero aro four free pupils, and eight children of tho educahle ages in the locality not attending sehool.
GO per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the proficiency of tbe pupils
is tair.
■
Essex Ilnx :—Visited, 2tth April.
Pupils enrolled;—Boys, 9 ; gills, 13 ; total, 22.
At examinationBoys, 7 ; girls, 10; total, 17.
Lavatories, a weather-shed, a bell, a hook-press, hat-pegs, and some fencing are required. There
is no residence for tlio teacher, but the supply of apparatus aud hooks is sufficient, The discipline is
satisfactory, but singing is not taught. There are four free pupils, and seven children of tho edueablo
ages in the neighbourhood not attending school. SO per cent, of tho questions asked at the examination
were answered, and the attainments of the pupils arc tolerable.
W. MTNTYRE,
Inspector, Camden District.

CUMBEELAND DISTEICT.
Ikspectob’s General Report for 1874.
Several changes have taken place during the year in the character of the schools in operation, but there
has been no increase in the actual number of schools that have been open for tlie whole or part of 1874
as compared witli that of 1873, the number in each ease having been 88. Some schools that havo
been closed for longer or shorter periods—in certain instances for years—have been re-opened, and
others have developed from Provisional to Public, while one has declined, after lingering for years with
a small attendance, from a Denominational to a Provisional School, The following, opened during tho
year, areal! examples of schools that were formerly under the supervision of the Council, viz.;—Baulkham Hills, Public (formerly Provisional); JI’Dnnald Lower, Public; Noith Rocks, Provisional; Australian
Farm, Half-time; and ’Wiseman's Ferry, Half-time; the Newington and Haslem’s Creek Provisional
Schools had aid withdrawn from them, and were replaced by the present Hnslom’s Creek Public School,
and tho Begentville Provisional became a Public one, while the Portland Head Presbyterian, after having
had the certificate withdrawn from it, received aid immediately on the footing of a Provisional
School. A new Public School was built and ready for opening, at the close of the year at Rooty Hill,
near which a half-caste population resides, for whose behoof mainly the school has been erected,
on special representation of its necessity by gentlemen who take an interest in these people. Steps had
also been taken for tho conversion of the Parramatta Junction Presbyterian School (the only one in the
district) into a Public one, but the establishment had not been effected by the end of the year. Tho
following is a Hat of the schools that have been in operation during 1874, viz.:—
Public ............................................................................................................................... 37
Provisional .....................................................................................................................
15
Half-Time...................
4
Church of England ........... :................................................................................ .. 18
Roman Catholic .................................................................................
12
Wesleyan..........................................................................................................................
1
Presbyterian,..................................................................................................................
1
Total...................................................

88

It may be remarked, however, that tho foregoing enumeration does not represent all the schools
actually under supervision iu the district. At the request of the Minister of Instruction, the Parramatta
Orphan Schools, consisting of six departments, wore added to the above for inspection twice in the year,
so that, in reality, there were practically a hundred schools requiring examination. In fact, ninety-nine
reports on inspections of schools in connection with the district wejrc sent in to the Council for the year.
New and suitable brick schoolrooms have been built dining the year for the Richmond nnd Rydo
Church of England Schools. An infant school-room and an additional class-room have been added to tho
Bunvood Public School promises, and there wero in course of erection at the end of the year a substan
tial stone schoolroom and residence for the Lower Portland Public School. The material condition of
various schools has been rehdci-ed more satisfactory by repairs or additions to the premises, or a moro
complete or suitable supply of furniture being obtained for the use of the pupils. Among these may bo
mentioned the Hornsby, Leichhardt, Luddenham, Parramatta, Penrith, and Wall grove Public Schools,
the Richmond Roman Catholic, and the South Creek Church of England Schools,
From the difficulty of obtaining an arrangement for tho conveyance of a suitable site, the move
ment for the rebuilding of the Freeman’s Reach Public School is stilt in abeyance, and no definite action
lias yet been taken for the erection of suitable premises for the Parramatta South Public, although they
are urgently required, as the present accommodation is not merely bad, but of a temporary character.
Suitable vested buildings are required at the following places, viz.:—Banlkham Hills, Oastlereagh, Five
Dock, G-rono Park, Haslem’s Creek, Kellyvillc, Lane Cove, St. Albans, arid St. Mary’s. At the latter
place a sum of money has been collected as a local contribution, but not sufficient to meet the require
ments of Article 2 of the Regulations, and there have been various vexatious delays, which have hitherto
prevented the movement from coming to a conclusion. On the whole, progress has been made in the
improvement nf buildings and the internal fittings of schoolrooms. Generally speaking, however, there is
a marked distinction Iretwcon the material aspect of Non-vested and Vested Public School promises, the
former being of a much less satisfactory character than the latter. Nor is this to he wondered at,seeing
that such buildings are provided at the entire cost of the people of tho locality, whose first aim is natu
rally to erect a schoolroom of the cheapest and rudest materials, and at the least possible cost to themselves.
In some cases too the structure is built to furnish accommodation for religions service in connection with
some denomination, in consequence of which the school, although strictly conducted as a Public one,
wears a sectarian look, which militates against its success, and fends to give a false conception of
Public School principles to manv minds in the community. The only effectual cure for these drawbacks
in regard to Public Schools would be to cease to establish any Public Schools but those of a vested kind,
in future, and gradually make provision for the conversion of those that are now of the Non-vested class.
Some slight improvements havo been effected in tho material condition of a few of the Provisional
Schools, but, taken as a whole, they arc only moderately satisfactory in this respect.
~
The absence of lavatories and weather-sheds in connection with many schools calls for remark.
It is very desirable that tho latter should bo provided, to shelter the children from tho heat or inclemency
of the weather. For various reasons, it is objectionable that tho schoolroom should bo used for such pur
poses during play-hours, and it is to bo hoped that the members of Sehool Boards will exert themselves to
provide the necessary accommodation by the erection of sheds in tho play-ground.
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cv;ry school, aU chililrcn of a ccriain
(say, from five to twelve years) shorfid Lithcr receive ctlucation
privatclv, or at least attend for a peri id of ton months in the year, unless prevented hy illness or some
insuperable natural obstacle. The operation of sncli nn enactment would not affect those who already
send tin ir children to school with reasonable regularity, hut it would servo to secure a tolerable amount
of rd :cation for many who at pres nt grow up without any, or with so little as to he almost entirely
us dess. It seems to me that the practical hiw-maki s of the Colony should not became law-breakers
through ignorance, so far as the State can ptevent such a result.
Tlie fees for 1874 amounted to £4.dl.j 10., 3)d , being an inercuse of £42o over the amount for
1873. This i, owing in part to the increased numbers, but more to the fixing of scales throughout tlie
district, nnd the consequent greater atlention being given to the matter. The following table will
furnish information on various point, indicated by the headings :—

Schools.

No. of
Touchers.

Public ......................................
Provisional ........................ ..
Half-Time.................................
Cliuroh of England...............
Kotnan Catholic ....................

45
It*
rj
22
i-i
1
1

Amount of fees
for yew.

£
2,650
173
32
1,134
551
3')
36

s. d.
5 2
10 4
10 s
11 3*
3 4
Vd I?
li) 0

IjOWGsfc amount
of fees received
by any teacher
of a school.

Average
share of each
teacher.
£

m

s. d.

0
11 11
16 0

51 6
30 7
li'l 19
3ri 19

Mean average share of each teacher in the district . <

-•

£ s. d.
8 2 8
1 5 0
7 3 7
22 11 r>
14 4 0

4

H
4
4*
41
fj

Highest amount
of foes received
by any teacher

£

s. d.

233 16
26 10
25 7
it!) 1
60 15

0
3
1
0
2

0

..

£46

3s.

2jd.

In addition to the information contained in this table, it may be stated that 40 per cont. of all
schools furnish an income from fees of less than £30 per annum each, that from eight schools aro
obtained one-third of the total amount of fees, and from one-fourth of all the schools arc received over
60 per cent, of the entire sum. From the preceding statements it may be seen that the majority of
teachers derive but a small portion of thtdr incomes from fees. This question of fees and their collection
by the teacher ia a constant source of worry and annoyance to him, and ids partial dependence upon
them destroys to a large extent his independence. To country teachers, the abolition of fees and pay
ment hy a fixed salary would be a gieat boon, and to those persons who have now to sue !ti forma
pauperis for education to their children, it would icmovc a source of humiliation which is distressing
to many persons in necessitous circumstances. There is a novel idea cun cut in the minds of many, that
tn abol'nli fees would pauperise tho community, and lower the scale of morality throughout the Colony.
It is hard to see how this could be, when cveiy parent would receive education for his children as a right,
and when each would simply ho receiving hack, as he is now doing to a large extent, in the form of
clue ition from the State, an equivalent for the money which he has contributed to the general funds,
Police protection is ohtainc l in the same way; and, on principle, the holders of this opinion, to protect
themselves from degradation, should icgularly dole out to the policemen on their heat a small sum
weekly, to preserve their independence intact.
The folioi'ing statement will exhibit tho position of all schools in the district in relation to the
" standard of proficiency,” which serves equally as a guide to the teacher in his work nnd to the inspeck r
in his examination and estimate of the results obtained in each schnol. Thirty-seven schools, or 42 per
cent, svere un to the standard, leaving fifiy schools, or 58 per cent, bedew the standard. In 1873 there
were only 26 per cent, of all schools that readied “ up to the standard,” so that, as regards the estimated
proficiency of the pupils, there has been decided progress during the past, os compared with tire former
year. This increased efficiency is in part attributable to certain changes that occurred in the teaching
staff of the district, but more to decidedly earnest efforts on tlie part of many teachers to attain higher
results. The annexed statement is given for tho purpose of comparison with a similar one in the previous
report.
4
About 42 per cont. reached an average of fair and over. About 23 per cent, reached an average
of from tolerable to tair. About 12 per cent, reached an average of from moderate to tolerable. About
23 por cent reached an average of mode into and under.
As regards the various kinds of schools it may be interesting to note that two out of the four
Half-Time Schools, nearly 35 per cent, of the Denominational Schools, aud 68 per cent, of the Public
Schools, were np to the standard, while none of the Provisional Schools quite reached that mark,
although a few of them made creditably close approaches to it.
With respect to the comparative results obtained in the five leading subjects, it may he stated in
a word that writing, geography, and reading take rank, in tlie order named, ns affording the most satis
factory results, while grammar takes the mxt place, and arithmetic the lowest. In fact, of all subjects
taught, the last named gives the poorest results.
In conclusion, the condition of the schools and their results may be thus summarizedThe
material condition bus been improved in various ways, and may be considered on the whole fairly satis
factory ; the regularity of the pupils has decreased during the year, having been only f'G'3 per cent,
instead of 68 per cent, for tho previous year; and the average progress has been higher than during 1873;
the number of schools in a fairly satisfactory state having increased from 26 to 42 per cent. But, while
expressing comparative satisfaction with the proficiency, it must nevertheless he stated that, with
greater regularity nf attendance, moi e effective teaching in a considerable number of schools, and the
consolidation of existing rival schools in various places, much higher results would bo reached than ro
attained at present in the district.
Hereto arc appended the usual summaries of schools inspected during the year.
.
J. M-CBEDIE,
Inspector, Cumberland District,

PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
Baukhah Hills (N.-Y.): Visited, 20th August,
Numbers presentBoys, 1G; girls, 17; total, 33,
The schoolroom is tolerably suitable, hut there is no residence. The present arrangement Is
intended to be only temporary, until vested premises can he erected, -when a suitable site can ho
obtained. The supply of teaching requisites was somewhat scanty at the date of inspection, but this
defect has since been remedied. About two-thirds of the pupils are regular and punctual. They are
clean, orderly, and fairly attentive. They exhibit fair self-reliance and accuracy, aud the government
seems film aud watchful, The proscribed subjects arc taught with industry and care ; the classification
is judicious, and the methods arc suitable. Greater animation in the teaching is desirable, but, as a
whole, for the time, tlie results arc fairly up to the standard.
BobIvood

138-—H
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Buhwood (V,)Visited, 17th and 18th September.
Numbers present:—Boys, 132 ; girls, 83; total, 215.
The school premises arc of excellent character; they arc suitably furnished, and are well kept.
■When the additions now in progress arc completed, the accommodation will meet present require
ments. The school is in all respects well organized; the order and discipline are excellent, and
the moral tone is healthy. The course of instruction accords ivith that prescribed, and the condition of
the several classes testifies to tho earnestness of the teachers and the thoroughness of their work, The
average proficiency exhibited by the pupils of the first and second classes reached very fail', aud in tho
third and fourth classes good. 'This school is favoured in being under tiic superintendence of an
intelligent, active, and liberal School Board.
Castleheagh (N.-V.) Visited, 30th April.
Numbers present:—Boys, 20; girls, 19; total, 39.
The material condition, as respects tho promises, is very had, and thero is urgent need for tho
erection of vested premises, on a suitable site. The furniture is now suitable and sufficient, and the
supply of working materials is fairly satisfactory. About two-thirds of the pupils aro regular and
punctual; they aro fairly orderly and attentive, as well as self-reliant and accurate. The government
is firm and watchful, and the school is, generally speaking, in healthy working order, notwithstanding
its material drawbacks. The instruction includes all subjects prescribed, the teaching is careful and
industrious, and the average proficiency is fair.
■
Coltton (V.) [-—Visited, 31st March.
Numbers present:—Boys, 14; girls, 11 ; total, 25.
Bcpairs have been effected to the roof since last inspection, hut there is still need for further
improvements. There is a fair supply of working materials. The pupils arc very irregular, and only
tolerably orderly, while the attention is of an indifferent character. The government is slack, and the
mental power of the pupils is weak, The SubjiCts do not comprise singing; the instruction is
moderately regulated; and the teaching is defective in energy and thoroughness. The attainments are
far from satisfactory, and, as a whole, the school is not in a healthy condition. The amount of fees for
the year was under nine pounds.
Dobroyde (N.-V.);—Visited, 21st July.
Numbers present:—Boys, 12; girls, 13; total, 25.
There is no residence, hut otherwise the material condition is fairly satisfactory. The sehool is
badly situated as regards ihe population of the locality. The condition of the records shows gross care
lessness and neglect. The pupils ore irregular, and only tolerably orderly or attentive. Their mental
effort and self-reliance are feeble, aud they do not answer with promptness. The instruction is
moderately regulated; the teaching wants vigour and penetrative force; and the average proficiency is
only about moderate.

’

Dundas (V.)Visited, 27th August.

Numbers present:—Boys, 40; girls, 37; total, 77.
Some slight repairs are necessary, but on the whole the condition of tbe premises is good. Tlie
school is well supplied with furniture and teaching appliances. The pupils are fairly regular and
orderly, and the attention is from tolerable to fair. The government is mild, but. wanting in energy, and
the moral tone is fair. The instruction embraces all prescribed subjects, which eve properly regulated,
and the teaching is careful, hut defective in vigour and penetrative force. The average proficiency is
from tolerable to fair. Higher results might reasonably be expected from this school.
Dbbal (N.-V.):—Visited, 4th Decctnber.
Numbers present:—Boys, 11 ; girls, 21; total, 32.
The material condition is, un tlio whole, fairly satisfactory. Tlio regularity'—formerly indifferent
—has improved under the present teacher. The pupils are tolerably orderly and attentive. They aro
slow in answering, and evince but moderate mental power. The subjects embrace all prescribed hut
singing. The instruction is tolerably regulated, and the methods are of modern kind. The average
profieioncy is about moderate. The school lias been only a short time under the charge of the present
teacher.
Five Dock (N.-V.)Visited, 7th August,
Numbers present:—Boys, 21; girls, 16 ; total, 37.
There is no residence, and the closets and wood-work of tho sehool are in need of repair.^ Tbe
furniture is clumsy, and a book-press and suitable provision for water are necessary. The pupils are
fairly regular; they are orderly and attentive, and fairly self-reliant and accurate. The govern meat is
vigilant and strict. 'The instruction includes all proscribed subjects hut singing. The methods are
suitable; tho teaching is careful and intelligent, and the average proficiency is from fair to very fair.
Grono Park (N.-V.) :—Visited, 23rd June.
Numbers present:—Boys, 26; girls, 18: total, 44.
The schoolroom is constructed of slab anti hark, and there is no residence. Some additional fur
niture is required, a hook-press especially being necessary; otherwise thore is a tolerable supply of
teaching appliances, and the records are correct. The regularity of the pupils is not good. They are
orderly and attentive, and show very fair self-reliance and vigour of application. The government is
prompt and vigilant; the instruction is properly regulated ; the methods are suitable, and the teaching
is marked hy industry and energy. Tiic attainments reach an average of very fair.

HonxBBY (V.) [—Visited, 2nd September.
,
Numbers presentBoys, 17 ; girls, 21; total, 38.
The residence is too small, hut steps have been taken for its enlargement, and for other improve
ments; otherwise, the material aspect of tho school is satisfactory. The pupils arc fairly orderly and
attentive, and tolerably self-reliant and accurate. They need greater promptness, however, and more
vigorous mental effort. The government is mild, but lacking in energy, Tlie instruction includes
nil prescribed subjects, and is fnirly regulated hy the usual guides. The teaching is careful, hut wanting
iu animation and point; and the average attainments range from tolerable to fair.
Huxter's Hill (V.) [—Visited, 14th nnd 15th August.
Numbers present;—Boys, 48; girls. 14 ; total, G2.
The material condition continues very satisfactory. The pupils are clean, orderly, and fairly
attentive, as well as self-reliant and accurate. 'Tlio government in mild. Tho instructional documents
aro carefully drawn up, tho methods are appropriate, and the teaching is earnest and industrious. The
average profieioncy is about fair,
.
Kellyville
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Keiltville (N.-V.)Visited, 26th June.
Numbers presentBoys, 18; girls, 21; total, 39.
There is no residence, and some improvements in connection ivith the chimney and the lighting
of the room are desirable. Some additional furniture is also necessary. About two-thirds of the pupils
are regular and punctual. They aro clean, and fairly orderly and attentive, as well as self-reliant and
accurate in answering. The government seems mild, hut fairly effective. The subjects comprise all
prescribed. The instruction is tolerably regulated ; the methods arc appropriate; and the teaching is
industrious and tolerably effective. The average proficiency is fully tolerable.
Lane Cove (N.-V.) ;—Visited, 3rd September,

■

Numbers present:—Boys, 16; girls, 18; total, 31.
, . T^°
fairly supplied with apparatus and the usual teaching appliances. Tlie organiza
tion is injuriously affected hy the circumstances mentioned in the previous report. The pupils are very
fairly orderly', attentive, and regular. They are prompt in answering, aud manifest a healthy working
spirit.^ The government is mild, but firm and vigilant. The subjects are thoso proscribed, the methods
aro suitable, and the teaching is careful and industrious. Tho average attainments range from fair to
very fair.
Leiciikahdt (Y.)Visited, 2Sth July.
Numbers presentBoys, 43 ; girls. 3 ; total, 79.
The school is not centrally situated for tho imputation of the locality, Steps had been taken for
the erection of a class-room aud other improvements, hut they had not been effected at tho date of
inspection. On the whole tho material condition is otherwise satisfactory. About Seven-tenths nf the
pupils aro regular, and they are orderly and very fairly attentive. They aro fairly self-reliant mid
accurate, and the government is judicious. The subjects embrace all prescribed, and the instruction is
f^to ^ rc®u
Tlie teaching is industrious and intelligent, and the average attainments are satisLlasderlo (N.-V.)Visited, 7th May.
Numbers present;—Boys, 18; girls, 17; total, 36.
Additional furniture is required, and the residence needs lining. The school is fairly supplied
with teaching materials, and the records are correct. About three-fourths of the pupils are regular.
They are fairly orderly and attentive, and answer with fair accuracy and readiness. Tlie government
is fairly effective, and the prevailing spirit of the school is pleasing, Singing is omitted from the sub
jects of mstraction, which is judiciously regulated. The teaching is careful and industrious, and tbe average
proficiency is about fair.
Lower Pohtland (N.-V.);—Visited, 10th December.

Numbers present-Boys, 16; girls, 18; total, 33.
The material condition Is very had, hut new stone vested premises are in course of construction.
Trie proposed residence is quite too small. The pupils arc clean, and the general spirit of the school is
pleasing The answering is reasonably prompt in most subjects, and they manifest fair power of appiication. Tho government is effective. The teaching is careful and industrious, nnd the attainments are
about fair.
.
Leddenhaii, (V.) ;—Visited, 21st September.
Numbers presentBoys, 20; girls, 20; total, 40.
The school has been supplied with a book-press and suitable desks and forms since last inspec
tion. k,omo slight repairs are needed, hut on tho whole the material condition is reasonably satisfactory.
Ihe pupils are fairly orderly and attentive, as well as self-reliant and accurate in answering. The
government is firm, but needs greater energy and promptness. 'The subjects embrace those prescribed
for a 1mm Uass. Fair skill is shown in the regulation of tlie instruction, and tiic leaching is careful
and systematic, but weak in animation. Tho average proficiency is, in most respects, fairly satisfactory,

M‘Donald, Central (V.) r—Visited, Sth December.
Numbers present;—Boys, 14; girls, 9; (otal, 23.
The premises are in fair condition. Tho school is fairly supplied with teaching requisites, hut a
book-press and table are needed. About three-fourths of tiic pupils are regular, hut they aro only
moderately orderly and tolerably attentive. Tho government is too slack, greater vigilance being
requisite. Singing and drawing are omitted from the subjects of instruction. The teaching is indus
trious, but lacking in point and force. The average proficiency is below the standard, and tho pupils
possess but little mental power and readiness.
ID Donald, Lowee (V.):—Visited, Sth December,
Numbers present:—Boys, 10 ; girls, 7 ; total, 17,
rttv Tke schoolroom needs plastering, and tho hut, called n residence, needs thorough repair and flooring.
Otherwise tlie material condition is fair. About two-thirds of the pupils are regular and punctual. They
are clean, orderly, and attentive, and answer with promptness and fair accuracy. Tho government seems
firm and vigorous. The instruction embraces all the subjects proscribed ; the teaching is industrious:
and the results average fair.
Noeth Richmond (V.) : -Visited, 28th and 29th May.
Numbers presentBoys, 33; girls, 33 ; totnl, 6G.
,
In its material aspect this school is on the whole good, hut a detached kitchen is necessary for
the residence. About two-tlnrds of the pupils arc regular, and they aro fairly orderly and attentive, but
do not answer with such promptness and accuracy ns aro desirable. The gOvemmont is not prompt or
vigorous enough, iho subjects do not embrace drawing, or geometry. Tho teaching is industrious, hut,
M™ M t f •UlmQ,tM>n ttI1<i e,1Cr8J'’ not ProdLlctiTO of
results. The average attainments range from

Paiuumat-ta (V.—Infants)

Visited, 11th November.
Numbers present:—Boys, 70 ; girls, 63 ; total, 133.

The playshod having been converted into a class-room, the accommodation is now moro satisfactory.

A new playshod and some additional furniture aro necessary. The pupils are clean, orderly, and attentive
a!tjLw!^re

usually prompt and accurate. The prevailing spirit of the school is pleasing, nnd the
■!
°U
Tbe subjects are tWe prescribed for infant schools; the
teaching is intelligent and energetic; and the average proficiency ranges from very fair to good.

Paeeakatta
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PiEEAMiTTA (V,—Primary) Visited, 12fch and 13th November.
Numbers present;—Boys, 110 ; girls, 59 ; total, 169.
A lavatory and weather-shed are required for the girls, nnd the closets need enlarging. There is
no teacher’s residence, nnd no proper playground for the boys. Otherwise, tlio material condition of tho
school is good, and it is well organized. About three-fourths of the pupils nro regular, and they are very
fairly orderly. The attention is good, and the general mental effort under examination is very fair. The
government is judicious, but needs greater rigdance and promptness in enforcing minor points of order.
The subjects embrace all prescribed for n fourth class. The teaching is conducted with energy, and the
results show industry and earnestness on the part of the teachers. They may be thus stated:—Lower second
class, fair; upper second, third, and fourth classes, very fair.
Paeeakatta South (N.-V.)Visited, 29th and 30th October.
Numbers present:—Boys, 65 ; girls, 41; total, 96.
The material condition is very bad, and urgent steps are necessary for the erection of suitable vested
premises. The pupils are orderly and attentive, and about seven-tenths aro regular. They are very fairly
self-reliant and accurate, and manifest a healthy working spirit. The discipline is good. Tho subjects
are those prescribed j the teaching is intelligent and energetic; and the average proficiency of the first,
second, and third doss is about fair, that of tbe fourth being very fair.
PkXNANT Hilts (V.) :—Visited, 1st September.
Numbers present:—Boys, 34; girls, 2? ; total, 61.
The ravages of the white ant necessitate some repairs to the premises, hut otherwise they are in
good condition. About three-fifths of tho pupils aro regular. They are fairly orderly and attentive, hut
they do not answer with promptness, and their mental effort is not vigorous. The government is mild, hut
lacks energy. Singing is omitted from the prescribed subjects. The instruction is fairly regulated, and
the teaching is industrious, but wanting in force. The results are from tolerable to fair.
Pehbith (V.) :—Visited, 22nd and 23rd April.
Numbers present:—Boys, 68; girls, 63 ; total, 121.
A book-press, a table, and some desks and forms are desirable j otherwise the condition of the
schoolroom is satisfactory. The residence is unfit for occupation. About seven-tenths aro regular, and
they are orderly, and, while under examination, fairly attentive as well as accurate in answering. Tlie
government is firm and watchful, AU tho proscribed subjects arc taught, and the instruction is properly
regulated. The teaching is conducted with care and energy, and the average proficiency is from tolerable
to fair. The present teacher has not been long in charge. A new residence has been built since the
inspection took place.
Prospect (V.)Visited, 19th March.
Numbers present:—Boys, 22 ; girls, 18 j total, 40.
The addition of a detached kitchen to the residence is necessary, hut otherwise the material con
dition is satisfactory. About two-thirds of tho pupils are regular, and they are orderly and fairly atten
tive. Tlio general spirit of the school is healthy, and tho discipline is effective. All prescribed subjects are
taught, and tho instruction is fairly regulated. The teaching is industrious aud zealous, and the average
results aro satisfactory.

Reoektyille (N.-V.) :—Visited, 28th April.
Numbers present i—Boys, 8; girls, 22 ; total, 30.
Tho material condition has been improved by the lengthening of the schoolroom. The pupils are
moderately orderly and tolerably attentive. Their mental power is, however, weak, and they do not
answer with promptness or much accuracy. The discipline needs greater vigour. The subjects embrace
all prescribed but drawing, and the instruction is moderately regulated. _ The teaching is defective in
energy and intelligence, and the average proficiency is about moderate. This school, formerly Provisional,
was converted into a Public one during the year.
Eichmom (N.-V.)
Visited, 21st aud 22nd May.
Numbers present:—Boys, 69; girls, 70; total, 139.
Since last inspection the desks have been raised on platforms, and an excellent book-press has been
furnished, while the out-offices have been improved. The erection of a residence, weather-shed, nnd lava
tory are necessary to complete the equipment of the school, but otherwise the condition is very good. The
pupils are clean, orderly, and attentive, and their mental effort is more than usually vigorous. The dis
cipline is good. The subjects embrace all prescribed for tbe instruction, which is properly regulated.
The teaching is marked by energy and industry, and the average proficiency is very fair.
Rydt: :—(Infants—V.):—Visited, 26th November.
Numbers present:—Boys, 32 ; girls, 22 ; total, 64,
The school is fairly supplied with necessary working materials, and otherwise properly equipped
for teaching purposes. About seven-tenths of tho pupils are regular, and they ure orderly and very fairly
attentive. The government is effective, and the school is in a healthy working condition. The subjects
comprise all prescribed for such schools. Tho classification is judicious, the teaching is marked by energy,
and the average proficiency is very fair.
Etue (Primary.—V.) Visited, 27th November.
Numbers present:—Boys, 39 j girls, 33; total, 72.
Tho schoolroom is properly furnished and supplied with requisites, but not having been originally
built for school purposes, it is not so suitable as is desirable. Tlie residence needs some additions and
improvements. About two-thirds of the pupils are regular, and they are very fairly orderly and attentive.
They are fairly accurate in answering, and the government seems fairly effective. The instruction includes
all proscribed subjects, and is suitably regulated. Tho teaching is earnest and industrious, and tho attain
ments aro fairly satisfactory.
Smithpibld (V.):—Visited, 6th August.
Numbers present:—Boys, 20; girls, 14; total, 34.
The school has been improved materially by tho removal of the partition. The closets urgently
need repair, and the erection of weather-sheds is desirable ; otherwise the condition is fairly satisfactory.
About two-thirds of the pupils are regular, aud they aro orderly and fairly attentive, as well as self-reliant
under examination. Tho government is firm and watchful. The subjects are those prescribed; tho
teaching is methodical, and marked by earnestness and energy; and the results arc fairly satisfactory.
Si. Ainahs
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St. Aitians (N.-Y.):—Visited, 7th December.

Numbers present:—Boys, 18 ; girls, 10 ; total, 28.
The material condition is bad, and the erection of new premises is urgently necessary. The school
stock is fairly sufficient. About three-fifths of the pupils are regular. They are fairly orderly and atten
tive, and manifest fair intelligence under ciamination. The government is mild, but fairly effective, and
the prevailing spirit is pleasing. The subjects include all but singing, and the instruction is fairly
regulated. The teaching is painstaking and industrious, and the average proficiency is about fair.
St. MjlEt's (N.-Y.):—Visited, 5th May.
•

Numbers present:—Boys, 16; girls, 15 j total, 31.

No change has yet taken place in the unsatisfactory material condition of this school, although such
change is urgently requisite. About two-thirds of the pupiis are regular, and they are fairly orderly and
attentive. They arc tolerably accurate in their answers, and the government is mild, but firm and vigilant.
Singing is not taught, but otherwise the subjects accord with the classification. The teaching is careful,
the methods are suitable, and the attainments are about tolerable.
TYallgeove (V.)Visited, 26th March.
Numbers present:—Boys, 13 ; girls, 16; total, 29.
Various improvements have been effected on the premises since last inspection, but the erection of
a kitchen is still desirable. About throe-fifths of the pupils are regular. They are clean, orderly, and
very fairly attentive, and their answering is spirited and fairly accurate. The discipline is genial and
effective, and the prevailing spirit of the school is pleasing. The instruction embraces all the subjects pre
scribed ; the classification is appropriate, and the toaohing is conducted with sustained energy. The
average proficiency exceeds fair.
WINDSOR (Infants—V.) :—Visited, 16th June.
Numbers presentBoys, 30; girls, 37 j total, 67.
Except for the smallness of the room, the material condition might bo pronounced good. About
three-fourths of the pupils are regular, and they are orderly and very fairly attentive. They answer with
reasonable promptness, and manifest fair montal effort. The government is effective. The subjects accord
with the standard requirements for infant schools; the teaching is earnest and methodical, and the results
are from very fair to good.

(Primaiy—V.) :—Visited, 16th, 17th, and 22nd June.
Numbers present:—Boys, 46 ; girls, 45 ; total, 91.
The school is well furnished and supplied with necessary working materials. Tho premises are
good, and in good repair. About three-fourths of the pupils are regular. They are clean, orderly, and
very fairly attentive ; and, with tho exception of one class, exhibit fair self-reliance and accuracy under
examination. The government seems firm and vigilant. The instruction embraces all prescribed subjects.
The classification is now appropriate. The teaching is industrious, but needs greater animation and
energy to make it thoroughly impressive. The average proficiency somewhat exceeds fair.
Windsor

PROVISIONAL SCHOOLS.
BijACktown ^Visited, 13 th February,
Numbers presentBoys, C; girls, 13; total, 18.
A room of tho teacher's residence servos as the schoolroom, which is tolerably suitable, and is
moderately supplied with furniture and teaching appliances. The records are tolerably correct. Tho
pupils are clean, and moderately orderly and attentive. They are weak in self-reliance, and do not
answer with much accuracy or promptness. The teaching is industrious, but not sufficiently searching
or thorough, and the lesson guides are of an indifferent character. The average proficiency is moderate.
Owing to the broken weather, the attendance was smaller than usual.
Gheindale r—Visited, 22nd September.
Numbers presentBoys, 18; girls, 9; total, 27,
The material condition of the schoolroom is moderately satisfactory, hut it is desirable that the
site should he removed further towards Shancamore, so that it may he made to supply, as far as prac
ticable, the place of the school formerly existing there. _ The records are neatly and correctly kept.
The pupils are tolerably orderly and attentive, and exhibit moderate application to work, as well as
accuracy in their answers. The government is tolerably effective. The subjects embrace all prescribed
for a third class. The teaching is industrious, and the average attainments range from moderate to
tolerable.
.
'
Guildford ;—Visited, 6th August.
Numbers present:—Boys, 11; girls, 7 ! total, 18.
The schoolroom, tho property of tho teacher, is moderately furnished, and fairly supplied with
school requisites. Tho records are correct. The pupils are moderately orderly and tolerably attentive.
They are slow in answering, and their power of sustained mental effort is weak. The discipline is mild,
but weak. The instruction includes all subjects prescribed for a third class. The teaching is careful,
but wants point and vigour, and the results are about moderate,
Hasi.eu's Greek :—Visited, 12th February.
Numbers present:—Boys, 7 ; girls, 9; total, 16.
The schoolroom is suitable, hut it is not properly furnished, and there arc no out-houses. The
records are very badly kept. The order is bad,-and tho attention of the pupils is only moderate. Their
answering is neither prompt nor accurato, and they are evidently little accustomed to mental exertion.
The classification is erroneous, and the government is slack. The instruction is not properly regulated,
tho subjects are only partially taugbt, and tho teaching is of a mechanical type. The attainments are
very meagre, tho average proficiency being small. Aid has since been withdrawn from tho school, on
account of its proximity to a public one.
Kebip's Creek :—Visited, 16th September.
Numbers present:—Boys, 10; girls, 8 ; total, 18.
Improvements effected since last inspection render the material condition moderately satisfactory.
The returns give a high per centage of regularity. The pupils are fairly orderly and attentive. The
government is firm, and the prevailing spirit is fairly pleasing. The instruction is regulated with
tolerable skill; the teaching is marked by care and industry ; and the attainments range from tolerable
to fair. On tho whole, this school Is superior to the majority of schools of its class.

Kurbajonq
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Kuhbajoxg South Visited, 2Sth Hay.
Nurnbors present:—Boys, H; girls, 11; total, 25.
_
The material condition, as regards tlic schoolroom, is fairly satisfactory. The records are
incomplete, and incorrect in some respects. The pupiis are moderately orderly and attentive, as well as
self-reliant and accnratc. The government is mild. The instruction is not regulated hy tho usual
documents, and several subjects have been omitted. The teaching seems industrious, hut wanting in
force and intelligence. The results are barely “moderate.” The school was closed for some months,
until just before its inspection.
Lower Hawkeshchy :—Visited, 3th December.
Numbers present;—Boys, 12; girls, 15; total, 27.
On the whole, the schoolis tolerably satisfactory as regards the room occupied, and its fittings
and teaching stock. The pupils are fairly orderly and attentive, and show tolerable self-reliance,
accuracy, and menial effort, under examination. The government is quiet but firm, and tho general
spirit of the school is pleasing. The. subjects embrace all prescribed but singing; the teaching is earnest
and painstaking; and the average proficiency exceeds tolerable. This is cue of the best of the
Provisional Schools in the district.
M'Donald River ;—Visited, 7th December.
Numbers present:—Boys, 11; girls, 12; total, 23.
Tlic roof has been shingled, hut the floor needs repair, and there is no closet. Sniiablc furniture
is needed, and the supply of books is scanty, and (hey are not in good condition. The order is had, and
the attention is poor. The government is feeble. Tho pupils do not answer with promptness or
accuracy, and their power of thought and capacity of expression are feeble. The instruction is badly
regulated, and tho teaching is marked hy little force or intelligence. The attainments are low.
.

Mulooa :—Visited, 24th September.
Numbers present:—Boys, 14 j girls, 12 ; total, 26.
.
The material condition is fairly satisfactory in most respects, and the records aro correctly kept.
About seven-tenths of the pupils aro regular and punctual; they ore clean, and fairly orderly and attentive,
and they evince fair promptness and mental activity under examination. Tho government is genial and
firm. The subjects embrace all prescribed, and the instruction is tolerably regulated, while the teaching
is marked by painsinking earnestness. Tho average proficiency is from tolerable to fair. This is one of
the few Provisional Schools that closely approach satisfying the standard. Action is now being taken for
its establishment as a Public School.
Muigoa Forest Mountats ;—Visited, 23rd September.
Numbers present;—Boys, 8 ; girls, 14; total, 22.
In its material aspect this school needs considerable improvement: the schoolroom is too small,
the furniture is rude, and there are no closets. The pupils are tolerably orderly and attentive, hut under
examination they evince only moderate accuracy, and their power of thought and expression is feeble.
The government is mild. The instruction is moderately regulated, and the teaching is industrious, but
wanting in intelligence and vigour. The attainments are low. The total fees paid in this school for
1874 Kera 25*.
NeWEtotox :—Visited, 20th March.
Numbers present:—Boys, 22 ; girls, 15 ; total, 37.
_
This school has now merged into Haslem’s Creek Public School, which is conducted in a more
suitable building, and is fitted up with proper furniture. Tho pupils are tolerably orderly and fairly
attentive, but greater vigour is required in the discipline to make tho teaching thoroughly effective. The
instruction is regulated, and tho teacliing is marked by industry. Tho average proficiency is about
tolerable,
North Rocks :—Visited, 18th December.
Numbers present:—Boys, 6; girls, IS ; total, 23.
The schoolroom—constructed of slab and plastered—is tolerably suitable, and is fairly supplied
with necessary teaching requisites. The pupils are tolerably orderly and attentive. Tho government
seems firm and watchful, and the tone of the school is promising. Tho instruction is regulated, the methods
are of modern cast, and tho teaching is careful and industrious. Tho average proficiency is about tolerable.
The school was only a short time in operation after being closed for some years.
Portland Head :—Visited, 14th December.
Numbers present:—Boys, 7 ; girls, 8; total, 15.
The supply of furniture and genera! teaching appliances is fairly sufficient, and tho records are
correct. The pupils ore tolerably orderly and attentive, but only moderately self-reliant and accurate.
Tho government lacks vigour, and there is but little mental life in the school. Singing and drawing are
omitted from the subjects of instruction, which is moderately regulated, and the teaching is defective in
vigour and intelligence. The average proficiency is nearly moderate.
SaCKVille Reach :—Visited, 14th December.
Numbers'presentBoys, 14 ; girls, 4 j total, 18.
In its material aspect this school is fairly satisfactory. The pupils are tolerably orderly and attentive,
and moderately accurate. Tho government is too slack. The subjects of instruction do not embrace
singing or drawing. Tho instruction is moderately regulated, tho methods are only partially modern, and
tho leaching is defective in point and intelligence. The aaornge proficiency is moderate.
The Vineyard
Visited, 10th June.
Numbers present:—Boys, 13 ; girls, 8; total, 21.
The material condition is moderate, as regards the schoolroom. There is a tolerable supply of
furniture and necessary working materials. The pupils rank low in point of regularity and punctuahly;
they are neither orderly nor attentive, and make but little effort to answer. The government is slack,
Tlic subjects do not embrace singing or drawing, and geography is a failure. The lesson-guides are
indifferent, and the teaching is feeble. The attainments are meagre, and but little progress appears (o be
made. The teacher soon after tendered his resignation.
■

HALF-TIME
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■

HALF-TIME SCHOOLS.

.

Australian Farac :—Visited, 11th December.
Numbers present:—Dojs, 14 ; girls, 5 ; total, 19.
The building is not quite finished, and some more furniture is requisite; otherwise, the material condition
is tolerable. About three-fourths of the pupils are regular and punctual. They aro fairly orderly and
attentive, and are tolerably self-reliant and accurato in answering. Tho subjects comprise all prescribed
but singing ; the instruction is regulated with tolerable sliill; and the teaching is industrious, and pro
ductive on the whole of tolerable results.

.

TTrPUu Colo :—Visited, 3rd June.

Numbers present i—Boys, 11; girls, 9 ; total, 20,
The school is conducted in a building belonging to tho Church of England. Part of tho roof needs
repair, hut otherwise it is in fair condition. About Iwo-tbirds of the pupils are regular and punctual.
They aro clean, orderly, and attentive ; the government is firm and prompt; and the prevailing spirit of
tho school is pleasing. The instruction is properly regulated, the teaching is conducted with energy and
zeal, and tho attainments arc satisfactory.
Wheekey Cheek :—Visited, 3rd June.
Numbers present;—Boys, 7 ; girls, 10 ; total, 17.
■
Tho sohool is conducted in tho room of a private residence occupied by Mr. Geo, It is fairly
suitable, but needs more furniture. The records are neatly and correctly kept. The pupils are fairly
self-reliant and accurate in answering. The order and discipline arc effective, producing animation and
heartiness in the school work. The subjects embrace those prescribed for Half-Time Schools, and tho
instruction is judiciously regulated by suitable programmes. Tho methods aro intelligent, and the
teaching Is marked by energy. The results give an average of about fair.
'
Wiseman’s Febht

Visited, 5th December,

Numbers present:—Boys, 5 ; girls, 7 ; total, 12.
Tho school is conducted in the room of a cottage belonging to Mr. Black ; it is fairly suitable and
tolerably furnished, and supplied with necessary requisites. About throe-fifths of tho pupils arc regular.
They arc fairly orderly and attentive, mid evince tolerable self-relianeo and accuracy. The discipline is
fairly effective. The subjeets are appropriate, and the instruction is regulated with tolerable skill. Tho
teaching is industrious and tolerably effective, and the average results range from tolerable to fair.

GOULBUEN DISTBICT.
Inspector's General Report for 1S74.
■ I.—Means of Education.

The whole number of schools or departments comprise 43 Public Schools, 3(1 Provisioual, 15 Half
time, and 15 Denominational; total, 109. Of these, 35 Public, 27 Provisional, 12 Halftime, and 13
Denominational Schools—total, 87—were in operation during the whole of the year; leaving 22 schools,
viz.:—8 Public, 9 Provisional, 3 Halftime, and 2 Denominational that wero in operation during a portion
of tho year only. At the end of tho year thore wore 105 schools in operation. Of the 22 schools that
were in operation during only a part of tlic year, 9 were opened during the year; from one (Provisional)
aid was withdrawn; in the case of another (Provisional) tho Local Committee delayed to take the action
necessary to sceuro the services of a teacher ; and the remainder were closed for longer or shorter periods
in consequence of the difficulty of securing without delay the services of successors to teachers removed.
Eight (8) schools not in operation during 1873 have been opened, viz.:—■
Crookwcll, Public—Established.
Worragele, Public—Re-opened.
.
Congola, Provisional
3
Frnnkfield, Provisional V Established.
.
Jauugarrah, Provisional J
Laggan, Provisional—Kc-0]>cned.
Manton’s Greek, Provisionall u, ,
,
Tallagandra, Provisional
j Established.
This number corresponds with the number of schools that were in operation during 1873, but not during
1874, leaving the total number the same for both years, viz., 109.
The following conversions of schools have taken place :—
Pedwood Provisional, to Public.
Killonamella Provisional, to Wheco Half-time, to be worked in conjunction with Winduclla
Half-time.
■
The Public Schools formerly in existence at Bangalore and Tucua still remain closed, no proper
premises having been provided. Stops have been taken, however, towards the re-establishment of a
Public School at Tucna, and also of a Provisional School at Belong.'
Of the places enumerated in my report for 1873 ns being educationally destitute, Manton’s Greek,
Lriggnn, and Crookwell, may now'be struck out, ns they have been provided with schools. Of the remain
der thore is some prospect of providing means of education for Muttbilly, the basin of the Yass River;
Bcrcbaugalo, the upper course of the Lachlan, and Nowra Hill, Sboalhaven, during 1875, as preliminary
measures to that end arc now in progress. To the localities still left on tho list others might now bo
added, which have either been taken up by residents since 1873, or of which I could gain no information
during that year. Murrimbah, Narrengullen and Cavnn, Gurruceln, Catherine Creek, Gundaroo West,
Yarrniaw, and Bimnaby may bo cited. At Bunnaby indeed, funds were raised many months ago hy
public subscription, and a schoolhouso built, but the premises have now been vested in a Denominational
Committee, and the conditions necessary to obtaining a school under tho Council of Education havo not
been satisfied. A school unconnected with the Council was brought into existence however. Inquiries
regarding the other place are in progress. One great obstacle at, present in the way of the establishment
of schools in such places is the difficulty of providing suitable school premises. As a rule, tho residents
are few, and are struggling selectors. They can neither muster nor guarantee more than sufficient child
ren for a Provisional School, and arc thus compelled to provide school premises and furniture entirely at
their own cost. While this defir-iency of the means of education is to bo found, no change has been
made in the economical distribution of existing agency, of which un unnecessary amount still exists in
Goulburn, Yass, Bcrrima, Nuttai, and Taralga.
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At Burrawang, Numba (Shoalliavcn), Terraraj Satton Forest, and to a leas eitent at Yasa (tljerc
g w° Benorainational Schools there—C.E. aod E.C.)i parents of various religious denominations still
have but one of two alternatives—either to keep their children from a State-aided School altogether, or to
sena thorn to a school belonging to a different religious denomination. In some cases the difficulty is
partially overcome by a change being made in the management of tho school inconsistent with its
r esignation and professed character, viz., the omission of denominat ional religious instruction. In i there
l ie children of parents who, from their appreciation of the value of education, aro compelled to adapt
cue latter of the two alternatives, are obliged to lose a period of instruction varying from half-an-hour to
one hour daily, while their schoolfellows of tho denomination to which the school belongs are gelling
reltgious instruction.
In all such eases the benefits derivable from a properly organized school arc
lost, and the locality is deprived of that share of expenditure from the public funds on school promises to
wiiicii it is lawfully entitled in common with other localities.
A
en™Ue‘l at the end of 1874 (4,898) exceeds the number enrolled at the
ona oi l«7iS ;4,712) by 180. The exact relation in which this increase stands to the increase in the whole
number of children of school ago m the district no reliable statistics can be obtained to determine. I
estimate, howorer, that there arc in round numbers at least G.OOO children who ought to be under
instruction Three hundred (300) of these may be set down as attending private schools, so (hat there
are still between 800 and 900 clnldren of school age growing up to a greater or less degree in ignorance.
A considerable number of these are so circumstanced that they can see their young neighbours go
regular y to receive a blessing which it is the State’s self-acknowledged duty and intention to bestow upon
all, but ol winch they are deprived by the exercise of that " anti-British’' and “ tyrannical" power
compulsion victims of persons who either do not understand or else disregard their duties and obligations
botli as parents and os citizens, and most, if not all, of whom are either short-sighted as not to seo, or so
toolish. as to forget, that they help to pay for the very boon which they compef their children to go without.
,
are unconsciously compelled to submit to this hoary dragweight from tho verv outset of life,
because the means of education have not been provided for them—a state of things which is the result
sometimes of the ignorance or indifference of those with whom now rests the duty of taking tho initiative
in establishing the necessary schools, sometimes of tho inability of those persons to provide the premises
ana iurmture required of them under existing Regulations, and sometimes of their isolated position.

II.—Sckooi

Feib.

,™‘CMCJn thf amount of school fees paid is marked, and more than corresponds with tho
increase of pupils. The total amounts received from this source were —

_

In 18,3 ................................................

£

s.

d.

2,940 1 8 9i

In 1874 ............................................ 3,220 6 11$
Principal increase during IS74 took place in the lost quarter of the year. The total amount
Hint wn^1 Jsno A0r wai q™,,'ter wa9 ^929 6s. 3*d., while the largest quarterly amount ever received before
unit uas ±302 Os. iqid. The amount paid during the last quarter of 1874 was at the rate of £1 Is. 8d. per
rv.M«Ir-ii ■
Fu‘P!
aT0™“<; attendance. This increase has been the result of the introduction bv the
Hot ncil during the latter half of the year of the subjoined uniform scale of fees, and proves that the great
rate°fbr it°'—,C l:'*rentB aPPreclIite primary education highly enough to be willing to pay at an increased
Scale of school fees.
s. d.
.
D* d.
For one child from a family, 0 9 weekly, or 8 0 quarterly, in advance.
For two children ............... 1 3 „
„ 12 0
„
For three ......................... 1 G „
„ 16 0
„
For each additional child ... 0 3 u
„ 2 -e
„
The now scale of fees has then largely subserved one at least of its proper and intended ends—the
augmentation of the remuneration of teachers. Still, it lias not been productive of unmixed good. Before
the introduction of the scale, the arrangements for paying school fees were, as a rule, made by Hie teachers
and the parents with the occasional intervention of tho School Board or Committee. They- thus partook
of the nature of a private contract. In fixing the sum to be paid as school fees, the scale has imparted to
it something of the nature of a special education tax, of which the teachers as public servants arc the
collectors and recipients. As such a- tux the fees are now very commonly looked upon, and in the case of
ra sc oo ^ iare been objected to as being too high. Tn most of these cascsj and in others in which no
formal protest was made, it has happened either that there has been an evasion of the impost or that
children have been -withdrawn from the school. In either case the teacher suffers pecuniarily. The latter
result has been strikingly exemplified m the case of one school (Provisional). At tho time of the introduc
tion ot the new reale of fees the numbers were so high that a formal application for the conversion of tlic
school into a vested Public School was under consideration. Tho people and Local Oommittco protested
against the new scale of fees, and rather than, to use their own words, mal-c themsdoes and their childrenpaupers by gelling permission for the admission of their children as/res pupils, they withdrew them from
the school, the numbers at which have since been and stilt are so low that it is questionable whether it will
not hove to bo closed. As a rule, persons, especially those in the country parts, who profess to be unable
to pay fees, will not and do not apply to the Local School Board or Oommittco for a " free order.” If
t hey send their children to school at all, they do so in open disregard of the scale of fees, building upon
the well-known disinclination of teachers to recover fees under section 18 of the Public Schools Act, or
upon their equally well-known desire lo keep up a pood average. It is not at all an uncommon occurrence
for a parent to threaten a teacher that if she will not teach his children for less than the authorized fee,
ho will withdraw them from the school, and so take £1 a month off her salary. Persons of this class are
quite as well able to pay, in accordance with the scale, as labourers and others in towns, from whom no
word of complaint is heard. Under these circumstances, it is too much to expect that the scale of fees
time to come 01 0<1Ultab^ cnr°1'ce<i as required in the majority of small country schools, at least for somo
fff-

Inspection,—Condition

op the

Schools

inspected.

Fourteen of the schools were not inspected; seven in consequence of want of time, six because
n°r0
1!'0Parat,0“ a\ the time of my visit to the locality, and one because it was not brought
formally under the Council when I visited it. The number of schools inspected therefore is ninety-five—
ninety-three being /«% inspected. In these ninety-five schools, 4,378 children were enrolled, and 3,328
were present on the days of inspection. It follows that, about sixty-seven out of every 100 of the children
enrolled at the schools of the District, but only fifty-five out of every 100 of the children of school age
(estimated) in the district were reached by examination. In its bearing on the efficiency of the schools,
the 1 nsjiecUon was of the same searching character described in my report for 1873. The standard by
horhLn0 ffh? l3'V70VLt?dqr5T,q!!!-eil3Kigll',lnii jt is sre^ifying to note that decided improvemeiifc
has been effected. In 1874, 20 Public Schools, 8 Provisional, 4 Half-time, and 8 Denominationaltotal, 40, or 43 per cent, of the schools examined—met tho test to which they were submitted. The
corresponding numbers for 1873 werc-17 Public Schools, 5 Provisional Schools, 4 Half-time Schools, and
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4 Denominational Schools—total, 30* or 31 per cent, of the schools examined. It will thus be seen that
5n 1874 the number of schools that were able to satisfy the standard was 12 per cent more than in 1873,
rIwo causes hare been mainly instrumental in effecting this improTcment j—
1. The increasing •practical skill and knowledge of their duty and relations possessed hy Teachers.
With regard to the last two particulars, improvement lias been effected chiefly in the case of
teachers of Provisional Schooh, some of whom were formerly crcn led to believe that a power outside of
the Council of Education could dismiss them, and who were consequently over-awed and fettered in the
performance of their duties.
,
2, The filling of vacancies in small schools hy the appointment of Teachers of improved qualifications.
Tins has been effected mainly by the carrying out of the scheme commenced last year of training
applicants for small schools for a period not exceeding three months. (Treat care has been exercised in
the selection of candidates. For so far nearly all tlic applicants have been young persons, and the majority
of them females. The results produced by those who have been placed in charge of schools are decidedly
encouraging. Seventeen persons have been trained in the district during the year—nine at Gkmlburn
Public School, four at Berrimu Public School, and three at Gunning Public School; and there is generally
no lack of applicants. Still, as a means for providing teachers for small schools, and for keeping such
schools in continuous operation, the scheme cannot at all times be worked with the success that is desirable,
and for the following reasons :—
(a.) Applicants cannot well be admitted to training until there is at least a prospect of vacancies
for them, and the prospect of vacancies docs not, as a rule, occur until about a month before
the vacancies themselves, while the applicant’s training generally extends over three
months.
(ft.) In the case of opening new schools tho promoters frequently do not complete the necessary
arrangements until months after the time originally promised. Applicants trained with a
view to meet the prospective want have in the meantime to be appointed to some other
vacancies; mid when such schools actually become ready for opening there arc probably no
candidates immediately available.
(c.) Under existing arrangements the appointment of a teacher to a Provisional School lies with
tho liOCfd Committee, and there is no certainty that the Committee will not appoint a teacher
of their own selection. Even where Provisional School Committees make application for a
teacher, it sometimes happens that there are no eligible candidates of the sex and religious
denomination desired by tho Committee, immediately available.
The course and standard of instruction prescribed for the schools have not been changed. The
great bulk of the pupils have acquired some proficiency in reading, writing, arithmetic, and object lessons j
subjects which are required for all the classes. Arithmetic is the weakest subject, less than one-third of
the pupils examined in it having exceeded the mark tolerable. Vocal music is also prescribed for all the
classes, but only a portion of the teachers arc able to give instruction in it. In several schools the pupils
have been taught to sing with pleasing effect, but in not one instance was a satisfactory knowledge of the
theory of music, or ability to read music with fluency, to be found. The consequences of these circum
stances nm that little better than half the children examined can be regarded as having attained to any
positive proficiency in vocal music, and that none properly reached the mark good. Grammar, geography,
and drawing are prescribed for the classes from the second upwards. Some few teachers oimt the lastmentioned subject in consequence of a professed inability to draw. Neglect, of grammar and geography
has occurred in a few isolated instances ; this is inexcusable. Scripture lessons are prescribed for the third
and higher classes, and mathematics and Latin for the higher ones. Kcnco only a comparatively small
number of pupils have acquired proficiency jo these subjects. In connection with the Scripture lessons,
however, the following circumstances have also operated \—
1. In Denominational Schools advantage has been taken of the part of Article 62 of the Council’s
Regulations providing tiial “ In Denominational Schools it shall not be necessary to use
tlic Scripture Lessons published under the sanction of the Board of National Education in
Ireland.”
2. In some of the Public and Provisional Schools some of the parents have requested the teachers
not to allow the Scripture Lessons to be read by their children nor to be read by others in
their presence. Such children have, of course, been exempted from reading tlie Scripture
Lessons, and were not examined in them.
As connected with this matter, it is to be reported that in some of the Denominational Schools the
" hour allotted to special religious instruction” is devoted to <l ordinary instruction” ; it follows therefore
that in those schools no religious instruction is given.
On the whole, the discipline of the schools has improved. While undiminished attention has been
devoted to cultivating in the pupils right motives and feelings, increased care has been bestowed on those
details which, thoroughly and systematically curried out, lose all their apparent irksomeness, and conduce
greatly to the economy of time and energy, and to the harmonious and orderly working of the school.
The want of a complete and uniform system of school drill is, however, n. great want still.
As regards the material condition of the school premises, it is to be remarked that while the energy
of some of the local school Boards and Commii tecs has effected considerable improvement, much still
remains to be done. Of the localities mentioned in my last report, at which the material provisions were
seriously defMivc, measures towards remedying the defects have been taken at the following:—Collector,
Croobyar (Ulladulla), Ulladullu {Boat Harbour), Eling Forest, andKirkdalc ; and material improvements
have been or are being effected at the following schools also:—BowraLl, Goulburn, Gundaroo, Gunning,
Kangnloon West, Peelwood, Robcrt«on, and Warrngce, Public; Bamnrang, Burragowang, Cottawallc,
Cuttymtlygimg, Gurrunduh, High Range, Kirkdalc, fihaw's Creek, Spring Creek (Yass River), Provisional;
Springfield, 13.-T.; Goulburn North, C E., Sutton Forest, C.F., Terrain, C.E., Yass, C.E., Goulburn Boys,
K.C., Taralga, R.C., and UJUduila, R.C., Denominational. Excellent new vested premises have been
opened at- Crookwell and Parkesbourue. Tho material provisions in connection with the following schools
are unsatisfactory;—Barrier, Mandan, New Sheffield (Nuttai), Public; Bungonia, Tarlo, Provisional;
Windellama, QuialcgO, Rinhlimds, and Yvlbraith, Half-time j Goulburn, C.E., Mittagong, R.C, and
Shoalliavcn, Pres., DenominationaL
The small country schoolhonses, Provisional and Half-time mostly, are generally slab and bark
buildings, without external appointments; but considering that in the majority of instances they havo
been provided without any aid from the Council, they are as good as can be reasonably expected.
In the case of a few schools the teachers have contributed by their industry and ingenuity to tho
ornament or the usefulness of the material provisions. The following may be mentioned:—Crookwell,
Bowrall, Taralga, and Tirrannn, Public; Jannung and Janugarrah, Provisional; and Burrawang, C.E.,
Sutton Iterest, C.E., and Goulburn, R C., Girls and Infants, Denominational.
Of tho local supoi vision of the schools it is so far satisfactory to he able to report that several of
the School Boards and Committees have been re-organized and increased, and that these changes have m
several instances effected a revival of energy. One result of this is the improvements to school premises
in several localities already referred to. Some of the members of the Crookwell and Goulburn Public
School Boards deserve special mention for tho public spirit, zeal, and liberality with which they have
performed their duties The supervision of Provisional Schools bos been rigidly restricted to Die officially
recognized Local Committees, utul an amount of self-reliance and effort has been developed in consequence.
The local supervision of Denominational Schools is still mainly clerical.
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1. TIid number of children left educationally destitute has not been diminished in any sensible
degree, and the distribution of educational agency is so far inequitable that the towns and more densely
populated localities are supplied to excess at the expeifse of the more remote and sparsely populated
localities. These defects it would seem not to be possible to remove effectually by any power that can be
exercised under existing educational arrangements.
2. Considerable improvements and additions have been made to school property; the schools them
selves have made decided advance in point of efficiency ; the remuneration of teachers has been slightly
increased, and some amount of additional interest and energy- lias been developed on the part of those
entrusted with the local supenision of the schools. On these points, existing conditions are favourable to
a future progress corresponding to that of tho past.
Summaries of mv reports on the schools inspected aro subjoined.
D. S. HI0K8,
Inspector’s Office, Q-oulburn,
Inspector.
23rd January, 1875.

G-OULBURN DISTRICT.
Sumhatues of Reports on Schools inspected during the year 1874.
T.—PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
Bekbima (V.) :—Visited, 21st, 22nd. and 25th September.
K”umbers enrolled :—Boys, 37 ; girls, 27 ; total, 64.
Kumbers present;—Boys, 26; girls, 18 ; total, 44.
A pump has been provided. As far as the teacher can be held accountable the general organization
is very good. The numbers arc about stationary In all mam features the discipline is very fair. Suitable
arrangements have been made for regulating and imparting the instruction, which is of full range, and
includes algebra, Kuchd, and mensuration, in addition to the subjects required. The general proficiency is
fair in the first, second, and third classes, and exceeds good in the fourth.
Bowsikg- (Y.) :—Visited, 4th May.
Numbers enrolled :—Boy-s, 18 ; girls, 15 ; total, 33.
Numbers present i—Boys, 13 ; girls, 14; total, !7.
Since last inspection the teacher has made some improveinenls in the material condition. The
schoolhouse is uncomfortably small. The numbers arc declining, The children enrolled, about threefifths of those in the locality, vra fairly regu'ar and iolerahly punctual in attendance ; they are also dean;
but they are addicted to many loose and disorderly habile while in school, copying, talking, and prompting
being particularly conspicuous
The classification is injudicious and informal. All required subjects
except singing are professedly taught, although not duly provided for on the time-table. In most branches
the pupils have been prematurely advanced, and almost throughout the teaching has been mcffecLirn Tho
average proficiency is below indifferent,
Bowbael (V.}:—Visited, 18th September.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 27 ; girls, 32 . total, 59.

Numbers present :—Boys, 20; girls, 23 ; total, 43,
The walls have been repaired and recoloured since last inspection, and steps have been taken to
make other improvements. Not more than three-fourths of the children of school age in the locality
attend. These are tolerably punctual and regular. In other respects the discipline has been much
improved, and is now very fair, lladicnl changes for the better have been made in the classification,
which is now appropriate. All subjects required for the three classes arc taught, and witlijfiiir results. '
The school has considerably improved.
Bn; III Bit (X.-V.) :—Visited, 4th August.
Numbers enrolled ;—Boys, 25 ; girls, 15 ; total, 40.
Numbers present:—Boys, 23 ; girls, 15; total, 38.
The building is much out of repair, is most untidily kept, and presents anything hut a pleasing
appearance. The wall documents arc old, defaced, and in some instances incorrect. All children in the
locality are enrolled ; but as some of them live on the opposite side of the Sboalhaven River, or of some
of its tributaries, all of which are rapidly flooded, it is impossible for them to attend comtautlv. When
in school they are given to various disorderly habits, and arc not at all well drilled. Singing is not taught,
and Scripture lessons have been neglected. The methods arc of modern cast, but arc practised with only
partial effect, the proficiency of the pupils being below tolerable.
Chatsbuby (V,jVisited, ISth May.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 12 ; girls, 13; total, 25.
Numbers present:—Boys, 10; girls, 13; total, 23.
Recent improvements have rendered the material condition good. The records are now properly
kept, Tho removal of families from tho locality has affected the numbers, Excepting as regards rcmilarity of attendance, which is affected by a variety of causes, hut principally hy the pnpi's being kept
away to work, the general discipline is very fair. The classification is "tolerably appropriate. The
course of instruction includes all required subjects except singing The range of instruction is propor
tionate to the age and time of enrolment of the pupils; and the proficiency averages w&v)v tolerable.
The second class ia very weak.
“
’
■

Cow.ectob (N.-V.)

Visited, 2nd November.

Numbers enrolled Boys, 27 s'girls, 21; total, 48.
Numbers present;—Boys, 23; girls, 1C; total, 39.
, Th0 schooI is still conducted in temporary- premises, hut new vested buildings arc ill course of
erection. Some defects occur in the keeping of the records. Nearly all the children in tho locality are
enrolled, hut tho attendance is, from various causes, only tolerably regular and punctual. In other
respects also the disfipline is far from satisfactory. The government still tolerates many loose and
disorderly habits on the part of the pupils. Little exception can he taken to the classification or the
construction of the instructional documents. The Scripture lessons are read irregularly hut all other
required subjects are duly taught. The methods want thoroughness in their application, and the matter
ot instruction is poor in quality. The proficiency is about moderate iu each of the three classes. Object
lessons, geography, and needlework are exceedingly weak branches.
Cboobyar
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Cboobyar (N.-V.):—■Visited, 17th and ISth August.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 6(1; girls,
total, 102.
Numbers presentBoys, fi3 ; girls, 35 ; total, AS.
Measures for the transfer of the property to the Council, and the establishment nf a properly
organized vested school, are in progress The attendance is about stationary, and is coiisidemblv beyond
the accommodation provided. The general discipline is good, and would he higher but for the“ absence
ot a thorough system of drill The school is appropriately divided into four classes, for which the course
of ms ruction is complete. The range of attainments is ro .sonahly high for the present organization,
ihe methods are modem and developmental, and are practised with care and very fair skill. In the
third class the pi oficiency lies hetwean tolerable and/<ur, in tho second between/air and very fair,
in the fourth it reaches very fair, and in the first approaches good.
9 J •

Ceookivbli, (V.) i—Visited, 1st December.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 28; girls, 33 ; total, 01.
Numbers presentBoys, 23 ; girls, 17; total, 40.
n... iEl<lellem!; and "'“I1-orgmiKrd premises have been provided. The internal organization is very qood
t^i0 i
^!C'iave,e'!lr1ull!1'v 1‘Ise" tl,lcc thc opnni'g
the school in May last, and now
include about five-sixths of the children of school age m the immediate locality. Difficulties arising from
the peculiar oircumstancee and character of the district, affect regularity of attendance; but as far m the
teacher can be held responsible the discipline is very good. Bor upwards of two years there was no proper
school in the locality prmr to the opening of this one. As a consequence, the teacher has not been able
lor so tar to form any class higher than a second. The course of instruction is complete. The teaching
is thorough and educative, and has produced very fair rcsulte.
Curriwang (V.)Visited, 13th and 14th October,
Numbers enrolledBoys. 43; girls, 37; total, 80.
Numbers presentBoys, 38; girls, 28 ; total, 66. The material condition remains as last reported.
The records are incomplete in several
particulars and the school stock is short in several items. The cleanliness and tidiness of the room
tno^. ^ t0-,,n?r- dTJy- The teachi!,S P°wer is snfficienf, hut is still inequitably^severhvTf the Sly, pUpl a bemS,Mt
charS'J of tho assistant. Slackness of work at the mine the
severity of the winter, and prevalent sickness have affected the enrolment and regularity of attendance
ITee T Pilf T?ken “S il VYhde the
^Pline may he consid^r^

omiJ-n cf< .<id-a Stej! ™rrantG<1 ljy t!le age and attainments of the pupilsf Singiii"-is the only
omission from the prescribed course, and elementary Latin and algebra are added The proficiency is
moderate in the fuat and second classes, and very fan in the third and fourth.
Ptohcieney ,s
Dalton (N.-V.)Visited, 23rd March.
Numbers enrolledBoys, 28; girls, 34 ; total, 62.
i
Numbers presentBoys, 14; girls, 16 ; total, 30,
J"°.-neT d(;slial'al;e tteen provided, hut no arrangements fur the provision of suitable and urn
?chnyi° to
i11?1111363-1?'® ,eea m:lde’ Irl consequence of (he inadequate last supply sent to^ho
The
materlaIs « very scanty, and the teacher has been put to expense and meonventnee
of tto nww
•,B "nn«6s«»«ly “mute, and has entailed a loss of t me and power AbmU f mr fifths
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ELiNtt Forest (V.)Visited, 19th November.
Numbers enrolled :-Boys, 8 ; girls, 18 ; tidal, 26.
Numbers present:—Boys, 8; girls, lo; tofal 23
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affected the numbers.
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The pupils are addicted (o loose iabhs

Gour.BuitN (Boys. V.):

Visited, 14th, lo“th, 16th, 17th, and 18th December.
Numbers enrolled115,
Numbers present84.
The fencing i, b„k„,
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not quite so high in some branches as last voar is fnllv or
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are attentive, and answer with spirit and in!telHgCnce “

^ an<1 r0Urth

Goulburn

range of instruction, though
The pupils

(Girls.-V.) :-Visitcd, 9;h, 10th, and 11th December.

*

Number enrolled
95.
Number present07.
of topmtTomeCiLtm '^tn the " ^

- out

are clean, mannerly, and in very good order Puuctuahtv
VC
lnB'i BC'We",]me. The pupils
foctory. Suitable instructional arrangements am iff ire^.nd
Ce'ib°WeVer’ 13
instruction is in some branches umnttog“b/^^^^
rile
of
needs to be taken that the pupils
a“orei“fe lcct^'laches greater care
exceeds/air on the averagcP AriStie fsve^eak.11^16^6 °f P1’1'101!’163- ThE rmfioicuey slightiy
(Infants,—V.J :-Visited, 7th and 8th December.
. Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 103; girls, 90; total 193
A umbers present;—Boys, 77; girls, 62; total 139

Goulburn

.

-■'f'i. The
been much improved, and is now satisfietorv iTnml f “ytendance. Thu intern;! 1 organization has
discipline, which, as a whole may bo rated fair
an'! othe/ defect3 ore obseivable in the
instruction is suitable in kind and nualitv and
1<‘SS01iS havti kcen 3d^ed to the course. The
from below fan in the first class toTiirf to the fo
^ a” aPl>TOved methods, with results ranging
zeal, and is in a prog^sdve state 9
^ ^ rhe dePartmc"t « managed with attention and
Gullen
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Gullen (V.) :—Yisited, oth June
Numbers enrolled
Uoys, 19; gir]<i, 41 ; total, GO.
.
Numbers present;—Hoys, 11; girls. 21; total, 32.
New vested premises have been opened. Teacher's residence, weather-shed, and Javatovy won d
complcfetheniateri.il provi-ions. The piomiiea might well he kept with more cleanliness and t&s e.
About four fifths of tho children in tlic locality arc enrolled, and < n'y one-half of these attend regularly.
Punctuality ia also very defictixc. The government is feeble and ineffective. Ihe divi-ion of the
school is nominally throe-class, hot the classes are split up in a systcmless and uiineeessarv way. All
required subjects are professedly taught, hut the pioficicicy is only from unf'JiVrcnf to moosrafr. 1 ic
methods are of no definite chaiacter.
Gundaroo (V-.)Vis'ted, 3rd November.
Numbers enrolled Bny3. 20; girls. 1 i; total, 34.
Numbers presentBoys, 1C ; girls, 13; total, 29.
A small room has been added to tlic teicber's r sidenee. The discipline has been improved, and
is now tolerably satisfactory. The attendance is father low for the locality. The ciasxihcatiou oi the
pupils, and the regulation of tho instmetioii may be regarde 1 as satisfactory, Singing is not taught
In the other branches the proficiency averages moderate. Geography is particularly weak, and the
attainments generally are of very limited range.
Gunning

(Y\):—Visited, ISth and 19th March.

Numbers enrolled;—Boys, 49; gi'ls. GS; total, 10S.
Numbers present;—Boys, 4G; girls, 4S; total, 93.
In view of the increasing numbers additional accommodation is urgently needed, the present
building being already over-crowded. A lavatory, a porch, shade on the playground, and verandah to
the residence are also badly wanted. The general internal aspect of the premises veiy pmasn'S- dhc
over-croxvdod state of the Wilding militates somewhat against the attendance, fho disciphne is ffood
throughout. Suitable instructional arrangements are in force, and the school business is carried on xx-itji
energy, care, and skill. The proficiency of the pupils ranges from fair to very fair. A change oi
teachers has taken place since last inspection, and two pupil teachers have been added to the staff.
Kangaloon (N.-Y.) ;—Visited, 5th March.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 21; girls, ID ; total, 43.
Numbers present:—Boys, 19 ; girls, 14 ; total, 33.
Hat-pegs, a laratory, and the inscription, "Public School,” are wanted. The records arc defective
in Eevcml particulars. Excepting m regards punctuality of ntfccndance, ^fueh is affected by the peculiar
character and eircuinstances of the locality, the general discipline is //ood The cla?siiicatio/i is appropriate.
The instruction is properly regulated and imparled, and produces jfffir results.
KANGAXOO>r West (V.)
Visited, 4th March.
Numbers enrolled Boys, 25 ; girls, 16 ; total, 43.
lumbers present Boys, 16 ; girls, 15 r total, 31.
Since last inspection a good detached kitchen has been erected ; but the stable has been destroyed
by fire. The schoolroom wants recolouring. From various causes, most of winch are beyond the lM.cber s
control, the attendance 1ms been very irregular. The pupils are clean and in very fair order. Singing
has been omitted of late, and the oral subjects generally are weak mid of narrow range. On the
the proficiency of the pupils U from moderate to toieraAle. The classification has been corrected. The
revival of a more vigorous Lone in the general management is greatly to bo desired.
Maruxak (E\*V.)Visited, Oth September.
Numbers enrolled :—Boy"*, 10; girls, 19 ; total, 29.
iCumbcrs present:—Boys, 4; girls^ 15 ; total, 19.
The premises are in ft very dilapidated condition. The records are in a defective state. The
numbers fluctuate, and at the time of inspection were low. The pupils arc neither regular nor punctual
in attendance, and aro inclined to be talkative and unsteady. An appropriate classification obtains.
Singing, drawing, and analysis of sentences arc omitted. In the other branches the proficiency averages
over moderate.

Mittagoj'Ci, Lowek (V.) :—Visited, 15th September.

Numbers enrolled i—Boys, 15 ; girls, 12; total, 27.
Numbers present:—Boys, 12; girls, 7 ; total, 19,
Becent improvements have rendered the material condition well nigh complete. The garden
formed by the former teacher is not now ’well looked after. Tins school stock is not neatly arranged.
The removal of families from tho locality has affected the numbers. The government is weak and
vacillating. School drill has been neglected, and the discipline is now but jndrffercnt. The time-table is
not properly followed, and the pupils are not kept well employed. The instruction »s wanting m
thoroughness and substance. The actual proficiency is only moderate,
Mittagong, Upper (V.)
Visited, 3rd March.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 33 ; girls, 22; total, 5o.
Numbers present:—Boys, 10 ; girls, 8 ; total, 18.
*
The property ia now better looked after than formerly, but more attention is still required to the
cleanliness of the schoolroom. The records are defective in some particulars. Owing to the peculiar
character and the circumstances of the locality, the attendance is easily affected by bad weather. As a
consequence the numbers fluotufttc, and the punctuality of attendance and the general progress of the
school are considerably interfered with. As regards order, cleanliness, mid moral tone, the discipline is
oery fair. The classification is now fairly appropriate. Drawing is not provided for, and the oral lessons
ore verv weak. The overage proficiency is barely moderate To render tho instruction olTectivr, educative
modes of explaining, illustrating, and questioning on it, would need to be studied and practised.
MooitoowoOLLEN (V.)
Visited, 10th September,
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 32 ; girls, 19 ; total, 51.

^Numbers present .—Boys, 23 ; girls, 12; total, 35.
Since last inspection tbo ground has been paled In, and other minor improvements to the premises
have been made. The school stock is short in several items. A few minor omissions occur in the records.
The removal of families from the locality has lowered Ihe numbera. The pupils arc addicted to some
loose habits; the discipline requires to be firmer and stricter. Singing is the only prescribed subject not
taught Fair results have been achieved in the other branches.

Moss
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Moss Yale (V.) :—Visited, 2nd March.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 31; girls, 29 ; total, GO.
Numbers present i—Boys, 29 ; girls, 24; total, 52.

.
,

The residence is inconveniently small, and tho schoolroom requires Lo be recoloured and protected
from damp. The general inlcruul organization is good. The enrolment keeps up, but the attendanco has
been affected by bud weather for some time past. In all main features the discipline is good-. Singing is
omitted, and in the other branches tho range is limited by the standard.
The average proficiency
approaches/air. The low average age of the first class, recent promotions, unavoidable irregularity of
attendance, and recent removals of several of the oldest pupils, have unfavourable alfcck'd the
attainments.
Mommel (V.) ;—Visited, 12th June.
Nnmbors enrolled :—Ih'ys, 14; girls, 18 ; total, 32.
Nmnbers present;—Boys, 14; girls, 1G; total, 30.
The fences arc broken down in places. Tho school buildings are in the condition last, reported, and
are well furnished and stocked. With one exception, the records ore properly kept. All children in the
locality are enrolled. The discipline is good throughout.
Under the present teacher a system of
elementary drill has been introduced with beneficial results. The course of instruction bus been com
pleted by the addition of singing. The arrangements for ensuring systematic and progressive instruction
are satisfactory, and are intelligonlly set forth in the required documents. The methods are modern, and
ore applied with care and attention to details. The pupils arc attentive, industrious, and thoughtful, and
their proficiency averages terg fair.
MunBUHBATFArAN (Y.)Visited, 6th May.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 18 ; girls, 19; total, 37.
Numbers present;—Boys, 6; girls, 9 ; total, lo,
A weather-shed has been erected since last inspection; but a tank, a bell, and tbo inscription
''Public School" are wanted. I’ive-sixtbs of the children in the locality arc enrolled.
On tho day of
inspection tho attendance was affected by the inclemency of the weather ; but ordinarily it is marked by
verg fair regularity and punctuality.
The pupils arc clean, mannerly, and, although still rather slow, in
good order.
A third class is now in existence, and the course of instruction has been correspondingly'
extended.
A subdivision of the second class is a defect in the classification, and has caused a loss of time
and power, and thus unfavourably affected Die results of examination. Singing and drawing are not
taught. In the other branches Die proficiency is tolerable.
Myetlevulk (Y.)Visited, ISth May.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 9 ; girls, 10; total, 19.
Numbers present:—Boys, 7 ; girls, 9 ; total, 10.
A well has been recently sunk. The admission register is not properly kept. So many families
have left the locality that there aro not now more than sufficient children for a good half-time school.
Punctuality is only moderately satisfactory. Tho other features of the discipline ore tolerable. Tlic
course of instruction has been extended to include Scripture lessons, but singing and drawing are still
omitted. The time-table has been remodelled; and is now tolerably suitable, as also are the programmes
of lessons. The methods still tend to be individual and mechanical. They have done but tittle iu the
way of developing emulation, sympathetic effort, or montal power. The general proficiency averages
moderate.
Arithmetic, grammar, and object lessons are very weak branches, Tho teacher has had to
work under discouraging circumstances for somo time past.
New Sheffield (N.-V.)

Visited, 16th September.

Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 39; girls, 28 ; total, 67.
Numbers present;—Boys, 30 ; girls, 21; total, 51.
Since last inspection the teacher has had to vacate the residence attached to the schoolhouse, which
is a Wesleyan church, and in the same material condition last reported.
The records arc not kept
regularly posted up. Three-fifths of the school-going children in the locality are enrolled. ^Regularity of
attendance isynirfy satisfactory, but several of the pupils arc unpunctual. The government continues
weak, and but partially effective. The discipline as a whole is but ‘moderately satisfactory. The classifi
cation is appropriate, and the instructional documents arc now tolerably well'calculatcd to subserve their
intended ends. All required subjecte up to a third-class standard are (aught, but the matter of instruc
tion is wanting in substance and comprehensiveness.
The attainments are of easy range. The general
proficiency ranges from moderate in the first class to over tolerable in tho third. The general provisions
are far below the requirements of the place, and the local action necessary, in order to obtain a suitably
organized school, yet remains to be taken.
"
Norwood (N.-V.) :—Visited, 25tk November.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 21; girls, 14; total, 35.
Numbers present:—Boys, 10; girls, G ; total, 16.
#
-A portion of the wall of tho porch has fallen in, and (he defects in the material condition prcvionslv
pointed out still exist. The inscription “ Public School” is wanted. More care and neatness are required
in tho keeping of the premises. All children in the locality arc enrolled, and ordinarily attend regularly.
At the time of inspection the attendance was affected by tho prevalence of eye-blight. As a whole the
discipline is tolerable. Satisfactory instructional arrangemenis are in force. All required subjects are
taught. The proficiency is tolerable in Die first and third classes, but exceeds fair in the second, There
has been a change of teachers since last inspection, which necessitated the closing of the school for some
lime.
1
Nowra (V.):—Visited, 21st and 22nd July.
Numbers enrolled :--Boys, 51 ; girls, 34; total, 85.
Numbers present:—Boys, -12 ; girls, 29 ; total, 71.
Minor improvements have been made in tho premises. The internal organization is <70od generally.
A good attendance is maintained. Increased attention is given to the details of discipline, which is now
very fair.
The pupils are judiciously divided into four classes. Singing by ear and all other required
subjeets are taught by modern methods. Geometry is a weak branch, but on the average the proficiency
is-from fair to very fair,
‘
Parkesroernk (V.)

Visited, 28th October.

Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 18 ; girls, 21; total, 39.
Numbers present:—Boys, 17 ; girls, 17 ; total, 34.
The school buildings ore neat rubble stone structures, comprising schoolhouse and a detached tworoomed teacher's residence. A classroom, school bell, weather-shed, and lavatory, would complete tho
material organization. The whole premises arc neatly and carefully kept. The enrolment comprises
nine-tenths of tho children in the locality. Tho discipline is very good. The pupils are judiciously
classified, and carefully taught all required subjects. The proficiency is very fair in both classes. - Tho
pupils arc very attentive, and are trained to exert themselves and think.
ROBEltTSOX
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Robebtson (Y.)
.

Visited, 9th March.

Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 22; girls, 2C ; total, 48.
Numbers present:—Boys, 10 ; girls, 19 ; total, 35.

The interior aspect of the school has been greatly improved by a proper arrangement of the school
apparatus. A few minor defects occur in some of the records ; otherwise, the internal organization is
satisfactory. Continuous wet weather and other causes have unfavourably affected the numbers. A
system of drill is carried out, and the general disciphne is good. Tbo classification has been remodelled on
proper principles. The instruction is regulated with fair judgment, and is imparted with diligence and
care. The proficiency is fair m all three classes. Radical changes for the better have been effected, and
the school is now in a very fair state of efficiencv.
Roslyjj (Y.) :—Yisitcd, 26th November.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, IS ; girls, 12; total, 28.
Numbers presentBoys, 10 ; girls, 12 ; total, 28.
The ground has been enclosed. The only material want is a water supply The internal organiza
tion is good. All available children are enrolled. They arc regular and punctual in attendance, clean,
mannerly, and infair order. The instruction includes all required subjects, is of satisfactory range, well
chosen, and carefully imparted. The proficiency is fair iu the first and 'second classes, and very fair in tho
third. There have been changes of teachers since last inspection.
Tabago (N.-V.):—Visited, loth October.
Numbers enrolledBoys, 18; girls, 8 ; total, 26.
Numbers present:—Boys, 13; girls, 9 ; total, 22.
Several improvements have been made in tbe furniture and in its arrangement since last inspection.
The enrolment includes nine-tenths of the children in the locality. From various causes beyond the
teachers control the regularity of attendance has been unfavourably affected for some time past. The
disciphne is good, and the moral tone high. Singing and drawing are omitted. The attainments are of
easy range, but are commensurate with the pupils’ age and time of enrolment iu the several classes.
Ihe results are/air, and have been achieved hy earnest and careful work.
Taraloa (V.) :—Visited, 20th May.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 25 ; girls, 25; total. 50.
Numbers presentBoys, 12; girls, 13; total, 25.
*r
id condition remains as last reported. The internal organization is good throughout.
About half the children in the locality belong to the school, and, except during harvest time, they attend
regularly. On tho day of inspection the attendance was low on account of bad weather. The pupils
are clean and mannerlw and have been taught elementary drill. The general discipline has improved,
ana is now eery fittr. The instructional arrangements aro satisfactory or the whole, and are set forth in
the required documents, which are compiled with exemplary neatness and tolerable judgment. Singing
by car is taught to the second and third classes, and all tbe other required subjects to the whole.
i-° uii11 mctll0“s 3f; practised, but the instruction is still lacking in substance. The average proficiency
slightly exceeds tolerable.
u r
j

Tirranna (N.-Y.) .'—Visited, 16th October.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 25 ; girls, IS; total, 43.
Numbers presentBoys, 24; girls, IS ; total, 42.
a ii u-m lavat0:r a,n(3 lyc‘‘thcr*-shp'd l"'e badly wanted.
Tho school stock wants renewing in some items.
All children m the locality are enrolled, but severe weather, sickness, and other causes have lately un
favourably affected the regularity of attendance. In some respects the discipline might well be more
exacting; it is tolerable on the whole.
The classification has been corrected, and is now fairly
appropriate. The instruction includes all required subjects, but is wanting in thoroughness in some

?s toween ^“rlnd/m>En ^

^ ^ maCh

been ftttmpted-

Tombrong (N.-V.):—Visited, 10th August.

^

1*^^
'

Numbers enrolledBoys, 22; girls, 8 ; total, 30.
Numbers presentBoys, 2] ; girls, 7; total, 28.
^
No alteration m the promises. The records are in a very backward and defective state. There
me no programmes of lessons. The pupils include nearly »11 the children of the locality, hut are
irregular and unpunctual m attendance. The government is very feeble, and the general discipline and
the moral tone are consequently unsatisfactory. The classification is informal and unnecessarily
minute, i or some time past the school has been conducted with but verv little regularity or system—the
result mainly of the teacher’s ill health. The attainments of the pupils are of very limited rangetheir proficiency averages only moderate. Singing is not taught.
13
Towrarg (N.-V.) :—Visited, 11 th November.
Numbers enrolled;—Boys, ] 9 ; girls, IC; total, 35.

Numbers presentBoys, 11; girls, 8; total, 19.
.

,
Qhe nlfltwial condition is unchanged. In several minor particulars the records are defectively
a wLl.w rrf£lrCl:t w,al1 docuill0nts are wanting.
Punctuality is defective. The discipline as
a In tolefabl°- Tho numbers include all available children, but the new scale of fees has recently
lowered tbe attendance. Ihe instruction is suitable in kind, and is imparted in such a way as to produce
^eftc'nl1<>ra7 dorfng of the school for a portion of the year priorto tbe presen?
Singing is noU aught" ^ ^ aflfected the st!mdard of attainments as well as the actual proficiency.

WAKBiffiEE (N.-V.)Visited, 28th July.
Numbers enrolledBoys, 18 ; girls, IS; total, S’G.
Numbers presentBoys, 15 ; girls, 14; total, 29.
-i
an al™rlg™™t to bold for twelve months, this school has recently been resuscitated after
f e * P
a <?on£]doriible period, and is now conducted m premises which may he regarded as suitable
for a temporary proven. With one exception tbe records are in a satisfactory state At the time of
younl
Tbi's is m°Utl0atb a’f w
“hi!dl:el1 « thc iocillifT were swelled, and some of these were very
W hit ^ I mainly tho result of the existence of a competing private school. Nor so farthe attendance
has been punctual and regular. The general discipline is prembmg. The pupils have been judictouX
el^ified, and suitable arrangements have been made for the regulation of the instruction
Ail requhred
for^the^eacWns^to have0|fe^I,
g
re borne much fruit.

Poised, but there has not been sufficient time
The average proticiencj' in the work gone over is aboutyteiV.

IP
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II.—PROVISIONAL SCHOOLS.
Bamaeang (V.) :—Viaitod, Srd Auguat.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 10 i girls, 9 ; total, 24,
Numbers present-Boye, 15 ; girls, 7 , total, 22
Tiro ncres of Crorni land have been secured for school purposes, and the people have erected ft
suitable schoolroom. The furniture is barely sufficient. A few defects occur in thc records. All the
children m I he locality are enrolled, but late wet weather and farmiug operations have materially interfered
with the regularity and punctuality of attendance. Some of the pupils are given to winsparing, but
generally they are obedient, quiet, mannerly, and orderly. An appropriate two-class division of the
pupils is made, and all required subjects aro taught except singing Methods of modern type are
practised. They arc fairly suitable, and produce tolerably satisfactory results,
Rekeman (N.-V.);—Visited, 28th July.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 12 ; girls, 18 ; total, 30.
Numbers present:—Boys, 11; girls, 15; total, 26.

.

The windows aro in need of repair, and the school stock requires renewing in some items. In
several of the minor particulars the records are incomplete. The locality cannot be icgarded as a “ remote
and thinly-populated” one in.the meaning of tho Public Schools Act. The numbers are about stationary.
The obedience of thc pupils should be prompter In other respects the discipline is/air. The school is
properly divided into three classes. Singing and Scripture lessons arc omitted from the prescribed Course.
Teaching is carried on more systematically than formerly, and the average proficiency of tho pupils has
risen to nearly fair.
Busdahoos (N.-V.) :—Visited, 17th November,
Numbers onrollod :—Boys, 20; girls, 20 ; total, 40.

,

Numbers present:—Boys, 17 ; girls, 16 ; total, 33.

Blinds for the windows and two new desks have been provided, but hot-pegs are still badly wanted.
There are some minor defects m the records. Objections to the new scale of fees have afiected the
attendance of lato There are sufficient, children permanently settled m thc locality for a Public School,
and nearly all belong to the school. Thu government, though mild and cheerful, is insufficiently firm and
exacting. A third class has been formed within thc year, and tho course of instruction has been corre
spondingly extended excepting (but analysis of sentences is not (might. The results of examination
average tolerable.
'
EungokjA (N.-V.)

Visited, 11th September.

'

Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 14 ; girls, 9 ; total, 23.

.

Numbers present:—Boys, 7 ; girls, 4; total, 11.

Thc sohool buildings arc in ion had repair, and also m a ,iery untidy state. There has not been
sufficient care taken to keep “up a p.oper stock of requisites. Nearly all children in tho locality are
enrolled, and of these one-half aro regular in attendance. Sickness affected the attendance at thc time of
inspection. The discipline is only moderate. Special religious instruction is still given in a maimer
contrary to the Council’s regulations. Scripture lessons, analysis of sentences, singing and drawing, arc
omitted from the course. The proficiency of tbe pupils averages moderate in the first class and tolerable
in the second. Tlic teaching lacks thoroughness.
Bureagowang (V.) :—Visited, 18th November.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 16 ; girls, 14; total, 30.
Numbers presentBoys, 13 ; girls, 13 ; total, 26.

Necessary furniture has been added. The schoolroom is inconveniently small. A few defects
occur in the records. All available children are enrolled, and attend with tolerable regularity and punctu
ality. Several of them give too little attention to cleanliness and tidiness, and speaking generally they
are slow and awkward in their manner, and are not at. all well drilled to proper school habits. The
time-table is unsuitable, and there arc no programmes of lessons. Developmental methods are not well
understood, and as a consequence Ihe mental culture and proficiency of the pupils are low. The latter is
below moderate. Drawing is not taught.
Caeeick (V.)

Visited, 12t.h November.

Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 14; girls, 17 ; total, 31.

Numbers present:—Boys, 12 ; girls, 17 ; total, 29.
A two-acre site of Crown laud has hcen secured for school purposes, and the people have erected
on it a good slab and bark building, which is divided into a schoolroom and a teacher’s residence of two
apartments. The furniture is suitable, nearly sufficient, and in good order. The school is sufficiently
Stocked. Five-sixths of the children in the locality arc enrolled ; they are regular and punctual in attend
ance, clean, mannerly, and in good order. The regulation of the instruction is provided for on the requited
documents with fair judgment.
The pupils arc properly classified. Modern methods are practised ;
all required subjects except singing arc taught, and the results of instruction approach fair on the
average. In somo subjects the range of attainments is low, hut this is the result of the school having
been closed for some months prior to thc present teacher's taking charge of it in May lost.

Chain
.

op

Ponds (V.)Visited, 25th March.

Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 17 ; girls, 15 ; total, 32.

Numbers present:—Boys, 6 ; gule, 4; total, 10.
The material condition remains as last reported. The day of inspection was wet, hence the low
attendance. Cleanliness, order, and tone are secured, indicating firmness, vigour, and vigilance in the
government. Singing and drawing are omitted, but in the other branches the attainments are fair.
The standard m the third class for reading and geography is low, and the oral subjects are relatively
weak throughout.

Coitawalla (V.):—Visited, 30th November.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 22 ; girls, 17 ; total, 30.
Numbers present:—Boys, 13 ; girls, 13 ; total, 26.
Tlic material organization has been rendered satisfactory for present requirements. About fourfifths of the children m the locality are enrolled, and these are very irregular in attendance. The
pupils are still given to several objectionable habits. A suitable three-class division of tho pupils obtains.
Tbe instruction is not well regulated, and the pupils’ attainments are uneven. Singing and drawing are
omitted. Results ranging from moderate in the first and second classes to upwards of tolerable in the
third are produced.

CurrYcurrTOAifG:—
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CtrirTCrTTYGAKUVisited, 28th May.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 17 ; girls, 15 ; total, 32.
Numbers present:—Boys, 16 ; girls, 14; total, 30.
A slab and bark unfloored building has been erected by the people on a piece of Crown land,
suitably situated. The furniture is barely sufficient, only ■moderately suilablc, and not well arranged.
Some of the records are incorrectly kept. Tho pupils include about three-fourths of thc children in the
locality. Nearly all of them arc punctual, and three-fourths of them attend regularly under ordinary
circumstances. They have not been drilled, and are sometimes inclined to be unsteady and talkative, but
they arc clean, tidy, tractable, and mannerly, liieept singing and drawing, all required subjects up to a
third class standard are duly provided for. Speaking generally, thc matter of instruction is suitable,
but owing partly to tho classification being too low, and partly to thc adoption of individual and rote
methods, the instruction fails of results commensurate with the amount of care and labour bestowed on
it. The general proficiency is moderate in all tbo classes.
■

Vrankpibli) (N.-V.) :—Visited, 29th October.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 25 ; girls, 17 ; total, 42.
Numbers present:—Boys, 23 ; girls, 16; total, 39.

Tbe school premises are private property. The schoolhouse is a good slab and bark building, and
is suitably furnished. Various defects occur in the keeping of the records. ' All children of school age in
the locality attend, and most of them regularly. The government is cheerful and very/■■tirly effective. The
division of the school (two-class) is appropriate, and all required subjects are taught. Methods of modern
cost arc practised, and with fair results.
G-arrett’s Fiat :—Visited, 6tb March.
■

Numbers enrolled
Boys, 12 ; girls, 22 ; total, 34.
Numbers present:—Boys, 10 ; girls, 20 ; total, 30.

Additional lighting and book-shelves have been provided. The records are incomplete in several
particulars. All children of school age in the locality'are enroUed. The discipline is fairly satisfactory.
A second class now exists, and the classification may be considered suitable. The instruction is not pro
perly regulated, there being neither time-table nor programmes of lessons. Object lessons, singing, and
drawing, have been omitted by the present teacher. In the other branches the proficiency averages some
thing over tolerable. Tho present teacher took charge but a short time before the inspection. The defects
are mainly the result of his inexperience.
Grabber G-ulxin (N.-T.) :—Visited, Oth June.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 16 ; girls, 15 ; total, 31.
Numbers present:—Boys, 6 ; girls, 11; total, 17.
The building has been re-whitewashed. The property generally is neatly kept. With thc exception
of the daily report book and quarterly return none of the records can be said to be complete. Tbe
leaf of thc observation book containing my last report has been torn out. The class-roll has been in
correctly marked. Both thc enrolment and the attendance have been seriously affected by the prevalence
of whooping-cough. The pupils are very unpunctual, but they are generally clean, andin tolerable arHer.
The actual classification is tolerably appropriate, but it is not properly represented on the records. There
ore no programmes of lessons, and the time-table is very defective. Scripture lessons are omitted from
the course of instruction. Tho attainments are very low throughout; in some branches a mere blank. A
change of teachers has been made since last inspection.
Greevwexl Poixt (N.-V.):—Visited, 29th July.
Numbers enrolled :—Bays, 17 ; girls, 13 ; total, 30.
Numbers present:—Boys, 12 ; girls, 10 ; total, 22.
The schoolroom is in tbe condition last reported, and is sufficiently furnished and stocked. In all
main features the discipline is fairly satisfactory. Excepting that the first class is unnecessarily divided,
tbe classification is appropriate. All required subjects are taught on modern methods, and with results
averaging/«ir. A change of teachers has been made since last inspection.
Gbbrukdah (N.-V.)Visited, 11th June.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 14; girls, 18 ; total, 32.
Numbers present:—Boys, 8 ; girls, 15 ; total, 23.
A teacher’s residence has recently been erected, and now and suitable desks and forms have been
provided. The records are defectively kept, and somo of them aro in arrear. The enrolment includes all
children in the locality, but the attendance is very fluctuating. The discipline as a whole ranks about
tolerable.
The classification is now appropriate, and the general instructional arrangements are tolerably
suitable. Singing, drawing, and Scripture lessons are omitted. In the other branches the proficiency
ranges from small in the second class to between indifferent and moderate in the first. Average, (below
indifferent.

High Kaeqe :—Visited, 24th September.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 14 ; girls, 8 ; total, 22.
Numbers presentBoys, 12 ; girls, 8 ; total, 20.
The general organization and discipline aro fairly satisfactory. The school is appropriately divided
into three classes, which arc taught alt required subjects except singing and analysis of sentences.
Explanatory methods arc practised. The rcsulte of examination are between tolerable and fair. Atten
tion has been carefully directed to tbe remedy of defects disclosed last year.
Jacqita (N.-V.) :—Visited, 23rd October.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 16; girls, 13 ; total, 29.
Numbers present:—Boys, 15 ; girls, 12 ; total, 27.
The premises arc rented by tbe committee. They are fairly suitable, and comprise a room for tbe
toachcr’s use as well as a schoolroom. The latter is sullicientlj and suitably furnished, but the desks
were badly arranged. The stock of apparatus is rather scanty. With ono exception the records are
properly kept. All children of school ngc within reach are enrolled. Two-thirds of them attend regularly,
and nearly all are punctual. They arc also clean and generally mannerly and tractable, but they are
not well drilled to school movements, and to habits of prompt and sustained attention and obedience,
self-reliance and order. There are minute and unnecessary divisions of the classes, and the classification
does'not hold for all subjects, The teaching is mainly individual, and rote work is largely practised.
Except in mere mechanical and pure memory work, the proficiency is very low, and the average- is only
indifferent on the whole.
The actual attainments of the pupils are considerably below thc standard.
'
jANXTWa

jAXKrxc (Y.) :—Visited, 13th August..
JTumbcrs cnrollrd :—Boys, 13 ; gh'Is, 11; lotah 24..
Numbers present:—Boys, 13 ; girls, 11; total, 24,

Hot-pegs have been provided since lost inspection. Thc intcrnnl organization is as good as circum
stances will permit, and in iicatcs good judgment, os well as ingenuity. Two families in the neighbourhood
ore kept away from the school. The discipline is nm//air, and the moral tone healthy Tho instruc
tion is properly regulated, and includes nil required subjects up to a third class standard. It is imparted
with system, earc, nnd thoroughness, and produces tery faW results.
jAMTGAitnAtr (N-V.) :—Visited, 19th August.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 14; girls, 10; total, 24.
Numbers present;—Boys, 14; guls, 10; total, 24.
A neat, well-built, suitably furnished schoolhouse, on mi eastern spur from the Currccbilly Eauge,
attended bv the families of peroral selectors. Aid has but recently been granted. The general discipline
and moral tone aro promising. An appropriate two-class division of the pupils has been made, and all
required subjects are taught. 1’or tho time the sellool has been opened satisfactory progress has been
made. The actual proficiency of tho pupils is toUrabls on the averageluiiien.MU (N.-V,) ;—Visited, 30th October.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 10 ; girls, 9 ; total, 25.
Numbers present.—Boys, 13 ; girls, 7 ; total, 20.
No change has been made in tbe premises, which are quite inisitifable. Some of thc school records
and the programmes of lessons arc incomplete. The time-table requires remodelling. Tlic enrolment
includes all available children, who attend very regularly, and are geneiallr punctual. In nil other respects
the discipline is fair. Tho classification is stilt too minute. No provision is made on the liine-tablo
for teaching drawing or Scripture lessons. In the remaining branches the average proficiency exceeds
tolerable.

Lagoa:? (N.-V.);—Visited, 2nd December.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 13 ; girls, IS; total, 31.
Numbers present:—Boys, 8; girls, 11; total, 19.
The schoolroom is inconveniently suird!, but otherwise tolerably suitable. Another desk, book
shelves, and hat-pegs are badly wanted There are no external appointments. The stock of records is
incomplete. At the time of inspection the attendance was affected by farming operations, and in some
eases thc teacher's best efforts have proved insufficient to overcome the ordinary negligence of the parents
in tho matter. All available children are enrolled however. As regards order, obedience, and attention,
tho discipline is very fair. All required subjects up to a third-class standard, except drawing, are
provided for with fair judgment. The average proficiency exceeds tolerable.
Middle Arm (V.):—Visited, Srd December.
Numbers enrolledBoys, 14 ; girls, 9 ; tohd, 23.
Numbers present'—Boys, 11; girls, 6; total, 17.
At the time of inspection the present teacher had been only two weeks in charge of the school,
and had made no changes in the organisation. The school icmains in the material condition hist
reported. The time-table requires remodelling, to adapt it to a required amendod classification. 1’rogramnw s of lessons and other required wall documents aio wanting.
'The stock of rucoids is incom
plete. The school stock requires to he more neatly arranged. Four-fifths of the cliildicn m thc locality
nvo cm oiled, and tin remainder are promised.
On the day of inspection tho attendance was low,
from an accidental cause, hut ordinarily is regular and punctual Thc government is cheerful and
vigilant, and the general discipline i cry fair. The pupils were not examined.
Mumjjell (N.-V,)

Visited, Srd June.

Numheis enrolled; Boys, 20 ; girls, 14; total, 34.
Numbais present:—Boys. 7 ; girls, 6; total, 13.
Tin material condition remains as last reported. The school stock is short in several items: thc
records are very' imomplete; and neither programmes nor other w'all documents are provided. All
children iu the locality arc enrolled, and, during the greater part of the year, would socm to attend
with fair regularity. At the time of inspection the majority were said to he away picking corn.
Tlic pupils arc addicted to whispering, and some of them to copying, but they' arc generally mannerly
and subservient to command. Singing, drawing, and Scripture lessons are omitted. Thc oral lessons
are extremely weak, and in arithmetic the pupils have been premature.lv advanced. Thc average pro
ficiency falls below moderate. Bote work is largely icsorted to, and the teaching has been, to a con
siderable extent, individual. As a consequence, the mental effort and culture of the pupils are both
low. The defects pointed out at last inspection remain, and thc school has deteriorated.
The
teacher’s illness and absence from duty, and the consequent interruption to the school work, are the
excuse advanced, and may be accepted to some extent.
Peelwood (N.-V.) ’—Visited, 29th May.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 33 ; girls, 29; total, G2.
Numbers present;—Boys, 20 ; girls, 19; total, 45.
Tho building is falling into disrepair, but measures are in progress for the establishment of a
vested Public School. The schoolroom is not kept clean ; the furniture is badly- arranged; and the
school stock is very scanty, has been abused, and is scattered about the room. The records arc incom
plete hilarious particulars. Nearly all children in the locality attend. Punctuality and regularity of atten
dance aic, on the whole,/flirfy satisfactory, but the pupils are very boisterous and noisy', and, in somo
instances, not sufficiently clean. Order, too. is lax. There are only two classes; there should be three. Tho
programmes of lessons arc mere transcripts from the Standard of Proficiency.
Object lessons and
geography have been very' much neglected, and singing and drawing are not taught at all.
The pro
ficiency' in the otfier blanches is below moderate. Considerable energy is infused into the general
management, but it is erratic, and much of it is wasted in mere hustle.
A'efe.—Since thc inspection thc school has been converted into a Public School.
Prjin (N.-V.);—Visited, 27th November.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 11 ; girls, 1G ; total, 27.
Numbers present; —Boys, 7; girls, 12; total, 19.
Anotber desk is badly' wanted.
Internally, the school is fairly well organized.
All available
children are enrolled. Much more life and energy have been thrown into the government and general
management, fn all main fcatuies, the discipline is now fairly satisfnutoiy.
Tlic pupils are appropri -tely divided into three classes, and are taught all required subjects, except singing and drawing.
Bote work is still mixed up with the teaching to an undue extent.
The results of examination are
below tolerable.
Bcdguound
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Eedoeocsd ;—Visited, 2nd Docomlici'.
Numbers enrolled ^Eoys, Ifi; girls, Id ; tofnl, 31.
Numbers presentBoys. 15; girls, 10; total, 25.
The material condition remains as lu't reported. Omissions occur in the keeping of the records.
All available children aro enrolled, and ordinarily attend ivilh very fair regularity. They are also
punctnnl and clean. IVhcn in school, however, they are much given to tulkii g and copying. The
elassificati m is much too high, and is far from judicious. Tho Scripture lessons, singing, and drawing,
are omitted. Hoto work is still mixed up to an unnecessary extent 'with explanatory teaching. The
pupils are very dull over their work, and low in mental power. Their attainments are considerably
below the requirements of the standard and thc entries in the lesson register. The general proficiency
is below indiffertnt.
Shaw’s Cheik
Yisited, 8th September.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 14; girls, 20; total, 34.
Nnmbors present:—Boys, 6 ; girls, 14 ; total, 20.
Tlic schoolhouse 1ms been floored. Additional desk accommodation is badly wanted. In various
minor particulars the records are imperfect. In consequence of thc Severity of the weather and prevalent
sickness, and from various minor causes, both the enrolment and tho attendance have been rather low for
somo time past. Thc government is vigilant, cheerful, and fairly effective. The late irregularity of
attendance has been allowed to interrupt, in some matters to an unnecessary extent, the regularity of the
instruction. Object lessons and geography have suffered most from this cause. In each of tho two
classes thc general proficiency is tolerable.
■
SrnrifG Cheek (Yass Hirer—N.-V,)

Visited, 5th May.

Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 13 ; girls, 14; total, 27.
Numbers present:—Boys, 11; girls, 13 ; total, 24.
The people havo erected on private property a slab and bark house of two rooms—a schoolroom
and teacher’s residence. Tlic ground is unenclosed, and there arc no external appointments. Tho pupils
include all children in the locality except one family, and are regular and punctual in attendance,
clean, and in f/ood order. They are appropriately ciassified, and arc taught all required subjects except
singing and drawing. Her the time the school has been in operation, the instruction is of satisfactory
range. The proficiency is fair in arithmetic, grammar, and geography; tolerable in reading, writing,
and dictation ; and small iu object lessons ; average, tolerable. Of late the teacher has not shrunk from
his duty in thc mode of conducting thc school, which is now worked as a Public School.
SfrinQ Fiat (Tallagandra—N.-V.) :—Visited, 5th November.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 17 ; girls, 15; total, 32.
Numbers present;—Boye, 14; girls, 16 ; total, 29.

.

The school has but recently been established. A good schoolhouse and a hut for ihe teacher’s use
have been erected, and the ground has been enclosed. The necessary funds were raised by public
subscription "lovmr&s the erection of a' Provisional School at Tallagandra, (hmlaroof but the whole
premises have now been rested in Denominational-Trustees, not one of whom belongs to the recognized
School Committee. Tho residents and locality are thus deprived of the advantage of the Council’s
supplementing the local emit.ribut.ions. At the lime of inspection the school stock had not. been
received, so that tlic internal organization was very imperfect. Tho teacher had, however, made tolerably
suitable temporary arrangements. Thc pupils enrolled include eight-ninths of tho children of school
age in the locality. Three-fourths of them arc regular in attendance, and they arc clean, mannerly, and
obedient. Tho general discipline is promising. In consequence of the want of the necessary books and
other appliances, the pupils were not examined.
Taelo (N.-V.) :—Visilcd, 15th May.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 13 ; girls, 14; total, 27.
Numbers present:—Boys, 10; girls, 12; total, 22.
The material condition is bad ; thc building is positively unsafe. Many inaccuracies of detail
occur iu thc keeping of the records. The discipline has improved, and is, on tho whole/a/r. Punctimlity
is si ill a defective point. Tlic existing division of the pupils (two class) is appropriate. The pupils are
attentive; but for so far only little has been done in the way of a proper dcvelopmeut of their mental
faculties, Tho results of examination are moderate.
Watehlasii (Bun of Water.—N.-V.)Visited, 23rd April.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 8 ; girls, 10 ; total, IS.
Numbers present:—Boys, 5 ; girls, 7 ; total, 12,
School is held in a Brimitivo Methodist chapel, and the church furniture is utilized for school
purposes. Book-shelves and hat-pegs are badly wanted. Thc stock of apparatus is scanty and untidily
arranged- Of (he records, the admission register is the only one in a satisfactory state. The others give
clear evidence of carelessness and neglect. Under ordinary circumstances all thc children in the locality
arc enrolled, but at tho time of inspection several families were kept away hy whooping-cough. The
pupils are slow, but in other respects the diseipliue is tolerably satisfactory. Tho arrangements for
regulating tho course of, and thc mode of imparting, the instruction, are all seriously defective. The
time table is next to useless, and there arc no programmes of lessons. Object lessons, singing, nnd
drawing, are entirely omitted, and the teaching in grammar and geography is all but worthless. Tho
teaching consists mainly of rote work, and neither secures real effort on tho part of the pupils nor leaves
sufficient positive impress on tkeir minds and habits. The average proficiency is little above indifferent.
Yaheikoa :—Visited, 11th March.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 15 ; girls, 14; total, 29.
Numbers present:—Boys, 14 ; girls, 14 ; total, 28.
Hat-pegs and a table have been provided since last inspection. Nearly all the children in tho
locality aro enrolled. They are still trained to habits of order, cleanliness, obedience, and atlcntion.
Object lessons arc omitted for tho first class, and singing and drawing altogether. A second class has
hcen formed, and tho general proficiency ranges from/air in it to ‘nary fair in tho first. With few excep
tions, the pupils still work industriously and thoughtfully. A change of teachers has taken place since last
inspection.
III.—HALF-TIME SCHOOLS.

*

UrriE GtoTiaeoo (N.-V.):—Visited, 4th November.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 11; girls, 10; total, 21.

Numbers present:—Boys, 7 ; girls, 9 ; total, 16.
Thc sohool is worked in conjunction with Sutton H.-T. Somo minor defects occur in (he records.
There are still no programmes of lessons, and others of the required wall documents aro wanting. The
enrolment includes nearly all available children, and the several features of the discipline arc tolerably
satisfactory. The classification is adapted to the attainments of tho pupils. Object lessons and drawing
aro omitted. The proficiency is moderate in each of the two classes.
■

Suttox

75

SunOS (N.-Y.)Visited, 4th NoTember.
Numbers enrolled ;—Boys, 7; girls, 5 ; total, 12.
Numbers present:—Boys, 6 ; giris, 5 ; total, 11.
Hat-pegs and book-shelyDs are badly wanted. The records aro defective in several of the less
important, particulars. The furniture and apparatus aro not suitably arranged, and tho latter is very
scanty. An unsanctioned reading-book has been in use. Nearly all available children are enrolled, and
regularity of attendance is fairly satisfactory. The other features of the discipline are tolerable. Tho
pupils arc appropriately divided into two classes. Of the subjeets required for these, obj'ect lessons are
omitted in the first class and drawing in the second. Tho general attainmenta of the pupils are tolerable
in the first class, and moderate in tho second.
.
Huiiunouleexoa (N.-V.)Visited, 22nd October.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 1; girls, 4-; total, II.
Numbers present:—Boys, G ; girls, -1; total, 10.
This school is worked in conjunction with Windellama H.-T. The Bronte Church of England
building is atill used, and is in the condition last reported. Some defects occur in the records. Nearly
all available children are onrollod. In all main features tho discipline is fair. Tho classification is Loo
high, and individual instances of mis-classification occur. The pupils’ attainments are of limited range ;
the average proficiency is about moderate; the pupils are slow and dull.
IVixnkllama (N.-V.):—Visited, 22nd October.
Numbers onrollod :—Boys, 10 ; girls, 3 ; total, 13.
Numbers present:—Boys, 9 ; girls, 3; total, 12.
Tho material condition is still seriously defective. The records and instructional documents arc
in a very incomplete state. The premises are not neatly kept. Nine-tenths of the children in thc
locality are enrolled, and attend with/air regularity and tolerable punctuality. In oilier rcspecls the
discipline is/air. Singing and drawing are omitted. Rote work has given place to some extent tn
explanatory methods, which, however, arc not well understood or effectively practised. Tho attainments
are very uneven. Tlic best results are produced iu the more mechanical branches. The pupils' mental
culture is low. The average proficiency approaches/air.
New Buistoi, Viaitod, 12th August.
Numbers enrolled i—Boys, 6; girls, 10 ; total, 1G.
Numbers present:—Boys, G ; girls, 9; total, 15.
No change in the school promises. All cbildron of school ago in the locality are enrolled, and
attend regularly and pimctoally. They arc generally willing and mannerly, but are wanting iu self
control, and require to be thoroughly drilled. There aro two classes, an arrangement adapted to tho
attainments of the scholars. Thc instruction is properly regulated and carefully imparted. Tile average
proficiency of the pupils is between tolerable and/air.
Notmi Huskissox
Visited, lllh August.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 8; girls, 10; total, 18.
Numlicrs present:—Boys, G; girls, 10; total, 1G.
_
The premises are in the condition last reported. Thc stock of working materials is hardly suffw
cient. Nearly all children in (lie locality are enrolled. They arc reasonably regular, and generally
punctual in attendance. When in School the pupils are inclined to talk, and have not yet been drilled
to act in concert in obedience to understood orders, yet they manifest a willing and obedient spirit, and
are mannerly. Suitable instructional arrangements are in'forcc, Teacliing is Conducted with system,
dUigeuce, and Care. The pupils'general proficiency rises from ft.fcra£fa in tbo second class to upwards
oi fair in the third. Singing is the only prescribed subject not taught. Tlic school is worked iu
conjunction with New Bristol H.-T., 12 miles distant. Thc road between thc two is diflicult, dreary,
and frequently dangerous. The regularity with which the teacher has discharged his duties under these
circumstances, and in the face of all weathers, is deserving of special notice.
Quialego (N.-V.)Visited, 21st October.
'
Numbers enrolled Boys, 4 ; girls, 10; total, 14.
Numbers present:—Boys, 2; girls, 8; total, 10.
A wooden floor nnd bat-pegs are badly wanted. All children in tho locality are enrolled, and
they attend regularly and with/air punctuality. In point of order and general demeanour they havo
improved. Tho general discipline is now/mYer/satisfactory. Suitable instructional arrangements arc
iu iorcc. Results varying from tolerable in tbe first class to moderate in thc second have been achieved.
Spbinofield (N.-V.)
Visited, 12th October.
■
Numbers enrolled Boys, 7 ; girls, G ; total, 13,
Nnmbors presentBoys, 4 ; girls, 3; total, 7.
__
The school is taught in conjunction with Quialego H.-T. The building now occupied is a
substantial structure, fairly well organized and furnished. All the children of school ago in the locality
arc enrolled, and arc tolerably regular and punctual. In its main features the discipline has improved,
and is now/utr. The pupils am appropriately classified, and arc taught nil required subjects except
singing and drawing. The average proficiency is tolerable. Grammar, geography, and object lessons
are wealc branches.
-

Richlaxds (N.-V.) ;—Visited, 27th May.

Numbers enrolled :—Boys, G; girls, 9 ; total, 15.
Numbers presentBoys, 1; girls, C ; total, 10. ■
This school is worked in conjunction with Yolbraitb H.-T. The condition of thc schoolroom
remains as last reported, and is quite unsatisfactory. Some defects occur in the keeping of the records.
All children within reach of the school are enrolled, nnd two-thirds attend regularly. Tlic details of
diactplme are properly attended to, nnd elementary drill is taught. Singing and drawing excepted, all
subjects required for thc classification (throe-class) are taught, Tho methods aro of approved kind,'and
the proficiency of thc pupils roaches fair in the first class, and exceeds jt in thc second and third.
Ihe teaching has b(.*cn systematic and continuous, although no programmes have been constructed. A
change of teachers has taken place since last inspection.
Yeuibaith (N.-V.)Visited, 27th May.
Numbers enrolled Boys, 7 ; girls, 10; total, 17.
Numbers presentBoys, 5 ; girls, 7; total, 12.
xt
i ^-n 0
^ in ihe slate last reported. Some defects occur in the keeping of thc records.
Nearlyall children in the locality attend, The discipline is eeri//aw- throughout. The pupils arc judi
ciously divided into two classes, all subjects required lor which arc taught except singing and drawing
Ihe general character and arrangements for carrying on the instruction arc the same as at Rich lands’
Ihe mental culture and general proficiency of the pupils aro fair,
’
D. S. HICKS,
____________________________________ _
Inspector.
MAITLAND

MAITLAND DISTRICT.
IssrECTOs’s G-cncral Eeport upon Schools for 1874.
The number of eelioolsin this district at the close of 1873 was eighty-three (S3), comprising eighty-seven
(87) departments, since when the following additions and reductions have been effected. A superior Public
School of three departments has been established in West Maitland ; the proposed Public School at Greta
will be opened in a week or two ; and another at Scone is in course of erection. Provisional Schools have
also been established at Park, Stockyard Creek, Wavcrley, Hell trees, and Boueholl Brook, but those of the
three latter places and Vere are temporarily closed for lack of teachers. In consequence also of diminu
tions in their attendance, the Blandford P. has lapsed ; the Singleton P-, Morpeth C E , and East Maitland
H.G., have been reduced to the rank of schools of ono department; and ihe certificates of the Bishop’s
Bridge C E., Hinton C.E., Paterson C H., and West Maitland Pres., have been withdrawn, Tbe Wesleyan
School of West Maitland has also been voluntarily closed in favour of the local Public School. To
guard against misapprehension, however, it should be stated that except in ono case, that of Paterson C.E.,
such reductions havo been mado only in places where schools were in excess ; and it may be confidently
affirmed that they havo been fraught with beneficial results, educational and economical.
The number of schools now (December, 1S74) enrolled in this district is seventy-eight (78) con
sisting of eighty-two (82) departments, classed as follows :—Public, thirty-two; Provisional, twenty-two ;
Half-time, six ; Church of England, twelve ; and Roman Catholic, ten. These aro widely distributed among
the first and the second class centres of tho population ; and they afford the means of education to a largo
proportion of the children of school ago. Eurtlier school extension, howevor, is needed, and efforts have
been made to promote such extension, but with only partial success, the chief bar to progress being thc
difficulty of getting the small, isolated, and newly settled comm unities of free selectors to erect and furnish
suitable schoolhouses at their own expense. Another difficulty also is that of deciding os to the permanent
settlement of such communities ; otherwise they might reasonably be accorded tbe snmo pecuniary
advantages as arc given to those applying for Public Schools, notwithstanding such hindrances, however,
the steady progress which school extension has made during tbo year affords ground for satisfaction and
hope; for not only have six schools been established and four others provided for, but applications also for the
formation of schools at Paterson, Upper Fnlbrook, and Pnrtbrook have been favourably considered, and in
quiries instituted as to the establishment of smalt schools at Murray’s Run, Giant’s Creek, Sandy Creek, First
Creek, Owen’s Gap, Elhstou, Goorangoola Creek, Lostock, and Penshurst. It is also gratifying to remark
that, when the educational claims of these last-named places have been satisfied, there will be very little
scope for further school extension in the district.
The year has been favourable to the work of inspection. All tbe schools in tho district have been
visited, except those of Stanhope, Jfnockfln, Webber's Creek, andSlockyard Creek, the numbers and kinds
of tbo inspections being as follows:—Nineteen general, sixty-three regular, six ordinary, and ninetythree incidental, which last were confined to forty-one schools only. Those general and regular have
involved investigations into thc material, moral, and intellectual condition of the schools, and the results
of such havo been measured by the usual high standards.
The total number of schools or departments that have existed in the district during (he whole or
part of the year is ninety (00), of which eighty-two have been iu operation the whole year, and eight (8)
a part thereof.
The material condition of the schools continues to improve; but, owing in some measure to tbo
non-vested character of tbree-fourtbs of tbe school properties, and to the difficulties of raising funds to
defray the cost of effecting necessary repairs and additions, the improvement is not, so speedy and complete
as could be desired. There is much to bo done, however, in matters of-detail before the material organi
zation of the schools can be pronounced satisfactory. Many of the schools are without water- (auks,
washing appliances, and bells ; and in sixteen instances tbe out-offico accommodation is cither inadequate
or absolutely wanting. In no instance is provision made for the physical training of the scholars, nnd in
three only (Singleton P , Wollombi P., and St. Paul’s C.E.) aro weather-sheds erected for their health
and comfort. It is gratifying to report, however, that there are but few schools that do not afford more
than adequate accommodation for the available attendances, and whose interior appointments arc not in
keeping with existing requirements ; the highest type, ns yet, of material organization being that ol (he
West Maitland Public Sohool—tbe stylo, design, and structure of whose buildings aro of superior merit.
Good buildings have also been erected for the West Maitland R. C. (Boys), and Greta P. Schools; and
others are in course of erection for the Scone Public School. In addition to these improvements, twelve
school buildings have undergone important repairs and alterations, and steps have been taken to re-organize
the Public Schools of Millfield, Ellalong, and Mush ell Creek. New and larger buildings are needed for
the Publie Schools of Bishop's Bridge, Ccssnoek, Tjoeliinvnr, Oswald, and Murrurundi; but there is at
present little prospect of funds being locally raised towards the cost of their erection, owing in great
measure to the growing popular feeling that it is the office of Ihe State to effect such improvements by
the agency of indirect taxation; and whatever may be the moral worth of such a feeling, it obviously
originates from thc indisposition of some people to give subscriptions, and the repugnance of others to
collect them. Classifying the schools according to tho character of their material organization, fortyfour (44) rank from fair to very good, and the rest (38) from moderate to tolerable.
The character of the attendance is neither satisfactory nor encouraging, and is very little belter than
that described in last year’s report. During this year 6,432 scholars have been enrolled, nnd the average
quarterly enrolments and daily attendance have been only 5,140 and 3,31-7 respectively. Those latter
numbers however would have been respectively li and 3i per cent, higher had it not been for the epidemic
among children in tho months of February and March. It thus appears that, exclusive of the known
500 or 600 children for whom schools are not yet provided, and of those who go to no school at all, there
arc not fewer than 3,085 others deriving little permanent benefit from the schools around them. Com
paring thc daily attendances with the animal mid quarterly enrolments, thc rates of regularity are 52 and
65 per cent, respectively, rates that would disentitle schools to thc receipt of State aid under the Revised
Code in England. The significance of these facts, moreover, is heightened by two others ; first, that in the
1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4fh (or highest) classes, the percentages of pupils are -II, 31, 21, and 4, respectively ;
and secondly, that the respective average ages of such classes are 7, OJ, II, and 13 years. As to the value
of such averages of attendance and of ages may bo quoted the following forcible remarks of tbe Rev.
James Frazer:—"It appears to me that a fundamental fallacy lies at the root of any inferences drawn
either from averages of attendance or averages of ago. You get your average, but it is not a true repre
sentation of tbe facts of the case. The result of one boy’s having attended school 200 days in the year,
while another has only attended 50, is not the same, nor anything like tbo same os if each had attended
125 days. Two gills leave school, one at seven the other at. thirteen years of age; tho average is ten ; but will
any one tell me that the buiuo effect, socially and intellectually, is the same as if each child bad stayed at
school till she was ten ? In tho latter case a good school being given, both girls would havo been decently
educated, sufficiently so perhaps (?) for their station in life.”
Tho state of the attendance, as exhibited on thc days of inspections, and as compared with last
year’s results, is as follows :—
Number of
Number of
Number of
Number of

1873.

1874.

Rublie Schools inspected ...........................
40
Denominational Schools inspected..............
‘28
Public School children examined............... 1,458
Denominational School children examined 1,722

CO;
22 ;
2,139 ;
1,381 j

increase, 50 per cent.
decrease, 11'4 per cent.
increase, 46 per cent.
decrease, 20 per cent.

11
The disciplinary condition of the schools continues to improve, pleasing evidence of which is
afforded by the promotions of seventeen teachers to higher grades of classification, two of whom were
highly deserving of special recommendation. In this particular and in their order of merit, thc different
classes of schools stand thus:—(1) Public, (2) Denominational, (3) Provisional and Half-time. In
fifty-one (51) schools, eleven (II) of which are Public Schools distinguished for their high moral character,
the discipline ranks from fair to very good ; in the rest (3J) from moderate to tolerable, which latter
marks arc applied to results below the standard requirement a. There are very few schools, however, in
which tho discipline is not in fair accordance wicb thc teachers’ grades of classification ; and but very few
in which moral defects result from tbe teachers’ unpardonable negligences. Some of the schools are in a
sleepy condition, nnd are managed by persons who have either not been trained to their work or who aro
feebly constituted for governing and educating children,—feeble in tact, energy, and enthusiasm, in
firmness of purpose, and in promptness of attention ; or in that spirit which is sternly intolerant of dis
order, waste of time, or laxities in speech and in manners. In connection with this matter of discipline
should bo mentioned that an instructor lias been appointed to give lessons in military drill in thc schools
of Maitland, Morpeth, und Hinton; and that the good effects of such lessons are gradually manifesting
themselves in the conduct and bearing of the pupils. It is hoped also that tho benefits of such instruction
will be gradually extended to the schools of Singleton, Muswellbrook, and other like populous townships.
In five-sixths of thc schools the prescribed course of instruction is complete, aud is regulated with
fair average skill; in the rest, however, it is marked by tbe entire or partial absence of object lessons,
singing, drawing, and sewing, in consequence of tho untrained or unmarried condition of the teachers.
The classification of the scholars is in most instances of very fair merit, but the promotions of pupils to thc
higher divisions is'not as rapid as could be wished, because of the irregularity of attendance, or of feebleness
in tho discipline and the teaching. There are only eight schools with fourth classes, to which are given
lessons in geometry, algebra, mensuration, or Latin ; nnd in fourteen others, chiefly small Provisional
Schools, third classes have not yet been formed. Thc methods of instruction arc of different degrees
of merit, ranging from moderate to good ; nnd are applied with similar degrees of zeal, painstaking, and
efficiency, tlic average of which is on the whole fair. In seversl instances tile teaching is not sufliciently
instructive and educative : it appeals too little Io the understanding of the pupils, and leaves them too
frequently with inadequate power to do what is of paramount importance—to teach themselves. In
others, however, the empirical character of tbe teaching is more or less counterbalanced by tho earnestness
nnd the steady perseverance of the teachers. Speaking generally, the intellectual character of the schools
has improved, and would certainly havo shown to better advantage hud thc teachers spent more time in
the examinnt ion of their classes on the matter of their past lessons. Last year, tbe percentage of the
schools in wliich the average proficiency was up to andahove thc prescribed stondard was 21; this year it is 32.
During tho year there have been five examinations of teachers, aud it is gratifying to report
that most of them have succeeded in gaining higher grades of classification. Four teachers have gained
promotion for continued good service, and three others for the improved condition of their schools. There
has been, however, but one instance of a teacher voluntarily presenting himself for examination, which
docs not speak well for thc studiousness or ambition of his brethren. Considering them as a whole, the
teachers of this district arc respectable and trustworthy, and among them arc men of oonsiderable energy
aud ability.
Tbe local supervision of tho schools is of much the same defective character as that described in former
reports. There aro still very few instances of Local Boards either visit ing their respective schools in a regular
and official manner, or of voluntarily exerting themselves to effect material improvements, to increase tho
attendance of scholars, or (to make thc teachers comfortable aud contribute to their happiness. Tim
Local Boards of Denominational Schools have in general but a nominal existence, the powers and duties
of such bodies being almost exclusively confined to tbe clergymen, some of whom manifest a pleasing
interest in their work, more particularly that relating to the attendance of the scholars.
Summing up, tho material condition of the schools in general is fair and progressive ; the moral
tone of them is healthy, improved, und promising ; and tho character and results of the instruction are
tolerably satisfactory and improved. The district is very fairly well provided with tho means of cdue.if ion ;
but tho ebaraetor of tho attendance is unsatisfactory and unimproved, and requires to be effectually dealt
with.
J. S. JONES,
East Maitland, 18/1/75.
Inspector.

MAITLAND DISTRICT.
Suithaev of Reports upon Public Schools inspeeted in 1874.
Abeedken (N.-Y.) :—Yisited, 20lk October, IS?!'.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 24 ; girls, 28; total, 52.
N umbers present:—Boys, 23 ; girls, 25 ; total, 48.
1. This school is held in a church, and its material organization is but moderate. Water-tank,
lavatory, weather-shed, and additional desks ara needed. 2. Two-thirds of the pupils arc regular and
punctual j fair order is maintained, nnd the government is healthy', fair, and improved. 3. The proscribed
subjects are taught, except sewing ; the instruction is appropriately regulated, and the teaching ia earnest,
animated, and tolerably skilful. 4. The attainments are improved, tolerable, and promising.
Aherolassiyn (Y.) :—Yisited, 27t.h July, 18/4.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 30 ; girls, 15 ; total, 45.
Numbers present;—Boys, 28 ; girls, 10 ; total, 38.
1. Tho material organization is moderate; book-press, hat-pegs, additional apparatus, and bel^
being needed. 2. Tho attendance is irregular, unpuhct.ua!; the government is feeble ; and the prevailing
tone is but moderately satisfactory. 'Tlic school fees aro low and precarious, and carelessly exacted.
3. Tho course of instruction is very elementary, and ill-regulated ; thc teaching is mechanical and feeble,
and thc intellectual progress of the pupils is unsatisfactory. 4. The attainments are indifferent.
Bishoi’3 Bribqe (N.-V.) :—Yisited, 10th Jnnc.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 30 ; girls, 19 ; total, 49.
Numbers present;—Boys, 20 ; girls, 15 ; total, 35.
1. The material condition and organization arc moderate; the supply of furniture is improved;
and that of apparatus tolerably adequate ; and the school records are pretty well kept. 2. Tho discipline
is healthy, improved, and fair. 3. The instruction is earnest, fairly well regulated, and tolerably intelli
gent, but not adequately vivid and impressive. 4. The attainments are tolerable and improved.
Blandfoed (P.—N.-Y.)
Closed at the date of my visit.
BEAHXIOIf
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Bravxton (Y.):—Visited, 16th and 19th October,
Numbers enrolledBoys, 3?; girls, 35 ; total, 72.
Numbers present:—Boys, 30; girls, 30; total, 66.
1. Lavatory and weather-shed are greatly needed ; otherwisy tho material aspect and organization
aro satisfactory. 2. The attendance is punctual and tolerably regular, tho discipline healthy and
effectual, and the moral tone pleasing. 3. Tho course of instruction is complete, and well regulated,
nnd the teaching is zealous, painstaking, and skilful. 4. The attainments arc, on the whole, very fair aud
promising.
Bbokentsack (V.)
Visited, 2d th June.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 27 ; girls, 25 ; total, 52.
Numbers present:—Boys, 11; girls, 21; total, 32.
1. Weather-shed, water-tank, aud lavatory are needed j otherwise, the material organization is
satisfactory. 2. One-half of thc attendance is regular and very fairly punctual; tho general aspect is
neat and clean ; and tho discipline is of very fair merit. 3. The prescribed subjects are taught except
singing ; tho occupation of the pupils is appropriately regulated, and tho teaclmig is diligent, painstaking,
and very fairly intelligent. 4. The attainments are improved, and from fair to very fair.
Cajttsie (V.) :—Visited, 5th June.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 18 ; girls, 24; total, 42.
Numbers present:—Boys, 10 ; girls, 15 ; total, 25.
1. Bell, "water-tank, and lavatory arc needed; otherwise the material organization is improved
and satisfactory. 2. The attendance is low and irregular, but reasonably punctual; (he government is
intelligent; and tho disciplinary aspect of the school very fair. 3. The course of instruction is complcto
ahd appropriately regulated, and the teaching is zealous and painstaking. 4. The attainments arc from
tolcrablo to fair. 6. Tho school fees are low aud badly paid.
Cessnocb (N.-V.)Visited, 17th Juno.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 13 ; girls, 1C ; tofal, 2D.
Numbers present:—Boys, 9 ; girls, 13; total, 22.
1. New school buildings arc greatly needed, thc present schoolhouso being nncentral, too small,
and inadequately appointed, 2. Tile attendance is low, irregular, and tolerably punctual; the govern
ment is sound and intelligent; and the moral tone is fair. 3. The prescribed subjects are taught, except
sewing; and the instruction is painstaking, fairly skilful, and well regulated. 4. The attainments are
improved, and nearly fair.
Dushoee (V.)Visited, 23rd April.
Numbers enrolledBoys, 3D; girls, 30; total, 69.
Numbers picsent;—Boys, 36; girls, 23 ; total, 69.
1. Water-tank, lavatory, weather-abed, and fencing of play-ground aro greatly needed; other
wise the organization is satisfactory, 2. Three-fifths of the attendants are regular and punctual, and a
steady increase in the numbers has necessitated tho appointment of a pupil teacher. The government is
firm and intelligent; tho pupils aro clean, orderly, and well-behaved, but wanting in zeal and Bclfpossessiou. Tho moral tone is very fair. 3 Thc course of instruction is complete, and appropriately
regulated. The methods are of-fair merit, and tho teaching is diligent and painstaking. 4. The attain
ments range from tolerable to fair. General results about "very fair,” as far as the teacher is
responsible.
Ellalong (N.-V.):—Visited, 12th February.
Numbers enrolledBoys, 21; girls, 17; total, 38.
Numbers present:—Boys, 19 ; giris, lo ; total, 34.
_
1. The material condition is neglected and unsatisfactory, the roof leaky, the supply of furniture
inadequate, and the playground without hell, lavatory, or weather-shed. 2. The attendance is low and
unpunctual, but fairly regular; aud tho discipline is healthy, tolerable, and promising, 3. Thc
prescribed subjects are taught, except singing. The instruction is tolerably well regulated, but tho
classification is low in point of age; and the teaching, though diligent and promising, is stiff and
mechanical. 4. The attainments are moderate.
Falbeook (V.):—Visited, 24th March.
Numbers enrolledBoys, 13; girls, 13 ; total, 26.
Numbers present;—Boys, 6; girls, 7; total, 13.
1. The material Condition is unsatisfactory; repairs to schoolhouse, teacher's residence, and outoffices greatly needed. There ia neither bell, lavatory, weather-shed, nor hook-press. 2, The discipline
is healthy nnd fair. 3. The prescribed subjects aro taught, except singing, hut drawing and object-lessons
are neglected. _ The occupation of the pupils is fairly well regulated, and tho teaching is earnest and
tolerably intelligent. 4. The attainments arc tolerable.
Fishery Creek (V.):—Visited, 21st April.
Numbers enrolled.—Boys, 28 ; girls, 14; total, 42,
Nmnbers presentBoys, 27; girls, 12; total, 39.
. 1- The material condition has been much improved by additions and repairs, and is now of fair
merit. Sufficient care is not bestowed upon the hooks, slates, and school records—tlic condition of thc
latter being unsatisfactory. 2. Tho government is feeble, the conduct of tho scholars partially satis
factory, and tho character of the school-work languishing, The moral tone is barely tolerable, 2. Thc
prescribed suhjrjts are taught, tho classification is defective, the programmes of lessons are in abeyance,
aud the teaching is feeble and but moderately skilful, 4. Tho attainments arc moderate,
Gostorth (V.):—Visited, 28th July.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 17; giris, 17 ; total, 84.
Numbers present:—Boys, 15 ; girls, 17 ; total, 32.
_ 1- The material condition and organization are improved and fair. Additional furniture has been
provided, and a water-tank is in course of construction. 2. The attendance is fairly punctual, but low
and irregular. The government is sound ; very fair order is maintained ; and the pupils are clean and
well-behaved. 3. Tho course of instruction is complete and well-regulated ; and the teacliing is pains
taking and tolerably skilful. 4. The attainments are tolerable.
Hutton (V.) :—Visited, 28th and 29th May.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 57 ; giris, 42; total, 99.
Numbers present:—Boys, 32 ; girls, 16; total, 48.
. T The material condition and organization have been greatly improved ; class-room, lavatory, and
additional out-oflices needed. 2. Tho disciplinary condition of the school is good and promising, 3. The
proscribed subjeets aro taught, except singing ; tho methods are of very fair merit; and the teaching is
zealous and painstaking. 4. The attainmenta are only tolerable, for which the present teacher is not
responsible.
Laguna
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Lagtona (Y.) :—Yisilcd, 18th February.
Nnmbors enrollod:—Boys, 12 ; girls, 19 ; total, 31,
Numbers present:—Boys, 10; girls, 13 ; total, 23.
_
!• Material defoets hare been in groat measure remedied. Bell, water-LunV, and weather-shod are
still needed. The organisation is fair. 2. Seven-ninths of the attendance arc regular ami punctual; tho
pupils are clean and orderly ; and tho moral tone is very fair. 3. The course of instruction is complete
and well-regulated, and tho teaching is earnest, painstaking, and fairly skilful. 4. The average pro*
fleioncy of the pupils is nearly fair.
'
XiOOniJTAE (N -Y.) :—Yisited, 13th and 16th July.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 21; girls, 14; total, 35,
Numbers presentBoys, 13 ; girls, 14 ; total, 27.
1. Now school buildings aro needed ; the present site is unsuitable, and the character of tho
playground unsatisfactory. The supply of apparatus aud furniture is very fair. 2. The attendance is
low, unpunctual, and irregular. The school work is not performed with the requisite vigour and regularity;
the condition of the school records is very unsatisfactory, and tho disciplinary condition of tho school is
little better than moderate. 3. The prescribed subjects are taught, but sewing is neglected ; the classifi
cation is id-defined, and the instruction carelessly regulated. The leaching is tolerably intelligent, but is
otherwise unsatisfactory. 4. Tho attainments range from moderate to tolerable, and tbe general condition
of the school is low and unsatisfactory.
East

fY.):—3rd, 4th, 6th, Cth, and lOGh November.
Numbers enrolled;—Boys, IOC; girls, 80; total, 186.
Numbers present;—Boys, 86 ; girls, 61; total, 147.
1. Lavatory, drainage of playground, and repairs lo fence and schoolroom windows, aro needed to
render the material condition and organization satisfactory. 2. Thc attendance is punctual and fairly
regular, and him increased 40 per cent, sineo the last inspection. Thc government is mild, firm, and
intelligent; the school work is performed with pleasing quietness, cheerfulness, nnd vigour ; military-drill
is steadily progressing; and the general disciplinary condition of the sciiool is very good. Latin,algebra,
and geometry arc taught in addition to tho prescribed subjects; the instruction'is well regulated; tho
classification is high and judicious, and thc teacliing is zealous, painstaking, and intelligent, and much
improved in animation and vigour. 4. The average proficiency is good.
Maitland

fBoys.—V.)Yisited, 8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th December,
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 213.
Numbers present:—Boys, 182.
_ 1. The school building is a superior, well-ventilated structure; nnd thc schoolroom is well
appointed, but somewhat defectively planned and lighted. A weather-shed is urgently needed ; otherwise
the playground is well appointed. 2. Tho attendance is rapidly increasing, and is very near the
minimum ; the punctuality is very good, and tho coefficient of regularity three-fourths. The aspect of
the pupils is clean, cheerful, and respectable ; and thc disciplinary character of thc Echnol is very good.
3. Latin, gooinolry and algebra are cstra subjeets ; the instruction is well regulated, and of high range
and intelligence. 4. The average proficiency of the pupils is good; aud the general condition of the
school is highly satisfactory.
West Maitlaxd

West Maitland—(Girls.—V.) ;—Visited, 14th aud 15th December.
Numbers enrolled :—Q-irls, 117.
Numbers present:—Girls, 78.
1. Tho material condition and organization arc of first-class character, and tho schoolroom is
better planned and lighted than the boys'. The absence of a weather-shed injuriously aifeets the attointunce.
2. The government is intelligent ami firm ; very good order obtains ; the pupils are clean, cheerful, and
respectable in appearance, and tho moral tone is on the whole good. 3. The course of instruction is
complete and well regulated; the profitable occupation of the pupils is vigorously sustained ; and tbo
teacliing is animated, painstaking, and intelligent. 4. Thc average proficiency ranges from fair to very
fair. Considering that the school has been but recently established, and that many of tbo scholars are
from private schools, tho general condition of tho school is satisfactory and promising.
West Maitland

(Infants.’—V.):—Yisited, 16th nnd 17th December.

Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 83 ; girls, 55 ; total, 140.
Numbers present:—Boys, 61; girls, 34 ; total, 95.
1. The schoolroom is defectively planned, and too small for the attendance. Book-press, desks, nnd
wcntlier-alicd are greatly needed ; otherwise the.organizntion is good. 2. Tho attendance is punctual, and
steadily increasing ; tbo government is mild and judicious ; good order obtains, and the pupils are on the
whole clean, decently attired, cheerful and well-behaved. 3. Tho instruction is appropriate and well regu
lated and the teaching is zealous, industrious, and intelligent. 4. The average proficiency is nearly very
fair.
Milltield

(N.-Y.)

Yisited, ISth June.

Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 23 ; girls, 29; total, 52.
Numbers presentBoys, 13 ; girls, 23 ; total, 36.
1, New school buildings and furniture urgently needed; the present material condition and
organization being very unEatisfactory. 2. The attendance is irregular and unpunctual, and the schoolwork is feebly performed; otherwise, tho disciplinary condition is fair. Thc school fees arc low and
badly paid. 3. The prescribed subjects ore taught except singing, and tho instruction is fairly well
regulated, but. tho classification is low, and the teaching feeble and unimproved. 4. Thc average pro
ficiency is a little over moderate.
MoBPEth (V.) :—Yisited, 20th, 21st, and 22nd October.
Numbers enrolledBoys, 91; girls, 73; total, 164.
Numbers presentBoys, 80; girls, G1; total, 141.
_
1- Weather-sheds, lavatory, and better out-offices needed ; material organization otherwise highly
satisfactory. 2. Tho attendance is very punctual and considerably increased. The appearance and
general conduct of tho pupils is highly satisfactory, tho government is mild and firm, and the disciplinary
character of the school is excellent. 3. The course of instruction is complete, well regulated, and of high
range, Latin, algebra, and geometry being included. Tho classification is high; and tho teaching is
superior in point of zeal, tact, painstaking, and intelligence. 4. Thc average proficiency approaches very
good.
J

Mobeubundi
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Mubepbundi (V.):—Visited, 10th and llth September.
Numbers enrolled :—Bovs, 43 ; girls, 39; total, 8t.
Numbers present;—Boys, 3S ; girls, 31; total, G9.
]. Tbe material condition, aspect, and organization arc very misiiListactorj' and neglected. Tlio
snpplv of wovking rnatcrifds is tolerably adequate. 2. The attendance has increased, but is neitber satis
factorily regubir nor punctual; and the teaching staff is inadequate. Considering material deficiencies,
tin) disciplinary condition is fair in tho upper classes and moderate in the loiver. 3. The prescribed
subjects are taught except singing, and tlic teaching is earnest, painstaking, and tolerably intelligent.
Geography, arithmetic, object lessons, and sening, aro feeble subjects. 4. The average proficiency is
tolerable.
Muswell Cheek (N.-V.)Visited, 26Lli October.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, £S; girls, 15 ; total, 43.
Numbers present:—Hoys, 21; girls, 14; total, 35.
1. New buildings urgently needed—present site contra], but otherwise unsuitable. School requisites
fair in quality and quantity. 2 The disciplinary condition of the school is tolerable. 3. Course of
instruction complete; lesson documents of moderate merit; methods mechanical, and tbo traclimg
earnest.but stiff and feeble. 4, Average proficiency of the pupils moderate.
Oswald (N.-V.) :—Visited, 26th August.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 25 ; girls, 23 ; total, 43.
Numbers present:—Boys, 22 ; girls, 17 ; total, 39.
1. Schoolhouse old, small, ill-ventilated, and unsuitable. New buildings and larger playgrounds
greatly needed. Supply of school requisites fair. 2. Attendance irregular and unpunctual, order nnd
cleanliness fair, conduct of pupils improved, school work feebly performed ; moral tone tolerable.
3. Course of instruction complete, but of low range ; lesson documents very fair ; classification low mid
injudicious ; teaching apparently earnest, but feeble, nnd not satisfactorily profitable. 4. Average pro
ficiency moderate, arithmetic, grammar, and geography, indifferent.
KouaHLT (V.)
Visited, 8th September.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 40 ; girls, 17 ; total, 57.
Numbers present:—Boys, 36 ; girls, 12 ; total, 48.
1. Material condition and orgnnizal ion good ; schoolroom too small for three classes; playground
improved. 2. Attendance well maintained and punctual; government healthy nnd intelligent; order very
fair; appearance and conduct of children fair. 3. Course of mitruction complete nnd appropriately
regulated ; teaching earnest and tolerably intelligent. 4. Average proficiency approaching fair,
Singleton (Primary-V.):—Visited, llth, 12th, and 13th August.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 47; girls, 32 ; titid, 79.
Numbers present:—Boys, 37 ; girls, 29 ; total, 66.
1. Schoolroom too small; lavatory needed ; material condition and organization good; school
records not kept with requisite precision and accuracy. 2. Attendance comparatively low ; punctuality
very fair; school work feebly performed; disciplinary condition otherwise very fair. 3. Course of
instruction complete eicept in singing; standards of proficiency laxly ooserved ; classification somewhat
low and dl-defincd ; lesson documents not strictly observed. Teaching fairly intelligcut, but not satisfac
torily stimulating, impressive, ami profitable. 4. Attainments low and unsatisfactory.
Singleton (Infants.—V.)
Temporarily closed.
'
Stanhote (V.)
Not inspected for want of opportunity.

'

-

KuGAEi.oAir (V.);—Visited, 2oth June.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 30; girls, 22 ; total, C2,
Numbers present:—Boys, 16 ; girls, lo ; total, 31.
1. Material condition and organization fair and improved; supply of furniture mid apparnlus
very fair. 2. Atlendance tolerably regular, and reasonably punctual. School woik somewhat feebly
purfunned. Disciplinary condition otherwise very fair. 3, Course of instmetioii complete; lesson
doemnents-vory fair, hut not strictly followed. Teaching fairly intelligent, hut not adequately thoiough
and profitable. 4. Average proficiency tolerable and inadequate.
VaoV (N.-V.)Visited, 2nd and 3rd Juno.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 30 ; girls, 24 ; total, ol.
Numbmpresont:—Boys, 23; girls, 20; total, 43
_
1. Material condition and organization improved and tolerable. Additional furniture needed.
2 Attendance vciy fiirly punctual, but irregular. School fees low, and badly’ paid. Appearance and
conduct of pupiis very fair. School work somewhat feebly performed. 3. Course of instruction
complete and fairly well regulated, but of low range. Teaching earnest and tolerably intelligent, but
not sufliciently rigorous and impressive. 4. Average proficiency nearly tolerable.
Wallalong (V.):—Yisited, 13th May.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 29 ; girls, 29 : total, 58.
Numbers picsent:—Boys, 21 ; girls 25; total, 46.
1. Thc material condition and organization a; c improved, and very fair. Aspect neat nnd clean.
2. Attendance punctual and tolerably regular; government healthy and intelligent; pupils clean,
orderly7, nnd well-behaved. Moral tone good. 3.
ura iof instruction complcto and well regulated;
methods of very fair merit; and teaching zealous d painstaking. 4. Attainments of pupiis from fair
to very fair.
Warkworth (V.):—Yi-ited, 22nd September.
Nmnbers enrolled Boys, 30; girls, 23; total, 53,
Numbers presentBoys, 16; girls, 18; total, 34.
1. Material condition and organization superior; weathei-shed and water-lank needed. 2. At
tendance pniictiial, hut iiregular and decreasing. Government firm and judicious; pupils clean r.nd
orderly, but wanting in vigour and zeal. Disciplinary condition good. 3. Couise of instruction
complete, singing excepted; classification and lesson documents appropriate, aud teaching zealous and
painstaking. 4. Average pioficieney of pupils nearly tail'.
AVolloMbI
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Wollombi (Y.)Visited, 19tb, 20th, and 22nd June.
Numbers enrolled Boys, 41; girls, 39 ; total, 80,
Numbers presentBoys, 29 ; girls, SO; total, 59.
1. The material condition is very fair, the supply of school requisites adequate, and Ihe organisa
tion good, 2. Attendance punctual and tolerably regular; government mild and judicious; general
appearance mid conduct of pupils pleasing; and diseiplir ary condition very good. 3. Course of instruc
tion complete and well regulated; teaching inielliguit, zealous, ar.d painstaking, 4. Average proficiency
if the pupils good in general.
SrjiMAiiY of Reports upon Provisional Schools inspected in 1874,
Bakbamie CnEIX (N.-Y.) :—Visited, 13th March.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 17 ; girls, 5; tofal, 22.
Numbers present:—Boys, 13 ; girls, 4 ; total, 17.
1. Schoolhouse tolerably suitable but inadequately furnished. Supply of apparatus moderate.
2. Attendance fairly regular and punctual; government tolerably intelligent; appearance and conduct
fair ; moral tone promising and tolerable. 3. Conrse of instruction complete except in serving, of inferior
rnuge, and not properly regulated. Teachiug earnest nnd diligent. 4. Average proficiency of the pupils
toliTiihle.
.
Bbll.'u:]! (N.-V.) i—Visited, 23id November.
Numbeis enrolled :—Boys, 13; girls, 11; total, 24.
Nlimbers present:—Boys, 9 ; girls, 9; total, 18.
1. Schoolhouse commodious and suitable ; supply of furniture inadequate; school records better
kept. 2. Attendance very punctual but irregular; government improved and fair, and disciplinary
condition of the school improved and fair. 3. Course of instruction complcto, fairly veil regulated, and
of second class range. Teaching earnest and painstaking, improved, and tolerably effective. 4, Average
pioticicmy tolerable and improved.
Epic A (N.-V.) :—Visited, 23rd September.
Numbers enrolled :—Buys, 14 ; girls, 14 ; total, 28.
Numbers picsent:—Boys, 11 ; girls, 11; total, 22.
1. Scboolhou'io commodious and suitable ; supply of furniture adequate, but (flimsy aud inferior,
and interior aspect somenbut dingy and untidy. Organization reasonably tolerable. 2. Attendance
toleiably regular and punctual, and disciplinary character of tlic school fair and improved. School fees
low and laxily exacted. 3. Course of instruction complete, except in singing and drawing. Lesson docu
ments not satisfactorily complete or well observed. Teacliing earnest, painstaking, and tolerably skilful,
but low in range. 4. Arcrago proficiency tolerable.
.
CabRQWEEK (N.-V.) Yisited, 4th June.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 11; girls, 21; total, 32.
Numbers present:—Bovs, 8 ; girls, 20 ; total, 28.
1. Sehoolhoueo commodious and suitable, and stock of furniture and apparatus tolerably sufficient,
but desks badly arranged. Record of attendance not reliable. 2. Discipline empirical and barely toler
able iu efficiency. 3. Course of instruction very elementary; classification inappropriate, and teaching
feeble and indifferently skilful. 4 Averngn proficiency small.
Guan (N.-V.):—Visited, 20th November.
N umbers enrolled :—Boys, 21 ; girls, 13 ; total, 34,
Numbei s present:—Boys, 16 ; girls, 12 ; total, 28.
1. Schoolhouse far too small, and stock of furniture insufficient. 2. Attcndauec fairly'regular but
unpunctual; eider moderate, goi ermuent empirical and lax; and general moral tone unsatisfactory. 3.
Instruction very elementary and ill regulated ; classification confused, and teaching very feeble and unskil
ful. 4. Average proficiency Email,
'
Doyle’s Cheek (N.-V.) :—Visited, llth March.

Numbers enrolled ;—Boys, 8; girls, 19 ; total, 27.
Numbers present:—Boys, 7 ; girls, 12; total, 19.
1. Schoolhouse commodious and suitable, but ill-ventilated. Additional furniture needed. Supply
of working n.aleiiuls adequate. 2. Attendance tolciably punctual, but low and irregular. Pupils clcim
und tidy in uppemaiicc, docile and well behaved, but shy and awkward. Discipline tolerable and pro
mising. 3. Course of instruction intelligently legulalcd ond complete except m singing and drawing.
Teaching painstaking. 4. Average proficiency tolerable but only of second class range.
GlEEroED (N.-V.)
Visited, Srd June.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 18; girls, 19; total, 37.
N umbers present:—Boye, 15 ; girls, 16; total, 31.
1. Schoolhouse commodious und suitable, residence comfortable, and supply of furniture and other
requisites fair. Arrangement of desks objectionable. Aspect clean and comfortable. 2. Two-thirds of
atlcndance regular, but not satisfactorily punctual. Pupils clean and welt behaved; government mild
and effective ; class movements somewhat irregular. 3. Prescribed subjects taught except singing; lesson
riceuruenls of fair merit, but not strictly observed, nnd classification low in point of age. Teaching earnest,
but feeble nnd moderately skilful. 4. Average proficiency moderate.
Howe’s Valley (N.-V.) :•—Visited, 16th Rebruary.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 15; girls, 12 ; total, £7.
Numbers presentBoys, 11; girls, 8; total, 19.
1. Schoolroom too short, ami book-pies8; and Imt-pegs needed ; material condition und organization
otherwise tolerable. 2. Attendance toletably regular and punctual; appearances neat and clean; conduct
and character of pupils tolerable I moral tone promising. 3 Course oi instruction complete, except in
singing and drawling ; vciy'elementary and defectively regulated. Teaching earnest and diligent, but
feeble and empirical, 4. Average proficiency' moderate.
Katcoa (N.-V.)Visited, 20th March.
Numbers enrolled Boys, 16; girls, 21; total, 37.
Numbers present:—Boys, 5; girls, 10; total, 15.
1. Sehoolhonse commodious but ill-ventilated; playground too small; water-tank, lavatory, and
additional furniture needed. Organization moderate. School materials carelessly arranged, 2, Twoihirds of attendance regular and tolerably punctual ; appearances clean but untidy' ; conduct and
character of pupils moderately satisfactoiy; school-work feebly peifoimed, and details of discipline
overlooked 3. Prescribed subjects piofessudly taugbt except singing and drawing. Instruction very
elementary, and lesson documents laxly observed. Teaching apparently earnest, but feeble and
empirical. 4. Average proficiency indifferent.
liNOOKrYN
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Kxockfyk (N.-V.)
Visited,------- Not inspected, for want of opportunity.
Middle Cheek (N.-V.)Visited, ISth November.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 22; girls, 1C ; total, 33,
Numbers present:—Boys, 15; girls, 10, total, 25.
1. Schoolhouse central and superior, aud stock of material appliances fair and improved. 'Watertank and washing appliances needed. 2, Attendance well maintained, fairly regular, and punctual;
appearances clean and cheerful; government mild and judicious; moral tone fail. 3. Prescribed subjects
taught except singing, and of tuird-olass range. Occupations of pupils tolerably well regulated, and
teaching zealous and painstaking and moderately skilful. 4. Average proficiency from moderate to
tolerable.
“
Moojjas Bkook (N.-V.):—Visited, 21th November.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 19; girls, 13; total, 32.
Numbers present;—Boys, 13; girls, 13; total, 31.
. 1- School house commodious ond suitable, and supply of furniture tolerable but badly arranged
and inferior. Scboolroom walls disfigured with miscellaneous newspaper prints. 2. Attendance of fair
merit; government healthy aud empirical; pupils clean and well-behaved, but school-work feeble and
class arrangements inappropriate. 3. Instruction very elementary and ill-regulated. 4. Average
proficiency indifferent.
Mount Tnoai.uy (N.-V.) :—Visited, 25th February.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 13; girls, 21; total, 31.
_
_ _ Numbers presentBoys, 9; girls, 14; total. 23.
1. Material condition and organization fair; aspect clean and comfortable. Book-press, hat-pegs,
and water-tank, needed. 2, Attendance tolerably regular, but unpunctual; appearances neat and clean ;
government mild and tolerably intelligent; conduct and clisractor of pupils tolerable; and order fair.
3. Prescribed subjects _taught except singing and drawing; instruction of second-class range, and
teaching earnest and painstaking, 4. Average proficiency moderate.
Mount Wills (N.-V.) (—Visited, 17th June.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 12; girls, IS ; total, 30, .
_ Numbers present:—Boys, 7; girls, 13; total, 20.
1. Seboolhouse suitable and improved, and supply of working materials fair. Additional furni
ture, water-tank, and out-ofiices needed. 2. Discipline healthy and fair. 3. Course of instruction
complete, except in singing, and tolerably well-regulated. Teaching animated and improved.
4. Average proficiency tolerable,
Park (N.-V.)Visited, 17th Novombtr.
Numbers enrolled Boys, 11; girls, 15; total, 2G.
, Numbers present —Boys, 7 ; girls, !); total, JG.
1. Schoolhouse suitable and supply of furniluro mid apparatus tolerably sufileiont. Desks not
properly iirmiigod. Organisation rca^oniLbly tolerable. 2. Attendance fairly regular axid punctual;
appearances clean and comfortable; discipline empirical but promising; und general moral tone tolerable.
3. Instruction very olomcnlary, but tolerably ■well regulated j teaching o&rneat nnd promising. 4. At erase
proficiency somewhat beyond indifferent.

QroiutOBOLONG (N.-V.)Visited, 23rd June.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 1G; girls, 14; total, 30.
,
, . Numbers present:—Boys, 8; girls, 8; total, 1C.
^ 1. JjTnLcrml condition and organization reasonably tolerable. Schoolroom windows in need of
glazing. 2. Attendance lolerably regular but not satisfactorily punctual. Appearances nont and clean ;
pupils docilo and well-behaved, but wanting in animation and vigour. Moral tone healthy und tolerable,
facbool fees poorly paid. 3. Prescribed subjects taught; and instruction tolerably well regulated, but
fioieiipy
cl t°l ae(j°'K1 011199 ''“"S0- '-Teaching empirical, but zealous and painstaking. 4. Average proRosiubook (N.-V.)Visited, 22ud May.
'
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 10; girls, 19; total, 29.
Numbers present i—Boys, 4; girls, 12; total, 16.
. i ui ^c“00 ,ou®° small, old, and dilapidated; supply of furniture and other school requisites
tolerable, but schoolroom encumbered with extraneous furniture. Class roll entries unsatisfactory.
2. Attendance irrcgularnud unpunctual; appearances fairly neat and clean ; disciplinary condition of tho
Ecnool otherwise moderate. S. Instruction very elementary; classification low and ill-defined, and teaching
feeble and mechanical, 4. Average proficiency small,
Stookvaed Ceeek (N.-V.)Visited,------

Not inspected for want of opportunity.
SpuiTBRiiiLL (N.-V.):—Visited, 6th June.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 16; girls, 19; total, 35.
, ,,
Numbers present:—Bojs, IL; girls, 11; total, 22.
„„„„ a u 7™’'“ c°ndition nnd organization improved and tolerable. Water-tank needed. School
records better kept. 2. Attendance tolerably regular but not satisfactorily punctual. Appearances neat
and clean; government tmld ami tolerably effective; school work wanting in vigour. Moral tone improved
amt tolerable.^ School foes low and poorly paid. 3. Course of instruction complete except in Scripture
lessons, since included. Irogrammcs of lessons almost useless Teaching earnest but feeble, and mode
rately imciligent. 4. Average proficiency moderate. Arithmetic and geography, small.
Veii-e (N.-V.)Visited, 10th March.
Boys, 18; girls, 10; total, 28. .
, „ ,
Numbers present:—Boys, 13 ; girls, 7 ; total, 20.
- enoolhousc commodious and tolerably suitable, but somewhat uneentral. Supply of furnitu:
untuetnV’T^ Vln0CCi'Btem ™»ter.t auk
2 Attendance tolerably regular b,
el-men'nrv rn l f Ch? m°
School ices low and poorly paid. 3. Instruction vei
ekmemary ond feebly regulated. Classification low in point of age. Teaching earnest but feeble an
empirical, d. Average proficiency indifferent.

Numbers enrolled

fj'*

<e>

TVebbeb’s Creek

(N.-V.)Visited,------

Not inspected for want of opportunity.

Win gen (N.-V.):—Visited, l7tli November.
Attendmme tolTlhl

Numbers enrolled Boys, 13; girls, 13 ■ total, 26.
Numberspresent:—Boys, 9; giris, 11 ; total, 20.
ltj0in Un<31 °^iU,illaJion unproved and tolerable. External aspect, inferior.

3 P^Xd^n,h^teglllf (l!ild !J,U11®!'UI11 ’ eo^oraMeut judicious; order fair. Moral tone health
takinirmul moderate! v
’ <^M"flo,lt,on ttPP™l>vuvte ; lesson documents tolerable, and teaching paiii
taking amt moderately skUM 4. Avotagc proficiency somewhat over moderate,
WrcoNG-
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Wteoko (N.-V.J j—Visited, ISfch March.
Numbers enrollod:—BoTe, 15; girls, 18; tetol, 33.
Numbers prcscuL t—Boys, 10; girls, G ; total, 16.
1. Schoolhouso superior and commodious, aud residence comfortable. Supply of furniture and
apparatus adequate, and school records apparently rveli kept. Water-tank needed. 2. Attendance
tolerably regular and 'punctual, appearances Tory neat and clean; government mild and judicious; and
disciplinary aspect of the school very fair. 3. Prescribed subjects taught eicept singing, sowing, and
drawing; occupation fairly well regulated ; and the teaching painstaking and diligent, but only moderately
skilful. 4. Average proficiency from moderate to tolerable.

Ill,—HALF-TIME SCHOOLS.
Hadiy Ann (N.-V.) :—Visited, 19th February.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 12 ; girls, 8 ; total, 20.
'
Numbers present:—Boys, G ; girls, 4 ; total, 10.
1. Schoolhouso tolerably suitable, but supply of furniture and apparatus inadequate ; water-tank
and ont-otlices needed ; organization indifferent. 2. Attendance irregular and tolerably punctual; disci
pline feeble und moral tone moderate. 3. Instruction elementary aud ill-regulated ; teaching feeble and
moderately skilful. 4. Average proficiency moderate.
Cejek (N.-V.)
Visited, 19th February.
’
Numbers enrolled :—Bays, 8 ; girls, 9; total, 17.
Numbers present;—Boys, 6 ; girls, 4; total, 10.
1. Material condition nnd organization moderate; additional apparatus needed. 2. Attendanco.
irregular and unpunctual; appearances tolerably neat and clean; pupils tolerably orderly and wellbehavod, but wanting iu vigour and animation; moral tone tolerable ; school fees poorly paid. 3. Instruc
tion elementary and of second class range; programmes of lessons not in use ; homo lessons neglected ;
teaching feeble and but moderately skilful. 4. Average proficiency low and unsatisfactory ; teacher not
long in charge of the school.
'
JCNCTioif Chese (N.V.) :—Visited, 19th November.
■ Numbers onrollod :—Boys, 4; girls, 9 ; total, 13.
Nmnbers present:—Boys, 4; girls, 9; total, 13.
1. Schoolhouso too small and stock of furniture inadequate; organization ofherwiso tolerable.
2. Attendance of very fair merit; appearances neat and clean; fair order and diligence maintained;
conduct and character of pupils fair ; moral tone fair and promising. 3. Prescribed subjects taugbt;
instruction tolerably well regulated ; home lessons neglected ; teaching zealous and moderately skilful.
4. Average proficiency from moderate to tolerable.
Watagos

SpaEkes Cheek (N.V.):—Visited, 19lh November,
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 7 ; girls, 5 ; total, 12.
Numbers present:—Boys, G ; girls, 4; total, 10.
1. Material condition and organization tolerable. 2. Attendance reasonably regular and punctual;
appearances neat and clean ; pupils docilo and well-behaved ; government judicious; moral tone fair.
3. Instruction complete aud well regulated; home lessons neglected; teaching zealous aud moderately
skilful. 4. Average proficiency from moderate to tolerable.
Merassie Creek (N.-V.)
Visited, Oth September.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 11; girls, 10; total, 21.
Numbers present:—Boye, 9 ; girls, 9 ; tetal, 18.
1. Out-offices and water-tank needed; organization otherwise tolerable. 2. Af tendance of pretty
fair merit, and disciplinary condition of tho school tolerable. 3. Prescribed subjeets taught; instruction
fairly well regulated ; homo lessons neglected ; teacliing earnest and tolerably intelligent, but somewhat
feeble in secondary subjects. 4. Average proficiency from moderate to tolerable.
WoOdburn (N.-V.) :—Visited, Oth September.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 7 ; girls, 9 ; total, 16.
Numbers present:—Boys, 4; girls, 6 ; total, 10.
1. Material condition and organization tolerable. 2. Attendance tolerably regular; appearances
fairly neat and clean ; character and conduct of pupils fair; disciplinary condition of the school pretty
fair. 3. Prescribed subjects taught; instruction appropriately regulated, and teaching tolerably skilful.
4. Average proficiency tolerable.
’

MTJDGEB DISTRICT.
iKErr.CTOR’s Eeport for the year 1874.
I DATE tbo honor to submit, for the information of the Council of Education, my report on the general
condition and prospects of primary education in the Mudgco District during the year 1674.
Tho number of schools on my district list at the end of the year was seventy-one. Of these, forty
wero Publie, twenty Provisioual, four Half-time, three Church of England, and four Roman Catholic
Schools. Tlu-ec of the Provisioual Schools may be considered as permanently closed. Of the seventy-one
schools in tho district, sixty-six were in operation in December. All tho schools were visited iu course of
the year, and most of them two, three, and four times. The schools at Bourkc, Breoza, Danda!oo,Gongolgon, Mobollah, Sally’s Flat, Lower Tnron, and Ncwrea, were not “regularly inspeeted,’’ ns they were
not in operation when I visited their respective neighbourhoods. The CuUenboue Publie School was not
examined, because thc teacher declined to submit to thc examination prescribed by the Council. It was,
however, open during the year as a private school. Thc following now Public Schools wero opeuedduriug
the year, viz. :—Guigong—boys, girls, aud infants; Wilbertree; and Mobollah or Home Bulei Provisional
Schools were opened at Coomber, G-nndy, Narrango, Wullar, and Ncwrea, and Half-time Schools at
Nubryglyn and Beri Creek. Schools had been in operation some years ago at Nubryglyn and Ncwrea
but had been long closed for want of sufficient attendance. There is now a fair prospect that these schools
will bo kept in permanent operation. The Provisional Schools at Pyramid, Ponto, and Uarhry were,
on application of the inhabitants, converted into Public Schools. A similar application hits been mado by
the residents of Coulah, but the matter has not yet boon finally dealt with. It nearly always occurs that
expense, inconvenience, and delay arise in having these transfers completed ; and for this reason, as well as
for those pointed out in previous reports, I would again urgo the desirableness of having Provisioual Schools
eroded when possible on Crown lands. No delay in changing them from one class of school to thc other

need
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need tben luTie pluee. In most parts of the district good school sites arc available, and if tbe pcjplo
ivould only make use of tbe advantages they now have, much future inconvenience might be avoided. It
may not be amiss to refer hero to the causes that often retard tbe opening of schools in places occupied
by free selectors. Disputes as to thc best position arc of constant occurrence. Frequently one or two of
the more active and pushing residents endeavour to have the school placed so os to suit their own con
venience, paying little regard to the wants of others. The regulation requiring n. part of the cost to ho
subscribed locally operated as a kind of chock on this abuse; ail tbe inhabitants being cvpccted to sub
scribe, the interests of all have generally to be considered in thc final decision. As it is probable the loc d
quota will be dispensed with in future, I can plainly foresee thc Council will require to use much caution
in building rural schools. Attempts no doubt will be made to induce the Council to build where tho
gcnernl interests of the locality have not been recognized, and in places where the number of children
will not warrant the outlay. It is evident that the proposed olteration will give a now impulse to the
extension of schools, but, at the same time it must of necesrity largely increase the cost of the Education
Department. To guard against putting schools in unnecessary competition with each other, and to pre
vent wasteful expenditure, I think the District Surveyors ought to have general directions, as they proceed
with their work, to mark off suitable school sites, six or eight miles apart, andin positions likely to become
centres of population. These gentlemen have very good opportunities of knowing thc localities likely to
attract a population, and cmi better determine the distance between proposed schools than an Inspector.
A good deal of a country Inspector’s time is taken up in inquiries of this kind, and after all be is not in
the best position to advise tbe Council as lo the most eligible sites. Should the Council determine to pay
the whole cost of building and repairing schools, it will bring us ono step nearer to the adoption of compidsory education in some form or other. 1 have no desire to offer any extended remarks on a question
about which thc public mind appears so much divided, nnd which at present belongs so much to the realm
of politics. It cannot, however, be out of place for me to say, that from personal observation of tho care
lessness and apathy which parents manifest with regard to the education of their children, that some
legislative enactment to enforce attendance appears necessary.
The Provisional Schools at Dandaloo and Ereeza were closed about the middle of the year, in con
sequence of low atteudancc. This reduction of thc numbers was brought about by somo of the families
going out to select laud for themselves or for others. The great desire lor the acquisition of land which
marked the course of tho year I87't tended a good deal to scatter the population, and I have no doubt
prevented Die establishment of schools in some of tbe small townships in this district. Were it not for
this cause, I believe schools would have been efrtabiislied at Cobborah, Denison Town, Baradinc, aud some
other places. However, I have reasonable grounds to hope that the wants of these places will be provided
for before Die close of tlic year now entered on. Active steps have been taken towards establishing schools
at Cjmboou and Giinnenbene. The movement towards getting a school at Wallgctt seems at a standstill.
Hew schools have been built at Wilbertree, Gfunncdah, and Erewarrina. Tlic former was opened in August
lost, and tho latter two arc now ready for occupation. Ho schools under Die supervision of tho Council
existed at those places. The schools at Dubbo, Guntawang, and Wee Waa have been removed from the
old dilapidated buddings to new and suitable ones. Important ad lilions have been made to the Welling
ton Public School, and thc necessary local exertion has been made to effect somo important repairs aud
improvements to the schools at Warren, Malang, and Xarrabri.
Applications for aid to Provisional Schools at Jew’s Creek and Tuleumbah were declined in conse
quence of no suitable buildings being provided.
With regard to Die adequacy of Die means of education in this district, it may be stated that exist
ing schools fairly meet (he wants of thc people in towns, on the diggings, and iu most of the farming
localities where the population is tolerably well concentrated. There are several places where Half-time
Schools might be opened with advantage, but I am sorry to say that, rs a rule, the people do not favour
these schools much. The coldness evinced towards Half-time Schools is, I believe, more the result of
prejudice, and an attachment lo old modes of doing tilings, Dian to any reasonable or well-founded con
viction of their inefficiency. The fewness of Die tlulf-time Schools inniy district, does not enable mo to
cite examples in support of this opinion. By far the largest portion of the district is exclusively pastoral,
and there are hundreds of children, whose parents are employed on thc stations, who have no means
whatever of obtaining Die merest rudiment* of knowledge. How Diesc poor (hlldrcn are to be readied is
a problem not easy of solution. The proprietors of these magnificent estates might do something to assist
their employes in giving an education to their children. There arc some of the adjoining stations on a
sufficiently largo scale, and not too fur apart to have Half-time bdiools established on them ; but, as a
rule, Die proprietors take little interest in mailers of education, and I cannot hope that much will be done
for the advancement of the system in tins nay.
In my report for lust yrar 1 referred to thc difficulty of providing fairly qualified persons to take
charge of small schools. I hare experienced loss difficulty Dus year in supplying the demand It must
be admitted that somo of the persons accepted are not well qualified, yet in most cases (hey exhibit a
tolerable aptitude for the work, and are, as a rule, of an improving class. Three of the teachers so selected
were, after a fair trial in small schools, deemed eligible for admission to the Training School, Sydney.
The regulation by which an Inspector is empowered to send applicants for employment to a good Public
School for a short course of training lias been attended with considerable advantage. Of course tins
training cannot bo expected to extend to any degree Dio at tain incuts of the candidates, yet it gives them
a fair idea nf organization, discipline, and improved methods of teaching. The delays in furnishing
returns, and tho mistakes made by untrained teachers in keeping the school records, arc also much
lessened by this preliminary preparation ; but at. best this is only a poor substitute for.the regular course
of training in the Council’s Model School. In connection with this subject, I beg to invite attention to
the growing necessity of prescribing some kind of periodical examination for teachers of Provisional
Schools. That this is necessary will appear from the fact that in 1873 there were 216 Provisional Schools
in o|>ernlion, and of course that number lias increased m 187-1- In Die Mudgee District alone 12 untrained
teachers were appointed. Three of these being appointed to Public Schools will of course be required
to undergo examination in accordance with Article 37 of tbe Regulations, but it will be seen that tbo
larger number was appointed to schools in which examination is not compulsory. Should matters go on
in this way, it is cosy to see that in a few years a large proportion of the teachers will be untrained and
unecrtificatod. Such a result must necessarily lower thc status and lessen the influence of tbe teaching
profession. Besides, the younger and more promising teachers in these schools would be largely benefited
by being compelled to study for examination. Admission to Die Training School might be made a reward
to those wlio pass creditably. I do not undertake to sny n hat range of knowledge these examinations
should embrace, or whether they should be made compulsory every year or not; but I do say that
something of tlio kind is a necessity, in order to maintain the vital prinoiplo of improvement in these
small schools. There are few situations in winch a young man has less incentive to study than in that of
teacher of a Provisional School. From tho isolation of his position, thc absence of persons of rending
aud culture, nnd the want, of books, he is apt to fall into mental lethargy, and ultimately to exhibit more
interest in the breeding of a horse or thc make of a saddle than in the doctrine of proportion or tho
Eolation of a problem in Euclid.
In material condition thc schools arc steadily improving. Thc necessity of enclosed grounds,
lavatories, and weather-sheds, is now very generally recognized by School Boards. In the earlier part of
tho year com mend able local exertion was made in several places to provide these necessary appendages to
good" organization. In the latter part of the year a stand-still policy was everywhere apparent, as it is
expected Die Government will take on its own shoulders Die whole burden of equipping schools. With
two exceptions—Mcrriwa and Crudino—the Tested Public Schools are in from fair to good material
condition.
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condition. Thc Bon-veslcd and Denominational Schools nrc in a less satisfactory state; and the material
condition and organization of thc Provisional Schools arc, ns a rule, very inferior. Tho exceptions arc—
Gundy, Wee Waa, and Coolnh. All the Public and Denominational Schools arc suitably furnished, and
possess a good supply of working appliances. In many of thc Provisional Schools thc furniture is badly
constructed, and of thc roughest kind. However, iu this particular a regular improvement is taking
place, and a few of the more recently erected schools are decently fitted up.
’
It is pleasing to be able to report that, the number of children attending the schools is increasing.
The number enrolled in December, 1873, was 3,233, and in December, 1S7-J, it was 3,875,—showing an
increase little short of 20 per cent. This result must he regarded as highly satisfactory, and, taken in
connection with the number of new schools opened, and those ready to be opened, affords proof, if proof
were necessary, of the adaptability of thc Public Schools Act to meet the educational wants of tho Colony.
Notwithstanding what may be said to the contrary, one cannot travel anywhere without seeing tho great
benefits arising from the passing of this Act. If we consider how the population has been dispersed thc
last few years by the operation of "free selection,” tlic wonder will be, not that we havo not done more,
but that wo have been able to do so much as to keep pace with the wants of thc people. Although thc rapid
spread of schools is encouraging, yet there is great reason to feel dissatisfied with the regularity of the
pupils. All teachers complain that this is thc greatest obstacle to improvement; so it is, but tho teachers
themselves are not always blameless on this score—more could be done by them to secure regular
attendance. The causes of irregular attendance have been so often adverted to, that it is unnecessary for
mo to reiterate them. Their number and effect are in no way abated, but rather seem to increase. In 1873
the average attendance was G9 per cent, of the number enrolled, whilst in 1874 it was only G6 per cent.
Besides the irregular altendcrs, there arc hundreds of children within thc vicinity of the schools who
never enter them. When the State provides schools in which violence is done to no one’s conscience,
I think tho parents should be compelled to send their children. 1 know that many people dislike compul
sion in education, but the fact is a large amount of onr social fabric has compulsion for its basis. If a
man will not pay his lawful debts he is compelled to do so; ond I cannot see why, if parents will not
voluntarily discharge their natural obligations to their children, they should not bo compelled also. It
may bo stated that the same causes which render attendance unsatisfaelory operate prejudicially amiinst
punctuality. However, owing to greater strictness on the part of the teachers, some improvement is
noticeable. In a few of the best schools the punctuality is very good ; in other respects the moral aspect
of the schools is generally creditable. Habits of dcnnliness, order, and attention are carefully cultivated,
and the pupils, are respectful in their demeanour towards their ciders, and kindly in their intercourse
with each other. The modes of government vary considerably in cflicioucy, but in all cases rmbt motives
are appealed to. Only ono complaint of undue severity reached me during tho year.
There are only a few schools in the district in which Iho whole range of subjects prescribed by tho
Council is not taught, and these arc Provisional or Half-time Schools, the subjeets omitted being singing
and drawing. The rudiments of algebra and geometry are taugbt in four Public and in two Denomi
national Schools. A little Latin is also taught in a few schools.
, The marks assigned for reading are no higher than those obtained in 1873. However, there is no
falling off, aud I believe I applied the prescribed tost more strictly than previously. In the matter of
spelling many of the teachers considered the examination rigorous. Increased readiness in giving thc
moaning of words is apparent.
Good progress has been made in writing, both on slates and on paper. Immediately after admission
the pupils commence writing on elates, and before they are fit for removal from the first class they can
generally write words fairly on slates, and make a decent attempt ut writing short sentences from dictation.
Writing on paper is generally commenced when the pupils reach the second class—sometimes before.
The number writing on paper at examination in 1873 was l,OS7, of which 503 were marked as from fair
to good ; whilst in 1874 there were 1,307 writing on paper, of which 847 were estimated from fair to
good. In marking the writing I was particularly careful to examine every page of the copy-books right
through, and the extra attention thus bestowed on the subject has been well repaid by the neatness with
which the copy-books are kept and the improved style of penmanship.
The result of my examinations in arithmetic during the year show little increase in the percentage
that could pass tlio standards. In tho simple rules the percentage is about the same as in previons years.
In the compound rules fair improvement is observable, whilst in tlio higher rules fewer pupils were pre
sented for examination, but with a higher percentage of “passes."
There is no improvement in tho modes of teaching, or in the state of proficiency in the subject of
grammar. There are not more than a dozen schools in the district iu which grammar is taught in an
intellectual, interesting, or profitable manner. Indeed, I hold it as a waste of time to attempt to have
grammar taught in many of the Provisional Schools. With few exceptions, the teachers have a very
imperfect knowledge of the subject themselves—they get hild of thc hard technicalities, and rattle them
out under the mistaken idea that thej- are teaching tho grammar of the language. I was rather amused
somo time ago by a teacher giving a very learned lecture on “ dentals,” “ labials,” and "consonants,” to a
class of children scarcely able to read the First Book. It is useless to expect teachers to impart knowledge
which they have not got. It will bo understood that these remarks do not apply to all the Provisional

Schools.

_ In geography thc proficiency is somewhat higher than in grammar, but still there is ample scope
for improvement. Nearly all the schools aro well supplied with excellent maps, but greater use could be
made of them in imparting geographical knowledge to the pupils. In a few of the best Public Schools
and in two Denominational Schools, geography is well taught.
’
_ The number receiving object lessons has largely increased, whilst, the pupils’ knowledge of the
subjects brought under their notice is fairly satisfactory. I have somo doubts whether the benefits sup
posed to accrue from these lessons arc realized or not. Without undervaluing tho amount of useful
information that may be imparted by means of these lessons, I am of opinion that there is a good deal of
false show about them. Wc hear day after day tho same lessons, and the same stereotyped round of
questions taken from such works ns "Luke’s Object Lessons.” In these lessons, where one would least
expect it, there is a great amount of routine and mechanical teaching. For my own part, I place much
greater value on soundness and thoroughness in dealing with reading, writing, and arithmetic, than on a
superficial and showy acquaintance with object lessons, I have reason to believe that in some schools in
wliieh good marks are got for object lessons, little or no attention is paid to them until a few weeks before
the annual examination, and thou the pupils are vigorously " crammed” to pass. No teacher could treat
the subjects above named in a similar manner without the certainty of absolute failure. I have made it a
rule to discourage routine teaching of object lessons from text books, and have advised teachers to frame
their lessons on “ common things” by which the pupils arc surrounded.
Thc Scripture lessons aro read in all tho Public, and in the Provisional Schools having a third
class. As thc reading of them is confined to the third and higher class, the great bulk of the children do
not use them, and consequently, as far as thc schools aro concerned, have no opportunity of becoming
acquainted with anything like the formal teachings of tho Scriptures. There are few of the Public Schools
visited regularly by tho clergyman for the purpose of imparting special religious instruction. The hour
assigned for reading tho Scripture lessons is spent in a more drowsy and spiritless manner than any other
portion of the school day. Perhaps some of tbe parents object to their children reading the lessons, and
the teacher is precluded from giving explanations af tho text, and thus the whole thing becomes, for
teacher and pupils, dull, uniuteresting, and monotonous. It opens a field for wide speculation to say'how
far the religious element in our school system is capable of (j-aining a people to be “wise unto salvation.”
It cannot be doubted that tho discipline of a good school, regularly submitted to for a few years, the
obedience
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obedience to rule, and the training to habits of order and decorum, must' exercise a silent but perceptible
force on the formation of character, and go a great way in preparing the youth of the Colony for the
proper discharge of citizenship. Many earnest friends of education think this is not enough, but the
question remains—“ How is the State to make provision for a larger amount of religious instruction
without arousing ‘ the war of sects ?' ”
With regard to the other subjects of the “ prescribed course," there is little calling for special
remark ; they are taught with varying success in diiferent schools, but with much the same results as in
previous years.
The teachers of this district arc, as a rule, a hardworking and respectable body of public servants.
As might be inferred from the remoteness of the district, and from the remarks made in other ports of
this report, there is a wide gap between the really good teachers and the few very inferior; but it may be
safely said that nearly all have evinced a desire to discharge their duties efficiently.
Local interest in the schools has been more active than heretofore j it was most active in the earlier
part of the year. In most places members of the Boards attended at ’the examinations, and meetings were
held afterwards.
_
Prom this report it will bo seen that schools arc extending rapidly ; that a very respectable acces
sion has been made to the number of pupils attending them ; but that great irregularity of attendance
still prevails. Although I have not been able to speak in very decided terms of advancement in attain
ments, yet I am satisfied that in the great majority of schools a very fair amount of work has been done
during the year; and although many of them did not reach the state of proficiency contemplated by the
standard, it should be borne in mind that several have been only recently opened, that in these schools the
groat bulk of the pupils had no regular instruction previously, and that their teachers are new to the work.
Inspector’s Office, Mud gee,
Q-. O’BYRNE,
1st Pebruary, 1875.
Inspector of Schools.

MUDG-EE DISTRICT.
Detaiied Statement of the Condition of Schools in the Mudgec District, examined during the year 1874,
I.—PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
BoottAEBl (Y.) :—Regular inspection, 23rd November,
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 19 ; girls, 26; total, 45,
Numbers present:—Boys, 15 ; girls, 19; total,’ 34.
The material slate and organization of this school are very satisfactory. Want of weather-shed is
the only defect. The master has formed a flower garden which is in good condition, and tends to give the
premises a neat and cheerful aspect. The whole discipline is judicious and effective. The instruction
embraces all the prescribed subjects, and is well regulated. Appropriate methods are applied ; and the
master is earnest in his work. The proficiency is tolerable. The bad state of the teacher’s health has
lowered the results.
.
Bovkke (N.-T.):—Yisited, 10th June.
The teacher had loft a few days before my arrival in the town. The attendance had dwindled down
to some six or eight pupils. The master was a very well qualified man, but these unsatisfactory resulis
were brought about by his unwillingness to settle down to the monotony of teaching young children. A
new teacher has since been appointed, and seventy-five pupils arc now enrolled. The premtscs arc rented,
and a new school is urgently needed in this town.
•
Buertjndulia, {P.—N.-Y.):—Regular inspection, 2Gth February.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 23 ; girls, 11; total, 34
.
Numbers presentBoys, 17 girls, 8 ; total, 25.
The eastern wall of the sehoolhousc and the out-ofliccs require same repairs. With these exceptions
the material condition and organisation remain the same as in former years, and may be regarded as fair.
A falling off in the attendance is noticeable, but a satisfactory proportion of those enrolled attend regularly
and punctually. Cleanliness is well attended to, and the whole discipline is firm and effective. All the
prescribed subjects have a place in the routine of the school. For their ages the pupils are intelligent
and self-reliant. The methods arc good, and the classification appropriate. The proficiency in arithmetic
is very creditable. The attainments range from fair to very fair.
Coonamble (V.) :—Regular and general inspection, 1st and 2nd June.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 23; girls, 21; total, 44
_
Numbers present:—Boys, 17; girls, 19 ; total, 3G.
_ The site of the school is sufficiently central, but it is subject to floods. During the floods in the
earlier part of the year the grounds were submerged and the fences swept away. The teacher, unaided,
collected and ro-crccted the fence in very good style. Ho has laboured hard in other respects to repair the
ravages made by the flood. Excepting that the premises require painting, the school may be said to be
in a fair state as regards material condition. It is poorly supplied with working materials. Regularity
and punctuality are very good. The government is vigorous, securing good discipline and a pleasing tone.
The prescribed subjects are taught, and the instruction is well regulated. The methods are fairly intelligent
and applied with well sustained zeal. The average proficiency is tolerable.
CoonaBaeabban (Y.J :—Regular inspection, 29th May.
Numbers enrolledBoys, 37; girls, 34; total, 71.
1
•
f
_
Numbers presentBoys, 29; girls, 24; total, 53.
The teacher’s residence is too small, and a weather-shed is wanted. A good supply of water has
been secnied since last inspection. Taken as a whole, the material condition may be regarded as very fair,
and the internal organization good. The discipline secures good order and attention. The pupils arc
regular and punctual, and the attendance is rapidly increasing. The methods arc suitable, but do not seem
to have been so industriously applied as in previous years. The average proficiency is tolerable.
Obumne (Y.):—Regular inspection, 3rd March.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 22 ; girls, 10; total, 32.
Numbers present:—Boys, 15 ; girls, 7 ; total, 22.
Iffiie grounds are unfenced, and no out-offices have yet, been provided, although the attention of the
School Board has frequently been directed to this defect. In other respects the material condition and
organization are reasonably good. The pupils are irregular and unpunctual. Pair order is maintained,
but the pupils are indolent and wanting in self-reliance. Except, singing, the prescribed subjecia are
attempted. The classification is correct, but the instruction has not been well regulated, and as a conse
quence the teaching is discursive and in a measure inoperative. The proficiency exceeds moderate.
CCDGEGcwa (N.-Y.) :—Regular inspection, 2nd August.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 15; girls, 9; total, 24.
Numbers present:—Boys, 11; girts, 7; total, 18.
material organization of the school is fair. The ground has been fenced since last inspection.
The furniture and supply of books fairly meet the present requirements. The classification is passable,
but
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but the routine of the echooHs badly regulated, The prescribed eubjects ar<f attempted; little progress
however has been made in any of the subjects save reading and writing. The methods are low in point
of merit, and weahly applied. The attainments are indifferent.
Duiuio (V.):—General and regular inspection, 20th March and 10th November.
Numbers enrolledBoys, 94; girls, ?3 ; total, 1(57.
Numbers present:—Boys, 74; girls, 60; total, 124.
Tins is a new school, pleasantly situated, neat in appearance and structuro, excellently furnished,
and possessing a good supply of apparatus and working materials. The defects are want of sheds and
fences. These defects are now being remedied. The classification is faulty, and the order is susceptible
of a good deal of improvement. The government is rather harsh. The school presents a favourable
aspect as regards cleanliness of pupils and premises. The methods arc of au approved kind, and are
vigorously applied. The teaching staff is not sufficient. The attainments are nearly tolerable.
G-uktawang (V.) ;—General inspection, 22nd May.
'
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 15; girls, 24; total, 39.
Numbers present:—Boys, 9; girls, 14; total, 23.
The school is a new brick structure, well designed, suitably furnished, and well supplied with all
the appliances for successful teaching. The old residence has also undergone a thorough repairing. The
attendance is low and irregular. The average attendance is not nearly one-half the children residing in
the neighbourhood. Punctuality is only tolerable, and cleanliness is fair. As a whole the discipline is
weak. The prescribed subjects are taught, and the methods are appropriate, but, from want of thorough
ness, fail to produce satisfactory results. The school has not progressed during the year, and the
attainments are hardy moderate.
Guxqokg (Boys—V.) General inspection, 16th and 17th July.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, G9.
Numbers present:—Boys, 62.
This is a new school in excellent material condition, suitably furnished, and possessing a good
supply of working materials. As I have found on other diggings, the punctuality and regularity cannot be
commended. The general discipline may be regarded as fnir ; it would bo better were it not for the
inadequacy of the teaching staff. The prescribed subjects are taught; the classification is appropriate,
“ the methods are intelligent, and the attainments tolerable.
Guigong (Girls—V.):—General inspection, 20th and 21st July.
Number enrolled :^Girls, 71.
Number present;—Girls, 63.
In material condition and organization this school is similar to the boys department. About 70
per cent, of the pupils enrolled attend regularly; punctuality is bad. Cleanliness is satisfactory, and iu
other respects the discipline is passable. All the prescribed subjects are taught; the classification is pretty
good ; the instruction is properly regulated, and the methods, though not of high order, are industriously
nppliod. The proficiency exceeds tolerable.
'
■
GuMONG- (Infants—V.) General inspection, 17th and 21st July.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 44 ; girls, 25; total, 69.
Numbers present:—Boys, 36; girls, 22; total, 58.
The material condition of this school is oxcollontj it is fairly furnished, and well supplied with
requisites for teaching. About five-eighths of the pupils enrolled attend regularly ; punctuality is bad.
Tito school presents a clean and fidy appearance. The general discipline may be stated as fair. All the
eubjects for an infants school are taught. Some minor defects arc noticeable in the classification. The
instruction is properly regulated, and the methods, which are suitable, arc applied with fair zeal and
industry. The attainments range from moderate to tolerable.
nABOKAVES (V.):—Regular inspection, 26th April.
Numbers enrolled ;—Boys, 27 ; girls, 29 ; total, 56.
Numbers present:—Boys, 19 ; girls, 22; total, 41.
If a playshed and lavatory were provided, the material condition and organization of this school
would be very good. The furniture and apparatus are ample and in good condition. Three-fourths of
the pupils arc regular and punctual. The pupils aro rather noisy when entering and leaving school;
in other respects the discipline is very fair. The prescribed subjects aro taught; the classification is
sound ; the instruction is carefully regulated, and the teaching is conducted with praiseworthy zeal. The
teacher deserves groat credit for the habits of study bo has created amongst the elder pupils. The attain
ments are fair in the first and second classos, and approach very fair in the third class.
Hill End (Boys—Y.):—Bcgular inspection, 30th April, and 1st May.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 111.
Number present:—Boys, 98.
In material condition the school remains (lie same as formerly. The playground is badly situated ;
lavatories and sheds are much needed. Internally the school is well organized, and possesses a fair supply of
working appliances. Tcn-tbirtcenths of the pupils are in regular attendance, butpunctuality is indiil'erent.
Cleanliness, order, aud attention are very fair, and the government is judicious. The prescribed subjects
are taught, aud the methods are suitable. The course of instruction is well arranged, and the classifica
tion is appropriate. Tho average proficiency approaches fair.
nilL End {Girls—Y.):—Kegulur inspection, 1st and 4th May.
Numbers enrolled:—82.
Numbers present:—70.
The material condition of tho school is defective in the same particulars as the hoys department.
The internal organization is good. The pupils are somewhat irregular and very unpunctual. Cleanliness
is reasonably satisfactory, and very fair order is maintained. The pupils arc slow, diffident, and display
little power of thought.’ All the prescribed subjects are taught, but the proficiency of the third-class in.
arithmetic and dictation is very unsatisfactory. The instruction is fairly regulated, bui; (lie classification
is faulty in several respects. The teaehiug appears industrious, although it has failed to produce satis
factory results. Tire average proficiency is tolerable.
Hill End (Infante—Y.) :—Regular inspection, 5th May.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 58 ; girls, 49 ; total, 107.
Numbers presentBoys, 44; girls, 36 ; iota], 80.
The defects in the material condition referred to in the reports on the other departments exist in
this ; otherwise the condition is good. Bosk accommodation for one class is required. The discipline is
kind ond judicious. The usual subjects are taught. The average proficiency is nearly fair.
lurOBD
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IlPOBD (Tf.-Y.);—Regular iuspcctioD, 11th Fobnmry.
Numbers enrolledBoys, 2? j girls, 25 ; total, 52.
Numbers present:—Boys, 23 j girls, 22 j total, 45.
The site of this school is very unsuitable. The material condition and organization arc indifferent.
A new school in a suitable position is much wanted. Cleanliness is passable, and order and attention may
bo regarded as tolerable. The prescribed eubjects ars taught, but the teaching is defective in skill and
vigour. About two-thirds of the pupils attend regularly ; punctuality is unsatisfactory. Tho average
proficiency eiceeds moderate.
Iroxbaebs (V.):—Regular inspection, 16th March,
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 34; girls, 37; total, 71.
.
Numbers present:—Boys, 28 ; girls, 28 ; total, 56.
mu r
Yor(mtlu'1.to tf10 residence, a shed, and a supply of water have been provided during the year.
The fence affords little protection to tho grounds, ond consequently the teacher has no encouragement to
plant trees or flowers. The school has an adequate supply of working materials, and is excellently fur
nished. The general discipline is very fair; the instruction carefully regulated, and the teaching energetic
and .painstaking. Tho average proficiency is fair.
Lawsos’s Cbiek (N.-Y.) :—Regular inspection, 17th and 22nd September.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 12 ; girls, 18 ; total, 30.
Numbers present;—Boys, 6; girls, 9; total, 15.
■
i
building in which the school was held last year had to be abandoned as untenantable, and that
intended for the teacher^ residence is now used as a schoolhouse. It is too narrow, but iu other respects
is moderately suitable. The furniture and working materials ore fairly sufficient. The attendance is
nlf‘'ked ^7 Sreat irregulority. Order aud attention are very fair, but the pupils are shy aud wanting in
self-rcliuiiee. Singing is not taught. Tho {instruction is regulated by tho usual documents, and tho
methods are tolerably intelligent. The discipline and tone of the school have improved under the present
teacher. The proficiency is moderate, A new school is wanted at this place.
Merriwa (Y.) :—Regular inspection, 31st August.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 35 ; girls, 34 ; total, 69.
'
Numbers present:—Boys, 29; girls, 29; total, 68.
,
Tbo schoolhouse andjteacher’s residence are in nn extremely bad state of repair. There is no place
in thodistrict where a new school is so much wanted. The furniture is old, badly made, and insufficient.
The attendance has considerably increased, and about five-sixths of the pupils enrolled attend regularly.
Cleanliness, order, ond attention may be regarded ns fair. The instruction is carefully regulated, and the
methods arc intelligent. The average proficiency is between moderate and tolerable. The presence of a
larger number of very young children lowered the results.
Molong (Y.) :—Regular inspection, 17th March.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 47 ; girls, 31; total, 78.
Numbers present:—Boys, 27 ; girls, 15 ; total, 42.
The material condition of this school is tolerable ; some necessary improvements are about io he
made. The school is well furnished, and has a good supply of working materials. The pupils and
premises aro very clean. Owing to the prevalence of whooping-cough, the attendance was low and irregular
about the time of examination ; the results were lowered from the same cause. Tho general discipline is
very fair, and the moral tone pleasing. Tho prescribed subjects are taught, and tho instruction is well
regulated. The average proficiency exceeds tolerable. A pupil teacher is wanted.
Mudgei (Boys.—Y.):—Regular inspection, 14th and 15th April.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 90 ; total, 90.
Numbers present:—Boys, 59 ; total, 59.
New fences aro required. The town goats make raids on the premises, and destroy the plants and
flowers the teachers have endeavoured to cultivate. The material condition of the schoolroom may bo
regarded as very fair; it is well furnished, has a good supply of working materials, and aflords fair
accommodation for the pupils in attendance. The school stands high as regards cleanliness, regularity,
and punctuality. The general discipline is very fair, and the tone of the school pleasing. Besides the
usual subjects, the rudiments of Latin, algebra, and geometry aro taught. The classifies lion is sound and
the methods are suitable, but more thoroughness is desirable. The proficiency ranges from tolerable to
MYdgee (Girls,—Y.) :—Regular inspection, 14th and 15th April.
Numbers enrolled :—Girls, 104 ; total, 104.
Number present:—Girls, 78 ; total, 78.
The schoolroom is low, badly ventilated, and too small for the attendance. A now school is ft
necessity.. It is well furnished, aud posseses a good supply of working materials. So far as the teacher
is responsible the organization is good ; the discipline is also good. Cleanliness is a very pleasing feature
in the school. The prescribed subjects are taught. The attainments aro fair in the second and third
classes, and very fair in the fourth class.
JIudgee (Infants.—Y.) :—Regular inspection, 20th April.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 70 ; girls, 66 ; total, 136.
Numbers present:—Boys, 62; girls, 58; total, 120.
The accommodation is by no means adequate, and a new infant school is required. Desk aecommodation for the bead class is necessary. Regularity and punctuality are satisfactory. Cleanliness is well
attended to. Tho prescribed subjects are taught. The classification is appropriate, tho instruction is
regulated by programmes which evince fair judgment, aud tho methods range in point of skill from
tolerable to very fair. The teaching does not seem to have been so earnest as in previous years. Tho
average proficiency is tolerable.
Narrabm (Y.) :—Regular inspection,----Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 27 ; girls, 23 ; total, 50.
Numbers present:—Boys, 17; girls, 14; total, 31.
This is a good commodious schoolhouse, but out of repair; contracts for repairing it have been
entered, into. The whole premises present a bare and cheerless appearance, and there is not the slightest
protection for the children from sun or rain. The pupils attend badly, but in other respects the disciplino
is fair. The instruction accords with the prescribed course ; the classification is appropriate, and tho
methods are suitable and appear to be industriously applied. The average proficiency exceeds tolerable.
PlPioiAl' Cheek (Y.):—Regular inspection, 6th February,
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 29 ; girls, 26 ; total, 55.
Numbers present:—Boys, 23 ; girls, 20 ; total, 43.
The school will soon have to bo enlarged to accommodate the increasing attendance. As regards
state of repair, organization, and material structure, it ranks as good, The records, arc very carelessly
kept
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kept. Regularity and punctuality are tolerable. Fair order is maintained, but the pupils do not display
much self-reliance. Xbe classification is uneven, and a few of tbo pupils in the third class have been
pushed on to study subjects with which they are unable to cope. The standards prescribed by the Council
have not been adhered to. Except singing, the usual subjects aro taught. The average proficiency is
between moderate aud tolerable. A new teacher lias since been appointed, and the school is doing well.
Ponto (Y.):—Regular inspection, 19th March.
Numbors enrolled :—Boys, 17 ; girls, 19 ; total, 36.
Xuinbers present —Boys, 10 ; girls, 13 ; total, 23.
The schoolbas been transferred from Ihe list of Provisional Schools. Both it and the residence
ore too small. The light and ventilation arc not good. The teacher has given a great deal of attention
to the planting of trees and flowers, and in this respect the grounds present a striking contrast to those
surrounding most rural schools. Some additions have been made to the furniture, and the requisites are
suflicient. Tlie pupils attend irregularly ; this in a great measure is unaioidablc, as the parents hve on
both bonks of the Macquarie, which river has been very high during the greater part of the year. The
pupils are tolerably clean, and the discipline efi'ects fair order. The prescribed subjects are taught, and
the attaiuiueuts range from moderate to tolerable.
■

PintAMX'i (Y.) :—Regular inspection, dth March,
Numbers enrolled —Boys, 20 ; girls, 21; total, ■I t.
Numbers present:—Boys, IS ; girls, 20 ; total, 3S.
This bos been transferred from the list of Provisional to that of Public Schools. Although some
improvements have been made to the sehoolhouse, yet tho material condition remains indifferent, Jhcre
arc no out-ofiicos, ond tho ground is unfeuced. The furniture is short, in supply, and of had construction.
The school is fairly found iu working appliances. Seven-eighths of the pupils attend regularly, and
punctuality is pretty good. Cleanliness, order, and attention are pretty good, and the general tone _of
tlie school is satisfactory. The usual subjects are taught with fair skill and commendable industry. The
average proficiency is between moderate and tolerable.
RxietOve (V.' —Regular inspection, 9th February.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 41 ; ghls, 23 ; total, 64.
Numbers prerent:—Boys, 30 ; girls, 19 ; total, 49.
Both schoolroom and residence require to he enlarged. There is no class-room, nor is there any
protection for the children from the wcnl.her. A supply of water and a lavatory are also needed. The
school is well furnished, and fairly supplied with working materials. About five-sevenths of the pupils
enrolled attend regularly, and punctuality' is reasonably satisfactory. The pupils are generally clean
and respectably clad. Tho interior of the seiiool .should he whitewashed, and the furniture and the
floor should receive more careful dusting. The pupils are orderly mid attentive, but their self-reliance
needs strengthening. The instruction is properly regulated, and the attainments ors tolerable in first and
second classes, and fair in third class. A pupil teacher is wanted.
SrJtlNGPLAT (N.-V.):—Regular inspection, 16th September.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 17 ; girls, 17 j total, 34.
Numbers present:—Boys, 12 ; girls, 11 ; total, 23.
_
The material condition and organization may bo regarded as fair. The residence is too small.
The school is fairly furnished, and well supplied with the necessary working materials. Nearly foiir-liftha
of the pupils enrolled are in average attendance ; punctuality is unsatisfactory. The pupils arc dean,
orderly, and attentive ; the government is judicious, Singing is not taught. The instruction is tolerably
well regu'atod ; tho methods are modern, but should be applied with greater zeal and thoroughness. The
proficiency’ is nearly tolerable.
Tam BA B ODEA (Y.) :—Regular inspection, 29th April.
.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 26 ; girls, 23 ; total, 49.
Numbers present:—Boys, 18 ; girls, 19 ; total, 37.
Some repairs bave been made, yet, as a whole, the premises present a bare and cheerless aspect.
Internally tho school is fairly organized" aud is well found in working appliances. The general discipline
is fair; some faults noticed at previous inspections have disappeared. The pupils aro better classified than
formerly, and a creditable number of promotions bave been made during the year. The average proficiency
is tolerable.
TueoK, IJrrEn,{V,)
Regular inspection, 13lh February.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 32 ; girls, 24 ; total, 06.
Numbers present:—Boys, 26 ; girls, 18 ; total, 41.
_
The material condition and organization of this school arc good. Cleanliness, order, and attention
are fair. Improvement in regularity and punctuality is needed. The prescribed subjects are taught, and
the instruction is properly regulated. The methods are not skilful, but are applied with care and industry.
Tho average proficicuey is tolerable.
Uabbey (N.-Y.) :—Inspected, 27th AugustNumbers enrolled
Boys, 17 ; girls, 18 ; total, 35.
Numbers present:—Boys,T3 ; girls, 11; total, 24.
This school has been transferred from the Ihovisional list. The material condition has been
improved in some respects. In wet weather the school is nearly unapproachable, tho site being on black
soil, liable to floods; it is dump and unhealthy, A better site has been secured, and all arrangements
made for the erection of a new school. About five-sevenths of the pi:pits are in regular attendance. The
discipline secures fair order and attention. The usual subjects, except singing, are taught. The teaching
is painstaking, but displays little skill or vigour. Tlie proficiency exceeds moderate.
Waeken' (Y.):—Regular inspection, 18th and 19th June.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 17 ; ghls, 28 ] total, 45.
.
Numbers presentBoys, 17; girls, 19; total, 36.
Tho material condition and organization of this school are very fair. The only defect is want of
protection for the pupils from sun and min ; steps have been taken to secure this desirable end. The '
pupils attend well, and cleanliness is satisfactory. Although the discipline is not firm enough, yet the
children are well behaved. The cla--ification is too minute ; the methods are only tolerable, but they arc
veir industriously applied. The school has made fair progress during tho year. The average proficiency
is fair.
WiLnunTUFE (Y) :—Regular inspection, Sth October.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 19 ; girls, 16 ; total, 35.
Numbers present:—Boys, 16, girls, 14 ; total, 30.
This school was brought into operation in August, Tlie building is new, and in accommodation
fairly meets the requirements of the locality ; it is well furnished, and possesses a fair supply of school
requisites.
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requisites. Steps should be taken to provide a supply of water. Three-fourtbs of the pupils attend
regularly and punctually. Cleanliness is satisfactory, amt the discipline is fair. Singing and drawing are
not taught. The instruction is properly regulated, and the methods intelligent, Tlie proficiency is
between indifferent and moderate.
WUliDTQToy (T.) :—Regular inspection, 11th and 12th March.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 86; girls, '16 ; total, 132. .
Numbers present:—Boys, T8 ; girls, 34; total, 112.
The schoolroom has beeu enlarged, and now affords good accommodation for tbo rapidly increasing
attendance. When play-sheds are provided the material condition will be complete. The school is well
furnished, and there is a good supply of working appliances. Nine-thirteenths of the pupils attend
regularly, and little fault can he found with the punctuality, although many of the children have to walk
long distances to school. Cleanliness is well attended to ; the discipline and tone of tho school are
citremely good. In addition to the prescribed subjects, the rudiments of geometry and algebra are taught.
The classification is sound, the instruction well regulated, the methods good, and the teaching zealous and
eSective. Tho growing importance of this school rendered it necessary to appoint an assistant and a
pupil teacher during the year. The proficiency ranges from fair to very fair.
Wiedeyeii (V.) ;—Regular inspection, 2nd March.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 14.; girls, 22 ; total, 36.
Numbers presentBoy, 1; girls, 11 ; total, 12.
The building is in a fair state of repair, but the playground is covered with a dense undergrowth
of scrub. The position of the school is not central, and does not meet the requirements of tbo larger
portion of the population. The attendance is very irregular, and owing to the prevalence of an epidemic it
was particularly so on the day of examination. Punctuality is decidedly bad, and the teacher is to blame for
not exhibiting more firmness in dealing with this part of the discipline. Cleanliness is tolerably satisfac
tory, and Little exception can be taken to the general demeanour of the pupils. The prescribed subjects
are taught, the instruction is poorly regulated, aud the teaching is defective in vigour and thoroughness.
The proficiency is moderate.
__
II.—PROVISIONAL SCHOOLS.
Cooheee (N.-V.):—Q-eneral and regular inspection.
,
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 15 ; girls, 10 ; total, 25.
Numbers present:—Boys, 10 ; girls, 10 ; total, 20.
The schoolhouse is a rough slab building, very indifferently furnished und badly organized. The
routine of the school is not regulated by a time-table or programmes of lessons, and the teaching lias not
been in accordance with the Council’s standards. It is only fair to mention that the supply of books bad
only been received a few days before my visit, and that the school has been only a short time under the
Council. The pupils are tolerably regular and punctual, but cleanliness should receive more attention.
Although quiet and respectful, the pupils hai o little knowledge of the order that should pervade a school.
The master is inexperienced, and the methods are mechanical. The proficiency is very indifferent.
CAeeoij, {N.-Y.):—Regular inspection, 20th November.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 10; girls, 10 ; total, 20.
Numbers present:—Boys, 5 ; girls, 8 ; total, 13.
As regards materia! condition and organization tliis school is in a very satisfactory state. -The
attendance is low and irregular, and tlie school does not seem to receive much support. The teacher is in
a weak state of health, and has frequently to delegate her duties to her daughter. The discipline secures
' tolerable order and attention. Cleanliness is a pleasing feature of the school. The average proficiency
exceeds moderate.
Ooolad (N.-Y.) :—Regular inspection, 3rd September.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 18; girls, 18; total, 36.
Numbers present:—Boys, 13 ; girls, 15 ; total, 28.
The schoolroom and teacher’s residence are under the same roof; the building is not largo enough
for both purposes. It is in fair condition, and some necessary additions have been made to the furniture.
Cleanliness is fnir, and order tolerable. Seven-ninths of the pupils she regular and punctual. The teacher
is untrained, but he discharges his duties with system and industry. Lair progress is being made. Appli
cation has been made to convert it into a Public School,
Hcngabee (Y.) :—Regular inspection, 10th August.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 15 ; girls, 11; total, 26.
Numbers present:—Boys, 6 ; girts, 11; total, 17.
Tho material condition and organization aro very indifferent. The portion of tlie building assigned
to the teacher for residence is wholly unsuitable. The school is well supplied with requisites and moder
ately furnished. Four-fifths of the enrolled number attend regularly; punctuality needs improvement.
Singing and drawing are not taught. The classification is appropriate, and the instruction is well regu
lated. The methods do not display much skill, but they aro applied with untiring industry. The average
proficiency is tolerable.
Gtoif Goto AN (N.-Y.):—Incidental inspection.
The school had been closed for some months for want, of a teacher. The schoolroom is tolerably
suitable and moderately furnished ; the supply of school materials is pretty good. A site for a new school
has been applied for, and about £100 of local subscription guaranteed. In passing I was fortunate to
procure a teacher and have tho school re-opened.
GukdY (N.-Y.) :—General inspection, 17th October.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 9; girls, 16 ; total, 25.
Numbers present:—Boys, 6 ; girls, 12 ; total, 18.
* '
■
This school has only recently been brought into operation. The building is new, well furnished,
and in excellent condition. The Council's grant of books bad not arrived, and consequently the teaching
was unsystematic. Tho proficiency is very indifferent.
Lijiestone Fiat (N.-Y.) :—Regular inspection, 4th August.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 9 ; girls, 14 ; total, 23.
Numbers present:—Boys, 9 ; girls, 9; total, IS.
The material condition and organization are tolerable, Tho supply of requisites is sufficient for
present requirements. About four-fifths of tlie pupils ore regular ; punctuality and cleanliness are fair.
The discipline secures tolerably good order and attention. Singing is not taught. The methods are of
moderate skill, and applied with fair industry. The average proficiency is nearly tolerable.
Meebekdee
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Mibkesdee pT.-V.) :—Regular inspection, 14 th October.
lumbers enrolled —Eoyp, 19 ; girls, 13 • total, 32.
Numbers prcBentBoys, 13 ; girls, 7 ; total, 20.
The material condition of the school is indifferent. The supply of furniture is tolerable, and that
of books very fair. Two-tlnrds of the pupils attend regularly and punctually. The general discipline is
good, Thp methods are intelligent und vigorously applied. The attainments range from fair to very fair.
Satisfactory progress has boon made during the year.
Naehango (y.-V) :—General inspection, 11th August.
Numbers enrolled — Boys, 9; girls, 7 ; total, 1(3.
Numbers presentBoys, 9 ; girls, 6 ; total, 15.
This school has been brought into operation during the year Tho building is very fair, and
answers well for a school. It is pretty well supplied with furniture and school requisites. The pupils
are clean and tidy; they attend tolerably veil. The school is very noisy, considering the small attendance.
Tho methods aro unskilful, but the teaching is industrious. The attainments aro between indifferent and
moderate.
Sl’HU'GFiEED (N.-Y.) ;—Regular inspection, 21st May.
Numbers enrolled .—Boys, 19 ; girls, 27 ; total, 4G.
Numbers present:—Boys, 7 ; girls, 12; total, 19.
Tlie material condition of this school is tolerable. A supply of water for the use of the pupils is
much wanted Tlie school is badly furnished, but the supply of hooks and slates is sufficient. The
attendance is irregular and unpunctual. Not one-half the children within easy distance of the school
attend. More attention should bo paid to cleanliness. Tho instruction is regulated by the usual guides ;
the classification is moderately judicious, but the teaching is feeble and wanting in pcnelrntirencss. The
proficiency is a little aboyo indifferent.
Tubee Cheek (N.-Y.) —Regular inspection, 25th May.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 3 2 ; girls, 14 ; total, 2(5.
Numbers present:—Boys, 9; girls, 12 ; total, 21.
The material condition and organization of this school remain in a fairly satisfactory stato. The
supply of furniture and working materials is sufficient. The discipline effects very fair order, and tho tone
of tho school is pleasing. The prescribed subjects arc taught; the methods are of fair merit, and earnestly
applied. The average proficiency exceeds fair.
*
Wee Waa (Y.) :—General inspection, 26th November.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 14 ; girls, 17 ; total, 31.
Numbers present:—Boys, 8 ; girls, 11; total, 19.
, ,
This school has been erected since last inspeclion. It is substantial, roomy, and well ventilated ;
it is also well furnished, and has a good supply of working materials. The government effects very fair
order and attention. The pupils arc clean and well-behaved. The instruction is regulated by tho usual
guides, and tho methods arc ol tolerable merit. The average proficiency is between tolerable and fnir.
Woi,iAit (N.-Y.)
Numbers present:—Boys, 11 ; girls, 14; total, 25.
The school was visited for the purpose of reporting on tho application for aid—it had boon in
operation as a private school for some time. The building is occasionally used a? a Roman Catholic church.
In material condition and accommodation it is very fair. At the time of my visit the supply of hooks was
insufficient; tho Council's supply lias since been received. The classification does not appear to be based
on any well defined principle—tho loading defect is over-miiiutencSE. The teaching is painstaking, but
defective in tact and vigour. The proficiency is very indiifcrent.
Ill—HALT-TIME SCHOOLS.
Goodiuch (N.-Y.) :—Regular inspection.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 15; girls, 25 ; total, 40.
Numbers present:—Boys, 11 ; girls, 18 ; total, 29.
_ _ Th® school is held in a church. Tho grounds are unfenoed, and there aro no out-offices. The
building affords ample room, and is generally suitable. The furniture, which is of indifferent constructdon, is not sufficient. The supply of working materials is short. The pupils attend with tolerable regu
larity, but punctuality needs increased attention. Cleanliness and order are fair. Except singing, the
prescribed subjects arc taught, aud tho instruction is tolerably well regulated. Tho attainments ranee
from moderate to tolerable.
b
Oblby (N.-Y.):—Regular inspection, 18th March.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 10 ; girls, 5; total, 15. Numbers present:—Boys, 8; girls, 4; total, 12.
This is a veiy commodious schoolhouse ; it is occasionally used by the different Protestant
denominations as a church. The desk accommodation and the supply of working materials are insufficient.
Cleanliness and order aro fair. The attendance is not regular, and tlie inhabitants do not seem to have
confidence in tho Half-timo system. The classification is tolerably good, and the methods fairly appro
priate. The proficiency exceeds moderate.
Beei Creek (N.-Y.) :—General inspection, 20th October.
‘ Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 9 ; girls, 11; total, 20.
Numbers present:—Boys, 6 ; girls, E ; total, 11.
The schoolhouse is new and in very fair condition. Out-offices are wanted. The furniture is
rough, but in fair supply. Books and other school requisites are badly wanted. The classification is not
good, and the-routine of tho school is not properly regulated. The disciplino is fair. The attainments
arc email.
NcnEYGL-ry (N.-Y.) :—Regular inspection, 19th October.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 9; giih, 3; total, 12.

Numbers present:—Boys, 8; girls, S; total, 11.
_ The material condition and organization of this school arc bad. A fair proportion of the pupils
are in regular attendance. . Cleanliness, order, and attention are fair. The instruction is badly regulated,
and the scliool records are in an unsatisfactory state. The methods are tolerably intelligent, aud the
attainments are very indifferent.
.
_
G. O’BYRNE,
18th January, 187o.
Inspector, Mtidgee District.
NEWCASTLE
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NEWCASTLE DISTRICT.
GiyEEAL

Report

toe the yeae

1874.

Dintnra tho year just ended seven new schools vrerc established; three existing schools were
changed from Public to Half-tune; one Half-time was concerted into a Public School, and two we.e
closed; two additional departments were formed out of the Newcastle B. C. School; and the certificate
was withdrawn from the R 0. School at Clarence Town. The number of schools or departments in
existence at tho close of tho year was:—
Public
...
...
... 53
Pronwonal
...
... 15
Hulf-time ..
...
... 16
Church of England
... 10
Kornau Catholic ...
...
6
Total ...

... 100

The number of schools or depart.incnts in operation during the whole year was 82 ; the number
in operation during a part of the year only, 17 ; not in operation during the year, 1. The number
fully inspected was 87; the number not fully inspected was 13, of which 4 were opened during the
last quarter. 9,701 children are returned as entered on tho eehool records for the whole year; hut the
ordinary attendance enrolled at the times of iuspeotion was 5,910, of whinh 4,/l09, or75 per cent., were
present. In some of the mining townships, especially Wallsend, Waratah, and Plattsburg, the accommo
dation aroilahle is very inadequate to their several requirements ; but this defect has been or will soon
be removed in the case of the two last mentioned, while in that of the first, definite arrangements are
now in progress for the erection of an additional room which, it is expected, will abundantly provide for
present emergencies, and render the worting of the establishment more convenient, harmonious, aud
effective than it has been for some time past. At Tinonee a new schoolroom was erected ; at
Kineumber entirely new and fairly suitable premises were provided; at Taree a fine room was added to
the previously existing one ; at Raymond Terraco new buildings are now approaching completion ; at
Newcastle South and Woolla Woolla the erection of new and commodiousroomsis about to be undertaken ;
und, altogether, throughout the district improvements in the material condition of the schools have been
more or less general. Stoctton, a rising township on the north bant of the Hunter, opposite Newcastle,
is, owing to certain complications of which the Council is cognisant, still without, a school. New buildings
are badly needed at Oesford, Markwell, Nelson’s Plains, Thaluba, Wyong Creek, Glcnmorc, Willow Point,
Clarence Town, and in the ease of Miller’s Forest and Raymond Terrace R.C. Schools. The chief centres
of population are Newcastle, Stockton, the Collieries, tho Williams, Port Stephens, Capo Hawke, the
Manning, and Brisbane Water. These tracts contain an estimated aggregate of nearly 27,000 inhabitants;
and it is satisfactory to be able to state Hint, as a rule, tbo great majority of tho children of school age
aro under instruction, though their attendance is, in numerous instaiicea, very irregular. There are few
localities in this considerable extent of territory which have not their schools, and very few children
indeed who are debarred by distance or insuperable physiral difficulty from tho important advanfages
conferred by them. And it is a noteworthy circumstance that the parents in general manifest au earnest
solicitude for the education of their children, regard the existence of a school as an indispensable eondif ion
of settlement or continued residence, and often exhibit a commendable spirit of energy and sc!f-«acrifiee
in seeking to provide one. Sickness and unfavourable weather were prevalent at times during tho year,
and exercised a depressing influence both on the numerical strength and general efficiency of tlie schools.
In agricultural areas, farming operations interfere periodically, owing to the struggling circumstances of
tho parents, and thoir natural desire, not only to save the expense of hired labour, but to give their children
an early insight into the details of what, in the vast majority of cases, will be their own occupation also.
Another, though not frequent, cause of small and irregular attendance is the tendency to misunderstand
ings between parents and teachers j and in these cases, I am not at all disposed to throw the entire blame
upon the former, being aware that some of the latter are thoughtless, frivolous, and intermeddling, addicted
to gossiping and other kindred liabits, and devoid of becoming circumspection in tlieir social intercourse
and general comportment. The average number enrolled in each school visited was nenrly70 ; and the
number present at examination, 50.
.
The material condition of the schools inspected may be set down as nearly fair, their moral tone
as from very fair to good—a result due in considerable measure to the services of the drill instructor
employed by the Council for the schools of Newcastle and the neighbouring towns, and also to the efforts
of many teachers, which in this direction were perhaps more diligently applied during the past year than
previously. Their efficiency, judged by examination, varies from tolerable to fair. As before remarked,
sickness and wet weather materialty interfered with the working of almost ail at different periods; and
such having been the case, tho proficiency indicated, though exhibiting no advance as a whole on the
average of the preceding year, may nevertheless be regarded as reasonably satisfactory. Tlie fact that five
schools more exceeded the standard and seven less went below it speaks well for the general progress of the
greater number.
In conclusion, I have only to observe that most of the schools of this district are doing steady',
earnest, and fairly effectual work ; and that us far as tho teachers' services in tho past afford a criterion of
future success—their efforts being the main conditions—the character for efficiency and usefulness hereto
fore borne by our Primary Schools will he well sustained during the year upon which wa have now entered.
Detailed statements respecting the condition of each scliool inspected ■null be found appended hereto.
20th January, 1875.
Wit. DWYER,
'
----------------Inspector.
Detailed Statement showing the condition of the Public, Provisional, and Hair-time Schools, inspected
in 1874, ns regards—
1. Their material condition.
2. Their moral character.
■
3. The subjects and methods of instruction.
4. The proficiency of the pupils
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
Bandon G-HOVK:—Yisited,'10th August.
*
Present at examination —Boys, 14 ; girls, 7 ; total, 21.
1. The premises have been partially repaired, and are now fairly suitable and in good condition.
The school is pretty effectively organized. 2. The discipline manifests considerable improvement, and
the moral aspect of the school is very fair. 3. The subjects accord with the sUmdard, and are suitably
arranged ; the methods are fairly intelligent, skilful, and effective. 4. The average proficiency ranges from
tolerable to fair.
Baerinciton :—Yisited, 23rd October.

Present at examination :—Boys, 9 ; girls, 11; total, 20.
1. The condition of tho premises is in all respects moderate, and the organization of tho school
about tolerable. 2 Tbc moral tone of the'school is fair. 3. The instruction is fairly suitable, reasonably
well arranged, and imparted with passable cure, intelligence, and skill. 4. The average proficiency is
about moderate.
Blue
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Blue Gum Fiat :—Visited, 17th December.
Present at examination :—Boys, 11; girls, 10; total, 21.
1. The premises are in fair condition and Troll kept, but in need of painting and other slight
improvements. The school is cheerful, airy, and well nrganiv.ed. 2 The moral tone is very fair. 3. The
occupation is suitable, and properly regulated ; the instruction fairly intelligent, judicious, and effective.
4. The average proEeiency exceeds tolerable ; and the general character of the school is about fair.
BoortAL :—Visited, 27th .August.

Present at examination :—Boys, 22 ; girls, 22 ; total, 44.
1. The premises are suitable, in good condition, well supplied with requisites, and effectively
organized. 2. Tlie moral tone of tho school is good. 3. The occupation is appropriate and well arranged j
the instruction fairly skilful, intelligent, and effective. 4. Tho average proficiency is fair.
CiAitENCi Xowrr
Visited, 29th mid 30lh Jul}.
Present at examination
Boys, 44 j girls, 36 ; total, 80.
1, The premises are very old, in had repair, defectively ventilated, and altogether insufficient for
the requirements of the district. The school is fully provided with furniture and other requisites, and the
organization, as a whole, is effective. 2 Tlie moral tone of the school is very good, 3. The eubjects are
suitable and well arranged, and the methods are intelligent, judicious, and effective. 4. The average pro
ficiency is very fair, and the general character of tha school good.
Cundutowx :—Visited, 10th September.
Present at examination :—Boys, 28 ; girls, 19 ; total, 47.
1. The building aud premises need some repairs and improvements, but are in essential respects
substantial, suitable, and carefully preserved. The school is very effectively organized, 2, The moral tone
of the school is very fair. 3. Tlie subjects are appropriate, and arranged with care and judgment, though
not with sal isfactory precision; the methods are skilful, intelligent, and effective. 4. The average pro
ficiency approaches very fair.
Ckoki:—Visited, 2-lth September.
Present at examination —Boys, 31; girls, 23 ; total, 51
1. The ventilation is defective, and a verandah is much needed ; otherwise the premises are in
good condition, mid tho school is properly organized. 2. The moral tone of the school is good. 3. The
subjects are appropriate and well arranged ; the methods intelligent, earnest, and fairly effective. 4. The
average proficiency is very fair nearly.
CnoOM Park :—Visited, 7th August.
Present at examination :—Boys, 17; girls, 13 ; total, 30.
1, The premises arc in fair condition, and reasonable suitable; and the school is well provided
with furniture, apparatus, and hooks. 2. The moral tone is fair. 3. The subjects are fairly appropriate
and suitably arranged ; the methods are passably skilful and effective. 4- The average proficiency is
nearly fair.
Dingo Creek :—Visited, 15th October.
Present at examination i—Boys, 14 ; girls, 13 ■ tolal, 27.
1. Tlie ground is neither enclosed nor provided with out-offices. The buildings are passably suit
able, and the school is moderately well organized. 2. The moral aspect of the scliool is fair. 3. The
occupation is fairly appropriate and suitably arranged ; the instruction is tolerably intelligent and earnest,
but wanting in judicious application. 4, The average proficiency slightly exceeds moderate.
D umaresq Island ■ —Visited, 1 Hh September.
Present at examination :—Boys, 13 ; girls, 10; total, 23.
1. The room is small and hadly ventilated, and the teacher's house leaky and uncomfortable, but
the premises, as a whole, arc in fair condition and carefully kept. The school is effectively organized.
2. The moral tone of the school is very fair. 3. Except singing, the subjects agree with the standard and
are duly arranged ; the methods are intelligent, reasonably judicious, and effective. 4. The average pro
ficiency eiceeds fair, and the general character of the school is very fair,
Dungog i—Visited, 4th August,
Present at examination Boys, 23 ; girls, 24 j total, 47.
1. Tho playground is without shade, hut otherwise the premises are suitable and in good condition,
and the school is effectively organized. 2. The moral tone of the school is good. 3. The occupation is
appropriate and well arranged, the instruction judicious and fairly effective. 4. The average proficiency
exceeds fair.
“
Eagleton :—Visited, 1st December.

Present at examination :—Boys, II; girls, 13 ; total, 24.
1. Some repairs and improvements aro needed, hut tho premises are, for the most part, in good
repair, suitable and sufficient, and the scliool is well organized 2. The discipline betrays some laxity, and
the moral tone is only tolerable. 3. The subjects accord for ihc most pint with the standard, and are
arranged with (olerublc care and judgment. The methods aro intelligent and appropriate, hut not ener
getically applied. 4. The average proficiency slightly exceeds moderate.
Ghjnni Guinni i—Visited, I7tk September.

Present at examinationBoys, 11; girls, 20; total, 31.
1. The premises are suitable, in rery good condition, and the school is verv effectively organized.
2. The moral lone of the school is very fair. 3. The subjects arc suitable and properly arranged ; the
methods fairly intelligent, skilful, and well applied. 4. Tbc average proficiency is nearly fair.
Gosford :—Visited, lOtli December.
Present at examination
Boys, 13 ; girls, 18 ; total, 31.
^ 1, The building is insufficient, and unsuitable; and the premises generally are considerably out of
repair. Under tho circumstances the school is fairly organized 2. The moral tone of the school is fair.
3. Except singing mid drawing the course of instruction accords with the standard, mid is arranged with
fair skill and care. Tho teaching is intelligent fairly judicious, and effective. 4. The average proficiency
ranges from tolerable to fair, aud !lie general ehaiacler of the school is fair.
Hexham :—Visited, 2Gth November.
Present at examination ;—Boys, 7; girls. 8; total, 15.
. 1- Slight repairs arc needed, but the premises are fairly suitable; and the general organization is
effective. 2. The moral tone is very fair. 3. The subjects are fairly appropriate and suitably arranged.
The
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The instruction is intelligent, and, as far as iritnessed, reasonably impressive and effectual. 4. The
average proficiency eiceeds tolerable. More than half the ordinary numbers were absent, on account of
rain, in the early part of the week.
.
Haitelton (Primary):—Tisited, IGth and 17th Nbrember.
Present at examination :—Boys, G1; girls, 56; total, 117.
1. Want of a lavatory is the only serious defect in the material condition. The school is suitable,
in excellent repair, and -well found in furniture and appliances. 2. The moral tone is fair. 3. The subjects
for tho most part accord with the standard, and are arranged with passable care and judgment in the
requisite guides. The instruction is reasonably skilful and effective, but somewhat deficient iu energy and
spirit; it is, however, reasonably appropriate and impressive. 4 The overage proficiency eiceeds fair,
and the general character of the school is very fair.
Hamtetob (Infant):—Visited, 17th and 18th November.
Present at examination :—Boys, 44 ; girls, 413; total, 90.
1. The accommodation is wholly inadequate to the requirements, and tho organization is conse
quently defective, but as far as the requisite means are available it is passable. 2. The moral tone is fair3. The subjects are appropriate, and arranged with reasonable care and skill. The teaching is intelligent,
earnest, and, under the circumstances, fairly applied. 4. The average proficiency exceeds tolerable, and
the, general efficiency of the school is above fair.
Hanbuey (Primary) :—Visited, Gth to lllh May.
Present at examination :—Boys, 71; girls, 35 ; total, 104.
1. The premises are substantially in good condition, but somo repairs and renovation are necessary.
The school is efficiently organized. 2. The discipline appears to have suffered considerable relaxation of
late, and the moral aspect of the school is not above fair. 3. The subjects are suitable and properly
arranged ; tho methods intelligent and applied with fair skill and effect. 4. The average proficiency is
nearly fair, aud the general character of the school may be considered very fair.
Hahbuby (Infant):—Visited, 13lh May.
Present at examination :—Boys, 41; girls, 51; total, 92.
1. Tho room is awkwardly situated, and otherwise open to objection, but passably sufficient for
present wants. It is smtably furnished, and pretty well found m all requisite appliances. 2. The disci
pline is weak, and the moral tone only moderate. 3. The subjects are appropriate, but not satisfactorily
arranged. The methods arc intelligent, but not impressive, 4. The average proficiency approaches
tolerable.
r
Eiscumbee Visited, 14th December.
Present at examination :—Boys, 15 ; girls, 15 j total, 30.
1. Tha building is new and fairly suitable, and the school is well provided with furniture and
other requisites, 2. The moral tone is fair. 3. Tho subjects are suitable and arranged with fair care and
skill, tho methods tolerably intelligent and appropriate. 4. The average proficiency exceeds moderate.
.I.A.Mr,TOY (Primary):—Visited, 24th April to Sth May.
Present at examination :—Boys, 03 ; girls, 85 ; total, 178.
1. Tho school is effectively organized and m good condition, but the ventilation is deficient and
tho accommodation inadequate. The premises in general need repairs. 2. Tho pupils are somewhat
unsteady, and some of them addicted to noisy habits, but, judged as a whole, the moral aspect of the
school is very fair. 3. Tho subjects accord with the standard, are properly arranged, and taught with
reasonable skill and effect. 4. The average proficiency approaches very fair.
.
Dambtos (Infant):—Visited, 22nd April.
Present at examination :—Boys, 104; girls, 74; total, 178.
1. The site is low and damp, but the premises are suitable and in good condition, and the school
is well organized. 2. The moral tone is fair. 3 The subjects are appropriate and suitably arranged, the
methods reasonably intelligent and skilful. 4. The average proficiency is moderate,
Maei.ee :—Visited, 14th October.
Present at examination :—Boys, 14 ; girls, 9 ; total, 23,
1. The premises are suitable and in good condition, aud the organization of the school is appro
priate and effective. 2. The moral tone is very fair. 3. The subjects are fairly suitable and well
arranged, the methods reasonably intelligent, careful, and judicious. 4. The average proficiency is nearly
fair.
Miumi :—Visited, 20th August.
Present at examination :—Boys, 18; girls, 23; total, 41.
1. The ground needs fencing and the building repairs, but the accommodation is moderately suf
ficient for present wants. The general organization is fairly effective. 2. Tho moral tone of the school
is fair. 3. The occupation is appropriate and suitably arranged; the instruction, as witnessed, is fairly
earnest ond intelligent, hut, judged by the results, its effects are meagre. 4. The overage proficiency
exceeds moderate.
Mi NIUEAn :—Visited, 4th September.
Present at examination:—Boys, 21; girls, 9 ; total, 30.
1. The site is unpleasant, and tho schoolroom small and unsuitable, hut, a new one has since been
erected in a more advantageous position. The general organization is tolerable. 2. The moral tone of
the school is very fair. 3 Except singing, the prescribed subjeola are taught and properly arranged ;
the methods are fairly intelligent and skilful. 4, Tho average proficiency is nearly fair.
Mitcheix’s Island :—Visited, 18th September.
Present at examination :—Boys, 27; girls, 33 ; total, GO.
1. The premises are in good order, well situated, fairly sufficient and suitable, and the school is
very fairly organized. 2. The moral tone is fair. 3. Tlie subjects are fairly suitable, and, for the most
part passably arranged ; the methods are mechanical, but earnest and painstaking. 4. The average pro
ficiency is nearly fair,
Monxeeal:—Visited, 27th Oetober.
Present at examination:—Boys, 13; girls, 11; total, 24.
1. The premises are in all respects tolerable, and tbo organization of the school is moderately effective.
2. Tho moral tone is tolerable. 3. Tho subjects are suitable, and arranged with passable care and skill; the
methods are tolerably intelligent and painstaking. 4. The average proficiency is nearly tolerable.
'
Mosquito
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Mosquito IsiiAXO :—Visited, 19th November,
Present at examination :—Bo_ys, 20 ; girls, 18 ; total, 38.
1. The building is in good condition, but without a verandah, and the playground is poorly
shaded. The school is effectively organized. 2. Tlie moral tono of the school is lair. 3. Tho subjecta
arc appropriate and suitably arranged ; the methods, as witnessed, are fairly suitable and effective.
4, The average proficiency varies from moderate to tolerable.
NjiLKO-s's Plains :—Visited, 23rd July.
Present at examination :—Boys, 16; girls, 16; total, 32.
1. The schoolroom is low and barely sufficient, but in tolerable repair and passably organized. A
residence has been provided for the teacher. 2. The moral aspect of the school is fair. 3. Tho pre
scribed aubjcels are taught and fairly arranged ; the instruction is reasonably intelligent, appropriate, and
effective, 4. The average proficiency approaches fair.
Nkvvcastll (Primary):—Visited, 23rd to 25th June.
Present at examination :—Boys, 110; girls, 65 ; total, 175
1. The walls need cedonring, the window-sashes painting, and the entire premises aome repairs and
renovation, hut the schoolroom is suitable, sufficient, and very effectively organized. 2. The discipline is
suitable and judicionsly applied, and the moral tone of the school excellent. 3. The occupation is ap
propriate and skilfully arranged, ond the instruction is imparled with satisfactory intelligence and effect.
4. The average proficiency exceeds good, and the general efficiency of the school is very good.
N’ewCaSi’LB (Infants) :—Visited, 26th June.
Present at examination :—Boys, 65 ; girls, 51 ; total, 119.
- 1. The room and its organization'arc in every respect suitable, and the stock of appliances is appro
priate and abundant. 2. The moral tone of the school is excellent. 3. The instruction is appropriate,
judiciously arranged, and effectively imparted. 4. The average proficiency ranges from very fair to good,
and the general character of the school is very good.
Newcastle South
Visited 28th May to Sth June.
_
Present at examination :—Boys, 149 ; girls, 109 ; total, 258.
1. The premises are very unsuitable, hut arrangements are now completed for the erection of new ones
to be vested in the Oonneil. The organization is as full and effective as, under the circumstances, it can
bo rendered. 2, The moral tone is good. 3. The subjects accord vvith the standard, are suitably arranged,
and imparted by earnest and judicious methods. 4. The average proficiency is nearly very fair, and the
general character of the school may be considered good.
Onteigembah :—Visited, 10th July.
Present at examination :—Boys, 24; girls, 26 ; total, 50.
1. The building is small, but in good condition and*passably suitable, but not kept with satisfactory
neatness. The organization is fuirlv eifootivc. 2. The moral tone is fair. 3. Tbo subjects are suitable,
but their arrangement for the quarter was not compieted. Tho methods are fairly intelbgent, and passa
bly effective. 4. The average proficiency approaches tolerable, and the general character of tho school is
above fair.
Oxley Island :—Visited, 16th September.
Present at examination :—Boys, 19; girls, 22; total, 41.
1. The premises are well situated, in fair condition, and cleanly kept, but the playground is destitute
of shade. The school is tolerably well organized. 2. The moral tone of the school is very fair. 3,
Except singing and drawing the subjects accord with the standard, and are fairly arranged ; tbo instruc
tion, ns a whole, manifests improvement, mid though still deficient in skdiul application its general char
acter is promising. 4, The average pioficiency is very nearly tolerable, and the general efficiency of the
school nearly fair.
Plattsbtjeg :—Visited, 23rd and 24th November.

Present at examination :—Boys, 93 ; girls, 66 ; total, 159.
1. The building is insufficient and unsuitable, but new premises are nearly completed. Under the
circumstances the organization is fairly effective. 2. The moral tone of the scliool is very fair. 3. Tho
classification is unsuitable, and tlie occupation, to some extent, injudiciously advanced; but the lesson
gnides are prepared with reasonable care and skill. The methods in themselves are tolerably intelligent,
earnest, and appropriate, but not applied with satisfactory discernment and experience. 4. The average
proficiency ranges from moderate to tolerable, but, allowing for irregular attendance and other hindrances,
the general character of tho school may be considered fair,
Raymond Terrace :—Visited, 21st July.
Present at examination :—Boys, 16; girls, 14 ; total, 30.
1. Tho premises are unsuitable and badly situated, but new ones are in course of erection.
Under present circumstances the organization is passable. 2. The moral tone of the school is good. 3.
The occupation is appropriate, and arranged with reasonable care and skill; the instruction is intelligent,
fairly judicious, and effective. 4. The average proficiency varies from tolerable to fair, and the general
character of the school is fair.
Redbann :—Visited, 15th September.
Present at examination :—Boys, 15 ; girls, 16 ; total, 31.
1, Tlie site is inconvenient and unpleasant, and the fences aro very insecure ; but the schoolroom
and its equipment are, as a whole, tolerable. 2. The moral tone of the school is very fair. 3. The subjects
are fairly appropriate and tolerably well arranged ; the methods reasonably intelligent, skilful, and effective.
4. Tbo average proficiency is nearly tolerable.
'
Seaham ;—Visited, 24th July.
Present at examination :—Boys, 11 ; girls, 12; total, 23.
1. The premises are well situated, in fair condition, end passably suitable; and the school is
tolerably well organized. 2. Tho moral tone is fair. 3. The subjects are fairly appropriate, and reasonably
well arranged; the methods tolerably intelligent, earnest, and effective. 4. Tho average proficiency
exceeds moderate.
Taree : —Visited, 30th September and let October.
Present at examination :—Boys, 49 ; girls, 24 ; total, 73.
1. Since last inspection tbo accommodation has been considerably enlarged and improved, and is
now equal to the requirements of the place. The organization is effective. 2. The moral tono of the
school is good. 3. Except singing and Scripture lessons the prescribed subjects are taught, but their
arrangement
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arrangement for tlie quarter was not completed at the time of inspection. The instruction is appropriate
and reasonably judicious, hut, owing to local circumstances, not so effectiyo as formerlv. 4. The average
proficiency approaches rery fair, and the general character of the school is nearly good.
Tutoxek :—Tisited, 2nd October.
Present at examination :—Boys, 2G, girls, 21; total, 47.
1. The schoolhouse is new, suitable, and sufficient, but not properly protected from tbo weather on
the western side The general organization is fair. 2. The moral tone is very fair. 3 The subjects are
appropriate, but thoir arrangement was not complete, the time of inspection haring been in this case and
that of tlie preceding school in the first week of the quarter. The instruction is careful, fairly judicious,
and elieelive. 4. The average proficiency exceeds fair.
Tomago
Visited, 16th July.
Present at examination :—Boys, 14; girls, 4; total, 18.
1. The premises are suitable and in good condition, and the scliool is fairly provided with furniture
and appliances. 2. Tho moral tone of tho school is tolerable. 3. The subjects arc fairly appropriate, and
reasonably well arranged ; the methods arc, us a whole, mechanical, but earnest and tolerably effective.
4k The average proficiency exceeds tolerable,
*
Teliqiieery ;—Tisited, 29th October.
Present at examination :—Boys, 21 ; girls, 21; total, 46.
1. Tlie walls of the schoolroom need lining and colouring, but its general organization is reasonably
effective, and the condition of the premises is fairly satisfactory.
2. Tlie moral tono is tolerable.
3. Except singing and drawing the prescribed subjects arc taught, and arranged with, for the most part,
moderate care and skill. Tho teacher is kind and gentle with the children, but tlie actual instruction
wants the more important attributes of success. 4. The average proficiency is nearly tolerable—an
improvement upon the results of the preceding examination.
'
Thaiaba:—Tisited, Gth August.
Present, at examination :—Boys, 18 ; girls, 15 ; tolal, 33.
1. The buildings are of a rude character, but somewhat improved by recent repairs. Tbc organi
zation is in all respects moderate. 2. The discipline wants energy, and tlie moral tono is only moderate,
3. Tbc subjects are fairly suitable and passably well arranged, the methods are appropriate in themselres,
but want energy in their application. 4. The general proficiency exceeds moderate.
*

Wali.si-nd (Primary);—Tisited, ISth, 19tb, 2Gth March, and 2nd April.
Present at examination :—Boys, 115 ; gnls, 05 ; total, 180.
1. The accommodation is insufficient for the requirements of the place, but the premises are in
excellent condition, and the scliool is very effectively organized.
2. Tlie moral tone of the scliool is
excellent. 3. T!ie subjects are appropriate, and skilfully arranged ; the methods intelligent, judicious, and
effective. 4. The average proficiency varies from very fair to good, and tho general character of tho
school is very good.
TValisekd (Infant)
Visited, 27th March.
Present at examination :—Boys, 56; girls, 55 ; total, 111.
1. The accommodation is far too small for the numbers, and the ventilation is defective. Tho organi
zation, as a whole, is incomplete ; but these defects are about to be removed. 2. The moral tono of tho
school is good. 3. Geography is not taught; but the other subjects accord with the standard, and are
suitably arranged. The instruction is intelligent, judicious, and effective. 4. The average proficiency
exceeds fair, and the general character of the school is very fair.
Waratah :—Visited, 13th July.
Present at examination :—Boys, 24; girls, 15 ; total, 39.
1. The schoolroom—a temporary one—is old, unsuitable, iu bad condition, and inconveniently
eituated. Under the circumstances, the organization is tolerable. New promises are now available. 2. The
moral tone is fair. 3. The subjects are suitable and arranged with fair judgment; the methods are
tolerably intelligent and well applied. 4, The average proficiency exceeds moderate.
William Towx :—Visited, 3rd December.
Present at examination :—Boys, 16; girls, 18; total, 34.
1. The premises aro central, suitable, in good condition, and well preserved. Tho organization of
the eehool is effective. 2. The moral tone is fair. 3. Tlie occupation is suitable and properly arranged,
and the methods are earnest, reasonably skilful, and painstaking. 4. The average proficiency approaches
fair, and the general character of the scliool is nearly very fair.
WitiGHAM :—Visited, 12th October.

Present at examination ■—Boys, 37; girls, 27; total, 60.
1. The accommodation is very inadequate, aud the house is unprotected by verandahs or otherwise
shaded—a circumstance winch makes both scliool and residence very uncomfortable The stock of furniture,
apparatus, and hooks is tolerable. 2. The moral tone of the school is fair. 3. The instruction is appro
priate, but its arrangement for the quarter waa not completed; the teaching is zealous, skilful, and
effective. 4. The average proficiency is fair.
Woola Wtxu.A ;—Visited, 29th September.
Present at examination :—Boys, 24; girls, 20; total, 44.
1. The building is old, in bad repair, insufficient, and unsuitable ; but arrangements aro made for
tbe erection of a new one. The stock of furniture and appliances is fair, and the general organization
reasonably good. 2. The moral tone is very fair. 3. Singing excepted, the prescribed subjects arc taught
and arranged with satisfactory care and skill; the instruction is fairly intelligent and judicious. 4. The
average proficiency ia fair.
Taypo :—Visited, 9th October.
Present at examination :—Boys, 7 ; girls, 11; total, 18.
1. The premises are in fair condition, suitable, sufficient, provided with good furniture and
apparatus, and in general fairly organized. 2. The moral tone is fair. 3. The occupation is suitable and
properly arranged, the instruction fairly intelligent and skilful. 4 The proficiency ranges from fair to
very fair.

PROVISIONAL
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PROVISIONAL SCHOOLS.
Outgo Creex :—Yisited, 13th October.
Present at examination :—Bovs, 11 j girls, 9 ; total, 20.
1. Tlie condition of tlie premises and the organization of the school aro barely tolerable. 2. The
moral tono is tolerable. 3. The subjects are fairly suitable and passably arranged; the instruction is
mechanical, hut moderately earnest and effective. 4i. The average proficiency is nearly moderate.

•

Bhina:—Tisited, 15th December.
•
Present at examination :—Boys, 15; girls, 12 j total, 27.
1. Tho building is tolerably suitable and in passable repair, but, inadequately furnished. Tho stock
of apparatus and hooks is tolerable. 2. The moral tone is fair. 3. Tho occupation is suitable and fairly
arranged, the instruction tolerably intelligent and painstaking. 4. The average proficiency is nearly
tolerable.
Habeingtos Visited, 25th September.
Present at examination :—Boys, 9 ; girls, 10 ; total, 19.
1. Tbe site is pleasant, tbc building in fair condition and reasonably sufficient, and the organization
tolerable. 2. Tho discipline is weak, and tho moral tone only tolerable. 3. Tbo subjects arc fairly appro
priate and well arranged, but tbe instruction is mechanical and uninteresting. 4. Tbe average proficiency
is below moderate.
,
Kimbeicei :—Visited, 21st October.
.
Present at examination:—Boys, G ; girls, 12 ; total, 18.
1. The room is insufficient and in bad repair, and the organization only indifferent. 2. The dis‘
cipline is of small value, and tbe moral aspect of tbc school moderate only. 3. The occupation is suitable
injtind, but badly arranged and unskilfully conducted. Tbe instruction is mechanical and ineffectual.
4. The average proficiency is very moderate.
Oakendaie i—Visited, 27th July.
Present at examination;—Boys, 11; girls, 7 i total, 18.
■
1. Tbc schoolroom is in fair condition, reasonably sufficient and suitable, and provided with a
moderate stock of furniture, apparatus, and books. 2. The moral tono is fair. 3. Tho subjects arc appro
priate, and arranged with tolerable care and skill; the methods arc passably judicious and effective.
4. The average proficiency is tolerable.
TeeEilOAt;—Visited, 16th December.
Present at examination:—Boys, 4 j girls, 6; total, 10.
1. The site is indifferent, but the building is in good repair, sufficient and suitable; the school is
fairly organized. 2. The moral tone is foir. 3. Tho occupation does not fully accord with tho standard,
but is suitable, as far as it goes, aud fairly arranged. Tbe methods are intelligent and reasonably
effective. 4. Tbe average proficiency is nearly fair. ■
Wtbohg Ceeee :—Visited, 18th December.
Present at examination:—Boys, 8 j girls, 8 ; total, 16.
1. The schoolroom is insufficient, unsuitably placed, entirely unfit for its present purpose, and very
poorly organized. 2. Tho moral tone is tolerable. 3. Tbe occupation is fairly suitable and arranged with
moderate adherence to the prescribed forms; the methods are painstaking, but otherwise of small value.
4, The average proficiency varies from moderate to tolerable.

HALF-TIME SCHOOLS.
Boolambugie :—Yisited, 31st August.
■
Present at examination:—Boys, 3; girls, 7 ) total, 10.
1. The premises are in tolerable condition, passably suitable, and reasonably well provided with
furniture and apparatus. 2. Tho moral tone is fair. 3. The subjects are appropriate, but not fully
arranged ; tbe methods are reasonably intelligent, but not satisfactorily effective. 4. The average pro
ficiency is slightly above moderate.
BuliiAdebah :—Visited, 31st August.
Present at examination:—Boys, 11; girls, 10 j total, 21.
1. The room is passably suitable and sufficient, and tho slock of furniture and apparatus tolerable.
2. The moral tone is fair. 3. Tho subjects are suitable, but not properly arranged; the methods are
intelligent and tolerably judicious. 4. The average proficiency ia a tittle over tolerable.
Brookfki.d :—Yisited, Sth August,
Present at examination:—Boys, 11; girls, E ; total, 16.
1. The buildings are old and considerably out of repair ; but the schoolroom is in moderate con
dition and tolorably well furnished for present wants. 2. Tho moral tone is very fair. 3. The subjects aro
suitable and fairly arranged ; the methods intelligent, skilful, aud reasonably effectual. 4. The average
proficiency exceeds tolerable.
G-ienmoee ;—Visited, 12th August.
Present at examination :—Boys, 6; girls, 9 ; total, 15.
1. The building is a rough one, but in moderate condition and passable for tho place. Tbo organi
zation is also passable. 2. Tbc moral tone is tolerable. 3. The subjects are suitable and fairly arranged,
tbe methods tolerably intelligent and painstaking. 4. Tho average proficiency is tolerable.
GiEJ.-vnu.tAM :—Visited, 31st July.
Present at examination:—Boys, 11; girls, 5 ; total, 16.

1. The situation is low, aud tbe building dilapidated and uncomfortable; but steps have been
taken for improving tho latter. Tbo school is fairly provided with furniture and appliances. 2. The moral
tone is verj- foir. 3. The subjects arc suitable and properly arranged, the methods intelligent aud
effective. 4. The average proficiency exceeds fair.
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Lansdowne :■
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Lansdowse :—Yisited, 22nd September.
Present at examination
Bojs, 4 ; girls, 6 ; total, 10.
1. The building is reasonably suitable, m good condition, and tolerably well provided with furniture,
apparatus, arid books. 2. Tho moral tone of the scliool is very fair. 3. The subjects are appropriate and
suitably arranged, aud the instruction is fairly skilful and effective. 4. The average proficiency exceeds
John’s Kiveb
Yisited, 23rd September.
Present at examination :—Boys, 5 ; girls, 5 ; total, 10.
.
^ 1. The building and appointmenis are fairly suitable j and the scliool is reasonably well found in
requisites. 2. The moral tpne of tbe school is fair. 3. The occupation is suitable, but not arranged with
satisfactory care and precision ; the instruction is fairly appropriate, and under the circumstances passably
efleclive. 4. The average proficiency is moderate.

MTjEan Kivkr, Upper :—'Yisited, 3rd September.
Present at examination :~Boys, 10 ; girls, 4; total, 14.
1. The building is passable as regards condition, suitableness, and general organization. 2. Tbe
moral tone is very fair. 3. Tbo subjects are appropriate and fairly arranged; tbe methods, reasonably
intelligent and effective. 4. Tbe average proficiency is tolerable. "
*
M'Lean Biter, Lower :—Yisited, 3rd September.

Present at examination
Boys, 8 ; girls, 7 ; total, 15,
.
1material character of the school is tolerable. 2. The moral tone is very fair.
instruction is suitable, and properly arranged; and tbe methods arc earnest and fairly effective.
average proficiency ranges from tolerable to fair.

3. Tbe
4. Tlie

Underbake:—Yisited, 11th August.
Present at examination
Boys, 10; girls, 7 ; total, 17.
1. The condition of the building and its general organization are tolerable. 2. The moral tone of
tbo school is fair. 3. The subjects are suitable, and arranged with passable care and skill; the methods
are tolerably intelligent and effective. 4. Tbe average proficiency is from tolerable to fair.

Myail RrVEE, Lower :—Yisited, 1st September.
Present at examination :—Boys, 14 ; girls, 25 ; total, 39.
1. Tbe building is awkward m shape and insufficient in size, but. tolerable aa to condition and
organization. 2. Tbe moral tone is tolerable. 3. The subjects are fairly appropriate and passably
arranged; tbe methods are mechanical, but as a whole earnest and moderately effective. 4. Tbo average
proficiency exceeds moderate, and the general character of tbc school is tolerable,
°
Myail River, Upper:—Yisited, 2nd September.
Present at examination :—Boys, 9; girls, 11; total, 20.
_ 1. The premises are moderately suitable, and the school is passably organized. 2. The moral tone
is fair. 3. The occupation is reasonably appropriate and moderately well arranged ; tbe methods are
earnest and tolerably effective. 4. Tho average proficiency and general character of tbe school may bo
considered tolerable,
Wollomba River :—Yisited, 81,h September.
Present at examination :—Boys, 7 ; girls, 11; total, 18.
1. Tho building is rough and unsuitable, but intended only to meet a temporary want; tbe stock of
furniture and appliances is moderate. 2, Tlie moral nspcct of tlie school is fair. 3. Tbe subjects are
fairly appropriate aud passably^ arranged; tho methods are mechanical, but moderately earnest and
effective. 4. Tho average proficiency exceeds moderate.
Wiliow Point :—Yisited, 7th September.
Present at examination:—Boys, 9; girls, 6 ; total, 15.
1. The building is a very inferior slab one, in poor condition, and, except as a temporary make
shift, wholly unsuitable. Tho furniture is clumsy, and the general organization lax and ineffective.
2. The moral tone is tolerable. 3. The subjects aro passably suitable, but their arrangement is not satis
factorily precise ; the methods are mechanical, but moderately intelligent and effective. 4. Tbe average
proficiency is moderate.
Ward's River :—Yisited, 26th October.

Present at examination:—Boys, 5 ; girls, 5 ; total, 10. "
1. The building and appointments aro fairly suitable, and the school is pretty well provided with
furniture and other requisites. 2. The moral tone of the school is fair. 3. The subjects are fairly suitable
and well arranged ; the methods passably intelligent, earnest, aud effective. 4. The average profieicncy
approachcs tolerable.
Johnson’s Cheek
Yisited, 20th Oetober,
Present at examination :—Boys, 6 ; girls, 3 ; total, 9.
1. The condition and suitableness of tbo building and the organization of the school are tolerable"
2. The moral tono is very fair. 3. Tho subjects arc appropriate and snitably arranged ; tbe methods are
intelligent, passably skilful, and fairly effective. 4. Tbe average proficiency is about fair.

SYDNEY DISTRICT.

Inspector's General Report upon tbc condition of Public, Provisional, and Certified Denominational
Schools for tbc year 1874.
At the beginning of the year 1874, 110 schools uerc in operation in this district. These included tliirtveix Public, two Provisional, and seventy-two Certified Denominational Schools. During the year a
w“s 0P0Iled 1,1 Devonsbirc-st, tbe certificates were withdrawn from St. Leonards 0. B. Girls’
and Double Bay R. C., on the ground of small attendance ; St. Andrew's Pres, was voluntarilv dosed by
the Denomination ; the Public School in Jamisomsfrret, lapsed, and Tempo Provisional and St. Leonard's
Pres, were converted into Public Schools, The schools now in operation therefore comprise tbiitv-eiclit
Public, one Provisional, and sixty-eight Denominational—in all, 108 schools.
" b
A1] these schools were regularly inspected during tbe year, besides being incidentally visited with
tolerable frequency. We are thus enabled to speak with some confidence on their condition ond manage
ment. The regular inspections were minute and searching, extending in some instances over several days
and comprised a patient investigation into the material, disciplinary, and instructional arrangements'of
each school.
b
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Not only was an effort nmtlc to arrive at tlie attainment* and progress of each pupil* but attcution
was especially directed to estimate as nearly as practicable the value of the teaching as a means of intel
lectual culture, aud as an agent in forming sound mentnl habits.
Existing schools make fair provision for the educational ivauts of the district. In former reports
we have pointed out. localities where the number of schools might be conveniently reduced. Such a result
would not only lessen the cost of education, but materially add to the efficiency and usefulness of the
remaining schools. Public Schools are required at Surry Hills, Wavcrloy, Darlinghurstj Double Bay*
Balmain West, Darlington, Huymnrket, aud other centres of population throughout the city.
In a majority of the schools the organization is good
The schooibouses aro built on approved
models, and liberally provided iufch the best cducat'ounl appliances; the instruction is judiciously regulated,
and the pupils are classified with a due regard to their ages and capabilities. Four-ninths of the Public
Schools are conducted in temporary premises, and in no instance is the organization of an unexceptionable
character j the chief defects being bud sites, insufficient school accommodation, and inferior furniture.
Similar defects characterise two-fifths of the Denominational Schools. Minor material improvements have
been effected in several instances, additional rooms have been erected or arc in course of erection in
connection with the following schools:—Marrickville, William-street, Balmain C.E., Parramatta-street
K.C.j St. Philip's C.E.
_ _
_
Viewed m relation to discipline, the schools show to advantage as compared with their condition in
this respect m previous years Tn most instances a mild but firm government obtains; corporal punish
ment is seldom resorted to, good order is maintained, and the conduct of the pupils is marked by a modest,
subdued, and respectful demeanour. Where tho discipline has been found defective, it has arisen with few
exceptions from a feeble or vacillating government.
The average quarterly enrolment of pupils has been 12,407^ Of these, 12,417 were present at the
inspections. The attendance was in the earlier part of tho year injuriously affected by wet weather, and
towards tho end by scarlatina and measles. These causes operated to make the average lower than usual.
TJndor ordinary circumstances the pupils attend with fair regularity.
The methods of Leaching in common use are suitable and effective. They arc either analytic,
synthetic, or both, according 1.0 the subject treated. They are applied with earnestness, vigour, and skill.
Where they are Accompanied by appropriate questioning and supplemented by searching examination at
the close of the lessons the best results are produced. Mere didactic teaching is seldom met with, and
rote learning is becoming a thing of the past The course of instruction pursued not only adds to the
knowledge of children, but, what- is of far higher importance, develops their intellectual faculties and
enables them to think. The intelligence and mental culture of the pupils form important elements in
estimating the efficiency of the teochcr’s labours.
Of the subjects of instruction, reading, writing, drawing, object lessons, and needlework, are
taught well; Scripture, geography, music, and trigonometry, very fairly ; arithmetic* grammar, mensura
tion, Latin, fairly; dictation, English composition, algebra, geometry* tolerably.
Judged by the standard, seven Public Schools are below its requireincuts, sixteen satisfy them* and
sixteen exceed them. Of Denominational Schools, twenty-five are below, thirty-seven up to, and eight
above the standard In 18711, forty schools were below the standard ; in 1874, thirty-three.
It. will thus be seen that progress is being made. Indeed it may be stated that, whether as regards
organization, discipline, or instruction, the schools of the district evidence improvement.
Of tlie teachers it may be stated that they arc respectable, intelligent, and reasonably well trained
for the work, A few aro behind the requirements of city schools, but tho great bulk arc doing earnest,
faithful, and efficient service. The labours of the pupil-teachers, numbering 1G6, can hardly bo too highly
spoken of.
These young persons nrc passing through tho Training School at the rate of about
thirty per annum, and arc gradually occupying the move important schools of tho Colony. The very
best results may be anticipated from the satisfactory manner in which the pupibteacher system is being
developed.
Little can be said in favour of the local supervision of our schools. In about half-a-dozen it is
active aud beneficial; in the remainder it is of a nominal character.
In tho report for last year attention was invited to tlie large number of children—between four
and five thousands—that attended no eehool at all. Nothing has been done to alter this state of things.
As already suggested, the best remedy, in our opinion, would be found in the establishment of several free
schools, and it i* much to be desired that some amendment may bo made in the Public Schools Act to
allow of this being done. There arc several localities in and around the city where free schools are
urgently noeiled. Wo have indicated some in our report for 1873. It appears to us that if such schools
were brought into existence, the question of free education would be reasonably well met, in this district
nt least.
To sum up :—The organization has improved ; the discipline is healthy ; the attainments indicate
an advance on those of previous years; the teachers are earnest, diligent, and fairly efficient; and
generally it may be stated that primary education is making good progress in the district.
EDWIN JOHNSON.
JAMES W. ALLPASS.

Inspectors1 Office,
13th January, 1875.

ANNEX.

Detailed

Statement of the condition of Public and Provisional Schools in the Sydney District, visited
during the year 1874.

The remarks under head 1 relate to the material condition of schools j under 2, to thoir moral
character; 3, to the subjects and methods of instruction; 4* to the proficiency of the pupils.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

Balsiaih :™ViBited, 2oth, 26th February and 2nd, 3rd March.
Numbers present:—Boys, 183 ; girls, 127 ; total, 310.
1- With the exception of insufficient accommodation, the school ism satisfactory material condition.
2. The school is welt organized, tho pupils are under excellent discipline, and their moral tone is very
satisfactory. 3. The instruction i& prosecuted with intelligent method, and the course comprehends all
the subjects prescribed by the Council, d. The proficiency of the pupils is as folloxvsr—First class, toler
able to fair ; second class, fair; upper second class, fair to very fair; third and fourth classes, very fair ;
fifth class, very good-K
Balilutt (Infants) :—Yisited, 2Gth February and 3rd March.
Numbers of pupils present;—Boys, 79 ; girls, 86 ; total, 165.
X. Tho school is conducted mainly in tho class-room. The lavatory is occasionally used for the
babies. Tile accommodation is unsuitable and insufficient There is a fair supply of working appliances.
2. A good attendance is maintained. The pupils are reasonably regular and punctual, neat and clean in
person, and well behaved. The government is mild, intelligent, and effective. Tlie moral aspect of the
school is healthy and pleasing. 3. The classification is affected by exceptional circumstances ; insufficient
accommodation is perhaps the one that has to be most studied and provided against. The methods are
those usually practised in the better infant schools ; the teaching is earnest, painstaking, and fairly skilful.
4. The aUnm^icnU are fair.
Botast
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Botant :—Visited, 25lh August.

.

Numbers present.—Bojs, 30 ; girls, 33 ; total, G3
1. Tlie school premises nre good, they ore suitably furnished nnd are fairly well fcept. 2. The
organization is correct, aud the discipline effects fair order. 3. The highest class is o third, and for a
school of the kind all tho subjects prescribed are taught. 4. The proficiency of the pupils ranges between
fair and very fair.
Botajjt Road :—Visited, 11th February.
Numbers present:—Boys, 88 ; girls, 52 ; total, 140.
1. The material condition of this scliool is as good as can be expected in the circumstances. As ft
makeshift, the schoolroom, though small, does tolerably well. There is a sufficiency of educational appli
ances. 2. A fair attendance is secured. The pupils are reasonably regular und punctual. Drill is taught
with fair success. The goyernment is somewhat feeble. A few of the elder boys are inclined to he forward
and disobedient. With this eiception, the order and general discipline may be regarded as fairly satis
factory. 3. Very fair judgment is shown in the classification of tho pupils. The instruction embraces all
the prescribed subjects, is well arranged, and imparted with painstaking and a fair degree of earnestness.
The methods are modern, but require to be applied with greater skill. The school is divided into four
classes. The average proficiency is fair,
Bookki-steeii (Boysj:—Visited, 12tk-13th Afay.
Number present i—127.
1. The schoolroom is a fair one, hut it is badly furnished. There is a sufficiency of desks, but they
arc of a very unsuitable,and rickety description. Owing to the character of the site, there is no proper
playground, and the out-offices are badly situated. 2. Excepting some cases of faulty classification, the
organization is passable. The discipline is had, the children being in some instances very disobedient.
3. The pupils are instructed in the prescribed subjects, and the teaching is earnestly prosecuted. 4. As a
whole the pupils are fairly proficient, hut in the upper class, a fourth, the results are but barely tolerable.
Boetexe-street (Girls) :—Visited, 13th March.

N umber present:—120.
1. The schoolroom is commodious, clean, and neatly arranged. Additional desks arc needed; those
in use are of inferior construction. Tlie seats also are bad. There is a fair supply of apparatus. 2, The
attendance has largely increased. Tlie pupils are regular, punctual, and clean ; good order is maintained.
The government is mild, but firm and effective. 3. The classification is appropriate; the lesson docu
ments are arranged with fair judgment; the methods are suitable, and are diligently applied. 4. Tho
following is the proficiency of the several classes :—First, fair; second, very fair; third, fair; fourth,
fair + .
Boubke-stkeet (Infants) :—Visited, 14th Alay.
Numbers present:—Boys, 86 ; girls, 85 ; total, 171.

1. Tha schoolroom, though somewhat small, is on the whole a suitable one. Want of proper
recreation space is a serious detriment to the school. 2 The children arc under healthy and effective
discipline. 3. The instruction is modern, methodical, and intelligent. 4. Tho proficiency of tbe children
ranges between tolerable and fair.
Camperdowh' :—Visited, 28t.k May.
Numbers present:—Boys, 41; girls, 21; total, 62.
1. A lavatory and a wcatlier-shed arc pressing requirements; tho playground needs to be drained
and the fences and the woodwork of the windows painted. Tlie desk accommodation is insufficient; with
these exceptions, the organization and material condition of the school are satisfactory. 2. A certain
degree of irregularity characterizes the attendance. Wet weather prevented many of tho pupils being
present at the examination. With few exceptions they are pnnctunl ond clean. The government is
vigorous and effective, securing good order and a healthy moral tone. 3. The instruction accords with
the prescribed course, and is judiciously regulated. The methods aro appropriate, and aro applied with
earnestness, diligence, and skill. 4 The following is the proficiency of the several classes:—Second, very
fair+ ; third, very fair (nearly) ; fourth, very fair.
Campeedotvit (Infants) :—Visited, 28th May.
Numbers present:—Boys, 19; girls, 19 ; total, 38.
1. It would be an advantage were tho portion of the room in which the infants are taught screened
from view. On the whole the instructional appliances are tolerably suitable. 2. The discipline is healthy.
3. The instruction, which is of the kind usual in infants’ schools, evidences painstaking. 4. Tho pro
ficiency is fair.

Clevtfjakii-etei;et (Boys):—Visited, Sth, Sth, 10th September.
Number present:—309.
1. The schoolroom is in very good repair, and is abundantly provided with suitable educational appli
ances. 2. The attendance has undergone a considerable diminution. Three-fourths of the pupils attend
regularly and with commendable punctuality. Other features of the disciplino are not less satisfactory.
The pupils present a clean and neat appearance, are subdued in demeanour, well conducted, and in
excellent order. 3. Except that promotions nre unnecessarily frequent, fair judgment is exhibited in the
classification. The instruction is of full range, regulated with very fair ability, and imparted by modern
methods. The teaching would appear, however, to lack life and thoroughness. 4. The proficiency of the
several classes is as follows:—First, tolerable to fair; second, fair ; upper second, very fair; third, very
fair
upper third, barely tolerable; fourth, tolerable + ; fifth, fair.

Clevklakd-sibeet (Girls):—Visited, 27th August, and 1st, 2nd, 3rd September.
Number present:—293,

t

1. The school premises are well furnished and in good repair. 2. Tlie organization is of a very
satisfactory character, and tho pupils are excellently disciplined. 3. Subjects of instruction for a school
having a fifth class arc taught in an effective manner. 4. Tbe average proficiency of tho whole school
reaches very fair, in the fourth it is good, and in tho fifth class good +.
Oleveeakd-stbeet (Infants) :—Visited, 26th and 27th August.
Numbers present:—Boys, 211; girls, 150 ; total, 861.
1. The school premises, whilst of excellent character, afford but insufficient accommodation to the
number of pupils in attendance, and a class-room is a marked want. 2, Both as regards organization and
discipline the school is in a. very satisfactory state. 3. The school course includes all branches usually
taught in good infants' schools. 4. The average proficiency reaches very fair.
'
DEVOxenmE-STSBET:—
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DETOiTSHiRE'BTBfiBTVisited, 4fch June.
Numbers present:—Boys, 85 j girls, 47; total, 132.
1. This school is held in rented premises belonging to tbo Congregational denomination. The
building is a now one, and when tbe enlargements, now in course of erection, are completed, tbo material
condition of the school will bo satisfactory. 2. Tbo organization accords witli usual plans. Tho
jovermnent is feeble and vacillating; as a result, tbe pupils aro restless and persistently noisy. The moral
tone of the school is affected by the lax government 3. Tho teaching is prosecuted in a methodical
manner, but it is wanting in effect. 4, The results as ascertained by osumination arc :■—First class (babies)
from fair to very fair ; upper first, approaching tolerable ; second, fair ; third, tolerable +.
roET-STEEEr (Boys)

Visited, 18th, 10th, 20fch, 23rd, 24th, 26th, 27th, and 30th November,
1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th December.

Number present:—150.
1. The school premises are, on the whole, in good condition, and they aro well kept. 2, The
organization of the school 13 excellent. Tbe pupils are under very effective government. They manifest
marked industry, and a pleasing earnestness to excel when under test. 3. In stating that tbe prescribed
subjects are taught, it must be noticed that the range taken is of much wider scope than what obtains in
our ordinary schools. Exclusive of the more usual branches of instruction, the programme for the fifth
claas embraces higher arithmetic, mensuration, algebra, trigonometry, Euclid (6 books), Latin grammar,
and Cffisar. 4. The general proficiency of tho whole school approaches very good ; that of the fifth class
is excellent.
Foet-street (GKrls):—Visited, October 20th, and November 6th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 16th, 17th, and
18th.
Number present ;*~337.
1. The material condition of the school is thoroughly satisfactory. The furniture ia sufficient, and
the appliances ample, 2. The discipline is highly effective. The moral tono of the eehool is excellent.
3. Judicious arrangements arc made for the instruction of the classes in the prescribed subjects. 4. The
proficiency in the first and second classes reaches very fair; in the third aud fourth, to good nearly ;
and in the upper fourth and fifth classes the ascertained results range between good and very good.
Eoet-stbebt (Infante) :—Visited, 29th, 30th September, and Sth October.
Numbers present:—Boys, 218 ; girls, 163 ; total, 38L
1. The rooms in which the children of this department are taught are clean, lofty, and wellventilated, but the spaces in front of the galleries are too small, and afford insufficient desk-room. There
ie a good supply of apparatus, books, and maps, 2. The children are orderly and well governed; for
their years they manifest satisfactory attention to instruction, 3. Tho usual branches arc included in the
school course. 4, The avorago proficiency exceeds very fair.
G-lebe :—Visited, Sth, 9th, and 10th June,
Numbers present:—Boys, 117; girls, 81 ; total, 198.
_
1. The premises are good, well kept, and well found in appliances. The school ie properly arranged
and organized. 2. Inclement weather reduced the attendance during the examination; ordinarily it is
about thirty more. Satisfactory discipline is maintained. 3. Instruction in the ordinary branches is regu
lated by judicious lesson-guides, and the school work is prosecuted in an earnest manner.
4. The
average proficiency of tho pupils approaches very fair. The highest class is a fourth.

Glebe (Infants) j—Visited, 8th June.
Numbers present:—Boys, 82; girls, 57; total, 130.
_
,
1. The schoolroom is small, but is in all other respects well adapted to teaching purposes. It ie
liberally found in working materials, and presents ft clean, neat, and cheerful appearance. 2. The late
unsettled weather lias operated unfavourably on the attendance. About seven-ninths of the pupils attend
regularly. They ftte punctual, clean, fairly subdued iu demeanour, and welt behaved 3. Ihe full
Infants'School "Course is observed. The methods are appropriate, and are applied with fair earnestness
and industry. 4. Fair rcsull a have been produced.
Jamiksok'-stheet :—Visited, l5lh June.
Numbers present:—-Boys, 65 ; girls, 44; total, 109.
1. This property docs not belong to the Council. In every sense the school premises are unsuitable,
and they aro also in very bad repair. 2. The school ia under effective disciplino, and the moral tone is
pleasing. 3. All the subjects prescribed for a school of three classed are effectively taught, 4. The
average proficiency exceads vcrjr fair, Tho school lias since boon closed, and, os they could not bo accom
modated in tlie Eort*street Schools, most of the pupils have entered the C.E. School at St. Philip e.
MAKLY:—Visited, 4th March.
Numbors present:—Boys, 44; girls, 20 ; total, 64.
1. Lavatories and a weather-shed for tbe use of tho boys are required ; otherwise the schoolroom is
commodious, in fair repair, and sufficiently found m working material. The organization, as a whole, is
fairly satisfactory. 2. The attendance is but moderately regular, and is affected by exceptional circum
stances. Perhaps the most noticeable of these is the migratory character of a large number of tho residents.
Many of tlie pupils attend the school for short periods, and then remove from the neighbourhood.
This perpetual change in the composition of the pupils exercises a very injurious influence on the
discipline of the school and tho attainments of the pupils. As regards punctuality, there is little to com
plain of. The pupils are also in fair order, and tolerably well behaved. Tbe government howover is
hardly strict enough, 3. Fair judgment is shown in the classification. Tho instruction is regulated by
the usual guides, aud imparted with painstaking, fair energy, and fair intelligence. 4. The average pro
ficiency ranges between tolerable and fair. Scripture is not taught, by request of the parents of the pupils.
MAEEiOKTiliLE :—Visited, 28th October and 3rd November.
Numbers present:—Boysj 99 : girls, 69 ; total, 168.
1. Excepting that the primary schoolroom is much too narrow, the buildings arc of excellent
character. The newly erected infants’ room is not only a valuable addition to the accommodation, but it
is certainly one of the best rooms in the district. In all respects the school is well found in appliances*
and the organization is correct. 2. The punctuality of the pupils is somewhat unsatisfactory; in other
respects the discipline is effective. 3. The subjects prescribed for a school of four classes are taught
intelligently. 4. The average proficiency ranges between fair and very fair.

Newtown :—Yisited, 7th May.
Numbers present:—Boys, 69; girls, 39 ; total, 108t. The school is conducted in premises belonging to the Congregational body. The schoolroom ifl
m very fair repair, spacious, and fairly found in educational appliances. 2. The attendance is marked by
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fair regularity. The pupila are tolerably punctual, reasonably clean, and in fair order. The gorernmcnfc
is inclined to be vacillating and feeble. 3. The instruction accords with the prescribed course, except
that ircnch i3 substituted for geometry. Fair judgment is shown in tbc compilation of tho lesson docu
ments. ihe methods are in the mam modern, and although applied with seeming earnestness and
industry, are wanting in vigour, elasticity, and pcuetrativeness. d. The proficiency is fairiv up to the
demands of a fourth class.
t
j
j l
Newtown (Infants):—Visited, 7th May.
Numbers presentBoys, 40; girls, 27 ; tolal, 67.

1. The space allotted to the infants is much too limited ; this is the more felt because no provision
can be mude for desks. The playground is exceedingly small. Tho movement for better school premises
wi , i successful, remedy the defects noted. 2. The children aro under good discipline, and the moral
appronchcs f ' °01 ^
toa°l1ing is judiciously regulated. 4. Tho proficiency of tlie pupils

North Si-dnet Visited, Sth October.
Numbers presentBoys, 24 ; girls, 26 ; total 50.
,
,
EstcneiTP repairs arc necessary to the premises, fences, and out-houses. The material aspect of
the school is far from satisfactory, and unless the present non-vested buildings are speedily put into repair
e erec ion of new Tested premises will bo requisite. 2. The pupils are fairly orderly and attentiveibe discipline is fairly effective, and the general tone of the school is healthy. 3. The subjects embrace
a prescribed for a third class. The classification is injudicious m respect of divisions iu classes ; the
instruction is properly regulated, and the teaching is marked by energy and industry. 4. The average
proficiency is from fair to very fair.
j
<=j
j
&
Paddington (Boys)

Visited, 28th and 20th April.

Number present:—ItO,
...
I- The school is in excellent materia! condition nnd well organized. 2. Wet weather interfered
with the attendance on the days of examination. Under ordinal'v circumstances, it is about four-fifths of
the number enro led. The pupils are punctual, clean, and in good order. The government is firm and
e ective. 3. The instruction embraces all the required subjects, and is judiciously regulated. The
methods of teaching are appropriate, aud are applied with earnestness, energy, and skill. 4. The proficiency
ot the several classes isFirst, fair ; second, very fairto good ; upper second, very fair to good : third,
good; fourth, very fair to good.
h
’'

Paddington

(Girls)

Visited, 2Sth and 29th April.

Number present:—129.
T1
The scliool premises are excellent in kind, and the educational appliances are ample and good,
the school is well organized 2. The pupils are under good discipline. 3. The instruction is complete as
regards tho subjects to be taught, but m some respects the range taken is too low for a metropolitan school.
4. Ihc average proficiency is about fair.
PAddington (Infants)

Visited, 5th May.

Numbers presentBoys, 105 ; girls, 76; total, 181.
1. In all respects the material stato of this school is good, 2. The school is well organized and
healthily disciplined. 3. The instruction is intelligent aud vigorous,. 4. Tho pupils are very fairly proficient in the subjects taught them.
Pitt-stheet

Visited, 6th May.

Numbers presentBoys, 38 ; girls, 24 ; total, 02.
1 \
W<lni ^ a- Pk.Ygrolmd ia a marked defect in the organization of this school. Suitable desks
are also badly needed ; tn all other respects the supply of furniture nnd apparatus is sufficient. 2. In the
circumstances, a fair attendance is maintained. Tho pupils nre clean, punctual, and tolerably regular.
Fair order is secured, but the government, needs to be a little more strict, 3. JTaving regard to the small
ness of the attendance, the classification is high. The instruction is of foil range, aud is regulated with
very fair ability. Modern methods are employed. 4. The results of the tcftchmg may be summarized
thus i—becond class, moderate ; upper second, tolerable ; third, fair ; upper third, fair +.
PlTT-STBEET (Infants)

Visited, 6th May.

Numbers presentBoys, 30 ; girls, 22 ; total, 52.
»
■ *
1' P® arrangements for the instruction of this department are unsatisfactory. Tho space allowed
is too small, and the children are merely divided from the prim ary classes by a curtain. There is no play
ground and the closets are m close proximity to the schoolroom. As the properly docs not belong to the
Lounoil there is no present remedy for the stated defects. 2. The order is at best about fair. 3. Tho
subjects taught m Infanta Schools are provided for in the programmes, but tho methods of instruction do
not appear to be very effective. 4. The proficiency averages tolerable.
Ptrjiont

Visited, Sth March.

Numbers presentBoys, 75 ; girls, 52 ; total, 127.
1 The school is conducted in temporary premises.
Tho budding is much too small, is iu a bad
situation and in bad repair. The out-buildings are of the most wretched character. There is a fair supplv
of educational appliances, but the general material condition of tlie school is most unsatisfactory. 2.
Considering the defective character of tho school premises, a fair attendance is maintained. The pupils
are regular, punctual, and iu icry fair order. 'Ihe government is mild, and otherwise judicious. The
moral tono is healthy. 3. The number of classes might be conveniently reduced; the instruction n of
full range up to the requirements of a fourth class, is intelligently arranged, and imparted by modem
mebuoas. 4. Ihe average proficiencv is fair.

J/YEHONT (Tnfimts)Visited, 5lh March.
Numbers presentBoys, 47 ; girls, 27 ; total, 74.
1. fi he building is small, badly ventilated, in wretched condition, and is altogether unimprovable,
bo tar as the area of t ic room will allow, the appointments are sufficient, and the organization is passable
in the circumstances. This property does not belong to the Council. 2. The children are in some respects
above tolerable ™ntroUed' 3' rreserii,ed subjects are taught. 4. The profici.mcy of the pupils is slightly
St. Leonards:'
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St. Leonards :—Tisited, ITth September.
ITumbers present:—Boys, 7V ; girl’, 54.; total, 131.
1, The building is a substantial stone structure, but it is not largo enough to properly accommodate
tbc pupils in attendance ; noticeable wants arc a lavatory, weather-shed, and a proper supply of water i
tbc school is well furnished and satisfactorily organised. 2. The moral tone of tbe school is of very fair
character, and tho children aro fairly punctual and orderly. 3. The highest class is a third; all the
subjects prescribed for a eehool of the hind nre taught; the instruction is hut fairly educative. 4. The
average proficiency is fair ; the teacher has since been removed.
SussEX-STREET:—Tisited, 11th June.
Numbers present.—Boys, 46; girls, 32 ; total, 78.
1. Hie schoolroom is suitable, and it is properly furnished; there is no playground, and tho
closets are badly situated. 3. The pupils are very fairly disciplined. 3. The teaching is earnest and
painstaking, but not correspondingly abiding in its results. 4. The proficiency ranges between tolerable
and fair; tho highest class is a third.
SusSEX-STEEET^SonilTi—Tisited, 11th June.
Numbers present:—Boys, 43 ; girls, 33; total, 76.
1 Tbe approach to the school is had ; the schoolroom is commodious, clean, and cheerful-looking ;
the supply of working materials is sulUcicnl; and (he oiganizntion as a whole maybe described aa reasonably
satisfactory, 2, Of late tlie attendance has been much lower than usual, owing to rainy weather; in
general, however, it is marked by irregularity, the average tram her present not exceeding two-thirds of
those enrolled; otherwise, the pupils are punctual, clean, and neat; good order is maintained; the
government ie judicious and effective, nnd the prevailing tone is pleasing and healthy. 3. All the specified
Eubjects are taught under fairly satisfactory conditions, due regard being had to a correct classification of
pupils, and to n proper arrangement of the lesson documents; the methods are appropriate, and are
applied with vigour and skill. 4, The proficiency is us follows :—First class, very fair to good ; second
class, good ; third, very fair. Good work is done in this school.
Watson's Bay :—Tisited, 19th May.

Numbers present:—Boys, 36 ; girls, 14 ; total, 60.
1. This property belongs to tho Marine Board ; the schoolhouse is in satisfactory condition, hut the
fences arc much broken and there is no wcathcr-slicd. 2. The school is satisfactorily organised, ond tho
pupils are under fair disciplino. 3. Tho course accords with what is prescribed Yor a school of three
classes; the instruction is wanting in thoroughness. 4. This school is considerablv below the reipiircments of the standard ; the average proficiency ranges between moderate and tolerable.

Whliam-street (Boys)

—Visited, Sth, 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th March.
Number present:—232.

1. Tho schoolhouse is in good repair and suitably furnished. All necessary outbuildings aro pro
vided. The sohool records are badly kept. 2. The discipline is of fair character. 3, The classification
is bad : this is especially true of the junior classes, many of the pupils of which are only fit for the baby
department. The instruction is poorly regulated, the lesson documents being well nigh worthless 4.
Tlie attainments of the several classes may be described thus
1st, indifferent; 2nd, moderate; upper
2nd, barely moderate ; 3rd, barely tolerable ; 4th, tolerable to fair. In point of efficiency the sohool ia
much below the standard.
On receipt of tho report of which the foregoing is a summary, tlie Head Master was called upon to
explain. Mis reply was submitted to tho Inspector for such remark as he might deem necessary; and
ultimately the whole correspondence was referred to the Examiner, whose report thereon is as follows.—
"1. Aa regards the charge of incorrect rolls and fee account hooks, it is tolorably clear that, at
the time of inspection, these records were not entirely accurate. Mr. Murray, however, is not, iu my
opinion censurable for employing his subordinates in marking the rolls and constructing programmes, so
long ns he designed by this couise to give the junior teachers a knowledge of thoir future duties; and it
is, I believe, customary in other schools to commit the calling of the roll and the collection of fees to tho
teachers of the various classes. The error at William-street really lay in the want of effective supervision,
but the inflamed state of Mr. Murray's eyes, about the time of inspection, must have rendered a close
scrutiny of the records difficult. 2. The allegations as to unsound classification have not been wholly
disproved. There is reason to believe that pupils have been placed in classes for which they were unfitted;
but. how far this course was forced upon the Head Master by removal of one of his staff, ami by other
circumstances which he could not control, does not appear. I have no doubt that he acted for the best in
this matter. _3. The mode of reckoning the ‘quarter of enrolment’ with a view of estimating the
proficiency is in my opinion erroneous, and can only be held safe und just when a pupil has attended regu
larly, or passably so, during the quarter. 4. In the matter of the time table tho evidence is conflicting.
In view of the classification I am of opinion that Mr. Murray acted for tho best 5. The
question of proficiency is one much more difficult to settle, although, nt first sight, no difficulty
appears. Mr. Johnson’s statement that ho adhered to the curriculum for the quarter shows consideration
for the teachers, for, had he chosen, he might have taken a wider range; indeed, with the scope or mailer
of the examination little fault can be found. But Mr Murray takes exception to tho mode of examination,
and it is here that the element of uncertainty lies. It is undeniable that the difficulties of examination
may quite unintentionally he greatly intensified, and the ratio of answering lowered by the manner of tho
examiner, by his mode of presenting the questions, and by the limitation of the time allowed for thought.
Although these ore really points of consequence in tliis case, the Council has no data upon which to pro
ceed to a satisfactory conclusion; indeed, the evidence of unbiassed witnesses—witnesses accustomed to
rapid oral questioning, and to the habits of classes under examination—would be the only conclusive
testimony, and when, to the unsolved doubts upon this point, we add the unusually early date at which
the examination was hold, tlie precarious uttendaneo through adverse weather, the inflamed eyes of (he
master, the comparatively feohlc powers of (he assistant, the close und searching character of the examina
tion, the admitted existence of defects, and the earnest desire expressed by Mr. Murray to rectify them,
it is impossible to avoid the conclusion that the Inspector’s recommendation ie, under the circumstances,
too severe. It is admitted that tho school is not equal to standard requirements, hut this would
scarcely necessitate the punishment of summary removal from office.’1
WliAJAlt-STREET (Girls)

Tisited, 11th, 12th, 13th, and 16th March.

Number present i—213.

*

1. The schoolroom is a good one. At present the accommodation is insufficient for the attendance,
hut a large classroom is in course of erection. There is a plentiful supply of working appliances. In tlie
circumstances, tho organivation is very good. 2. The tone of the school is very pleasing. The govern
ment is very effective, and tho pupils exhibit marked industry when under test. 3. The subjects
prescribed for a scliool of four classes are treated in a methodical and intelligent manner. 4. The pro
ficiency in the several c'asscs is as follows ■—2nd and 3rd classes, fair ; 4th, very fair to good.
WlIilAit-STEEET
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WmJAJtt-STBEEi (Infimts):—Tisited, Stl, 10th, and 11th March.
Numbers present:—Boys, 135 ; girls, 124; total, 259.
1. The school promises are fairly commodious, and in good repair. There is a sufficient supply
of working appliances, and the organization is unexceptionable. 2. The pupils are well-bohared and under
good control. Inclement weather affected the attendance during the examination- 3. The instruction is
of a kind suited to young children, and the subjects prescribed nre treated in an effective manner. 4, The
average proficiency reaches very fair; in the highest class the results arc good nearly.
Botast Heads (Provisional) :—Tisited, 21st May.
Numbers present:—Boys, 15; girls, 4; total, 19.
1. The schoolroom is exceedingly small, but is the only one available for the purpose. It is pro
vided with as much furniture and apparatus as it can conveniently hold. 2. About four-fifths of the pupils
attend regularly. This attendance may be regarded as good when it is considered that some of the children
have to travel long distances. The pupils attend with commendable punctuality, arc dean and neat in
person, subdued and modest in demeanour, and well-behaved. 3. Too much anxiety is manifested to
push the children through the dasses. All the prescribed subjects are taught, and tho instruction is regu
lated with passable judgment. Little opportunity was afforded for observing tho methods, but they appear
to be of tolerable worth ; they are applied with earnestness and industry. 4. Tho proficiency of tho
several classes may bo summarized, thus:—First, tolerable; second, tolerable ; third, tolerable to fair.
Tekte (Provisional) :—Tisited, I4th October.
Numbers present:—Boys, 21; girls, 20; total, 41.
1. The school is held in the Wesleyan chapel. Tho building is unsuitable and hadly furnished,
but commodious and well-appointed. Tested premises are ready for occupation, and the school will
shortly be reorganized. 2. The government is effective, and in all matters of discipline tho teacher, Mr.
M'Lean, has induced a marked improvement upon that previously obtained. 3. The pupila nre properly
classified, and their instruction is judiciously regulated. The subjects prescribed for a school of three
classes are intelligently treated. 4. The average proficiency reaches fair-)-.
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APPENDIX I.
Receipts and Disbcbsbments of tlio

Council of Education, from 1st January to 31st December, 1874.

KECEIPTS.

To b&lftnoe from 1873...................

„ Amount rcccsTeti from Trea
sury on account of Veto for
1874 ............................................................................

„ Cliurch nud School Estates
Rercnue..... ..................

DISBURSEMENTS.

£ e. d,
12,339 ^ 10
130/000

O

O

1^00 3

4

General Management.
By salaries and allowances ....................
j, Repairs, rent, and furniture
If Books, binding, printing, and stationery
#J Hisocllaneous expenses:—
Duty stamps and telegrams £ 7 10
Clerical aid and labour ....... 63 6
Furniture, fuel, and light ... 14 o
TrarelLmg expenses
and
fretglit ................................... 48 7
Sundry small expenses ....... 42 18

£ s. d.
6,217 i° 11
631 19 10
656 3 °

176

3 o

7,681 16 9
.
.
1
,
,

„
„
„
„

,,
,,
„
^
„

Inspection.
Salaries and allowances ............. .
Rent ... ... ....................... ... ....
..
Books, printing, and stationery
Travelling expenses .......................
Miscellaneous expenses................
Sundry smalt expenses...............

5,591 15 2
So 0

i37

o

13

=

30 18

7

1,685

3 6

7,525 *0 5

Training DEPAntaiExT.
Salaries and allowances .............
Repairs and furniture .................
Book?, printing, and stalioncry..
Miscellaneous expenses .............
Sundry small expenses............

3425 5 1

Fuin.to Scuuols.
Salaries and allowances.........................
Buildings,repairs, rent, and furniture
Books, printing, mid stationery
Travelling expenses ...................................
Miscellaneous expenses:—
Ardiitcct's a.mmission ....... 127 18 11
Sundry small expenses ....... 20 5 8

Provisional Schools.
,.Salaries and allowances .............
, "Repairs and furniture .................
? Books, printing,nnd stationery..
, Travelling expenses ................. .
, Miscellaneous ox polists .............
Sundry small expenses.............

31 15

2

51,606 17
15.624 6
1,798 n
634 t6

10
4
o
2

148 4

7

3457 0 3

69,812 15 11

10,812 14 4
72 2 o
457 7 9

100

1

o 3
11,344 4

„
„
„
1,
„
„

Half-time Schools.
Salaries and allowances ..............
Repairs and furniture .................
Books, printing, aod stationery
Travelling expenses ......................
Forage alio wan eos ........................
Miscellaneous expenses .............
Sundry small expunges..............

3.985 13 10
23 7 o
123 I5 8
43 o o

413 15 0
4,588

Certified Denominational Churou of
EnGMND SCHOOL'*,
„ Salaries and allowances ........................
Repairs and furniture ............................
Books, printing, and stationery ........ .
„ Travelling expenses, ........ ....................... .
n ilisecllaneous expenses ................. .......
Sundry i«niall expensCj;........................

„
„
„
„
,,

Certified Denominational Roman
Catholic School
Salaries and allowances .........................
Repair* nnd furnitnro .............................
Books, printing, und stalionery.............
Travelling expenses ................. ...............
Miscellaneous expeosos.............................
Sundry small expenses.........................

Certified Denominational Presbyterian
Schools.
If SaJarlos and allowances ................ ....... .
Repairs and furniture ............................. .
Books, priutnig, and stationery.............
,t Travelling expenses ..................................
„ Hlscelkanunus I'xprnses..............................
Sundry small expenses......................... .
Certified Denominational "Wesleyan
Schools
„ Salaries imd allowances ....................... .
„ Repair* and furniture ........................... .
„ Book’s, priiitiug, and stationery............
„ Tremllnig expenses ................................
„ Miscellaneous ex|>ense3...........................
Sundry Email expenses........................
Certified Dinominational Hebrew
bCHOOIi.
„ Salaries and allowances .......................
,, Repairs and furniture ...........................
t, Book*, printing, audstationcry...........
,, Travelling expenses ........ ................... .
„ Miscellaneous cxjiensv*...........................
Sundry expenses...................................
„ Text*books.........................
„ Books for ragged school
„ Balance.............. ......... .

I33t839 i*

2

Sydney: Thomas ItiehardB, Government I'rlnter.—1876.

138—0

it

6

I3»733 o

3

^•9*3 *5

5

12,814 13 6

514 0

8

32Q 9 1
58 18 o
18 19 o

11,330 7 10
184 9 5

12 2
46 G 0

352

M3*

5 a

o

11

23 *7

7

94

236
1^51

7

2

1.366

5

1

i>254 17 1
80 15 8
28 2 4

181 9 9
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20 o o
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JOHN M. GIBSON,
Accountant.
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THE COUNCIL OF EDUCATION

to

HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR,

scumittistj

REPORT UPON DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOLS FOR 1874.

To His Excellency Sip, Heecules George Egbert Eobutsoit, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distin
guished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Govemor-in-Chief of tho Colony of New. South
Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
May it please your Excellency,
_ "We have the honor, in compliance with the requirements of the Public Schools Act, to submit
this our eighth Annual Eeport upon the condition of Certified Denominational Schools, being that for the
year 1874.
■
The number of Certified Denominational Schools in operation during 1874 was 204, being a net 4pp«ndjx A.
decrease of five. In 1873 the number of existing schools of this class was 209. Of these, the undermen
tioned were closed in 1874 :—
Bathurst—Presbyterian.
Kent-strect—Presbyterian.
Vasa—Presbyterian.
St. Leonards—Presbyterian,
Portland Head—Presbyterian.
Parranlatta—Wesleyan.
Hinton—Church of England.
Certificates were granted to the Boman Catholic Schools at Lambton and Gulgong.

Appendix E.

As usual, tbe general condition of Certified Denominational Schools is described in our Eeport
upon Public Schools, but further information as to the several schools inspected is contained in the Appendix CL
appended detailed reports of the Inspectors. A Eoturn showing the number of pupils enrolled and in
Appendix: D.
average attendance, together with the amount paid for school fees, is also appended.
The amounts paid to the different classes of Certified Denominational Schools from the Church and
Schools Estates Eevenue were the following:—
Church of England
Eoman Catholic
Presbyterian ...
Wesleyan
..,

£509 7 0
184 9 5
94 0 11
80 15 8
£868 13 0

We submit this our Eeport upon the Certified Denominational Schools, for the year ending 31st
December, 1874; and in testimony thereof, we have caused our corporate Seal to he affixed hereto, this
fifth day of April, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-five.
(l.s.)

W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

fJ. SMITH, President,
THOMAS HOLT.
S. C. BEOWN.
W. A. DUNCAN.
ALEEED STEPHEN.

APPENDIX A.
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APPENDIX A.

AtxEn'DAhCE of Children at tho Denominational Schools, as certified by the Local Bonrde, for the Quarter ending 31st December, 1874, or
for the last Quarter of that year during which the Schools wore in operation.

AUendance,

Number of Children on Roils.
ha
ots

Nmug of School.

oB.

a!
Si
O
it

CO

5

A _
£
ci O

oO £•
ft

£ ii £5
5 f- O r: £
«o

fj
0

“u

Expeudituro from Public Funds.

Sm

Local Contributions

Total.

S
=H« w50
a> ^
t ft.er*5 £a
&.r4

^s 4.C ti=

sag

SPt fl

CHURCH 01' F.NGIiAND SCHOOLS.

sS

a,

h)

-K.

Bathurst ............
! Benilolbft ...........
Bishops Bridge .
Braidwood ........
Broke ...............
Buchanan ........
Burravraug ........
Borwood............
Cabramatla.......
Camden .............
Campbolltown....
Cituborry...........
Canterbury........
Cassilis................
Castle Hili ........
Christ Church....
Cobbity ..............
Coiowa................
J)apto ................
Darlinghurst
Ocnrnan
Double Bay ..
Dungog..
Emu Plains.
Enfield .
Fox Ground .
Frcdericktoii
Glebe.
Gosford..
Goulbum.
Goutbum North
| Guudagai South
1 Hexham
Janiberoo .
*TcrryJs Plains..
Kempsey
Kurraiong
Liverpool.
Lord's Forest .
Macquarie Itircr
Maitland East ...
Maitland (St Mary's)
.
Maiilaud West (Si PanCs) .
Jlillcr‘3 Forest
Morpeth
M oruya..
MudgecMuiclebrook
Karelian. .
Newcastle (St. John’s)...........
Newcastle (Christ Church)
Kewtown .
Paddington.............
Parramatta ..........
Parramatta North..
Parramatta-street..
PaterBon .................
Pennant Hills.........
I’eturghfim .............
Pitt Town ...............
Pyrmont .................
Kandwick.................
Raymond TerraceKedfurn.....................
Hichmond ............
House Hill .............
Hyde .
Scone.
: Seven Hilts .
Singleton
50 fa l a
Boulh Creek..
St Andrew's .
51 James’s
dt. Leonards
j St Peter's
St Phillip'sStroud
Surry Hills
Sutton Forest.
Tamwnrth .
Terrara.
Trinity .
tt'ftllpend.
Waterloo .
Waverley .
Wilberforcc.

4
58 28 86 50
2
142 119 261 189
4
159 133 292 243
22
2q 50
3
10 10 26 ...
47 28 75 61
34 3= 66 47 19
29 22 51 24 12
s
24 37 fii 44
6
39 28 67 5i
9 22 41 27 14
87
7
S
54 33
26 21 41
37
22 il 40 26
9
b
60 44
35
42
28
14
23 x9
7
48 34 82 50
3iO 216 53D 390 10
=3 17 40 40
41 39 SO 42 14
24 26 60 32
9
15= 89 341 I87
20 3= 5 = 35 16
I5i 108 259 196 26
=9 22 .51 4^ 4
30 l6 46 38
4& 44 90 55 24
32 lot 51 25 10
6
35 20 64 41
4
65 46 III 73
19 x9 3& 3*1
188 133
117
3
£
45 33 78 4*
11
8
5
9 >7
22
:
30 5= 23
26 25 .51 37 ...
36 31 6- 45 22
3i =3 54 2; r5
I
29 i? 4b 42
65 46 III I06 ...
I
22
25
47 «
8
2*5 50 32
Go 1^8 130
64 34 98 »■
1
38 30 68
4& 98 37 3:
6
40 75 61
II
57 in
133 29a 230
3
6: 131 117
23 3« 3‘
41 86 7<
202
E
. 141
5
tu 238 I so.
43! 8c S’
. S5 6, is: 12:
7
72
12
14!
.5
c
srJ 451 41"
K> 3] 2:
5C ...
3
6 14I 9*
6
3( 1.>
8 IV iGc ...
J
64
l
5
2
4

54‘6 '144

13

15

500

°

1799 204 4 8
iSi-6 257 6 10

33

22
20

30
10

no+ 18 2

G8

6

0

0 0
0 0
___

400
90 0 o
92 15 6

3

s. d £ s. d. £

£

£ s. d. £ s. (1. £

4 13 8
20 O O

o

7

5 0 0

3

20 0 0
9 T 2

.......

...

...

d.

16
10
17
3
ig
17
19
12
8
10
11
10
11

3
3$
6
6
10
4
2
4
0
9
6
I
5
9
3
0
6

37 2

.. ...

3

34

1

......

5

39 !9

67 17

1
46

£

s.

101
216
261
21
0
60
22
32
33
50
22
91
29

?.

d.

437 3

24 8 8
63 9 3
4611 3

18
6
21
1
5

.......
.......

1 14

3

1

1

5

10 0 a
>500
500

3
7

.......

27 10 8
.......
......
. ....

13
S
71 9 8

24

3
...

£0 0 0
7 10 0

8
12
•

3

7

1
2
10
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.......

0

35 17 Si
22Q 11 8J
24 l8 64
41 35 10
52 3 =
35 J7 6
44 3 6
83 0 9
966
149 Ii 6
46 id 5
030
9 IS 3

.......

.......

TO O 0

501 18 ill

IS 9l
139 8
114

138 3 9
105 13 11
178 a 10

34 7 0
36
24
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67

Boo
*10 0
0*13 6 8

...

363 >7 3

2 0
2 a
7 8A

7 4

38 8 3
41 J? 2
87 5 7
66 1 6
58 u 3
31 13 7

0

T9

.......

G
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5
=4i
2
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_____

5 6 0
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4
1
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.......
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23 10 0 211
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......
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igS
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5 II II
0

4
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5
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S 0 c

.......
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5 0 c
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0

155 38'
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5 5
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9 95
3 10
1 “

133 15 8,
390 0 37

8 -

6

0 1
15 2
8 11

......
.......

0176
2
1 9
11 9
12 3
3 6
” 7
244 11 lOj
60 I 0
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03 10 0
7816 4
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35 4

87 13
60 19
75 16
266 76
466 13
124 4
164 11
529 1
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36 3
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33 4
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57 10
273 9

1 16 5 3 i4 ©

8
8
4
11..
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14 10
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538 1+ ni
I96 l8 II
93 13 0
211 6 n
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221 I 1
6oi 17 7J
,
841 5 1°::
3i5 ia 9
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1013 12

130 14 0
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1
7
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APPENDIX A'—continued.
Expenditure from Public Funds. iLocal Contributions

Attendance.

Number of Children on Rolls,

.5

Uame of SchooL
4*

2
©
e p.

3

Eh

K

| ^

Total

^co

'st

E «-g

p 5

t- w 2

-2

I as©

1 »Ph«

"

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SCHOOLS-cwifi'ni/ftf.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d. £ s. d. £
4]
T4|

TVimtsor

Wollongong

35]

39*4

181

5 *'4

3°

21 8
so'S
689

WoodviUo....
Woonoun...
Tas1? ..........

17.
8

Young .....

43'

9

39'

76'+

36-1
16'
ii-g

87-1
37'S

2
20'4

U2-I
634

43

153
152
95
102
138
HI

337

12 11
11 11
0 0
0 O
17 3
IO O

..........

2 3 5
5 5 2
2 10 10
0

5

9

3

14

*0

50a

d.

£ e. a.

£

69 6
u8 3

225 2 7
281 0 7

2
38 12

......
4

e.

33

8

214

s.

d.

130 13

7

*73

9

140 18 2
401 3 o

3

6l 14

4

ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS.
66

Arlelong ............................
Albury ...............................
Appin ...............................
Aroluen ............................
Armldale......................... . •
Baltaiiri ............................

43

66
41
15
225

Uoga ..............................
Brrrlma .............................
Blandfunl............................
Braulwood .........................
Bungemlorc.........................
Burrowa ........................... .
Cnbramatla........................
Camden .............................
Gambol itown ....................
Cftmpi'rdown .....................
Charcoal Creek .... *...........
Clarenco Town ................. .
Concord ............................
Cook:n Rivtr .....................
Cooma ...............................
Daplo ..............................
Double Hay........................
Conlburu ..........................
Grafton.............................
Grenfell ...........................
CJulgong ...........................
Ilayinarket........................
Hill Hud ..........................
Trlishtnvn................. *.......
Jambcroo........ ................
Jembalcumbene ................
Jiigiong ...........................
Kent-.stroct North..............
Kent-alroi't South.............
Jflncumbur........................
Kurrajong ........ ...............
Lmubton ...........................
hnne Gyve .......................
Liverpool ...........................
Lochmvar ........................
Mai Hand East .................
ilaltland West....... ..........
Mnuuiglu .........................
Miller's Turent .................
MittAgong ................... .
Morpeth ...........................
Moruya................ .
Mudgue..............................
Muriclebmok ....................
Nelson .............................
NerrigunUali ....................
Newcastle..........................
Newtown...........................
Oulst .................................
Orange ..............................
radduigton.......................
Parramatta.......................
Parram atta^street.......Penrith.............................
I'clor^haui .......................
Phrcnix Park ....................
Pynnont ..........................
QiKnnbey'in ................... .
Jlaymond Terrace ............ .
KeiiJsdale..........................
lUc.Unioiul.........................
ttuckv Point ...................
Ky-lo' ................................
Smglcton..........................
Sofala .............................
Spaniards’ Hill .................
St. J^unnrd'a ...................
St- ifary's .......................
Surry iftll*.......................
Tarawa............................
Tumut .................. .........
Ulltululla .........................
V'ctorla-slrcct ..............
>rilla Marla.......................
Wnterloo..........................
WavprLy..........................
M’ellmgton ......................
Windsor ..........................
Wollongong.......................
Yasa ...............................
Yunng ..... ......................

45

21

42

65

87

73

44

44

30

26

lot

36

26

48

3°

51

53

a9l

58,

74
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&9

43
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57

48

^3

57

57

44

43

46

44
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126
10S
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23^
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47
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33

3J

28

30

58

45

75'

24
H4

42l
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157

I3t 120
12

26

*4

121

*3

34
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12

47

38

34

75

28
69

=7
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121
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*3

5*5
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60
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116

7i
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43
30
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l86
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26

130
70

23

4*

6

3*

T5

35

215
7B
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i4*
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83

50
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74

76

159

2711 18G

457

46

37

23
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32
27
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20
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26
24

53

168
108
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49

7
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12
*
16
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33

*25

43
13*
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6

58
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82

42

57

67

91

153

4

23
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53

6
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63

49

11
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*3

33

41

74

21

23

44
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77

245

304
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570

34

32

66

27
23

32

59

101

21
164

30

34
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4
9

5
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85

57

44

101

22 9
*g3
18-9

3

V

4
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47 j
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I£4[

5“
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75‘

20 3

53'

22 7

53’

«5

II 2

22 4
l6 Q
iG’fi

93
90
169
69
76
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66
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99

417

90
42
90
96

39'4

74

17-3
35'3

87
67
200 g 276
90
74 4
$3*5 *39
*257
50
i46,i 2*7
54*4
95
78
39*
4**3 102
88
51'7
=65 67
198 =33
126' 280
*5* 66
45-6178
120-5 62
34'9 66
SS'a

103-8
29 5

.3867-3
3°'9

ig‘2
20 g

3*3

51'3

7

iHu

105
7

'd *
83-1 uG
3252 43*
“S
307
45‘9 ; 97
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9

0
10
0
0
1
0
10
2
0
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0
0
9
a
6
D
0
8
3

o
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20'9

87 10 o

140*5
i
17-6

160 2

2
41-2
10 r’3

42*6
37^
107*4
23'5

66*2
34

3°'9
196
*55

*3’6
47 ^

157
*5 5

56-9

456
I9'„
59-8

*25
5
35

*'
‘

18 1

iG'8
25-6
342

218
13 a
64 6
*9‘9
16 a
45'G

J43 5

2047

U7 1

74 '9

263
18*9
165

54'9
34'5

21 8
23'3

168

io3‘3

14*2

24'
64*2
44'3
12 c

55 9

377

75

4*3

68

411

366

12-j
24'4

258

4

12

0

13

43 3

105

i2 o

3007

87'

366
126

768
788
20S 7
54'4

321
30‘5

8i*

42'9
39 9

5o‘4
58'

211 6
14B 15

32*3

102-5
348*2
192

48 I

42-2
33 3

ISB'S
46-5
15^4

78-8

26-3
93'6
53 4

OS'S
62 4

_
8

05 0 o
6

133 2
164 1
414 10
90 o

3
4
9
o

105 12 3
78 o 0
128 19 6
63 8 n
92 12
96 4
83 0

66
*
36 8 >iT4
356

o

120 17

39

118*2

0

II

3

*5

460
12

7

7

1 13 0

126
82
82
1G8
510
316
72
60
96
253
90
201
126
66
132
106
148
131

5

0

3

10
6
3
6

126

o'+S 10

*4

1
1

6

*7

*3

*3

6

B

*7

o o 6 7
JO 0 3 4
11 o •0 12
o 0 d 3
o o 1
o 0 7 4
o 0 2 15

2 17

6

16 1
00
O 4
7 1
13 6

4 *5

:

2 13

9

9 :

7 *3

0

6
8
o
10

9*
3
440 is
171 4 11

9

475

*1

77

*7

8

131 6
li8 16
3

103

9

*73

57

4

204
26

*9

2
lo
n

99
204
650

*7

9

**3

10

0
6
8

113
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9

1
3
6
4
1

1 11
12 9
1 6
7

3

0 10
7

9

3
m
13 17

S
1 7
244
I 11
*93 10 10
290 11 11
149 iG 4
8 5
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113 7

23* i*
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*7

0
67 tG
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3

134
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n

4*2

10

5

*4

4

8
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4

3*7

16
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i
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I
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2

4*

3

40

3

0
0

14

134
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200 16
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9
73*
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148 ig
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1

22

2

203 10
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6
*17 12
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3

158 14

56 19
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24 J3
42 8

156 8

*9

36 2 6

6
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32

1 O

8

4

I
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3
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2 10

*

245 n

lC3 13 fi
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28 12
°
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13
8
112 l8 II
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6
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9
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9
2
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3
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407 17 11

57 I*

3

1 13
3
6

3

30

0 10

3
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53 *3

5

7

3

1*

182 8

2 12
6 7
9 16

*
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”1

108 li

8

4
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*3

5
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18 10
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151 10 loi

3

1

3

5

2Q l6

6 6

3

3

3
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- - .,r

2 8
3

3
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6 16
6

1 13 :
*
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17
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37

2
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3

2 18
77 8 '153 15 6 s 2
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2 g
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1 4 4
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2 17 3 200
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I 6 3 .....
2 12 5 1 6 0
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9
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6 9 642
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0
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0
0
0 13 5 7
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0 0 7 0 2
0 0 4 0 5
0 0 4 2 4
2 2
O O 2 I 3
5 O 5 0 4
10 5 8 2 10
0 0
0 0 3 *7 8
0 0 *4 5 3
0 0 2 s 8
0 8 3 3 4
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11 7 7 *4 7
0 0 *3 0 11
10 0
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4 '4

3

10 8
S3 8

53 3
35

0
0
I
0
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0
0
18
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6

16 14 7
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9‘5
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9
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49-1
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377
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o
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263
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24 8
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24 8
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*35

63
43

35

43
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4

37

150
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20
1
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74 7
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8
6

39
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25
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24
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34'4
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49'
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APPENDIX A—continued.
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APPENDIX B.
Schedule

of Applications for Certificates to Dcnoimriatiouttl Schools, received during the year 1874.
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APPENDIX C.
IKSPBCTOBS’ Reports upon Certified Denominational Schools inspected in 1874.
Aibubt District.

Qotjlbtjhn Distbict.

Armid.u.t District.

MiiTLANn District.

Bbaibwood District.

Mbdoee Disteict.

Camden Disteict.

Newcastle Disteict.

CujtBIiRtiNI) DlSTBICT,

SrrsKr Disteict.

ALBERT DISTRICT.
SumMaey of Report B upon the Certified Denominational Schools inspected during the year 1874,
Albuhy (R.C.) i—Visited, lltli and 12th AugustPresent at examination :—Roys, 86.
The schoolhousc has becu put in thorough repair, and provided with the furniture necessary to itg
complete equipment. There is an ample supply of working materials, and the premises, as a whole,
present an improved and neat appearance. The attendance is reasonably regular, and the general
discipline fairly healthy ; the instruction is duly regulated, and the average proficiency of the pupils
is fair.

$£

7
Adeloxg (R.C) :—Visited, 8th December.
Present at esaitiiimliori—Boyg, 28; girls, 7 ; total, 35.
,
furniture needs repairs—a lavatory and weatlicrshed have yet to be provided, and the general
organization is defective in Mine minor points. The number of pupils enrolled for tho year has been
comparatively small, and of these, many are unpunctual—otherwise the discipline is healthy; the
instruction is judiciously regtdated; and the average proficiency of the several classes is fairly satisfactory.

Corowa fC D.) i—Visited, 21 September.
Present at examination :—Boys, 26 ; girls, 22 ; total 48.
The school buildings are commodious and well designed, but much in need of painting and other
repairs. There is an ample supply of educational appliances, and the whole premises uro carefully kept.
About sixty per cent, of the children of school ages in the locality are enrolled; the attendance is only
tolerably regular, and the requirements of order and attention are but partially met. Tho instruction is
duly regulated, and the average proficiency of the classes ranges from tolerable to fair.
Jttgiosg (R.C.) :—Visited, 1st June.
Present at examination :—Roys, 20 ; girls, 19 ; total, 39.
Since last inspection, tho achoolhouse has been repaired, and additional furniture provided. Threefour!,he of the children in the locality are enrolled, and, apart from the irregularity of the attendance, the
discipline is very fairly effective. Good progress has been made in the several subioctsof instruction, and
the actual proficiency averages very fair.
Tcitut (R.O) :—Visited, 15th June.
Present at examination Roys, 20; girls, 14; total, 34.
^ More suilablc school premises arc needed, but the supply of furniture and working materials is
sufficient. Owing chiefly to the recent change of teachers, the attendance on day of inspection was
comparatively small. The.gencral discipline is vigorous and effective; the work of instruction is diligently
conducted, and the methods of teaching are calculated to strengthen the mental powers of the pupils.
The actual proficiency is moderate, but for this the present teacher is in no way responsible.

EDMUND H. FLANNERY,
Inspector, Albury District.

AEMIDALE DISTEICT.
SuMlfAKT of Reports upon Certified Denominational Schools examined during the year 1874.
L—CHURCH OR ENGLAND SCHOOLS.
'
Fbedeeictos (C.E.):—Regular inspection, 7tli August.

Number enrolled
Bovs, 32 ; girls, 31 ; total, 63.
Number present:—Boya, 25; girls, 27 i total 52.
■ j-a- 1 ,?C'}.00I !s,he,ld in t'le
Placo
worship, n building not unsuitable in most respects, but
inainerently furnished ; the scats especially being cumbersome, and of inconvenient length. The stock of
working materials is adequate; mother respects the material part of the organization is fair. 2 Very
tuir regularity and punctuality are secured, but in other points the effects of the discipline are not satis
factory. Ihe attention of the pupils is unsteady, and the habit of whispering prevails among the
younger children. Greater animation and energy need to bo exercised in conducting all the school operatmns. 3. ihe course of instruction is complete, and regulated by tho usual documents. Judged by
results, the methods are not of a high order. In all but the meebauicnl branches, the proficienev of the
pupi s is much below the standard that should be reached. The average proficiency approaches tolerable.
Eempset East (C.E.) :—Regular inspection, 20th July.
Number enrolled Boys, 25 ; girls, 22 j total, 47.
Number presentBoys, 21; girls, 16 ; total, 37,
1. The sclioolliouse—the C.E. place of worship—is fairly suitable; but the furniture, which
serves for both church and school, is old and ungainly. There is a sufficiency of working appliances in
very fair condition, lu Other points the organization is fair. 2. Many of the elder pupils arc irregular
in their attendance. The discipline m general is fair, but greater energy on tho part of the teacher is
necessary to secure satisfactory activity and industry otnong the pupils. 3. Singing is not taught, hut
0tiruT.ihe.prefCnbe,d eOUrSO °f 1!1Etrael'ion i9 flowed. The methods, as far as noted, are not unsuit
able, but tho teaching lacks vigour aud penetrativeness; and the pupils, oe a rule, are indisposed to exert
themselves. I ho average proficiency is moderate to tolerable.
Tamwobth (C E.) :—General inspection, 1st Jlav.
Number enrolled ;—Boys, 35 ; girls, 24 ; total, 59.
Numborpresent:—Boys, 28; girls, 18; total, 46.
1. the schoolroom is commodious and suitable, cleanly kept, and in very fair repair. Since last
inspection now out-offiees have been provided. The supply of furniture, apparatus, and books, is fully
adequate to existing requirements. 2. As far as can be the case in the absence of drill, the order is Mod.
Ihe government is mild, but reasonably firm and judicious. 3. The lesson documents are carefully com
piled, and appear to have been observed ; and the methods employed are, generally speaking, appropriate,
and applied with fair intclli|enco and energy. The pupils are attentive under examination, and evince
tolerable mental training. The average proficiency exceeds tolerable.

IT.—ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS.
Akmii>ai,e (R.O.) :—General inspection, 14th September.

Number enrolled
Boys, 44 ; girls, 34 ; total, 78.
Number present •—Boya, 34 ; girls, 27; total, 61.
1- Various improvements have been effected since hist inspection ; and, except that tho school ie
rather badly located, tho material condition is now very fair. There is a full supply of furniture, apparatus,
and books, and tho organization is satisfactory in its other features. 2. The children are punctual, very
orderly, obedient, and respectful. In these points, as in others, the condition of the school is in marked
contrast to that m which it was found at the previous inspection. 3. Singing is omitted ; otherwise the
prescribed course is followed, willi the addition of elementary Latin, Euclid, aud French, for the more
advanced pupils of 3rd class, The classification is fair, but tho numbers preponderate in the lower
grades. Tho instruction is Well regulated, and the methods are of very fair quality, and marked by
in elligent and energetic application. The average proficiency of tho pupils rates from/utr fo very fair.
OllAFTOJf

8
GitATioy {R.C-)
Regular inspection. 15th October.
Number enrolled :—33oye, G5 ; girls, •'IS j total, 108.
Number present:—Boys, 48 s girls, 25 j total, /3.
1. The material condition and organization continue fair. The erection of
s®1*0°^'Se3S
contemplated. 2. The discipline hiu improved eince last inspection, though still weak in some poinL.
■
The cKdcation is on the whole correct, and the preparation of the various lesson documents and the
methods of teaching, as far as noted, are of fair merit. The pupils are attonti™ undM^
'work with fair energy, and the results of instruction arc an improvement on those of last year the average
proficiency being nearly/inV.
iii._presbyterian SCHOOL.
Ke^itset Wist, (Pres.)
Regular inspection, 30th JulyNumber enrolled t^—Boys, 43 ; ^irls, 37 ; total, 80,
Number present:—Boys, £6j girls, 33] tol&l, 59*

1 The building is suitable and in verv fair repair, hut another closet is much required. The
general appearance of both schoolhousc mid residence is creditable alike to ^
0Tlhe fu™ toe
try. The material organization of the school is rendered defective by the unsuitableness of
and tho presence of scveml cumbersome articles required in connection with «« «et0^h°cpb,1,^"|^

IV,—WESLEYAN SCHOOLS.
Kegular inspection, 20th October.
Number enrolled
Boys, 15 j girls, 20 ; total, 35.
Number present:—Boys, 10; girls, 15 ; fcota,!, 25.
1 A four-roomed residence has been provided for the teacher since last inspection, and the tohoolroom lias heon^enkrgcd. TheW are rtifi in a dihipidated state, and g.ve the
annearance The stock of working materials is ample, and the organization is fair. 2 llic attendance
hM been low of late, on account of Lkness. Ordinarily the pupils are very fairly regular and punetuoh
The discipline secures quietness and obedience, but the attention of the pupils is no ac
.S ’
.
moral tone is fair. 3- All the prescribed subjects are taught ; the tench,ng, however, lacks vigour aud
penctrativeness. The average proficieucy is ■moderate to tolerable.
Uluarra (Wes.) :—General inspection, 2"th November.
Number enrolled :—Boys, 23; girls, 24; total, 47.
Numberpresent;—Boys, 19; girls, 16; total, 3a.
_
1. Tho schoolroom is used as a place of worship by the Wesleyan body,
There Ta
furniture is not suitable, the desks bemg much teo h.gh and Ihe seats
Carr's Creek (Wes.)

themselves.

The average proficiency is woperate.

j ^ gj^pLEY,

Inspector of Schools,

BEAIDWOOD DISTEICT.
Summaries of Reports furnished on Certified Denominational Schools during the year 1874.

I—CHUKCH OF ENGLAND SCHOOLS.
Eraidwood :—Inspected, 26th October, 1874.
Enrolled
Bovs, 43 ; girls, 25 ; total, 68.
PresentBoys, 39 ; girls, 20; total, 59.
_
_
1 The school is in a good state of repair, and is well supplied with all requisites. 2. The dlsclE’'nc
is satisfactory 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught, except singing. The mark for 9PC^"&
dictation and coographv is above the average, that for writing, arithmetic, grammar and object-lessons,
well up to the average, Lnd that for drawing below. The general proficiency approaches wrg/lnr.
Casrerra :—Inspected, 16th February, 1874.
Enrolled
Boys, 26; girls, 20; total, 46.
Present;—Boys, 26 ; girls, 18; total, 44.
1 New desks have been provided since last inspection, and tho inolcrial condition is “Oratesfactor ' 2 Three-fourths of the pupils ore regular. Except that the children are somewhat inattentive,
to dwcipUne is feir 3 111 the prLribed subjects are taught, and the work of the school is carried on
toneAtte^md with industry. The attainments are of an average character, and the progress made since
Lt inspection is reasonably satisfactory. The general proficieucy is between tolerable mi fair.
MortjvA:—Inspected, 29fh July, 1874.
Enrolled
Boys, 45 ; girls, 42 ; total, 87.
Present:—Boys, 38 ; girls, 33; total, /l.
1 The material condition is good in all respects 2. In quietness, attention, and S01'61''1 orderAll'“

respousiblc for this mark-

9
II—EOHAK CATHOLIC SCHOOLS.
AliALUEJInspected, 9tli June, 1874.
Enrolled
Boys, G9 : girls, 61; total, 130,
Present:—Boys, 60 ; girls, 54; total, 114,
1. The building is in a good state of repair, and is well supplied with alt requisites, There is tho
same defect m organization that was noticed last year. 2. Not quite half the pupils are regular. Except
that too uiudi talking is allowed, tho discipline is fair. 3. The prescribed subjects Are taught, cieopt
drawing. The reading throughout the school is very satisfactory, aud Ihe condition of the upper Sud
elass, numbering twenty-nine pupils about eight years of age, is moat creditable to the tcaohers. In all tho
classes average progress has been made. The general proficiency is fair.
Bega :—Inspected, 25th August, 1874.
Enrolled
Boys, 38 ; girls, 36 ; total, 74.
PresentBoys, 35 ; girls, 27 ; total, 62.
1. rim school and the residence are in good condition, and there is a sufficient supply of furniture
apparatus, and working materials. 2. The discipline is satisfactory, and the government firm and effec
tive. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught. The mark for reading, spelling, dictation, writing,
singing, geography, and object lessons is above tho average, that for arithmetic and grammar up to tho
average, and that for drawing below. The general proficiency is very fair.
Inspected, 27th and 28th October, 1874.
Enrolled
Boys, 80 ; girls, 61; total, 141,
PresentBoys, 67 ; girls, 43 ; total, 115.
.
®le material condition is satisfactory in all respects. 2. Tho discipline has much improved
during the year; the pupils are now orderly, attentive, and well under control, 3. All the prescribed
subjects are taught, except singing and drawing. The condition of the 1st class and the 4th elass is highly
creditable to the teachers. Throughout the school tho mark for every subject is above the average. The
general proficiency is between very fair and good.
°
Beaidwood

:—Inspected, 21st April, 1874.
Enrolled:—Boys, 27 ; girls, 14; total, 41.
PresentBoys, 24 ; girls, 14 ; total, 38.
1. The material condition is satisfactory. 2. Three-fourths of the pupils are regular, and they are
more pnnctual in the morning than they were. Tho diseiplino lias improved in all respects. 3. All tho
prescribed subjects are (aught, except singing. The mark for dictation is above tho average, that for
rea mg, spalling mid writing up to the average, and that for grammar, object-lessons, geoerapliv and
nrilhractm below. The general proficiency is between tolerable and/ai>.
’
Bukoeneoee

Cooma:—Inspected, 26th Eebruarj, 1874.
Enrolled

Boys, 35 ; girls, 15 ; toial, 50.

.

. 1’rMentBoys, 26; girls, 13 ; total, 39.
r
nC «hwl,
sufl’tciently large, but is much out of repair, mid is but imperfectly supplied willi
lurmture, 2. Ihe children talk too much, and are excessively inattentive. 3. All (he prescribed subiocU
are_ attempted except singing, Luring the past two j cars this school has been closed for considerable
periods, and the children have suffered in consequence of the frequent change of teachers. Both in
discipline and attainments i the school has greatly fallen off since it was inspected in 1872. The mark
tins year, for every subject, is below the average. Thcgcneral proficiency is between vaodmih; and tolerable,
Jejieaicumsesi

Inspected, 12th May, 1874.

Enrolled
Boys, 31; girls, 33 ; toial, 64.
.....
„
Present: Boys, 24 ; girls, 27 ; total, 51.
,
,
-11'0 bmhhng though new, is rough, badly lined, very cold in winter, and altogether untidy and
cheerless.. There is a sufficient supply of all requisites. 2. About half the pupils are regular, but many
get late ifl the morning. The discipline is satisfactory. 3. Al! tho prescribed subjects arc taught except
singing. Ihe mark for dictation is.nbove the average; that for reading, writing, grammar, and geography
slightly beyemd/ V*11111
^°r
'easol,s' whlimetic, and drawing, below. The general proficiency is
Horuva (Boys) i—Inspected, 20th July, 1874.

Enrolled17.
wv

• ■

■

Present:—31.

.
When visited, this school was not in regular working order.
in a very unsatisfactory condition. A new teacher is now in charge.

Speaking generally, the school was

Mourn (Girls):—Inspected, 21st July, 1874,
Enrolled :—49.
_
Present:—46.
1. The material condition is satisfactory. 2. Only about half the pupils are regular. The disci
pline is sound. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught except singing. The mark for reading, spelling,
dictation, grammar, geography, and object lessons is above the average, and that for all other subject
well up to the average. Considering tbe amount of work thrown upon the teacher by four classes' tho
state ot the school is highly creditable to her. The general proficiency ie veryfair.
Inspected, 7th August, 1871.
Enrolled
Boys, 21 • girls, 11; total, 32.
. .
Present:—Boys, 17 ; girls, 10; total, £7.
L Tho building and outfit are satisfactory. 2. The children arc not punctual in the morning;
there is far too much talking allowed in school; and the discipline generally has fallen off since last
inspection. 3. Tho children in class III show considerable ability, and answer with accuracy, but tho
pupils in the lower classes arc not relatively so well trained The mark for reading is above the average ;
that ior dictation, arithmetic, ami geography, is up to the average ; aud that for other subjects is below.
The general proficiency is between fair and very fair.
Nekutouseah

Queametas' :—Inspected, 12th February, 1874.
Enrolled :—Boys, 28 ; girls, 19; total, 47.
Present i—Boys, 19 ; girls, 12; total, 31.
1. The building and furniture are in a satisfactory condition 2. Not more than half the pupils
are regular, ami the unpunctuality in the morning is excessive. Tho children talk, copy, and lounge
about, and tho discipline in every way is loose. The government is feeble, and the whole spirit of tho
school depressing. 3. Partly owing to irregularity and partly to want of vigour and determination in the
teaching, the attainments are very poor, and tho progress made since last inspection is unsatisfactory, Tho
average proficiency is between indifferent and moderate. A new teacher has been placed in charge.
'

137—B
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Beidsdale

11*
10
BEiDSBiM :—Inspected, 1st June, 1874.
Enrolled
Boys, 29 ; girls, 30; total, 59.
Present:—Boys, 24: girls, 2G; total, 50.
1. The building is old and eliabby, draughty and uncomfortable, but there is a fair supply of
apparatus. 2. Owing to distance and tho demand for children’s labour, not more than half tho pupils are
regular. Tho discipline is good. 3. All the prescribed subjects are taught except singing and drawing.
The attainments are of an average character, giving a general proficiency approaching to/air.
J. C. MAYNARD,
Inspector, Eraidwood District.

CAMDEN DISTEICT.
CERTIFIED DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOLS.
SrjiM.vuY of Reports for 1874.
The following remarks are abridged statements of my detailed reports upon the condition of the Denom
inational Schools inspected by me during the year 1874. The remarks chiefly relate to the materia
condition and organization of tho schools, the gcimral_ discipline and moral training, tho subjects and
methods of instruction, and tho progress of tho pupils in learning.
CHURCH OF ENGLAND SCHOOLS.
AsiuiexiD :—Visited, 17th December.
Pupils enrolled:—Boys, 58 ; girls, 26 ; total, 84.
.
At examinationBoys, 37 ( girls, 14 j total, 51.
A rerfdenco for the teacher and weather-sheds are required, but the supply of furniture, apparatus,
and books is sufficient. The pupils are clean, orderly, and attentive to their work, but not all sufficiently
punctual. All tho prescribed subjects are taught. The average attendance of the pupils enrolled is 64
days per cent. There are no free pupils, but eight children of the educable ages in the locality are not
under school instruction. The pupils answered, so far as examined, about 70 per cent, of tbe questions
asked, and the proficiency in very fair.
'
Camden :—Visited, 29th April.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 47; girls, 29; total, 76.
At examination :—Boys, 42 ; girls, 28 ; total, 70.
The buildings have been painted, La6pegs supplied, and a portico erected since last inspection, but
lavatories and weather-sheds are still required. There is a comfortable residence for the teacher. Ino
government and general discipline are satisfactory. All the prescribed subjects are taught. The average
attendance of the pupils enrolled is 70 days per cent. There are seven free pupils, but the teacher is not
aware of any C.E. children of the educable ages in tbe town or vicinity not under school instruction. /O
per cent, of the questions asked at tbe examination were answered, aud tbs proficiency of tho pupils is
very fair.
Casiedelltown i—Visited, 8th June.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 39; girls, 26 ; total, 65.
At examination :—Boys, 26 ; girls, 17; total, 43.
A doss-room, a lavatory, and a weather-shed, are required. The books are much worn, and addi
tional appaiatus needed. The government is lax, aud the general discipline is unsatisfactory. Singing is
not taught. Tho overage attendance of tho pupils enrolled is 66 days per cent. There are nine free pupils,
and about twenty children of the educable ages in tho locality not under school instruction. About 50
percent, of tho questions asked at the examination were answered, and tho proficiency of the pupils is
tolerable.
.
Canteebtjby ;—Visited, 25th June.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 36 ; girls, 23 ; total, 59.
.
At examiuation :—Boys, 28 j girls, 19 ; total, 47.
, Tho schoolroom and closets have been put in proper repair, and hat-pegs supplied since Uio lost
inspection, but lavatories and wcathcr-shods are required. There is no residence for the teacher, hut the
working materials arc sufficient. All the proscribed subjects are taught, and the general discipline tins
been improved since last year. There are thirteen free pupils, and fifteen children of the cducahle ages
in the neighbourhood not under school instruction. The average attendance of the scholars enrolled is
66 davs per cent. 60 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination wore answered, and the profi
ciency is fair.
Dapto :—Visited, 22nd October.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 34 j girls, 26 ; total, 60.
At examination :—Boys, 31; girls, 21 ; total, 52.
Lavatories, a weather-shed, more hat-pegs, and tho painting of tho buildings are required, hut the
working materials arc sufficient. The general discipline is fairly effective in most respects. Singing is
not taught. The average attendance of the clilldreu enrolled ie 60 days per cent. There are thirteen
free pupils, and seven children of the educable ages in tho locality not receiving school instruction. 62
per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and tho progress of the pupils m
per
learning is fair.
Entieed :—Visited, 26(h June.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 34 ; girls, 32 ; total, 66,
At examination :—Roys, 10 ; girls, 7 j total, 17.
.
The desks have been repaired, a kitchen built, and tho rooms of the residence papered since the
last inspection. The erection of lavatories is in progress. The eimll attendance of scholars at the
examination was caused by tho wet morning. The working materials are sufficient. The average attend
ance of the children enrolled is 66 days per cent. There are no free pupils, but ten children of tho
educable ages in the locality are not attending school. The scholars answered about 50 per cent, of the
questions asked at the examination. Tho teacher has been only a few montlis in charge of tho school, and
the attainments of the pupils are tolerable.
EoxanorND:—Visited, 3rd December.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 32 ; girls, 19 ; total, 51.
At examinationBoys, 21; girls, 16 ; total, 37.
Lavatories aud weather-sheds are required, hut in all other respects the material condition of the
school is reasonably good. Tho furniture, apparatus, and books, arc sufficient, and the general discipline
is fairly effective. Singing is not tougbt. The avemge attendance of t]ie scholars enrolled is 70 days per
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cent. There nrc uo free jiupils, but fifteen cLilcIron of Uic oduenblo ages Tvithin a reasonable distance of
the Bcliool are not attending. The scholars answered, so for ns examined, about 50 per cent, of the ques
tions asked, and their proficiency is tolerable.
LiTEiirooL;—Visited, 15th July.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 52 ; girls, 40; total, 92.
At ciaininntion :—Boys, 47 ; girls, 38; total, 80.
_ A schoolroom and out-butldings of brick and shingles have been erected since last inspection j but
fencing, lavatories, a bell, weather-sheds, and a now residence for the teacher, arc much needed. Three
more forms and additional hat-pegs arc required. The general discipline has been improved since last
year. AU the subjects of instruction prescribed by the Council are taught, and the elder boys arc well
advanced in squad drill. Tho average attendance of the pupils enrolled is 66 days per cent. There are
eleven free pupils, and about twenty C.E. children of the educable ages in the town and vicinity not
under school instruction. 70 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the
proficiency of the scholars is very fair.
Lobe's Fobbsi :—Visited, 1st September.
Pupils enrolled:—Boys, 29 ; girls, 22; total, 51.
At examinationBoys, 22 ; girls, 17; total, 39.
Lavatories and a residence for the teacher are required; but otherwise, the material condition of
tho school is fairly satisfactory. The children are clean, orderly, and attentive to their lessons. All tho
prescribed subjects arc taught. There are seven free pupils, and* about forty children of the educable ages
in the neighbourhood not under school instruction. 60 per. cent of the questions asked at the examina
tion were answered, and the proficiency of the pupils is fair.
Macquaeie Riveb

Visited, 20th May.

Pupils enrolled
Bays, 24 ; girls, 21; total, 45.
At examination :—Boys, 22; girls, 19; total, 41.

'
■

Lavatories, a woathor-shed, a closet for the girls, a chimney for the residence, a hell and hat-pegs,
arc required, and the buildings are in much need of painting. The supply of furniture, apparatus, and
books, is sufficient, and tho genernl discipline is satisfactory. The avonigo attendance of tbe children
enrolled is 73 days per cent. Singing is not taught. There are five free pupils, and about forty children
of the educable .ages in the locality not under school instruction. About 60 per cent, of tho questions
asked at tho examination wore answered, and the proficiency is fair.

*

KahelIiAS :—Visited, 8th May.
Pupils enrolled
Boys, 16 ; girls, 23; total, 39.
At examination :—Boys, 14; girls, 22 ; total, 86.
The material condition of the school is in all respects reasonably good. The pupils are punctual,
clfien and orderly, and nt-tenLivc to their lessons. All the subjects prescribed are taught, There arc nine
teen free pupils, but only throe children of the educable ages in the neighbourhood not attending school.
The average attendance of tbe children enrolled is 60 days per cent. About 70 per cent, of the questions
asked at the examination were answered, and tbe attainments of the pupils arc very fair.
Woleosgosg :—Visited, 16th September.
Pupils enrolled:—Boys, 70; girls, 48; total, 118.
At examination :—Boys, 60 ; girls, 33 ; total, 93.

.
■

Lavatories, weather-sheds, and a bell are required, but otherwise tho material condition of tbe
school is good.. The supply of furniture and working materials is sufficient. The children arc clean and
orderly, attentive, and respectful in their manners. All the subjects of instruction prescribed ore taught
The averago attendance of tbe children enrolled is 80 days per cent. There are no free pupils, and the
teacher is not aware of any C.E. children of the educable ages in the town or vicinity growing up without
instruction. 70 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the progress of
the scholars in learning is very fair.
°
Woososa
,

’

Visited, Gth August.

Pupils enrolled
Boys, 29; girls, 23 ; total, 52.
At examination :—Boys, 21; girls, 17 ; total, 38.

Woathcr-shcds, lavatories, a new kitchen, and a bcll^nre required, nnd all tho buildingsnccd'repairsThefunuturc, apparatus, and books, are sudicicut. Singing is not taught.. Tho children are clcuu and
orderly, anymore attentive than formerly. The average attendance of the scholars enrolled is 54 days
per cent. There are three free pupils, and nine children of tho educable ages in the locality not receiving
school instruction. About 60 per cent, of the questions asked at tho examination were answered, and the
attainments of the pupils are fair.
ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS.
Arrr.N-Visited, 21st July.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 20 ; girls, IS ; total, 38.
At examination :—Boys, 19 ; girls, 16 ; total, 35.
The schoolroom needs painting ; there arc no lavatories, and the weather-shed requires roofing.
There is a comfortable residence for tho teacher, and the supply of furniture, apparatus, and books is
sufficient. Hie general discipline has been improved under the present teacher, and all the subjects of
instruction are taught. The average attendance of the pupils enrolled is about 75 days per cent. There
arc eleven free pupils, but no children of tho educable ages in the locality giowing up without school in
struction. The pupils answered 50 per cent, of tho questions asked at the examination, and the proficiency
is tolerable.
1
J
Bab GO:—Visited 24tb July.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 14; girls, 13 ; total, 27.
At examination :—Boys, 14 ; girls, 13 ; total, 27.
Lavatories, fencing, hat-pegs, a table, two chairs, anti a book-press are required. There is a
residence for the teacher, and the desks, forms, apparatus, and books, are sufficient. The general discipline
is passable, but singing is not taught. Tho average attendance of tbe pupils enrolled is 90 days per
cent; _ There arc cloven free pupils, aud all the children of the educable ages in the ncb'bbourhood ore
receiving school instruction. About 50 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination5were answered,
and tbe proficiency of the pupils is tolerable.
■

,

Camdes

Visited, 30th April.

Pupils enrolled :—Boys, ]fi ; girls, 29 ; total, 48.
At exam illation :—Boys, 14; girls, 21; total, 35.
, Tho buildings have been repaired since last inspection, and tho furniture, apparatus, and books, aro
sufficient. Tbe general discipline is fairly effective, and all the prescribed subjects are taught. The
averago

*

average attendance of the scholars enrolled is GO days per cent. There ore twelve free pupils, and thirteen
children of the educable ages in the town and vicinity not receiving school instruction. Fifty per cent,
of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and tho attainments of the soholars are
tolerable.
*
CiMPiiELMOWs :—Visited, 18th Juno,
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 57 : girls, oo ; total, 112.
At examination .—Boy®, IS ; girls, 27; total, 85.'
The material condition of the school is reasonably good, and tbe general discipline is satisfactory.
Tbe furniture is not of modern construction, but the supply of apparatus and books is suflicicnt. AU
1.1 ie prescribed subjects arc taugbt. The average attendance of tbe children enrolled is 6G days per ccntTherc arc no free pupils, but there arc ten B. (). children of the educable ages in tbe town and vicinity
not under school instruction. Seventy per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered,
and the attainnients of the pupils arc very fair.

Cuiecoat, Ckeee

Visited, 9th September.

Pupils enrolled i—Boys, 30 ; girls, 37 ; total, 67.

At exanunatio'.!Boys, 25 ; girls, 23 ; total, 48.
A residence for the teacher, lavatories, a boll, and a weatbershed are required ; but tbe supply of
furniture, apparatus, and books is sufficient. The genernl diseiplino is passable in most respects ; but
singing is not taught. The average attendance of the scholars enrolled is 75 days per cent. There are
cloven free pupils, and six children of tlie educable ages in the locality not receiving school instruction.
Fifty-three per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and the attainments of
the pupils arc tolerable.
Dario:—Visited, 28tli October.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 22 ; girts, 19 ; total, 41.
At examination :—Boys, 21; girls, IG ; total, 37.
Lavatories, a nealher-shed, and a supply of water, are required; but the stock of furniture,
apparatus, and books, is sufficient. The government and genera] discipline of the school are good, but
singing is not langlit, There are eight free pupils, but no children of the educable ages in the neighhourliood are growing up without school instruction. The average attendance of the pupils enrolled isG3
days per cent. About 75 per cent, of tho questions asked at the examination were answered, and the pro
ficiency of the scholars is above very fair.
InisiiTows :—Visited, 23th February.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 34; girls, 29 ; total, 63.
At examination :—Buys, 22 ; girls, 21; total, 43.
Lavatories, hat-pegs, another closet, and weather-sheds, are required ; but the furniture, apparatus,
and houlis, are siitTu-iinit.. There is a pomforlable residence for the leather, and the general discipline is
passable; but singing is not taugbt. The average attendance of tho scholars is 66 (lays per rent. There
are twenty-four free pupils, and twenty- child: en of the educable ages in the locality not receiving school
instruction. About 50 per cent, of the questions asked at tbe examination were answered, and tile pro
ficiency is tolerable.

Livetivool :—Visited, 10th February.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 31; girls, 40 ; total, 71*.
At examination :—Boys, 30 ; girls, 25 ; total, 55.
There is a cemfortablc residence for the teacher, and the buildings arc in fair repair, but need
painting. The supply of working materials is sufficient, mid the general discipline lias been much
improved during the year; but. singing is not taught. The average attendance of I be scholars enrolled is
70 ilnys per cent. There are seventeen free pupils, but the teacher states there arc no ll.C. children in
the town or vicinity growing up without selioolTnstruetion. 57 per cent, of tbe questions asked at the
examination were answered ; the attainments of the pupils are nearly fair.
'
JfiiNAxaLK:—Visited, 9th May.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 26 ; girh, 17 ; total, 43.
At examination:—Hoys, 22 ; girls, 16 ; total, 38.
Lava!ori-s and weather-sheds are still required ; but the working materials are sufficient, and the
buildings tire in fair repair. The pupils are clean and oiderly, and more attentive than formerly ; singing
and drawing are not taught. Tlie average utteinluicc of tlio jmpils enrolled is 66 days per cent. There
are no free pupils; but ten children of tbe educable ages in tbe neighbourhood are not receiving school
instruction, 57 percent, of tbe questions asked at the examination were answered, and the attainments
of the pupils are very- fair,
f

Tup Oaks:—Vidted, loth May.
Pupil: enrolled :—Boys, 26 ; girls, 26 ; total, 52.

At examination :—Boys, 18 ; girls, 20; total, 38There is no residence for the lonelier, and lavatories are required ; but otherwise the material con
dition is goo 1. The general discipline is fairly effective, but singing is not taugbt. The average attend
ance of the scholars enrolled is GO days per cent. There arc ten free pupils, and only three children of
the educable ugrs in tho neighbourhood not receiving school instruction. 60 per cent of the questions
asked at llic examination were answered, and tbe proficiency of the pupils is fair.
Bockx Point

Visited, IGth April.

.

Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 13 ; girls, 20 ; total, 33.
At examination :—Boys, 11; girls, 20 ; total, 31.
A residence for the teacher, lavatories, a wrallier-shed, and some additional bat-pegs, arc required :
but the schoolroom is in good repair,hind the furniture, apparatus, and books, are sufficient. Tbe general
discipline admits of considerable improvement, and singing and drawing arc not taught. Tbe average
attendance of the scholars enrolled is 06 days per cent. There arc twelve free pupils, and ten children of
the educable ages in the locality not receiving school instruction. About 60 per cent, of tbe questions
asked at the examination wore answered, and tbe attainments of tbe scholars arc tolerable.
Si'AKiATtDfl lltti,:—Visited, 13th May.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 25 ; girls, 18 ; total, 43.
At examination ;—Buys, 21 ; ghls, 12 ; total, 33.
Fencing, lavatories, and a weather-shed are required; hot the supply of working materials 1
sufficient. The pupils are clean and oiderly, but wanting in attention. All the preFcribed subjects are
taught, but the methods of tuition are defecliv 0. The average attendance of the scholars enrolled is 62
I’ayj per cent., but they are not sufficiently punctual. There are fourteen free pupils, and six children of
th : odiimblc ages in the locality nut under school instniction. 40 per cent, of the questions asked at the
examination were amwcied. 'j lie attainments of the scholars are only moderate.

WomoxcKnra —
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Wolionsonq :—"Visited, 8tli September.
Pupils enrolled
Boys, 63 ; girls, 5 ; total, 58.
At eiamination :—Boys, 31; girl, 1; total, 32.
Lavatories, a bell, and 'n’cathcr-shcd are required ; but the furniture, apparatus, and boobs, are
sumoient. iThe teacher’e reeidenco is rather small, and the roof needs some repairs. Tho general discipline
is fairly satisfactory, but singing is not taught. The average attendance of the scholars is 66 days per
cent. ^ 8 here arc three free pupils ; hut no 11.0. children of the edncablc ages in the town or vicinity not
receiving school instruction. 62 per cent, of the questions asked at the examination were answered, and
the attainments of the scholars aro above fair.

PRESBYTERIAN SCHOOLS.
Campbelltown

Yisitod, 3rd February,

Pupils enrolled
Boys, 27 ; girls, 25 ; total, 52.
At examination r—Boys, 21; girls, 14; total, 35.
it ^ "Cnther-shed, lavatories, hat-pegs, repairs to the windows, another closet, and an additional room
o tho teachers residence, are required. The general discipline lias been improved since the last iiiEiicolion, but singing and drawing are not taught. The average attendance of the scholars is 60 days per
cent., and they arc nearly all punctual. There are no free pupils, and only three Presbyterian children of
the eaucublo ages nt tbe town and neighbourhood not receiving school instruction. About 53 per cent, of
the questions asked at tho examination were answered, and the attainments of the scholars are tolerable.
Charcoal Creek

Visited, 11th September.

Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 17 ; girls, 31 ; total, 48.
At examination
Boys, 14 j girls, 26 ; total, 40.
A weather-shod, a lavatory, and a bell are required ; but the buildings aro in fair repair, and tbe
furniture, apparatus, and books, are sufficient. All tho prescribed subjects are taught. The averago
attendance of the pupils enrolled is 75 days per cent., but they are not alt punctual. There ore no free
piq ils, but eight children of the educable ages in the locality aro not attending school. 50 per cent, of
the questions asked at tho examination wore answered, and the attainments of the scholars arc tolerable.

Dapto :—Visited, 27th October.
Pupils enrolled :—Boys, 16; girls, 15 ; total, 31.
At examination :—Boys, 12 ; girls, 12 ; total, 24.
invatory, a weather-shed, a bell, a clock, a book-press, and repairs to theclosets, are required. Tl o
li side walls of the schoolroom need colouring, tho windows arc in bad repair, the scats arc too short, and
the iesideuce needs repairs to tho roof aud now locks to the doors. The discipline is unsatisfactory, and
drawing IS not taught. The average attendance of the scholars enrolled is 74 days per cent., but they
nro very unpunctual. There arc twelve free pupils, but, no children of the educable ages in tho locality
growing up without school instruction. 45 per cent, of tho questions asked at the examination were
ansivoruJlj and tho proficiency of the scholars is between moderate and tolerable*
WESLEYAN SCHOOLS.

Kooky Poikt

Visited, 31st August.

Pupils enrolled
Boys, 31 ; girls, 28 ; total, 59.
At examination
Boya, 22 ; girls, 24 ; total, 46.
, A rcsidencc for tho teacher, a bell, lavatories, and roofing for the weatSicrshed are required, but tbe
supply of furniture, apparatus, and books, is sufficient. Arrangements have been made to repair the win
dows and colour the inside walls of the schoolroom. The general discipline is tolerably satisfactory, but
the nifti-iiclion is very superficial and the methods of tuition defective. Singing is not taught. The
averi ge attendance of the pupils enrolled is 66 days per cent. There are seven free pupils, and twelve
children of the educable ages in the neighbourhood not receiving school instruction. 47 per cent, of tho
questions asked at the cxoininntion were answered. The proficiency of tho scholars is barely tolerable,
W. HTNTYRE,
Inspector, Camden District.

CUMBERLAND DISTRICT.
Summaries of Reports on Denominational Schools for 1874.
•

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SCHOOLS.
Buittfoob

Visited, 23rd July.

'

Numbers presentBoys, 20; girls, 26 ; total, 46.
_ Tho premises arc in need of repair, but the school is fairly supplied with furniture and necessary
teaching appliances. A eai ]y two-thirds of the pupils are regular, and they arc orderly and fairly attentive,
and evince fair accuracy under examination. The government ie firm. The instruction is regulated and
includes nil the subjects enjoined by the Council. The methods are suitable, and tho teaching is charac
terized by industry and care. The average proficiency is fairly satisfactory,
Cadhaitatta :—Visited, 17th September,

Numbers presentBoys, 15 ; girls, 17 ; total, 32.
The site is not central. Repairs effected since last inspection have improved the material condition)
now, on the whole, tolerable. About two-thirds of tho pupils arc regular, and they aro tolerably orderly
and attentive. The discipline is too slack, and the pupils do not manifest much accuracy, or apply them
selves with vigour to their work. The subjects do not embrace object lessons, singing, or drawing; tho
occupation is faulty,>ud tho teaching wants intelligence and point. The results average from moderate
lo tolerable.
b

Castle Hill :—Visited, 3rd December.
. Numbers presentBoys, 31; girls, 26 ; total, 67.
The playground is too small, but otherwise the material condition is fair. The pupils arc fairly
orderly, and on the whole very fairly attentive. Their answering is fairly accurate, but their self-reliance
needs fostering.^ The government is mild, but needs sustained watchfulness. The subjects of instruction
are those prescribed ; the methods are suitable ; aud the teaching is marked by industry and care. Tbs
average proficiency is fairly satisfact ory.
Corbitt
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Cobbixt :—Visited, 18th September.
Numbers proeent:—Boys, 1? ; girls, 13 ; total, 30.
The material condition of the school is reasonably satisfactory. About seven-tenths of the pupils
are regular. The first class is very disorderly, but the second and third are tolerably orderly and attentive.
Tho government needs greater promptness and vigilance to restrain and prevent disorder. The subjects are
tolerably regulated, and they arc those prescribed. Tho occupation of tbe pupils is tolerably provided
for, and tbe methods and teaching are moderately effective. The average proficiency is from moderate to
tolerable. More earnest self-reliant effort on tbe part of the pupils and more vigorous teaching and dis
cipline arc necessary to raise the attainments.
Emu :—Visited, 27th April.
Numbers present:—Boys, 26; girls, Id; total, 40.

-

The residence, schoolroom, and out-offices, are all in need of repair. The entire premises rcqmro
painting, and a play-shed, and a tank, together with spouting for the buildings. About three-fifths of tho
pupils are regular, and they aro tolerably orderly and fairly attentive. They are tolerably correct in their
answers, and the government is mild but tolerably firm. The subjects embrace all required for the classi
fication. The teaching ie industrious, but wanting in penetrative force; and the average attainments
rango from moderate to tolerable.
EUBBAJosct:—Visited, 27th May.
Numbers presentBoys, 12; girls, 12; total, 24.
The erection of a detached kitchen is still desirable, but otherwise the material condition is fair.
Two-thirds of the pupils are regular, and they are fairly orderly and attentive. They are tolerably selfreliant, hut slow in answering ; and their mental effort is not vigorous. Tho government is mild, hut
wanting in energy. The instruction comprises all the subjects required j and the teaching is industrious,
but lacking force. The average proficiency is about tolerable. The attendance, on account of the
state of the weather, was smaller than usual.
Paebamatta

Visited, 6th and 7th November.

Numbers present:—Boys, 66; girls, 39 j total, 105.
The material condition of the school is satisfactory. Two-thirds of the pupils are regular; and
they arc, on the whole, fairly orderly and attentive, as well as self-reliant and accurate under examination,
Tho government is firm aud watchful. The instruction embraces all the required subjects, aud is properlyregulated. The teaching is industrious and systematic; and the results are fairly satisfactory.
Pabbamatta, Kobth :—Visited, 4th and 6th November.
Numbers present:—Boys, 69 j girls, 38 ; total, 107.
Weather-sheds have been erected since last inspection. Tho general condition is satisfactory.
About three-fourths of tho pupils are regular, and they are now fairly orderly and attentive, ns wcj! as
self-reliant and accurate. Tho government is now fairly effective. The subjects accord with tho prescribed
requirements, the instruction is regulated, and tho teaching is energetic and fairly intelligent. The average
attainments are fairly satisfactory.
Pensaxt Hiiis :—Visited, 2Glh August.
Numbers present:—Boys, 17 ; girls, 16; total, 33.
The general condition of the premises is satisfactory. The state of the records indicates neglect.
About three-fifths of tho pupils aro regular. They are only tolerably orderly or attentive, and their
answering is neither prompt nor of an accurate character. The government appears to want promptness
and vigour. The instruction includes all the subjects ; aud programmes are drown up, but not faithfully
adhered to in all cases. The teaching is defective in penetrative force, and tho average proficiency is
only about tolerable.

Petersham :—Visited, 29th and 30th July.
Numbers present:—Boys, 66 j girls, 51; total, 107.
There is no residence. The material condition is, on the whole, satisfactory. About two-thirds of
the pupils are regular, and they are fairly orderly and attentive, but more earnest application to work is
desirable ; and an iuclination to mutter and talk needs correction. The government- is mild, but wants
vigour and energy. The subjects embrace all prescribed, but object lessons are omitted in tho upper
claaees. The classification is low, about (brec-fifths of tbe pupils being in the first class. Tbe teaching is
defective in vigour, especially in the upper classes; and the attainments are not, taken as a whole, satis
factory, the averago not being beyond tolerable.

Pitt Town:—Visited, 18th June.
Numbers present:—Bovs, 17 ; girls, 21; total, 38.
Tho material condition ie, on the whole, tolerably satisfactory, but tho records are incorrect in
various particulars. About seven-tenths of the pupils appear to he regular, and they are tolerably orderly,
but only moderately attentive. The government needs sustained vigilance and firmness. The instruction
includes all required subjects but singing, and it, is moderately regulated by tho necessary guides. Tho
teaching needs thoroughness and penetrative force to render it effective. The average proficiency is from
moderate to tolerable.
Bicumond :—Visited, 20th May.
Numbers present:—Boys, 36; girls, 27; total, 63.
Tho residence is damp and unhealthy, and the schoolroom is not a good one, but a new brick
building is in course of erection. The school is fairly supplied with necessary teaching appliances. About
two-thirds of the pupils are regular, and the order and attention are fair. They are fairly self-reliant and
accurate under examination. The discipline is fairly effective. All the required subjects aro included in
the instruction, which is regulated with fair skill. The leaching i3 conducted with industry and care, and
the average results reach about fair.
Eoebe Hiij, :—Visited, 25th Juno.

Numbers present:—Boys, 17 j girls, 21; total, 38.
There is a good residence, but the schoolroom is in need of repair, and the furniture requires
renewing ; otherwise the material condition is satisfactory. About seven-tenths of the pupils ore regular,
but they are only moderately punctual- They are tolerably orderly and attentive, as well as self-reliant
and accurate. The government is mild. Singing is omitted from the subjects of instruction. The methods
are suitable, and tho teaching is industrious aud fairly careful. Tho average proficiency is tolerable.
Ride :—
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Ktee :—Tiaitod, 30th November.
Numbers presentBoys, 39; girls, 36; total, 73.
The schoolroom is new, commodious, and suitable, and tho residence is being enlarged and put into
proper repair. Some of tho desks are badly constructed, but on tho whole tho school is fairly supplied
with teaching requisites. About two-thirds of the pupils aro regular, and they are fairly orderly and
attentevo, but need greater power of sustained application to work. The government is mild and fairly
cllective, but would bo improved by greater vigour. All the subjects prescribed are taught; tho lesson
documents aro neatly constructed, and the teaching is industrious and painstaking. Tbe average pro
ficiency is fair.
°
0 r

Seven Hiiis

Visited, 18th March.

Numbers presentBoys, 21; girls, 17; total, 38,
_
The schoolroom is suitable, and is fairly furnished with necessary requisites. Tho records are
incomplete in one or two particulars. About two-thirds of tho pupils are regular, and they aro tolerably
orderly and attentive. They are only moderately self-reliant and correct under examination. The govern
ment wants vigour and watchfulness. Tho instruction embraces all the subjects prescribed, and is regulated
by the usual documents, but they are not closely adhered to in all subjects. The teaching needs greater
force aud thoroughness, aud tho averago proficiency is only moderate.
'

.

South Cheek

Visited, Gth May.

Numbers present i—Boys, 63; girls, 32 ; total, 85.
.
A now closet lias been erected since last inspection, and tho premises are in fair repair. Tho fur
niture is insufficient, aud of inferior qualify. About two-thirds of the pupils are regular, and they aro
fairly orderly and attentive, n.3 well ay accurate under examination* The government seems vigorous and
watchful. Tho subjects include all those prescribed, except singing. The classification is low. Tho
teaching ig conducted with energy, and the average attainments are nearly fair.
Wilbkhfoece

Visited, 19th June.

Numbers presentBoys, 27 ; girls, 27 ; total, 64
i i
.t®aclier’e residence needs repair, but in other respects tho material condition is fair. Tho
school is fairly supplied witli necessary teaching appliances. Tho pupils are clean, orderly, and fairly
attentive, and they show tolerable self-reliance aud accuracy under examination. About two-thirds of
them arc regular. The discipline is mild, but fairly firm and effective. Tho prescribed subjects aro
taught, and the instruction is regulated ; tho classification is appropriate ; and the teaching is conducted
with animation and energy. The average attainments are tolerable.
Windsob:—Visited, 12th June.
Numbers present:—Boys, 34; girls, 32; total, 66.
d'hc schoolroom is in fair condition, but tho teacher’s residence is in need of repair, and tho walls of
the schoolroom require white-washing.
About seven-tenths of the pupils are regular, aud they are fairly
orderly and attentive. They are tolerably self-reliant and accurate, but do not manifest such readiness in
answering as is desirable. The government seems mild, but somewhat impulsive. Tbe subjects embrace
all prescribed, the methods aro suitable, aud the teaching seems industrious, but wanting in forco. The
averago results are nearly fair.

Castleheigh (Wesleyan)

Visited, 29th April.

Numbers presentBoys, 28; girls, 16; total, 44
There is no residence, but several minor improvements have been effected since last inspection, and
tho school is fairly furnished with teaching appliances. About two-thirds of tho pupils, arc regular. They
are tolerably orderly and fairly attentive. The government is mild. The instruction is regulated, and
comprises all required subjects, and tho teaching is industrious and tolerably effective. The average profieiency is about tolerable.
6

Pabbamatta Junction (Presbyterian)

Visited, 6th March.

Numbers present:—Boys, 18; girls, 16 ; total, 34.
In its material aspect the general condition and circumstances of tho school have undergone no
alteration since last inspection. About two-thirds of the pupils are regular, aud they are fairly attentive
but only moderately orderly. They exhibit but little mental activity under examination. The govern
ment seems firm, but needs greater vigilance. Tho subjects do not embrace singing or drawing, The
instruction is moderately regulated, aud the teaching is industrious, but only moderately effective in most
subjects.
The average results are “ moderate.”
This is tbe only Presbyterian school in tho district, and
application lias now (1875) been made for its conversion into a Public one.

BO MAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS.

Cabeamatta i—Visited, 15th September.
Numbers present:—Boys, 16 ; girls, 21; total, 37.
The schoolroom is only moderately suitable, and tbe furniture is insufficient, Tho school is
tolerably furnished with necessary teaching appliances. About two-thirds of the pupils are regular, and
they arc moderately orderly and attentive, but neither prompt nor accurate in their answering. The
government needs promptness and vigour. The instruction embraces all tho subjects prescribed for tbe
classification.
Tho teaching wants point and vigour, and the attainments are low, being only from
“ indifferent to moderate.”
The present teacher has not been long in charge of the school.

Ooxcobd :—Visited, 22nd July,
Numbers present:—Boys, 27; girls, 7; total, 34.
The internal arrangements of ihe school continue as at tho previous inspection. The residence is
too small, and not in very good repair, and a book-press and table are necessary. About two-thirds of tho
pupils aro regular, hut they are only tolerably orderly and attentive, aud only moderately accurate. They
are listless and apathetic, and few appear to care to answer. The discipline is slack. Tho subjects accord
witli the requirements of the Council. The methods are tolerably suitable, but are not applied with
energy; the teaching lacks animation and vigour; and tho results average about moderate.

KubeAJONQ :—
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KtmHiJOlTO-:—YiaitcJ, 2Gtli May.
Numbers presentBoys, 10; girls, 9 j total, 26.
The desk accommodation is insufficient, and a suitable book press is required. The closets are in
need of repair, and greater care is necessary in keeping the records. The pupils are very irregular, the
averago for tho previous quarter having been only about 55 per cent. They are tolerably orderly and
attentive, but are only moderately self-reliant and accurate, and their power of mental effort is weak. Tho
government is only moderately affective. Tbe instruction embraces all prescribed but singing. The
classification is not j udicious. The leaching is of a mechanical character, and the average proficiency is
about moderate.

Lane Cove :—Visited, 3rd September.
Numbers present:—Boys, 25; girls, 13; total, 38.
Tho furniture is clumsy and insufficient, and the supply of materials is tolerable. The records are
incomplete and incorrect in several particulars. About two-thirds of tho pupils are regular, but they
are only moderately orderly or attentive. They appear little inclined to mental eiertion, and their
answering is neither prompt nor accurate.
The government is not strict enough. The instruction
embraces all the subjects, but the classification is indifferent, and the methods are of similar quality. Tho
teaching is pointless and unintelligent, and the results give an average of barely moderate.
Nelson

Visited, 24th June.

Numbers present:—Boys, IS; girls, IG; total, 34.
In its material aspect this school may bo regarded as tolerably satisfactory. About throe-fourths
of the pupils appear to be regular, but they are only moderately orderly or attentive, and their answering
is neither prompt nor thoughtful. The government is not sufficiently strict. Singing is omitted, but
otherwise tbe subjects accord with tbe Council’s requirements. The teaching is defective in intelligence
and vigour, and the averago proficiency is not satisfactory, being less than moderate.
■
PaEKAMATTA -—Visited, 3rd November.
Numbers present;—Boys, 44; girls, 43; total, 87.
There is no residence, but the schoolroom is largo and airy, but now closets have been erected since
last inspection. The furniture, cseept two desks, is of a clumsy and unwieldy character. The lavatories
need covering in and suitable entrances thereto, the present arrangement of passing through the school to
reach them being very objectionable. About two-thirds of the pupils ore regular and punctual. They
are orderly aud very fairly attentive. The government is fairly effective, and the prevailing spirit of tho
school is pleasing. Tho instruction is regulated, and includes all the subjects prescribed. The teaching
is careful and industrious, and the results aro about fairly satisfactory. Tho attendance at this school has
much decreased, owing to the opening of another school close to it under ladies of a religious order.
Penrith :—Visited, £4th July.
Numbers present:—Boys, 31; girls, 32 ; total, G3.
Since last inspection a rough slab closet lias been provided for tbe boys, but tho other one is in bad
repair. In other respects tho material condition remains the same os it was last year. About two-thirds
of the pupils ore regular, aud they are fairly- orderly and attentive, hut only tolerably self-reliant and
accurate. The government is mild, but needs greater energy and vigilance. The instruction comprises
all the subjects enjoined by the Council, and is regulated by the usual guides. Tbe teaching is conducted
with industry, but needs greater vigour. Tho averago attainments aro about tolerable.
Peteebham :—Visited, 24th July.
Numbers present :—Boys, 18; girls, 13; total, 31.
Except as regards tbe smallness of tho teacher’s residence, the material condition is fairly satis
factory. About two-thirds of tbe pupils are regular, and they aro fairly orderly and attentive. They aro
tolerably accurate under examination, but do not exert themselves to answer with promptitude. Singing is
omitted, but all other subjects prescribed aro taught, and tbe instruction is regulated. The teaching is
careful, but needs greater application on the part of the pupils to render it effective. The attainments
reach an average of from tolerable to fair.
Richmond :—Visilcd, 19th May.
Numbers presentBoys, 27 ; girls, 42 ; total, 69.
Additional furniture has been provided since last inspection, but otherwise the material condition
continues the same. Two-tliirds of the pupils are regular and punctual. They are fairly orderly and
attentive, as well as accurate in answering. Tho discipline is mild but firm. The instruction isrcgulated,
and embraces all required subjects. The teaching is careful and industrious, and is productive of results
that average about fair.
Ri’DE :—Visited, 1st December.
Numbers present:—Boys, 25 ; girls, 19; total, 44,
The schoolroom is too small; otherwise the material condition is fair. About seven-tenths of the
pupils are regular, and they nro orderly and fairly all entire. They apply themselves to work with industry
and vigour. The government is firm and effective. All prescribed subjects are taugbt, ond the instruction
is regulated by the proper documents. The teaching is intelligent and energetic, and gives an average
proficiency of from fair to very fair.
Villa Maria :—Visited, 13th August.
Numbers present:—Boys, 20; girls, 28 ; total, 4$.
The schoolroom is a good one, and the material condition, generally speaking, is fairly satisfactory,
About seven-tenths of the pupils are regular, ond they are orderly and attentive, as well os very fairly
self-reliant and accurate in their answers. The government is prompt and firm. The subjects accord
with the Council’s requirements; the methods are intelligent, and the leaching is conductod with energy-.
The overage proficiency is nearly very fair.
Windsor :—Visited, 11th and 18th June.

Numbers present:—Boys, 58; girls, 34 ; total, 92.
The teacher's residence is too small, ond it as well as the out-offices ore in need of repair; other
wise tho material condition is satisfactory. About three-fourths of the pupils are regular, and they are
very fairly orderly and attentive. They show considerable animation and readiness in answering, ond the
government is firm. The instruction is regulated, and embraces all tho subjects prescribed. The classifi
cation Las improved since last inspection, but is still marked by the majority of the pupils being in tbe
first class. The teaching is industrious and careful, and tho results aro fairly satisfactory.
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GOTFI/BURN DISTRICT,
Summahies of Reports on Denominational Schools inspected daring the year 1874.
I.—CHURCH OR ENGLAND SCHOOLS.
Bubhawaitg :—Visited, 10th March.
Numbers enrolled : —Lots, 30; girls, 38 j total, 68.
Numbers present:—Boys, 26 ; girls, 33 ; total, 59.
None of the material improvements pointed out as necessary at last inspection liavo been effected.
Inc schoolroom and playground arc not kept with sufficient regard to neatness. The records are defective.
Wet weather has interfered with the regularity of the attendance—at no time a very satisfactory feature
of (he school. Want of punctuality and other loose habits among tho pupils indicate weak discipline.
All required subjects aro proportionately provided for on the prescribed instructional guides. In some
branches, however, tho matter of instruction has been poor, limited and ill-arranged. The results are
uneven ; they average iolerahU. Eor the teaching to become impressive and effective, it wouldneed to bo
conducted with energy more judiciously directed and regulated.
GouLBuny:—Visited, 23rd to 26th February.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 92; girls, 62 ; total, 154.
Numbers presentBoys, 59; girls 43 ; total, 101.
,
premises are in the same dilapidated state last reported, and (he new schoolhousc is still only
in course of erection. The defective arrangements for the management of tho first class having been
rectified, Ihe general internal organisation is now vert/ good, considering the exceedingly defective
material provisions. Accidental causes affected tho attendance at, and previously to tho limelof inspection.
The government is vigorous and healthy, and tho discipline is very fair on tho whole, a great improvement
being observable in the first class. Tho whole instructional arrangements arc satisfactory, and the course
is complete. In algebra and geometry, the matter of the lessons exceeds the requirements of (he standard,
and ni other subjects is up to them. The proficiency is/aw in tho first and second classes, wry fair in tho
third, and good in the fourlh.
North Gotilburst Visited, 27th March.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 32; girls, 36; total, 68.
Numbers present:—Boys, 25 ; girls, 26; total, 51.
A tank has been provided, and other material improvements are in progress. Several of the desks
and forms are unsuitable in their present condition, and a book press is badly wanted. Much valuable
space is taken up by school furniture unsuitable and unavailable for school purposes, and Denominational
hooks ore left in various places about tho school. The attendance is numerous, but somewhat fluctuating.
The government is weak and wavering, and, as a consequence, the children have fallen into loose and
disorderly habits. All subjects required for the (■liirdjclass aro provided for. The teaching is not well
distributed, is superficial in character, not well regulated, and not productive of anything like satisfactory
results. The proficiency of the pupils is below moderate^ and tho general results fall to indifferent.
Sutton Forest Visited, 20th November.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 33 ; girls, 22 ; total, 60.
Numbers present:—Boys, 26 ; girls, 19 ; total, 45.
Lavatory, weather-shod, and Voter supply arc badly wanted. The school is sufficiently furnished
and stocked, and is well kept. Under ordinary circumstances the school, the only one in the township,
secures the enrolment of a large majority of the children. Of late, however, the attendance has been
seriously interfered with by the prcvalance of an epidemic. Ordinarily the attendance of a considerable
number of tho pupils is very irregular, in spite of the teacher’s best efforts to remove the evil. As far as
he can bo held responsible, the general discipline is good. The pupils are properly divided into three
classes, but the first-lass is unnecessarily split up. Tho instruction is well regulated ; tho course includes
all required subjects, except singing, with elementary Latin added for the third class. The overage pro
ficiency is tolerable. Dictation exceedingly weak. The causes of these low results are somewhat complex.
Terr aba :—Visited, 27th July.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 19; girls, 30; total, 49.
Numbers present:—Boys, 14; girls, 27 ; total, 41.
A class-room has been added within the year. Witli one exception, the records aro properly kept.
From Tnrious causes tli& numbers aro lower than usuaL The children enrolled attend with fair regularity
nnd punctuality. In other reepeeis the discipline has become somewhat lax, and is only io&raJ/y satis
factory. Little exception can be taken to the classification and general instructional arrangements. Tho
course of instruction is complete j the methods employed are of modern caste, but are not practised with
the consccutivcncss ond thoroughness necessary to tbe accomplishment of high results. The pupils’
attainments are of very easy range, and their general proficiency averages only slightly above tolerable.
Recent promotions account in part for the comparatively low results.
Vass :—Visited, 30th April and 1st May.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 89 ; girls, 64 j total, 153.
Numbers presentBoys, 73 ; girls, 49; total, 122.
Tho school premises are in the unsatisfactory state last reported, but repairs ore about to be com
menced. These, however, will fall far short of rendering the material organization complete and satis
factory. A good residence has been provided for the teacher. Some of the school movements are unduly
noisy, but as a whole the discipline is very fair. All required subjects up to a fourth class standard aro
taught, and elementary algebra is added. Teaching is carried on with energy and diligence, and produces
results varying from /air to very fair throughout. A temporary diminution of the teaching power
increased the difficulty arising from an otherwise very imperfect organization.

IL—ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS.
Berrima :—Visited, 23rd September.
Numbers enrolled Boys, 17; girls, 22 ; total, 39.
Numbers presentBoys, 14; girls, 19; total, 33.
The condition and tenure of tho premises remain as last reported. The numbers have been below’
the required minimum for the last three quarters, the average for the nine months being only 2G'8. The
discipline is now fair, and the moral tone is healthy. A fourth class has been recently formed. All
required subjects are taught. The instruction is carefully imparted. The results approach fair on tho
average.
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Goulburn (Boys)Visited, 22nd and 23rd Juno.
Number enrolled:—G3.
Number present:—6G.
There has been no change in the school premises since last inspection, hnt a residence for the
teacher has been provided in a separate part of tho town. Tho opening. of St. Patrick's College and
other causes have somewhat effected the attendance, which, however, is still reasonably numcrons. The
>01 ior any Class mgiJVJ lumii a om. A IJ.1J. UUJJ
Hi
VH.OO..I
cation' is the existence of a lower division in tho 1st class, the pupils of which aro only fit for the infants'
school. Singing excepted, all subjects required for tho classification are taught. I he teaching is on
modern methods, and produces on the average/a^ results. The 1st class is voiy weak, and reduces the
mark for the whole school,
Goureurn (Girls’ and Infants'):—Visited, 15th to 18th June.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 39 ; fjirlfl, 138 ; total, 177.
Numbers present:—Boys, 19 ; girls, 84; total, 103.
The material condition and general organization remain as last reported. The proper method of
keeping tho records is now adopted. The stock of appliances is sufficient and in good condition.
Amongst them arc several useful diagrams drawn by the teachers themselves. Tho recognised teaching
power is barely sufficient, but that actually brought into requisition is far more than adequate. Ihe
employment of persons neither paid nor recognised by the Council is still persisted in. The numbers
keep up hut prevalent sickness has interfered with tho regularity of attendance. Last year s inspec
tion backed up by incidental rovisitation and advice, has had the desired effect upon the discipline,
which is now good throughout. Ju the infants' school the improvement is particularly marked. Form
and colour lessons have been added to tbe infants’ school course, but tho theory of music is not taught
to the girls. The character of the instruction has sensibly improved. It is more educative in its ten
dency and is imparted with increased skill- This, combined witli more effective diseiplino, has conBidcrably raised tho general proficiency of the pupils, which now exceeds fair on the average in both
branches of the school.
■
,
,
■
Mittasoso Visited, 17th September.
Numbers enrolledBoys, 22 ; girls, 19; total, 41.
Numbers present:—Boys, 19; girls, 19 ; total, 38.
The building a Homan Catholic Church, has not been altered in any way since last inspection,
The internal organisation has been corrected. 'Within the last three months tbe attendance has slightly
increased. The school is conductod throughout as a Public School. The majority of pupils belong to
Protestant Churches, and the only special religious instruction given is Protestant, Ihe government
has become far more circumspect and judicious. The general discipline is/air. Suitable instructional
arrangements are in forco, the matter of the instruction is generally suitable, and the results achieved
arc' fair
The schoolis rising from the low and precarious state in which it has been for two years
past, but to continue it as at present conducted, under the name of Roman Catholic School, is simply an
anomalj.

.

Tap.ai.oa:—Visited, 21st May.

Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 25; girls, 17; total, 42.
Numbers present; —Boys, IG ; girls, 14 ; total, 30.
A well has been sunk since last inspection. The Council’s property is damaged through the want
of proper bookshelves. The records are defective in some particulars. _ Tho removal of some families

of thc'instractteu'suit.ahlor ^Modern methods are adopted, but they arc practised with only partial effect.
Tho first class is relatively in the most efficient state. The attainments of the whole average below
tolaabU.
Ulladulla ;—Visited, 20th August.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 27 ; girls, 28; total, 55.
Numbers present:—Boys, 25; girls, 27; total, 52.
Tho school has been lined, and hat-pegs have been provided. In some items the school stock is
short The records arc defectively kept in some particulars. The enrolment keeps up, but the
attendance has not been satisfactorily regular. In other respects the general discipline is yoad. Ihe
classification still tends to he over minute. All subjects required for the three classes arc provfficd fur,
except singing and drawing; hut object lessons have been somewhat neglected of late. Ihe average
proficiency approaches very /air.
Vass (Boys):—Visited, 27th and 28th April.
■
Number enrolled:—69.
Number present -.—58.
Tho building and premises remain as last reported. The teaching power is barely sufficient for
the attendance. Thave is an amount of unnecessary noise, as well as some unsteadiness in connection
with tho school operations, particularly in the lower classes; apart from this defect, the discipline is
very fair There arc four classes,-an arrangement justified by tiie attainments of the elder pupils, hut
not well’ adapted to the present teaching power. The work of the school is carried on with diligence
ond verv fair skill. All required subjects except singing are taught, and elementary algebra and
men sural ion are added. On the average tho proficiency exceeds /air, hut in the fourth class nearly
reaches good.
yaSs (Girls)Visited, 29th April.
Number enrolled;—52.
Number present:—50.
IIat-ne',,s three now desks, and a hook press have been added. Some omissions occur in the
records and the con struct ion of (ho programmes was in arrear. The numbers are about stationary.
The attendance is regular and fairty punctual. The discipline as a whole is (oi/raile.^ The pupils are
not keut continuously and profitably occupied ; and a considerable share of work is deputed to a
mouitress unrecognized by the Council. The course of instruction is complete. The teaching is least
effective in the branches requiring skilful explanatory treatment. The proficiency is tolerable.
III.—PRESBYTERIAN SCHOOL.
ShOalhaven

Visited, 23rd and 24th J uly.

Numbers enrolled Boys, 46; girls, 23; total, 08.
Numl.ers present:—Bnys, 43 ; girls, 22; total, (5.
The material condition remains unchanged. Tho inlcrid organisation is as good as is possible
under the circumstance!. The attendance of pupils is numerous, punctual, ond for tho locality wry
u
faijw
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fairly regular. Tho general discipline is wry good. Singing is not tinght; but to the other prescribed
inbjocta up to n fourth class stumlard, elementary algebra anti Latin aro added. The instructional
arrangements are judiciously devised and clearly set forth. The teaching is careful, thorough, and
educative. The pupils' attainments are of full range, and their proficiency averages from eery/air to
good. Tho school is in a good state of efficiency.
■
D. S. HICKS.
____________________________________
Inspector.

MAITLAND DISTEICT.
Summary of Reports upon Certified Denominational Schools for 1874.

I—CHURCH OP ENGLAND SCHOOLSBishop’s Bridge (N.Y.)

Finally closed on tho 31st January, 1874.

'

Broke (N.V.):—Visited, 24th September.

Numbers enrolled Boys, 32; girls, 3-5 ; total, <17.
Numbers presentBoys, 27 ; girls, 24 ; total, 51.
1. Material condition improved, and very fair supply of furniture, fair in quantity aud quality ;
water tank, lavatory, and weatliev-sbed needed; organization tolerable. 2. Attendance not satisfactorily
regular ami punctual, fair order maintained, government tolerably intelligent, but not exacting enough ;
moral tone tolerable and improved. 3, Proscribed subjects taught, lesson documents very fair, and
teaching earnest, but wanting in thoroughness. 4. Average proficiency moderate.
Buchanah (N.V.) :—Visited, 2Gth June.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 27; girls, 25 ; total, 52.
Numbers present:—Boys, 21; girls. 19; total, 40.
1. Schoolhousc commodious, lately repaired, and tolerably suitable ; weather-shed and lavatory
needed ; supply of school requisites fair. 2. Attendance fairly punctual, but irregular and below tbe
minimum ; disciplinary condition of the school tolerable and promising. 3. Prescribed subjects taught,
except singing and sewing; classification and lesson documents of fair merit, and teaching earnest,
animated, and tolerably skilful. 4. Average proficiency tolerable and promising.

'

Dekmah (N.V.):—Visited, 30th November.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 19 ; girls, 32 ; total, 51,
^
Numbers presentBoys, 11; girls, 23 ; total, 34,
*
1. Material condition and organization fair, and aspect clean and respectable. 2. Attendance
Fairly regular and punctual, appearances clean and comfortable, government mild and fairly effective;
moral tone fair. 3. Prescribed subjects taught, instruction fairly well regulated, and teaching earnest,
painstaking, and tolerably skilful. 4. Average proficiency tolerable.
Hinton (N.V.)

Certificate withdrawn in October.
Jbrry's Plains (N.V.)Visited, 21st September.
Numbers enrolled;—Boys, 37; girls, 30; total, (17.
Numbers presentBoys, 23; girls, 15; total, 38.
1. Material condition and organization improved and tolerable. 2. Discipline tolerably effective'
3.' Instruction appropriate and fairly well regulated, and teaching earnest and diligent, tolerably intelli
gent, but wanting in vigour and vivaoity, 4. Average proficiency moderate to tolerable.
East Maitland (N.V.)Visited, 30th April and 1st May.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 71; girls, 56 ; total, 127.
.
Numbers presentBoys, 57; girls, 26 ; total, 83.
1. Supply of water, lavatories, additional hat-pegs, and out-offices, still needed; material organi
zation otherwise satisfactory. 2. Attendance 20 per cent, less than that of last year; two-thirds
regular, and very fairly punctual. Discipline mild, and fairly intelligent, but not vigilant and exacting
enough. Moral tone of the school fair. 3. Course of instruction complete, and of third-class range.
And hour and a half weekly occupied in imparting special religious instruction, and three and a half
hours in the teaching of history, etc. Programmes of lessons, classification, and supervision of silent
lessons partially satisfactory. Teaching earnest and diligent, but not vigorous and impressive enough.
4. Average proficiency tolerable. Arithmetic, grammar, geography, and spelling, weak subjects.
West Maitlanu (St. Mary's, N.V,):—Visited, 28th and 29th April.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 58; girls, 35; total, 93.
Numbers presentBoys, 26; girls, 16 ; total, 42.
1. Material condition, aspect, and organization improved and very fair. Out-offices very unsatis
factory. Lavatory and weatbershed needed. 2. Attendance tolerably regular, and very fairly punctual,
but 56 percent, less than last year's. Government mild, intelligent, and improved, but still not stimu
lating and exacting enough in the lower classes.
Moral tone very fair. 3. Proscribed subjects
taught; lesson documents of very fair character; methods, tolerably intelligent; and teaching, earnest
and diligent. 4. Average proficiency, nearly tolerable.
■
West Maitland (St. Paul's)Visited, 8th and 9th October.

Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 33; girls, 26 ; total, 59.
Numbers present;—Boys, 28; girls, 24; total, 52.
.
1. Schoolroom commodious, and supply of working materials adequate, Bell, water-tank, and
lavatory, draining of play-ground, and repairing of fence, windows, desks, and teacher's residence needed.
Material aspect and condition neglected and unsatisfactory. 2. Attendance irregular and unpunctual,
and 4G per cent, less than last year's average. Pupils not satisfactorily neat and clean in their persons,
zealous, and industrious, but better regulated in their movements and demeanour. Moral tone barely
tolerable. 3. Course of instruction complete; lesson documents satisfactory, but classification low.
• Methods of fair merit, but the teaching not satisfactorily impressive and effective. 4, Average
proficiency moderate.
Morpeth (N.V., Primary):—Visited, 5th May.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 18 ; girls, 16; total, 34.
Numbers present;—Boys, 15 ; girls, 16 ; total, 31.
1. Material character and organization satisfactory; supply of school requisites adequate, and
general aspect pleasing. 2, Attendance tolerably regular and fairly punctual, but languishing and
below
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below tho minimum. Government firm and intelligent; appearances neat and clean; order and conduct
of pupils very fair; moral tone bcalthy and very fair. 3. Course of instruction complete, of 3rd class
range, and well regulated; classification somewhat low in point of age; character of the teaching, very
fair in general, 4. Average proficiency, from fair to very fair,
Mokpeth (Infants—N.V.)Visited, Gth May.
Numbers enrolledBoys, 2G; girls, 27; total, 53.
Numbers present:—Boys,IS; girls, 20; total, 38.
1. Schoolroom clean and commodious; material condition good, and supply of school requisites
ample. 2. Attendance fairly punctual, hut irregular and decreasing. School fees low and precarious.
Promotions to Primary Department retarded. Government mild and judicious, hut younger pupils not
satisfiictorily quiet, orderly, and attentive. Moral tone tolerable, 3. Instruction appropriate, but
incomplete. Teaching earnest and diligent, moderately skilful and animated. 4, Average proficiency,
moderate.
JIosweil Bbook (N.V.):—Visited, 27th October.
Numbers enrolledBoys, G2 ; girls, 58 ; total, 120.
Numbers presentBoys, 40; girls, 47 ; total, !)3.
1, Material condition and organization, fair and improved, 'Weather-shed and lavatory needed.
2. Attendance pmiotual but irregular; appearances neat and clean; government mild and intelligent,
and moral tone of the school very fair. 3. Prescribed subjects taught except singing; lesson
documents of very fair merit, aud teaching zealous and painstaking, hut rather feeble in the lower
classes. 4, Average proficiency tolerable. General condition of the school improved and promising.
Patebsos (N.V.)
Certificate recently withdrawn.
Scone (N.V.):—Visited, 30th October and IGth November.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 55; girls, 50; total, 105.
Numbers present:—Boys, 44 ; girls, 43; total, 87.
1, Schoolroom commodious and now more suitable, adequately appointed, clean, but in need of
repair. Weather-shed, lavatory, and water tank needed. 2. Attendance irregular, but very fairly punc
tual, appearances neat and clean, government fairly intelligent, but not sufficiently firm and exacting.
Discipline of lower divisions rather feeble, moral tone tolerable and promising." 3. Instruction complete,
and of 3rd class range ; lesson documents of very fair merit, methods tolerably intelligent, and teaching
earnest and diligent, but not sufficiently vigorous, impressive, and profitable. 4. Average proficiency ,
moderate to tolerable. Present teacher hut recently appointed.
Singleton (N.V.)Visited 24th and 25th August,
Numbers enrolled ;—Boys, 73; girls, 38 ; total,^111.
Numbers present;—Boys, 38; girls, IG; total, 54.
1. Material condition and organization good. 2. Attendance well maintained, punctual, and
tolerably regular; appearances clean and comfortable ; most of the pupils docile and well behaved, but
not sufficiently zealous, self-reliant, and painstaking; moral tone very fair in general. 3. bourse of
instruction complete, and of 3rd class range; lesson documents very fair, hut classification rather low;
teaching earnest, diligent, and tolerably intelligent, hut not adequately spirited and impresarie,
4. Averago proficiency from moderate to tolerable.
.
Woodyille (N.V.);—Visited, 22nd April.
Numbers enrolled ;—Boys, 19; girls, 13 ; total, 32,
Numbers present :—Boys, 17; girls, 13; total, 30.
1. Material condition and organization fair, and aspect of schoolroom improved. 2. Attendanc 0
reasonably punctual, but low and irregular; government healthy and intelligent; moral tone from Iwr
to very fair. 3, Course of instruction complete and of 3rd class rango; classification fair, and the
occupation of the pupils better regulated; methods fair, and teaching earnest, diligent, and improved,
4. Average proficiency nearly fair.
„
-

IL—ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS.
Blandfobd (N.V.)Visited, 11th September.

Numbers enrolled;—Boys, 32; girls, 34; total, GG.
Numbers presentBoys, 21; girls, 19 ; total, 40.
1. Fencing, lavatory, water-tank, and weather-shed unprovided; material organization otherwise
very fair. 2. Attendance fairly punctual, hut irregular and decreasing. Fair order maintained, but
pupils not satisfactorily diligent, self-reliant, and painstaking, and personally neat and clean. Moral
tone tolerable and retrogressive. 3. Prescribed subjects tmight, except singing and sewing;
of classification and lesson documents fair. Teaching tolerably intelligent, but not aatisfaetouly pains
taking and vigorous. 4. Average proficiency moderate.
Lochinvah (N.V.)Visited, 7th July.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 18; girls, 17; total, 35.
Numbers present:—Boys, 3S; girls, 17 i total, 35.
1. This school is held in a church, the furniture and services of which occasionally mterfere with
the routine. Supply of furniture and apparatus adequate ; desks and seats clumsy and maps carelessly
kept. Material organization objectionable. Suitable school buildings needeiL 2tolerably regular, but unpunctual. Moral tone of tlm school in most r«Pe^J?1!/
, " ifi
subjects^ taught, except drawing. Instruction tolerably _ intelligent and well regulated, but tho classifi
cation low. 4, Average proficiency tolerable and promising. i
East Maitland (N.V,—Boys) :—Visited, 7th May.

.
Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 49.
.
Numbers present;—Boys, 41.
1. Material condition and organization very fair; supply of school requisites adequate and interior
asneet neat and clean. Lavatory and weather-shed unprovided. 2. Attendance punctual and tolerably
“CL governmeiAiutelligent andfirm; most of the pupils orderly and well behaved, but wanting
in sSIenergy Moral tone very fair in general. 3. Course of instruction appropriately regulated
nndPcomplcto except in singing. Special religious instruction given twenty minutes daily. Classifica
tion rather low in point of age. Teaching earnest and painstaking, fairly intelligent, but wanting i
livolincss find vigour, 4. Average proficiency tolerable*
East
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East Maitland (N.V.—Girls}Visited, 8th May.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 13; girls, 37; total, 50.
Numbers presentBoys, 11; girls, 20; total, 37.
1, Material condition, aspect, and organization, very fair; supply of school requisites adequate
2. Attendance reasonably punctual and tolerably logular; government intelligent and linn ; moral tone,
line. Supervision of playground neglected. 3. Prescribed subjects taught, except singing; classmen^
tion mid lesson documents fair; teaching feeble in the oral subjects, and the progress of the youngest
pupils unsatisfactory. 4. Average proficiency, moderate.
West Maitland (N.V.—Boys):—Visited, 21st, 26th, 27th and 28th May.
Numbers enrolled :—118.
Numbers present:—102.
1. Scboolroom commodious, suitable, but in need of whitewash; supply of furniture adequate ;
desks old and clumsy, and lut-pegs very inconveniently placed. Condition of out-offices and playground
fence bad. Premises not uniformly neat and clean. 2. Attendance tolerably regular, but unpunctual.
School fees laxly exacted. Government mild and intelligent, but not uniformly strict and vigilant in
details of management. Discipline of lowest class still too lax. Moral tone from fair to very fair. 3.
Prescribed subjects taught, including geometry, algebra, and bookkeeping. Besson documents M’b'V'
priatc, but classification low in point of age. Teaching earnest, diligent, and oi fair average skill. 4.
Average proficiency fair. Attainments oi1 lowest class below tbo standards.
West Maitland (N.V.—Girls) :—Visited, 14th, loth, 16th, 17th July.
Numbers enrolled :—81.
Numbers present:—72.
1. Barger playground, lavatory, bell, and suitable hat-room needed ; schoolroom commodious, and
admirably neat and clean. Organization veiy fair. 2. Attendance fairly regular, hut unpunctual and
too low for the teaching staff. Government intelligent, but not uniformly strict aud vigilant ; super
vision of playground feeble, and school operations not uniformly quiet and orderly. Copying and
prompting still too prevalent. Appearance and demeanour of pupils pleasing. 3. Prescribed subjects
taugbt; classification low in point of age, otherwise appropriate;_lesson documents very fair, and
teaching earnest and diligent, hut not adequately spirited and impiessivc in the second and third classes.
4. Average proficiency tolerable.
West Maitland (N.V.—Infants)Visited, 22nd, 23rd, and 24th July.

•

Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 50; girls, 72; total, 322,
Numbers present;—Boys, 45 ; girls, 69; total, 114.
1. Material condition good; schoolroom clean, any, aud commodious; appointments adequate ;
playground too small and unsuitable, 2. Attendance well maintained and fairly regular, but unpunctual.
Government healthy, but not sufficiently firm and exaciing. Whispering, restlessness, and copying, too
prevalent in the lower divisions. Moral tone barely fair. 3. Instruction appropriate, and classification
fairly intelligent. Character of tho teaching tolerable. 4. Average proficiency tolerable.
Morpeth (N.V.)Visited, Uth and 12th May.
Numbers enrolled i—Boys, 41; girls, 46 ; total, 87.
Numbers present;—Boys, 35; girls, 36; total, 71.
1. Lavatory and additional hat-pegs needed; material organization otherwise atisf oclory. 2
Attendance punctual, but irregular; government healthy and intelligent; order very fair, and appear
ances clean and comfortable. Moral tone very fair. 3. Instruction complete, of third class range, ana
judiciously regulated. Teaching zealous and animated, but not adequately impressive aud profitable
throughout, f. Average proficiency tolerable.
Muswell Bbook (N.V.)Visited, 28th October.
Numbers enrolled
Boys, 3u ; girls, 21 ; total, 56.
Numbers present:—Boys, 33 ; girls, 16; total, 40.
1, Weather-shed and lavatory needed; material condition, aspect, and organization, satisfacor v
2, Attendance punctual, but not satisfactorily regular; appearances neat and clean ; government mud
and intelligent; moral tone healthy and very fair. 3. Prescribed subjects taught, except singing;
lesson documents appropriate, hut classification rather low in point of age. Teaching zealous, pains
taking, and very fairly intelligent. 4. Average proficiency fair.
Piuenix Park (N.V.)Visited, 4th August.
Numbeis enrolied Boys, 24; gills, 17 ; total, 41.
Numbers present:—Boys, 19 ; girls, 11; total, 30.
1. Site low, and affected hy floods. Schoolroom too small and ill ventilated. Supply of school
requisites tolerably sufficient. Organizatien moderate. 2. Attendance tolerably regular, but unpunc
tual. and school fees low aud poorly paid. Discipline feeble and moderately effective. _ 3. Irescrihcd
subjects taught, except singing ; occupation of the pupils moderately woll rognlated; teaching moderately
skilful. 4. Average proficiency moderate; condition of school languishing.
Singleton (N.V.)Visited. 13th, 14th, and 17tb August.

Numbers enrolled Boys. 62; girls, 80; total, 142.
Numbers present;—Boys, 42; girls, 57 ; total, 99.
1. Material condition, aspect, and organization, gool. 2. Attendance well maintained; three*
fourths thereof regular and very fairly punctual. Government mild and intelligent; appearances Clean,
and comfortable, and pupils docile and well-behaved, but not sufficiently animated and industrious.Disciplinary aspect, improved and very fair. 3. Proscribed subjects taugbt, except singing; lesson
documents appropriate, but clas-ification too minute, mid also low in point of age. Teaching tolerably
intelligent, but leeble in tbe lower classes 4 Average proficiency from moderate to tolerable.
Grammar, geography, and arithmetic, weak subjects.

III.—PRESBYTEKIAN SCHOOLS.
West Maitland (N.V.):—Visited, 12th November.

.
Numbers enrolled Boys, 28; gitls, 14 ; total, 42.
Numbers presentBoys, 20; girls, 4 ; total, 24,
3. Material condition, aspect, aud organization very fair and improved. 2. Attendance reasonably
pnnctual, below the minimum, and 75 per cent less than last year’s. Discipline healthy and fair.
3. Prescribed subjects taught, except singing and sewing. Teaching zealous, animated, and pains
taking, 4. Average proficiency moderate.
IV.
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IV.—WESLEYAN SCHOOLS.
West Maitland (N.V.)Visited,-------No inspection. School closed, 31st March.

MUD GEE DISTRICT.
Detailed Statement of the condition of Denominational Schools in tho Mudgec District, examined
during tho year 1874.
I.—CHURCH OF ENGLAND SCHOOLS.

Cassilis :—Regular inspection, 28th August.
Numbers enrolled Roya, 22; girls, IG ; total, 38.
Numbers presentBoya, 3 ; girls, G; total, 15,
Materially considered, this school is in very fair condition. It is well furnished and supplied
with school requisites. The attendance has gradually fallen off, aud has been below the required
minimum for a considerable time. The pupils are reasonably clean, orderly, and attentive. The methods
are of average merit, hut, owing to the irregular attendance, tho attainments do not come up to the
standard. The proficieucy is a little above moderate.
'
Modgee (Primary)Regular inspection, 17th, 18th, and 19th August.
Numbers enrolled:—Boys, 66 ; girls, 63; total, 109,
Numbers presentBoys, 49 ; girls, 39 ; total, 88,
The material condition and organization arc good. Tbe attendance is regular and punctual.
Cleanliness is very satisfactory. Tho government is firm, judicious, and effective. The rudiments of
Latin, geometry, and algebra are taught, iu addition to the usual subjects. Tho classification is good,
and the instruction well-regulated. Marlcod improvement has been made in singing and sewing. The
methods are good, and applied with zeal aud energy. Notwithstanding this, the attainments are not
quite equal to what they were last year. The averago proficiency approaches very fair.
Mudgec (Infants)Regular inspection, 30th July.
Numbers enrolled ;—Boys, G8; girls, 47 ; total, 115.
Numbers present;—Boys, 57 ; girls, 39; total, 90.
Tho school has been enlarged, and in other respects the material condition has been improved.
Charts and illustrations, usually found in infant schools, are wholly wanting. The supply of books is
adequate to present requirements. The usual subjects mo taught, and the instruction is tolerably wellregulated. Nine-thirteenths of the pupils are regular; punctuality is pretty good. The general
discipline is fair. In the lowest class it is difficult to secure attention. The methods aro only tolerable,
hut seem to he industriously applied. The average proficiency exceeds moderate.

IT.—ROMAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS.

Gulgong ;—General inspection, 8th and 9th October.
Numbers enrolledBoys, 70; girls, 90; total, 1G0.
Numbers present;—Boys, 49; girls, G8; total, 117.
_ Tho school is a largo bark building, formerly used as a church. It is rendered somewhat sub-,
stantial by being lined with pine boards. Additional furniture is required. The supply of books is also
limited. Lesson registers aro not kept. About four-sevenths of tho pupils attend regularly ; the
punctuality is by no moans good. The discipline has improved very much of late; good order is now
maintained in all the classes, excepting the first. The methods are tolerable, and earnestly applied.
The proficiency ie tolerable.
Hili, End Regular Inspection, 5th aud Gth May,
Numbers enrolled ;—Boys, 51; girls, G1; total, 112.
Numbers present;—Boys, 37; girls, 40; total, 77.
Weather-sheds and a lavatory are wanted; in other respects tho material condition is good. The
furniture is badly arranged, and the supply of working materials is not sufficient; many of the pupils
are without copybooks. About seven-twelfths of the pupils attend regularly, but punctuality is
decidedly bad. Cleanliness should receive more attention. Tho government should be more active
and vigorous, The prescribed subjects aro taught, and the instruction is properly arranged. The
methods aro tolerably suitable, and appear to bo industriously applied. Tho proficiency U nearly
tolerable.
Modgke
Regular inspection, IGth and 21st April.
Numbers enrolled Boys, 70; girls, G7; total, 137.
Numbers present i—Boys, 57; girls, 63; total, 110.
Tho schoolroom is far too small for tho attendance, and a dilapidated hut, very badly furnished,
has to be used by tho junior pupils. This part of the school is in charge of the pupil teacher, and it is
badly supplied with hooks. The main schoolroom is iu good condition and well furnished. The play
ground and out-offices are not in a satisfactory state. The pupils are regular and punctual; good order
is maintained, and the discipline is thoroughly effective. The rudiments of Latin, algebra and
geometry, are taught, as well as the usual subjects. The methods are good, and the work is carried on
with we5l-sustained zeal. The average proficiency exceeds fair.
Wellington :—General inspection, 13th March and IGth October.

Numbers enrolled :—Boys, 30; girls, 32; total, G2,
Numbers present;—Boys, 24; girls, 27; total, 51.
The school is conducted in an old store; it affords fair accommodation for the attendance, and Is
moderately furnished. The supply of working material is not sufficient, Tho pupils are tolerably
regular and punctual. The diseiplino is tolerably good, and the tone of the school has improved. Tho
teaching is industrious, but it wants method and thoroughness. The overage proficiency is between
moderate and tolerable.
G. O'BYRNE, Inspector,
Inspector’s Office, 18th January, 1875.
Mudgee District.

NEWCASTLE
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NEWCASTLE DISTEICT.
Detailed Statement showing tho condition of the Certified Denominational Schools inspected in
1.
2.
3.
4.

1874, as regards,—
Their material condition.
Their moral character.
The subjects and methods of instruction.
The proficiency of the pupils.

Dungog (CJib) :—Visited, 3rd August.
Present at examination:—Boys, 22 ; girls, IG; total, 38,
_ 1. The promises are in fair condition, reasonably suitable, and provided with a passable stock of
furniture and other appliances. 2. The moral aspect of the school is fair. 3 Tbe occupation is npproPr,*to.aud arranged with passable care and neatness, but the instruction wants vigour and judgment.
4, Tho average proficiency is below moderate.
Gosronn (C.E.)—Visited, 11th December.
Present at examinationBoys, 8; girls, 11; total, 19.
!■_The building is old and a good deal out of repair, but cleanly kept and reasonably suitable.
The furniture is of a tolerable description, and answers reasonably well for present wants. The stock of
apparatus and hooks is fair. 2, The moral tone of tho school is very fair. 3. The occupation is suitable
and properly arranged; the instruction, judged by results, is 'fairly judicious and effective. 4, Tho
average proficiency varies from tolerable to fair.
Hexham (C.E.)
Visited, 27th November.
Present at examination:—Boys, 12 ; girls, 12; total, 24.
1, The building is in tolerable condition ; but the ground, fences, and out-bnildings are unsatis
factory. The organisation has been slightly improved, but, as a whole, it is still ineffective. 2. The
moral tone of the school is about fair. 3. Except singing and drawing, the prescribed subjects are
taught, and arranged with passable care and skill, Tbe instniction is mechanical as a whole, but
earnest, painstaking, and passably effective. 4. The average proficiency is nearly tolerable. Several
children absent on account of rain in the early part of the week.

Kikcumerk (R.C.)Visited, IGth December.
Present at examination :—Boys, 3 ; girls, 12; total, lo.
1. Tlio site is convenient and pleasant; but the building is small, uncomfortable, awkward and
poorly organised. _ 2. Tbe discipline is very weak, and the moral tone of the school only moderate. 3.
Most of tho prescribed subjects are professedly taught, but subject to no arrangement; the methods arc
of small value. 4. Tho proficiency is very moderate.
Miller's Forest (C.E.) Visited, 2nd December.
Present at examination ;—Boys, 29 ; girls, 24; total, o3.
_ _ 1. The premises aro reasonably suitable, suftieient, and in good condition ; tho general organisa
tion is tolerable. 2. The moral tone is tolerable. 3. Tho subjects, for the most part, accord with tho
standard, and arc tolerably well arranged. Tho teaching was feeble and mechanical; but tbe teacher
(since dead) was in bad health. 4. Tbe average proficiency exceeds moderate.
(C.E.—Christ Church)VisHed, Gth to 9th July.
Present at examination ;—Boys, 80; girls, 71; total, 157.
1. The premises are in good condition, and, in all particulars except the playground, which is
wholly inadequate, equal to present requirements. The organization of the school is good, 2, The
moral tone of the school is veiy good. 3. The prescribed subjects are taught, and the requisite
instructional documents prepared with care and judgment. The methods nro skilful and effective.
4. The actual proficiency is fair, and the general character of the school very fair.
Newcastle

Newcastle (C.E.—St. John's):—Visited, 15th May.
Present at examination Boys, 2G ; girls, 21; total, 47.
t
1. The premises are in fair condition, and the school-room is suitable and reasonably well organ
ized. 2. Tho discipline is feeble, and tho moral tone of the school very moderate. 3. The subjects are
appropriate, and regulated with passable care; hut tho methods want animation, energy, and skill.
4. Tho average proficiency slightly exceeds moderate.

(R.C.—Boys):—Visited, 18th and 19th June.
Present at examination :—Boys, 88.
1. Tho room is fairly suitable, amply sufficient, in good condition, and well provided with furni
ture and apparatus. 2. The moral tone of the school is very fair. 3. The subjects are suitable, and
fairly arranged; the methods arc intelligent and judiciously applied, 4. Tho average proficiency
approaches very fair.
Newcastle

Newcastle (R.C.—Girls) :—Visited, loth to 17th Juno.
Present at examinationBoys, 44 ; girls, 1G4 ; total, 203.
1. The premises are advantageously and pleasantly situated, in very good condition, suitable,
sufficient, and well appointed. The school is very effectively organized. 2. The moral tone of the
school is very good. 8. The subjects are suitable, and propelly arranged; the methods judicious and
effective 4. The averago proficiency exceeds fair, and the general efficiency of the school varies from
very fair to good.
.
Raymond Terrace (C.E.):—Visited, 22nd July.
*
Present at examination ;—Boys, 2G ; girls, 24; total, 50.
1. The premises arc in good condition, well situated, and adequately supplied with furniture and
apparatus. The general organization is effective. 2. The moral tone of the school is very fair. 3. The
subjects are suitable,, and carefully arranged; hut the methods evince a want of skill nnd vigour.
4. The average proficiency approaches tolerable.
Raymond Tebrace (R.C.)Visited, 17 July.
Present at examination:—Boys, 22; girls, 20: toial, 42.
.1. The building is old. and in bad repair, but kept with commendable cleanliness and care ; tho
organization is tolerable. 2. The moral tone is tolerable. 3. The subjects are suitable and reasonably
well arranged, but the methods want skill and vigour, and fail to produce satisfactory results. 4. The
average proficieucy is moderate,
‘
Stroud
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Stroud (C.E.) :—Visited, £8th October.
Present at examination Boys, 20 ; girls, 17 ; total, 37.
1. The fences arc insecure, and the schoolroom walls need colouring: hut otherwise the premises
arc suitable and substantial. Better furniture has been provided, nnd the organization is now fairly
effective. 2. The discipline is feeble nnd uiisytcmatic.. nnd the moral tone only tolerable. 3. The pre
scribed subjects ai'C taught, and arranged in the requisite guides, hut these are not constructed with
satisfactory care nnd neatness. The instruction is deficient in vigour and skill. 4. 'The average pro
ficiency is nearly tolerable.
Ui’peh BExnoi.BA (C.E.):—Visited, 13th August.
Present nt examination
Boys, 21 ; girls, 22 ; total, 43.
1. The building is very dilapidated, indifferently suitable, and poorly provided with furniture, hut
the stock of apparatus and hooks is reasonably sufficient. Itepairs have since been effected. 2. The
discipline is injudicious, unsystematic, and of small effect, and the moral t me is only moderate. 3. The
subjects arc suitable, and an nnged in the requisite guides ; the methods are of superficial cast, wanting in
interest and well directed skill, atid failing to produce satisfactory results. 4. The average proficiency
slightly exceeds tolerable.
AVat.lsesd (C.E.)
Visited, 21st August.
Present at examination
Boys, 30 ; girls, 34 ; total, t!4.
1. The Intel ior appearance of the room is dingy, and the playground needs a shed and lavatory;
the furniture and apparatus arc fairly suitable and sufficient; and the general organization oi the school
is reasonably effective. 2. The moral tmie is very fair 3. The prescribed subjects are taught, and
fairly arranged ; the methods arc intelligent, and reasonably judicions. 4. Tho average proficiency is
nearly fair,

SYDNEY DISTRICT.
Detui.ed Statement of tho condition of Certified Denominational Schools in tho Sydney Di-irict
inspected during tho year 1S74.
The remarks under head 1 relate to the material condition of schools; under ?, to their moml characlcr;
3, to the subjects and methods of instruction; 4, to the proficiency of the pupils.
Bai.maik (C.E.)Visited, 16th February.
Numbers presentBoys. 68 ; girls, 65 ; total, 133.
1. A weather-shed has yet to he provided, and tho windows arc still in a stotc of disrepair.
The schoolroom affords fair accommodation, is fairly furnished, and fully found in working materials. 2.
A tolerably numerous attendance is secured. Tile pupils are regular, punctual, clean, and in very fair
order. The government Is mild but firm, and effects a healthy moral tone. 3. The classification is too
much in deta1!]: there arc too many divisions. All the prescribed subjects are taught. 4. Up to tho
requirements of a third class, the proficiency is fair.
Balmais (It.C.):—Visited, 7th October.
Number presentBoys, 34.
1. The material condition as regards the schoolroom is satisfactory, and the furniture is service
able, hut of a clumsy description. There is no proper playground, and the out-offices arc of indifferent
character. 2. The pupils aro fairly orderly and attentive, but they do not answer with sufficient
promptness, and their power of mental effort and sustained application to woik is weak, Tiie diseiplino
needs greater energy to render it effective. 3. The subjects taught do not include object lessons or
singing. The instruction is tolerably regular and the methods are suitable, hut the teaching wants
vigour and point, 4. The results are not satisfactory, the average proficiency being only from moderate
to'tolorahle. The attendance is low for so populous a locality. The average attendance for 1S74 was
only slightly above the required minimum o! thirty.
Botasv (Wesleyan):—Visited, 12th February,
Numbers present:—Boys, 21; girls. 12; total, 33.
1. A supply of water, a lavatory, and a weatheished have yet to he provided. The schoolroom,
which is used as a cliapel, is in fair repair, and passably found in furniture; its internal appeal ance is
far from neat or orderly. Some of the records are in arrears, 2. 'The pupils are unpunctual in attend
ance, but fniiiy regular, fcverfll are untidily dressed. Jn behaviour, they are talkative,_noisy and^ illmannered. Diill is not taught; the government is fcihle and ineffective; tho moral tone is low, 3. The
classification is had. The instruction is of full range, hut poorly arranged. The methods are mechanical
and ineffective. 4, The school is taught in three classes, of which the highest is the third. The
proficiency ranges from small to indifferent.
CAMrERnowx (R.C.)Visited, 10th February.
Numbers present;—Boys, 17 ; girls, 18 ; total, 3J.
1, The schoolhouae Is in fair repair, but the interior is dingy and uninviting. The furniture is
clumsy but sufficient. On the ■whole, the school is properly organized. 2. With the exception that the
punctuality of tiie pupils is very unsatisfactory, the discipline is effective. The children are clean,
orderly, and wcll-hcnaved. 3 The instniction isjudiciousty regulated, and deals with the subjects pre
scribed for a school of three classes. 4. The proficiency ranges between tolerable and fair.
Ciiutesdale (Wesleyan)Visited, 10th and 20th May.
1
Numbers present:—Boys, 86 ; girls, 76; total, 162.
1. A weather-shed is urgently needed; hat-pegs too arc required for the use of the younger
children. With these exceptions, the material state of tho school is very fair. 2. The attendance is
tolerably numerous, and marked by fair regularity. The pupils are also punctual and clean, While
their behaviour is fairly quiet in the classes, it is maikcd at times by much unsteadiness Tbe govern
ment needs to be morc'firm and strict. 3. Fair judgment is shown m the classification ; the lesson docu
ments arc fairly compiled; tho methods aro of modern cast, and are applied with diligence and a
tolerable degree of skill. 4. The proficiency- of the several classes is: First, tolerable ; second, fair ;
upper second, tolerable; third, tolerable.
Christ Cnuncn (C E.)Visited, 4th and yth August.
Numbers present:—Boys, 130; girls, 64; total, 194.
1. Tbe schoolroom is commodious and pleasant. It is in very good repair, and well found in
furniture and the other usual educational appliances. Suitable outbuildings aro provided. 2. The
■attendance is marked by fair regularity. The pupils are also punctual and clean. Their behaviour is
’
marked
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marked by miicli IjoisierousDCss; noisf and disorder is very piovalcnt, and the school movements arc
loosely and noisily perforated, il. The instniction includes all the piesciibcd subjects, geometry
excepted, Tt is regulated with tolerable judgment. Tbs methods arc of mixed character, but only
moderately suitable . they are applied with fair zeal and indiishy, 4 The following is the proficiency
of the several classesbust, indifferent ; second, fair, third, barely moderate; fourth,tolerable.
Chiust Chlbch (C.E.—Infants) —Visited, 4th August.

Kumbers picscntHoys, 77 ; girls, 40; total, 117.
1. The intciior of the schooboomis dingy and uninviting, otherwise the material condition of
the school is good. The organization is of ihe kind used in intants’ schools. 2. There is room for
improvement iu the punctuality of the children. Fair order is obtained, and, as a whole, the tone of
oa
'3 '10a^'“r'
instruction is carefully prosecuted. 4. The proficiency of the pupils
Cook’s River (C.E.)Visited, 21st July.

Numbers present:—Boys, 53; girls, 30; total, S3. *
1 'flic schoolhou'c is commodious, and in fair lepair ; it is sufficiently found in wmking
material. The desks ai e old, much worn, aud mk-stnined. All necessary ont-buildinga are provided.
“ heycn-tentlis of the pupils attend legularly • this k not satisfactory. The government ismtld; corporal
punishment is seldom inflicted, perhaps less so than the general character of tho discipline would seem to
warrant, r an oidci, hiiwcvei, is maintained, and the moral tone of the school is healthy and pleasing
to a fair extent. 3. The classification is conocL in the circumstances. Very fan ability is displayed in
the compilation ot tho lesson documents. The methods are modern, and are applied with earnestness,
very fan encigy, and considerable painstaking. 4 The following is tile proficiency of tho several
classes —lirst. lair; second, fair, third, very fair (nearly).
Cook’s River (O.E.—Infants);—Visited, 21st July.

Numbeis present:—Boy* 3G, girls, 30 , total, GG.
_ 1. Excepting tiie want of desk^, the material condition nf this school is satisfactory. 2. The
organization is correct, and tiie discipline is very fairly effective. 3. The pupils are classified with judgment
nnd their i us f met ion iu the prescribed subjects is effbctiveiv' regulated. 4. Tho proficiency iu the
several classes averages tolerable.
‘
Cook’s River (R.C):—Visited, lOlh February.
Numbeis present .—Boys, 26 , gills, 10, total, 45.
1. The school is bold in npoition of thu dmieh. A fair supplv of infeiior fuinituro is provided
In other ie*pacts the material condition of the school is indifferent. 2. The attendance mav be regarded
as fan fm the Height ourhoud
Tho pupils aic fahly icguiar and tolerably punctual With few
exceptions, they are clean and becomingly attired. The government is mild, nnd effects fair order.
Unli is not taught, tho lesult is, the movements of the pupils aic loosely peifoimcd 3. 'Ihe timc-faldo
jn ovules for tlio torn lung of all the pmscriljul subjects, hut them U reason to behove that object lessons
singing and drawing, ate taught_in u dcsuitoij' manner The methods are moderntoly suitable, hut
need to ho applied with grcatei vigour, cainestness, nnd skill 4. The pinficioncj of tiie first-class is
moderate; of the second, moderate to tolerable ; and of the third, moderate to tolerable.

Daumnohurst (C.E ):—Visited, 22nd and 23id April.
Numbers of pupils presentBuy;, Gt; girls, 3), total, 103.
1. A largo nnd supciioi elass-room has been erected since last inspoetiou. Excellent accommo
dation is now pioyidcd nnd^ fidl facilities arc afforded for tba efficie.it Carrying on of the woik of
instruction Ihe school buildings are m good repair and well kept. 2 A good attendance is maintmiK'd. I he pupils are regular, punctual, and in veiy fair order. The government is mildnnd effvetivu
and . the moral tone health;.
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Da!U,ixghuiist (CE.—Infants) :—Visited, 22nd April,

Numbers present :—Boj s, 51 , girls, 40; total, QI.
1.:tthis school is in good condition. The schoolroom is sufficiently spacious
well-lighted, veil-ventilated, and is hheially supplied with appliances for cairyinc on tlio work of
instruction. H is clean aud cheerful-looking. 2 The attomlance continues to increase It is marked
by moic than Ordinal y regularity. The pupils are punctual, neat-looking, and well-conducted. 3. Fair
judgment is shown m the classification. T'iie instruction is passably arranged, and imparted with
earnestness aud diligence. 4, llic proficiency is inir.
1
ti

IJotmi.c Bay (O.E.):-Visited, 30th July,
Numbers present:—B , 48; girls, 42 , total, 00.
1. An important addition Ins boen made to the sehoohoom by including a poitiou of what was
fonncily tlio toitdicr s residence. Thenccoinm^ dat-on now afloidoflts sufficient to meet the i enuin monls
of the denoniination loi some time to come, 'ihe schoui is well found in workiiiir mateiiak and its
intornal appeiriraco is clean, neat, and inviting. The clovets me iu unpleasant proxinut’v to tho
seif iof no use and their condition in point of cleaniine-s is unsatisfietoi y A nrina! has yet to ho
providid 2. A little more than two-thiids of the pupils attend rcguTarlj." They are verv fahly minetuul, pesent a neat, clieerlnl appearance, arc subim.d in demeanom and well behaved 3. Fair iudo-nisnt is Siiown in the classification; the instraction includes all essential branches, is intelfiKoiitiy
arranged, and impaitod by suitabk methods. 4. The Allowing is the proficiency of tiro several
classes.-First, nearly tolerable; second, fail to very fan ; third, fair to very fair.
ojb

Bay (C.E -Infants).-Visited. 30th July.
Numbers picsent:—Boys, 40 ; girls, 25; total, 74.
1. rl ho school!oom is a good one, and it is properly furnished and supplied with matind. 2. Tiie
government is healthy, and the moral tone of the school sound. D. The usual infants’ school course is
opserved. 4. I lie average pioiicumc)' is veiy fair.
Douiilic

Double Bay (RC.):—Visited, 12th February

Numbers present .—Boys, 24 ; girls, 17, total, 39.
1. J ho school i; held in a temporal v church. Tim building is veiy faiiiy suitable, and its furni
ture amUpplianeos meet requuements. The school is ]nO[)erIy organized. 2 Bv dint of signalling and
tuieatorung the teacher managed to obtain fair order, tho normal character of tho government is,
However, problematical ft. I ho mstnictioiuil mrangemunts aio somewdiat injndiciou= The subjects
jire^ciibed lor a school of tinee classes aio included in the comsc. 4. The proficiency lanpcs between
moderate and tolerable.
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Erskike-street (Presbyterian): -Visited, 24th July.
Numbers present:—Boys, 28; girls, 34; total, Gl.
1. Tbo premises are in excellent condition. The scboolroom is well-appointed, and the supply of
material is ample. 2. The pupils aro under fair control. 3. Their classification is injudicious, and tho
educational range, low. 4. The highest class is a second; tiie proficiency docs not exuiod tolerable.
Glebe (G.E.):—Visited, 7th August.
Numbers present:—Boys, no; girls, 3-j ; total, 00.
1. This school is taught in suitable nnd well-conditioned premises the furniture is however of
very inferior kind. 2. The organization is of passable worth, aud the pupils atti nd with fair punctuality.
Judged by tbo demeanour of some of tbe pupils, the discipline must he regarded as lax. Thu mornl tone
of the school is tolerably satisfactory. 3. The subjects prescribed fora -chool of three classes arc taught,
so far as plan goes, systematically, but certainly not effectively. 4. The average proficiency ot ttie
pupils is slightly in excess of moderate.
Havimuki'.t (B.C.—Boys)Visited, Cth August,
Number present:—143.
1 Lavatories a urinal, and a book-press have been proi ided since last inspection. Tbo furniture
is sufficient iu quantity, but of inferior quality, Of other working materials there is a raasnnable
supply. The organization has improved, ami may now he pronounced fairly satisfactory. -.
fourths of the pupils attend regularly, and with fair punctuality. They are clean in person, tidi y
dressed and tolerably well-behaved. Fair order is maintained. 3. The class fication is tolerably
judicious The instruction, which is of full range up to the requirements of a thud class, is regulated
■with fair abilitv, and based on modem methods. 4. The proficiency of the teveyal classes may he tlma
summarisedFirst, tolerable to fair ; low er second, moderate; second, fair; third, fair to very fair.
ELl7AHETtl-STitEET (Hebrew)Visited, 2Gth ------- •

Numbers presentBoys, 49; girls, 27; total, 76.
1 Tlio school is conducted in the Odd Fellows' Hull. The schoolroom is emnmodious, welllighted, and well ventilated, ft is sufficiently provided with furniture and apparatus of a smtuhte kind
Some of the books arc ui bad condition. All necessary ont-bmldings are provided. 2. J liree-lomths ot
the pupils attend regularly. Less than the usual number wtue present on the day of examination, owing
to rainy weather. The pupils an fairly punctual and clean ; in all other respects t iu discipline is veiy
unsatisfactory. 3. Moderate judgment is shown in the ehtsrifioation. The instruction is tolerably we I
regulated. The methods are suitable in the abstract, but owing to defective discipline, fail to icafize
adequate results. 4. The attainments oi the several classes may he described thus hirst, very lair;
upper first, fair; second, tolerable to fair ; upper second, fnir+ ; third, fair.+
Nobth (E.C.—Boys)Visited, 2Stli July.
Numborpresent, 114.
1. The schoohouse is a substantial stone building; its interior walls, however, much require
pointmir and colouring, and the floor is in need of repair. 2. The organization is correct, and the pupi s
are fairly orderly and well-behaved. 3. Tho teaching is appropriately regulated, and intelligently
prosecute! 4. The results are First class, fair-1- ; Second, tolerable to lair ; third class, fair.
Kf.nt-sthbet

(It.C.—Girls) Visited, 2Sth July.
Number present;—117.
] The schoolroom is a now brick building, spacious, fairly lighted, and well ventilated, Its
immediate proximity to the street is a disadvantage. '1 be desks are old and cumbrous; t! ose used by
the younger children arc altogether unsuitable. The remaining fiirmture is of a passahls etiaracter.
There is ft Bufficicncv of apparatus ami books, 2. About eleven fourteenths of tlio pupils attend regularly »
the punctuality is" indifferent. With few exceptions the pupils arc clean. Fair order is maintained.
The government is mild, and tolerably effective. 3. The instruction embraces all the subjects proscnbed
for a school of three classes. It is i’airly arranged, and imparted by suitable methods. A J he profi
ciency of the pupils may he thus summarised
First elass, tolerable to fair; second, tolerable totair;
third, fair.
Kekt-shiee® South (B.C.—Boys);—Visited, 19th and 20th March.
Number present, 106.
1 Thu schoolroom is a good one, and is suitably found in furniture and working appliances.
This school is under the disadvantage of having no playground. 2. Thu children arc under good
diseiplino. 3. Tho subjects prescribed fnr a school of four classes have been intelligently treated.
4. The average proficiency slightly exceeds fair.
,
KEST-STnEOT Sooth (R.C.—Girls and Infants) :—Visited, 19th March,
Numbers present;—Boys, 26 ; girls, 79; total, 10o.
1 Tiie school is held in a church. Tho furniture is unsuitable ; other features of the organization
are necessarily unsatisfactory. There is no playground. 2. The attendance has declined, and is marked
by much irregularity, Tbo pupils are tolerably punctual, fairly clean, and in very fair older. I ho
.mvcnnnent has improved in fumiiess, and is now rea»miably effective. 3, hair judgment is sliowit in
the classification. The instruction is Vised on tolerably intelligent guides, and is imparted with industry
nnd a fair degree of skill. 4. The proficiency of the several classes is
First, very fair; upper first,
fair; second, very (air; third, tolerable to fair.
Newtowit (C.E.);—Visited, 17th July.
Numbers pre'Ciit;—Boys, 47 : girls, 32; total, 79.
1. A lavatory and a playshed have not yet been provided.
There is a sufficiency of furniture,
apparatus, and other school requisites. Thu schoolroom is clean, and its_ appointments frC ordciW
Kext-stkeet Nouth

pupils are classified witli tolerable judg
methods are in the main modern, but need to be applied
. . _ with greater vigour, intelligence and skill.
_
..........thus
Firat. tolerable; second, tolerable to
4. The attainments of the several classes may be described
fair; third, tolerable.
, . ,
,
Ni.wTOwx (C.E.—Infants):—Visited, litb July.
Numbers presentBoys. 28 ; gills, 32; total, GO.
.
1, Owing principally to tho deep verandahs round the building, the schoolroom is not well
and this, together with the dingy cast of the interior, gives the room an uninviting appearance.
. i
routine usual in infant schools is observed. The attendance is of fitful character; those children wi
arc reasonably regular in nf tendance are (airly punctual. The diseiplino is quiet and ettac i .
3. Tiie instruction is judiciously regulated. 4, The proficiency of the pupils averages fair. ^
^
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Newtown (R.C.)Visited, 23rd September.
Numbeis present:—Boys, 4i; girls,-IS); total, !3,
ibe material condition of (be tciiool is satisfactory. Tbe organization is correct. ?. The
uttennanco, which 1ms improved, is marked by reasonably good punctuality. Tbe pupils are t'dy in
person, orderly, and well hehaved. Tiie moial tone of the school is healthy.’ 3 Tho I entiling evidences
a care!nl intelligence in the treatment of tho Severn] branches of instniction. 4. The results of the
exiimiimtion m the first and secoud classes averago botivecn veiy fair and good ; in tiie third class tbo
proficiency reaches good nearly.
Newtown (Wesleyan) .—Visited, 20th July.
Numbeis present:—Boys, 53; girls, 17; total, 100
. T There is no weatheished, and tbe closets aio badly situated. In other respects the schoo
pi onuses are of satisfactory character. There is a sufficient supply of fairly suitable furniture, and tho
■working jipplinnccfl meet tlio requirements of the school. The genernl organization is nf passable
Tvorth. 2. J he govciinnent is weak. The punctuality of the children is unsatisfactory, aud the sumo
may bo sam oi tho behaviour of the cider boys. 3, The course of instruction foi a school of three
classes is observed. In the piimary closes the teaching has been very ineffective. 1. Tbe proficiency
ls as foUows :—I*irst class (infants) ranging between tolerable and fair; second class modorate-h ; third
slightly in advance oi indifferent.
Paddington (C.E.)Visited, 23rd July.
Numbers present:-Boys, 3t, girls, 24 ; total, OS.
1- Except that the windows arc much biokcn, tiie sclioolliouse is in a fair state of repair. It is
lairly found in working appliances. 2. The attendance is about stationary. Eleven-sixteenths of the
pupils attend regularly; the punctuality is Satisfactory, and tho other features of the diseiplino arc
fairly healthy, 3, The classification is fairly judicious; tho instruct inn embraces all the subjects
pi esenhed for a school of three classes; the methods are for tho most part modern, and are applied
with painstaking and a fair degree of skill. 4. The attainments of the several classes arc:—First very
lair; second, fair to veiy fair; third, fair
Paddington (R.C.):—Visited, 12th May.
Numbers presentBoys, 43; girls, 40; total, 02.
1. Tiie school is lield in a portion of the church. Tho accommodation is very inferior, and is
much hampered by the presence of church furniture. The school) com is veiy dirty, and the internal
arrangements are_wanting in neatness and order. There is an insufficiency of desks; a lavatory and a
supply oi water arc badly needed. 2. 'flic attendance is about stationary, The pupils arc tolerably
regular and moderately punctual. Several are far from clean. The government is feeble and in effective,
amt the order bad. 3. A passable classification obtains. AU (lie inquired subjects arc taugbt, but tbe
range of instruction is low. The methods are mechanical and unskilful. 4. The following is the pro
ficiency of the several classes
Eirst, indifferent; second, moderate ; iliird, indifferent.
Paruamatta-stkekt (C.E.):—Visited, Uth and 43th August.
Numbers present:—Boys, S4 ; girls, 77 ; total, 371.
, .
the wholc.tbc school premises arc in good condition. The schoolroom is well arranged
and fuinis.ied. 1 here is a good supply of material. The organization is cmrect, 2, The government
is effective, and tho order maintained throughout tiie school is very good. 3. Tho school is mranged
in lour classes. I ho prescribed subjects are treated in im earnest and intelligent manner. 4. The
average proficiency is fair.
Parrahatta-stheet (C.E.—Infants.)Visited, Uth August.
Numbers presentBoys, 72 ; girls, 50 ; total, 128.
.
I"be scboolroom is suitable, in good repair, and properly found in-educational appliances. 2. A
fair attendance is maintained. The pupils are tolerably regular, fairly punctual, clean, and well-behaved.
Tho government is mild, and effects very fair order. Tlio discipline and tone of tbe school have improved.
3. J he nsnal infnnts’school routine is followed. The pupils are classified with tolerable judgment; the
Iiistnietiou is moderately well icgulated ; the methods aro modern, and arc applied with fair zeal and
industry. 4. Ilia average proficiency is barely tolerable.
pAJinAMATTA-SlREM

(R.C.—Boys)

Visited, 2nd and 3rd June.

Number present i—311.
.
Th0 material condition of the premises is unsatisfactory, but new buildings are in course of
creel ion. 1 ho furniture is of fair worlli; t here is a proper supply of working appliances. 2. On tbo
whole the children are punctual, and about five-sevenths of them attend regnlarlv- The order, cencral
discipline, and moial tone arc of fair worth. 3. The subjects prescribed for a school of four classes aro
tauglit, 4* ihe proficiency averages fair.
Pabrauatta-stoeet (R.C.—Girls) -.—Visited, 3rd Juno,
Number present:—70,
1-/flic sebool buiidmg is old, in indifferent repair, and badly situated. Tbe furniture is also old
nnd unsuitable. There is a sufficiency of apparatus. The records arc neatly kept.. Measures are in pro
grass for the erection of new buddings, 2. A tolerable attendance is sormvd, but it is marked by con
siderable irregularity ; Hie pupils arc also very uiipimetiml; they arc reasonably clean in person ; their
bclumoiir, although somewhat unsteady at times, is passable on the whole. Tho order may be estimated
ns fair, ihe government needs to be more strict. 3. Tho classification is faulty. Tlio instruction is
regulated with fair judgment; the methods arcmodeni, but require to bo applied'with greater earnest
ness and intelligence. 4. The proficieucj of tbe several classes may be thus summarized
Hirst, fair •
second, fair ; third, moderate.
Pareahatta-steeet (R.C.—Infants):—Visited, 2nd June.
Numbers presentBoys, 75 ; girls, 50 ; total, 125.
,
V The school is conducted in a port ion of the girls'schoolroom. The accommodation is uitcrly
insufficient. There is a tolerable supply of working appliances. The organization may be described aa
passablo m tbo circumstances. 2. Ptve-eighths of the pupiis attend regnlarlv. So great an amount of
irrogularily constilutes a serious hindrance to affective teaching. The pupils are but moderately punctual,
several of them arc unfitly m appearance. For this the teacher cannot justly bo hold responsible. Very
1011'order is mamtained, and the government is mild, judieioas, and effective.
3. As far as possible t]io
ordinary infants’ school course is observed. The instruction is well arranged, well prepared, and imparted
witli eariieslneES, energy, and intelligence. 4, The proficiency ranges between fair and very fair.
Piemokt
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rynjiosT (C.E ):—Tisiicd, 21st April.
Numbers present:—Boys, VO; girls, 47 ; tof.il, 117.
. 1. A lavatory and n weallier-slied bare still to be provided ; in oilier rrspeols flio srliool is iu good
repair, fairly furnished, and orderly nrmngrd. 2 The aKonclanrc Inis largely increased under the present
teacher. Tlio pupils arc clean in person, neatly attired, punctual, and fairly regular in attendance. Oher
features of the discipline arc less satisfactory.’ Tiie government is deficient in vigour and iirnmess ; drill
is imperfectly carried out.; the school movements am vanting in precision ; and generally it miiy bo
stated Hint the pupils have, yet lu acquire habits of attention nnd prompt obedience. !i. The classification
is nnm eessnrily miimte—there arc too many classes. The instruction is m some respects badly arranged ;
too nuich is attemplcd, nnd a closer adherence lo tlic stuudaids is desirable 4. The profieieney of the
several classes is:—Pivsi, lolerablolofair; upper first, tolerable; second, barely tolerable; third, tolerable+ .
PinirosT (It.C.) :—Visited, 23rd January.
Xiuubcrs present ■—Boys, 40 ; girls, 2G ; total, 00.
1 The schoolroom is commodious, nell lighted, nnd in pood repair, but tho playground is by no
means a suitable one. The school is ivcll organised. 2. T’he eliildren aro clean, orderly, and attentive,
evidencing to llic healthy character of Hie gomrnmont. 3. Tiie course of instruction is judiciously regu
lated—it includes what is expected in a school of three classes, 4. The results arc fair.
Raxwick (C.E.) :—Visited, 23rd July.
Numbers present:—Boys, 31 ; girN, IS; total, 43.
1 The schoolhousc is substantial, nnd in good repair. It is suitably furnished, and ils appliances are
ample; the organisation is good. 2. The average attend nice is reasonably sahsfai lory. The children
urn under verv fair control, nnd the tone of the school is healthy. 3. Tho instruclion is treated m a
pmistaking manner aud with tolerable skill. 4- The highest class is a thud. The au-rage profieieney is
fair.
Rem'Eiix (C.E ):—Visited, 1st April.
Numbers pte'cntBoys, 73; girls, oO; total. 129,
1. Mnteiiany the school is in good condition; it is fairly organised: the. records arc cor.octly
kept 2. The attendance has declined. The pupils arc fairly regninr and punctual, reasonably clean,
and in verv fair order. Tho government appeals to have improved in firmness, and is now pincliictivu
of a bdeinhly sound moral tone. S. The t lassification is low for the attendance. Ail tlio specified
subjects, are taught up to the requirements of a third class. The instruction is regulated with passable
judgment, and imparted with diligeuou and a tolerable d'grcc of skill. 4. The following is the pro
ficiency of the scvo.ral classesFirst, tolerabiu; second, tolerable to fair; upper second, tolcuahlc;
third lair to very fair
_
HanprEx (Infants-C.E.) Visited, 1st April.
.
Number^, present;—Boys, 93 ; girls, Gl; total, 134.
1. Tiie schoolhouse is iu good condition and snti-factorily appointed. The routine agrees with
that usual iu infants' schools, and in all resp’ots tho organization is coiract. 2. Tho goveruniu-.f is
mild and fairly effective. 3. The Instruction dj.ils witli tlic proscribed tulyeets ; these arc treated with
earnestness and fair method. 4. The, average proficieucy slightly exceeds fail.
ftT. As Drew’s (C E.):—Visited, 1-Vth and IGth July.
Numbers presentBoys, ofi; girls, 35 ; total, 90.
1. The school premises me commodious, and properly supplied with apparatus ami ncccs'nry
appliances, riawheds are much required, and the playground urgi ntly mods draining.
2. The
attendance is fitful, the ordinal v nveiage not exceeding five-eighths of Hie number of pupils enrolled.
There is much disoider in the school, and many of the children exhibit an exceedingly Hide demeanour
The gnvermnuiH appears to be somewhat wanting in nen o and tact, The moral tone of the school is
unsatisfactory ■'! Tho course of instruction provides for the treatment of the subjects prescribed tor a
sciiool of four classes, 1. The average proficiency of the pupils does not txcued tolerable.
Sr. AxmiLw's (Infants—C.E.):—Visited, 15th and IGth July.
Numbers present.—Boys, Gl ; girls, 42 ; total, 103.
1. The schooknom is pnfiici',nHy commodious, hut is only partially divided from the primary
depaitmcsit. It is reisonably well provided with smlabio educational appliances. The playground is
hndlv drained, nnd is unprovided with a vvcaHiorshel: Hie closets, too. me in olnse proximity to the
school buildings. 2. 'The attendance is comparatively small, nnd is marked by much irregularity.
The pupils are otherwise punctual and clean. Vuy lair o.dcr is maintained, and the government is
mild, judieinns, and effective. 3 The usual infants’ school course is followed. The teaching is intelli
gently airanged, and imparted hv suitable methods. 4, Tbe average proficiency approaches very fair,
St. J viies’s (Boys— C.E.);—Visited. 22nd, 2Gtb, and 27th October.
_
Number present
10G.
I. 'The premises arc good and well appointed, aud all the school an alignments agree vyith pre
scribed plam. 2. The pupiis attend witli satisfactory punctuality, and live-sixths of them with regu
larity. Tlmv are under excellent conind. and exhibit ordotly and industrious habits. Thu moral tone
of the school is very pleasing. 3. The children aro judiciously classified, aud their instinct.on is
effectively icgulated. 'The leaching is of modem cast, and lias Ir'cn earnestly and intelligently prose
cuted. 4. The highest class is a fourth. The average proficn ncy of the whole school exceeds veiy
fair.
Sr. J vvirs’s (GUIs—G.E.):—Visited, 21st October.
Xumbei present1—G7.
1. The schoolroom is a good one, and is amply supplied with vvorking_ appliances. A correct
org miration obtains. 2. The school is organized in three classes: the routine is of approved charaetei.
The pupils arc under excellent control, and the m< rat aspect of the school is healthy. 3. Thu teaching
is of (nl! range up to the requirements of a third class. The methods employed evidence painstaking.
4. Tho average proficiency reaches very fail.
St. JiMKs’s (Infants—C E.):—Visited, 13tti October.
Numbere present —Boys, 111; gills, 7S ; total, 169.
1 This school is taught in n good and vvcll app: mtud* mom, and (ho orgmiirntion agrees wilh
that usual m well regulated infants' fchools- 2. Tho average aUendanec equals nearly ihrci'-lourtlis ot
the enrolment. Most of tho pupils aro punctual: they are tidy in appcnrnnre. and ns a whole, otJuily
in conduct, ,'i. The, lcs=on pr< grammes prov ide for <a proj tr treatment of the ]ir sen! fid M.lj e(R, hot
tbe tearhinr power of the school stafi'has been injudn inu-dy distributed, and far too much wmk has
been thrju n upon a voting pupil teacher. 4. The proficiency of the children averages slightly above
fair.
'
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.
Number present:—IB.
_
The condition of the premises and the appointments of tlio school are alike satisfactory. The
oignnizatioii is unexceptionable. 2. In most instances the pupils are pnnctual in attendance, nnd someivhat over throe-fourths of them attend with regularity. Their behaviour and industry evidence that
they aro under good discipline. The moral tone of the school is very good. 3. The lesson guides
cnsuic a correct treatment of the preset ihed subjects of instruction, nnd with the exception of arithmetic
in the second and third classes, tho school exhibits Satisfactoiy educational results. 4. The highest class
is a third. Tlio average proficiency reaches very fair, nearly.
St.

St.

Leonards (Boys—C-L.)Yisitod, 24Hi Soptembor.

(Girls-C.R)Visited, 29tli September.
Number present:—18.
_1. The sclmolhouso is a good one, but the furniture is both unsuitable and insufficient. Tim
organization is of inferior diameter, and but moderately approximates to what obtains in the Council's
i ennuis. ... Hu aveiagc attendance for the year has seldom exceeded eighteen. The children are clean,
orderly, and well behaved. 3. They have been instructed in subjects presetibed for a lust and a
second class, hut tbo_ lesson guides are of indifferent worth. The methods of teaching have but a
modrratc agreement with those exhibited in our oi dinary schools, yet in the range of instiuctiou taken
Sjitiductory work has been done. 4. The average profieieney is fair. On account ol the small attendance,
this tcimol has since been closed.
Leonards

St. Lisoxards (R.C.)
Visited, 21st May.
Numbers presentBoys, GO ; girls, 41; total, 101.
1. Excepting that there arc no weather-sheds, and that the girls’out-office is nn tho bovs’ phiy"rotind
and is approached in fnll view of the hoys, the material condition of the school proinises is satisfactory!
"it T- 1 ngai'1 '/atKm is of the usual kind : satisfactory order is maintained, and the pupils are verv fairly
attentive and industrious when under instruction. 3. The highest class is a third. 4, The average
proficiency reaches fair.
a

(Boys—R.C.)Visited, 2.jth and 2Gth March.
Number present:—91.
i ■ i Ini'1'*1? s^100^r00ln commodious and in good repair: it is provided with furniture of an inferior
kina. The desks arc very old, cumbrous, much hacked, and almost useless. A lavatorj and a weathershed aro standing wants. The records are correctly kept, and most of the other features of the organi
zation arc satisfactory. 2. A tolerable attendance is maintained, hut it is marked by considerable
irregularity. Tho pupils are fairly punctual, tolerably clean and well behaved. The government is
strict, and effects very fair Older, The moral tone ot the school is healthy. 3. Very fair judgment is
s.inwn m the classification. The instruction embraces all necessary branches, is regulated by the usual
document.-;, and imparted with fair earnestness, industry, and intelligence 4. The proficiency of the
several classes is:—Ifii-vt, fair, second, fair to very fair; thiid, nearly fair; fourth, tolerable,
St. Mary’s

St.

(Girls-R.C.) ;-Visitc 1, 2oth, 2Gth, 27th March.
Number present:—113.
r u
■H1?
condition of tiie school premises is satisfactory. Excepting many instances of
iiinltv classification iu the head class, the organization is correct. 2. flic pupils aro hut fairly punctual
and their attendimce is veiy fluctuating. They are well behaved, and the order witnessed was satisiRf'tory. 3. Ihe highest class is termed a fourth; its attainments contradict such a designation. As a
wliulO’ the range of instruction in the several classes falls below that in other metropolitan schools
1. 1 lie average proficiency is about tolerable.
Mary’s

St. Mary's (Infants—R.C.);—Visited, 30th March.
Numbers presentBoys, o9; girls, oi; total, 113.
. 1. The schoolroom is much too narrow, and the gallery and furniture arc very unsuitable. Tho
organization is passable in the circumstances. 2. The children are veiy unpunctual and irregular in
attendance; they arc exceedingly restless and noisy; the discipline is veiy weak. 3, The range and
quality of tho instiuctiou is inferior to tiie standard and kind aimed at in other metropolitan infants'
schools. 4. Tbe estimated proficiency of tiie eliildren in the subjects treated is slightly in advance of
tolerable.
J
Sr. Phillip's (C.E.—Boys):—Visited, IGth ,Tune,
Numberpresent, 38.

1. Tbe schoolroom is a superior structure, of good design,'commodious and airy; it occupies
however, an objectionable site, being in the midst of noisy thoroughfares. There is an abundant supply
ol educational appliances, in a i cry fair state of prosen ation. As a whole, the organization is decidedly
good 2. bully threc-fomths of the pupils attend regularly ; the punctuality is also satisfactory ; the
pupils are clean aud becomingly attired ; they arc subdued in demeanom and quietly behaved ; very fair
order is secured; the government is mild and effective, and the moral tone is healthy. 3.’ Yen- fair
judgment is shown in the classification : the instniction embraces all the subjects prescribed for a third
class, is properly devised, and impnited by suitable methods. 4. The proficiency of the several classes
is as follows ;—First, fair; second, very fair to good; third, very fair.
St. Pirn,lip’s (C.E.—Gills)
Visited, 17th June.
*
Number present, 89.
_ 1 Additions are being made to the schoolroom, which is too small for the attendance. When the
woik 15 completed tho gills will have premises in keeping with tho other departments. 2. Tim pupils
exhibit a pleasing appeal ance and demeanour; they are orderly, and also fairly industrious. 3. The
teaching is effectively regulated, and so far as tho requirements of a third class are concerned ail tho
prescribed subjects me taught. 4. The proficiency approaches very fair,
rim.i.ir's (C.E.-Infants)Visited, IGth June.
Numbers presentBoys, 121; gills, 111; total, 232.
1. The schoolroom is commodious, and well suited to its uses; its appointments are good - the
organization presents the features required in an infants’school. 2, The pupils are clean and neat in
appearance, aud very fairly orderly in their behaviour. 3. The methods of instruction are suited to
elmdron of h inlet age, and the school course includes all the usual branches. The proficiency approaches
very fair in the several classes.
St.

(C.E ):—Visited. Uth and IGth October.
Numbers presentBoys, Gl; giiN, 3G; total, 07.
1. The main building lias been shingled and fitted witli spouting since last inspection. Theplaygroimd is small, hut in most other iespects the material condition of the school is fairly satisfactory.
2. 1 he discipline is slack ; tin* government needs greater promptness and vigilance to render it effective
in
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in foi'ining and maintaining good orderly habita among the pupils, The want of thorough disciplinary
power is chiefly the weak point in the school. 3. The instruction is regulated, nnd includes the subjects
prescribed for a third class standard. The teaching seems industrious and earnest, but is not productive
of satisfactory results on the whole. 4. The proficiency may he thus stated:—First class, nearly toler
able ; second class, nearly fair; third class, tolerable. The average of the school is from tolerable to
fair.
^
_
Surry.Hills (C.E.—Infants) :—Visited, loth October.
Numbers presentBoys, 42; girls, 45; tofal, 87.
'
1. The schoolroom is a suitable one; it is properly furnished, and the necessary out-buildings are
provided. 2. The pupils ore properly classified, they are under good control, and their demeanoiu' is
pleasing. 3. The usual infants' school course is observed. The teaching evidences methods of fair
worth. 4. The average proficiency slightly exceeds tolerable.
Suninf Hills (H.C.—Boys) Visited, £2nd July.
Number present, 13C.
1. The schoolroom is underneath the church, is damp, badly lighted, nnd badly ventilated. The
desks arc old, cumbrous, and unsuitable ; there is a fair supply of apparatus and hooks; proper closet
accommodation is urgently needed. 2. But two-thirds of the pupils attend regularly; they are tolerably
punctual, and, with few exceptions, clean. Fair order is maintained, hut not without much effort on
the part of the teacher. 3, There are too many classes, otherwise the classification is fairly judicious.
All the prescribed subjects are taught up to the requirements of a third class. The instruction is pro
perly arranged, the methods are appropriate, nnd are applied with earnestness, painstaking, and a fair
degree of skill. 4. The proficiency of the.scveral classes is as follows:—First, fair; upper first, fair to
very fair; second, fair to very fair; upper second, tolerable to fair; third, very fair.
Surbt Hill* (B.O.—Girls)Visited, 32nd July.
Number present, 73.
1. The schoolroom is in the basement of a church; it is low-pitched, and being much below the
level of the road is damp and badly lighted. The playground is unfit for use in even moderately wet
weather; as a whole the material condition is very unsatisfactory. The schoolroom arrangements are
passable in the circumstances, and the organisation is of fair worth. 2. The attendance is fluctuating,
ami does not exceed seven-twelfths of the enrolment; want of punctuality on the part of the children is
a marked defect. The pupils are neat and clean in person, and their demeanour is pleasing. Fair order
is maintained. 3. The course of instruction includes the subjects prescribed for a school of three classes.
4. The proficiency approaches fair.
Burov Hills (."Wesleyan)Visited, 17th March.
Numbers present:—Boys, 110; girls, 42; total, 152.
1, Except that a lavatory is urgently needed, the organisation of this school is good. 2. The
altcndanco is numerous and is gradually improving. The pupils are regular, fairly punctual, ami clean.
Fair order is maintained, and the moral tone of the school is decidedly healthy, 3. The instruction is of
full range up to the requirements of a third class, is regulated by the usual guides, and based on intelligent
and effective methods. 4. The proficiency is as follows :—First class, tolerable to fair; second, fair to
very fair; third, very fair-f-. The teaching is educative in its character.

Sunny Hills (Wesleyan—Infanta):—Visited, 17th March,
Numbers present:—Boys, 47 ; girls, 43; total, 90.
1. The material condition of the school premises is good. 2, The children are very fairly punctual
in attendance, and with a few exceptions they are neat in appearance. They are excessively restless, and
by no means orderly. 3. The instruction includes all the prescribed infants' school subjects. Un
doubtedly it is methodically imparted, hut the work done is not abiding. 4. The results nro but
tolerable.
Trinity (C.E.)Visited, 27th May.
Numbers present:—Boys, 52; girls, 3G ; total, 88.
1. The material condition of the school is very fair, and is perhaps as good as can lie expected in
the circumstances. The schoolroom is reasonably commodious, and very fairly appointed. 2. Ordinarily
the attendance is rather irregular; on the day of examination it was unfavourably affected by rain. The
pupils are fairly punctual and clean. Tolerable order is maintained. 3, A judicious classification
obtains, the instruction is of full range up to the requirements of a third class, and is fairly regulated;
the methods are modern, and diligently applied. 4. The proficiency of the several classes is:—First,
nearly fair; second, fair; third, very fair.
Trinity (C.E.—Infants):—Visited, 27th May.

Numbers present:—Boys, 53 ; girls, 45; total, 98.
1. The educational appliances of this school are ample, and little exception can be taken to its
material condition. 2. The attendance on the day of inspection was influenced by continuous rain, The
children arc very fairly punctual; their appearance is satisfactory, and they are fairly orderly. 3. rJhc
ordinary subjects are taught. 4. The proficiency reaches tolerable.
Victoria-street (E.C,—Girls)Visited, 24th March,

Number present, 59.
t
1. The schoolroom is commodious, cheerful, and liberally provided with working appliances.
Cave and neatness characterize the keeping of the school records. Viewed as a whole, the organization
may be regarded ns very fair. 2. About five-sixths of the pupils attend regularly. Fair punctuality is
observed ; very good order is maintained ; and the moral tone of the school is' excellent. 3. All the
prescribed subjects are taught; the instruction is judiciously regulated; the methods arc appropriate,
and are applied with earnestness, industry, and very fair skill. 4. The attainments of the several classes
arc ;—Second, fair; lower third, nearly fair ; upper third, very fair.
Victoria-street (K.C.—Infants);—Visited, 24th March.
Numbers present:—Boys, 39; girls, 44; total, 83.
1. The schoolroom is suitable, and snfirciently found in teaching appliances. 2. Frevaleut sickness
among.the children reduced the attendance at the inspection. Very fair punctuality is obtained; tho
children arc neatly dressed, and manifest orderly habits and a cheerful demeanour, 3, The instructional
course is of full range, and tho teaching is regulated by proper lesson guides. 4, The average proficiency
roaches fair.
Waterloo (C.E.)
Visited, ISth March.
Numbers present;—Boys, 57; girls, 43; total, 100.
_ 1. Materially the school is in fair condition. 2 A fair-at tendance is maintained, hut it is marked
by irregularity. The pupils are punctual and clean. A considerable amount of restlessness characterizes.
the
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the conduct of the younffcv children, and the drill ia loosely performed. The general order, however, may
he^ regarded as fair. The government is slightly deficient in firmness, 3, Mndcrnte judgment is
evinced in the classification ; tho instruction is fairly regulated; the methods ore of modern cast, but
nro not applied with judgment or effect. The teaching ill altogether to'> suggestive ; too much is done
for the pupils, and the result is that they make little effort to answer and less to think. 4. The attain
ments ot the several classes are:—First, indifferent to moderate ; second, tolerable to fair; third, barely
tolerable.
Waterloo (C.E.—Infants)
Visited, 18th March.
'
Numbers present:—Boys, 39 ; girls, 44; total, 83.
, 1 • The school premises are in fairly satisfactory condition, and there is a suitable supply of
furniture and working applimces, 2. The attendance is much lower than usual, by reason of sickness.
Tho punctuality is fair, and the pupils are clean and orderly. 3. The full infants' school course is
observed; the methods used are intelligent and appropriate. 4. Tho proficiency is fair.
WATunr.oo (It.C.)Visited, 20th May.
Numbers presentBoys, 72; girls, 51 ; total, 123,
. 1. Tho school is hold_in a portion of the R.O. Church. In the ctrcumstances tho organization is
sitisfnetory. The building is very exposed and draughty, so much so that it frustrates attempts to keep
the school area in an orderly state. The furniture is sufficient and of fair worth. 2. The pupils are
fairly punctual, but the regularity of quite one-third of them is of very unsatisfactory character. Very
fair order is maintained. 3. The classification of the elder children is too high ; the teacher has been
informed that the ages and attainments of the pupils in the head class do not warrant him in terming it
a Fourth Class. Since the inspection, it may he remarked, the Council has issued a scale of fees based
on tile number of children attending a school belonging to a given family. Previously it was the
undesirable custom, in this and a few other schools in the district, to charge tho pupils according to the
class they were in ; a high and faulty classification was frequently tho result. 4. Up to thu standard
of a school having a Third Class, the average proficiency of the pupils approaches fair.
Wavehley (C.E.)Visited, 11th May.
Numbers present;—Buys, 32 ; girls, 3G ; total, 68.
_ 1- The schnolhouso is substantial, in good repair, and has the necessary out-offices attached. 2.
Owing to prevalent sickness among children tho attendance for the past month has not exceeded twothirds of the enrolment; previously it was three-fourths. Tlis pupils are under good discipline. The
moral tone of the school is healthy. 3. The subjects prescribed for a school having a third class are
treated methodically; the continued absence of the pupil teacher through sickness has told sensibly on
the attainments of the younger pupils, nevertheless the iii)]M)rtation of a larger amount of energy into
the teaching generally might have induced higher average results. 4. The average proficiency of the
children, as ascertained by the examination, does not exceed tolerablo, In tho thiid class it readies
fair,
Waverley (It.C.):—Visited, 22nd September.
Numbers present:—Boys, 34 ; girls, 49 ; total, 83.
1. The school premises are in a satisfactory state. 2 The attendance is of fluctuating character,
but the punctuality is fair. Tho children arc prone to disorderly habits, nor do they evince a proper
amount of application and industry, 3. Tho prescribed subjects arc taught. 4. Tiio proficiency does
not exceed moderate.
{Presbyterian);—Visited, 24th February.
Numbers present
Boys, 32; girls, 2G; total, 58.
1. The condition and appointments of this school arc of fair character. The organization is
passably _ correct. 2. 'The pupils manifest a satisfactory demeanour, and also orderly habits. They
attend with very fair punctuality, and their general attendance is satisfactory. Wet weather affected
the attendance on the day of inspection. 3. The subjects prescribed for a school having a Third ({'lass
aro taught, 4. The results are slightly above tolerable.
Waveih.ey

(Presbyterian) ;—Visited, 17th February.
Numbers presentBoys, 64; girls, 47; total. 111,
^ 1. Thcschoolroom is a good one, and the furniture and appointments aresuitahlenndsufficieut, The
position of tho room in which the infants, numbering some seventy, are taught, is had. Situated under the
principal room and altogether below ihc level of the main street, nothing but the fall of the ground to the
back lane saves it from being _a cellar. There is no proper ceiling or anything to don den the sounds
above, and at times the teaching is carried on under great distraction. 2. Tho pupils ere very fairly
punctual, and they are clean and properly behaved, hut irregularity is a standing defect. The attend
ance is ordinarily lo«s than two-thirds of the enrolment, and on the day of inspection it was some twenty
low-ei than usual, arising, tire teacher thought, from the previous day being a wet one, 3. The pre
scribed subjects fur a school having a third class arc taught in a methodical manner, but the results are
not correspondingly satisfiietory. 4. In the infants' division the proficiency ranged between fair and
very fair, in the primary classes it was slightly above tolerable.
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APPENDIX D.
Q-KHEHAii Abstract of Ecfcurns from Dcnominalional Schools.
Average Attendance.

Numlier of CbiUJron on tho 3tolls.
Quarter ending—
Hoys.

Girls,

Total.

C.E.

It.C.

Pres.

Wes.

Others.

l
Total.

Boys.

Girls.

Total.

Amount of School
Pecs ]>nidL

£
Sydney: Thomas Itichards, Go>erament rnntcr, —1875.

Uatich, 1S74.
642
Church, of England Schools .............................. ....... ........... ...................................................... 0,661 5,301 11,962 8,944
5,302 4,500 9,982
704 9,115
Hoinun Catholic
do.......................................................... ....... .......................................
615
511 1,126
504
96
Prcshj terian
do....................................................................................... -.......................
45
060
273
516 1,176
Wesleyan
clo........................................................................ ........................................
141
11
7
OS
43
Hebrew School
..........................................................................................................
Total............................................ 13,426 10,961 24,387 10,436 9,905
(Tu>'e, 1374,
618
Church of England Schools ...................................................................................................... . 6.639 5,214 11,853 8,917
685 9,231
Roman Catholic
do.................................................................................................................. 5,393 4,662 10,060
581
433 1,064
468
87
Eresbyteriau
do.................................................................................................................
999
234
31
573
426
Wosloyan
do......................................................................... -......................................
9
106
45
151
7
Hebrew School
..........................................................................................................

801
72
224
54
O

965
64
181
631
1

cio 11,962

27 9,982
12L 1,126
173 1,176
141
122

4,2o3T
3,412-9
396-6
423-9
653

3,115-9
2,938-4
301-6
289 2
29-

7,369
6,351-3
698 2
713-1
943

1,151

1,842

1,053 24,387

8j551‘8

6,674 1

15,225-9

2,143
1,470
144
232
26

b.

d.

8 10i
7 1
19 8
0 10
12 9

4,017 18

2i

2,281
1,578
153
221
22

5
10
13
14
14

6
8£
9
6
9

4,257 19

2k

936
69
177
575
0

600 11,853
30 10,060
115 1,064
999
116
151
135

4,305-7
3,516-2
3531
365-4
56-8

3,178-5
3,008
289-5
256-3
266

7.484-2
6,524-2
642 6
621-7
83-4

Total............................................ 13,207 10,830 24,127 10,3111 9,976 1,087 1,757
1
SEfTisninR, 1874.
635
801
949
Church of England Schools .......................................................................................................... 0,063 5,256 11,910 8,988
GO
77
759 9,220
Koman Catholic
do............................................................. .............................................. . .. 5,432 4,735 10,167
142
82
152
.372
818
332
446
3Jrcsbytcriau
do...............................................................................................................
204
21
46
517
522
903
381
Wedeyan
do................................................................................ ...................... .........
2
0
120
11
8
71
49
Hebrew School
..........................................................................................................

996 24,127

8,597-2

C-758-9

15,356-1

546 11,919
51 10,167
110
818
115
903
120
99

4,403T
3,5442S5- '
335’1
483

3.244-4,
3.O70-4
232-9
244-2
30 9

7,049-5
6,614-4
517-9
679 3
79-2

Total............................................ 13,134 10,703 23,927 10,294 9,966 1,061
D n ce iunr.fi; 1874.
653
811
Church of England Schools .................................. ...................................................................... 0,633 5.283 11,966 9,016
725 9,225
79
Itomau Catholic
do.................................................................................................................. 5,117 4,770 10,187
151
773
316
81
346
427
Presbyterian
do.................................... . .........................................................................
63
960
215
33
524
445
Wesleyan
do..................................................................................................................
3
105
13
3
60
4-5
Hebrew School
................................................................................................. .

1,685

921 23,927

8,617 5

6,822 8

15,440-3

4,438

0 IO.t

913
95
141
519
0

573 11,966
63 10,187
84
773
109
969
105
86

4,437
3.638-4
294 7
343-6
40-7

3,296
3,155"
230-8
257-4
29-8

7,733
6,793 4
525-5
COl70 5

2,508
1,828
173
200
15

16 m
1 4$
15 lli
9 7
0 5^

1,668

915 24,000

S,754-4

6,969-

15,723-4

Total............................................ 13,U1 ^10,889 24,000 10,315 | 9,995

782
45
217
43
0

1,107

2,403 6 11
1,669 17 74
151 6 1
196 14 5J
16 15 9

4,726 10

3J
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XEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS ACT.
(PETITION OE INHABITANTS OF NEWCASTLE)

Ordered ly the Lcgial-ative Assembly to be printed, 25 Jane, 1875.

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled
The Petition of the undersigned inhabitants of the Electorate of Newcastle,—
Humbly Showete :—■

1. That having heard that a proposal to amend the Public Schools Act of 18GG is in contem
plation, your Petitioners desire, with the earnestness of religious conviction, to have Denominational Schools
for the education of their children.
2. That the present Public Schools Act does not indeed directly destroy Denominational Schools’
but that by refusing such help as it freely gives to Public Schools it inflicts a heavy penalty upon all who>
on grounds of Christian faith, necessarily require Denominational Schools.
3. That those who seek the Denominational Schools, viz., Roman Catholics and the majority of the
Church of England, are so largo a proportion of the whole population that it would be unjust to refuse
them a satisfaction which is one of conscience,
4. That the number of those who are satisfied with the Public Schools Acf is also so great that
no Denominationalist seeks to withhold from them their fair proportion of help out of the common purse.
The intolerance and sectarianism aro all on tho side of the Secularists.
5. That speaking of a public measure in the abstract, and without reference to motives, your
Petitioners cannot but characterize the allotment of money contributed by a whole population in favour of
one section of it ns oppressive, aud a blot on tho legislation of a free Country.
6. That Denominationalists are ready to submit to Grovormnent inspection the results of their
teaching in secular subjects, and have confidence that the value of these results and the economy of their
establishments will be acknowledged by the Council of Education as at least equal to anything attained
elsewhere.
'
7. That we the undersigned pray that your Honoi’able House will take this statement into con
sideration, and should any change be made in the Public Schools Act of New South 'Wales, that you
will apportion pecuniary aid equitably between Denominationalists and Secularists, and thereby satisfy the
just demands of all sections of the community.
And your Petitioners will over pray, Ac.. Ac.
[Sere follow 72!) signatures,']

[3d.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS ACT.
(PETITION OE SYNOD OF EASTERN AUSTRALIA.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, G May, 1875,

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of Xew South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Memorial of the Synod of the Presbyterian Church of Eastern Australia,—
Respectfully Showeth :—

That the Synod of the Presbyterian Church of Eastern Australia during its last session agreed
that a copy of the following deliverance be laid before the Parliament and Government of this Colony,
viz.:—
That this Synod is of opinion that the Parliament of this country should secure to its people
certain fundamental rights in the education of the rising generation:—
1st. That the Word of God, the Bib! o in its entirety, being unparallelled in excellence and the
alone supreme standard of morality, should be used in every Public school for the moral
training and for the general information and education of the young.
2nd. That each school district should have the right of selecting by means of a locally elected
Board its own teachers, that teacher being a certified public teacher, in which case no
unworthy man, whose character or principles were opposed to the views of the great majority
of the district, would be thrust upon the people to the detriment of education.
3rd. That a public common undenominational school system accords most with the wants of our
country and the demands of the age, but this Synod is strongly opposed to a purely secular
system as being radically atheistic, and can only approve of a limited freeness and
compulsion.
. Tour Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the premises into
consideration, and legislate in accordance therewith.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever prav.
'
'
ISAAC MACKAY,
Moderator of Synod.
Sydney, New South Wales,
DUNCAN MTNNES,
November IGth, 1874.
Synod Clerk.
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NEW

SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS ACT.
(PETITION OF ELECTORS OF THE HUME.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 30 June, 1875.

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled
The Petition of the undersigned inhabitants of the Electorate of The Hume,—
Hum!it

Snowzin :—

1. That having heard that a proposal fo amend tlie Public Schools Act of 19GG is in contem.
plation, your Petitioners desire, with the earnestness of religions conviction, to have Denominational Schools
for the education of their children.
.
2, That the present Public Schools Act does not indeed directly destroy Denominational Schools,
but that by refusing such help as it freely gives to Public Schools it inflicts a heavy penalty upon all who,
on grounds of Christian faith, necessarily require the Denominational Schools.
8. That those who seek for Denominational Schools, viz., Homan Catholics and the majority in the
Church of England, are so large a proportion of the whole population that it would be unjust to refuse
them a satisfaction which is one of conscience.'
4. That the number of those who are satisfied with the Public Schools is also so great that
no Denominationalist seeks to withhold from them their fair proportion of help out of the common purse.
The intolerance and sectarianism are all on the side of the Secularists.
5. That speaking of a public measure in the abstract, and without reference to motives, your
Petitioners cannot but characterize the allotment of money contributed by a whole population in favour of
one section of it as oppressive, and a blot on the legislation of a free Country.
6. That Denominationalists are ready to submit to Government inspection the results of their
teaching in secular subjects, and have confidence that the value of those results and the economy of their
establishments will be acknowledged by tho Council of Education as at least equal to anything attained
elsewhere.
7. That in laying this statement before your Honorable House, it will be perceived that it is the
desire of your Petitioners to see some amendment of the Public Schools Act, which will apportion pecuniary
aid equitably between Denominationalists and Secularists, and thereby satisfy the just demands of all
sections of the community.
Your Memorialists humbly pray that your Honorable House will carefully consider the above
Petition, and grant such relief as may be sufficient.
[Sere follow

[.v.]

361—

500 signatures.']
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SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS ACT.
(PETITION OE RESIDENTS OP TUMUT.)

Ordered by ihe Legislative Assembly to be printed, o July, 1875.

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned inhabitants of the Electorate of Tumut,—
Humbly Showeth .-—

1. That having heard that a proposal to amend the Public Schools Act of 1866 is in contempla
tion, your Petitioners desire, with the earnestness of religious conviction, to have Denominational Schools
for the education of their children.
2. That the present Public Schools Act does not indeed directly destroy Denominational Schools,
but that by refusing such help as it freely gives to Public Schools it inflicts a heavy penalty upon all who,
on grounds of Christian faith, necessarily require the Denominational Schools.
3. That those who seek for Denominational Schools, viz., Eoman Catholics and the majority in the
Church of England, are so large a proportion of the whole population that it would be unjust to refuse
them a satisfaction which is one of conscience.
d. That the number of those who aro satisfied with the Public Schools is also so great that no
Denominationalist seeks to withhold from them their fair proportion of help out of tho common purse.
The intolerance and sectarianism are all on the side of the Secularists.
5. That speaking of a public measure in the abstract and without reference to motives, your Peti
tioners cannot but characterize the allotment of money contributed by a whole population in favour of
onb section of it as oppressive, and a blot on the legislation of a- free Country.
6. That Denominationalists are ready to submit to Government inspection the results of their
teaching in secular subjects, and have confidence that the value of those results aud the economy of their
establishments will be acknowledged by the Council of Education as at least equal to anything attained
elsewhere.
•
7. That in laying this statement before your Honorable House, it will be perceived that it is the
desire of your Petitioners to see some amendment of the Public Schools Act which will apportion pecu
niary aid equitably between Denominationalists and Secularists, and thereby satisfy the just demands of
all sections of the community.
y0ur Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will refuse to sanction the
withdrawal of aid from Denominational Schools.
And your Petitioners will ever pray.

[Sere follow 138 signatures.']

[3rf.]
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Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed,

7

July,

1875.

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned inhabitants of the Electorate of Upper Hunter,
Humbly Showeth :—

1st, That having heard that a proposal to amend the Public Schools Act of 1866 is in contem
plation, your Petitioners desire, with the earnestness of religious conviction, to have Denominational Schools
for the education of their children.
2nd. That the present Public Schools Act does not indeed directly destroy Denominational Schools,
but that by refusing such help as it freely gives to Public Schools it inflicts a heavy penalty upon all who,
on grounds of Christian faith, necessarily require the Denominational School.
3rd. That those who seek for Denominational Schools, viz., Homan Catholics and the majority in the
Church of England, are so large a proportion of the whole population that it would be unjust to refuse
them a satisfaction which is one of conscience.
4th. That the number of those who are satisfied with the Public Schools is also so great that.
no Denominationalist seeks to withhold from them their fair proportion of help out of the common purse.
The intolerance and sectarianism are all on the side of tho Secularists.
5th. That speaking of a public measure in the abstract, and without reference to motives, your
Petitioners cannot hut characterize the allotment of money contributed by a whole population in favour of
one section of it as oppressive, and a blot on the legislation of a free Country.
Gth. That Denominationalists are ready to submit to Government inspection the results of their
teaching in secular subjects, and have confidence that the value of those results and the economy of their
establishments will be acknowledged by the Council of Education as at least equal to anything attained
elsewhere.
7th. That in laying this statement before your Honorable House, it will be perceived that it is the
desire of your Petitioners to see some amendment of the Public Schools Act, which will apportion pecumary
aid equitably between Denominationalists and Secularists, and thereby satisfy the just demands of all
sections of the community.
Tour Petitioners therefore pray your Honorable House to take the subject into consideration.
And your Petitioners will ever pray.
[Here follow 215 signatures A

[3d.]
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t

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed,

19

July,

1875.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of Ivcw South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned inhabitants of the Electorate of Toss Plains,—
HoMULY ShOWETH :—

.
1- That having heard that a proposal to amend the Public Schools Act of 186G is in contem
plation, your Petitioners desire, with the earnestness of religious conviction, to have Denominational Schools
for the education of their children.
2, That the present Public Schools Act does not indeed directly destroy Denominational Schools,
but that by refusing such help as it freely gives to Public Schools it inflicts a heavy penalty upon all who,
on grounds of Catholic faith, necessarily require the Denominational Schools.
8. That those who seek for Denominational Schools, viz., Homan Catholics and the majority in the
Church of England, are so large a proportion of the whole population that it would be unjust to refuse
a satisfaction which is one of conscience.
,
That the number of those who are satisfied with Public Schools is so great that no Denomi
nationalist seeks to withhold from them their fair proportion of help out of the common purse.
Intolerance and sectarianism are all on the side of the Secularists.
_ _ 5. That speaking of a public measure in the abstract, and without reference to motives, your
Petitioners cauuot hut characterize the allotment of money contributed by a whole population in favour of
one section of it as oppressive, and a blot on the legislation of a free Country.
■
6. That Denominationalists are ready to submit to Government inspection the results of their
teaching in secular subjects, and have confidence that the value of those results and the economy of their
establishments will be acknowledged by the Council of Education as at least equal to anything attained
elsewhere.
_ ^• That in laying this statement before your Honorable House, it will be perceived that it is the
desire oi your Petit ioners to see some amendment of the Public Schools Act, which will apportion pecuniary
aid equitably between Denominationalists and Secularists, and thereby satisfy the just demands of all
sections of the community.
And your Petitioners therefore pray that your Honorable House will see fit to amend the Public
Schools Act in tho direction indicated.

And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c.
[Mere follow
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Ordered by ihe Legislative Assembly to be printed, 24 July, 1875. a.m.

'To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned inhabitants of the Electorate of the city of Goulburn,—
HuiIBLY

SeOWEXH :—

1. That having heard that a proposal to amend the “ Public Schools Act of 1866” is in contem
plation, your Petitioners desire with the earnestness of religions conviction to have Denominational Schools
for the education of their children,
2. That tho present Public Schools Act does not indeed directly destroy Denominational Schools
but that by refusing such help as it freely gives to Public Schools it inflicts a heavy penalty upon all who, on
grounds of Christian faith, necessarily require the Denominational School.
3. That those who seek for Denominational Schools, viz,,—Homan Catholics and the majority in the
Church of England, are so large a proportion of the whole population that it would be unjust to refuse
them a satisfaction which is one of conscience.
4. That the number of those who are satisfied with the Public Schools is also so great that no
Denominationalist seeks to withhold from them their fair proportion of help out of the common purse.
The intolerance and sectarianism are all on the side of the secularists.
5. That speaking of a public measure in the abstract and without reference to motives, your
Petitioners cannot but characterise the allotment of money contributed by a whole population in favor of
one section of it, as oppressive and a blot on the Legislation of a free country.
0. That Denominationalists are ready to submit to Government inspection the results of their
teaching in secular subjects, and have confidence that the value of those results and the economy of their
establishments will he acknowledged by the Council of Education as at least equal to anything attained
elsewhere.
,
7. That in laying this statement before your Honorable House it will be perceived that it is the
desire of your Petitioners to see some amendment of the Public Schools Act which -will apportion pecuniary
aid equitably between Denominationalists and Secularists, and thereby satisfy the just demands of all
sections of the community.
Tour Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the matter into your
favorable consideration.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
*

\JIere follow 346 signatures.']

[3*]
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To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned inhabitants of the Electorate of the Hunter,—
Humbly SnowEin :—

,
1- That having heard that a proposal to amend the “ Public Schools Act of 1SG6” ia in contem
plation, your Petitioners desire with the earnestness of religious conviction to have Denominational Schools
for the education of their children,
2. That the present Public Schools Act does not indeed directly destroy Denominational Schools,
but that by refusing such help as it freely gives to Public Schools it inflicts a heavy penalty upon all who, on
grounds ot Christian faith, necessarily require the Denominational Schools.
3. That those who seek for Denominational Schools, viz.,—Roman Catholics and the majority in the
Church of England, are so large a proportion of the whole population that it would be unjust to refuse
them a satisfaction which is one of conscience.
4. That the number of those who are satisfied with the Public Schools is also so great that no
Denominationalist seeks to withhold from them their fair proportion of help out of the common purse.
The intolerance and sectarianism are all on the side of the secularists.
, ,
That speaking of a public measure in the abstract and without reference to motives, your
Petitioners cannot but characterise the allotment of money contributed by a whole population in favor of
one section of it, as oppressive and a blot on tho Legislation of a free country,
6. That Denominationalists are ready to submit to Government inspection the results of their
teaching in secular subjects, and have confidence that the value of those results and the economy of their
establishments will be acknowledged by the Council of Education as at least equal to anything attained
elsewhere,
, 7. That in laying this statement before your Honorable House it will be perceived that it is tbe
desire of your Petitioners to see some amendment of the Public Schools Act which will apportion pecuniary
aid equitably between Denominationalists and Secularists, and thereby satisfy the just demands of all
sections of the community.
'
,
That your Petitioners humbly pray that your Honorable House will take this statement into con
sideration, and, should any change be made in the Public Schools Act of N. S. W., that you will apportion
pecuniary aid equitably between Denominationalists and Secularists, and thereby satisfy the just demands
of all sections of the community.
'
And your Petitioners will ever pray.
[Sere follow 103 signaturesJ]
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4
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To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned inhabitants of the Electorate of Argylc,—
Humbly Showetii :—

.

_

1. That having heard that a proposal to amend the Public Schools Act of 1S6G is in contem
plation, your Petitioners desire, with the earnestness of religious conviction, to have Denominational Schools
for the education of their children.
2. That the prescut Public Schools Act does not indeed directly destroy Denominational Schools,
but that by refusing such help as it freely gives to Public Schools it inflicts a heavy penalty upon all who,
on grounds of Christian faith, necessarily require the Denominational Schools.
3. That those who seek for Denominational Schools, viz., Pom an Catholics and the majority in the
Church of Englaud, are so large a proportion of the whole population that it would he unjust to refuse
them a satisfaction which is one of conscience.
4. 'That the number of those who are satisfied with the Public Schools is also so great that no
Denominationalist seeks to withhold from them their fair proportion of help out of the common purse.
The intolerance and sectarianism are all on the side of the Secularists.
5. That speaking of a public measure in the abstract, and without reference to motives, your
Petitioners cannot but characterize the allotment of money contributed by a whole population in favour of
one section of it as oppressive, and a blot on the legislation of a free Country,
G. That Denominationalists are ready to submit fo Government inspection the results of their
teaching in secular subjects, and have confidence that the value of those results and the economy of their
establishments will be acknowledged by the Council of Education as at least equal to anything attained
elsewhere.
7. That in laying this statement before your Honorable House, it will be perceived that it is the
desire of your Petitioners to see some amendment of the Public Schools Act, and your Petitioners pray
your Honorable House will in that amendment apportion pecuniary aid equitably between Denominational
ists and Secularists, and thereby satisfy the just demands of all sections of the community.
And your Petitioners will ever pray.
[Here follow G72 signature?;^

[3d.]
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(CHARGES AGAINST MR. EDWARD JUSTELIUS, TEACHER OF THE CERTIFIED CHURCH OF ENGLAND
SCHOOL AT EMU PLAINS.)

Ordered by the legislative Assembly to be printed, 5 July, 1875.

ELT UEN to an Order made by tbe Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 4 June, 1875, That there be laid upon tbe Table of this
House,—
“ Copies of all Correspondence and papers relating to charges made by the
“ Lev. George Gurney against Mr. Edward Justelius, Teacher of the Certified
“ Church of England School at Emu Plains; and also copies of all papers
“ relating to a counter-charge made by the Teacher against the Rev.
“ George Gurney, together with copies of all papers in the matter.”

{Mr. Davies.)

The Secretary to the Council op Education to The Under Secretary, Department or Justice
and Public Instruction.

■

Council of Education Office,
• Sydney, 1 July, 1875.

Sin,

"With reference to your letter, dated 10th June ultimo, I am directed by tbe Council of
Education to transmit herewith copies of all correspondence and papers relating to charges preferred hy
tbe Eev. George Gurney against Mr. Edward Justelius, teacher of the Certified Denominational Church of
England School at Emu Plains; and also the counter-charges of Mr. Justelius against Mr. Gurney.

I have &c.,
IV. "WILKINS,
Secretary,

367—A
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Schedulil of Correspondence and papers relating to charges made by the Eev. George Gurney against

Mr. Edward Justelius, teacher of the Certified Church of England School at Emu Plains ; and also
copies of all papers relating to a counter-charge made by the Teacher against the Eev. George Gurney:
together with copies of all papers in this matter;
KO.

WO®'

1. Eev. G-. 00111107 to Council of Education.

Secretary to Council to Inspector (B.C.)
Inspector to Secretary (B.C.)
2. Teacher to Inspector.

24 September, 1874 ................................................................................................

3

30 September, 1874......................................................................................................

3

6 October, 1874 .................................................................................................................................

3

3 October, 1874...................................................................................................................................................

3

3. Secretary to Rev. O, Gurney.

30 September, 1874

4. Secretary to Rev. G-. Gurney.

9 October, 1874................................................................................................................

5. Rev. G-. Gurney to Council.

7. Secretary to Rev. G. Gurney.
8. Inspector to Secretary.

4
4

No date ..................................................................................................................................................

4

14 November, 1874 ........................................................................................ ............................................
1C November, 1874 .............................................................................................................................

10. Secretary to Rev. G. Gurney.
11. Secretary to Teacher.

4

22 October, 1874 ............................................................................................. ...............................
22 October, 1874..............................................................................................................................

9. Rev. G. Gurney to Council.

3

13 October, 1874 ..................................................................................................................................

Secretary to Inspector (B.C.)
6. Rev. G. Gurney to Council.

................................................. ,................................................................. .

2 December, 1874 .........

2 December, 1874....................

4
4
6
6

7

12. Secretary to Inspector.

2 December, 1874 ...........................................................................................................................................

7

' 13. Secretary to Inspector.

17 November, 1874 ......................................................................................................................................

7

14. Rev. G. Gurney to Council.

14 December, 1874 ................................................................................................................

15. Secretary to Rev. G. Gurney.
16. Secretary to Teacher.

31 December, 1874................................

31 December, 1874 ...........................................................................................................................................

17. Rov. G. Gurney to Council.

8
8

...........................................................................................................■....................

S

18. Rev. G. Gurney to Council.

2 January, 1875.,...................................................................................................................................

8

19. W. H. IVood to Secretary.

2 January, 1875 ........ ........................................................................................................................... .

9

5 January, 1875........................................................................................... ..................................................

9

20. Secretary to Inspector-.

2 January, 1875

7

21. Rov. G. Gurney to Council.

Secretary to Inspector (B.C.)
Inspector to Secretary.

9
10

27 January, 1876 ......................................................................................... ...................................

10

28 January, 1875......................... ...................................................................................... ............................

10

26. Rov. G. Gurney to Council.
Rev. G. Gurney to Council.
27. Secretary (o Inspector (B.C.)
Inspector to Secretary.

1 February, 1875 ..............

11

3 February, 1875 ..............................................................

12

2 February, 1875 .....................................................................................;.......................................

12

4February, 18Jo ................ ........................................................................................................ ...............

12

28. Rev. G. Gurney to Council.

3 February, 1876 ...................................................................................... ■.................. .......................

4 February, 1875 ..........................................................................

30. Rov. G. Gurney to Council.

5 February, 1875 ..............................................................

9 February, 1875 ..............................................................................................................

32. Secretary to Rev. G. Gurney.
83. Secretory to Inspector.
34. Teacher to Secretary.

9
9

21 January, 1875 .................................................................................................................................

25. -Teacher to Secretary.

31. Secretary to Teacher.

9

25 January, 1875 ...............................................................................................................................................

24. Rev. G. Gurney to Secretary.

29. Teacher to Secretary.

11 January, 1875 .............................................................................................................................

Not dated ........................................................... .1............................... j...........................................

22. G. H. Johnson to Secretary.
23. Secretary to Teacher.

7 January, 1875......................................................................................................................................

10 February, 1875 .............................................................................................................................

10 February, 1875.........................................................................................................................................
10 February, 1875 .....................................

35. Report of Sir A. Stephen aud S. C. Brown, Esq,

15 February, 1875 .........................................................................................

14
14
14
14
14
15
15
15

36. Rev. G. Gurney to Council. 18 February, 1875................................................................................

16

37. Secretary to Teacher,

17

19 February, 1875 .......................... ........................................................................................................ .

Secretary to Rev. G,Gurney. 20 February, 1875...................................................................

17

39. Secretary to Rev. G.Gurney. 26 February, 1875................................................

17

40. Rev. G. Gurney to Council.

17

22 February, 1875..................................................................................................................................

J. Perry and others to Council.

Not dated ............ ................................................................................ .........................................

17

41. Rev. G. Gurney to Council." 6 March, 1875 ......................................................................................................................................

18

42. Secretary to Rev. G.Gurney. 11 March, 1876 ....................................

20

43. Secretary to Rev.

G.Gurney. 12 May, 1875 .............................................................

44. Rev. G. Gurney to Council.
45. Secretary to Rev. G. Gurney.

Not dated .......................................................... •.......................... ........................................................
27 May, 1875 ......................................................................................................................................

46. Rov. G. Gurney to Council. 28 May, 1875.................................................

20
20
21.
21

47. Rev. G. Gurney to Council. 28 May, 1875..............

22

48. Secretary to Rev. G. Gurney.

22

8 June, 1875 .....................................................................................................................................
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No, 1.
The Eev. G. Gurney to The Council op Education.

,

Parsonage, Emu,
24 September, 1874.

Gentlemen,

.

Since tbe late meeting respecting “ Education” there has been such a marked change in the
tone of the teacher at Emu Church of England Certified Denominational School (Mr. Justelius)—he has
been so abusive and impudent whenever 1 have made any inquiries respecting tlie school, or mentioned
any complaints—that I can no longer work toith Mm. The school is going down very fast, and the children
being taken to Penrith, to tho great hurt of the school. Now I have no desire to injure him or his large
family, but I think, as he is a Wesleyan, and has repeatedly expressed his wish that the school could be
converted into a Public School, I do not think he is likely to do justice to the school and the denomina
tional interests committed to his charge. Under these circumstances I think he ought to be removed, and
the school placed under the charge of a Church of England teacher, as provided by tbe Act. I think it
would be better for all parties, and give Emu Denominational School a fair change and no favour. I say
that I have no wish to injure the teacher, though I can no longer work with him, but think that at this
particular juncture, when there is a talk about these small schools, that I can only have fair play with a
Church teacher for a Church Denominational School.
I have, Ac.,
GEORGE GURNET,
—-----Chairman of Local Board.
B.C., Inspector of Cumberland District.—Very urgent,—Be good enough to state if you can
recommend an arrangement whereby Mr. Justelius may be removed from this school, and an eligible
teacher appointed.—E. J., 30/9/74.
B.C., Secretary,—It would appear from the teacher's letter, hereto annexed, that he is “ not a
member of the "Wesleyan Church, but at present a member of the Church of England.” Mr. Justelius
cannot therefore be removed from the Emu C.E. School on the ground stated hv the Rev. G. Gurney.—
J, M'Credik, Insp., Cumb. District, 5/10/74.
^

No. 2.
Mr. E. Justelius to The Inspector

op

Schools, Cumberland District.

Cert. Denom. C.E, School,
Emu, 3 October, 1874.
Sir,

I have the honor to acknowledge your memorandum of 2nd inst., in which you inform me that
it has been stated that I am a Wesleyan, and not a proper person to continue in charge of a Denomina
tional Church of England School. You also request me to state to what religious denomination I belong.
I most respectfully beg to state that I was brought up in the Lutheran Church, but since my
marriage have mostly attended tbe Wesleyan Church, and since I came to Emu I and my family have
regularly attended the services in the Church of England, and I am a pewholdcr in the Church of England,
aud I have occasionally attended the Wesleyan services here, at times when there has been no service in
the Church of England. My children have regularly attended the C.E. Sunday-school here, and I have
also been a teacher in the C.E. Sunday-school here. I have for the last nine months not once been to the
Wesleyan church, nor have my family. About the same lime ago, at the desire of Rev. Gurney,
I withdrew my children from the Wesleyan Sunday-school, where they occasionally had attended, only on
such occasions when there was no Sunday-school in the Church of England here. 1 and my family have
since regularly attended the Church of Englaud, aud no other Church. 1 have communicated in the Church
of England here, and have had two children [baptized here by Rev. Gurney. I therefore beg to inform you,
in answer to your memorandum, that I am not. a member of the Wesleyan Church, but qt present a
member of the Church of England. Rev. Gurney has repeatedly expressed his satisfaction with the
manner in which I conduct the religious instruction in the day-school.
.
I therefore most respectfully beg to submit that I cannot see that the 40Lh clause of the Public
Schools Act has been infringed by my appointment to this school.
I have, Ac.,
EDWARD JUSTELIUS.

No. 3.
The Acting Secretary to the Council of Education to The Ret. G. Gurney.

*

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 30 September, 1874.

Rev. Sib,

I am directed by tho Council of Education to acquaint you that your letter, dated 24th
September instant, upon the subject mentioned below, is under consideration, and that a further communi
cation respecting it will be addressed to you as soon as the Council has arrived at a decision in the
matter.
I have, Ac.,
E. JOHNSON,
_
(For Secretary.)
Subject
Requesting removal of teacher, Mr. Justelius.

No, 4.

4
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No. 4.
Tee Acraet Secbetabt to tee Coukcii of Education to Tee Eev. G. Gubney.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 9 October, 1874.
Eev. Sib,

With reference to your letter of 24th September ultimo, in which you request that, as Mr. E.
Justelius is a Wesleyan, he may be removed from the Certified Denominational Church of England School
at Emu, and a member of the Church of England appointed in his stead, I am directed by the Council of
Education to acquaint you that a communication has been received from Mr. Justelius, in which he alleges
that he is not a Wesleyan, but a member of the Church of England.
I have, &e.,
E. JOHNSON,
_____________________________
(For Secretary.)

No. 5.
Tee Eev. G. Gurney to The Councic of Education.

Parsonage, Emu,
13 October, 1874.
Gentlemen,

I have your note of the 9th instant. I much regret that Mr, Justelius has claimed to be a
member of ike Church of England after two years profession of another persuasion.
I now respectfully claim under tbe 10th clause of tho Education Act of 1866, that the Inspector
be instructed to make inquiries here, for the matter is so notorious that the very idea of his being a
member of the Church of England is laughed at.
I am sure, gentlemen, that you will grant me this very reasonable request.
I remain, &c.,
GEO. GURNET.
■ P.S.—I do not think that Mr. Justelius would on his oath claim to be a churchman—he was
educated a Lutheran.—G.G.
E.C., Inspector of Cumberland District,—Be good enough to hold the necessary inquiry in order
that it may be ascertained to what religious denomination Mr. Justelius belongs.—E.J., 22/10/74.

No. 6.
The Eev. G. Gueney to Tee Council of Education,'

Parsonage, Emu.
Gentlemen,

Should you grant my very reasonable request respecting the religious persuasion of our teacher,
viz., that inquiry be made on the spot, I would further suggest that I be allowed to nominate a gentleman
to assist the Inspector in the inquiry, and that due notice be given of the time of the Inspector’s visit.
I have, &c.,
GEOEGE GUENEY,

No. 7.
The Acting Secretary to the Council of Education to The Eev. G. Gurney.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 22 October, 1874.
Eev. Sib,

I am directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you that, in accordance with the request
contained in your letter dated 13th October instant, the District Inspector has been instructed to hold the
necessary inquiry, in order that it may be ascertained to what religious denomination Mr. E. Justelius,
teacher of the Certified Denominational Church of England School at Emu, belongs.
I have, &c.,
E. JOHNSON,
(For Secretary.)

No. 8.
The Inspector of Schools, Cumbebland District, to The Secretary to the Council of
Education.
Emu, C.E.:—Investigation into charge against the teacher.
Herewith are forwarded the statements which were made at the above investigation on the 7th instant,
together with all other papers in my possession relating to the case.

2. From these documents the following facts may be gathered on perusal:—
(1.) Mr. Justelius is proved to have belonged to tbe Church of England at Bankstown, from
which he was removed to Emu C.E. school. This is clearly shown in annex A.

(2)
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(2.) It is also stated explicitly in annex B, by tie Kev. A. S. Swift, the Wesleyan Clergyman of
the locality, that hlr. .Tustelius is not a member of the Wesleyan Church, as has been alleged
in Mr. Gurney’s original letter of the 24.'th September last. '
(3.) It is admitted by Mr. Gurney that Mr. Justclius has communicated once in the Church of
England at Emu, and it appeal’s to me that Mr. Gurney has failed to prove that Mr.
Justclius is not a member of the Church of England, which he claims to be.
8. I am of opinion, therefore, that the Council should decline to remove Mr. Justelius from the
Emu C.E. school.
d. I may add that the Eev. J. Yaughan was present, ex yratid, during lie investigation, and that
he concurs with mo in thinking that Mr. Gurney has quite failed to prove his i ase.
J. M'CREDIE,
Sydney, Id November, 1874.
•
Inspector, Cumberland District.
[Enclosures.']
Statihiints

Emu Plains C.E. School,
7 November, 1874.
made at an inquiry into a charge preferred by the Eov. G\ Cturney, B.A., against Mr. Justelius, teacher of the
above school, of being a Wesleyan.

jjee. (7. Gurney's statement.
Mu. JnSTELlus was appointed I believe in June, 1872, bringing his appointment with him, no mention of sect being made
therein, and no previous information of his arrival being given to me. 1 first heard of his arrival by being told that he was at
the station. Mrs. Justelius told Mrs. G-urney some few weeks after arrival that both she and her husband were Wesleyans.
Her words were, " Why, Mrs. G-urney, both myself and my husband are Wesleyans,1’ to which Mrs. Gurney replied, "Mr. Gurney
does not know that.” Mr. Justelius afterwards explained to me that he was baptized and educated a Lutheran, hut joined the
Wesleyans when he married his wife. His father-in-law and mother-in-law confirmed that statement, saying in effect that he
ought to ho grateful to Mr. Gurney for allowing him to remain a teacher here, he not being of the Church of England denomi
nation. On receiving little kindnesses lie lias expressed himself more gratified, inasmuch as ho was not of my denomination,
lie told me himself in my house this: that the Kev. Mr. Middleton, a Wesleyan Clergyman, advised him to attend the Church
services while a teacher of the school, but that he should not have accepted the appointment. Mr. Wood, a Wesleyan, stated
that he thought the Council should not have made the appointment. A dispute had arisen about Wood’s boy learning the C.E.
Cateehism, to which that gentleman had objected under the belief that Mr. Justelius was being persecuted by me, by being
required fo afteud the Church service instead of the Wesleyan. After an interview' between him, Mr. Justclius, and myself,
he was satisfied, and withdrew his objection. Previous to this meeting, Mr. Justelius had openly left the Church, joined the
Wesleyans, and said ho would never roturn again. On my assurance that I had not asked for his removal under the 10th
clause of the Act he returned to the Church. His children have attended the Wesleyan Sunday-school as often, if notoftener,
than the Church one, and oecasioually have left the Church entirely for the Wesleyan. Up to this present moment he has
never stated to me that he is a hond Jitle churchman, but always has allowed that he was not of my denomination. Mr,
Player, a member of the Board, said to me yesterday, that as he could not ho present to day, he desired me to say that his
impression was, that he was a Wesleyan. Mr. Justelius states in his letter that he ia at. present a member of the Church of
England, which implies that he was not always or invariably one. lie has not taught in the Church of England Sundayschool for nearly n year. Ho withdrew from his post and said that he would not teach again. lie says that he has only attended
the Wesleyan Church when there was no service in the Church of England. This I deny, for he has openly attended when there
was service in the Church of England here. It appears to mo that the question at issue is : “ Is he or is he uot a member of
the Church of England?” He was not compelled to teach in the Sunday-school, but invited to assist theroiu according to usual
custom.
'
Cross-e.mmined hy Afr, Justelius: You told me that you were born and educated a Lutheran, and when you came to
the Colony your preferences led you to the Wesleyans, to whom your wife belonged, and that you joined them when you
married her, and had continued with them up to the time of your coming hero ; I understood you that you attended the
Wesleyan Church as a member thereof; your words were, that you "joined the Wesleyan Church when you were married
I
do not know if by ‘'joining," you meant being a member of the Wesleyan Church; I presented you to the Bishop as a seatbolder
and not as a member of the Church of England ; being a sentholder, you were a fit and proper person to sign the consecration
petition to the Bishop ; you communicated once in the Church of England here since you came ; you came on your own
authority ; I have already said that you led me to believe that you were a Wesleyan up to the time of your coming here.
GEOKGE GURNEY.
Mrs. Gurney, being called, stated :—I was speaking to Mrs. Justelius, and saying that I was sorry Rev. Mr. Somerville
had left, as Mr. Gurney and he hod got on well together ; I am not sure what remark was then made, hut Mrs. Justelius then
said : “ I am sorry, for my husband and myself are both Wesleyans."
Cross-eramined by Mr. Justelius : I don’t remember anything that happened on tbo first Sunday you were hero ; I do
not remember saying to you that I hoped you were not Wesleyans.
‘
EMILY A. GURNEY.

Statement of Mr. Justelius.

•

I ■would beg .to state, in tbc first place, that I adhere to all the statements contained in my letter of 3rd October lost, I
never told Mr. Gurney that I was a member of the Wesleyan Church at any time. When I came to Emu I was requested
by the Rev. Mr. Gurney to teach in the Sunday-school, and I continued so to do until lie, in the presence of Mr. Wood, said
lie thought it better for me not to continue teaching in the Sunday-school. He also said that he would send for me to attend
when he was absent, which he lias done several times, and I have always acceded to his request. I beg to reiterate that I am
not a member of the Wesleyan Church, and I claim to be a member of the Church of England. I attended the Church of
Euglnnd atBankstowu Cor twelve months before coming to Emu, and eommuniented there, as is shown by the note now handed in Herewith,
from the Rev. W. J. Gunther, of Parramatta, dated 6th November Last. I Wits originally trained under the Denominational
Church of England Board at St. James’s C. E. School, which I entered on tho recommendation of the Bishop himself.
Cross-examined by Mr. Gurney : I left the Sunday-school before meeting you at Mr. Woods, at your recommendation ;
I did attend the Wesleyan Church for a few Sundays about that time; I cannot remember whether my children left the
Church of England Sunday-school about that time ; I did not say that I would not return to tho Church unless you had not
written to ask for my removal; I have been under the Council of Education since 1st June, 1871, and then belonged to the
Church of England ; I don’t remember what I entered myself as to religion in the last Census return : Mrs. Justelius was
entered in the Census as a Wesleyan, ns far as I remember j probably I entered myself as a Protestant; I am a hond fide
member of the Church of England ; I don’t remember the exact date of my joining the Church of England ; I at one time
belonged to the Lutheran Church ; I was baptised in the Lutheran Church ; 1 have been confirmed by a Bishop of the Lutheran
Church, but not by one of the Church of England ; I was married by a Wesleyan clergyman ; I think four of my children
have been baptised by clergymen not belonging to the Church of England, and three by the Church of England clergymen ;
my wife hold a sitting in the Wesleyan Church, and I attended when there was no Church of England service ; 1 don't
remember stating to any one since coining here that I belonged to the Wesleyan Church; Rev. Mr. Middleton never said to
mo that I should not have accepted tho charge of this school; Mr. Wood never said to my knowledge that the Council did
wrong in appointing me to this school; I never said to any one that I would not attend again at the Church of England
service, or not let my children do so.

EDWD. JUSTELIUS.

Statement
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Statement of Mr. William Senry Wood.

I am residing on Emu Plains, and am a farmer. I never said to Mr. Gurney that the Council was wrong in appointing
yon to this school. You are not, to my knowledge, a member of the Wesleyau Church, to which I belong. Mr. Gurney told
me lately, I think, that he would remove you, or that he would do his best for your removal. I objected to my boy learning
the Church of England Catechism, because I thought Mr. Gurney was persecuting yon. You never to my knowledge said to
Mr. Gurney, in my presence, that you would not return to the Church unless he (Mr. Gurney) would abstain from asking
for your removal.
Cross-examined hy Hcv. Mr. Gurney: I think you have been persecuting Mr. Justclius since he came here on several
occasions ; I think that you were.persecuting Mr. Justelius by coming into the school and insulting him before the children ;
I remember tho meeting at my house ; X saw Mr. Justelius about (.hat time several Sundays in tho Wesleyan Church ; I did
not hear it reported about that'fimc that Mr. Justelius had said that he would not return to Church again j I never heard you
say anything at that time about asking for the removal of Mr. Justelius; it is quite likely that the Church of England service
was going on when I saw him in the Wesleyan Church.
W. H. WOOD.
Statement of Mrs. Justelius.

I dtd not tell Mrs. Gnrnny that you were a Wesleyan; but I said that X was one, On the first Sundry, after coming here,
Mrs. Gurney said she only hoped we were not Wesleyans.
‘
ISABELLA JUSTELIt’S.

[Annex A.]
The Rev. W. J. Gunther to Mr. Justelius.
St. John’s, Parramatta,
6 November, 1874
My dear Sir,
I received your note yesterday, in which you ask me to certify that you attended tho services of the Church of
England and the Holy Communion when you resided at Bankstown. In answer I beg to say that you attended the services
regularly, took an interest in Church matters, and I find from my note-book attended the Holy Communion.
I regret I cannot remember how many times the Holy Communion was celebrated between June 1,1871, and June 1,
1872, nor how many times you were present.

I am, &c.,

W. J. GUNTHER.

[Annex B,]

■

The Rev. A, S. Swift to John M'Credie, Esq.
Emu Plains, C November, 1874
Dear Sir,
Understanding that Mr. Justelius’s position as teacher of the Church of England Denominational School here is
likely to be seriously affected on the alleged ground of his being a Wesleyan, I deem hut justice to Mm to state what my
position enables me to do, viz., that first, he is not a member of our Church; nor secondly, an attendant on our public
ministrations.
During the seven months and more of my location hero I have but once exchanged civilities with Mm, and never once
seen him at our servico.
'
I am, &c.,
ALFRED S. SWIFT.

No. 9.
The Bet. G\ Gurnet to The Council op Education.

Parsonage, Emu,
1G November, 187ft.
Gent lem en,

♦Note,—
not an inquiry
tie made, or
an ansv*®'

demanded?—*

G.G,

(

May I submit tbo foliowing remarks upon tbo late Inquiry under Mr. Inspector M'Credie.
1. That Mr. Justelius never denied my statement made at tbo opening of the proceedings in any
material respect.
2. That in a letter read by Mr. M'Oredic Mr. Justelius stated that ho was at present of tho Churcli
of England.
3. *That, while he remembered putting down his wife and family (at the late Census) as Wesleyans,
he could not remember what he had entered as Ms denomination.
4. That Mr, Wood, the only witness called by Mr. Justelius, teas and is a Wesleyan, and had stated
previously to me. in presence "of my wife and daughter, that he would say nothing to injure Mr. Justelius.
5. That Bankstown was a Provisional Church of England School, and service held in the school
room which easily accounted for the teacher’s attendance at service of Mr. Gunther.
G. That if Mr. Justelius were an undoubted and bond fide member of the Church of England,
would his only witness be Wesleyan to prove it?
7. If Mr. Justelius had never been impudent and insulting to me how came it that under tho
threat .of law proceedings he wrote an abject apology ?—Copy on the other leaf.
.
8. That while there is hut one certified school upon this side the river there are at least 130 to 150
children of school age.

No. 10.
The Acting Secretary to the Council or Education to The Bet. G. Gurnet.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 2 December, 1874.
Bey. Sir,

.

'
I am directed by tbo Council of Education to acquaint you that the Council has had under
consideration the Inspector’s report upon an inquiry which has been held in consequence of your request
for the removal of Mr. E. Justelius, the teacher of the Certified Denominatioual Church of England
School at Emu,-on the ground that he is not a member of the Church of England.

2.
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2. I am further directed to state that it docs not appear from the nature of the evidence taken at
the investigation that the Council would he justified in removing Mr. Justelius from his present position,
on tho ground that ho is not a member of the Church of England.
I have, &c.,
E, JOHNSON,
(Eor Secretary.)

No. 11.
Tub Aciiko Secretaby to the Couycil of Ebucation to Mr. E, Justelius.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 2 December, 1874.
Chairman’s request for your removal.
The Council, having had under consideration tho report of the Inspector on the investigation recently
held with reference to the Local Board’s allegation that you are not a member of the Church of England,
is of opinion that the evidence is not sufficient to sustain the allegation, and has therefore declined to
remove you on the ground assigned hy the Board.
E. JOHNSON,
(Eor Secretary.)

No. 12.
The Acm’o Secretary to the Council of Education' to The Inspector of Schools, Cumberland
District.

■

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 2 December, 1874.
Emu, C.E.—Chairman’s request for removal of teacher, Mr. Justelius, your B.C. No. 74-1,186, dated
14th November.
The Eevd. Mr. Gurney has been informed that it does not appear from the nature of tho evidence taken
at the inquiry conducted by you with reference to the above matter that the Council wonld be justified in
removing Mr. Justelius from his present position, on tho ground that he is not a member of the Church of
England.
E. JOHNSON,
(Eor Secretary.)

No. 13.
The Inspector of Schools, Cumberland Djstrict, to The Secretary to the Council op Education.

Emu, C.E.—Additional papers in recent inquiry.
These papers are forwarded to be placed with those already forwarded.
It will be observed that they are contradictory of certain statements of Mr. Gurney.

„

J. M'CREDIE,
Inspector, Cumberland District, 17/11/74.

Sir,

Mr. E, JuBteliua to the Inspector of Schools, Cumberland District.
C.C.E. School, Emu, 14 November, 1874.

I have the honor to enclose certificates from my father and mother-in-law, contradicting that part of Revd.
Gurney’s statement at the late inquiry, where he stated that they told him, in effect, that I ought to be grateful to Mr. Gurney
for allowing me to remain as teacher here,!! not being of the same denomination, namely, tho Church of England.
I have, &c.,
ED. JUSTELIUS.
Sydney, 12/11)74.
I had no conversation whatever with the Eevd. Mr. Gnmoy concerning the religious opinions of Mr. Justelius, and never said
cither in effect or otherwise, that Mr. Justelius ought to be grateful to the Eevd. Mr. Gurney for allowing him to remain a
teacher at Emu, he not being of tho same denomination, namelv, the Church of England.
'
ISABELLA BOLES.
Sydney, 12/11/74.
I had no conversation with the Eev. Mr. Gurney, particularly about the roligioun persuasion of Mr. Justclius, and certainly
deny that I ever said to the Eevd. Mr. Gurney, or anyone else, that Mr. Justclius ought to be grateful to tho Rcvd. Mr. Gurney
for allowing him to remain a teacher at Emu, ho not being of the same denomination, namely the Church of England.
JAMES BOLES.

No. 14
The Rev. G. Gurney to The Council op Education,

Gentlemen,

■

■

Parsonage, Emu,
14 December, 1874.

.
I beg
acknowledge the receipt of your note respecting the denomination of Mr. Ed. Jus
telius, and to thank you for the trouble you have taken in the matter.
I should not nave addressed you sgahl AtyirKSifftiq hud not a circumstance occurred this morning
which renders the removal of the teacher imperative, in my opinion.

He,

8
' He, this morning, during the first hour, insulted me most grossly. He called me a liar, a scoundrel,
and told me that I was not worthy to wear the black coat of a clergyman; called three boys out of tho
school while X was hearing them read the Bible; tried to tear one of the school records out of my hand,
shook his fist in my face, and said that if 1 had been outside he wrould have treated me in another way;
interrupted me by walking up and down the school, and making a noise wrifch his feet; and then walked
out of the school. His conduct was more like one mad than anything else.
I trust that for the interest of the district he may ho removed to another post. The best Church
families have retired from the school, and others would leave if only they were able to meet with another
school nearer than Penrith. Several of those near to the Hepean have gone there.
The numbers are also so very much reduced, being only thirty, and that including six of his own
children. I am quite convinced that a new school teacher would have a chance of a very good school.
There is no other Grovernment school here, but when one is built by the Council I would offer no oppo
sition to the close of our Church school; but till then I consider myself bound to do all in my power for
tho morale and efficiency of the institution, which are now suffering under the present master.
I have, &c.,
G-KORGH GURNET,
-------Chairman of Local Board.
Note respecting the three boys being called out. I was hearing the class read from the Bible.
He eamo to the door and called the three oldest boys out. I went to the door and told him that they
must roturn or I would at once leave. They then returned.—G.G.
This is not, by many, the first time I have suffered abuse from the teacher, but is almost invariably
the case now, more or less gross.—G.G.
Were I not the clergyman, I wonld not hold office ns a member of the Board one hour longer to
submit to such abuse.

No. 15.
The Acting Secretary to the Council op Education to The Rey. Cr. Gurney.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 31 December, 1874.
Rey. Sir,

In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the Tlth December instant, I am directed by
the Council of Education to acquaint you that in consequence of the representations contained in your
communication, the Council has decided to remove Mr. Edward Justelius from his position as teacher of
the Certified Denominational Church of England School at Emu,
I have, &e.,
E. JOHNSON,
(For Secretary.)

No. 16.
The Acting Secretary to the Council op Education to Mr. E. Justelius,

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 31 December, 1874.
The Council has decided to make arrangements for your removal from your present position as teacher of
the above school.
(
E. JOHNSON,
'
(Eor Secretary.)

No. 17.'
The Ret. G. Gurney to The Council op Education.

Parsonage, Emu,
2 January, 1875.
Gentlemen,

_

_

_

I thank you for your kind interest in the matter of Mr. Ed. Justelius, and feel great relief in
consequence of your decision to remove the teacher.
I am the only member of the Local Board who ever visits or takes any interest in the affairs of tho
school, and the only one who is brought into contact with Mr. B. Justelius.
_ _
I feel that you have arrived at a just and wise decision. As a clergyman of the denomination in
question (Church of England) I could not resign my post, nor refuse for long to visit the school, and yet
I could not after his behaviour work with him for the benefit of the school. His behaviour for many
months past has been extremely insulting as well as violent, and such conduct could not but have a very
injurious influence upon the minds of the children, as well as hold up the office of both Minister and
Local Board to contempt.
I have, &c.,
GEO. GURNET.

No. 18.
The Ret. G. Gurney to The Council of Education.

Parsonage, Emu,
2 January, 1875.
T think it but right to inform the Council of Education that since the receipt of their decision Mr. E.
Justelius and his son have been from house to house of all denominations with a petition in hand to enlist
the sympathies of the people in bis favour.
G. GURNET.
'
'
No. 19.
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No. 19.
Me. 'W. II. IVood to Tite Seceetaht

io the

Couscie

g

oe

Education.

Emu Plains, 2 January, 1875.

i e j 1 beSto1ii:iclose a mem0riil1.
spontaneously by all the bouseholders on Emu Plains. I
also beg to certify that alt the signatures are genuine and signed by none but bond fide householders and
resident within the school district of Emu Plains.
I have, &c,,
____________.
W. H. WOOD.
[JSincloswreA

To tho Secretary, Council of Education, Sydney,—
Emu Plains, 1 January, 1875.
Sir,
j ,
■ , ^e’
l,n^ersigned inhabitants of tbo District of Emu Plains, hare heard with regret that tho Council have
determined to remove Hr. E. Justelius, teacher of the Church of England school here.
t i ,- ^ C
respectfully request the Council to reconsider the matter, as we have every confidence in Mr. and Mrs.
J ustehus as teachers.
W. H. Wood
G-. H. Dempsey
Mrs. Muria Evans
David Pitch
Jacob Innes
John Ryan
Mrs. James Evans
Mrs. Beatson
Mark Towle
Alfred Stanhope Swift
Isaac Times
Daniel Upton
Henry Peir
Jas. Tobias Ryan (Mem
Abraham Rayncr
Wm. J. Rayner
Donald Boss
ber of Local Board)
W. Poll
Wm. Erost
Henry Messer
Mrs. Sarah Ryan
James Jude
Wm. Ellison
Janies Bunyan
Mrs. Barbara Jones
James March
John Colless
Mrs. C. Beasley
Mrs. Mary Evans
Mrs. W. Cornell
George Colless
Mrs. Stake
Mrs. Jessie Upton
Joseph Taylor
John E. Bieset
John J, Bissland
Jonathan Mullis
Mrs. H. Marehant
Mrs. Maria Peisley
William Walker
Mrs. Etta Walker
John Rayner
Wm. Wagstaff
John Harden
Wm. Lucas
Hugh Curry
James Coghlan
Mrs. Maria York
T. A. Cunningham
Q. Ryan
Mrs. Harriet Colless
[la all 51

No. 20.
The SECHETAEr

to the

Council

of

Education to The Inspector

of

Schools, Cumberland District,

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 5 January, 1875.
Emu, C.E.:—Proposed removal of teacher, Mr. Justelius.
The Council has decided to remove Mr. Justelius from the above school in consequence of his insulting
conduct towards the Eev, G. G-urney, Chairman of the Local Board. Be good enough therefore to submit
a lecoimnendation with a view to his removal as early as practicable.
W. WILKUNTS,
__ ______ ____________________
Secretary.

No. 21.
The Eev. G-. Gurnet to The Council

of

Education.

Parsonage, Emu,
7 January. 1S7L

n

Gentlemen,

j

feel obiiSed if ia carrying into effect your decision to remove Mr, Justelius from JEW
you would kindly appoint such a teacher as, being a member of the Church of England, you might iu
your wisdom deem fit.
&
>j
b
11

I am, &c.,
GEOEGE GURNET.

______

.
Inspector of Cumberland District,—Be good enough to state if you can arrange for the
appointment of an eligible teacher to succeed Mr. Justelius
W.W., 11/1/75.
U1 . B-.^'\J?eCrCiar;ir,—1 amjmaWc to aiT[lng0 to p]ace anot}ier teacher instead of Mr. Justclius at Emu
rJanis. Uith reference to B.C., No. 75/31, I would also remark that I am unable to provide for the
removal of Mr. Justclius. It does not appear that the teacher has been communicated with respecting
the alleged •insulting conduct”; and lest there should be some oversight in the matter, I think it right to
point this out. It seems to me that no decision should bo arrived at without first calling upon the teacher
for his version of the affair.—J. M'Cbbdie, Inspector, Cumberland District.

No. 22.
Mn. G. H. Johnson to The Secretary

to the

Council

of

Education.

76, Devonshire-street, Strawberry Hills,
21 January, 1875.

Sir

i
Having been led to infer from information I have received that there is a school at Emu Plains
requiring a master, I have the honor herewith to offer myself as a candidate. I have written to the Eev.
Mr. Gurney on the subject, who has sent me in reply the note attached to this application,
irustmg that hia note will be favourably acknowledged, and awaiting your reply,
I have, <fcc.,
G. H. JOHNSON.
367—B

[Enclosure^
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[Enclosure!]
Tho Rev. G. Gurney to Mr. G. H. Johnson.
Parsonage, Erau,
20 January, 1875.
Dear Sir,
.
^ _
I have Tour note and that of Mr. Vidal, who also mentions the name of Mr. Wilkins.
_
I am prepared to accept your appointment should the Council think fit to propose you, or to entertain your application,
which I presume has already been sent in. You can make any use you think fit with this note to secure the approval of the
Council, or, if necessary, I am prepared to write to tho Council in your favour.
■
Yours, <fcc.,
'
GEORGE GURNEY.

No. 23.
•

The Secketakz

to the

Coukcil'

oe

Editcatios’ to Me. E. Justelius.

Council of Education Office,
25 January, 1S75.
Complaiuts preferred against you by the Rev. Mr. Gurney, Chairman of Local Board.
The Council is in receipt of a communication from the Bev. George Gurney, Chairman of the Local

Board, complaining that you behaved towards him iu a most insulting manner on the morning of the 14th
December ultimo. Mr. Gurney states—
‘‘He, this morning, during the first hour insulted me most grossly. He called me a liar, a
scoundrel, and told me that I was not worthy to wear the blade coat of a clergyman ; called
three boys out of the school while I was hearing them road the Bible ; tried to tear one of
the school records out of my hand; shook his fist in my face and said that if I had been
outside he would have treated me in another way ; interrupted mo by walking up and down
the school and making a noise with his feet, and then walked out of the school.”
The Council has therefore instructed mo to call upon you for such explanation as you may be in a
position to furnish with reference to the charges .preferred against you by the Eev. Mr. Gurney.
"
W. WILKINS,
■
Secretary.

No. 24.
The Ret. G. Guenet to The Seceetaet

to the

Council

of

Education.

Parsonage, Emu,
27 January, 1875.
Mt Deae Sie,

A Mr. G. H. Johnson has applied to me for the post of teacher at Emu Church of England
C. D. School. Mr. Canon Vidal has also written me in favor of Mr. Johnson’s application.
I am willing to accept Mr. Johnson should the Council nominate him. I am satisfied that a very
good school can he got together by an efficient teacher. The situation is good, the school large, and the
teacher’s residence commodious and in very good order,
_
...
I. trust the Council will not delay their appointment, as Mr. Justelius’s conduct is so oflensive
towards me that I am unable to take any active part iu the well being of the school during bis stay.
I remain, &c.,
GEORGE GURNET.-

No. 25.
Me. E. Justelius to The Seceetaet to the Council of Education.

Certd. C.E. School,
Emu, 2S January, 1875.
Sib,-

_

_

.

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your memorandum of the 25th instant, con
taining complaints preferred against mo by the Rev. G. Gurney, Chairman of the Local Board.
I most respectfully beg to assure the Council that all the charges contained in your memo,
are unfounded. I most emphatically deny having insulted Mr. Gurney, as stated in your memorandum.
On the morning referred to in your memo. Mr. Gurney came into the school, saying, “ I am
come to give religious instruction.” I answered, “ Very well, sir,” and handed him the Bible. He then
told the children to pay attention, as he wished to speak to them about the fence of the churchyard being
broken down. I then stepped forward, and said, “ Please, sir, I cannot allow you to speak to the children
about the fence during school hours.” He then, turning towards me, said, 11 Hold your tongue you impu
dent fellow ; this is my hour and I can use it as I please.” I then replied, “ Most certainly not; you are
at liberty to give the religious instruction but I will not allow either the Council’s regulations or the
Public Schools Act to be infringed, because they provide that the school time must either be used tor
religious or secular instruction, and I caunot allow any of the school time to be taken up for any other
purpose without the sanction of the Council.” He then said, "I tell you that you are an impudent hoy
who dare to speak in such manner to a clergyman.” I then answered, 111 am sorry to say some clergymen
are not very particular how they speak to those they think beneath them iu position.” 1 never mentioned
the word “ scoundrel” nor did I call Mr. Gurney a liar; nor did I make any noise with my feet by walking
up and down.
•
During the time Mr. Gurney was in the school Mrs. Justelius in a very gentle manner called me
out, when Mr. Gurney called out to her, “ Hold your tongue you impudent woman.” I then told Mr.
Gurney that but for his position as Chairman of the Local Board I would not allow him to speak to my
wife in such manner. I did not leave the schoolroom until Mr. Gurney left, and then at his request to go
outside to look at the fence; nor did I shake my fist in his face as alleged.
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.

I respectfully beg to say that Mr. G-urney’a statement is simply untrue, ivliicli can be proved by
the scholars who attended on the 14th ultimo.
Mr. Gurney has told me that he will use every means in his power to have me not only removed
but dismissed.
1
On the morning in question Mr. Gurney smelt very strongly from spirits and chlorodyne, and I
attribute his excited state of mind to over-indulgence. His medical adviser has told me that his over
indulgence in chlorodyne is affecting his intellect and will drive him mad; and several of his parishioners
havo told me they attribute his treatment fowards me to partial madness. He so far forgot himself lately,
when I complained to him of one of his children, that he struck mo forcibly with his fist iu the presence of
two gentlemen, which matter I have been advised to lay before the Bishop.
I have been compelled to seok the protection of tire law against his eldest son for heating my small
children when I have been away from home. I have, since I came to Emu, endeavoured to do my duty to the
best of my ability, aud believe I have the sympathy of tho whole community hero.
My predecessor, Mr, Paul, was tormented and persecuted by Mr. Gurney until he was actually
compelled to leave against his own wish, and against the wishes of the people.
I got on very well with Mr. Gurney until I found out that he sent my little children privately to the
public-house for grog for his use, aud my remonstrance with him against such conduct was the cause of the
first ill-will ou his part towards me and mine.
I declare solemnly that what I have stated in this letter is in strict accordance with truth, and I
now leave myself in the hands of the Council, feeling confident I will receive justice aud consideration,
which I can never expect from the Chairman of the Local Board here.
I have, &c.,
EDWARD JUSTELIUS.
P.S.—“ I forgot to mention that on one occasion I said to Mr. Gurney, ‘ I consider you are not fit
to be a clergyman when you send to the public-house on a Sunday morning for grog.'—E.J.”

No. 2G.
Tun Rev. G. Gubsev to The Council or Education.

Parsonage, Emu, 1 February, 1875.
Gentlemen,

”

I much regret that I have to lay another complaint against Mr. Justelius. As he is to be
removed to another school I should much prefer keeping silence, but he is so misrepresenting matters and
spreading such false reports that in self-defence I am compelled to take this course.
On the evening of the 2oth January ultimo my son George had a dispute with his two sons, and
under great provocation George gave them each a box on the ears. His sons have often struck my boys.
How, I much regret such proceedings, and would have prevented it had I been present, or made him
apologize at the time, if I had been ashed; but Mr. Justelius took the law into his own hands, and rushed at
my son horsewhip in hand. George retired behind me, aud then passed within my
. Mr.
Justelius was so excited that iu his efforts to get at my son, and escape from his brothers-in-law, that he left
his coat and then his’waistcoat in their hands, He then tried to enter my gates, but my daughter stood in
the way to keep the fastening down. At this stage he shook his fist at her and said, “ I will give it yon
when 1 get you outside." Before retiring he offered to fight me, called me liar, snotty wretch, and said,
“ You preach on Sunday, but are a devil on Monday.’’ His next step was to take out a summons against
my boy, and ask leave of you to close the school on Friday to watch the ease, which did not come on. He
stated to Mr. Wynne, lessee of the railway bridge, that he came quietly up to me to ask my interference,
and that my answer was a blow between the eyes, but that lie thanked God he had sufficient resolution
to restrain himself from returning the blow. I never raised my hand to him or any man in my life to
strike. I am “ no siriicer.” My son, wife, and daughter were all present aud can bear me out as to the
truthfulness of this statement. Had ho got at my boy my belief is that he would have dealt him a blow
from which he would not have recovered easily. He has gone in again to-day to take out another summons
if the Clerk of the Bench will give it.
On Friday last, the 29th, he came and asked me to allow the 25th to be as though it had not been.
Had he withdrawn the charge about me (i.e., tho charge of striking Justelius) J would have agreed but
he would not give the contradiction iu writing. I asked him, “Dare you say that I struck you"? His
reply was, “I was so excited I do not kuow or remember what did take place. I believe you did not,” and
stated that he would take his oath that he did not tell the lessee of the bridge as reported, but be would
not write anything down, and so the interview ended. On Saturday last I sent my boy to say that I was
willing, iu the interests of peace, to erase the 25th from my memory. I would have done so had he only
remained quiet. But be tried to get my son to sign a document in an underhand way, which he had pre
viously stated in the town he would make as public as possible. When be asked my son to sign the paper
he said, “ It is nothing to do with your father.” I never in my life witnessed such an exhibition of temper
as Mr. Justelius displayed on Tuesday last.
The petition he sent in to you lately from Emu was signed by people who as a rule did not belong
to either church or school. I am willing to account for every signature if only I am given an opportunity.
As a general rule signatures to petitions are easily obtained, and one or two of note may account
for the rest,
I have, &c.,
GEORGE GURNET.

The
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Thje Ret. G-. Gtjei.tet to The Conycri of Education.

Parsonage, Emu,
3 February, 1875.
Gehtlemen,

_Mr. Justelius was in Sydney all day on February 2 (yesterday), and left tbe school in the
hands of his wife. I gave him no permission, nor do I know of any person—entitled to give such
permission—having been applied to.
This seems to me as very irregular.
I have, &c.,
GEORGE GURNEY,
Chairman of Local Board, Emu Ch. of Engd. Cd. Deni. School.

No. 27.
The Seceetaet

to the

Council

of

Education to The Inspector

of

Schools, Cumberland Disthict,

For inquiry and report as to grounds upon which Mr. Justclius's removal is deprecated and his retention

is desired.
Very urgent.—2/2/75,

W.W.

B.C., Secretary,—■
1. Fifty-one signatures are affixed to this petition in favour of Mr. Justelius. Of these, ihirty-Jive
belong to the Church of England, twelve are Wesleyans, three Presbyterians, and one Roman Catholic.
There being no other school in the locality but the Emu C. E. one, persons of all denominations are interested
n the school and the teacher,
2. From Annex B it will be seen that the petitioners represent thirty-nine children in attendance
at the Emu C. E. School, the number enrolled therein being for last quarter forty-six. It appears therefore
that nearly all the parents of pupils have signed the petition, and they are all, I believe, land fide residents
of Emu Plains.
’
3. I visited Emu Plains yesterday, and met a number of the petitioners (17), whose statements as
to the grounds on which they signed the petition are appended hereto in Annex B, and require, I think,
no comment from me beyond this, that they were taken down singly with the most scrupulous care, each
one being called in as required, and ilr. J. T. Ryan, a member of the Local Board, being present as well
as Mr. Wood. Neither of these gentlemen were allowed to take part in tho proceedings by asking
questions, &c.
4. I met the persons whose statements are given in Annex A in Mr. Wood's house. To have
conducted the inquiry in the schoolroom would have necessitated the closing of the school, and would
have brought the petitioners into collision with Mr. Gurney, which in the circumstances it was, I think,
well to avoid.
’
J. M'CREDIE, Inspr., Cumbd. Dish, 4/2/75.
Emu, 3 February, 1875.
of persons who signed the petition iu favour of Mr. Justclius, of Emu C. E. School, dated 1 January, 1875.
(1 -) Mr. Jamts T. Ryan .-—My reason for siguing the petition was this, that I do not believe any schoolmaster could
agree with Mr. G-urney. Prom all I could glean from the people, I believe that Mr. Gurney is in the wrong in Ins disputes
with Mr Justclius. The former teacher—-Mr. Paul—left because of his disagreeing with Mr. Gurney, 1 am a member of
the Emu C. E. Local Board.
JAMES T. RYAN.
Statement

(2.) Mr. John Maydon:—Until a fortnight ago I was one of the churchwardens in connection with the Emu Church of
England. My opinion was in favour of Mr, Justclius, because my child got such good learning from him at the school.
'Though I am a churchman, I think Mr. Gurney is in the wrong in his disputes with Mr. Justclius ; and it is, so far as I can
learn, from intercourse with the people, the general opinion. I therefore signed the petition in his favour.
.
JOHN HAYDON.
_ (3.) George Menry DempseyI signed the petition in favour of Mr. Justclius, because I believe Mr. Gurney to have
been in the wrong in his disputes with him from my own personal knowledge. My orchard is close to the church and
school, and when in it I heard them disputing one day. I then heard Mr. Gurney make use of words that I thought very
improper for a clergyman. Mr. Gurney then called Mr. Justelius a “ rascal" or u “scoundrel,”—I mu not sure which. I
went away at once lest I should be called as a witness and did not hear any more. The general opinion is that Mr. Gurney is
in fault. It is horrifying to me to hear my children rehearso what takes place between the Minister and schoolmaster. I am
a Roman Catholic.
G. H. DEMPSEY.
(4.) Mr. Wm. Wagstaff:—! signed tho petition because I thought Mr. Justelius (o be a proper man for Emu C. E.
school. I am of opinion that the schoolmaster is in the right and Mr. Gurney in the wrong in the disputes that have taken
place between tiiein. He had a good schoolmaster, Mr. Paul, horo before, and lie was not satisfied until he got him shifted. The
common opinion among the people is that Mr. Gurney should be removed aud not Mr. Justelius. I belong to tho Church of
England.
*
.
WILLIAM WAGSTAFF.
(5.) Mr. Isaac Innes:—I live at Emu Plains, am a member of the Church of England, and have four children attending the
school I signed the petition in favour of Mr. Justclius, bccauscl firmly believe thatMr. Gurney is in I he wronginliis disputes
with tho teacher. They have both talked to me about their disputes, and 1 believe Mr. Gurney to be in the wrong. 1 have
only heard one person speak in favour of Mr. Gurney in the matter ; all but that one whom I have heard epeak about these
matters are against him (Mr. Gurney.)
ISAAC INNES.
(6) IFtre. Ellison .- - I live at Emu Plains, and mn a member of the Church of England. I signed the petition because
I thought Mr. Justelius was being removed on account of being incompetent, aud I did not think him so. I thought it had
been represented to the Council that the people wished his removal, which 1 knew not to be true. I have heard about the
quarrels between the teacher and Mr. Gurney, and I am of opinion that if a fresh teacher came here to-morrow he could not
agree with Mr. Gurney. In fart I think no one could do so. I believe him to be insane, j edging from his acts. It is tho
common opinion that he (Mr. Gurney) is quite in the wrong.
*
WILLIAM ELLISON.
----------

(7.)

13
(7.) Daniel Upton:—I live at Emu Plains, and go lo the Church of England there. I think Mr. Gurney is in the wrong,
eo far as I hare heard and can judge of the disputes between .them. I believe that the most of the people are in favour of Mr.
Justelius. The former teacher, Mr, Paul, and he (Mr. Gurney) often disagreed, and it was reported that he went away on that
account,
DANIEL UPTON.
(8.) Mrs. Charles Beasley;—I live at Emu Plains and attend the Church of England there. I have three children
attending school, and two more ready to go as soon as this disputing is settled. I signed the petition because I think Mr.
Justelius is iu tho right and Mr. Gurney in the fault in tho quarrels that havo taken place between them. I am perfectly sure
of this from what my eldest daughter, who is fifteen years old, has told me when she has come home from school. All that I
have talked with about it take the part of Mr. Justelius. My husband is now in Queensland. If another teacher came I
believe he would not agree with Mr. Gurney.
SARAH BEASLEY.
(0.) Mark Towle
I live at Emu Plains, and am a Baptist, but my children attend the Church of England and go to
the school. I signed the petition in favour of Mr. Justclius because I believe Mr. Gurney lobe in the wrong and Mr. Justelius
to bo right. The general opinion of (.ho people is, I think, that Mr. Gurney is not a fit and proper person to be over any school.
I keep a store and have dealings with Mr. Gurney, and have stopped his credit because I can’t trust him. Ho takes a large
quantity of chlorodyne. Ue has had as many us 3i dozens of bottles of chlorodyne—some of them costing 3s. Gd. each—in
five weeks or thereabouts, and I beliovo he takes it to excess.
M. TOWLE.
(10.) Jacol Innes:—T live at Emu, and attend the Church of England there. I have three children at school. I
signed the petition because I think Mr. Gurney is in the wrong in the disputes between him and the teacher. Tho general
opinion agrees with mine. If anyone needs removal it is Mr. Gurney.
JACOB INNES.
(11.) James March:—I live at Emu, am a churchman, aud have got a grandson at school. I signed the petition
because I think Mr. Gurney is in the wrong in the quarrels between him and the teacher. My grandson is fourteen years old,
aud he told me not long ago that Mr. Gurney kicked up a great row with Mr. Justelius in the school. All that I have heard
speak about these things are against Mr, Gurney.
JAMES MARCH.
(12.) William Boll:—I live at Emu, and go to the Church of England; I have three children at school. I signed the
petition because I thought Mr. Justelius to be in the right, and not Mr. Gurney, in their disputes. My children used to come
home and tell me about them. All that have spoken to me about them believe Mr. Justelius to bo in the right. If any one
is lo be removed I think it should be Mr. Gurney.
WILLIAM POLL.
(13.) Wm. Lucas:—I live at Emu, and am a Wesley au. The former teacher, Mr. Paul, left, I believe, through the
interference of Mr. Gurney. Mr. Justelius is liked by the people generally. Prom what I have heard I believe Mr. Gurney
has the sympathy of scarcely any one on Emu Plains, and I believe, in common with nearly all here, that Mr. Gnrncy is wrong
in his interference with Mr. Justelius. I therefore signed the petition in the latter’s favour.
WM. LUCAS.
(14.) John Ilyan :—I live at Emu Plains, and belong to the Church of England. I signed the petition because I believe
from what I have heard that Mr. Gurney is in fault in tho disputes with Mr. Justelius. I have never heard any one defend
Mr. Gurney in tho matter. The former teacher, Mr. Panl, could not agree with Mr. Gurney, and left in consequence.
JOHN RYAN.
(15.) John Bissland ;—I live at Emu, and am a Wesleyan. I had two children at school until lately. I signed the
petition, because I thought highly of Mr. Justelius as a teacher and a man, and considered Mr. Gurney’s conduct towards him
to be wrong. The general impression is that his conduct is deserving of censure, aud that he is unworthy of his high office.
In my opinion ho is insane.
JOHN G. BISSLAND.
(16.) Jonathan Mullis:—I live at Emu, and am a Wesley on. I have two children at the Emn C. E. School. I signed
(he petition in Mr. Jusiolius’ favour, because I heard that Mr. Gurney was keeping annoying him, and thought he (Mr. G.) was
wrong. This is tho general opinion of people here. My children have told me several times of quarrels between them in tho
school.
JONATHAN MULLIS.
(17.) Wm. Henry Wood :—I live at Emu, and belong to the Wesleyan Church. I signed the petition because I know
Mr. Gurney to be in the wrong, from his own talk to me, 1 have every confidence in Mr. Justelius as a teacher and a gentle
man, and I believe it is the general impression about hero that Mr. Gurney is totally unfit for the position he occupies. My
hoy has repeatedly come home and spoken of the disturbances in school caused by Mr, Gurney. He told mo that Mr. Gurney
called Mr. Justelius a liar one day. I believe that several children have been taken away from the school on account of Mr.
Gurney’s conduct.
'
‘
W. H. WOOD.
Mr. E. Justelius to Mr. Inspector M'Credie.
Cert. C. E. School, Emu, 3 Pebruary, 1875.

Sir,

In compliance with your request, I have tho honor herewith to furnish you with tho number of children who attend
this school, belonging to each of tho householders who signed the petition against my removal.
Somes of Parents.

Jacob Innes ........................
Mark Towle ........................
Henry Peir ........................
Donald Ross ........................
Henry Mergio ....................
James Bunyan ....................
Mrs, Beasley........................
Mrs. Stokes ........................
John Haydon.....................
Wm. Wood ........................
G. II. Dempsey.................

No, of
Children,

3
3

1
1
3

2
3
1

Names of Parents. f

Jonathan Mullis ......................
Mrs. Etta Walker.......................
Isaac Innes ..............................
Abraham Rayner......................
W. Poll......................................
James March.............................
Mrs. W. Cornell .......................
Hugh Curry...............................

No. of
Children.

2
2
4
2

3
1

3

I

1

1

39

2

I have, Ac.,
EDWD. JUSTELIUS.

No. 28.
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No. 28.
The Eev. G. Gurnei' to The Council or Education.

_

Parsonage, Emu,
3 February, 1875.

Gentlemen,

.

„

A meeting took place at Mr. Woods’, a Wesleyan, Mr. M'Credie in the chair. JNonc ot
those in my favour nere allowed to enter the room. The people assembled first at the school and then
retired to Mr. Woods’, Mr. M'Credie (Inspector) stating that it was more than his place was worth to
hold it in the school without the permission of the Council.
_
I consider that it is not the part of an Inspector to attend such party meetings or to help a political
or sectarian movement against the Chairman of the Local Board. I consider it my duty to inform the
Council of such proceedings. Mr, Justelius took an active part in the late election in favour of Mr. Ryan,
’ denouncing me at a meeting held here at a public-house. I recorded my vote in favour of Mr. Shepherd,
but otherwise attended no meetings and influenced no voters.
_
I remain, &c.,
GEOEGE GURNEY.
P.S.—Mr. Wood was iu the chair, but Mr. M'Credie arranged everything.—G.G.

No. 29.
Me. E. Justelius to The Seceetaet to xnE Council of Education.

Cert. C.E. School,
Emu, 4 February, 1,875.
I have the honor to request that the Council will be pleased to permit me to close this school
for one day nest week, for the purpose of attending at the Police Court, Penrith, in an assault case between
myself and tbe Eev. G. Gurney, and in which case I am the plaintiff.
gJE[

‘

I have, &c.,

EDWD. JUSTELIUS.

No. 80.
The Eev. G-. Gubney to The Council

of

Education.

Parsonage, Emu,
5 February, 1875.

„
Gentlemen,

,

.

..

On the evening of the 3rd instant I wrote to Mr. Justelius for his authority for leaving his
school all day on Tuesday, the 2nd, for Sydney. The same evening, he gave written reply that a member
of the Local Board had given permission." On the morning of the 4th I wrote for the name of the member
of Local Board, but received no reply till he had sent a note or message to Mr. J. T. Ryan, and received
a note from that gentleman in reply. He then wrote to say that the name of the member of Local Board
was J. T. Ryan, Esq.
i
r
I then wrote to ask if the permission was given prior to his going to Sydney, and m writing ; after
waiting (30) thirty hours and no reply I conclude, as I have all along suspected, that he left Ins post
hurriedly at 6 in tho morning of Tuesday without any authority.
_
Being the Chairman of Local Board, his duty was clearly to apply to me (living as I do wilhm a
stone’s throw) in the first instance, but this he did not, nor did lie acquaint me of his having gone, or his
intention previously to go.
,
,
I am satisfied in my own mind that lie has not acted properly on this occasion.
I am, &c.,
GEO. GURNEY.

No. 31.
The Secretary

to the

Council

of

Education to Mr. E. Justelius.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 9 February, 1875.
Your letter, dated 4th February instant, requesting permission to close school for one day.
Tue Council has granted you permission to close the above school for one day during the current week,
for the purpose mentioned in your letter. Be good enough to report to this office tbc day on uhich you
were absent from vour duties.
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 32,
The Secretary

to the

Council

of

Education to The Eev. G. Gurney.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 10 February, 18/5.
Rev. Sir,
,„
I am directed by the Council of Education to acquaint you that the Council has granted Mr.
E. Justelius, teacher of the Certified Denominational Churcli of England School at Emu, leave of absence
from his duties for one day, to euable him to appear in a case at the Police Court at Penrith during the
current week.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
'
No. 33. *
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No. 33.
The Secbetaey to tite Council of Education to The Inspector of Schools, Cumberland District.

*

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 10 February, 1875.
Emu, C.E.—Leave of absence to teacher.
The Council lias granted the teacher of the above school, Mr. E. Justelius, leave of absence from duty
for one day during the current week, to enable him to appear in a ease at the Police Court, Penrith.
I have, Ac.
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 34.
Me. E. Justelius to The Secretary

to the

Council of Education.

Certd. C.E. School, Emu,
10 February, 1875.
Sir,

7 p.m.

’

I havo the honor to acknowledge your memo, of 9th instant, received this moment, intimating
that the Council has been pleased to grant me permission to close this school for one day during the
current week.
Friday being the only Court day during this week, and being summoned to attend an investigation
to be held in tins school on that day, I shall not he able to lake advantage of the permission given, hut
must postpone tho Court business until some other future day.
I have, &c.,
E. JUSTELIUS.

No. 35.
Report of Sir Alfred Stephen and S. C. Reown, Esq.

Emu Plains C. E. School.—Complaint of the Rev. Gr. Gurney against the teacher—E. Justelius,
The first charge is in substance that Mr. Gurney went to the school on 14th December last for the
purpose of giving religious instruction there, and that he was obstructed hy the teacher’s interference,
gross abuse, and insolence, extending even to the shaking of his fist in Mr. Gurney’s face, calling him a
liar and scoundrel, trying to tear one of the school-books out of his hand, walking noisily up and down
the room, &c. The whole of this is denied by the teacher.
AV e examined one witness, a lad of 15, called by Mr. Gurney; three hoys and one girl, aged
respectively 14, 10, 13, and 10, called by Mr. Justelius, and were addressed by both parties.
Mr, Ryan, a Member of the School Board, was present during the investigation. The children
were examined separately.
Not one of the witnesses heard the word scoundrel, nor saw* Justelius shake his list, or walk noisily
in tho room. Nor did they hear a certain threat which Mr. Gurney's letter mentions.
But, in effect, they all agree in the following version of the scene: Mr. Gurney commenced, after
announcing that he came to give religious instruction, by a complaint respecting the church-yard fence,
which he accused Justelius’s sons of having broken, saying that they took the grass for their father's
horse. An altercation ensued; Justelius, who is evidently a very excitable person, observing that Mr.
Gurney’s only right there was to give religious instruction, or that that was not religious instruction. In
the course of the dispute, Mr. Gurney having taken up the school -Fee Book by mistake, supposing it to
he the Visitors’ Book, and insisting on its being the latter, Mr. Justelius tried to take the book from him,
and during the struggle, which ended by the tearing of the hook, or about that time, Mr. Justelius used
the grossly offensive words which follow. He said that if Mr. Gurney persisted in calling the book the
Visitors’ Book he told a lie, or. according to one of the lads, he must be a liar. He also said that Mr.
Gurney wore a black coat, but had a blacker heart beneath it.
It is impossible that such language as this, addressed to the clergyman and Chairman of the School
Board, can be characterized otherwise than as iu the highest degree improper. On the other hand, large
allowance must bo made for a teacher whose children were charged in the school with stealing, and who
had, in presence of all assembled, been called an impudent person, aud threatened with suspension, as
Justelius was that morning hy Mr. Gurney. Scarcely a month had elapsed, moreover, since the termina
tion of an inquiry, instituted at Mr. Gurney’s instance, on the latter’s complaint, that Mr. Justelius was
a Wesleyan, the object of which was to effect the teacher’s removal. Tbe charge turned out to be utterly
without foundation. And we conceive that, under such circumstances, even had there been no ill-feeling
between them existing of an earlier date than September last, Mr. Gurney is seriously to blame for com
mencing another cause of quarrel; and especially for introducing it iu the school hours, before the
children. That in fact such aD ill-feeling did exist, we gather from Mr. Gurney’s own letter, refbrriug to
some statements reflecting ou him, or on a member of his family, made in that year, or said to have been
made by Mr. Justelius.
.
We think it a duty to add, as the papers in the ease conclusively show, that the teacher is highly
approved of aud supported iu the district; and that the parents almost unanimously (those who represent
thirty-nine of the children having signed a petition to that effect) would much regret his removal. Our
own conclusion is, that the version of the unfortunate disturbance, which we have stated to have been given
hy the witnesses examined, is a correct oue in substance; and that, however censurable Mr. Justelius may
ho for the language into which he was betrayed, it would not be just to remove him.
The second charge made hy Mr. Gurney is founded on an occurrence, not affecting Mr. Justelius’s
conduct as a teacher, but relates entirely to an altercation which took place on the evening of the 25th
ultimo, in some open ground adjoining Mr. Gurney’s residence, and which commenced, it seems, in a
disturbance or quarrel between the children of the parties. Upon tho whole, we thought it expedient to
enter
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enter on this charge also, as it imputes to the teacher not only most offensive language towards Mr. Gurney,
but also an unbecoming threat to bis daughter, and an attempt to enter that gentleman’s gate in order to
commit an assault.
We deeply regret to say that the evidence on this charge was so conflicting as to render it impossible
for ns to arrive at any conclusion perfectly satisfactory to our own minds. Mr. Gurney’s son, a young
gentleman of 17, who attends the Glebe Point classical school, and the daughter, a girl aged 15, who gave
her evidence calmly, and with apparent truthfulness, confirmed their father’s representation substantially
throughout. Two brothers-in-law of Mr. Justelius’s, on the other hand, named William and James Bowles,
utterly contradicted the Gurneys in every particular ; and even declared that the only violence exhibited
on the occasion was by Mr. Gurney, who struck Mr. Justelius on the chest without provocation. If we
applied the established legal rule, that every complainant must establish his case by preponderating testi
mony, we should he compelled to say of the present that it was “ not proven." But as Mr. Justelius has
initiated proceedings before the Penrith Bench, wc abstain from pronouncing any opinion on the facts. It
is not improbable that his complaint, therefore, may—on the same principle to which we have adverted—
be dismissed as unsubstantiated. We have ourselves no doubt that both Mr. Gurney and Mr. Justelius
were exceedingly excited ; so that each may unconsciously exaggerate, or even (possibly) invent matters.
And tbc paiufui contradictions mentioned by us may perhaps be explained—to some extent at least—by
the supposition that the two sets of witnesses really refer to difi'erent points of time.
ALPRBD STEPHEN.
15th Eeby., 1875.
S. C. BROWN.

No. 36.
The Ret. G. Gurnet to The Council of Education.

.

'Parsonage, Emu,
18 February, 1875.

Gentlewen,

When Sir Alfred Stephen and S. C. Brown, Esq., were down here on the 12th instant, I stated that
of my witnesses, Richard Wynne, was not present, being away at Narellau. Sir Alfred told me to get
his evidence and forward it by post. Mr. Wynne returned yesterday to the toll over the Nepean River,
Emu aud Penrith, and this morning I wrote at his dictation the accompanying, which he signed in the
presence of myself and my son George. Its value consists in this, that the statement entirely contradicts
the statement of his two brothers-in-law, the Messrs. W. & J. Boles, who stated that I hit him in the
chest; and Mr. Justelius’s statement to me in my house, sworn to by my daughter, as stated in my note
February 1, that to the best of his recollection I did not hit him at all, which was of course the only true
statement. My children—George, 17, now in eighteenth year, and Florence Clifton Gurney, 15 in
November last year—both being present, stated most distinctly that I did not strike him. My wife and
my second son were also prepared (as I stated to you) to swear the same, and I am quite sure that none
of them would tell an untruth even to shelter their father; and I again assert that I never struck him ;
and I am quite sure no one who knows my disposition would believe it for one moment.
You may say why should his brother’s statement be doubted. Does not the reason suggest itself?
Havo they not indeed tried to prove too much for their brother-in-law? I think it manifest. Would a
clergyman without any provocation strike a man deliberately, as the brothers-in-law state, and as an answer
to a very proper request, if it was as they stated ? My belief is that the man is a very wicked man, and at
times I think not in his right mind, Mr. Justelius has told Mr. Squires, of Penrith, that Sir Alfred
Stephen said to me during the inquiry : “ Is that the way you preach the Gospel ?” Did Sir Alfred say eo ;
if so, to what did it refer ? He is making other false statements as to what took place, and I am not
inclined to follow and contradict him. Surely justice will soon overtake him. I do not wish him to be
ruined ; but tbe further he proceeds matters become more serious, and from the Council I shall, I fear,
have to appeal to the law, a last resort, and one which as a minister I abhor.
I have, &c.,
GEORGE GURNEY.
me

P.S.—One more word: When Mr. Justelius took out a summons against my boy on the 27th
January, why not take one against me? Why pass over the graver and neglect the greater offence ? He
has not taken one out against me at all.
I am more than ever convinced that the five children who gave evidence in school were told what to
say. I will never rest till I find out the truth.

\_Endosurc~\

Nepean Bridge, Penrith,
18 February, 1875.
I, Rich Ann Wynsb, leasee of the Nepean Bridge (toll), state as follows :—That on the 27th day of January ultimo Mr. Ed.
Justclius, Teacher of Emu C. of E. Deuoml. School, said as follows:—“I have just taken out a summons against George
Gurney (the younger) for beating my boys.”
*
#
.
#
#
(< X would not have done so, but when I
went to Mr. Gurney to ask him to chastise George he struck me a blow as hard as he could between the eyes." I said I am
surprised at Mr. Gurney doing so—I can scarcely credit it—when he replied, " I had two gentlemen present who witnessed it,"
and further, “ I thank God I was prevented from retaliating.”
I, Richard Wynne, am prepared to state the above on oath if required.
RICHARD WYNNE.
Signed in presence of,—

No. 37.
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No. 37.
Tin! Secretary

to the

Council

or

Education- to Mr. E. Justelius.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 19 February, 1875.
Charges preferred against you by Eev. G. Gurney.
Hating carefully inquired into the charges preferred against yon by the Eev. G. Gurney, the Council is
of opinion that you are not deserving of removal from your present position on account thereof. I am,
however, to caution you as to the necessity for avoiding the use of discourteous or improper language
towards members of the Local Board.
W. 'WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 38.
The Secretary to the Council of Education to The Eet. G. Gurney,

■

Council of Education Office
•
Sydney, 20 February, 1875.

Eev. Sir,

I have the honor, by direction of the Council of Education, to acquaint you that, after full and
careful inquiry, the Council is of opinion that Mr. E. Justelius is not deserving of removal from his present
position as teacher of the Certified Denominational Church of England School at Emu, on account of the
charges preferred against him in your letters dated respectively Hth December last and 1st February
instant.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 39.
The Secretary

to the

Council of Education to The Eev, G. Gurney.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 26 February, 1875.
Eev. Sir,

With reference to your letter of IBtb instant, I am directed by the Council of Education to
transmit herewith a copy of the report brought up by Sir Alfred Stephen and S. C. Brown, Esq., on the
charges preferred by you against Mr. Justelius, teacher of the Certified Denominational Church of England
School at Emu. This course is adopted in order that you may see that the point referred to in your com
munication under notice was not decided by the Council.
I have, &c.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 40.
The Eev. Geo. Gurney to The Council of Education.

Parsonage, Emu,
February 22,1875,
Gentlemen,

_

I regret that I am unable to accept your decision as final on my two notes, dated respectively
Dec. 14 and Jan, 1, and most respectfully inform you that I am compelled to appeal to the Bishop to take
up the matter.
I have been requested to forward you the enclosed petition.
I have, &c.,
GEO. GUENEY, B.A.

[Enclosure.]
To the Council of Education, Macquarie-street, Sydney,—
&entleinea,
We, the undersigned heads of families, and^others attending divine worahip at St. Paul's Church of England, Emu,
having hoard with Borrow and indignation of the meeting lately held at the private residence of Mr. W. H. Wood, Emu, a
Wesleyan, and attended chiefly by members of that persuasion, in the presence of the Government Inspector of Schools, and
from which all were excluded who would not sign a certain petition in the interest of Mr. Juatelius, at present teacher of the
Church of England Certified Denominational Church of England School, Emu, beg to state as follows :—
(1.) That, in our humble opinion, the presence of the Inspector at such a one-sided meeting is highly injudicious, as
calculated to impair his usefulness and injure hts reputation for fair dealing.
(2.) That wc consider ourselves bound in self-defence to state, that the teacher now in charge of tho school at Emu
does not possess our confidence as an instructor of youth, and that in consequence we arc unable to send our
children to the said school.
(3.) That some of us have been obliged to withdraw our children from the school in eon sequence of the improper
language used by the said teacher in the presence of our children, and reported to us hy them on their return
home.
(4.) That we consider tho teacher’s conduct to onr Minister as grossly insulting,—degrading, as affecting his own
position as a teacher,—amt injurious as regards the morals of the pupils under his charge.
(5.) That his conduct during tho late election of a Member for rarliament was most unbecoming a teacher, calcu
lated to degrade the calling to which ho belongs, and promote ill-feeling amongst the parents of his scholars.
(6.) That, whilst we might speak our minds more freely as to our opinion of his late behaviour, we content ourselves
with stating that so long as he remains in charge of tho above-mentioned school our children shall not attend
that institution.
Names. •
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Children.

Name1'.

5
4
5
3

Job Perry, Ey. gate-keeper .......................
Alfred Woods, orereeer to W. Dean, Esq.
Eobt. Jenkins, farmer ...............................
Mrs. Lane, baker ......................................
H. Player, farmer......................................
Geo. Colless, drayman ...............................
Henry Walker, drnyman ..........................
Sami. Payers, labourer ...............................
Hugh Curry, labourer ..............................
Henry Stokes, labourer..............................
Wm. Dukes, sexton ...................................

3

X
2
2

25

Eo. of children

.
The Eev.

No. 41.

G-. GrEXEr to The Council

of

Education.

Parsonage, Emu,

5 March, 1875.
.Gentlemen,

i

I am no lawyer, and consequently unable to handle your report as would one learned in the
law, but as the judgment given by you affects me very seriously—yea, painfully, for it affects my veracity,
(upon which it appears to me to reflect),—I may be pardoned if, knowing as 1 and many others do, that
“ they have spoken against me with lying bps”, 1 endeavour to throw additional light upon the subject,
by correcting a few mistakes into which the Council have fallen, and supply other information bearing
directly upon the matter, though not yet noticed.
And here allow me to say that you have not given the matter that sifting which you yourselves
would have demanded had you been in my position.
I lay this down as a fact indisputable : That in judgment No. 1 on my letter, December IA 1874,
either I or Mr. Justclius have lied ; and in your report No. 2 on my letter, 1st of Eebruary. 1875, that
either I, my son (late of the Collegiate School, Glebe Point), and daughter, or Mr. JusteliuH aud his
two. brothers-in-law, have lied ; and however paiufui the reflection, or however difficult the approach to
decision, I think you are bound to attempit it, hy weighing the motives, the temptations, and the effects of
the possible issues or results.
Tour remarks about the failure of tbe first charge, and the indelicacy of making another so soon
after, arc entirely beside the mark. What was the first charge referred to ? That the teacher was a
Wesleyan. I repeat the charge, and it was only because that he lied that it was not proved, and that I
was too truthful. Both the teacher aud only witness lied.
If of any denomination, Mr. Justelius is a Wesleyan. His father, mother, brothers and sisters in
law are all Wesleyans. His family and wife are Wesleyans; and he told me, aud Mrs. J ustelius told Mrs.
Gurney, that when they were married he joined the Wesleyan persuasion, and -was in connection -with
them during the six years of his residence at Paddington. Enquire of Jarret, of the “ Eoyal Oak,” or
Garrett of the butcher's shop, near the “ Eoyal Oak,” if he was not known as a most quarrelsome man.
during the time he lived near them employed as a “ hide scraper,” or tanner of hides for the tannery, and
if he did not attend the Wesleyan Chapel. That he had attended while here the Sacrament once, and once
only, proves nothing, or that he had two children baptised in my church, for he held a Church of England
post, he eat church of England bread, lived under a Church of England roof, rent free ; had every kindness
shown him by the Church of England minister, and the only school testimonials that he ever received (and
I think ever will) collected and subscribed by myself aud daughters, and as he was then pleased to say, that he
never met with a more kind and liberal minister, and even told the children in my presence (which I did
not care for) that they never had or could have a more generous or kind friend. But to return : had he
gone to the Wcslevaus to baptise his children (two out of nine, seven being baptised in the Wesleyan
Church), would it not have rather unpleasantly compromised his position and havo furnished me with a
proof (which wnlike his own word, and repeated assertions for two years) could not be denied, because fur
nished in black and white.
And besides the custom is common in the country. Some Wesleyans attending the chapel have an
idca that Wesleyan baptism is not valid. Others do so for the sake of Wesley’s example. Others because
they themselves were, and their other children were, and they not being hitter in their antipathies, or
extreme in their views, prefer to do so to the end, for they retain a love of the Mother Church, and live
from other than theological motives. Can you dispute this ? In England in the rural districts it is more
than common—almost invariable. ] am not extreme ; but if so, it is extreme in the liberal sense. I would
like, if possible, tho exchange of pulpits where practicable. I say this because I have been unjustly
accused of persccutint] Mr. Justelius for his Wesleyan views and sympathies. The census last taken will
convince you. When asked how he signed he would not reply. He remembered how he had entered his
wife and family as Wesleyans, but forgot when asked how he answered for himself. Mr. Inspector suggested
probably a Protestant, and he adopted it, He told me that he teas, in the face of my whole family, and
never denied it till the 10th clause was appealed to. .Ask in Paddington, where he was employed in pre
paring hides for the tannery, and was known as a most quarrelsome person, so much so that at last no person
could look over the dividing-fence of his yard without a threat of Court work. His family were called by a
very appropriate expression which I will not adopt here. When Mrs. Lowe, down here, told the Justelius’
of it, he denied the whole most positively, and threatened her with an action for slander and lies. But he
knew better, for the young------------were down here aud confirmed every word. He has every Wesleyan
in the place with him. With Mr. Gunther, only six months a provisional school, the service was held
in the schoolroom, so of course he attended. He was also on trial, so to speak, after six years not under
Council. Why did he leave------------Church of England School? My impression is quarrelsomeness. I
may he wrong ; but bow otherwise account for his six years’ disconnection with the Board, during which
time he was very poorly off ?

Tour
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Tour report says six. “ Five chiidrcn were examined,” all of whom attended the Wesleyan Church
and Sunday-school (except one Beasley), concerning whom I will only write he had been better withou
her. Ilayner (the one called in by mo) was one of the five called in, and one of tho twelve on his list. Mr.
Justelius had these names on a list. Why ?—because he knew he could trust them ; and if you will let me
see you I will say more, but not here, about them.
'
Now, gentlemen, you accuse me of ill-feeling. I have none towards Mr. Justelius. I cannot
respect him after his behaviour, or hold further communication with him, but my worst enemies would
hardly accuse me ot ill-feeling in your sense. I would do him a good turn to-morrow if I could without
the sacrifice of truth or character, but please remember he has called me a striker, and has denied every
thing he has done, or so coloured it as to make it appear quite difi’erent.
_ But you say great allowance must be made for a teacher, and who was called an impudentfellow, and
his children accused of stealing. The latter I take first. The charge of stealing is simply ridiculous. The
grass was taken, he allowed, by himself and son James, the latter having since cut his hand severely in
cutting the said grass, hut therms is common property, all who choose being allowed to take it; but you
still say the fence was broken. I never saw it. The rails were simply left down, being removed to admit
of the grass being more easily passed through. This is all, and even this I said not wilfully but carelessly;
and if Mr. Justelius had not interfered all would have been settled in a few words. “ Impudent fellow" is
rather awiiMmode of addressing one who had shaken his fist in my face, threatened me with difi’erent
treatment had I been outside, and called me vile and wicked names, and was even then interrupting me
when the class were reading the Bible, stamping so loud as to have been heard over at my house, and
caused the occupants to come out to sec what was up. The threat of suspension after all this was so far
justifiable, and 1 think ought to have been put in execution; and I venture to say that any one of you,
being in my position, would have done it. The word “’scoundrel" was distinctly heard at the parsonage,
aud loud language. I ask you, gcntlcmeu, would you ever again enter the school were you in my place?
Ton have given over the school to him virtually; and all who do not think with him. including ucarly all
the Church of England who used if.; have for the present withdrawn from it. J was the only member of
the Board who could find time to attend. It is generally so. I think, in small country districts. One
member acts and does all, but now he might spit in my face—deny the fact. The children dare not support
me, and eo he has all to himself but not for the good of the school, or even himself ultimately.
. H'ft
may say all this is very well, but it does not leave the master a truth speaker. Does this
astonish you? Ido not think many down here would be. The story of the snake is too well known to
be denied. The habit of romancing is given him by nearly all. Buf you say ho has tbe confidence
of parents representing 39 children. Kot so. I venture to say that not one is really satisfied with him
m that sense._ I asked one why he signed ? His reply is
was misled as to the object, and told it
would not injure you.” (D. Upton.) Another is asked, not from any desire to injure you, or particular
liking to Mr. Justelius, but to make it a Public School; and so it goes on. A large number signed the
petition out of ill-feeling towards me, but perfect indifference to the teacher, of whom they knew
little or nothing. You, gentlemen, ought to live here for a few months in the year, and you would know
more. I can say safely tor jlLr. Jdyan that the morning after he lost the election he wrote me to take his
name off the seat. I voted tor Major Shepherd. Ask him about this. I never influenced one vote, or
left my house to speak to any about the elections, or cared much which way they went. Mr. Justelius
attended his meetings and Paul s public-house—spoke in conjunction with Wood against me in a most
disgraceful manner, and was rewarded by Mr. liyan's support.
The Wesleyan clergyman voted for Mr. Ilyan. The clergyman from Mulgoa did also. He is of
the same lodge as Mr. Jtyau. The Rev. J. jVaughau and I gave our votes to Major Shepherd, and this one
vote of ours alienated the whole Ryan family, and that embraces in its connections nearly all Hmu.
Now your report on tho letter of the 1st January, I need hardly say again that there was most
awful lying on one or the other side. It is folly to try and say it may he accounted for by the two sets of
witnesses referring to different periods. This supposition, however painful to acknowledge, is simplv
impossible. I need hardly say that I never struck him ; and you will remember that I asked you to put the
witnesses on oath. The more weight of numbers is nothing. You arranged for three on each side, or
others could ho called, but you must weigh the motives, the probable effect of tire truth being spoken, the
appearance of the witnesses, their interest in the issue, or that of those for whom they spoke. I know
Sir Alfred and his coadjutor S. C. Brown, Esq., felt that Florence Gurney spoke the truth. You say in
your report, “ who gave her evidence with calmness and with apparent truthfulness.” And as regards iny
son George, I never know him to tell a lie. As a child he never slept at night if during the day lie had
unintentionally misled me. Even though the consequences might be serious to himself, he always con
sidered punishment more welcome than untruthfulness. But ask Thomas J. Howyer, M.A., Principal of the
Collegiate School, Glebe Point, what reliance may be placed on George Gurney's word. Failure would
not permanently hurt me. On the other side the consequences ought to be instant dismissal,—that is, if
all were to prove true, and were that your judgment, I should he found, I hope, the first to say, “ give him
another trial,” and you-would see that I had no ill-feeling. When false witnesses stand up they never
agree. Examine the witnesses : Two say the blow was deliberate in the chest, aud that I took hold of his
coat (the coat was not on him when ho came up to me, and I had the baby even after ho did reach me, and
it was for fear of his striking the baby it was taken out of my arms). But further ho told me (and
Florence heard him) that he did not remember ho was so excited, but so far as he did I did not strike him.
He told Mr. Wynne that the blow was with all my might between his eyes. One brother saw tho whip
held over my head ; the other, James, did not see it. James left very early, and saw, he said, no moro.
William Boles there throughout heard no abusive language throughout on either side; both say T
struck him without any provocation. Now, gentlemen, examine all this : Docs it agree?—and if it proves
anything does it not prove too much. On the other side you own there is calmness and apparent truth
fulness. and in the main as much agreement I think as three witnesses called one by oue—two viva voce,
and one written weeks before; and" yet they agree, so much so as to suggest the thought, perhaps they
refer to difi’erent periods : No, no!
J
Moreover, Mr. Justelius has not taken the matter into Court. I never thought he would,
because there is with some a difference between an oath and a mere assertion—a foolish and per
nicious distinction. As a crime against God they are in every respect equal—though the law can punish
one and not the other. Gentlemen, this matter must bo sifted, because it is not pleasant for a
gentleman
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gentleman and a clergyman to have things laid to his charge which are utterly false—a wicked and
cruel conspiracy, ird Mr. Justelius tells people—and employs the whole of the Sabbath iu doing
so, that the Council believe all to be lies, and that (in proof thereof) they will not remove
him. I must ask the Bishop to inqnire further for me. Is the report correct in saying William
and James Boles
the Gurneys in every particular? ISTo person that I have spoken to believe
it to be true that I struck Mr. Justclius, and without provocation ? Messrs. William and James Boles both
agree that Mr. Justelius wanted to fight me. Did this contradict the Gurneys? Would the excitable
E. Justelius take a deliberate blow from me without returning it? Would a clergyman strike
another too without provocation? All agree thatMr. J. came whip in hand, except James Boles,
and no wonder he did not, for he made off very quickly for the horse—(taken away by the younger
Justelius, a very quiet and old horse.) Ho; I and others think that he might not witness his brother
make or attempt an assault which ho found he could not prevent. I, my whole family agree, was not
excited—never more calm;—there was no need to be excited on onr part. Mr. Justelius had a cause, and
this is his only excuse, if any could justify such conduct. Then his children were boxed in tbe ears—not
very badly,—and when one of the two was boxed (I am told) the other said, “Ton dare not touch me.”
Mr. Justclius’s children have often struck mine; and on one occasion one of them laid Willie Gurney
down and’pressed his knees into his chest till he was almost black in the face. I do not uphold these
acts, but who can at times prevent boys from being boys—striking each other ? Ask Georgy’s school boys
at the Glebe school is George a quarrelsome fellow ? Ask the chief matron—ask the Principal himself.
I have, &c.,
GEO. GTJKHEY, B.A.,
Chairman of Local Board, Emu.

No. 42.

-

The Secbetaey to the ComrcrL oe Education to The Eev. G. Gurney.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 11 March, 1975.
Eev. Sie,

,

I am directed hy the Council of Education to acquaint you that the Council has had under
notice your letter of 22nd February ultimo, together with a communication signed by certain residents of
Emu, in further reference to your complaints against Mr, Justelius, teacher of the Certified Denominational
Church of England School at that place.
_
_
2, In reply, I am instructed to state that the Council sees no sufficient reason to reopen this
question.
I have, Ac.,
W, WILKIHS,
_
Secretary.

No. 48.
The Secretary to the Councii. op Education to The Eev. G. Gurney.

'
j>ev

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 12 May, 1875.

Sis

I am directed by the Council of Education to acquaint yon that the Council has had under
notice you letter, dated loth March last, in reference to the report furnished to the Council by Sir Alfred
Stephen and S. C. Brown, Esq., respecting your charges against Mr. E. Justelius, teacher of the Certified
Denominational C.E. School at Emu.
2. In reply, I am instructed to state that, having given the matter due consideration, tho Council
sees no ground for receding from the decision embodied in the report iu question.
_
3. I am at the same time to point out that you are mistaken in supposing that the report imputes
falsehood to you or to any of your witnesses. On the evidence, as it stood in respect to the occurrence in
the school-room, the writers of the report could not find the teacher guilty of the charges preferred
against him ; but they censured him severely for his language on the occasion. And the conclusion arrived
at in regard to those charges is quite consistent with the belief, that you preferred them in good faith ;
although from the excitement of the scene you may have been mistaken as to^the facts.
4. These remarks apply also with equal force to the complaint respecting the occurrence or occur
rences at the garden gate. As implied in their report, Sir A. Stephen and Mr. Brown never doubted that
your version of the affair may have been substantially accurate. But the evidence was too conflicting to
justify the expression of a decided opinion; and moreover, the question seemed to be more proper for
decision by a legal tribunal.
I have, Ac.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 44.
The Eev. G. Gurney to The Councii. of Education.
Gentlemen,

,

.

I have juat received the enclosed note from Mr. Justelius. I consider that he has acted in a
grossly insulting manner to Mr. Thos. Player, by removing his name from the list of members of Local
Board, affixed by command to the wall of the school.
_
_
.
Mr. Player was appointed on the 13th October, 18;2. Mr. Justelius was informed of his appoint
ment in the usual way, and Mr. Player’s name was added to the list by him on his receiving the usual
notice of such appointment, and so soon as I was myself notified thereof.
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Mr. Player's name has been on the board in the school for many months past. Was there during
the recent disputes and subsequent inquiries. The list was pointed out by me to Sir A. Stephen, and I
think read by him on the occasion of his and Mr. S. C. Brown's recent visit of inquiry. Mr, Player has
been recognized by Mr. Justelius as a member of the Local Board, and as such appealed to to sign school
documents. Mr. .Player was the first person appealed to by Mr. Justelius, after the recent “ occurrence
at my gales.” But as Mr. Player did not take the same view as Mr. Justelius did of that matter, or
believe his report as then given—hence Mr. Justelius’ dislike to his appointment, his subsequent mention
of his name to the children in ridicule, and last his unauthorized removal of his name from the notice
board.
,
J, as Chairman, appeal to the Council against such behaviour of the teacher. Mr. Player is a very
wprfchy and highly respected gentleman, and well deserving of a place on the Board. But the question
is, is the teacher to take the law into his own hands, and remove his name without authority ?
I am, &c.,
CEO. GURNEY, Ch.L.B. of C.C.E.D.S., Emu.
P.S.—Mr. Player is at present from home. As Mr. Player’s name might have been accidentally
omitted, as Chairman I replaced it, hoping the hint would be taken, and no further insult be offered to him,
especial!v during his absence from home. But the teacher’s note shows that it was designedly omitted by
him, without any authority—a very grave offence. The other names stand on the list by the same authority
and proceeding as that of Mr. Player.—G.G.
[Enclosure.']
Mr, Edward Justelius to The Rov. Gt. Ghtrnpr.
Certified C.E. School, Emu,
17 May, 1875.

'

Eev. Sir,
,
I noticed this morning that tho name of Mr, Thos. Player has been during Saturday or Sunday added to the list
containing the names of Local Board.
I beg lo inform you that 1 have received instructions not to recognise any additional alleged members on the Local
Board until I receive official notice from the Council of such appointment, and I can, therefore, not allow the name of Mr.
Player to remain on the list before l receive intimation from tbe Council of his appointment.

I am, lie.,
’

'

EDWAKD JUSTELIUS,
,
Teacher.

No. 45.
The Sechetaht to The Council op Education to The Rev. G. Gurnei.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 27 May, 1S75.
Rev. Sir,

.

I am directed by the Council of Education to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, without
date, in which you represent that the teacher of the Certified Denominational Church of England School
at Emu has removed Mr. Thomas Player’s name from the list of Members of the Local Board, suspended
in the schoolroom.
;
2. In reply, I am instructed to state that it is found that Mr, Justelius was not, as you allege,
informed of Mr. Player’s appointment “ in the usual way,” or furnished with “ the usual notice of such
appointment,” inasmuch as no communication as to Mr, Player’s recognition by the Council as a Member
of the Local Board has yet been addressed to him.
_
3. As it appears, however, that Mr. Player has been duly appointed as a member of the Board, tho
teacher has been apprised of his recognition by the Council, and instructed to place bis name on the list of
members posted in the schoolroom.
I have, Ac.,
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.

No. 46.
The Rev. G. Gurnet to The Council of Education.

Parsonage, Emu,
28 May, 1875.
Gentlemen,

I much regret the tone of your Secretary's note (May 27). So far as I am concerned Mr.
Justelius icas informed of Mr. Player’s appointment iu the usual way, through Chairman of Local Board,
on the receipt of notice from the head of his denomination, tclto himself communicated with the Council.
That the Council failed to notify their recognition 'of the appointment to the teacher in no way
diminished the force of the insult offered to the Member of Local Board, nor justifies the behaviour of the
teacher.
I cannot believe that the Council approves of the teacher’s conduct towards Mr. Player, though
they fail to notice the same in their reply.
*
I am, &c.,
GEORGE GURNEY.

3G7—D

No. 47.
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No. 47.
The Rev. G-. Gueitet to the Council of Education.

Parsonage. Emu,
28 May, 1875.

Gentlemen,
I acknowledge your communication, and will only say that there were not two occasions
referred to by the two sets of witnesses. We both spoke to the same and only matter, viz., that at the
gate, on which occasion only were we all present.

Tours, &c.,
GEO. GURNET.

No'. 48.
The Seceetaet to The Council

of

Education to the Ret. G. Guenet.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 8 June, 1875.
Rey. Sie,

I am directed by the Council of Education to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated
28th May ultimo, on the subject mentioned below, and to acquaint you that it has been duly submitted for
the Council's consideration.
^
I have, &c.t
W. WILKINS,
Secretary.
Respecting tho removal of Mr. Player’s name from the list of Members of the Local Board by the
teacher.

Sydncj: Tliomu Tticherds, OoTermacnt Printer,—1ST5

[U 3d.]

J
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1875.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

EDUCATION.
(CERTIFIED DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOL, DUKGOQ-.)

Ordered l)y ihc legislative Assembly to be printed, 15 July, 1875.

RETURN to an Order made by tbe Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly of New
Sontb Wales, dated 7 July, 1875, That there be laid upon tbe Table of this
House, a Return showing,—
“ i'l.) The average daily attendance of pupils at tbe Certified Denominational
“ School, Dungog, for the week ending tbe 5th March, 1875.
“ (2.) A similar Return for tbe quarter ending tbc 26th March, 1875, Tbc
“ classification of tbe Teacher of such school under tbe Council of Educa“ tion.”
{Mr. W. Watson.)

Tinj SECRETimr, Council or Education, to Tin: Under Secretary, Department
Public-Instruction.

op

Justice and

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 12 July, 1875.

I am directed by tlie Council of Education to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
UHh July instant, No. 75-4787, in which, hy direction of the Honorable the Minister of Justice and 1 ubhe
Instruction, you transmit a copy of an order of the Legislative Assembly for certain miormation respecting
tbe Certified Denominational Church of England School at Dungog.
.
2. In reply, the Council desires me to forward herewith the information applied for m your com
munication.
_,
„
1 have. &c.,
' V. WILKINS,
Secretary.

Average daily attendance of pupils at the Certified Denominational Church of
England School at Dungog, for the week ending 5th March, 1875 ...
...
Average daily attendance of pupils at the same school, for the quarter ending
2Gth March, 1S75
..............._
................................................................
Classification of Teacher, Class III, Section C.

[3d]
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1875.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

COUNCIL OF EDUCATION.
(FREE EDUCATION' IN SCHOOLS UNDER.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 10 August, 1875.

RETURN {in part) to an Order made t>y the Honorable the Legislative Assembly
of New South Wales, dated 4th June, 1875, That there be laid upon the Table
of this House,—
“ (1.) The number of Children who have in each year, since 1866, received
“ Eree Education in the Schools under the Council.
" (2.) The number of Children in the Denominational and Public Schools
“ respectively.
“ (8.) The number of such Children in each year in the Church of England
“ Schools, Roman Catholic Schools, Presbyterian Schools, and Wesleyan
“ Schools.”
*

{Mr. Bibbs.)

448—

COUNCIL OE EDUCATION,

The Acting Seceetaet to the Council of Education to The TJndeu Seceetaet, Depaetment of
Justice and Public Insibuction.

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 30 July, 1875.
Sie,

_
Adverting to your letter of the 10th June last (jSTo. 75/4-049), requesting ceriain information
respecting free education in schools under the Council of Education, and to your memorandum of this
day’s date, enclosing question to be asked by Mr. Eibbs in the Legislative Assembly, regarding the same
subject, I am directed to state, for the information of the Honorable the Minister of Justice and Public
Instruction, that in consequence of pressure of work in the Council’s office it has been found impossible
to proceed with the preparation of the desired particulars.
2. It may he explained, that in order to obtain these particulars it will be necessary to search the
separate returns of all the schools under the Council’s supervision since the year 1867 : and as these
returns are put away with the other records of this office a very considerable amount of trouble and
labour will have to be incurred in searching for tbo required details.
3. It will therefore be impossible to furnish replies to Mr. Dibbs’s question before the closing of
the present Session of Parliament; but I am to intimate that, if desired, the information as to free
education in the Council’s schools for last year (1874) can be readily supplied.
I have, &c.,
GEOEGE MILLEE,
'
Eor Secretary.
The Seceetaet to the Council of Education to The Undeb Seceetaet, Defaetment of Justice
and Public Instbuction.

•

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 5 August, 1875.

Sie,

With further reference to your letter of 10th June last, respecting a return of tbe number of
free scholars in the schools under the supervision of the Council of Education, since the year 1866,1 am
now directed to transmit herewith, for the information of the Honorable the Minister of Justice and
Public Instruction, the required details for the years 1873 and 1874.
2. 1 am further to state, that in view of the large amount of time and labour which would he involved
in procuring all the information requested by Mr. Dibbs, as already explained in my letter of 30th ultimo,
the Council trusts that the enclosed roturn will be deemed sufficient.
I have, &e.,

W. 'WILKINS,
Secretary.

Return of Free Scholars for the years 1873 and 1874,

. .
.

1873.
3,859
2,714

1874.
3,887
2,539

...........................

...

6,573

6,426

Public Schools ...
.
...
Provisional Schools
.
...
..
Half-Time Schools
...........................
Church of England Schools
..
...
Eoman Catholic Schools ...
. .
...
Pesbyterian Schools
..
. .
...
Wesleyan Schools
.
.
, ,

...
.
. .
...
...
...
...

2,652
901
306
932
1,638
64
54

2,776
833
278
912
1,539
32
38

... t6,547

{6,408

In Public Schools* ...
...
In Denominational Schools , .
Totals
In
„
„
„
„
„
„

Totals

...

...
..

...

...
...

...

Council of Education Office,
Sydney, 5 August, 1875.
* Including Provisional and Half-Time Schools,
t Difference between totals of 1873—2G, the number in Hebrew School.
I Difference between totals of 1874—18, tbe number in Hebrew School.

Sydney : Thomas Itichards, Government Printer.-^lSTfi.
[3d.]

1875.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

SYDNEY EEEE PUBLIC LIBBAEY.
(REPORT FROM TRUSTEES FOR 1874.)

IDresmteb to tiottj Rousts of |9nrtinincnt, tig ffiammanb.

1'itE Tjitjsiehs of the Free Public Li beaut, Stuxet, to The Minister of Justice ano
Public Lsstructios.

'

12 Marcli, 1875.
Sm,
I have tlie honor to present to you tho Heport of the Trustees of the Free Public Library, for
the year 1874.
Tho Free Public Library has now completed its fourth year of existence, during which period the
use that has been made of it by the public has fully justified the anticipations of those who assisted at its
foundation and vindicated the wise liberality of the Legislature in its maintenance.
The Institution, owing to a special cause, to which reference will presently be made, was only open
for eleven months of the past year, aud after the deduction of Sundays and public holidays, it was on
280 days open to ther public, Luring this period no fewer than 127,400 volumes have been used, averaging
about 405 volumes daily. The number of readers who signed their names on entering the Library during
the eleveu months it was open, is 57,9G2, averaging 207 daily ; but this does not represent, by at least onefourth, the actual number of visitors who availed themselves of the advantages offered by the Institution,
as tbe limited staff at the disposal of the Trustees will not admit of one man being kept constantly at the
door to take tho names of visitors, and many readers have a great objection to the irksome process of
signing their names, and avoid doing so whenever they can.
The building not having been repaired or painted in any part since a time Jong prior to the purchase
of the property in September, 1809, it became necessary, as the Trustees pointed out iu their report of
last year, to have the interior of the Institution thoroughly cleaned and painted. Important repairs to
the outer portion of tho building were also urgently required; and the parapet wall was reported to be iu
a dangerous condition, A light gallery has been thrown across the north end of the Library, making a
communication between tbo east and west galleries, and in addition to the advantage of greater facilities
of access to the books it has provided additional shelf accommodation for nearly 5,000 volumes.
The painting has been neatly executed, and tbe repairs properly completed; the whole of the wmrk
has been carried out under the direction of the Colonial Architect.
_ To effect these repairs, &c., the Library was necessarily closed from the 11th March to the 11th
April, and about 16,000 volumes bad to be removed from their places on the shelves and in the Gallery,
aud again replaced in their respective order.
During tbo past year tbe Library has been enlarged by 1,730 volumes and 301 pamphlets, making
the total number 25,175 volumes and 1,376 pamphlets,—in all 20,551.
The Trustees, carrying out tbe arrangements which, in their last report, they informed the Govern
ment that they had made, instructed Messrs. Triibner & Co., their agents in London, to send out by tbe
earliest opportunity a limited selection from tbe latest books published in Europe and America, as soon
as funds could be placed at the disposal of the Agent General in England. The first shipment under this
arrangement arrived in July last, and by each succeeding mail a choice selection has been regularly
received. This arrangement gives to the Library the advantage of possessing the newrest publications,
and appears to be very much appreciated by a large number of readers.

It
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It ia ft satisfaction to the Trustees to bo able to state that the abstraction and mutilation of books
has almost ceased; a few volumes have at various times during the year been taken out of tbe Library,
and after a space of time clandestinely returned to the shelves, or laid upon the tables ; but, as a caution
to those who abuse tbc privilege granted to them, the Trustees may remark that they have, with the
assistance of the Detective Force, prosecuted to conviction a visitor to tho Institution who had at various
times removed several volumes, and, having obliterated the Library stamps, had offered the books for sale.
At the close of their last annual report the Trustees informed you that the establishment of a
“ Lending Branch,” in connection with the existing Institution, had formed the subject of frequent and
serious consideration on their part. During the past year the matter has again occupied their attention,
and from their further observation and augmented experience of the use made of the present Library,
they have arrived at the conclusion that, in the interests of higher education, it is desirable that this
project should be carried out with the least possible delay. With this object they have devised a scheme,
which has already been submitted to you lor approval, and which, after considerable hesitation, and a
careful consideration of the means employed in Institutions of a like character in Europe, the Trustees
deem practicable and sufficient. It is proposed that there shall he two distinct establishments, worked
. and conducted under one head. The one will be a Free Eefereuce Library, from which hooks, under no
circumstances, will be lent out; the other will he a “ Lending Branch,” for the circulation only of hooks,
the title to the use of which for limited periods, and under special conditions, will be gained hy the
permission of the Trustees under effective guarantees as to the safe custody, proper care, and restitution
of the hooks. The Trustees have spared no pains in devising a scheme which will, they humbly hope,
largely minister to public convenience, and in no way imperil public property.

■

I have, &c.,
CHARLES BADHAM,
Chairman.

APPENDIX A,
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APPENDIX A.
BeTTTRN of tho number of Yolumea in tho Library on the 31st December, ISYt,—ahorriiig additions
during the year, with average number of Boots of each Claes used by Headers, and replaced on
the shelves by the Attendants, for eleven months during tho year 1874,

PresuM.

1 to 4

5 to 7

Average
Number of Number of number of
Daily
Number
Book*
used average
of clayf
on 81st
on 81st
for 11
of Books open to tbe
December, December, months
used*
Tublic*
3S78.
1874* during 1874*

Synopsis of Arrangement

Natural Philosophy, Science,
and the Arts ..............................

2,252

*2,056

12,600

2,108

2,209

6,880

History, Chronology, Antiqui-

8 to 10

Biography and Correspondence

1,568

1,662

5,600

11 to 16

Geography, Topography, Toyages and Travels, and Atlases.

2,136

2,226

9,520

IV and 18 I Periodical and Serial LitersGallery,

3,345

*4,222

42,280

1,617

1,718

2,800

10 to 23

dumber of
aigntitqres
obtained
for the
11 months
open*

Law,

Politics,

T3

s
<N

Commerce,
- 455

24 and 25 Theology, Moral and Mental
Philosophy, and Education

280

if
bo
C3

O

1,176

1,269

3,640

605

656

5,040

■5
cl

26
27 to 20

30 to 33

cn
iC

Miscellaneous Literature and
Collected Works, including
Greek, Latin, and Eoreign

Encyclopedias, Dictionaries, and
other Works of Reference........

36 to 37
Patents ....................................

U)

2,333

2,634

8,680

1,791

2,010

10,640

1,353

1,353

20,160

3,161

3,101

23,446

25,176

1,075

1,876

24,520

26,551

560 J

127,400

........

* Semo transferred.

APPENDIX B,
AmuHGEMENT of tho Boots iu tho Free Public Library, Sydney.
Tm; presses of tho Library are numbered in consecutive order,—the classes to which the books belong
being specified on the top thereof. The shelves of tho presses are lettered with the alphabet, and tho
hoots upon the shelf of every press are numbered from 1 upwards. Every hook bears a small label with
(lie number of the press, letter of the shelf, and its number on the shelf.
An inventory is provided for each class, arranged according to subjocte, with authors added,—cross
references being giving to boots containing information appertaining to the same class but necessarily
placed in a dilferont compartment. The books so referred to arc shown in the volume column by a
cypher.

Guuk to find a Book.
If a reader wants “Tito Early Years of H.K.H. tho Prince Consort,” (by Lieut.-Gen, 0. Grey),
he will find tho work under class “ Biography,” in press 8, shelf A, book 12,
A general Catalogue, arranged according to authors only, is issued for sale to the public.

APPENDIX C.
List ot OpnciEa ;■
Trustees:—

The Eev, Charles Badham, D.D., Professor of Classics and Logic in tho University of Sydney
The Eev. W. B. Clarke, M.A.
The Honorable W. JJ. Dailey.
W. A. Duncan, Esq.
The Hov. J. D. Lang, D.D,

[Chatman.)

Sir William Macarthur, Ent.
William Macleay, Esq.
The Honorable Kobert Owen, M.L.C.
W. J. Stephens, Esq., M.A.
John Stewart, Esq.

LibrarianEobt.
Assistant Librarians.-—D,

Cooper Walker.

E. Hawley} Edward O'Brien.

APPENDIX jD.
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. ■ APPENDIX D.
List of Donations during tlio year 16/4,
Bleasdalo Iter. John I., D.D. Report of the Secre
tory of Agriculture. 8to. ; Melbourne, 1873.
Brown J. J. A Brief Statement of 1'acte, in con
nection with an OTerland expedition from
Lake George to Port Phillip, in 1834, By
Hamilton Hume. 8ro. ; Yass, 1874.
Casey Hon. J. J. Rive Photographic Views of the
City of Melbourne ; Victoria, 1873. Report
on the Physical Character and Resources of
Gippsland. By the Surveyor General and the
Secretary for Mines.; 8vo.; Melbourne, 1874.
Campbell Wm. The Crown Lauds of Australia.
By W. Campbell, 8ro. s Glasgow, 1855,
Campbell Rev. P. New Revival Hymns and
Spiritual Songs. 18mo., pamphlet; Sydney,
1874.
_
Cobden Club, The. Cobden and Modern Political
Opinion : Essays on Certain Political Topics.
By J. E. T. Rogers. 8vo.; London, 1873.
Greenwood Rev. James, M.A. New South Wales
Public School League.
8vo., pamphlet.;
Sydney, 1874.
Gibbs, Shallavd, & Co. The Illustrated Sydney
News Weather Almanac, for 1875. 8vo.
Hovcll W. H. Answer to the Preface to the
second edition of Mr. Hamilton Hume’s "A
Brief Statement of Pacts.” 8vo., pamphlet;
Sydney, 1874.
Hudson Geo. Twenty-first Annual Report of the
Committee of the Free Public Library, Liver
pool, for the year 1873.
Kennedy Hugh. The Sydney University Calendar,
for 1874-75. 8vo.; Sydney, 1874.
Kay Robert.
Annual Report of tho South
Australian Institute, 1874-75. Adelaide, 1874.
Knaggs R. C. & Co. The Newcastle City and
County Almanac, for tho year 1875. 8vo.
The Newcastle Nautical Almanac and Guide to
the Port of Newcastle, for the year 1875. 8vo.
Lavers Josiah Vincent. Tho Australian Advocate.
Vole. 1 and 2., folio; Sydney, 1871-72.
Liverpool Proa Public Library. (See Hudson, G.)
Manchester Public Free Libraries. Reports for
1872-73. Roy. Svo.
Manchester Geological Society. Transactions. Vol,
13, parts 3, 4, and 5., Svo.; Manchester,
1873-74.
Montague H. N. Sydney Punch ; vol. 1, 1873.
New Zealand Institute.
Transactions and Pro
ceedings, 1873.
Edited by James Hector,
M.D.

Oakes Mrs. The Englishwoman’s Review. Vols.
4 and 6., Svo.; London, 1873-74.
Page Themas. The Clarence, New England, Macleay, and Gwydir Almanac for 1874. 8vo.;
Grafton, 1874.
Pearce James. The “ Herald ” Western Australia
Almanac and Commercial Directory for 1874.
Poppenhageu C. Northern Agricultural Associ
ation, Singleton. Members' Pamphlet, Svo.;
West Maitland, 1874.
Queensland Government. The Ads of the Par
liament of Queensland, 37° 38° Vic., Session
1 of 1874.
Ranken Geo.
Economics of construction in
relation to framed structures, by R. H. Bow,
C.E., &o., Svo.; London, 1873.
South Australian Government. Acts of the Par
liament of South Australia 37° Vic., a.d. 1873.
Proceedings of the Parliament of South Aus
tralia, 1873. 3 vols., fol.
Scott A. W,, M.A. Mammalia, recent and extinct,
8vo.; Sydney, 1873.
Schomburgk Dr. R. Report on the condition of
the Botanic Garden nud Government Planta
tions, 1873, fol.; Adelaide, 1873.
Spagni Antonio. Plutorehi chero noi Graccorum
Romanorum quo illustrium vita;. Pol.; Basileso,
1542.
Smith James. Re-.prints from tho “ Maryborough
and Dunolly Advertiser.” 8vo.; Maryborough,
1873.
Tebbutt John.
Meteorological Observations,
1867-70, by John Tebbutt; fol. ; Sydney,
. 1874.
Tasmania, The Government of. Journal of the
Legislative Council; vol. 19.
------------- The Acte of the Parliament of Tasmania,
38° Vic., 1874; vol. 5., part 5.
Vaughan, The Very Rev. R. B. The Life and
Labours of St. Thomas, of Aquin, by tho
Donor; 2 vols, Svo.; London, 1872.
Victoria, The Government of. Votes and Pro
ceedings of the Legislative Assembly, Session
of 1873 ; 3 vols., fol.; Melbourne, 1873.
Winsor Justiu.
“Boston Public Library Bul
letin,” Ed. 25 ; April, 1873.
Willman W. C. The Battle of Waterloo, by an
Observer ; Svo,; London, 1815.
---------------------- A. Narrative of tho Campaign in
Russia, 1812, by Sir R. K. Porter. 8vo.,

London, 1815.

APPENDIX E.
List

of Books added to the Library, &c.

Abdulla (Bin Abdulkadar). Translations from
the Hakayit Abdulla. By J. T. Thomson,
Abel C. D. Machinery in its Construction, Ac.
(Weale.) 3 vols.
Aberdeen Earl of.
Grecian Architecture.
(Wealo.)
Adams P. 0. TPie History of Japan. Vol. 1.
Adams J, Q. Memoirs and his Diary 1795 to
1848. Voi. 1. ■
Adelaide. (See South Australia.)
Adolphus J. II. Memoirs of Queen Caroline.
3 vols.
Agamemnon of iEschylus and the Bacchanals of
Euripides, etc. (See Milman.)
Aglaura. (See Old Plays.)
Atkin L. Correspondence of W. E. Charming &
Lucy Aikin. (See Charming.)
Aine A. R. et Ban-5 L, Herculanum ct Pompci.
7 vols.
Akerman J. Y. Catalogue of Roman Coins. 2
vols.
Alccdo Col. Don A. de. Dictionary of America
and the West Indies, 5 vols.
■ Alcuin. The Life of. (Sec Lorenz.)
Alford H. . The Greek Testament- 4 vols.
Allen C. B. Cottage Building, (Wcalo.)
Alien T, A History of the County of Surrey. 2
vols.
Almanach de Gotha 1872-73-74, 3 vols.
American Catalogue of Books. (Sco Kelly J.)
American Cyclopicdiii, The New. 16 vols.
American Journal of Science and Arts. Vols. 5
& 6. 1873.
American Railroad Manual. (See Vernon E.)

Ancient Engleish Metrical Romancciis. (Sec
Ritson.)
Anderson T. On the Education and habits of the
Blind.
Andrews G. H.
Agricultural Engineering.
(Weale.)
Anecdotes of Distinguished Persons. (See Seward
Wm.)
Annsdes des Minos. Vols. 21, 22, and 23,1873.
Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Vols.
11 and 12,1873.
Annual Record of Science and Industry.
(See
Baird S. F.)
Anthologin Graeca; ndiecit, P. Jacobs. 4 vols.
Antoninus Liberalis. Transforraationum Congeries.
Auville J. B. R. <T.
Eclaircissemens geographiques sur TAucienno Gaule.
Apicius C. De Arle Coquinaria
Apostolical Acts and Epistles. (See Etheridge J.
W.)
_
Appleton D. and Co. The New American Cyclopnedia. (See American.)
^Aquinas St. Thos. Life and Labours of, by Dr.
Vaughan.
Arago P. Popular Astronomy ; Ed. by Smyth
and Grant. 2 vols.
- ------------- Treatise on Comets, trans. by Smyth
and Grant.
-------------. Meteorological Essays, Introduction
by Humboldt.
Araisk-i-Mnlifil; or,
the Ornament of tho
Assembly, etc., trans. by Court.
Arbutlmot Dr. J. The Miscellaneous Works of.
2 vols.

The Books marked tbus * aro donationa
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APPENDIX E—continued,
List of Boots added to the Library, fcc.—continued.
Architect, The : January to December, 1873. 2
toIs.
Arctic Experiences. (See Blate E. V.)
Argyle end Greenwich (Duke of). The Life of.
(See Campbell It.)
Aristotcles. Histoirc des Animaux. 2 toIs.
A rni an A. Beady Beckoncr for Land. (VVcale.)
-----------------Iladdon’e Arithmetic and Key.
(Weale.) 2 rols.
---------------- Stepping Stone to Arithmetic and
Key. (Weale.) 2 toIs.
Armour J. Iron and Heat. (Weale.)
--------------- Bower in Motion. (Weale.)
.
Armstrong R, Construction, Ac., of Steam Boilers.
(Weale.)
Art Journal, Tire: Kew Series. Vol. XI.
Ait Union, or Art Journal. Vols. 1839 to 1848
(10 vols. in 6.)
Athonrcum, The. January to December, 1884 ;
July to December, I860 ; July to December,
1868; and January to June, 1873. S toIs.
Aulnoy or Annoy Comtcsse d', Contes des Fees,
etc. (Sec Cabinet des E4es.)
Aumale Le Due d’. (See D’Aumale.)
Auneuil, Comtesse d1. Contes des Tees.
(Sec
Cabinet des Tees.)
•Australia. Kevue Austratidnne. (See BeTiio.)
•Australian Advocate aud Weekly Advertiser,
1871-2. 2 vols.
Avison C. An Essay on Musical Expression.
Azeglio M. T. Marquis dell’. Recollections of,
trans. by Maffoi. 2 vols.

Backor Louis. (See De Backer.)
Bacon Lord T. The Letters and Life of, &c., by
J. Spedding. 0 vols.
Bailey J. E. The Life of Thomas Fuller, D.D.
Baines E. History of tho County Palatine and
Duchy of Lancaster.
Baird J. The Management of Health. (Weale.)
Baird S. F.
Annual Record of Science and
Industry, 1873.
Baird, Rev. J. The Emigrant’s Guide to Aus
tralasia, Tasmania, and JNew
Zealand. (Weale.) 2 vols.
Baker T. Treatise on Mensuration and Measur
ing. (Weale.)
--------------Principles and Practice of Statics and
Dynamics, Ac. (Weale)
------------- The Elements of Practical Mechanism,
&c. (Weale.
------------- Land and Engineering Surveying.
(Weale.)
------------- Tho Mathematical Theory of the Steam
Engine. (Weale.)
Barbaro J. and Contarini A. Travels to Tana and
Persia. (See Hakluyt Society.)
Barbauld Mrs. A. L. A Memoir. (Seo Ellis.)
Barre L. Herculanum et Pompci.
(Seo Aine.)
Barry Sir E. Observations on the Wines of the
Ancients.
Bastian H. C. The Beginnings of Life. 2 vols.
Battle of Waterloo. (Seo Waterloo.)
Bauermau 11. Treatise on the Metallurgy of
Iron. (Weale.)
Bautain M. The Art of Extempore Speaking.
(Weale.)
Beadle J.H. The Undeveloped West; or Five
Years in the Territories.
Beaton A. C.
Quantities and Measurements.
(Woalc.)
_
Beauchamps P. F. G. do Funestine. (See Cabinet
des Toes)
Beaumont M. Contes des Fees. (Seo Cabinet des
Fees.)
Bode Cuthbert. (See Revd. E. Bradley.)
Bell Sir Chs. Letters of, selected by G J. Bell.
Bellow H. W. From tho Indus to the Tigris.
Benodetti Lc Comple. Ma Mission en Prusse.
•Bcntbam G. & Mueller Baron. Flora Australicnsis. vol 6.
Berington J. Reign of Henry II, and of Richard
& John, bis sons, 1154 to 1216.
-------- History of the Middle Ages.
Bernard Baylc. The Life of Sami. Lover. 2 vols.
Bcrquin Arnaud. The Blossoms of Morality.
Berry Miss M, Journals and Correspondence of
1783 to 1852. 3 vols.
Berry Wm. The History of the Island of
G ucrnscy.

Bewick John. The Blossoms of Morality, (See
Bcrquin Arnaud.)
.
Bewick Thomas. Fabliaux or Tales. (See Lc
Grand d’Aussy.)
Bewick Thomas. Wild Flowers. (See Bloom
.
flcld')
. .
Beyle H., otherwise Do Stendabl. A Critical and
Biographical Study. (See Palon.)
Bible, Tho. Douay Version.
Bibliothecae Bunavianao. (Sco Oatalogus.
Bidpai. (Sco Pilpay.)
Biographical Dictionary of Eminent Scotsmen
(Sco Chambers R.)
Biographical Dictionary of the Society for tho
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. 7 vols.
Blactio J. S. Hone Hellcnicac.
Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine, vol. 113.
Blake E V. Arctic Experiences.
Bland Wm. The Forms of Ships and Boats.
(Weale.)
-----------------Experimental Essays on Arches,
Piers, &o., &c. (Weale.)
Bloomfield Robt, Wild Flowers; cuts by Bew
ick.
Bloro Edwd. Tbc Monumental Remains of Noble
and Eminent Persons.
Blossoms of Morality, The.
Blount T. (See Boscobel Tracts.)
Boscobcl Tracts, The. Edited by Blount.
•Bow R. H. Economics of Construction.
Bowman J. E. Handbook of Medical Chemistry.
Ed. by Bloxam.
--------------------An Introduction to Practical
Cboimstry; including Ana
lysis. Ed. by Bloxam.
Boyle E. To the Cape for Diamonds.
Brackcnbury H. The Ashanti War. 2 vols.
Bradley Revd. E. (Cuthbert Bede.) Gleneregan :
or a Highland Home in Cantiro. 2 vols.
Brameld G. W. The Holy Gospels, translated
from tho Original Greek.
Erantomo P. de B. Oeuvres Gomplfitos. 7 vols.
Braescy X. Life and Labours of, 1805-1870, by
A. Helps.
Brenan J.
Composition and Punctuation.
(Weale.)
Brcnchley J. L. Cruise.of H.M S. Curaeoa,
Brosslau M. H. Hebrew and English Dictionary.
(W calc.)
----------------------Hebrew' Grammar. (Wcale.)
---------------------- Hebrew Dictionary. (Weale.)
British Museum. Photographs from the Collec
tions of. 12 vols.
British Quarterly Review', Vol. 57.
British Rural Sports, by Stonehenge. (See Walsh
F. H.) 2 vols.
Brooks S. H. Tho Erection of Dwelling-Houses.
(Weale.)
•Broughton W. G. Sermons Preached in Australia.
Brown C. P. An Ephemons.
Browne Patrick. Tho Civil aud Natural History
of Jamacia.
Erydgcs Sir E. Tho Autobiography, times,

opinions, and contemporaries of
Buchanan G,

2 vols.

Buchanam Scot! Opera Omnia.

2 vols.
Buckingham and Chandos, The Duke of. Memoirs
of the Court of England. 2 vols.
Buckingham L. Stanhope F. Memoirs of Mary
Stuart, Queen of Scotland. 2 vols.
Buekland F. Curiosities of Natural History. 4
vols.
Buckle H. T. Miscellaneous and Posthumous
Works of. G vols.
Bulwer Sir S’. L-, Lord Dalling. Life of Viscount
Palmerston.
Burges E. Vizcaya ; or Life in the Land of the
Carlists, 1872-3".
Bnrgoyne J. A Treatise on Blusting and Quarry
ing of Stone, i!cc. (Weale.)
-----------------Maintenance of Roads. (Sec Hughes.)
(Weale.)
Burnell G. R. Civil Engineering. (See Law H.)
-------------------- Well Sinking, Ac. (SeeSwindcll
.
J. G.) (Weale.)
.-------------------The Rudiments of Hydraulic
Engineering. (Weale.)
-------------------- Treatise on Limes, Cements,
Mortars, Ac. Ac. (Weale.)
Burn R. S.
Outlines of Modern Farming.
Vols. 1 to 5. (Wonlo.)

The Becks marked thus * are donations.
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APPENDIX E—continued.
List of Books added to the Library,
BuryT. T. Architecture for Beginners. (Weale,)
Busk E. H, The Folk-Lore of Bomc.
Butler J. E.
Woman’s Work and Woman’s
Culture.
Butler Sami. Hudibrns.'
Butler W. F. The Great Lone Land.
Cabala Sire Scrinia Sacra.
Mysteries of State
Gorernment.
Cabinet des Fees et Les Veillecs Pcrsanes. 41
toIs.

—ctmtinval.

Contemporary Review. Yol. 21.
Cornhilt Magazine. Yol. 27. 1873.
Corssen W. Ueber die Spraehe dcr Etrusker.
Cotsell G. Treatise on Ships’ Anchors. (Weale.)
Cotton H.
The five books of Hacabees in
English,
County Court.
Guide for Suitors in.
(Weale.)
Court Major If. (Seo Araish-i-Mahfil; also Mirza
Hafi-oos-Sauda.)
Cousin Victor. Etudes sur Pascal.
Cox G. IV. A History of Greece. 2 vols.
--------------- The Mythology of Aryan Hat-ions.
2 vols.
Cox H.
Treatise on the Integral Calculus.
(Wcalo.)
Cox T.
Ecclesiastical aud Natural History of
Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire.
2 vols.
Coypel M, Aglac on Nabotine. (See Cabinet des
Fees.)
Creasy E. S.
History of England from the
Earliest to the present time. Vols. 1 and 2.
Croker T. C. Researches in the South of Ire
land.
Curtis’s Botanical Magazine 1872-3. 2 vole.

Cairnes J. E. Some Leading Principles of Politi
cal Economy, newly eipounded.
Cambridge University Calendar for 1874,
Camden Wm. History of Princess Elizabeth.
Camden Society Publications. 5 vols., 1873-74.
Campbell R. Life of Prince John.
Campbell X. Life, Poems, &c., of Petrarch. (Sco
Petrarch.)
^Campbell Wm. The Crown Lands of Australia.
Campin F. W. Law of Patents for Inventions.
(Weale,)
-------------------A Treatise on Bridges, Girders,
Roofs, Ac. (Weale.)
Candolle A. P. do.
Prodromus Regni Yegetabilis.
20 vols.
Dalton H. G. Tho History of British Guiana.
Caroline; Queen Consort of Great Britain ; Me
£ vols.
moirs of. (See Adolphus.)
Dana J. Manual of Geology,
Carpenter Wm. B. Principles of Mental Physio
D’Anvers N. Elementary History of Art.
logy'
Darling J. Cyclopaedia Bibliographica. 2 vols,
Castro G. do.
Some Account of the Life and
Darwin C. Expression of tho Emotions in Man
Writings of. (See Holland.)
.
and Animals.
Oatalogus Bibliothecae Buuavinnac. 6 vols.
D’Aumale Le Due. History of the Princes de
Caulfield J. Portraits, Memoirs, and Characters
Condo. 2 vols,
of Remarkable Persons. 4 vols.
Davies C. M. Heterodox London. 2 vols.
Cavendish G. The Negotiations of Thos. WoolDavies J. L. and Vaughan D. J. (See Plato.)
sey.
Davison W. Life of. (See Nicolas N. H.)
Caylus le Comte do. Les Feorios Rouvelles, etc.
Dawes R. Miscellanea Critica,
(See Cabinet, des Fees.)
D’Azcglio M. T. (Sec Azeglio.)
Cecil Sir R. Tho Secret Correspondence of, with
De Backer L. L'Archipel Indien.
James Cth, King of Scotland.
Dc Candolle. (See Candolle.)
’
Chambers R.
A Biographical Dictionary of
De Gubernatis A. (See Gubeimtis.)
Eminent Scotsmen. 6 vols.
De Konineh LL, & Dietz E. Manual of Chemical
Chambers W. & R. Chambers’s Miscellany of '
Analysis and Assaying.
Instructive and Entertaining Tracts.
De Morgan. (See Morgan A. de.)
■'—11
-----Chambers’s Information
Dempsey G. D. Drainage of Districts and Lands.
for the People. 2 vols.
(Weale.)
Channing W. E. Correspondence of; and Lucy
----------------------Drainage of Towns and Buildings.
Aikin, from 1826 to 1842. Ed. by A. L. Le
(Wcalo.)
Breton.
—;---------------- Tubular and other Iron Girder
Chappell W. Tho History of Music.
Bridges. (Weale.)
Charlovoii P. F. dc. Histoirc du
Paraguay, 6
•--------------------- On the Locomotive Engine.
vols.
(Weale.)
Chattaway E. D. Railways, their Capital and
Denina C. Rivoluzioni della Germania. 8 vols.
Dividends, &c. (Weale,)
Denison E. B. Treatise on Clocks and Watches
Chattcrton T. The Poetical Works of. 2 vols.
and Bells. (Weale.)
Chaucer G. The Poetical Works of.
Deseamps J. B. La vie des Peintres. 4 vols,
Chemical Society, London : The Journal of:
Desmaze C. Les Metiers de Paris.
1870-73. 4 vols.
Do Stondahl. (See Beyle H.)
Citvo Match, Tho. (See Old Plays.)
Dontseh E., Literary Remains of.
Civil Engineers: Minutes of the Procedings of
Dibdin T. F. A Descriptive Catalogue of Books
tho Institution of; with Abstracts of tho Dis
printed in the 15th century.
cussions from 1837 to 1872, and Transactions of
Dickens Chas. The Life of, by Forster. Vol, 3,
the Institution 183G-42. 39 vols.
Dictionary of Musicians. 2 vols.
•Clarence, Eew England, Macleay, aud Gwydir
Digby K. H. Mores Cutholici, or Ages of Faith.
Almanac for 1874. Pub. by T. Page,
'
8 vols.
Clarke H. A Grammar of the English Tongue.
Dixon W. H. The Switzers.
(Weale.)
Dobson E. Tbe Art of Building. (Weale.)
-----------------Comparative Philology of tlie English
---------------Brick and Tile making. (Weale.)
Anglo-Saxon, Ac., Ac. : (Weale.)
---------------Masonry and Stone-cutting. (Weale.)
-----------------Dictionary of the English Language.
--------------- Foundations and Concrete Works.
(Weale.)
(Weale.)
Clarke J. F. Autobiographical Recollections of
Dodd S, Historical Account of Woburn.
the Musical Profession.
Dodwcll E. Tour through Greece, 1801, 1805,
Coates C. The History and Antiquities of Read
and 1806. 2 vols.
ing.
Donaldson J. W. Christian Orthodoxy.
Cohbo F. P. Essays on the Pursuits of Women.
Donaldson Prof. Olay Lands and Loamy Soils.
Coekbnrn H. Journal of 1831-1854. 2 vols.
(Weale.)
Colhngwood G. L. E. A selection from the cor
Doran Dr. A Lady of the Last Century.
respondence of Vice Admiral Lord Colhngwood,
Doublier L. Geschicbte des Altertums.
with Memoirs of his Life. 2 vols.
Douglas G. The Poetical Works of. 4 vols.
Collins J. H, A. First Book of Mining and
Downing A. J. The Fruits and Fruit-trees of
Quarrying. (Weale.)
America.
Colonial Ofliee List, The : for 1874.
Doyle R. In Fairv Land.
Combo J G. On the Relation between Science and
Dozy R, Geschiclito dor Mauren in Spauieu, 2
Religion.
vols.
Comtes Rendus des Seances do i’Acaddmio des
Drake, Dampier, Anson, and Cook. The English
Sciences. Yols. 76 aud 76. 1872-3.
Circumuavigators. (See Purvcs.)
Condc Princes de,
Tho History of.
(Seo
Draper J. W,
Intellectual Development of
D'Aumnlo.)
Europe.
Conington J. The Aeneid of Yirgil. (See YirDublin University Calendar for 1873-4.
gilius.)
Dublin Review, Vols. 19 and 20, 1872-3.
The Boohn marked thus * are donationn.
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APPENDIX E—continued.
List of Loola uddcd to tho Library, to,—continued.
Dublin University Magazine. "Vols. 64 and 81.
Du Bois, Lettres sur 1’Italic and Les Musiies.
Du Brouil on tho Culture of Fruit '.Crocs. Trans
lated by Wardlc and Glenny. LWealo.)
Duclos W. Acajou el Zirphilc. (See Cabinet des
Fucs.)
Duncan P. M. The Transformations of Insects.
Du Pin L. B. History of the Canon and Writers
of the Old aud New Testament. 2 vols.
Dwyer C. P. Tho Immigrant Builder,
Dyer G-. History of the Uuiversity and Colleges
of Cambridge. 2 vols.
Edinburgh Review. Vol. 137. 1873.
----------------------- General Index, vol. 21 to SO.
Edwardes II. B., and Merivalc II. Life of Sir H.
Lawrence. 2 vols.
Egyptian Antiquities. Catalogue of, by Sir Chas.
Nicholson. 1358.
"
Eliot G-eorge. (Seo Evans Miss M.)
EllisG.A. AMomoirof Mrs.A.L.Barbauld. 2 vols.
Ellis H. Original Letters ; third series. 4 vols.
Elmos J. Dictionary of tho Fine Arts.
Elwos A. Dictionary of the French, Italian, and
English Languages. (Weale.J
--------— Dictionary. English, French, and
Italian Languages.
----- ------ Grammar of the Spanish Language,
(Wenle.)
---------- - Dictionary of the Spanish and English
Languages (Weale.)
----- — Dietionary of tho English and Spanish
Languages. (Woalc.)
----------- - French-Bnglish Dictionary. (Weale.)
----------- English-French Dictionary. (Weale.)
■----------- Grammar of tho Italian Language.
----------- Dictionary of the Italian, English, and
French Languages. (Wealo.)
Emerson R, W. Nature. An Essay.
----------------- Tito Conduct of Life.
Emigrant’s Guide to Australasia. (See Eaird.l
(Weale.)
Emmons S. H. Logic Pure and Applied.
-----------1---- — Selections from Loehc's Essay on
the Human Understanding.
_
(Wealo.)
Empire, The ; January to Juno, 3874.
Encyclopaedia Perthensis, or Universal Dictionary
of Knowledge. 23 vols.
Engineer, The j January to December, 1873. 2
vols.
Engineers : Institution of Civil. (Sec Civil.)
Englcfield H. C. A Description of the Isle of
Wight.
English Catalogue of Books, 1863-71.
English Circumnavigators, The. By Purvcs.
English Kexapla, The.
Essays and Addresses by Professors and Lecturers
of tho Owen's College, Manchester.
.
Etheridge J, W. Jerusalem and Tiberias ; Tom
and Cordova.
-------------------- The Apostolical Acts and
Epistles, from the Pesehito,
or Ancient Syriac.
-------------------- The Targums: from the Chaldee.
Eusebius Pamphilue. An Ecclesiastical History
of the Christian Era.
Evagrius. Ecclesiastical History.
Evans Miss M. Middlcranreh.' 4, vols.
------------------ The Legend of Jnbal and other
Poems by “ George Eliot.”
Evening News, The ; January to June, 1874.
Fabrieius J. A. Bibliotheca Graeca. 12 vols.
Fagnan Mad. Minet-Blen, etc. (Seo Cabinet
des Fees.)
Fairbolt F, W. Miscellanea Graphica.
Faraday 3VL Chemical Manipulation,
Fawcett H, Manual of Political Economy.
Fdnelon F. do S. Fables et Contos, (See Cabinet
des Fees.)
Fenwick F. & Baker T. Subterraneous Surveying.
(Weale.)
Field Geo. A Grammar of Colouring for Painters
and Decorators. (Weale.)
Figuicr L. Tho Human Race.
Fisher Thos. Collections Historical, &c., for
Bedfordshire.
Foreign Office List for 1874. 2 vols.
Fbrstemnnn E. Gcschichtc des dcutschen Sprashstnmmes. Vol. 1.
Forster J. The Life of Chas. Dickens. Vol. 3.

Foster J. W. Pre-Historic Races of America.
Fownes Prof. Rudimentary Chcmialjy, (Weale.)
Forsyth Wm. Essays, Critical and Narrative.
Fortnightly Review. Vol. 10, January to June.
^ 1873'.
Francis P. (See Horace.)
Fraser’s Magazine. Jan. to June, 1873. Vol. 7n.s.
I'reenian E. A. The History of tho Norman
Conquest of England. 4 vols.
-----------------■ The Growth of the English Con
stitution.
French and English Phrase Book. (Weale.)
Ereind J. The History of Physick to the IGth
Century. 2 vols.
*
Frisi P. A Treatise on Rivers and Torrents.
(Wealo.)
Froruberg E. 0. Essay on the Art of Painting.
(Wealo.)
Fronde J. A. Tho English in Ireland. 3 vols.
Fuller 'J1. The History of tho Worthies of
England and Wales.
--------— Tlie Life of, by Bailey.
Fuseli H. The Life Mid-Writings of. Editedby
Knowles,
Garbet E. L. The Principles of Design in Archi
tecture (Weale.)
Gardener, The. For 1873.
Gardeners’ Chronicle, The, for 1873.
Gardener’s Magazine,The. Vol. 16; January to
December, 1873.
Gardiner S. R. Prince Charles and tho Spanish
Marriage.
Garrett J. A Classical Dictionary of India.
Gautier T. Portraits Contemporains.
Gegier J. L. A Peep at Mexico.
-------- L. Pelrarka.
Gcll W. Tho Topography of Troy.
General Hints to Emigrants. Weale.
Gentleman’s Magazine. K. S. Vol. 10, January to
June, 1873.
Geological Magazine, The. Vole. 7 to 9. 1870
nni 1873.
Geological Society, The. Quarterly Journal of.
Vol. 29, 1873.
Gessort Dr. On the Art of Pain tine Glass,
(Weale.)
fa
Gibbons D. On the Law of Contracts. (Weale,)
*Gippsland. Report on the Physical Character,
Ac., by the Surveyor General.
*-------------- (See also “ Victoria.)
Gladstone W. E. Studies on Homer and the
Homeric Age. 3 vols.
Glynn J. Treatise on tho Power of Water.
(Weale,)
-------------- - On the Construction of Cranes.
(Weale.)
Goldsmid F. J. Telegraph and Travel.
Gooding R. A Manual of Domestic Medicine.
(Wcalo.) ‘
Goodwin T. Latin Grammar.
---------------Latin-English Dictionary.
-------------- English-Latin Dictionary. (Wealc.)
Gothaischer Gonealogiseher Hofkalendcr. 1874.
Gothaischcs Geneaiogisches Taschenbuch dcr
Freihcrrliohcn Hauser, fiir 1874.
Gothaisohes Geneaiogisches Taschenbuch der
Griiilichon Hiiusor, fiir 1874'.
Government Gazette, 1873.
Graetz Dr. H, Gcschichtc dcr Judcn.
Graham W.
The Brassfoundcrs’ Manual.
(Weale.)
Grantham J. Iron Ship-building. (Wealo.)
Graphic, Tbe. Vol. 7, January to June, 1873.
Greenwood J. Treatise on Navigation. (Weale.)
Greg W. R. Rooks Ahead ; or, the Warnings
of Cassandra.
Grenadier Guards.
Tlie History of.
(See
Hamilton F. W.)
Grcvillc C. C. F. The Qreville Memoirs. A
Journal of the Reigns of Geo, IV. and Wm. IV.
3 vols.
Gubernatis A. dc. Zoological Mythology, or the
Legends of Animals. 2 vols.
Guerangcr Dorn.
Sainte Cocile ct la SocieUi
Romaino.
Guoulettc T. S. Les Contes Chinois, etc. (See
Cabinet des Fees.)
Guillcmin A. The Forces of Nature.
Gullick T. J., and Timbs J. Painting popularly
explained.

Tin; Books marked thus * we donations.

APPENDIX H—continurd.
List of Books added to too
Gunther M. Tales and Legends of the Tyrol.
Guthrie Mrs. Through Russia, &c. 2 vols.
Gu ilt J. Aneient Architecture. (Weale.)
Iladdon . J. Commercial Book-keeping and
Phraseology in 4 Languages.
(Weale.)
_
----------------- Elements of Algebra with Key, &c.
(Weale.) 2 rols.
Hoddou J. M. A. Differential Calculus. (Wealo.)
Haeckel E. Anthropogenic.
Hakluyt Societies Publications. Narratives of
the Rites and Laws of the Yncas.
Halliwcll J. 0. The Life of Win, Shakespeare.
Hamilton A. Le Bclier Conte, etc. (See Cabinet
des Fees.)
Hamilton E. W. The Origin and History of the
First., or Grenadier Guards. 3 vols.
Hamilton H. C. Grammar of the Greek Lan
guage. (Wealo.)
Hamilton H. R.

Greek-English Lexicon.

-------------------- English-Greek Lexicon. (Weale.)
Hamilton N. E. 9. A. Dictionary of the English,
German, and French Languages,
(Weale.)
3 rols.
Hamilton W, D.
Outlines of the History of
England. (Weale.)
---------------------- - Chronology of History.
Hamilton Wm. Tho Works of Thos. Reid.
Hamilton and Levien. History of Greece.
Handel G. F. The Life of. By Victor Sehcclcher,
Hansard T. C. Hansard’s Parliamentary Debates.
3rd Series. Vols, 314 and 215.
Hann S. Treatise on Analytical Geometry and
Conic Sections enlarged by Young.
(Wcalo.)
----------Elements of Plano Trigonometry,
(Weale.)
---------- Examples on tho Integral Calculus.
(Weale.)
Haiiway J. An Historical Account of tho British
Trade over the Caspian Sea. 2 vols.
Harleinn Miscellany, The.
■
Harrington J. The Oceana aud other Works.
Harris W. S, Rudimentary Electricity. (Wcalo.)
------ —----- Galvanism and the General Princi
ples of Animal and Voltaic
Electricity by Sabine. (Wcalo.)
----------------Magnetism, with additions bv Noad.
(Weale.)
'
Harvey W. H. Phycologia Austral ica; or a His
tory of Australian Seaweeds. 6 vols.
Haydn J. Dictionary of Dates—1871.
Hazard S. Santo Domingo, Past, and Present,
with a glance at Hoyti.
Hadilt W. The Round Table. Northcote’s
Conversations, characteristics, &e. Edited by
W. C. Haditt.
‘
Hazlitt W. C. Hand-book to tho Popular,
Poetical, and Dramatic Literature of Great
Britain.
Heather J. E.
A Treatise on Mathematical
Instruments. (Weale.)
■------------------ Descriptive Geometry. (Wcalo.)
------------------- Drawing, Measuring, Optical
Surveying, and Astronomical
Instruments. 3 vols. (Wealo.)
-------------— Practical Plane Geometry.
(Weale.)
’
Hegel as the National Philosopher of Germany.
(See Rosenkranz.)
Helmholtz H. Popular Lectures on Scientific
Subjects, with Introduction by Tyndall.
Helps A. Life and Labours of Mr. Brnssev,
1805-1870.
‘
----------- Brcvia; Short Essays and Aphorisms.
Herbert G. Tho Works of, in Prose and Verse.
2 vols.
Hcriticr. (See L’Hdritior.)
Heroes of tho Art of Medicine. (Sec Russell
J. R.)
Herrera Antonio dc. History of the West Indies;
translated by Stevens. Illustrated. 6 vols.
Heylyn P. Ecclcsiu. Reslaurata.
Hiller Dr. F. Mendelssohn. Letters and Recol
lections. Translated by Glehn.
Hipsley W. Equatorial Arithmetic. (Weale.)
Hislop A. Tho Book of Scottish Aneedotc.
Historical Account of Woburn Abbey. (Sco Dodd.)
Hoare 0. The Slide-rule, and how to use it.
(Weale.)
'

Librarr, &c.—contuittcd.
Hobbes T., of Malmesbury. Tbc English Works
of. 31 vols.
Hobbes T., of Malmesbury, Opera Philosopbica.
5 vols.
Hobbes J. R. The Picture Collector’s Manual.
2 vols.
Hobbs A. C.
Tho Construction of Locks.
(Weale.)
Hodder E. On Holy Ground ; or, Scenes and
Incidents in the Land of Promise.
Holland H. R. Lives and Writings of Lope Felix
dc Vega, Carpio, and Guillen do Castro. 2 vols.
Hollingshcad J. •Miscellanies. 3 vols.
Holy Gospels, The ; translated from the Original
Greek, by Brameld.
Homcrus. The Iliads and Odysscs of Homer.
(See Hobbes T.)
Hooker J. D. (Sec Curtis’s Botanical Magazine.)
Hosack J.
Marj Queen of Scots and her
Accusers. Vol. 2.
How H, The Mineralogy of Nova Scotia.
Hudson H. N. Shakespeare : His Life, Art, and
Characters, &c. 2 vols.
Hughes J. (See Boscobol Tracts.)
Hughes S. A Treatise on Waterworks for tho
Supply of Cities aud Towns. (Wcalo.)
■ ------------- - A Survey of the Metropolitan Roads.
(Wealo.)
-------------- A Treatise on Gasworks. (Wealo.)
Humboldt A. von. Letters of 1827-185S to Von
Ense.
----------------------- Life of, by Lowcnberg and
others.
Hume A. Notices of tho Life and Works of
Titian.
*Humc H, Overland Expedition to Port Phillip
in 1824. 3rd edition.
Hunter W. W. Famine Aspects of Bengal Dis
tricts.
Hutchins J. The History and Antiquities of the
County of Dorset. 3 vols.
Hutchinson W. The History and Antiquities of
the County Palatine of Durham. 3 vols.
Hyacinthc S. Prince Titi. (See Cabinet des Fees,)
Illustrated Itinerary of the County of Lancaster.
Illustrated London News. Vol. 62,1873.
India. Memoirs of tho Geological Survey of
Indio, Vols. 8 and 9.
■ ------- Records of the Geological Survey of
Indio. Vol. 5.
Indian Army and Civil Service List, July, 1873,
and January, 1874. 2 vols.
Indian Antiquary, The. Vol. 1.
Lines C. Memoir of Dean Ramsay.
Institution of Civil Engineers. (Seo Civil.)
Irby C. L., and Mangles J. Travels in Egypt and
Nubia, Syria, and Asia Minor. 1817-18.
Iron. The Journal of Science, Metals, aud Manu
factures. Vol. 1..
Jacobs F. (See Anlhologia Graeca.)
James C., An Universal Military Dictionary, in
English and French.
■
Jeaffreson J. C. The Life of Robert Stephenson.
2 vols.
Jenkins E. Glances at Inner England.
Jcirold B. The Life of Napoleon III. In 4 vols.
Vol. 1.
Jervis W. H. A History of tho Church of France.
2 vols.
Jevons W. S, Tbe Principles of Scionce: A
Treatise on Logie and Scientific Method. 2
vols.
Johnson S. Oriental Religions, and their relation
to Universal Religion.
Johnson S. J. Eclipses : Past and Future.
Johnstone J. C. Maoria: A Sketch of the
Manners and Customs of tho Aboriginal Inhabi
tants of New Zealand.
Joinvillc J. Memoirs of. Written by himself j
translated by Johnes.
Jomandes ; or Jordanes. Jordanis dc Getarum
sive Gothomm Originc et Rebus Gestis.
Jortin J. Remarks on Ecclesiastical History,
Edited, with life, &c., of the Author, by Trollope.
2 vols.
Journal of the Chemical Society. (See Chemical.)
Journal dds Economistes. Vols. 29 to 32 ; 1873.
Journal of the Proceedings of the Linnean Society.
(See Linnean.)

The Books marked tlms« are donations.
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List of Books added to the
Journal of Microscopical Science. (See Micros
copical Society.)
_
Journal of tbe Royal Asiatic Society. (See Royal-)
Journal of Science. (See Quarterly.)
Justiu or Justinus Martyr. Writings aud Opin
ions of. (See Kaye.)
Kaltenbach J. H. Die Pflauzenfeindc aus dcr
Klasse dcr Insektcn.
Kaye J. Some Account of the Writings and
Opinions of Justin Martyr.
---------- Some Account of the Council of Kicaja,
in connection with the Life of Atha
nasius.
Kelly James, The American Catalogue of Books.
New York, 1871.
Konnaway L. J. Crusts; A Settler’s Fore due
South.
Khira and Turkestan. Translated from the
Russian, (See Spalding.)
Kingsley C. (See South by West.)
4
Kinnins R. Masting, Mast-making, and Rigging
of Ships. (Weale.)
---------------Sails, and Sail-making. (Weale.)
Kirkinan T. P. First Mnetnonical Lessons in
Geometry, Algebro, and Trigonometry. (Weale.)
Knight C. Old England. 2 toIs.
Knowles J. The Lue and Writings of Hy. Fuseli.
3 vols.
_
.
Koldeway K. The German Arctic Expedition of
18G0-70, and Narrative of the Wreck of the
“ Hansa” in the Ice.
Koninck L. L. de. (See De Koninck.)
_
Krahmer Capt. OberstWenjukow: Die russischasiatischen Grenzlande.
La Force 0. R. Contos des Contes, (See Cabinet
des F6cs.)
Lamborn R. H. Tbe Metallurgy of Copper.
(Weale.)
The Metallurgy of Silver and
Lead. (Weale.)
Lancaster. An Illustrated Itinerary of the County
of Lancaster.
Langley T. The History and Antiquities of the
Hundred of Desborougb, and Deanery of Wy
combe, in Buckinghamshire.
Lonman C. The Japanese in America.
La Porto 1’ Abbd do. La Bibliothbque .des Fees,
etc. (See Cabinet des Fees.)
Lardner Dr. Tbe Steam Engine for the use of
Beginners. (Weale.)
Law Hy. Constructing Roads. (See Hughes.)
(Weale.)
----------- Tho Elements of Euclid. (Weale.)
----------- A Treatise on Logarithms. (Weale.)
----------Mathematical Tables. (Weale.)
----------Civil Engineering. (Weale.)
_
Lawrence G. Reminiscences of 43 years in India.
Lawrence H. Life of. (See Edwardes and Merivale.)
Lecky W. E. History of the Rise and Influence
of tbe spirit of Rationalism in Europe. 2 vols.
Lee J. E. Homan and Imperial Profiles.
Leeds W. H. Architecture for Beginners and
Students. (Weale.)
Legislative Enactments (six) ; for tbe Guidance
of Contractors, Merchants, and Tradesmen.
(Weale.)
Le Grand d’Aussy P. J. B. Eabliaui or Tales
abridged from French Manuscripts ; translated
by Way. 3 vols.
Le Kcux J. Memorials of Cambridge. 2 vols.
LeUnd C. G. Tlie English Gipsies and their lan-

Library, Ac.—coutimted.
Lericn E. Outlines of the History of Rome1
(Weale.)
-------------and Hamilton W. D. History of
Greece. (Weale.)
Lowes G. H. Problems of Life and Mind.
L’Heritier M. J. Contes des Fees. (See Cabinet
des Fdes.)
Lindsay J.
Notices of Remarkable Medieval
Coins.
_
-------------- View of tho History and Coinage of
the Parthiaus.
-------------- A view of the Coinage of the Hep
tarchy.
Lindsay Lord. Etruscan Inscriptions analysed,
translated, and commented upon.
Lindsay W. S. History of Merchant Shipping
and Ancient Commerce. (In 4 vols.) Vols.
1 and 2.
_
Linmcus C. von. A General View of the Writ
ings of,
_
Linnean Society; The Journal of the Proceedings
of. 22 vols.
Lintot M. de. Contes de. (Sec Cabinet des F£es.)
Literarisches Centralblatt fiir Deutschland. Vols.
for 1872 and ’73.
_
Lloyd H. A Treatise on Magnetism.
Lokmon. Contes et Fables. (See Cabinet des
Fees.)
_ _
Londina Illustrate. (See Wilkinson.)
London Journal of Arts and Sciences. (See
N ewton.)
London ; Post Office London Directory, 1874,
University Calendar for tbe Years 18721873.
Lope Eelix de Vega Carpio. (See Vega.)
Lorenz F. The Life of Alcuin ; Translated from
the German by J. M. Slee.
Lost Lady, The; A Tragy Comedy, (See Old
Plays.)
Lover S. The Life of. (See Bernard.)
Lowenberg J., Ave-lallemant R., and Dove A.
Life of Alexr. von Humboldt. 2 vols.
Lower M. A. Wayside Notes in Scandinavia.
Lubbock J. The origin of Civilization and the
Primitive Condition of Man.
------------ ^---- Pre-Historic Times.
----------------- Nature Series on the Origin and
Metamorphoses of Insects.
Lubert Made, du' Trois Contes. (See Cabinet des
F£es.)
Lucretius T. C. T.Luoreti Cori de Rerum Natura
libri sex, with notes and a translation by Munro.
2 vols.
Ludolphus J. A Now History of Ethiopia, trans
lated by Gent.
Lussan M. de. Les Veillecs de Thessalie. (See
Cabinet des F6es.)
Lyon C. J. History of St. Andrews. 2 vols,
Lysons D. The Environs of London. 3 vols.
Lytton E. Lord. Speeches of; with Memoir by
his Son. 2 vols.

Maccabees. The Five Books of, (See Cotton.)
McCarthy D. F. The Engineers’ Guide to the
Eoyal Mercantile Navies. (Weale.)
Macmillan’s Magazine. Vols. 27, 28, 29.
Macquoid K. S. Through Normandy. Illus
trated by T. E. Macquoid.
Madox T. Tbe History and Antiquities of the
Exchequer of the Kings of England. 2 vols.
Mafiei Count. Recollections of Massimo D’Azeglio. (See Azeglio,)
Main R. Rudimentary Astronomy. (Weale.)
Maitland S. R. Eight Essays on Various Sub
jects.
^Manchester Public Free Libraries. Report of the
Leland J. Joannis Lelandi Antiquarii de Rebus
Council 1872-73.
Britannicus Collectanea. G vols.
Mapother E. D. Tho Body and its Health. _
Lonormant F. Les Premieres Civilisations. 2
Marchand Mad. Boca. (See Cabinet des Fees.)
vols.
Marey Col. Memoir on Swords. Translated by
----------------- Ln Magic cbez les Chaldeens.
Maxwell.
,
L'Epce Abbe de. The Method of Educating the
Marey E. J. Animal Mechanism. A Treatise
Deaf and Dumb.
on Terrcstial and Aerial Locomotion, HlusLepsius C. R. Standard Alphabet for reducing
trated.
unwritten Languages and Foreign Graphic Sys
Markham C, R. A General Sketch of the His
tems to a uniform Orthography in European
tory of Persia. S vols.
letters.
Marno B. Reisen im Gcbiete des blauen nnd
----------------- Denkmaeler aus JEgypten und
weissen Nil.
iEthiopien. 12 vols. Ele
Marryat Cap. Life and Letters of. By Florence
phant fol. 1 vol., 4to,
Marryat (Mrs. Ross Church.) 2 vols.
Les Veill6os Persanes. 4 vols.
Martyr Justin. (See Justin.)
L’Evfique Mad. La Prince de Aigues-Marines,
Mary-Stuart, Memoirs of; by Buckingham.
etc. (Seo Cabinet dos F6es.)
The Books marked thiu * arc donationsGo—-B
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of Loots added to • lo Library, Ac.—continued.
*MarTborougli & Dunolly Advertiser.
Reprints
Newtoii’s London Journal of Arts and Sciences.
from. (See Smith J.)
Vols. 1 to 18 and 23.
Maurer K. Island yon seiner ersten Entdeckung
New Zealand. Transactions and Proceedings of
bis mm TJntergange des Ereistaats.
the New Zealand Institute, 1873. Vol. 6.
Maiton J. The Workman’s Mauual of Engi •Nicholson Sir 0.
(See Egyptian Antiquities.)
neering Drawing. (Weale.)
Nicolas N, H, Life of Wm. Davison, Secretary
Maxwell IT. H. Field Artillery aud Swords.
of State and Privy Counsellor to Queen
(See Taubert & Marey.) (Weale.)
Elizabeth,
May T. The History of the Pai'Iiament of
Niebuhr C. Travels through Arabia and other
England.
Countries in the East. 2 vols.
Mechanics’ Magazine. Vol. 23. New Series.
Norfolk. History and Antiquities of the County
Medical Profession. Autobiographical Recollec
of Norfolk. 10 vols.
tions of. (See Clarke d. F.)
Norman People, Tho; and their existing des
Medici L, de. II Magnifico. See Reumont A.
cendants in the British Dominions and the
von.
■
’
United States of America.
Melvil J, Tbe Memoirs of. (See Scott G-.)
North American Review. Vol. 116.
Menage G-. Menagiano on les Hons mots. 4 toIs.
North British Review. October 1870 to January
Mendelssohn—Bartlmldy F. Letters and Recol
1871. Vol. 63. (Publication ceased.)
lections. (See Hiller.)
North O. Tho Practical Assayer.
Metcyard E. Wedgwood and his Works.
Notes and Queries. 4th S.- Vol. XI.
Metropolis Local Management Act. 1SC2
Nouvelle Legislation Prussienne 1’Etat et
(Weale.)
I’Eglise, (See Prussia.)
Meunier S. Cours de G-eologie Comparce Professe
an Museum d’ Historie Naturelle.
O'Conor C. Dissertations on the Anticnt History
Meyrick S. R. The History and Antiquities of
of Ireland. 1753. ■
tbc County of Cardigan.
Oettinger E. M. Bibliographie Biographique
Microscopical Society of London. Transactions
Universolle. 2 vols.
of. New Series. Vols. I to 16. 1853 to 1868.
O'Elaherty R. Ogygia, or a Chronological
- Microscopical Society of London. Quarterly
Account of Irish Events. 2 vols.
Journal of. Vols. 1 to 10. 1853-VO.
Old England. (See Knight C.)
Millers' Merchants’ and Farmers’ Ready Recko
Old English Drama, 2 vols.
ner. (Weale.)
OldTlays.
Milman H. H. The Agamemnon of JEsehylus
OSiphunt Mrs. M. Historical Sketches of the
and the Bacchanals of Euripides.
Reign of George II. 2 vols.
-------- ----- ;— SamoPj Lord of the Bright City.
•Oliver A. Tlie Statute Index: Now South
An Heroic Poem.
Wales.
■ _
■
Mirza Rafi-oos-Sauda. Selections from the KulliOliver G. Monasticon Dioeceeis Exoiuonsis.
yat, or complete Works of. Translated by Court.
Oliver Prof. D, Illustrations of the Principal
Mitchell J. A Manual of Practical Assaying.
Natural Orders of the Vegetable Kingdom.
Edited by Crookes.
'
Oppert F. Hospitals, Infirmaries, and Dispen
Modern Criticism ; or, The New Theology. The
saries.
Battle of the Critics.
Osborn S. A Cruise in Japanese Waters.
Monckhoven D. A Popular Treatise on Photo
Osburn Wm. Ancient Egypt: Her Testimony to
graphy. (Wealo.)
.
tbc truth of the Bible.
Moncrif F. A. de. Les Contes de. (See Cabinet
Owen H., and Blakeway J, B. A History of
des Fees.)
Shrewsbury. 2 vols.
Montagu A. A Lady of the Last Century. (See
Owen R. D. Threading my Way.
Doran.)
Owens College, Manchester. (See Essays and
Month, The. A Magazine and Review. Vols. 14
Addresses.)
to 19. 1871-1873.
Mores Catholic! (See Digby K. H.)
Pacata Hibernia, (See Stafford.)
Morgan A. do. Arithmetical Books from the
•Page T. Clarence, New England, Macleay, and
Invention of Printing to the present
Gwydir Almanac for 1874.
time, 1847.
Painters, Sculptors, and Architects; Lives of the
----" A Budget of Paradoxes.
most Eminent : by G. Vasari.
Morgans W. Manual of Mining Toole. (Weale.)
Pajon, Les Contes de. (See Cabinet des Fees.)
Morin A. Salubrite des Habitations.
Pallantus and Eudora, A Tragcedie. (See Old
MoiTcy J. Rousseau. 2 vols.
Plays.)
Miillor F. Max. The Hymns of the Rig-vedain
Palmer E. H. Tbe Desert of the Exodus. . 2
Padn Text.
vols.
---- ;------------ The Hymns of Rig-Veda, in SamPalmerston Viscount, The Life of: with selec
hita Text.
■
.
tions from his correspondence by Bulwer. Vol.
Muller Wm. Sketches of tho Age of Francis I.
3. 1874.
Munro H. A, J. (Seo Lucretius, Titus Carus.)
Pampbilus, E. (See Eusebius.)
Murat Comtesse dc. Contes des Foes.
(See
Pascal B. Etudes sur Pascal. Par M. V. Cousin.
Cabinet des Fees.)
Paten A. A. Henry Beyle (otherwise De StenMurhard F. M. A. Litteratur der matbematischen
dahl.) A Critical and Biographical Study.
Wisscnschaftcn. o vols.
Peake J. Rudiments of Naval Architecture.
^Murray L. The power of Religion on the Mind
(Weale.)
in Retirement, Affliction, and the, approach of
Peintres : Elamands, Allemande et Hollandois, La
Death.
vie des. Par J. B. Descamps.
Murray J. C. Tho Ballads and Songs of Scot
Pennant T. A Tour in Scotland, 1769 and 1772.
land.
6
3 vols.
Murray R, A Treatise on Marine Engines and , Perrault 0. Contes des E&es. (See Cabinet des
Steam-vessels. (Weale.)
Fees,)
Napier J. Manufacturing Arts in Ancient Times.
Persanes : Les Veillees, 4 vols.
Napoleon III. The Life of. (See Jerrold B.)
Petermann A. Mitthoilnngen aus Justus Perthes'
Nature. Vols. 4 to 8.
geographischer Anstalt. Vol. 19, 1873.
Nautical Magazine, The. N.S., 1873.
Petrarch. The Sonnets, Triumphs, and other
Nrwin an J. H, Tlie Office and Work of VuivcrPoems of Petrarch. Translated by Campbell.
silies.
Pelrarka-; von Ludwig Geiger.
New South Woles Gfovcrnmeni, Gazette; January
Pcttenkofer M. von. The Relations of tbe Air to
to June, 1874.
the Clothes we wear.
,
New South Wales The Statute Index of; hy
Pettigrew J, B. Tbe Physiology of the Circula
Alex. Oliver.
tion in Plants, in the Lower Animals, and in
--------- Reports of Cases Argued and
Man.
determined in the Supreme
Phillimoro R. Commentaries upon International
Court. Vol XI.
Law. 4 vols.
------------ - The Public General Statutes
Phillips J. A. Elements of Metallurgy.
of New South Wales, from
----------J. S. The Explorers’, Miners', and
26th Vic. 1862 to 1874.
Metallurgists’ Companion,
The Books marked bus • are donationr.
•
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Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science. •Revue Austrolienhe; Journal des interdts Franqais,
Vols. 45 and 4ft.
etc.. No. 2, January, 1874.
Phonetic Journal, The ; for the Year 1S73. Yol.
Revue des Deux Moudes, Yols. 103-109.
32.
Revue des Questions Hisioriques. Yols, 13, 14.
Piggot J. Persia—Ancient and Modern.
Revy J. J. Hydraulics of Great Rivers.
Pilpay; or, Bidpai. Contes et Fahles. (See
Richardson T. A. Tlie Art of Architectural
Cabinet des Fees.)
Modelling (Weale.)
Pin L. E. du. (See Du Pin.)
RiohterJ. P. Siimmtliche Werke. 4 vols.
Blanche, J. R, The Conqueror and His Com
Rig-Yeda : The Hymns of. (See Muller F. Max.)
panions. 2 vols.
Riley H. T, A Dictionary of Latin and Greek
Plato. The Republic of Plato. Translated into
Quotations.
English, by J. L. Davies.
Ritson J. Annals of the Caledonians, Piets, and
------- The Republic of Plato. Translated hy H.
Scots.
Spcns.
----------- ■ Ancient Engleish Metrical Romancces.
Playford F. Practical Hints for Investing Money.
Robinson H. C. Diary, Reminiscences, and Cor
(Weale.)
respondence of; by Sadler. 2 vols.
Plowden F. Jura Anglormn. The Rights of
Robson E. R. School Architecture.
Englishmen.
•Rogers J. E. H. Cobden and Modern Political
*Plutarebus; Plutarehi Chero Nei Graecorum
Opinion.
Romanorum quo Illustrium Yitae.
Rohlfs G. Adventures in Morocco and Journeys
Popular Science, Monthly. 2 rols. 1873.
through the Oases of Draa and Tafilet, with
*Porter K. A Narrative of the Campaign in Rus
Introduction by W. Rcade.
sia, 1812.
RolUn C. The Ancient History. 6 vols.
Portloet Major. Geology. See Tate. (Weale.)
Roofs; A Treatise on the Construction of, as
Portraits Contemporains. (See Gautier T.)
regards Carpentry end Joinery, (Weale.)
Poste B. Celtic Inscriptions on Gaulish and
Rosenkranz Dr. K. Hegel as the National Philo
British Coins.
sopher of Germany. Translated by Hall.
Post Office London Directory, 1874.
Rossetti D. G. Poems.
Powell G. S. B. New Homes for the Old
Rousseau J. J. La Reine Fan bisque. (See
Country,
Cabinet des Fees.)
Preschac le S. de. Contes des Eees. (See Cabi- ---------------------- Life, Ac. (See Morloy.)
inet des Fees.)
Rowbotham J. The Derivative Spelling Book.
Pridcaur, T. S. Tho Economy of Fuel. (Weale.)
(Weale.)
Proctor R. A, ■ The Universe and tho Coming
Royal Asiatic Society, The Journal of, N.S. vol. 6.
Transits.
Royal Red Book. (See Webster.)
—---------------- Light Science for Leisure Hours.
Royal Society of London; Tho Philosophical
2 series.
Transactions of. Yol. 162.
------- 1----------- Saturn and its System.
Rudder S. History of Gloucestershire.
Prussia; Nouvelle Legislation Prussienne rdglant
Rule W. H. History of The Inquisition. 2 vols.
les Rapports entre TEtat et I’Eglise.
Russell J. R. The History and Heroes of the Art
Public Opinion, 1871-73. 5 rols.
of Medicine; with Portraits.
Pultency R. A General Yiew of the Writings of
Linnmus.
Sabine R, The History and Progress of the
Punch. Yol. 64. 1873.
Electric Telegraph. (Weale.)
Purves, D. L. The English Circumnavigators.
Sachevercll W. An Account of the Isle of Man.
Pync, G. Perspective for Beginners. (Weale.)
Sadler T. Diary, Ac., of Henry Crabb Robinson,
Salt H. A Voyage to Abcyssinnin.
Quarterly Journal of Science. Yol. 3, N. S.
Sandys G. Travels containing an History of the
Quarterly Review. Yol. 134.
Turkish Empire, 1673.
Queene of Arragon, The. (See Old Plays.)
Saycc A. H. The Principles of Comparative
•Queensland: The Acts of Parliament of Queens
Philology.
land, 37° A 38° Vie; Session 1 of 1874.
Scberzer C. von. Smyrna.
.
Questions Historiques. (See Revue des.)
-------------------- Expedition nach Indien, etc.;
1868-71.
Ramsay A. The Rudiments of Mineralogy.
Sehhemann H. Trojanische Alterthitmcr.
(Weale.)
Schceleher Y. The Life of Handel,
Ramsay (Dean.) Reminiscences of Scottish Life
Scientific American. Yols. 28 and 29.
and Character with Memoir by Innes.
Scotland; Tracts Illustrative of the Traditional
Rand E. H.
Dates and Events in English
and Historical Antiquities of Scotland.
History. (Weale.)
•Scott A. W. Mammalia; Recent and Extinct.
-------------------- Places and Facts in Physical and
Scott G. The Memoires of Sir James Melvil, of
Political Geography. (Weale.)
Hal Hill.
Randall P. M. The Quartz Operatora’ HandScott Sir W. Provincial Antiquities and Pictu
hoot.
resque Scenery of Scotland. 2 vols.
Ranken W. IT. L. The Dominion of Australia.
----------------- The Border Antiquities of England
Raivlinson G. The Five Great Monarchies of the
and Scotland. 2 vols.
Ancient Eastern World. 4 vols.
Scott W. B. Half-hour Lectures on the History
Raymond R. W. Statistics of Mines and Mining
nnd Practice of the Fine and Ornamental Arts.
in the States and Territories west of the Rocky
Selby P. J. Illustrations of British Ornithology.
Mountains.
2 vols.
Rcode W. The Story of the Ashantoe Campaign.
Sclis M. Le Prince Desire. (Sec Cabinet des
Rcclus E. The Ocean, Translated by Woodward.
Fees.)
2 vols.
Seward W. Anecdotes of Distinguished Persons.
Redding C. Personal Reminiscences of Eminent
4 vols.
Men. 3 vols.
Shakespeare Wm. The Life of. (See Halliwcll.)
Reid X. The works of, with preface and notes,
----------------------His Life, Art, and Characters
Ac., hy Hamilton. 2 vols.
by Hudson.
Rniniscli L.
Der einhoitlieho Ursprung der
Shelley C. P. B. Workshop Appliances.
Sprachen dcr niton Welt.
Silliman B, (See American Journal.)
Reitlingcr E. Freic Blieke.
Simon J.
La Roforme de V cnscignemcnt
Rendu M. Le C. Theory of the Glaciers of Savoy.
Secondaire.
Translated by Willis.
Simpson E. The Dramatic Unities in the present
Reports of Cases in the Supreme Court. (See
day.
New South Wales.)
•Skene A. J. and Smyth R. B. Report on the
Reports of the Commissioner of Agriculture,
Physical Character and Resources of Gippsland.
Washington, 1870-71. 2 vols.
Skertchly J. A. Dahomey as it is.
Reports of the Commissioner of Patents, Washing •Smith J. Re-prints from the Maryborough and
ton, 1869-71. 7 vols.
Dunolly Advertiser.
Retrospective Review, 1820-23. 16 vols.
Smith J. T. Antiquities of Westminster.
Reumont A, von. Lorenzo d6 Medici il MagniSmith T. R. Acoustics in relation to Architecture
lico. 2 vols.
and Building. (Weale.)
The Books marked thha * arc donations*
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Smyth W. H. iEdes Hartwolliame.
Smyth W. W. Treatise on Coal and Coal-Mining.
(Weale.)
Social Science. (See Transactions of.)
Society of Useful Knowledge, (Seo Biographical
Dictionary.)
Somerrille M. On Molecular and Microscopic
Science. 2 vols.
Sommerfeldt H. A. The Construction of Ships.
(Wealo.)
Sophy, The. (See Old Plays.)
•South Australia. Beport of the Progress and
Condition of the Botanic
Gardens and Government
Plantations, 1873.
----------------------- Acts of the Parliament of 37
Tic., 1873.
----------------- ------ Proceedings of the Parliament
of South Australia for 1873.
3 vola.
South By West; or, Winter in the Booty
Mountains, and Spring in Mexico. Preface by
Kingsley.
Southey B. Tho Poetical Worts of, complete.
Sozomenus i or, Sozomen II.
Ecclesiastical
History.
Spalding H. Khiva and Turkestan. Translated
from the Russian.
•
Spedding J. The Letters and the Life of Francis
Bacon.
Spencer C. C. Treatise on Music. (Wealo.)
----------------- The Art of Playing the Pianoforte.
(Weale.)
Spen* H. (Sec Plato.)
Stafford T. Pacata Hiberpia. 2 vols.
. Stamer W. The Gentleman Emigrant: His daily
Life, Sports, and Pastimes in Canada, Australia,
and the United States.
Stanley H. M. Coomassie and Magdala.
------------- -— How 1 found Livingstone.
Statistics of Mines and Mining West of the Booty
Mountains, by Baymond.
Statute Index, The, of Kew South Wales.
Statutes, The; Bevised Editiou (Great Britain),
1770-1823. 3 vols.
Stenhouse T. B. H. The Bocky Mountain Saints.
Stent G. C. The Jade Chaplet, from the Chinese.
Stephenson B. The Life of, by Jeaffreson.
Stephenson R. M. The Science of Railway Con
struction. (Weale.)
Steur 0. Ethnographic des peoples de I’Europe.
2 vols.
Stevenson D. Sketch of the Civil Engineering of
North America. (Weale.)
---------------Thos. The Design and Construction
of Harbours.
Stewart D. Account of tho Life and Writings of
Thos. Reid, D.D.
Stockmar E. von. Memoirs of, by his Son. Trans
lated by Muller. 2 vols.
11 Stonehenge.”
British Rural Sports.
(See
Walsh.)
Strauss G, L, A Grammar of the French
Language. (Weale.)
■-----------------A Grammar of the German
Language. (Weale.)
----- -------------- The German Eeador. (Weale.)
Swinburne A. C. Bothwell: A Tragedy.
Swindell J. G., and Burnell G. R. Well-digging,
Boring, and Pump-work. (Weale.)
Sydney Morning Herald. 3 vols., 1874.
•Sydney Punch, The ; N.S. Yol. 1, 1873.
•Sydney University Calendar for 1874-75.
Symonds W. S. Records of the Bocks.
Targums, The. (See Etheridge.)
•Tasmania. The Acts of the Parliament of, 38
Vic., 1874. Vol. 5, pt. 6.
*------------- Journals of the Legislative Council.
Vol. 19.
Tale R. Treatise on Geology. (Weale.)
Taubert, on the use of Field Artillery on Service.
Translated by Maxwell. (Weale.)
Taylor Isaac. Etruscan Researches.
•Tebbutt J, Meteorological Observations, 1867-8.
Tennyson A. Gareth and Lynotte, &c.
Terrell E. The Records of a Church of Christ
Meeting in Broadmead, Bristol.
Text Books of Science. 2 vols.
Thackeray W. M. Miscellanies, Prose and Verse.
4 vols.

Thirwall C. The History of Greece. 8 vols.
Thompson G. A. Geographical and Historical
Dictionary of America.
Thomson J. T. Translations from the Hakayit
Abdulla (Bin Abdulkadar), with Comments.
Thomson W. C. ' The Depths of the Sea.
Thorpe T. E. Quantitative Chemical Analysis.
Timbs J. The Tear Book of Facts, 1874.
Titian T. V. Notices of the Life and Works of,
by Hume.
Todd H. J. Memoirs of the Life and Writings of
the Bight Revd. Brian Walton, D.D. 2 vols.
Tomlinson C. Mechanics.
----------------- Pneumatics for Beginners.
----------------- Construction of Locks.
----------------- Warming and Ventilation.
(Weale.)
----------------- Experimental Essays.
----------------- ‘Essays. (Weale.)
----------------- Natural Philosophy. (Weale.)
Tracts of Scotland. (Seo Scotland.)
Transactions of the Institution of Civil Engineers.
(See Civil Engineers.)
Transactions of the National Association for the
Promotion of Social Science, 1873.
Trench R. C. English, Past and Present.
Trollope A. Australia and New Zealand. 8 vols.
Turner J. M. W. Picturesque Views in England
and Wales. 3 vols.
Twining T. Technical Training.
Tyndale W. Facsimile Texts. The first printed
English New Testament.
Tyndall J. Inaugural Address at the British
Association for the Advancement
of Science at Belfast, 1874.
----------- -— The Forms of Water in Clouds and
Elvers, Ice and Glaciers.
-------------- (See Helmholtz.)
Tyrwhitt T. (See Chaucer.)
Tyson G. Arctic Experiences. (Sec Blake.)
United States of America. (See Reports of Patents,
and Reports of Commissioner of Agriculture.)
United Servico Magazine. 2 vols., 1873.
Vambery A. Central Asia and the Anglo-Russian
Frontier Question.
Vasari G. Lives of the Most Eminent Painters,
Sculptors, and Architects. Translated by Foster.
Yattol E. dc. The Law of Nations.
•Vaughan The Most Revd. Roger Bede. The Life
and Labours of St. Thomas of Aquin. 2 vole.
Vega Lope F. de C. Some Account of the Life
and Writings of, by Holland.
Vernon E, American Railroad Manual for the
United States and the Dominion. 1874.
Vertot R. Ade. Histoirc des Chevaliers Hospit
allers, 6 rols.
•Victoria. Votes and Proceedings of the Legisla
tive Assembly, 1873.
* --------- Report on the Physical Character and
Resources of Gippsland, hy Skene
and Smyth.
* --------- Report of the Secretary for Agricul
ture, 1873.
■
Yieyra A. A Grammar of tho Portuguese
Language.
Yilleneuvo Mad. La Belle et la Bete. (See
Cabinet des Fees.)
Virgihus P. M. The Aeneid of Virgil: translated
by Conington.
Vitruvius M. P. Ancient Architecture. (Weale.)
Vizcaya, or Life in the Land of the Carlists, by
Ellen Burges.
Walsh F, H, British Rural Sports by “ Stone
henge.”
Walton B. Memoirs of the Life and Writings of,
hy Todd.
•Waterloo, The Battle of. Published by authority.
1815.
Watson T. Lectures on the Principles and
Practice of Physic. 2 vols.
WattA. Electro-Metallurgy. (Weale.)
Weale J. Dictionary of Terms used in Archi
tecture, Building, Engineering, Mining, Metal
lurgy, Archseology, the Fine Arts, &o., by Hunt.
Wealo's Educational Series. 37 vols.
-------- Rudimentary Series. 151 vols.
Webb T. W. Celestial Object* for the Common
Telescopes.

The Books marked thus * aro donations.
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Webster’s Bovnl lied Book. 1S74.
Wedgwood and bis Works, by Eliza Mefeynrd.
Wellington, 3>uke of. Supplementary Despatches,
Correspondence, and Memoranda. Vols. 11
to 14.
Wcnjukow M. Die russiscb-asialisebem Grenz
lande.
Westminster BeTiew. Vols. 42 and 43.
Westphal E.
Verglcichende Grammatik der
indogermuniseben Sprachen.
Wey F. Home, with an introduction by Story.
Whelan P. The Numismatic Atlas.
White N.
A Handy Book on the Law-of
Friendly, Industrial and Provident Building,
nnd Loan Societies. (Wenlc.J
Whitelocke B. A Journal of tho Swedish
Ambassy. 2 vols.
Wieland 0, M. Les Adventures Merveilleuses,
Ac. (Seo Cabinet des Fees.)
Wiggins J. Embanking Lands from tbe Sea.
(Weale.)
Wilkinson K. Londina Illustratn. 2 vols.
William tho Conqueror. (Seo Blanche.)
Williams C. W. An Elementary Treatise on Coal.
(Wealo.)
Willis B. Notitia Parlinmentaria.
Wilson II. History of, tbe Fisc and Fall of the
Slave Power in America. Yol. 2.
Winckelmann G. Monument! Anti chi Inediti
Spiegati et Illustrat i. 3 vols.
Wmton J. G. Modern Workshop Practice.
(Weale.)
Woburn Abbey. (See Dodd.)

Woman’s Work and Woman's Culture, by Butler.
Wood J. G. Trespassers: Showing how the
inhabitants of Earth, Air, and Water aro enabled
to trespass on domains not their own.
Woodward S. B. A Manual of the Mollusca.
(Weale.)
Woolhouse W. S. B. Elements of tho Differen
tial Calculus. (Weale.)
-------------------------- Measures, Weights, and
Moneys of all Nations. (Weale.)
Woolsey T. Life and Death of, by Cavendish.
Wordsworth D. Eecolleetions of a Tour made in
Scotland, edited by Shairp.
Worsaae J. J. A. The Primeval Antiquities of
Denmark, translated hy Thoms.
- Wright T. Womankind in Western Europe,
from the earliest times to the 17th Century.
-------------- Memorials of Cambridge.
(bee
Lc Eeux.)
Yelverton T. Toresina Peregrina, or Fifty Thou
sand Miles of Travel Bound tho World. 2 vols.
Yncas. The Rights and Laws of. (See Hakluyt
Society.)
Young J. B. Treatise on Arithmetic and Key.
-------------- Navigation and Astronomy.
--------------- Tables to facilitate the operations of
Navigation and Nautical Astronomy. (Weale.)
Zadc C. Contes Turcs. (See Cabinet des Fees.)
Zctzschc K. E. Kurzer Abriss der Gcschichtc der
clcktrischen Telegraphic.

APPENDIX F.
List

of Periodicals, Ac., received by each Monthly Mail, Ac.

Animal World.
Annales des Mines.
Annals and Magazine of Natural
History.
Architect.
Army List.
Art Journal.
All tho Year Bound.
Athenccum.
AU.i Della Societa Italiana.
Blackwood’s Magazine.
Botanical Magazine.
Builder.
■
British Quarterly Review.
Chemical Society’s Journal.
Cornlull Magazine.
Contemporary Review.
Chambers's Journal.
Comptes Rendus des Seances de
I'Aeademie des Sciences.
Colonies. (A donation.)
Dublin University Magazine.
Dublin Review.
Edinburgh Review.
Englishwoman’s Review.
(A
donation.)
Ernpiro (Sydney).
Engineer.
Farmer.
Farmer’s Chronicle.

Fortnightly Review.
Fraser’s Magazine.
Gentleman’s Magazine.
Geological Magazine.
Good Words.
Gardener.
Gardener's Magazine.
Gardeners’ Chronicle.
Graphic.
Illustrated London News.
Illustrated Sydney News.
A
donation ) From July, 1873.
Indian Antiquary.
Iron.
Journal des Economistes.
Journal of Education.
Journal of the Chamber of Agri
culture.
Journal of tho Royal Asiatic
Society.
Le Moniteur Vinicolc.
Literarisches Centralblatt.
Long Ago.
Mechanics’ Magazine (now Iron.)
Macim Han’s Magazine.
Month.
Mad.
Nautical Magazine.
Nature.
New Quarterly Magazine.

North British Agriculturalist.
Notes aud Queries.
Navy List.
North American Review.
Punch.
Public Opinion.
Philosophical Magazine.
Pictorial World.
Pctermann’s Gcographischc
Mittheilungen.
Phonetic Journal.
Popular Soience Monthly.
Quarterly Journal of tlie Geologi
cal Society.
Quarterly Review.
Quarterly Journal of Science.
Quarterly Journal of Education.
Revue des Questions Historiques.
Revue des Deux Mondes.
Silliman’s American Journal.
Scientific American.
Sydney Mail. (A donation.)
Sydney Morning Herald.
United Service Magazine.
Yerbandhiugen der K. K. Reiehsanstalt.
Veterinarian.
Westminster Review,
Witness, The. (A donation.)
Woman’s Journal.

Sydney : Thomas Itiehardi, Government Printer.—1875.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

SYDNEY GBAMMAK SCHOOL.
(REPORT, &c., FOE 1874.)

^rtacnttb (a parliament, pursuant to Set of Incorporation, 13 Victoria,

The Secretary to the Trustees, Sthnet G-ramhar Schoou, to The Minister oe Justice and
Public Instruction.
•

Sydney Grammar School,
5 Julv, 1875.

Sir,

'

I have the honor, hy direction of the Trustees of the Sydney Grammar School, to transmit to
you, for the purpose of being laid before the Parliament, the following Report of their proceedings, and the
progress of the School, during the year 1874.
At a meeting of the Trustees, held on the 19th of January,' Professor Pell was unanimously
re-elected Chairman of the Board for the current year. At the Pebruary meeling the Trustees unanimously re-elected the Honorable George Allen Vice
Chairman of tlie Board. The Trustees also accepted tenders to the amount of £144 for the completion of
the south wing into class-rooms, and during the year the sum of £849 5s. Gd. was expended in substantial
improvements and repairs.
At tbe June meeting the following resolution was passed in reference to the payment of School fees,
viz.,—“ That, in future, if any School fee be in arrear for more than twenty-one days after the commence
ment of the quarter, the boy be not allowed to return to the School until the fee be paid."
At the same meeting it was also decided that tlie meetings of the Tustecs should be held monthly,
on the first Monday of each month, at 4 p.m.; and the following by-laws with regard to the regulations
and discipline of tho School, drawn up by the Masters, were approved by tbe Trustees, viz.:—
“ The Masters of the School have resolved to abolish the daily detention at 4 p.m., and to substi
tute for this punishment a weekly detention from 9‘30 to 11'30 a,m. on Saturday morning.
"Whenever any boy is reported for misconduct, or habitual idleness, one or more bad marks
(according to the nature of the offence) will be affixed to his name.
“ Any boy who shall have five such bad marks affixed to his name in any one week, or eight had
marks in two consecutive weeks, will have to attend upon the following Saturday. Such
attendance will be strictly enforced, and no excuse, except on account of serious illness, will
be accepted. In the case of those who have conscientious scruples against attending on
Saturday the punishment of detention will bo commuted for an imposition of 300 lines in the
upper, and 150 lines in the lower, school.
“There will be a daily detention at 12‘30for all boys who fail to prepare their home-lessons.
“A. B. WEIGALL,
“ Head Master.”
On the 3rd August Mr. Wolrige was appointed, on probation, an Assistant Master, at a salary at
the rate of £150 per annum.
At the .December meeting a letter was read from the Honorable Sir Wm. Macarthur, resigning his
trusteeship of the School, which vacancy has since been filled up by the appointment of W. C. Windeyer, Esq.
_ The number of pupils in attendance during the year averaged *316^, being an increase of 23 over tbe
previous year, and the maximum yearly average since the foundation of tbe School.
The Trustees are quite satisfied with the state of discipline and efficiency of the School.
The amount of the whole income and expenditure of the School during the year will be found in tho
annexed Appendix.
I have. &c.,
W. H. CATLETT,
Secretary.
APPENDIX.
•Tlie number in attendance during the quarter ending 18th June, 1875, was 393.
387
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APPENDIX.

Reiubx of the Receipts and Disbursements of the Sydney Grammar School in the year 1874Receipts.

Disbursements.

Amount

£

B. d.

Amount.

£
3,.190
1,449
*239

Lad
661 10 8

fl. d
12 6
30 0
19 9

„ Advertisements...........................................

89 10 9
57 10 4
11 16 4

„ School prizes ..............................................
„ Knox prizes...................................................

27 10 0
12 JO 0

850 0 0

£

«. d.

158 17 5
40 0
8i9 5

Repairs ami improvements to buildings
„ Bcttvexpenses ..........................................
,, Insurance ..................................................

0
6

6G 12 4
S 0 0
T5 12 4
850 0 0
144 2 11

£

7.193 0

5

£

Auditodj February 2, 1875,—
James C. Tatlor,
Accountant.

7,198 0

5

W. H. CATLETT,
Secreiary,
8 January, 1875.

Retgen of the Sydney Grammar School, for the Year 1874.
Cilice.

from
Salaries. I \ llowaacps. Ft'P'i
Pupils.

Name,

£
Read Ifaster...............................
Mathematical Master................
Classical Master ........................
Assistant Master.........................

JOo,
do..............................
Do.
do. ........................
Do.
do..............................
Do,
do, ........................
Lecturer in Latin........................

Albert Bythesca Weigall .......
Edward Bratt
.......................
Edwin Whitfield .................... .
Hrury Spendlore Hawkins ...
Alfred Paxton Backhouse ... ...
Lawrenr^ Stephenson..............
pldward Henry Rennie ...........
Henry Charles Lennox Anderson..
Iter. William Hillyar...................

English Master........................-

Charles John Fache.... .............

Assistant do- -..................... ....
French Master............................
Drawing Master .......................
Writing Master ........................

ArthurF. Wolrige ......................
Jean Bierre Critvin......................
Jo.Teph Fowles ......................... . .
Carl Johan Nelson .....................
Sebastian Hodge..........................

Janitor and Drill Sergeant .....

Secretary and Accountant to
Trustees........................ .........
William Henry Catlett ..............

500

s. d.
0 O

too o
300 O
300 0
300 0

0
0
0

279

3

4

13
166 13

*

21G

£

60

25

£

B.

d.

0 0
0
too 0 0
733
416 10

£

1,233
860
625
3U0
3U0
279
226
160

4

ID 0 0

WO 0 0
G
100 C 0
100 0 a
(i
100 0 0

HI

0

’KU

a

d.

0 0
0 0

U

100 0

75

B.

£ 3^X1 12 0

50

4o

10 0
9

9
9

Audited, 2 February, 1874,—*

s. (L

0 0
10 0
0 0

1,449 10

0

Residence allowed.

o 0

0 0
.1

4

13

4
4

U

100 0
*50 0
'53 2
KiO 0
100 0
200 0
140 10

0 0

2.19 19

ItemarkB.

Total.

Resigned.

o
(J

6
0
0
0
0 Residence allowed.

139

9

9

5,080

2

3

*123 Is. 9d.tof this item
belonged to 1873 scot.

W. H. CATLETT,
Secretary',
Gth January, 1875.

James C. Tatxob,

Accountant.

SYDNEY GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
No. 1,—Return of the Number of Teachers employed in 1374.
Eleven engaged for their whole time;
Three engaged for particular lessons ....... Total, 14.
No. 2.—Return of the Number of Scholars,
First Quarter ...........
.....................
Second Quarter ......
.....................
Third Quarter
.....................
Fourth Quarter ......

206 ^
312^
327fr

Total..................... .
Average........................ ..................... 316!
W. H. CATLETT,
Secretary,
6th January, 1875.

Sydney: Thomas Richard,s. Government Brinter.—1875.
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XEW SOUTH WALES.

UNIVERSITY OE SYDNEY.
(REPORT FOR 1874.)

■JjJrcstntflj lo parliament, pursuant to Set of Incorporation, t^. Fie. flo, 31.

REPORT of the University of Sydney, for the year ended 31sf December, 1874.
1. In accordance with the provisions of the Act of Incorporation, the Senate of the University has
the honor to transmit to the Honorable the Minister for Justice aud Education tho report of its proceed
ings daring the year 1874.
2. Twenty students passed the statutory examination and were admitted to Matriculation in Lent
Term.
3. Exemption from attendance on lectures was granted to Mr, J, Debenham, an Undergraduate of
the first year.
'
4. The following degrees were conferred after examination, viz.:—M.A.—P. A. Cooper, B.A.,
J. Coutts, B.A., P. D. Kent, B.A., G. Knox, B.A., G. Sly, B.A., J. J. Teece, B.A.
B.A.—J. J. M. Beatty, E, J. Butler, W. Edmonds, E. Ereehill, T. Hill, G. Hurst, E. Kay, J. Morrice, J. Perry, T. Powell, J. Eobertson, F. Sheridan, J. "Waterhouse.
LL.D.—J. White, LL.B.
M.D.—W. F. Clay, M.B., E. T. Jones, M.B.
5. The following candidates passed the examination for Degrees at tho close of Michaelmas
Term, viz.:—M.A.—M. Clune.
B.A.—W. Lee, W. Chisholm, J. Oliver, A. Dawson, G. E. E. Jones.
G. The Scholarships aud Prizes were awarded as follows, viz.:—“ Cooper" Scholarship for proficiency
in Classics, J. Oliver. “ Barker” do. for proficiency in Mathematics, not given. “Deas Thomson” do. for
proficiency in Physics, W. Chisholm. “ Lithgow” do. for general proficiency in the second year, T. Butler.
“ Levey” Scholarship for general proficiency in the first year, G. Eenwick. “ Gilchrist” do. (tenable by
a graduate at the Universities of Edinburgh or London), G. Hurst. “ University” do. for general pro
ficiency, 3rd year, W. Chisholm. 2nd year,
1st year, G. B. Allen, N. Bussell. The
“ Belmore” medal for proficiency in Geology and Practical Chemistry, with especial reference to Agricul
ture, was awarded to E. J. Butler. Professor Pell’s medal for Mathematics at the B.A. examination—
E. J. Butler. Professor Smith’s prize for Physics at the class examinations—J. Oliver.
7. For the public examinations in Michaelmas Term there were 277 candidates, viz.:—Fifty-five
senior males, eight senior females, aud 169 junior males and forty-five junior females. Of these, 118 were
examined at the following centres, viz.:—Mudgee, Young, West Maitland, Grafton, Singleton, Goulbnrn,
Gunning, Kiama, Adelong, and Wagga Wagga. Thirty-six senior males, four senior females, 102 junior
males, and twenty-nine junior females received certificates. The number of candidates is in excess of that
of previous years, and the Senate desires to record with satisfaction the increasing popularity of fhese
examinations, especially in the country districts. Of the results, tho Examiners report that of the
candidates who failed to pass, a large proportion was as usual rejected on account of had spelling. That, in
the English language, the same deficiency was found as before, the parsing defective, the explanation of tho
meaning of words far from satisfactory, and the knowledge of the syntax and of tho idioms of the language
so scanty as to show that this branch of study, which might so easily be made at once attractive aud useful,
had been generally neglected by teachers. That in the French language a very small proportion of the
candidates passed ; the greater number failing alike in translation, inflections, and composition. That the
same remarks apply in some degree to the Latin language, and that generally speaking the candidates who
passed a satisfactory examination were those who also took up Greek, and the candidates in Greek were
generally successful, though their number was small. That in Mathematics there was a marked improve
ment, and the result satisfactory. That in Geography and History there was some improvement; but that
in the latter subjeefc there was great deficiency, especially among the seniors. That in Chemistry one or
two candidates displayed a satisfactory knowledge.
The prizes at the public examinations were awarded as follows, viz.:—“ Fairfax” for junior females—
M. ii Beckett,)
'
K. Carney, j
“ University,” for senior males—J. D. S. M‘Lardy. “ University,” for junior males—H. Murray.
8. A communication was received by the Senate, from William Macleay, Esquire, notifying his
intention to leave his library and collection of Natural History to the University, The conditions of
bequest, as contained in an extract from his will, were—that they should be held in trust for the promotion
and advancement of the science of Natural History, and the instruction of the inhabitants of the Colony.
147—
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Provision was also made for the maintenance of a Curator, who was to be a person of education and
competent acquaintance with the science. "With this view, a sum of £6,000 was appropriated; the annual
income from which, after investment in public stock in the Colonies or good mortgages, was to be applied
for that purpose. Mr. Macleay’s munificent offer was accepted by the Senate, subject to the conditions
specified by him.
9. A sum of money having been raised for the purpose of perpetuating the memory of the late
Reverend John "West, Editor of the Sydney Morning Herald, the subscribers, through tlie medium of Sir
Alfred Stephen, made a proposition to tbe Senate that the memorial should take the form of a gold medal,
to bo awarded annually to the greatest proficient at the Senior public examination. It was decided that
the amount £200 when invested in Government debentures should be handed over to the University.
10. The Senate has further to announce the very munificent donation of £1,000 from Mrs. Maurice
Alexander, as an endowment to the University, and with a view of perpetuating her husband’s name.
Mrs. Alexander's proposition, which has been accepted by the Senate, is—that a bursary should be founded
to enable a student whose means would be otherwise insufficient, to prosecute his studies as an under
graduate of the Sydney University, and that he should reside in one of the Affiliated Colleges or some
other place approved of by the authorities of the University. Mrs. Alexander declared that the object of
the foundation was to place the advantages of a University education within the reach of persons living
in the country. Further, that students whose parents were resident in Sydney should not be eligible for
the bursary. To obviate the necessity of attendance in Sydney for examination, it has been provided
that candidates should be required to pass tbe Senior public examination at any of the places in the
Colony where public examinations are held, in those subjects which are taken as equivalent to tho exami
nation for Matriculation, The amount of the donation, £1,080, lias been invested in ten Government
debentures of £100 each, bearing interest at 5 per cent.
11. In accordance with the provisions of the Act incorporating tbe Alfred Hospital, the Directors
laid before the Senate }he plans and elevations of the proposed buildings; also a plan of the grounds,
showing the reservation made for the Medical School. The plans were approved, but assent was reserved,
failing the production of a scheme for the drainage of the ground, as specially provided for in the Act.
12. Two By-laws were passed during the year, copies of which are appended (A.)—the first,
exempting candidates for B.A. who should have no desire to devote themselves specially to Katural
Science from an examination in Geology, Mineralogy, and Practical Chemistry, and rendering those who
should have passed the first and second yearly examinations in Chemistry and Experimental Physics
qualified for their Degree as far as Natural Science was concerned; further, allowing candidates who, at
the second year, should have exhibited marked proficiency in any one of the three schools of Classics,
Mathematics, or Natural Science, to devote themselves in the third year exclusively to tlie subjects of that
school, and to be examined for B.A. in them only. The second by-law provides for an alteration in the
scholarships and prizes.
13. At the first meeting of the Senate held in Lent Term, the Honorable Edward Deas Thomson,
C.B., was unanimously re-elected Chancellor of the University, his term of tenure of office having expired.
At the same meeting the Reverend Canon Allwood, B.A., was re-elected Tice-Chancellor.
14. An account showing the receipts and expenditure of the University during the year, duly
certified by the Auditor, is hereto appended (B).

APPENDIX A.
Bt-law I.
“ To obtain the degree of B.A., candidates shall pass a satisfactory examination in the following subjects, viz.:—1. The Greek
and Latin languages—2. Mathematics and Natural Philosophy—3. Chemistry, Experimental Physics, Geology, and Mineralogy.
“ Provided always that no candidate may elect to be exempted from examination in either the Classical or the Mathe
matical schools, unless he shall have obtained at least a second class place in that school at the second yearly examination.
Candidates who have passed the second yearly examination, and - have displayed a marked proficiency in any one of the three
schools, may, on tho recommendation of the Examiners, be allowed to attend lectures during the third year in that school only,
and to be examined for tho degree of B.A. in that school only.
“ All persons who have passed the ordinary examination for degrees shall be admissible for Honors in the Classical,
Mathematical, and Natural Science schools.
“ The candidates in each school shall be arranged in classes and order of merit. Tlie most distinguished candidate for
honors in each of the aforesaid schools shall, if he possess sufficient merit, receive a prize of ten pounds.”
Bt-law II.
“ In addition to the private foundations, viz., tho ‘Barker,’ ‘ Deas Thomson,’ ‘ Cooper,’ and ‘ Lithgow* Scholarships—each
of the annual value of £50, and the ‘Levy’ Scholarship, of the annual value of £35, there shall be three University Scholar
ships, each of the value of £50, payable out of the public endowment.
“ The above scholarships tenable for one year, shall be awarded, after examination, in the following manner:—To under,
graduates of the first year, three sholarships for general proficiency, viz., two University scholarships and the 1 Levy’ scholarshipTo undergraduates of the second year, three scholarships for general proficiency, viz., two University scholarships, and the
‘Lithgow1 scholarship founded in ISfii- To undergraduates of the third year, three scholarships, viz.:—1. Eor proficiency in
Classics, the‘Cooper’scholarship founded in 1857. 2. For proficiency in Mathematics and Natural Philosophy, tho ‘Barker’
scholarship founded in 1853. 3. For proficiency in Chemistry and Experimental Phj'sics, tho‘Deas-Thomson’scholarship
founded in 1854.1’

APPENDIX B.
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APPENDIX B.
UNIVERSITY OP SYDNEY.
Statement of Receipts and Expenditure during the Year 1874.

Receipts.

Expenditure

Received by balance In Commercial Bant* on 1st Januaryf 1874
„ from Government annual endowment ...........................
,)
Lecture Rees, after paying Professors their shares ...
n
Degree and other fees.................................
„
Pasturage ....................................................
Mrs. M, Alexander, to found n Bursary
w
Interest on Debentures and rents of properties
belonging to private foundations:—
“Lithgow15 Scholarship ....................... £65
11 Professor PclPs53 Medal .................. 10
“G. W. Allen” Scholarship .............. 15

r

£

s. d.

£

,010 22 1

Paid for Salaries, Charges, Improvement of Grounds, &c....................
„ Repairs to Building......................................................................................................
Philosophical Apparatus .............................................. ......................................
University Scholarships .. ............................................................ .......................
to retire a share in the Old Sydney College.........................................
for 10 Debentures on account the “M. Alexander” Bursary
for a Debenture for the “ Cooper” Scholarship .................................
the following sums on account Private Foundations:—
“Lithgow” Scholarship.............................
£50
0
“ Professor Pell's” Mcaal.....................................................
10
0
“Levoy” Scholarship................................................................ 85 0
“ Deas Thomson” Scholarship.......................................... 50 0
Insurance of “ Deas Thomson” property ........
8 15
“ Cooper*5 Scholarship .............................................
37 10
“BarKer” Scholarship ..........................................................
12 10
Repairs to “ Cooper” Scholarship property........ 207
5 10
Repairs to “Barker11 Scholarship property ... 207
5 10
“ Wentworth” Medal................................................................
10
19 0
,f Sailing’5 Exhibition ..........................................................
20
0 0

,000 0 0

197 10 0
1G9 0 0
95 14 6
,000 0 0

“ LovoyV Scliolarahip...................... 45

“ Deas Thomson*5 Scholarship.......... 123
Wentworth” Fellowship.................. 80
Nicholson” Scholarship .................. 10
“ Cooper” Scholarship......................... 309 1_ 11
_
“Barker” Scholarship......................... 101 11 10
“Wentworth55 Brize Medal .............
6 16 11
“Belmore*5 Medal............................
16 0 0
“Fairfax’5 Prize...................................... 30 0 0
u

“ Salting” Exhibition......................

688 19 0

By balance in Couunerola! Bank, on 31st December, 1874..

8,161 16 4

Examination Fees Account for

0
8

12

758 11 7

187A

Expenditure.
£ a.

Received from Candidates for Examination .........................................

£

<L

714 1 0

Paid for Expenses of Examination and Fees to Examiners ...............

■

e. d.

714 1 O

WILLIAM CLARK,
Accountant.

Sjdnoy: Tbomiu) Richards, Government Printer.—ISTi

[Sd.]

0

8,161 10 4

Receipts.

AuditedC". EAGAR,

s. d.
13 1
5 5
19 10

664 5 9

25 0 0

Public

4,763
426
69
225
50
1.098
105

♦

.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

ST. JOHN’S COLLEGE.
(BY-LAWS.)

Jprfscntft) tpr ^aclinmnit, pursuant to 'Set 21 Diet, flo. It.

ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE WITHIN THE UNIVERSITY OE SYDNEY.
In pursuance of the power vested in us by the Act passed in the twenty-first year of the reign of Her
present Majesty, intituled “An Act to incorporate St. John’s College as a College within the University of
Sydney,'’ \vc, the Rector and Eellows of St. John’s College, for the purpose of carrying into effect the
provisions and objects of the said Act, do hereby revoke the several By-laws and Rules heretofore made by
us, and do, instead thereof, establish the several By-laws and Rules which are contained in the Schedule
hereto signed at the end thereof by the present Rector of the said College.
In witness thereof, we hereunto affix our corporate seal, this thirteenth day of October, in
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-four.

By order of the Council,
ROGER BEDE VAUGHAN, D.D.,
Rector.

.

BY-LAWS OE ST. JOHN’S COLLEGE.
Membership.

1. Tlie ordinary members of St. John’s College, in addition to the Rector, the Vice-Rector, Fellows,
Lecturers, and students, shall consist of those who, having been students thereof, continue to keep their
names on the books; together with such persons as the Rector aud Fellows shall admit to honorary
membership.
2. Every person, having been a student, whose name is no longer on the College books, may, by
leave of the Rector and Fellows, have his name restored.
AninssiON op Stubents.

3. Residence in College shall not be a necessary condition of membership. Students of St. John’s
College may be either resident or non-resident.
L Persons desirous of becoming students of the College shall, if required so to do, produce letters
as to character from a Clergyman, and from the Principal of the College or School where the applicant has
studied.
5. The name of every student admitted into the College shall be registered in a book provided for
that purpose.
,
6- All students residing in the College shall either have matriculated or be preparing for matricu
lation at the next ensuing examination for that purpose.
7. The names of resident students shall not be entered in the College Register until they shall have
matriculated.
8. Any student failing to pass the matriculation examination shall cease to reside in the College,
hut may be re-admitted prior to the next matriculation examination, if he shall intend again to present
himself for examination.
9. Ever}' student, on being entered on the College Register, shall sign the declaration marked B in
the Appendix hereto.
10. jNon-residont students, with a view to matriculation, and members of the College having
graduated in the University, shall have the same privileges, and shall be subject to the same discipline,
except in point of residence, as the resident students.
142—
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11. The Collegiate terms and vacations shall be the same as those of the University. The Easter
recess shall not be considered a vacation.
12. During Term time all resident students shall reside in, and all non-resident students shall
attend daily at, the College.
13. The Rector, or in his absence the Yiee-Rector, may grant to any student temporary exemption
from the preceding rule.
_
^
14. Resident students ■wishing to remain in the College during vacation may do so with the consent
of the Rector, and under such regulations as the Rector may establish.
Religious Exeecises.

15. All resident students shall attend morning and evening prayers, mass, and all public services in
the College Chapel.
_
16. Students shall approach the Sacraments at least once in each term.
17. A record shall be kept of the attendance of the resident students at Chapel, and also of their
reception of the Sacraments.
_ _
IS. All students, whether'resident or non-resident, shall receive gratuitous and systematic instruc
tion in the doctrines and practice of the Catholic Church.
19. The Rector, with the sanction of the Visitor, shall determine the text-books for such instruction ;
and every student must provide himself therewith, and attend all lectures on these subjects.
G-eneeal lysTBUCTioir.

20. Lectures, when deemed by the Rector necessary, shall be giren on the subjects of the University
_
_
21. The course of philosophy commonly distributed into logic, metaphysics, and ethics, shall be
taught within the three years of the ordinary University curriculum ; and all students, whether resident
or not, shall attend the lectures on these subjects.
22. Modern history shall he taught in the College ; and the lectures thereon shall be so arranged
as to comprise the entire course within the period of the University curriculum. Attendance at these
lectures shall be obligatory on all students.
_
23. .Stated hours shall be set apart for private study; and, during the hours so assigned, silence
shall be observed by all students.
_
24. An examination shall beheld annually, at a time to he appointed, on tbc subjects.of College
instruction other than those taught at the University lectures; and the result of such examination shall be
reported at a meeting of the Council.
course.

Library.

25. The Library shall be open to Members of the College, under such regulations as may be made
by the Rector and Eellows.
.

Meals.

26. Resident students shall take their meals together in the College Hall, at stated hours, due
notice whereof shall be given.
_
_
27. Ho visitor, or non-resident member of the College, shall be admitted to the College Hall without
a special invitation from the Rector.
Rooms.

28. No student shall have more than one room, except by permission from the Rector, and by
paying such extra sum as the Rector and I’ollows may determine.
_
_
29. The furniture of each room shall be provided by the occupant at his own cost, unless otherwise
30. Any student's room may, at any time, be visited hy the Rector, or hy any officer to whom the
Rector may have delegated authority, who may order the removal of anything therein which he may deem
objectionable.
Discipline.

'

31. The College gates shall be closed at a stated hour every evening, after which no resident Student
shall be outside the College precincts without the permission of the Rector or, in his absence, of the Vice
Rector.
i
j •
32. Every resident student shall he within the College grounds before tbe gates are closed ; in
default thereof, he shall be liable to such penalty as the Council may determine.
33. Visitors to the students may be admitted within the College, subject to such regulations as the
Rector may establish.
,
,
34. Leave of absence from the College for a portion or for the whole of a night may be granted bo
any student by tbe Rector or, in his absence, by tbe Vice-Rector ; but in either case only for very urgent
F&ElSODS

35. The academic dress shall invariably be wrom by all students and officers of tbe College in
Chapel, hall, and at lectures, and likewise within the precincts of the College or University, except during
■recreation.
,
..
36. The Rector shall have power to expel students, subject to an appeal to the Council.
37. Every student shall repress to the utmost of his power every word and deed of an irreligious
or immoral or dishonorable character, or any conduct in the slightest degree unworthy of a Catholic,
gentleman.
■

'

Eees.
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Fees.

The ordinary fees from members shall consist of an admission fee and of annual fees.
The admission fee shall be the same for all students, whether resident or not.
40. The annual fee for resident students must coyer the expenses of room, board, service, lectures,
and tuition.
41. The annual fee for non-resident students must cover the charges for lectures, tuition, and any
other College privileges for which the Council may require a fee.
42. An annual fee shall be payable by all other members (except Follows and Officers) to entitle
them to keep their names on the College books.
43. The amounts of all College fees shall be fixed by the Council, and paid to the Officer appointed
to receive them.
44. All fees are to be paid in advance ; and a Schedule thereof shall be exhibited in the public Hall.
38.
39.

Scholarships.

45. Persons desirous of founding Scholarships or free places within the College for any special
purpose, may do so upon any conditions not repugnant to the objects for which the College is established.
46. ‘Where the Founder shall not have directed the special application of any such Scholarship, the
Council shall have the right to do so.
47. Candidates for Scholarships who shall be admissible to the College under By-law No. 4 shall be
examined by at least three Examiners, of whom the Beetor shall be Chairman—the others being nominated
from time to time by the Council.
48. The Examiners shall vote for the candidate who shall exhibit the greatest proficiency in the
subject or subjects of examination ; and the Beetor shall report, in writing, at the next meeting of the
Council, the result of such examination, and the Council shall award the Scholarship accordingly,
49. Due notice shall be given of all such Scholarships, and of the time and place of examination.
Council.

'

50. The meetings of the Council shall be held at the College, or at some place in Sydney, at such
times as shall be appointed for that purpose.
51. The Beetor may at any time, without requisition, convene a special meeting of the Council.
52. A special meeting of the Council shall be convened by tbe Beetor .upon the written requisition
of one clerical and two lay Fellows.
53. Of ordinary meetings every Fellow resident in Sydney, or within 50 miles thereof, shall receive
at least two days’ written notice ; and of special meetings, at least one day’s written notice.
54j At all meetings the Beetor, or in his absence the Yice-Bector, shall preside.
_
55. All the proceedings of the Council shall be entered in a journal; and at the opening of each
meeting the minutes of the previous meeting shall be read, and (unless the then meeting shall he an
adjourned meeting) confirmed. In tho case of meetings adjourned, the confirmation of the minutes shall
be deferred until the next ordinary meeting.
56. No motion (olher than of a merely formal character) shall be made at any meeting unless
notice of such motion shall have been given at a previous meeting ; but this requirement may be dispensed
with in any case where the ifieeting shall unanimously consent thereto.
57. Whenever any question shall be submitted by the Chairman for the vote of the meeting, every
Fellow present shall vote thereon.
.
.
58. If any Fellow shall, without leave of the Council, be absent from three consecutive ordinary
meetings thereof, his office of Fellow shall thereupon become vacant: Provided that, for the purposes of
this rule, every adjourned meeting shall be reckoned as part of tbe original or principal meeting, and not
as distinct therefrom.
59. Upon any vacancy occurring amongst the Fellows, candidates for the vacant office shall be
nominated at the next meeting of the Council; and, whether opposed or not at such meeting, they shall
be submitted for election at tho next ensuing meeting, and their election shall depend upon the result of
the votes taken in reference thereto.
60. No person who has been elected by Fellowship shall take his seat at the Council Board until
he has signed the declaration marked A in tbe Appendix hereto.
_
__
_
Gl. The annual certificate required by the Colleges Endowment Act, 18 Victoria, No. 37, section 5,
shall be under the hands of any two Fellows.
The Seal.

62. The Seal of the College shall be in tlie custody of the Beetor, and shall not be affixed to any
document except by order of the Council.

ST. JOHN’S COLLEGE.—KULES AND BEGULATIONS.

■

Hobabium.

63. The Horarium shall be fixed from time to time by the Beetor, under the sanction of the Council.
Annual Examination.

64. The Annual Examination of Students, under By-law No. 24, shall take place at the beginning
of Lent Term.
.
Libeaby.
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Library.

*

65. The Library shall be under the immediate charge of a Librarian appointed by the Council; and
he shall be responsible for the custody of the books, aud the carrying out of all regulations in respect of
the Library.
66. The names of all donors of books, with tho number of volumes given, shall be entered in a
register to be kept in the Library.
67. No person shall borrow any book from the Library except upon application to the Librarian,
who shall, upon delivery of tbe book, enter in a register the borrower’s name and the date of delivery ;
aud afterwards, on the return of the book, the date of return.
6S. No more than three volumes, borrowed from tbe Library, shall be in the possession of the same
person at any one time.
69. Any person having borrowed a book from tbe Library shall, on request of the Librarian, return
the book forthwith; and in every other case, in or before the last week of each Term: in default, the
borrower shall pay to the Librarian a fine of one shilling per week for each book so long as it shall be
. detained beyond the time limited.
70. Books of reference shall on no account be removed from tbe Library.
■
71. Any person who shall deface or otherwise injure books belonging to tbe Library shall be
required by the Librarian to replace each book so defaced or injured by another of the same edition and
of equal value, or to pay the price of such book.
72. Silence shall at all times be observed in the Library.
73. Persons using books in the Library shall return them, after being used, to their proper places
on the shelves.
74. No person who shall fail to comply with any of the Library regulations shall be allowed to
borrow books from the Library.
75. The Librarian shall from time to time, and specially when necessary, report to the Council
(through the Hector) any cases of non-compliance with the Library regulations.
76. All fines paid to the Librarian shall go to form a Library Fund, in respect of which the
Librarian shall account to the Council.
77. The Librarian shall make au annual inspection and return of all books belonging to the Library.
78. Persons not members of the College may, upon delivery to the Librarian of a written
permission from tbe Beetor, Yice-Bector, or any of the Fellows, have access to tho Library during
Library hours.
Meetikos op the Council,

79. The ordinary meetings of the Council shall be held on the first Tuesday in the respective
months of February, May, August, and November, in each year.
EOGER BEDE VAUGHAN, D.D.,
Beetor.

APPENDIX.
A.
Tin Yorm of Declaration to be made by Fellows.
I,
, Bolemnly and sincerely declare that I am a member of the Homan Catholic Church, and that as
long as I shall hold the office of Fellow of Saint John's College within the University of Sydney, I wifi continue a member of
that Church,
Signed by the said
day of
presence,—

B.
The form of Declaration to be made by Students, whether resident or non-resident, and other members of the College, except
the Sector, Vice-Sector, and Fellows.
■
I,
, solemnly and sincerely declare that I am a member of the Homan Catholic Church, and that as
long as I shall be a member of Saint John’s College within the University of Sydney, I will in all respects conform to the
statutes, by-laws, and rules of the said College.
Signed hy the said
day of
presence,—

, on this
,18

, in my i

or.
Hector.

'

Sydney; Thomas Richards,Government Printer.—1S75.
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1875.
Legislative Assembly.
NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE, SYDNEY UNIVERSITY.
.

(PROCEEDINGS OF EXAMINERS AFFECTING THE DEAN.)

Ordered by ihe Legislative Assembly to be printed,

12

July,

1875.

The Regis that?, Stuxea UAtteesitt, to The TLstdeb Secbeiabt of Public Instiitjction.

University of Sydney,
7 July, 1875.
Sib,

In transmitting replies to the queries submitted in your memorandum of the 3rd instant, I have
the honor, by direction of the Senate, to forward for. the information of the Honorable the Minister of
Public Instruction the following resolution which was passed at a meeting of that body held this day:—
“ Tho Senate is of opinion that the meeting of Examiners referred to had not been so convened
as to constitute a regular meeting of the Board of Examiners, and that the resolutions
passed at such meeting do not appear to be within the scope of tbe official duties of that
Board.”
I have, &e.,
HUGH KENNEDY,
Registrar.
Memo,

for the Under Secretary of Justice

and

Education.

Legislative Assembly.
Questions for Wednesday, 7 July, 1875.
Answer I.—Examiners in the Eaculty of Medicine in the University of Sydney:—

.

Professor Smith, M.D., Dean,
H. G. Alleyne, M.D.,
G. Bennett, M.D.,
S. Boyd, M.D.,
J. C. Cox, M.D.,
P. S. Jones, M.D. (absent in England),
E. N. Manning, AI D. (absent in England),
A. Renwick, M.D.,
A. Roberts,
E, Bedford.

.

Answer II.—The following is a letter addressed to the Senate by Dr. Bennett:—

“To the Chancellor and Senate of the Sydney University.
“ Sydney, 10 June, 1875.
“ Gentlemen,
_ _
“ I have the honor to inform you that the Examiners of the Eaculty of Medicine held an
adjourned meeting on the 9th instant, to consider a speech recently delivered by the Deau of the Eaculty
of Medicine, in the Legislative Council.
4
“ After full deliberation and with much regret, the resolutions, of which copies are herewith
enclosed, were passed unanimously.
“ I have, Ac.,
•
“ GEORGE BENNETT, M.D.,
“ Chairman.”
38G—
“ Scsoluttons.
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“ Resolutions.
“ I.—Believing that a sound and liberal course of study is the only true foundation for the successful
and humane treatment of disease, vre desire to express our dissent from certain views contained in a speech
delivered by Professor Smith in the Legislative Council on the 13th ultimo. AVe cousider that these
views tend to disparage the advantages of scientific education, to undervalue the necessity for steady and
persevering application in the acquisition of professional knowledge, and to diminish confidence in the
conscientious efforts of the authorized examining bodies-fo provide a class of medical practitioners possessing
the highest educational attainments, and sufficiently numerous to meet the demands of human suffering.
“ II.—That a copy of these resolutions be forwarded to the Chancellor and Senate of the University,
and to Professor Smith.
'
.
“ G-.B.”
Answer III.—The following correspondence has passed on this subject:—
" G-. Bennett, Esq., M.D.
“ University, 5 July, 1875.
“ Sir,
“ With reference to your letter -of-the 10th ultimo, transmitting certain resolutions of the
Examiners of the Eaculty of Medicine in this University, I have the honor to request that you will have
the goodness to furnish me with the names of the gentlemen present when those resolutions were passed.
As this information is required for the Legislative Assembly on the 7th instant, may I request the favour
of a reply at your earliest convenience.
“ I have, &c.,
“ HUGH KEKKEDY,
.
“ Registrar.”
“ The Chancellor and Senate of the University.
.
“ Sydney, 5 July, 1875.
“ Gentlemen,
“ I have the honor to enclose a memorandum agreed to at a meeting of the Examiners in the
Faculty of Medicine held on the 2nd instant. I also enclose copy of a letter received from Professor
Smith on tlie 17th ultimo, and beg to state that tlie Examiners present at the meeting held on' the 9th.
ultimo at which the resolution forwarded to you under date 10th June, were as follows :—Dr. G-. Bennett,
Dr. Cox, Dr. Eenwick, A. Roberts, Esq. Those absent were:—The Dean of the Faculty, not summoued;
Dr. Boyd, confined to bed by illness, but concurring in tho resolutions ; Dr. Alleyne, otherwise engaged,
but concurring in the resolution; Dr. Manning, absent in England; Dr. Jones, absent in England;
E. Bedford, Esq., absent through ill health, but concurring in the resolutions.
•
“ I have, &c.,
“ GK BENNETT, M.D.,
“ Chairman.”
“ MEiroiujnxni.

*

11 We, the undersigned, Examiners in the Faculty of Medicine, beg to acknowledge the letter of Professor
Smith of the 15th ultimo, and to thank Mm for the explanatory observations it contains; but while we are
deeply gratified to learn that he has no desire to depreciate the great importance of scientific education as
a basis for medical practice, we feel ourselves unable to modify the resolutions referred to, as bearing upon
his published speech kindly furnished to us by himself.
“ GEORGE BENNETT.
“ SPROTT BOYD.
" JAMES C. COX.
ARTHUR RENWICK.
“ ALFRED ROBERTS.”
“ University, 15 June, 1875.
“ G. Bennett, Esq., Chairman of the Meeting of Medical Examiners.
“ Sir,
“ I have the honor to acknowledge receipt on 12th instant of your letter of 10th, enclosing
copy of resolutions adopted by the Examiners of the Faculty of Medicine, at a meeting held on the 9th
instant.
“ It was probably not expected or desired that I should give any reply in the shape of defence or
criticism ; but I think it right to ofi'er some observations on these resolutions, for tlie further consideration
of the Examiners.
“ In the first place, I beg to assure tbe Examiners that, in opposing the Medical Bill, I had no
thought whatever of disparaging medical education, and I took an early opportunity of disclaiming in the
Council any such intention, as soon as it appeared that some of my remarks had been misunderstood. But
it may be replied that, granting the absence of intexttox, the language used by me did convey such dis
paragement, at least by implication. That evidently is the belief of the Medical Examiners. They consider
that my ‘ views tend to disparage the advantages of. scientific education,’ and they contrast my supposed
views with their own, in those terms—‘ Believing that a sound and liberal course of study is the only true
foundation for the successful and humane treatment of disease, we desire to express our dissent from
certain views contained in a speecli delivered by Professor Smith, &c.’
“ It is here implied, though not distinctly asserted, that something in my speech shows that I do not
believe ‘ that a sound and liberal course of study is the only true foundation, &c.’
“ I should have been glad if the Examiners had pointed out the passages in my speech that led
them to this erroneous conclusion ; bub I cannot be far wrong in supposing that they occur in the course
of the following argument against the Bill. I stated that tho public ‘cannot be effectually protected
against ignorant and unqualified men, because, among other reasons, there is ignorance and unskilfulness
within
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■within tho profession, as well as out of it.’ The Examiners, ] suppose, will not be prepared to controvert
this proposition, but they appear to assume that I hold that the am or .NT of ignorance is much the same
inside the profession as outside, and that therefore preliminary medical education is ot no avail.
“ That there is no ground for such an assumption clearly appears from what follows :—1 That. such
ignoi’ance should be found occasionally in the profession (though it is to be hoped not frequently) is not
greatly to be wondered at.' There it is put in so many words that ignorance is the exception, not the
rule. Medical practitioners themselves are not always so lenient in their judgment, By mere accident
the other day my eyes fell upon tho following passage in the Lancet, from the pen of their medical corre
spondent in blew Zealand:—! Most of the professional men who have been long in the Colonies are sadly
behind the day in their practice. Many are grossly ignorant of the practice of medicine andsurgery, and
it is wonderful how they ever obtained their qualifications.’ In my speech I go on to explain why occa
sional ignorance is not to be wondered at, and here is probably one of the statements from which the
Examiners have drawn their wrong inferences. I state that ‘ the treatment of disease is, up to the
present time, more of an art than a science.’ If the Examiners dissent from the proposition, I would
suggest a simple test: let each take at random the prescriptions he has given on any one day, and arrange
under two heads the various drugs prescribed, to wit, those selected on any well-defined scientific prin
ciples, and those selected empirically, because he or some other person has found by experience that such
drugs have done good in similar cases. If the latter class do not greatly outnumber the former, it will be
a very exceptional day’s work. To say that the treatment of disease is more of an art than a science is not
to disparage medical education. It is an art that ought to he pursued in a scientific spirit and by scientific
methods, and it requires all the previous training that can be bestowed; but my line of argument was to
show that, after hooks aud lectures and examinations had done their utmost, there was something more
required to make a skilful practitioner—keen powers of observation, and an insight which there is no
impropriety in calling 1 a kind of divine gift,’ and if these be wanting the medical man has mistaken his
vocation. Education will do a great deal, and I have not denied that it ‘ is the only true foundation for
the successful treatment of disease,’ but on the foundation there must be reared a superstructure of per
sonal experience ; and if nature has denied sound judgment and discrimination the medical practitioner
will never be 'qualified,’ however many letters he may have the legal right of appending to his name.
_
“1 trust the Examiners will now be satisfied that I do not hold the views which they have attri
buted to me, and that nothing in my speech, fairly interpreted, countenances such views. But if unfor
tunately I have not succeeded in removing erroneous impressions, I must let the matter rest without further
explanation or discussion ; and I must remind the Examiners that in the Legislative Council I am hound
to speak and vote according to my convictions, and not as a representative of the medical profession. If
the Senate of the University should think that the views I have expressed in my place in the Council
are inconsistent with my office as Dean of the Eaculty of Medicine in the University, I shall be glad if
they will relieve me from the duties and responsibilities of that office. I have already given them an
opportunity of doing so.
“ I have, &c.,
“J. SMITH.”
“ University of Sydney,
“ 8 July, 1875.
“ Sir,
_
.
“ Tour letters of the 10th ultimo and 5th instant, enclosing resolutions passed hy certain
members of the Board of Examiners in the Eaculty of Medicine in this University, were brought under the
consideration of the Senate at the monthly meeting, and I am instructed to transmit to yon the following
resolution which was passed on that occasion :—1 The Senate, having had under their attention the several
communications from Dr. Bennett, dated the 10th June and 5th July, regret that anything should have
occurred to disturb the harmony which up to the present time has happily subsisted between the Dean of
the Eaculty and the gentlemen constituting with him the Board of Examiners in Medicine, but they do
not feel called upon to take any action upon the circumstances in question.
“ I have, &c.,
“ HUGH KEXisEBY,
“ Registrar.”

“ Gr. Bennett, Esq., M.B.

Sydney r Thomas Kichard*, GoTCmment PrlHtOT,—1675,
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1875.

Legislative Assembly.
NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

OKPHAN SCHOOLS.
(STATISTICS.)

Ordered by ihe Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1 June, 1875.

RETURN to an Order made "by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 20 April, 1875, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—
“ (1.) A Return of the average daily number of children in the Protestant
“ Orphan School at Parramatta in the year 1874.
“ (2.) The number of children who died in 1874.
“ (3.) The number of boys and number of girls

apprenticed from the

“ Institution in 1874.
“ (4.) An account in detail of needlework performed by the girls in 1874.
“ (5.) A detailed account of any work or labour performed by the boys.
“ (6.) The total cost in detail of the whole establishment for the year 1874,
“ to be given under the several headings as follows :—Amount paid for
“ salaries, maintenance, clothing, medical attendance, furniture, crockery,
“ &c., fuel, light, forage, and all other miscellaneous expenses not included
“under the above heads, costs of repairs, building, improvements, &e.,
“ made for and on account of the establishment, under the order of the
“ Minister for Works or of the Colonial Architect.
“ (7.) All other charges or expenditure, of whatsoever kind, in connection
“ with the establishment, entered in detail.
“ (8.) The like Returns for the year 1874, of the Roman Catholic Orphan
“ School.”

{Mr, Davies.)

25G—
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No. 1.

EETUBN of the average daily number of Children in the Protestant Orphan School at Parramatta,
in the year 1874.
Boys.

Q-irls.

Total

150

100

250

ARNIE 0. PRINGLE,
Matron.

No. 2.
RETURN showing the number of Children who died in 1874.
Boys.

Q-irls.

Total.

1

2

3

ANNIE 0. PRINGLE,
Matron.

No. 3.

RETURN showing the number of Boys and number of Girls apprenticed from the Institution in 1874.

■

Boys.

Girls.

Total.

9

7

16

ANNIE 0. PRINGLE,

Matron.

No. 4.
An account

in detail, of

15 chemises.
330 pinafores.
82 petticoats.
60 nightgowns.
21 hoods.
8 aprons.
114 collars.
154 handkerchiefs.
27 shirts.

work performed by the

Girls,

in

1874.

85 blouses.
2 pairs flannel drawers,
176 sheets,
163 pillow-cases.
16 do. ticks.
22 bed
do.
45 ,, quilts.
37 tow'els.
13 bags, 1 for apprentices.
ANNIE 0. PRINGLE,
Matron.

No. 5.
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No. 5.
A

detailed

account of any work or labour performed by the Boys.

2 boys employed as pupil teachers.
2 „
„
daily as monitors.
1 boy
„
as boatboy.
2 boys

„

daily in garden.

20 „

(aged 9 to 13) employed daily in cleaning dining-rooms, dormitories, schoolrooms,
lavatories, &c.
4<
„ employed as officers’ servants. .
20 „ (aged 10 to 13) employed in garden and about grounds every Friday.
20 „ (aged 11 to 12)
„
weekly in-washing verandahs, <fcc., girls’ side.
■ 30 „ (aged 7 to 11)
„
every Saturday in cleaning about grounds.
1 boy employed daily as woodcutter.
1 „
„
as post-boy and messenger.
■
The following quantities of vegetables were grown in the boys’ garden for the use of the establish
ment :—
1,780
250
1,920
480
112

lbs.
„
„
„
„

turnips.
broad beans.
cabbage.
cauliflower.
onions.

300 lbs.
60 „
20 „
120 „
336 „

pease.
radishes.
cress.
grapes.
potatoes.

Note.—These vegetables were grown in a garden worked by the boys only,
the establishment are grown in a separate garden.

50 doz. apples.
20 „ nectarines. ■
150 „ peaches.
12 „ figs.
20 „ oranges.
The vegetables for the regular supply of

ANNIE 0. PRINGLE,
■
Matron.

No. 6.
The Total Cost, in detail, of the whole Establishment, for the year 1874, to he given under the several

headings, as follows:—Amount paid for salaries, maintenance, clothing, medical attendance, furniture,
crockery, &c., fuel, light, forage, and all other miscellaneous expenses not included under the above
heads; costs of repair’s, buildings, improvements, &c., made for and on account of the Establishment,
■under the order of the Minister for Works or of the Colonial Architect.

Salaries...................................
Maintenance ........................
«►»
»«»
Clothing..,
...
...
...
♦Medical attendance ...
...
Crockery, hardware, &c.
...
Fuel
...................................
Light ...
...
...
...
Forage ...
...
...
...
Allowance to Schoolmaster in lieu of rations and quarters ...
Do.
First teacher
do.
Annual Picnic for children ...
Schoolbooks ...
...
...
Medicines
...
...
...
Incidental expenses ...
...

£ s. d.
1,120 17 6
1,427 17 2
983 17 0

95
86
28
22
70
35
15
45
32
186

3 6
13 0
6 9
9 8
17 3
0 0
10 0
1 6
1 0
0 5

£4,149 14

8

The cost of furniture, repairs, &c., unknown.
ANNIE 0. PRINGLE,
Matron.
* The Medical Officer oUcnds two other Q-overnment Establishments, and receives £150 per annum.

No. 7.
All other Charges or Expenditure, of whatsoever kind, in connection with the Establishment, entered in

' detail.
Nil,
ANNIE 0. PRINGLE,
Matron.

RETURN
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RETURN from the Roman Catholic Orphan School, Parramatta, for the year 187'1.
No.
No,
No.
No.

1.—Average daily number of children, 318.
2.—Children who died, 1 boy and 1 girl.
3.—Boys apprenticed, 16; girls do., 18.
4.—Needlework done by the girls:—
220 sheets.
9 dozen pairs braces.
2 Communion cloths, 8 yards long.
50 towels.
8 merino dresses altered.
36 pinafores.
4 oilcloth bags.
39 handkerchiefs.
4 wrappers.
20 coats.
18 rollers.
20 pairs trowsers.
30 dusters. '
6 shirts.
1 large screen.
16 dresses.
24 white petticoats.
24 table-cloths.
20 coloured do.
16 mattresses.
13 shirts.
_
31 pillow-slips.
1,000 articles of children’s clothing and house
82 counterpanes.
linen repaired.
50 chemises.
49 night-dresses.
No. 5.—The boys do the entire cleaning of their dormitories; assist in cutting wood and pumping
water; fell and cut wood on the farm; assist in farm labour; keep the grounds round the Institution in
order.

No. 6.—Total cost in detail:—
£
d.
Salaries ...
...
...
...
1,100 0 0
Maintenance
............................................... 1,834 10 3
Clothing ...
...
...
...
...
...
855 10 4
Medical attendance and comforts
.............
114 18 10
Furniture ...
...
...
...
■■■
5 18 6
Crockery and tinware ...
...
...
...
10 18 10
Fuel
.........................................................
94 14 101
Light
...
...
...
...
...
34 7 Hi
Forage ...
...
...
...
...
...
22 15 9
Ironmongery and household utensils ...
...
52 / 9
Blacksmith and ironwork
...
...
...
22 5 0
Saddlery, harness repaired
...
...
...
5 12 2
Paint, glass, &c. ...
...
...
...
12 10 10
Plumber, and repairs to tinware
.............
11 18 0
Carpenter...
...
...
...
... '
...
1 12 0
Coffins and graves for two children
...
...
2 5 0
Matron’s bill for freightage, &c....
.........
20 17 1
Timber for building small shed ...
...
...
4 4 6
Stationery, school books, and postagestamps ...
85 0 0
Espended on repairs to building, &c. ...
...
100 0 0
£4,391 17

7i

Average cost of each child during the year 1874, £13 16s. 2i<L per head.
For Venerable Archpriest Sheeht,
THOS, J. MAKINSON,
■
6 May, 1875.

STATEMENT of amounts expended in repairs, building, improvements, furniture, &c., at the Protestant
and Roman Catholic Orphan Schools at Parramatta, during the year 1874.
Protestast Orphan School.
Amount espended,
£

Furniture...
...
...
Repairs...................................................
Additions,^improvements,&c. ...
...

S.

d.

39 16 8
976 4 2
261 0 0

Total...............£1,277

0 10

Romas' Catholic Orphak School.

Furniture...................................................
Repairs, &c.
...
...
...

17
377

Total...............£394 12
'Colonial Architect’s Office,
Sydney, 13 May, 1875.

Sydney:

£3*3

Thomas Richards,

Government Printer.—1875.
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1875.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GOVERNMENT ASYLUMS FOR INFIRM AND DESTITUTE.
(REPOET FROM BOARD RELATIVE TO EXPENDITURE FOR 1871.

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 10 June, 1875.

The Secretary

to the

Board, Goterkiiest Asylums, to The Peincipai. Under Secretary.

Board of Government Asylums,
Sydney, S June, 1875.
Sib,

I am directed by the Board of Management of the Government Asylums for the Infirm and
Destitute to transmit, for the information of the Honorable the Colonial Secretary, returns of the expen
diture of the above Institutions for the year 1874, and a comparative return of the expenditure for the twelve
years, 1863 to 1874 inclusive, and to request that, as has been customary, they may, with this report, be
laid before Parliament.
.
The Board desire to call attention to the foUowing facts connected with the management of the
Asylums, as brought out in these returns.
The number of admissions, discharges, and deaths in the three Asylums were as follows :—
In Asylum,

31st December, 1873.
Hales. | Females,

Sydney......................
Parramatta ...............
Liverpool...................

258
604

Totals...........

862

To Lai.

Admitted,
1574.
Males.

213

Discharged,
1874.

Females.

Males.

265

1,075

1,036

292
565
265

857

In Asylum,
Slut December, 1874.
Males.

Females, j

52

Total.

228

49
160
198

1

Males. | Females,

198

341
745
213

Females.

Dipd,
1374,

258
624

209

52

882

228

1,110

The total number of applicants for admission during the year was 1,608; of these 1,351 were
admitted, and 257 refused as ineligible for various reasons.
The average number of inmates of the three Asylums during the past year was—
Sydney (Females)
...
...
...
...
...
227
;
Parramatta (Males)
....................................................
262
Liverpool ( do. )
...................................................
Gol
----- - 913
Total

........................... 1,140

Showing an increase ou the numbers of the previous year of forty-four persons, viz., eiUit women and
thirty-six men.
°
The number and per centage of deaths, and the average age of the inmates who have died in the
Asylums during the past year, were as follows :—

Sydney—Females ............ ....................................................................
Parramatta—Mates ....................................................................
Liverpool—

.

Deaths.

Per cent age.

Average.

52

2290

64

49

18-70

69

do............................ .........................................................
Total..............................

297—

23'34
253

21-64

66

21*
2
Vihile the per centage of deaths for the twelve years, 1S63 to 1874 inclusive, has been as follows:—

Sydney—Females .......................................
Parramatta—Males ...................................
Liverpool— „
...................................

2F30
17-75
2G 74

Total...................

21-93

'When it is considered that the admissions are principally old men and women who have been
reduced by want, neglect, or disease, to almost a dying state, and frequently arc persons who, having been
inmates of the Sydney Infirmary or other country hospitals, where every possible means have been resorted
to to keep them alive, and wheu nothing more can be done for them, are admitted into the Asylum to die,
the number of deaths, twenty-one out of every hundred, cannot be deemed excessive.
The ages of deceased inmates, as given by themselves, were as follows :—
Tears.
Over 20.

Parramatta—Males..............
Liverpool—

Over 50-

Over 60.

Over 70.

Over SO.

Over 9U

2

G

5

ii

18

G

i

1

3

G

10

21

7

i

Over 30.

2

Sydney—Females..................

Over 40.

1 Over

Total.

IQ0,

i

52
49

do...............

4

7

13

19

35

42

20

5

i

152

Total.............

6

10

23

30

56

81

39

7

2

253

In reference to the much larger per centage of deaths at the Liverpool Asylum, as compared with
that at Parramatta, the Board desire to repeat the statement made in their report for 1873, that on account
of the conveniences connected with the Liverpool Asylum, as a rule all very mflim persons, as well as all
admissions from the Sydney Infirmary, are sent td the Liverpool instead of to the Parramatta Asylum.
In fact the Liverpool Asylum may bo considered the convalescent hospital of the Colony.
_ The total expenditure for the maintenance of the above 1,140 panpers for the past year, including
salaries to staff, rations, medical comforts, medicines, clothing, Ac., has amounted to £15,405 18s., showing
an average expenditure per head of £13 10s. 3-}d., or 18s. ll^d. per head more than that for the previous
year; this may be accounted for by tho increased price of provisions and clothing, the small increases to
salaries, and also to the necessarily more expensive treatment of inmates in the new hospital wing at
Liverpool, which has been converted very much into a receiving hospital, where patients from the Infirmary
and other hospitals throughout the Colony are taken in. The expenditure for medicines alone amounted
to £211 9s. 10d., while that for 1873 was £121 8s. 3d., thereby swelling the contingencies by £90 Is. 7d.
As compared with the average cost per head, £13 Is. 43d. for the previous eleven years, the past
year shows au increase of Ss. 10:}d, per head on the entire expenditure.
Luring the year 1874 tho Board were compelled to seek authority to expend the sum of
£216 ISs. 2d. on the Hyde Park Asylum in re-roofing, and thereby utilizing the Volunteer quarters for
the use of the old women, and the sum of £86 18s. 8d. at the Liverpool Asylum in various repairs ; these
two sums, amounting to £333 16s. 10d., have not been included in tbc returns of expenditure, as the work
belonged properly to tbe Public Works Department, and did not legitimately fall upon the vote for the
maintenance of the inmates.
'
The dining-hall of the Hyde Park Asylum is damp, dark, ill-ventilated, and uncomfortable ; frequent-1
applications have been made to have the necessary improvements effected but without effect.
The kitchen at Parramatta is totally inadequate for the proper cooking of the food for the inmates
of that Institute A; a new one is much needed.
A bakery has been erected at the .Liverpool Asylum during the last twelve months, which has proved
a success in regard to tbe quality of the bread, and is expected to prove more economical.
Tho roof of the north wing, which is covered with earthenware tiles, has proved a great failure, tho
wet penetrating tho roof in all directions fo the great injury of the walls and ceilings, and discomfort of
the inmates; the substitution of slates has been promised by tbe Colonial Architect.
I have, Ac.,
FEELERIC KIJvGr,
Secretary.
Kextox

Asylum.

of tbe Expenditure of the G-overnmenl Asylums for the Infirm and ^Destitute, for the year 187-t.

Average
JfOL OJ
Inmates

Salaries and
"Wages to Xnnintos.
Average
per head.

Total.

£

a.

d.

Clothing.

nations.

£ $, d.

Average
per head.

Total,

£ r. d.

fad.

Average
per head

Total.

£ s. cl

Sydney ...................

127

545 11 e

2 8 oj 1,662

ramm&tta........

262

577 2 5

2

Liverpool ...............

<551

i,ny 19 2

1 14

2$ 4,64511

5

7

2

1.70519 5

Total ...............

1,140

X

I 29

2’ 8,333 11

8

7

6 2j 2/77 8 11

’

2,135 13

Hyde Park Asylum,
Sydney, 8 June, 1815.

1 IO

7 6 5i

394

%

4 oj 2,023 18 3

7 14 7!

677

5

ContiugendtiB.

£

a. d.

11

114

7

?

2 II

SJ

2

12

43

=

8

Average
per head.

Total

£

8.

<1.

£ a. d

Total.
Average
per head-

Total.

£ s. d.

£ s. d.

375 11 5

1 13 1 2,97? 8 8

13

444 io 10

1 13 11

14 4

hm

=

2,059

4 4

1

3,724 i? 3

1 is 03 3,703

2

3}
4

I

13 7 4l

1 is i^ IS405 l8 O

‘3 10 3l

12

FREDERIC KIND,
Secretary.
Detailed

\

\

3
D.ktatt/ki> Statement for 1874.

Sjdoey.
s. d.

£,

9

o

45 10

i

1,397

£ b. d.
545 ” 6

£

8

5

116 11

0

io 6

1

94 14 10

237

9 0

I

146

6 10

5313

£

2,0-5 >8

s
<577 5 7

1 10
11

£

4.
^

jo

S

2 15

4

100

184

4

77 13

2

90

D

5

148

3

24

o

4

53

8

3

211

9 10

152 16

0

60

4

0

64 19

6

182 13

0

14

0

25 19

0
9

15 10

s. d.

2*336 13

n 5
1,705 >9 5

17

3

b.

1

8,333 II 8
=,777 3 n

4,645

7 3

18

Total.

1,113 19

351 4

14 =
i

s. (1.

s

52

394 3

£

1

174 19

1,662

£ s. d.
577 2 5

3,794 °

57 5 o
17

s. d.

Ifis> 9 It

>34 7 3
AQlk.......................................... ..............

Liverpool.

Parramatta.

5

220
0

33

7

0

31

9

n

s7 13 5

71

1217

4

14

1

8

42 10 10

0

30

9

55 0
65 >

8

200

5

36 18

7

912
96

1

375 >1

Aw?

3

8

8

0

311

49 4 7

3

444 10 10

1,239

3

1

2|ii59

4

4

8

£3,7=4 >7 3

£8,703

12

l

£15405

iS

0

FREDEKIC KIN'a,
Secretary,

Sydney, 8 June, 1875.

Comparative Keturn of the Expenditure of the Gtovermnent Asylums for the Tnflrm and Destitute at Sydney, Parramatta „

and Liverpool, for the years 1803 to 1874.

Year*

SuLoncs, and tVa^s
to Inmates.

Average
No. ot*
Inmates

Rntiou4!.

Average |
per hOs\d. j

Average
per head.

£

f.

Contiug neks.

Average
per head. 1

Total
' Average
per head

Average
per head.

S.

624

£
s. d
1,958 ° 9

£

1863..... ....................

3 = 9 4,463 5 10

7 6

1S64...........................

673

2,015 15 10

2 19 10 4-944 17

7

1865...........................

7=1

2,135 3

3 18 11} 4,905 0 7

6 16

oj 2,107 10 10

2 i& 81 1483 7

1866...........................

856

=,=99 <5 5

= 13 8J 5I982 14

2

6 19

9i 4746 7 11

2

1867.........................

931

2,742 10 10

= 18 10J 5.96119 3

6 8

0! 2,467 8

7

2 13 0

2,098 10 8

2 '5 0} 13,370 9

9; 14

5

i368...........................

969

2,663 iG 0

2 15

6,63818 4

6 17

“1 rgt4 11

7

1 ig

1,727 19

3

115

J]i=,950 5

= .3

7

34

1869............. .

970

=,S7i

6 4

2 13 O 6,3=4 7

7

6 io 4

1)943 13 10

2 0 °i 1,602 4

1

J 13 ot I2A4I 10 10 12 16

61

997 1,781 10 8

1 IS 8 6,085 19

I

6

1870...........................

2

s. (1

Clothing.

1

0

£

A d

£

s. d.

983 16 S

6 ill i,047

3 9

£ s. d. £
s. d.
1 ll 8* 1,584 15 0
j n

il T.2II 14 6

1 16 0

2

£

9,317 11

0

2

3 8J 11,899 9 6 1318 *4

94 1,343 18 10

1

2 0

4 Tt6l2

1 10 3l iigGo 9

9I 6.467 15 2

51?

2,41412

9

2

3 81 1^26 II 3

1,096 2,027 ^ 4

1 17 O 7422 IJ 0

6 15

51 2,30+ u 7

2

2

1,140 . 2,236 13

1

119

7 6 si 2,777 8 11

2

S Si 2j°59

8

2

2

2

I 14 2

1872..... *..................

1,105

1,97613

0

1 15

i373.........................
i874...........................

929 2,185

1

6.3$0 l6 5

2} 8.333 11 8

8 8J 16,159 7 0

2

6 13

81 1,991 4

6

ioJ

0 9i 1,870 12 0

6

10,621

I 13 13

I

2 0

5

d.

s

2

2,148 10 0

0

£

0

2,03318 11

im

a

8,995 18 3 14 8 3i

I

1,063

2

2

oj 2,018 9 6

6

4 4

1:703 3 9

Hyde Park Asylum,
Sydney, 8 June, 1875.

6 11

113

1 iG

1

13*773 iG

0 11

4 ji

5 11

9

12,122

71

5 12 II 4

ii 15.405 is 0 13 10

1 iS 7

Oj

12)245 5 6 11 5 9

°i 12,637

1 iG IO

8 14 1 + 7

3i

7 ii I) = 3

FREDERIC KING-,
Secretary,

hydnej1: Thomas IlIeliardB* CioymimcDt PritiLor.—1S75.

[3i.]

£ B, d.
2 I 9l

519 10

1871...........................

Total ...................

d
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1875.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

DESTITUTE CHILDREN’S ASYLUM.
(LIST OF DIRECTORS FOR 1875.)

liresSEittElJ to parliament, pursuant to &ct 20 Die. flo. 19, see' h-

LIST OF DIRECTORS OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE RELIEF OF DESTITUTE CHILDREN,
RANDWIUK.
Peesident—ITon. Sm E. DEAS THOMSON, OB., M.L.C.
Yice-Peesidbnts—Hon. GEORGE ALLEN.
Rev. CANON STEPHEN, M.A.
Honojuet Thbasuker—ROBERT HILLS.

Honoeaey Seokbtaey—GEORGE F. WISE.
DlltECTOIiS ; —

ALDERSON, W. M.
ALLEN, H. EDWARD A.
CROCKER, N. J.
CRANE, G. E.
DAYIES, JOHN, M.L.A.
DAWSON, JOHN.
DIXON, HUGH.
DONOVAN, JEREMIAH.
DWYER, Rev. JOHN M.
GARRAVEL, Ret. P.
HOLDSWOKTH, J. B.

HUGHES, JOHN.
HUMPHREY, CHARLES H.
JOSEPHSON, I. J.
M‘COY, RICHARD.
PEARCE, S. H.
PENFOLD, E. T.
RENWICK, G.
SHERIDAN, Very Key. Dean.
THOMPSON, JOSEPH.
AYATKINS, JOHN.
AYILSON, Rev. THOMAS.
WYNNE, RICHARD.

I certify the above to be a correct list of tbe Directors of the Destitute Children’s Asylum, for 187o.

GEOEGffi F, WISE,
Honorary Secretary.

tm
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PERFORMANCE OF WORKS AT GLADESVILLE
HOSPITAL.
(REPORT FROM COLONIAL ARCHITECT.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assmldif to he printed,

10

July,

187;).

The Colonial Architect- to The Under Secretary for Public Works.

[Extract.]
‘
SlR’

Department of Public Works,
Colonial Architect's Office,
Sjdney, 29 June, 1875.

Haviu" read the Be port, dated 2Sth January lust, by tbe Medical Superintendent of the

Hospital for Insane at Gladesvillc, for the year 1871, I regret to find that it contains a repetition ot
disparaging statements as to tbe attention of my department to the wants of the establishment, wlmili
were examined and fully refuted in my report of 13th September, 1S/3.
.
2 The first allus'iou which would appear to imply a reflection on my department is as to the
amount of energy and expedition displayed by Mr. Tucker in preparing buildings for the reception of
patients at his establishment at Cook’s Biver, consisting, I. may observ^0of
temporary accommodation for 68 patients. In my report of September, 18/3, I stated that Mr. Pucker
possessed advantages which prevented any comparison of his work, or its mode ot execution, with that
undertaken by the Government. That gentleman was nntrammelled in all his arrangements, he was
able to make contracts with whom he pleased, was subject to no supervision or control, and was allowed
to provide accommodation of a character which was absolutely refused to be accepted at the Government
establishments. The facilities for execution of work at Cook’s Biver were moreover far beyond those at
3. Dr. Manning says that, “ taking into consideration the slow progress of all works undertaken
under immediate Government supervision, the arrears which still exist in the Colonial Architect s Depart
ment Ac,,” he was constrained to propose the arrangement for removal ot a portion of the patients. Dr.
Manning seems to havo made the alleged rapid and energetic execution of work by Mr. Tucker a standard
by which to judge this department and the performance of Government works generally. 1 must repeat
that the work at Cook’s Biver was of an ephemeral character, the buildings were of the most economical
description, to meet a special demand and lo last a limited time only ; on the other hand, ail the additions
and improvements at the Gladesville Asylum are of a substantial and durable character every facility
bein'1 afforded to the medical officers to vary their opinions and have alterations effected during the pro
gress of the works. I do not admit that the progress of work at the Gladesville Asylum has been slow,
takiim into account tbe situation of the establishment and the strict supervision exercised to ensure sound
and faithful workmanship. At the date of Dr. Manning’s report there were in this department no arrears
of work at the Gladesville Asylum, and that gentleman was not in a position to make such an accusation
■with regard to this part of my duty. One paragraph in the report states that the accommodation at
Gladesville “is even more deficient in kind than in quantity, a large part of the dormitories are of wood,
without attached day-rooms and without any of the necessary offices.” To this I can only reply that any
deiiciency in the itinr? of the accommodation is entirely attributable
MGdical officers ^themselvea, as
no works have been carried out without frequent cousultations with them, and with their entire approval at
the time. The statement that “ a large part of the dormitories are of wood” conveys a very erroneous
impression of the facts; there are no dormitories entirely of wood; those to which I apprehend allusion is
made are constructed of galvanized iron, and only liued with wood for the comfort of the inmates, bo far
from these forming a large part. I should suppose they do not comprise more than one-fourth part of
the sleeping accommodation of the establishment, the remainder being of stone, the Medical buperintendent has constantly asked for more accommodation, but I am not aware that the necessity lor more
single sleeping-rooms specially has been before brought under notice.
.
4. Instructions have been given by the Government for preparation of plans for a Lunatic Asyluin
to be erected at Callan Park, and preliminary surveys with that view have been made: but the pressure of
business in the office has prevented the completion of a design which demands great time and consideration.
401—
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Copy annexed.

_ 5. A contract for a new laundry, kitchen, and store was taken, not in 1.872 as stated by Dr.
Manning, but in May, 1873, and the contract time expired in July last. This was the time fixed by the
contractor, but it was known from the first that it was insufficient for the quantity of work an'd the
conditions under which it was to be executed. The-work bad to be done so as not to Wcrefere with the
working of the A syluin, consequently the buildings could not be carried on simultaneously; the new store had
to be built and occupied before the old one could be taken down, its site being intended for the new kitchen;
this site, however, was afterwards altered at Dr. .Manning’s request, which necessitated the preparation
of fresh plans, &e. The old laundry and wash-house had to remain until the new one was so far completed
as to admit of its being used, and the new laundry could not be finished while the old one was standing.
These facts will serve to show some of the difficulties under which contractors and officers of this depart
ment labour in carrying out work at this institution.
,
-AM the works asked for by Dr. Manning, namely,—enlargement of engine-house, engineer’s
residence, two cottages for officers, and gatekeeper’s lodge (which, although tho money is not yet available,
are already in hand), also smithy, stabling, coalshed, &c.,—for all these provision has been made on the
Estimates for 1S75._ An estimate of cost of residence for Medical Superintendent was made, but is not
included in the Estimates submitted to Parliament. Instructions have been received to prepare plans for
temporary accommodation to be erected on tbe grounds adjoining Gladesville Asylum, but no money has
yet been provided for the purpose, and I have not yet been able to complete the required design. .
7. lam sorry to learn that the Medical Superintendent has so unfavourable an opinion of the
earth-closet system as applied to this establishment. No one who knows the condition of and constant
complaints against the old privies will deny that they were an immense improvement upon the system
previously in use. I fear that if they be abandoned, the water-closets which Dr. Manning proposes to
substitute for them will be productive of evils which will counterbalance the inconvenience of the earthcloset system r the disposal and utilizing of sewage, experience has proved not to ho so simple a matter as
is assumed in this report.
8. I have endeavoured, for my own vindication, to show that many of Dr. Manning’s statements
are much exaggerated, and others not borne out by the facts. I have done this iu some detail, because, if
unanswered, these statements, by repetition, might be received as accurate. As the Eeport of the Medical
Superintendent will be printed and laid before Parliament, I beg to request that, in justice to me, this, and
my previous letter of 13th September, 1873, to which I have referred, may be attached to it and laid before
the Assembly at the same time.
I have &c.
JAMES BARNET,
Col. Archt.
The Colonial Architect to The Under Secretary for Public "Works,
Department of Public Works,
*
Colonial Architect's Office,
Sydney, 13 September, 1873.

Sir,
_
In attention to the instructions of the Minister for Public Works, forwarding for my full report
a minute by the Honorable tbe Colonial Secretary upon an accompanying Report by Dr. Manning, wherein
the efficiency of this department is called in question,—
. _ 2. I do myself the honor to state that I shall be able, I believe, to show to the satisfaction of the
Minister for Works that, so far from the movements of this department, as regards works at the Gladesyille Asylum, having been slow and dilatory, the attention of myself and officers to tbe wants of this
institution have been unremitting, and that we have endeavoured to anticipate its requirements; that the
greater portion of the improvements and additions have been provided at my instance, and that all despatch
has been used consistent with the necessity for obtaining preliminary authority, carrying out the works by
contract after competition, and the obstruction to workmen occasioned by the nature* of the establishment
and its occupants. 1 may add that, as the views of the officials aro rarely matured when the works are
undertaken, it has almost always been found necessary during their progress to alter and modify them, of
course causing delay.
•
’
3. As regards the proposition which lias called forth the imputations I am now endeavouring to
rebut—to transfer a portion of the patients from Gladesville to a private asylum, in consequence of tho
want of accommodation at the former—I would point out that no suggestion as to the necessity for addi
tions has been made by Dr. Manning to me, nor, as far as I am aware, to the Government, nor has any
proposal by him to provide ou the forthcoming Estimates for further accommodation been referred to me;
but although thus in ignorance of the views of the Medical Superintendent as to the wants of the establish
ment, I ventured on my own knowledge of tho probabilities of the case, and to remedy what I considered
to be an oversight by Dr. Manning, to suggest a vote of £3,500 for 1874,
,
4. Dr. Manning refers to " the last additions made to the Gladesville Hospital,'’ which, “ although
tho accommodation was urgently needed, were not fit for occupation, and indeed were not occupied until
two years from the time at which the contract was taken.” Dr. Manning’s recollection of the circum
stances must have been strangely at fault when he instanced this case as showing the delay attributable to
my department. In 1870, notwithstanding that a number of patients had been removed to the temporary
Asylum recently built on the Vineyard Estate at Parramatta, it was found that further accommodation
was necessary, and Dr.- Manning proposed to transfer patients to the private Asylum at Cook’s River, of
Mr. Tucker, who was to erect buildings for their reception, which it was alleged he could do more quickly
than a Government Department; his buildings however it was found -were to be of 4^-inch brickwork and
galvanized iron, a kind of construction which the Medical Board refused to accept even for temporary
purposes at Gladesville. The Colonial Secretary (Mr. Cowper) rejected tho proposal to transfer patients,
and directed that buildings of a cheap and temporary character, but sufficiently substantial, should be
erected at Gladesville, a plan strongly opposed and protested against by Dr. Manning. A contract was in
November made with Mr. J, B. Elphinston, a most efficient contractor, who was to complete by the June
following; but as the work proceeded repeated applications were made by Dr. Manning for alterations,
all tending to more elaborate construction, and finally resulting in converting what was intended to be a
temporary structure into a substantial and permanent addition to the Asylum, more perfect iu construction
and
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and arrangement than any part of the original buildings. Although these alterations and the manner in
which they occurred occupied much time, still by pressure of this department and the exertions of the
contractor the contract time was but slightly exceeded. It was several months after the building was
completed and ready for occupation, as far as this department was concerned, before it was occupied, as
the Medical Superintendent considered a substantial wall to be necessary to prevent tho building being
overlooked, and this could not be erected until arrangements were made by the Government for procuring
an Act of Parliament enabling them to purchase adjoining land, tbe property of Mrs. Isler. 1 quote in
confirmation the following extract from Dr. Manning’s printed Report, dated 1st March, 1S72. “ Towards
the close of the year some of the dormitories of the new wing of the hospital were opened for the_ accom
modation of tho patients, and a temporary relief was tbus obtained. The rest of the buildings, which have
been fit for occupation for some months, remain unused until the privacy which will admit of their occupa
tion is secured by the purchase of an adjoining property and the erection of the necessary fences."
5. There arc at Gladesville two temporary buildings, one now occupied as a church and by
patients, the other used as a room for recreation of the inmates ; these were erected for dormitories, and
for a time furnished accommodation for 150 patients. For relief of present most pressing wants, I would
suggest that those buildings might, at all events until some other steps are adopted, be again used for
their original purpose; they would provide for about----- , and probably render unnecessary any transfer to
private establishments, A chapel and recreation room could be formed by enclosing the large sheds in the
airing grounds, which need not prevent their use for purposes of shelter.
_
G. With exception of the building referred to in the 4th paragraph, comparatively little has been
done since Dr. Manning’s taking charge towards providing additional accommodation for patients ; the
works carried out have been principally for improvement of tho water supply, erecting dining-rooms lor
attendants, and gardener’s cottage, aud ordinary repairs and alterations of a minor character. Dr.
Manning’s demands, although numerous and frequent, have been in the main for such works and. for im
proving the accommodation and providing furniture. A contract is now iu progress for a new kitchen, a
steam laundry, stores, and workshops.
_
7. To show that there has been no want .of care on my part for the needs of these establishments,
and that I have exhibited some interest in providing for and carrying out as far as was in my poiver such
improvements as seemed to be desirable, it is necessary that I should furnish some particulars as to what
has been done since my appointment. In addition to a great deal of my own personal attention, one of
the Clerks of Works iu the office was placed in immediate superintendence of the works, and a large portion
of his time has been devoted to them : as a further precaution, a Foreman of Works has for some years
been stationed at Gladesville exclusively, to sec the works there properly and diligently carried out. I
forward returns showing the amounts voted, the various contracts taken, and the annual expenditure
since the year 1861 inclusive. These show the nature of the contracts aud by whom they were undertaken,
giving in general terms a resume of what lias been done towards improving and meeting the wants of
these institutions, and showing that tho attention of my department to them has been continuous. I also
forward a report from tbe Clerk of Works, Mr, Coles, as to the description of the works, and the circum
stances under which they have been carried on. Since the year 1861, it will be seen that £73,715 has
been expended at Gladesville, £35,519 at the Parramatta Asylum, £1,568 upon the Asylum for Imbeciles
at Newcastle, and for the Receiving House at Darlinghurst £7,328, making a total expenditure through
my office upon the Lunatics Institutions during the 12 J years, of £118,160.
8. It has always been difficult to.find room for tbc extended accommodation constantly called for
in these institutions, and at Gladesville, up to the retirement of Dr. Campbell, the continual increase of
patients was met,.at a large cost, by adding to and extending the dormitories and single rooms. Amongst
other works at this place for the initiation of which I can claim the credit are those for improving and
rendering nearly unfailing the supply of pure water, a benefit which only those who are aware of the
former state of things can fully appreciate,—by completing an extensive system of underground tanks,
enlarging the reservoir at tho creek, providing steam pumping machinery with its adjuncts and constructing
drinking fountains iu the yards, constructing a large bathing-place with rooms and enclosure in a bay ot tbe
Parramatta River, providing improved water-closets, fresh-water baths, &c. Many of these improvements
were discouraged by the Superintendent, and their failure predicted; the baths, especially, were unused
for a long time, the old imperfect arrangements being preferred. The water supply works have proved
entirely successful, but to ensure that result it was considered desirable that they should remaiu under
my management for some time after completion. I have refrained from going at length into the
works carried out by me at Gladesville, and I have said nothing of those at Parramatta, where extensive
additions have been made and the accommodation largely increased, nor of the other asylums, but I trust I
have instanced enough to prove that there has been no waut of a zealous desire to meet and even to
anticipate the wrants of these institutions.
.
9. Reverting to the imputations that the works at these asylums have been carried out slowly by
my department, I can affirm that there has never been any delay but such as the circumstances of the
case necessitated, and I believe that most of the larger eoutraets will compare in this respect without
disadvantage with those undertaken for private individuals ; but it should be remembered that there are
many causes of delay peculiar to the mode of proceeding indispensable for Government works, stick as
tbe various references required before a work can be contracted for ; the necessity for public competition ;
and tbe almost invariable acceptance of the lowest tender, by which incompetent contractors aro not
unfrequently obtained, who are a cause of great trouble to the department and much detriment to tho
works. Moreover, a quality of work and perfection of structure and arrangement are required of a
Government Department which arc but rarely looked for by others, and the head of a department being
at hand, and responsible for all real or imagined shortcomings, and not unfrequently for changes of views,
is compelled to take unusual preliminary precautions, I can venture to say that, under similar circum
stances, and subject to no greater restrictions than those imposed on private individuals, my department
can carry out works as expeditiously, as cheaply, and at least as satisfactorily, as respects design, arrange
ment and execution,
I have, Ac.,
JAMES BARNET,
Col. Archt.
Syinty: Thomas IticlmnJs, Gorcrnmeot Printer.—1875.
[Si.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

HOSPITAL FOR THE INSANE, GLADESVILLE.
(REPORT EOE. 1874.)

^trscntcb io ^arli'amrnt iig CEommnnl).

TlIK MliDICAL SupISEIKTKKDKST OP THE HoSPIT,U, POE THE IkSAEE, GlAHESTILJJS, to The COLO-NMAL
Secretaei’.

Sir,

Limac.y Dcpartmont,
Hosjiital for the Insane, Gladesville,
28 January, 1875.

I have the honor to submit a Eeport on the Hospital for the Insane, Gladesville, for the year
1871, with the usual statistical tables.
On December 31st, 1873, the number of patients in hospital was 561, of whom 2G7 were males
and 201 females.
The total number under care duriug the year was 873—153 males and 420 females—and the
average daily number resident; was 581.
.
The number discharged was 267, of whom 92 had recovered, 22 wmre relieved, aud 153 were not
improved.
Tbe deaths during the year were 55, of whom 40 were males and 15 females.
The number of patients in hospital on December 31st, 1874, was 30-1 males, 217 females ; total
551,
’
These results are set forth in a tabular form in Appendix A, Table 1.
. The admissions during the year have been 16 in excess of the number admitted during any previous
year m the history of tbe institution.
The character of the cases admitted was even more unfavourable than during the prceedhm year.
23 were epileptics, 23 idiotic ot congenitally imbecile, 10 ■were suffering from general paralysis, 25 were
upwards of 60 years of age, in 30 cases there was known and pronounced hereditary tendency to the
malady, and in no less than 71 eases the malady was stated in the papers sent with the patients to have
existed upwards of 12 (twelve) months.
The ^whole of these eases, with perhaps air occasional exception, as well as a number of others
■were quite incurable when admitted.
’
Five of tbe cases were transferred from other asylums.
, Of ,^le patients re-admitted—a. total of 50—12 had hcen previously discharged to the care of
inends while still insane, 1 was a re-transfer from the Lunatic Asylum, Parramatta, and 3 bad been dis
charged from the Parramatta Asylum, having been previously transferred thither from this institution.
The number of relapses, therefore, in patients discharged from Gladesville was 34, and of these, 15
were women, who from the troubles incident to the puerperal state are peculiarly liable to a recurrence
of their malady.
The average length of time which the relapsed cases were absent from hospital was 2 years and 10
months, tho longest being 19 years, and the shortest 3 weeks.
Of the total admissions, 205 came to the hospital through the Deception House, where all the
slighter cases and those due to temporary alcoholic excess were weeded out and discharged.
The milder cases from the up-eountry districts do not pass beyond the up-country gaols, whence a
large number are discharged,—the more persistent and chronic cases only being sent to hospital.
The total number of admissions into the Eoception House during the year was 240.
A. large number of cases from one cause or other reach the hospital direct from the Sydney and
other gaols ; and it is a melancholy fact that out of the total number of admissions during tho year, 37
only have been sent to the hospital by friends under the Act 7 Victoria No. 14, sec. 11 of tho Lunacy
Statutes. The whole of the remainder have been sent through the gaols and the police. Dor this, the
present condition of the Lunacy Statutes—a sad relie of the barbarous ages—is mainly responsible. The
harm that is done by technically treating lunacy as an offence against the law, and dragging these unfor
tunate creatures through the Police Court and gaol, is incalculable.
30—A
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I ]ia\ e pleasure, However, iu again testifying to the general cleanliness, to the freedom from bruising
or injury, aud to the satisfactory bodily condition in which the patients have in the large majority of cases
reached here. It is only right that such a fact should be placed on record, to the credit of tho officers ot
sraols and to the police charged with their transit.
, , ,,
The discharges duriug the year include 92 who had recovered, giving a percentage, calculated upon
the admissions, of 29'4S—a result less satisfactory than 1ms been obtained in any year since 1 have had
charge of the institution.
, .
___
Of the cases discharged as relieved, 8 males and 13 females were discharged to the care ol
friends under bond for their safe keeping and peaceable behaviour, and one male escaped and was not
subsequently retaken.
i -.r r
i
Of the total number (153) discharged as not improved, 28 males and _ lo females wero
transferred to the Lunatic Asylum, Parramatta, 1 male and 72 females to the Licensed House lor
Lunatics at Cook's Biver, aud 39 males and 17 females to the Asylum for Imbeciles at Newcastle.
One male, a congenital imbecile, was removed under bond by his friends.
jt •
r
The natients transferred to the Lunatic Asylum, Parramatta were, as a rule, those suffering from
chronic insanity, aud so far quiet and cleanly in hhbils that they could be allowed to sleep in associated
dormitories, of”which the non-criminal part of that asylum consists.
The cases sent to Newcastle were, with one exception, cases of congenital idiocy or imbecility, and
were for the most part children. The Newcastle Asylum is so muchyn the city, its recreation grounds
and even its offices and wards are so overlooked, that it is deemed advisable, except in particular cases,
admit the patients for whom it is intended into this institution Inst, and to forward only such as are tairly
quiet and manageable. As these cases arc almost invariably incurable, this course is not calculated to
raise the percentage of recoveries on the admissions in this hospital, but it has advantages which more
than counterbalance this statistical drawback.
.
,
At the close of July the Colonial Secretary, after lengthened correspondence and inquiry, assented
to an arrangement made with Mr. G-. A. Tucker, of Bay View House, Cook’s Biver, by which ho was to
erect the necessary buildings, aud receive 68 female patients in addition to the 32 Government
patients already under his earo. At the end of November, Mr. Tucker, who had displayed great
energy and who had prepared the buildings with unusual expedition, reported them ready for occupation,
and on December 1st the patients were removed from Gladesville to his care.
The buildings, which arc of weatherboard on brick piers, consist of ten single rooms, bach with a
minimum space of 800 cubic feet; associated dormitories, with a minimum space of GOO cubic feet; day
and dining rooms of such dimensions as arc approved by tho English Commissioners in Lunacy ; with alt
necessary offices, bath-rooms. Ac. They are comfort,ably fitted and furnished, and well adapted for the
temporary accommodation of insane patients.
.
. , T, ,,
.
.
- . n
,
Although the system of farming out the insane is ono which I hold to be wrong m principle, and
u Inch even under the most favourable circumstances is open to many and well-founded objections, 1 have
advocated its adoption bv tho Government in the present instance from reasons of expediency.
Taking into consideration the slow progress of all works undertaken under immediate government
supervision, the arrears which still exist in the Colonial Architect’s Department the overgrown size, tho
awkward arrangement and the crowded condition of tho existing asylums, and the expense which would
have been incurred in establishing and working a new asylum on a small scale for female patients, l was
constrained to recommend to the Government tho arrangement which has now been approved Oj, and
which has afforded a great relief to the female division of this institution, as well as increased the comiort
of the patients who were removed, at a cost which, considering the present high price of labour and
building materials must, I think, be regarded as very reasonable. _
.
The deaths during the year have been larger than usual in proportion to the average number
resident, shewing a percentage for both sexes of 9'4C.
_
,
,
,,
The mortality among the female patients was, as in former years, much below that among tne
males, the percentage on the numbers resident being 4'9S as against 14!-28._
Of the total 55 deaths which ccurred, 12 died in a less period than one (1) month irom
the date of admission; 1 was only in hospital a short three hours, 1 less than two days, and 1
three days. These and others were dying when admitted, and might more humanely have been allowed
to finish their careers elsewhere. Fortunately no accidental death or suicide has occurred, and it has not
been deemed necessary to hold an inquest in any case of death during tho year.
Tbe general health of the patients has not been satisfactory. Notwithstanding the abundant diet
and tbc free use of vegetables, milk, and fruit, cases of purpura, due to the vitiated atmosphere of the
over-crowded dormitories, have been very numerous. Carbuncles and boils, due mainly 1 believe to tbe
same cause, have been very troublesome; a fatal ease of erysipelas occurred, and another of pyosmta ;
and an epidemic of scarlet fever, commencing in August during the prevalence of westerly winds, pros
trated upward of 60 patients and 16 of the attendants and nurses. Happily, none oi the cases
■were fatal, but the epidemic was not only the cause of great anxiety in itself, but in the serious loss oi
service on the part of valuable and trained attendants, several of whom did not recover the strength and
energy necessary for the full performance of their duties for some time,
.
On a general review of the work of the Hospital for tho year, the result, especially when compared
with former years, cannot be pronounced satisfactory. A year in which the recoveries have been fewer
the deaths more numerous, and disease more prevalent than during any preceding year under his manage
ment, docs not afford a pleasing retrospect to a Superintendent, and suggests an inquiry into the causes ot
such a falling-off in the results of care and treatment.
The unsatisfactory nature of this year’s statistics may no doubt, to some extent, be attributed to
tbe unfavourable character of the cases admitted, but the overcrowded condition of the hospital has, I am
sure, been in no small degree responsible, both for the increase in the number of deaths ana the decreaso
iu tho number of recoveries. By a reference to Appendix A, Table 3, it null be seen that, excluding the
year 1869, which was in many respects exceptional, and in which the altered arrangements of the hospital
and the establishment of a new regime materially affected the statistics, the percentage of recoveries has
been lower or higher in proportion as the hospital has been more or less overcrowded. In 1870 with 493
as the average number resident, the recoveries were over 38 per cent, on the admissions. In 18/1, ween
the average number resident was 513, the percentage fell to 33, In 1872, when through the establish
°
ment
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noent of the Newcastle Asylum the average number fell to 487, the percentage of recoveries rose to 44,
and it fell again to S3 in 1873, when the average number had again risen to 525. During the past year,
with an average number of 581 resident, the percentage has fallen to 29.
Without attaching an undue importance to statistics extending over such a short period as six years,
or dealing with them in any partial way, ] cannot but state that 1 think the inference I have drawn from
them is correct; and, apart from them, it is not difficult to imagine that overcrowding would he especially
deleterious in its influence on both the mental and physical health of the patients, as well as destructive of
that order and discipline which are so essential to the successful management of an institution of this
character. With reference to this subject, Dr. IsaacEay, the Nestor of Psychological Medicine in America,
has, after a lifetime spent in hospitals for the insane, thus expressed himself:—“ When a hospital intended
for 200 patients is made to receive 300, they excite and disturb one another—dangerous and even
murderous collisions become unavoidable ; the means of ventilation are deficient; and, consequently, the
air of the house is loaded with effluvia calculated to produce disease ; the officers, who need the utmost
strength and serenity of mind in performing their allotted work, are constantly filled with apprehension ;
and the result of it all is that the hospital fails to accomplish that degree of comfort aud restoration which
it otherwise would. Let it be distinctly understood, therefore, that to place a patient in a hospital already
full is to inflict a positive injury on many for the doubtful chance of benefiting one,” ** * §
This hospital contains accommodation for a maximum number of 450 patients only. The average
number resident during the year has been 581; and before the removal of 08 female patients to
the Cook's River Asylum, which did not take place until December 1st, the total number of patients in
hospital was GOG. The transfer to Cook’s River of 08 women rendered the accommodation in the
female division sufficient, but at the end of the year the male division contained 304, instead of its proper
number, 200; ami the extra number crowded every dormitory, corridor, and passage, besides invading
the rooms set apart for reading, recreation, and religious service.
The accommodation is even more deficient in kind than in quantity. A large part of the dormi
tories are of wood, without attached day-rooms, and without any of the necessary offices ; aud the “ single
rooms” intended for dormitory accommodation for one patient each are sadly deficient in number.
On December 31st, 1868, the total number of insane persons in Asylums in the Colony was 1,230.
On December 31st, 1874, it was 1,588. At the former period the number of single rooms was much below
the proper proportion, and the number for male patients has diminished since that date, G having been
erected at Newcastle and 8 demolisbed at Parramatta as unfit for habitation, although the number of
patients has increased by a total of 358, of whom two-thirds are males.
The present need of single rooms at Gfadesville is most urgent. A number of patients whose con
dition is such that as much for their own welfare as for the safety and comfort of others they should be
lodged apart, are now obliged to pass the night (1 will not say to sleep) in associated dormitories. One
dormitory (at times a perfect pandemonium) and several corridors are filled with patients every one of
whom ought properly to be in “ single rooms.” And it is impossible at times to find “ single rooms” for
acute eases, in which quiet, undisturbed rest at night is the main requirement to ensure recovery. "With
such a state of things at night, and with tiie exei lenient produced by overcrowded wards by day—with the
absence of all indoor associated amusements, owing to the rooms for this purpose having been occupied as
dormitories—and with a painful feeling on the part of Superintendent, officers, and staff, that the hospital
is retrograding in its usefulness aud position, owing to overcrowding, despite all their efforts aud
anxieties—it is not to be wondered at that the percentage of recoveries has fallen to 29.
The following statement shows the total number of insane persons in the Colony on December 3lst,
1874, the distribution amongst the respective institutions, and the increase in the total upon that of
1873, viz..
M.
IT.
Total.
In Hospital for Insane, Gdadesville
...............
247
304
551
f Free
199
092
493
Lunatic Asylum, Parramatta...............j Convict
24
7
31f
1
act
( Criminal
35
Asylum for Imbeciles, &c., Newcastle
...
115
49
164
Licensed House for Lunatics, Cook's River ...
8
10G
H4§
Total ...
Total number on December 31st, 1873
..
Increase during the year

...........................

979
942

609
584

1,588
1,526

37

25

62

The early period at which this Report is presented has prevented a continuation of the table given
last year, and showing the proportion of insane to population in each year since 1863 in New South
Wales as well as in England and Victoria.
The Report of the English Commissioners for 1873-4 has not yet reached me, and the estimated
return of the population of this Colony at the end of last year has not yet been issued from the Registrar
General’s Department.
A continuation of this table I shall hope to present in subsequent Reports.
Judging from the estimated return of the population of the Colony on June 30, 1874, it is possible
that the proportion of insane to population has not greatly increased, but the increase is in itself a large
one, and as similar if not larger increases must bo expected with each yearly increase of population, the
disposal of this growing number of persons requiring hospital accommodation is a question (especially in
the present condition of the asylums) calling for the gravest consideration and the most prompt and
energetic measures.
The estate at Callan Park, purchased early in last year, has not yet been utilized, and although the
sum of £75,000 has been voted for the erection of a new asylum thereon, no decided steps have yet boon
taken to provide this much needed institution.
The
*
t
J
§

“ Coalribnlions to Mental Pathology,” by Dr. Isaac Hay, 1873.
British convict e still at charge of Imperial Treasury.
Cofitinefl under Criminal Lunacy Act, 24 Yict. No. 19, N.S.W.
100 of these are maiukuned at the O-OTerimicnt expense.
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The contracts taken during the year 1872 for new laundry, kitchen and store, at G-ladesville
arc not yet completed, but the store is now occupied, although only partly furnished, aud it is hoped that
the laundry aud kitchcu may be in use iu the course of the next three months. At the close of the year
contracts were taken for a gate-keeper's lodge, and cottages for the chief attendant and dispenser.
Tenders have also been accepted for some additions to tho engine-house and a cottage for the engineer,
whose constant presence at the waterworks is very desirable.
The main requirements, apart from further accommodation for patients,’are a residence for the
Medical Superintendent, stables, cart sheds, straw store, matfcressing rooms, &c.
_ _ _
In my Report for tho year ISGi) I. noted that earth-closets had been fitted throughout the male division
and in part of the female division of the hospital, aud I reported that, though an improvement on the old
cesspits, they could not be considered, on the whole, as a success. The experience of five years bears out
fully the opinion I. then expressed. They are a decided improvement on cesspits, hut they entail great
labour and trouble; they are never without more or less offensive odour, encourage the breeding of swarms
of fiies, and, except with the greatest care, would be an unbearable nuisauee. ] am unaware of any large
institution in the Colony where they have been so successfully worked as here, and where such trials have
been made of the different modes of applying the earth. Various mechanical contrivances made in the
Colony and imported from England have been employed, and some specimens of Moule’s closets sent out
specially from England by the Agent-General at my request have been found very efficient in action. On
the establishment of a new asylum, however, I unhesitatingly recommend water-closets in preference to
them in any situation where a full and efficient water-supply can be obtained; and I believe that sewage,
carried away by water can, under most circumstances and in most situations, be as readily utilised for
fertilising purposes as when mixed with earth in the earth-closet system.
In Appendix C will be found a very valuable report on carth-elosets, by the Superintendent of an
English asylum.
.
_
The increase during the last few years in the number of Chinese patients whilst the Chinese
population has been for a long time past rapidly diminishing, calls for some remark. The number of Chinese
patients in the Asylums at present is 48, vk.:—Gladcsviile S, Parramatta 39, aud Newcastle 1.
The Chinese population of the Colony, which in 1861 was 12,988, had fallen in 1871 to 7,220, the
decrease being 5,708, or 44'4l per cent.* The Registrar General informs me that he has no means of
estimating with exactness tho Chiuesti population at this date, but that be has reason to believe that tho
diminution in numbers is still continuing. Taking 6,500 as tho present estimate-—one probably much
above the truth—we have one insane Chinaman to every 135 of tho Chinese population,—nearly three times
the proportion for 1hc population of the Colony generally. This enormous proportion is no doubt partly
due to the exodus of our Chinese population, who have left behind them their insane in hospital, partly to
the fact that Chinese patients very rarely recover when sent to hospital, whilst they live to an average
age there, and partly to the fact that a large part of the present Chinese population is made up of the
unsuccessful, the improvident, and the more hopeless classes, the stronger-minded and successful having
departed with their gains to China. The recoveries among Chinese patients during the last six years has
not averaged 12 per ceut. on the admissions, whilst the total recoveries have averaged over 36 per cent.
The number of Chinese admitted during the last six years into this hospital and the Parramatta Asylum
together has been 32, a total out of all due proportion to the Chinese population.
Early in the year, the purchase of a property adjoining the hospital, and for which arrangements
had long been in progress, was completed. Considerable improvements were, as soon as possible, effected,
a road at the back of the hospital was closed ; the laundry and wood-yard enlarged; a new main entrance
formed; and a paddock ploughed, levelled, planted and laid out as a cricket ground, with bowling green
and other means of out-door amusements. A house purchased with the property has been repaired and
enlarged to form a residence fur the Assistant Superintendent.
_
_
The religious services have, as in former years, been conducted with regularity, and with all the
decorum possible, although the room used for the purpose is now used also as a dormitory. I have again,
as iu former years, to record the cordial co-operation of the Chaplains in the work of the institution, and
to express my appreciation of the readiness with which they have at all times responded to extra calls for
their assistance.
The amusements have, as in former years, not been neglected. The fortnightly dances were con
tinued during the earlier winter months, and the Queen’s Birthday was celebrated by a ball on a larger
scale than usual. Magic lantern entertainments, with new lanterns and gas apparatus kindly given by a
friend, were repeatedly held, and at these, on several occasions, Mr. Alfred Cane most kindly undertook
all the labour of preparation and exhibition, and lent a number of slides. Yarious musical, dramatic, and
other entertainments were also held, and I am indebted to many kind friends, among whom I would par
ticularize Messrs. Lees, Webster, Craven, Cavanagh, aud Wilson, for assistance on these occasions.
During the latter part of tho year the over-crowding of the male division of tho hospital com
pelled me to occupy the amusement room as a dormitory, and since that time I have been obliged to
discontinue all the indoor associated amusements, and most reluctantly to decline repeated offers of
musical and other entertainments made by gentlemen and ladies who have on former occasions left most
pleasant recollections of their visits. In October the largest and most successful out-door entertainment
which has yet taken place at the hospital was given, through the kindness of a number of ladies and
gentlemen resident in the neighbourhood. The whole arrangements were made by a committee of ladies,
and the time fixed so as to celebrate the sixth anniversary of my taking charge of the hospital as
Medical Superintendent. Athletic sports, aunt sally, swings, fire-balloons, a merry-go-round, Punch and
Judy, a grand display of bunting, plenty of music, aud a most liberal tea, with attendant et cetcras, made
up a most attractive programme, and were thoroughly enjoyed by a larger number of the patients than
had ever been previously brought together in this manner. Two days afterwards the attendants, nurses,
and staff of the hospital were entertained at a dance given under the same auspices. Later in the year
two steam-boat excursions to Middle Harbour afforded a great treat to a number of patients and visitors.
In all the entertainments given at the hospital, Mrs. Darvall, of Ryde, has taken a most kind and
active interest. I have especially to thank her for donations of money, for several loads of fruit, and
most of all for an active sympathy which makes her presence at the hospital always a pleasure.
This
* Report on Statistical Results of Census of 1871, by tho Registrar General.
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. Tina liospitalis looked upon by many as entirely a Government institution,nml ns such bavino no need of
assistance from private benevolence ;biit, asbas been well pointed out by Ur. Dewolf in the case of a kindred
institution at Halifax, in Nova (Scotia :—“It only requires a moderate degree of attention to lead one to
admit that while the essentials for care and comfort are due from the Public Treasury, there are vet many,
very many, desirable aud important aids to recovery wliich are more properly provided by benevolent
individuals. *
J
In providing for the recreation, exercise, and amusement of the patients, in making the wards more
liome-Jike and pretty, m erecting aviaries and filling them with occupants—the “ essential extras” of an
hospital of this character—-private benevolence may, indeed 1 think should properly co-operate with the
public chanty. I hat _ this has been in a great degree recognized, Hie above record of facts and the
appended list of donations serve to testify : and, whilst expressing my hearty thanks to kind friends who
Jiayc by their guts and their active help at concerts and other amusements shown a sympathy with the
objects or the institution, I cannot but express a hope that in the future these private contributions towards
the comfort, the happiness, and the recovery of the insane—a class whose claims arc superior to many
others—may increase both in number and value.
"
The following gifts have been received during the yearMiss C., £20; Mrs. & Miss W £5 ■
Mrs. Darvall, £3; Mr. J. Paterson, £1; Mr. Kynaston, £1 ; The Bevd. Pather Jolv, 2 calves' Dr
treed, a pair of young cranes and an eagle; Mr. Islcr, a Kangaroo ; Mrs, Manson, 10 bantam fowls •
taplam Truscott, several bags of eocoa-imts ; Mrs. J. Frazer, box of young pines ; Mr. Charles Brady
mulberry-cuttings ; Mr. Henry, vine-cuttings; Union Club, illustrated papers, &c„ a largo donation
(monthly) ; Mr. Ernest 0. Smith, illustrated papers, <fcc. (monthly) ; Australian Club, illustrated and
other papers (several packages) ; Mr. C. Wilson, illustrated papers, &c. (several paettmes),
and copies of Sydney Mail aud Punch each issue; Mr. Grafton Boss, Mr. Henry Wlmer Dr Hall
Palmer, Mrs. Brown (Hunter’s Hill), Miss Leigh (Hunter’s Hill), Mr: E. A. A. Morel,ead^ air. Stephen
Ureenhdl, Mr Charles Cowper, Messrs. 8. C. Bourn & Company, Mrs. Charles Thorne, Mr. Edyc Manning,
and Mrs. Vickery, large packages of illustrated aud other papers; Mr. 8. T. Leigh, almanacs and
portraits in Sydney Mail series; Mr. William Buchanan, G.P.O., largo quantities of forcimi ami
other newspapers; Dr. Strong, two boxes of books; the proprietors of'the New South Wales Good
Pemplar, several packages oi that publication; Anonymous, several packages of illustrated and other
papers Emm Mr. C. Moore, of the Botanic Gardens, and from Mr, Duff, during Mr. Moore's absence
from the Colony, I received several gifts of cuttings, plants, and seeds for the hospital garden, besides a
large toitoisc and a pair of Egyptian geese. Last, hut not least, I have to acknowledge the receipt from
the proprietors, free of all charge, of copies of every issue of Bathurst Free Press, Bathurst Times, Bur.
rartgony Argus, Burrangong Chronicle, Clarence and llichnond Examiner, 'Beniliqmn Chronicle, Dtibbo
Bispaich, Goulhum herald and Chronicle, Grafton Observer, Illawarra Mercury, Kiama Independent,
Maitland Mercury, Monaro Mercury, Newcastle Chronicle, Newcastle Pilot, Q.uemibeyan Age, liichmond
River Express, Riverine Grazier, Social Reformer, Southern Argus, Wagga Wagga Express, Wagrja Waaqa

and Yass Courier—gifts most welcome anil most cordially
appreciated by the patients.
"
4. ai11 fyrnier years, to acknowledge the ready, active, and most efficient assistance of tho
staff under_my directions, who are called on to perform the most trying and arduous duties, and of whom,
ns a body, 16 is difficult for me to speak iu terms too eulogistic,
.
In concluding my Eeport, I must crave indulgence for its meagreness and want of interesting delail,
owing to the short time which I have been able to avail myself of in its preparation. The statistical tables
on which it is in great part a comment could not be commenced until January 1st, and, owing to fheir
elaborate nature, could not be completed for some time, and it was necessary for me to forward my Eeport
at an earlier period than usual.
"
“
1
I have the honor to he,
Advertiser, Western. Examiner, Western Post,

Sir,

.

Your most obedient servant,
E. NOETON MANNING,
Medical Superintendent.

* Sixteenth Annual Eeport of Hospital for the Insane, Halifax, 1873.
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APPENDIX.
A.
...
.
T'ira table= in this Appendix consist of—(1st) those recommended by the Medico-Psychological Association for general use m
institutions for the insane, and approved by tho English Commissioners in Lunacy; (2nd) those haring a domestic character,
or a more immediately local interest. The revised series of statistical tables, recommended by the Medieo-Psycbologioal
Association, and which have been already adopted in most of the English and Scottish, and in some Colonial institutions, are
ten in number. They are confined to medical statistics, and include the main and more important facts required for statistical
compa

^

^ numter of Emissions, readmissions, discharges, and deaths, with the average numbers resident during

the vear, the sexes being1 distinguished under each head.
_
_
.
’ Table EE gives the same results for the entire period tho asylum has been in operation.
Tabic III furnishes a history of the yearly results of treatment since the opening of the asylum.
The table also embraces a column for the mean population or average numbers resident in each year. In other columns
are shown for each year the proportion of recoveries calculated on the admissions, _ and the mean annual mortality, or tho
proportion of deaths, calculated on the average numbers resident. It is of the first importance that these two principal results
under asylum treatment, when given, should be calculated on a uniform plan, and according to the methods here pointed out.
Table IV gives a history of each year’s admissions : how many, for example, of the patients admitted (say) in 18i>5
have been discharged ns cured, how many have died, and how many remained in the asylum in 1865.
Tim value of this table, iu regard to the vexed question of the increase of insanity is evident. The table is adopted
from the Somerset Asylum Keports.
. .
.
, , , ,
Table V shows the causes of deaths, classified under appropriate heads. This form is adopted from tho Keports ot she
Commissioners in Lunacy for Scotland, with some addition and modification.
It appears sufficiently detailed for statistical
1) Lit* DO 9 £9*

Table YT gives tho length of residence in the asylum of those discharged recovered and of those who died during the year.
Table Vll shows the duration of the disorder on admission, in the admissions, discharges, and deaths of each year,
according to the four classes recommended by I)r. Thumam in his work on the Statistics of Insanity.
_
Table VIII shows the ages of the admissions, discharges, and deaths of each year, in quinquennial periods.
Table IX shows the condition, in reference to marriage, of the admissions, discharges, and deaths of the year.
Table X shows the causes, apparent or assigned, of the disorder, in the admissions, discharges, and deaths of the year.
As slated in my Report for the year 1809, in which the first six of the tables were given, it has-been found impossible,
owin® to the form in which the records of this institution have been kept, to make the returns retrospective, without an amount
of labour altogether out of proportion to the value of the result. The statistics therefore commence with the year 1869.
Tabie I.—Showing the admissions, discharges, and deaths during the year 18T4.
Male.

Total.

Female.

267

294

661

186

126

312

453

420

873

Total discharged and died during the year....

149

173

322

Remaining in hospital, 31st December, 1874.

304

247

In the hosoital on 31st December, 1873 .

Makri Female. Total.

Admitted for the first time during tho year...........................................
Re-admitted during the year.................................................................. .

Discharged or removed—

157
29

51
9
49
40

105
21

41
13
104
15

262
50

92
22
153
55

301

280

Average numbers resident during the year.,.,

Female.

Male,

551
|

581

Total.

Admitted during the period of six years...................................
Re-admissions....................................................................................

834
151

449
134

1283
285

Total admissions

935

583

1568

Total discharged and died during the six years.

1109

672

1681

Remaining, 31st December, 1874....,....................

304

247

651

Average numbers resident during the six years .

286

255

541

Slalu.
Discharged or romovedRecovered .................
Relieved......... ...........
Rot improved............
Died ................................. .

335
65
515
194

Female. Total.

233
46
240
53

568
111
755
247

,

' Table No 2 was framed by the Psychological Association to show the movement ot patients tor the enure penuu mu
asylum 1ms been in operation. The records of this institution extend over thirty-five years, but are not sufficiently perfect to
oflbrd Die information in quest ion.
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Table IIL—Shoeing tho admissions, dischargee, and deaths, with the mean annual mortality and proportions of recoveries
per cent., since the 1st January, 1869.
Remaining 1
Average
on
1
number
31st Dec. in j resident.
each year.

Discharged.
Admitted.
Recovered,
tJ

0

rt

se> “S0
h H

.£
TS
E

"d
«S
&H

3
0
H

tS
*2

50 32

S3

20

e*
d

6

63

7

1
0 7
in 40 151 27
2GS 70 49 119 n 4 , 16 03 39 107 29

4

29 254

76

1871 ..... 173 105 277

53

40

93

o

7

3

20
10

13 40
233

231

25

r

J5
*3
£
V
h

•1*
13

*3
Q
H

63

05

101

a
r°

Eh

r\

41

1872 ..... 104

d

d

■3

197

00

d mJ
a $
& O

Not
Improved.

0

ISOfl ...... 143 75 218
1870 ... . 131

Relieved.

Died.

Female,

Year.

«e
0
=-!

d
C

0

3

S
e

Porcentago
of deaths on
average numbers
resident.

Percentage
of recoveries on
admissions.

0

cl
a
3
Cm

n

0

"d

Cf
O
fc4

*s

Cm

0

"5
EH

80 429 223 052 435 215 650 39T6 42*66 40-38 12-18

3-2"?

0.23

21& 500 202 231 493 31'29 53-03 38-67

1*73

6.68

Ws 258 485 255 21& 513 30*80 38 01 33 57 1018 3-22
9 38 216 259 174 211 258 487 42-68 47-11 44 44 12'5j 3*51

0.82

S

1

L2

67

20

10 30 267 294 581 246 279 52) 33'S6 33-04 33 73

1374 ..... 186 12& 312 51

0 13 22 49 101 153

40

15

41

02

22

41

16

0-51

85

1673 ..... 136 107 21) G 81 38 100

10

<$
n
a

j2

7-80

S'13

3'69

6-71

56 304 217 551 280 301 581 27-44 32-63 2948 14-28
1

4'PS

0*40

Table IV*—Showing the Irstory of tho annual admissions, from the 1st January, 1869, with the discharges and deaths, and

the numbers of each year remaining on tho 31st December, 1874-.

Year.

New
eases.

Relapsed
cases*

flS
a

Recovered.

4?

45
3
TS
s

3
"S
*

~c

E

Total discharged and died of each year’s
admissions, to 31st December, 1874.

Of each year's admissions discliargcd aud died in 1873.

Admitted.

a)

6

3

3

&

1809 .„ 120 59

23

10

218

1870 ... 116 60

15

16

157

1871 ... 143 79

29

26

277

1872 ... 141 78

£3

26

£65

1873 ... 157 78

32

£0

296 10

1ST4 ... 167 106

29

21

rt
5

6
Etc

i
0
&

Not

Relieved.

3
7s

jy
d
S
«
V<

^4
_rt
0
&

Cl

3

1

1

Died,

improved.

1

0 1 *5
l
£

improved.

i

TS
atr
fq

Eh

4

4

43 29

72 17

8

9

46 36

82

10

10

4

Ts

Not

Recovered. Relieved.

-1

rt

i

S

e,
pq

d
"e
Eh

4

G1 47 111

0

?

4

5

£

rn

Remaining
of each
yea !r
admissions,
3lDec.,1874

Died.
.
£

Cj
'a
a
ii

H
0
Eh

£
d

a

Ji
Vi

ffl
O

bi

3

*3

e;
B
u

*

Ts
c
H

7

24 46 24

72 26

4

30

9 11

20

6

1

G 65 37

72 20

4

24

6

8

13

•

4

13 55 25

60 21

G

£7 23 23

40
37

8

1

1

2

7

16

23

1

2

3

59 30

95 12 10

£2 64 29

83 21 10

31 IS 19

19

38

4

5

0

13

11

27

16

4

20

69 09

98

5

€

11 2S 22

50 29

6

35 63 31 102

312 10

21

50

3

5

8

£5

14

39

IS

8

24

29 21

50

0

5

39 IS

C

21 ni 80 101

Totals. 334 449 151 134 1568 61

41

02

8

31

19

4G

66 112

30

12

3

StJMJUitr

51 300 208 508 51 33

ot the total admissions,

* A largo proportion of tlieso were readmitted, tut not relapsed cases.
others hud been discharged to tho care of friends whilst still insane.
Table

" 265 131 396 135 30 171 234 175 4W

Female.

General paresis

Both Sexes.

30-46
5-18
26-90
13?0
2376

35-67
5-67
22-4.7
618
30 01

32-40
6-3G
25-25
10-91
2603

100-

ioo-

100-

Some were rc-transfers from other inatitutionf/ for tho insane and

V,—Showing the causes of death during the year 1874.
Cause of Death.

Apopleiv and paralysis

£5 14

1869-70-71-72-73-H.

Male.

Perceiilngc of eases recovered...................
relieved ......................
not improved..............
i)
dead..............................
if
remaining ...................
}>

fi

Ceuebrai Disease,
...................................................... ..............................................................

........................ .....................................................................................................

Males.

&
4

Females.

1

11
1

Inflammation and other diseases of the brain, softening, tumours, Ac............................ ...............
Thoracic Disease,
Inflammation of tho lungs, pleura! and bronchi ............................................. ................................
Puimonarv confliimpt.ion ........................ ................
Disease of tho heart and blood-vessels ..........................................................
..........................
Abdominal Disease.
Inflammation and ulceration of the stomach, intestines, peritoneum..............................................
Dysentery and rtinrrhma ............................................
.
.
Albuminuria ..................................................................................
.
. ..

5
4

2

1

4

3

1

G
4
11
4
5

6
5
4

1
1
1
1

1

2
1
2
1
1
1
2

40

16

55

2
1
2

Erysipelas .................... ..............................................................................
................
Carbuncle ..................................................................
Pyoemia....................................................................
.
General debility and old ago ............................................................................................................
Accident............ .............................................................
..........
Suicide ................. ................................................

Total,

Table TL—Showing the lengtii of residence! m those disehai-ged recovered and in those who have died dining the year 1874.
Died.

Recovered,
LengtJL Of UpsiUeucu,

Under 1 month

From

........................................................................ ....................................

„
j,
„

1 to 3 months
3 to (3
„
6 to 9
o to ia
;;

..................................................................................................
,
....................................
..................................................................... ............................
...................................................................................................

,,
n

1 to 2 years
2 to 3
„

...................................................................................................
..................................................................................................

„ 7 to 10
„ 10 to 12

''
’’

„ 12 to 15

llak.

Runialc

Total.

2
18
10
5
11

i
10
13
8

4

4
1

3
28
23
13
15
8
2

4

1

Female.

Total.

4
4

1

12
8
5
5
6
11
3
2
1

1
1

1
1

15

55

8

4
5
5
5
9
2
2

1
2
1

..................................................................................................
...................
............................................................
...................................................................................................
92

41

51

I’abll

-Male.

40

VII.—Showing tho duration of the disorder on admission in the admissions, discharges, aud deaths, during tho
*
year 1874.
Deratiou of disease on admission in four classes.
Removed, relieved, or
otherwise.

It ucovered

Admissions.

Class.

jkemalc. Total-

JLalc. Female, Total,

Mu. Female.

Total

Died.
Male. Female. Total.

Firsi Class—
First attack, and withm three
months on admission .........

48

38

8G

21

14

35

7

18

25

4

4

8

Second Class—
First attack, above three and
within twelve months on ad
mission ..................................

23

10

33

7

4

11

5

13

18

10

2

12

Third Class—
Not first attack, and within
twelve months on admission..

18

22

40

13

17

30

3

21

24

6

1

6

Fourtli Glass’—
First attack or notj but of more
Lhun twelve mouths on ad
mission ..................................

39

32

71

1

2

3

28

44

72

10

3

13

Fifth Class—
Not ascertained........................ i

58

24

82

9

4

13

15

21

36

11

e

16

Totals..........................

186

126

312

51

41

92

58

117

175

40

15

55

Table VIII.—Showing the ages of the admissions, discharges, and deaths during the year 1874.
Discharges.
Deaths.

Admissions.

Ag os.

From 5 to 10 years ....................
11
..... ................
15 to 20
20 to 30
30 to 40
40 to 50
50 to 60
60 to 70
?> 70 to SO
80 and upwards .......................
jj

Removed, relieved*
or otherwise.

Recovered.

31,

F.

Tol.il.

3
4
7
27
58
51
20
11
5

i
6
8
26
40
22
10
4
3

4
in
15
53
104
73
30
15
8

Totals......................... 186

AT

ii
17
19
3
1

F.

"s
33
9
9
3
2

Total.

"s
24
26
28
6
3

IL

F,

Totai

4

2
6
3
17
41
20
20
6
2

6
13
10
22
60
31
20
9
4

7
5
19
11
3
2

* '

F.

Total.

2
11
14
7
4
2

i

8
3
1
1
1

3
19
17
8
0
3

40

15

55

*'

126

312

51

41

92

58

117

175
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Tabt.-e IX.—Conditions as to marriage, in the admissions, discharges, and deaths, during the year 1874!.
Discharges.
Admissions.

Deaths.
Romo veil, relieved,
or otherwise.

Recovered.

Condition in refurcncc to marriage.

M.

r.

Total.

jr.

1\

Total

M.

F,

Total.

>L

F.

Siii/r]ft .................
Married ....................................
Widowed
...
Unascertained..................................

103
65
13

40

148
142
22

34

16
23
2

so
38
4

43
15

64
51
12

97
66
12

19
18
3

2
8
£

21
26
8

Totals ..................

186

117

175

40

15

55

11

9

In

2

Total.

...

126

312

41

61

92

58

Table X.—Showing the probable causes, apparent or assigned, of tho disorder, in the admissions, discharges, and deaths, for
the year 1874.
DischorgcSi
ft 1 * 1

Male. Female. Total.
Moral—
E.G. Mental amiety* .........
Domestic troubles]..............
Religious excitement ..........
Disappointment in love ... .
Isolation........................
Doss of children ...............
Nostalgia ................
PHght ..........................
Physical—
E.G. Hereditary taintf........
Congenital..................
Intemperance .............
Onanism..................
Sunstroke ................
Injury to head ......
PuorperalJ...........................
Climacterics ..................
Phthisis...............
Epilepsy......................
Cancer and other diseases of
the brain .................
Fever, ill-health, and destitution.................
Syphilis............
Excess of opium ...........
Old nue .....................
Unascertained............
Totals..................

3
3
2

13
s

ii

Removed, relieved, or
otherwise.

Male. Female. Total.

Male. Female. Total.

16

5

11
2

4

3

ii

1

i

1
1

5

2

~2

2

6

4

3

8

8

1

2

2

3

13
14

i

10

23

7

16

9

5
21

7

2

21

4

25
5
25

1

8

io
i

1

x

1

3

3

10

10

3
13

3

~8

21

3

x

3

3

ii

14

1

4

3

lo

18

14
4

29

1
6
2

g

2

x

x

4
H

8

7

£

10

x

3
47

3
20

73

18

9

27

12

186

126

312

61

41

92

68

,

g

<7

5
3
9

3

x

...

2
x
x

4
3

h

11

...

x

i..

3

3

19

3
JL

15
3

19

...

6

3
3

1

ii

0

2
2

x
2

j.

13

3

Male. Female Total

2

x
1

Deaths.

Recovered.

Gauges.

JL

x

117

175

* Including mental excitement in speculation, &c,

t (nren as a separate cause onlyin cases where the immediate cause was not known,

J Including OTer-lactation, die.

^le difficulties still experienced in obtaining trustworthy information concerning patients on their admission hare pre
rented any increase in the number of the statistical tables having a social or domestic interest.
The three following—XI, XII, XIII—are a continuation of those in the Report for tho year 1873.
^____Table XT.—Showing the nativities of patients remaining on tho 31st December, 1868, and admitted since that date.
British Colonies.
New
South Wales.

jtrraocc.

Other
Colonies.

England.

Scotland.

uennany

Other
Countries.

China,

Ireland.

M.

F.

66 225

35

12

Kercmmng in hos
pital ,31st Dec.,1803 45

22

07

12

1

Admittcdduri ngl BG9 23

17

40

5

4

0

GS

25

S3

12

4

16

33

24

57

Do.

1S70 1C

IS

34

G

1

7

54

14

6$

10

7

17

£0

2G

56

1

i

7

Bo.

IS71 34

20

00

1

4

5

m

36

05

9

1

10

40

38

87

2

2

7

F.

F.

M.

13 115

F.

o
H

M.

F.

7s
o
F<

47 126 132 25S

M.

F.

3

1
1

Total,

M.

M,

T o ta l

T o ta l

T otal.

|

Tear,

Great Britain,

*5

M.

F.

4

13

2

1

G
p

if.

15

4

F.

rt

a

o
H

M.

IS

IS

17

17

4

3

3

6

5

7

4

4

3

3

7

4

4

7

7

5

5

2

2

4

i

5

0

0

e

G

S

1

0

5

7

7

10

F.

C

\

Bo,

1872 27

23' oG

o

2

70

33 103

13

0

10

40

41

SI

Do.

1873 52

33

87

4

4

03

27

no

S

0

17

39

85

74

Bo.

1871 3B

40

76

S

2

5

70

2S

os

10

6

10

45

49

04

Totals........... 233 m 414

33

12

1

i

1

1

4

1

10
2I

30—B

4& 533 229 762

97

45 142 302 345 707

8

2

101 49

3

“

44

...

44 | 51

56

10
Table XII.—Showing the previous occupation of thoao admitted during the year 1874.
Females,

Drapers .................................................................

Miners (coal, gold, &c.) ......................................

Plasterers ..............................................................
Publicans ...................................... .......................
Sairyer ..................................................................
Schoolmaster ..........................................................
Seamen and boatmen.............................................
Servants and grooms..............................................
Shepherds and stockmen ......................................
Shipwright................................. ............................
Soldiers and pensioners ......................................
Station superintendent and overseer ..................
Stevedore ................................................... :.........
Student ........................................................ ........
Squatter..................................................................
Taiiors............................. ........ ..............................
Weaver ..................................................................
No occupalion ......................................................
Total ..................................

1
2
1
1
4
2
12
1
2
1
&
1
1
2
4
11
1
2
1
pn
2
12
1
1
1
2
3
1
1
13
3
10
1
3

26
4
1
1
1
2
2

Domestic Borvants
...................... ................
Dressmakers and needlewomen ..........................
Teacher of music ..................................................
Wires of cabmen and coachmen..,..*........ *.........
Wife of carrier......................................................
Wife of clerk..........................................................
Wife of commercial traveller ..................... ........
Wife of constable..................................................
Wives of dealers ..................................................
Wives of gardeners ..............................................
Wives and daughters of farmers.......... ...............
Wives and daughters of labourers, shepherds, &c.

1
1
1
4
2
32
16
1
1
6
1
2
3
19
5
12
2

Wife of messenger ..............................................
Wives of miners (coal, gold. Sic.) ......................
Wife of photographer ..........................................
Wives of publicans ..............................................
Wives of seamen ..................................................
Wives and daughtersof tradesmen, mechanics, &c.
Widows (not employed) ......................................
Jfot ascertained .................................. .

2

1
1
1
5
i
16
126

Total ..................................

186

Table XIII.—Showing the religious profession of those admitted during the year 1874
religious Profession
Protestant—

Maks,

Females.

Total

72
18

59

131
23
17

9
59
7

3
62

1

1

2

186

126

312

6
6

11
8

8
12
111
7

1

1

UnaiCertained.........................................................................................................

Rettrs"

showing the number of Patients received at the Lunatic Reception House during tho year 18/4, and their disposal.
Sent to
{■MaiiO'a ilk
Hospital.

Uccpivud.
Whence received

Males
Sydney..............
Gcailburn...........
Maitland...........
?f>WC{L«tk .
Mud >.Fee...............
Parramatta.......
Armidale ...... Kiama ...............
Urnidwood .......
Wollongong.......
Queanbi'yan ..
Penrith..............
flulgong ...........
Wagga Wagga.
Cooina .............
Yofr .................
Uoinbata .........
Allury.............
Totals......

Sent to
Parramatta
Asylum.

Females. Total Males. Female.9

93
32
9
7
7
4
&
“i

CO
8

153

71

50

20

12

8

5

14
13
9
9
5

C
6

6
2

&

......

6
2
6
0
1

1
1
d
r>
2
1

1

3
161 |

SO

1

9
3

3

3

1
1
1
1

1

0
1
1
1

2
2
1
1

3

Males. | Females.

Discharged, of
pound mind, by
order of His
K\ccllcncy the
Governor.

Discharged to
the care of
■ friends.

Died.

Remaining on
the 3ist Deeoin
ber, 1874.

Femates*
4Males, Females. Males. Females Males. Females Maks.
6

o

11

&

5

5

i
1

1

5

1

1

3

310 | 126

i

....

1 ....

7

b

ii

6

1

6

11
B.

Kbtcek of Produce from the Q-arden of the Hospital for the Insane, Gladcsviile, during the year 1874.
J
Doseriptiou of produce,

DcRcnpfcion of produce.
Total quantity.

Total quantity.
i

Cauliflowers ..............................................
Cucumbers ..................................................

Onions..................................... *..................
Potatoes ................................................... .

113
752
30,459
3,761
392
647
896
939
4,113
i,9S7
4,157
548
s.voo

Radishes, beet, artichokes

lbs.
„
"
„
„
„
„
„
“
;;
„
„
;;

......................

Marrows ..................... ........................ .......
Fruit—
Oranges and lemons ..............................

1,047
2,167
173
838

lbs.
„
„
„

238 doz. .
2,447 lbs.
513 pints
821 doz.
31 „

C.

EsTHiCT

from the Journal of Mental Science, July, 1874, page 304.

Public Asylum Keporte for 1873.

Tab Court of Quarter Sessions of the Worcester County Asylum requested to know, among other things, why earth-closets
could not bo adopted throughout. To this wc are indebted for a long report from Dr. Sherlock, in which, besides matter in
reference to their bathing arrangements, we have a very full and valuable account of the experience of earth-closets in Lunatic
Asylums, as to which information was collected from many sources. We think this resume by Dr. Sherlock so valuable that
wo append it in full:—
11 Twenty-seven asylums were using water-closets, but in several of them earth-closets had been tried and found not to
answer, as at Northampton, Somerset, and Surrey, and the Superintendents reported unfavourably of them iu comparison
with water-closets. In twenty-five asylums the Superintendents reported that earth-closets were iu use. In two asylums—
Broadmoor and Shrewsbury—they were said to be in use in all situations; ten confined their nee to out-of-door situations,
seven to ground-floor wards only, two to ground and first floor wards only, and four used earth commodes of various con
struction in special departments. Thirteen of the Superintendents where earth-closets are in use reported unfavourably of
them, while the Superintendents of five asylums where they are in use stated that they answer well.”
The Superintendents of nearly all the asylums where earth-dosets have been in use state that they require more care
and attention than water-closets j and the majority of them speak of them as emitting most offensive odours if the least neglect
be permitted. In several asylums where they have been in use they have been replaced by water-closets. In the last report
of the Isle of Man Asylum, dated July, 1873, the followiug paragraph occurs:—“ Water-closets have been substituted for earthclosets throughout the asylum. The desirability and advantage of tills change no words of mine can express.”
The Superintendent of Broadmoor Asylum reports that the experiment with earth-dosets has there "been a very com
plete one. The result has proved that they are a shocking nuisance in-doors, ond to he avoided wherever the water supply and
sewerage aro reasonably good.” In the pamphlet published and circulated by Moule’s'PotentEarth-closetCompnnytestunonials
fi-oin these two last-named asylums are given, speaking favourably of their suitableness by the Clerk of Works; but subsequent
experience has proved them unsuitable, and the Superintendents of Berks, Catorham, Colney Hatch, Leavesden, and Rainhill
report equally unfavourably of them, and in Eent they havo been replaced by water-closets in all the wards, ond their use con
fined to out-of-doors situations. The weight of evidence appears to your Superintendent to prove dearly that they arc less
effectual than water-closets, that they require much greater attention and care, that they are frequently very offensive and
pollute the atmosphere, and that their use should be confined to airing-courts. In constructing a new asylum, some of tho
objections to their use can be partially removed by placing earth-closets iu situations where they can be charged with dry earth
and the soil removed from outside of the building ; but where the closets arc placed, as in this asylum, in exposed situations,
much inconvenience and nuisance would arise from the filling and emptying process.
“If the earth-closets were fixed on the first floor wards, considerable incomenionce would result from having daily to
carry earth for their supply through tho wards occupied by tho patients, and this would be much more inconvenient and undesirable
in female wards, whore men would daily have to enter at an early hour. Where eorth-closcts are in use it is absolutely
essential in an asylum to provide some paid labour for the daily attention and supervision of providing them with dry earth
and removing tho contents of the tanks. It is also necessary to havo some provision by means of which dry earth may be
procurable at all seasons for the supply of the closets, and this must entail considerable expense in erecting a building for
stowage of earth during the summer, or of constantly having some artificial means of drying earth during the winter. Tho
product of tho use of water-closets is equally applicable to laud in the form of sewage, and at present this is constantly carried
out, and entails no charge for labour, and appears to bo equally valuable as a fertilizing agent.
“ Since tho last visit of the Committee several members of tho Board, accompanied by the County Surveyor and your
Superintendent, visited the Shrewsbury Asylum, where carth-cloeets were known to bo in use both in ground floor aud first
floor wards. Without exception the whole of these closets were more or less offensive, and some of them painfully so, although
it had been attempted to overcome the nuisance by the copious use of chloride of lime, a strong odour of which could he readily
perceived everywhere. In the first floor wards, where shoots were employed to conduct the soil to tanks or vaults on the
ground underneath, this was specially the ease, and much inconvenience was stated to frequently arise from the earth and soil
in its passage downwards adhering to tho inside of the shoot. In several of the earth-closets examined the deposit of dried
ashes upon the pan was accompanied with the rising of so much duet as must necessarily soil the dress of any person using
the closet; probably, however, this would be less likely to occur were earth or clay iu use. In reply to onr inquiries it was
reported that in the morning when the tanks or vaults wore being emptied from the outside, a most offensive odour was found
to enter and penetrato into tho building, owing to a back draught from the outside through the pipes. It was said to be
perceptible for some considerable time afterwards. In a sanitary point of view your Superintendent is therefore forced to
report upon earth-closets very unfavourably, not only in respect of those as seen at Shrewsbury, but in many other asylums of
tho country where they have been seen and inspected by him.
“The Commissioners in Lunacy, also, in reply to your inquiries, stated that they were less serviceable for asylum use
than water-closets, and wore found not to answer so well. So far as the examination extended, the members of your Board
concluded that they were equally liable to get out of order as water-closets, and several were found without earth or ashes,
seme acting imperfectly, and a few not at all."

DU]

: Thomas Rtobard?, GoTemment Printer,—1375.
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM, FOR THE TEAR ENDING
31st DECEMBER, 1873.
To His Excm-iukcy 'the Goyernoh-in-Chiei'’,—

1. The Trustees of the Australian Museum have the honor to submit to your Excellency this
their twentieth Annual Report.
'
_2. They have to express their great regret that the presentation of this Report should have been,
from circumstances within the knowledge of the Government, delayed to so late a period of the present
year.
3. The Museum lias been open to the public daily (Sundays excepted), and has been visited during
the year by about 60,000 persons. This estimated number has been derived from a careful examination of
the Visitors’ Book, which displays throughout an obviously gross and culpable exaggeration. The false
entries during the year amount to a total of nearly 180,000, and on one particular day alone the number
of visitors falsely entered exceeded 3,700. The total number of visitors lor the year 1873 estimated and
returned by the late Curator and Secretary was 239,829, which is about 100,000 in excess of the total
population of Sydney and its suburbs for that year.
_4. The Trustees regret they cannot afford any trustworthy information in regard to the exchange
of specimens with foreign Museums or with private individuals, because the late Curator and Secretary
has failed to record them. The donations to the Museum have gradually fallen off, and are of less amount
and value than those of preceding years. A list of donations of which a record has been preserved is
appended. (Appendix AT), 2.)
5. Several scientific works have been added to the Museum Library, but a list of them cannot be
appended, as no record has been kept by the late Secretary.
6. The taxidermists have been employed during the year in mounting specimens, and in preserving
the exhibits from decay.
7. The vacaneios at the Board during the past year have been—by death, Dr. Macfarlane, President
of the Colonial Medical Board, an official Trustee ; and by the retirement of His Excellency the Governor,
Dr. Alleyne, and Alexander Oliver, Esquire, elective Trustees. Dr. Macfarlane was succeeded by Dr.
Alleyne, now President of the Colonial Medical Board, and Dr. Bellisario was elected to fill one of the
vacancies caused by the retirement of the elective Trustees. Archibald Liversidge, Esquire, Professor of
Geology in the University of Sydney, was nominated to fill one of the two vacancies remaining at the end
of the year.
8. The Trustees have to state that the funds at their disposal arc insufficient to moot more than
the actual expenses involved in the maintenance of the existing collection; and that it is impossible, with
out further endowment, to enlarge or improve in any great degree that portion which is now open to
public inspection,
r
,They also deeply regret to have to report that, on or about the 25th of December last, a robbery
of a singular character of the valuable gold specimens given by the Government was effected. The
Trustees respectfully but earnestly urge that further inquiries may be instituted by the Government.
10. The contents of the Appendices are, No, 1—abstract of the receipts and payments of the
Trustees on account of the Museum, for the year ending 31st December, 1873 ; and No. 2—list of
donations with the names of the donors, during the same period.
A. W. SCOTT, M.A.,
Chairman.
(i-s.)
CHAS. ROBINSON,
■
Acting Secretary.
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APPENDIX No. 1.

Cueeest EseejiThture of the Trustees of the Australian Museum, during the year 1873.
1873.
Jan* 1. . To balance .
1 .. „ cash, Colonial Treasurer..
7 .. 33
»
»
tt
Mar. 1... it
a
j>
15
J7
:s
a
13
April 1..
it
)}
it
1... it
?r
)>
May 1... H
s*
Jt
June 2... if
ti
it
July i... it
j?
ft
1 .. i l
}t
>>
a
Aug. 1 .
it
a
it
Sept. i... a
a
it
Oct. 1
:t
tt
a
»

Nov.
Dec.

i...
i...

a

i...

a

i)

u
u

tr
t>
it

£
65
39
250
83
200
250
41
41
41
41
250
41
41
41
249
41
41

s.

5
11
0
6
0
0
13
13
13
13
0
13
13
13
19
13
13

a.
7
8
0
8
0
0
4
4
4
4
0
4
3
3
11
3
3

Dec. 31,1873—
ti
a
n
a
n
a
ti

n
ii

tt

ft
ti

n
n
a
»
it

£ 1,703

3

£
93
30
28
23
21
50
33
42
26
4
18
7
4
7
1
2
7
3
12
4
5
69

o
6
6
3
18
19
3
0
0
18
5
3
9
16
5
10
5
18
0
16
11
0
14

d.
4i
0
0
7
6
0
9
0
0
2
9
2
1
6
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

£ 1,763

3

6

petty cash and postage .....................................
keeping grounds in order ..................................
stationery ..............................................................
books and periodicals ..........................................
bookbinding ..................... .
Taxidermist’s department ..................................
purchase of specimens..........................................
cabinets ..........................
..........
glass and glazing exhibit oases.............................
covering for ditto....................................
timber .........................................
ironmonfferv ..............................................
ironwork..........................................................
plaster of Paris...........................................
,
tinsmith’s work.......................................
packing-cases...................................
carpenter’s work ......................................
printing and lithographs........ *.........
... 7
wood, coal, and charcoal..................................
photographic chemicals ......................................
sundries......................................
balance ...........................
.

6

6*

APPENDIX No. 2.
LIST OF DONATIONS TO THE AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM DURING THE TEAR 1873.
MAMMALS.
PRESENTED BT
A small and rare species of Flying Foi, from flie Solomon Islands (Pteropus)....... j Dr. J. C. Coi, F.L.3., &o., &o.
A Plmlunger (Omens) from the Solomon Islands .....................................................
A Porcupine (ffystrix setosa) ......................................................................................
A young Kangaroo (Macropns major)............................................................................... ( Charles Moore, Esq , F.L.S., Director of
A Monkey (Cercopiiheeas)............. .............................................................................. l
tho Botanic Dardens, Sydney.
A Wallaby (Petragale nani/topas) .............................................................................
The head of on Indian Stag ......................................................................................... The Hon. Lady Robinson.
A Flying Squirrel (JBelideat sviareus) ................................................................................ Mr. J Green.
A Native Cat (Dast/urus tiverinus) .................................................................................... Master G. Campbell.
BIRDS.
A Swamp Cuckoo (Cenlropus phadmtts) ..........................
A Silver Pheasant (Phasiamts) ..............................................
A Brush Turkey (Tahgalla fa/ftami) ..................................
A White Ibis (TAresfciornig stnchpennis) ..............................
A Macaw.................................................................................
An Australian Bustard (Eupodotis australis) ..................
A Shining Grackle (Cahrttis metallica) ..............................
A Gull from North Australia ..............................................
Two Torres Strait Pigeons (Carpophaga hietuosa)..............
A Scaly-breasted Parrakcct (Trichoglossns chlorolepidotus)
An Owl (Strix delicalMlus) ..................................................
A Pigeon..................................................................................
A Cormorant (Pkalacrocorax fp.)..........................................
A Goatsucker (Agotheles nooce hollandier) .........................
REPTILES.
Two Night Lizards (Phgllurvs plalurus).................
A Lizard { '.Dgptodaetylus ornatv.s) ........................
A Lizard (Himild) from Molong .............................
A collection of Blind Snakes (Pyphlops)....,...........
A Night Lizard (Phyllarm platurus) .....................
A Snake (Diemenia suju'rciUosa) .............................
A Green Tree-snake (DendropAis pumtatula).........
A Snake (Hrachysoma diadema) .............................
A Spine-tailed Lizard (Phyllurus ptalarus).............
Two Blind Snakes (Typhlops) .................................
A Sea-snake (Pelagia bicolor) .................................
A small Grcon Tree-snake (Pendrophis punctatula)
A Snake (Hoploeephaha signatus) .........................
A Green Tree-snake (Dendrophis punctatuld).........
A Slow-worm or Blind Snake (Typhlops) .............
A Snake (Hoplocephalus sp.) ....................................
BATRACHIANS.
A Frog (Hyla aurea) ...............................................
A Frog (Psewlophryne australis) ..............................

Mr. J. Wheeler.
1
I Chus. Moore, Esq., E.L S., Ac., Director
j
of the Botanic Gardens, Sydney.
Mr. J. F. Blasland.
Jfr, J. W. Tyas.
Mr. W. Solomon.
Mr. H, Blailand.
Mr. Charles Henderson.
Mr. James M‘Cnrthy.
Mr. E. Platina.
. Mr. J. H. Mackay,

.
.

Miss Bradley.
Mr. Chas. Bell.
Mr. Chas. Blakefield.
Mr. E. W. Rudder.
Mr. R. Rose.
Mr. Hargraves.
Wm. Forster, Esq., M.L.A.
Mr. W. Strnthan.
Mr. Wm. Moore.
Mr. A. L. Catlett.
Mr. Percy Wells.
Dr. Hankey, F.R.G.S.
Mr, E. Sellers.
Mr. R. Thatehor,
E. S. Hdl, Eeq., C.M.Z.S.
Mr, John Cohen.
Mr. J. A. Norton.

FISH.
A rare Fish (Orthagoriscus mold)

V*fit

...............

Mr. H. Moor, of Ulladulla.
MOLLUSCA

3
MOLLUSCA AJND CKUSTACEAKS, &o.
peisbsted BT
A imsccllRtieoufl collection of Sbclls, Ac. &c.............. ................................................... Mr- J. E, Taesnidge.
A Fresh-water Cray-fish (Potamobius *j>.) .................................................................. Master J. Stewart.
A Crinoid Star-fish, from the Clarence Hirer Heads........................ ................. ....... Mr. Pegus.
A Sea-effffor Echinus, allied to tho genus Spatanaus,.,.............................................. E. S. Hill, Esq., C.M.Z.S.
A Crustacean ................................................ *............................................................... Mr. R. C. Wantr
GORUITDA?, &c.
A Hair-worm ((JordiHj)..............................................................
A Worm (Jlfermfr sp.) ..............................................................

Mr. O. Rosabach.
Mr. E. B, Daler.

ETHEOGRAPHICAL SPECIMENS.
A “ Tally-stich” ...........................................................................
An Iron Spear-hcad, from Wales..............................................

Mr. F. A. Dibba.
The Right Rot. the Bishop of Bathurst.

LEPIDOPTERA.
A Moth..........................................................................................
A Moth (Antheraa enealypti) ...................................................

Dr. Milford.
Hon. Henry Parkes, M.L.A.

'
ARACHNIDEiE.
„
_ ,
( The Right Rererend Dr. Turner, Bishop
Spiders, Ac., in spirits of wine ......................................................................................{ of &raftoa and Armidale.
A Spider (Habronestes sp.) .......................................................................................... Rev. J- C. Corlette, M.A.
SPECIMENS OF GEOLOG-Y AND MINERALOGY.
_
A scries of specimens of Tin Ore......................................................................... -....... Mr. W. Langley.
Specimens of Compact Oolitic Limestone from Cooma........................................... . Mr. Campbell, District Surveyor.
Specimens of Wolfram ......................... .................................................................... .
Mr. Tbos. Flanders.
A collection of Rock Specimens from the Long Drive Tunnel at Wimbledon ....... Miss T. M. Lean.
Specimens of Tin from “ The Ancient Briton" Tin Mine.......................................... )
j Jfarris, JJ.C,
Lignite from Lai-Lai, Victoria
................................... ............................. ..........J
_ 1
A specimen of Tasmanian Coal................ .................................... ...............................- Mr. G. Whitcomb.
Specimens of Copper Ore, green and blue Carbonate.................................................. Mr. J. Orange.
,
Specimens of Quarts, Ironstone, Ac., from the Diamond-drift of Eingera;
) Professor Liversidge, University of Sydney.
specimens of Tin-stone, Pyrites, Ac............... ........................................................J
Specimens of Minerals, Precious Opal, Ac., Ac............................................................ Mr, S. L. Bcnsusan.
. A fragment of Opal from Gulgong ....................................................................... .
Mr. J. Garvey.
Specimens of Wood-tin from Grenfell.......................................................................... Mr. R. Scott.
FOSSIL REMAINS.
A fragment of n molar tooth, and portion of the anterior half of first left upper Dr. G. Bennett, F.L.S.
incisor tooth of a Diprotodon, from Young...................................................... ...
The tibia of a Moa (Diracrnfr sp.) ............................. ................................................ Dr. Bennett, F.L.S.
A fossil Shell .................................................................................................................. Mr. S. S. Samuels.
Fossil Bones from Gulgong ..................................... .................................................... Mr. L. F. Plunkett.
BOOKS AND PAPERS.
Mammalia, Recent aud Extinct: an Elementary Treatise for tho use of the Public "I m, a u*hor.
Schools in the Colony of New South Wales. By A. W. Scott, Esq., M.A. ... J
A Catalogue of the described Diurnal Lepidoptera of Australia. By G. Masters... The Author.
Tho Transactions of tho Entomological Society of New South Wales, Part fifth ofh
Vol. II; containing descriptions of numerous Australian Coleoptera, new to > The AuthorScience. By Wm. Maclcay, Esq., F.L.S., Ac.......................................................'
Fossil Mammals of Australia : a Review of Professor Owen's papers on this subject, l rn, . ntilor
reprinted from tho tytfwy Mail By G. Krcfft, F.L.S..................................... j
PAINTINGS.
An Oil Painting by A. Claxton, representing an imaginary section of the Diving
_
Cave at Varan, one of the South Sea Islands...................................................... f Lady Dowling.
A Painting in oil—Portrait of Dr. Townson, LL.D. ...................................................J

Australian Museum.

EDWARD P. RAMSAY,
Curator.

Sydney : Thomas Richards, Government Printer.—1873.
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OE THE AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM, FOR THE YEAR ENDING
31st DECEMBER, 1874.
To His Excellency

the

Goveknoe-in-Ciiief,—

The Trustees of the Australian Museum haYe the honor to submit to Your Excellency this
their twenty-first Annual Report,
>
The Trustees have to express their deep regret that circumstances have occurred during the past
year which disclosed an utter want of care and attention in the discharge of his duties on the part of Mr.
Krefft, their Curator and Secretary, aud which resulted, after repeated acts of disobedience to the lawful
orders of the Trustees, in the removal of that officer from his position, and in the_closing of the Institution
to the public for a short period. It will be necessary, in order to explain and vindicate the course which
tho Trustees felt themselves compelled to adopt, and for the information of your Excellency, to furnish the
history of these transactions in their proper order.
_
At the beginning of the year some of the Trustees became aware that specimens of gold to the
value of £70 had been stolen from the cabinets of the Museum in which they had been deposited for
exhibition. A special meeting was called, on requisition signed by three of the Trustees, and was held on
the 6th of January, for the purpose of investigating the matter, and the Curator then reported the
theft to the Board. While the Board was engaged in the prosecution of this inquiry, a communication
was received from the Hon. the Colonial Secretary, conveying his doubts of the propriety of the proposed
investigation as a possible frustration of tbe efforts of the police to bring the offenders to justice. _ On
this intimation being made to the Board, it was decided to leave the matter in the hands of the police ;
and up to the present time no one has been prosecuted for the offence, nor has the gold been discovered,
or its loss in any way accounted for.
At the usual monthly meeting, held on the 5th of March, the Trustees were informed by one of
their number that indecent photographs had been seen in the workshop of the Museum. The photographs,
some of which were of the most indecent character, were produced, and an immediate inquiry into the
matter was instituted. One of the taxidermists (Henry Barnes) stated that he had, by Mr. Krefft’s
orders, taken from fifty to sixty copies of these indecent pictures. The Curator denied the statement, and
asserted that he was the victim of a conspiracy on the part of the servants of the Institution,
On the 4th of June the attention of tho Board was called to the circumstance that numerous
statements reflecting upon the character and conduct of Mr. Krefft were contained in the evidence given
before the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, which had been appointed on the 24th day of
February, 1874, for the purpose of inquiring into and reporting upon the condition and system of manage
ment of the Museum.
It appeared by this report that certain charges had been preferred against some of the Trustees by
tbc Curator. Among other accusations it was alleged that some of the Trustees had used their position
for the benefit of themselves, and to the injury of the Institution. After a long and patient Parliamentary
investigation, during which a number of the Trustees and all the officers and servants of the Museum were
examined, and the Select Committee inspected the Institution, it was found that there was no truth in
these or in any other of the charges which had been made against the Trustees by the Curator, The
evidence adduced before the Select Committee tended to show that work had been done in the Institution
for two of the Trustees (Mr. Parkes and Sir Alfred Stephen), but no evidence was called to establish the
fact that either of thes'e gentlemen was aware of the circumstance. And the Select Committee expressly
reported that the Curator himself had ordered the work to be done, and that the preponderating evidence
given before tbe Committee showed that he was a most unfit man for a position of trust.
_ _
It thus became the imperative duty of the Trustees to institute an immediate rigid inquiry into the
conduct of the Curator and the general management of the Institution ; and it was resolved at the meeting
on the 4th of June, before alluded to, that a special meeting should be held on the 11th June, The
Curator was instructed to call such meeting, and in the meanwhile to obtain twenty-four copies of the
report and evidence of the Select Committee, and to furnish a copy to each of the Trustees.
Six
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Sis members of the Board attended the special meeting of tbe lith of June, but tho Curator having
absented himself and locked up the Board-room, the meeting was hold in a small room usually appro
priated to one of tho taxidermists. As none of the members present bad received from the Curator a
written notice convening the meeting, there was reason to suppose that noue had be'en issued. It was
therefore resolved—(1) not to proceed with the business for which the meeting was appointed ; (2) that the
disobedience of orders and contempt exhibited by the Curator demanded some immediate action on the
part of the Trustees; (3) that a special general meeting should be called for the 16th June, for the
purpose of taking into consideration the conduct of the Curator on this occasion ; and also to carry out
the object for which the present meeting had been specially called.
Twelve Trustees attended the special meeting, held on the 16th June, when it was unanimously
resolved—“ That Messrs. Eolleston, Alleyne, Hill, and Liversidge should be appointed a sub-committee to
inquire into the following charges against the Curator, namely :—
“ 1. Drunkenness.
“ 2. Proposing to the Bameses to bring a false charge against a man named Tost.
“ 3. Permitting indecent photographs to be taken in the Museum.
“ 4. Selling photographs through the servants of the Institution.
" 5. G-etting furniture made for himself in the Museum out of Museum material,
“ C. Ordering the servants of the Museum to make cases and set up specimens with Museum
material for private individuals.
“ 7. Taking receipts from Robert Barnes for work done under the name of William Bradley, with
the view of deceiving tho Board of Trustees.
“ 8. Maliciously breaking up a fossil jaw lent to tbe Museum by Dr, Bennett.
“ 9- Sending away, as donations in his own name, valuable specimens, the projjerty of the Museum.
“ 10. Making a false return of the numbers of visitors.
■
“ 11. Making a false statement in writing to the Colonial Secretary respecting an attendance of
a deputation of the Trustees.
“ 12. Disobeying the orders of the Trustees given at the last ordinary monthly meeting.”
The next monthly meeting was held ou the 2nd of July. The Curator asked for an adjournment
for a week. On the Trustees requiring the minute-book they were informed by a message from Mr.
Krefft that it was in Mrs. Krefft’s room, and could not bo sent. The chairman of the sub-committee
(Mr. Christopher Rolleston) reported that the committee bad held three meetings—that the Curator had
been supplied with copies of the charges, and repeatedly invited to attend, the second meeting having been
adjourned specially to enable him to be present. He, however, refused to attend. At the third meeting
the committee, in the prosecution of their inquiry, desired to pass through the Museum. The Curator
was applied to for tho keys, but he refused to give them up, alleging as the reason for his refusal that it
was after 4 o’clock, and the only way to that portion of the premises was down the cellar. Under the
circumstances the committee desired to take the opinion of the Board as to the expediency of continuing
the inquiry. After much deliberation it was resolved that an application should be made to the Minister
of Justice and Public Instruction, under whose department the Museum had been placed in accordance
with the altered departmental arrangements of the G-overnment at the commencement of tho year, for
the services of a sergeant and two members of the Police Porec to take charge of the Institution, the
Museum not being considered safe under the circumstances.
The Curator refused to attend the adjourned meeting held on the following day, and again declined
to send the minute-book, which, as the Trustees subsequently learned from a letter written by the Acting
Principal Under Secretary to tbe Curator on the 3rd of July, had been seut by tbe Curator to the
Honorable the Colonial Secretary without any authorization whatever or consultation with the Trustees.
On the 4th of July the Trustees handed the temporary charge of the Museum over to the Secretary
of the Police Department. Before doing so. however, they carefully examined the internal condition of
the several parts of the building appropriated for the uses of the Museum, in order to render secure the
fastenings of the various windows and doors, which they found very defective and insufficieut. They
considered that this insecure and unsatisfactory condition of the premises must liave existed for a consider
able period, and it was evident that, with such careless supervision, any person feloniously disposed could
enter the building by the north and west windows into the store room, and pass freely up the stairs, thus
gaining an easy access to the cases in which the specimens of gold were deposited, as well as to other
valuable exhibits. The key of the Board-room door, leading to the passage behind the show-eases in the
old building, and to the stairs communicating with the cellar below, was found to have been removed,
although it was seen by the Trustees in the lock the day before.
Fourteen members of the Board were present at the adjourned meeting held on the 7th of July,
when it was resolved that, considering the unsatisfactory manner in which the duties of Secretary had
been performed, Mr, Krefft should be suspended from that office; and Mr. Charles Robinson was
appointed temporarily to perform the duties of Secretary. At this meeting it was determined that tho
inquiry already instituted should be proceeded with and completed, and that Mr. Krefft should be again
desired to attend.
In accordance with this determination, the Curator was informed that the inquiry by tbe sub-com
mittee would bo proceeded with on the 13 th, and he was invited to attend on that day. He replied that
he had forwarded to the Honorable the Attorney General a full statement of his case, and tbe reasons why
he declined to be tried by a tribunal of judges who had ill-will against him. The Honorable the Attorney
General informed the Board, of which he was an ex-officio member, that he had received a communication
from the Curator, which he had returned to him unread. Tho Curator, on being again requested to attend
the Board meeting, sent a reply that he was ill in bed of a had cold. On being requested by letter from
the chairman (Mr. W. A. Duncan) to send the petty cash book, letter book, exchange book, the twentyfour copies of the Select Committee Report, which he had applied for and received, and a number of keys,
or to state where they could be found, the Curator sent tbe petty cash book only. On being further
applied to, the Curator sent a message, that he did not know whether the articles were in the Board-room
or not—that they might be down in the rooms he was barred out of—and that when be was about he might
be able to get them. It was thereupon unanimously resolved, that in the event of the Curator neglecting
to hand over the missing books, papers, and keys, before 3 p.m. of tbe 17th July, the matter should
be referred to the next Board meeting, with a view to his dismissal. In reply to a letter from tho Acting
Secretary,
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Secretary, the Curator forwarded a number of keys, books, and papers on the 17th, but the articles
specified were not included ; and the Board thereupon suspended Mr. Krefft from his office as Curator.
The Honorable the Minister of Justice and .Public Instruction was informed on the ISth July that
the Trustees wero prepared to re-open the Museum to the public, if the protection of the police were
continued. On the 31st of July the attention of the Honorable the Minister of Justice was again called
to the subject, and he was invited to reply to their letter of the ISth, which still remained unacknowledged.
To this communication no reply was received.
*
Tbc sub-committee appointed to inquire into tbe charges against the Curator brought up their
report, together with tho evidence and minutes of proceedings, on the Oth of August, and it was adopted on
the 13th of the same month. This report and evidence are appended. (Vide Appendix 4.)
Having carefully read and ansiously considered the report and evidence received from the sub
committee, the Trustees felt that there was no alternative left to them but to dismiss Mr. Krefft from his
office as Curator and Secretary, and that determination was arrived at on the 20th of August by a
majority of ten votes to two—after Mr. Krefft had been called upon to show cause why he should not be
dismissed. On the following day Mr. Krefft was informed of his dismissal, and required to give up
possession of his apartments to the Trustees on or before the 31st of that month. Mr. Krefft, not having
on that day vacated the rooms occupied by him, the Board, on the 1st of September, again requested him to
ive up possession, when he replied, that he refused to give up possession until the Q-ovemment confirmed
is dismissal.
Mr. Krefft, being still in possession on the 8th of September, the Trustees resolved to apply to
the Honorable the Minister of Justice and Public Instruction to authome the police to give effect to the
decision of the Board by removing Mr. Krefft from the Museum buildings, and they appointed a deputa
tion to explain to him the necessity for prompt action, in order that the Museum might be reopened to
the public with the least possible delay. The interference of the Q-ovemment was thus sought only
because the Museum property, although vested in Trustees, was public property, and because the Trustees
did not feel it to be their duty to incur any personal liability in a matter in which they were only acting
as the guardians of valuable public property. On the 14 th ofSeptember the Trustees were informed by the
tinder Secretary to the Department of Justice and Public Instruction that the services of the police
could not be authorized for the purpose desired by the Trustees, and it was intimated that as the Trustees
had throughout the inquiry acted independently of the Government, and had of their own authority
resolved to dismiss the Curator, the Government did not feel called upon to assume the responsibility of
giving effect to a decision to which they had been no party.
The Trustees feel constrained to express their surprise and regret that the Government had not
thought fit to assist them in the performance of the duty of protecting the valuable public property
entrusted to their charge, and to inform the Hon. the Minister of Justice that they had acted throughout
this business independently of the Government, because they had been advised that they were entitled and
bound to do so in accordance with the Act of Incorporation.
, ,
The Trustees having ascertained that Mr. Krefft was storing in the Museum cellar large quantities
of fuel, and of provisions and other supplies, with the avowed object of setting the Trustees^at defiance,
determined that it was their imperative duty in the interests of the public to effect the immediate removal
of Mr. Krefft from the Museum buildings, and they thereupon authorized, by writing under their common
seal, one Charles H. Pearl to remove Mr. Krefft, his family, and effects from the Museum premises. Mr.
Krefft’s ejection from the premises was effected without violence on the 21st of September, and Mr. E. P.
Ramsay was appointed Curator on the 22nd, On the appointment of the new Curator, tho Trustees were
enabled to dispense with the assistance of the police, and to re-open the Museum to the public on the
24th of September.
,
•
,
The Honorable tbe Minister of Justice was apprised of the appointment, by the Trustees, ot Mr.
Ramsay, on tho 23rd of September, aud on tho 24th the Under Secretary to the Department of Justice
intimated that no salary could be paid to the Curator whose appointment had not been sanctioned by the
Government. The amount appropriated by Parliament for the salary of the Curator, which had up to
that time boon paid to the Trustees, has been withheld by the Department of the Treasury, although
application for the payment of the sums due have been made in the ordinary course.
From the tenor of the communication addressed to the Trustees from the Department of Justice
on the 24th of September, the Board concluded that the Honorable the Minister of Justice was not aware
that the question as to the power of the Trustees in regard to the appointment of the Curator had been
previously mooted, and that the Government, acting under the advice of the Crown Law Officers, had
determined that the power of appointment was vested in the Trustees, and they accordingly caused a copy
of the following letter to be transmitted to him:—

f

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
■
Sydney, 28 April, 1804'.
’

Referring to your letter of the 20tli instant, and previous communicationa relative to the appointment of a Curator

to the Auatralian Museum, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to inform you that the Crown Law Officers, who have
been consulted on the point, have advised that the office of Curator should be left in the hands of tho Trustees of the Austra
lian Museum.
The Acting Curator, Australian Museum.

_ .
.
I nave, Ac.,
w* b'Lii.AJtlt.

On the 22nd of September the late Curator and a member of his household caused legal proceed
ings to he instituted in the Supreme Court against one of the Trustees, who was present at the Museum
on behalf of and under instructions from the Board of Trustees, when Mr. Krefft and his family were
ejected from the premises. The Board requested the Minister of Justice to direct the Crown Solicitor to
defend those actions on the part of the Trustees, seeing that any verdict which might be recovered by the
plaintiffs would have to be satisfied out of the endowment, or in default levy might be made by the Shenfl
upon the public property committed to the care of the Trustees. In reply to this application the Trustees
were informed that the actions appeared to be against Mr. Hill and not against the Trustees in their cor
porate capacity, and that neither the endowment nor the public property committed to the^ care of the
Trustees could be rendered available for any verdict which might be recovered in these actions. From
this communication the Board inferred that the Minister declined to direct the Crown^Solicitor to defend
the actions, and they drew his attention to the fact that Mr. Hill acted on the occasion in question on
behalf of.and under instructions from the Board of Trustees in its corporate capacity.
The
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The action brought by the late Curator against Mr. Edward S. Hill was tried before His Honor
Mr. Justice Clieeke and a jury of four, and resulted in a verdict of £250 against the defendant, who has
since obtained from the full Court a Hide Nisi for a new trial, but tbe ultimate result of that action cannot
be known for a period of several months. The other action, brought by Miss Macintosh, was abandoned
by ber on condition that she should not be called on to pay any costs, and the solicitor consented to this
arrangement as it saved espense to the Museum, and because it was manifest that the plaintiff had not
the means of paying any costs.
_ It was not until some weeks after the suspension of Mr. Efefft that the Trustees obtained pos
session of the bulk of tbe records now in tbeir custody. All the books and papers of the Institution had
been removed from the Board-room, their proper place of custody, to the private apartments of Mr. Krefft.
Much important correspondence which had been entrusted to his care cannot now be discovered. The
records returned were badly arranged, exceedingly defective, and on the whole of small importance.
,
Tho additions to the Museum by way of exchange with foreign scientific institutions have been of
little value. "While on this subject the Trustees may be permitted to express their unfeigned regret that
any such communication as that addressed by the late Curator to Professor Agassiz, bearing date August
8,1871, should have ever emanated from the officer of a body devoted to tbe cause of science. The dis
tinguished attainments and lofty position in the world of science of the illustrious Professor, now no
more, entitled him to the most respectful consideration on the part of all scientific societies. And the
Trustees deeply lament that the character of the Australian Museum should he lowered in the estimation
of the world by such a letter addressed to such a man.
The Trustees cannot pass from the history of the transactions connected with the occupation of his
office during the past year, by the late Curator, without an expression of their profound conviction that
they have not received from the Executive Government such assistance in the maintenance of the character
and efficiency of this important Institution as they had a right to expect. In dealing with tho conduct of
this officer it was clearly and distinctly shown to the satisfaction of a committee of the Trustees, presided
over by a high officer of the Government—and the circumstances were communicated to the Government
—that the late Curator had been guilty of drunkenness during office hours, and of consequent incapacity
—that he had permitted indecent photographs to be taken in the Museum—had attempted to prefer false
charges of theft—that he had deceived the Trustees by the insertion of fictitious names in receipts for
work alleged to have been done—that ho had sent away as donations in his own name the property of the
Institution—that he had grossly falsified the entries in the Visitors' Book—that he had deliberately made
a false statement to the Colonial Secretary respecting the attendance of a deputation of the Trustees—
and that he had persistently disobeyed the instructions of the Trustees, and endeavoured to frustrate their
exertions for tiie preservation of the public property so grievously imperilled by his occupation of office.
But from first to last the Trustees have been compelled to act upon tbeir own responsibility, and, as far as
the action of the Executive Government is concerned, have been left entirely unprotected.
Advantage was taken of the closing of the Museum in July last to employ the undivided labour
of all officers and servants of the Institution in the preservation of the collection. As the keys of many
of the cabinets and compartments were persistently withheld by the late Curator, the Trustees were com
pelled to cause the locks to be broken open in order to save valuable collections from destruction.
The Museum has been open daily to the public (Sundays excepted) from the beginning of the year
to the 14th of July, and from the 24th of September until tho 31st of December. The number of persons
who have visited the Museum during the last stated period is 17,187. Owing to the systematic falsification
of the Visitors’ Book, by the late Curator, there is no means of ascertaining correctly the number of
visitors during the first half of the year.
The Trustees rfegret that they have been unable to enrich the collection by the purchase of addi
tional specimens, aud that they have been unable to carry out desirable improvements for want of suffi
cient funds. They have enforced the utmost retrenchment in the management of the Institution, which is
consistent with the maintenance of the collections in a proper state of preservation ; but during the last
six months they have been compelled to pay numerous debts incurred by the late Curator without
reference to the Trustees. This unauthorized expenditure has been most wasteful and excessive, and some
of it was incurred by the late Curator solely for his own personal advantage. Accounts have been
presented to the Trustees for debts contracted by the late Curator subsequent to his suspension. The
action of the Government in withholding the salary appropriated by Parliament for the payment of the
Curator has still further limited the efficiency of the Institution, and the legal proceedings in which the
Trustees have been involved have caused considerable embarrassment.
The Assistant Curator (Mr. Masters) resigned his situation early in the year, and his office still
remains vacant. The remaining staff of the Institution have been employed in the conservation of the
'collection, and in mounting the few specimens acquired during the year by donation or otherwise.
The vacancies in the Board of Trustees, existing at the close of 1873 and arising during the present
year, have been filled up by the election of Archibald Liversidge, Esquire (Professor of Geology in the
University of Sydney), Alfred Roberts, Esquire, James Horton, Esquire, H. C. Russell, Esquire, B.A.
-(Government Astronomer), and Patrick Mackay, Esquire. The Trustees accepted the resignation of the
Rev. TV. B. Clarke with extreme regret. His long connection with the Institution, in the success of which
he had uniformly taken a lively interest—his valuable services not merely in its direction and government
but to science generally—and his high European reputation, all combined to make the severance of his
official connection with the Museum an event deeply to he deplored.
The Appendices contain,—
I. Am abstract of the receipts and payments of the Trustees on behalf of the Museum for the
year ending on the 31st of December, 1874.
II. A list of books purchased for the Museum Library out of the Endowment Fund during tho
same period.
III. A list of donations to the Australian Museum from 1st of October to 31st of December, 1874.
IV. Copies of the Report and Evidence from the Sub-Committee appointed to inquire into certain
charges against the Curator.
The Trustees have the honor to submit this their Report for the year 1874, and in testimony thereof
have caused their corporate seal to be hereunto affixed this fourth dav of February, 1875.
'
A. W. SCOTT, M.A.,
Chairman.
APPENDIX
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APPENDIX No. 1.
Cubbent Expesditube of the Trustees of the Australian Museum, for the year ending

December 31,1874.
1873.
Dee. 31... To balance ..............................
„
31...
„ cash, Colonial Treasurer...

£ a,
69 14
41 13

1874.
Jan, 8.., To cash, Colonial Treasurer...
Fob. 2...
March 2...
April 1...
„
1May 1...
June 1...
July 1...
„
1...
Augt. 1...
7J
If
}f
Oct. 1...
„
13...
it
it
tj

250
41
41
250
41
41
41
41
250
41
250
200

£

1,603

1... To balance.............................. £

139

d.
2
3

0 0
13 4
13 4
0 0
13 4
13 4
13 3
13 4
0 0
13 4
0 0
0 0
0

1874.
Dec. 31

By salaries...............................................
„ petty cosh oncf postage ...............
„ keeping grounds in order ..........
„ cleaning Museum ........................
,, stationery ......................................
„ books and periodicals...................
„ taxidermist's department ..........
„ cabinet work and materials ...„
„ ironwork and material ...............
„ tinsmith’s and plumber’s work,,
„ glass and glazing............................
„ printing and advertising ..........
„ fuel ...................................................
„ freight..............................................
sundries

balance...

8

£
1,186
78
18
17
19
29
32
21
16
7
5
5
11
7
6
139

s.
11
15
12
17
7
12
1
8
2
0
11
4
18
9
0
7

a.
6
3
0
0
8
3
7
7
9
3
3
2
6
3
10
11

1,603

0

8

1875.
Jan.

7 11

CHAS. EOBINSON,
Acting Secretary.

APPENDIX No. 2.
LIST OF BOOKS PURCHASED OUT OF THE ENDOWMENT FUND FOE THE
MUSEUM LIBEAET.
Athena! um.
Birds of Great Britain : Gould, 3 parts.
Annals of Natural History.
Nature,
Ibis.
Iconics.
Transactions of the Entomological Society.
Journal of the Linncun Society.
Journal of tho Geological Society.
Zoological Record. Yols. 7, 8, 9.

Haeckel, Syphonophoren.
------------ Generelle Morphologic. 2 vols.
----------- Radiolarien. 2 vols.
Koch Arachniden Australians.
Y irrhow and HoItzendoriTs Lectures.
Haessel, Die Ruaaclguaken and Atlas.
Haeckel, Die Kalkschwamme. 3 vols.
Gray, Hand-list of Seals.
Haeckel, Anthropogenic.

CHAS. EOBINSON,
Acting Secretary.

APPENDIX No. 3.
LIST OF DONATIONS TO THE AUSTEALIAN MUSEUM EEOM Isi OCTOBEE TO THE
31st DECEMBEE, 1874.
MAMMALS.
A Monkey (Semnopithecus sp.).....................................................................................
A Monkey (Cercopithecus sp.) ...:..................................................................................
Two Native-dog Pups f Canis dingo)...............................................................................
A Native Bear {Thascolarcios cinereits) ......................................................................
Two young Loopards (Zeopardtts pardtts) .................................. .............................
BIRDS.
An Emu, young (Dromatus nova-Mlandire) ............................................................
A new species of Parrot (Cgctopsitta macleayana) 2 spina......................................
A new species of Honey-eater (Qlyciphilu stthfasciata) ........................................
Two specimens of a small Wood Swallow (Artamus minor)........................... ........
Two specimens of dusky Honey-eater (Hysomela oismra) ....................................
A Yellow-bellied Fly Catcher {Micracajlanigas er)................................................
A Dragon Bird (Fitta sinpilatts) northern variety.....................................................
A Yellow Honey-eater (Flilolisjlava) ......................................................................
A Rock Warbler (Origma rubricata) ..........................................................................
A Goose (Anser sp. (young) ...........................................................................................
A Penguin (Sp/ient.sew minor) .......................................................................................
A Crested Penguin (JZudyptes chrysocoma ..................................................................
A species of Honey-eater (Xantholis sp.)......................................................................
Two Capo Pigeons (DapiioK capensis)..........................................................................
BIRDS EGGS.
Four specimens of the eggs of tho Red-eyebrowed Finch (Ustrelda temporalis)
Three specimens of the Blue Wren (JfaiHra^ <^one«j) ........................................
Four specimens of the Fairy Martin (Lagenoplasles artel) ....................................
Two specimens of the Soldier Bird (My^mlia garrula) ........................................

FBBSENTED BY
l The

Director of the Botanic Gardens,
Sydney.
•

f

Dr. J. C. Coi, Sydney.
Capt. Payne, from Calcutta.

Dr. J. C. Coi, Sydney.

_ Mr. R, Broadbent,
j
Queensland.

from Cardwell,

J
}

Mr. Thorpe, Sydney,
The Director of the Botanic Gardens,
Sydney.
W. H. Hargraves, Esq., Sydney.
Mr. Thorpe, Sydney.
W. H. Hargroves, Esq., Sydney.

^ Master Gribbin, Woolloomooloo.

FISHES.
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FISHES.
A Port Jurkaou Shark {Cestraeionphillipii) .....................
The Rostrum or anout of a large Sword Fish {Pmfe sp.)
A rare or new Fish (Fam. Jilenmidce) .......................
A Pipe Fish [St/ngnaihv.s sp.) from Fiji ............................

James, Norton, Esq., Sydney.
G-. M'Conuoll, Esq., Gtonlburn.
Inspector Sejmour, Sydney.
Dr. Oorrie, H.H.S. “ Pearl.”

REPTILES.
A. Tree Snake (Dendrophis punctulata)

.........................

A Lace Lizard (Hy&rosaurus varins) ...................................
A Diamond Snake (Morelia spilotes) ..................................
A variegated Black Snake KoplocepMlus variegatus) ...
MOLLUSCA.
Two specimens of a new species of Land Shell (6 upa sp. allied to Papa grandis)
A Shell (Pelscaria scuteUata) ..........................................................................................
Two specimens of new Land Shell (Selix planibasU) ...............................................
An Octopus (Sepia ^.) .......................................................................... .......................
Three specimens of a Squid (Loligo sp.)..........................................................................
A collection of fifty-four species of Land Shells.............................................................
A collection of 6 species of Freshwater Shells .............................................................
A collection of twenty-eight species of Sea Shells .........................................................
A collection of four species of Sea Shells............................................................ ...........

E. S. Hill, Esq., Sydney.
Mr R. Mawdsley, Sydney.
Mr. J. Clark, Sydney.
Mr. Williams, Canterbury.

W. H. Hargraves, Esq., Sydney.
Dr. Corrie, H.M.S. " Pearl.”
Dr. J. 0. Cos, Sydney.
Dr. Corrie,H.M.S. “Pearl,”
From Jamaica, f Wm. Roy, Esq.,
( Jamaica.
From Panama. J

CRUSTACEANS, Ac.
A Crustacean (Squilla sp.)................................................
A large Crab.......................................................................
A King Crab (AitaaiMS rp.) ............................................
A Crustacean (Squills sp.)............... ................................
A Hermit Crab (Pttgurus sp.) ..................................................
A Swimming Crab (Thalamites) .............................................
A large piece of Red Coral (Tuhipora mtsica) ............

Mr. J. Tilley, Sydney.
Mr. Emerson, Sydney.
Mr. Rudd, of steamer “ Kcmbla.”
Inspector Seymour, Sydney.
Dr. Corrie, H.M.S. “Pearl.,,
Inspector Seymour, Sydney.
Dr. Black, S.S. “ Somerset.”

FOSSIL REMAINS.
Portion of the under jaw of species of Diprotodon ....

Thos. Buckland, Esq., Milchester.

MINERALS, Ac.

Specimens of Slate from Goulbum ...........................................
Specimen of Iron Pyrites and Lead from the Upper Hunter
Clay stained with Plumbago from Mount G-otthardt.............

W. Douglass, Esq., Goulburn.
Or. S. Stokes, Esq,, Hunter River.
J. P. Christie, Esq., Queensland.
EDWARD P. RAMSAY,
Curator.

APPENDIX No. 4.
Repoet of tlic Sub-Committee appointed by the Trustees of the Australian Museum on the 16th of June,

1874, to inquire into certain charges against the Curator.
The Committee held a meeting, to make arrangements for tho conduct of the inquiry, and Mr. Rolleston, on the 34th of June,
invited the attendance of tho Curator at the meeting convened for the 29th. The Curator replied to that communication on
the 25th, stating—“ I have no wish to obstruct in any way what the Trustees consider to be their duty ; but os I do not know
yet who my accusers are, and as I have not even received a specification of each charge, I cannot reply to them. Mr. Scott
has sent me a memorandum, stating that I am accused of drunkenness, of bribery, Ac., but in such general terms that it is'
really impossible to refute these accusations. I now most respectfully request that you will bo good enough to forward me a
specification of the charges, as I had reason to expect from the Board, namely : Name of accuser, place where the offence was
committed, date and hour when it was committed. I shall then be able to reply to them.” On the 26th Mr. Rolleston
forwarded to the Curator a copy of the statement of charges referred to the committee. On the 29th the Curator returned
this statement, reiterating his objection, that he had “ not been supplied with a specified list of these charges,” intimating that
he should not be in attendance, and requesting that all eommuuications on the subject might be made to him in writing.
At the meeting of the committee, held on the 29th of Juno, Mr. Rolleston was elected chairman, and a secretory was
appointed. It appearing from the statement of the messenger that, in the absence of the Curator, and during his (O’Grady's)
attendance upon the committee, the Museum was left to the care of a boy, the investigation was not further proceeded with on
that date.
'
In attention to instructions from tho committee, the secretary communicated to the Curator an expression of their
regret at his absence, and invited his attendance on the 30th, intimating that they had adjourned tho meeting in order to give
him time to reconsider the course he proposed to take, and at the same time informing him that the committee would proceed
with the inquiry at the hour named whether he were present or not. The secretary remained a short time in the Board-room
to write summonses for the witnesses and to perform other clerical business. When the committee re-assemblcd on the 30th
the Curator was not in attendance, but they found a letter from him, addressed to the Trustees “ who may require tho Board
room key,” in which he stated that he had left the key with tho porter, " but 1 shall bo obliged to you if you will be good
enough to return the Board-room key, and not allow strangers to remain in the room afterwards, os was done yesterday.”
The evidence of two witnesses was taken. It appearing from their evidence that one of the doors of the Museum had been
frequently left open at night—sometimes all night—the committee asked the witnesses to accompany them through the building,
and point out the door in question. The messenger was directed to ask for the key, and after a short absence he returned with
a message from the Curator to the effect that tho Museum was locked, aud that Mr. Krefll refused to give up the keys. The
committee, however, were shown a way to the back of the premises by the stairs conducting to the basement under the Museum,
and they inspected the doors in question. Under the circumstances, and having regard to the refusal of the Curator to attend,
the committee resolved to remit the inquiry to the Trustees.
_
The Trustees having determined that it, was expedient to complete the inquiry, the committee resumed the investi
gation ou the 13th of July, having previously again desired the attendance of the Curator. To that invitation the Curator
replied, “ I have forwarded the Honorable the Attorney General a full etatement of my ease, and the reasons why I decline to
be tried by a tribunal of judges who have ill-will against me—who have shown this ill-will on previous occasions—who insisted
that I should supply the men I then accused with a list of my charges, duly specified and signed by me—and who now decline
to accord the same privilege to myself; I can only meet men of the same stamp whom your sub-committee have arraigned
against me on oath, and in a properly constituted law court.”
The committee have not been supplied by the Curator with copies of the report of the Select Committee and the Minutes
of Evidence appended thereto.
The committee have examined the following witnesses:—Michael O’Grady, Philipp Brack, Mrs. Brack, Helen Gillespie,
Henry Barnes, Robert Barnes, J. A. Thorpe, Denis Mulqueeny, George Masters, James Macnmnara, James C. Cox, Esquire,
M.D., A, W. Scott, Esquire, M.D., James Chapman, and George Bennett, Esquire, M.D.
CHAEGBS.

Chaeoes,
I.—Dntnkemiess.
Tes testimony of tho servants of the Mnseum in regard to this charge points to the conclusion that the Curator was
habitually intemperate during the last few years, ending about Christmas time, but Dr, Bennett, who has had a long and inti
mate connection with tho nflairs of the Museum, avers that he knows of no single instance in ■which tho Curator has been
intoxicated. Tlic witness Philipp Brack is employed at the Botanic Gardens. Ho and his wife lived on the Museum premises
for about six weeks, ending 10th November last year, and their evidence relate wholly to that period. So far as the committee
have any knowledge of these persons, or could judge from their demeanour, they appear respectable and trustworthy, but it will
ho seen from the evidence that they represent the conduct of the Curator towards them as being extremely arbitrary. Macnamara is an old man who attends to the front garden of the Museum a few days in the month, and who, in addition to his
wages, has enjoyed the privilege of free quarters on the premises.
Clara Stack states : Mr. Krefft was very often drunk, and in a very bad state too ; he was very seldom sober during the
timo I was hove, especially after the men had left in the evening ; about 9 o'clock he began to roam about with tho candle, and
went through tho Museum very often ; I have seen Mr. Krefft so drunk that he stood against a little shed hero, and could not
move away from it; one Sunday morning my little boys were plucking some thistles for his little boy’s rabbits, and he was so
drunk that he rushed out at them ; he t umbled after them as well as he could, shouting and raving all the time like a madman; I
cannot fix the date ; I have seen him drunk often enough, but I cannotsay whether it was in the presence of anybody else; I
have seen him very much drunk in tho presence of Mrs. Krefft in his dining-roem ; what I saw I saw accidentally ; I never looked
after him; when I saw him sick here one morning I knew that he was very had at tho time j he was tremendously drunk that
morning; he was vomiting over the fence; he could not stand straight; once I found the candle behind were the pigs were ;
he generally went there to have a sit down, after he was so that he could not travel about much.
Fhilipp Brack states : I have frequently seen Mr. Krefft drunk—always in the evening j I have seen him a good many
times, when 1 came home, standing behind in the premises there where it is not fit to be mentioned before gentlemen, spuing
up, and I have seen him raving about the place ; at first going off I did not take any notice, but when he began to tramp on
me I could see that it was nothing but the intoxication speaking out of him; as soon as X got dressed on a Sunday morning
ho got me to go down William-street to fetch him beer ; I always brought him a quart of English ale ; X have not brought
him more than one quart on the same Sunday morning ; I could not say whether ho wanted it for his dinner or not; I never
saw him tho worse for liquor in tho morning.
Helen Gillespie states : I have been a servant of the Institution five years ending last May ; I have seen Mr. Krefft in
a state of intoxication mostly every day ; I carried away (he empty bottles from the Board-room ; I cleared tho place every
morning ; there had been ale, brandy, and gin in the bottles ; sometimes it was got in in cases ; I went for small quantities
sometimes—sometimes tho men went for some; sometimes he could walk about; sometimes he would go up and lie down in his
bedroom ; I have often soon him drunk ; I cannot call to mind any particular time ; I cannot remember any particular time ;
I cannot remember the day of the month.
Henry Barnes states : I cannot say that I have seen him (meaning the Curator) under the influence of drink early in
the morning, but I have in the afternoon, and occasionally at night; on several occasions I have seen him unfit for his duty;
ho was intoxicated when we fetched the whale from Botany ; he caught a death adder on the road ; ho fell down on two or
three occasions, aud had to be lifted up ; I have seen many a man taken up {meaning by the police! who was not so bad. as
Mr. Krefft was ; I have seen Mr. Krefft drunk about the Museum premises during working hours ; I should say it (meaning
the Curator’s intemperance) has been going on for five or six years, as near as I can remember ; it seemed to be growing upon
him a little before the disturbance in connection with tlic Institution ; it was a subject of conversation amongst us (meaning
tho employes) i we have often said one to the other, "Mr. Krefft is drunk again” ; I cannot name any particular day, as 1
never kept the date ; I can name one particular night—the night I came to take his little boy to see a magic lantern exhibi
tion ; that must be seven or eight months ago.
Robert Barnes states : I have often seen him under the influence of drink; I have seen it at ail hours of the day—
frequently j more so of late than it was a few years ago ; but I have known it ever since I have been bore, that is for six or
seven years j 1 went to got ale for him very nearly every day ; I used to have to go to Hughes’, to Tighcs’, to Koberts'; in fact
I have been sent nearly all over Sydney to see where I could get the best and cheapest ale; I have been sent in Museum time
as well as my own time j on the 23rd of December he was very drunk ; he staggered back off the road a little and fell down
into a hollow ; there he lay and could not get up ; I had to assist him up; ton or eleven months ago a party went out to
Botany; when Mr. Krefft came homo he was dreadfully drunk—after 6 o’clock ; he was not ordinarily sober on the premises;
I have seen him throwing up in the cellar.
J. A. Thorpe states : I cannot say that he was always sober; but I cannot say that I have seen him what I call drunk ;
I have very frequently seen him under the influence of drink ; perhaps he came under my notice less than any man in the
establishment; the room which I work in is rather isolated j sometimes I have known him to be for a week or ten days without
coming into my own room at all.
Michael O'Grady states : I have frequently seen him tho worse for liquor ; it might be three or four days in the week ;
I have seen him so from 11 o’clock in the morning j sometimes he was not able to look after bis business ; I have seen him so
often this eight or nine years that I could not mention any particular number of times j I found the candle close to the windowcurtains still alight, and he was lying ou the floor amidst a whole lot of spue j that was eight or nine yoars ago ; I have seen
him in the spirit-room so drunk that he could not get out of it j this woe some twelve months ago ; since Christmas time ho
has kept himself more correct than he was before.
'
Denis Mviqv.teny states : Mr. Masters saw a death adder on the road and sang out; Mr. Krefft immediately made me
pull up ; he then got off the van and picked up the death adder and put it in a hag ; when Mr. Krefft was in the cart the horse
moved and he fell; he was not on his seat properly at the time ; Mr. Krefft had had a drop to drink, but I could not notice
that he was not steady ; he was jolly ; I always saw him jolly and pleasant when lie succeeded in getting anything like this ;
when a man steps down off a cart and catches a death adder he is not drunk ; he had had some drink ; one of them said to me,
“ You know he was drunk ■” I said I could not swear ho was drunk.
.
Georye Masters states : He was not as you may say unfit to do his dnty j but during tho last two or three years it was
a very rare thing to see him sober j the habit has grown upon him for the last two or three years ; Krefft got beastly drunk ;
he was not able to get in and out of the vehicle ; he foil down on the broad of his back before he got in ; when be got out
after a death adder he went down on all fours, and the first grab ho made at it his hand went five or six inches to the back of it;
he was obliged to be helped into the cart again, and would have fallen down again if it had not been for one of the Barnes';
he fell back once on to the stinking whale; very frequently he was only just able to walk about tho place j you might see his
men running out with square bottles for his beer any timo during tho day.
James Maenamara states : I have slept, on the premises for the last six years ; I have never been absent a single night,
and X never saw the Curator intoxicated ; it is 9 o'clock before I come home to tho Museum ; my time was very short at the
Museum.
James C. Coz, Esq., M. D., states : I came in hero at 11 o’clock one day; he was sitting on a chair at the table and was
quite stupid with drink; he had scarcely any clothes on—a white shirt, a pair of trousers, and socks ; I spoke to him a good
deal about it, but he was so stupid that I could make nothing of him; I came here about three months afterwards at about
4 o’clock in the evening ; X found him trying to get up the stairs ; he was perfectly under the influence of drink ; it is over
two years ago.
A. W, Scott. Esq., M.A., states : I was acquainted with his habits previous to the last six or seven years, but I never
knew him to be tipsy; I have had it hinted to me, and I have suspected it myself, not from seeing him, but from that peculiar
breath which a person has who takes very strong drinks; but certainly X have never seen him in the state you mention.
George Bennett, Esquire, M.D., states : Not in one single instance have I seen the Curator unflt to discharge his duties
from drinking ; I have seen him at all hours of the day, and even occasionally at night, and under circumstances of great
excitement, but I never saw him in one single instance intoxicated.
II.—Eroposing

to the Bameses to bring a false charge of theft against a man named Tost.

Much evidence was given in regard to the eircum stances under which Tost left the Museum, which may be valuable as
throwing light upon the management of the Institution, and the relation of the employes to the Curator. The only evidence,
however, which bears directly upon tho charge specifically referred to the committee is that of the Barnes’.
Henry
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Henry Barnet states: Mr. Krefft suggested that we should go down and search Tost’s house for property belonging to
lie Museum; I understood that Tost had some property belonging to the Museum in his house ; Mr. Krefft wished me to go
with him to search Test's house, and he told me to take something belonging to the Museum with me, and in case of our not
finding any stolen property I was to drop it in the house, so that it might be found and Tost be apprehended for stealing ; I am
prepared to make such a statement on oath in any court in the world; I did not inquire of the Curator why he asked mo to do
that, and I did not obey him ; what ho said to me was this—" You take something with you belonging to tho Museum, and in
case we do not find anything, drop it secretly in his house so that it can be found
so that it could be found and Tost
convicted ; Mr. Krefft did not say what was to be dropped ; I suppose he meant that he or I was to find it, or the detectives.
Robert Barnet states : On the morning that Tost was to be tried by a sub-committee appointed for the purpose, Krefft
came down to my shop, which was in the cellar, and said to my brother—“ I am going to get two detectives,” or " I have got
two detectives to search Tost’s house ; and I want you to take something belonging to the Museum, and in case we do not find
anything belonging to the Museum there to drop it in his house
I would swear that Mr. Krefft invited my brother to drop
something in Mr. Tost'e house} he said on one occasion—“ We must crush Tost; Tost has lots of charges against me and aeainat
you too.”
°
o
o
The taxidermist affirms that Henry Barnes told him of the proposal to bring a false charge against Tost three or four
years ago. The messenger alleges that the Bameses told him the day after it happened—see also B-obcrt Barnes’s evidence—and
the late Assistant Curator states that he heard of it from the Bnrneses on his return from Western Australia, about three years
and a half ago,

HI.—Permitting

Indecent Photograph* to be taken in tie Jlfnsenm.

The direct evidence in support of this charge is given by Henry Barnes, who states that he knows nothing more of the
photographs than he told the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, and that the evidence ho then gave was perfectly
true. He says—111 took them for Mr. Krefft; they were lent to me by Patterson, the herbalist, to show to Mr. Krefft, who
he said was a friend of his.”
_
The taxidermist says: I do not know by whose orders they were taken ; hut I have seen Henry Barnes frequently
bringing them through my room to take to Mr. Krefft; he said that he was going to Mr. Krefft with them; I never saw them
in Mr. Krefft’s possession.
The messenger states: " I have not seen them in his hands ; hut I have seen them on the desk where you (meaning the
chairman) are sitting, on the Board-room table, in the room beneath, and in the work-shop; that was long before they were
shown to tho Trustees.”
The evidence, of the late Assistant Curator on this point is : “ The first indecent photographs I ever saw in my life Mr.
Krefft showed me in this very room ; I saw them frequently afterwards, when they were being printed, and were lying about
tho steps in the sun j and Mr. Krefft was passing backwards and forwards at the time.”
In opposition to tho testimony of these witnesses it will bo remarked that Dr. Bennett observes : " The first time I
saw them was here; Mr. Krefft has shown me an immense number of photographs of all descriptions, but I never saw nude
figures in his possession, except the photographs of natives ; I was somewhat surprised when I saw them here, because they are
things he might have shown to a medical man.”
IV.—Selling Photographs

through the Servants of the Institution.

The evidence in support of this charge is extremely meagre, and the facts, if proved, are not such as would warrant any
severe censure upon the Curator.
V.— Getting Furniture made for

himself in the Museum out of Museum materials.

, The testimony in regard to tins charge appears to have reference to the conduct of the Curator some five years ago, and
to which the sub-committee, to whom was referred the investigation of the charges in regard to Tost, thou censured him.
(Vide Robert Barnes’ evidence, and Mr. A. W. Scott’s evidence.)
VI.

Ordering the Servants of the Museum to make cases and set up specimens with Museum materials for private individuals.

The taxidermist states that he set up a wallaby for Mr. Parkes, and a duck and a ring-tailed opossum for Sir Alfred
Stephen; and the late Assistant Curator alleges that a case of humming birds was prepared for Mr. Krefft by Mrs. Tost. Dr.
jlcnnett says: "I never knew an instance of cases being set up for private individuals”; and the practice seems to have been
exceptional.
VII-

Taking receipts from Robert Barnes for work done in the name of Wm. Bradley, with the view of deceiving the Board
of Trustees.

Robert Barnes alleges that the evidence he gave on this point before the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly
is true. The bills wero made out by his nephew in the name of Wm. Bradley, and receipted by him. Mr. Krefft suggested
that another name should be used, but Barnes fixed upon the name of Bradley.
■
Dr, Cox says : " I remember accounts being frequently presented to the Board meetings for payment in tho name of
Wn). Bradley ; bat he did not know at tbe time that Wm. Bradley represented one of tlic Bameses.
rr r
practice appears to have been known to the taiidemrist; and the late Assistant Curator states, that on one occasion
Cf Mr. Krefft told Bobcrt Barnes to make me a dozen setting boards” ; and be said—" Q-et Bradley to make out your bill: he
is your man, Bob.**
YU1.—^Maliciously breaking

op

a Fossil Jawt lent to foe Museum by Dr. Dennett.

state:—That Mr. Krefft broke up the jaw with a hammer and bradawl; and they agree in
stating that the Curator swore that Professor Owen should not get the restored jaw perfect. The Curator appears to have
made a similar statement to Dr. Cos who, however, thought that he was a good deal under the influence of liquor at tho timo;
and also to Mr. Masters. Dr. Bennett states, that the Curator told him of the breaking of the jaw ; that there could not have
.been a wilful destruction of the fossil, inasmuch as it was important in the interest of Mr, Krefft’s reputation as a naturalist
that the fossil should reach Professor Owen in as good a condition as possible.
f

Robert and Henry Dames

IX.—Sending

aivay in his ovm name valuable Specimens, the property of the Museum.

Kobert Barnes, whose duty it appears to he to pack the cases, states, that five casts of the lower jaw of the diprotodon,
and he thinks ten casts of crocodile's head have been sent to diiFerenfc parts of Queensland and to Melbourne. He also
enumerates the skull, and a large portion of one of Cray's whales, two or throe caste of all the limbs of the diprotodon in the
Museum, and describes in general terms numerous other exportations.
Dr. Cox refers to certain alleged donations not authorized hy the exchange committee or the Board ; to a collection of
valuable fishes, presented by him to the Museum, on behalf of Mr. Wood, which the Curator sent to Gimthcr j to a donation
of birds, sent by the Curator to Sclntcr ; to donations of frogs; a largo donation of betrachiaus, sent to Gunther I and to a
east of teeth of the cer&todus, which appear from the Proceedings of the Zoological Society and from Nature to have been
forwarded by Mr. Krefft in his own name. Mr. Scott also states, that the Ibis, the Annals and Magazine of Natural History,
the Proceedings of the Zoological Society and Nature, invariably acknowledge donations from and publish thanks to the
Curator, and not to the Trustees. Dr. Bennett refers to the donation of birds, as a cubg which had been dealt with by the
Board at his instance some years ago.
The last meeting recorded in the exchange boot, is dated August 26th, 1872, and it has not been confirmed. The
manner in which that book has been kept precludes the committee from exonerating tho Curator from the charges preferred.
The evidence of Dr. Cox, Dr. Bennett, and Mr. Scott, in regard to the authorization of exchanges, may bo useful in placing
that department of the Institution on a more satisfactory basis. The committee hope to be able to obtain the annual report
of tho Museum, containing a list of the specimens presented, and those collected by Mr. Masters on his different trips; and it
may be expected that a comparison of these with the specimens now in the Museum, will throw much additional Light on this
branch of the inquiry.
.
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X.—ITaJcing a,false reiyrn of the number of Visitors.
Tbe visitors’ book ivns in charge of the messenger, who states:—That be was tokl by tbe Curator to enter a larger
number in the book than tbe number of visitors who actually attended ; and be points to instances, where be says bo has done
Ibis in obedience to Mr. Krofft’e orders, and to entries of tbc same character in the handwriting of the Curator himself.
Helen G-illespie states:—That she has beard Mr. Krefft toll tbe messenger to put down a good number, whether eorrecl. or not.
That was always tbe practice while she was employed in the Museum; and the evidence of tbe taxidermist shows that he
had heard of the practice of putting down o larger number of visitors in the visitors’ hook than the number who attended.
Dr. Bennett recollects an occasion recently, when tho Curator tried to get the visitors’ book from O’Qrady, and states that ho
told Mr. Krefft he hod no right to take it.
XI'—Making a false statement in writing io the Colonial Secretary respecting the attendance of a deputation of the Trustees.
_ H'is charge is supported hy tbc evidence of Dr. Coi, who alleges that Dr. Alleyne, Captain Onslow, and himself, were
appointed to wait upon the Government, for tbe purpose of asking them to put a certaiu sum of money ou the Estimates for
the making of eases. The Colonial Secretary appointed a day, and the hour was fixed for 11 o’clock, but Dr. Cox states that
the first intimation he received of that appointment was upon his return home at D30 p.m., or two hours and o half after the
time fixed for the interview. A second appointment was made by the Colonial Secretary, when Dr. Cox attended and waited
for some time, but neither the Curator nor any other member of the deputation attended. On each of these occasions letters
were written at the instance of the Colonial Secretary to the Curator, complaining of the failure on the part of the deputation
to keep their appointment. When Dr. Cox came to the Museum to inquire how it was that the deputation had not attended,
he states that the Curator showed him a letter to the Colonial Secretary in reference to his (Dr. Cox’s) alleged nomattcndance,
which contained statements that were perfectly untrue, and which Mr. Parkes knew to be so. Tbe letter which the Curator
showed him was an impression taken by a copying-press. The correspondence—not even Mr, Parkcs’e letters—was never
produced to the Board.
"
XII.—Disobeying the orders of the Trustees given at the last ordinary monthly meeting.
Tho nets of disobedience to which the attention of tlic committee has been specifically directed are within the knowledge
of the general body of Trustees, and the grounds upon which the charge rests are stated in the minutes of the Board meetings.
The committee, however, wore formally apprised of the facts by tbc evidence of Mr. Scott, within whose personal knowledge
they were. Ho states : “ I attended a meeting of the Trustees of the Museum, at which orders were given to tho Curator to
obtain copies of the Deport of the Select Committee of'the Legislative Assembly, appointed to inquire into the management of
the Museum, from the Government Printing Ofilce, and also to issue notices to the Trustees to attend at a subsequent date in
order to toko that report into consideration ; he did not comply with the orders ; I attended on tho day appointed, hut did not
receive any notice from the Curator ; I found the Board-room locked; I, in conjunction with tbe other Trustees present, then
sent 0 Grady with a message for the key from Mr. Krefft; Mrs. Krefft said that her husband had gone out, and that she could
not find the key ; the key not being forthcoming, after waiting for some time, we decided to go into the taxidermist’s room, and.
there ive held our meeting; that was a dear act of disobedience on the part of Mr. Krefft, and Mr. Krefft, in my opinion, is
guilty of disobedience in not sending copies of tho Keport of the Select Committee.”
Gestkbai.

_
Tho committee wero not desirous of extending tho inquiry to other points than those expressly referred to them; but
in the progress of the investigation statements were made in regard to certain circumstances affecting the conduct of the
Curator and the interests of the Museum in so important a degree as to require that attention should bo directed to them.
Tho Bracks, for example, appear to have occupied free quarters on the Museum premises, and to have had fuel and light
at the expense of tho Institution for a period of about six weeks, when, following upon a written notice iu the handwriting of
the Curator, they wero rejected. The minute book contains no record which shows that tbe Curator was authorized by tho
Board to invito these persons to live ou the premises, and to deal with the Museum property in the manner described by them
in their evidence. Mrs. Brack states that she was ordered by Mrs. Krefft to charge tho vegetables which she bought for con
sumption in the Curator’s household, in tho bill for pigs food, to he submitted to the Trustees. Tho Brack’s distinctly affirm that
the doors of tho Museum were often left open at night. Helen GKllespie and the late Assistant Curator state that they have
found the doors of the Museum open when they have come in the morning ; but, on the other hand, James Maenamara states
that he never saw them left open.
Prom the evidenco of Kobert Barnes, J. A. Thorpe, Gillespie, and O’Grady, it appears that about two years ago a
numerous collection of specimens—including two lions, a spotted leopard, two or three small deer, a large reindeer or elk, a
pony, &o.—wero thrown out into tho paddock and burned. K. Barnes states that the Curator spoke of these things as
rubbish,” but the taxidermist alleges that tho skins were good, and that of almost all of them the Museum has not duplicate
specimens. Tho committee are unable to discover any record in tho minute hook to show that tho destruction of these
specimens was reported to tho Trustees, or authorized by them, Gillespie also speaks of a large destruction of papers and
hooks about the time of tho investigation by the Select Committee.
Tho taxidermist states that ho could have perfectly preserved the largo sun-fish, brought to tho Institution in December,
1871, and that be did not succeed because he was not allowed by the Curator. The testimony of Mr. Masters and of the servants
of tho Institution is to the same purport. Dr. Cox states that he paid Mr. Krefft 20s. Gd. for tubs and buckets used in the
attempted preservation of the sun-fish, and also £3 Os. for extra labour—Mr. Krefft having rendered him an account charging
him with.those items. The evidence of tho two Barnescs, Thorpe, O’Grady, Masters, aud Maenamara. conclusively establishes,
in the opinion of the committee, that neither tubs nor buckets were used in the attempted preservation of this fish, and that no
extra labour was omployod. O’Grady states that he received fls. for what he did towards the preservation of tho fish ; hut
tho other persons employed upon tho work state that they received nothing beyond their ordinary wages. The committee
having observed a statement by the Curator at page 103 of his evidence before tho Select Committee that tubs were buried
with the sun-fish, took measures to have the spot examined, aud the contents of the hole dug out. One half of the breast bone
of the fish, a largo quantity of fibrous substance, supposed to he the remains of tho fish, and two battered tin cases, containing
specimens of fish, which had been preserved in spirits, were found in tho hole, hut no trace of tubs or buckets could be
discovered.
The attention of the committee was called to an entry upon the minutes, under dnto June 5, where the word “not”
has been interpolated before the word “ carried,” and the words " there being no seconder” added afterwards. Mr. Scott
says, “ These words have evidently been added afterwards,”,and "the minuto book is written up with an interpolation which is
meant to deceive, and it is a very inaccurate minuto throughout.” Dr, Bennett says : “ It appears to me that the word ‘ not’
has been written in since, and that tho words ' there being no seconder—G.K.’ have been added afterwards. I was present
when these minutes were read. Exception was taken to them as being incorrect.”
The late Assistant Curator alleges that Mr. Krefft did little or no Mnseum work ; that he only attended to the mineral
collection during the last eighteen months, and did not touch any of the birds, shells, or insects. Mr. Scott says, “On my
first appointment as Trustee I was highly satisfied with the Curator’s conduct, ns regards the energy displayed by him in
furthering the interests of the Institution; but latterly, say for the last two or three years, I have observed a very great falling
off, not only with respect to the exhibits, but also in tho exertions made hy the Curator in obtaining specimens, or I should
rather say in looking after tho Institution.” Dr. Bennett, on the other hand, states : “ As far as I could judge of Mr. Krefft, I
should say he is a very hard working and efficient Curator, of high scientific attainments. From what I have recently seen
mid heard, I do not think that he is fit to take the charge of an establishment; but I think ho would work well under any
competent director who could control him. I do not think he is fitted by temper, and he is wanting in method. Ho would
work remarkably well under any other man, and that is the case with many foreigners. Under Pittard ho worked remarkably
well.’’
"
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Conclusion.
Tour committee haying carefully considered the evidence adduced in regard to the several charges submitted to them,
have arrived at the following conclusions:—
I. Drunkenness.—The weight of the testimony points to many instances of irregularity on tho part of the Curator In
this respect; and your committee are of opinion that at least on two occasions he has been drunk during odicc hours, and
then incapable of performing his dnty.
II. Proposing to the Parncses to bring a false charge of theft against a man named Post; and III. Permitting indecent
photographs to be taken in the Museum.—Your committee sec no reason to doubt tho evidence in support of these charges.
IY. Selling photographs through the servants of the Institution; and VI. Ordering the servants of the Mnseum to make
cases and set up specimens with Museum materials for private individuals.—Your committee do not, in the light of the facts
before them, regard these charges as being of any great importance.
Y, Getting furniture made for himself in the Mnseum out of Museum materials.—Your committee sec no reason for
re-opening the matters referred to in this charge, tho Trustees having already adjudicated upon it.
VII. Taking receipts from Robert Barnes for work done under the name of William Bradley, with the view of deceiving
the Board of Trustees.—Your committee are of opinion that the irregularity charged has been practised, hut the object of it
has not been disclosed.
VIJL Maliciously breaking up a fossil jaw, lent to the Museum by Dr. Bennett.—Doc fact of breaking the jaw lias been
sufficiently established. Your committee are of opinion tliat it was unnecessarily broken, but there is no evidence of malice.
IX. Sending away as donations in his own name, valuable specimens, the property of the Museum.—Tho evidence under
this head goes to prove that many specimens have been sent from the Museum, of which no record haa been kept, and for
which no authority appears to have been given by tho ’Trustees.
.
X. Making a false return of the number of Visitors.—Your committee are of opinion that this charge has been
clearly proven by the entries in the visitors' hook, some of which are in the Curator’s own handwriting.
XI. Making a false statement in writing to the Colonial Secretary respecting the attendance of a deputation of the
Trustees.—Your committee also consider that this charge is dearly established.
XII. Disobeying the orders of the Trustees, given at the last ordinary monthly meeting.—This matter is within the
knowledge of the Trustees, and the committee do not consider it necessary to offer any opinion in regard to it.
Your committee desire to call the attention of the Trustees to the circumstances elicited in the course of their Inquiry
affecting the conduct of the Curator, and the management of the Institution, on some points which were not included in the
charges placed before them— circumstances which arc set forth in preceding paragraphs headed " G-encral.”
Your committee think it right to state, in conclusion, that they liave no reason whatever to doubt the general accuracy
and truthfulness of the statements made by the witnesses whom they have examined.
Your committee herewith submit the minutes of their proceedings, correspondence, documents, and evidence.
.
'
Australian Museum, Sydney, 6th August, 1874.
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APPENDIX No. 4.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE.

MONDAY, 29 JUNE, 1874.
present:—

H. Gr. ADLETNE, Esq., M.D.,
E. S. HILL, Esq.,

I
\

Pbofessor LIVEESIDGE,

CHEISTOPIIEE EOLLESTON, Esq.

Micbacl O’Grady vns called in and examined:—
1. Chairman.'] You are the messenger here ? Yes.
M. O’Grady.
2. You have charge of the Museum at the present time, have you not ? Yes.
3. Is the Curator now on the premises ? No; he is out.
29 June, 1874.
4. "What time did he go out ? About three-quarters of an hour before the Trustees came.
5. Dr. Alleyne.] At what hour was that? Ho went away at about 2 o’clock.
6. Chairman.] Then you are in sole charge of the institution ? Yes. Mrs. Krefft is in her house.
7. 2Tr. Sill.] In her private apartments ? Yes.
8. Dr. Alleyne.] She is not an officer of the establishment ? No.
9. Chairman. ] Did Mr. Krefft leave any message ? He told me if any of the Trustees came I was to go
up to Mrs. Krefft for the key. "When Mr. Krefft went out, a messenger came down to tell mo that I was
wanted up. I then got a letter for the Chairman, and the key of the room; and I was told that I was to
admit the Trustees to the Board-room, but that I was not to admit anybody else.
10. There would be no use in sending for Mr. Krefft ? No; he is not here,
11. Did Mr. Krefft give any reason for absenting himself? No.
12. Mr. HUE] Did you know that he was going? He came in and told me.
.
13. Told you what ? That he was going out.
14. But he left no message ? Only what I have said about the key.
15. Chairman^] Is there no one in the institution with you ? Mr. Thorpe is in his workshop.
'
16. Mr. Silt] He can have no supervision of the institution while he is there ? No.
17. Is there no one else in charge ? Only the boy whom I have just called to the desk.
IS. The institution is left to take care of itself at present ? Yes; excepting that there is the hoy there.
I certify that this is a correct statement of the evidence given by me before the Sub-committee of
the Trustees, on the 29th June, 1874.
MICHAEL O’GEADY.
24/7/1874.

TUESDAY,

30

JUNE,

1874.

present
H. G. ALLEYNE, Esq., M.D., |
E. S. HILL, Esq.,
Pboeessob LIVEESIDGE.

CHItlSTOPilEB, llOLLESTONj Esq.,

in the

Ciunt.

Mrs. Philipp Brack was called in and examined:—
.
19. Chairman^] Have you been in any way connected with the Museum? I have been living here a Mrs. P. Brack,
short while.
\
20. In what capacity ? If yon will allow me, I will explain. Mr. Krefft came to my husband, who was 30 June, 1874.
employed in the Gardens, and asked him to come and live at the Museum. "We were very comfortable,
and I never wished to leave the place where we were living; but Mr. Krefft came several times, and was very
coaxing ; he sent me a basketful of eggs, and some kind of grain which he had got out from Germany ;
he seut me some honey; and he promised all that was good if we would come and live at the Museum. At.
last I consented, and we came to the Museum to live. He told my husband that he would try to get £100
a year granted for him to live at the Museum, and he told him that he ought to give notice to leave the
Gardens ; but my husband said that he would not give notice to leave tho Gardens, because he had a
very good billet there.
21. Mr.Sillh] When you say the Gardens, do you allude to theBotanic Gardens ? Yes. My husband said
he did not like to leave there. Mr. Krefft promised to make us very comfortable, and in fact they did all
they could to make us comfortable. He had my husband to build a kitchen for my comfort, put up an
oven, and did all that lie could. They gave us free coke and coal, and wood and kerosene, and we had the
house rent-free. He promised my husband all that----22. Did he promise your husband all that in your presence ? No, but be fulfilled it all to me. When
we wore living bore about a fortnight, Denis, the New Guinea pig, had young ones, and Mr. Krefft seemed
anxious to rear the litter ; he kept feeding them with orange-peel, sugar, aud other things. I said to him—
•
“ If you want to keep them, let me rear them ; I am sure that way won’t do ; that does not agree with giving
the young ones milk to suck ; I have reared many in the Colony, and I will rear them.” He said—“Very well;
rear them.” In the evening he and Mrs. Krefft came up, and Mr. Krefft gave me half a sovereign to buy
.
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Mr?. P, Brack, thorn food. Mrs. Krefft told mo that the greengrocer came round once or twice a week, and I was to get what
~\ I wanted, I said 1 could get what I wanted from the markets, which I did. The first bill I made out in
30 June, 1874. the way Mrs. Krefft told me. It was 10s., and she said—“Lump it for pig’s food.” I gave her the bill.
I put it all down for pig’s food—10s. I was planting some vegetables here iu tho garden for Mr. Krefft.
I told her when the second money was wanted, and she said—“ Make me out the bill, and I will get you
some more money.” I said—“ Am I to put the vegetables on tbe same bill as pig’s food P Tou told me it
was to be laid before tbe Board. Do they pay you for the vegetables too ?” Mrs. Krefft said—“ Oh, never
mind ; you do just as you did before, and bring me the bill.” But I did not do it; I did not like to do it.
About ten minutes afterwards Mr. Krefft sent Kobert Barnes, who told me it was too much trouble for me—
that I was not to bother with the pig any longer. Two or three days afterwards O’Grady came with a
message saying that the Trustees did not approve of aii3r one living there, and that I should shift as soon
as possible. I said—“ O’Grady—you tell Mr. Krefft if he is a man let him face my husband. He ran
after my husband for sis months to get him to come here, I will not shift. The Trustees know nothing
about it.” In the evening he sent Kobert with directions that I should shift before 8 o’clock in the
morning. I said—“ Kobert, I could not.” He sent Kobert and O’Grady with a written notice to say that
we should be shifted by 8 o'clock the next morning, or he would turn tho water off and lock the approaches.
He had had three keys made for our couveuience ibr the hack gate. He sent word that I should not have
any more wood, or coke, or light. My husband went down to Mr, Krefft in the evening, and said that if
he would pay him for all that he had done here ho would go that night.. Mr. Krefft asked him what he
wanted, and my husband said that he considered he had earned £5 here. Mrs. Krefft then sang out—
“Starve them out. Lock the approaches. Turn the water off!” My husband wanted to get £5
from him ; but Mr. Krefft said that he would not give him one fraction, and said that we must leave by
to-morrow morning. As we had a written notice, we thought we were compelled to go. It was raining as'
fast as it could, and the parcels delivery man would not take our tilings away.
_
_
23. O/tairman.] How long had you been with Mr. Krefft ? Six weeks. I reared the little Denises,
24. Tou were paid by Mr. Krefft—not the Trustees? I was not paid. He only promised that we should
have coke, wood, and house free. He promised my husband if he would leave the Gardens he would get
the Trustees to give him £100 a year. He said that the Trustees wanted to give him a secretary ; he said
he would not hear of it; but that he would rather have a man about the place to look after the tools aud
such things. My husband wanted to leave the Gardens, but it is a lucky job he did not.
25. "With reference to the money paid for food for the pigs—did you pay the money yourself;—Mrs. Krefft,
I think you said, gave you 10s. ? Mr. Krefft gave me 10s.
26. To do what ? To buy pig’s food.
27. Did the pigs belong to Mr. Krefft or to the Museum ? To the Museum. _
28. And you bought the pigs food with the 10s. ? Tes, and the vegetables went into the same account.
29. In the account you gave Mrs. Krefft was the pig’s food in excess of the vegetables, or was the amount
for the vegetables in excess of that for the pig’s food ? The pig’s food came to 6s. 9d. and the vegetables
the rest.
_
30. And Mrs. Krefft told yon to lump them altogether ? Yes. At first I did not know that the money
belonged to the Museum. The second time Mrs. Krefft told me she wanted the bill to lay before the
Trustees; and I said—“I wonder that you should put the vegetables into tho bill then.” I passed a
remark about the vegetables going into the same bill with the pig’s food, and that was the cause of our
leaving.
*
_
_
31. Dr. Alleyne.] As a matter of fact, all the vegetables did go into the bill with the pig’s food ? All the
vegetables that 1 bought for Mrs. Krefft, during the time 1 was at tho Museum, went into the bill for
pig’s food.
_
32. Chairman.] How long is it since you were here ? "We left about eight months ago.
33. During the time you were here was Mr. Krefft always quite steady aud sober ? Ko; Mr. Krefft was
very often drunk, very often intoxicated, and in a very bad state too.
34. Are you speaking of during the time vou were here ? Yes, during the time we were here. I know it
more than my husband does, because, as I was here all day, I saw more of him ; hut my husband has often
seen him the worse for drink.
35. On the premises ? On the premises; and twice the Museum door was left open. I told Mrs. Krefft
that the Museum door was left open.
36. You mean that the door was loft open at an improper time ? Left open all night. After the men left
the Museum, Mr. Krefft generally roamed about. He left the back door of the Museum open. One
time I mentioned it to Mrs. Krefft, and she said—“I must tell Mr. Krefft,” and in the afternoon she came
and told me it was a lie. The second time the door was left open I told her, and I said—“ Now it is not a
lie, for I saw Mr. Krefft shut it.” She said that it was very strange ; and in the afternoon she told me
1
that Mr. Krefft had left it open for the purpose of airing some specimens ; but she said that I was not to
mention it to the men. My husband shut the Museum door several times himself. He was afraid that
the children might get in. Wo liave two little boys, and boys are mischievous sometimes.
37. Do you know whether Mr. Krefft had been out on those occasions when you say you saw him drunk ?
I do not know. What I speak of was when he was at home. I did not see him away from the premises,
38. During the six weeks you were there, on how many occasions did you see him under the influence of
drink ? I could almost say every day. He was very seldom sober during the time I was here, especially
after the men had left in the evening. As soon as the men left in the evening Mr. Krefft commenced
witli his conduct, and about 9 o’clock he began to roam about with the candle. He went through the
Museum very often. He left it open very often, and the room where Bob is working, tliat was very
frequently left open at night. My husband never meddled with that. He only shut the Bluseutn door
when lie found it open. I have seen Mr. Krefft so drunk that he stood against a little shed here, and
could not move away from it. One Sunday morning my little boys were plucking some thistles for his
little boy's rabbits, and he was so drunk that he rushed out at them. He tumbled after them as well as he
could, shouting and raving all the time like a madman.
39. What timo in the day was this ? About 11 o’clock one Sunday morning.
40. Can you fix the date exactly ? I cannot.
*
41. Did you see him then ? Yes ; he came up to the place and told me that I was not to allow my
children iu front of the Museum, that they would draw all the young blackguards round there. I knew
then that he did not know what he was saying. When my husband came, I said—“ Sec what Krefft is
.
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Mr. Krefft stood oil the staircase with a-glass of ale in his hand. He would not give my husband Mrs. P. Brack,
any satisfaction. He said—“ If you don’t like it you can go.” Whien Mr. Krefft spoke to me on the
subject, I said—" Mr. Krefft, you are nobody.” He had been following my husband for six months to “O J“t>e11874.
get him to come here ; but when my husband came here, Mr. Krefft never showed bis face to him.

42. How was your husband employed all the time? In the Botanical Gardens.
43. During the time yon were living here ? Yes.
44. What advantage did Mr. Krefft get hy obtaining your husband and you to live here ? I do not know
at all.
.
45. Did you help in the work of the house at all P Mrs. Krefft used to send me on messages during the
day, but I did not do any work in the house. When he asked my husband here, he said that Mrs. Krefft
liked to go out sometimes, and that she wanted to have a person here tliat she could trust until she came
back again. I reared the little pigs, did a lot of jobs, and grew vegetables.
46. You did ? Yes, I helped.
47. Mr. JETiZZ.] Your husbaud grew tho vegetables in his spare time ? Yes.
48. Chairman?] Is your husband still in the Gardens ? Yes.
49. Dr. Alleyne.] You spoke of the doors of the Museum being opened;—did you see that yourself ? Yes.
60. They were left open during the night? Yes.
51. You say that from your own knowledge ?

I have seen them open.

52. Professor Liversidge.] Which door do you speak of ? The back door.
53. Dr. Alleyne.] Which door is that ? The door leading out in front of the little place where I used
to live.
54. Chairman.] Hot the front door ? No.
55. Dr. Alleyne.] The door leading into the stone area ? The door leading into the garden like—the
hack door next to Thorpe’s room.
56. Could any oue have got from the door to which you allude all over the building ? I think so.
57. They could have got inside the building at all events? Yes. The door I speak of is the main door.
When I looked in what I saw was like an elephant.
_ .
58. Chairman.] Was the door fastened from the inside or the out? I have seen O’Grady locking it from
the inside of an evening, and Mr. Krefft opened it from the inside.
59. When Mr. Krefft was in the state which you describe as drunkenness, did he appear openly to any of
the other people employed ou the premises ? It was before the people arrived iu the morning.
60. The occasions you have described were before the men arrived in the morning? Yes.
61. Have you seeu Mr. Krefft drunk before any of the servants of the institution? I cannot say. I have
seen him drunk often enough, but I cannot say whether it was in the presence of anybody else. I have
seen him very much drunk in the presence of Mrs. Krefft,
62. Could he walk straight ? When I saw' him very much the worse for liquor he laid down.
63. Where was that? In the dining-room.
64. In his own room ? Yes.
65. It is about eight months since you left? Yes.
66. And you were here about six weeks ? Yes ; it might bavo been a little more, but it would not be less.
67. It would be about tbc beginning of last summer, 1 suppose ? About that. I could not toll you the
week or the month.
68. You noticed that Mr. Krefft was drunk particularly on the Sunday morning that he tlireatened your
children? Yes. One of my little boys is six years old and tbe other going on for nine. Mr. Krefft nearly
frightened him into fits—the poor little fellow was trembling nearly all day long after it.
69. Dr. Alleyne.] Was it tbe violence of Mr. Kreftb's manner that frightened him ? Yes. He told liim
that he would break his hones.
70. Were your children giving him any annoyance at the time? None whatever. My husband sent'my
boy round for thistles for Mr. Krefft’s little boy’s rabbits. Mr. Krefft happened to be at the front door.
B.e was tremendously drunk that morning. He hunted my little boy away from the front, and came
tumbling after them as well as he could. He told him he would draw all the young blackguards in front
of the Museum, aud that he would break every bone in his body.
71. You are sure that Mr, Krefft was drunk then? I am sure he was.
'
72. Chairman.] Did you ever see him in this state of intoxication at the back of the premises amongst the
men at any time ? They did not work in the little house behind. What I saw, I saw accidentally. I
never looked after him. When I saw him sick here one morning I knew that he was very bad at tbe time.
He was tremendously drunk that morning.
73. Dr. Alleyne.] What do you mean by being very sick? I do not like to express it.
74. Mr. Mill.] Was be vomiting ? Tes, he was vomiting over the fence—he could not stand straight
then.
■
75. Dr. Alleyne?] What fence do yon refer to ? The fence towards the school.
76. You have often seen men drunk in the streets? Yes.
'
77. Do you form your opinion that Mr. Krefft was drunk by comparing what lie did with what you have
seen drunken men do in the streets ? Yes. Generally in the evening after the men had left he came into
our place, and you could almost see then that ho was very much the worse for liquor. When he left, he
commenced roaming about the place. Once I found the candle behind where the pigs were. He generally
went there to have a sit down, after he was so that he could not travel about much.
78. Chairman?] Your husband has seen him in this state as well as yourself? Not at the time that I have
seen him. He can answer for what he has seen.
79. Dr. Alleyne.] Wero you a servant of Mrs. Krefft, performing household duties? I had nothing at
all to do with that.
’
80. Mr. mil?] During the time you were here, were any of the people taking photographs ? I cannot
tell. I have not seen them.
81. Chairman.]' You were not here when a man of the name of Tost was employed at the Museum ? No.
This is a true statement of the evidence given by me before the Sub-committee of the Trustees, on
the 30th of June last.
CLAKA BRACK.
______________________________ .
24/7/1874.
Philipp

■
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Mr, Philipp Braclc was called in and examined:—
Mr. P, Bract. g2. Chairman!] Your name is Philipp Braclc ? Yea.
88. You were at one time residing on these premises, were you not ? I was.
SO June, 1874. 84. When was that ? In October last.
85. You were employed by the Director of the Botanic Grardens ? I was. _
86. And you continued to work for Mr. Moore when you resided here? I did.
87. What brought you to reside here ? Because I got acquainted with Mr. Krefft. I had been doing
some work some time previous to that, and Mr. Krefft had been asking me if I would come to live on these
premises. He said that be wanted a man that he could depend upon to look after the premises in case he
wanted to go out of an evening, and ou that condition I came here. I did not consent to come at once ;
but after three or four weeks time, when he had been urging me to come, 1 consented to come ; be promised
me a great deal—a house to live in, and wood and coal to burn; and all that ho requested of me was that
I should keep Mrs. Krefft’s garden in order. On those condilions 1 came to these premises.
88. It was free lodging to you, in fact? 1 thought it was a great advantage to me.
89. How long did you remain ? Between six aud seven weeks. 1 think it was in the latter end of
September that I came here, but I am not quite sure.
_
_
90. What time did you come here of an evening, and what time did you leave here in the morning ? I
was at my work in the Gardens at 6 o'clock iu the morning, and I left it to come here at 6 o’clock in the
evening.
91. Did yon come home to dinner? Only sometimes.
92. During the time you were here did you ever observe Mr. Krefft druuk ? Frequently,
93. At what time ? Always in the evening. •
_
_
94. Can you specify any particular circumstances on any of these occasions on which you say you saw
Mr. Krefft drunk ? I have seen him a good many times when I came home standing behind in the premises
there, where it is not fit to bo mentioned before gentlemen, spuing up, and I have seen him raving about
the place. At first going off I did not take any notice, hut when he began to tramp on me I could see
that it was nothing but the intoxication speaking out of him.
_
95. This was after you returned home in the evening ? Always. I never was here in the day-time, except
occasionally at 1 o’clock.
_
96. Were you here on Sundays ? On Sundays. As soon as I got dressed on a Sunday morning he got
me to go down William-street to fetch him beer.
97. At what time ? At church time—between 11 and 12.
_
98. And what may you have brought him on those occasions ? Always a quart of English ale.
99. Have you brought up more than one quart on the same Sunday morning ? I did not.
_
*
100. You do not know whether he wanted it for his dinner or not ? I could not say; it was not my business
to inquire.
101. At the time you came home at nights the men employed in the Museum had left? They had always left.
102. Were you the only other man on the establishment ? Yes ; excepting the old gardener, who used to
come and sleep here of an evening. He always locked up the gates. My sons were here too.
103. What was the old gardener’s name ? Mr. Mac something.
104. Mr. mil.] Maenamara ? I could not say exactly, but he goes by the name of “ Mac.”
105. Chairman.] During the time that you were living here have you observed that the doors of the Museum,
were left open at night r I have, frequently.
_
106. During the whole night? During the whole night; and I have been myself at 11 o’clock at night
and shut them, when the wind was banging them backwards and forwards. I have gone and shut the
hack door that leads into the Museum. The workshop door was frequently open,
_
107. jfr. mil!] That is in the yard ? Yes. I shut the back door of the Museum twice.
108. Chairman.] Are you aware that the doors have been open all night ? I have shut them. I have
found them open on a Sunday morning.
109. Was that before Mr. Krefft was up? Yes, before Mr. Krefft was up.
110. Was anybody else on the premises at that time ? Not to my knowledge,except myself and
my
family.
_
111. O’Grady does not sleep on the premises ? I never heard of his doing so.
112. Mr. Hill!] Did your wife at any time call your attention to tho fact of the Museum doors being
opened? I said to my wife—“There is the door open again ; I had better go and shut it.”
_
113. Was the door which yon speak of a door leading into the Museum ? Yes, the door leading into
the Museum.
114. Leading all over the premises in fact ? Tes.
115. When you have given your evidence will you show us that door ? Yes.
_ _
116. Tho door opens from the inside? I could not say whether the dooropens from the inside or the
outside. I have never examined the door, hut I have seen it open, and 1 have shut it. _
117. Do you remember your children being very much frightened one Sunday morning by Mr. Krefft ?
I do. His children had two or three little rabbits, and I was cleaning out the basket they wore kept in. I
told my little boy to go in front of the Museum and get some thistles for the rabbits ; and almost directly
after he had left me. the boy came back almost in a fit, and Mr. Krefft came roaring after him like a wild
bull. He said why did I send my children, and I said, “For thistles.” He was almost raving mad. I spoke
a few words to him ; and he said—“ If you don’t like it you can leave.” I said—“ Is that the way you are
going to serve me, after coaxing me hero and making me break up my home ?" He got worse and worse
every day. He sent O'Grady to tell us that the Trustees did not approve of my living here. I did not
take any notice of that; and in a day or two he sent me this written notice to quit the Museum. {Notice
read!)

118. Chairman.] Is that dated ? Yes; 10 November, 1873,
119. Mr. mil] You left the next day ? I was forced to sleep on the floor all night. My things were
out in the yard, and it was so wet that the man would not take them away. I aud my children were
forced to sleep on the floor until the man was able to take my things away.
120. Chairman.] During the time you lived here were you supplied with fuel—coals and wood ? I was.
I wanted to buy some ; and be said—“ Nonsense, man. I don't want you to buy anything. You can get
everything here—coke, coals, wood, and kerosene for your light, aud everything that you require.”

121.
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121. Tou had all those things during the time you were here? I had.
122. "Were they Mr. Krefft’s private property, or did they belong to the Museum ? That I cannot tell.
123. Had you any reason to think that the fuel and light wore the property of Mr. Krefft or that they d
were paid for by the Museum P I believe that Mr. Krefft was supplied by the Museum with coal and all
these things; and 1 do not believe that he would buy them expressly for me.
_
124. '. Mr.
Did he say whore he got the coals from? The coals were down in the cellar, and the
wood was lying in the yard.
125. They came out of* a common heap ? Tes.
__
126. Did you notice where the kerosene came from ? Mrs. Krefft mostly brought it up in a bottle. I
could not tell where she got it from.
127. Dr. Alleyne,'] When you got this notice from Mr, Krefft, did he tell you then that he gave you the
notice to quit because the Trustees disapproved of your being here? He gave me that notice first by
O’Grady by word of mouth, and then he sent the written notice. When he gave me notice by O’Grady,
1 went to him, and I said—"Tou have sent me notice that the Trustees do not approve of my being here.
I am not going to shift out of the premises before you pay me for the work I have done for you.” _
125. He did say that the Trustees did not approve of your living here ? He said—“ Kevcr mind the
Trustees.”
_
126, Did he tell you that the Trustees did not approve of your living here ? He did not tell me that
personally. Ho sent word with Mr. O’Grady that the Trustees did not approve of my living here. I went
to him then, and told him if the Trustees did not approve of my living here, would he pay me for what I
had done. lie said—“ What is your charge ?”
I said “ I broke up my home to serve you, and I have
done a good hit of work here for you. The leastI can charge you is £5.” At that he sprang up as if he
wanted to murder me, and his wife sang out—“ Lock up the approaches. Shut off the water on them.
Starve them out.”
130. Chairman.] Did you get anything from Mr. Krefft for your services ? I did not.
131. What had you done? I had done a good bit of work in my own time of an evening. On Saturdays
we always knocked off at 4 o’clock in the Gardens, and I worked on here till night, I did a good bit of
work in the evenings, and ou Sunday mornings I did work mostly to comfort my own place. He ordered
me to put up a kitchen, to break down a boiler there was there, and put up a fire-place for a stove he
bought for me. He said—“ There is plenty of wood in the Museum ; carry it up and make a good com*
fortable homo for yourself.”
_
132. Dr. Alleyne.] Tou said you saw Mr. Krefft drunk and vomiting over the fence ? Tes, here in the
back.
133. Was there anything else in Ins conduct or manner besides vomiting, which led you to suppose that
he was druuk ? Tes. When he began to get a spite against us, as he could not revenge himself on me, he
always treated my poor children as if they were animals, and ho shouted and roared about them as if he were
a mad bull.
_
134. On any particular day that you saw him vomiting over the fence, was there anything else that
occurred which led you to suppose that he was drunk,—anything besides that sickness,—anything in his
general conduct or behaviour ? ----135. Could he not stand steadily? He could always manage to stagger about.
136. Mr. Hill.] He staggered about ? Tes.
137. But still kept on his feet? Tes.
_
133. Chairman^] Was this in the morning ? I observed this in the evening, I never saw him the worse
for liquor in the morning.
This is a correct statement of the evidence given by mo before the Sub-committee of the Trustees,,
on the 30th of June last.
PHILIPP BRACK.
24/7/1874.
I wish to explain a former portion of my evidence, by stating that while I was living on the Museum
premises, I signed a receipt for work done by M'Duggan. That work was trenching in Mr. Krefft’s
private garden ; I received that money on behalf of M‘Duggan, whom I had employed for Mr. Krefft, and
I paid it over to him. Lor myself, I did not receive one farthing.
PHILIPP BRACK.
24/7/1874.

*’■
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Mrs. Philipp Brack was further examined:—
139. Chairman.] Where did you get your coal and wood and your light from when you lived here ? I got Mrs.P. Brack,
the coal and coke from tho cellar out of the same heap where Mrs. Krefft used from. There was very
little wood at the time at the Museum, hut while there was any I used of it. When that was all gone I 30 Jane, 1874.
used to take some of the branches that had fallen from the trees.
140. Tou did not find yourselves in coal ? No, it was found for us by Mr. Krefft.
141. Tou do not know whether it was his private property, or whether it belonged to the Museum? I
believe it did, because Mrs. Krefft came in when I had too little fire, and she said—“ Keep a good fire to
make the place dry, and let the Museum pay for it.”
142. What did you burn ? Kerosene.
143. Where did you get it ? Very often Mrs. Krefft brought up a bottle from the cellar where Helen
lighted the lamps.
144. Tou never bought any oil while you were here? No ; Mr. Krefft made out that he had full power
to give as he liked, and I never thought there was anything wrong.
This is a correct statement of the evidence given hy me before the Sub-committee of the Trustees,
on the 30th June last.
CLARA BRACK.
24/7/1874.
[The Committee went to view the southern door of the Museum, pointed out to them by the two
preceding witnesses as that which they had found open at night. Vide Minutes.]
Michael
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Michael O’Grady was called in and examined :—
JI/j*. IZi7/.] "When the Trustees left the Board-room and inquired of you for the keys, you said that
the Museum door was locked P Tes.
80 June, 1874. 146. And that Mrs. Krefft had the keys? Yes.
‘
147. I then asked you to go up and ask Mrs. Krefft to send us down the keys, saying that ive wanted to
go through the Museum ? Tes.
’
148. Tou went up-stairs ? Tes.
.
149. Whom did you see ? Mrs. Krefft.
150. Whom else ? I saw Mr Krefft—Mr. and Mrs. Krefft.
151. Tou asked for the keys and said that the Trustees wanted them ? Mrs. Krefft brought out the cellar
keys. I said—“ They want the keys of the hack door” because I knew that you wanted to go to the back.
She went in and spoke to Mr. Krefft. I heard his voice then, Ho came out and said—“ Who is it wants
the keys P” “ The Trustees,” said I. He said—11 The Trustees ?” and I said “ Tes.” He said—“ G-o down
and tell them it is after 4 o’clock, and the Museum is locked.” That was Mr. Krefft’s message to me.
152. Chairman.] And jrou came down and delivered that message ? Tes.
153. Mr. SiU.] Hid anything else happen up there? No.
154. Tou saw Mr. Krefft yourself? It was Mr. Krefft who gave me word.
155. That it waa after 4 o’clock, that tho Museum was locked, and what else? He told me to tell the
Trustees that the Museum was locked. He asked me who wanted the keys. I said—“ The Trustees and he
said—“ Go you and tell the Trustees the Museum is locked.”
I certify that this is a correct statement of the evidence given hy me before the Sub-committee of
the Trustees, on the 30th of June, 1874.
MICHAEL O’GKADT.
*
24/7/IS74.
M. CG-radv.
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H. G. ALLEYNE, Esq., M.D.,

|
Pjiofessor LIVEESIDGE.

E. S. HILL, Esq.,

CH11ISTOPHER ROLLESTON, Esq., in the Chair.
Miss Ellen Gillespie called in and examined :—
Miss
156. Chah'man.] Tou have been a servant of this institution, have you not ? Tes, I have.
E. Gillespie. 157. For how long? Five years ending last May.
158. What hours were you employed in the Museum P I came at 9 o'clock in the morning, wont away
13 July, 1874. for an hour for dinner, then came back and stopped until 4 o’clock in winter-time and 5 o’clock in summer
time.
159. Tou did not sleep on the premises ? No ; I went home to my sister’s to sleep.
160. Tou have been employed in the institution five years, you say? Tes.
161. Has Mr. Krefft been Curator of the Museum all that time ? Tes ; he was here beforeI came.
162. Mr. Sill.] Tou say your duties at the Museum were from 9 o’clock in the morninguntil 5 o’clock
in the evening—were there any occasions on which you remained here later at night? Tes, I have often
been told not to go home at 5 o’clock. When Mr. Krefft had company I have often been here until 9 or
10 o’clock at night; ,on one or two occasions 1 have been here until 1 o’clock in the morning.
163. Chairman.] Then, in addition to your services to the Museum, you were required to render services
to the Curator’s family ? Tes, after the Museum had closed of an evening.
164. Were you paid entirely by the Museum ? Tes, I understood that I was paid out of petty cash, every
Saturday evening. Mr. Krefft gave me a cheque for a guinea every Saturday before I went home.
165. Tou got your wages every Saturday ? Tes.
166. At the rate of a guinea per week ? Tes.
167. Did you ever get anything else in the way of payment ? Tes ; sometimes I have had half a sovereign
for a Christmas box; sometimes I had 2s.; sometimes Is. Gd.; but these latter sums^were for extra
labour.
'
168. Were you employed in washing and cleaning the Museum? Tes; I used to wash the floors and
stairs, and dust the glass cases. I sometimes had to look after the people when the Museum was open.
169. Was Mr. Krefft constantly in the Museum looking after things? No, he was not; sometimes I did
not see him there during the whole day.
,
170. Did you ever see liim in a state of intoxication ? Tes, mostly every day.
171. Unfit to do his duty ? Tes, mostly every day he was in a muddle.
172. He might be in a muddle, and it might not have been caused by drinking too much ? I do not know.
I know I carried away the empty bottles.
173. Where did you carry the empty bottles from? From there. [ Witness pointed to the south-east
corner of the room.] I cleared the place every morning,
174. What had been in the bottles P Ale, brandy, gin.
175. Do you know where it was obtained—did you get it ? Sometimes it was got in in cases. I went for
small quantities sometimes; sometimes the man went for some,
.
'
176. Did you ever see Mr. Krefft in such a state as to be unfit to do his duty ? I have seen him lying in
bed up-stairs.
177. At what time of day ? In the afternoon—after dinner.
178. Did he dine late ? 1 o’clock.
^
179. Then you mean you saw him in bed after 1 o’clock ? Tes.
'
180. Was he violent under these circumstances ? Tes, he was very cross. I never answered him back
again, but just kept quiet, as I wanted to remain in my situation.
181. And this, yon say, was frequently ? Yes, frequently.
182. Can you name any particular day, or any particular circumstances connected with his drinking?
Tes. One day Mrs. Krefft called me in and said the master was sick ; she told mo to bring the floor-cloth
or flannel and wipe it up. Mr. Krefft then went to bed, and I did not see him any more.
183.
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183. Do you recollect what day that was ? !STo.
^'93 .
184. How long ago is it? About eighteen months ago.
dilieepie.
ISo. "What hour of the day was it? It was about 11. o'clock,
<~A-—>
186. Do you recollect the occasion when the Curator of the Museum and some of the men, I think, went 1® ®ub'> 1874.
to Botany to look after a whale? Yes ; it was on the 23rd of last December.
187. Were you at the Museum when tbc party returned ? I remained here until 7 o’clock, when Mrs.
Krefft told me not to stop any longer ; she thought there was something the matter. O'G-rady and I were
here all day. I went home about 7 o’clock.
'
188. You did not see Mr. Krefft that evening ? Jfo.
1S9. Mr, mil.'] You did not see him at all? No, not at all that evening. That was the night before
Christinas Eve.
190. You were not here when he came home that night? No ; I went home at 7 o’clock.
191. At the times that you have seen him drunk, could any of the other employes of the institution have
seen him ? Yes, they could all see him equally as well as I could.
.
192. In what part of the institution could they see him ? In the cellars below, often, when he was drunk.
193. When you speak of his being drunk, was he helplessly drunk—could he walk about? Sometimes
he could walk about; sometimes he would go up and lie down in his bed-room. I have often seen him
drunk.
194. You liave said that you have often seen him drunk—can you call to mind any particular time ? No.
195. But you have occasionally seen him drunk ? Yes.
190. Aud on those occasions, if any one else besides the employes had been down below they could have
seen him ? Yes.
197. Tliat is to say, if the public had had access to the room he was in they could have seen him drunk ?
Yes, they could have seen him.
198. Chairman^] You cannot name any other time in particular when he was drunk? No, I cannot
romomber any particular time ; I cannot remember the day of tlid month.
199. T)r. Alhyne.} Do you remember any particular time when any one besides yourself saw him drunk?
The men must have seen him drunk.
200. Do you recollect any person in particular who saw Mr. Krefft at the time you thought he was drunk ?
I cannot name any person in particular ; the servants wore always going backwards and forwards, but I
never had any conversation with them.
201. Chairman] Was Mr. Krefft generally kind and civil to you? Yes, he was generally civil.
202. Had you any quarrel with him, or did you entertain any ill-feeling towards him ? I never in my life
had a quarrel with him.
203. Did you ever complain to anybody that Mr. Krefft was in the habit of getting drunk, or mention the
circumstance to anybody ? I mentioned it to Mr. Masters often. He said he could not think how anybody
could stop here.
204. Mr. Masters was then employed in the institution ? Yes, he was.
t
205. Have you mentioned it to any of the others ? Yes, I often mentioned it to O’Grady.
206. Mr. Hill] You have mentioned it to one of the Barneses ? Yes,
207. Chairman ] Have you ever said anything to Mr. Krefft himself on the subject? Never.
208. Mr. Hill] Why did you not say anything to him ? I was too much afraid he would turn me out.
209. Chairman] Have you ever seen anything wrong going on in the Museum in consequence of the state
that Mr, Krefft was in ? Anything wrong in the building ?
210. Yes ; any improper use made of the specimens, for instance? No ; I do not understand much about
specimens ; I never bothered myself with those things.
211. Yon have not observed any injury done to the Museum specimens P Yes. He took two lions, and a
rocking-horse, and a little grey pony, and burned and destroyed them iu the paddock. I remarked at the
time that it was very foolish of him.
212. Was he quite sober when he did that ? I cannot say. He was going about, at any rate.
213. You cannot say he was tipsy ? No, I cannot say. He might he drunk, aud I not notice it.
214. Do you remember some people of the name of Brack living here ? Yes.
215. Were they quiet respectable people? Yes, they were very quiet people.
216. Did you ever observe any of the doors of the Museum open when you came in the morning—I mean
doors that ought not to have been open ? Yes ; several mornings that great door' at the back was open.
I remarked to the man that it was very wrong. He said he fastened all the doors before he went away on
the previous evening. That was before the Bracks came to live here.
217. Mr. Hill] Next to Thorpe’s room ? Yes.
218. The door going into the yard ? Yes. I said it was awful. I often wondered how it could get open.
I dare not say anything to Mr. Krefft about it lest he should have abused me.
219. Chairman] Was it O’Grady’s duty to close and fasten the doors ? Yes ; I have helped him to do it
often.
220. Perhaps it was yours and O'Grady’s fault that the doors were open ? No ; we used to sec that all
the doors were fastened every evening. I have sometimes called on the Barnescs to help me. If they were
left open it was not our fault, but Mr. Krefft’s. Mr. Krefft had keys to open them himself. He often
had candles and sat smoking away.
221. Then the doors must have been opened by him after you had closed them ? Yes. I often found the
public entrance door open in the morning; with the key in it. We used to hang the keys on a nail before
leaving. Sometimes when 1 have come to the Museum of a morning I have found it open, and the lamp,
candles, paper, ink-bottles, scissors, and other things lying about.
222. Mr. Hill] You were speaking just now about some Hons, horses, or ponies being burned. Since the
innuiry before the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly do you recollect any other articles or
ammals or documents being burned? Since that inquiry commenced I have been taking papers by the
apronful and burning them. From the time of the inquiry until I left they were burning papers and
books.
223. Since which inquiry do you mean ? Since the inquiry at the Legislative Assembly.
224. Chairman] Are you still employed at the Museum ? No ; he sent me away in April or May.
225. Who sent you away ? Mr. Krefft. One morning he gave me a cheque for two week’s wages, and
said
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said he did not require my services any longer. I never came back. I never made any inquiry as to why
IE. G-ilieapie. j was dismissed.
226. Did he not tell you why he dispensed with your services ? No, he did not,
J3 Tuly, ipyt. 227. And you have not been on the premises since ? Never, unless I was sent for by a written order.
228. That is since April ? Since April.
22D. He gave you a week’s pay in advance ? Tes.
230. Mr. mil.'] That was some time after the Barneses were suspended ? A long time after they were
suspended. I could not think why Mr. Krefft sent me away, unless it was because I could not tell any
lies.
231. Chairman!] Did Mr. Krefft suggest to you to give any evidence or information that was not true ?
Nothing but the gold robbery that happened, about the men coming back to work on the premises again.
232. Do you know anything of that gold robbery ? No, I know nothing whatever about it. The first I
heard of it was on the morning after the robbery. 'When I came to the Museum O’Grady told me that the
doors had been smashed open. The gold was quite safe when I left on the previous evening.
233. Did you give Mr, Krefft any reason to suppose that you had any suspicion of him? No, not the
slightest reason.
234. Had he always been civil towards you ? Tes, very civil. He never did treat mo badly. He used to
scold me and domineer over me a bit. He was a hot-tempered man; but I never took any notice of that—
I always obeyed his orders,
235. But you suddenly got paid a week's wages in advance and notice to go ? Tes.
236. And you did not ask him why he sent you away ? No, I. did not ask him the reason ; I went away.
237. What did you think was the reason ? I suggested that it was because I would not tell lies.
238. Tou gave evidence before tbe Select Committee appointed by the Legislative Assembly ? Tes, I did.
239. And was it before that Committee that Mr. Krefft wished you to give evidenco that was not true?
It was after that. The inquiry had heen going on a good deal before he sacked me. It was something
that occurred with respect to the Barneses one day. He called me in ; but I could not tell for what reason
he called me in.
240. Tou say you suspected that he turned you away because you would not tell lies. What was it he
asked you to say, aud before whom did he ask you to say it ? There was a meeting here one day, and
Mr. Krefft was asking questions as to the evidence given that day by the Barneses before the Committee of
the Legislative Assembly. He wanted to know if they came back to the Museum in an excited state,
throwing their hands about, and I said no, they did not. They were not excited more than nsual. I do
not know whether it was for that I was turned away.
241. Mr. Hill!] Then you are speaking now with reference to the evidence which you gave concerning the
Barneses wdien he told them to wait outside until be came from the Assembly ? Tes.
242. It was at that particular time when the Barnescs were waiting for Mr. Krefft to come back from the
Assembly ? Tes.
243. Chairman.] Tou were usually paid your wages in money, not by cheque ? Always by cheque.
244. A cheque signed by any of the Trustees of the Museum ? No ; signed only by Mr. Krefft. He paid
me out of petty cash, as I understood. I gave him a receipt every week. At the monthly meeting I
believe the Trustees signed my monthly cheque. He had that to himself, and I was paid out of petty cash
every week.
245. Dr. Alleyne!] Can you read ? I can read, but cannot write.
246. How do you know the cheques were not signed by any of the Trustees ? Theyhad only “Gerard
Krefft” on them.
247. Tou mean to say you understand his signature? Tes, I understand bis signature.
248. And there was no other signature hut his on the cheques ? No, there was only the one signature.
249. Chairman!] Do you know anything of a man named Tost who was employed in the Museum some
years ago ? He was dismissed from the institution a month before I came here.
250. Do you know why he was dismissed ? I heard that there had been a row, but I never made any
inquiries. I heard that he was treated very badly.
251. From whom did you hear it ? From the Barneses and O’Grady. I knew nothing of it personally.
252. Did you ever hear what the had treatment consisted of ? I heard something about a conspiracy ;
that things were put in Tost’s shop, and then a policeman was sent for to take charge of them as stolen
property.
253. Dr. Alleyne!] The fact is you know nothing about the matter ? Not personally.
254. Mr. Mill.] Do you know how long it was after Tost had gone that you heard this ? I had been
here about three months when I heard about the row.
255. And how long have you been here ? I have heen here five years last May.
256. Chairman.] Did you ever hear anything about the Curator breaking a fossil jaw ? I never lieard any
thing about it. I saw' something about it in the paper lately.
257. Had you ever anything to do with the visitors’ book ? Tes, I always stood at the door when
O’Grady was sent with a message anywhere. I used to call upon the visitors to enter their names. "When
any passed without doing so I used to put down the number.
258. Mr. Hill.] Suppose there were forty—did you ever register a large number like that? Sometimes
“forty” has been put down when only twro or three passed.
559. Whenever forty passed you put dowrn forty ? Tes ; I have sometimes seen O’Grady put down 200.
260. Did he do that by instructions ? Tes, he was told to do it by Mr. Krefft.
261. Did you ever bear Mr. Krefft tell him to do it? Tes.
262. What did Mr. Krefft tell him ? He told him to put down a good number; to never mind its being
correct, but to let it be a good number.
263. Could you point out any instance where this has been done in the visitors’ book ? No, I could not
point it out in the book.
264. How long ago is this ? It has been going on ever since I came here.
.
265, Constantly ? Tes, constantly.
266. Mr. Hill.] It has been a continuous thing ? A continuous thing.
267. Dr. Alleyne.] Do you mean to say that the practice has been not to put down the real numbers of
visitors, but to put down imaginary numbers, to make the public believe that the institution was largely
visited? Tes, that has always been the practice.
268.
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Miss E.
26S. Chairman^ You Lave no ill-feeling towards Mr. Krefft ? None whatever,
Ghiloepio.
269. "Would you come back to the institution if he were to ask you ? Yes, I would.
270. "Who is doing your duty now ? A little boy.
,
271. Bid you have charge of the Museum stores when you were here ? No; I used to make the fires m 13 July, 1874.
the offices, and trim the lamps.
_
272. "Were the stores belonging to the Museum and those belonging to Mr. Krefft kept separate ;—how
did you know whether you wore using Mr. Krefft’s stores or not ? The coal was all kept in one place.
Mrs. Krefft took charge of the kerosene oil. "When I wanted any she gave me a little out, and locked np
the other again. I do not know who paid for it.
This is a correct statement of the evidence given by me before tho Sub-committeo of the Trustees,
on the 13th instant.
her
HELEN + GILLESPIE,
mark
25/7/1874.

Henry Barnes called in and examined
H. Barnes.
273. Chairman.'] You have been employed in tbe Museum for some time ? Yes,
274. .Mi’.
As what ? As taxidermist.
13 July, 1874275. Asa modeller? No, as setter-up of skeletons.
276. You are the photographer, not the carpenter ? The photographer and the modeller.
.
277. Chairman.] During the time you were here did you ever observe the Curator under the influence of
drink ? Yes.
_
278. At what hours, or what time in particular? "Well, I have seen him at pretty nearly all hours or the
day—at different times.
279. At different times—early in the morning ? I cannot say that I have seen him under the influence ot
drink early in the morning; but I have seeu him under the influence of drink in the afternoon, after.dinner,
and occasionally at night.
_
2S0. Has he on those occasions been unfit to do his duty ? On several occasions I have seen him unfit
for his duty.
_
281. Bo you recollect his going to Botany last Christmas Eve after a whale ? Yes.
282. "Were you with him ? Yes.
283. "Was he intoxicated then ? Yes.
284. "Was he intoxicated before he left the Museum ? No.
285. "Was he intoxicated before he returned ? l'es._
286. How did ho get back ? He came back in a spring van.
287. "With the whale ? Yes, with the whale; it was a smallwhale.
288. Bid he not catch a death-adder on the road ? Yes.
289. You were with the Curator on that occasion? Yes.
,
290. What time did you leave the Museum to go to Botany? As near as I can remember, it must have
been between 10 and 11 o’clock in the morning.
_
i
291. What time did you leave Botany to return home? It was inthe evening, just upon dark.
292. Mr. IiiU.] It was in the long days? Yes.
_
293. And you left Botany just between light and dark ? Just between light and ,dark,
294. What time did you get to the Museum ? I think it was about half-past 7 o’clock.
295. What part of Botany did you go to—La Perouse’s monument? Yes, La Perousc s monument. It
was across Botany Bay that we got the whale.
296. What time was it when you started from La Perouse's monument ? I cannot exactly say the hour;
it was between light and dark,
297. How long did it take you to come to the Museum ? It must have taken us about an hour aud a
llillf
298. Bid anything happen on the road ? Yes; on the road we saw a death-adder; the wheels of the cart
passed close by it.
299. Whereabouts was that? I cannot tell you the spot exactly,
_
300. Was it half-way, a third of the way, or a fourth of the way from Sydney ? It was some distance
before we came to the toll-bar.
.
301. You say you started at dark, and yet saw a death-adder on the road ? I may have made a mistake in
the time we started. I cannot tell the hour exactly ; it was still light enough to see the death-adder.
302. However, you all came home together. What condition wore you in? Perfectly sober.
303. What condition were the of,hers in? Perfectly sober.
_
304. Was Mr. Krefft sober? No; they were all perfectly sober saving Mr. Krefft; the van-man was
not perfectly sober.
_
_
_
305. Bo you know the van-man’s name? Yes; his name is Dennis Mulqueeney.
306. Chairman.] Do you know where he lives ? No.
207. Mr. SUL] Do you know where he can be found ? He can be found upon the van-stand.
308. Mr, Krefft was in the cart ? Yes.
309. Bid he get in and out of the cart himself? I do not know.
310. Chairman.} Were you in the hotel at Botany ? No.
_
311. You took your dinner with you ? We took some food with us.
^
312. Did you get anything to drink at all of an intoxicating nature? No; 'Mr. Krefft got me some water
with lemon-juice squeezed into it.
313. That is all you had ? That is all I had, but I saw plenty.
314. Mr. Sill.] Plenty of what ? Whiskey.
_
,
315. Dr. Alleyne.] What did yon see on that occasion that led you to think that Mr. Krefft was drunk?
Ho fell down two or three times, and had to be lifted up.
_
316. Bo you mean that he fell down as you have seen drunken men in the streets fall down, and that he
had to be picked up again in the same manner as you have seen men in the streets picked up ? Yes.
58—D
'
317'
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U. Bamcs. 317. jj/r. Hill] Did you go out from tlie Museum in the van ? Tes, in the spring-cart.
-isTr'^TsVi,
Macdermott go with you? No; we went across the bay in his boat.
13 July, 1874, gjg It id you take the whiskey with you, or was it supplied by any one ? No; it was drunk in Macdermott’s house.
320. Was any part of the spirits taken out in the cart ? I think Mr. Krefft took a little brandy.
321. And the whiskey was supplied afterwards ? Tes.
322. Dr. Alleyne^] It was supplied after you got "back from the opposite shore of Botany Bay ? Tes;
whether Mr. Krefft had any before we went over I could not say.
323. Mr. Rill.'] If Macdermott gave Mr. Krefft a glass of whiskey, would that keep him drunk until he
got back to the Museum P He had more than one glass.
324. How do you know ? I was in the house and saw him.
325. How long did you stop there ? About an hour and a half or two hours.
326. Were there any strangers in the house ? Not inside ; two gentlemen rode up,
'
327. Who.were they ? I do not know.
328. Did they join you in the drinking ? No.
329. They came up to the house and went away ? Tes.
330. And there were no other persons there besides your own party ?. No.
331. Do you know Ben James or Mr. Spence? No, I do not know them; but they may have been there.
332. Were they tiiere ? There were two gentlemen rode up, but I cannot tell their names; they came up
to ask the road to Banks’s hotel.
333. Were they on horseback ? I could not be certain whether they were ou horseback or in a vehicle.
334. What state was Macdermott in ? He was, I should say, very drunk.
336. At the time when Krefft was there? Tes.
336. Dr. Alleyne] I presume you know when a man is drunk—and when yon talk about a man being
drunk, I suppose you mean he is in such a state that if seen in the streets he would be taken np by a
policeman ? I have seen many a man taken np who was not so bad as Mr, Krefft was.
337. Chairman.] Did you ever see Mr. Krefft drunk about the Museum premises on other occasions ?
Tes.
338. During working hours ? Tes.
339. So drunk that he could not walk straight ? Well, I have seen him reel a bit; of course he could
walk; but I have never seen him worse than he was at Botany.
340. Was this a matter of frequent occurrence do you say ? Well, I have seen it pretty frequently.
341. Have you any ill-feeling against him ? Not the slightest.
342. Dr. Alleyne.] When you say pretty frequently, how often do you mean? Well, I cannot say how
often.
343. Chairman] Has this been a matter of long standing, or has it occurred recently ? I should say it
has been going on five or six years, as near as I can remember.
344. Did you ever say anything to Mr. Krefft about it ? No,
345. Did you ever say anything to the Trustees about it ? Never.
346. Has it been growing upon him ? It seemed to be growing upon him a little before the disturbance
■
in connection with the institution.
347. Was he violent when under the influence of drink? He generally seemed to be in a better
temper on those occasions.
348. And you were rather glad to see him in that state ? Oh no.
349. Dr. Alleyne] When you speak of Mr. Krefft’s being drunk, I want to understand whether you mean
that you are sure he was dVunk in the popular sense of the term ? A.t Botany do you mean ?
350. No, at any time. A man may take a little more brandy than is actually good for him ; but it is another
thing to he druuk in the ordinary sense of the term—so drunk that be cannot perform his ordinary duties ?
Tes, that is what I mean.
351. Mr. Rill] When Mr. Krefft was in that state had the other employes of the institution an oppor
tunity of seeing him ? Tes.
352. Did they-see him ? Tes.
.
353. Did they make remarks about it ? Tes.
354. Chairman] It was a subject of conversation amongst you ? Tes; we have often said one to the other,
“ Mr. Krefft is drunk again.”
355. Mr. Rill] Besides the day you were at Botany, could you specify any other day on which he was
drunk ? I cannot name any particular day, as I never kept the date. I can name one particular
night; but of course that was after hours, and was in this place—on the Museum premises.
356. Chairman] What night was that ? The night I came to take his little boy to see a magic lantern
exhibition.
357. Tou cannot tell us the date ? I cannot tell you the date.
358. How long ago is it? It must be seven or eight months ago.
359. Do you know anything about some indecent photographs that were exhibited here? Tes.
360. Do you know anything more in connection with those photographs than you stated in evidence before
tbe Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly ? No, I cannot say that I do know anything more about
them.
,
'
361. Tou told the Select Committee all you knew about them? Tea.
362. And what you told them was perfectly true? Perfectly true.
363. Tou knew a man named Tost who was formerly employed in the Mnseum? Tes, I knew him very
well.
364. How long were you in the Mnseum with him ? I was in the Museum with him for some years.
365. Was there any cause for ill-feeling between the Curator and Mr. Tost? At one time they seemed to
be on very good terms; but before Tost left the institution, there was some disturbance got up between
them.
366. Do you know what that disturbance was about ? Mr. Krefft charged him with taking things away
from the Museum.
367. Mr. Krefft charged him ? Tes, ho found things in Tost’s basket as he was going out, or something
of that kind.
368.
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368. Was that long before Tost was sent away? No.
Bf- Barnes.
309. I think you told the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly that Mr. Krefft had suggested
something to you in connection with Tost;—can you tell us what that was ? Yes ; Air. Ereft't suggested 13 July, 1874.
that wc should go down and search Test’s house for property belonging to the Museum.
370. Mr. Krefft had reason to suppose that Tost had been making away with property belonging to the
Museum ? I understood that Tost had some property belonging to the Museum in his house. Mr.
Krefft wished me to go with him to search Test’s house, and he told me to take something belonging to
the Museum with me, and, in case of our not finding any stolen property, I was to drop it in the house, so
that it might be found and Tost be apprehended for stealing.
371. You told that to the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly ? Yes.
372. Dr. Alleyne.} Are you prepared to make a statement on oath to that effect before a Court of Justice ?
I am prepared to make such a statement on oath in any Court in the world.
'373. Chairman'] Did you inquire of the Curator why he asked you to do what you have stated? Not a
Tvord.
'374'. Did you obey him ? No, I did not,
375. Mr. Hill.] Did Mr. Krefft preface his request by any explanation, or make any remark atthe time
as to why he wished you to do it ? No. I have stated all he said to me.
376. What was it he said ? 11 You take something with you belonging to the Museum, and in case we do
not find anything, drop it secretly in his house so that it can be found.”
377. So that it could be found by whom ? So that it could be found, and Tost be convicted.
378. Chairman.] Then Air. Krefft was anxious to got rid of Tost ? Yes.
379. Mr. JJUli] Who do you suppose was to find what you were asked to drop?Air. Krefft did not say;
I suppose he meant that either he or I was to find it, or the detectives.
380. Since that time you have been on your guard about everything ? I have never entertained any very
high opinion of Mr. Krefft since. X thought that if ever lie took a dislike to me he might perhaps try and
serve me in the same way.
381. But yon still kept on good terms with him ? Yes, I kept on good terms w'ith him.
_ _
382. Chairman.] The result was that Tost was dismissed ? Yes ; the result was that he was dismissed
without the search.
383. Had you any reason to believe that the charges preferred against Tost by the Curator were not
true—that is, did you believe Tost to be an bonest man ? Well, so far as I know, he always seemed to be
pretty honest. *
■
SSL You had no occasion to suspect him of taking anything belonging to the Aluscum ? No, I never
saw anything dishonest in him.
_
385. It was the general remark amongst the employes of the institution that he had been ill-treated ? It
was generally understood in the Museum that he had been ill-treated.
386. Mr. llilli] Did Mr, Krefft ask you, or did he get you, to sigu any document in connection with this
matter ? In connection with Test’s dismissal ?
3S7. Yes; did you sign any document in connection with it for anybody ? I may have done so ; I do not
very well recollect.
388. For what purpose ? I have not the slightest idea.
_
389. Chairman.] Was there any one present at the time you were asked by the Curator to drop something
in Test’s house ? Only my brother.
390. He was there and could testify to the same thing ? He was just standing by in the shop.
391. I think you told that before the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly ? Yes.
392. Professor Liversidgei] Had you any reason to suspect that Tost took glue, nails, and other things that
were Aluseum property home with him ? As far as I recollect of the matter, it was in this way : as Tost was
going out, Air. Krefft took the basket from him, and brought it into the Aluseum and examined it.
393. You did not see any glue and things in the basket ? Yes, 1 saw nails, and screws, and so on.
_
391. So far as you know, Mr. Tost did not take those things ? Air. Tost may have taken those things. I'
have frequently seen him going in and out with his basket. Whether he intended to steal the things or
not I do not know.
.395. What I want to know is whether you have ever seen him take things away in his basket? No. I
have seen him taking his basket away.
’
396. Mr. HilL] The particular one that you saw Mr, Krefft take away from him? No, not the basket he
had when Krefft met him.
397. Did you see him with that basket at any other time ? Frequently.
398. It was his own property ? I cannot say whether it was his own basket or the Museum basket,
399. Professor Liversidge.] Did you see Tost take away those things which Mr. Krefft told you he had
taken ? No.
400. Dr. Allcgne.] Did Tost bear the character of being an honorable man, or was he a disreputable man?
I have never heard anything bad against his character.
401. So far as you know, he was always considered to be an honest and decent man ? He was always con
sidered so.
402. Do you consider that at the time Krefft examined his basket he was a thief? No.
403. Chairman.] Were you present or employed at the packing of any bones for England, from the
Aluseum ? Yes.
‘
401. When ? It must have been about the month of October, 1873.
405. "What was it you packed ? It was a large jaw of a diprotodon—a restored jaw.
406. A\as that the last thing you packed? It was the only one. We did not exactly pack it. At least,
I did not exactly pack it; but I was present at the packing,
407. How was it packed, and what was it packed in ? It was packed in a brandy-case.
408. Was not the jaw too large for the ease ? Yes.
409. And how did you make it fit ? We did not do anything to it—Mr. Krefft made it fit.
410. How did he make it fit ? He broke it up with a hammer and bradawl.
411. What did he do that for—could he not have got a larger case ? Yes, he could have got a larger case.
412. Did he say anything at the time ? 1 do not know whether he said anything at that time, but I know
he said that Professor Owen should not get it perfect.
413. So with the hammer and bradawl be smashed it up ? Yes, he smashed it up,
414.
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H. Barnes. 414. What waa the size of the box it was put in?

I think the brandy-case was made to hold about a dozen
bottles.
13 July, 1874.415. By how much larger was the jawbone than the ease ? In the height I think the brandy-case was
seven or eight inches; the highest part of the jaw must have been over ten or eleven inches.
416. And what about the length of it ? I think it went in in the length.
417. It was in the height that it was too much for the ease ? Yes.
418. You are quite sure he said that Professor Owen should not get it perfect? Quite certain.
419. Was your brother with you at the time—or who was with you ? Only my brother.
420. Tell us again what Mr. Krefit said? ]f I must use the word, he swore.
421. Dr. AlUyne,^] You must give us the exact words he used, as far as you can recollect them ? He said—
“ I’ll be damned if Professor Oweu shall get it perfect.” I won’t say lie used the words at the time we
were packing it, or a little while before we commenced it.
422. Mr.
When this bone got into your possession what was it intended for? To be mended and
then to have a cast taken of it.
423. To repair it or glue it ? To stick it together, and then to take a cast of it.
424. Did yon make any additions to it with clay or cement to make it perfect? Yes, I made the top part
■
of the ramus and the hack part of the condyle with clay for the model.
425. When that was done it was considered complete for moulding ? Yes.
426. Then what did you do ? I took the moulding.
427. And then what? The clay part falls off after the moulding is taken—it is no good.
428. Did the clay or bone part fall off ? It was only the clay.
429. Then it was not the clay part hut actually the bone that urns broken ? Yes, it was the fossil itself.
430. Dr. Alleyiw^ How did you get the cast of the condyle ? I modelled it.
431. From what ? From a drawing.
432. Did you have the bone of a smaller animal to model it from, or did you model it from a drawing, or
a sketching, or pencilling? Principally from a sketch, and as near as I could think of myself,
433. Chairman.] Who made the sketch ? It was, I think, out of one of Professor Owen’s hooks. I
remember now there was a cast of one of the condyles.
431. Dr. AHeyne.~] Whore was the cast got from ? From the Museum.
435. What was it made from ? That I do not know—it was made before my time,
'
436. Ghairman You are the photographer here ? Yes.
.
437. You gave evidence before the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly respecting some
indecent photographs ? Yes.
438. Have you anything to add to what you stated to the Committee on that occasion—you got them
from Dr. Patterson, I think you said ? Yes, I got some from Dr. Patterson, and one from a gentleman
named Abbey, and some were Mr. Krefft’s own private property.
439. Patterson was a herbalist—not a regular doctor ? He was a herbalist, but he used to go by the name
of Dr. Patterson.
440. You are speaking of a man who was convicted of procuring abortion for a woman, and who was sen
tenced to gaol ? Yes, that was the man.
,441, Did you take copies of the photographs ? Yes.
442. Did you take them for your own amusement, or what did you take them for ? I took them for
Mr. Krefft.
'
443. Did Mr. Krefft tell you to take them ? Yes. They were lent to me by Dr. Patterson to show to
Air. Krefft, who, ho said, was a friend of his.
444. Did you ever do work out of the institution for other people ? Yes.
445. For whom ? Well, I have principally worked for Dr. Cox.
446. I think you were questioned very largely upon that point before the Select Committee of the
Legislative Assembly ? Yes.
447. And you told the Committee all you knew about it ? I told them all that occurred,
448. Did you sell any of the photographs you spoke of? Ho.
449. You were not employed by Mr. Krefft to sell any of the photographs on his account or on account
of the institution ? Yes, he employed me and my brother at one time to sell photographs.
v
450. What were they photographs of? It was a view I took on the occasion of the laying of the
foundation stone of Captain Cook’s statue.
451. Mr. mil.] That is the view you took from the roof? Yes.
452. Chairman.] What did you do with the proceeds of the sale ? Gave them to Mr. Krefft.
453. Mr. mil.] I think you gave evidence before the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly to
the effect that you were ordered by the Curator to make cases and set up specimens for other people ?
Yes. Set up specimens?
454. Yes ? Ho, I did not give any evidence about setting np specimens.
455. Did you give any evidence about your having used material belonging to the Aluseum for other
people ? Yes.
456. Did you use the property of the Museum for other people ? Yes,
457. Chairman.] Are you still on the Museum staff? Yes.
458. And arc you paid ? Yes.
459. Do you work here ? Ho, I work at home.
460. Under whose directions ? Under Mr. Krefft’s directions.
461. Dr. All-eyne.] When did you last receive directions from him? About a fortnight or three weeks ago.
462. What work were you doing ? Setting up skeletons.
463. What work are you doing now ? I am setting up a wallaby now.
464. Who told you to do that ? Mr. Krefft.
465. When did you receive instructions to set up the wallaby ? About a fortnight ago it was brought to
us ; it might uot be quite a fortnight.
466. Chairman.] Who brought it to you ? O’Grady.
■
This is a correct statement of the evidence given by me before the Sub-committee of the Trustees,
on the 13th instant.
HENTtY BAKHES.
25/7/1874.
Eobert
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Eobert Barnes called in and examined :—
R. Bnrnes.
467, Chairman.'] How long have you been employed in the Museum? About seven years and a half.
46S. In what capacity ? General assistant and carpenter.
13 July, 1871.
469. You have had frequent opportunities of seeing the Curator, I suppose ? Yob.
470. Bid he occasionally go into your room to see you at work ? He used to come into our shop almost
every day.
,
471. Any particular hour of the day ? !Nhj he would come in at all hours,
472. In any of his visits did you ever observe anything peculiar about him ? I have very often seen him
under the influence of drink.
,
473. How did ho exhibit it ? By not speaking properly—by not walking properly. I can tell when a man
has got drink in him.
_
i 11 i
474. You say ho could not speak or walk properly ? Kbt as a sober man should do.
475. What hour of the day was this ? 1 have seen it at all hours of the day.
476. Not very seldom, but very frequently ? Frequently.
477. More so of late than it was ft few years ago ? "Well, it bas been more so of late than it was a lew
years ago ; but I have known it ever since 1 have been here, that is, for six or seven years.
...
478. Have you any idea what it was he took which brought about such a state of things ? His principal
drink was ale.
479. Bid you over go to get ale for him ? Yes, very nearly every day.
,
480. ‘Where did you go for it ? I used to have to go to Hughes's, to Tighe’s, to Eoberts’s ; m fact, 1 have
been sent nearly all over Sydney to see whore I could get the best and cheapest ale. I have been to
Eeate & Harcourt’s amongst other places.
_
.
481. At what time of the day were you sent on these errands ? In Museum time, as well as in my own
482. You have been sent all over Sydney to see where you could get the best and cheapest ale ?

Yes, I

4S3. Mr. Hi//.] I suppose you never tried the Colonial ale ? Yes; that was what I was sent down to
Peate & Harcourt's for.
,
m j i
484. Used you to pay for the drink as you got it ? I used to pay for the draught ale, and the bottled ale
that I got from Eoberts’s 1 paid for ; 1 generally paid when I went to the retail houses ; at other places I
used to tell them to send up the cask.
_
485. Bid Mr. Krefft pay for it ? He used to give me the money,
_ _
r
j
. ,
486. And you were constantly employed in going about to get ale ? Yes; it is part of my duty to go with
messages,
.
.
487. Can you call to mind any particular occasion when the Curator was more than usually m a state oi
beer ? I have seen him very far gone frequently.
488. Can you call to mind any particular day or instance? On the 23rd of Becember he was very drunk,
hut he was not on the premises at the time.
4S9. "Where were you then ? Wc were out at Botany.
490. "Was your brother with you ? Yes, and Mr, Masters also.
...
491. What time did you go out ? AYc started from the Museum between 10 and 11 o’clock, I think.
492. Was Mr. Krefft drunk then ? No, he was quite sober then.
493. AYhen was it he began to exhibit signs of drunkenness ? After we got the whale, about half-past 3
or 4 o’clock. He went into Macdennotl’s place and left us outside; and about three-quarters of an hour
afterwards he sent for us to go inside to have something to drink. When wcwentinside
we saw a
whiskey bottle on the table. He asked us to have some, but we declined. He then gave ussome water
with some lemon-juice in it,
494. Was Mr. Krefft tipsy at that time ? Yes, he was very drunk.
495. How did you get him home ? AVc brought him homo in the van.
496. Bid you put him into the cart ? AVe did not put him in.
497. Bid anything happen on the road homo ? Just outside the enclosure at Botany, Mr. Kreflt was

had to assist him up.
498. You got him home safe? Yes, we got him home safe.
_
499. AYas be able to get out of the cart without assistance? I assisted him out of the cart at the steps.
500. Can you call to mind anv other occasion on which Mr. Krefft made a similar exhibition of himself?
Yes. It must be some ten or eleven months ago ; there was a young German friend of his who had come
from the Pijis, and was stopping with him ; and the day the young gentleman went back to the Fijis, a
party went’out to Botany, and when MV. Krefft came home he was dreadfully drunk.
501. What hour of the day was that ? It was after 5 o’clock when he came home.
502. Chairman] On both of the occasions you have mentioned he got drunk when he was away, but he
was ordinarily sober when he was on the Museum premises ? Oh no ; I have seen him throwing up in the
cellar.
_
,
503. Mr. Sill.'] Bo you mean he was throwing brickbats about? No; he was vomiting.
_
_
501. Dr. Allcync] Bid you attribute that to drunkenness—you know what is meant when a man is said
to be in a state of drunkenness ? I have seen him m all stages.
505. Mr. Hill.] You never saw him dead drunk—so drunk that he could not move ? I never saw any
body so drunk that they could not move.
506. Chairman.] Bid you know a man named Tost ? Yes.,
_
507. Bo you know any circumstances in connection with his leaving the Museum ? Yes.
^
508. Will you tell us what they were ? One morning Mr. Krefft called me and my brother, and O’Grady,
and old Mac, I believe, into a room underneath this Board-room ; he also called Mr. Tost. He had Mr.
Test’s tool-basket on the table, and before us all he accused M.r. Tost of taking this tool-basket away with
screws, nails, glue, and things like that, belonging-to_ the Museum. Tost did not deny it, and said that he
always took his basket home and fetched it hack again. Thereyas a good deal of disturbance. Krefft
wanted Tost to apologize to him, and threatened to suspend him if lie did not. Tost said that Krefft
should
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£. Barnes,

should apologize to him. With that, I believe, Tost took his hnt and coat and went up-stairs. He
suspended himself, I believe. There was then an inquiry about it, and Tost was dismissed..
13 July, 1874. 50i). Was there anything unfair in the charges against Tost, so far as you know? There was nothing
unfair in the charge that was tried here—in the charge that was tried before the Board.
510. Mr. Hill.] How do you moan tried before the Board ? Hothing unfair at the Board.
511. At the Board you never were consulted ? Yes, I was a witness.
512. What was the result of the inquiry ? The result was that Tost got dismissed.
513. Chairman.] Was it generally supposed that Tost was unfairly charged ? Ho.
514. Were you present at the packing up of a bone that was to be sent to England? Yes.
515. Mr. Hill.] Do you know anything with reference to a request that was made by Mr. Krefft that
something should be deposited in Test’s house ? Yes.
516. Just state whaj; it was ? On the morning that Tost was to be tried by a sub-committee appointed
for the purpose, Krefft came down to my shop, which was in the cellar, and said to my brother—“ I am
going to get two detectives,” or “ I have got two detectives to search Test’s house, and I want you to take
something belonging to the Museum, and in case we do not find anything belonging to the Museum there,
to drop it in his house.”
’
517. What other observation did Mr. Krefft make at the time? He made no other observation, so far as
I can remember.
518. Now, if you were brought before a Court of Justice would you swear that such a thing took place ?
I would.
.
519. Would you swear that Mr. Krefft invited your brother to drop something in Test's house ? I would
swear that he did do so. He said on one occasion—“ We must crush Tost; Tost has lots of charges against
me, and against you too.”
520. And he told you that you must assist in crushing Tost? Yes ; he said that to three of us on the
stairs.
521. You are quite positive as to that ? Quite positive.
(
522. You are sure he did not mean the words to apply to anything else ? No; it was all about Tost.
He told us that Tost had brought many charges against him, and many charges against us, and that wo
must assist him in getting Tost out.
523. Did you take anything to drop in Test’s house, as requested ? No ; nothing.
524. Did you tell any one about this ? I think I told O’Grady about half an hour after it occurred.
525. Dr. Alleyne.] What kind of charges did Tost bring against Krefft and you and your brother ? X do
not know that he brought any charges against Mr. Krefft. We only knew what Mr. Krefft said to us,
I do not: know whether he did actually bring any charges. Mr. Krefft said that Tost had brought charges
against him.
526. Chairman.] Had you any dread of Tost as to anything he could say against yon ? I had no particu
lar dread, but I thought he might say something against me.
527. Dr. Alleyne.] What charges did Mr. Krefft say that he was bringing against you and your brother?
He did not mention the charges that Tost was bringing against us, but lie mentioned the charges that
Tost had brought against him.
528. Mr. Hill.] Do you remember any property belonging to the Museum being burned? Yes; there
were two lions, bears, tigers, leopards, antelopes, monkeys, and a Shetland pony, that used to be exhibited
in the Museum.
' '
'
529. What were they destroyed for ? I do not know. They were all burned.
530. Were they destroyed before they were burned? Well, the pony was taken out of the Museum and
put on a stand for Mr. Krefft’s little boy to ride on. It was a Shetland pony that had been given by Mr,
Burt.
531. Chairman^ What were the lions destroyed for—were they lousy or full of moths? No. Thorpe said
he could make fine exhibits of them. The lions were set up—Mr. Tost sot them up himself.
532. Mr. Hill.\ Were they skeletons or skins? Skeletons and skins too.
533. Were they all burned? All except the jaws.
534. Chairman.] Did Mr. Krefft assign any reason for burning them ? No, except that he said they were
all rubbish,
■
535. Mr. Hill] Were any books or papers destroyed? I have at times burned lots that were thrown
away as rubbish.
536. Chairman..] Have you any ill feeling against Mr. Krefft? None whatever; I have no ill feeling
against any man alive.
537. Did he always treat you well ? I cannot say that ho has always treated me well; but I have no ill
feeling against'him—X make allowance for his bad temper.
538. Have you done any work for people outside the institution, and given receipts for it in anybody
else’s name ? Yes.
539. By whose orders ? Mr. Krefft’s.
540. You gave evidence to that effect before the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly ? I did.
541. Did you tell the Committee all that you knew about that, or is there anything further that you can
add ? I can add nothing further; it is well known that I used to sign cheques for work done hero for
“ William Bradley.”
542. Is the man you represented alive ? I never knew William Bradley.
543. You recollect a Bradley ? Yes, it was James Bradley.
544. Did you ever speak to him about using his name ? No.
545. What suggested to you the name of Bradley ? I do not know ; it was the first name that came into
my head.
546. Did Bradley ever do any work for you ? We were boys together, and used to work together.
This is a correct statement of the evidence given by me before the Sub-committee of the Trustees,
on the 13th instant,
*
EOBEET BAENES.
25/7/1874.
TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY, 14 JULY, 1874.
^:tsrnt:—
H. &. ALLEYNE, Esq., M.D.,
i
EDWD. S. HILL, Esq., J.P.,
Peofessoe LIVEKSIDGE.

CHRISTOPHER ROLLESTON, Esq., in the Chair.
Eobert Barnes was called in and further examined:—
'
547. Chairman.] You say that you adopted the name of “ William Bradley” just as you would any other r. Bame*.
name which might occur to you at the moment? Yes.
'
.
548. What was the reason why-your own name was not attached to these papers? Mr. Krefft said it 14
would not loot well for mo, being in the employment of the Trustees of the Museum, to be signing my
1
own name to bills for work done out. This was work I did in my own time.
549. For private individuals ? No; for the Museum—making bird-stands, glass boxes, or doing any other
little jobs.
550. Mr. Hill.] Then do I understand that you were working here all day for the institution, and you
had the privilege of working after-hours, but as it would not look well for you to bo working all day and
all night too, you put in another name ? Yes; Mr, Krefft gave me these little jobs to do, because he
knew that I had a large family, and could do them as well as anybody else.
551. Who suggested that you should adopt another name than your own ? Mr. Krefft; but he did not
suggest the name Bradley.
'
552. Did he suggest that you should adopt any name other than your own ? He did.
553. What words did he use? As near as I can remember, he said—“Don’t send the bills in in your own
name ; it does not look well; put in any other name.”
.
554. Did you do so ? Yes.
.
555. Did you give him a receipt in the name of Bradley for money which he paid you ? Yes, always.
I used to sign them here myself.
556. Who made out the accounts ? My nephew.
557. Who made out the accounts for yourself? I never gave any for myself.
558. You got your own wages without an account, and your nephew made out the accounts for the work
done in the assumed name of Bradley ? Yes.
.
559. These accounts appear in your nephew’s writing ? Yes.
560. Who receipted toe accounts ? I did; I receipted it “ Wm. Bradley” myself.
561. You received the amount and gave the receipt? Yes.
562. Did you ever give any other accounts to Mr. Krefft for work done in your own name ? We were
here working over-time at the time of the Exhibition.
563. I mean, did you give any accounts in your own handwriting? None.
564. You do not recollect giving any accounts in your own handwriting ? No.
565. These accounts, which appear receipted by Bradley, are in your nephew’s handwriting, receipted by
you;—is that clear ? That is clear,
566. Chairman.] Did you prepare a case for some fossil bones that were to be sent Home ? No ; it was a
brandy-case.
567. It was about the premises ? It was down in the spirit-room.
563. Had you anything to do with the packing of this bone or these hones ? I nailed the lid on.
569. What was it ? The restored fossil jaw-bone of a diprotodon. We have a cast of it in the Museum now.
570. About what size ? With the ramus and all it would be about 14 inches deep.
571. Was the brandy-case a case for holding a dozen bottles? Yes.
572. Was the case big enough to receive the bone ? No.
573. In wbat way was the ease too small—in height? It was wide enough.
574. How did you get the lid on to the box—did you reduce the specimen ? I did not reduce it.
575. What was done to make the box hold it ? It was broken.
576. By whom ? By Mr. Krefft.
677. With what ? With a hammer and bradawl. The bradawl was chiefly used to pick the wires out.
578. Did he say why he used this force in breaking the thing up ? I do not know if there was any reason.
He said he would be damned if Professor Owen should get it in any other state than what he had it in,
and my brother remarked that Professor Owen would not be able to put that together.
579. Was the Curator sober ? He was competent to know what he was doing. He had had a glass, but
he knew what he was about.
580. It was not done under the influence of a glass ? He would not allow us to make it according to the
figure of Professor Owen at all. We had to make the skeleton with eleven ribs ; Professor Owen’s has
thirteen. He would not allow us to work the upper skull according to the cast we have inside here,
according to the figures of Professor Owen. It was Mr. Krefft’s impression that the diprotodon was a
very large bear or wombat, that is, a species of bear or wombat. The form of the skull resembles a bear’s
skull.
581. Mr. Hill.] In this diprotodon which you were restoring, you first secured the true hone together ?
Yes, out of thousands of fragments.
582. You made that one whole ? Yes, what there was of it.
583. Tlie other parts you restored with clay ? We modelled the ramus andcondyle withclay—portions
of the ramus and the whole of the condyle.
584. You did that to make a mould for the model ? ——
585. Was there any portion of the clay attached to it when you wore packing it up ? No ; the clay falls
right oft' as soon as we have done with it.
586. You are quite sure that there was no clay on it ? Nothing to speak of.
587. You are sure also that it was the fossil bone that was broken up by Mr. Krefft ? Yes.
588. You are certain of that ? Quite confident of it.
689. Was that in the original joinings where it was put together by you ? -----590. Froftssor Liver sidge,] Or did he form fresh fractures? Yes, or itwouldhave been easier to put
together than we had it to do, because we had to find the small pieces of the bone out of thousands of
pieces.
591,
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jn pic]iing up this bone did you fill the spaces up? Tes, with a whole apronful of bones that Mr.
Krefft sent up from the cellar.
_
It July, ISM. ^92.
did you know that they were portions of a diprotodon ? Because they came from Dr. Bennett.
"Wo fetched all the hones from Dr. Bennett’s ; they were all mixed up together—pieces ol ribs, skulls, jaw,
i'crtehr.T. We had to separate them to find portions of the jaw. "We took what we wanted from this
heap, and after we had done with them put the others back again. _
_
o93. Dr, Alleyne] You said that you made this diprotodon according to the cast inside ;—what cast inside
were you referring to ? This is not a cast. It is a model that we have made.
59J). When you said a cast inside, what were you referring to then ? It had been a bear’s head—not a
diprotodon’s.
595. The cast inside waa the head of a native hear? Yes.
596. Is that what you mean ? Yes.
_
597. One of the native bears, such as we have got in the bush now ? Yes.
^
598. You were making then, as I understand you, the skull for this supposed diprotodon from the pattern
of what is ordinarily called a native hear? \es, we modelled from a native bear’s skull.
599. You were not modelling from the figure or the east in the Museum ? No ; nothing more than the
teeth and the native bear’s skull. It is mostly all manufacture. _
_ _
600. Mr. Hill] Did you make the cast resemble that of the native boar you were doing it from ? Yes,
with the exception of the teeth. The lower jaw is from the original diprotodon jaw.
601. The lower jaw was really diprotodon? Yes.
,
.
602. And you made something to fit the diprotodon from a bear’s head? Yes; to fit the diprotodon lower jaw.
603. And could you make it fit it ? Yes.
604. Could you make a bullock’s head fit it ? Yes.
_
605. Chairman] You were generally employed in carpentery work in the Museum? Many years ago,
in Test’s time. The carpentering was stopped then.
606. Did you do work for persons outside the Museum when you were employed here ? Yes.
_
607. By whose direction ? I did work for the Museum by Mr. Krefft’s direction. I have done private
work for Dr, Cox, hut I have not done much—a few picture-frames.
608. Ou the premises ? No ; at homo.
_
609. Out of material belonging to the institution? No; my own material.
610. Dr. Cox paid you ? IDs money paid for everything.
_
611. kYas the Curator in the habit of getting furniture made for himself on the premises by yourself or
any of the employes ? He has had a good many things made that he lias always told me to make. I have
made three tables and a clothes-press which is now np-stairs in his private room. It was to have come into
this place to hold papers.
612. A press which he ordered you to make to hold papers has gone up-stairs ? Yes.
_ _
613. Have you ever been ordered by the Curator to make up specimens for private individuals and send
them away ? I have packed specimens for Dr. Bennett.
614. Anybody else ? Not that I can remember.
615. "What were these specimens ? A good many of them were the bones we got from Dr. Bennett, and
other little things. I have taken small cases. I do not know what Mr. Krefft has put into them. Mr.
Krefft has packed them himself.
616. You did not take notice with what—you did what you were ordered by the Curator . Anything he
told me to do I did. 'I pack up nearly everything that goes away.
_
617. Were many things sent away from the Museum elsewhere? Lots and lots of things.
618. Were they sent out of the Colony, or in the Colony ? Out of the Colony. I should suppose they
have been for ships.
619. Were they specimens belonging to the Museum ? Yes; such as casts and hones. Be have sent
five casts of the lower jaw of the diprotodon away, and I think ten casts of crocodile s head.
620. Dr. Alleyne] Where did you send them to ? That I cannot say. To different parts of Queensland,
I think, and to Melbourne.
.
621. Not sent to Europe ? There were lots of things sent to Europe. I have seen the addresses on them.
622. Mr. Hill] When you packed these cases you would know the contents of them ? Yes. I have
packed a whale’s head—the skull of one of Gray’s whales.* We sent two or three easts of the whole ot
the diprotodon, all the limbs, all that we have got. The ribs and things are all modelled.
623. Have we got a diprotodon in this institution in the hone ? _ No, only a copy of one.
624. You cannot, send models of things which you have not got in existence ? \\ e can if we make models
and send casts of them.
'
625. To whom were these specimens sent or addressed that you packed ? I cannot say.
626. You cannot say to whom the packages were addressed ? Mr. Krefft sent one lot down to the steamer
to Professor M‘Coy, Melbourne. I paid the freight and got the receipt.
627. Do you recollect anything addressed to any one else in any other part of the world? No. I have
often sent cases addressed to Professor Owen.
,
„
628. Chairman] Were they addressed as coming from the Curator, Mr. Krefft, or from the Trustees of
the Australian Museum ? lie did not put tlie address on in that way. I make the cases and Mr, Krcnt
addresses them.
_
,
. ,
629. Mr. Hill] Has there been any marsupial animals packed in these cases r ihe cases have contained
birds, genus homo, skeletons, skulls, reptiles, fishes. I cannot remember at this moment.
630. Do you recollect anything now beyond what you have said in the shape of moulds and casts of fossils?
I caunot recollect particular cases.
.
631. You distinctly remember taking a package down to the steamer for Professor M Coy, of_ Melbourne,
and paying the freightabout what time was that ? Some three or four months before Christmas.
632. LastDChristmas ? Yes. We took a lot 011 hoard the French man-of-war when she was here.
633. Chairman] The Atalante" ? I do not know. We took them to a gentleman I think of the name
of Lieutenant Mudge.
,
,
634. Mr. Hill] And about that time you sent a case to Professor M'Coy.? Somewhere about that time.
It was about the time when we took two or four legs down to the Exchange,
^
C35. Professor Liversidge.'] You took portions of the casts of the diprotodon down ? Yes.
636.
# Hqte (on reiaVion) :—A largo portion of the skeleton of the whuto also went away in the same case.
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636. Mr.
That identifies the time? About that time.
R. Burnea.
637. Is there anything else that you desire to say to the committee about any of these matters—anythin"
a ^
which you have forgotten ? No.
b 14 jul
G3S. Do you wjsh to retract anything? The only thing that I should like to say is in justification of
’
myself. Mr. Krefft accuses me of taking complaints to the Trustees, which I utterly deny. I never went
to the Trustees in my life until I was suspended, and I asked them to attend the meeting to see that I got
fair play. I never spoke to the Trustees before that. Dr. Bennett says I did on one occasion, but I deny
it. I never took complaints to any of the Trustees.
This is a correct statement of the evidence given by me before the Sub-committee of the Trustees
on the 14th instaut.
’
ROBERT BARNES.
25/7/1874.
■

J. A. Thorpe was called in and examined :—

639. Chairman.'] Ton have been employed in the institution for a considerable time? Between five and J, A.Thorpe,
six years.
_ . ‘
CIO. In what capacity ?. Taxidermist.
li4 ju|
641. In the course of that time you have had frequent opportunities of conversation with the Curator ?
'
Tes.
•
'
642. Daily, I suppose ? Every week at least.
643. Mas he at all times sober and in a competent state for the performance of his duties ? I cannot say
that he was always sober, but I cannot say that I have seen him what I call drunk. I have very frequently
seen him under the influence of drink.
644. What do you call drunk ? He can always stand aud talk, but there is that in his manner which
shows that he has been drinking heavily.
645. Was this early or well on in the day ? Generally towards 3 or 4 o’clock in the afternoon—some
times before that.
.
646. How did it show itself ? Usually in a flushed appearance, in a laughing strange manner. I can
hardly describe it.
647. Was ho violent in his manner or conduct towards yourself at all ? No.
648. Or towards any of the other servants of the institution ? Tcs, I have seen him very violent.
649. But perhaps they had been doing wrong? I do not know.
T°u,cannot say that it was entirely from his having taken too much? I did not always attribute
Mr. Krefft’s violence to his having taken too much liquor.
651. Ton do not? No.

652. He was naturally impetuous, was he ? Tes, naturally very violent; and I think he has often been
so when lie has had no occasion to be so.
653. Ton think that was infirmity of temper? Tes, I do.
6i>4. J.iien you cannot say that as a rule he has been unfit to discharge the duties of Curator of the Museum ?
Eerhaps he came under my notice less than any man in the establishment. The room where I work is
rather isolated from the rest, and he does not take any particular interest in my branch of the business.
He took more interest in bones, fossil remains, and things of that kind that were being set up in the work
shops by the Barnescs. Sometimes I have known him to ho for a week or ten days without coming into my
room at all, but I have frequently seen him pass to the workshops during that time. Ho would not ho
under my notice at all.
655. W ere you here in the time of a man named Tost ? No ; I succeeded Mr. Tost.
6o0. Tou know nothing personally of the circumstances under which he was discharged ? No, only from
hearsay.
657. Did you know Mr. Tost ? No.
658. What did you hear of Tost—was he in good repute here ? The men told me that he had not had
fair play. They told me that it would be better to keep myself to myself.
659. Who cautioned you ? O’Grady and the Barneses.
660. What did they say ? They said that Mr. Tost had not had fair play, and one of the Bamcses—it was
Harry Barnes—told me that Mr. Krefft told him to put something in Mr. Test’s house, and that a
detective was to find it there. That was the purport of what he told me.
661. Was this told to you on your first coming to the Museum ? No, I do not think it was. I think it
was a year or eighteen months after that I heard it.
662. That would be about four years ago ? It must be three or four years ago since I heard it first. I
have hoard it frequently repeated since.
■
663. Have you yourself been on good terms with the Curator? Tes, on very good terms ; until about the
time of the gold robbery, or since I gave evidence before tbe Select Committee. That was about the first
time that Mr. Krefft began to be cantankerous with me.
664. What did you attribute that change in Mr. Krefft’s conduct to ? I could not say, unless it was that
he was offended at what I said before the Select Committee; but what I said there was the truth, and I
am willing to take my oath upon it.
665. Mr. Alleyne.] Did Mr. Krefft suspect you of being concerned in the gold robbery ? No.
666. Chairman.] Were you one of the party who went to Botany to get a whale ? No.
667. Were you at the Museum on the Christmas Eve ? I was hero, at the Museum.
668. Did you see the Curator on that day ? I do not think I did.
669. Either in the morning or evening ? I do not recollect seeing him.
'
670. Mere you here when the party returned from Botany with the whale? No. The day Mr. Krefft
left with the party to get the whale—I think it was on the Tuesday—he came to me and asked me to see
that O’Grady, the messenger, was at his post. He said—“ Thorpe, you will be good enough to see that
0 Grady is at his place. I won t trust him at his place alone, Tou need not work to-day, but you can
go and see that he is at his post.” I walked about the Museum all that afternoon, and I saw that
O'Gradv was always 1 here.
58—E
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Mr. Hill.'] At the door ? Yes.*
Did you see the gold specimens there that day ? No, I did not.
You did not look into the cases P Not for three weeks before,
Was O’Grrady perfectly sober on that day ? Yes, I never saw him Otherwise, I do not know that
he drinks.
675. Chairman.'] Have you observed the Barneses at all the worse for liquor ? I have known Henry Barnes
to be the worse for liquor, but not recently. I have not seen Kobe ft Barnes the worse for liquor.
670. Have you seen Henry Barnes the worse for liquor recently ? Not for the last two years. I think
he turned teetotaller then, and I have not seen him the worse for liquor since.
677. Have you been required by tbe Curator to make up specimens for private individuals during your
employment here ? Yes, on a few occasions.
678. Ouly on a few occasions P Only on a few occasions.
679. "Will you name the persons for whom you set up specimens, if you know them ? I set up a wallahy
for the Honorable Henry Parkes, and a duck aud a ring-tailed Opossum for Sir Alfred Stephen.
680. The practice has not been a very common one ? Not with me.
681. It has been exceptional ? Yes, exceptional.
682. Had you anything to do with taking photographs ? No.
6S3. Do you know anything of any indecent photographs being exhibited about here ? I have seen them.
684. Do you know by whose orders they were taken, or who were responsible for their being here ? I do
not know by whose orders they were taken, hnt I have seen Henry Barnes frequently bringing them
through my room to take them to Mr. Krefft. He said that he was going to Mr. Krefft with them.
I never saw them in Mr. Krefft’s possession.
685. Were they sold outside ? I never knew them to be; I never saw the indecent ones outside.
686. Do you know whether any photographs were sold ? Only from hearsay.
687. What did you hear were sold? I have heard that some photographs of Captain Cook’s statue, taken
at the time the 'Duke of Edinburgh laid the foundation stone, were sold to.the value of 7s. Gd.
688. You do not know of anything else ? No.
689. Do yon know anything of the visitors’ hook ? No, nothing more than what I have heard O’Grady
say, that he had to put down a larger number than the actual number of persons.
690. A larger number than absolutely came in ? Yes,
691. When did you hear O'Grady say that? I have heard it almost from the time I came here ; I have
heard that that has been the practice in the institution.
692. Mr. Rill.] You got your wages every week? No, every month.
693. Did the Barneses get theirs at the same time ? I believe so.
694. Do you know as a fact that they did ? Yes.
695. Do you know any particulars with reference to the Barneses getting wages for extra work and giving
a receipt at the same time ? No ; I have heard one of them say that he signed in the name of William
Bradley.
69G. What was his object ? He said—“I do not sign my name for these things.” We were talking once
about his working overtime, and I was saying that he made up a nice little sum. “ But” said he, ‘‘William
Bradley gets this.” He said that in a joke, and in explanation he said that he signed “ William Bradley”
instead of his own name.
697. Yon never saw the signature ? No, nor did I ever see him sign it.
698. Since the beginning of the Inquiry by the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly what has
Mr. Krefft’s conduct been towards you—since you gave your evidence ? At first he began by raving and
roaring like a hull at me, speaking to me as if X were a d'og. I told him that a little of that would go a long
way. I told him, the first time, that I had not been used to being talked to in that way. I was very much
annoyed, but I did not give him any impudence, and since then I have seen very little of him. He has
been almost invisible for the last throe or four months.
699. Professor Liversidge.] Why did he roar at you—had you done anything wrong ? No, I had not. In
the first instance I misunderstood him. He told me to lock a door. It was blowing very hard, and I did
not understand what he said. I used to leave work with Masters at 4 o'clock, but Mr. Krefft made me
stop till 5.
700. Mr. Rill.] Did he explain to you the reason you were to stop ? No ; all that ho said was that the
Trustees were frequently here after 4 o’clock, and that when they asked for me I could not he found.
701. Did he tell you that it was an order of the Trustees that one if not both of you were to stay ? No.
At the time he made me stay I was very unwell, and I had very disagreeable work to do. The stench was
frightful from the decomposed animals upon which I was working,
702. Chairman.] Had you anything to do with the attempted preservation of the sun-fish ? Yes.
703. Why did you not succeed in preserving it ? I was not allowed to do so.
704. By whom were you not allowed ? Mr. Krefft.
705. Por what reason P I think it was from some ill feeling between Mr. Krefft and Dr. Cox.
706. What grounds have you for thinking so ? Mr. Kreut said that he was not going to have specimens
brought from the Trustees to be preserved and then to be taken out of the place—he was uot going to
let them make a convenience of the institution. That was the purport of what he said, but I do uot; say that
those were his words. I understood that the fish was to leave the institution either temporarily or per
manently.
_
707. Did you make any attempt to preserve the fish ? I was working at it for three or four days, and it
was then ordered to he taken away by tbe Health Officer. The fish became very offensive.
70S. If prompt steps had been taken for its preservation in the first instance, could it have been preserved
before it arrived at that stage of putrefaction ? Yes. 1 have done lots of fish. It is a branch of taxi
dermy that I take a great interest in, is stuffing fish. When the intestines and stomach were taken away
nearly all that would be left would be cartilage, and the only part that would be liable to stink -would be
the passage from the throat. If I had had a couple of gallons of carbolic acidfor a disinfectant, and bad
diluted it in water and sprinkled it over tbe fish, it would have kept well enough. A hole was dug in the
paddock,

J. A. Thorpe. 671,
672.
14 July, 1874. 673.
674.

* Note (ob revision):—On that day O’Orady went to his dinner, ns usnnl, at 12 o’clock. On his return, at o'clock,
I went home, and returned a few minutes before 2. I state this in consequence of seeing, in a note on revision of Mr. EreiFt’s
evidence before the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, a statement that O'Grady and 1 both left at 1 o’clock on
the day in question, and did not return for an hour and a half.
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paddock, and the old man waa employed to wheel the fleah into the hole. When I spoke to Mr. Krefft ho J' A. Thorpe,
said—“ You will never do that fish. Why do you persist in it ? Don’t you hear that the people are /~m*-K***\
complaining all round the neighbourhood about the stench ?” I said—“ Mr. Krefft, it is not this, but it is 14 July, 1874,
the putrid mass in the hole.”
709. 3fr. Hill.'] Where was the hole ? Near Mr. Weigall's fence.
710. About south-east from your back door ? Yes. I said—“ If you will allow the man to put afew shovel
fuls of earth over each coating of flesh it won’t stink.” lie said 11 Oh no ; let it be ; we will stink Weigall
out.”
711. Chairman.] The Health Officer came and had the whole thing removed ? Yes.
712. What was done with it? The parcels delivery carts took it away.
713. It was not buried in the grounds ? Not the skin and the portions to be made into tbe specimen.
They were not buried, but the refuse and offal only.
714. Were the tubs and buckets buried with this putrid flesh ? There were no tubs and buckets that I
saw. None were required.
715. Mr. Hill.] Did the vans that carted away the skin take away the buckets ? No; there were none
here.
716. Under any circumstances none were used ? No.
717. Not to take up the flesh in ? No ; it was shovelled up and thrown into an old wheelbarrow and
wheeled away.
718. Not for the liquid ? There was no liquid used. There was no disinfectant—no spirits of wine,
until half the skin was thrown into the tank, which of course spoiled it at once.
719. Chairman] If proper steps had been taken there would have been no nuisance in the neighbourhood ?
None whatever.
720. It was designedly done on the part of Mr. Krefft, so that the sun-fish should not he preserved?
That is the plain truth of tho matter.
721. He had an idea that Dr. Cox was to take away the specimen ? I had that idea, but I have heard
since that it would have been only temporarily taken away.
722. Was it a valuable specimen ? Yery valuable.
723. Have you got one in the Museum ? No, not one. I believe that one that was spoilt in preserving
was sold the other day for twenty or thirty pounds to go to Melbourne. That was a painted specimen.
It only showed the shape.
724. You arc perfectly satisfied you could have made a very valuable specimen of it if you had been
allowed your own way ? I am certain of it. I only wanted three men for three days. That would have
been plenty—allowing me to direct them and work myself.
725. Were you not allowed any men at all ? I was allowed three at first until we got some of the weight
of the flesh removed. Then Harry was called away to do photographs ; then Eobert; and then I was left
with O’Grady.
726. If tho whole strength of tbe institution had been loft to the work until it was done, the fish could
have been perfectly preserved ? There is no question about that. If the fish had been decomposed at the
time it came I should have said so, because it was a great deal of trouble.
727. Mr. Hill.] I see here a note on revision—“ The tubs bought at Lassetter’s were purchased after the
putrid fish had been buried, and the tubs with it. I had to replace them.” Do you recollect anything
now of any tubs being buried with the putrid fish ? There were no tubs used ; and I am almost certain
there were none buried. I did not superintend the covering up of the bole wiiero the fish was buried.
If there are any tubs in that hole they were put there by design, for they were not used.
728. Could you point out the hole ? Yes.
729. Chairman.] Was any extra labour outside the Museum obtained to assist you in curing the sun-fish?
None whatever. There were no strangers about the place at all, I do not know whether Mac, the
gardener, is considered one of the staff. He was assisting in wheeling the stuff away.
730. Hr. Alleyne.] Do you know how much money extra he got paid for that ? He told me that he got
nothing. I never received a shilling for anything extra that I did here. All that I got extra was for
specimens of natural history that I sold to the Trustees for the Museum. I never got anything for
overtime.
731. Mr. Hill.] You have never had anything for overtime or any donations ? No ; and I have been here
at work until 10 o’clock at night. If a specimen comes in, I always consider it my dufytotry and save it.
732. Do you know of any stuffed specimens belonging to the Museum that have been destroyed or burnt?
Yes.
733. Will you mention any ? Two lions, one spotted leopard, two or three small deer, one very large red
reindeer or elk, I forget which, with horns—I do not know whether the horns were taken off and kept or
not—one fox, one horse, and one or two bears.
734. Professor Hivcrsidge.] What bears—native bears? Foreign animals—black bears,
735. Chairman.] What were they destroyed for ? I wanted Mr. Krefft to let me stuff them over again.
I have restuffed a great many specimens. The only fault with them was that they were badly done. The
skins were good. There is one specimen in the Museum, the civet cat, that I brought in out of the rain
off a heap of rubbish. When I showed it to Mr. Krefft he would hardly believe it was the one which had
been thrown out.
736. Were there other specimens besides those which you have described? Of most of them we have not
got duplicate specimens.
737. Mr. Hill] Wo have not got a specimen of a reindeer? No, not one of the kind which was
destroyed. I am not sure whether that was an elk or a red deer ; it was set up by Becker.
738. You mean to say that these animals were destroyed P Yes; the Hons had been very badly done.
739. When did this occur ? Two years ago—perhaps more. There was a great quantity of things
destroyed.
740. Chairman] Were they got rid of to make room for other specimens ? No. These underground
collars are very spacious. Mr. Krefft wanted the cellars cleared out, and he had the whole lot pitched
out.
741. Do you know whether that was done by direction of tho Trustees or not? No.
742. Did you remonstrate against the destruction of these specimens at all? Yes.
743.
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J. A. Thorpe. 74,3, To Mr. Krefft ? Tes. Mr. Masters could corroborate tvtat I say about that. He has often heard mo
n express a wish to do the lions. I wanted to make one thorough good lion out of the two.
One of the
14 .July, 1874. lions had a portion of the mano missing; but the two lions would have made one very excellent specimen.
744. "When you remonstrated with Mr. Krefft against the destruction of these lions, what did Mr. Krefft
say ? He said I should not do them.
745. -3/?\ JHtl?,] But you did succeed in setting up one civet cat? Yes.
746. Ho you recollect anything of a horse that was burned ? Yes ; a small Timor pony.
747. Chairman.] Have you any knowledge of the destruction of any papers ini connection with the Museum
by the Curator ? Only from hearsay. It was recently, I believe.
748. Mr. Hill.] "NYhat did you hear they consisted of ? I have seen Mr. and Mrs. Krefft in here (the
Board-room) on one or two occasions, with the floor strewed with papers. The woman who was discharged
from here told me that they were taken out in clothes-baskets and burnt. R. Barnes told me so too. It
was done about the time of the inquiry.
749. What was tho woman’s name? Helen Gillespie.
750. When you say the time of the inquiry, you allude to the inquiry before the Committee of the Legis
lative Assembly ? Yes.
T certify that this is a correct statement of the evidence given by me before the Sub-committce
of the Trustees, on the 14th instant.
J. A. THORPE.
_____________________________
24/7/1874.
Michael O’Grady was called in and examined:—
Chairman.] You are the messenger here ? Yes.
.
J^U<1 have been so for twenty years ? Yes.
14 Ju y, 18/4. ygg. Have you been employed in the same capacity from the first? Yes,
754. What are your hours ? From 9 till 4 in winter, and from 9 to 5 in summer.
755. You keep the visitors’ books'? Yes.
.
756. Do you see that every one who enters the institution puts his or her name down in the visitors’
hook ? Yes; and for those who cannot do it I do it, and I have orders from Mr. Krefft to put down a
good number.
_
.
.
757. Have you been in tbe habit of reporting to Mr. Krefft at tbe end of the day the number of visitors
who have come during the day ? No, not until about a month or six weeks ago, then he desired me to
give him a return on paper.
_
_
758. Did he ever inquire about the numbers you put down in the book ? Frequently so; and I told him
when it was a dull day, and he would tell me to put down a good number to-day.
759. Why did you do that ? Because Mr. Krefft told me to do so. He said the place must go ahead.
There might be a dull day, and he has seen only a few names down, and he has taken up the pen, and in
his own handwriting shown me how to do it. He would say—“Do it that way.”
760. Has he shown you in the hook ? Yes.
761. You do not put down the names of imaginary people ? No.
762. Can yon show us any of these entries ? Yes.
763. Will you get the hooks in which they are to be found ? I will.
Witness produced visitors’’ boolcsfor 1871 and 1872, and pointed out particular entries made by Mm to
sioell ihe mmbers. He was directed to Jtnd some of the entries which he said had been made by
the Curator.
764. Were you a servant of the Museum at the time that Tost was here ? Yes.
765. Do you know anything of the circumstances which led to Mr. Test’s dismissal? Yes; I heard.
766. I ask you as to your own personal knowledge ? Not of my own personal knowledge. Mr. Krefft
accused him of stealing glue and screws and nails. That was the first I heard of his dismissal. He was
a very hot-tempered man.
_
_
_
767. Who was ? Tost was; in fact he put on his cap and went away himself. Mr. Krefft wanted him to
apologize and he would not.
_
768. Was there any inquiry into the charges which Mr. Krefft preferred against him ? There was.
769. By the Trustees? Yes.
_ _
770. And the result was they condemned him ? He was dismissed.
771. Was Tost supposed to know anything to the disparagement of the Curator, or the Barneses, or anybody
upon tbe establishment;—was he in possession of any knowledge that was prejudicial to them or their
character ? He was in the knowledge of something about the private affairs of Mrs. Krefft. I believe it
was through that that some ill-feeling was got up. Tost said something to’his wife, and that is how this
ill-feeling got up.
_
772. Mr. Hill.] Was that before they were married ? Yes.
773. Chairman.] Did you ever hear anything from Tost against the Curator, or the Barneses, or any other
persons employed in the Museum ? No.
_
774. How came it to your knowledge that Tost knew things in connection with Mrs. Krefft ? I heard
him speak of it.
’
_
_
775. Was Tost supposed to have been ill-treated by the Trustees in dismissing him, or by tbe Curator in
getting him dismissed ? By the Curator in getting him dismissed.
776. Have you any suspicion that the charges made against Tost by the Curator were true—have you any
knowledge that he took things away from the Museum ? I always considered Tost an honest man until
Mr. Krefft shewed me an old basket with six or eight nails and six or eight screws and a bit of glue in it.
He said—“ Look at this.” He used it for bringing this report against Tost for robbery. It seemed to me
that he was watching to catch him at something.
777. You believe Tost to have been an honest man ? Yes. Mr. Krefft gave him permission to work about
the place, and he used to go in and out. Whether the nails and screws were his own property I cannot
say.
_
_
4
778. Were tou present on any occasion on which Mr. Kreflt told the Barneses, or either of them, to take
something from the Museum and place it in Test’s house ? I was not, but I heard it from the Barneses
that Mr. Krefft wanted them to do it, but they would not do it.
779. When did you first hear that such had been the case ? About five years ago.
780.
M. 0 Grady,
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7S0. "Was that soon after Tost was discharged ? No.
* M. O’Gtnvdy.
781. When did you first hear it? About the day after it happened they told me.
r™*-''-'■"s
782. How could you fix the day when this was told you as being the day after it happened ? They told 14 -July 1874.
me the day after. They said it was a very cruel thing, and they would never'depend on Mr. Krefft again.
783. But you only know that by hearsay ? Tes. from the Barneses.
784. But you always believed Tost to be an honest man ? Tes.
785. Did Mr. Krefft ever say anything to you about him ? Not a word, excepting once on tho stairs.
Mr. Krefft said to me and the Barnescs—“ If you don’t crush the old man he will have us all out.” That
was pending the inquiry by the Trustees.
78G. Into the charges that Mr. Krefft had brought against Tost before the Trustees ? Tes. He said—
“ Say anything ; you must crush him.”
■
787. Tou thiuk that he was led to this by something which Tost knew which was prejudicial to his wife ?
Tes.
788. Tou only suppose so ? I only suppose so, but I am almost sure that that is what it was. They had
some hot words about it.
789. Had Tost anything to say against the Barneses—their insulting or other conduct—in the Museum ?
1 never heard.
790. Have you ever signed any statement to the effect that you believed Tost to be a dishonest man? I
do not think I did. I cannot say—I have signed so many papers for Mr. Krefl't.
■
791. Can you call to mind the fact that you signed a paper to the effect that you believed that Tost was a
dishonest man ? No. I often sign papers for Mr. Krefft.
792. Did you sign papers for Mr. Krefft without knowing what they were about ? No, X did not,
793. Then if you had signed a paper of this kind yon would have remembered it? I believe I should.
794. Tou have signed many papers for Mr. Krefft? Tes.
795. Tou have always read them i As well as I could see them. Sometimes I had not my glasses with
mo, and I could uot see perfectly well, aud then he read them for me.
796. Mr, Sill.'] Tou could see what you were going to sign ? Tes.
797. Ton dp not recollect the fact that you did sign a paper to the effect that Tost waa a dishonest man ?
I recollect signing a paper about nails and screws—I signed a paper to that.
798. To show that you saw him take out a basket with nails and screws P Tes; about half a dozen nails
and half a dozen screws.
799. Professor Liversidge.] Tou saw Tost take the basket away with these things ? No, I did not. Mr.
Krefft brought the basket to me.
800. Chairman,.] Was this paper you signed to show to the Trustees ? I suppose so.
801. It was a constaut habit ot yours to increase the number of visitors to the Museum, as you say, by
Mr. Krefft’s orders ? Tes.
802. It was a daily habit? It was a daily habit. He used to say—“ Be sure now, O’Grady, and have a
good number. Sometimes when there would ho a good number of visitors in .the day I would come in
and tell him that there was such a number during the day. I would tell him that to keep him quiet.
803. Do you know anything of the destruction by Mr. Krefft of any papers or specimens belonging to the
Museum ? I have seen specimens destroyed—lions and a grey pony, but papers I have not seen ; but
I heard from tho girl who was here that she was carrying away apronsful to be burnt. I have not been
allowed into the Board-room since Christmas.
804. Mr. Sill.] What do you know about the specimens P Two lions were burnt, a little pony horse was
made a rocking-horse for the child, and when that was destroyed by the child it was cut up and burnt.
The two lions used to he under the stairs.
805. Do you remember a sun-fish being brought here to be preserved ? I do,
806. Chairman.] Did it make a great stink ? Not while I was at it.
807. Were you helping ? Tes, for about two hours.
808. Why did you go away ? I was called away. He said—“ I don’t want that cursed thing done.” He
paid down 5s. for this. He said—“ Charge 5s. for yourself," and I did.
.
809. What was that for ? I1 or what I did. I saw no more of the sun-fish. It was carted away two or
three days afterwards.
J
810. Mr. Sill.] Was there any out-door labour employed ? No.
811. What did you take the flesh away with ? He rolled it away and threw it into a hole.
812. In what ? A wheelbarrow.
813. What about the tubs and buckets you used? I never saw any.
'
814. None were ever buried ? Not that I saw.
815. During the time that an attempt was being made to cure this fish, were there any tubs or buckets
used? None whatever.
816. The fish was taken away by old Mae in a wheelbarrow ? Tes, and thrown into a hole close up to
Mr, W eigall’s fence.
817. Tou know the hole ? Tes. ’
818. Has it been covered up since ? Tes.
819. How dee]) is it ? I could not say,
820. Could you point out the spot ? I dare say I could.
821. Within a foot or two? Tes.
822. Chairman.] When Mr. Krefft gave you orders to increase the number of people entered in the
visitors’ book was ho sober ? Sometimes he would not be, others he would.
■
'
823. Have you ever seen him the worse for liquor ? Prequently.
824. What do you call frequently ? Very often.
825. How many days in the week ? I did not take particular notice of the days. It might he three or
four days.
826. Early in the morning or late ? I have seen him so from about 11 o’clock.
827. Was he able to go about and look after his business ? Sometimes he was not.
828. And this was frequently you say ? Tes, I have seen him so often this eight or nine years that I ‘
could not mention any particular number of times.
829. Can you state any particular time or particular circumstances ? I could. When I was living here,
one morning between 2 and 3 o’clock I heard a great noise. I got up to see what it was, and it was Mr!
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M. O’Grady Krefft very drunk getting in through the window. I waited. He waa fumbling for some time lighting a
candle, and when he lighted it he stumbled up-stairs. I waited a little time, and then I went up to see if
14 July, 18/*.
candle were out. I found the candle close to the window-curtains still alight, and he was lying on the
floor amidst a whole lot of spue. I put the candle out and came away.
830. Could you say when that was ? Eight or nine years ago, before he was married.
831. Could you bring to mind recently any time when he was found in that state ? I have seen him in
the spirit room during business hours, so drunk that he could not get out of it. X told him such and such
a- gentleman wanted to see him, and he would say—“ Say I am out, O’Grady; say I am gone to the
Government Printing Office."
832. When was this? Some twelve months ago. Since Christmas time he has kept himself more correct
than he has been before,
833. Were you out with him on the Christmas Eve at Botany, looking after a whale ? No, I was not.
83d, You did not see him on that day ? No; I saw him go out, but I did uot see him when he came
back.
835. Do you remember some people of the name of Brack living here ? Yes.
836. What character do they bear ? I believe they are very steady proper people. The man works in the
Gardens.
837. You never saw them otherwise ? No.
_
838. They were not employed at the Museum by the Trustees ? Not by the authority of the Trustees ;
but they were employed by Mr. Krefft regulating portion of his garden.
839. Do you know why they left? I do not. I heard that it was something they said about pigs’ food,
but whether that is correct or not I do not know.
8X0. Whom did you hear it from ? Prom Mrs. Brack herself.
8X1. But you believe they were honest, decent, respectable people—sober and trustworthy ? Yes.
8X2. How long were they here ? About six weeks, I think.
8X3. And you understood from Mrs. Brack that she was turned out because she said something about the
pigs’ food ? Something about the pigs’ food costing so much, and something about vegetables.
84X, Were you ever engaged in selling photographs here ? Never.
845. Have you ever seen any photographs ? I have.
84G. Of what kind ? Photographs of the Prince laying the foundation-stone ; and I heard that Eobert
and Henry Barnes were sent out to sell them, and they gave the money to Mr, Krefft.
847. Have yon seen indecent photographs about the place ? I have.
848. Whom did they belong to ? 1 heard that they were Mr. Krefft’s.
849. Whom did you hear that from F Henry Barnes.
850. Were they sold ? No.
851. You had no hand in selling any of these things ? None whatever,
* 852. Nor in taking the photographs ? No, I had nothing at all to do with them. I saw these smutty
pictures, and I spoke to Barnes about them. He said Mr. Krefft authorized him to do it. Afterwards I
saw them again, and spoke to him about it, and he said that Mr. Krefft authorized him to do them for Mr.
Creed.
853. Did you see them in Mr. Krefft’s possession ? Not in his hands ; hut I have seen them on the desk
where you are sitting. I have seen them on the Board-room table, and in the room beneath, and in the
workshop.
854. Was this before they were shown to the Trustees? Yes, many a day.
855. When Mr. Krefft saw them was ho surprised to see such nasty things about ? I do not know. I
never knew from Mr. Krefft anything about them. 1 only heard from the Barneses that they were done
for him.
856. Mr. inn.] Did you ever hear Mr. Krefft refer to them in any way ? Never.
857. You never saw him nearer to them than here P No.
858. Chairman.] Are you considered to be a sober man yourself P I am not a teetotaller, but no man ever
saw me drunk.
_
859. You remember an inquiry being made by the Trustees for the minute-hook ? Yes.
860. You were sent up by the Trustees to the Curator to ask for it? Yes.
_
861. What were you told ? I was told it was in Mrs. Krefft’s bed-room, and that Mrs. Krefft was too ill
to be disturbed.
_
862. Are you aware that that hook was ever out of the building when it was said to be in Mrs. Krefft’s
room P No.
863. Have you ever seen it taken out of the building or brought into the building ? No.
864. You know nothing about it more than that yon have seen him write it at the Board-room table ?
No.
_
...
865. Do jmu wish to add anything in explanation? No,
.
I certify that this is a correct statement of the evidence given by me before the Sub-committee of
the Trustees, on the 14th of July, 1874.
MICHAEL O’GEADY.
24/7/1874.
%

THURSDAY, 16 JULY, 1874.
present:—

H. G. ALLEYNE, Esq., M.D.,
\
E. S. HILL, Esq.,
Professob LIYEESEDGE.

CHRISTOPHER ROLLESTON, Esq.,

in the

Chaie.

Denis Mulqueeney called in and examined:—
866. Chairman,] What is your occupation ? Driving a furniture-van.
Mulqueeney.
Have you been some time in that occupation ? About thirteen years,
_
868. On the 23rd of December last did you accompany Mr. Krefft and some other persons connected with
u‘7,
‘ the Museum to Botany to fetch a whale ? Yes.
869.
D-
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869. Can you tell us what happened on that occasion p I saw nothing happen, at least not very much.
870. What hour did you leave the Museum ? I cannot esactly tell you ; I thinh it was about 9 o’clock Mnlqueoncy.
in the morning.
'
16 July, 1874
871. Whore did you go to ? We wont out to Botany Heads.
872. Is that where La Perouse’s monument is ? Tes.
873. There you stayed? Tes, I stopped there.
874. Did you get the whale ? The others went to the other side of the bay, and fetched the whale back
with them in the evening.
875. Mr. Hill.'] The skeleton of the whale I suppose it was, pretty well cleaned ? Tes, it was pretty
clean.
876. Chairman^} And you got it on yonr van ? Tes.
877. About what time did you return to Sydney ? It was just before dusk, I think.
878. Who was with you on your trip home ? There was Mr. Krefft and the two Barneses, and Mr.
Masters—I think that was his name.
879. Were they all sober ? Well, they had a drop of drink, some of them; I had a drop myself too—not
out of the way though.
880. I)r. Alleyne.'] Did the Barneses have a drop of drink ? I only saw one of them take a drop.
881. Chairman.] Which of them ? I think it was Bobert.
882. Dr, Alleyne.] How much did he take ? I cannot say. We took it in a bottle.
883. Do you think he took half a bottle? Oh no, the bottle was not full.
1
884. Do you think he drank a glass ? I do not know; he had the bottle to his mouth ; but how much he
took I do not know.
8S5. There is a great difference between a glass and two glasses and a bottle ;—you say he did not drink
the whole bottle because the bottle was not full ? There was not much in it.
886. Do you think there were two glasses in it ? There might have been.
,
8S7. Do you think there were three glasses ? I know that I finished it, anyhow.
888. Was the bottle half-full when Barnes got it ? I think not more than a couple of glasses ; it is a long
time ago, and of course I did not take sufficient notice to recollect it.
889. But yon finished the bottle ? Tes, I finished it.
• 890. They could not have drank half a bottle of brandy then ? Oh no; it was not brandy.
891. Mr. Hill.] What was in the bottle—whiskey? It was hard stuff.
892. Chairman.] Tou all came home pretty steady ? Tes.
893. Did anything happen on your way home P Tes ; Mr. Masters saw a death-adder on the road, and
sang out there was a death-adder. Mr. Krefl't immediately made me pull up ; he then got down off the
van, and went and picked np the death-adder—put it in a bag. My horse was a bit fidgety and would not
stand quiet, and one of the Barneses ridiculed me for not being able to keep the horse steady; the horse
would not stand steady, and when Mr, Krefft was in the cart, the horse moved, and he fell; he was not on
his seat properly at the time.
894. Mr. Hill.] Did Mr. Krefft get this thing in the hag then ? Tes.
895. Chairman.] Mr. Krefft at that time was quite steady and sober ? Well, he had had a drop of drink, but
I could not notice that he was not steady ; he was jolly; I always saw him jolly and pleasant when he suc
ceeded in getting anything like this ; he went out with me a few times before, and I always saw him very
agreeable and pleasant when he succeeded in getting anything.
896. Was he lifted in and out of the van ? Well, one of the men went down to open the bag for him ; my
van has a very awkward step, and Mr. Krefft is a very heavy man, and the man assisted him into the cart
again.
897. But he was not what you call very drunk then ? He was not indeed; I. do not call a man drunk
until he is falling; when a man steps down off a cart and catches a death-adder he is not drunk.
898. Dr. Alleyne.] Tou do not call a man drunk until he is falling? He was capable of catching the
death-adder any how. On another occasion when he went out with me, there was a man with us who fired
at a black snake in a pool of water, just off Long Bay Road. Krefft told Mm not to kill the snake, and ho
pulled it out of tho water on to dry land, and then he picked the snake up.
899. Chairman.] Tou came to the Museum when you returned home with the whale ? Tes, as far as the
steps outside.
900. And Mr. Krefft and the Barnescs, and Masters got out? Tes.
901. W as Mr. Krefft helped out, or did he get out of the van himself? He got out himself I think ; I
saw no one take hold of him; some one may have given him a hand down; I did not notice.
902. Tou saw no more of him ? I saw no more of him until the next morning when I came to the Museum
to be paid.
903. Tou have been out with Krefft on previous occasions ? I have; one of the men generally engaged
me on the stand.
904. Mr. Hill.] Tou brought the whale skeleton home with you, and delivered it here, and you delivered
all the parties here? Tes.
905. Did 1 understand you to say that Mr. Krefft had had some drink—that he was under the influence of
drink ? Well, he had had some drink.
906. Do you know where he got it ? Well, they had some in the boat, I expect.
907. After they had returned in the boat to the tower, how long did they remain there ? Well, it might
have been an hour or an hour and a half.
90S. Do you know the man who lives there ? He is a countryman of mine ; his name is Maedermott, I
think.
909, Did Maedermott go over in the boat with Mr. Krefft ? I cannot tell you.
91.0. It was his boat ? Yes, it was Ms boat.
. 911. And they were away over an hour? Tes.
912. Did you see Maedermott before you started away ? Tes,
913. Was he pretty full ? He was just jolly, that was all.
914. Tou were paid for your services the day after you delivered the specimen here ? The next morning.
915. Since this unpleasantness in connection with the Museum commenced—that is, during the Iasi; week
or two—has Mr. Krefft spoken to you on the subject ? I have never spoken a word to him since that.
916.
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910. And you never gaw any one connected with tho Museum since? No. escept the men that are here—

Mulqueeney. not

Erefft_

917. What did they say?

J

'

1

Well, they talked about many things.

1G July, 18/4. gyg. j)r juCyne ^ 0an yOU mention anything they talked about ? One of them said to me one day—
“ Tou know he was drunk.” I said I could not swear he wag drunk—that if I was put on my oath I could
not say he waa drunk; if he had been drunk he could not have got off the van and picked up a death-adder.
Witness did not attend to revise his evidence.

Mr. G eorge Masters called in and examined:—
Mr.
919. Chairman."] Tour name is G-eorge Masters, I think ? Tes.
Masters. 020 Tou were at one time employed in the Museum as Assistant Curator? Tes.
------------- 921. Por how long were you employed in that capacity ? Por nine years and nine months.

Cr.

IG Juty, 1874. ^22

How long is it since you left ?

Four months I think it is.

923. Was Mr, Krefft Curator of the Museum all the time you were connected with it? He was appointed

Curator a month before I was appointed Assistant Curator.
924. Have you noticed Mr. K.refft’s habits at all;—when you were in the institution was he always steady
and able .to do his duty ? X cannot say that he was always steady; he was pretty boisterous at times.
925. Was he frequently unsteady ? Tory frequently.
920. Was he ever unfit to do his duty ? Well, he was not as you may say unfit to do his duty; but
during the last two or three years it was a very rare thing to see him sober.
927. Early or late in the day ? Generally after 10 or 11 o’clock in the morning.
928. Do you know what ho took ? No, 1 do not.
929. Have you ever seen him quite unfit for his duty ? Not in the Museum, but I have out; he has been
very bad in the Aluscum, but he has been able to walk.
930. Did that habit grow upon him latterly, or was it less so or more so than formerly ? AT ore so than
formerly, especially during the last two or three years.
931. When you have come to the institution in the morning have you ever found any of the doors left
open ? Tes.
932. Did you ever hear of the doors being left open ? I one morning heard of the back door being left
open—Thorpe’s door; it was said to have been left open all night.
933. Did you generally enter the Aluseum that way ? Up till last Christmas I always did.
934. Mr. Hill.] How did you get in at the door ? I always had a key of the back gate.
935. But how did you get in at the back door ? It was generally open wheuT came at 9 o’clock. Some
times when it was not open I used to go round by the cellars and up into the hall.
936. On that particular occasion when you found Thorpe’s door open, they were rather astonished to find
that you had got in ? O’Grady and Ellen were.
937. Did you sneak about the door being open or not ? I did not.
938. Chairman?] Are you aware whether many specimens were sent out of the Aluseum without the
knowledge of the Trustees, either to Europe or elsewhere ? I think there must have been a very great
many sent away. I have the annual reports of the specimens that were presented to the Aluseum, and I
have a list of things which I collected on different trips.
939. Then a great many things to your knowledge were sent out of the Museum ? A great many must
have been. I know from what are here now, and the numbers contained in the annual reports of additions
made to the Aluseum, that many must have been sent away. I know by the exchange committee’s report
that many were sent away, aud many other things not specified in it must also have been sent away.
940. Dr. Alleyne?] What reason have you to suppose that specimens were sent away, except those sent
away under the direction of the exchange committee ? In the annual report there is a printed list of
everything sent away; there is also a list of things presented as donations; and there was also in it a list
of things that I have collected myself; and a great many things sent away to different people have not been
entered one way or the other. I know there is not a tenth part of what I collected in the place now—X
am certain of that.
941. Chairman.] Did you make any remark about the things going away from the Museum ? No ; it had
nothing to do with me.
942. Mr. Hill?] Will you refer now to the list you have with you? I have a list of things that I
collected, and it will be an easy matter to compare tho list with the things that are now in the Aluseum.
For instance, on my first trip to King George’s Sound I brought back fifty-four specimens of Antechinus
fuliginosus. Two years after, when 1 was down again, eleven were brought. Previous to that Air. Darnel
was collecting at King George’s Sound for Mr. William Alacleay, and I believe be sold all be collected to
the Aluseum. There is another rare animal that I obtained—that is, the Tarsipes rostratus. I brought
thirty specimens of that animal back with me on my first trip.
943. Where did you bring them from? King George’s Sound.
944. And how many do you say you brought? Thirty.
945. Chairman?] Were you sent there by tho Aluseum to collect ? . Tes, ou two different occasions.
946. Did you bring thirty animals back with you on one occasion, or thirty altogether ? On my second
trip I. did not get any of the Tarsipes.
947. Will you now refer to the wombats in your list? In tho Tasmanian collection—I think it was in
1867—there were seven skins, two skeletons, and two skulls of wombats, brought from Tasmania.
948. Did you on any other occasion go there for wombats? No ; that is all I brought from there.
949. Did you bring any from anywhere else ? Only one, from Port Lincoln, South Australia.
950. Ou that occasion, when you went to South Australia, did you bring hack any specimens of that rock
wallaby ? Any one who will look over these lists of mammals that I have collected will see that I collected
an enormous lot.
951. Chairman.] Were you always on good terms with Air. Krefft ? On very good terms always,
952. From the time you first came to the institution till the time you left ? I never bad a word with
him all the time I was in the place.
953. Had you any ill-feeling towards him ? Not at the time I left, hut I have now.
954.
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954'. What has occasioned the change of feeling? It is principally in consequence of statements he made
Mr.
to the Select Committee of the Legislative .Assembly, and one thing or other. I think he tried to Ch Masters,
make out that the only thing I did in tho place was shnply to look after insects. Ninety out of every
hundred labels in the place have been written by myself. The printed labels on the mammals 1 got done, 111 uy’
''
and Mr. Krefl’t never even corrected a proof; and every label has been put on by myself—he never put a
single thing in its place.
_
_
955. You think that in giving his evidence before the Committee he depreciated your services to the
institution ? Undoubtedly he did.
_
950. Ami whilst you were connected with the Museum you had no ill-feeling towards Mr. Krefl't ? None
at all. He used to be on very friendly terms with me, and would put himself out of tbe road to shake
hands witli me when I came to the place. Behind my back he was just the other way. I only know that
of course from hearsay. I named all the specimens before I sent them into the Museum. You will see
my original labels to every one of them—meaning mammals and birds.
957. Chairman.] Are you aware of any specimens belonging to the Museum being destroyed or burned ?
I never saw any destroyed or burned.
95S. Or books or papers ? No.
959. Mr. MilV\ Do you recollect two big lions that used to be here? I do.
960. Where did they go to ? I do not know. They disappeared. I heard that they were burned, but
1 did not sec them burned.
961. Dr. Alleyne] Was there any occasion wheu specimens had to be renamed, from the incorrectness of
your classification ? I never heard of a single instance. The birds are there, and the animals are there
for any one to refer to, Air. Krefft mentioned something about my having received some money for a
collection that I made. I should like to explain that the ouly money I received was £25 for the
Tasmanian collection. 1 should be glad if tho Chairman would read this letter which I received on the
occasion. {Witness handed the letter to the Chairman]
■
962. Chairman] Are you aware whether Air. Krefft sent away many valuable specimens from the
Aluseum, to Europe or elsewhere, during the time you were connected with the institution ? I am not.
I know that many things have been sent away, but I do not know how they have been sent.
963. How do yon know that many things wore sent away ? By missing the specimens. I was here
every day, aud was continually working amongst them.
961*. Dr. Alleyne] You do uot know any particular occasion on which things were sent away ? No, I
do not.
965. Do you know of any specimens having been set up for private persons ? Yes.
966. For whom ? A wallaby was set up for Air, Parkes—that was done in the place ; and a case was
made in tho place for it. The same with an opossum that was set up for Sir Alfred Stephen ; and a case
of humming-birds was also prepared for Mr. Krefl't by Airs. Tost.
967. Chairman] Did you know the man Tost? I did, well.
90S. ’What character did he bear in the institution ? Very good, so far as I know.
969. What opinion had you of the man ? A"cry good, I knew him long before ho came here. I have
known him for seventeen years. I knew him before he came from Hobart Town. He has got a very good
situation at Alelbourne now.
970. You never knew him to be guilty of peculation? Never.
971. Are yon aware of the circumstances under which he was discharged ? I was away at the time; I
heard of it afterwards.
'
972. Mr. Mill] You were out collecting specimens for this institution at the time ? Yes, I was in
Western Australia at the time. I heard Krefl’t’s version of the affair when I got back, and I also heard
Tost’s version. I would believe Tost before I would believe Air. Krefl't, because from the years I have
known him 1 believe him to be a perfectly honest man.
■
973. Chairman] Then from what you knew of him you think he was improperly accused ? I do
undoubtedly.
974i. Do you know anything of some indecent photographs that were taken in the institution? I have
frequently seen them.
975. Were they sold, do you know ? I have heard so.
.
976. By whom have you heard they were sold? By the Barneses—not the indecent ones, but some
others.
977. What were they photographs of ? I think it was the celebration of the laying of the foundation
stone of Captain Cook’s Statue, or something of that kind. The first indecent photographs I ever saw in
my life Mr. Krefft showed me in this very room. I saw them frequently afterwards, when they were
being printed and were lying about the steps in the sun; and Krefft was passing backwards- and forwards
at the time.
978. Were they his own property, do you know ? I caunot say ; I believe they were.
979. Do you know anything of a fossil jaw that urns sent Home to Professor Owen ? No, I know nothing
of that.
980. Was it sent away after you left the institution ? I do not think it was after; I think it was about
a week or two before; I only heard of it.
951. What did you hear about it ? I heard that Air. Krefft smashed it.
982. From whom did you hear that? One of the Barneses told me. Mr. Krefft told me he did not
■ think it would ever get Home safe.
"
983. Dr. Alleyne] It has been stated in evidence that Mr, Krefft made a proposal to one of the Barneses
to take some property from the Museum or from some other place and leave it in Tost’s house, with a
view to sending the police afterwards to discover it and raising a criminal charge against him : do you
know anything of that ? I heard of it some years ago.
984. You do not know anything about it? Only from hearsay; it is three years and a half ago, I
dare say.
985. After Tost left the Aluseum ? Yes.
986. From whom did you hear of it first ? From one of the Barneses.
987. Did you ever hear Air. Krefft allude to it in any way ? Never.
988. How long was it after Tost had left that you heard of it ? I forget how long it is since Tost loft;
it must bo five years or more.
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989. You heard of it about eighteen months after he left then ? Yes; considerably more than three
Q-. Master*. years ag0 . j cannot say the exact time.
990. Mr. Mill.] After the information you received on that point, after what you heard from the
1674. Barneses, were you requested or told to look out for anything—to be careful what you did ? No.
991. Did you take any note of the thing, as if it had been done ? I believe it had been done.
992. From what the Barneses told you you believed it had been done ? Yes ; but" I do not think it
formed any part of the circumstances which led to Test’s dismissal; everybody knows wbat ho was dis
missed for.
993. Chairman^] Have you any objection to tell us why you left the Museum—why you resigned your
appointment? No objection at all,
994. "What were the circumstances;—will you tell us ? I received a better appointment, with a salary of
£100 a year more.
995. That was the sole cause of your leaving ? That was the sole cause—nothing more.
99G. You were offered £100 a year more ? Yes. It will be for my life. Mr. Maeloay told me at the
time that he was going to appoint a Curator—that in fact ho was going to advertise for one.
„ 997, And Mr. Macleay offered to give you £100 a year more than you bad been getting at the Museum,
and to make the appointment for life ? Yes.
998. You had no quarrel with Mr. Krefft at all ? Never in my life.
999. Mr. Mill.'] Have you given evidence villi reference to that whale trip to Botany ? No.
1000. Chairman^] Were you one of the party ? Yes.
ipOl. Did any circumstance of a peculiar nature occur on the trip ? ■ Krefft got beastly drunk ; that was
the principal thing of the day, I believe.
1002. Where did he get beastly drunk ? In the first place he took a bottle of brandy away with him ; I
think he drank a third of that; after that he got to Macdcrmott’s, where he stayed drinking whiskey for
about three hours.
1003. I>r. Alleyne.] That was after he got back from the other side of the bay ? Yes, after he got the
whale.
1004. Ch airmen.] Did you come home with him ? T did.
1005. Was he able to get in and out of the vehicle ? He was not. He fell down on the broad of his
back before he got in. When he got out after a death-adder he went down on all-fours, and the first grab
he made at it his hand went five or six inches to the back of it. He was obliged to be helped into the cart
again, and would have fallen down if it had not been for one of the Barneses. He fell back once on to the
stinking whale.
1006. Dr Alleyne.] You are quite certain that his not being able to-move about was occasioned by
'
drink ? Yes. 1 know Krefft too well.
1007. Chairman.] There was no suspicion of his having had a sunstroke ? Oh no ; I have been out with
him too often for that. He fell down as soon as he got out of Macdermott’s; he would have fallen out
of the cart ever so many times if he had not been supported behind.
1008. That was the day before Christmas Day ? It was on the 23rd of December.
1009. Did you see Mr, Krefft the day before Christmas Day ? J did; he came into my room complaining
that he had a frightful headache through Mac’s whiskey, lie said that Mac’s whiskey was too strong,
1010. Did you see him again in the afternoon ? Yes, I saw him in the back yard looking at the pigs.
He seemed to me to be pretty well on then,
1011. Did you see him on Boxing Day, the 2Gth of December ? Yes, I saw him at the Museum with
Detective Lyons. He was standing at the table near the door leading out into the front street,
1012. Mr. Mill.] It was the day before Christinas Day you went to Botany for the whale ? No, it was
the 23rd of December.
1013. Dr. Alleyne^] Then ft was not Christmas Day, but the 24th that you saw him looking at the pigs ?
Yos ; on that day I first heard of the gold being stolen. [This is a mistake, as it was on the 26th 1 first
heard of it.] It was on the 23rd that we were at Botany; and ft was about that time that a reward
(meaning the reward offered by the Government, which said on or about the 23rd. The gold was there on
the 21th) was offered for the recovery of the stolen gold. It was on the 24th that Mr. Krefft came into
my room complaining of a headache through Mac’s whiskey. T was naming some butterflies in a case
opposite to the place where the gold specimens were. 1 looked at the gold specimens, and wondered
whether they had been dug as they were, or run together afterwards,
1014. Mr. Mill.] "What time of day was that ? Between 10 and 11 o’clock.
1015. Dr. Alleyne.] You saw the gold specimens there on that day '? Yes.
1016. Was Mr, Krefft sober on the 24th ? That was the morning he came to me complaining of a
headache. He passed through in the afternoon, but I did not sec him to speak to; he went out with
somebody to look at the pigs.
1017. You saw no more of him that day ? I saw nothing more of him until Boxing Day morning.
1018. What state was he in on the morning of Boxing Day ? He was in a frightfully agitated state then.
His face was working all over, as if he had strings to his muscles and they were being drawn about by some
one. He was talking to Detective Lyons, in tho new wing. They were standing at tlie back of the case
close to the door. He said to me—“ I suppose you have come to console with us about the gold.” I said
“ What gold ? ” He said, “ All the gold has been stolen.” It was quite news to me—I had heard nothing
about it.
1019. Oh airman.] Have you yourself any suspicion as to how that gold disappeared ? I have had a
suspicion from the very first; but I have no proof.
1020. Would you care to state what your suspicion was ? Perhaps you will excuse me. I know the gold
was there on the 24th.
1021. Were you connected with the institution when a sun-fish was obtained from Manly ? Yes,
1022. Had you anything to do with the attempt to preserve it? I had not, I saw the men at work at it.
1023. Did you see it when it came ? Not when it came ; but I saw it after it was delivered, lying on the
ground in the paddock,
1024. At that time was it in such a condition that it might have been perfectly well preserved ? Yes ;
after the inside was once taken out it was perfectly good ; it would have kept another week.
1025. Mr. Mill.] It was all cartilage ? Yea, it was like a lot of suet.
1026.
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1026, Chairman!] Do you knowhow it was that it became a nuisance and was ordered away? No. I
Gr. Masters.
heard many different tales about it.
1027. But it did not come within your knowledge ? No. I saw the men at work at it several times : I saw
a hole dug for it.to be wheeled into.
1028. Was it a valuable specimen? I should think so ; it was the first I had seen.
1029, If proper care had been taken it might have been preserved? There would have been no difficulty
in perfectly well preserving the fish ; what was left after the inside was taken out was more like gristle,
1080. Did you ever hear Mr. Krefft say anything about the fish—why he would not preserve it? No.
1031. Mr. Jlill.] I asked you just now about some animals, Tou say you missed two lions;—did you miss
any other animals ? I remember a little pony, but I do not know what became of it.
_
1032. Do you remember a reindeer? I remember a large reindeer that used to be here.
'
1033. Do you know what became of it ? I do not.
1034. Do you remember a civet cat that was here ? No.
1035. How many kangaroos were there originally ? Ten old ones and one young one (Petrogale xanthopm.) There are only ten down in the list; hut there were ton adults and one young; the young one is
there now.
103G, Chairman.] Do you know a person named Bradley who used to work for the Museum ? No.
1037. Have you ever heard of the name mentioned ? I have.
*
'
1038. Under what circumstances ? The first time I ever henrd of it was one day when I wanted some
■setting-boards made forgetting butterflies and moths. Mr. Krefft told Eobert Barnes to make me a dozen
setting-boards, and he said to him—“ Get Bradley to make out your bill; he is your man, Bob.” Barnes
made the boards. That was the first I ever heard of the name, but I have heard a great deal since.
1039. Why was the name of Bradley adopted ? Ido not know,
1040. Did you inquire why Barnes was to use the name of Bradley ? No, I did not address him at all.
1041. I understood you to say it was overtime work ? Tes, the boards were made in overtime.
1012. Did you ever ask Mr. Krefft why he used the name of Bradley ? 1 have never mentioned the
subject to him.
1043. What was it he stated esactly ? I forget the exact words, but it was something to this effect: “ Bradley
is the man who will make out your bill” or “ Charge them to Bradley.” It was something of that kind.
1044. Did you understand what it meant ? Not at the time. ■
1045. Were you afterwards made acquainted with it ? After the evidence given before tho Select Com
mittee of the Legislative Assembly.
1046. Not until then ? Not until then.
1047. Dr. Alleyne.] Tou spoke of a particular occasion when Mr. Krefft was, in your opinion, without
doubt drunk : has it been of frequent occurrence, or was that an exceptional occasion ? He was worse
then than I had ever seen him before. Very frequently he has been only just able to walk about the place,
and if you went within a yard or two of him the smell from him was enough to convince any one that he
was in liquor.
'
1048. Mr. Mill.] Did this occur at particular times of the day? hirst thing in the morning he would
appear all right. Tou might see his men running out with square bottles for his beer any time during the
day.
1049. Tou had no opportunity of seeing him after 4 o’clock ? I went home at that hour.
1050. Chairman!] Who went out with the square bottles for beer ? Bobert Barnes and O’Grady.
1051. Where did they principally go to ? To Hourigan’s, I used to take a run home myself between 11
and 12 o’clock in the morning, and I have frequently met Barnes or O’Grady coming up with a square
bottle, and frequently in the afternoon also; in fact, ever so many times during the day they had the
bottle.
'
1052. Mr. Mill!] How do you know that what they went for was not for themselves ? Simply because
they do not drink.
1053. They did drink at one time, did they not? I think Harry Barnes used to drink at one time.
1054. But not during the last year or two ? No, during the last year or two I do not think he has touched
a drop.
.
1055. Dr. Alleyne.] Has he always appeared a respectable man ? So far as I know ; I did not see much
of him, as our work was not done in the same simp.
1056. If the Barneses had been thieves, I suppose you would have heard of it? I never heard of anything
against them. Krefft used to stick np for them through thick and thin.
1057. Mr. Mill!] In the taxidermist’s room—that was your room—were the cases at the back all full or
nearly so ? With insects do you mean F
1058. With insects ? One cabinet was empty.
1059. Do yon know what is in the cabinets in this room where wc are now sitting ? At one time they
used to be full of European birds.
1060. What became of the birds ? The greater part of them were mounted ; some were too bad to mount,
' and they were burned ; others were put in large boxes down below.
1061. Tou believe the cabinets to be all empty now? I think so. They were at one time full of papers,
1002. Mr. Mill.] Tou say you recollect something of that sun-fish? I saw it several times.
1063. Were the men employed at it using tubs and buckets ? I do not know.
■
1064. Do you know how the men conveyed the fish away as it was cut up ? They convoyed it away in a
wheelbarrow.
.
1065. Do you know where it was hurried ? Close to Weigall’s fence.
1066. Do you know anything of the tubs or buckets that were buried with the fish ? I never heard any
thing of the kind until I saw the printed evidence.
1067. Could you point out the spot where the fish was buried ? Not within a few yards.
1068. Do you think tho men who wheeled it there could point out the spot ? 1 should think so.
1069. Tou know nothing of the tubs ? No.
■
1070. Dr. Alleyne!] Did you actually see the waste of this fish wheeled away in a wheelbarrow ? Tes, I
was looking at it several times, and saw Mac busy wheeling it away.
1071. Mr. Mill!] Was a hole dug for the purpose of burying it? Tes, it was dug for that purpose;
but there were no tubs or buckets used during the time I saw the fish.
1072. Do you recollect anything connected with the visitors’ book at all ? No.
1073.
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1073. You had nothing to do with that, and know nothing of it F Nothing whatever,
.
vli his own request, witness was permitted by the Committee to make the following statement:—Some
eighteen montlis ago I was out shooting at Homebush, and I shot a lark which had only three toes on each
July, 1874. f00t4 I told Mr. Krefl’t about it, and he said he should like to see it. I brought it to him, and on looking at
it he said it would be a grand thing to send to Darwin, and asked me if I would give it him. I said I
would give it him ; and he then said he would write to Mr. Darwin explaining the circumstances under
which it was got. He afterwards told me that he had written Darwin a long letter, and had sent the bird by
post. Some few months afterwards, uhen I thought a suificicnt length of time had elapsed to permit of an
answer being received. I asked him if he had heard anything. Ho said that Darwin had received it and
was highly pleased with it. One day after that I was in the Board-room with Mr. Krefl’t; ho pulled out
one of the drawers for something, and the first thing I noticed was the very bird which he said he had
sent to Darwin. It was a lark that had no hind toes.
1074'. Zb*. Alleyne?, Do yon know what became of the bird afterwards ? No; I never let him know that
I saw it.
.107*1, Mr. JIill?\ Did you ever hear of it afterwards? No.
1076. Chairman?] Did Mr. Krefl't work a good deal amongst the specimens himself? Scarcely ever. He
used to shift the things about a good deal from one part of the place to another, but he did very little
actual work—certainly not in arranging the cases and naming tbe things.
1077. What was he usually employed in doing? He used to be in the Board-room the greater part of his
time—certainly doing nothing connected with Museum things—such as arranging specimens or anything
of that kind. The mineral collection was about the only thing ho put his hand to during the last eighteen
months. Bor years he has never put a bird into the cases—never put a name to a single bird. And I
always looked after everything for the taxidermist.
1078. Mr. Hill?] At one time, when donations were made to the Museum, it was the practice to put the
donor’s name to the specimen ;—do you know why that plan was discontinued ? I do not know.
1079. Chairman?] Who set up the specimens of the mammalia? Mr. Thorpe.
1080. Did he set them np specially under Mr. Kreffl’s directions ? Oh no: I generally used to look out
everything for him.
1081. In your time you used to do that? Yes.
1082. Without reference to Mr. Krefl’t? Without reference to him. At any time we had anything to
set up he would say—“ Send for Thorpe to mount it.” Sometimes I would say we had sufficient,
1083. Skeletons ? That was all Barnes’s work.
1084. You had nothing to do with the work every month ? Every month I used to make out a list of
everything that had been mounted or set up. Tho greater part of the year photographing was going on—■
fully six or eight months every year. Only six small skeletons were mounted during last season ; and two
were taken to pieces and remounted.
1085. Mr. Hill?] Who has been naming all the insects in the eases ? I think I have named every one of
them. No one had anything else to do with them but myself ; no one touched any of the birds, shells, or
insects, but myself.
1086. The birds, shells, and insects were entirely under your care ? Yes: every label is in my own
handwriting.
1087. Dr. Alleyne.] You were not competent to set up the skeletons of the mammalia? No.
1038. Nor were the Barneses competent to do it, I suppose, except under instructions ? Well, I do not
know ; I think they were. I think Harry Barnes is capable of setting up any skeleton without instruc
tions. In fact he set them up without any instructions from Mr. Krefft; he could take them homo and
mount them,

u. Masters.
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I certify that this is a correct statement of the evidence given by me before the Sub-committee of
Trustees, on the 16th instant.
GEORGE MASTERS.
Mr. James Macnamara called in and examined:—
Mr. J.
1089. Chairman?] Are you employed in the Museum ? Yery seldom; about five or six days in the month
Macnamara. I am employed.
*
1090. By whom ? By Mr. Krefft.
16 Julv, 1874.1091. On what duty ? Only to keep the place clean.
'
1092. Keep the garden in order and that sort of work ? Yes.
1093. How long have you been engaged in that work for Mr. Krefft ? About six years.
1094. Do you remember a large fish, called a sun-fish, being brought here ? Yes.
1095. What had you to do with it ? Well I hadn’t much to do wish it; I was for a few days helping the
men.
1096. What was your part of the duty? The same as the rest of the men—cutting away the fish.
1097. And what did you do with what you cut away ? We buried it.
1098. Where did you bury it ? In the paddock.
1099. Can you find the place ? No, I cannot.
1100. Did you dig the hole ? I did.
1101. How deep ? I suppose about 5 feet—4 or 5 feet.
1102. Mr. Hill.] As deep as yourself? No.
1103. Chairman.] It waa a good big hole ? Yes.
1104. Did you fill the hole with tbe fish ? Oh no.
1105. Was there much of a smell? There was; I got sick over it.
1106. How did yon carry the fish to the hole—what did you carry it with ? It was cut up in pieces, and
we pulled it to the hole with a crook.
”
1107. Did you wheel it in a wheelbarrow ? No ; I pulled it with a crook all along.
1108. Did you use any tubs, buckets, or barrels? I did not see anything of the kind; there might havo
been some there.
HOD. Dr. Alleyne.] Do you say you may have put something in a tub or barrel and not know ? I did
not say I did; I said I did not know that buckets or tubs had been used.
.
1110.
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1110. Chairman.'] Did you cover in the hole again ? I did.
Slscnairmra.
1 111. "Were there any tubs, or buckets, or wheelbarrows buried in the hole along with the fish P Not to
my knowledge.
IffjnlyAaTl.
1112. I)r. Alleyne.] Did any one help you to covor the hole up ? No ; I covered it up myself.
1113. Mr. Hill.] Did you convey all the fish to the hole and put it in and then cover it up P I helped the
men to put it in.
Hid. Chairman.] Tou helped what men ? There were the two Barneses.
1115. You did uot wheel any of the fish at all ? No, I did not; I had no wheelbarrow.*
1116. Did tho others wheel any P Not to my knowledge. I did not see anybody wheel any. TYe had
a crook and pulled it along the paddock to the hole.
’
1117. Mr. Hill.] And you could not find that hole ? I could not.
1118. There do you live ? I sleep at the Museum ; I amworking now for the Honorable Deas Thomson.
I left there to come here.
1110. Hr. Alleyne A Can you remember the spot where the fish was ? I cannot.
1120. Was it before this doof ? It!s no use asking any of those questions; it was in some part of the
paddock.
1121. Was it in a part of tho paddock near to the Public School ? It was in the paddock.
1122. Was it in the middle of the paddock ? I cannot swear it, it is so long ago.
1123. Can you tell us the spot within a few hundred yards ? I caunot tell you the spot at all.
1124. Mr. Hill.] Was it over by Mr. Weigall’s school fence ? It was about that way I think somewhere.
1125. You work in the garden, prune the trees, and so on ? Yes.
1126. What wages do you get ? I get 6s. a day.
1127. To work here ? Yes.
112S. How many days do you work here? Sometimes seven, sometimes eight, sometimes ten days in the
month.
.
1129. You are not discharged from here ? No, I sleep here still.
1130. Do you know any man working down in the cellars now ? I do.
1131. How long has be been here ? He may have been here five or six weeks.
1132. Does he sleep here P No.
1133. Do you know his name ? No.
1134. Chairman.] How long do you say you havo been employed about the place ? About six years.
1135. lu the course of that time did you ever see Mr. Krefft in a state of intoxication ? I never did, for
my time was very short at tbe Museum. When I am out at work at other places it is 9 o’clock before I
come home to tho Museum,
1136. Do you sleep on the premises ? Yes, I have slept ou the premises for tho last six years; I have
never been absent a single night.
1137. And you never saw the Curator intoxicated ? Never.
1138. Did you ever see the doors of the institution open at night ? IN ever. I locked the front gate every
night, and I was never later than 9 o’clock or half-past 9.
1139. Have you slept on tho premises during the whole six years? During the whole six years.
1140. You know the Barneses well ? Yes.
1141. Did you ever see either of them tipsy ? I did not.
_
1142. Are you on good terms with tho other people employed iu the institution ? Yes, with every one of
them.
i
_
1143. You remember some people of the name of Brack living here ? Yes, 1 thiuk he lived at the back
somewhere.
_
1144. AYas he a quiet, sober, steady man? He was ; I never saw him anything else.
1145. Where do you work when you are not employed here ? Bor the last fourteen years I havo occa
sionally worked for the Honorable Deas Thomson. I have worked sometimes for Mr. Macleay and other
people.
"
_
Tins is a correct statement of the evidence given by me before the Sub-committee of tho Trustees,
on the 16th instant.
_
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H. G. ALLEYNE, Esq., in the Chair,
James C. Cox, Esq, M.D, was called in and examined:—
1146. Chairman^] AYhat is your name ? James Charles Cox.
c. Cox,
1147. Yon have known Mr. Krefft for a long time ? I have, for many years.
_
_
_
Esq, M.D.
1148. It has been stated by some persons examined before tbe Select Committee of the Legislative
Assembly that ho has been habitually intemperate ;—do you know anything of his habits in that respect ? 9Q
1374.
You refer, I presume, to within the walls of the institution ?
1149. No, not specially. I ask you as to your knowledge of his habits generally ? I have seen Mr.
Krefft twice very drunk iu this institution.
1150. In tho house? Once was in this Board-room. I came in here at 11 o’clock one day. He was
sitting in the chair at the table, and was quite stupid with drink. I roused him up. He looked up. He
had scarcely any clothes on—a white shirt, a pair of trousers, and socks. He asked mo not to lake any
notice of him. I said—“ Krefl't, if you get into this state I wish you would keep out of the way of the
Trustees.
* Note (on rerition) :—I realty forget whether there was a wheelbarrow or not.
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EwC'm;d Jrustees- To?,I“d much bett:er g° up into yonr room.” I spoke to liim a good deal more about it; but
■ ho was so stupid that I could make nothing of him. He began to cry so that I went away. I came here
SO
t °Ut r6 n}ont:lls afterwards, at about 4 o’clock in the evening.
I came here to consult some books.
7t
lt}v™ aftcr “e doors were shut. I found him trying to get up the stairs outside the room here as I was
going out. He was perfectly under the influence of drink.
1151. Mr. MIL] Up-stairs to his own room? Yes, he was going up the stairs.
1152. Chairman.] How long ago was this ? It is over two years ago.
1153._ AYhat time of the day was it, do you remember? The first time was about 11 o’clock in the
morning I came straight from my own house here. The other time was shortly after the doors were
shut in the afternoon, shortly after 4 o’clock.
1154. Mr. Mill.] AYcre any of the employes present at either of those times? O’Grady was present, I
tnmk, when I was going out of the door, but I am not sure.
1155. Do you know of any charges connected with old Tost—anything about leaving goods in bis place ?
Not further than that I was told so.
1156. How long ago ? I never heard of it until this matter was brought before the Legislative Assembly.
1157. You heard something about it then? I did.
J
1158. Did you hear it from anybody connected with the institution ? I believe one of the Barneses told
it to me.
,
1159. That is the first you heard of it ? Yes.
'
1160. Did you hear it from Thorpe or Masters, or any of the others, since that time ? Yes • I heard
Masters speak of it.
1161. AYhat did lie say ? . I heard him speak of the fact—that it was a rascally thing, that affair about
old Tost, the Curator having tried to induce persons to put things into his house.
1162. Did he say anything iu reference to the time—as to how long it was since he heard it ? No.
1163. Do you know anything about any indecent photographs taken at this establishment ? No. The first
time I ever saw any here was at the Board meeting when they were produced by the Barneses,
.
1164. You did not see any a year or two ago when they were lying about this table ? No.
1165. You have not seen them in the hands of any private individual? No; that is the first time I ever
saw them.
"
1166. Have you heard of anything in the shape of furniture being manufactured in this establishmeut other than for tho institution? I heard of it at the time when the investigation was made into the
conduct of Tost. It was then spoken of, about furniture being made here for Mr. Krefft and Dr.
Beltsario.
1167. Did you know it as a fact that Dr. Belisario had something made here ? Yes; from the investi
gation made in Tost’s case.
1168. That was before he was a Trustee of the institution? Yes; I believe it was quite without Dr.
Belisario’s knowledge that Tost made it here.
1169. Do you know what the article was ? It was a book-case, I understood.
11/0, Do you know of your o wn knowledge of anything else that was made or set up for any other parties?
Only the restoration of the diprotodon bones.
1171. Sir Alfred Stephen and Mr. Parkes had something done ? I was not aware of it until I saw it in
the printed evidence.
1172. Do you know anything connected with a man of the name of Bradley who used to work for this
institution—anything about work done in ihe alleged name of Bradley ? I never knew that Bradley
represented one of the Barneses until I saw it in evidence, hut I remember accounts being frequently
presented at the Board meetings for payment under that name.
1173. Do you recollect anything connected with the fossil bone belonging to some one else other than the
institution—Dr. Bennett’s bone ? I do ; I remember the circumstance quite well.
1174. Do you know what animal it belonged to? I understood the diprotodon.
1175. AYhat part ? Part of the head.
1176. Did you see it ? Yes; when first sent here to be restored.
1177. Did you see it after its restoration ? I did.
1178. .After its restoration with the clay ? I saw it perfect. I saw ita day or two before it was packed
up and intended to be sent away.
1179. Did you see it packed up ? No.
1180. Did you see anybody packing it ? No.
1181. Did you see anything connected with its being broken to pieces ? Certain statements were made to
me about it.
'
1182. By Mr, Krefft ? By Mr. Krefft himself.
1183. AYhat were these statements ? I went in with Mr. Krefft to see it after it was restored in the
workshop, and I was very pleased with the esecution of the work.
I thought it was a very great
success, and that it was very creditable to the Barneses, and I said so to Mr. Krefft. “ AYork of that kind
wi 1 astonish Owen, being done in the Colonies.” He said—“ Don’t you fancy that Owen shall see that. 1
will be damned if he shall ever see it in that slate that you and I see it in.” I said—'1 Oh, nonsense, man !
Don’t talk in that way.” The fact is, that I believe on that day he waa a good deal under the influence
of liquor, and lie was talking in the most braggadocio loud manner.
1184. You had that idea from his appearance ? Yes, from his appearance and manner of speaking.
1185. Did he state at any time how it was broken ? He did not. I had one other conversation with him
on the matter previous to this, which to my mind is an important matter. I was walking across the Eacecourse with him, and I was talking to him about those fine bones that Dr. Bennett had received. I was
talking about an article by Mr. Plower, I think the name was ; and he said to me—“ If 1 can only get
those bones out of old Bennett, I will get them photographed and measured before they are sent Home.
1 will send the photographs and measurement Home, and take tho wind out of Professor Owen’s sails.”
That was his espression.
1186. AYhen this conversation occurred between you and Mr. Krefft, did anybody else bear it? That
man Eobert Barnes was close by when tbe conversation in the workshop took place.
1187. He could have heard it ? I believe he could, because Mr. Krefft spoke in such a loud tone.
1188.
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1188. Tou are perfectly sure that you arc not mistaken ? I am perfectly sure that I am correct/
1189. Mr. Hill.] It was the lower portion of the skull ? Tes; there was also the upper jaw replaced •E8^ ' M-I>‘
standing with it.
20 July, 1874.
1190. What did that upper jaw consist of ? It appeared to me to be modelled from white plaster.
1191. "What was it a model of? It was an exact representation, as he showed me at the time, of the
skull of the native bear.
1192. The wombat or the bear ? It was the bear, not the wombat.
1193. Ohairman.] Tou mean the animal that we call the native bear? Tes, the native bear.
1191. Mr. Hill.] In the comparative anatomy of the native bear and the diprotodon, did he show you
anything in particular connected with the condyle ? Tes, I remember him explaining something of the
sort, hut I did not take much notice of it.
1195, \Tas the upper part of the cranium which you presume to he the native bear—was that much
smaller in proportion than the diprotodon—did Ire make that cast by comparison ? I understood him to '
say that it was ordered to be made by comparison with tho skull of the native bear.
119G. Did lie show you any particular feature? I do not know that he did. 1 may state that it was in
consequence of my being told subsequently that that head had been smashed up before it went Home that
I thought it my duty to mention the matter to Dr. Bennett.
1197. And you did so ? I did so. I understood afterwards from Dr. Bennett that Mr, Krefft himself
told Dr. Bennett that it was broken before it went Home—that it had to be broken with the lid of the ease.
1198. Do you recollect anything else that Dr. Bennett said ; that he had another case of bones—that he
would take good care that none came here ? He told me that distinctly; he told me that on hoard the
" Challenger1’ one day, and on another occasion also.
.
1199. Chairman.] Dr. Bennett said so ? Tes.
1200. Mr. HilL] That, although those bones might be broken, he had a conple of cases of bones from the
same place, and he would take care that none came to the Museum ? Tes, 1 recollect him telling me that
distinctly.
1201. Chairman.] What did you infer from that remark ? I inferred that he had been made rather a
tool of.
1202. Tou did not see the breaking up of the bone itself? I did not.
1203. Tou did not sec the box it was packed in ? No, I did not. One of the Barneses mentioned to me
that it was a shame that, after all his work aud care in setting up that specimen, Mr. Krefft should have
broken it up before he sent it Home, and it was in consequence of that that I informed Dr. Bennett of it,
1201. Do you know anything about the Curator sending away at anytime valuable specimens, or specimens
belonging to this institution, in his own name ? In the eudence given by Dr. Bennett before the Select
Committee of the Legislative Assembly, he says, in his answer to question number 1995—“We have
perfect easts in the Museum of the restored jaw, and we have already exchanged specimens with
Melbourne.” In regard to that, I beg to state that I am on the exchange committee, and I believe I have
attended every meeting of the Trustees held at the Museum since that was set np, and no such thing as
these exchanges with Melbourne was ever mentioned at the Board meeting, nor was it done with the
sanction of the exchange committee.
1205. Tou mean to say that if what Dr. Bennett has there stated is correct, these things were sent away
without any instructions from tho exchange committee whatever ? Tcs.
1200. Mr. HillL] Dr. Bennett also says that they wanted them in Queensland and a great many other
places ? lie does.
1207. Chairman.] Who else is on the exchange committee besides yourself? The exchange committee
consisted of Mr. W. J. Stephens, Dr. Bennett, and myself. Mr. W. J. Stephens is not now a Trustee,
hut was then I believe.
1203. Was any proposal to make these exchanges ever at any time brought before the exchange com
mittee ? Never. The exchange committee has never been summoned—certainly not for the last twelve
months.
1209. It could bo no fault of the exchange committee if their opinion was not asked? It could not;
and I was anxious to clear myself on that point.
1210. The fact is that Mr. Stephen was not a Trustee at the time, and you were never summoned ? Mr.
Stephen was a Trustee at that time, 1 believe.
1211. They must have been sent away, if they were sent away at all, without any reference to the
exchange committee ? Tes.
■
1212. itfr. Hill.] Did Dr. Bennett subsequent to the time when he made this statement that these things
had been already exchanged with Melbourne, say that he knew of the specimen being broken, or
that he expected it would be broken ? No. I may mention that the exchange committee was ordered
by the Board at my request not to send anything away until the specimens were submitted to a general
meeting of tho Board. I did that for special reasons which had come under my notice.
1213. Homo questions were asked of Dr. Bennett as to when he expected to hear from Professor Owen ;—
have you seen any letter from Professor Owen on the subject? Dr. Bennett read me a portion of a letter
on board the “ Challenger” one day, in which he said something about being very much pleased with a
piece of a jaw that had arrived Home.
12 IT. Do you know anything as to the date of that letter from Professor Owen, or as to whether it was
an acknowledgment of these diprotodon hones ? I could not possibly tell. I have since ascertained by
a printed circular, headed “ A few letters aud testimonials from distinguished men of science, addressed to
Mir. Gerard Krefft, Curator and Secretary of the Australian Museum,” that a letter has been received
from Professor Owen. In this circular there is a portion of a letter dated “ British Museum, 13th April,
1874,” which reads as follows:—
Dear Bcmictt,—One of the anticipatrcl pleasures of my return from Bjgypt was the sight and grasp of the very interesting
fossils announced in your letters which my son forwarded to me at Cairo ; 1 have now had that pleasure with a portion of a
jaw, <tc *
#
#
#
lly best regards and good wishes to Krefft. The Museum will owe much to his energy and
devotion. As soon as our now Museum is ready to enable us to sort out our accumulated stores, Sydney shall have my first
selection of duplicates.—Richahh Owen.

1215. There is no record of these specimens having been sent? No ; no committee meeting was called.
1216. Do you kuow of any other cases ? Tes. There is one which I may specially mention, because it
gave me a very great deal of anxiety and grief. About nine months ago or over, a Mr. Wood brought me
from

^
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from Queensland a most beautiful can of fishes. I brought them to Mr. Krefft, and I asked him to take
any out of them that were of use to the Museum. He took them all out, and he found one which he
said was quite a new fish. He kept that. But he also found some very fine specimens of another fish of
which he said he had not such good specimens. He also took one or two specimens of a third kind, which
he said he would value very much for the Museum. I was not at the Board meeting which was held
subsequently to my having given this donation in Mr. Wood's name, and I came and asked Mr. Krefl't
why he bad not given me the usual form of thanks for Mr. Wood. Ho told me that he thought they
would be more useful at Home, and that G-iinthcr would figure and describe them properly, and that be
had sent them to Mr. Gunther. I certainly was very vexed indeed at the time about it, and I declared
that I never would give any more donations to the Museum unless there were some means of recording
them iu a proper record book.
1217. Is there a proper book for exchanges ? When I was appointed a member of tbe exchange com
mittee, at the first meeting to which I was summoned, to my surprise, there was no minute-book at all. I
was appointed in 1862. The committee consisted of Dr. Bennett, Dr. Cox, and Mr. W. .1. Stephens.
121S. What is the last record in that book? The last record in this book is a minute about four pages
long; it has never been confirmed, and there has not been a meeting since apparently ; it is dated August
26, 1872.
12 L0. Chairman."] The presumption is, then, that there has been no meeting since that time ? Ko. I may
mention also that there are several meetings recorded here, but there are no signatures to show that they
have been approved of in any way. They appear to me to be all written in the same ink and the same
style.
1220. Mr. Kill.] Whose writing are they in ? Mr, Krefft’s writing. There was a very extensive exchange
since this meeting. Mr. Krefft submitted the specimens direct at the meeting of the Board of Trustees.
I happened to come in after the exchange had been approved of. T stated at the time that the articles had
not been submitted to the exchange committee ; aud Dr. Bennett said that he had looked over them, and
they were wanted to be sent away immediately. Tbe Board approved of their being sent away, and
1 believe it was a very proper exchange. They were for a person who had been waiting a long time for
insects.
1221. Chairman.] From that book (the exchange book) it would appear that there has been no meeting of
the exchange committee summoned since August, 1872 ? None since then.
1222. Therefore, all the exchanges made since that time, with the. exception of those made directly by the
Board of Trustees, as has just been mentioned, have been made without any authority whatever ? Certainly
without any authority from the exchange committee.
1223. Atr. KilV] Do you know of any property of this Museum sent to other parts of the world by
Mr. Krefl’t in bis own name ? I do. If you will look at the Proceedings of the Zoological Society for
1869, you will see that there is mentioned a very fine donation of birds to Mr. Sclater—over thirty species.
From the description, I have no doubt that those birds consisted of a can of birds which I saw in this room.
I went on board a vessel called the “ Chance’’ to get some shells from Captain Macgregor, who had some
for me, and had sent for me. When I went on hoard he told me that he had two cans of birds and things
for the Museum, and he asked me to tell any of the officials, if I saw them, to send down for them. T. at
once came up aud asked Mr. Krefl't to send for them. He did scud for them; and a couple of days after
wards he told me he had got the birds. He said—“ We may as well have a look at them,” and be pulled
them out on a tray. There was one bird which was very beautiful—black and ycllpw—which he said was
new, and which wo both admired. It is described as Graceala Krefftii. It is figured in the Proceedings
of the Zoological Society for 1869.
1221'. Chairman.] Does it say in the article you refer to where the bird came from? It says something
about a donation from Mr. Krefl't, sent, I think, at the request of Mr. Buttrey.
1.225. Mr. Killi] Mr. Buttrey was part owner of that ship ? I do not know—I never heard of the name.
My attention was called to the fact by seeing the announcement of this large donation in Mr. Krefft’s
name in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society. In the Proceedings of tho Zoological Society for 1868
you will seo mentioned a large donation of frogs iu Mr. Krefft’s name to the British Museum. In the
Proceedings of the Zoological Society for 1863 you will also find mentioned a large donation of Batrachians
sent to Mr. Gunther.
1226. Do you recollect reading at this table a month ago something about a jaw or teeth of the Caratodus
iu a fossil state ? There is a mention of it iu Nature. The notice to which you refer is about a donation
of a cast of teeth of Ceratodus.
1227. That was sent from Mr. Krefft? Yes; the notice acknowledges the receipt of it.
1228. Do you recollect ai)3r collection of animals made by Mr. Masters being sent away from here—any
Antechinus or iarcipes : do yon recollect any being specially ordered to go away by the exchange
Committee ? The only Anfcechines that I knew about being sent away were given by Mr. Krefft to
my brother, Mr. Edward King Cox, when he was going to England. 'Wlien my brother was going
aboard, I asked Mr. Krefft if he would give him a few letters of introduction to the German institutions,'
as he was anxious to see the best collections of wool and other things that wore on view. Mr. Krefft
called at my house with those letters, and he brought a bottle containing what my brother told me were
rats which Mr. Krefl't had left for him. I did not see them. I saw the bottle, and my brother was directed
to give some of them to Professor Peters. But as my brother did not go to Germany as he had intended, he
sent the bottle with its contents, as Mr. Krefft gave it to him, to Professor Peters. My brother sent it
through his agent, Mr. Edward Stavenhagen, in London. Iu his examination, at questions 3159 and 3165,
Mr. Krefft was asked, <! You sent a bottle containing a large number of small mammals, or some sort of
animals, Home by Mr. Edward King Cox;—did you not ?” He replies, “ Yes, Dr. Cox did, with tbe permis
sion of the exchange committee,” He is asked, “Where had they been got ? ” and he answered, “I
m ust have bought (hem at some time or other.” Again he is asked, “ You are sure you purchased tho whole
of these things with your own money ? ” He replied, “ I have no doubt they must have been mine—I buy
lots of things.” In a note, added on revision, he says, “ The bottle contained a mixture of small marsupials
of the genus Antechinus, and some mice (or rodents). They were collected for me by Mr. Kepert, of Port
Stephens; some came from Port Denison. I paid for them, and gave them to Dr. Cox, with letters to
Professor Dumeril, of Paris, to Professor Peters, of Berlin, and to Professor Kaup, of Damstadt. These
gentlemen never mentioned anything about them, and no return was made.” That is perfectly false.
These
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These things were never submitted to the exchange committee, and I had nothing whatever to do with J- C. Css,
them. I desire to lay before the committee my brother’s letter, dated “ Darling Point, May 28th, 1874'.”
M.D.
He says: “ In answer to yours, I have to state that Mr. Krefl’t called at your house the evening before I ✓—>—*——n
left for England in 1871. He gave mo letters of introduction to several persons whose names I cannot 20 July, 1674
now recollect; at the same time he gave me a bottle containing what he called ‘ rats.’ The bottle was a
small one. He asked me to take it to Europe and give one of the specimens from the bottle to certain of
the persons to whom he gave me letters of introduction, and I was to give two (I think it was) to Pro
fessor Peters, of Berlin. 1 did not go 1 o the various places to which those letters were addressed, so the bottle
with its contents, as Mr. Kreflt gave it to me, was sent through my agent, Mr. Edward Stavenhagen, to
Professor Peters.” I was particularly anxious to clear up this matter. I now produce tho exchange
book There is no such transaction as that of which Mr. Krefl't speaks, on record.
1229. Is there anything else you would like to state with reference to this matter? Ho.
1230. Do you know of anything that went from this Museum to the frigate “Atalante?” Ko, I do not.
I heard that things went, but I do not know positively, That was the Spanish frigate, was it not ?
1231. No, the Eretich frigate. Do you know of any tiling that was sent from this Museum on board Her
Majesty’s ship “ Challenger?” Not of my own knowledge. One of the officers told me that a very fine
series of photographs were sent.
1232. As a donation from the Museum? I understood it was from Mr. Krefl't.
1233. "What were they photographs of? I do not know. I did not pursue the subject.
1234. Do you know anything of the charge of making a false return in the visitors’ book ? I only know
what I have been told.
1235 Do you know of any particular occurrence in reference to a written statement to the Colonial
Secretary, when you were to have met him ? I do.
1236. "Will you please state what you know P Prior to the 19th of September, 1873, the Board appointed,
if my memory serves me right, Dr. Alleyne, Captain Onslow, and myself to wait upon the Government
for tho purpose of asking them to put a certain sum of money ou tho Estimates for the making of eases.
The Colonial Secretary appointed a day on which he would meet the deputation. "When I got home at
1'30 p.m. I found a message left at my house to say that the deputation was to meet the Colonial Secretary,
X thiuk it was at 11. It was then past the time, aud I could not possibly attend. I believe none of the other
deputation attended. I called on Mr. Krefl't and asked him about it. He told me that he had made it all
right, and he wrote this letter in explanation to the Colonial Secretary, The fact was that the Colonial
Secretary had written back rather a sharp letter, commenting on the fact that the deputation had not
treated him with respect in not having kept the appointment. Mr. Krefft asked for another appointment,
and I asked him to let me know when I was to attend, in good time. He sent me a written notice to be
there on a certain day. I went there, I had to see Mr, Parkes on other public business. "When I had
finished my business I said to him—“ I believe 1 am to call upon you again in a few' minutes as a member
of a deputation from the Museum ;” aud he said, “I believe you arc.” I went into the ante-room, where I
waited a very long time; but as nobody came I went away. I came to the Museum and I asked Mr. Krefl't
why he had not come, for 1 thought then that it wTas his duty to attend with the deputation. He told
me that he thought it was not. At a subsequent meeting of the Board, I moved that in future the Sec
retary should attend all deputations. Ilow'evcr, Mr. .Krefl’t had got another letter from the Colonial
Secretary, complaining in very strong terms of the deputation not having attended. I said, “ Mr. Krefft,
I w'as there, and wafted a very long time.” He said, “ By Jove, I did not know that. I have written
this letter in explanation.” He showed me the letter, the copy of which was in a book and was taken by a
copying-press. It was a long letter. This (referring to a letter in the letter-booh) is not the letter at all.
1237. Does that purport to be the letter ? Tes. The letter to which I refer was in a large copying-press
book. I said, “ That won’t do. Mr. Parkes knows quite well that I was at the Colonial Secretary’s
Office. What you have stated there to the Colonial Secretary is perfectly untrue, and ho knows it.” He
said that he thought he would have time to rush down to the Colonial Secretary’s Office and get tho letter
probably before Mr. Parkes bad seen it, and he would write another one. I presume this letter is the
other letter ho wrote. These letters were never produced before the Board, not even Mr, Parkps’s letters.
1233. Chairman.'] He accused you of not attending on a certain day when you were actually there? Ho
did. I would not complain so much of the deputation falling through, but when a letter came from the
Colonial Secretary, complaining of it, and when 1 saw a false statement sent in reply, I thought it my duty
to take notice of it.
1239. Mr. Bolin-ton.) Those letters of complaint never came before the Board ? They were never laid
before the Board to my knowledge as Mr. Krefl’t said that he would do in those letters.
1240. Do they appear in the minute-hook at all ? They are not there as far as I know.
1211. Chairman.) Is it the fact that you have been charged with the price of certain galvanized tubs, pre
sumed to have been used in the attempted preparation of the sun-fish ? It is quite true.
1242. What is the sum which you were charged for the tubs ? 20s. 6d.
1243. Have you paid it? I paid it to Mr. Krefl’t,
1214. Were you charged any money for labour employed for tbe preparation of this fish ? I was, in the
account which Mr. Krefft rendered me ; and I insisted in reimbursing every expense in this matter to the
Trustees ; he includes a charge of £3 Cs. for extra labour. I may state that when 1 sent the sun-fish hero
I authorized Mr. Krefl't to get any amount of labour he wished if he would provide it.
1245. Mr. Bollcston.] Arc the tubs specifically mentioned in that charge? They are—tubs and buckets,
20s. 6d. Some reference has been made to an advertisement -which appeared in the newspaper. If you
will allow me I will read the letter he published :—“ Will you kindly allow me to invite those gentlemen
who desire to see my original correspondence with Dr. Cox and others, to call at tho Museum before
12 o’clock to-morrow morning ? I shall be happy to exhibit to them orders to skin and to sell for the
doctor’s benefit; and shall also produce tbe original receipt for extra labour anent the sun-fish which Dr.
Cox repudiates.” Then he quotes this : “ The sun-fish labour receipt runs thus :—Sun-fish expenses, extra
labour, Ac., £3 6s. Keceived the above sum of £3 Gs.,—Michael O’Ghady.”
1246. What is the date of it ? December 30,1871,
1247. Is it a fact that you gave orders to skin things and sell them at the Museum for your benefit? It
is uot. When this letter was published I went to my solicitor’s, and asked him to send one of his clerks
along and sec these things, as it was publicly put in the papers. He came to tho Museum before 12
58—G
o’clock,
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Mr- Krefft was out. He asked for these things, and he could not see them. He called bank
6<J'> ■ • again at 1 o’clock, and Mr. Krefft was not at home; he could not see them. I insisted upon his getting
a ™'v of them ; he was to go until he saw them. He came here at 3 o’clock, and he waited until Mr.
zothdv, 1874'. Krefft eamp home. The result was that I got a letter from my solicitors informing me that the orders
referred to by Mr. Krefft did not relate to the sun-fish or the Museum. When I was leaving my house
in Phillip-street to go to where I now reside I had a very fine lot of birds, and I thought that 1 should
not have room for them ; I wrote to Mr Krefft about them, aud I now quote this letter from the printed
circular of letters and testimonials to which I have already referred:—
t?

My dear Krefl't.—I forgot to epeak to you the other day about my birds. I have a good number of really good skins
but I am going to move to a house in Macqunrie-street, where I shall not have so much room as I have here for such thing6^
and I would like to sell Ihcm. What would be best to do with them ? They are in strong cases, and 1 think they might be
sent to London or elsewhere and sold. I fancy if you wrote to Williams or Sclater, and said you wanted them disposed of for
a friend, they would not see tlicm sacrificed. I would at. once scud them by Pickford & Co. to them or anywhere about.
What shall 1 do ? I would offer to the Museum for sale, hut I fear you have no funds to spare. Tours sincerely, James 0.
Cos, Phillip-street,—I shall have to sell one of my cabinets of shells also, which I should like to see in tho Museum.

That was a private letter to Mr. Krefft; it had nothing to do with the Museum whatever. Mr. Krefft
has published it evidently to indicate that I wanted to sell things. The order to skin is this :—
My dear Krefft,—Please have this bird skinned for me early to-morrow.

Tours sincerely, J. C. Cox.

In 1866 I was out shooting with my brother one day at Greystancs. A bird got up and I shot it; it was
a bird that I never saw alive before. I brought it here and left this note. Mr. Krefft said that the bird
was common to the north, and that it had got out of some fellow’s cage. He threw it on one side, and I
thought no more of it. These are the orders which he has announced to the public, and which I havo been
supposed to give to skin and to sell. As it was put by Mr. Krefft, it would appear that the orders wore
to skin and to sell the sun-fish.
1248. Mr. Mill.] Is there anything more that you would like to add ? I may perhaps draw your attention
to the sun-fish, as it is a matter of importance to me. This last sun-fish was caught on the 4th of December,
1871. On the 16th I and other gentlemen had subscribed together and bought it from Skinner. He
would not give it up, excepting on certain conditions. I could not promise those conditions, but 1 told him
if the Board liked to do it they could. It was sent here ; and this unfortunate man was kept here waiting
from 4 o’clock in the morning until 9 o’clock before he could get it in. On the 15th of December he
writes to the Merald:—
Will you allow mo to say a few words regarding a large fish about to be presented to the Museum, and which has
caused much annoyance in this neighbourhood?
1- There is no shed of any kind in which specimens which a dozen men cannot lift may be preserved.
_
2. There are only three men available for sucti labour, and they must necessarily neglect the work in hand when gigantic
objects arrive for preservation without notice.
3. All fish should be secured at once, and not carried about till they are rotten. In fact, large specimens, such os the
last " sun-fish,’’ should not be brought into the city.
4. If worth haviog they should bo preserved where they are caught.

. That is the first attack that Mr. Krefft began to make about it. The fish was here on Thursday, Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday. He got Dr. Dan soy, the Health Officer, to visit it on Saturday, On the 18th
December Mr. Wall wrote to the Merald;—
It has been publicly stated that the sun-fish, purchased by the Trustoes of the Australian Museum, has been, aftcr all the
expense and labour incurred, thrown over the South Head, the fish having rendered the neighbourhood intolerable.
In the cause of science, I very much regret the fact that the opportunity of preserving so fine a specimen has been
lost. I was more fortunate with the sun-fish previously caught, which, after seven days exhibition, I succeeded in preserving
in a most satisfactory manner; and some years since I articulated the whale now in the Aluseum, performing the work down
the harbour, thus preventing any soch offence as that which has led to the loss of the sun-fish.
My long services at the Museum havo obtained for me a retiring allowance ; but in the cause of science, my services
arc always freely at the disposal of the Trustees and tho public.

In the

Merald of the 20th December, Mr. Krefft wrote:—
«
Will you allow me a word in explanation of Mr. W. S. Wall’s unfounded statements in this day's Herald.
1. The sun-fish removed by the Inspector of Nuisances from the Museum-yard was not purchased by the Trustees.
2. Having no money to attempt its preservation, the Museum could not be at the loss of a single penny, the owners
supplying tile necessary fund*. Only in case of success would the specimen have been presented to this institution.
3. Science lost nothing by tho fish, it being well known ; and all that was worth having of it wore its intestinal
worms ; these have been secured.
_
4. The sight-seeing public will probably bo afforded an opportunity to admire the "fat” and “carefully painted”
caricature of a small sun-fish shortly to be exhibited. The fortunate owner states it cost him £40, of which the taxidermist
who stuffed it received £25. Our condemned fish being about six times the bulk of the specimen referred (o would have cost
£150 to preserve at the above rate, and would have driven me to the " top of King-street.”
h. Specimens mounted and “ preserved” to Mr. Wall’s satisfaction would never satisfy my own demands.
I must have
the animals true to nature. I disapprove of paint in particular, because it covers a multitude of sins.
_ fi- There are many whales in the Museum. In fact it is the most famous collection of whales in existence j and every
specimen as it now stands was mounted by a native of this eify, Mr. Henry Barnes, who is a perfect genius in this branch of
taxidermy. Mr. Wall certainly articulated the whale to which he refers in the first instance; and wheu it was about tumbling
down he had to lake if to pieces again. 1 discovered it scattered over the Museum grounds, and buried under heaps of rubbish,
and at my request it was re-mounted inside the old building where Air. Wall’s “ long services” had left " plenty of space” for
specimens.
7. I hope Air. Wall will long enjoy his pension which lie received principally because his health had suffered when
maseerating the whale, and I also hope that the Government will show the same consideration to his successors.
8, Comparisons are odious. Those who remember the good old times when a few thousand persons visited the
miscellaneous collection in College-street may come and judge for themselves.”

t
I must also beg the attention of the Committee to a second letter, signed “ Subscriber,” published
in the Merald of the same date. The writer says:—
Allow mo to correct an error into which Mr. Wall, and I believe tho public at large, have fallen, regarding the
purchase from Skinner, for our public Aluscum, of the largo sun-fish recently captured near Manly. Being given to under
stand that the funds at the disposal of the Board of Directors of the Museum were inadequate to the procuring of this fine
specimen, a number of gentlemen subscribed the sum of £10, which was given to Skinner on condition that lie would send it
to tho Museum and permit of its being preserved, which he consented to do, on condition that the specimen when preserved
should be returned to him for a short time to exhibit for his benefit. Accordingly, the fish was sent to the Museum on
those conditions; but the sanction of the Trustees would of course have to havo been obtained to comply with the latter proposal.
I should like therefore to know what possible business it is of a public servant of a public institution to dictate to us
onr business as to what price we should give for the sun-fish or any other fish, as stated in his letter of Saturday.
It was evident from the very first that every obstacle was to be placed in our way, and it first showed itself by Skinner’s offer
to take tho fish early in the cool of the morning to the Museum being refused ; not even at 8 o’clock would the Curator permit
the
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the gates of the grounds to bo opened to take the fish in, even after Skinner's arrangement to do so, but was detained till 9 a.m. J. C. Cox,
before the doors were opened to him to deposit the fish in the paddock. The next obstacle showed itself in the want of hands, Esq., M.D.
and although Mr. Krefft; was authorized bj- me of the gentlemen who had taken most trouble in procuring the fish to get hands,
and ho would have them paid for, not a man could be procured. It then became most noxious to tho public; no wonder, but was
20 July,*1874.
it owing to the want of Museum accommodation ; and were the noxious odours sufficient to justify tho loss of the skin of the
fish ? To get rid of the flesh and refuse of the fish, the Curator engages a man to dig a hole about 3 feet deep and 5 feet wide,
which, according to his statement, occupied a full day, and accordingly into tins pit the obnoxious refuse was thrown; but
fancy our astonishment to learn on the following Monday, after the fish had been sent to the Museum, this pit was
left open with its filthy putrid mass still exposed and not covered up, because, as the Curator told our informant, he intended to
bury the whole mass of tho fish in it, thereby clearly demonstrating its already determined destination. It so happens that at
the same time that the fish is to be preserved tho putrid bones of a great whale are being boiled by the side of tho fish, causing
more stench than half a dozen such fishes ; but not a complaint is made against it. May we ask, in justice to ourselves, what
means were used in order to arrest decomposition or to destroy tbe obnoxious odour produced by the fish, and we venture to assert
that had a few pints of carbolic acid been used for this purpose and tbe putrid mass in the pit covered up, the fish would have
been at this moment preserved and fit to be exhibited to the public. However, we beg to dedicate the further consideration
of this subject to the Board of Management; but fear that the treatment of specimens sent to the Museum in such a way will
not encourage tbe development of our objects of natural history.

In the Herald of 22nd December, Mr. Krefl’t published this reply :—
The remarks which “ A Subscriber” addressed to you regarding the sun-fish are incorrect, and the conclusions arrived at
are totally wrong.
1. Public servants have public duties to perform, and I for one will not be muzzled by the silly threat of the writer to
tell "the Directors” of my misdeeds in preventing the expenditure of their money.
2. Let people be liberal with their own, but let them not think that the Museum is a “ curiosity shop” and that I am
" Bnmum,” ready at a moment’s notice U> supply six “ mermaids” and such like for the benefit of itinerant showmen.
3. If " A Subscriber” wanted a favour, and was ready to pay for it, why did he not ask the proper authorities—" the
Trustees of the Museum,” not one mind, but the Board, instead of putting mo in a false position ? Why was not a cheque
for £25 sent to me to cover expenses ? If this had been done Mr. Thorpe the taxidermist would have been able to secure the
skin, though, of course, unfit to be turned into a specimen. It would have done, however, as a sort of apology for the real
thing, and been as good as Mr. Wall’s artistic production of an impossible fish, now on view. People who go to such “ shows”
arc not particular ; “ they pay their money and have their choiec.”
4. With regard to my refusing admittance, or keeping that "pet fisherman” waiting too long, I can only say that he
bullied me, aud threatened, like “ A Subscriber,” with the vengeance of tho " Directors.” I could not open because the porter
had the key, aud Skinner’s carman had arranged to come at 9 o’clock, tho hour when the men arrive.
5. To oblige “ A Subscriber's” informant I advanced more money out of my own pocket for preserving material, labour,
and disinfecting fluid, than the whole of the “subscribers” put together paid for their fish. 1 also told “ A Subscriber’s”
friend that a few pints of carbolic acid would not have any effect on two tons of rotten fish ; nor would a hundred weight of
that stuff save it. He promised to send some, but did not.
I am determined not to saddle the Trustees with my outlay, and I hope the “ subscribers” are prepared to pay me, as
I have the promise of one of them to refund mo every penny. So much for my supposed obstructions.
6. Had I any desire to trick the subscribers I could have had Mr. Seymour at the gate in the " cool of the morning,"
when Skinner forced his way in against my will, and without my knowledge. I hope that person will be brought up yet for
trespass.
7. All further talk about the preservation of the fish is useless, because it was declared rotten by tho Health Officers of
the port and of the City. I knew it was so, and our taxidermist thought so too, but being very obliging he worked away till
he got ill; ho had to leave off on that account, as Dr. Forteseue, who attended him, will testify.
8. It was the skin which was carted off; and “Subscriber's” remarks about the hole dug are simply foolish. The pit was
8 x 10, and 4 feet deep, and if it had not been so large could not have contained all the refuse. Dr. Dansoy condemned the
skin in particular, though Mr. Thorpe pleaded for it. The doctor was inspecting “ our beautiful drainage system" when he
scented tho unfortunate skin, and sternly said,—“Take it away at once, or you will be fined." My money being all expended,
and no suberiber near, I had to submit.
’
9. “ Subscriber” had a “ nose” only for the whale which never offended my neighbours, because bones do not rot. The
smell was not worse than “ Circular Quay smeSl.” Perhaps “ Subscriber” is not aware that the Museum is indebted to his
“informant” for that certainly veluahle skeleton which crippled our small resources, and made the sun-fish a perfect “ white
elephant" in a high state of decomposition to the Museum.
10. I have done with sun-fishes for a while, and in the mean time ordered a small one, well preserved, from England.
Should other (less experienced) fishermen come across one, I hope they will communicate with me direct.
'
11. With a merry Christmas to the “ Subscribers,” and an assurance that with tho return of pure air all my wrath has
vanished,—
I remain, Ac.,
_ _
_
GEEAIiD KREFFT.
This is a correct statement of tho evidence given by me before the Sub-committee of the Trustees
of tho Museum, on the 20th instant.
JAMBS C. COX.
Michael O’Grady was called in and examined :—
1249. Mr Hill.] I think you were asked at a former meeting of this committee to produce one of the Michael
visitor’s books to show us an instance of the manipulation you accused Mr. Krefft of? Yes.
O’Gtrady.
1250. Have you the book hero P Yes.
1251. Will you point out the cases to which you refer ? Yes; on Thursday, April 17,1873, there is an 20 July, 1874
entry of fifty-six visitors.
•
1252. In whose handwriting? Mr. Krefft’s—twenty-one visitors, ten ditto, two ditto.
1253. Are there any more ? Fourteen visitors.
1254. On the same date ? Yes. Twenty-throe ditto,—John Hall and two friends,—R. Pillan and two friends.
Here again twenty-five visitors, two ditto.
1255. Here arc ten, fifteen, twelve, twenty-ono, thirteen, eighteen, twenty-five visitors, on the same day ?
Yes.
1256. In tho continuation of that entry on the next page was any explanation given to you why it should
be done that way P I would uot be able to say that there was on that particular day, but I have been often
told that that was the style to do it in, and he would come and- do it.
1257. On this particular occasion, or any other, were these people admitted into the Museum ? No, they
were not.
1258. Not any of them ? Not one of them,
1259. Now show other specimens of fictitious entries ? Monday, 29th September, 1873, ten visitors—two
ditto.
*
1260. Were any remarks made when those were entered P No.
’
1261. Show another? December 26th, 1873. On this day I was not on duty at the book.
1262. The book was taken away ? I was sent away. It was tbe day after the gold was stolen. I only
know his handwriting. Eobert Barnes was left at my post.
■
1263.
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O'GraiT
1263. How do you know that Robert Barnes was there ? He was left at my place. Ten visitors, two
ra -T' ditto, six ditto, ten ditto, nineteen ditto, five ditto, four ditto, 0. J. Jacobs and four others, 100 visitors,
^7-- 200 visitors, 150 visitors, R. S. Hall and twenty visitors.
n t, 74. y2G4'. In that visitors’ book, which you generally have the custody of, have these people to whom you have
referred been in the Museum at all"? The ones that I know of have not,
1265. These are put down for what ? To make the book tell up.
1266. To swell the numbers ? Yes.
1267. To show that there was a large number of visitors to this Museum ? Yes.
1268. Chairman.] When they have not been here at all ? No.
1269. Mr. Hill] When did you sec Mr. Krefft last P I saw him on Friday, when he wanted me to sign a
paper.
1270. Who brought the books down ? I did.
1271. Who called vou up ? The boy.
1272. Where was ilr. Krefft? In the bedroom above.
1273. Was he dressed? He was.
1274. He gave you these books to take down to the Board room ? Yes.
1275. And wanted you to sign the receipt ? I reckoned them, and I told him there were forty-four books,
lie said—“ O’Grady, I want you to take down some more. He gave me some papers and wanted me to
sign for them. I said—‘‘I will do no such thing.” Mr. Krefft said—“You will have to do it,” I said—
“ I will do no such thing. I will bring them down to Mr. Robinson, the Secretary.”
1276. You saw Mrs. Krefft ? Yes.
"
1277. Was she dressed ?, Yes.
1278. Hid she come out and speak to you ? She did.
1279. Had you seen her on other days ? Yes, on other days when I was sent up by the Trustees. I saw
'
her the day I brought the petty cash book down. Mrs. Krefft gave it to me at the door.
12S0. Was Mr. Krefft in bed them? I cannot say. I did not see him.
1281. Since that day and last Friday have you seen Mrs. Krefft ? I saw her on Saturday, and got some
money that was due to me.
1282. Where did you see her ? Tip in her bedroom.
1283. Dressed ? Yes.
1284. You have not seen her down stairs ? No.
1285. Have you seen Mr. Krefft out since then ? Yes, on Thursday. He was going out at 9 o’clock in
the morning.
1.286. Did you see him on the day of the election ? No, not that I can call to mind.
1287. You have not seen him since Saturday ? No.
.
This is a correct statement of the evidence given by me before the Sub-committee of the Trustees
on the 20th instant,
MICHAEL O’GRADY.
27/7/1874.
WEDNESDAY, 22 JULY, 1874.

present
H. G. ALLEYNE, Esq., M.D.,
[
E. S. HILL, Esq., J.P.,
PnornssoE LIVERSIDGE.

CHRISTOPHER ROLLESTON, Esq., in the Chair.
.
Alexander Walker Scott, Esq., called in and examined:—
A. W. Scott, 1288. Chairman.] You arc one of the Trustees of the Museum, and have been so for some years, I believe ?
Esq’
Yes, I have been a Trustee for some time, and am one now. I wish to state that I attend to give evidence
x here to-day at the request of the Trustees, not having been duly summoned. I state this- lest it may be
22 July, 1874.
p attended without being summoned to give evidence voluntarily.
1289. You have taken great interest in the management of this institution, I believe? Yes, I have.
1290. And you have been very regular in your attendance upon the Board meetings ? I should say that
of all the Trustees I have been one of the most regular attendants—I have scarcely been absent half-ador.en times since I was re-elected a Trustee, so far as my memory serves me.
1291. The conducting of the business of the Museum by the Curator and Secretary has continually been
under your observation ? Yes.
1292. Have you had reason to be satisfied with what you have seen of the management? On my first
appointment as Trustee I was highly satisfied with the Curator’s conduct, as regards the energy displayed
by him in furthering the interests of the institution. But latterly—say for the last two or three years—
I have observed a very great falling off, not only with respect to the exhibits but also in the exertions
made by the Curator in obtaining specimens, or, I should rather say, in looking after the interests of the
institution.
1293. That is within the last two or three years ? Yes, about that time—I cannot specify the time
exactly.
1294. Can you account for that falling off in any way ? I can only account for it in this way : Mr. Krefft
seemed to interest himself principally in certain favourite objects of bis own—that is, in organic fossil
remains of mammals of rare fish and such things; and he was besides constantly keeping np a trifling
correspondence with people unconnected with the Museum.
1295. Then you attribute the falling off in his efficiency rather to that than any other cause ? That was
the cause, so far as I know. For instance, he entered into a very long controversy with Dr. Morris about
some species of entozoa. He then, for the first time, took up the study of a subject of which he of course
was thoroughly ignorant, mistaking the head of an animal for the tail. That occupied a considerable
portion of his time to tho detriment of the Museum and neglect of the specimens.
1296. Might not a man of active mind and temperament have done all that, and still have performed his
duties efficiently ? Certainly lie could, but in my opinion Mr. Krefft did not do so.
1297.
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1297. Have you ever suspected any other reason for the falling off in his efficiency in the performance of A. W. Scott,
his duties ? I cannot say that I have.
,
1298. Have yon ever seen him tipsy ? Ho, I have not. But I have not associated with Mr. Krefft for the
\
last six or seven years. I was acquainted with his habits previous to that; but I never knew him to he s- July, 1874.
tipsy.
1299. And you do not suspect that his want of efficiency Latterly has been caused by his drinking habits ?
Ho, I do not; except from what has appeared in the evidence taken before the Select Committee of the
Legislative Assembly.
1300. Were yon ever a member of the exchange committee of the Museum ? Hever,
1301. Then yon are not acquainted with the system under which exchanges were conducted? I am
acquainted with the system under which the Trustees directed that exchanges should be conducted. Nothing
was to leave this Museum, of any kind, without the sanction of the exchange committee, and afterwards
confirmed by the Board of Trustees.
1302. Are you aware whether things have been sent away from the Museum without the sanction of that
committee ? I am aware that in one iustance specimens were produced before the Board for transmission
to Europe, and those specimens were never shown to Dr. Cox, who was one of the exchange committee,
and happened to be absent; Dr. Bennett then took upon himself to recommend that tho specimens should
go Homo, without consulting Dr. Cox.*
1303. J’ivjasf/or Ziversiifye.] Were there only two members on the exchange committee? Only two
members, so far as I am aware.
1301. Have you been in the habit yourself of exchanging specimens with the Museum? Never, to the
best of my belief. I have given a great number of specimens to the Museum.
1301. Have you ever received anything from the Museum ? During the eight or nine years X hare been
Trustee I have received a few small shells only, which Mr. Masters collected at Adelaide. Mr. Masters
gave them to me himself; but I do not know whether they belonged to him or to the Museum.f I
invariably refused to receive specimens from the Museum—that is, specimens of vertebrated animals or
insects.
1306. Have you ever had work done for you at the Museum by the servants of the institution ? Not that
I am aware of. By-the-by, Barnes came and assisted me to take the measurements of some skulls of
dolphins and whales for my treatise on Seals and Whales. I have had no carpentry or taxidermist's work
done for me.
1307. ilfr. iZV^.] You have occupied the attention of one or two employes of the institution in taking the
measurements of some porpoises and whales? That is all.
1308. Havcyou had work of any other kind done in this institution? I do not remember it—Imay have
had; if so, it must have been very trifling. I have had photographs given to me, similar to ones which
Mr. Krefft had previously sent to Europe.
1309. Chairman.] Of what description?
Of the teeth of the Thylacinus cynoceplutlu?:. or Tasmanian
Tiger ; the teeth of the Sarcophilus wsinus, or Tasmanian Devil; and! also of one or two skulls and skele
tons of whales,
1310. Then I am to understand that you were never witness to Mr. Krcfft's being drunk on the Museum
premises at anytime? No. I have had it hinted to me, and have suspected it myself, but not from
seeing him, but on account of that peculiar breath which a person has who takes very strong drinks.
But certainly I have never seen him in the state you mention.
'
1311. Were you a member of the Board of Trustees at the time the man Tost was discharged ? Yes.
1312. And you concurred in Tost’s dismissal ? Yes, he was dismissed at our recommendation.
1313. Have you had reason since to change your opinion with reference to Tost’s guilt, with reference to
the charges that were laid against him ? I have had no reason to change my opinion as regards the justice
J
of Tost’s dismissal; but I have had great reason to change my opinion with respect to Mr. Krefft’s conduct
on that occasion.
1314. Conduct towards Tost, do you mean ? I mean his charges against Tost, and Tost’s charges against
him.
1315. On what grounds have you changed your opinion with respect to Mr. Krefft’s share in the transac
tion? If you have no objection,! will just refer to the report of the committee, which was read in
evidence before the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly. In tbeir report the Museum com
mittee say, “ Your committee, from the high respect they have hitherto entertained, have much pain in
reflecting upon the conduct of the Curator ; but they now feel it to be their duty to recommend the dis
charge of the carpenters employed in the Museum, feeling convinced, from the evidence adduced, that the
cases, fittings, and other cabinet work required for the Museum would bo better and more cheaply obtained
by public tender; that the building and valuable collections would be less endangered by lire from shavings
and other inflammable materials; and that the attention of the Curator and his assistants would thus he more
cpnfined to the legitimate objects of this institution.” It was brought out in the evidence of several par
ties, and also iu the evidence of Mr. Krefft himself, that Mr. Krefft had had made, by Tost, some very fine
furniture for himself; for instance, the bookcase which is now in his own private room. The reason which
Mr. Krefft gave to us was this: That Tost was indebted to him for a considerable amount of money ; and
that he, Mr. Krefft found the plate-glass for each of the wings of tho bookcase. He said he thought the
bookcase that had been constructed by Tost would scarcely be of greater value than the sum that Tost
was indebted to him for privately. But it turned out afterwards that Tost had paid his debt to Mr. Krefft
by partly using Museum timber and other materials, and making them up in Museum time.
1316. Dr, Alleijne.] Did it turn out lhat there was any evideneo of Tost having used material belonging
to the Museum ? It came out in evidence before us; but Tost was not charged with that; he was charged
with having made furniture for a gentleman who was not then a Trustee, and entirely free from blame, but
the committee considered Mr. Krefft’s conduct deserving of censure.
1317.
* I hnye seen in Dr. Bennett’s evidence before the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, p. 80, par. 2018, that
ft cast of the jaw of the diprotodon made at our IMuscum was sent; to Melbourne; and 1 also read in the Herald a report of
tho speech delivered by Mr. Walter Cooper* wherein he eays that Mr. Krcift ^ave to the " Challenger” specimens of natural
history belonging to the Museum,—both of which are at direct T&riunce with the exchange system.
t Mr. Masters, at my request, came to my house to see if any of my duplicate specimens would bo of use to the
Museum. He took away some, and left in my cabinet the few shells alluded to.

•
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A. W. Scott, 1317. What I want to understand is, whether it came out in evidence that Mr. Krefft allowed Tost to use
the materials belonging to the Museum to make the book-ease with ? Yes, it came out that he winked at it.
1318. He knew it ? Knew it; undoubtedly ho did,
.
22 July, 1874.1319. Chairman.'] Since that time have you had reason to know or suspect that the property of the
Museum has been used for private purposes by the Curator, or by any one else with his consent and con
nivance ? I should be sorry to say what I think; I do not know anything personally ; it came out in the
course of the investigation that lie had allowed other things to be made.
■
1320. That is sis or seven years ago f It is four or five years ago.
1321. Do you know anything about some indecent photographs that were exhibited, and of which there
was some notice taken in the evidence given before the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly ? I
know nothing more than this: That I was one of the Trustees who were present when Captain Onslow
brought a policeman to take charge of the negatives of those indecent photographs.
1322. At the Board meeting ? At the Board meeting.
1328. You know nothing further than that ? Nothing more ; I saw them myself.
1324. You are not aware of any photographs having been sold by any of the employes of the institution ?
Except from being told so ; I know nothing of it personally.
1325. And beyond the large piece of furniture you speak of, you are not aware of any other furniture
having been made up of Museum material, by permission of the Curater ? I have heard of it, but I know
nothing personally.
132G. Do you know anything of receipts for money having been taken, signed iu a false name ? Not
beyond what came out in evidence.
1327. Do you lenow anything with reference to the breaking up of a fossil jaw, which was ordered to be
sent Home ? Nothing whatever. I never heard of it until I was told so.
1328. Do you know anything of Mr. Krefft having sent, in his own name, donations to private persons,
and not in the name of the Trustees P I know it in this way -. I am a pretty constant reader of the pro
ceedings of the Zoological Society, the Ibis, the Annals and Magazine of Natural History, and of ft publica
tion called “ Nature” ; and in these publications I have frequently seen announcements of donatious made
by the Curator of this Museum to persons at Home.
1329. That circumstance would not of itself prove that he gave them entirely in his own name, ignoring
the Museum altogether, as his name would naturally appear as an officer of this Museum ? The
announcements have invariably contained thanks to the Curator, not to the Trustee of the Museum.
1330. It is only from that circumstance that' you have reason to think he has given those things in his own
name, rather than in the name of the Trustees ? Yes.
1331. It was a rule of the institution, I think, that donations to he sent away should be reported to the
Trustees ? Yes. ■ Eirst to the exchange committee, aud then submitted to the Trustees at their meeting
for confirmation.
1332. Are you aware whether those specimens to which you have just alluded were so reported? I have
beard one of the exchange committee state that they were not reported, that the donations were not made
through the exchange committee. I have only heard so ; I am not a member of the exchange committee
myself. I know they were not reported to the Trustees at any meeting at which I was present.
1333. Might I ask who it was that stated so p I have heard Dr. Cox say so.
1334. Do you remember in any of your numerous attendances at meetings of the Board of Trustees any
report having been made of more donations having been sent with the sanction of the exchange com
mittee P No, not of the donations I allude to.
1335. I suppose if such a report had been made it would have been set forth in the minute-book ?
Mr. Krefft never put anything in the minntc-book, except in general terms. As I stated iu my evidence
before the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, the minute-book contained garbled statements
throughout.
1336. Dr. AlDyne.] When anything was reported as having been done, either by the Curator or by the
exchange committee, was it not expected that it should be recorded in the minute-book ? It is not only
expected to be done, but it was ordered that it should be done. But it never was done. I have pointed
it out over and over again at the Board meetings.
1337. Chairman.] Is it to be assumed then, that if those donations do not appear to have been given, by
the minute-book, that they were given without the consent of the Trustees or exchange committee, or any
other authorized power ? I should say so most decidedly.
1338. Do yon know anything in connection with the visitors’ book, and the additions of large numbers of
names beyond those of the persons who actually visited the Museum ? A few years ago I ivas appointed
■
as one of the Trustees to draw up the annual report. There were three of us appointed. Mr. Stephens
was one; I forget who the other Trustee was. But Mr. Stephens and I attended in this room, when Mr.
Krefft drew up a report and presented to us for our approval. Without referring to any part of that
report, except that relating to the number of visitors to the Museum, I have simply to remark that Mr.
Krefft gave in a very large number, which terminate with “ one” or “ two”—that is, so many thousands, so
many hundreds, and “ one” or “two.” I pointed out the absurdity of if. to Mr. Stephens; and I also remarked
that it was impossible for O’Grady to keep any accurate return, particularly at holiday times, when people
crowded in iu large numbers. Mr. Krefft then said tliat O’Grady divided them in batches—twenty in this
batch, and twenty' in another, and so on, and then entered the numbers in the book ; and so he was able to
jnake up the very accurate return which terminated with “ one” or “two.” LTpon that I hesitated to sign
the report in the matter of the number of visitors, but which 1 at length did—not to cause delay.
1339. Was that last year’s report? No; it is two or three years ago. I saw the absurdity of the whole
thing, and refused for some time to have anthing whatever to do with it.
1340. Did you yourself examine the visitors’ book at the time? No; I believed the entries to be wholly
inaccurate.
1341. Have yon seen any entries in that book since ? No, never looked at the book.
1342. Were you one of several Trustees who were asked to form a deputation to the Colonial Secretary ?
No; I have heard Dr. Cox repeatedly mention to the Board something with reference to a letter to the
Colonial Secretary.
1343. But you were not one of the Trustees appointed as a deputation ? No.
1344. You attended a meeting of the Trustees of the Museum, at which orders were given to the Curator
to obtain copies of the Report of the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed to inquire
into
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into the management of the Museum, from the Government Printing Office ; and at which meeting orders A- W. Scott,
were also given to Mr. Krefft to issue notices to the Trustees to attend at a subsequent date, in order to
®3<Itake that report into consideration ? Yes, I was present on that occasion,
1345. You remember those orders being given ? Perfectly well; and I distinctly remember hearing Mr. 22 July, 1874.
Krefft say he would comply with the orders.
134(1. Did he comply with them ? He did not.
131-7. Did you appear at the Museum at the day appointed for holding the adjourned meeting ? I did.
1348. In consequence of that arrangement f In consequence of that arrangement.
1349. Did yon receive any notice from the Curator of that special meeting P I did not.
1350. IV hat was the state of things you found when you came to the Museum? I found this Board-room
locked. I, in conjunction with the other Trustees present, then sent O’Grady with a message for the key
from Mr. Krefft. Mrs, Krefft said that her husband had gone out, and that she had not got the key, and
could not find it. "VVc then decided to wait for some time, in the hope that tho key would bo obtained,
that we might, get into the Board-room. The key not being forthcoming after waiting for some time, we
decided to go into the taxidermist’s room, below the staircase of the new building, and there we held our
meeting. Dive other Trustees besides myself attended. I was put into the chair.
1351. On the part of Mr. Krefft it was a clear disobedience of the orders of the Trustees at a previous
meeting ? Yes. I may add that I have not received a copy of the evidence taken before the Select
Committee of tho Legislative Assembly. Mr. Krefft is guilty of disobedience in not sending copies as
ordered, in my opinion.
1352. Orders which, in your opinion, could not have been misunderstood ? In my opinion they could not
possibly have been misunderstood.
1353. At the meeting held on the 5th of .Tune, it was moved by Mr. Macleay, seconded by Captain
Onslow, that a special meeting should be called for the following Thursday, at the usual hour, for the
appointment ot a sub-committee to inquire into the charges that had. been brought against Mr. Krefft, and
that motion was carried. Then Dr. James C. Cox moved that copies of the evidence given before the
Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly be obtained and forwarded to the Trustees as soon as
possible ? I remember that perfectly well.
1354. In the minute-book it states that Dr. Cox’s motion was not carried, as there was no seconder?
I remember that it was carried. (The minute-book was here handed to witness.)
*
1355. You recognize that as the Curator’s entry upon that point ? Yes, 1 recognize it as his hand
writing. I also remember it being read by himself at one of our meetings.
1356. (Professor Liversidgeh] A statement has been made about certain things having been sent on board
the “ Challenger;”—do you know anything of that ? I know nothing more than what I have seen in the
papers, or rather in the speech of Mr. Walter Cooper.
1357. Do you know of anything having been sent on hoard the “ Arcona,” a German ship ? No, I am not
aware of anything. The gift, if any, has never been reported to the Trustees.
1358. Ohairman.j Do you know of any things having been set up for Dr. Bennett ? Not personally;
nothing further than what I have heard Mr. Krefft talk about himself.
1359. Do you know whether the Curator was in the habit at all of receiving money for specimens set up
for private individuals ? I do not.
.
13GD. Mr. PLillh] Have you received any information from Her Majesty’s ship “ Challenger,” that they
could have afforded the Museum any valuable specimens ? I have' not received any information myself, as
a Trustee, nor has the matter been mentioned at the Board.
1361. You have not heard from any of the officers that the “ Challenger” could have afforded this insti
tution many valuable presents ? I have heard nothing of the kind whatever.
1362. You do not know anything personally of the German ship that was here ? No, nothing whatever,
1363. Have you ever heard, or do you know of your own knowledge, anything connected with specimens,
the property of this Museum, having been destroyed in the yard ? 1 cannot say precisely of my own
knowledge that they have been destroyed ; but I know that many specimens are missing.
1364. Is it within your recollection that we had two very large lions here ? Yes ; they are missing.
1365. Do you remember any tigers or panthers that we had ? I remember one or two, at the least.
1366. Do you recollect a reindeer that was in the-institution ? I think I do.
1367. Do you remember a civet cat we had ? I think there was one, hut I cannot say positively.
1368. Do you recollect anything of a pony that was presented by Mr, Burt? I do not know who pre
sented it, hut X recollect the pony well. 1 recollect it from this circumstance: that the word pony was
spelt “ poney” ; I pointed out to Mr. Krefft that the word was spelt wrongly. I also know there was
such an animal from Mr. Krefft’s own little publication called “ The Guide to the Museum”; the pony is
there mentioned as being a South African pony. It is missing now, and I have been told that it has been
destroyed.
1369. Chairman.] You do not know anything personally of the destruction of property belonging to the
Museum ? Not personally, hut I have often spoken to Mr. Krefft about articles that have been missing.
When Mr. Masters returned after a collecting tour we always had a list of the articles he collected laid
before the Board; and after a few of our monthly meetings, it might he, when I inquired about the
duplicate specimens, they were not to be found. Either the exchange committee had given them away,
or some other reason was assigned for their absence. But I do not know personally bow they went.
1370. Afr. jffiZZ,] Do you know of any other animals, or other specimens missing from this institution?
I cannot think of any at tho present moment.
1371. In addition to the evidence you have given before this committee and before the Select Committee
of the Legislative Assembly, is there anything else you wish to state as regards the institution or Mr.
Krefft ? Do you wish me to enter into an explanation -with regard to the charges he has made against me.
1372. No, not in addition to that—not iu addition to the evidence yon have already given upon that point;
but do you wish to make any addenda or further explanation ? I do not remember anything at this
moment. I may say that it was at the request of the Trustees at both meetings which have been referred
to that I sent in writing to Mr. Krefft a request that the proceedings of those meetings should he duly
entered in the minute-books. He has not done that. I think he says that they were only memos., and in
lieu of them he has entered a long rigmarole, which is not true in my opinion. There is another small
matter 1 may be permitted to refer to. Mr. Krefft has more than once m his evidence, and in letters,
stated
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stated that tlie Barnesea were recommended for dismissal after the Tost inquiry. I beg to state that tbe
two Barneses were never recommended for dismissal; they were only prohibited from being employed as
carpenters, and were to be kept at tbeir proper work—that of tasidennists. I merely state this, because
22 July, 1874,
lays great stress upon what be save was a recommendation for their dismissal on account of
their bad behaviour—they were only discharged as carpenters.
1373. Chairman.'] I understood you to say the Museum committee felt it their duty to recommend the
discharge of the carpenters ? Tes ; which means, tliat they were not to be employed as carpenters, and
all the tools were directed to be sold; they were taxidermists, and it was recommended that they should
be discharged from their work as carpenter ; they were held at the time in high estimation by Mr. Kreft't.
1374. Bo you know anything of the sun-fish that was destroyed ? Nothing whatever.
1375. Dr. Alleyne^] You say you recollect that at the meeting of the Trustees, held on tho 5th of
•Tune, a motion was moved by Dr. James C. Cox, and carried, to tbe effect that copies of the evidence
taken before the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly should be obtained and forwarded to the
Trustees as soon as possible ? I remember it perfectly well.
137G. Do you recollect whether the motion was carried unanimously ? Yes, unanimously.
1377. There was not a dissentient voice F Not then; I think Dr. Bennett was in the chair.
1378. Chairman.] No, I was in tho chair? Oh, yes. No, there was not a dissentient voice. {The
minutes of the meeting held on the 5th Dine were placed before the witness.)
1379. Dr. AUegne.] Is the entry of the minute to which you have just referred, an accurate entry of tho
proceedings, of the motions that were carried at the meeting? It is perfectly correct as far as the word
“ carried,” but not correct so far as it contains the inserted wordsnot,” “ there being no seconder.”
These words have evidently been added afterwards. It is an interpolation,
1380. Are you an expert in handwriting? I cannot say I am; but the addition of these words is
too palpable altogether.
1381. Bo far as your experience goes in such matters do you believe it to be an interpolation ? Certainly
I do.
'
1382. And therefore equivalent to a fraudulent entry ? I will not use so strong, a term as fraudulent, but
it is evidently meant to deceive; and, as I have over and over again slated, it is another example of what
has taken place in many of the entries previously made in this book. In fact the book is garbled.
1383. Mr. Sill.] You have a perfect recollection of that meeting ? A perfect recollection.
1384. The motion in the entry is followed by the words “ not carried” ;—do you recollect that when the
motion was before the Trustees I spoke in favour of some copies of the evidence taken before the Select
Committee of the Legislative Assembly being procured, and that I stated that I had not read the
evidence, and authority was given to Mr. Krefft to procure copies—that is after the motion was carried—
I said it would be of no use his sending the reports the day before our next meeting, as it would take us a
week to read them ? Yes, ho promised to send them.
.
1385. And that he would take good care to forward them on the following day ? He said he would.
13SG. Now, Mr. Kreft’t having promised to send those Eeports of the Select Committee of the Legislative
Assembly, do you think a proper record in the minute-book would have read as the actual entry reads ?
If he bad sent them ?
1387. No; if lie did say he would send them do you think it is a proper record ? Tho record is an
improper one, if that is what you mean.
1388. The motion in favour of procuring copies of the evidence was carried, and after it was carried Mr.
Kreft’t promised to get the reports and forward them to us, not at an early date, but next day ; after bis
having done that, do you not think that bis wilting up the minute-book ns he has done is a libel; or an
attempt to deceive? It is as I have stated before—the minute-book is written np with an interpolation
which is meant to deceive, and it is a very inaccurate minute throughout.
1389. And it does not present the true state of facts ? I do not recollect that he promised to send them
on the following day, but I think he said he would send them at an early date.
1390. Dr. AUegne.] At all events you understood that the motion was carried ? It was unanimously
carried.
1391. Chairman.] I think I understood you to say that the records of the proceedings of the Board of
Trustees, as they appear in the minute-book, have been irregularly and imperfectly kept from the time
you became a member of tbe Board ? I have considered so for several years past. "
1392. You had frequently to find fault with the manner in which that part of the business was conducted ?
Yes, and on several occasions I have bad tbe minutes altered. I have brought the matter before the
Trustees, and they have ordered them to be altered.
.
1393. Have you ever drawn the attention of tbe Board of Trustees to that fact ? Yes.
1394. Have you ever proposed any remedy ? I proposed that we should have a secretary, as the Curator
was wholly incapable, in fact not desirous, of keeping proper minute-books, aud I was met with the
question : “ How would you pay his salary?”
1395. You are aware that the records of that meeting, to which we have been referring just now, are not
.signed by the chairman of the meeting ? I am quite aware of it.
139G. Bo you remember the cause assigned for it—why exception was taken ? Yes; several of the
'Trustees at a subsequent meeting took exception to the minutes, as they considered the records to be
■wholly inaccurate, and in fact untrue.
I certify that this is a correct statement of the evidence given by mo before the Sub-committee of
ihe Trustees on the 22nd instant, marginal alterations being accepted and adopted.
A. AY. SCOTT.
27th July, 1874.
Scott,
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^ressmt:—

H. G. ALLEYKE, Esq., M.D.,
Photessoe

|
E. S. HILL, Esq.,
LIYEESIDGE.

CHRISTOPHEU KOLLESTON,

Esq., in the Chair.
J. A. Thorpe was called in and examined :—
■
1397. Ifr. Sill.'] You recollect my making some inquiries with reference to the place where the sun-fish J. A, Thorpe.
was buried F Yes.
23 July, 1874.
1398. - As to whether you could find the spot? Yes.
1399. Subsequently I gave you instructions, to accompany the Barneses, to examine that spot for what ?
To find the place where the sun-fish was buried. You told me to see the Barneses that night, and tell them
that you would want them the next morning.
1400. Did I tell you to look for auy particular thing? Yes, for the sun-fish.
1401. "What else ? I was not to tell (ho Barneses what you wanted them for until they came.
1402. Aud when they did come, to put them at work at the place where they expected to find the sun-fish ?
Yes.
1403. Were you told to look for anything else ? Eor tubs and buckets.
1404. That were what? That were said to be buried in the hole where the sun-fish wras buried. We went
and^dug up the place, and all that was found was the bone produced, and part of the fish.
1405. Do you recognize this as the bone that came out of the sun-fish? I recognize that as half the
breast-bone.
1406. "Who sawed it ? I helped to saw it; it was frightfully hard.
1407. Do you recognize it by anything else ? Yes, by the turbercular surface of tbe bone.
1408. Do you know that this is the bone ? Yes, I could swear to it on oath; and there is no moral doubt
that this other stuff was some stringy part of the fish.
1409. Do you know’ what became of the other half of the bone ? Yes ; it wars taken away with the skin.
"When we began to manipulate tbe fish it was cut into halves. We cut each fin off, and we cut right
through from the mouth to the breast.
1410. Did you split it in half? Yes, in half; from the mouth down the belly to the tail.
1411. Iu doing that it was necessary to cut the only bone in the fish ? Yes.
1412. The piece of bone you produce now is one half of the bone ? Yes.
1413. What else did you find in that hole ? There was nothing but an old tin; I think it has boon an
old packing-case.
1414. Did you find any stinking fish in the hole in the tin case ? No; only the kind of fish now
produced.
1415. Did you find any ling fish in the tin ? No.
1416. You did not examine the hole particularly ? No. There is a tin out there.
1417. What remuneration did you get extra for preserving tho fish ? Nothing.
1418. Did you work overtime ? Yes.
1410. You got no extra pay ? None whatever.
1420. Were you at any loss ? No.
1421. Was there any extra labour employed, excepting of persons who belonged to the institution?
None, unless it was Mac, the gardener.
1422. Tell us who were there ? The two Barneses, Macnamara, O’Grady, and myself.
1423. You did not get a fraction of extra wages ? Not a fraction—I never did.
*
I certify that this is a correct statomeut of the evidence given by mo before tbe Sub-committee of
the Trustees, on Thursday, the 23rd of July, 1874,
J. A. THORPE.
Robert Barnes was called in and examined:—
1424. Mr. Sill.] You recollect going with Thorpe into the paddock to dig out the place where you R. Barnes.
thought the sun-fish was ? Yes.
23/Ju^MS7A
1425. What day was that ? Yesterday, the 22nd.
1426. Did you find the place ? Yes.
1427. What did you find there ? I found two tins of fish.
1428. What fish ? . It appeared to me to be like salmon or pike. I did not examine it much. It appeared
like preserved fish in spirits—spirit specimens.
1429. In what sort of cases was it? Tin packing cases—about 2 feet long, about 10 inches high, and about
a foot broad,
1430. How many eases did you find ? Two.
1431. What did they contain ? Both contained fish.
1432. What else did-you find there ? We found this stuff on the table, which is supposed to have been fish,
and this breast-bone of the fish,
1433. How do you know that is the breast-bone of the fish ? I would almost swear on my oath that it
is. I helped to cut it.
1434. Do you recognize it by anything else—Has that been cut with a saw ? Yes. Here is some of the
skin on it.
1435. What are these skins like—crystals ? Yes; some are very rough like a file.
1436. How many rib-hones or other bones were there ? There are no bones but the breast-bone and the
teeth. We did not examine the fins.
1437. Did you find a quantity of this cartilage? There is a tremendous lot of it.
1438. What depth did you go ? To the bottom of tbe hole.
1439. How deep was the bottom ? One side might have been 2 feet, and the other side 2 feet 6.
1440. Two to three feet? Yes.
1441. And in that hole you found part of tho hreast-bone which you helped to saw, and this cartilage ? Yes.
58—H
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And also two tms of wliat appeared to be fish ? They were spirit specimens. I know by the colour
of them.
.
23 July, 1874.4443. Do they smell badly ? They smelled like an old spirit specimen.
'
1444. What was the condition of the cases you found them in ? They are very rusty and battered about.
1445. Did they look like old cases ? Tes.
1446. Old, worn-out, useless cases ? No, not like that.
_
1447. Were they straight and new ? No ; they were crooked and bent in—they were battered.
1448. Did you work any extra time in the attempted preservation of this fish ? No.
1449. Did you get any extra pay over and above your ordinary pay ? No.
1450. Did you receive any fee or anything ? Nothing at all. I only received my wages.
1451. This is the only bone you found in that fish P Yes.
.
: \
1452. How do you account for the other half of the fish ? It was sent away iu the cart, and the skin was
sent away with it in the cart.
'
1453. Ton sent the skin away with the other part of the bone to it? Tes.
1454. Were there; to your knowledge, any tubs or buckets used in the curing of .that sun-fish ? No.
1455. No galvanised iron or other tubs and buckets used at all ? No ; there was no occasion for them,
1456. Were you there the whole time the fish was being cured ? I was.
1457. Working there all the while, you would have an opportunity of seeing what was used? Yes.
1458. And there were no tubs or buckets ? No.
I certify that this is a correct statement of the evidence given by me before the Sub-committee of
the Trustees, on Thursday, the 23rd of July.
BOBEBT BABNES.
25/7/1874.
Henry Barnes was called in and examined:—
H. Bames, 1459. Mr. SUV] You went, under the superintendence of Thorpe, to find the hole where it was supposed
a—N the sun-fish was buried ? Yes.
,
_
.
23 July, 1874.1460. What did you say before that about finding the place ? We said that we could find it.
1461. You went to the place ? Yes,
1462. You dug a hole there ? Yes.
1463. Tell us what you found? We found two square tins of fish which appeared to be like salmon, and
what appears to be the fibre of the fish or of banana roots, I do not know which, and what we supposed
to be the breast-hone, or the half of it, of the large fish ; that is all we found.
‘
1464. What depth did you go down ? From 2 feet 6 to 3 feet.
1465. And in that hole yon found these two tins, containing what you supposed to be salmon ? They
look, like preserved salmon.
1466. Were they new tins ? No ; battered.
1467. Was the lid on them ? No; they had been cut open.
1468. Is there any fish in the tins now ? There were when we dug them out.
1469. Were they fish that had hones ? We did not examine them.
1470. Could you not see with your naked eye? Undoubtedly; they had hones of course.
1471. Do you know this hone? Yes.
_
1472. What do you know of it ? I know that we took it out ot the hole.
1473. What does it belong to ? The sun-fish.
1474. How do you know that ? I cut it in two.
.
1475. Cut the whole of it ? No we took it turn about.
_
’
1476. Take the hone in your hands and say what it has been cut with ? With a hand-saw. _
1477. Do you recognize it at ail as part of the bone of the sun-fish ? Yes, I could swear to it.
1478. How many ribs or other bones had it P That is the only bone.
.
1479. The only bone that you saw in that fish ? Yes.
1480. Is this the fibre you suppose to be like banana fibre ? Yes.
1481. Is it anything like the cartilage of the sun-fish? Not now.
1482. Do you think it is ? That X cannot say.
'
1483. Is there plenty of it there ? Yes.
1484. These two tin cases you allege contain fish ? Yes, scaly fish.
'
’
1485. What is the size of these cases do you say ? As near as I can guess, they are 2 feet long, and about
'
10 inches broad and deep.
.
1486. Were you at work at that sun-fish all the time it was being cut up and manipulated? Yes.
'
1487. Had you any overtime to it? No.
1488. You worked in your ordinary time ? Yes.
1489. Did you get any present or extra pay for what you did ? No.
1490. Did you get anything at all given to you besides your wages ? No.
^
_
1491. No money extra for working at that fish under any circumstances at all ? No, under no circum
stances at all.
_
...
.
,
1492. Chairman,~\ Was there any extra labour employed in connection with that attempt to preserve the
sun-fish? None whatever, with the exception of Macnamara the gardener.
1493. Mr. Sill] Who were present assisting at the cutting up of the sun-fish ? There were Thorpe, my
brother, myself, and O’Grady for a short time.
1494. Chairman.] Wliat was Macnamara doing there? He was wheeling^away the refuse.
1495. Were there any tubs or buckets employed in the preparation of this sun-fish, or to carry away the
flesh ? None that I saw.
-l J « e * e
1496. How was it carried away then ? In the barrow, and we had a can—a round can, about 2 teet 6
inches high and about 20 inches across ; that was the only tin.
1497. Was it a galvanized bucket ? No, a round specimen-can.
1498. What became of that ? I believe the same can is in the garden now.
1499. Was it a galvanized tub, or anything of that kind ? No.
1500. Mr. mill] Had the can a handle to it ? No.
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loOl. In digging this hole did you discover anything besides these tin hoses, this fibre, and the fish-bone? H. Barnes.
1502. No tubs, or buckets, or anything of that sort ? No.
.
23 July, 1874.
1503. Dr. Alhyne^ Did you find the tall can that you have spoken of in the hole ? No.
1504. Mr. Hill] Is that in the garden now ? I do not know. It was a- short time afterwards. It was
used in the garden afterwards.
1505. That can was not buried ? No.
1506. Chairman] You found no tubs at all in the hole ? No.
1507. Nothing hut these old tin boxes ? No.
150S. And you say that nothing of tho kind was used in the attempted preservation of the fish ? No; the
flesh was taken away with the barrow.
I certify that this is a correct statement of the evidence given by me before tbe Sub-committee of
the Trustees, on Thursday, the 23rd of July, 1874.
'
HENRY BARNES.
25/7/1874.
James Macnamara was called in and examined:—
1509. Mr. Hill] At the time that you wero taking away the snn-fish, you have stated, I think, that there J.Hacrmmara.
were no buckets or tubs used ? Yes.
1510. Did yon work over-time at that? Only the same as the rest.
23 July, 1874.
1511. Did you get any extra pay ? No,
1512. No present? No.
1513. No money? Nothing at all.
1514. Did you get anything given to you ? Nothing at all.
1515. Dr. Alloyne] You got nothing beyond your ordinary wages ? No.
1516. You get twTo guineas a mouth ? It is according to the work, Sometimes I might get three, I get
paid at the rate, of 6s. a day.
1517. How many days were you employed in connection with the sun-fish ? Three or four days—perhaps
two or three—1 could not say how many.
I certify that this is a correct statement of my evidence given before the Sub-committce of the
Trustees, on the 23rd of July, 1874,
his
JAMES + MACNAMARA.
■
mark.
James Chapman was called in and examined:—
J. Chapman.
1518. ILTr. Hill] You are a member of the Police Eorce ? Yes.
1519. You are one of the police stationed here in charge of the Museum alternately with others ? Yes. I 23JhyTl874.
1520. Within the last few days or nights have you seen the Curator go out ? On Saturday night last
did.
1521. What date was that ? On the 18th.
1522. doing out from the institution ? Yes.
1523. At what time ? About half-past 6 o’clock.
1524. Was any person with him ? Mr. Cooper.
1525. How do you know it was Mr. Cooper ? He gave his name to the servants as Mr. Walter Cooper.
1526. They went out together ? Yes.
1527. What time did they return ? Mr. Krefft returned about twenty minutes to 10 o’clock.
1528. Alone ? Yes, alone.
'
1529. Did he make any remark to you ? Yes.
1530. And you know that Mr. Cooper sent up his name ? Yes.
1531. But did not go np-stairs ? Yes, he did,
.
1532. They came down together ? Yes.
1533. They went away together ? Yes, and Mr. Krefft came home at half-past 9 or twenty minutes to 10
o’clock.
1534. Since you have been in charge of the institution have you seen Mr. Krefft go out at night before
that time ? Once before.
1535. Do you recollect tho day ? No; it was about four or five nights before the 18th.
1536. Do you know what time ho went out, and how long he remained away ? He left between 8 and 9
o’clock, and he did not return until after I had been relieved.
1537. At what time were you relieved from duty ? At 10 o’elock.
1538. Have you seen Mr, Cooper frequently here ? Yes, several times ; once the night before, and two or
three times m the day-time.
1539. Have you ever seen Mr. Cooper or Mr. Krefft bring a book home, or a parcel about the size of that
minute-book ? No, I never saw either of them with a parcel. I take my turn here on duty with others.
1540. Since yon have been on duty here have you seen any medical man coming to attend the family? I
have seen Dr, Milford come here several times.
1541. In the day-time ? Yes ; not at night.
1542. Do yon know of any one being sick in the establishment? I have heard that Mrs. Krefft was ill,
and I heard also that Mr. Krefft was ill in bed, At half-past 1 o’clock yesterday I'heard Mr. Krefft on
the stairs talking to the postman who brought some letters. He was up and dressed yesterday when the
postman came.
I certify that this is a correct statement of the evidence given by me before the Sub-commitLce of
the Trustees, on the 23rd of July, 1874.
,
JAMES CHAPMAN.
21/7/1874.
George
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George Bennett, Esq., M.D., was called in and examined:—■
G. Bennett, 1-513. Chau'man!\ The committee have been anxious to obtain the benefit of your evidence in consequence
Esq., M.D. of your long and intimate connection with the affairs of the Museum, and we thought that you probably
/ ^could throw some light upon matters now in question. Ton are aware that it was considered desirable, at
Julv, 1874. a meeting of the Trustees, held in the course of last month, to malce some investigation into the charges
against the Curator, which came out in tbe evidence taken before the Committee of the Legislative
Assembly ? Yes.
loll. And tliat a sub-committee was appointed for the purpose ? Yes; I was in tbe chair at the time it
was proposed and carried.
1545. You have had frequent communication with the Curator ? Yes.
154G. Have you ever observed, or have had reason to believe, that he has been unfit to discharge his duties
from drinking ? Hot in one single instance that I have seen.
1517. Have you ever heard of his having been so? I never heard of it until it was brought forward at
the Committee of the Legislative Assembly. I have seen him at all hours of the day, and, during the last
twelve months, even occasionally at night, and under circumstances of great excitement, but X never saw
him in one single instance intoxicated. I have seen nothing more than the usual excitement which is
perceptible in all Germans and foreigners on occasions.
151S. Do you know anything in connection with the second charge which is preferred against him—that
of proposing to the Barneses to bring a false charge against a man named Tost ? I was present on the
committee of investigation ; and the whole of the evidence may be seen on the minutes of the Museum.
1519. Had you reason to believe that that man was falsely charged? Hot at all. I considered that Mr.
Krefft was to blame in many instances, and we reprimanded him ; and it was arranged that Tost should be
dismissed, but he resigned in the mean time.
1550. Do you know anything of indecent photographs referred to in one of the charges ? Ho. The first
time I saw them was here, Mr. Krefft has shown me an immense number of photographs of all descriptions,
but I never saw nude figures in his possession, except the photographs of natives.
1551. You never saw them until they were brought forward here in the Board-room? Ho ; and X was
somewhat surprised at it, because they are things he might have shown to a medical man. I have a great
number of nude figures, but not so indecent as one of those ; but there are similar photographs from the
Pompein collection. They can he purchased on the Continent but not in England, because they won’t
allow them to be landed there.
1552. Do you know wbether it has been the practice of the servants of the institution to make and set up
cases for private individuals out of Museum time and materials ? It is very seldom if ever done. In fact
I never knew an instance of its being done.
1553. Do you know anything of a practice which has been charged against the Curator, of taking receipts
from one of the men employed, under the assumed name of Bradley ? I am not aware of that at all.
I never heard of it before,
1551. Do you know anything of a fossil jaw that was sent here to he put together to go Home ? Yes; that
was my property.. I lent it to the Museum to make a east for the Museum,
1555. That is the jaw of the diprotodon ? Yes; considered by Mr. Krefft a new diprotodon. The jaw
was much smaller. Owen considers it may be a female, but he won’t allow it to be another species.
1556. Was it a perfect specimen when you sent it here ? Ho; it was all in fragments.
1557. But there was sufficient of it to allow of its being put together ? That was rather an extraordinary
case. The jaw was very imperfect, but the Curator managed to get nearly all the pieces^ and to form a
perfect jaw. It was a surprising piece of ingenuity.
1558. Mr, Util.'] Whose ingenuity ? Mr. Krefft’s.
1559. In restoring that jaw ? Yes.
1560. Chairman^' The fossil was set up for yourself? It was set up to make a cast of it for the Museum,
and then the original pieces were to bo sent Home to Professor Owen,
1561. Did you see it when it was packed, or being packed, to be sent away? Ho, I saw it when it was
ready to be packed,
*
1562. Did you hear of it being smashed? Yes ; Mr. Krefft told me of it himself. He said that it would
arrive at Professor Owen’s broken. He said, “ Owen will find it in pieces when it arrives Home. Owen
will never see that jaw perfect, but he will be able to restore it again.” Then he told me he did not put
iu the upper restored part because the box was not large enough to contain it.
1563. He had broken or reduced it? Yes, in packing; in knocking down tho lid of the case. After that
Dr. Cox told me of it. He said that he would bet me a new hat that it would arrive broken. I said I
knew that it would because Mr. Krefft had told me.
1561. Do you know in what state it has arrived Home? Professor Owen simply mentions that it Had
arrived.
•
1565. That is the purport of the letter you received from Professor Owen? Yes: the letter was written
on the 13th of April.
1566._ Have you got the letter here ? Ho, I have not, hut you can see it at any time. He does not
mention it further than that he bad received it. (The witness subsequ-entty brought the letter and handed it
to the Oh airman.')
156'/. You have no reason to suppose that there was a wilful destruction of the fossil ? There could not
be. I had already sent photographs of it Home, and from the photographs Professor Owen said that he
did not consider it would be a new species. His letter does not mention more than that he had received
the jaw of which the photographs had been sent before; but Mr. Krefft considered that when lie saw the
■original he would think it was a new species. Mr. Krefft could have no object in breaking it, because he
would in that way be destroying his own chances of Professor Owen confirming his opinion. •
1568. You have no reason to suppose that it was broken on purpose? Ho. I considered that it would
go to pieces because of the number of minute fragments of which it was composed, and the plaster might
have been bad.
1569. The jaw was in fact your property ? Yes.
15/0. It was not sent by the Museum? Ho; we have casts in the Museum. I went up to Queensland
•entirely to assist Professor Owen in this large work of his on fossil mammals. I brought down a large
collection of fossils which I sent to Mr. Krefft that he might look at them. He said, “ Many of them
are
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are very valuable; don’t let them go to Owen until we get casts of them for the Museum.
For the last
year and a half I have been receiving fossils. They have been brought here so that the Museum could
‘
have casts of them before sending them Home to Professor Owen. They have always been brought to the ^ Ju. ie74
Museum • and the skeleton in the Museum has been principally set up from them.
’
1571. Mr, mil] Is that the one that is called Benncttii? Krefft calls it so ; but it is not acknowledged
yet as a new species by Oweu. It ought to be labelled Diproiodm australis at present.
1572. Do you know of any casts that have been made from the many bones you have sent here? I know
that a great many have been made. The one labelled Bennet-tii was made from several of them.
1573. In regard to that diprotodon, do you know what the upper jaw was prepared from ? A good deal
of that diprotodon was made from the original casts and a good deal was restored.
_
1574. Do you know what the upper part of the cranium was like ? I do not know anything about that.
I only know about the lower jaw.
.
i nr -nr m. t
1575. Was there anything peculiar in the formation of that lower jaw which caused Mr. Krettt to
associate it with any other animal ? Yes; but that is merely Mr. Krefft’s opinion.
_
_
1576. Do you know of any other animal from which he made a cast to fit that lower jaw ? I think the
wombat.
......
1577. You sent iu the fossil bone, the lower jaw of the diprotodon, and Mr. Krefft associated with it here,
to make it a whole, the upper part of the cranium of what you think was tho wombat? Yes.
_
1578. How can you get at the form of a skull if you have only the lower jaw ? If you put the lower jaw
of tbe koala or'nativc bear with the lower jaw' of this diprotodon, you will see that they are very much
alike.
1579. You believe it is a connecting link between the wombat and the koala ? Yes.#
_
1580. Your letter from Professor Owen does not state the condition in which the jaw had arrived ? Ho.
In another letter, acknowledging the receipt of another fossil k sent, Professor Owen alludes to that being
in pieces; but in regard to this he simply says that he has received the jaw of the diprotodon.
_
1581. Do you know anything as to the practice which the Curator has carried out of sending donations
away out of the Museum to other countries ? Yes; under the exchange committee.
1582. Are you aware that he ever sent donations away from the Museum in his own name ? I am not
aware that he has, excepting that instance of Mr. Buttrey’s, which I brought before the Board of Trustees
here myself some years ago.
_
.
.l hj
■
1583. You are not aware that he has made it a practice of giving things away belonging to the Museum in
his own name ? Ho, except in the way of exchange.
■
1584. You have been a member of the exchange committee ? Yes, almost from the first.
1585. Who w'ere with you on that committee ? Mr. Stephens and Dr. Cox.
_
1586. Were there three members obliged to be present ? No, one or two would be sufficient to form a
quorum, or to sign a memorandum that would be sufficient. The meeting would be arranged to take place
here at 4 o’clock. Sometimes Dr. Cox would not he here, and then I would run over the specimens and
sign the memorandum, and when that was signed by Dr, Cox or Mr. Stephens it would be sufficient.
1587. Was there an exchange-book kept ? Latterly.
1588. Within how long ? The last twelve months. We arranged that there should be an exchange-book,
and that it should be signed by those present at the meetings.
1589. Is that the exchange book now before you ? Yes.
_
1590. Was that invariably used? The entry on tbe second page is signed by me. The entry on the
eleventh page is signed by two of us.
1591. Was it invariably used at the exchange committees ? Yes, always.
1592. And everything entered in it? Yes.
_
,
1593. But no one member authorized exchanges—two were required ? I think one, because to some of
the entries I see my signature only.
1594. You think then that two could do it ? Yes.
1595. Havcyou yourself exchanged specimens with the Museum? Never. I never sell or exchange
them—never in my life. I have a great aversion to it.
4
1596. You have never had anything from the Museum, either by way of exchange or otherwise? No.
1597. Have you over had anything done by the employes of the Museum in settingup specimens ? Never
iu any instance. I have lent them my specimens to make casts from for the Museum, and then they were
packed up aud sent to the wharf, and I have paid the freight in every instance.
1598. You have at different times lent specimens to the Curator of the Museum to take casts from ? Yes,
fossils ; for the last two years I have done that.
_
.
1599. Before yon sent them away to England? Yes; any. that he thought of sufficient value to retain
casts of for the Museum he could have for that purpose, but I wished Professor Owen to have the originals.
They were produced here at the meetings of tbe Trustees. To save time and trouble I used to have them
sent up here, and they were unpacked when I came. Mr. Krefft would then select those specimens which
he thought valuable for casts, and if there were duplicates he retained them. I have a very large collection
now which has not yet been sent Home.
1600. Mr. EilL] Fossils ? Yes.
,
1601. Since the noise that has been made about the breaking of that fossil bono you have not sent any
here, have you ? No.
4
1602. Since that row about the breaking of the bone you mentioned to me that you would never send any
fossils here again ? Yes.
1603. And you have kept to that by sending them Home ? Yes, by the last mail steamer I sent some.
1601. Chairman.] Do you know wbether any specimens from the Museum were sent on board the
“ Atalaute”? I do not know.
_
1605. Not with the knowledge of the exchange committee ? No.
1606. Or of the Trustees, as far as you know ? I should say not.
1607. Nor to the “ Challenger” or “ Arcona”? I sent some fossil bones to the “ Challenger”—a didunculus
and other birds, my own property.
1608. Mr. Sill] It was alleged in the Assembly that the ship got presents from the Trustees? Tho only
presents*
* Note (on rrriston) :—It is ]tiy opinion tliat the steleton of tlio konla vi11 compare "witli tbe diprotodon as far as
regards tbe head and vertebra:, but the extremities approximate to those of the wombat.
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Es^M.a' Presents tll°y got from Mr. Krefft were photographs of the Xew Guinea natives. They were hia own
property. .
J
23 Jiily, 1874. ^09. Chairman.] There is nothing that you have been instrumental in exchanging that has not gone
through the exchange book F Nothing. And the exchanges are generally published in the reports,
1610. Were you present at the meeting ot Trustees, when the Curator was instructed to obtain from the
Government Printing Office twenty-four copies of the Reports of the Select Committee ? No • I was not
present at that meeting.
’
.
1611 Were you one of the Trustees who were appointed or invited to wait upon the Colonial Secretary?
No; 1 was not.
J '
1612.
^?*?w *Jothing of it? No. I recollect Mr. Krefft asking me whether I thought he ought to
?£tSntU'oi“ “im
ke “ad better inquire whether it was proper for him to attend the meeting or not
Ibid. You were not at the Museum on that day ? No.
r61^'
Curator
been unwell;—has he not F 1 have not been attending him. He sent for Dr Milford
1 attended Mrs. Krefft in her confinement, and that is the reason I was not here on the 2nd of July I was
up all night.
A
1615. Has Mr. Krefft been too ill of late to attend to his duties? I think it would have been much better
tor him had he gone away altogether. He has been very depressed and very excitable.
1616 Has he been down to you to consult you on any matters in connection with this inquiry ? No - I
would not listen to him in that respect. _ One day 1 was seeing Mrs. Krefft, when he told me about the
’ ana ^
11,m
thing yon can do is to do what you are ordered and send it.
1617. Did you ever see this minute-book, excepting on the table of the Board-room ? Never.
1618. Did Mr, Krefft consult you at all as to the manner in which he should fill up the proceedings of the
Board meeting of the 5th June ? No, he never consulted me about filling it up on any date. I would
not interfere m the matter.
1619 Did you ever see this minute-book at all? No; with the exception of one instance, when I asked
to refer to that matter of Mr. Macleay’s, about the birds of Australia. I went to look on that occasion at
tne date, and to see whether they were returned or not,
1620 Will you look at this entry on the minutes of 5th June, respecting Reports of the Select Committee.
What is your opimon of that entry
do you think that the word “ carried” was the original entry, and
that the word not before it has been written in since? It appears to me that the word 11 not” has
been written m since and that the words “ there being no seconder.—G.K.” have been added afterwards.
i
I^.esellt w‘ien these minutes were read. Exception was taken to them as beinn' incorrect
y0™011^ think that Mr. Krefft has done his duty honestly, faithfully, and efficiently to
the Museum
It is difficult to judge on every occasion. I have not been so much in tho Museum as to
judge ot that. As far as I could judge of Mr. Krefft, I should say he is a very hardworking and efficient
curator, and ot Ingh scientific attainments. Prom what I have recently seen and heard, I do not think that
he is fit to take charge of an establishment; but I think he would work well under any competent director
who could control him. I do not think he is fitted by temper, and he is wanting in method. He would
act remarkably well under any other man, and that is the ease with many foreigners. They work better
under control. Under Pittard he worked remarkably well.
Erefft’s shortcomings are attributable in some measure to the lax supervision
icuo "T118 ,s '
think & great deal so ; and to tho want of some one to superintend him.
16-3. Mr. Kill] The want of some one to bring him to hook occasionally ? Yes.
162A Dr. Allpne.] You think he is incompetent to take charge of the establishment ? To bo at the
head ot it. His services and knowledge of natural science will be very valuable to the institution I
think you will never get anyone to work like him.
*
1625. You said the matters in regard to Tost are on record ? They ought to be. There was a Sub-committce appointed Mr. Scott, Dr. Maefarlane, and myself. We investigated the matter and took evidence
ihe report was sent in to the Trustees.
^0l1 were the medical attendant of Mrs. Krefft when the misfortune occurred ? Yes.
1627. Hid you see her on the following day ? Yes.
1628. Was Dr. Milford called in ? Not at that time.
1629. Did you see Mr, Krefft on the following day ? Yes; I think I saw him on the following day. 1
did not always see him when I saw Mrs. Krefft.
J
1630. What state of health was he in on that day ? He was very depressed altogether.
1631. Do you know whether Dr. Milford was attending him at all ? Yes, that very afternoon I think it
was. ihe day that Mrs. Krefft was confined he sent for Dr. Milford to see him.
'
1632. Arc you aware that he wrote a long letter to the Board on that day ? No, I am not.
'
1633 Are you aware that Dr. Milford sent a certificate down here to say that he was completely pros
trated, and wanted a week ? I heard so.
J 1
163-1. Would you think a man was completely prostrated who was able to take a pick-axe and break open
the place the next day ? Not unless he had had a good night’s rest.
1
1635. Did you see Mr. ICrefft on that particular day down stairs in the hall of the institution, when he
went to resist the constables or the men on that day ? No.
16-:,16k'^0 y°U
)v’lel1 116 lvcnt t0 seize 6ie visitors’ book, when O’Grady took it from him, and you
said, Ho not be a fool’ ? I heard some confusion, and when I went down I saw him trying toget the
0 Grady. I recollect that perfectly, and I told him ho had no right to take that book
1037. Aon said, “ Don't be a fool” and “ Leave it with him” ? Yes.
1638. Did you see anybody else here at that particular time, when you advised him not to carry out that
intention? No ; I was leaving the building.
1639. Did you see Mr. Walter Cooper ? I hardly know him by sight.
1640. Did you see him ? No.
1641. It was at your instance that that book was given back to the messenger? Yes.
1642. Did you ever see tbe minute-book, or any of the written books, off tho establishment ? Never in any
single instance.
}
1643. Do you remember the copying-press letter-hook ? Yes.
lonS is ^ smce y°u saw that h°ok ? It is some time since. I have never seen it out of the
establishment.
164o. Mr. Krefft refers to you in regard to his health. He says in his letter if you were there you could
tell now ill he was. Were you attending him at that time for anything in particular ? No.
1546.
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1040. Do you know anything of him then ? Excepting that he waa depressed, and was suftering from a
ji.d,
soygpc cold.
^,
1547, Within the last few days have you heard of or attended Mr, Krefft for diphtheria? No, Dr. Milford ^
1874_
is attending him.
1648. Are yon attending the little boy ? No; they brought him down to me, and he appeared to me as
if whooping-cough was coming on. I have not seen him since.
I certify that this is a correct statement of the evidence given by me before the Sub-committee of
the Trustees, on Thursday, the 23rd instant.
"
GEORGE BENNETT, M.D.,

25/7/1874.

Sydney: Thomas liichftrdfl, Gomoment Printer —1S76.
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Memorandum fop the Minister of Justice as to whether the appointment of
Curator of the Australian Museum is vested in the Trustees or in the Execu
tive Government.
■
Rv the 7th section of 17th I ict. No. 2, the Trustees have full power to appoint all officers and servants
oi the Museum, and have the entire management ami superintendence of the affairs, concerns, and
property of the Museum ; and, as if these powers were not sufficiently large and comprehensive to enable
the Trustees effectually to discharge their duties, there is au extraordinary provision, making it lawful for
the Trustees, in all cases not provided for in the Statute itself, to act in such manner as shall appear to
thorn best calculated to advance the objects of the Institution. It is now contended that, since the
passing of the Consfitution Act, the power of appointment of their officers and servants has been taken
away from the Trustees of the Museum : and that the appointment to all public offices under the Govern
ment, whether salaried or not, is vested in the Governor.
.
. .Thc lirst question to be considered is, whether the Curator of the Museum is, in the meaning of this
provision, the holder of a public office ; and as he is neither appointed by the Government nor engaged in
a department of public employment over which they have any control or superintendence—as they have
nothing whatever to do with the management of the affairs,’ concerns, and property of the Museum—I
cannot see how he is to be regarded as the holder of a public office, within the meaning of this section.
It .would be clearly an inaccurate form of expression to describe a Professor in Sydney University
as a public officer. He is individually in no kind of communication with any department of the Govern
ment, is in no way under their control, and has no knowledge of anv other superintendence or manage
ment than that exercised by the Senate, which has full power to appoint and dismiss all professors, tutors,
officers, and servants belonging to the University (14 Vic. No. 31", sec. 8), and lias the entire management
and superintendence over the affairs, concerns, and property of the University. And it appears to mo
that the relation of the Curator to the Trustees is precisely ’ that of a Professor to the Senate of the
University. The powers of the Trustees are as nearly as possible those which the University IncorporaGon Act bestows upon the Senate. I am clearly of opinion that the office of Curator of the Australian
Museum is not one of those offices the right to appointment to which by the Trustees of the Institution
has been in any way affected by tho 37th section of the Constitution Act!
I am also of opinion that the Trustees, having the entire management of the affairs, concerns, and
property of the Institution, and having full power of appointment of all officers and servants of tho
Museum, had necessarily, if they were satisfied of the delinquency of any officer or servant, the power of
dismissal; and that this power is in no way (nor could he in any way) affected bv their consenting to
the confirmation of their appointment by the Governor: their powers arc under the’tStatute, and can only
be affected by some other Act of Parliament. In this case the Trustees appeal', after mature consideration,
and as the result of an elaborate investigation undertaken by themselves, to have been satisfied that there
was evidence that tho Curator was a person of habitually intemperate habits, that he had proposed to bring
a false charge of theft of public property against a servant of the Museum ; that ho had permitted indecent
photographs to be taken in the Museum; that he had falsified documents to deceive the Trustees, and
made false returns in the visitors’ book of the Museum. These are only some of the charges contained in
the Report of the Sub-committee (sent herewith) appointed by the Trustees, on the lOlh June. 1874. to
inquire into certain charges against the Curator.
'
'
'
' I do not think it can be contended that if the Trustees, who have the entire management of the
Institution, and who are authorized to act in such maimer as shall seem to them best calculated to advance
the objects of the Institution, were satisfied that these or any such charges ns these were established,
they had not the power, for the protection of the public properly and public character of the Institution’,
to dismiss the servant against whom such charges were, in the judgment of the Trustees, established.
’
I am clearly of opinion that the Trustees, and the Trustees alone, had the power to dismiss the
Curator.
WILLIAM: B. HALLEY,
March 2(5,187.3.
Attorney Genera I,
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Curator of Auttralian Museum—as to whether the appointment is vested in the Executive Government or in
the Trustees.

We are of opinion that the office of Curator ought to be left in the hands of the Trustees of the Museum,
The Trustees arc incorporated by the Act 17 Vic. No. 2,—the 7th section of which gives the
Trustees full power to appoint all officers and servants of the Museum.' It was contended, however, by
the late Government, as we collect from the accompanying papers, that the 37th section of the Constitu
tion Act (18 and 19 Vic. c. 54) placed the appointment of Curator in the hands of the Governor and
Executive Council—cither as repealing the 17 Vic. No. 2, s. 7, or on the ground that it was a new office
with a salary separately voted by the Parliament, the appointment to which ought therefore to be in the
hands of the Government instead of the Trustees. This latter ground we do not thinlr of sufficient
weight; for the Curator, when appointed, is clearly an officer of the Museum within the 7th section
already referred to, and as such under the direction of the Trustees. Unless, therefore, the 7th section
is repealed by the 37th section of the Constitution Act, the appointment must still rest with the Trustees.
Now, if the 7th section he repealed, the 5th section of the same Act, which provides for the filling up of
vacancies in the Board of Trustees, must he also repealed, for the 37th section of the Constitution Act
applies to unsalaried, as well as salaried, officers. There are similar provisions also in the Act incor
porating the University (14 Vic. No. 31); and we hardly think that it would be contended that the
* appointment of a Professor—supposing even a Professor to a new department—has been taken out of the
hands of the Senate, and transferred to the Government. The election of a member of the Senate to fill
a vacancy, between the passing of the Constitution Act and the passing of the 24 Vic. No. 13 would if Mr.
Cowper’s view were correct he void.
We are, therefore, of opinion, independently of all considerations that might affect the proper
management of the Institution, that the 37th section of the Constitution Act has not taken away from the
Trustees the power of appointing to any office under their direction.
The Trustees, we think, suggest the proper course to be followed, viz.:—That the amount of the
Curator’s salary should be placed on the Estimates as an addition to the Endowment Band; hut whether
that course be pursued, or the salary voted annually, we think that, by law, the appointment is vested in
the Trustees.
JAMES MAKTIN,
Attorney General.
PETER PAUCETT,
Ilth November, 1863.
Solicitor General.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Goroument Printer,—187&.
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To the Honorable the Speaker and the Honorable the Members of tho Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The respectful Petition of the undersigned the Curator of the Australian Museum,
Humbly Showeth:—■

That your Petitioner is a loyal subject of Her Majesty the Queen.
.
.
.
i
That your Petitioner is a duly appointed Government servant, and that his appointment as such
could only be made by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council.
That your Petitioner was so appointed, on the 5th May, 1864, to the office of Curator of the
Australian Museum, with a salary of five hundred pounds per annum and quarters, and at the recom
mendation of the Board of Trustees.
That the Trustees, under paragraph 9 of their Annual Report for the year 1864, distinctly state
that your Petitioner’s appointment had been subject to tbe approval of His Excellency the Governor* and
Executive Council, and that your Petitioner can only be dismissed from his office by the same authority. _
That the salary of your Petitioner is subject to a yearly vote by your Honorable House, and that it
is not derived from the Museum Endowment Eund, over which the Trustees have absolute control.
That the Trustees can appoint and dismiss any officer paid out of this, fund, and that the Professors
of the University can be dealt with in the same manner, because their salary is not subject to a yearly vote
of Parliament.
„
Your Petitioner desires to draw the attention of your Honorable House that he has held his office
of Curator for a period of nine years ; that he had been previously appointed Assistant Curator, and at
Mr. Pittard's death Acting Curator.
,
,,
That the Trustees had applied to the Government to be allowed to appoint a Curator on this
.occasion, but that Mr. Cowper’s Law Officers decided that, in accordance with the Constitution Act, His
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, could alone appoint,
_
,
)
Your Petitioner begs to state that the Trustees themselves have acknowledged your Petitioner s
zeal and ability, and that no charges of any kind were brought against him, except such as transpired first
at a Committee appointed by your Honorable House to inquire into the management of the Museum.
That these charges were brought by inferior servants ; that your Petitioner refuted these charges,
but that some of the Trustees, hostile to your Petitioner, desired to inquire into them.
...
.
That your Petitioner declined to be tried by bis enemies (a section of the Trustees and their willing
servants), with whom the charges generated.
p
,
That he demanded a defined list of them, with the names of his accusers, but that this was retused.
That tbe Trustees printed the evidence taken before them, which is of a most libellous character,
at Her Majesty’s Printing Office, and circulated it; but that they refused a copy of the evidence to your
Petitioner, who was able to prove it utterly false.
_ _
_ _
That the Trustees considered they had the right to dismiss your Petitioner, and that the section
hostile to him did so.
. _
,
That they did not give notice to the Members of the Government who have seats on the Board,
but that they dismissed vour Petitioner forthwith.
r j
i.
That the Government, when appealed to by tbe Trustees to sanction their action, refused to have
anything to do with their illegal proceedings.
. .
.
That tho Trustees then demanded the assistance of the police to remove your Petitioner, but that
this was also refused by tho G overnment.
That the Trustees then drew up a paper ordering a man named Charles Peart to remove your
Petitioner and his family, goods, and chattels, from the Museum premises ; that Mr. E. S. Hill, a Magistrate
of the Colony, engaged a number of pugilists, and ordered them to break into your Petitioner s private
apartments; that Mr. Hill had no warrant or any authority whatever to act as he did, hut that he
nevertheless caused your Petitioner to he ejected into the public street, with his family, servants, and
visitors.
366—
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That your Petitioner brought an action against Mr. Hill for trespass, in the Supremo Court of the
Colony, and gained a verdict 'noth £250 damages, tho Counsel for the defendant distinctly stating to His
Honor the Judge that your Petitioner continued to receive his salary, which was not true.
”
■ That the Trustees still retain your Petitioner’s salary for the month of August, 1874, and that
your Petitioner has not received any pay since that time.
_ That your Petitioner has the right to order the payment of his salary to any agent, and that he
desired the Treasury to pay it into the Trustees’ account, who had always paid him with their cheque
monthly when your Petitioner was paid out of their endowment as Assistant Curator. On this account
only was the cheque payment continued, and when your Petitioner demanded direct payment at the
Treasury he was informed that this could not bo done then.
"When applying to the Minister for Justice,'your Petitioner was informed that his case was sub
jvdice, and nothing could be decided.
Your Petitioner did not bring an action against the Trustees, hut only against Mr. E. S. Hill, for
trespass, and the learned Judge distinctly hud it down that Mr. Hill acted wrong; that your Petitioner’s
appointment rested solely with His Excellency the Governor and Executive Council, and that by the
same authority only your Petitioner could be dismissed.
The defendant, Mr. E. S. Hill, has obtained a rule nisi, but the argument whether he is to have a
new trial has not come on, having been twice postponed.
_ ^ Your Petitioner and his family have suffered great hardship through this delay of the law, and your
Petitioner prays your Honorable House to cause his salary to be paid by the Treasury, because it must be
clear to your Honorable House that your Petitioner remains'a duly appointed Government servant until
His Excellency the Governor, noth the advice of the Executive Council, have dismissed him.
Your Petitioner desires to point out to your Honorable House that, through the printing at the
Government Printing Office of the slanderous aud false evidence taken before the Trustees’ illegal sub
committee at the Museum, your Petitioner’s reputation has greatly suffered ; but for this your Petitioner
would have been able to support his family comfortably. The Trustees were well aware of the damage
done to your Petitioners character and to his honorable name ; but, not satisfied with that, they have sent
into your Honorable House two Annual Eeports full of false statements, one of which is not even dated,'
and is not the Eeport submitted to the Board of Trustees. The Eeport for 1874 is also full of misrepre
sentations ; and, by attaching the libellous aud false statements of a number of insubordinate servants to a
public document without giving your Petitioner an opportunity to prove them utterly without foundation,
the Government has deeply wronged an old and faithful public servant, who now approaches your
Honorable House and prays for speed}' redress and the payment of the arrears of his salary.
_
Your Petitioner’s wife is laid upon a bed of sickness ; the clothes even she urgently requires, and
which remain in your Petitioner’s rooms at the Museum, are refused to her (under some paltry excuse) by
Mr. E. S. Hill, a Magistrate of the Colony, who, it appears, has usurped all the powers of the Corporation,
which has no right to delegate their authority to individual members, for the special purpose, it appears, to
irritate a poor sick woman, who has already lost two children through the persistent worry of these
unfeeling and vindictive men.
Your Petitioner appeals to every husband and father of your Honorable House to assist and obtain
speedy redress for all the wrongs your Petitioner has suffered, and lie prays that before all other'things
your Honorable House will take steps to secure to him the salary voted by your Honorable House.
And your Petitioner will ever pray, &c., &c., &c.
GEEAED KEEEPT,
Curator of the Australian Museum; Bellow of the IJrmean Society of
London; Bellow of the Royal Society of New South Wales ; Correspond
ing Member of the Royal Society of Tasmania; Honorary Muster and
Bellow of the Q-erman Academy of Frankfort-on-Moine j of the Royal
Geographical Society of Saiony; of the Mnlac Zoological Society’ of
Brankfort-on-Maine j of the Society Huinanitairo of Bordeaux; of the
Naturalists Society of Hamburg, Bremen, and Frankfort; of tho Imperial
Geological Society of Austro-Hungary at "Bienne ; and of the Zoological'
Society of London ; and Chevalier of the Order of tho Crown of Italy ;
holder of two Gold, two Silver, and three Bronze Medals awarded for
exhibits in the Colony, Branco, and England.

Australian Museum Curator’s Temporary Office,
230, Palmer-street.
■
Sydney, 11th May, 1875.

[3d.]

Sydney; Thomas Richards, Government Printer,—1875,
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1875.

Legislative Assembly.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM.
(CORRESPONDENCE, Sec,, RESPECTING APPOINTMENT AND DISMISSAL OF CURATOR.)

Ordered by the Legislative Aisonbly to be printed, 11 difay, 1875.

RETURN to an Order made by tbe Honorable the Legislative Assembly of Now
South Wales, dated 12 November, 1874, That there be laid upon the Table of
this House,—
“ (1.) Copies of all Minutes, Correspondence, and other Papers relating to
“ the appointment and dismissal of the late Curator of the Museum, Mr.
“
<£
“
“

Gerard Krefft.
(2.) Copies of the Report of a Committee of the Trustees of the Austraiian Museum, appointed by the Board of Trustees to investigate certain
Charges made against the late Curator, and of the Evidence taken before

“ the said Committee on that inquiry.
“ (3.) Copies of the Minutes of all Meetings (Special and General) of the
“ Board of Trustees, from the appointment of the aforesaid Committee of
" Inquiry until the final dismissal of Mr. Rrefft.”

{Captain Onslow.)
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SCHEDULE.
NO.

1. Acting Curator and Secretary to Colonial Secretary, forwarding copy resolution passed at Special Meeting of Trus
tees of Australian Museum, respecting appointment of Curator. 8 January, 18G3 ..................................................
2. Same to same, requesting reply to No. 1. 10 March, 1863 .............................................................................................
3. Principal Under Secretary to Secretary, Crown Law Offices, requesting opinion of Law Officers as to appointment of
Curator. 3 Norcmbcr, 1863 ............................................................................................................................................
4. Secretary, Crown Law Offices, to Principal Under Secretary, forwarding copy of Law Officers' opinion, in reply to
No. 3. 11 November, 1863 .............................................................................................................................................
5. Opinion of Crown Law Officers respecting power of Trustees to appoint Curator, &c. 11 November, 1863 ...............
6. Minute thereon. 18 April, 1864 ........................................................................................................................................
1. Acting Curator, &c., to Colonial Secretary, requesting reply to Nos. 1 and 2 (Minute thereon). 20 April, 1864......
8. Principal Under Secretary to Acting Curator, informing of Law Officers’ opinion. 28 April, 1864 ...........................
9. Chairman of Trustees to Colonial Secretary, reporting election of Mr. Gerard Krcift as Curator, &c., of Australian
Museum. 5 May, 1861.................................................................................................................... !..............................
10. Minutes of Colonial Secretary thereon. 1 and 2 June, 1864.............................................................................................
11. Minute Paper for Executive Council, appointing Mr. Gerard Kroift, Curator, &c., Australian Museum. 3 Jane,
1864 ....................................................................................................................................................................................
12. Principal Under Secretary to Cliairman of Trustees, notifying appointment of Mr. Krefft, &e. 30 June, 1864 ....
13. Chairman of Meeting of Trustees, Australian Museum, reporting resolution passed for Police protection, <tc. (Minutes
thereon). 2 July, 1874 .....................................................................................................................................................
14. Acting Under Secretory, Colonial Secretary’s Dcpartmeut, to Inspector General of Police, requesting police be sent
to take charge of Museum accordingly. 4 July, 1874 .................................................................................................
15. Same to Under Secretory, Law Department, informing of action token. 4 July, 1874..................................................
16. Acting Secretary to Minister of Justice, Sic., notifying suspension of Mr. Krefft from his office as Curator, &c.
^ (Minutes thereon). 18 July, 1874 .................................................................................................................................
17. Same to same, respecting police protection for Museum (Minutes thereon). 31 July, 1874 ........................................
18. Same to same, reporting dismissal of Mr. Krefft by Trustees, from office of Curator, &c., aud enclosing certain docu
ments marked A, B, and C, iu connection therewith. 20 August, 1874..............................
19. Gerard Krefft to Colonial Secretary, respecting his dismissal by Trustees (Minute thereon). 22 August, 1874 .......
20. Acting Secretary to Minister of Justice, Ac., forwarding certain resolutions of Meeting of Trustees, respecting Mr.
Krefft’s removal from Museum premises (Minutes thereon). 8 September, 1874......................................................
21. Under Secretary, Department of Justice, Ac., to Acting Secretary, informing of hour Minister of Justice will receive
deputation from Trustees. 9 September, 1874 ................................................................................................ ............
22. Inspector General of Police to Principal Under Secretary, respecting continuance of police protection at Museum
(Minute thereon). 14 September, 1874 .........................................................................................................................
23. Under Secretary, Department of Justice, to Trustees, Australian Museum, respecting No. 17. 14 September, 1874
24. Acting Secretary to Under Secretary, Department of Justice, &c., in reply to No. 20. 18 September, 1874 .............
25. Acting Secretary to Minister of Justice, &c., notifying appointment of Edward P. Ramsay, Esquire, as Curator, &e.,
vice Krefft. 23 September, 1874 .....................................................................................................................................
26. Inspector General of Police to Principal Under Secretary, submitting letter from Acting Secretary, Museum, for
Colonial Secretary’s instructions (Minute thereon). 23 September, 1874 ............................................... .................
27. Acting Secretory, Museum, to Inspector General of Police, respecting discontinuance of police protection. 23 Sep
tember, 1874.................................................................................
28. Principal Under Secretary to Inspector General of Police, stating Colonial Secretary approved of withdrawal of police
from Museum. 28 September, 1874 ............................................................................................................................
29. Under Secretary, Department of Justice, Ac., to Acting Secretary, respecting report of Mr. Krefft’s forcible ejection
from Museum premises, and in reference to No. 22. 24 September, 1874 .................................................................
30. Under Secretary, Department of Justice, Ac., to Under Secretary, Finance and Trade, respecting No. 9. 24 Sep
tember, 1874 .......................................................................................................................................................................
31. Acting Secretary to Minister of Justice, Ac., acknowledging receipt of No. 10, and respecting power of Trustees to
appoint Curator, Ac. (Minutes thereon). 30 September, 1874 ............................................................................. .
32. Acting Secretary to Minister of Justice, Ac., intimating legal proceedings have been commenced against Trustees ;
and requesting Crown Solicitor may be instructed to defend (Mmutcs thereon). 2 October, 1874 .......................
33. Under Secretary, Department of Justice, Ae., to Acting Seorolary, in reply to No. 26. 7 October, 1874 ...................
34. Acting Secretary to Under Secretary, Department of Justice, Ac., further in reply to No. 27. 28 October, 1874 ...
35. Acting Secretary to Under Secretary, Department of Justice, Ac., forwarding copies of minntes of all Meetings
(Special and General) of Board of Trustees from appointment of Commission of Inquiry until final dismissal of
Mr. Krefft. Enclosure D 10 February, 1875 .......................................................................................................... .
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CURATOR, AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM.

No. 1.
The Acting Cchatoh and Secretabt, Australian Museum, to The Colonial Secretary.

Australian Museum,
Sydney, 8 January, 1863.

.
SI:,l,

By direction of the Trustees of the Australian Museum, I have the honor to enclose a copy of

a resolution p-ased at a special meeting of the Board, held this day, and to request that you will have the
goodness to communicate to me the decision of the Government, for the information or the irustees.
•
I have, &c.,
GERABD KREEFT,
Acting Curator and Secretary.
Copt of a resolution passed at a special meeting of the Trustees of the Australian Museum, held this day,
January 8th, 1863.
Moved by Alfred Roberts, Esq., seconded by William Macleay, Esq., and carried unanimously,—
That notwithstanding the exertions of the Acting Curator, the state of the Museum urgently
requires the services of a Curator,
.
, ,
That a letter be addressed to the Honorable tbe Colonial Secretary, requesting to hnow whether
the amount voted by the Legislature for the salary of a Curator will be paid by tbe Execu
tive to such person as may be appointed by the Trustees. _
„
^
. ,r ,
That previous to taking any measures for the selection and appointment oi a Curator, the irustees
are nulling to submit their proposed course of proceeding for the information of the
Government.
I certify this to bo a correct copy from the Minutes of the Board.
Australian Museum,
GERARD KREFFT,
January 8,1863.
Acting Curator and Secretary.

No. 2.
The Acting Curator and Secretary, Australian Museum, to The Colonial Secretary.

Australian Museum,
Sydney, 10 March, 1863.
^In’

By direction of the Trustees of the Australian Museum, I beg to call your attention to the

letter which I had the honor to address to you by desire of tbe Trustee^ on January 8th, A C, and to
request the favor of an answer at your earliest convenience, because the interests of the Institution, as
already pointed out, might necessarily continue to suffer, so long as the office of Curator, for which the
Parliament has made the necessary provision, shall remain vacant.
I have, &e.,
GERARD KREFFT,
Acting Curator and Secretary.

No. 3.
The Principal Under Secretary to The Secretary, Crown Law Department.

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 3 November, 1863.
{Sul

’ Besides the endowment provided for in tbe Act of Incorporation of the Australian Museum,
and a supplement to such endowment of £200, the Legislature lias voted a sum of £700 as salary for a
Curator for some years past. A vacancy having occurred in this office, a question has however been
raised as to whether tho power of appointment rests with tbe Executive Government or with the Trustees
of the Museum, and I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to request that the Crown Law Officers will
favor him with their opinion on this point at their earliest convenience.
_
2. A printed copy of the correspondence which has passed on this subject between the Trustees Vide Correspondencu—
and this office is enclosed for tho information of the Crown Law Officers.
fJe appointment
pf Curntor m
I have,
W. ELYARD. 1SG2.

No. 4.
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No. 4.
The Ukdie Seceetaet, Ceown La.w Depaetuext, to The Principal Usdee Secketaet.

.

Croivn Law Offices,
Sydney, 11 November, 18G3.

Sie,
Ha\ ing submitted your letter of tbe 3rd instant, with its enclosure, respecting the vacancy of
tbe office of Curator of tbe Australian Museum, and requesting the Law Officers’ opinion as to whether
the appointment rests with the Executive Government or with the Trustees of the Museum, 1 am directed
ber^sii^07™" forwaT’<l you the accompanying copy of the Honorable the Attorney General, and the Solicitor’s General
' ’
opinion thereon.
I have, iic.,
W. E. PLUNKETT.

No. 5.
OriNioir

op

The Crows' Law Opeicebs.

Curator of Australian Museum—as to whether tho appointment is vested in the Executive Government
or in the Trustees.
We are of opinion that the office of Curator ought to be left in the hands of the Trustees of the Museum.
The Trustees are incorporated by the Act 17 Vic. No. 2, tbe 7th section of which gives the
Trustees full power to appoint all officers and servants of the Museum. It was contended however by
the late G overmnent, as we collect from the accompanying papers, that the 37th section of the Constitution
Act (18 and 19 Vic. c. 51) placed the appointment of Curator in the hands of the Governor and Executive
Council—either as repealing the 17 Vie. No. 2, s. 7, or on the ground that it was a new office with a salary
separately voted by the Parliament—the appointment to which ought therefore to be in the hands of the
Governor instead of the Trustees. This latter ground we do not think of sufficient weight, for the
Curator, ■when appointed, is clearly an officer of the Museum within the 7th section already referred to,
and as such under the direction of the Trustees. Unless therefore the 7th section is repealed by the 37th
section of the Constitution Act, the appointment must still rest with tho Trustees. Now, if the 7th
section be repealed, the 5th section of the same Act, which provides for the filling up of vacancies in the
Board of Trustees, must be also repealed, for the 37th section of the Constitution Act applies to unsalaried
as well as salaried officers. There are similar provisions also in the Act incorporating tho University
(11' Vic. No. 31), and we hardly think that it would he contended that the appointment of a Professor—
supposing even a Professor to a new department—has heeu taken out of the hands of tho Senate and
transferred to the Government. The election of a member of the Senate to fill a vacancy between the
passing of the Constitution Act and the passing of the 24 Vic. No. 13, would, if Mr. Cowper’s view were
correct, be void.
We are therefore of opinion, independently of all considerations that might affect the proper
management of the Institution, that the 37th section of the Constitution Act has not taken away from
the TYustecs the power of appointing to any office under their direction.
The Trustees we think suggest the proper course to he followed, viz., that the amount of the
Curator’s salary should be placed on the Estimates as an addition to the Endowment Eund—hut whether
that course be pursued, or the salary voted annually, we think that by law the appointment is vested in the
Trustees.
JAMES MAKTIN,
Attorney General.
PETEK EAUCETT,
11th November, 1863.
Solicitor General.

No. 6.
Minute thereon.
Ke-submitted, as it is understood that the Trustees wish some answer to their letter of the 10th March,
Votes No. 4,

1863. Mr. Cowper’s answer to a question in the Assembly on the 26th June, 1863, explains what ho
proposed.
_
_
.
The opinion of the present Law Officers has since been taken, and their report is enclosed, In
November last it was decided to let the matter rest for the present.
18th April, 1864.
W.E.

No. 7.
The Acting Cubator, Australian Museum, to The Colonial Secretary.

Australian Museum,
Sydney, 20 April, 1864.
Sir,

_

The Trustees of the Australian Museum have directed me to call your attention to my
communications, dated January 8th and March 10th, 1863, and to request the favour of an answer at your
earliest convenience.
I have, &c.,
GEEAKD KREFFT,
Acting Curator and Secretary.
Communicate opinion of Crown Law Officers.—W.F., April 20th, 1SG4.
No. 8.
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No. 8.
The PRUfcirAL Ukder Sechetaet to The Actisg Curator, Austbaxias' Museum.

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 28 April, 1S64.
^Referring to your letter of tlic 20fli instant and previous communications, relative to tile
appointment of a Curator of tlie Australian Museum, I am directed by tho Colonial Secretary to inftu'iu
you that the Crown Law Officers, who have been consulted on the point, have advised that the office oi
Curator should bo left in the hands of the Trustees of tho Museum.
I have, Ac,,
'VV.'ELYARD.

No. 9.
The Chairmait of Trustees, Austraxiau Museum, to The Colonial Secretary.

.

Australian Museum,
Sydney, 5 May, 1864.

Snt

I have the honor to acknowledge, on behalf of the Trustees of tho Australian Museum,
tbe receipt of your communication of April 28th, 1864, and to express their gratification that the
Executive Council has recognized as a principle the proposition which they have long maintained, that the
appointment of Curator to the Australian Museum is vested in the Trustees alone.
,
I. have further to report that the Trustees have taken immediate action in the matter by electing
Mr. Gerard Krefft to the vacant post, with an annual salary of £500 (five hundred pounds).
The Trustees would further call attention to the tact that, according to the arrangements which
they have thus been enabled to make,—a reduction of two hundred pounds (£200) is made upon the
annual vote, and beg your favourable consideration to their request that au equal sum. bo placed upon the
annual Estimates, as an addition to the endowment, in order that the Trustees may, by tbe employment
of efficient collectors, be enabled to make the collection as complete as possible, both directly by procuring
the Australian forms in which the Museum is still deficient, and indirectly by supplying an abundance ot
specimens for eschauge with similar Institutions in other parts of the world. _
_
^
As tbe course of action naturally indicated by the amount of the vote in question (£i00) has been
to some extent abandoned by the Trustees, they feel that some explanation is due to the Government of
the grounds upon which they have acted in the reduction of the proposed salary, and the appointment of
Mr. Krefft as Curator.
.
It has appeared from various evidence that the services of a really distinguished Irotessor m the
various branches of Physiology could not be secured for the proposed salary, especially when tho payments
are dependent upon the annual vote.
_
„„
,
It is also believed to be impossible that any one can perform the incompatible duties ot Curator aua
Lccturer, and that either the care of the collection null be absolutely iu the hands of subordinates, owning
no sufficient responsibility, or that the lectures will have to be discontinued.
.
ITolding their duties at the present time (in accordance with the aboveincntioned views) to be
limited to the appointment of Curator, they have had no hesitation in immediately electing Mr. Gerard
Krefft, who has now been in sole charge of the Museum since August, 1861 (having been also engaged as
Assistant since June, 1860), and has during tbe whole of this period given the most satisfactory evidence
of energy, ability, and enthusiasm in his work.
_
.
,
.
And since Mr. Krefft-is to perform as Curator only a portion of the services intended to bo secured
by tbe proposed salary of seven hundred pounds (£700), they have thought themselves warranted in
reducing this by the sum of two hundred pounds per annum.
I have, &c.,
E. DEAS THOMSON,
Chairman.

No. 10.
Minutes of

the

Colonial Secretary thereon.

In accordance with the recommendation of the Trustees, I also recommend the appointment of Mr. Gerard
Krefft to be Curator of the Australian Museum. But it appears to me, in announcing that Mr. Krefft lias
been elected, the Trustees make use of a term which implies something more than^ is contained in the
opinion of the Attorney General, any such election, in fact, having no validity until confirmed by the
Executive Council.—kV.E., 1 June, 1864.
I also concur in. the recommendation as to salary which, of course, does not rest with the Trustees,
but has to be determined by the Govemmeut. The question as to supplementing the endowment will be
considered in preparing the Estimates.—"W.E., 2 June, 1864.
^

No. 11.
Minute Paper toe the Executive Council.

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 3 June, 1864.
In accordance with the recommendation of the Trustees, I recommend the appointment of Mr. Gerard
Krefft to be Curator of tbe Australian Museum. But it appears to me, that in announcing that Mr.
Krefft 1ms been elected, the Trustees make use of a term which implies something more than is contained
in the opinion of the Attorney General, any such election in fact- having uo validity until confirmed by
the Executive Council.
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I also concur in tlie recommendation of the Trustees that the salary of the Curator should he paid
at the rate of £500 per annum, instead of £700, as hitherto.
The question that a sum of £200 in consequence of the reduced salary be placed upon the annual
Estimates as an addition to the endowment will bo considered in preparing the Estimates.
.
WILLIAM FOESTER.
The Executive Council having considered the subject herein set forth concur in the opinion of the
Honorable the Colonial Secretary, and advise that Mr. Q-erard Krefft he appointed Curator of the Austra
lian Museum, with salary at the rate of £500 per annum.
ALEX. C. BUDGE,
Clerk of the Council.
Min. 64/21, 6th June, 1864,
Confirmed, 14th June, 1864.
16 June, /64, Approved.—J.Y.
I see no reason at present for recommending an additional endowment of £200 a year.—W.F-,
Sep. 30, 1864.

No. 12.
Tee pEis'cirAL Undeb Secbetaby to The Ohaibman of Trustees, Austbauian Museum.

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 30 June, 1864.
SuRj

.

*

With reference to your letter of the 5th ultimo, I am directed to inform yon that His Excellency
the Governor, with the advice of the Execntive Council, has been pleased to approve of the appointment,
by the Trustees of the Australian Museum, of Mr. Gerard Krefft, to be Curator of that Institution.
2. Mr. Forster also concurs in the recommendation of the Trustees that the salary of the Curator
should be paid at the rate of £500 per annum, instead of £700, as hitherto.
3. The question that a sum of £200, in consequence of the reduced salary, he placed upon the
Annual Estimates as au addition to the endowment, will be considered in preparing the Estimates.
1 have, &c.,
W. ELYARD.

No. 13.
The Chairman of Trustees, Austbaeun Museum, beportevg Resolution, Ac.

Australian Museum,
■ 2 July, 1874.
Sir,

I am desired by tbe Trustees to submit to you copy of a resolution passed at the meeting this
afternoon, namely:—
.
“ That for the protection of the Museum an application be made to the Minister for Justice for
the services of a sergeant and two members of the Police Force to take charge of the
Institution, the Museum not being considered safe under present circumstances.”
I am to request, at the same time, that you will be good enough to take such steps as may be
necessary with this object,
I have, &e.,
C. ROLLESTOH,
Chairman.
Immediate. The Colonial Secretary.
_
I have conferred with the Attorney General, who was present at the meeting of Trustees, and ho
thinks this course desirable.—G.W.A., 3/7/74.
_
.
Approved. Mr. Fosbcry will select men specially for this purpose. In the meantime every
respect is to be paid to Mr. Krefft and family.—H.P., 4/7/74.
Immediate. I.G. of Police. U.S. Law Dept., 4 July, 1874.

No. 14.
Tub Acting Principal Under Secretary to The Inspector General of Police,

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 4 July, 1874.
Sth,
.
.
At tho instance of the Minister of Justice and Public Instruction, and m pursuance oi a
resolution passed by the Trustees of the Australian Museum of the 2nd instant, I am directed by the
Colonial Secretary to request that you will immediately send a sergeant and two other members of the
Police Force to take charge of the Museum.
_
2. I am desired to request that you will select men specially for the above purpose, and that
instructions be given that in the meantime every respect be paid to Mr. Krefft and his family.
I have, &c.,
WM. GOODMAN.
No. 15.

31]
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No. 15.
The Actikg Pres'citai, TTitdee Secketahx to The Under Secretart, Department
Puultc Instruction.

oe

Justice

and

'

Colonial Secretary’s Offico,
Sydney, 4 July, 1874.
In reply to your blank cover communication of tbe 3rd instant, forwarding a letter from the
Chairman of the Trustees of the Australian Museum, in which is embodied a resolution passed by the
Trustees on the 2nd instant, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to state, for the information ot the
Minister of Justice aud Public Instruction, that tho Inspector General of Police has been instructed to
send immediately a sergeant and two other members of the Police I’orce to take charge of tho Museum.
2. Instructions have at the same time been given, that the men are to he selected specially for the
above purpose, and also that in the meantime every respect is to be paid to Mr. Krefft and his family.
I have, &c.,
{Tor the Under Secretary),
'
WM. GOODMAN.

No. 16.
The Acting Secretary, Austraiian Museum, to The Minister

of

Justice

and

Punr.ic Instruction.

Australian Museum,
Sydney, 18 July, 1874.

•
Sir,

I have the honor to inform you, by direction of the Trustees of the Australian Museum, that
at the meeting of the Hoard of Trustees, held at the Museum yesterday afternoon, Gerard Krefft, Esq.,
was suspended from his office as Curator and Secretary of the Museum.
1 am also instructed to inform you that the Trustees are now prepared to admit the public to the
Museum, provided that the protection of the police be continued.
'
I have, &c.,
CHAS. ROBINSON,
-------Acting Secretary.
Urgent. Colonial Secretary.—GW.A.
The Principal Under Secretary, B.C., 21st July,
1874.—W.E.P.
The Inspector General of Police, for report whether the police are still in attendance,
and, if not, whether their services can be conveniently continued.—H.H., B.C., 11th September, 1874.
Immediate.

No. 17.
The Acting Secretary, Australian Museum, to The Minister

of

Justice

and

Puulic Instruction.

Australian Museum,
Sydney, 31 July, 1874.
Sir,

-

I have the honor, by direction of the Trustees of the Australian Museum, to invite your
attention to the second paragraph of my letter of date the ISth instant, namely, “ That the Trustees are
now prepared to admit the public to the Museum, provided that the protection of the police be continued,”
The Trustees are very desirous of re-opening the Museum to the public, but having regard to the
safe custody of tbe specimens, they do not feel that they-can properly do so in the present position of the
Institution, unless their request for the continued attendance of the police be complied with.
X am instructed to request the favour of a reply at your earliest convenience.
I have, &c.,
,
CHAS. ROBINSON,
■-------Acting Secretary.
The Colonial Secretary, with whom is the letter referred to.—G.W.A., 31/7/74.
,
The Principal Under Secretary.—"W’.E.P.. B.C., 1st August, 1874.
Submitted, 13/8/74.

No. 18.
The Acting Secretary, Australian Museum, to The Minister

■

of

Justice

and

Public Instruction.

The Australian Museum,
Sydney, 20 A ugust, 1874.

Sir,

I have the honor to inform you that the attention of the Trustees has been drawn to the
conduct of Mr. Gerard Krefft, as an officer of this Institution, and that after mature consideration they
have deemed it their duty to dismiss him from the office of Curator and Secretary to the Australian
Museum.
I enclose the following documents :—
1. Copy of the Report of the Sub-committee appointed to inquire into certain charges against
the Curator. “A.” *
■
2. A printed copy of tbe evidence taken before that Committee, “B.” *
3. Copy of evidence taken before the Board of Trustees on the 17th ultimo, together with an
account for wages paid to one John Milne. “ C.”
I have, &e.,
CHAS. ROBINSON,
Acting Secretary.
[]t!nclomre.~\
* For Enclosures A and B eco Appendix No. 4 attached to Report on Australian Museum for 1874, laid on tho Table on
9th April, 1875.
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C.
Adjourned Monthly Meeting of the Trustees, Friday, VJth July,

1874.

Present:—■
W.
Ed.
A.
H.

Professor Livorsidge,
Macleay, Esq., M.P.,
.Tames 0. Cos, Esq., M.D.,
S. Hill, Esq., J.P,
G-eorgo Eortescue, Esq., M.D.,
"W. Seott, Esq., M.A.,
Christopher Rolleston, Esq. (Auditor
Q-. Alleyne, Esq.jM.I). (President
General).
of the Medical Board),
W. A. Duncan, Esq., Collector of Customs, in the Chair.

J. A. Thorpe was called in and examined:—
"Wliat is your name ? John Thorpe.
You are the taxidermist? Yes.
You were asked, I believe, by Mr. Hill to try these keys ? Yes.
Did you find that they would open the doors of the taxidermist’s room ? Hcither of them would.
Did you try the smaller keys? Yes; I know what they belong to.
Are they the keys that have been in use in the Department ? Ao.
What are they ? Duplicate keys of the side-cases—the wall-cases.
_
.
We understand that there are some drawers that are supposed to contain specimens that cannot be opened
—did you try any of them ? No, I did not.
.
Mr. JJ.illj When you went to examine this place did you take a policeman with you? Yes; the police
man came with me, and saw that they would not fit.
You were requested to take a policeman with you ? Yes.
Chairman.'] Do you know to what doors these two large keys belong ? I do not; they never came under
my notice before.
Did you find that these keys would open any of the drawers ? I did not.
Chairman j

[TFitness teas directed to ascertain if the keys would open the recesses under the lepidoptera cases, and
to report to the Trustees.

Be subsequently returned and reported that they would not.~\

I certify that this is a true copy,—
August 20, 1874.

CHAS. ROBINSON,
Acting Secretary, Australian Museum.

In the handwriting of Mr. Krefft.

Received from Mr. Gerard Krefft the sum of oue pound ten shillings sterling, for two weeks wages

cleaning up back premises and repairing fence, <£c.

Johit Mit/ke.

June 20tb, 1874.
In the handwriting of Mr. Cox.

special attention to this a/c., and recommend that inquiry be made into it before being paid.
J. C. Cox.
1 certify that this is a correct copy,—
CHAS. ROBINSON,
Acting Secretary, Australian Museum.
August 20, 1874I

call

John Milne was called in and examined:—
■
What is your name ? John Milne.
Are you the party I saw in the cellar one day ? Yes.
Were you knocking nails out of cases? I could not say.
_
.
What did you tell me when I asked what you were doing ? I said that Mr. Krefft sent me in to break
up boxes, as it was a wet day, and I could not work iu the garden.
Whose garden ? Mr. Krefft’s garden.
_
What did I ask you about this other garden ? I told you that M'Namara worked in that garden.
What did you say when I wanted to know whose man you were? I said that I was Mr. Krefft s man, and
that I signed a note for my money.
_ _
On that day you said that you did not work iu that room ordinarily ? Yes.
You were there because it was a wet day ? Yes. I said that I was Mr. Krefft s man, and that I wrote a
receipt for my wages every Saturday night.
What wages did you work at? 15s. a week.
And your food? Yes.
_ ,
. .
. . n
What is your ordinary occupation in this Institution? I do not do anything m the Institution out carry
wood and water.
. , .
What is your ordinary occupation? Just to assist in the kitchen, work in the garden, clean the knives
and boots, and so on.
_
What do you do for the Institution? Nothing but sweep out the hall.
What ball? Tho hall down below.
^
You do nothing up here—nothing in the flower-garden ? No.
You do nothing but for Mr. Krefft and his family ? No.
_
You never obey any orders of the Trustees ? No ; I do not know anything abput them.
Dr. Cox.] You know M'Namara ? Yea, I know him.
Does he live on the premises ? He sleeps here.
Mr. Bill.]
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Mr. Scott.'] After we saw you in the cellar, who has heen working in the front garden? M'Nnmara.
Mr. Holies ton.] Do you understand that you are the servant of the Museum or the servant of Mr. KrefFt

?

The servant of Mr. KrefFt.
I certify that this is a correct copy,—
CHAS. ROBINSON,
Acting Secretary, Australian Museum,

August 20, 1874.

No. 19.
G-. Keefft. Esq , to The Colokiai Seceetaet.
Australian Museum,
Sydney, 22 August, 1874.
Sie,
Having been dismissed by the Trustees of the Australian Museum from the office of Curator
of that Institution, which I have held for upwards of nine years (having been nearly fourteen years in
charge of the Museum.as Assistant and Acting Curator), and believing that such dismissal cannot take
effect until it has been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council,—I do myself the honor to lay before you the whole facts of the case, in order that His Excellency
mid the Council may be fully informed of the same before they decide,, and in the hope that I may be
allowed some opportunity of replying to the charges made against me, after those charges aud the evidence
in support of them have been furnished to me. Some time in the month of May last, I gave evidence
before a Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly appointed to report upon the Australian Museum,
in the course of which inquiry certain statements were made by some of the witnesses, reflecting upon me,
but the charges contained in which statements I afterwards in my further evidence explained, as I believe,
to the satisfaction of the Committee.
_
_ _
After the inquiry was closed, the Trustees of the Museum being desirous of re-investigating the
charges brought against me at the Committee, a special meeting was ordered by the Trustees to be called,
hut not receiving the necessary requisition to do so, as required by the by-law's, I could not send out the
circulars, and I thought that the meeting had lapsed. It appears, however, that six Trustees did meet on
the lit,li of dune, and that they called for a special meeting for the 16th of June, “to take iuto con
sideration the conduct of the Secretary iu disobeying the orders given to him by the Board, &c., &c., &c.,
&e.” The necessary requisition, calling the meeting and defining the purpose for which the meeting was
convened, having been lodged with me, bearing the signature of three Trustees, I called such a special
meeting for 3 o'clock on the 16th of June.
On this day it was the intention of the Board to investigate “ certain charges,” said to have been
brought against me, but I pointed out that no charges were on record, and after having done so I was
requested to retire, and on my return was informed that A. "W. Scott, Esq., had heen directed “by the
Board” to furnish me with a copy of the charges. Mr, Scott did so, and the list was left by me with a
member of the Board, from whom I have not been able to receive it back, because the gentleman is out of
town at present. The various accusations were enumerated in very general terms, as far as I remember, in
the following manner:—
1. Drunkenness.
2. Bribing servants of the Museum.
3. Making false statements in writing to the Colonial Secretary.
4. Maliciously breaking a fossil jaw lent to the Trustees by Dr. Bennett.
5. Causing the carpenters to make furniture for his (the Curator’s) own benefit.
6. Telling a man named Barnes to put some Museum property into the house of a man named
Tost to convict him of theft.
7. Ordering the messenger to make false returns of the number of visitors to the Museum.
8. Paying money to a man under a false name.
9. Sending away valuable specimens without the order of the Trustees.
10. Insubordination.
11. Allowing work to he done for Trustees of the Museum.
_
12. Ordering the Museum photographer to take indecent pictures, aud selling photograpks for his
own benefit.
These are, as far as I can remember, the charges brought against me, and which the Trustees desired to
investigate ; the name of my accusers aud the date, when, or the place where, the supposed irregularities
took place could not he ascertained. The sheet was signed “ A. \V\ Scott,” but I do not think that Mr.
Scott was the author of the charges. A sub-committee was appointed to investigate these charges, and
having been invited to attend a meeting of the same by Mr. Christopher Rolleston on the 24th of Juno, I
applied to him for a definition or particulars of the charges, Mr. Christopher Rolleston is a public servant
of long standing, and I expected to receive a satisfactory reply, because every publicservant in my position
is entitled to receive his charges specified, and be has the privilege of replying to them in writing. This
appears to ho the opinion of some of our best legal authorities, and I have boeu strictly advised by three
geutlemen of the legal profession, aud by several Members of the Legislative Assembly to request to he
furnished again with a specification of the charges, and with the name of my accuser or accusers, aud the
date wrhcn and the locality where the supposed irregularities were committed. I was also advised to ask
for a copy of the evidence which the Trustees had printed and which they distributed only to the members
present at the last meeting of the Board. On or about the 14th day of August I received a letter dated
the 13th of August, written by direction of the Trustees, signed Charles Robinson, Acting Secretary, that
at a meeting of the Trustees held that afternoon the following resolution had heen agreed to—
“ That Mr. G-erard KrefFt bo called upon to show cause why he should not bo dismissed from his
office of Curator and Secretary of the Australian Museum.”
Mr. Robinson, in fonvardiug the resolution, said also, “that he was instructed to inform me that any
communication I desired to make should reacli the Trustees on or before 3 o’clock on Thursday next,
20th instant.”
I
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I replied on the 19th, requesting the Trustees to furnish me with the defined grounds of accusations
against me, and with a copy of the evidence taken before the Sub-committee appointed to investigate the
charges upon which the same were founded, as it would be impossible for me to show cause, as requested,
without those documents. I also stated that as soon as I received them I would write, showing, as I believed,
sufficient cause, why I should not be dismissed from my office of Curator and Secretary of the Australian
Museum. In reply to this letter I received the following communication:—
Sydney, 20 August, 1874.
Sir,
I have the honor to inform you that the Trustees having had under consideration the Report of the Sub-committee
and tho evidence taken before it, in regard to certain charges reflecting on your conduct as an officer of this Institution, iiave
this day resolved as follows—
“ That Mr. Q-erard KreiFt bo dismissed from his office of Curator and Secretary.”
You were furnished by A. W. Scott, Esq., in June last, with a copy of tho charges referred to, and also by Christopher
Rolleston, Esq., in his letter inviting your attendance at the meetings of the Sub-committee.
The Trustees iiave arrived at the determination, which it is now my duty to communicate to you, from a conviction
that most of the charges remitted to the Sub-committcc for investigation have been proved, and they consider that the irregu
larities which you have committed are of so serious a nature that no milder alternative was left to them.
1 am instructed to say, that the Trustees require you to give up possession of your apartments to them on or before the
31st day of August instant. Mr, Thorpe, the taxidermist, is authorized to receive the keys.
■
*
_
Q-erard KrefFt, Esq., Australian Museum,

I have, Ac.,
CHAS. ROBINSON,
Acting Secretary.

I believe that I will be able to show “ ample cause” why I should not be dismissed from my office
of Curator and Secretary of the Australian Museum, provided the Trustees will furnish me with the
evidence taken before the Sub-committeo. At the same time I deeply regret that charges which are not
yet proved, and which the Trustees class only as “ irregularities,” should be visited upon me, a faithful
public servant for a period of fourteen years, with the utmost severity. I repeat again that I very much
regret the consequences of this inquiry, which certainly was not of my seeking, because I only had the
welfare of the Institution at heart.
Beady at any time to offer an apology for my shortcomings, I humbly request that before deciding
upon this matter the Executive Council will call upon the Trustees to furnish the Council with the evidence
upon which they have acted, and that I may be allowed an opportunity of offering my defence to my
explanation of any charges that may be brought against me.
I have. &c.,
.
GERARD KREFFT,
Curator of the Australian Museum.
The Under Secretary, Law Department, B.C., 28 Aug., /74, for the U.S.—W\G.

No. 20.
The Acting Sjocuetary, Australian Museum, to The Minister
Instruction.

of-

Justice

and

Public

The Australian Museum,
■
Sydney, 8 September, 1874.
Sir,

.

I have the honor to inform you that at a meeting of the Trustees of the Australian Museum,
held this day, the following resolutions were unanimously passed :—
The Trustees having after full inquiry arrived at the conclusion that the conduct of Mr. KrefFt
has been such as to require his dismissal, and having dismissed him accordingly, and Mr.
Krefft having refused to leave the premises of the Museum, it is resolved :—
1st. That an immediate application be made to the Minister of Justice and Education to authorize
the police to give effect to the decision of the Board by removing Mr. Krefft from the
Museum buildings.
2nd. That it is the duty of the Board to keep the property of the Museum under seal until Mr.
Krefft’s removal.
3rd. That a copy of the above resolutions be immediately forwarded to the Minister for Justice
and Education, and a deputation, consisting of Jas. .Norton, Esq., and Alfred Roberts, Esq.,
be appointed to wait upon the Minister for Justice and Education to explain to him the
necessity for prompt action in order that the Museum may be re-opened to the public.
I am further instructed to inform you that the deputation will wait upon you on Thursday, 10th
instant.
I have, <fcc.,
EDW. PALMER,
Acting Secretary.
'Will receive deputation at 11 o’clock a.m,, to morrow.—G.W.A., 9 Sept., /74.
Very urgent. Inform the Acting Secretary, 9/9/74.

No. 21.
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No. 21.
Tee Under Secbexaet, Department

Justice akb Public Instruction, to The Acting bECREXART,
Australian Museum.

op

Department of Justice and Public Instruction,
Sydney, 9 September, 1874.

gTB

i

’ In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of yesterday’s date, forwarding copy of certain
resolutions passed by the Trustees of the Museum respecting removal of Mr. KreiFt, 1 am directed by the
Minister of Justice and Public Instruction to inform you that be will receive the Deputation named at
11 o’clock a.m. to-morrow, Thursday, 10th instant.
I have, ffic.,
W. E. PLUNKETT,
Under Secretary.

No. 22.
The Inspector General

of

Police to Tub Principal Under Secretary.

Police Department, Inspector General’s Office,
Sydney, 14 September, 1874.
Police have been stationed at the Museum since the 4th of July last and still there.

^

,

,

This requires a relief of three constables, who can be ill spared from their ordinary duties in the
^ If it be decided to re-open the Museum I conclude some responsible person would be placed in
charge, aud in that event, I understood from one of the Trustees, the further attendance of the police
would not bo re,uiiute.
EDMUND FOSBERY,
Acting for I.G.P.
B.C., Principal Under Secretary.
September, 1874.—H.H.

The Under Secretary, Department of Justice, B.C., 15th

No. 23.
The Under Secretary, Department of Justice and Public Instruction, to The Trustees,
Australian Museum.

Department of Justice and Public Instruction,
Sydney, 14 September, 1874.
Gentlemen,

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 8th September, with a copy or
resolutions by the Trustees of the Museum, in reference to the dismissal of Mr. Krefft from his office as
Curator, and his removal from the Museum buildings.
_
I am directed by the Minister of Justice and Public Instruction to say that the matter has
engaged the serious attention of the Government, and that the services of the police cannot be authorized
for the purposes desired by the Trustees.
_
The Trustees have throughout the inquiry acted independently of the Government, and have of
their own authority resolved to dismiss the Curator, and the Government do not feel called upon to assume
the responsibility of giving effect to a decision to which they have heen no party.
I am further to intimate that it is the intention of the Government to introduce into Parliament a
Bill to deal with the subject of the future management of the Museum.
.
I have, Ac.,
W, E. PLUNKETT,
Under Secretary.

No. 24.
The Acting Secretary, Australian Museum, to The Under Secretary, Department
and Public Instruction.

.
Sir,

op

Justice

Australian Museum,
18 September, 1874.
,

I am directed by the Trustees of the Australian Museum to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of the 14th instant, and to express their surprise and regret that the Government have not thought
fit to assist the Trustees in the performance of the duty of protecting the valuable public property
entrusted to their charge.
,
.
I am further instructed to inform you that the Trustees have acted throughout this business
independently of the Government, because they have been advised that they were entitled and bound to
do so in accordance with the Act of Incorporation.
I have, Ac.,
CHAS. BOBINSON,
Acting Secretary.
No. 25.
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No. 25.
The Acting Sechetaht, Ahsxealias Museum, to The Minister

of

Justice

and

Public IxsTinrcnoy.

Australian Museum,
Sydney, 23 September, 1S74.

giE

• j
am ™s^ruc^e<^ by the Trustees of the Australian Museum to inform you that they have
appointed Edward P. Ramsay, Esq., Curator of the Museum, iu the room of Mr. Q-erard Krefft.
I have, &c.,

CHAS. ROBINSON,
Acting Secretary.

No. 26.
The Inspector General

of

Police to The Principal Under Secretary.

Police Department,
Inspector General's Office,
Sydney, 23 September, IS/f.

Sir,

In submitting the attached letter, received by me from tho Acting Secretary, Museum, I have
tbe honor to request to be informed if the withdrawal of the police from the Museum meets with the
approval of the Honorable the Colonial Secretary.
I have, &c.,
EDMUND POSBERY,
_ „
. Acting for Inspector General of Police.
Appd.—H.P., 24/9/74, I. G. of Police, 28th Sept., 1S74.

No. 27.
The Acting Secretary, Australian Museum, to The Inspector General

of

Police.

Australian Museum,
W,-w
J
•
Sydney, 23 September, 1874.

Sir,

I have the honor to inform you, by direction of the Trustees of the Australian Museum, that
a Curator has now been appointed, aud the assistance of the police at the Museum premises will not
therefore be required after Saturday nest, the 26th instant.
The Trustees have also desired me to convey to you their acknowledgments for the services rendered
by your Department to the Institution.
I have, &c.,
CHAS. ROBINSON,
Acting Secretary.

No. 28.
The Principal Under Secretary to The Inspector General

of

Police.

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 28 September, 1874.
c
j
i.
t0 Jour ]etter of t,hc 23rd instant, submitting a letter received by you from the Actin'*
Secretary to the Trustees of the Australian Museum, stating that the assistance of the police at the Museum
would not be required after Saturday the 2Gth instant,—I am directed to inform you that the withdrawal
of the police from the Museum is approved of by the Colonial Secretary.
'
I have, Ac.,
HY. HALLORAN.

No. 29.
The Under Secretary, Department

g

of

Justice and Public Instruction, to The Acting Secretary,
Australian Museum.
’

Department of Justice and Public Instruction,
Sydney, 24 September, 1874.

ii. *•
I am directed by the Minister of Justice and Public Instruction to inform you. that the
attention of the Government has been.drawn to a paragraph in the Sydney Mamina Eerald of Tueeday
last, reporting that the Trustees have caused the forcible ejection of Mr. Gerard Krefft from the Museum
premises, ot which proceeding no intimation has been made to the Government by the Trustees I am to
remind you that that gentleman was appointed to the office of Curator with the approval of the Governor
a, ■ksecuti''e Council, and that his dismissal lias been determined upon by the Trustees iudependeutlv of
the Government, and without their approval having been sought.
I
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I am also to acknowledge the receipt of jour letter of 23rd instant, informing the Minister that tho
Trustees hare appointed Mr, Edward P. Eamsay to the oiliee of Curator, in the room of Mr. Krefft.
I am to intimate that no salary can be paid to any such officer for whose appointment the sanction
of the Government has not been obtained, as in the case of the previously appointed Curator.
X have, &c.,
W. E. PLUNKETT,
Under Secretary.

No. 30.
The Ujtdee Secketabt, Depahtment of Justice asd Public Insthuctioh, to The Under
Secretary for Finance and Trade,

Department of Justice and Public Instruction,
Sydney, 24 September, 1874.
Sir,

.

.

I am directed by tbe Minister of Justice and Public Instruction to forward, for the information
2«t. Scpof the Colonial Treasurer, the accompanying copy of a letter which has been addressed to Mr. Charles gc”soil's.' '
3-tobinson, Acting Secretary of Australian Museum, respecting reported ejection of Mr, Gerard Krefft
from Museum premises, and in reference to appointment of Mr. Edward P. Kamsay to the office of Curator
of the Australian Museum, in the room of Mr. Krefft.
I have, Ac.,
W. E. PLUNKETT,
Under Secretary.

No. 31.
Tjie Acting Secretary, Australian Museum, to The Minister of Justice and Puulic
Instruction.

Australian Museum,
Sydney, 30 September, 1874.
Sir,

In acknowledging the receipt of the letter from your Department, No. 74-5,800,_ and dated
21th instant, I have the honor, by direction of the Trustees of the Australian Museum, to invite your
attention to the fact that the question as to the power of the Trustees in regard to the appointment of
Curator was considered in the year 1864, when tho Government, acting upon the advice of the Crown
Law Officers, concluded that the power of appointment vested in the Trustees.
I am directed to enclose, for your information, copy of a letter on the subject, of date 2Slh April, Ykit No, 8.
1864, from the Department of the Colonial Secretary.
1 have, Ac.,
CHAS. BOBINSON,
Acting Secretary.
The Colonial Secretary, for perusal.—G.W.A., I Oct., /74.
1 October, 1874—"W.E.P.
To be returned.

The Principal Under Secretary, B.C.,

No. 32.
The Acting Secretary, Australian Museum, to The Minister of Justice and Public
Instruction.

Australian Museum,
Sydney, 2 October, 1874.
Sir,

.
I have the honor, by direction of the Trustees of the Australian Museum, to intimate that
legal proceedings have been commenced by the solicitors of Mr. Krefft, and of Miss Hannab MTntosh,
a member of the household, against Mr. E, S. Hill, one of their number, for action alleged to have been
taken by him in the ejection of the late Curator and his family from the Museum premises.
1 am instructed to request that you will be pleased to direct the Crown Solicitor to defend these
actions on tho part of the Trustees, seeing that any verdict which may be recovered by tho plaintiffs will
have to be satisfied out of the endowment, or, in default, levy may he made by the Sheriff upon the
public property committed to the care of the Trustees.
'
I have, Ac.,
CHAS. ROBINSON,
Acting Secretary.
Obtain, by search, particulars of actions reported to have been commenced.—G.TV.A., 5/10/74.
The actions brought by Mr. Krefft and Miss MTntosh appear to he against Mr. Hill and not
against the Trustees in their corporate capacity. Neither the endowment nor the public property cornmil,ted to the care of the Trustees can he rendered available for any verdict which may be recovered in
these actions.—G.W.A., 6/10/74.
Prepare letter.—6/10/74.
Anting Secretary informed.—7/10/74.

No. 33.
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IsTo. 33.
The TJzjhee Seceetabt, DepaPiTmtext of Justice aud Public iNsrEUCTioir, to
Austeaiiah Museum.

The

Acting Seceetaet

Department of Justice and Public Instruction,
Sydney, 7 October, 1874.

Sie,

In reply to your letter of 2nd instant, requesting that the Crown Solicitor may be instructed
to defend, on behalf of the Trustees of the Australian Museum, certain actions commenced by the solicitors
of Mr. Krefft, and of Miss Hannah MTntosh, a member of his household, arising out of the ejection of
the Curator aud his family from the Museum premises, I am directed by the Minister of Justice and
Public.Instruction to state that the actions brought by Mr. Krefft and Miss MTntosh appear to he against
Mr. Hill and not against the Trustees in their corporate capacity, and that neither the endowment nor the
public property committed to the care of the Trustees can be rendered available for any verdict which may
be recovered in these actions.
I have, &e.,
A'V. E. PLUNKETT,
,
_____________________________
Under Secrefary.

No. 34.
The Actihg Seceetaet, Austualian Museum, to The Uhdeb Seceetaet, Depaetmeut of Justice
aud Public Itsteuctioh.

Australian Museum,
Sydney, 28 October, 1874.
Sie,

.
In reply to yonr letter of the 7th instant, from which the Trustees infer that the Minister
declines to direct the Crown Solicitor to defend the actions Krefft v. Hill and MTntosh v. Hill, as requested
in my letter of the 2nd instant, I am directed by the Trustees to point out that tho Minister of Justice
and Public Instruction does not appear to be acquainted with the fact that Mr. Hill acted on the occasion
in question on behalf of and under instructions from the Board of Trustees in its corporate capacity.
I have, &c.,
CHAS. BOBINSON,
___________________________ __
Acting Secretary.

No. 35.
The Acting Seceetaet, Australian Museum, to The Undeb Seceetaet, Department op Justice
and Public Instruction.
Sie,

.

Australian Museum,
Sydney, 10 February, 1875.

.
I have the honor, by direction of the Trustees of the Australian Museum, to acknowledge the
receipt of your letter No. 74/7109, and dated the 5th instant. In reply I beg to forward herewith
“ Copies of the minutes of all meetings (special and general) of the Board of Trustees, from the appoint
ment of the aforesaid Committee of Inquiry until the final dismissal of Mr. Krefft,” as requested by you.

#

*

*

#

#

*

*

m

*

J

*

I have, &c.,
CHAS. BOBINSON,
Acting Secretary.
\_Midositre.']
D.
The Austualian Museum.—Minutes of Meetings.

Australian Museum,
.
,
Sydney, 11 June, 1874.
Special general meeting, held this day by order of the Trustees at the last ordinary monthly meeting of
the 4th June instant.
Present:—
A. "W. Scott, Esq., M.A., in the Chair.
H. G-. Alleyne, Esq., M.D.,
W. Macleay, Esq., M.P.,
A. Liversidge, Esq.,
Arthur Onslow, Esq., Capt., B.N.,
‘
Edward S. Hill, Esq.
The ^Secretary being absent, the Board-room locked, and the key not to bo found, the meeting had
to be held in a small room usually appropriated to one of the taxidermists.
As none of the members present had received from the Secretary a written notice convening the
present special meeting, there is reason to suppose that no notices to other Trustees had been issuea. It
appears therefore that the orders given to the Secretary at the last ordinary monthly meeting, namely, to
call a special meeting for this day, and to immediately furnish each Trustee with a copy of the Beport and
Evidence taken before the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly on the management of the
Australian Museum, have not been complied with.
It was resolved,—
“ That this meeting under such circumstances declines to proceed with the business for which it
was appointed.
“ That the disobedience of orders and contempt exhibited by the Secretary demand some immediate
action on’ the part of the Trustees.
“ That
’
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“ Thnt a special general meeting should bo called for the earliest possible day, namely, Tuesday
nest, the 16th of June, for the purpose of taking into consideration the conduct of the
Secretary on this occasion, and also to carry out the object, duly specified at the ordinary
meeting aforesaid, and for which the present meeting was appointed.
“ That the Chairman be requested to issue the requisite notices to all of tho Trustees, and to the
Secretary of the Museum.
„
J
“ A. W. SCOTT.
“ Confirmed,“W. A. Dukcait, Chairman—14/7/74.”
A letter from Mr. A. W. Scott to tbo Secretary of the Museum, dated 12th June, 1874, was also
read, as follows:—
“ By desire of the Trustees present at the special meeting of the 11th June, 1874, X transmit
you a miuute of the proceedings of that date, and have to request that it be duly entered
upon the minute-book of the Museum under your care as Secretary, and laid before the nest
ordinary monthly meeting, for confirmation or otherwise.”
The minutes aud letter, of which the foregoing is a correct copy, were read by me at the adjourned
monthly meeting of the Trustees, held on tho 15th instant, and are here transcribed in obedience to the
resolution passed at that meeting.
_
_
The signature of Mr. W. A. Duncan was affixed in token of their confirmation.
CHAS. BOBINSON,
July 16th, 1874.
Acting Secretary.

Special Meeting, l&h June, 1874.
Australian Museum,
Sydney, 16th June, 1874.
Special meeting, held this day to take into consideration certain charges against the Curator.

Present:—
Dr. Bennett, M.D., F.L.S., &c , in
the Chair,
A. W. Scott, .Esq., M.A.,
"William Macleay, Esq., M.L.A., &e.,
H. G\ Alleyne, Esq., M.D. (President
of the Medical Board),
E. S. Hill, Esq.,

Captain Onslow, E.N.,
Dr. Cox, M.D.,
.
.
A. Liversidge (Professor, Sydney University),
C. Bolleston, Esq. (Auditor General),
P. E. Adams, Esq. (Surveyor General),
Dr. Belisario, M.D.,
G. Eortescue, Esq., M.B,

It was proposed by Captain Onslow, and seconded by Mr. Hill, “ That Messrs. Bolleston, Alleyne,
Hill, and Liversidge, he appointed to inquire into the following charges against the Curator, namely:—
1st, Drunkenness.
2nd. Proposing to the Barnes’s to bring a false charge of theft against a man named Tost.
3rd. Permitting indecent photographs to he taken in tbo Museum.
4th. Selling photographs through the servants of the Institution.
_
5th. Getting furniture made for himself in tbe Museum, out of Museum material. .
6th. Ordering the servants of the Museum to make cases, and set up specimens with Museum
material for private individuals.
_ _
7th. Taking receipts from Robert Barnes for work done under the name of William Bradley,
with the view of deceiving the Board of Trustees.
8th. Maliciously breaking up a fossil jaw, lent to the Museum by Dr. Bennett.
9th. Sending away as donations in his own name, valuable specimens, the property of the
Museum.
10th. Making a false return of the number of visitors.
11th. Making a false statement in writing, to the Colonial Secretary, respecting the attendance
of a deputation of the Trustees.
_
12th. Disobeying the orders of the Trustees, given at the last ordinary monthly meeting.”
Carried unanimously.
_
It was proposed by Dr. Cox, and seconded by Captain Onslow, “That the committee be empowered
to employ a shorthand-writer.”
Carried unanimously.
W. A. DUNCAN,
.
Chairman—14/7/74.
A letter, dated 17th June, 1874, from Mr. A. W. Scott, to the Secretary of the Australian Museum,
was read as follows:—
“ By desire of the Trustees present at the special meeting of the 16th June, 1874,1 transmit you
a minute of the proceedings of that day, and have to request that it be duly entered in tbe
minute book of the Museum, under your care as Secretary, and laid before the next ordinary
monthly meeting of the Trustees for confirmation or otherwise.”
The minutes and letter, of which the foregoing is a correct copy, were read by me at the adjourned
monthly meeting of the Trustees, held on the loth instant. They wore then confirmed and signed by the
Chairman, and are here transcribed, in obedience to a resolution passed at that meeting.
CHAS. ROBINSON,
July 16th, 1874.
Acting Secretary.
Meeting,
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Meeting, 2nd July, 1874.
Australian Museum,
2 July, 1874, 4 p.m.

Present:—
The Honorable Q-eo. A. Lloyd,
E. S. Hill, Esq.,
The Honorable J. G. L. Junes,
Professor Liversidge,
"W. A. Duncan, Esq.,
Dr. Alleyne,
"W. Macleay, Esq.,
A. "W. Scott, Esq.,
Dr. J. C. Cox,
C. Rolleston, Esq.
Mr. C. Rolleston was moved into the chair.
A letter was read from the Curator, asking for an adjournment of the meeting for a week.
The minute-book was sent for, but an answer was returned that it was in Mrs, Erefft's room
and could not be sent.
’
_ The Chairman presented the following Progress Report from the Sub-committeo appointed to
inquire into the charges against the Curator :—
“ The Trustees appointed at the last monthly meeting to inquire into certain charges preferred
against tho Curator, beg to report that they have held three meetings—the first, to make
preliminary arrangements for the conduct of this inquiry, at which it was determined to meet
at the Museum for the purpose of examining witnesses, on Monday, the 29th ultimo, at
3 o’clock, p.m,
.
“ Notice of this meeting was given by the Chairman to the Curator by letter, dated 24th June,
to which an answer was received, asking for specific charges as to the time, date, and place,
to which the Chairman replied, forwarding a copy of the charges preferred against the
Curator by tbe Trustees at their last meeting.
■
“ On the Monday morning the Chairman received a written intimation from Mr. Krefft that he
did not intend to be present.
“ Tlle Trustees met at the time appointed, but found that the Curator had left the Institution ; they,
after some discussion, determined to postpone the examination of witnesses to the fol
lowing day, in order that Mr. Krefft might have an opportunity to reconsider his decision,
and directed that Mr. C. Rohinson, the gentleman engaged to act as Secretary, and to take
down the evidence, inforni the Curator of their intention to proceed with the inquiry on the
following day, whether he were present or not, and again to invite his attendance.
The Trustees met at the Museum at 3'30 p.m, on Tuesday, and took the evidence, herewith sub
mitted, in the absence of the Curator, who declined to put in an appearance.
“ As the result of the Inquiry in the absence of the accused must be unsatisfactory, tbo Members
composing the Board wish to remit the question as to the expediency of continuing the
inquiry under such circumstances to the consideration aud determination of the Trustees.
C. ROLLESTON,
“ 2nd July, 1874.”
Chairman.”
After much discussion it was proposed by Mr. E. S. Hill, and seconded by Mr. Duncan,—“ That for
the protection of the Museum an application be made to tho Minister for Justice and Public Instruction for
the services of a sergeant and two members' of the police, to take charge of the Institution, ‘the Museum
not being considered safe under present circumstances.”
Carried.
The Chairman to communicate this resolution to the Minister for Justice.
[Meeting adjourned to To-morrow, at 4,30 p.m.]
Confirmed,—
W. A. DUNCAN, •
Chairman,
, The minutes, of which the foregoing is a correct copy, were read by me at the adjourned monthly
meeting of the Trustees, held on the 15th instant. They were then confirmed and signed by the Chairman,
and are here transcribed in obedience to a resolution passed at that meeting.
,
CHAS. ROBINSON,
10th July, 1874.
Acting Secretary,

Adjourned Meeting, 3 July, 1874.
Australian Museum,
3 July, 1874, 4'30 p.m.
Present:—
The Honorable J. G. L. Innes,
TV’. A. Duncan, Esq.,
Professor Liversidge,
Dr. Alleyne,

Dr. Cox, .
*VV\ Macleay, Esq.,
Ed, S. Hill, Esq.,
A. W. Scott, Esq.,

C. Rolleston, Esq.
Mr. Rolleston reported that he had forwarded by letter to the Honorable the Minister for Justice
a copy of the resolutions passed yesterday ; and that he had called at the Law Offices aud found that the
letter had heen marked off' by the Minister to the Colonial Secretary, hut had not yet gone on.
The minute-book was sent for, but the Curator sent a letter refusing to attend, and declined to send
the books.
Moved
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Jloml by Mr. Duncan, seconded by Dr. Cox, “That the Museum be closed to-morrow at 11 o’clock
till further notice, and given in charge to the police, subject to the Colonial Secretary’s approval.”
Such Trustees as may be present to see this done.
Meeting adjourned till Tuesday next at 4> o’clock.
The Curator to be informed.
Confirmed,—■

IV. A. DUNCAN,
Chairman,
The minutes, of which tho foregoing is a correct copy, were read by mo at tbe adjourned monthly
meeting of the Trustees, held on the 13th instant They were then confirmed and signed by the Chairman,
and are here transcribed in obedience to a resolution passed at that meeting.
1G July, 1874.
CHAS. BOBINSON,
Acting Secretary.

Australian Museum,
4 July,
1874.
•/ *
I>r accordance with the resolutions of the Board of Trustees of the Museum, passed at the adjourned
meeting of I’riday, the 3rd instant, the following Trustees, namely, Messrs. Hill, Liversidge, Cox, and
Scott, attended at 11 o’clock am., being the hour appointed, for the following purposes, namely :—
1st. To carefully examine the present internal condition of the several parts of the building
appropriated, for the uses of the Museum, in order to render secure the fasteniugs of the
various windows and doors which give access to the different apartments, so that the property
of the Museum should be amplj'protected before being handed over to the police authorities.
2nd. And to hand over temporarily the Museum and its contents for protection into the custody
of the police, who were applied for by the Trustee through the Minister of Justice, and
approved of by him, and sanctioned by the Colonial Secretary,
The Trustees now beg to lay before the Board at their next adjourned meeting a minute of their
proceedings of this day,
The Trustees carefully examined the fastenings of the doors aud windows of the store and spirit
rooms, both below stairs, and ascertained them to be in a very defective state. One of tho windows, that
pointing to the north, of the store-room in the new building, was without a bolt, this having been taken off,
and wras only fastened by a wooden button, which could be readily displaced. Another window, pointing to
the wrest, had a small iron bolt, but was found by the Trustees wide open, affording an easy entrance to
any person desirous of so doing.
_ _ The Trustees understand that these windows wxre constructed by tbe Colonial Architect on the
principle of revolving ou centre pivots, and that they have been altered to their present form of opening
by binges by the orders of Mr. Krefft. The Trustees also found the store-room door wide open and very
ill-provided with fastenings.
_
The Trustees consider that this insecure and unsatisfactory condition of the premises must have
existed for a considerable period.
In the store room the Trustees found a man engaged upon some wood work, who gave his name and
address as John Miln, of 75, King-street, aud who stated that he was ordered some three weeks ago by
Mr. Krefft to dress upon wet days some packing ease boards, and this being a rainy forenoon he had resumed
work without orders, for he had found tbe store-room door wide open and went iu and out at his own
pleasure. He also said he was employed by Mr, Krefft as a gardener.
The passage stair which leads from below to withiu tho old Museum and gives access to the back of
the show cases was wide open, the only protection, a wooden grating, being removed. This grating is unpro
vided with fastenings, unless a small billet of wood, thrown on it, could be considered as such, and could
with ease be removed from below, and thus admit any one into the old Museum where the missing gold
was kept.
_ It became, therefore, very evident to tbo Trustees that with such careless supervision any person,
feloniously inclined, could enter the building by the north or west windows into the store-room and pass
freely up the stairs, thus gaining an easy access to the eases in which the specimens of gold were deposited,
as well as to other valuable exhibits. Tho Board-room door, leading to the passage behind the show cases
in the old building and to tbo stairs communicating with tho cellar below, had the key removed, although
it was seen by the Trustees iu the lock tbe day before,
_ The wretched condition of the various fastenings of the doors and windows of the establishment
having been ascertained, and a determination having been arrived at by the Trustees to have them properly
secured, the duty of delivering over the keys and property of the Museum to tbe Toltce authorities
devolved upon Dr. Cox aud Mr. Scott, as Messrs. Hill and Liversidge had to leave in consequence of
previous important engagements.
_ _ M>\ Dosbery, shortly after tbe departure of Messrs. Hill and Liversidge, arrived, bringing with him
official instruction from the Colonial Secretary to take over the charge of the Museum from tho Trustees,
in accordance with the desire expressed in their application made to and approved of by the Minister of
Education,
Mr. Eoshery requested that labor and materials should ho provided by tbe Institution, so that the
doors and windows should be securely barred to the satisfaction of the police, before taking possession of the
keys and property of the Muscuni.
The Trustees therefore instructed Mr. Thorpe, in the presence of Mr. Eoshery, to send for the
Barneses aud see that .they, under the supervision of the police, efficiently secured tho various entrances
withiu the building.
.
The Trustees likewise directed the workmen to use screws instead of nails, to avoid creating any
noise, so that Mrs. Krefft should not be disturbed during her illness.
202—C
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Mr. l^osbcry requested that when the police officer who accompanied the workmen was satisfied
that the security of the property was assured, the keys of the establishment should be placed in a sealed
envelope, and then delivered over to him or his agent, which duty the Trustees entrusted to Mr. Thorpe.
"The Trustees then left, having placed the Museum under the charge of the police.
'
ED. S. HILL.
AKCHD. LlVEltSJDGE.
A. W. SCOTT.
JAMES C. COX.
Confirmed,—"W. A. Dijscajt, Chairman,
Tho document, of which the foregoing is a correct copy, was read by me at the adjourned monthly
meeting of the Trustees, held on the 15th instant. It was then confirmed and signed by the Chairman,
and is here transcribed in obedience to a resolution passed at that meeting.
CHAS. ROBINSON,
July 16th, 1874.
'
Acting Secretary.

Monthly Meeting, 7 July, 1874.
Present:—
Ed. S. Hill, Esq.,
The Honorable J. G-. L. Innes
Professor Liversidge,
(A.ttorney G-eneral),
Capt. Onslow, R.N., M.P.,
AY. A. Duncan, Esq. (Collector of
A. W. Scott, Esq., M.A.,
Customs),
Dr. Alleyne (President of the
Dr. Belisario,
Medical Board),
Dr. Bennett,
Dr. Eortescue, and
James Barnet, Esq. (Colonial
Christopher Rolleston, Esq. (Auditor
Architect),
General), in the Chair.
Dr. Cox,
AYm. Macleay, Esq., M.P.,
The Board met at 3 o’clock p.m. Objection was taken that while several members of the Board
had been summoned f o attend at 3 o’clock p.m., the adjournment from the last meeting was until 4 o’clock
p.m., and that therefore the proceedings of this meeting between 3 and 4 o’clock were irregular.
Dr. Alleyne moved and the Attorney General seconded, “ That the meeting do now commence
de novo.'1
'
Agreed to.
The Chairman read the minutes of the meetings held on the 5th and 16th of June. Several mem
bers of tbe Board objected that tho minutes as read were not correctly recorded.
_
Mr. Macleay moved and Captain Onslow seconded, “That the minutes he not confirmed.'1
Agreed to.
Captain Onslow moved and Mr. Scott seconded, “ That having regard to the unsatisfactory manner
in which the duties of Secretary have been performed, Mr. Krefft be suspended from his office as
Secretary.”
The resolution was agreed to.
The Attorney General and the Collector of Customs did not vote.
Mr. AYilliam Macleay moved and Dr. Cox seconded, “ That Mr. Charles Robinson be appointed
temporarily to perform the duties of Secretary.”
Agreed to.
_
_
On the motion of Dr. Alleyne, the Acting Secretary was instructed to write to the Postmaster
Genera], requesting him to direct that all official correspondence addressed to the Trustees of the Austra
lian Museum, or to the Secretary of the Australian Museum, be delivered to the Acting Secretary.
The Chairman desired some expression of opinion on the part of the Board, as to whether the
inquiry, which the Sub-committee had been appointed to conduct into certain charges respecting the
conduct of the Curator, should he proceeded with or not. The Curator had been repeatedly requested to
attend the meetings of the Sub-eommittec, but had not attended. As chairman of the Sub-committee he
felt that it would be extremely undesirable to proceed with that inquiry in the absence of the Curator,
unless it were upon some formal resolutions passed upon the subject by the Trustees to the effect that it
is still desirable to continue the inquiry.
_
_
_
Captain Onslow moved and Mr. Macleay seconded, “ That the inquiry already instituted be proceeded
with and completed.”
The Attorney General moved and Dr. Alleyne seconded that the following words be added to the
motion, “And that in addition to the written list of charges already furnished to the Curator, he be referred
to the evidence given before the Select Committee, and that Mr. Krefft be again apprised of the fact of
the inquiry, and be again desired to attend.”
The words proposed to be added were so added, and the resolution as amended was agreed to.
The Chairman read a letter from Mr. Ed. P. Ramsay, dated July 6th, 1874, and applying for appoint
ment to the office of Sub-curator.
_
Air. Scott moved and Captain Onslow seconded, “ That Mr. Hill be empowered to appoint persons
to take a catalogue of the exhibits in the Museum.”
Agreed to.
_
The meeting stand adjourned until Wednesday, the 15th instant, at 3 o’clock, p.m.
Confirmed,—
W. A. DUNCAN,
Chas. Rouikson.
Chairman.
Acting Secretary—15/7/1874.
Wednesday,
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Adjourned Meeting, 'held, Wednesday, 13 July, 1874.
'
Present:—
Archibald Liversidge, Esq. (Professor of Geo
The Attorney Gencfral (The Hon. j
logy, &c., Sydney University),
J. G-. Ji. Innes, M.L.O.),
|
A. "VT. Scott, Esq., M.A.,
The Collector of Customs (W. A.
Duncan, Esq.),
James C. Cox, Esq., M.D.,
The President of the Medical Board,
Captain Onslow, Jt.lf., M.P.,
Edward S. Hill,'Esq., J.P.
(H. G. Alleyne, Esq., M.D.),
Mr. Duncan was moved into the chair.
The Acting Secretary read the minutes of the last meeting and they were confirmed.
The Acting Secretary read minutes of meetings held on the 11th of June, the Kith of June, the
2nd of July, the 3rd of July, and the 4th of July, which were severally confirmed. He also read certain
letters from Mr. Scott, attached to them.
It was moved by Mr. Scott and seconded by Captain Onslow that these minutes and letters he
entered in the minute-book.
Agreed to.
The Acting Secretary reported that the cheques which had been handed to him to pay to the
employes of the Institution had been declared by the Bank to be informal, inasmuch as they had not been
countersigned by the Secretary. The salaries had however been paid, and no inconvenience had arisen.
It was moved by Captain Onslow, and seconded Jby Mr. Hill, “ That the Chairman be requested to
write a letter to the Bank of New South Wales, intimating that Mr. Chas. Eobinson has been appointed
Acting Secretary, and has been authorized to couutersign cheques of the Museum, bearing the signature
of the Trustees, in lieu of Mr. Gerard Krefft, the Curator, as heretofore,”
Agreed to.
,
A letter to the above effect was thereupon written by the Chairman and posted to the Manager of
the Bank of New South Wales, George-street,
The following correspondence was read by the Acting Secretary;—
1. Copy of letter to Mr. E. P. Eamsay, informing him that his letter of date July Gth, 1874, had
been laid before the Board.
2. Copy of a leiter dated July 8th, 1874, from the Acting Secretary to the Postmaster General,
■
requesting “ That all letters addressed to the Trustees of the Australian Museum, or to the
Secretary of the Australian Museum,” might be delivered to the Acting Secretary.
3. Copy of a letter, date 10th July, 1874, from the Secretary to the Post Office acceding to the
arrangement proposed.
4. Copy of a letter, dated July S(.h, 1874, from Acting Secretary to the Curator, informing him of
the terms of the resolution suspending him from his office as Secretary, passed at the last
monthly meeting ; adding, “ That his services in the capacity of Secretary will not for the
present bo required by the Trustees,” requesting the Curator to forward to the Acting
Secretary “any official correspondence intended for the Trustees, which might come into his
possession,” and enclosing cheque for £41 13s. 4d.
• 5. Letter from Curator, dated July 8th, 1874, acknowledging receipt of letter last-named, and
enclosing a receipt for cheque.
The Secretary reported that, by direction of Mr. Hill he, on the 10th instant, applied to the
Curator by letter, for the letter book, exchange book, and petty cash book ; and that on the llth instant
he had received the following reply from the Curator, dated July llth, 1874:—
“ I received jour two notes of the 10th instant. With regard to the books you require of mo, I beg to point out to
you that l was turned out of my rooms by the 'Irneteos without a moment’s notice, aud that I shall hand over
to them every book or other property belonging to the Museum as soon as T am at liberty to collect thorn.”

Some members of the Board desiring to have the second letter of the Curator received ou the same
date, the Acting Secrefary reported that that letter was in reply to one from him, informing the Curator
that the Sub-committee would meet on the 13th instant to proceed with the inquiry, respecting charges
against him, and inviting his attendance. Mr. Krefft’s reply was dated July llth, 1874, and was as
follows:—
’
Dear Sir,
Will you kindly inform the Chairman of the Sab-commitloe that I have forwarded the Honorable the
Attorney General a full statement of my nose, and the reasons why I decline to he tided by a tribunal of Judges
who have ill-will against me i who have shown this ill-will on previous occasions; who insisted that I should
.
supply the men I then accused with a list of my charges duly specified and signed by mo ; and who now decline
to accord the same privilege to myself I can only meet men of the sfamp whom your Sub-eominittee havo
arraigned against me on oath, and in a properly constituted law Court; and
I remain, &e.,
Chas. Robinson, Rsq., Ac.
•
GJSRARD KREFFT,

The Attorney General said that he had received a communication from Mr. Krefft, which was
probably the statement referred to in that letter; observing that that statement was addressed to the
Trustees, he returned it to the Curator unread.
■
Tho Chairman directed the messenger to request the attendance of the Curator in the Board-room.
The messenger returned with the answer that “ Mr. Krefft was iu bed with a bad cold, and could
not attend.” He also handed in a letter from the Curator.
The Chairman then sent the following note to the Curator by the messenger, whom he directed to
wait for an answer :—
15th July, 18V4.
Sir,
I am requested by the Trustees to obtain from you the petty cash book, the letter hook, the eschange
book, twenty-four copies of the Report from the Select Committee, and a numbers of keys, which are wanting.
If you cannot leave your room, will you be good enough to state where they can be found.
W. A. DUNCAN,
Chairman.

The messenger returned and delivered to the Chairman half-a-sovereign, the petty cash book, and a
number of accounts, particulars of which were entered therein.
The Chairman directed the messenger to ascertain where the articles referred to where to ho found,
and to ascertain whether they were iu the Board-room or not.
The
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The messenger returned with the following reply:—“Mrs. Krefft says Mr. Krefft does not know
whether they are in the Board room or not. They may be down in the rooms that he is barred out of;
when he is about he may be able to get them.”
It was unanimously resolved, on the motion of Captain Onslow, seconded by Dr. Cox, “ That
the Acting Secretary be directed to write to Mr. Krefft, reguesting him to hand over to the Acting
Secretary the missing books, papers, and keys, before 3 p.m. on T rid ay, 17th July ; and to inform him
that, in default of this being done, the matter will be referred to the next Board M.eeting, with a view to
his dismissal.”
Mr. Hill explained what he had done in regard to taking a numerical catalogue of the specimens
in the Museum. He had obtained tbe necessary clerical assistance, and had been in daily attendance at
the Museum, The work was now so far advanced that the public might be admitted to all parts of the
Institution hitherto thrown open to them. The Curator had been applied to for all the keys of the
Museum, but all the keys had not been handed over, and he had therefore been unable to complete the
catalogue. Among the missing keys were those giving access to the taxidermist’s rooms, and the recesses
under the lepidoptera cases had not been examined.
A letter, dated 15th July, and a printed statement enclosed therein, handed in from Mr. Krefft at
an earlier period of the meeting, were read by the Acting Secretary.
The Acting Secretary was directed to obtain minute books, stationery, &c.
The following requisitions were handed in and read :—
No. X.
“ Australian Museum, 15 July, 1874.
“We, the undersigned, Trustees of tho Australian Museum, beg to recommend Alfred Roberts, Esq., to fill
the vacancy caused by the retirement of His Excellency the Governor, as Elective Trustee, on account of bis
scientific and literary attainments.
"A. W. SCOTT.
W, A. DUNCAN.
JAMES C. COX.
ARTHUR ONSLOW.
ARCHIBALD LIVERSIDGE.”

No. 2.
"Wc, the undersigned, Trustees of the Australian Museum, propose Mr. James Norton, for ballot as a.
Trustee, in consideration of his scientific attainments.
“JAMES C. COX.
ARCHIBALD LIVERSIDGE.
ARTHUR ONSLOW.
W. A. DUNCAN.
A. W. SCOTT.”
“Australian Museum, 16th July, 1874.

Confirmed,—
"W. A. DUNCAN,
Chairman,

Chas. Hobinson,
Acting Secretary—17/7/1S/'l'.

Adjow'ned, Meeting, Friday117 July, 1874.
Present:—
"W. A. Duncan, Esq. (Collector of Customs),
’Wm. Macleay, Esq., M.P.,
'
Professor Liversidge,
Ed. S. Hill, Esq., J.P.,
James C. Cox, Esq., M.D.,
A. "W. Scott, Esq., M.A.,
Geo. Eortescue, Esq., M.B.,
H. Or. Alleyne, M.D. (President of
Chris. Eolleston, Esq. (Auditor General).
the Medical Board),
Mr. Duncan was called to the chair.
The minutes of the last meeting were read by the Acting Secretary, and confirmed.
The Acting Secretary read the following correspondence:—
■
1. Letter, dated 16th July instant, from Acting Secretary to the Curator, requesting him to hand
over the exchange book, letter book, and all other books, papers, and documents, the
property of the Institution; also all the keys of the Museum, and informing him that, in
the event of refusal or neglect, the matter would be brought forward at the next Board
meeting, with a view to his dismissal.
2. Letter from the Curator, dated 17th July instant, to the Trustees, stating that ho complies
“ with the demand of the Trustees by handing over to Mr. Chas. Robinson such books, papers,
documents, and keys as so demanded, as far as he is able to do so, from the rooms at present
at his disposal, intimating at the same time that there may he some others which he has not
been able at present to collect, which, should he find, he would at once forward as directed,”
The Acting Secretary pointed out the books, papers, and keys which the messenger had placed in
the room ten minutes before the hour of meeting.
Mr. Hill said that the keys sent in were simply a hunch of duplicate keys, made originally for tho
cases. There were none which would open the door of the taxidermist’s room, and to give access to-other
parts of the building, where there were valuable specimens. Wc should have completed the numerical
catalogue some days ago but for tbe want of those keys.
Dr. Alleyne pointed out that tho 24 copies of the Report obtained by the Curator from the Govern
ment Printing Office, for distribution to the Trustees, had not been distributed, nor were they among the
books aud papers sent in.
Dr. Cox said that letter-book containing the correspondence taken by the copying-press was not
among the papers; he considered that it was important that that book should be in the hands of tho
Trustees.
It
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It was unanimously resolved, on the motion of Dr. Alleyne seconded by Mr. Hill, “ That the
Curator has not complied with the request of the Trustees, contained in the letter of the_ Acting Secretary
of the 16th instant, inasmuch as he has not produced tho original keys of the Institution, nor the keys
of the taxidermist’s rooms and of certain drawers, uor has he produced the letter-hook and certain other
documents, known to be in his possession.”
J. A. Thorpe was called in and examined with respect to the keys sent by the Curator.
It was resolved, on motion im.de by Mr. Hill and seconded hy Mr. Macleay, “ That Mr, Krefft he
suspended forthwith from his office as Curator of the Australian Museum.”
Mr. Kollcston did not vote.
It was unanimously resolved, on motion made by Mr. Hill and seconded hy Mr. Rolleston, “That
the Acting Secretary inform Mr. .Krefft of his suspension, and request him to hand over, without further
delay, the keys of the Museum, aud the papers and books belonging to the Institution, still retained by
him.”
It was unanimously resolved, on motion made by Dr. Cox and seconded by Mr. Scott, “ That the
Acting Secretary be instructed to inform the Minister for Justice and Public Instruction of the suspension
of the Curator, and also to state that the Trustees are ready to open the Museum, provided police pro
tection be continued.”
_
.
Mr. Hill reported that in that part of the building, the keys of which were not forthcoming, there
was a large and valuable collection of insects which ought to he examined to prevent their destruction.
The taxidermist informed him they were in danger of being spoiled for want of air, or of being destroyed
by insect life.
_
_
_
Mr. Scott said, that he had seen dermestes crawling about in some of the cases, and they would
quickly destroy insect specimens.
_
It was unanimously resolved, on motion made by Mr. Macleay, “ That Mr. Hill be empowered to
take anv steps which may be necessary for tbe due preservation of the specimens.”
Dr. Cox called attention to tbe item of 30s. put down in the petty cash book for the wages of a
man named Milne. He bad certified the account as being correct; but he objected to the payment of tbe
amount, for it now appeared that Milne was not in any way a servant of the Museum, but was simply
employed by Mr. Krefft for his own personal advantage aud convenience.
John hlilne was called iu and examined as to whether or not he had been employed upon work for
the Museum.
_
_
,
The Chairman read a letter from the Acting Secretary respecting the remuneration to be paid to
him.
_
It was unanimously resolved, “ That the Acting Secretary be paid hy fees froin the date of Ins
appointment until the end of tho present month, namely, at the rate of one guinea for his attendance at
each meeting, and that after that date his salary be fixed at two guineas per week.”
It was unanimously resolved, on motion made by Mr. Hill, seconded by Mr. Macleay, “ That the
Acting Secretary be instructed to request the Postmaster General to send all letters addressed to the
' Curator’ to the Acting Secretary."
The meeting stauds adjourned until Tuesday next, at 3 p.m.
Confirmed,—
GEORGE BENNETT, M.D.,
Chas. Robes son,

'

Chairman.

Acting Secretary—21/7/74.

Adjourned Monthly Meeting, held on Tuesday, 21 July, 1874.
Present:—
E. S. Hill, Esq, J.P,
Wm. Macleay, Esq, M.P.,
Professor Liversidge,
George Bennett, Esq, M.D,
A. "W. Scott, Esq, M.A,
James C. Cox, Esq, M.D,
H. G. Alleyne, Esq, M.D.
Dr. Bennett was called to the chair.
.
The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.
,
The following correspondence was read :—
1. A letter, dated July 18th, from the Acting Secretary to the Minister of Justice and Public
Instruction, informing him of the suspension of the Curator; and also, that the Trustees
are prepared to re-opeu the Museum to the public if the protection of the police be
continued.
2. A letter, dated July 18th, from the Acting Secretary to Mr. Krefft, informing him that the
This tees had suspended him from his office as Curator, and that the Trustees require him to
hand over, without further delay, the keys of the Museum, and all papers and hooks
belonging to tbo Institution, still retained by him. Mr. Thorpe, the taxidermist, would
receive anything he might have for the Trustees.
_
3. A paper entitled “ copy of medical certificate,” with a memo, at the foot, signed “ A. Krefft.
4. A letter, dated 20 July, from Mrs. Krefft, asking to be put in possession of a washing-copper
and other articles, her private property.
_
_
’
Mr. Hill reported that, as the missing kej's of the Institution had not heen delivered up, he had
called in tho assistance of a locksmith and picked the locks. The rooms had beon opened to-day and
wore now being examined. Prom the close atmosphere in these rooms the specimens were in dangc r of
being spoiled.
Dr. Cox called attention to the insecure state of the building by reason of tbe east and west
windows being open, excepting in so far as they had been temporarily barred by tbe Trustees. Those windows
outfit to be permanently closed, as access to all parts of the Institution could be had through them.
0
The
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The Chairman remarked that those windows had heen for a long time in this state.
Mr. A. W. Scott pointed out that many articles, the property of the Institution, were missing from
the Board room, where they had heen ordinarily kept.
It was unanimously resolved, on motion made by Mr. Macleay and seconded by Dr. Cox, “ That
in the event of the Government acceding to the request of the Trustees for the continuance of polico
protection, Mr. Hill be appointed to make all necessary arrangements for the opening of the Museum to
the public.”
The meeting stands adjourned until Thursday, the 30th instant, at 3 o’clock, p.m.
Confirmed,—
Chas. Eobestboh,
W. A. DUNCAN,
Acting Secretary—30/7/1S74.
Chairman.

Adjourned Monthly Meeting, Thursday, BO July, 1874.
Present:—
The Attorney General (The Hon,
Wtn. Macleay, Esq., M.P.,
J. G. L. Innes),
Edward S. Hill, Esq., J.P.,
The Collector of Customs (W. A.
A. TV. Scott, Esq., M.A.,
Duncan, Esq.),
James 0 Cox, Esq., M.D.,
' Geo. Eortescue, Esq., M.D.
W. A. Duncan, Esq., was called to the chair.
The minutes of last meeting were read and confirmed.
The following letters were read :—
1. Trubner & Co., London, June 9, to Trustees, advising shipment of case of books per mail
steamer “ Hindostan,” and enclosing invoice.
2. Jtev. W. B. Clarke, M.A., July 21, 1874, requesting leave of absence from Board meetings
for six months from the present date, on the ground of ill health.
3. Secretary to the Post Office, July 22, 1874, acceding to arrangement proposed in letter of
17th instant, that letters or newspapers intended for the Curator, the Secretary, or the
Trustees of the Museum, be forwarded to the address of the Acting Seeretarv.
4. Mr, Krefft to Mr. E. S. Hill, July 22, 1874, asking to be permitted to use the cellar for
domestic purposes.
5. Mr. E. S. Hill to Mr. Krefft, July 22, 1874, informing him that as t he Museum was still in
charge of the police lie has no discretion in the matter; but offering to hand over any
articles the private property of Mr. Krefft.
The Acting Secretary was instructed to write to tho Bcv. "W. B. Clarke, and to inform him that
the Trustees had granted the leave of absence applied for, and also to express their sympathy with
him.
*
The Acting Secretary reported that shortly before the hour of meeting to-day, Mr, Krefft had sent
down 124 vols. of books, a tin box (locked), and a small case of ten specimens of marine telegraphic
cable: These articles were pointed out to the Trustees. He also reported that he had obtained from the
agent of the P. & 0. Co., the ease referred to in Trubner & Co.’s letter. The case was addressed
“ Gerard "Krefft, Esq., Australian Museum,” and Mr. Krefft had claimed it from tbo messenger. The
case was opened in the presence of the Board, and its contents were found to correspond with Triibner <fc
Co.’s invoice, which states that the goods were shipped by them “on account and risk of Trustees of the
Australian Museum, Sydney.” Date of invoice, June 8,1874. Amount, £6 8s. 2d. •
Some conversation took place respecting the re-opening of the Museum to the public. The
Attorney General suggested that extra assistance should be employed to enable that to he done. Mr. Hill
stated that most of the keys of tho Institution were still retained by Mr. Krefft, who was now under
suspension, and if the public were to bo admitted in the absence of polico protection tbe Trustees would
have no guarantee for the safe custody of the specimens.
It was resolved, on motion made by the Attorney General, “ That the Acting Secretary he instructed
to write to tbe Minister of Justice and Public Instruction, calling attention to tho letter of the 18th instant,
and requesting an answer at his earliest convenience.”
Mr. Hill reported that the Sub-committee appointed to inquire into certain charges against tho
Curator had concluded the inquiry so far as taking evidence was concerned, and would be in a position to
report to the next monthly meeting of the Board. He had also finished the catalogue of the specimens
and of the books in the library.
Some conversation took place with regard to the printing of the evidence taken by the Sub-committee.
The Attorney General thought that the evidence ought to be printed. Mr. Macleay did not
consider it necessary that the evidence should be printed.
It was resolved, on motion made by Mr. Macleay, seconded by Mr. Scott, “ That the Sub-committee
be requested to have the evidence printed, and that the Acting Secretary be instructed to request tbe
Minister for ilustice and Public Instruction to obtain tbe necessary authority for tho printing of the
evidence confidentially at the Government Printing Office.”
Confirmed,—
Chas. Kobe:son,
TV. A. DUNCAN,
Acting Secretary—G/8/74.
Chairman.
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Monthly Meeting, Thursday, 6 August, 1874.
Present:—
The Colonial Treasurer (the Hon.
"Wm. Macleay, Esq., M.P.,
Gh A. Lloyd),
Capt. Onslow, E.H., M P,,
The Attorney (general (the Hon.
Geo. Bennett, Esq., M.D.,
J. Gr. L. Innes),
Ed. S. Hill, Esq,, J.P,
The Auditor General (Chris.
James C. Cos, Esq, M.D,
Jto'leston, Esq.),
A. W. Scott, Esq, M.A,
The Collector of Customs (W. A.
Archibald Liversidge, Esq, Professor, Sydney
Duncan, Esq.),
University.
Dr Belisario.
W. A. Duncan, Esq, was called to the chair.
The minutes of last meeting were read and confirmed.
Payment of the following accounts was authorized, and cheques were signed for that purpose :—
Acting Secretary, salary to 31 July...............................................
J. A. Thorpe, monthly wages ..........................................................
H. Barnes,
„
............................................................
R. Barnes,
,,
m. o’Grady,
„
............................
J. Macntunara,
„
............................................................
Petty cash for July............................................................................
„
August ....................
.
York )
.
..................(
Clarke f ^er^s employed upon numerical catalogue ........... j

£

s.

14
12
12
10
10
1
6
6
10
8
21
37
9
4
1
2

14
10
10
0
0
10
10
10
10
8
7
7
9
7
17
7

d,
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
8
2

Edwin Burton, shorthand writing...................................................
Chas. Robinson,
„
.......................................................
J. Goulde, British birds..................................................................
Reading & Co, stationery ...............................................................
"W. Maddoek, books ........................................................................
S. M. Herald, advertising ...............................................................
Letters were read, as follows:—
1. Acting Secretary to Rev. W. B. Clarke, July 31, informing him that the Board has granted
six months’ leave of absence, and expressing svmpathy,
2. Acting Secretary to Minister for Justice, &c, July 31, inviting attention to Acting Secretary’s
letter of 18th respecting re-opening of the Museum, and requesting a reply at earliest
convenience.
3. Acting Secretary to Minister for Justice, &c, requesting authority for printing of evidence
taken before the Sub-committee appointed to inquire into certain charges against the
Curator.
4. Under Secretary to the Minister for Justice to the Acting Secretary, August 1, informing him
that instructions have been given to the Government Printer for the printing of the evidence
as requested.
5. E. P. Ramsay to the Trustees, July 28th, requesting an answer to bis letter of July Gth,
offering his services as Assistant Curator.
6. Gerard Krefft to Trustees, enclosing key of tin box sent in by him with a number of books at
last meeting,
'
7. Gerard Kreftt to Collector of Customs, respecting three cases of natural history per “John
Knox” from Hew Zealand.
8. Gerard Kreflt to the Trustees, August G, claiming to he put in possession of any letters,
parcels, or cases addressed to him, either in his own name or as Curator of the Australian
Museum
9. Ralione, Feez, & Co, to Acting Secretary, August 5, requesting that three cases of natural
history, marked MG, per " John Knox,” may be handed to them ; and enclosing copy of a
letter from Julius Haast, Christ Church, N.Z , advising them of the shipment of said cases,
and requesting them to forward cases by first opportunity to the Museum Goddefroy in
Hamburg,
"
10. Geo. Palmer to E. S. Hill, July 20, applying for employment in the Museum.
In' regard to the three cases of natural history, referred to in the correspondence, the Acting
Secretary reported that three cases, marked MG, as described by Messrs. Rabone, Eeez, & Co, and their
correspondent, Julius Haast, had been brought to the Museum. They boro no address, but entries had
been passed for them by the Customs House Agent of the Trustees, because he had seen them mentioned
in the manifest as being consigned to the Australian Museum. The cases were now in the Board-room,
and had not been opened.
It was unanimously resolved, on motion made by Mr. B. S. Hill, seconded by Mr. Rolleston. that
the three cases, marked MG. bo returned to the Queen’s Warehouse, in charge of the Collector of Customs
—Rabone, Eeez, & Co. to be informed.
The Acting Secretary was instructed to inform Mr. Ramsay, in reply to his letter read this day,
that the Trustees regret that they are unable to entertain his proposals at present.
A letter from M. de Robillard, addressed to Dr. Bennett and Wm. Macleay, Esq, as Trustees of
the Australian Museum, was deferred for consideration to a future day.
A ballot was taken for the election of Trustees. Alfred Roberts, Esq, and James Norton, Esq,
were each elected hy a unanimous vote.
The Acting Secretary reported the work given out to Henry and Robert Barnes during the month.
,
The following donations were reported, and letters of thanks were signed by the Chairman :—A
hying squirrel (lielideus semrrus), by the Hon. Charles Campbell, The Pines, Newtown; a beaver rat
{Hgdromes chrysoyaster), by Mr. Crichton, Kiandra; a brush turkey (Tallegalia Lathami), from the Botanic
Gardens ; a black swan (Gygnus atratus), from the Botanic Gardens ; a mandarin duck {Aise galericulala),
from the Botanic Gardens.
]\Iri
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Mr. Edward S. Hill brought up a- report of tbe numerical contents of the Australian Museum,
with an appendix, both dated August 5 ; and they were read by the Anting Secretary.
It was unanimously resolved, on motion made by Mr. Rolleston, and seconded by Mr. Macleay,
That the Report now read be received, and that the thanks of the Trustees be given to Mr. Hill for the
labour he has bestowed upon the work.”
_
_
Mr. Hill expressed his acknowledgments, and presented the inventories whicli had been prepared
under his direction.
...
.
.
Mr. Rolleston, as chairman of the Sub-committee appointed to inquire into certain charges against
the Curator, desired to be informed whether the Sub-committee would be held harmless in the event of
legal proceedings—whether in fact the report would be accepted as confidential and privileged F
Discussion ensued.
. _ _
Mr. Rolleston, understanding that the Trustees were prepared to accept responsibility in regard to
the inquiry made by the Sub-committee, and to receive the report as confidential, handed the document to
the Chairman.
The report was read by the Acting Secretary.
.
.
_
It was unanimously resolved, on motion made by Mr. Macleay, and seconded by Captain Onslow,
<f That the report now read he received, and that the thanks of tho Eoard he given to the sub-committee.
Mr. Macleay moved that the meeting he adjourned until Three o’clock to-morrow, for the consi
deration of the report.
'
•
Mr. Scott seconded the motion.
_
_
The Attorney General moved, by way of amendment, that the meeting adjourn until this day week.
The Colonial Treasurer seconded the amendment, and it was agreed to by six votes to five.
Printed copies of evidence taken before the Sub-committee were distributed.
Tbe meeting stands adjourned until Thursday next, the 13th instant, at Three o’clock.
Confirmed,—
W. A. DUNCAN,
Chas. Robtjtsos',
Chairman.
Acting Secretary—13/8/1871.
Thursday, 13 August.
Present:—
The A.ttorney General (The Hon. .1.
Professor Liversidge,
G. L. Innes),
Edward S. Hill, Esq.,
The Colonial Treasurer (The Hon.
“Win. Macleay. Esq., M.P.,
G-. A. Lloyd),
James C. Cox, Esq., M.D.,
The Collector of Customs' CW. A.
George Bennett, Esq., M.D.,
Duncan, Esq.),
Alfred Roberts, Esq,,
The Surveyor General (P. F. Adams,
A. ‘W. Scott, Esq., M.A.
Esq.),
,
The minutes of last meeting were read and confirmed.
'
The following correspondence was read:—
.
1. Letter from the Hon. Charles Campbell, August 8, to TV. A. Duncan, Esquire, stating that
TV. Gr. O'Neill, of Qucanbeyan, was the donor of the flying squirrel for which a letter of
.
thanks had heen sent to him.
_
_
2. Letter from Acting Secretary to Rabone, Eeez, & Co., A.ug. 7, iuforming them that the three
eases of natural history, per “John Knox,” had been returned to the Queen’s warehouse.
3. Acting Secretary to E. P, Ramsay, Aug. 7, intimating that the Trustees were unable to
entertain his proposal for appointment to the office of Assistant Curator at present.
_
d. Acting Secretary to Alfred Roberts, Esq., informing him that he had been elected a trustee in
the room of His Excellency the Governor.
5. Acting Secretary to James Norton, Esq., informing him that he had heen elected a trustee.
The Chairman reported that he had delivered the three cases of natural history, per “ John Knox,”
to Messrs. Rabone, Feez, & Co., they having satisfied him that they were entitled to receive the same.
The Anting Secretary reported that the framed photograph, “ View in Venice,” had been returned
to Mr. J. R. Clarke, tho owner of it, and he produced Mr. Clarke’s receipt for the same.
A letter of thanks was signed hy the Chairman, to W. G. O'Neill, Esq,, for his donation of a flying
squirrel.
_
.
The Acting Secretar3r, by direction of the Chairman, read the evidence given before the Trustees,
on the 17th July, hy John Milne, and Milne’s receipt for 30s., appended thereto, _ _
The Acting Secretary read the report from Sub-committee appointed to inquire into certain charges
against the Curator.
Mr. Scott moved, and Mr. Macleay seconded, “That the report now read be adopted.”
Discussion ensued.
_
Mr. Lloyd moved, “ That the further consideration of the matter stand over to this day week.”
Dr. Bennett seconded the motion.
The motion for adjournment was negatived. Ayes, 2 ; noes, 6. Ayes—Mr. Lloyd and Dr. Bennett.
Noes—Professor Liversidge, Mr. Hill, Mr. Macleay, Dr. Cox, Mr. Roberts, Mr. Scott.
_
The motion for the adoption of the report was agreed to. Ayes, 6 ; noes, 3. Professor Liversidge,
Mr. Hill, Mr. Macleay, Dr, Cox, Mr. Roberts, Mr. Scott. Noes—Mr. Innes, Mr. Lloyd, Dr. Bennett.
Mr. Hill moved, "That the Curator be dismissed from the Institution.”
Air. Macleay seconded the motion; and, in doing so, suggested that perhaps the more regular course
would be to first call upon Mr. Krefft to show cause.
_
Conversation ensued on this point, and finally it was unanimously resolved, on motion made by tho
Attorney General, seconded by the Colonial Treasurer, “ That Mr, Gerard Krefft be called upon to show
cause why lie should not be dismissed from his office as Curator and Secretary of the Australian Museum”
—the Curator to he informed that he must reply before 3 o'clock on Thursday, the 20th.
The
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The Attorney General moved, and the Colonial Treasurer seconded, “ That the Curator be informed
that he can have a copy of the evidence taken before the Sub-committee if he desires it.”
The motion was negatived. Ayes, 3; noes, 6.
The meeting stands adjourned until 3 o’clock on Thursday next.
Confirmed,—
Chas. Eoeinsok,
"W. A. DUNCAN,
Acting Secretary—28/8/1874.
Chairman,

Adjourned Monthly Meeting, Thursday,
August, 1874.
Present:—
James C, Cox, Esq.,
The Collector of Customs (W. A.
"Wm. Macleay, Esq., M.P.,
Duncan, Esq.),
Edward S. Hill, Esq.,
The Auditor General (Christopher
James Norton, Esq.,
Eolleston, Bsq.),
Professor Liversidge,
Captain Onslow, E.N., M.P.,
A. W. Scott, Esq., M.A,,
George Bennett, Bsq., M.D.,
George Fortescue, Esq,, M.B.,
Alfred Eoberts, Esq.,
,
H. G. Alleyne, Esq., M.D.
The Collector of Customs was called to the chair.
The minutes of last meeting were read and confirmed.
The following correspondence was read :—
1. Acting Secretary to Gerard Krefft, August 13, calling upon the Curator and Secretary to
show cause why he should not he dismissed.
2. Gerard Krefft to Trustees, August 19, asking to be supplied with the defined grounds of
accusation, and the evidence taken before the Sub-committee appointed to inquire into his
conduct.
3. Letter from J. Grey to the Manager, Albion Park, August 9, respecting a donation of the
head of a guard-fish and a specimen of the trigger-fish.
4. Acting Secretary to J. Grey, August 30, informing him that the donations of which he apprised
the Trustees in his letter of the 9th had not yet come to hand.
5. J. A. Henderson, North Creek, Ballina, August 4, 1874, to the Curator, stating that he had
forwarded a case containing one bottle of small snakes, lizards, and beetles, also 338 land
shells, and asking that a gallon of spirits of wine might be sent to him.
6. A letter from John Dudderidge to the Trustees, enclosing an account for hay, bran, and corn.
Mr. Eolleston moved and Dr. Bennett seconded, 11 That the Curator be supplied with a copy of
the evidence taken before the Sub-committee appointed to inquire into his conduct.”
Mr. Hill moved and Mr. Macleay seconded the following amendment, “That all the words after
the word ; that’ be omitted, with a view to the insertion of the following words 1 Mr, Gerard Krefft be
dismissed from his office as Curator and Secretary.’ ”
Discussion ensued.
The amendment was agreed to on the following vote : Ayes, 10 ; noes, 2,—namely: Ayes : Captain
Onslow, Mr. Eoberts, Dr. Cox, Mr. Macleay, Mr. Hill, Mr. Norton, Professor Liversidge, Mr. Scott, Dr.
Eortescue, and Dr. Alleyne. Noes : Mr. Eolleston and Dr. Bennett.
On the motion of Mr. Eoberts, it was unanimously resolved, “ That the Acting Secretary be instructed
to inform the Minister for Justice and Public Instruction of the course the Trustees have considered it
necessary to take in regard to the dismissal of the Curator and Secretary, and to furnish him with a copy
of the report of the Sub-committee and evidence taken before it, and also with a copy of Milne’s account,
and the evidence taken before the Board on the 17th of July last.”
On the motion of Mr. Macleay, seconded by Dr. Fortescue, it was unanimously resolved, “ That the
Acting Secretary he instructed to acquaint Mr. Krefft with the fact of his dismissal, and the grounds upon
which the Trustees have felt it their duty to come to that determination, Mr. Krefft also to he required to
give up his apartments on or before the 31st day of August instant.”
The Acting Secretary explained that it was necessary that he should leave Sydney on urgent
business, but that he could arrange for the efficient and satisfactory performance of the duties of his ofiSee
during his absence.
'
It was unanimously resolved, on motion made hy Mr. Eoberts, that one month’s leave of absence be
granted to the Acting Secretary.
.
Mr. Eoberts drew attention to the importance of providing secure locks to the doors and cases of
the Museum, in view of its being re-opened to the public, and—
It was unanimously resolved, on motion made by Dr. Cox, seconded by Mr. Scott, “ That Mr. Hill be
empowered to see that proper locks be put upon all cases and doors of the Museum.”
t
The meeting stands adjourned until Thursday next, the 27th instant, at 3 o’clock p.m.
Confirmed,—
Chas. Eobisson,
A. W. SCOTT1,
Acting Secretary—27/8/1874.
■
Chairman.
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Tin: pBiircrpAL Uitobk Secbetaky to Tub Chairman of the Sydney City ahd Shbubbah Sewage
an’d Hearth Board.

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 28 April, 1875.
Sib,

With r Terence to the matters laid before the Colonial Secretary hy a deputation from the
Sewage and Healt i Board on the 21st instant, I am now directed to communicate to the Board the
following additiona instructions which the Ooremment have determined to give for their guidance.
2. Numerous representations having been made respecting the sickness and death alleged to have
been occasioned during the last few months by the unclean state of the city, and by the pollution of the
waters of the Harbour by the sewers and drains, and it being certain, whatever the cause, that an unusual
amount of sickness, and an unusual number of deaths have recently occurred, I am desired to request
that the Board will, at their earliest possible convenience, make such inquiries as will enable them to
advise the Government as to the immediate and temporary measures that should be taken—if any are
possible—to prevent or mitigate' these evils.
3. In consideration of the importance of this matter, the Colonial Secretary trusts that the Board
will report upon it without delay, leaving for more mature consideration the general question of the best
method to adopt for draining the city and suburbs and disposing of the sewage matter.
4. More detailed instructions will be furnished from time to time respecting the general inquiry
entrusted to the Board.
5. Mr. Bobertson desires me to request that the Board will determine the number of members that
shall form a quorum.
I have, &c.,
HENRY HALBOBAN.
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THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD.

PROGRESS REPORT.
To tlie Honorable the Colonial Secretary,—
Sir,

.

Having been instructed by you to advise the Government, as soon as
possible, as to any measures which might be immediately adopted for removing or
mitigating the evils said to have arisen in Sydney and the suburbs from defective
drainage and other causes, we lose no time in presenting this Progress Report.
1. In the very earliest stages of our inquiry, a state of things was revealed of so
revolting and dangerous a kind that we determined at once to confine our attention
at first to the one point which is the subject of this Report.
■
_ 2. We find that, of 5,400 closets supplied with water from the Sydney water
mains, 4,700 are directly connected with the mains. The certain consequence of
this most unusual arrangement is, that the water supplied to the inhabitants for
household purposes is polluted with matt er which some high authorities consider too
offensive to be admitted even into the public sewers.
The fact that such contami
nation has occurred has been known since May, 1.874, and some of the particulars
of the case which came to light during that month have been described in the public
Press. The subject is not a pleasant one, but we think it desk-able to review the
matter in all its revolting details, for the purpose partly of exciting in the public
mind a wholesome state of dread and disgust.
3. In the month of May, 1874, in consequence of information received, the
Inspector of Nuisances visited a house in Castlereagh-street. He found the dis
charge pipe of the water-closet completely choked up, the pan full of solid and liquid
matter, the supply cock open, so that there "was a free and direct communication
between the pan of the closet and the water-pipe ■which supplied several houses.
Having drawn off a tumblerful of water from a tap in an adjoming yard, used for
household purposes, he found it to contain solid foecal matter.
Subsequent
examination showed that the ivater-pipe was partly choked up with similar
matter, and the "water supplied to several adjoining houses was found to have been
thus polluted. The Inspector is of opinion, moreover, that some of the contents of
tins closet must have found their way into the mains, so that it is impossible to say
how far the pollution extended. Those of the public who read the accounts that
appeared in the public Press of tins affair, no doubt regarded it as an unforeseen
and singular accident, and that measures would of course be immediately taken
to render, it quite impossible that anything so horrible and so dangerous should
occur again. Unfortunately, however, it appears that it "was not an accident at all,
but a necessary and obvious result of the existing arrangements. There was nothing
exceptional in this case but its magnitude. It "was a particularly aggravated case,
and "was therefore, as far as we know", the first to be detected. Similar accidents, if
they can be called such, on a small, we hope on a very small scale, must be of
frequent if not daily occurrence. They form part of the regular routine of the
Sydney Water Supply.
4. Before proceeding with our narrative of events relating to this very unpleasant
subject, we will describe how it is that the water in the mains is contaminated with
"what ought to he sewage matter. We are informed that the water supply is now
continuous—that the water is never, except under exceptional circumstances, cut off
by day or by night. We have the best evidence, however, that it is a matter of
daily occurrence that the "water is cut off from particular mains for purposes of
repak- or of making new connections. When this takes place the "water retiring
from the main produces a very powerful suction,—sufficient, in some cases, to raise
Avatcr
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water from 20 to 25 feet. We are also informed by Mr. Bell, although it does not
appear in the evidence, that it frequently happens, when a large quantity of water
is drawn from the mains for watering the streets, or other purposes, that a similar
powerful suction takes place in the upper parts of the mains. If the valves or cocks
directly connecting the water-pipes with the pans of closets were always closed, and
were perfectly water-tight and air-tight, even under high-pressure, no harm would
arise; but plumber’s work is not always perfect, and the best is liable to get out of
repair. Wc have evidence also that it very frequently happens that the communica
tion between the water-pipes and the pan of the closet is left open, either through
carelessness or under the mistaken idea that a useless waste of water will purify the
closet. Whenever the water is turned off from a main—and this, we repeat, is a
matter of daily occurrence—that main sucks at all the closets directly connected
with it, with a pressure in some cases sufficient to raise water out of a well 20 feet
deep. If the plumber’s work is not perfect, or if the cock is left open, the foul air
from the pan of the closet must be drawn into the water-pipes, and contaminate
the water which the inhabitants drink. This must happen daily. If any such
closet should be choked, and the pan be full—and such a contingency can hardly he
regarded as an extraordinary one—at the time when the water is shut off from the
main, then the contents of the pan of the closet, whatever they might he, would
necessarily be drawn into the water-pipes, for the benefit not only of the inmates of
that particular house, hut of the neighbourhood generally. We repeat, and we
think the matter cannot be too strongly expressed or too often insisted upon,
until a perfect remedy has been applied, that the water mains of Sydney are
daily sucking with all their might at the water-closets. It appears in the evidence that
about 100 cases have occurred within tbo last year in which the contamination
of the water in this way has heen actually observed, and it is probable that a much
larger number have occurred which have not come under the notice of the public
officers, and a still larger number in which a deadly contamination has been produced
without any apparent taint or discolouration.
5. Ever since the matters upon which we are now reporting have been under
our notice, we have felt that there should not be a single hour’s unnecessary delay
in taking measures to prevent the wholesale poisoning of tho inhabitants which at
present prevails ; at the same time we have endeavoured to look at the matter calmly,
and have abstained from reporting to the Government until we feel ourselves in a
position to do so firmly and definitely.
0. It may, perhaps, he the opinion of ignorant persons that the contamination
of water in the manner described, however distasteful and disgusting, is not
particularly dangerous to the public health. We have therefore obtained the evidence
of Dr. MacLaurin, shoving that it is the general and received opinion amongst
medical men that the contamination of water used for household purposes hy fecal
matter is productive of many fatal diseases, and is supposed to be the readiest
means by which epidemic and infectious diseases are conveyed from one to another.
The members of the medical profession who arc members of this Board having
unanimously concurred in Dr. MacLaurin’s statements as to the generally received
opinions of the profession on this point, we did not think it necessary to take any
further medical evidence.
7. The opinion of medical men on this matter is not founded upon any theory,
but is the result of observation. A passage on this subject, extracted from
Parkes “ Practical Hygiene”—a work of high authority—will be found appended
(vide Appendix H), and the valuable evidence of Dr. MacLaurin confirms it. We
call particular attention to the fact that water may he so contaminated by the foul
air from a closet as to he dangerous to health and life, although perfectly pure in
taste and appearance. Such water, as appears hy Dr. MacLaui?in’s evidence, may
create some dangerous diseases, and it may be the means—indeed, is supposed to he
the readiest means—of communicating other diseases.
8. In order to ascertain what has already been done hy the City authorities in
this matter, we have taken the evidence of the Mayor, of Messrs. Aldermen
Chapman and Goold, and of the Town Clerk. The accident in Castlereaghstreet occurred in May, 1874. Mr. Bell sent , in a Beport dated 2nd July,
urging the matter upon the attention of the Council (Appendix A), and a
further report estimating the cost of the proposed alteration, dated 30th July,
1874 (vide Appendix B). The Water Committee sent in a Beport dated 25th
August,
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August, 1874 {Appendix F), recommending that no new connections should be made
with closets except through the means of cisterns, which, if properly arranged,
prevent all danger. On 9th of September a minute was passed, instructing the City
Solicitor to prepare a by-law to enable the Council to enforce the use of cisterns in
cases of new connections {Appendix E). It does not appear that any such by-law
is absolutely necessary, for Mr. Bell informs us that in such cases he has practically no
difficulty, and that all new connections are now of a safe hind. On ^November 20th
instructions were given to Mr. Bell to furnish the City Solicitor with particulars for
the proposed by-law {Appendix C). Mr. Bell tells us that he obeyed this instruction
without delay.
It appears that no such by-law has yet been submitted.
We
cannot learn that anything more has been done in the matter, except that a
fresh set of Instructions to Licensed Plumbers was drawn up, relating to the subject
of this Beport which will be found in Appendix Gr; and a plan with an estimate
of the cost of a cistern for the purpose of -which wc are speaking, which is approved
of by Mr. Bell, was obtained.
9. We learn from the evidence of Mr. Chapman, confirmed by that of Mr.
Goold and by that of the Mayor, that the Council were advised that they have,
under the existing law, no power to interfere with existing connections with the
mains, nor does it appear that it was even suggested that the gravity of the evils
brought to light rendered it desirable that they should endeavour to obtain greater
powers through Uie intervention of the Legislature. We are told by Mr. Chapman,-—
and he says that, in reference to these matters, he expresses the general feeling of
the Council,—that they had no heart to apply to the Government for any such
purpose, having experienced so much discouragement in former applications to the
Government for assistance of any kind.
10. Having given, as far as we are able, a description and history of the whole
case, we now go on to the consideration of the measures which, in the opinion of the
Board, should be adopted to put an end to the abominations which we have
described. We feel much fortified hy the firm attitude assumed in this matter hy
the Mayor and Messrs. Chapman and Goold, especially as Mr. Chapman tells us
that their evidence expresses, as we have said before, the general feeling of the
Council.
11. Mr. Chapman proposes that an Act should be passed at once, giving the
Council greater powers, and amongst other things requiring that the water should
at once and without notice he cut off from all closets directly connected -with the
mains, and that at the end of one year the landlord of every house where approved
connections have not been adopted should be heavily fined. In this opinion the
Mayor and Mr. Goold concur, except that they think it would be expedient to
give three months notice before cutting off the water; that is, that the water should
be cut off three months after the passing of the Act, the fine for neglecting to
establish approved connections to be inflicted at the end of an additional nine months.
12. The question as to the time -which would be required to make these
alterations, and the effect on the health and convenience of the inhabitants willch
would he produced by cutting off the water from closets, leaving them to be
cleaned by buckets or otherwise, has received the anxious consideration of the Board.
With respect to the time which would be required, we refer you to the evidence of
Mr. Chapman, perhaps as good an authority on such a subject as any in the Colony.
His opinion is that the necessary changes could not be effected in less than a
year; and it -would he of course useless to enact that anything should he done
which, witli the appliances at hand, could not he done. To cut off the water
from the closets at once, or at any time before the end of a year, would of course
occasion in many cases great inconvenience, but no such inconvenience should he
considered for a moment in comparison with the intolerable evils at present existing.
Temporary arrangements might be made at a small expense in each individual case,
which, without danger to the purity of the water in the mains, would greatly
diminish the temporary inconvenience.
13. We therefore recommend that an Act be passed as soon as possible to the
following effect:—
(1.) That tbe City Mimicipal Council be empowered to cut off the water
from all closets directly connected with the water-mains, or which,
in the opinion of the City Engineer, or other authorized officer, are
connected in any such manner as to endanger the purity of the
water, immediately after the passing of the Act.
(2.)
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(2.) That within one year from the passing of the Act every such closet
shall be required to be connected with the mains with the intervention
of cisterns approved by the City Engineer, or other authorized
officer, and of such a construction as, in the opinion of the said
Engineer or other authorized officer, shall secure the water from
pollution by any solid, liquid, or gaseous matter.
(3.) Owners of houses failing to comply with the above requirement to be
heavily fined, a minimum fine being fixed.
(4.) Any person connecting, or causing to be connected, any closet with
the mains otherwise than as provided, or without authority re-estab
lishing any connection cut off by the authorized officers, or tampering
with any connection legally effected, so as to destroy, or diminish, or
endanger its efficiency, to be heavily fined.
(5.) That the City Engineer be authorized to allow, during twelve months
from the passing of this Act, temporary arrangements to be made
for cleansing closets by water from the mains, provided that there
shall be no direct communication between the mains and the pan of
any closet.
(6.) That the City Council be empowered to make regulations to prevent,
as far as possible, the use of water in any cistern directly connected
with a closet from being used for any other purpose than supplying
that closet.
14. In recommending the Government to procure legislative interference in this
matter, we feel bound to call their attention to the complaints appearing in the
evidence appended to this Report, and which indeed have been notorious for years
past,—that the efficiency of the law in abating nuisances has been seriously
diminished by the mistaken leniency of certain Magistrates, in inflicting wholly
inadequate penalties even in flagrant cases. It is stated that during the recent
panic as to the healtlx of the city this evil has disappeared, or has much diminished,
but we fear that if the complaints to which we arc alluding are well founded, that
with the abatement of the panic the evil will recur.
15. Many grave allegations are also made respecting the conduct of Magis
trates. It is stated that, in prosecutions for allowing nuisances, Magistrates not
on the roster, and from the nature of their occupations interested in the cases
brought before the Bench, take their seats and interfere with the efficient enforce
ment of the law. We have not had time, even if it came within our province, fully
to investigate this matter, but we think it desirable that the Government, if they
determine to adopt our recommendations, should take it into consideration whether
it may not he desirable to make provision that the intentions of the Legislature
respecting the abatement of the evils which form the subject of this Report should
not be liable to be frustrated in the manner alleged to have occurred in other cases.
16. We have refrained from reporting to you until we feel in a position to make
the most unhesitating recommendation of immediate and decisive action; at the
same time we do not pretend that our inquiry and report, even upon this part of
the subject submitted to ns, are so full and exhaustive as wc might have made them
if the urgency of the case had admitted of further delay.
17. Although the evils to which we now draw your attention have probably
been the cause, for a long time past, of much sickness and death, we cannot, for
obvious reasons, attribute the excessive mortality of the last few months to this
cause alone. These evils have existed for years, and are local. The unusual sickness
and mortality have existed for a few months only, and have extended, wc believe, over
a large part of the Australian continent.
18. Appended to this Report will bo found all the documents relating to the
subject under consideration which have been submitted to us, and which appear of
sufficient importance to be laid before you; also the minutes of the evidence taken
before us, with the exception of a portion of the evidence of one witness, which we
think it better to withhold for the present, for it relates to a disputed point not
especially connected with the matter in hand, and which we have not had time to
investigate fully.
19. The state of things revealed by this Report is not an agreeable one, but from
our point of view it is not quite so disagreeable as it at first appears.

20.
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20. That a wide-spread pestilence lias not desolated Sydney is a proof of the
general well-being of the inhabitants and of the healthiness of the climate. A
similar pollution of the water supplied to any of the great towns of Europe would
we believe, have been followed by some terrible pestilence.
*
- a
^is, which is probably the most serious of the preventible evil
influences affecting the health of the inhabitants of Sydney, is brought to light,
and will no doubt be speedily removed, we may fairly hope for a sensible improve
ment m the general health.
1
■
ccmchnlmg this Report on one single subject capable of being dealt with
immediately and independently of any general scheme of drainage, we wish to draw
your attention to the difficulties which will attend any further inquiries by this
.board as at present constituted. By a very great effort we have brought our inquiry
upon this, our prelimmary subject, to a speedy termination ; but ire feel that wo are
ivoiJung under disadvantages which will materially delay and diminish the value of
any future inquiries in which we may engage. The calm and deliberate thought
and discussion which questions of this kind require, especially on the part of the
kb airman, who is supposed to direct the deliberations, is scarcely possible—or possible
only under great disadvantages—in the presence of a Board so large as this, however
excellent its constitution in other respects.
,, .
There will also, with so large a Board, be a most unusual expense attendin'*
this inquiry. We do not consider that any such expense should be considered, if
the large number of the Board tended to increase the value of its labours. On the
contrary, however, there is no doubt that this large number, and consequently large
expense, will operate precisely in the opposite direction.
24. There are several pressing matters requiring immediate consideration, and
some upon which it is desirable that the public should be assured by immediate
mqmry ; and we arc desirous in every way in our power to carry out promptly the
wishes of the Government, but we should bo glad before proceeding further to be
informed whether it is your wish that we should go on in face of the drawbacks to
which we now draw your attention.
Board Room,

M' B‘ PpiLB:

Sydney, 4th May, 1875.
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MINUTES’OE EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFORE

THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND
HEALTH BOARD.

J?RII)AT, 23 AFItIL, 1375.
■puSEtit:—
M. B. PELL, Esq.,
E. 0. MOEIAETY, Esq.,
Hoy. J. B. WILSON,
P. E. ADAMS. Esq..
H. G-. ALLEYNE, Esq., M.D.,

E. BELL, Esq.,
H. F. DANSEY, Esq.,
CHAS. WATT, Esq,
Hoy. J. SMITH,
W. C. BENNETT, Esq.

M. B. PELL, Esq., B.A., in the Chaie,
G-. E. D:inscy, Esq, City Health Officer, and Mcmher of the Board, ivas examined in his place :—
1. Chairman)] Are your duties as City Health Officer continuous;—that is to say, are you employed daily G-. F. Ennscy,
by the Corporation, or do you only give your services when called upon to do so ? I am oji a salary at so Esq.AI.R.0.3.
much a year, hut my services arc not given wholly to the Corporation ; I am allowed private practice; but ,—
I have to hold myseU’ in readiness to attend whenever I am called upon by the Mayor or Corporation.
23 April, 1875.
2. Then you have no daily or routine duties to discharge for them, but when they require your services
they send for you ? Yes ; I am supposed to hold myself in readiness when they want me.
3. Do you receive your instructions from the Mayor ? Yes.
A. And you only attend when called upon by the Mayor, in consequence of representations which have
been made to him, or matters which have come under his notice, in reference to which your advice is
required? Yes; or by the Inspector of Nuisances, who has also the privilege of asking me to inspect
any place with him, if he thinks it necessary.
5. Then it is no part of your duty to hunt up nuisances yourself;—you have only to inspect them when
you are called upon to do so ? No, it is not part of my duty to look after them ; 1 can do it if I like.
The duties of the Health Officer are laid down in the Act.
G. The Inspector of Nuisances, in effect, calls you in to confirm him ? Yes.
7. Are there often nuisances of that sort which you are called in to inspect? Continually.
8. Are they in the streets or other pmbiic places ? Not so much in the streets; they are chiefly cases of
had fish, or unwholesome meat, and cases of that kind.
9. Those would hardly come under our present subject of inquiry. Have you often occasion to inspect
nuisances arising from water-closets or cesspools? Yes; there are frequently accumulations of filth from
those sources.
_
10. And are prompt measures taken in those cases to remedy the nuisance ? Yes, very prompt.

***••*#•#•***

21. But you think the legal powers of the authorities are sufficient? Yes, under the new by-laws, winch
enable us to carry out the summoning of the owner or occupant of the premises under a penalty of £10,
which was formerly only AOs. Previously we could only summons the poor unhappy tenant, and the land
lord might have been wholly to blame for not putting down pipes on the premises.
* 136—A
22.
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^ave you had any means of judging whether eases of this kind, which have been brought before MagisJssq.iM.KX.a. Crates, have been fairly decided, or whether there has been any undue leniency shown—Have the decisions
23A^ra*1875 &'ven ^ccn what you would call reasonable decisions ? I could not say for a certainty. I have had
1
once or twice a suspicion that certain persons appeared on the rostrum when those who belonged to them
were in trouble, who were not seen on the Bench at other times.
_ 23. That is not exactly what I mean—I was not alluding to improper or partial feeling on the part of the
Magistrates; but Magistrates are sometimes what is called good-natured, and from a sort of love of
popularity they do- not care to enforce the law in respect to these nuisances ;—Do you think that is the
case, or have you been satisfied with the decisions as far as you have observed them ? I have an opinion
that I can always tell whether the parties are going to get off, if I can merely see the faces of the
Magistrates sitting on the Bench.
'
24. Home are lenient and others less inclined to he so ? Yes.
25. Are these eases decided by one Magistrate ? Some of them by one and some by two. The Sewerage
law requires two, and the by-law requires one or more. Mr. Seymour has a copy of the by-law and will
show it to you.
26. Has your attention ever been called to nuisances existing in the City which are not removable—that
is, nuisances which are not easily removed? frequently.
27. In what parts of the city ? I refer more especially to that part which is called Surry Hills, where it
is all open drainage.
28. Do you mean to say that all the sewage—all the offensive matter from the houses—goes into the
drains ? The whole of the house-slops and filthy water goes into them. '
29. But not the drains from the closets ? No; that is immediately stopped by the Inspector of Nuisances
if any connection is found between the closets and the surface drains.
30. Is there any means of remedying the nuisance arising from open drains of that sort? There is no
underground drain in that part of Surry Hills.
31. I do not mean in connection with engineering difficulties; but as a matter of fact, is there any means
of remedying those nuisances ? No; but that is a matter upon which my friend Mr. Bell, as an engineer,
could better express an opinion. As a matter of fact there is one drain in Bourke-street, east of Moore
Bark and south of Arthur-street. This is the place (indicating the locality on a map of Sydney.)
32. "Where does that drain discharge its contents ? By Alderson’s, and then to "Waterloo, and on to Shea’s
Creek.
■
33. Are there similar nuisances in other parts of the city which there are no means of remedying? Yes,
in the low part of Cook "Ward, towards Elizaheth-strect, between what used to be Mrs. Terry Hughes’s
paddock and Campbel 1-street I think it is.
34. But there are many parts of the city not in connection with sewers, are there not ? A great many.
35. In those parts how are the kitchen and laundry slops disposed of ? The filth runs into the open
gutters in the streets.
36. Does that create a serious nuisance ? Yes, it is very deleterious to health, and especially if you pass
by when the gutters are being swept. I have often experienced it myself.
37. Then, they depend simply upon tbo rain to cleanse them ? Yes.
38. There is no sufficient supply of water to flush these gutters so as to scour them ? I believe there is not.
39. What is the nature of the powers which regulate the removal of nuisances—Under what circumstances
can you compel a person to remove a nuisance? The carts go round twice a week to remove the refuse of
the houses in all parts of the city. They take the west side of G-eorge-street every Monday and Thursday,
.
and the east side on Tuesdays and Fridays. The people are supposed to put out, or have ready for removal,
all rubbish they want taken away.
40. Any kind of offensive matter, kitchen stuff, or any other matter? Any kind of matter, except fecal
matter; they don’t take emptyings from earth-closets. And if the people neglect to do this the Inspector
of Nuisances can summon them. In that case the landlord is not summoned.
41. Then you think the powers which the authorities possess to remedy these nuisances are sufficiently
exercised? Yes, as far as it is possible to exercise them.
42. "With regard to cess-pits and the nuisances arising from them, under what circumstances can you
advise interference ? There is no doubt that the smell from these closets is very offensive indeed, especially
where there are fifteen or sixteen houses with perhaps forty or fifty inhabitants using the same one.
43. I wish to know under what circumstances can you take steps in connection with them? "We can only
take steps when the smell from these closets becomes so offensive to the inhabitants of houses in the
locality as to become a public nuisance.
44. Not because the closets have overflowed but because the fact is become a nuisance? Yes.
45. Because some one has observed it and taken notice of it ? Yes, generally the stench mostly arises
because the walls of the closets arc not water-tight.
46. But you do interfere when the smell becomes offensive ? Yes.
47. Do you think, as far as you are able to judge, that the powers which the authorities possess in respect
to keeping those closets in order have been as far as possible efficiently carried out ? I believe that, as
far as the Inspector of Nuisances has been able, he has been desirous of carrying them out thoroughly
and efficiently.
'
48. As a matter of fact have they been carried out as far as they could have been ? [ think be has done
so to the utmost.
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G. F. Dansey,
55. You merely act as Medical Adviser to tlie authorities, and to the Inspector of Nuisances ? Yes.
Baq,,M.R.C.Si
36. Ho you find any disease, such as typhus, or any other disease arising from these nuisances, coming
under your notice ? I have found typhoid fever during my practice for the last eight years, and in those 23 April, 1876.
localities where there are open closets, or which arc exposed to bad smells—such as Darling Harbour at
low water, the stench of which is unbearable even at a great distance.
57. In those localities where there is great stench from open closets have you found fever? Yes,
generally a good deal of fever. Disease tabes a low type in the neighbourhood.
58. In the places which you have noted, where there are open drains—such as Surry Hills—have you
found a great amount offerer there ? Yes, to a great extent, and other diseases have taken a low type ;
the tendency to typhoid type is increased in these localities,
59. Did you say that these open drains contain matter from closets ? No, not matter from closets,
60. And in all those localities where the sewers discharge their matter into the harbour you have observed
a great deal of disease ? Yes. A great number of the clerks to steam navigation companies have com
plained of illness, and have even had to leave their duties from attacks of what is commonly called low
fever.
■
61. And persons belonging to the working classes, who live about the borders of Darling Harbour;—have
you observed that they suffer from the effects of these sewers ? I believe they do.
.
62. From disorders of the same nature ? Yes.
63. Do you know anything about the health of the crews of vessels in the harbour ? I do not.
6A Is there anything you would wish to suggest—any measure of a temporary kind to cleanse the city,
or to remedy the nuisances to which you have alluded; or do you think as much is being done by the
authorities as is possible ? I believe that under existing circumstances everything that is in their power
at the present time has been attempted.
65. Can you suggest any increase of power ? Whether any application could be made at low water to
these hays, where the hanks are exposed and covered with the black slime from the sewers, so as to destroy
the smell which arises from them when they dry after being exposed to the sun,—would be successful? I
cannot say. Chloride of lime, &c., was tried some time ago in the Thames, if you recollect.
66. Was that application effective? The effect, I believe, was very slight; it was all washed away with
the returning tide.
67. And with regard to the cleansing of the city, can you suggest anything that could be done—anything,
I mean, of a temporary kind, not involving a system of sewerage—anything that could be done at once ?
I do not see that we could do more than is being done at present.
68. Do you think anything could be done to remedy the evils you have mentioned arising from open
drains at Surry Hills ? No ; unless it were possible to have sufficient water to wash away the filth.
69. What kind of sewage matter is it legal for persons to allow to flow into the gutters ? No offensive
matter is allowed to go into the gutters, except what wc term house slops.
70. Bedroom slops for instance ? Yes, from wash-hand basins; but I believe bedroom chambers are
supposed to be emptied into the privy.
71. Is there any security that these two kinds of slops can he kept separate ? No.
72. Do you think the whole of these bedroom slops in many cases find their way into the gutters ? Yes ;
you can perceive it as you walk along the streets.
'
73. Still there is nothing illegal in allowing house slops only to go into the gutters? It is not legal in
cases where there is a sewer in the street, but it is legal in those eases where there is no sewer to which
they can connect.
74. Mr. Moriarty.'] In what districts are the diseases which are supposed by medical men to take their
origin from the fermentation of fecal or other matters most rife ? 1 have found that it is in the neighbour
hood of the bays, such as Darling Harbour or Black-wattle Swamp. When I was connected with the Odd
fellows T found more diseases of a typhoid character in those localities, and also in the Surry Hills, than
in any other parts. In the Surry Hills, especially in that part which I have mentioned, east of Bourkestreet and south of Arthur-street, before you come to Baptist’s Q-ardens, on the opposite side.
75. Have you observed any marked difference in the state of public health in those districts which are
sewered and those which are not sewered ? I cannot say. Wo have found a great deal of disease in the
low parts of the city close upon the harbors, near the outflow of the sewers, and every ward of the city is
more or less sewered, though the sewerage is not complete or fully carried out.
76. Have you observed any diflerenee in the amount of disease in long continued dry weather, and other
periods when the sewers are supposed to he sufficiently flushed with the ordinary rains ? I have not had
the means of judging, not having at present the power of obtaining any returns from medical men.
77. Chairman.] You have not noticed whether there has been more disease during long-continued dry
weather than at other times ? Q-enerally speaking at the break up of dry weather there lias been more
sickness than at other times. The difficulty I have in answering that question is this : whether the flushing
of the sewers after heavy rain causes any mischief, or whether the stench caused by the heavy rain upon
accumulated vegetable and animal matter, giving forth fetid exhalations, especially when the sun shines
upon it afterwards, does not more harm. It would be very difficult to decide what is the cause of it.
78. Mr, Moriarty.'] Has the prevailing form of disease in Sydney been that which is supposed to take its
origin from this cause, or from the poisoned atmosphere, caused by the fermentation of fecal matter ? 1
have noticed, and I have heard several medical men say that the nature of the disease takes a low type
from that cause—from the poisoned atmosphere caused by defective sewerage.
79. Is there a greater prevalence of disease of that character? I believe there is more than there would
be if the drainage was good.
80. Mr. Watt.] Do you think twice a week is often enough for the removal of kitchen refuse in summer
time ? I do not, in summer time; I have always said so.
81. Have you any information to give as to the condition of the city urinals ? You mean the public
urinals?
82. Yes ? Well, I continually visit those in the Haymarket, &c., and I always find them in particularly
good order. The .person in charge of them washes them out twice a day and sprinkles carbolic acid upon
them.
83.
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G. F. Dansej-. S3. Arc not those at the Bail way Station in very bad order ? Those are not under the supervision of the
Eaq.At'tt.C.S. Corporation. J am only speaking of those of which the Corporation has charge.
84. Hon. J. B. Wilson] Have you any knowledge of the railway urinals ? I have not; I have been to
23 April,1S75, them twice with Mr. Seymour, and they seemed to bo in a very bad state.
_
So. I think you have stated that water-closet drainage is not allowed, if known, to go into the gutters ?
Not if it is known.
_
SG. Has Mr. Seymour ever brought facts of that kind under your notice P Tes, and it has been stopped
promptly. Mr. Seymour will give yon the cases, and shew you in his book the fines that have been paid.
87. Is it the case that even in Cteorge-street some of the houses are not connected with the sewers ? Yes.
SS. And how is the drainage from those houses carried off P Into the gutter, and thence into a gullyshaft connected under ground with the sewer.
89. Are those gully-shafts in different parts of the city in close proximity to each other? They are
apparently ; Mr. Bell will bo able to tell you about them.
_
90. Are you aware whether from these gully-shafts connected with the underground sewers any offensive
smell comes forth ? At times I have found there is.
_
91. Consequently, in the higher parts of the city the smell from those shafts might he very offensive ?
believe it depends upon whether they are fully attended to ; for I have understood from my brother
officers that if properly attended to there ought to be no smell from them.
92. Arc there officers of tbo Corporation whose duty it is to attend to them ? There are.
93. Has the Inspector of Nuisances any power to sec that they are attended to ? I believe he has the
duty of emptying them.
9i. Has he sufficient assistance—has he any assistants ? Yes.
_
95. Are they sufficient ? I do not consider they are, I think that for the duties he has to fulfil ho
should have more assistance.
_
96. You have alluded in the course of your evidence to the great stench that arises from Darling Harbour
at low water. Does that stench arise, in your opinion, from the sewerage that goes into Darling Harbour,
or from other natural causes, independent of the sewers ? I believe it is from the sewers.
97. Do you think that nuisance would be as great if Darling Harbour were sufficiently dredged so as to
prevent the sewage matter from ever being exposed at low water ? I don’t think it would be so bad,
because matter covered by water does not throw off the same fumes as matter which is exposed to the
sun.
_
^
98. Consequently, if the heads of our hays were cleared and deepened this nuisance would he very much
abated ? Yes ; and if also what is called a tidal wall were built outside, so that none of the banks were
exposed.
_
99. Then if that tidal wall were built it would be possible to ensure deep water close in to the banks
always ? Yes, because the dredge could work close up to them.
100. Have you had any experience in the offensive character of the present system of underground sewer
age ? Where ?
101. What I allude to is the refuse at the mouth of the various sewers ? I have often gone away from
them sick.
__
_
_
102. Does that stench occur during a very dry period, or is it generally so ? It is generally so, hut it
depends greatly upon the quarter the wind is from,
_
103. Then we are to gather that there is always a bad smell from the sewers ? When the discharge is
more under the surface the stench is not so great.
_
104. Have you ever formed an opinion as to whether that offensive smell arises from fecal matter or from
decomposed organic matter of any kind ? No, I have not, for this reason: The sewage matter is a
mixture of all kinds, the same as experienced on hoard ship at the Circular Quay, lying off the tankstream after a thunderstorm. I have experienced it myself, and the stench was unbearable ; we had to
close all the ports and skylights to keep it out.
105. Do you think the use of dry earth closets would be an improvement upon the present system? Do
you think the sewerage would be as offensive and as deleterious to the health of the inhabitants if all fecal
matter were excluded from the sewers ? If yon take away part of the poison that which is left will of
course be less injurious ; that is no doubt part of the matter which helps to make the sewage so offensive.
106. Can you give the Committee an opinion as to whether the filth from fecal matter is as detrimental
and as productive of diseases of a typhoid type and death as other organic matter? Do you mean urine
•as well ?
_
,
107. I mean urine as well ? I asked that, because dry fecal matter does not give off much offensive
smell after the first minute or two.
.
_
_
10S. I wish to know which of the two descriptions of filth is more deleterious aud productive of diseases
of a typhoid type ? Well, I should say that the stench from fecal matter would be more deleterious than
from vegetable matter, but I should uot like to assert it positively.
'
109. Hon. J. Smith] Is it within your knowledge that Sydney has of late been unusually unhealthy ?
According to the statistical returns furnished by the Registrar General there have been a greater number
of deaths.
■
110. For how long a period has itbeen unusually unhealthy ? Not until this epidemic of measles took place
have we ever had, since the Registrar General recorded them, a greater number of deaths than births—
not until the month of January.
111. Have any other diseases besides measles been unusually prevalent ? We have had scarlet-fever and
measles together.
_
112. I mean within the last six months ? There has been a great deal of scarlatina.
113. Can vou connect the prevalence of measles and scarlet-lever with any disfinct cause ? No.
114. Not with the sewerage—with gases or sewage contamination of any kind ? No.
_
115. Then have you any reason to believe that the prevalence of sickness has any connection with the
sewerage of Sydney ? I have. I believe the concomitant diseases following measles have been greatly
enhanced by the bad atmosphere.
_
116. If 1 understand you, while you cannot attribute measles or scarlatina to the defective sewerage, the
ernsequences from these diseases have been more serious ? The after claps have been more.
11.7. You have spoken of the bad smells arising from the mouths of the sewers. Have you observed that
disease has been more prevalent in those neighbourhoods ? Yes, from the Registrar General's returns,
not
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not from my own knowledge. The practice of a medical man is scattered over a large area—he has not a Ct- F- Dansey,
block of land to which ho attends wholly. He may have one patient in one neighbourhood and the next Bsq.jM.B.O.S.
half-a-tnilo away in another direction.
r—
118, I think this question has been asked before, but T will put it again : Have you been able to trace any 23April, 1875.
difference between the areas supplied with underground sowers, and the areas not so supplied? I believe
every ward in the city has more or less underground sewerage, and I could only ascertain the mortality
from the Registrar's returns, after finding out which streets are not well sewered aud which are.
110. I think you mentioned that some portion of Surry Hills was very bad, where (here is no underground
sewerage, and you single that out as being unusually unhealthy ? According to the Registrar’s returns
the greatest number of deaths during the worst month were in Cook Ward, which is Surry Hills, Deuison
Ward, and Gipps Ward.
"
120. And that has no underground sewers ? Only in one part of it, from Hr. Terry Hughes’s paddock.
121. In the unhealthy parts which you have described have you been able to trace contamination of wells
from privies or cesspools? In Sydney wo have no wells ; they have supply pipes in every case.
122. Then in those unhealthy places there are no houses which are not supplied with Sydney water?
1. believe they arc all supplied with it.
‘
123. I thought some of those places had no water from town pipes aud bad deep wells ? Hot to my
knowledge ; they have all to pay Ihc water rates at all events.
124. So that you do not know a case where disease can he traced to the contamination of water by any
sewage matter ? Not in Sydney.
12-5. Chairman.] Has your attention been drawn to any nuisances connected with water-closets proper ?
Yes, to a great many.
12G. What was the uature of the nuisances ? They have occurred from the closets not being properly
attended to—generally speaking, from the negligence of the persons using them.
127. What was the nature of the evil? Stoppage or breakage.
128. Have the nuisances from these closets been connected iu any way with the watermains ? Tes, my
attention has been drawn to cases of that kind by the Inspector of Nuisances. Mr. Hell will be able to
explain to you how by some mode of suciion the water has become contaminated.
129. But it has come under your notice ? It has come under my notice.
130. Is it the unusual amount of sickness which has caused the authorities to he so active now. or has
there been an unusually dirty slate of things which has called for that activity ? With regard to the
state of the city I believe the yards of the inhabitants of Sydney are cleaner than they have been for some
years past; they are frightened to leave anything to collect.
,
131. You think then that the sickness, rather than any particular amount of dirt or neglect, has caused the
Corporation to exert themselves ? Yes.
132. Have they done as much as they are doing now during the past six months ? The city was as well
looked after six months ago as it is now ; but during the temporary difficulties of the Corporation they
could not look after if as well, inasmuch as they were not able to employ tbe same number of meu as they
do now, aud as they did before.
133. How long did that deficiency of men last? About a month or six weeks, Mr, Bell will tell you.

Francis Bell, Esq., City Engineer, and Member of the Board, examined in his place:—
13'1. Chairman^] Yon are Engineer for the city ? lam.
F. Bell, Eaq.t
C.E.
135. Ho you receive your instructions from the Mayor and Corporation ? I act under them.
130. Have you the charge of the city works? I have the charge of the sewerage and water.
23 April, 1875.
137, The sewerage and water alone ? Alone.
138. Have you any control over the Inspector of Nuisances—have you anything whatever to do with the
removal of nuisances? I have nothing whatever to do with the surface ; I have merely the charge of tho
sewers aud the water.
189. Hoes the defective state of the sewers aud tho health of the inhabitants of Sydney come under your
notice at all ? The sewerage does.
140. You have to see that they are kept in proper order—anything beyond that ? No.
lid. Have they been kept in good order during tho last six months ? Yes; they are in very good order
at present.
142. Have you the charge of these gully-shafts ? No, that is in tho City Surveyor’s Hepartment. I
believe a great many in the city are not properly trapped, and that a very offensive smell arises from them.
143. Have you had any difficulty lately in connection with the sowers ? No, none at all.
144'. Nothing of which you are aware that should have occasioned sickness or death in the city ? No ;
and I have been very.particular since I came into office, in cases where landlords apply to connect their
houses with the sewers, to make them use flap-traps.
145. Have you the power to compel them ? Yes; I always make it compulsory. They grumble a good
deal, but.! always insist upon it.
146. Then this bad been neglected before ? Yes ; formerly the flap-traps were so constructed that they
opened into the sewers, and when a rush of water came down the sewer the door of the trap was wrenched
off aud became useless. I have altered that, and the new doors open in a recess in the pipe itself, and no
injury to it can take place.
147. Have you any opportunity of judging whether there is an accumulation of fecal matter iu the sewers?
In "Woolloomooloo they have very little fall; some of the sewers have only an inclination of 1 foot in
350 feet, but all through the city, except "Woolloomooloo, there is a good fall.
14R. So that there is no accumulation of filth even in dry weather? No.
149. No offensive matter at all ? No, none at all.
150. Have you any reason to suppose that there is any escape of deleterious gas ? Yes, in a great many
parts of the city.
151. In which parts ? In the higher parts of the city, where they are making alterations and opening the
ground to extend the sewers the gas is very bad,
152. Is that Ihe case in thickly populated parts of the city ? There are several places in George-strcet.
153. Bo you know, as a matter of fact, that gas has escaped there ? Yes, I have drawn the attention of
the City Surveyor to it several times.
154.
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F. Bell, Esq., 154, Does not most of the gas rise and escape through the pillar in Hyde Park? Unfortunately very
few of the sewers are connected with it. I will show you the position of the shaft (indicating position on
map.)
23 April,1875. 155, Do you think it would he desirable to take steps to carry off those gases in a similar way in any
system of sewerage ? Tes ; I think every drainage area should have a separate air-shaft.
156. Can you suggest anything to the Board—anything which could be carried out at once—to remedy
tho evils which are said to exist; or do you think this is only a panic, aud that there is nothing necessary
beyond what is usually done after a hot season ? X think it is desirable that all these drainage areas should
be connected with air-shafts.
157. The Government say they are pestered with communications in reference to the state of the city,
and that complaints are made that people are dying in consequence of the filth which exists ;—do you
think there is any foundation for this kind of outcry, or is it merely a panic, which has arisen in consequence
of the late epidemic, which has no connection with the sanitary state of the city ? That is my opinion.
15S. Then you consider there is nothing exceptional in the present state of the city which renders it
necessary for the Government to take exceptional steps ? I do not know of anything.
159. You know of no local cause which should have produced unhealthincss ? Ho.
160. Mr. Watt.] Could the sea water be used temporarily to flush the sewers ? I do uot think it could ;
the difficulty would he very great. It would have to be raised by some means or other to a height. The
sewers are pretty well flushed as they are.
161. Chairman.') Have you any artificial means of flushing them ? No.
162. Mr. Watt.) "With regard to these flap-traps, which you have insisted upon being placed in all the
connections witli the sewers, are there many places where these traps have not been inserted? A. great
many.
163. Then you think it would be desirable to pass some measure to compel householders to have these flaptraps ? Tes.
164. I think you have stated that it is very necessary to keep these sewers free from foul air ; do you
think one air-shaft would be sufficient ? I think so—one shaft for each drainage area.
165. I suppose you would suggest that it should he placed in tho highest spot? Yes.
166. Is the present one in Hyde Park properly attended to by the authorities ? Tes, I have been most
particular about it. Twice or three times a year we put in fresh charcoal. Formerly we used to put
large lumps of charcoal in with spaces for the air to come through ; now we put large pieces at the bottom
and small stuff at the top. When it is taken out it has apparently no smell, but if you put it iu the fire
tho stench is abominable.
167. Mon. J. Smithi) Are these flap-traps effectual in preventing the gas from escaping through the house
drains ? I think they are.
168. But you say the law does not compel persons to have them ? I am not quite sure; we were bringing
in fresh by-laws lately, and that was one of them.
169. But, as a matter of fact, some house drains have no flap-traps ? Many of them.
170. Can you point out any part of Sydney in that position ? Well there is a great part of Georgestreet without them; in short, all parts of the city. Some of the merchants’ clerks complained of the
smell in their offices, and I made inquiries and I found it was from the want of flap-traps, and I had them
put in.
171. So that the evil arising from this cause is not confined to any particular locality, it is spread far and
wide, wherever these drains happen to ho laid down ? Tes.
172. And you think it would be desirable to compel householders generally to have these flap-traps ?
Tes.
'
173. It was stated, perhaps in one of your own reports to the Municipal Council, that many houses have
pipes direct from the watermains to their private closets ? Tes.
174. Is there any law to prevent that ? Well, that is another of the new by-laws, hut it is not in opera
tion. But I do now insist, when houses are connected with the mains, that they should have cisterns so
as to cut off the direct connection.
175. Are there many houses that have direct connection with the main ? Tes, about 5,000.
176. So that when the water is cut off from the main for any reason, there would he an indrain from the
pipes that are left open, and if the water-closet pipe be left open it may suck in the gas or even liquid
matter ? Tes.
■
177. Chairman.) Have you known such cases ? Tes ; that is where the pan gets choked up.
178. And you are doubtful whether you have power to prevent that ? Tes. I may mention a flagrant
case which came under my notice in Castlereagh-street:—The pan was completely choked ; the servicepipe which connected it with the watermain in the street was about 50 feet from the closet. I\re cut the
pipe, and found it completely choked with matter from the closet. The whole neighbourhood rouud about
was poisoned by the water.
„
179. Hon. J. Smith.) But you say there is some measure by which you can enforce the use of cisterns for
the future ? Tes, but it is not retrospective.
180. Chairman.) "What would be tbe expense of making the alteration in each case ? About £4 or £5.
181. AVould that cover all the expense ? Tes.
182. Do yon know whether the water served to the people in the neighbourhood, in the case you have just
instanced, was contaminated ? It was. There was one woman who lived close by who became sick, and
4
gradually got worse and worse, and was all but dying ; and one night she went out and got a tumblerfull
of water, which was nearly all offensive matter.
183. Do you mean to say that you cannot compel people to adopt proper means to prevent this ? "We can
bring a man up and punish him for keeping his premises in had order, as we have done.
184. But you have no power to compel him to adopt the cistern system ? No, we have no power ; hun
dreds of cases of that sort have taken place.
185. How long would it take do you suppose to effect this reform—would it he unreasonable, for instance,
to give people notice to do this, in say six weeks ? Tes, that would be too short a time.
186. Son. J. Smith.) I think you stated that you arc responsible for the underground drainage ? Tes.
187. Does it come under your province to look after the gully-shafts ? No, Mr. Seymour attends to them.
188. What kind of a trap have these city shafts ? There arc two kinds of traps to these shafts—chambergully trap and the other a flap-trap, such as I have described, and of which the Board can have a drawing
if they require it,
189.
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180. And from your experience some of them are not trapped ? Some of them are not.
^ Bell, Esq.,. t
190. Chairman!] Would it be difficult to find out where they are not trapped P Tes, it would in house
t
connections, because there is no means of getting at them ; the pipes arc too small for a man to go up them,
In the pipes now constructed there is a flap-trap every fifty feet in the main sewers, ready for connection. 23^pril,1875,
191. Is there no other method that could be devised to prevent the escape of gas in these pipes ? The
difficulty and the expense is in finding out where the traps are. A flap-trap costs about 10s., and the
opening up the ground costs about the same.
192. Then you don’t, think there would be any difficulty in insisting that flap-traps should be used in all
cases ? No ; but it would spoil the thoroughfares greatly to put them in, which is, however, a minor
consideration.
193. Son. J. Smith.] Have any of the inhabitants in the neighbourhood of the Obelisk, in Hyde Park
complained of the smells P Tes, but I have immediately remedied it. Dr. Ilenwick did once.
19-1. And by putting in charcoal twice a year you prevent that ? Tes.
195. Have there been any complaints from that neighbourhood lately ? No, there have not.
_
19G. Son. J. B. Wilson.] Could a person enter the main sewer and discover whether there were traps in
the branch drains or not? Tes, but not in the branch drains, for a man could not go up a 12-in. pipe.
197. Could not traps be put on these branch pipes entering the main sewer P Tes, that could be done.
198. Would not that mitigate the evil in a great measure ? Tes, it would.
199. Chairman.] Would that be very expensive ? Not very.
200. Mr. Bennett.] Would that injure the discharge power ? No, not with the new pipes.
201. Tfiero would be pressure to open tho door ? Not much pressure ; the door is quite loose, hanging on
a hinge.

TUESDAY, 27 ABRIL, 1875.
^regent:—

M. B. PELL, Esq.,
C. WATT, Esq.,
E. BELL, Esq.,
G-. F. DANSET, Esq.,
H, G. ALLETNE, Esq., M.D.,

P. E. ADAMS, Esq.,
E. 0. MOBIAHTT, Esq.,
Hon. J. B. WILSON,
Hon. J. SMITH,
W. 0. BENNETT, Esq.

M. B. BELL, Esq., B.A., in the Chaie.
Mr. Richard Seymour, Inspector of Nuisances, called in and examined :—
Mr.
202. Chairman.] Ton are Mr. Seymour, I believe ? I am.
R. Seymour.
203. Inspector of Nuisances for the City of Sydney ? Tes.
201. Ton obtain your instructions—from whom ? Prom the Mayor of Sydney.
205. I will first ask you a few questions with respect to the public places in the city. Is it your duty to 27 April, 1875.
keep them clean ? It is.
206. If you find any nuisance do you cause it to be removed—is it done under your direction ? It is
done under my direction.
207. It is done by officers in the service of tbe Corporation ? Tes.
■
208. Are the public places in tbe City of Sydney at the present lime in a cleanly state ? The City of
Sydney at tho present moment is cleaner than I have known it for the last twenty years.
209. Eor the last few months has it been constantly kept clean ? It has—very clean.
210. Is there a sufficient staff to do all that is necessary to keep the city clean ? Tes.
211. Has there been a sufficient staff during the last few months P Tes. At the beginning of the year
there was a reduction in the number of men employed, which lasted for about six weeks, when it was again
increased to the original number, which is sufficient to carry out everything that is necessary for the winter
months.
212. Then there is no difficulty in the matter on that score ? None at all.
213 . With regard to private premises which have to be looked after—do they come under your inspection
as well P Tes.
'
214. Is it your duty to remove nuisances, or merely to report their existence ? It is my duty to see
them removed.
215. Do you remove them yourself—that is to say, by your own action ? Tes, if it is necessary for tho
public health. If we go into a yard and find it is necessary for the public health, more especially during
the summer months, to remove a nuisance, I send a cart and take it away at once, and then I summons
the person who is responsible for it.
216. Who finally bears the expense of removal ? Tes, by means of tbe fine.
217. You summons these persons before a Magistrate ? I do.
218. Have you sufficient powers for that? I believe I have not the powers which I ought to have.
219. Have you experienced any inconvenience from want of sufficient powers to carry out what you
considered necessary ? I have.
220. Will you state the nature of the inconvenience ? I have been refused by the parties entrance into
their premises, aud I have had to send back to the Town Hall for my-appointment, and even then I have
had difficulty in being allowed to enter the premises.
221. Then you have no distinct instructions in these cases—yon do not in fact know what powers you
have ? I have instructions to enter any premises, public or private, to inspect any nuisance. I think there
ought to he a distinct power given me to enter any premises without producing my appointment.
222. It is necessary, I suppose, to produce papers of some kind as credentials to persons who deny you
entrance ? If I were a stranger it would be necessary.
’
223. Have you found this to be a source of particular inconvenience ? No, I have not, except in one or
two instances, during the whole time of my appointment as Inspector of Nuisances.
224. Can you enter any house at a reasonable time in order to inspect a nuisance? I can.

225.
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225. If yon find any nuisance existing, such as, for instance, a closet overflowing, or any other offensive
mour- matter, you summon the parties ? I do.
226. Suppose the closet is not actually overflowing, but is still offensive, do you summon them F 'We
1875. usually give them notice, and if they do not pay attention to that notice we summon them ; hut if tho
nuisance is so bad as to affect the public health I call in the Health Officer, and wc summon the party
without further notice.
227. Have you had any difficulty which has embarrassed you in performing that part of your duty ? In
issuing summonses?
'
‘
228. Yes ? No, I have not.
220. Do you find that the result of summoning offending parties is satisfactory to you—that the action
of the Magistrates is satisfactory F The result, as far as some of the Magistrates arc concerned, is \ery
satisfactory ; in fact, the fines inflicted recently by Captain Hcott aud Mr. Smart have been the means in
a great measure of putting down nuisances in the city. Me don’t find one. dirty yai’d now out of every
twenty that we inspect; the others send away all the refuse to be removed by the city carts.
230. Do you mean to say that, in some cases, when those particular Magistrates are not sitting, the fines
are not suflicicnt? They are not sufficient to deter people from keeping their premises in an unclean
state. There was an instance occurred lately in which the matter was deleterious to the public health.
Me brought up a butcher from the Haymarket, for having eighteen sheep, rotten and unfit for human
food, on his premises for sale. They were in a fearful state, and we brought him before the Central Police
Court. lie was liable to a penalty of £10 for each sheep, and Mr. Driver had a long argument with the
Bench to show that the penalty ought to be enforced ; but the Magistrates said there did not seem to be
any intention on the part of the man to do any harm, and they fined him 10s only.
231. Do you think that fine met the ends of justice ? I do not, because it was a very bad case, and the
City Health Officer inspected it with me.
232. Do you find the same inconvenience with respect to persons who have nuisances on their premises in
connection with closets? Yes, they are merely fined as low as 5s. Even in cases where the sickness
arising out of the nuisance has carried ofi" four or five persons in a family, and proof has been given that
this was from the effects of the closet, or tho drainage on the premises, and we have explained this to the
Bench, the parties have only been fined 5s.
233. You think that such small penalties interfere uith the efficient discharge of your duties as Inspector
of Nuisances ? I do.
23d. Are the summonses in these cases always carried out, or are they sometimes withdrawn ? Some of
them are withdrawn on representations being made that the nuisances have been abated, or else that the
parties arc making preparations to connect their premises with the sewer, or are otherwise taking speedy
steps to remedy the evil.
235. Are the summonses in such cases withdrawn hy you ? No, sometimes they are withdrawn by
the Bench,
236. But who_requests the Bench to withdraw them? They suggest the withdrawal themselves. They
say, “ Mr. Driver, in this case the party appears to ho taking steps to abate the nuisance; would it not
he better to withdraw the case ?’’ That has been done frequently by the Bench.
237. Do you think that this has been done frequently to the public detriment ? I do, sir.
23S. Are there cases where the summonses have been withdrawn before they come into Court ? Yes,
sometimes ; but only when there is a clear understanding that steps arc being taken to abate the nuisance,
and then they arc withdrawn, with payment of costs.
239. Is that done by you ? lies, when I am satisfied.
240. Are you ever directed to withdraw them ? No, except in such cases as I have stated, where steps are
being taken to abate the nuisance.
241. It bus been stated to the Board that very unpleasant smells come up from the gully-shafts ;—when
that is the case is it any part of your duty to report the fact? Yes.
242. Do you often find that to be the case ? Yes. Me have two sorts of traps to the gully-shafts; one
is an iron chamber ; tho other is an earthenware pipe, with a flap to it., which opens into the sewer.
243. Mhat steps do you take to remove a nuisance occurring in one of these gully-shafts? I first send
a man to clean it out, and if he cannot get at the shoulder or flap-trap I then acquaint Mr, Bradridge,
the City Surveyor, and he sends a man to repair the damage whatever it may he. If we can manage to
clear out the dirt with a long scraper, which we keep for the purpose, thou there is no complaint made.
Me can always tell when the nuisance exists by the smell.
244. Are there traps iu all places, or are there any wanting in some parts of the city ? There is a defi
ciency in the square traps in the summer months. Me have not sufficient water to pass along our gutters
and keep our gully-shafts full. Some of tho old-fashioned traps are iron and some are brick, and the
water dries up in them. The only remedy we have is to send a water-cart and fill these gully-shafts up,
which is always done.
’
245. Are there any places where there are no traps and where you think there ought to he ? I do not
think so, as far as my knowledge goes.
246. Do you find nuisances from water-closets arising frequently ? Yes.
247. In what way ? I find that the syphons of the water-closets are deficient, and that the most offensive
smell is carried through the whole of the building—conveyed from ono room to another.
243. Does this arise from the connection between the sewer or drain and the atmosphere of the house ?
When tbe syphon of the closet is defective the smell is carried from one room to another.
249. Mhereabouts does the stoppage occur? In the syphon—generally at the bend. When that is
defective the water leaks out and the smell must come up.
250. When you find this to he the case, what steps do you take ? I give notice to the landlord and tne
occupant of the house.
251.. Do you find that these water-closet pipes get choked ? Yes, we have found the pans of the closets
full in many instances up to the top.
252. There was a case, was there not, recently, where you found the water in the pipe had become con
taminated ? Yes, that has been frequently the ease. There was one case in Castlereagh-street, and in
the adjoining yard a lady was very sick. I investigated the case and I found the closet stopped up. I
went hack to the next yard and turned the water on for about two seconds, and I found night-soil, paper,
and everything belonging to the adjoining closet, come down through the pipe,
253.
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253. You saw that yourself? Yes, and I went down and brought Alderman Chapman and the Ciry
Mr. - Engineer to see it. AVe have found two or three cases similar to that in Woolloomooloo since.
R' -,Tlour'
254. AVhen did that take place ? It was about the latter end of 71.
‘
255. AYho was Mayor then ? Mr. Goold.
27 April,1875.
25(i. Did you call the attention of the Mayor to the circumstance ? I did, sir.
257. Did you know of it, or was the case pointed out to you ? I knew of it myself; the closet was
stopped up.
258. Was the pipe to the closet direct from the main ? There was, I should say, about 4 feet diflerenee
between the level of the watermain and the closet.
259. Did you ascertain whether any water in the pipes adjoining that house was contaminated hy that
closet ? Yes, tho water which supplied the whole row of houses to the Castlereagh-strect schools was
contaminated.
'
2C0. Did you know then that the evil arose from the direct connection of the closets with the watermains P Yes.
261. What steps were taken in that case ? I knocked the pipe out myself so that no water could come
or go from the closet, A plumber was then sent for, and I issued a summons next morning, and the
parties were fined at the Police Court.
262. Did you take any more active steps than usual to determine whether other and similar nuisances
existed P I did; I made it my business iu every case when I found a water-closet stopped up to investi
gate the matter, and I found three similar cases in Woolloomooloo.
263. Where the water had been contaminated by connection with t.bc closets ? Yes.
264. Are you aware whether any steps were taken to prevent such nuisances in future? Yes. The
Municipal Council passed a by-law, or a minute of Council, I forget which, that for the future all waterclosets should have cisterns erected on the top, and that no closets should be connected direct with the
main.
265. Arc any steps being taken to carry out that decision ? Yes ; they are being altered every day.
266. Is that being done, do you think, as rapidly as can reasonably be expected ? It is being done, but
not as quickly, I think, as it ought to be done. "l think there ought to be power to compel tbe alteration.
267. Do I understand you that this is being done by special action—by compulsory action towards the
landlords ? By compulsory action on the part of the Council. Whether they have the power I cannot
say.
268. When was that minute passed? I think about the latter end of the year. Air. Bell will be able to
tell you more about it.
'
269. There have been great complaints of nuisances existing at the mouths of the sewers entering the
harbour;—have von found that to be the case ? I have.
270. Have you any means of judging of the amount of sickness existing in various localities ? I have.
271. Do you think more sickness exists in those localities which are near the mouths of the sewers which
empty themselves into the harbour than in places otherwise similarly situated ? I do, sir.
272. Has there been more sickness, as far as you have noticed, this year than there has been in previous
years ? Acs, I tbink so, during the dry weather, among infants.
273. Do you know of any unusual local cause to produce this sickness ? I do not.
274. In what parts of the city was the sickness most prevalent? Down about Darling Harbour and
Black wattle Swamp there lias been a deal of sickness; and in the Surry Hills, where there is a largo
open drain, near Arthur-street, which goes through Burdelun’s paddock—that is a great nuisance. There
has been a great deal of sickness, in one family in particular, living close to Moore Park—Mr, Buzacott's,
The whole of the drainage from a portion of Paddington, Botany, and other streets, goes into that largo
paddock in Moore Park, close to the'Barrack wall, and that family is nearest to it,
275. Are there many such nuisances in the city which you are unable to remove ? Yes. The whole, or
the greater portion of the drainage of Eedfern, Chippendale, Darlington, and those houses recently built
on Shepherd's paddock, goes into a large open pond which is used by the sugar works for some purpose
or other, and the smell there at night is something horrible.
276. I suppose it is not tbe contents of closets that goes there ? I am positive that the contents of closets
from Eedfern, also tbe dirt from cow-yards, butchers’yards, and bouse drainage of all sorts, go into it;
and the only way it is ever let off, T believe, is when they have a surplus of water in the dam.
277. Has that pond occasioned sickness to your knowledge? I cannot say.
278. What is this water used for ? Something in connection with the Sugar-works, because it is brought
in and, after going through the pipe, is emptied again into this large reservoir.
279. Have you ever made any representations to the authorities respecting this matter? Yes.
280. To whom ? To the Mayor and Aldermen.
281. Have any steps been taken in consequence—any inquiries made? Yes; there was a summons
issued iu one case in connection with it, and in reference to the burning of bones on the premises ; the
Corporation proved their case, but the balance of tho evidence turned against them. Three persons came
forward, who.stated that they had resided near the premises for twenty years, and had never enjoyed better
health in their lives, and the case was dismissed.
*
282. "What class of persons were these witnesses ? They seemed to be working men; but one of them, I
think, was a chemist.
283. “Were the persons who gave that evidence servants of the Company ? I could not say; but, to the
best of my belief, some of them were.
284. AVho went to inspect the premises on that occasion ;—did tho Maj'or aud Aldermen ? Yes ; or some
of them. To the best of my belief, some of the Aldermen went, and I went with the City Health Officer,
Dr. Dansey.
285. And the result was that nothing was done ? The case was dismissed, and was at an end, and we were
powerless.
286. Did you say they burn bones there as well ? They say not; hut the smell goes on as had as ever.
There is also another great nuisance in that neighbourhood: The drainage from Victoria Barracks is
carried into a large waterholo on Moore Park, and, in summer time especially, it is a great nuisance.
287. Mr. Moriarty.] Do you perceive much diflerenee in the smell arising from the gully-shafts in dry
weather and those times when the sewers are flushed? In dry weather it is worse ; it is so offensive at
times that we have to send a water-cart to fill them up.
* 136—B
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2S8. Is that from the accuiuulatioii of matter in the sewers?

T rR. Seymour sewers. ■

Pn ?

It arises from the want of flushing the

289. Do you perceive auy difference in the effluvia from house sewers in dry aud in wet weather ? In dry
‘ ■ weather we often find it offensive, and in wet weather it is oftentimes offensive because they are not properly
trapped.
290. Do you attribute that to the drains not being properly trapped, and to the gas escaping ? I do, sir.
291. Mr. Bennett^] Have you noticed at what time the smell from the harbour is the worst? At low-tide.
292. Is it worse in dry weather or after a flush ? I have observed it mostly in dry weather, especially in
Woolloomooloo Bay.
'
293. Is it more offensive at the end of the tank stream in dry weather ? That 1 cannot say; I have never
been there but it has been offensive.
294'. Are most of the house-traps water-sealed ? They are not.
295. That is because of the principle on which they are made, and if they are not water-sealed the
difficulty arises from the traps not being filled with water ? Many of the water-pipes convey the water
from the top of the house down to the sewer, and there is no trap at all. Tor instance, in Bridge-street
you can go to the top of a house and you will be knocked down by the stench from the pipes.
296. I refer to the water-closet pipes ? They are all watertight.
297. Then it is not from the scarcity of water that the closets become choked up ? Ho, it is not from tho
scarcity of water, but from the negligeuce of the inhabitants.
298. But that is not the ease with the gully-shafts ? No; that is from want of water to keep them
constantly full.
299. Are all the cases you bring before the Corporation prosecuted to conviction ? The greater part of
them are.
300. And those that are not, arc they dropped for want of sufficient evidence? No ; when cases are not
brought before the Court, it is because there is a desire shown by the persons summoned to abate the
nuisance ; in that case time is frequently allowed them to enable them to do so.
301. Mr. Bell] Do the old gully-shafts ever get choked up ? You mean the chambers ?
302. Yes ? They do.
303. I s it difficult to get them cleaned out—as difficult as the flap-traps ? Not so difficult as the flap-traps.
304. Does the smell arise from sewage matter or from gas which escapes ? I cannot say what it is from.
305. I should like you to give the Board some idea of the class of men who clean out these sewers ? They
are a labouring class of men,
.
306. How long do they last at it ? I don’t think they could last more than five or six yeai’s.
307. Chairman] Do you meau that they do not live beyond that time ? I mean that they cannot keep up
that kind of work. There are three or four of them at present in the Liverpool Asylum ; they become
infirm, and cannot keep up that kind of work.
^
308. Mr. Bell] They become quite crippled, do they not? Yes, I have seen several of them quite crippled,
309. "Will you describe the appearance of the water in that large pond at the Sugar-works, to which you
have referred,_ on the surface ? There is a green fatty substance on the surface generally, in the north-west
corner ; that is nearest to whore the pipe conveys the water into the Sugar-works.
310. And I suppose the smell is very had? Yes, the smell from that, corner is really very had.
311. They use that water over and over again, do they not? Yes, it goes in and comes out, and goes in
again.
312. And the overflow, when they let it off, goes down towards Blackwattle Swamp ? Yes.
313. Is there a great deal of sickness in that neighbourhood ? There is.
314. Air. IVatt] I think you mentioned that the results of your summons at the Central Police Court
were satisfactory ? I said they were more satisfactory recently.
315. How are they with reference to the other Court-are they equally satisfactory ? Within the last
month or six weeks they have been, but only since certain articles appeared in the Sydney Morning Merold.
316. Do you know of many cases in Sydney where the closets are above the level of the water-pipes ?
Yes, there are many eases.
317. Can yon form an opinion as to what proportion of them are above the level of the supply-pipes ?
All the water-closets up-stairs in every house are above the pipes.
318. What proportion of the houses do you think are connected directly with the water-mains ? I could
not say ; I believe about 5,000.
319. lion. J. B. Wilson] You have mentioned certain localities in which you found a large amount of
sickness, such as Darling Harbour, Blackwattle Swamp, aud Surry Hills—None of these places are con
nected with the underground sewerage, are they ? Blackwattle Swamp is connected, and so is Darling
Harbour, aud a portion of Surry Hills.
,
320. Does not much of the offensive smell at Darling Harbour and Blackwattle Swamp arise from the
exposure of noxious matter ? Yes, and I think if we had large receptacles, which we call silt-chambers, to
receive all that matter, it would not be so offensive.
821. Do you think those portions of Sydney which are brought into the underground sewers are better
situated than that part of Surry Hills and those other places you spoke of as being entirely dependent
upon open surface drainage ? The portions of the city where there is underground sewerage are far before
those which have open drains, in which we have found urine and frequently human excrement. Our
scavengers have found this lying in the gutters repeatedly.
■
322. There are several distinct systems of sewerage in Sydney, are there not ? Yes, there are some sewers
constructed of brick and some stoneware.
"
323. But there are several different systems of sewerage, commencing and ending at different points ?
Tli ere are.
324. And one of them 1ms an obelisk to ventilate it? Yes.
.
325. Have you ever observed whether the drainage area which has that obelisk connected with it is as
offensive as the others ? I have not.
.
326. YThat is the quantity of refuse which is removed by the Corporation weekly in their carts—Do you
know ? Yes ; for the present week, ending yesterday, 1,007 loads of street sweepings, 4-32 loads of house
rubbish, 25 loads ot refuse from the city markets, 30 loads of stuff from earth-closets, and 190 loads of
street refuse from gully-shafts, making a total of 1,690 loads for Ihe week, Dead animals for the same
week,
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week, 512 ; of all sorts—fowls, rats, cats, dogs, &c. I have a book (producing it) which shows everything—the
Mrstreet it is found in, and where it is taken to. I have another book which shows all the street sweepings. - eymour-,
327. "What becomes of these 1,690 loads of rubbish ? A great deal of it goes to the City Common; some
of it goes lo Harris-strcot to fill up largo holes, some of it goes to Maequarie-street for the same purpose, 27April,1875.
and a great portion of it goes to the Domain for garden use. Some of it lias lately gone to Wynyardsquare, and some to the Flagstaff,
328. lio people make complaints of that rubbish P They do sometimes.
329. Is it offensive in your opinion ? It is offensive for a day or two, but after that it is not. You can
pass along Wynyard-square without being offended hy if..
330. Has any attempt been made to utilize that refuse by taking it out of the city ? There has not to my
knowledge. I think there ought to be.
331. Bo you think it could be made remunerative ? Yes, I think it might be sold. I have had a proof of
it during my time in the old city yards. The first year 1 started to sell it for the City Council we brought
iu £10, but the last year we brought in £700 or £800. Then Moore Park was commenced, and everything
was carted there. I think there have been about 120,000 loads taken to Moore Park.
_
332. Did any great nuisance exist in Moore Park in consequence of this accumulation of city refuse ?
No, because it was spread out as soon as it went there.
333. And the noxious elements were got rid of in that way ? Yes; when it is spread, after the second
or third day there is no smell whatever from it, unless you go there for the purpose of finding it.
331. Where do you at present take the matter from the earth-closets ? To Moore Park, and to the back
of Steel’s Battery, where it is mixed with street sweepings. The house refuse is taken to Moore Park and
used for top dressing after being subject to fire and then screened.
335. Are any complaints made by persons residing iu that neighbourhood ? I have heard none.
336. Son. J. Smith.) Do you make house to house visitations in these cases ? I do, sir.
337. From house to house as you go along ? I do, sir.
338. Whether tho house looks of a respectable character or not P Yes—1 go to every house.
339. And do you take all the streets as far as you can ? I take every street as far as I can.
340. In this house to house visitation have you met with a great many very crowded localities ? I have.
341. Whore are they chiefly ? In the west end of tho city—that is west of York-street chiefly.
342. Do you mean towards Darling Harbour ? Yes ; I have found rooms with eight stretchers in each room ;
there was not room to walk between each bed. Those are what they call six-penny lodging-houses. We
found in one room in tho yard in one of these houses in Clarence-street, and within three feet of a common
water-closet, five beds.
343. Is there any law to prevent this crowding in lodging-houses ? No, there is not, sir.
341. Apart from these lodging-houses, have you met with cases where families have been over-crowded?
'
Yes, I have. I found a house with four rooms and four families in it—one family in each room ; seven
persons sleeping in ono room.
345. Can you give the Board any idea of the dimensions of that room in which seven persons were sleep
ing ? Yes ; it was a room at Miller’s Point, 12 feet by 10 feet; the father, mother, and five children slept
in it. They were cow keepers, and in a yard not a quarter the sise of this room there were four or five
cows.
316. Then these over-crowded localities are chiefly along Darling Harbour, are they ? Yes, they are.
347. Have you distinctly observed that there has been an unusual amount of disease in these localities ?
I have seen more disease there.
348. Can yon name any doctors whose practice lies in those localities ? Dr. Dansey is one, Dr. Gfilhooley
is another ; I cannot remember the names of tho others.
349. Is there, in your opinion, a great deal of over-crowding in Sydney ? 1 am sure there is,
350. And you think that is a fruitful cause of disease ? It is.
351. And, as far as you know, there are no means of preventing this over-crowding ? So far as I know
there are not.
352. Which do you consider the filthiest part of Sydney ? I always look upon the west end of the city,
from York-street down to Darling Harbour, as tbe worst; it would require an inspector of nuisances for
itself; it requires to be gone through every week. In that locality also there is a great deal of prostitution.
There is one whole lane containing prostitutes—thirteen, fourteen, and fifteen of them lying in one room
without beds, or table or furniture of any kind. That lane is called Bxcter-lane, and is of very bad repute.
It is inhabited almost entirely by prostitutes of the lowest class.
353. And can you say, from your own knowledge, that disease is much more prevalent in those localities ?
1 am sure it is.
354. You have described some very sickening cases where the water has been contaminated by pipes con
nected with water-closets ;—are you sure that the contaminating matter was fecal matter? Yes, I had a
tumbler of it in my hand.
355. Are you quite sure that the water was not contaminated in any other way ? 1 am quite sure,
because wc turned off the tap from the water-closet, and then turned on the tap of the next house and the
water was then quite pure ; then we turned on the tap from the closet pipe and the water was full of
offensive matter.
350. And you think that in any case it must get hack into the main ? I am perfectly certain it must.
357, You are not regularly accompanied by a medical man during your visitations, are you? No, I am
not.
35S. Do you think it would be advisable in certain eases that you should be so accompanied ? I do.
The Cily Health Officer’s duty does not compel him to accompany me, and the inspection of the city is
carried out by me and my assistant. Dr. Dansey is only called in when I require his services in cases
where the public healtli is endangered.
359. You call him in to inspect bad cases only ? Yes, I do all tbe inspection myself.
360. And you think it would be desirable that a medical man should make a regular round of visits
himself? I do. I think it ought to be the duty of the Health Officer.
361. You spoke of earth-closets;—are they iu general use? No, there are only 109 in use,
362. Are they confined to any one locality ? No, they are spread over various parts of the city.
363. Have you had any experience in judging of their value ? The present earth-closets I believe to he a
'
perfect
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Mr.
perfect nuisance. In the first place we have no proper earth for tliem; then the servants empty all the
. Seymour, night refuse—everything in fact—into them. I speak from experience, having one iu my own nouse, that
<''*■^'“—3 they are a perfect nuisance.
£7 April, 1875. get. Tou spoke of Arthur-street as being an unhealthy locality;—where is that P It turns out of Bourkestreet. There is a large gutter there which receives a great deal of refuse.
365. And you think that is the cause of a great deal of disease P I think so.
366. Tou think that places which have only surface drains, which carry away very frequently fecal matter,
aro more unhealthy than those which have underground sewerage ? I do, sir. “
367. Do you think you can fairly infer that this nnhealthiness is due directly lo the exposure of fecal
matter ? I believe so, from that and the refuse water from the kitchen and laundry lying in the gutters.
It has been a general complaint. The parties have said to me, Mr. Inspector, wo are all laid up from the
dreadful stench from that ])1 ace—pointing to the drain in the street.
368. The complaint of the inhabitants is that they are all aflected by the stench from these open drains ?
Yes.
’
3G9. Are the contents of closets ever removed hy the city servants ? Only the earth-closets; they are
removed hy the Corporation servants; the contents of the other places are removed by the owners or
occupiers through a night-man. Formerly the Corporation had a contract for removing it all. Then the
night-men gave it up aud we could get no ono to do the work. It is now done by private persons, who
make their own contract with the person who removes it.
'
370. Chairman] Are these places cleaned out as often as they ought to he ? I don’t think so.
371. Hare you power to compel the parties to empty them more frequently P "We have the power, if the
place creates au unpleasant smell, to compel the party to empty it, aud if he does not wc bring him up at
tho Police Court.
^
372. And if there were no unpleasant smell it would be useless to summon him? Tes.
373. Do you think it would be better for the Corporation to take the cleaning out of these cesspits into their
own hands, and to empty them whenever they considered it desirable to do so, and in all cases to charge
the occupier of the premises or the landlord, as the case might be ? I think it would be a great improve
ment.
374. Have you any sub-inspectors under you? I have one. My house to house inspection last year
,
comprised 8,000 houses.
‘
.
_
375. Could you perform your duties more efficiently if you had more assistance ? I could. I may mention
a ivay in which the police might assist me materially
We have a system of cleaning the city ; the centre
portion, from Hunter-street to the Hallway Bridge, bounded by Elizabeth-street and York-street, is cleaned
every morning, and the other portions of the city twice a week and sometimes three times. That has been
done during the last two months. But after the streets have been cleaned, parties will shoot the whole of
their filth into the gutters in order to avoid being summoned for not having sent it away in the Corporation
carts. Now, if the police would give me notice of all such occurrences I should be able to summon the
offenders, and that would he a great assistance to me in the discharge of my duties.
376. About how many houses remain unvisiled by you? There are about 15,000 houses in tho eity
altogether; but I don’t count in my visitation those of which complaints have been made, that is to say, I
have inspected other houses which I do not count.
377. Do we quite understand you to say that when you have issued a summons no influence is brought to
bear upon you by persons having authority to withdraw that summons ? No, only where there is shown
a desire to abate the nuisance, and then the Mayor sends for me and asks my opinion, and whether the
ends of justice will be served by what has already been done, and if I think so then it is done, and the
summons is withdrawn on payment of costs.
378. Is that ihe way it is always done with you ? Yes, as long as I have been in office.
379. Mr. G. Watt,] Have you inspected the Kail way urinals ? Yes, I have,
3S0. Is it part of your duty to inspect them ? It is my duty to inspect every place in Sydney—public or
private.
331. Mr. Bennett] You have complained very much of the nuisance in Park Koad, Moore Park, Do you
think any of that nuisance could percolate into Busby’s Bore ? I do not think so. It might percolate
through the ground ; but I don't think it could get into the Bore.
3S2. Are there any oilier places where percolation could take place into Bushy's Bore ? Not to my
knowledge.
.
*
'
383. But there might he
there are a number of cesspits and closets there, aro there not ? No, not in
the direction of the Bore.
381. There is a great deal of refuse matter spread on Moore Park, is there not ? Yes,
385. Does the water from Moore Park flow into the water supply, or does it go iuto Shea’s Creek ? Ouly
a- portion of it; but no refuse lias been put on that part of the Park since a complaint was lodged with
the Mayor and Council.
386. That was about eighteen months ago ? Yes, ihe portion over which refuse is spread has no connection
with tho watershed.
387. What proportion of tlie houses arc connected with the sewers ? I cannot tell vou ; that is in Mr.
Bell's department.
"
388. Could any offensive matter percolate through the sand iuto the Bore without going through the
shafts ? I don’t think so ; it might percolate through the sand but not into the Bore.
389. Chairman] We arc very anxious to obtain evidence as to the cleanliness of the city. Can you tell
us of any person not officially connected with it who is acquainted with the state of the city and is in the
habit of goiug about it ? 1 do not know any one more capable of giving evidence on these matters than
the doctors, who are constantly going about the city.
390. Do you know any of the city missionaries. They arc supposed to go about a good deal. Do you see
them often? Sometimes.
b
*
391. Can you give us the name aud address of one of these gentlemen whom you see frequently ? There
is Dean Cowper ; 1 meet, him iu many portions of the city travelling about; and there'is Mr. Shepherd—
1 meet him also in many parts of the city. We also frequently sec Mr. Pidgeon and Mr. llobins.
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WEDNESDAY, 2S APRIL, 1875.
present :—

H. G. ALLETNE, Esq., M.D.,
E. 0. MORIARTY, Esq.,
R E. ADAMS, Esq.,
Hox. J. E. WILSON,
■

E. BELL, Esq..
W. C. BENNETT, Esq.,
C. WATT, Esq.,

Hoy. J. SMITH,

G-. E. DANSEY, Esq.

M. B. BELL, Esq., B.A.,

in the

Chaie.

Mr. David Clement Robertson, Inspector of Waste Water, called in and examined:—
392. Chairman.'] You are Inspector of Waste Water to tbe Sydney Corporation, I believe ? Yes.
EobeHson'.
393. You have in that capacity, I presume, some bnoudedge of the connections between private houses
and the water-mains ? I have.
T
lavs
394. There is one particular matter to which we wish for the present to confine your evidence the com
P 1
'
nections between tlie mains and the water-closets. One case m particular has come under the notice of
the Board, which I dare say you remember; it occurred about twelve months ago, in which the water was
contaminated in consequence of direct connection with a closet ? Yes, I remember it.
■
395. We arc aware of the particulars of that case, and wc are also aware that similar.cases have occurred
elsewhere ; in fact we have been told that there are a great many cases of the same kind ? There are, sir.
39G. We wish to obtain from you some more exact information as to the number of cases in which that
direct connection still continnes ? At present there are 5,400 patent closets in the city ; and there aro
4,700 which have direct connection with the mains.
_
_
397. What do you understand by patent cdosets ? Those closets where the water is laid on for the purpose
of flushing the pans.
898. They only go by the name of patent closets ; they are not really patents—You mean the ordinary
water-closets ‘•i Yes, they are called patent closets. This is a plan of such a closet-pan (producingplan)
with the connecting pipe for flushing it, as was mentioned in Mr. Seymour’s evidence yesterday.
.
399. This plan refers to the ordinary water-closet? Tes; all water-closets have pans like this ; that is
the pan commonly used.
400. And which was used in the case we arc referring to ? Yes.
_
401. You say that out of the 5,400 closets now in use, 4,700 are directly connected with the mains ? Tes.
402. Then the difference between these two numbers comprises those which have cisterns ? Yes. /00 of
them have cisterns,
403. Is it any part of your duty to inspect these places ? Yes. .
_
.....
404. Have you received auy instructions in' reference to alterations necessary in conuection with these
existing closets ? No, not in respect to existing closets,—ouly for the future.
.
_ .
405. Then nothing has been done, to your knowledge, to enforce a better system in respect to existing
closets ? No; except that when repairs are needed, or new closets have to be made, then we make tho
plumbers adopt the cistern principle.
_
‘
406. And the old closets aro allowed to remain as they are? Yes.
407. Are there any closets existing similar to that from which this terrible contamination tookplace ?
(Several. I may safely say one hundred have come under my notice within the last twelve months.
40S. There arc hundreds as badly circumstanced as that ono was ? Yes ; whenever the taps or valves aro
left open, suction takes place, supposing the main to be temporarily empty, and draws offensive matter from
the pan.
■
409. And then ii the main is not full the offensive matter'drains in ? Yes.
4L0. Do you thiuk that sort of thing is going on now ? Yes,
_
. .
411. That the gaseous matter from the closets is liable to be drawn into the main from which the citizens
of Sydney obtain their supplies of water for drinking ? Yes, in all cases where there are no cisterns.
412. And you say you have had no instructions whatever in respect to existing closets ? None.
413. Are you aware whether it is a common practice, or whether it frequently happens, that taps areloft
running or open when there is no water in the mains ? Yes ; the citizens as a rule arc in the habit of
propping up the handles of tho valves so as to leave the tap on, and then if any accident happens, or any
repairs arc being made, and the water is shut off from the main, this suction takes place, and when the
main is charged again, the offensive gases are driven into the service pipes, and thence into the taps.
414. Does it frequently happen that when water is drawn off tho mains this suction takes place? Yes ;
it is frequently necessary to turn off the mains while connections or repail's are being made.
415. Then that is a thing which frequently happens ? Yes, it is often necessary.
_ _
41G. Have you heard frequent complaints about the water being offensive from the citizens of Sydney?
Yes, I have.
417. Is it your opinion—because your opinion, considering the nature of your office, ought to be of con
siderable value—that these complaints are occasioned by tbo cause wc now have under consideration ?
Yes, I am confident of it,
.
.
■
i
418. In fact tbo sewage matter from the closets gets into the pipes? Yes, in one place in Woolloomooloo
we tested it.
.
_
_
419. But where no special test has been made you thiuk it frequently happens in cases which have not
cxccited particular notice? I am sure that where these closets have no cisterns, a quantity of had gas is
sucked in when the water is off, aud even matter as well.
_
.
„
.
420. Now with respect to new closets, there is a particular kind of small cistern adopted is there not.
Yes.
421. Is that adopted iu all cases where new closets are constructed ? Tes.
422. Does it work satisfactorily ? It does,
423. Are you entirely satisfied with that system ? I am.
^
424. Practically you find it works well ? Yes; it has no connection whatever with the sewer.
425. And it is not likely to get out of order? No, not at all likely, and if it does, it is of very simpla
construction, and can bo very easily repaired,
^
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Mr. D. C. 426. "WTiat, in your opinion, would be tbe additional expense of using these cisterns ? Between three aud
Hobertscm. four pounds each.
427. The cost would depend, upon circumstances ? Tes ; some persons like to have them made of lead,
2SApnl,18(5, and some 0f u.onj aT1d that makes a diftbrence in the expense.
428. I presume from ihe nature of your office you have some acquaintance with the plumbers in this city,
and with plumber’s work ? Yes.
429. Can you give us any idea of what would he a reasonable time to require that all connections
with closets should be made in this way by means of these tanks ? It should he fully four months.
430. Do you think if the landlords or householders were required within four months to make the con
nections with their closets in this way any serious inconvenience would arise with the' plumbers in, the
shape of extortionate demands ? "Well, that would be the difficulty, because tbe plumbers are very busy
just now, and they are likely to be so for some time.
431. Can you suggest any plan by which this difficulty might be mitigated or overcome. Would they
contract to make these connections in a given time ? I don’t see how that could he done. Every man
would like to do his own work, or see to its being done for him by some one else. The Corporation have
nothing to do with the inside work of a house.
_
432. "Was there not some plumber who undertook to furnish tanks on this plan at a fixed price ? There
was ; it was Chandler, the plumber.
433. Was it a contract or merely a statement that the work would he done at a certain price ? He said
'
he would make cisterns at £2 15s. each ; but they were common cisterns of galvanized iron, and most
people would like to have them of lead.
434. Do you think the alteration could be enforced without any serious difficulty in four months ? Well,
I think, upon consideration, it would take between five and six months. If the plumbers saw it had to bo
done in a limited time they would be apt to ask too much, and the householders would not like to pay. I
should say six months would he a fair time to state.
435. What do you think would be the effect of an order that all closets directly connected with the mains
should have the water cut off at once, leaving it to tho occupier of the house or the landlord to make the
proper connection whenever he thought fit? Well, sir, that would answer very well with careful people,
who would take the trouble to flush the closets, but I am afraid that in many cases they would be too
careless to clean out the pans, and a quantity of the soil would remain festering and causing offensive
smells.
436. Tou think that would create a nuisance in the city P lam sure of it, from experience.
437. Then you would not recommend that plan ? I would not.
438. Is there anything you could suggest—any mode of remedying this evil in less than six months ? To,
I can see nothing else, except to adopt the cistern principle.
439. Are you acquainted with any other effectual mode of connection ? No ; the water must he discharged
into a separate cistern.
440. Have yon ever heard of the flexible tube by which water is directed into tho pan ? I have heard of
it.
444. Have you any knowledge of that system ? No, it 1ms never come under my consideration.
442. Mr. Moriarty.'] Axe you aware whether there is any law to compel landlords to put cisterns in their
houses ? There is no law to compel them.
443. They need not do it unless they choose ? No; there are numbers now adopting tbe system since they
have found out that the water is being contaminated by closet matter.
444. Have you found them refuse in any instance to carry out that system ? Tes.
445. And they cannot bo compelled ? There is no law to compel them.
446. Are there not certain parts of the city from which, as a rule, the water is shut off at night ? There
were sometime ago; I am not aware of it now.
447. Such as the neighbourhood of the Gaol, and the higher parts of 'Woolloomooloo ? I am not aware of it
now.
448. A gentleman who lives there told me that they never have any water there now at night ? I am not
aware of it.
'
449. Are you acquainted with the mode adopted in Liverpool now in certain parts of the town—the use of
flexible tubes ? No, I am not.
450. Mr. Bennett] Is there any difference in these closets which you say are connected directly with the
main ; are they in any localities more likely to contaminate the water than in others ? No.
451. The liability is the same—hut a closet connected with a large main would contaminate more water
than a closet connected with a small main—the injury would ho extended ? Tes.
452. And that would be tho place where you would commence the alterations ? Tes.
453. Tou stated to the Chairman that you knew absolutely of one hundred eases in which the water had
been contaminated by tbe closets ? Yes, where tlie pans were choked, and the closet soil had got into tlie
pipes.
454. And you have been aware that the water was contaminated ? Tes, and the Inspector of Nuisances
had been prosecuting tbe persons.
455. And in all these cases you found the water contaminated P Tes.
456. Have you seen closets such as they have in England in which you can only put one panfull of water,
and if you prop np the handle the water ceases running? Tes, I have seen them.
457. Mon. J. Smith] In the performance of your duty do you make house to house visitation p I have
visited the greater part of the city ; not the whole city.
458. Do you visit from house to house regularly as a part of your duty ? No: I went with the Inspector
of Nuisances to the western part of the city about eighteen months ago; we are constantly carrying out
this inspection; wo travel together.
459. Then in what way did you make up that estimate of so many closets having direct connection with
the mains ? By taking the numbers as we travelled along,
460. Then you have seen as many as that? I have.
461. And it is likely that there are a great many more which you have not seen ? Tes ; but a good many
have been fixed on the improved principle since then.
462. How many out of the 15,000 houses in Sydney do you suppose you have visited and inspected P
"Well I suppose I have been iu about 14,000 altogether.
'
463.
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4G3. Then the probability is that; you reaU3r know the most of the cases—nearly all of them where tho Mr. D. C.
closets arc in direct connection with the main ? I do, sir, but a great many have been connected since Robertaon.
the date of my inspection.
401. But you spoke from your own knowledge when you gave that number ? Yes, the number is correct, 28April,1875.
hut it is probably larger now. These are the cases which have come under my notice.
4.65. And in your own knowledge there are upwards of.one hundred cases in which the water in the mains
is actually contaminated by the water-closets ? ■ Yes, about a hundred cases.
'
466. Have you heard many people complain of that? I have,
■
467. And have they attributed the badness of tbo water to that particular cause ? No.
468. But you satisfied yourself that it arose from that cause? I am quite satisfied of it.
469. Do you thiuk an efficient cistern can be put up for £2 15s. ? No sir, it cannot, if the work be
*
substantial—not under £3.
470. - But you think it can for £3 ? Yes; a good strong cistern, to hold ten gallons, with a compartment
to hold two gallons of water sufficient for one flush. When placed overhead it gives a greater pressure.
471. Are there many cases in which persons have voluntarily replaced the old connections by the improved
system of tanks ? Since the beginning of the year 200 new cisterns have been erected.
472. Voluntarily by the landlords and occupiers of the houses ? Yes. In most cases it has been where
closets required to be repaired, and the new system has then been adopted.
473. But still the majority appear to prefer drinking this dirty water to spending £3 or £4 ? Well, a great
many persons won’t believe the water is contaminated, and some of the landlords object to fix the cisterns.
474. Even in putting up a new closet? Yes.
470. Have you power to compel them ? The only way we can do it is through the license we issue to the
plumbers.
476. Supposing a plumber makes a connection without a cistern, how do you deal with him ? The only
way is summon him before the Committee.
477. What power have they? They can suspend his license for a certain period.
478. Have you any idea of the results of summonses in nuisances of this kind—have they been satisfactory?
Yes, we have had the closets cleaned at once.
470, Have the Magistrates dealt satisfactorily with the cases you know' of. Have you any knowledge on
tbe subject ? Yes, I am in Court every wmek. As a rule they treat the cases very leniently. But those
are Mr. Seymour's cases; mine are only in respect to waste of water.
480, Mr. Seymour issues tlie summons ? Yes, for nuisances.
481. Aro you aware whether any complaints have been made that pressure has been brought to bear upon
him to induce him to withdraw summons in certain cases ? No, I have no knowledge of them. (Witness
put in certain papers. Vide Appendices A, B, C, D.)

Francis Bell, Esq., City Engineer, further examined:—
482. Chairman.] With reference to the cisterns you have recommended for use in the water-closets ;—■ F. Beffi E»q.,
have you had experience as to tlie working of that system of connection ? Yes.
'
483. Are you quite satisfied with that mode of connection ? Quite so.
SSAnrU^lsyB
484. Then you persist in your recommendation ? Yes.
11 ’
'
485. Are you acquainted with any other effectual system of connection ? I am not.
486. Have you any knowledge of the flexible tube system ? Yes; but I have not seen it in operation, and
therefore I cannot speak of it.
487. Have you any further information to give us as to the time which would be necessary to make these
improved connections throughout the city ? I think the evidence Mr. Bobertson gave on that subject was
very fair. I hardly thiuk less time than six months would be sufficient.
488. Do you think it is possible to obtain any more reliable information on the subject ? No, I do not
think you could.
489. You do not think any serious difficulty would arise if the landlords were required to make these
connections within six months. You tliink that would be allowing them a reasonable time ? Yes; I
think now that they know as a fact, which formerly they did not, that the water supply is liable to be
i
contaminated from these closets, they will be anxious to make the alteration ; and that if a proclamation
to that effect were issued they would do it, if they possibly could, withiu the time.
490. Is the wmter turned oft' from the city frequently, or from any portions of it ? Not since the com
mencement of the year—since we mado the new- connections, so as to give the (Hebe a constant supply
independent of the city,
491; Then it is laid on now both night and day? Yes, it is never shut oft’.
192. You heard what Mr. Eobertson said about its being frequently necessary to turn it off, did you not ?
Yes ; when house connections are being made it is necessary.
493. Then yon confirm what he said ? Yes ; the water is shut off only for a short, time, while the connec
tions are being made.
494. Then it is never turned oft’at night? No. If we are afraid of any fires taking place it would not do
to turn it off.
495. In dry seasons have you found it necessary to turn it off? No; but occasionally our mains are
not full.
496. That would be only for the high level service? Yes, and only for a few hours.
497. You think, if there is a short supply of water it is from the defective pumping power more than
anything else ? Yes.
498. Mon. J. Smith.] Aro there any public water-closets in Sydney? Yes, there are a good many—there is
one in tho market—but they arc in the City Surveyor’s department, and I really do not know much about
them.
499. Have you any knowledge of the mode in which they are supplied with water ? I know they have
the water from tanks, at least the Police and Bailway closets have, but thoso in tho market have not.
500. Then there are a number of public urinals in Sydney, are there not ? Yes, a good many.
501. And they are kept flushed by a constant stream of water? They arc.
502. Then, in tho case of repairs to pipes when the water has to he run off, there might be an indrain
through those pipes ? Yes, of foul air I am sure there is.
503.
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F. Bell, Esq., 503. Aud tlierefore it is quite as necessary to supply tho urinals with cisterns? Indeed it is.
_
0E501. But I suppose iu auy case there is a cistern attached to a public urinal? No, except in some instances,
such as I have quoted.
28 April,1875. 505. I see from the papers you have handed in, the Corporation are empowered to make this alteration in
the connections in some cases ? Yes, in cases where new closets arc being put up.
506. But not in existing closets? No.
507. And even in the case of new closets the Corporation have no authority to compel the use of cisterns
under the Act ? They do it in every case.
508. You have stated that tho water is never cut off in any part of Sydney from a scarcity of supply? No,
'
it is not.
*
509. But that when repairs are being done or new connections made it must be cut oft’ for a time ? Yes,
between certain locks.
510. In such cases do you run the water off from tho tap at the lower level ? Yes. "We close the nearest
locks in the main, draw the plug, aud run the water out.
511. Then if there should he any direct connections with waier-closets in that area and the taps happen
to be open, there will necessarily he an indrain into the main which is being emptied? Yes.
512. And have the mains to be frequently emptied in that way for repairs? Yes, portions of them—say
about four or fire a day throughout the city.

TRUSS!)A T, 29 APRIL, 1875.

IDrracnt:—
Hos. J. B. WILSON,
E. O. MORIARTY Esq.,
W. C. BENNETT, Esq.,
C. WATT, Esq.,

E. BELL, Esq.,

Hon. J. SMITH,

O. F. DANSEY. Esq ,
H. G. ALLEYNE, Esq., M.D.

M. B. PELL, Esq., B.A., in the Chair.
Michael Chapman, Esq., Alderman of the Cily of Sydney, called in and examined,—Alderman S. Goold
being also present by permission of the Board:—
M. Chapman, 513. Chairman.] You are an Alderman of the City, arc you not, Mr. Chapman? Yes.
Esq.
514. The Board have taken evidence in reference to a particular ease—a gross nuisance—which occurred
some time in May last, in conuection with a water-closet in Castlercagh-strcet ? Yes, I remember it.
20April, 1875. 515. We have had full evidence as to the particulars of that case----- ? I remember the whole affair.
516. I think you were called upon to go and inspect it? During the absence of the Mayor (Mr. Goold)
" I acted for him ; and at the request of Mr. Bell, and I think Mr. Bradridge, I went with them to a house
in Castlereagh-strect, occupied by a butcher. We went also to the house next door, occupied by M'Nctlly,
a painter.
517. Were you satisfied that tlie water iu the water-pipes supplying the houses in that neighbourhood was
contaminated by this nuisance P The pan of the butcher’s closet was some 8 or 10 feet above the tap
which supplied the next house, and matter from the closet came out of the tap in the next yard. I saw it
myself.
518. Then you were quite satisfied of it ? We have also been supplied with copy of a report from the
City Engineer to the City Council, respecting a number of closets connected in a similar way with the
main. Do you remember that report ? Yes.
519. What we wish to ascertain from yon is what steps were taken by the City Corporation in con
sequence of communications made to them in consequence of that report ? We sent officers to survey all
places which were likely to be in that state. We also called for tenders for an improved water-closet cistern,
and at my suggestion we offered a prize for the best plan of supplying the water to closets, and also
hindering the great waste of water. We had a great number of plans sent in, and a gentleman of the
name of Chandler got the prize of £10, and his system was adopted. Since that time numbers of cisterns
of that sort have been erected in the City of Sydney—in every instance in fact where the Corporation
could havo them erected.
520. You meau in every home where a new connection was made ? They are doing it in every new con
nection, but in hundreds of instances we have introduced them into old closets. Eor instance, I have
ordered ten cisterns myself, and I know many other persons who are equally anxious to have them.
521. Are you aware of the number of closets in the City of Sydney which have improper direct connections,
and the number of those whicli have the improved or some improved system of connection ? I could not
tell you the number.
522. Are you aware that tho number of those which have a safe connection with the main by means of a
tank is wholly insignificant in comparison with the total number—not more than 10 per cent. ? I would
not venture to give an opinion.
523. As far as you know, have tlie City Corporation any power to compel persons to adopt this improved
method of connection, or any improved method of connection ? They are doing it with all the new con
nections.
524. But in respect to the old ones ? No, we are fully aware that we have not the power.
525. Can you pass a by-law to give the Corporation that power? No, we have no power to compel
persons to pull down aud erect, but we induce them to erect tlie cisterns whenever we can.
520. But it is not a question of erection or pulling down—it is simply to cut the pipe and put between
the separate portions of the pipe a tank, so as to divide the connection ? AVEoever told you that—that
the method was so simple—told you wrong, because, although the estimate for supplying the tank may
be only £2, it costs about £1 if erected. In some instances you have to put down a fresh water-pipe.
527. What would be the extreme expense in each case, do you think ? About £4 to £4 10s. Eor that
you could get a very fair one.
528. I am speaking of old closets, now in direct connection with the main. "What would be the expense
of cutring the pipe aud fixing a cistern ? About £4 or £5.
529. You think that would be the extreme cost? Yes.
530.
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510. And yon tliink that, as you shind. you have no pouT to iiisut upon this being done. T am speaking
Cliapmsu,
of osinting closets entirely ? ‘ JSto, I believe we have not the power.
Ks<!'
531. Aud that the passing of n by-law would not enable vou to do so ? No, T am sure it would not.
—A——s
532. 'ibis particular case which occurred in Castlereagh-strect was of such a flugrunt character that it was 20Ayiril,lS7:>,
detected. IVe arc informed that some other eases of a sinular nature have occurred since. Have you
heard ot auj’thing of the sort? I have uot heard of any. That was a case which would uot occur once in
a hundred times. 'Hie water-closet was 3 or 10 feet above tlie level of the tap in the next yard.
533. Areyou not aware that a great number of tlie water-closets arc upstairs ? Acs ; but J have never known
any closets upstairs that were not supplied with cisterns.
53T. Aro you aware that out of 5,100 water-closets there are onlv 700 that have cisterns? ] am not
aware of it
'
535. "We have had tlie information from your own officers ? T thiuk they must be mistaken.
53G. Were the City Council aware that with this large number of closets, having direct connection with
the water-mains, there was constant danger of the water being contaminated? May I ask you whether
this is an inquiry into tlie best method of disposing of the sewage of the City of Sydney, or an inquiry
into tho working of the Corporation? X understood it was an inquiry in reference to the disposal of the
sewage.
'
537. Jt. is au inquiry as to the best thing to he done to remedy the evils which are said to exist in connection
with the healtli of the city, and we wish to ask you what in formation you iiad, and what steps were taken
in consequence of that knowledge, Our instructions are very wide, and we are specially urged to inquire
into all causes which affect the health of the inhabitants of Sydney. With that object J ask you whether
the Corporation were aware of certain things, aud what action was takcu by them. .If we do not know
what steps the Corporation havo taken how can we advise the Government as to what steps they shotild
take. _ M e wish to know what powers the Corporation possess, so as to be in a position to recommend, if
we think those powers arc deficient, that they should be enlarged, and wo wish to know what lias already
been done, that we may advise the Government accordingly. I have therefore asked yon what has come
under your knowledge in respect to these matters. It is natural that the Hoard should wish to ascertain
whether the persons authorized to act are iu possession of the information whicli they have received, and
what they have done. If the Corporation have already taken the proper steps then it will not be necessary
for us to do more than advise the Government that they have done all that was required ? Will all my
remarks be printed as well as yours, or will only that portion which suits the Commission ?
'
538. It will all be printed, and a copy of your evidence will be sent to you, in order that vou may make
any corrections you tliink necessary: We have been told, and I may I think say wo believe,‘that there are
a large number of closets in flie City of Sydney so circumstanced that they arc liable—not now and then,
but frequently, daily to contaminate the water in the pipes which supply the inhabitants of Sydney
with water for domestic use, not perhaps to an excessive degree, as in the very flagrant case to which f
have just referred, hut to a degree whicli is both revolting and dangerous. We'wish to know if the Cor
poration have been in possession of the same information ? 1 presume the information has come from the
same source that the Corporation have had it from, I don’t believe it for all that.
539. What don’t you believe? That there is so much danger, or that it is likely so much filth is thrown
into the water used by the citizens—I do not believe that report.
510. It is not a report—we have evidence to that effect—we have a report by tho City Engineer? Well,
there is a difference of opinion on the subject. I believe it is bad, but nothing like so bad as it is repre
sented to be. _ I believe some of these reports are written by officers when they have never seen the places
themselves—ii. is done by their subordinates
*
“
5-11. Has it ever been reported to you or to your colleagues that there are a large number of cases in which it
lias been ascertained, as amatter of fact, that the water has been contaminated by matter from the closets—
as a matter of fact ? No, I have not heard of it. I have heard of one very glaring case—that in
Castlereagh-street; but [ question whether there is another like it. That was a ease where one house was
built on a bank, and tho adjoining house in a place that had been excavated, and tbe closet in one bouse
being 8 or 10 feet above the level of the tap next door, the filth flowed from one to the other.
51-. Has it ever been reported to the authorities that the nature of tlie connections is such as to render
it certain—not a question of opinion—that nndcr circumstances frequently occurring, foul gases at all
events, and in some instances the contents of these closets, must got into the water-pipes ? Has that ever
been brought under the notice of tlie Corporation? I dare say it has.
.
513. Ho you credit this ? No, 1 do not believe it.
‘
nil. \ ou think tlie engineers aud men of science, whoever they may be, who assert that to he the case, are
mistaken ? 1 believe they do not know so much about these matters as a practical man. I bclieVo a
plumber is a better judge than an engineer iu reference to matters of this sort.
515. I think I asked you what steps had been taken to remedy these evils, aud you stated that the use of
cisterns had been enforced in tbo now connections only r Acs : it is verv doubtful 'whether we have
power enough lo do that, but we assume the power, and we find the citizens arc very willing to act with
us to remedy the evil.
'
3
64G. kou think this ease iu Castlcreagh-street was an isolated case and that there is no present necessity
to alter the exiting system with respect to these 5.000 closets?' 1 did not say so. 1 do believe it is
necessary to do it, because it is possible that some foul gases may get into the pipes, and J believe it is
necessary to have the whole of the closets in Ihc city altered and fitted with cisterns. '
5t7. But you did not think it of such pressing importance as to make it necessary to take any immediate
decisive action ? AYe could not do it because we had imt the power; in fact, it is doubtful whether
we hate the power now to do what we have done.
51S. At all events you did not think there ivas anything so pressing as to make it desirable fhat the
Corporation should seek to obtam further powers? Wc were so sick of seeking further powers from tlie
Government that wc thought it was a forlorn hope. Instead of giving us more powers they bereft us of
everything they could.
549. This particular case of the water-closet in Castlereagh-strect occurred in Mav, and Mr. Bell's report
was written in duly. A resolution was passed by the City Council some time in'’September, instructing
the City Engineer to furnish particulurs to the City Solicitor to enable him to draw np n hy-lnw. enabling
the
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M. Chapman, the City Council to enforce the new system of connection in all new cases ?" That is quite correct, and it
has been earned out.
*
550. That resolution only applied to the new connections ? Yes.
_
_
29April, 1875.
you ^ 110^
^ was necessary to obtain powers to enforce the alterations in the existing closets?
We thought it necessary, but we considered it a forlorn hope.
_
552. Then you would be very much obliged to the Board if they should succeed in obtaining these powers
for you ? The citizens would. But it appears to me that you are inquiring into the working of the
Corporation, and it is hardly fair to put these questions without giving the Corporation an opportunity of
defending themselves. It has been asserted out of doors hy a gentleman on this Commission that the
Mayor and Aldermen connive in stopping prosecutions under process of law. Now that is not the case.
I have never known a single instance of it. In about every instance when applications have been made to
stay proceedings, the Mayor has told the Inspector to do his duty, and that unless some very good reason
was shown the case must go on,
_
553. Without reference to anything that may have been said out of doors, I can only inform you that
the evidence given before the Board comprises no such charge whatever. On the contrary, it entirely
confirms your statement.
_
.
•
554. Mr. Moriarty,~\ Have you ever heard that in Liverpool—I mean the City of Liverpool, in England—
in many cases where the connections between the water-mains and the pans of tho closets is direct, the
same nuisance has occurred which is alleged to have taken place here ? Yes, because the water supply in
Liverpool is intermittent, and the water-pipes are occasionally empty; but here we have a continuous
supply, and the force of the water in the pipe is greater than the force of the matter from the closet-pan,
except in the instance I have mentioned, where the closet-pan was 10 feet above the level of tbe tap, con
sequently we aro not liable to the same nuisance.
_
_
555. Might not the same thing occasionally occur when the water in the pipe was being drawn ofi ?
Yes, during the time of repair.
556. Son, J. B. Wilson^ As a matter of fact is not the water in the City of Svdney frequently turned off
while repairs are being made, and for other reasons ? Only locally, in cases of repairs. It is ^turned oft
in the suburbs occasionally.
_
,
557. Before May or July last year, when this had case occurred, was the attention of the Corporation ever
turned to the necessity of preventing direct connection between the closets and the water-mains ? I think
not. We knew that there ought to be some alteration, but we got so little support from those who ought
to have represented us in tho House that we lost all hope, not only with regard to obtaining powers to
cany out these alterations, but to make other improvements.
558. I am speaking of the powers which ought to he given to you by Act of Parliament? I quote from
the Act 17 Yic. No. 34: “ An Act for the better Sewerage and Cleansing the City of Sydney and portions
of the suburbs thereof.” Clause 9 provides that—“ The said Commissioners shall cause the sewers which
shall be'Trom time to time vested in them and all private drains and sewers to be constructed covered and
kept so'as not to be a nuisance or injurious to health and to be properly cleared cleansed and emptied aud
for the purpose of clearing cleansing and emptying the same they may construct and place either above or
under ground such reservoirs sluices engines and other works as may be necessary and may cause all or
any of such sewers to communicate with or be emptied into such places as may be fit and necessary or may
cause the sewerage and refuse therefrom to be collected for sale or for any purpose whatsoever but so as
not to create a nuisance.”
.
559. Was tbe attention of tbe Corporation ever drawn—before May, 1874, I mean—to tbe powers they
possess under this Act, or were auy steps taken to enforce the provisions of the clause from which I have
quoted ? Our attention was not particularly aroused to it until this case occurred at the butcher’s in
Castlereagh-street.
_
_
.
560. We have had in evidence that out of 5,400 water-closets supplied with water only 700 have cisterns
we have had that in evidence from officers of the Corporation, from actual observation ? I quite believe
that was the case early in 1874 ; it is very different now.
_
_
561. Consequently, I think you will admit that the fact of 4,600 closets being directly connected with the
water-pipes is a matter that ought to be rectified as soon as possible ? I have admitted it already I quite
agree with you.
,
’
562. How long do you think it would be necessary to give people to make the necessary alterations all
through the City, supposing a Bill were passed by the Legislature, compelling all parties to connect their
closets by means of cisterns ? I would not give them longer than twelve months.
563. Could you not get It done in six months ? You could not get the mechanics1 work done in that
time. I have ordered some to-day, and the man said he could not furnish the number I required at once.
564. Do you think the Board would be justified in recommending that the water should be cut off do
you think it would he judicious or prudent to cut off the water from such houses as are directly connected
with the mains ? Only in very had cases.
565. Immediately ;—do you think that would answer ? T believe so, and make them supply the water
necessary for their closets in buckets.
,
566. Would not danger arise from persons allowing their pans to get full ? The pans would become quite
useless, and soon would work itself out,
567. And you recommend, that in cases where persons delay making the improved connection, the water
should be cut off? I believe in bad cases you are perfectly justified in making such a recommendation.
If we go in for the purity of the city we must adopt rigid measures, and cut off the water at once in all
such cases.
,
568. Would you suggest that a discretionary power should be vested in the Corporation, or would you
make it absolute ? I would make it absolute.
569. I mean to say that there might be some water-closets kept so thoroughly clean that there would be
no danger of any nuisance ? You could not draw a line between them,
_ _
570. Chairman.'] You do not believe that there is much danger from the contamination of the water, or
that it happens often; hut supposing you did believe not only that it was likely to occur but that it
'
frequently occurred, what steps would you recommend the Government to adopt ? The step I have just
recommended—cutting the water off immediately.
571. Without giving the parties any time ? I would give them no time at all,
572. You would cut it off at once, and tell the parties it would be laid on again as soon as they had erected
'

.
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cisterns on tlieir premises ? Tes, mating it compulsory that within twelve months every house should he M. Cfoapman,
supplied with a cistern. In the meantime I would mate them use water from a cast, as scores of them do now.
I’
573. There is one question indirectly connected with this subject I have not asked yet. Tou were two
years Mayor I believe ? Yes.
29 April, 1875.
574. Were you much troubled by persons who wanted you to exert your influence to get summonses with
drawn ? That was tried once, at the commencement ot my office, but it was never tried afterwards.
575. Not after the first time ? Never after. Of course these influences are brought to hear, not by tho
Aldermen but by persons out of doors, but I have never known an instance of the Mayor giving way.
The only difficulty we have had to fight against in Court, for breaches of Corporation by-laws generally,
has been tho miserable fines inflicted by the Magistrates.
_
576. That has been remedied, has it not? Tes; to:day one man was fined £15. We have had a great
deal to contend with. Our officers have been quite disheartened ; men have been fined as low as 5s. for
very gross cases, where the filth from cow yards has created a great nuisance. _
.
.
577. Could you name any Magistrates who in that way prevent tho proper discharge of their duties by
the officers of the Corporation ? I could name Magistrates who come down to the Court when it is not
their day on the roster, and who fine shillings when they ought to fine pounds.
Stephen Goold, Esq., M.L. A., called in and examined:—
578. Chairman^ Ton have heard the evidence given hy Mr. Alderman Chapman;—do you concur in the
answers he has given ? My answers would he very similar to those given hy Mr. Chapman, except in one
particular. I do not think it would he desirable to recommend the Government to cut off the water at

once. I think il‘you gave the people three months’notice you would have double the number of cisterns

‘ *

P •

•

erected ; I believe they would do all they possibly could during that time.
579. You would not object to cut them off after three months’ notice ? No.
580. Do you think that would be the opinion of the members of the City Council generally ? Tes. I
believe tlie answers given hy Mr. Chapman are in perfect keeping with the opinions of the whole ot tlie
Aldermen in this city. I think that cisterns should be erected with as little delay as possible, aud the
very reason they have not been erected long ago is that we have been perfectly powerless in the matter;
and I do not believe even uow that we have power to enforce the erection of cisterns even in new buildings.
581. Is there any other evidence in connection with this particular point which you would like to- give
us ? I must say that I never heard that the water was being rendered impure only in reference to this
particular case in Castlereagh-street. No case was ever reported to me.
582. "Wcre there no cases reported of the water being impure ? -No, only that one. When tho dam was
being enlarged there were many persons ready to state that they found dog’s hair, cow's hair, and all sorts
of things in the water, but there was no ground for such statements.
FBIDAT, 30 APRIL, 1875.
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F. BELL, Esq.,
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W C. BENNETT, Esq.,
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Henry Norman M‘Lanrin, Esq., M.D., called in and examined:—
H. N.
583. You are a doctor of medicine ? Yes.
_
_
M'Lflurin,
584. It has come to the knowledge of the Board that the water supplied to the inhabitants of Sydney has Esq.,
M.D.
on several occasions been contaminated by fecal matter from the water-closets, and we are anxious to take
this matter solely into consideration for the present, as it is one which the public are especially interested,
and we wish to inspire them with a wholesome dread of tho results which must follow. Tho Board are 30APri1'1875-*
anxious to obtain further particulars from members of the medical profession in reference to the received
opinion of the faculty as to the danger of using water so contaminated—the recognized opinion of the
profession, arising from the introduction of matter of this nature into the water used for house purposes.
To that point alone onr inquiry is at present directed. Will you he kind enough to state what is the
received professional opinion on this subject? There are several diseases which, it is believed, can he pro
duced or propagated by fecal contamination of water. First of all, diarrhoea. It is admitted, I think,
by everyone—in fact there is no doubt whatever about it—that diarrhoea can he produced in a great
number of cases hy this method of contamination. I liave myself seen several cases of which I could,
if necessary, furnish the details to the Board-----_
585. Do you mean to say that diarrhoea is produced or communicated hy the introduction of fecal matter
. into the water? It is produced hy the fecal contamination of water iu certain cases and under certain
circumstances.
_
4
086. You were alluding to some particular cases which have come under your notice when I interrupted
you ? I could give the Board the details of a case which came under my own notice in the harbour of
Wellington, New Zealand. I have a MSS. book with me, from which I can give them to you if you desire,
but I can sufficiently describe the circumstances without them. Up to a certain day in the month of June,
1869, the crew of H.M.S. “ Challenger” had been using distilled water. On that day the supply of distilled
water ceased, and they commenced to use water supplied from the town. As soon as they began to use
tins water an outbreak of diarrhoea took place in the ship, which continued for about three^weeks. Duringthat time I was mailing inquiries, and I found out that the water with which they were supplied had been con
taminated with fecal matter. In Wellington there are no drains at all, and during the heavy rains there
had been a great deal of son huge from the cesspits into the water which was supplied to the ship. 1
advised the Commodore to cease using that water and to distil water again for the use of his crew; he did
so, and as soon as ever they commenced the use of distilled water the diarrhoea ceased.
587. Were you assured of the presence of fecal matter in that water, or did you suspect it only ? I was
sure
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^eeflU5C I examined it, It had a disagreeable smell, and it was of a milky consistency: you
ccmld see the granules of matter in it; and I found that it had been contaminated, because during the
dry weather the water cause from a natural spring in tho hills, but after a long period of wet weather
30 April 1875 ^1C1’C was such a constant soakage produced by the rain that matter passed from the neighbouring cesspits
1 1
" into the spring adjoining.
C5SS. Are there any other diseases Avliich arc recognized hy the profession as liable to he produced hy the
use of water so contaminated ? With respect to typhoid fever there are two opinions : One is the opinion
J
of Dr. Umld, whicli is, that typhoid fever can never be produced hy the contamination of ordinary fecal
matter; hut the opinion of Dr. Wurchison—whicli I believe is the recognized opinion of the majority of
medical men—is, that under certain circumstances ordinary fecal contamination can produce typhoid fever ;
that water contaminated by healthy ftcees can produce typhoid fever. On the other hand. Dr. IJudd says
that to produce typhoid fever tbe fa?ees which contaminate the water must come from a patient suffering
from typhoid fever. Dr. Murchison is of opinion that this disease can be originated even from healthy
fecal matter, and that, I think, is the safer opinion of the two, I have myself seen, when I was surgeon
in the Parramatta Gaol, au instance of this. We had an outbreak of fever there. We had a number of
cases there which I believe sprang from the contaminated condition of the water. The water was analyzed
by the Government chemist, and it was found to contain a quantity of fecal matter. We then changed
the source of the waiter supply, and the cases of fever ceased. There was no fever case after that while I
was surgeon of the gaol.
589. Where do you suppose this fecal matter came from? I suppose from fecal contamination of the
water in the upper part of the Parramatta Diver.
590. Are there any other diseases which are generally admitted by the profession to he produced by tho
contamination of water hy focal matter ? Yes, cholera,
'
591. Is it the received opinion of medical men that cholera can be produced from that cause ? The
■
received opinion is that Asiatic cholera is communicated by the water which is drunk being contaminated
by the fieccs of patients labouring under cholera.
■
592. Then it would be communicated, not produced? Yes : whether it is produced or not we have no
proof; but that it is communicated, in scores of cases, there can be no doubt whatever.
593. Can you enumerate any other diseases whicli aro believed to be produced in that way ? Dysentery
is often supposed to be produced in the same way, but I am not prepared to give any facts which havo
not come under my own notice,
■
594. We wish to ascertain what diseases are believed to be produced by the contamination of water by
fecal matter, according to the recognized uucontroverted opinions of the profession ? I think 1 havo
given you most of them,—diarrhuea and dysentery, typhoid fever and cholera.
595. Are there any other diseases which are supposed to be communicated by drinking water containing
fecal matter ? I think 1 have mentioned most of them.
596. You think then, and the members of your profession think, that these diseases are very likely to be
communicated from one person to another, if water is contaminated iu this way? They are so certain to
he communicated that I will venture to inform the Board of a case which occurred in Over Darwen, iu
Lancashire, in England. There was no provision for drainage, and t he water supply became so contaminated
that the local medical officer told the people in spring, .1.S74, that unless they improved that state of
matters there would be an outbreak of fever in the autumn. In the autumn an outbreak took place ;
on tbo 7th of November, 1874', there were 1,200 cases of fever, and between the 8th October aud the 7th
November, forty-five persons died from typhoid fever.
597. You say that in this case the water was contaminated by soakage—by fecal matter soaking into it ?
Yes, there was no provision for drainage—the population had increr.'od very much within the last few
years—that was the second epidemic in fact. In this instance it is interesting to notice that a prophesy
was made that an outbreak of lever would take place from certain causes, and that the fever did break out,
fur, ns I have already stated, there were 1,200 fever cases, and forty-five deaths in one month.
598. Do you think that water contaminated in this way, hut not so offensive as to be noticed by ordiuary
persons, might still be dangerous ? No doubt of it; there are many forms of contamination whicli you
cannot discern by ordinary examination.
-»
599. Is that an acknowledged fact, recognized by the medical profession ? It is an acknowledged fact with
" «
regard to cholera ; 1 did not mention this fact. When the epidemic of cholera took place in Loudon in
.1865 it was found to be almost entirely confined to one portion of the city which was supplied with water
by oue company—water drawn from a river called tbe Lee, near Biackwall.
600. "Was the water in lhat river contaminated? Yes, it was known lobe so; it was proved to be so.
The water was not oftensive fo the inhabitants, and there was nothing in its appearance to lead them lo
suspect that it was contaminated, but when analysed it was found to be so. Dor you may pass water
through a common filtering process and get rid of tho smell and make it apparently pure, but unless you
adopt some unusual means c>f filtration, you do not destroy the products of decomposition, I mean to
say that the pimcess of filtering, to remove the offensive taste or smcl!, is not sufficient to remove the
products of decomposition.
601. Supposing the air. such as it is, whicli you find in tlie pan of a water-closet, is drawn into the watermain, should you think lhat the water might in that way be contaminated dangerously? Decidedly it
might; and that is not my own opinion only, but that of every writer on the subject.
602. "Without any solid matter being introduced into the main 7 Yes ; direct communication between tho
water supply and the pan of a water-closet is exceedingly dangerous, because the gases arc to a great.
extent soluble, and contaminate ihc water very seriously.
603. You think there would be danger of a disease being produced or aggravated in that way? A great
deal of danger.
601. Is it considered that diseases produced by other causes can be aggravated by the use of wafer so con
taminated ? There can be no doubt of it. In tho case I havo mentioned, when the outbreak of diarrhoea,
took place on board H.M.8. i: Challenger," I found that persons suffering from other complainfs became
ouch worse while this epidemic prevailed in flie ship.
■^')5. You thiuk then that such diseases as measles and scarlatina might assume a more aggravated type in
c msequence of the use of water contaminated in this way? I believe so. 1 flunk I am safe in saying so.
There can be no doubt that the use of contaminated wafer would produce, in a patient suffering from anv
ether disease, similar effects to those «hich nould be produced in a healthy person, only the symptom?
would
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would bo more severe. A healthy person might, for instance, consume contaminated water without any
II.ah
very bad results, but if the same‘thing was done by a person exhausted with measles, that person would ^
butter from diarrhoea, which has been tbe cause oi the greatest number of dentils in Sydney.
_
606. Then you tliink that where there were a number of persons living near each other, during an
epidemic, aiid subject to these unhealthy influences, the danger to the neighbours of those who were •WAi>lIbia'J
BulFerins; from tlie disease would be increased hy ihc aggravated typo which it would assume .J 1 do not
i|uitc understand your question.
...
607. Would the use of contaminated water during au epidemic he dangerous, not only to the persons who
consumed it. hut to their neighbours, by aggravating tho form of tlie infectious disease ? 1 could hardly
venture to give a definite opinion. ] believe that where ficcal contamination aggravates the character ol
<
such a disease as measles it does so by producing a specific effect upon the person so suflering—that is to
say. it produces dysentery, diarrhoea, or some aftection of that kind, but X am not prepared to say absolutely
,
lhat the infection proceeding from that person to another would render the disease more severe. It is
exceedingly probable.
60S. In the course of your practice have you heard complaints of tho water supply from tho byduey.
water-works being injurious iu any way ? Occasionally I have, but not frequently,
009. Havo you ever had occasion to suspect that any illness was occasioned iu that way ? I have often
suspected it in cases of typhoid.
, .
■
610. You have suspected that it was caused by drinking bad water? By drinking bad water, because the
cases of typhoid fever have chiefly occurred in portions of the city where there is but little provision tor
cleanliness—the closets, for instance, aro connected directly with the main.
^
611. Do you know from your own knowledge that they are directly connected ? Yes. a
612. Is that the case in respect to closets up-stairs? It generally refers to small houses,*
013. Suppose you wore told that, at a rough calculation, there were 5,400 water-closets in the City of
Sydney, iududing tho suburbs, and that out of those 5,400 only 700 or 800 had_ cisterns, aud the rest
were connected directly with the main, would you consider that a serious cause ol danger to the inhabi
tants ? Yes, great danger ; I think it is perfectly shocking.
_
_
614. Is it all usual, as far as you know, in Europe, for connections to be made in this way direct from tho
closet to the main ? It is always recommended that there should be no direct connection at all; there
should be a carefully guarded cistern betuccn.
015. Is that the usual practice, as far as you know ? It is the usual practice in well built houses, and it is
strongly insisted upon by all writers on the subject. ■
_
616. Do you know what is tlie usual practice from your own knowledge^ According to my experience if
is very unusual to have anything hut cisterns: according to my observations Ihe new houses m London
arc invariably supplied with them.
617. Do you know anything of any compulsory regulations at Home iu regard to this matter? The law
in England has been so much changed of late that I am not prepared to state these regulations.
618. 1 have gathered from your evidence that it is your opinion that this slate ol things should bo
remedied without delay ? Yes. I think it should be put a stop to as soon as possible.
619. Dr. Atteync^ J wish to ask you one question,—whether in your opinion tbe reflux of gases with
(be water-main would not be almost as deleterious—at all events very deleterious—ns Ihe introduction oi
ficcal matter ? 1 think it would be.
_
_
620. Chairman.'1 Supposing the air from the closet itself were drawn into the main, would that be danger
ous ? It would uot be so bad, but it would bo very deleterious.
621. You would not like to drink a glass of water so contaminated ? indeed 1 should not. 1 think it is
very dangerous that there should be any connection between the closet aud the supply ot water , in tact
it is the first principle of safety to keep them separate.
_
622. JTr, Aforiarfy."] Do you consider that the same danger to Ihe public healtli Mould arise from the
noxious gases given out from the outlets of sewers ? 1 do not understand you.
623. The sewers here discharge their contents iuto the sea;—do you think the gas gnen out by the
decomposed matter is likely to be injurious to Ihe public health ? If people arc living near enough to the
sower mouths the public health will suffer. Das of that kind is extremely dangerous. I am perfectb
certain of it. and the nearer you are to it the worse it is.
_
02-1. Hon. J. Mmith.] You stated, that while you were in charge of the gaol at Parramatta au outbreak of
fever took place, and that you had reason to suppose it arose from the u-sc of contaminated water :—what
water was used before that outbreak ? 1 had ouly been in charge of tlie gaol then for about three months.
At the time the fever broke out they were using water from a pool in the Parramatta J’ivcr. which was
very convenient to the gaol.
_
623. Aud then they ceased to use that water ? Yes, and used other water, and after they ceased using
it there were no more cases of fever. J ought to have mentioned also in conuection with that, that along
*
with the cases of typhoid fever there was one case of malignant cholera, in w Inch the man died in tv o hours.
626. Had yon reason to suppose that that arose from the use of contaminated water ? There was no
other case after the use of contaminated water ceased.
627. In that case was the source of the contamination discovered ? 11 was very difficult lo say. The Parra
matta Elver at that particular place runs not far from the houses. There arc high banks, and houses arc
built near them, aud there is no effective system of drainage at all, so that it is quite possible that some
*
amount of fiecal matter may get into the river.
628. In fact it was quite possible that the Hovernment chemist did detect that matter ? Yes. _
629. There was no other reasonable cause for the outbreak ? Xo ; 1 examined all the drains in the gaol,
and found no reason to suppose that there was any other cause.
_
630. And in that case was there anything in the water apparent—auy oflensive smell which would lead
one to suppose that it was so contaminated ? Xothing at till.
_
63 3. Had you many cases of typhoid on that occasion ? 1 forgot the number —seven or eight, I believe.
632. Is it not the recognized opinion uow-a-days that typhoid is communicated chiefly, almost entirely,
from water ? Do you uso the word “communicated’’ exactly as restricting the infection only from one
person to another?
633. Yes, I mean communicated only, not originated, but passing iron! oue person to another ;—is it not
believed that water is tbe principal medium of communication ? It is ; but wc must not shut our eyes to
the importance of sewage gas. "When we remember such a case as that of the man who died at Cambridge
from the efforts of exposure to sewage gas while engaged in opening a drain.
63 C
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G34. But that was a case where the fever originated ? We cannot tell what matter from atyphoid patient
may have been m the dram. I should not like to give an opinion on the disputed point between Dr Budd
ancl f,r- Murchison. It may be communicated by gas or by water; I believe it is more frequently comSOAriUSfo mumcatec! by u-ater.
1
J
11 ’
635. I tbink you stated that in the course of your practice you have had reason to suspect that it
was communicated by water, but that you had no actual proof of it P In private practice it is very difficult
* ■ ’
'
to obtain such proof; it is only in public institutions or in small places that you can really trace the
' '
outbreak of lever.
^
J
636. Is it a fact that during the last few months there has been an unusual outbreak of typhoid in Sydney ?
yypuoid usually breaks out in the autumn—about this time. There has been a good deal of it.
,
■ Ohaiman.] You would recommend that a change he made in these direct connections between the
closets and the water-mains, even if it should occasion considerable inconvenience ; you think it is a matter
oi pressing necessity ? I tliink so. I think it should be done at any inconvenience; it should be com
pulsory, and it ought to he done at once.
638. Have you any knowledge of the case in Golden-square, where people went to get water because it
looked so clear, and yet it spread cholera all round? T have heard of it; that was in ’54,
M'Laurin,
Eaq., M.D.

Benjamin Palmer, Esq., Mayor of Sydney, called in and examined:—
639. Chairman'^ You are Mayor of Sydney ? Yes.
Elq.
640. We are confining our attention for the present to one particular point upon which wc shall he glad to
-.
y°r evldence—to the evils which are said to have arisen from the defective connections between the
30 April,1S70. water-closets in the City of Sydney and its suburbs with the main. We have already obtained evidence
on the subject from Alderman Chapman and Alderman Goold. They tell us, as we were already aware
that about twelve months ago-last May, I think-a portion of the contents of closets Had been drawn into
tlie water-pipes, and had contaminated the water which people were in the habit of using The case
was pointed out to the City Council, in a Eeport made to them By the City Engineer, a copy of which we
have had before us. Wo find also_that they were aware that other similar cases had occurred. Wc were
told by this gentleman that the City authorities were fully aware of the exigency of the matter ancl the
extreme necessity which existed that steps should be taken to prevent such occurrences, and they were
advised that they bad no powder to do so ? I can only say I have been in the Council for four years and
it is all new to me. If anyone has told you that he has misinformed you.
641. I am merely giving you the evidence we have received. We have also been told that they considered
they had no power to compel tlie landlords or occupiers of the houses to alter the system of connections
between the closets and the mams, hut they obtained power by means of a by-law to insist upon improved
connections with cisterns m all cases whore new buildings were erected. When asked if they had not
considered it necessary to apply to the Government for Legislative powers to enable them to remedy the
evil, they stated that they had been so much disgusted at the result of all such applications that they had
not felt encouraged to do so. Consequently, the old state of things has continued to exist up to the
present time. Is that in accordance with your own knowledge of the facts ? No; it i s all new to me. We
”0 Power to compel any alterations of the kind; the bv-law does not give us that power
r
rS®8 not i*J1™ y°u P°wer in caae of new connections P Yes, and during the last month or two—I
lorget the exact time—we have been compelling all persons making new connections, to adopt the plan
suggested by Mr. Bell, and to have cisterns. With regard to those closets which were connected before
we have no power to insist upon any alteration. We tried it, hut Mr. Driver said we had no power at all’
as the owners had comphed with the regulations existing at the time the closets were connected, and had
coniormed with the law then m force. But since then Si new connections have to be made with cisterns,
i have only known of one case where the water was contaminated, and that was in Castlereagh-streot
Ihere have been reports of other cases, but none of them have been confirmed.
b43. Have yon ever had reports on tho subject from any of your officers, except Mr. Bell ? No.
644. Have you ever heard of other eases where water has been contaminated—where it has not been so
offensive aa this but still bad ? ]N"o> I believe it is all imagination,
645. You think the officers of the City Council imagine that the water is impure P Yes, for if that was
the case and they did not report it they ought to be dismissed. I have only been in office for four months,
but I have never heard a word about it. Of course I have come under tho new system, the cistern system
which was adopted just before my time.
■
J
1
646. Do you recollect that any stops were taken by the City Council in respect to this matter ? No I
have never heard anything about it; the only case I recollect was that one in Castlereagh-street, aud that
was due chiefly to the way m which the closets were built. Of course, all persons having closets in the
tliem1' P°rtl0n8 0t t )eir ,louses are obliged to have cisterns; the water would not get to the closets without
B. Palmer,

.

^ Mr‘
is 50 imPresRC(] with the danger to the health of the inhabitants of Sydney, to say
nothing of the disgusting nature of the contamination, that he has recommended the Board to advise the
Government to empower the Corporation to give instant orders to cut off the water from all closets
?onneete<l with the mam. Alderman Goold concurred in the suggestion to cut off the water butthought it would be only fair to give the parties three months, aud then if after a- further period of nine
10Ul1,<1 ^ found improperly connected, the landlords of the premises should be heavily
nnecl; and they told us that tins step would be in accordance with the general opinion and wish of the City
LoanedDo you concur with these gentlemen in the opinions they have expressed? Yes • it would be
a great advantage I believe if every closet in Sydney had a cistern connected with it, and the inhabitants
of the city would all be benefited by it, because as you are all well aware when repairs take place, our
water which is supplied by engine power, is often stopped for two or three hours at a time, and it is to
our advantage to have a continuous supply. I know from my own observation that there are hundreds of
houses which depend solely on the tap for their supply, and there is not so much as a tank or even a cask
on the premises.
648. Then you assent to what these gentlemen say ? Oh, yes, certainly.
649, And you think that was the opinion of the Council? UTes.
■
6o0. And that they simply delayed taking steps because they were not aware whether they had f he power ?
VVe knew we had not the power.
1 g5]_
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051. Do you think it would be advisable to cut off the water in all cases where the connections were B. Palmer,
Ksq.
direct, at once, as suggested by Alderman Chapman, or to give the landlords three months' notice ? 'Well,
considering the great number of houses in Sydney, and the small number of plumbers, it would be very
_
hard to insist upon the alterations in such a short time. In justice to the citizens it would be only fair to 30 April, 1876.
give them three months’ notice. There are somewhere about 15,000 houses in Sydney, and about fifty
or sixty plumbers, and it would be rather hard on the citizens to say, “ You must have this work done in
^
three months.”
^
652. lion. J. B. Wilson] We hare it in evidence that there are 5,400 water-closets in the city, and that
'
out of these there are only 700 which have cisterns—the remainder of them arc connected directly with the
water-main ? I believe that is about the number.
_
653. It is only proposed to cut the water off from the closets, not the water for house purposes, and it is
f ■ , ' ,
suggested that people could sluice their closets with buckets of water until the improved connections were
- '
made ? Well, the question would arise, “ Might not these people"have complied with the regulations which
were in force when their closets were connected?” If so, it would be very hard upon them to cut the water
.
off suddenly without any notice. But if they were allowed three months to do it in, I think it would be
an equitable arrangement.
654. I think you have stated that the only case of contaminated water which has been reported to the city
authorities that has come under your knowledge was the case in Castlereagh-street ? That was the only
case I have heard of.
'
'
655. We had it from one of the officers of the City Council that he had been connected with the prosecu
tion of about 100 eases of filth in closets which were connected directly with the main—I wish to know
whether it lias been the custom to report these cases to the Council? I cannot say what has been done
before my time. If such cases had occurred they would have been reported. Our excellent officer, Mr.
Seymour, would, I am sure, have taken notice of them,
056. Chairman.'] Would that matter of contamination of water in the main be a matter coming nnder, or
likely to come under, the official notice of Mr. Seymour. Is it his business to report if he finds that the
water is contaminated—has he anything to do with the water ? I can hardly answer that question, because
I don’t think any report of the kind has ever taken place. It is Mr. Robertson's business, and he has
never reported any cases of the kind to me, though he is constantly reporting to me cases of waste of
water,
657. Do you know whose duty'it would be to report such cases ? It would be in the department of Mr.
Bell, our City Engineer—Mr, Robertson being under him. There was a great outcry at one time about the
embankment at Randwick; a number of letters appeared in the newspapers, and a great stir was made
about it; but after all it turned out to be nothing. The danger only existed in the imagination of certain
persons.
.
.
_ _
658. Won. J. B. Wilson] It has certainly been stated in evidence that a great many cases of nuisances, arising
from foul water-closets—where the closets were in a filthy state and nearly full—have been brought under
the notice of the Inspector of Nuisances, and that those closets wore in direct connection with the main ;
and it has also been stated that when the water was turned off, either for repairs or for any other pur
pose, the foul gas was liable to be sucked into the water-pipes;—have you ever heard of any such cases ?
No, never ■ and I am quite certain, from Mr. Seymour’s desire to carry out his duties efficiently, that I
should have known if auy such cases had occurred. Of course I can only speak of my term of office,
which has been four months. There id one matter to which I should like to direct your attention, and
perhaps this gentleman (the shorthand-writer) will take it down. 'When any nuisances are reported to
Mr. Seymour—for, of course, he cannot travel through the city and find them all out himself; he gets his
information in various ways, sometimes by letters from residents in the locality, or by anonymous letters,
and be always attends—such as filthy closets—I mean common closets, privies, places where nightsoil has
been allowed to accumulate,—he summons the owner of the premises. But it very often happens in eases
of this kind that the nuisance has arisen from the neglect of the agent employed by bim, who has promised
to have it removed the next day or the next week, and has never had it done. The proprietor, of course,
comes to the Council Chambers when ho gets his summons—calls upon me and makes a statement, which
puts his ease in a most favourable light. But I make it a rule never to interfere with Mr. Seymour in the
discharge of his duty, I hear bis statement, and what the parties who are summoned have to say, and I
tell them they had better appeal to the Magistrates in Court when their case comes on. I never interfere
with Mr. Seymour ; and if you will take notice of the fines which have been inflicted lately, you will see
that these cases have all been decided in Court. I have never interfered, except once, and that occurred in
this way : The man summoned happened to be the wrong man, and we withdrew the summons in his case,
and summoned the right man for the next week. That was the only instance. Mr. Seymour never asks
my opinion when he takes out a summons, and does not even come to me to sign it. Excepting in one
case I have never interfered with him, and I think I can answer for my predecessor, and also for Mr.
Chapmau. I know there is an impression on the public mind to the contrary, but it is all imagination. I
may also mention here that to-day we had a deputation in connection with the cattle sale yards, and I
took the trouble to get a return from the manager of the cattle yards as to the number of animals
slaughtered last year, which corroborates information I have received from Mr. Clarke and other persons.
I find that there were not less than 12,000 lambs sold in 1874, and that out of these there were only twelve
slaughtered at the Abattoirs, or one per month.
659. Won, J. Smith] Since that case occurred in Castlereagh-street, the Municipal Council passed a
by-law to prevent any direct connections in future between the water-closets and the main ;—did they
not ? Yes; but as the old connections were made under the old laws, we had no power to interfere with
them.
Chas. II. 'Wooleoti, Esq., Town Clerk, called in and examined :—
660. You are Town Clerk, Mr. AVoolcott, I believe ? Yes.
c661. 'Wo have asked you to produce certain minutes of the City Couucil: Will you tell us whether there Woolcott,
were any minutes respecting the connections between the water-closets and the mains during the last
.
twelve months ? The first intimation which the Council had of the pollution of water in the mains by gQ April 1875,
imperfect closet connections was by a letter from the City Engineer of the 2nd July, 1874. This letter
’
'
'
was
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vras refcmilby the Council, on llie ].4t:h July, to the AVatcr Committee, elucI, together with a fui'ther letter
from
the Engineer of the 30th July, was duly considered, nud designs were culled for a cistern to he
Esq.
j__i attached to water-closcfs. which would prevent the possibility of any such occurrence as that reported.
30 April, 1875. A premium was subsequently awarded for an approved design, and the Council, on tho 9th September,
adopted the principle of compelling the use of sclf-acf ing cisterns, and instructed their solicitor to prepare
0*
a by-law to meet the ease. J put in as evidence the report of the "Water Committee, the minute of
Council authorizing the by-law, (Vi/h Appendices E ami E.)
(idS. AVe have the report'from the City Engineer : AVill you read the report from the "Water Committee ?
AVooleotf,

(Report read.)

• ^ g '
<

'

“

(i63. AVluit action was taken upon thal report? The Cily Solicitor was at once instructed by me to
prepare the necessary by-law.
‘
(id-t. Has that by-law been submitted to the Council ? It has not.
OO.j. That minute was passed in September last: Has any other action been taken ? hie, nothing further :
wc are waiting for the production of the by-law.
’
000. .1 see you have some other documents with you : Have they any relation to this matter? On the 1st
of January last insfruefious were issued to persons connecting their closets with the mains-----bG7. We have seen that----- ? That seems to have been tbo principal action taken ?
GGS. Have you any other documents in connection with the subject? I have brought with mo a copy
of the license issued to plumbers, containing conditions as to the mode in which these connections
should be made. (Vide Appendix G.)
fiC9. Have you full control over these plumbers? Yes; they are licensed under certain conditions, and
unless those conditions are complied with the licenses are cancelled.
fi70. Have you anything further to lay before the Board in reference to this matter? ?so. sir, I have
nothing further.
'
071. lour duties are chiefly of a clerical nature, I suppose ? Yes; hut on all these matters you would
obtain better information from the heads of the different departments.
fb2. Hon. J. Smitti.] Tlie City Solicitor was instructed in September last year ? Yes.
(573. To regulate future connections between the water-closets and the mains ? Yes.
67d. Has Mr. Driver advised the Council officially that they have no power to pass that by-law ? Mr.
Driver has done nothing officially as yel.
'
'
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THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD.

APPENDIX.
A.
The City Engineer to The Eight Worshipful the Mayor.
Sydney Sewerage Works,
Engineer's Office, Sydney,
2 July, 1874.
Sir,
In accordance with instructions from the Committee to report upon the advisability of compelling all persons
requiring to connect with the water-mains, or the branch water-mains, for doset purposes, to erect supply tanks over such
closets before any connection is allowed to be made with the mains,—I have the honor to state, that the Council are empowered,
by section IX of the “ Sydney Water Act,” to authorize such operations as they shall think necessary for the conducting of
water into dwelling-houses and premises of whatever description, by pipes, which are to he laid and regulated as to hall-cocks,
stop-cocks, cisterns, waste-pipes, and other requisites, under the direction and fo the satisfaction of the said Council, or such
persons as they shall appoint.
This rule of compelling the erection of tanks over closets has not been enforced up to the present, and I might say there
is nothing in connection with the water regulations that requires enforcing more strictly than this rule. A most flagrant
example came under my notice last month. In this instance a patent closet was found completely choked up, it being supplied
with water by a service pipe (after passing and supplying two other houses) directly into the pan of the closet. On cutting
the service pipe at the second house, it was ascertained that the contents of tho closet had been sucked hack and completely
filled the pipe. A large portion must have at the same time found its way into the water-main of the city, as there were great
complaints of the impurity of tho water all around the neighbourhood.
Since the above was found, Messrs. Seymour and Robertson have discovered four more closets similarly choked and
connected ; and from returns in tho office, I find there are about 5,000 closets, in and around the city, connected by service
pipes directly into the pan of the closet without the intervention of a tank.
Urinals also should be supplied from tanks, or a break should be made in tbo service pipe, so that the /bu? air from tho
sewers could not ascend through the discharge pipe, and find its way into the vacuum in the mains, and thereby impregnate
the water therein.
Apart from the great benefit to the public in preventing the contamination of the water, if this rule be enforced the
saving to the Corporation from tho wanton waste of water will be great, for at the present time it is the common custom for
the greater number of tho inhabitants to allow the water to run in these closets continuously, with the idea that it cleanses
them ; whereas if the water was stored up in tanks, it could be applied with much greater effect to flush the pipes when
required.
The complaints that have been made so frequently of the impuriof the water delivered in Sydney were well founded,
I have no doubt, and must have arisen from this cause.
There is no comparison whatever between this source of pollution and that arising from drainage into the water reserve,
about which so much talk has been made. I would, therefore, strongly advise that some strenuous steps be taken to enforce
the powers vested in the Couucil to prevent the contamination of the water for the future.
I have, Ac.,
FRANCIS BELL,
City Engineer.

B.
SYDNEY SEWERAGE WORKS.
The City Engineer to The Right Worshipftd tho Mayor.
.
Engineer’s Office,
Sydney, 30 July, 1874.
Sir,
In accordance with instructions from the Sewerage and Water Committee to report upon the advisability and cost
of compelling all persons requiring to connect with the water-mains or branch water-mains for closet purposes, to erect supply
tanks over such closets before any connection is allowed to be made with the mains,—
I have the honor to state that I have seen and examined several kinds of cisterns or tanks, and have made inquiry as
to the cost of furnishing one to each closet.
The simplest, and cheapest ore those made of galvanized iron, and the cost of one with ball, cock, overflow-pipe, Ac.,
complete, will be from 35s. to 4f)a. The labour and materials in erecting and connecting will be from 15s. to 20s. So that the
total cost for the alteration of each closet will be say from £2 10s. to £3.
There is no other method I can think of that wilt ensure the water in the mains from being occasionally fouled but
t>7 the adoption of cisterns to closets.
I may here mention that the English Government have adopted the proposals of the Royal Commission on Water
Supply, us given in the Report of 1869, and the “ Board of Trade now require that the Water Companies shall give a constant
supply, and that the owners and occupiers of property shall be required to provide the proper appliances to prevent smd-ue waste
and the fouling of the water." No system of air-valves or other appliances could prevent occasionally tho fouling of the water
in the mains where tho use of cisterns are not enforced.
I have, &c.,
FRANCIS BELL,
Engineer.

c.
Instructions from the City Council to the City Engineer.
.
20 November, 1874.
“ To furnish City Solicitor with necessary particulars to enable him to prepare a by-law to compel tho use of cisterns for
water-closets, in accordance with resolution of Council, 9th September last.”
Particulars were furnished.

D.
with tut. Maht SEWEE3.
1. Before commencing any drainage application in writing must be made to tho City Engineer for instructions.
2. Connections with the sewers are to be made only at such places as may bo pointed out by the City Engineer.
3. Drains must be laid to a gradient of not less than one in sixty where practicable.
4. Where scvera'l drains converge, a brick cess-pit must be built, and the drains connected therewith by stoneware flap
junctions.
6.

INSTBUCTIOSS TO BE OHSEBVBD BY PinilllS CONNECTTirO Deains
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_ 5. Stoneware pipes are recommended, but ciisting drains maj be made use of, subject to tbe approval of the Oily
Pmgmeer, and where the cutting is through rock, the drain may be formed by chasing and rendering the rock to either of the
forms shewn by drawings, to be seen at the Engineer's Office, Town Hall.
cesspits must be emptied and refilled with earth, and water-closets applied.
/. All yard gullys, or other openings, arc to be stench-trapped.
8. All water-closets must have cisterns attached with two compartments and ball-cock, Ac. (similar to tho prize cistern),
60 that no more than a certain quantity of water can be used for flushing at one time.
9. Mb connection direct to the pan of the closet will be allowed.
Town Hall, Sydney,
City Engineer.

?re V,0t

conQec^(l‘

.

E.

Resolution of the City Council of 9th September, 1874.
That the recommendation of the City Engineer, now submitted by the Water Committee, for making it imperative on
persons using self-acting water-closets to attach cisterns thereto, for preventing the pollution of tbe water in the contiguous
mainB} be adopted, and that the City Solicitor be instructed to prepare tho necessary by daw.

F.
Rek>rt of the Water Committee recommending that cisterns or tanks be affiied to water-closets connected with the water-mains.
Adopted by
Council 9 Sep*
tember, 1874.—
C.H.W.
Enclosures, City

Engineer’s
letters 2nd And
3(HhJul}%l874,
17

Vic.

35.

Tour Committee have the honor to report to the Council, that the City Engineer has represented that he ha^ met with
several instances of water in the mains being polluted by that which has been used in the closets and afterwards sucked back
into the service pipes, thereby contaminating the water in the mains, rendering it unfit for use, as well as being most disgusting
and unwholesome.
©bo
. . ^0Llr Committee consider that prompt measures should be taken to prevent this pollution of the water, and arc of
opinion that the Council should avail themselves of the power given under section 9 of the Water Act, and they would recom
mend that a by daw be prepared to compel all persons having closets connected with the water-mains to have placed over their
closets, tor the purpose of flushing, a cistern which shall have been approved by the City Engineer, or in accordance with a
model cistern which shall have been adopted by the Council.

STEPHEN- S. GOOLD,

Town Hall,
Sydney, 25 August, 1874.

,

Chairman.

City Solicitor instructed to prepare necessary By-law.—C.H.W,, 9 September, 1874.
Gr.
Whereas, .
.
of
^
street, in the City of Sydney, has applied for a license as a plumber for
liimg and laying pipes from tho several mains in the said city, fur the purpose of conveying and distributing water therefrom,
to such houses, factories, hospitals, prisons, warehouses, workshops, offices, and other buildings and premises within the said
city, and m such manner as shall from time to time be directed : And whereas a license to act as a plumber has been granted
to min for the purposes aforesaid, under the restrictions and conditions following: These presents, therefore, arc to certify
that the Municipal Council of the City of Sydney do hereby grant such license to the said
for the purposes
for which he has ‘'O applied : Provided always that he shall wot at any Lime attach to, or lay on to, any main in the said city any
service pipe for the purpose of conveying water to any house or premises in the said city without an authority in writing under
the hand of the Inspector of Water Service of the said city being previously delivered to him for that purpose : And further,
i^ii v eneTer ^c.s^lfi^
on a*J such service pipe as aforesaid, he shall in each case bore the main to which such service pipe
shall be laid on with a screw tap, and shall screw into such main a brass screw ferrule, to be connected with such service pipe ; and
further, that whenever he shall commence to lay on to any main in the said city any service pipe for the purpose aforesaid, he
shall complete the same, and clear away all rubbish, and fill up and level all trenches which he may makeforthaL purpose, be fore
sundown of the day on which such work shall be commenced; and shall at all times, in executing such works, conform to such
orders as shall from time to time be given to him by the City Engineer or said Inspector in that behalf, and shall make good at
Lis Bole expense all injury which he may cause to any mam in the said city, in execuling the work aforesaid, and shall perform
all such work in a tradesmanlike manner, and for moderate and reasonable charges, and shall at all times conform to, and obey
such orders and instructions as shall be given from time to time by writing, under the hand of the City Engineer with reference
to the powers hereby vested. And the said Municipal Council do reserve to themselves full power, in the event of the said
^
failing to comply with the foregoing conditions, or for any other cause which they may think fit, at
any time to revoke this appointment, and such appointment shall bo revoked when and as soon as the said Municipal Council
shall by writing under the band of tho Town Clerk intimate the same to the said
Given under the common seal of the Municipal Council of the city of Sydney, at Sydney, this
day of
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
r
A printcS copy of regulations is appended hereto.
Musticital Council

of the

City

op

Town Clerk.

Sydney.

Regulations for the Guidttnce of Incensed I/um&ers in Supplying Water to JIousesf tfc., in ife City of Sydney.

(Adopted by the Water Committee of tho Municipal Council, on the 19th day of April, 1363.)
1. Notice of intention to connect service pipes or water meters to the mains or to any other service pipe in each case to
be lodged at tho City Engineer's Office, and for the correct information m such notice the plumber will bo strictly held respon
sible. The premises will then he inspected, and when the agreement is signed and rale paid, the plumberwill receive a printed
authority to proceed with the work. The ground is not to be opened or pipe connected until he lias such authority. Printed
forms of the Notice 1o be obtained at the office of the City Engineer,
t ^
eases ^hcre it is intended to connect a service pipe to the service pipe of any other premises, a written per
mission from the owner or occupier of such premises must be sent to tbe City Engineer’s Office before the authority to connect
wdl be granted.
3. In every case of repairs to service pipes, or where it may bo wished to transfer service pipes from one main to
another, or to connect with other service pipes, or where any change or alteration to them may be required, in auy wav, notice
of such repair, alteration, Ac., must be given m writing, at the office of the City Engineer, at least twenty-four hours before any
such work shall be commenced—except in cases of great waste of water, when immediate steps must be taken to stop the leak,
and notice given at tho City Engineer’s Office of the same forthwith,
*
service pipes must bo laid eighteen inches below the surface of the roadway and gutters, and meters fixed in
accordance with the direction of the City Engineer or other authorized Officer of the Municipal Council ^ and on each service
connected with the mains must be fixed two stop-cocks, one at the junction with the main, and the other on the footpath, two
feet from the building line.
. ^^ water meters to be enclosed in a wooden box—all keys of both meters and boxes to bo lodged at the City
Engineer's Office, immediately after the meters are fixed. The Municipal Council reserve tbe right of affixing their own locks
to the meters and boxes—twenty*four hours notice to be given of the day on which it is intended to connect meters, in order
that the proper officer may attend and see them fixed correctly.

6.
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6. The plumber must take care that the portion of the streets and footpath opened by him shill be left in the same
state of repair as he found them, the metal or iron stone covering being carefully token off and put on one side, and the street
properly made up by the trench being (veil rammed, as filled in, and the covering spread evenly over it; and where kerbing,
guttering, or Sagging may be disturbed, the same is to be carefully aud substantially re-laid.
7. The officers connected with the water service are strictly enjoined to report every case of infringement ot these
Regulations, and the plumber offending against any of them will have his license suspended or cancelled, as may be thought
proper in the circumstance of the case, besides being held responsible for any damages occasioned by his so transgressing any
of the regulations.
.
,
. , ^
8. All licensed plumbers to attend at the City Engineer’s Office on or before the 10th of Janunry m each year to have
their names and licenses registered and the latter endorsed. Only such plumbers as comply with this Regulation will be
deemed " Licensed Plumbers,” and allowed to work as such.
_
A printed copy of the above Regulations will be given to each licensed plumber.
An annual fee of 10s. 6d. will be charged for each license.

^Extract from Practical Hygiene hy Parkes?,

H.
Typhoid Fever.
The belief that typhoid fever can spread by means of water as well as air appears to be quite of modern origin, though
some epidemics, such as tho “ Schleiin*fieber*’ of Gottingen in 1760, were attributed in part to the use of impure water, in
1822, Wnlz affirmed that an outbreak of “ typhus” (typhoid) at Saarlous, in Rhenish Prussia, was caused by impure water;
and in 1843, Muller discovered that 129 eases of typhus abdominalis (typhoid), and 21 deaths, which occurred in the garrison at
Mayencc, were produced by fsecal matter passing into tbe drinking water, which had a disagreeable putrid smell. In 1818,
E. A. W. Richter published an account of an outbreak of the same kind which occurred in a school at Vienna, from the con
tents of a sewer passing into tho drinking water.* In 1852, Dr. Austin Flint f published the particulars of a similar outbrea
of tvphoid fever at the hamlet of North Boston (Erie, TJ.S.) in 1843.
' In 1852-53 a severe outbreak of typhoid fever took place at Croydon, and was thoroughly investigated by many com
petent observers; and it was shown by Dr. Carpenter, of Croydon, that it was partly, at any rate, spread by the pollution oi
the drinking water from the contents of cesspools.
_
,
.
In 1856 Dr. Routh J published a case in which the evacuations of a typhoid patient were thrown into a closet, the pipe
of which passed directly into tho cistern of the drinking water, in a well-ventilated house at Hastings. ISo less than
eight persona were affected with more or less typhodial symptoms; many of these had not been brought into any porsonal
contact with tho sick person.
.
In 1859 Dr. W. Budd § published two very conclusive cases, in which well water was contaminated by sewage.
There is no satisfactory evidence that typhoid stools had been in tbe sewage matter, but their presence is not excluded.
I learn, from personal communication with Dr. Budd, that he has long been convinced of the occasional propagation oi typhoid
fever in this way.
.
. ,
f
In 1860 an outbreak of typhoid fever occurred at tbe Convent of Sisters of Charity at Munich. 31 persons out oi
120 were attacked between the 15th September and the 4th of October, with severe illness, and 14 of these eases were true
typhoid; 4 died. The cause was traced to wells impregnated with much organic matter (and among other things typhoid
dcjeetioiis), and containing nitrates and lime. On the cessation of the use of this water the fever ceased.||
The propagation of typhoid fever in Bedford would certainly appear, from Mr. Simon’s report, ,[ to have been partly
through the medium of the water.
,
...
Dr. Schmitt** has for several years paid particular attention to this point, and in 1861 published several very stmting
CfliSCSi

,

,

A case bearing on the same point was brought before tbe Metropolitan Officers of Health in 1862,ft by Mr. Wilkinson,
of Sydenham. In this case the water was contaminated by absorption of sewer gases.
. .
‘ In 1862 a very sudden and severe outbreak of typhoid in a barrack at. Munich was traced to water impregnated with
(meal matter; on ceasing to use tho water, the disease disappeared-H In 1865 a very remarkable outbreak of typhoid occurred
at Ratho, in Scotland, and was traced to drinking water contaminated with sewage. §§ In 1866 typhoid fever broke out m a
girls’ school at Bishopstoke, near Southampton, aud was traced unequivocally to the bursting ot a sewer pipe into the well.
The water was disagreeable both to smell and taste. 17 or IS persons were affected out of 26 or 28. Several very striking
instances are recorded in Mr. Simon’s Reports by Drs. Seaton, Buchanan, and Thome,|||| and in some of these cases anayses o
the water were made, which showed it to be impure, and to contain organic sewage, or its derivatives. A very good case, at
the Oarnkirk works in Glasgow, is recorded by Dr. Perry.*f*f Dr. De Renzy, tbo Sanitary Commissioner of the 1 unjab, has
also published o remarkable paper on the extinction of typhoid fever in Millhonk prison, and shows, from the statistics _ oi
many years, that the fever has entirely disappeared since the use of Thames water was given up ; the disappearance was coin
cident with the change in the water supply. Two excellent cases are recorded by Dr. Clifford Allbutt,*** and one bv Dr.
Wohlrab, which are free from ambiguity.ttt A very good case is recorded by Dr. Latham Jtt Typhoid was introduced into
a village and spread by the agency of contaminated drinking water.
_
That water way be the medium of propagating typhoid thus seems to he proved by sufficient evidence ; and it has been
admitted by men who have paid special attention to this subject, as Jcnuer, W. Budd, and Simon. It does not seem unlikely,
indeed, that this mode of spreading will be found to be far more common than is supposed.
* All these cases arc related by Itiocke in his excellent work “ Dor Kreigs nnd Friedens-Typhus.
f Clitklcai Reports on Continued Fever lly Austin Flint, M.1X Buffulo, 1852, p 3S0*
I i’fecal Fermentation ns a cause of Diseaflo. Pamphlet, Lund. 1056, p. S4.
Jjancct, Oct, 29, 1859. p* 432.
| Edinburgh Medical Journal, Jan.

5

1662,

p.

1153.

JfordhanscD, 1850, pp.

44-6S.

' m x_ t
tbri. « «;s
See also Oictl, Die Ursacbeu des Enter. Typhus in Munched, 186t>, p. 58.

If Third Report of the Medical Officer ot tho I'rivy Council, ISflO.
l* Journ. do MCd. de Bruxelles, Sept* 1361; aud Canst&tt's Jahrcsh. for

1301,

band iv. pp.

182,133.

t
See the

2nd

ltr., u
^ sw-w
edition of this woik for a short

account of them.
H Gtatq'nto ^rachM^dcs^En^TyphnsTnilfliichen, 1865, p. 01. In this little booh is much evidence to show the
,of
foul water and by dofident arrangements for removal of excreta, as well as many instaaces of the carrying of the disease from place to place,
anatogm^toilhoso^nftrrated^JJretminoaUtmftny^} a^ogo CJmc ^ lil# h0UB0
typhoid from Dundee, and thus introduced tho disease. This
fact was eommunicat^teme^a station ^owue^oftee^ ^ ^ ^ forlg6(. p
Baohanan on Guildfo^ (Ibid, ^r
1807, P 34) ; Dr. ThorrJs Report ou Testing (IMd. p. 41); Dr. Buchanau's Report on IVichen-Bonant (12th Report, p. 7,). lu all thtte Instance*
the evidence reaches the highest degree of probability, and in the cases of Guildford and Wickco-Bonant of almost absolute certau y.
Ijaucet, June, 1&68.
*** Sec my Report on Hygiene, Army Med. Dept. Blue Book, i860, p. 23*
-t+f Arcbiv. dor Ileilk. voL xii. p. 134 (1871).
ffct Lancet, July 16,1871.

[Extract from QorjUM's Treatment and. Utilization of Seivagci]
Whenever a closet was supplied by a top direct from tbe main, the waste was invariably enormous from people leaving the
tap open and tho water running from sheer carelessness. And also under this plan, when the water in the service main hat to
be drawn off for repairs the result has been, in Liverpool, that a vacuum has been created nnd the soil has been sucked back
through the supply-pipes and into the service main and so carried on, and baa contain mated the water of a whole district.
This happened in cases where the service-pipe from the main was connected directly with the soil-pan of the water-closet.
Sydney : Thomas iUchards, Government Printer.—1S75*
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SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE
AND HEALTH BOARD.

SECOND PROGRESS REPORT
01? THE

BOARD APPOINTED ON THE 12th APRIL, 10/5,
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ADOPTED BY THE BOARD ON THE 21th JUNE], 1875 ;
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ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,
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THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD.

SECOND PROGRESS REPORT.
To the Honorable the Colonial Secretary,—
Sm,
1. We have the honor to report that, since the date of our first Progress
Report wc have been engaged in inquiring into several matters affecting the health
of tho inhabitants of Sydney and the Suburbs, and requiring immediate attention.
2. There are many nuisances more offensive to the senses, and apparently there
fore more dangerous, than a contamination of the water supplied to the inha
bitants for drinking purposes, although perhaps in some cases such contamination
may be scarcely if at all perceptible; but it is admitted on all hands, that there is
none which is so certain and deadly in its effects. We have, therefore, primarily
devoted our attention to this matter, and under special instructions, Professor Liversidgo is engaged in a systematic examination of the water supplied to the metropolis,
with a view to ascertain its quality, and to detect any sources of contamination heyond
those which we have already pointed out. Wc are not yet able to report upon this
matter, as the analyses arc not completed, hut we are in a position to say that tho
results of Professor Liversidge’s investigations so far fully hear us out in urging tho
necessity of carrying out with the least possible delay the I’ecommendations of our
former Report.
3. So long as the inhabitants are daily drinking, as they undoubtedly are, water
in many cases dangerously contaminated with what should bo confined to water
closets and sewers, it would be the merest affectation to adopt any other measures
for improving their sanitary condition.
4. Committees have been appointed to inquire into tho following subjects—■
(1.) The state of the Botany watershed.
(2.) The disposal of blood and other refuse at the Abattoirs.
(3.) Certain nuisances said to exist on the Sugar Company’s promises,
Parramatta-street.
(4.) The state of Busby’s Bore with reference to possible contamination by
percolation.
'
(5.) The fitness of certain localities which have been suggested for depositing
night-soil from the metropolis.
5. The principal object of this Report is to draw your attention to an immediate
and pressing evil, which seems to require for its removal or mitigation immediate
Legislative action. We refer to the present system, if it can he called such, of
managing and emptying cesspits in the City and Suburbs. Before proceeding further
we beg to remark that in tbe recommendations made in this Report wc are endeavour
ing to carry out the instructions conveyed to us by the Government to advise them as
to any immediate steps that should he taken to remove or mitigate the evils alleged to
affect tho health of the inhabitants of tbo Metropolis. We arc quite aware that it
would he easy to suggest many grave objections to the cesspit system, but we are equally
well aware that there is no doubt that for many years to come, in some localities for
a great many years to come, that system must continue to prevail. Pending the
consideration and preparation of a better system, it is expedient to make the best
of things as they are, and to adopt measures to bring existing evils within the
smallest possible compass.
6. We would gladly refer you merely to the evidence, and refrain from describing
tbe disgusting, dangerous, and obscene state of things which it discloses, but
we fool bound to present it to you in a condensed form.
The Municipal
authorities of the Metropolis appear to have scarcely any power whatever in regu
lating privies and cesspits. Any one, so far as they are concerned, may make a cess
pit where and how he likes, and unless it comes to their knowledge that it overflows,
or
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or from some cause has become a flagrant and intolerable nuisance, they cannot inter
fere ; and then only by the cumbrous process of summoning tbe owner before the
magistrates, who fine the offender move or less, according to their individual proclivities.
It is universally admitted that under this system tbe authorities are entirely powerless
to prevent these cesspits from being, especially in crowded localities, an excessive and
abiding nuisance, dangerous to public health, and offensive to every sense of decency.
In some cases, on account of imperfect construction, surface water flows into them—in
others, in porous soil, water percolates into them ; in both cases with every shower
they All up and overflow, contaminating the adjacent premises and gutters, and
producing the most intolerable nuisance. In the Municipality of Waterloo these
evils seem to prevail in the most aggravated form. The soil is moist and sandy. The
cesspits arc generally mere holes in the sand which absorbs the greater part of tbe
frecal matter. When these holes become full they are often filled in and the closet
shifted a few yards. The soil is thus becoming gradually contaminated; and if
the present state of tilings be allowed to continue, the whole district will
become unfit for human habitation. It is said that little if any night-soil is ever
removed from this district. It is all absorbed or buried in tlie sand about the
houses. In the yards in which these abominations exist arc generally wells, which
supply the inhabitants with water for household purposes. Between these wells
and the faecal deposits a pretty free communication must and as a matter of fact
docs often exist. Many complaints have been made of the palpable contamination
of these wells, which are the principal source from which the inhabitants can obtain
a supply of water. It cannot be a matter of surprise that where these evils exist
much sickness prevails, that the children are said to be sickly, and that the Registrar
General’s returns shew an excessive rate of mortality.
7. In many cases it appears that, unknown to the municipal authorities, pipes
are laid for the purpose of carrying the overflow from the cesspits into the street
gutters, and that there is no effectual remedy. Erom tbe nature of tbe case under
the existing system the cesspits must at every heavy shower overflow somewhere.
8. As far as we have been able to learn, there is no municipal control over the
persons who empty cesspits, except that at Balmain there are contractors bound to
a certain price. They generally charge what they like. There is no recognized
place of deposit for the night-soil. The nightmen say that they sell it to market
gardeners, who receive it in a crude state. If not placed within a certain distance of
a highway it appears that no one can interfere. In the morning tho carts recking
with filth, return to the city where they remain all day. Sometimes, wc are told,
they bring back garden produce intended, it is presumed, for human food. We are
afraid that the statement that the market gardeners receive tire greater part of this
matter is not a true one, for wc have evidence that nightmen have been lined for
depositing it in improper places, and that similar deposits have been made without
■ the offenders being detected. At Newtown we are informed there are cesspits
which are now full but remain uncleansed, because tbe nightmen say that they
have no moans of disposing of the contents. A member of this Board a few
days ago observed that a load of this matter had been deposited on tbe Botany
watershed, close to a public road. As be visited tbe place casually, and without any
intention of inspecting its condition, it may be fairly concluded, taking into con
sideration the acknowledged difficulty of getting rid of night-soil, that similar deposits
are frequently made. On these points we refer especially to the valuable evidence
of Mr. Seymour, Inspector of Nuisances for tbe city, and that of Mr. Hales, Inspector
of N uisances for lied fern, Waterloo, and Alexandria,
9. On these subjects we have examined a largo number of witnesses connected
• with the City and Suburban Municipalities, and are glad to say that they almost
unanimously concur with us in tbe opinion that a radical reform should he made as
soon as possible in the construction, management, and system of cleansing cesspits.
All the municipal authorities whom wo have consulted seem willing and anxious to
act decisively, hut they all complain of want of sufficient powers.
.
10. We will now go on to consider what in our opinion should be done, without
delay, to remedy the evils wc have described. The subject is naturally divided into
■ three parts—■
(1.) Tlie construction and management of cesspits.
(2.) Tlie mode of cleansing them.
(3.) The disposal of their contents.
The
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The Construction

oe

Cesspits.

11. On this subject there is but one opinion. Cesspits should he constructed of
moderate size, they should he made as nearly as possible watertight, so as to prevent
the overflow of surface water into them, the percolation of water into them, and to
prevent any contamination of the adjoining soil by leakage out of them, liie evils
resulting from imperfect construction vary greatly with the nature of the soil,
the situation, and a variety of other circumstances. It appears to us that lull
powers should he given to Municipal authorities to regulate cesspits, as to their size,
situation, and construction; and in cases of existing cesspits, to enforce such
changes in any respects as in the opinion of their authorized officers, may ho
necessary to health, cleanliness, and decency.
So much depends upon l°cal
circumstances that wc cannot see that any absolute rule could he laid down to be
followed in all cases. Much must he left to the discretion of the Municipal
authorities in enforcing changes in the construction of existing cesspits. If these
authorities, as it has been insinuated, cannot he trusted to exercise their powers m
a discreet and impartial manner, they should not be entrusted with any powers
whatever in the matter. We believe that in England it has been found expedient in
many cases to withdraw the control of sanitary arrangements from the Municipal
Corporations; hut from the cordial spirit with which all our suggestions tor
sanitary improvements have been received by the Aldermen aud Officers of the
Metropolitan Municipalities, and the anxiety which they evince to act decisively,
we are induced to recommend that all the necessary powers should be given to them.
12. In the Municipality of Waterloo, and other similarly situated places, it is
obvious that watertight cesspits should he at once insisted upon. _On this subject
wc append a memorandum, prepared by a member of this Eoard, which contains, wo
think, some valuable practical suggestions. {Appendix JSo. 1.)
The Cleansing

oe

Cesspits.

13. It seems agreed on all hands that the duty of cleansing cesspits should be
transferred to the Municipal authorities, and that the owners of houses should
lie relieved from all responsibility in the matter, except that of paying the charges
according to some scale to he determined. The Municipal authorities should
provide all tho necessary plant, aud all the operations should he conducted under the
supervision of their Inspectors. The cesspits should be cleaned at least once m
three months. The more frequent cleansing would no doubt tend to increase the
expense, hut with an improved construction of cesspits, and with improved
appliances and systematic management, we doubt whether the expense would be
on the whole increased. We have no doubt that most landlords would be gJad
to he relieved of the trouble and responsibility of attending to these matters, even
if it involved some additional expense. In any case, the health of the inhabitants,
and common decency require that the change should be made.
•
14. ]S'o suggestions have been made of any serious practical difficulty m carrying
out this proposal, nor does it seem that more than three or four months would be
required to provide the requisite appliances. It might he necessary perhaps m
some cases that some of the smaller Municipalities should combine for this purpose,
as they do now for certain purposes ; and we have no doubt that the City Council
would he willing to undertake the duty for adjoining Municipalities under approved
arrangements. It must occur to anyone that it would be desirable that these, and a
number of other matters relating to the whole Metropolis, should he under one
united management, but we arc not prepared at present to recommend any such
comprehensive change.
"We are recommending that certain necessary changes
should he made, which ought, and we believe can bo made in time to provide against
the coming summer, and be the means of preventing much sickness, and saving
many hundreds of lives.
, ^
15. Mr. Bell, the City Engineer, and some other City Officers, under instructions
given to them, oh 29th'of October, 1871, have presented a Report to the City
Council, dated May 31, 1875 {Appendix No. 2.)
In this Report tbe use of pneu
matic carts for the removal of night-soil is recommended. Mr. Beil tells us
(Bddencc p. 28) that lie has not yet had time to make plans and specifications for
these carts, nor is he vet prepared to make any definite recommendation as to then*
construction. On tlie Continent of Europe they are much used, and they are said to
save much labour, and to diminish greatly the well known horrors attending the
emptying of cesspits. There arc many minor difficulties which seem likely to occur
xn applying them generally, hut none we think that may not ho overcome. Theie
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are several kinds in use in Europe, and it is only by esperiment that we can
determine the construction best adapted to our requirements. They have one
mature m common. The night-soil is placed in air-tight cylinders, which are
capable of being transported to any distance without danger of leakage or overflow
and -without polluting the atmosphere as they are dranm through the streets. This
change is necessary if there is to be any systematic method of disposing of night-soil.
• u i
i ~r13 is a matter affecting the health, comfort, and convenience of the
inhabitants of all the larger towns in the Colony, we propose to give much attention
to it, and, with the sanction of the Government, to make some'experiments and
trials, with tne object of determining the best mode of constructing these carts and
of ascertaining how far they may be made generally applicable. That, under some
torm, they wifl be a great improvement upon the existing appliances, there is no
doubt whatever.
A
Disposal

op the contents

or Cesspits.

j
^hdtities of the Metropolitan Municipalities, when called upon to
undertake the duty of cleansing cesspits, naturally require that some unobjectionable
place of deposit should be pointed out, having none within their own boundaries,
in the report of the City Officers, to which we have already alluded (Appendix No. 2)
it is recommended that tins matter should bo put into barges at Black wattle Swamp
and conveyed to sea We cannot at once endorse this recommendation. It is sur
rounded with many difficulties, which have not been sufficiently considered, and upon
which we do not feel it necessary at present to enter particularly. It would require
foi its general application the construction of air-tight receptacles for the convey
ance of the mght-soil,—three large air-tight iron punts, properly constructed for the
purpose, and wharfage accommodation, with the requisite appliances. The plans and
specifications for carrying out these operations are not yet even commenced, nor
Have the difficulties connected with them been yet sufficiently considered, so that
it seems to us certain that even -if this plan wore now finallv determined upon
it could not possibly be brought into use in less than twelve months.
18. It has also been suggested that the night-soil might, under certain regula
tions, be removed by railway. We think it very probable that this mav be its final
destination, but time is required, in the first place, to consider the question fully, and
m the second, to make the necessary arrangements for carrying out such an operation
without creating intolerable local nuisances.
19. It is obvious that for some time to come, certainly during the ensuing
summer, the mght-soil must be removed by horses, and in carts of some land. To

foZ tote
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^’oni Paris, where the cesspit system and others closely resemh mg it almost universally prevail, has for many years been treated by a process partly
mechanical and partly chemical, for the purpose of making a saleable manure.1 We
cam, however, that this system has proved so unsatisfactory in its results that it has
recently been given up, and that the night-soil is now applied directly to a sterile
^ f S°m!i
from the
arc inclined to believe that, under
for us toadop^0118’ ^ ^ ^ foun<i nltirnately the best and most economical system
A
has been appointed to examine and report to tin’s Board upon
certain localities which have been suggested as suitable places of deposit, but they
have not yet been able to report finally. Some place, however, will no doubt bo found,
thou h probab y at such a distance as somewhat to increase the cost of removal.
util such a place is found, and placed under proper supervision, there can be
Deportn<7 a2ainst
of tlie evils to which we have drawn your attention in this
J;2;
If™ d™ided1
wait for the results of the inquiry by tlie Committee
W frh
furf0!' delay mi§ht reader it impossible to obtain the immediate
.Legislative action which seems to us desirable.
f2A J:t, niay fke a few months to make all the necessary arrangements for
TirnrU ° I?-0 0!ieraf!f to® 11
system which we recommend, and there may ho
f
fhlcl] lij rna^ not be desirable that that system should be enforced
recommend that tho proposed Act for this purpose shall
PrLwfr
afJ Municipality until a certain date, to be fixed in each case by
1 loclamation of the Governor and Executive Council.
S
24.
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24. We recommend then that an Act be passed with as little delay as possible,
providing—
(1.) That tho Council of every Municipality he required to undertake the
duty of emptying cesspits and other similar receptacles by means of
their own plant and appliances and under tho inspection of their own
officers.
(2.) That Municipalities may combine for this purpose, and one Municipa
lity may undertake the duty for another.
(3.) That owners and occupiers be relieved from all responsibility in this
matter, except that of paying the charges according to some rate to be
determined.
(4.) That the occupier be fined for failing to give notice to the proper
officer of any nuisance which may occur in connection with any
cesspit upon his premises.
(5.) That Municipal Councils bo required to make regulations as to the con
struction, situation, and size of cesspits, privies and water-closets to be
hereafter made, and in the case of new houses to provide that a
sufficient accommodation of this kind be supplied.
(6.) That, in the case of existing cesspits, privies, and water-closets. Muni
cipal Councils be empowered to require that such alterations be made
as may in the opinion of the authorized officers be necessary for the
sake of health, decency, and facility of emptying and cleansing; and
under similar circumstances to require that sufficient accommodation
of this kind be provided.
(7.) That, a place having been fixed upon for the deposit of night-soil from
any Municipality either within or without its boundaries, and approved
by the Governor and Executive Council, the Municipal Council be
empowered to make such expenditure as maybe necessary in preparing
the said place for the purpose, in making or repairing roads leading to
it, and in burying or otherwise disposing of the matter deposited.
(8.) That any person depositing night-soil from any Municipality in any
place, except the one appointed, without special permission from the
Municipal authorities, he heavily fined.
(9.) The Act to come into force in any Municipality at such date as may
be fixed in each case at any time, by Proclamation of the Governor
and Executive Council, who shall have power in making such Pro
clamation to exempt such Municipality from the operation of certain
clauses of the Act.
(10.) If the Municipal Council of any Municipality shall, in the opinion
of the Governor and Executive Council, fail to carry out the provisions
of this Act, the Governor and Executive Council to have power to
cause by-laws for such Municipality to he framed, which, being in
accordance with this Act and being duly proclaimed, shall have the
force of law.
Board Booms,
Sydney, 24 June, 1875.

M. B. PELL,
Chairman.
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MINUTES OE EVIDENCE
TAKES' BEFOKE

THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND
HEALTH BOARD.
WEDNESDAY, 2G MAT, 1875.

18 rt sent
M. E. PELL, Esq ,
Y\r. C. ’BENNETT, Esq.,
E. 0. MOMAHTY, Esq.,

Dr. ALLEYNE,
Hos. J. B. ’WILSON,
R BELL, Esq.,

M. B. PELL, Esq., B.A., in the Cham.
Erancis Bell, Esq., City Engineer, further examined:—
(Witness produced aplnn and section of tunnel,}
F. Bell, E*q.
1. Chairmand\ That is a section of the tunnel called Busby’s Bore ? lTes.
2. What difference is there between the vertical and the horizontal scale? The vertical scale ia 20 feet
to the inch, and the horizontal 3 chains or 108 feet to the inch.
3. We have heard your report to the Municipal Council read, Mr. Bell, What Rind of weather had you 26 May, 1876
at the time;—was it wet or dry weather? I cannot remember; the
" work extended over four or five
months.
,
_
.
4. The tunnel had not been much used had it before that report was sent in ? Tes; hut tho quantity ot
water which passed through it was very limited.
_ 4
5. Is the tunnel constructed entirely through sandstone ? Yes, I may say it is ; there are some hands of
ironstone and some beds of clay through it, here and there, hut it is principally through sandstone.
_
6. Has any attempt been made to render it water-tight? No, none whatever; the culverts that are built
in it are built dry,
7. And I think you stated on a former occasion that there is a very slight fall from the mouth of the
tunnel to Hyde Park ? Prom tho Lachlan Swamp to Hyde Park there is a fall of about 18 inches.
8. Then it is almost level ? Yes.
9. Is that sufficient to allow tho water to flow from Lachlan Swam]) to Hyde Park ? Yes, because wo
have a head of water at tho upper end; wc have raised it up to 8 feet 6 inches. _
^
10. Did you observe when the tunnel was cleaned out that water percolated into it from different springs
in its course? Yes, particularly at tho Eiile Range.
11. Did you observe water dripping through it at the far end ? No, only at the upper part; the other was
comparatively dry.
_
...
12. Have you any means of knowing whether more water comes out of the Bore than goes into it at tho
Lachlan Swamp ? Oh yes, a great deal more; it comes from springs and iissurcs in the rock ; we have
proved it.
13., So that the wafer supplied by that tunnel is not really from the Botany watershed, but soakago water
from the different localities through which the tunnel passes ? Yes. I may mention that there was very
little soakago till we came to Park Road, and 1 attribute that to the other part being thoroughly drained
so that no water could percolate. But when we came to the far end of the Rifle Range there was more
water; there was not such a height of ground above the tunnel, aud it became very wet.
_
14. How far below the surface is tbe tunnel along the South Head Road, as far as you can judge ? Tho
deepest shaft is about G2 feet; it is immediately opposite the Court House.
15. And then it gradually diminishes—gets nearer and nearer to the surface ? Yes.
16. How deep is tho tunnel at Riley-street ? 23 feet. At College-street it is 15 feet; and at Hyde
Park, at the end of the tunnel, it is just 10 feet.
_
__
17. ATid there it is connected with the mains ? Yes. There are one or two mains which go off it before
that, bub there is a main from it there at the very end.
18. You have locks communicating with the mains, so that you can draw off as much as yon choose ?
Just so. They are all open now. There is one at Liverpool-street—a 12-mch main ; another in Collegestreet. also 12 inches ; and another 12-inch main at the end of the tunnel.
_
.
19. When you cleared out the tunnel, you took out, according to your report, large quantities of what
you called muck ;—wliat was the nature of it—was it filth or slush ? It was filthy stuff, smelling very badly
and as black as ink.
t
20. Do you consider it of such a nature that water passing through it becomes unfit for use? Well, a
good deal of it settles. We scraped up a lot of it, but there was always a good deal remaining. There was
IS inches of water in the tunnel when we tried to take this muck up.
_
21. But that water had been, as far as you could judge from its appearance, in the swamp before ? Yes,
ns far as wc could judge.
.
22. Then where did all this muck come from do you suppose ? It was washed down from some drains
formerly cut in the swamp. It was blaclc peaty stuff, and we had no means of straining it, and no way of
keeping it back.
* 239—A
23,
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^ Bell, Beq., 23. Do you think that peaty stuff has an offensive smell ? ITo doubt it has. I have often been surprised
at it; but take it from where yon will it has a bad smell.
26Mfty~18?5.
Jr°u eusPeet at an7 time that there was a drainage of sewage matter into the tunnel ? No. I
r’
' may say, however, that lately the Paddington Municipality made application to the City Corporation to
join them in forming a gutter in Dowling-street, and that gutter would have run right over a shaft on the
tunnel. So I had the shaft opened, and all the joints thoroughly caulked, and filled in with cement, so
that not a drop of liquid could get in ; and I had the covering slabs cemented also.
25. Have auy alterations or improvements been made near the Rifle Range, in the tunnel itself? Tes.
I had the first shaft on the Park Road opened also. There appeared to be beautiful water coming in, hut
in case it might be impregnated with sewage matter, I had the shpft all cemented the same as the other.
You may see the position of those shafts on this plan {producing 'plan of Botany and La-ehlan watershed.)
26. What becomes of the drainage from the Victoria Barracks ? It goes across tbe Park Road through
a pipe, and runs down into Moore Park. I can show it to you here {indicating position on plan).
27. Are these drains you have shown us surface drains ? Yes.
28. Are these cesspits used in tbe Victoria Barracks ? Ho, I understand they use earth-closets.
29. You say that the drainage of the Victoria Barracks is carried over the tunnel by means of a pipe ?
Yes; immediately under the road.
30. Arc there many habitations about there? No, it is pretty well open ground, and almost all rock.
31. Is there much population along the course of the tunnel from Victoria Barracks down to this end at
Hyde Park ? "Well, all that portion is drained either, towards IVbolloomooloo, or in the other direction
towards Hay-street. All the houses facing the South Head Road are drained into the sewers. I do not
think there are any cesspits along that line.
32. What becomes of the cesspits on the other side ? They are drained by a sewer which goes to Haystreet.
33. Are those houses connected with the sewers—are there any cesspits there ? None that I am aware
of, but my foreman will tell you all about them.
34. What used to he the quality of the water then—as far as you could judge ? Well, I cannot imagine
any sewage matter getting into it at all. I think it is very good, as far as I can judge of it.
35. Has it frequently happened that you have had to cut the water off and nearly close the sluice at the
mouth of the tunnel? Very frequently. If we don’t do that it goes through with so much force that it
bursts through at Coliege-street. It did so frequently at the corner of Hyde Park, aud wc had to send out
word to shut it off at the Swamp.
36. Then there must be a large quantity of soakage water enter into it ? Between the Swamp and the
Rifle Range it is very wet, and the water percolates through tho masonry. But that is high ground, where
there is no possibility of sewage matter getting into the tunnel.
37. Had you any grating or other contrivance to prevent large objects from being carried into the Bore at
the mouth, or is there any such grating now ? There was an iron grating or network inserted near College
and Liverpool streets, Hyde Park. It was put in at first to prevent cels from getting in, but it was found
not to answer, because the eels came in when they were small, and lived in tlie pipes and grew larger;
and also to prevent debris from getting in. But it got choked up with leaves and other matter, and had
constantly to be cleaned.
38_. Did you ever attempt to prevent leaves and other matter coming into the tunnel by placing some
thing of the kind at the other end of it ? Yes ; I had two or three floats placed on the surface of the
water for that purpose, to rise and fall with the water; and I have now a man stationed there, who has
nothing else to do but to skim tbe scum and different floating objects from the surface of the water.
39. You have no grating of any kind there ? No, there is nothing but the sluice itself. It would retard
tbe flow of the water too much, so that we should not be able to keep up the proper supply. I am wrong
though, by the by, in reply to a previous questionThere was one place by the Gaol where we found a
hole from the tunnel into a shaft, which was afterwards plugged up. Prom tho bottom of the well there
was a heading driven right through to our tunnel, with the object, I suppose, of drawing the water from
the tunnel into the well. At all events, while we were cleaning out the tunnel we were annoved by the
water coming from the Gaol, and we got the [hole plugged up with pieces of wood. They made great
.
complaints about it, and said we were drawing their water away ; hut that was only a temporary affair.
4:0. Do you think the water from springs from a country such as that through which the tunnel passes is
a desirable kind of water to he supplied to a town ? I would certainly much sooner have an iron main
laid through to the town, but that would be a very expensive aud difficult job.
41. But independently of that it could be done ? Oh, it could he done, but you could not bring the water
by gravitation on the surface of the ground. You could not bring it by that route at all; it would be
very difficult indeed,
42. You would have the same head of water with an iron pipe, would you not? It would he very
expensive ; for instance, if you came to a hill you would have to go through it—the water would not rise
over it.
'
43. I mean to lay the main in the tunnel itself ? Oh, you could lay it in the tunnel. There are one dr
two places-where there would be a slight difficulty. There is one shaft which would cause a little difficulty
by reason of its depth. They had not sufficient rock at tbe crown of the tunnel to support tbe shaft, and
they had to go down deeper for it. That would be a difficult place, as the pipe would have to go down too,
but it could be done by means of a syphon-pipe.
44. Mr. Moriarty.] Have you ever tried what the discharge of the tunnel is upon shutting the inlet-valve
at the other end ? I intended to have tried it, hut I found the lock was not water-tight.
45. There would be no difficulty in doing it now ? We would have to measure the water there now ; we
have three mains.
46. These drives to which you refer;—do they branch off to one side from the main channel ? They do,
going towards the swamp to the right; I fancy they intended to have carried the tunnel that way. *
47. The first head from the main tunnel, where it terminates, is driven through a sandy tract of "country ?
Yes.
48. Then, I would ask, is it possible for any drainage to come into the main tunnel from that drive ?
Ob yes, it is possible ; at times the water comes in very strong.
49. Where is the next heading ? Somewhere about the old Pound {indicatingposition on plan.)
.
50. Does that go in a considerable distance from the main tunnel ? Some two or three chains; it is stated
in my report.
gq
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51. And the other also ? I think it does, and the other three too ; they terminate in soft rock.
C.B.
52. Do these drives leave the tunnel nearly at right angles ? No ; some of them are at an acute angle
with the tunnel.
,
26 Hay, 1876.
53. Ton don’t think the object of these drains was to take the water in stratum ? No, I think it was to
get the shortest road to the swamp ; and then when they got to the sand they had to turn back to get
into hard ground again. I may mention that this section is not complete, but I have the data to com
plete it.
i
51. Hr. Bennctt.~\ In your report you mention that you had to pump a large quantity of water ? Yes.
55. In which shaft was that done ? On the far side of the Bifie Kange, between that and the end of
Moore Pork—between shafts No. 5 and No. 10 {indicating 'positions on plan.')
_
56. Had you any pumping at shafts Nos. IS and 22 ? I think there was; I am not quite sure; Mr, Stacey
will be able to tell you.
.
,
.
57. Do you recollect whether the water pumped out of these places was pure, or whether it was offensive .
Well, there was some muck at the bottom at first.

Mr. John Stacey called in and examined:—
.
...
Mr. J. Stacey.
58. You have tho charge of Busby’s Bore, I believe? I have, Sir.
69. You assisted when it was cleaned out a few years ago, did you not ? I did.
.. i
187®'
60. Did you go through it at the time? I was the first that went through it from the middle of the
Kacecourse to the mouth of the tunnel. I had two men with me.
'
61. What state did you find it in—say between Hyde Park and the G-aol? From the centre of the
Kacecourse it was just over your ankles—about 8 inches deep of mud and slush.
62. What was the character of the mud ? It was a black sort of stuff, of a fatty substance.
63. Did it smell badly ? No, it was a black fatty substance. From there to Kiley-street it was half way
up to your knees.
61. Of slush ? Some kind of slush. From there to Darlinghurst shaft, at the corner of Botany-street
and South Head Bead, it was rock and sand, and an average depth all the way along—half way up to
your knees. Then, from the centre of the Kacecourse, where wc started, to near EUey-street, there were
masonry walls built up, and covered with sandstone slabs-----_
_
65. But, generally speaking, it goes through natural sandstone ? Then about 11 chain from Bney-street it
was shale.
66. Was the roof dry ? Yes, and the walls the same.
,
67. Was there the same kind of slush all the way through ? No; towards Biley-street it was sand,and
chippings.
68. Not so much slush ? No.
r
.
,
69. And as you went higher up from the Barracks ? As we came to the Ice-house Hotel, from the
Darlinghurst shaft to the “ Ice-house Hotel”—I was on my belly on the sand with my back rubbing against
tlie crown of the niche, and a little water trickling under me.
70. When you got higher up you did not find so much of this muck and slush ? No, not towards the
sandhill shaft.
71. Higher up did you find it comparatively clean? Yes, clean sand; although m same places there
were pot-holes where a little slush had collected.
72. Did you find where this black stuff came from ? It was decomposed vegetable matter.
73. Where did it come from ? It came from the mouth of the tunnel—it must have come from there.
74. Then matter of thair>sort may come in now ? No ; there was nothing then to stop it at the mouth
of the tunnel. .Every flood brought the sand down from the hills, and when the flats got filled the stuff
was drawn into the mouth of the tunnel.
75. You did not accompany Mr. Liversidge when ho took these samples of water from the Bore, did you t
No sir—I did not.
,
. .
, j.
j
*
76. Are vou acquainted with the drainage along the South Head Bead ;—is it any part of your duty to
attend to' that? No sir, I have only to look after the tunnel—nothing to do with the drainage.
77. Are you aware of any cesspits or otter sources from which country such as that through which the
Bore passes could he contaminated P There is nothing that could come into the Bore nothing on that
side, only what comes from the mouth.
,
,
78. You mean to say that no water comes out of the tunnel except that which goes into it from the
Lachlan Swamp ? Yes.
.
.
79. Are you quite sure of that? Yes, I am; there was at one time a strong stream of water coming in
shaft No. 1, at Park Bead, about fifteen feet from the surface.
•
_
80. This is rather an important question, and I should like to know what grounds you have for supposing
that no water goes out of the tunnel except that which enters it at the mouth ? Having been in charge of
the main workings in it from one end to the other--------.
81. I am speaking of the present time. What grounds have you for supposing that no water goes out of
the tunnel beyond that which enters it at the mouth of the tunnel ? Because we have stopped the soakaga
that did go through it.
82. As far as you could, I suppose? Yes.
83. And that is your only reason ? That is the only reason.
81. Are you aware that not many days ago—about ten days—the water was almost completely turned off
at tho Lachlan Swamp—only two turns of tho screw on—and that at the same time a large portion of the
city was being supplied from that source ? Yes; tbe tunnel was cleaned out nearly three years ago, and
that the soakage we stopped between Nos. 16 and 17 shafts was stopped with clay, some of which
may have been washed away by this time. That is the only way I can account for the tunnel being
so full.
_
85. Where do you suppose the water came from ? It waa in the tunnel. I have a report here which will
show that the tunnel was overcharged. {Producing report.)
i
.
86. For what length of time was the water cut off at the mouth of the tunnel in this way ? 1 think the
report shows it—about four days at the longest,

87.
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Mr. J. Stacey. 87. For four days the water was cut off? Tos (referring to report'), from G p.m. on the Gth instant to
/"‘•“''“'■’s 6 p.m. on the 7th instant the Jock was shut dowm close. The head of water at the mouth of the tunnel then
26 May, 1875. was 72 inches. At G p.m. on the 7th instant it was opened five turns, and it remained at five turns until"
'
6 p.m. on the 10th, and then we shut it down three and that left it open two, and it remained at that
until 6 p.m. on tho 14th, when we opened it eight turns, leaving the lock open at ten turns,
S8. What is the diameter of the thread screw ? That I could not tell.
£9. Mr. Moriartg.] "What was the diameter of the spindle ? I never measured it.
90. How many turns docs it take altogether? I think it is fifty—I would not be sure.
91. Chairman.) When there are two or three turns of the screw on only there is very little per
ceptible current, I believe? Well, not a great one, from what I have seen of the lock of the same size
higher up.
92. If you sink a well in the Sydney sandstone you generally get a supply of water, don’t you ? Mo sir,
not through sandstone, till you come to a bed of clay. You may sink 50 or 100 feet through sand and not
get water,
93. But if you come across a bed of clay you get water? Well, you might; it is just according to whether
you strike a spring.
94. Are any arrangements made to prevent solid matter from floating into the mouth of the Bore ? Yes,
there is a man always there with a sieve to gather up leaves or other matters.
95. Is he always there? Yes, constantly at the water’s edge, when there is nothing to skim up he is
gathering weeds.
•
96. There has been no grating there at any time ? No sir.
97. Mr. Moriarty.'] What are the general dimensions of the tunnel ? 1It is all shapes and nil sizes ; you
could not average 10 chains of1 it anywhere. Under the sandhill—between the sandhill shaft and the
Hospital shaft in the Barrack yard—you can go along 3 or 4 chains, with the roof 9 feet high, and about
2 feet G inches wide, and then it goes down suddenly.
98. You cannot give an average of the height? No.
99. Can you state the average width ? All along the South HeadRoad it averages about 3 feet wide.
Then in one place under the brewery it is 16 or 17 feet wide.
100. Are there auy means of getting the water up to any fixed height at the lower end of the tunnel ?
Yes, by regulating the lock.
101. I am speaking of the lower end of the tunnel ? I don’t know, sir.
102. The water-lock at the mouth of the tunnel is a circular oue, 2 feet in diameter, is it not ? Yes.
103. So that two turns of the screw would lift the valve a very little ? Not much ; it is the weight of
the water at the back which forces the water in.
101. What head of water at the back have you ? About 70 inches.
105. Then there are about G or 7 feet of water standing in the conduit ? Yes, about 70 inches.
10G. Tlie other day when it was screwed down two turns what head of water had you ? G4 inches.
When it came down to 57 inches we opened out eight turns. I tried to manage to keep a head of 70 inches,
but 40 inches gives them a good supply ; when there is more than that it runs out at College-street.
107. Chairman.) You said when you had two turns there w;ls a head of 04 inches ;—do you mean you
had 64 inches of water outside the tunnel ? Outside tbe lock.
108. And although that was kept pretty close the whole time thetunuel remained full? Yes, it kept full
during those four days,
109. Mr. Moriarty.] I think you said that at one of these new headings there was a largo quantity of
water came down ? Yes, there was a great soakago through the masonry at the sides of the tunnel to the
height of the roof; hut that has all been pointed with cement and stuff.
110. Is there much masonry through the tunnel ? Yes, there is a good deal. Between the Court-house
shaft and the Ice-house shaft there is a great deal; when I say a great deal, I suppose there arc three or
four chains in different places.
111. Do you know what the country is in those places through which the tunnel passes, whether it is soil
or rock ? I don’t know. It is rock at both ends ; we go through the soil and then come to rock again.
112. We have heard something about the water coming in from the Gaol ? Yes ; when I found it out
there was a drill hole about the size of your finger, and tho water from the Gaol side came into us.
113. Through this drill hole ? Through the drill hole. The Government thought we brought the water
in, because they put a plug in from the Gaol side to stop it, and made the hole larger. I took tho plugs
out on my side, and took them to the Town-hall.
114. Then this drive must have come close up to your tunnel ? About 9 inches or a foot off it; there was
solid rock between their drive and our tunnel.
115. What object do you suppose that drive was made with ? I understood it was to draw off the water
to supply the Gaol, hut instead of that we drew the water from them.
116. Did much water come iuto the tunnel ? No, the hole was only the size of your finger, and they
plugged it up.
117. lion. J. B. Wilson.] Has it been plugged up since ? I don’t know ; it was when I went through
the tunnel.
118. Mr. Moriarty.] Is there much or is there any dripping from tho roof of the tunnel ? Nothing worth
mentioning; you could go through now without wetting your shirt.
119. Mr. Bennett.] From which shafts were you obliged to pump when you cleared out the tunnel ?
Mostly from the last shaft on the Racecourse and the second shaft on the Common; wo had three
Californian pumps there.
.120. Did you pump nearer to Sydney at all ? Yes, I did ; I had two pumps on the other side of the
pouud paddock, iu the shaft uext to it, No. 13, at the bottom of the tuuuel; there was about 4 feet 6
inches 'of water in it.
121. Had you to pump No. 18, what you call Provost shaft? No, sir.
.
122. How did you get rid of the water at the bottom of the shaft ? We had to bale it out.
123. Had you to continue baling it ? Tlie other part was not up to your knees.
124. But at No. IS shaft, had you to bale it out againthenext instant;—did you coutinue to bale it during
tbe progress of the works? No, sir.
125. Why did not any more water come in ? There was not more coming in than ran off.
126.
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320. Bui it would appear from this section that there was a hole there, and the water could not run off ? Mr. J. Stacey.
That was about up to your arm-pits.
_
_
_
127. Did the men work in water up to their arm-pits ? No, not in^the water ; we haled it out.
26 May, 1876.
128. Mr. Moriart]}!\ Had you to bale it sufficiently to keep it dry while the men wore working ? ------129. Chairman.'] \\re are simply speaking about this Provost shaft. Did you hale it put once, or hadyou to
keep haling it out while the men worked? No. we had to work with the water in it,
130. You have not answered my question. Did you hale it out once for all, or had you to keep on baling
it? Yes, we baled it out enough for our purpose.
_
131. Did you observe any more come in after you had baled it? No; there would be_ water in some
places 3 or 4 feet, in pot-holes, and then it passed by.
132. Mr. JBcnneti.] Yras the water offensive ? No, sir.
_
_
133. Had you any difficulty in getting men after you started that work? No, sir, they worked night and
clay, and I had the same lot of men when 1 finished that I started with.
_
134'. Mr. BeU.] There were two or three places at Hie bottom of the tunnel you had to eicavate in order
to let tho water pass, I believe? Yes, where there was a hit of a ridge.
_
133. "Where was that? One was between the Ice-house (No. 21) shaft, and the sand hills (No. 20) shaft,
Wc might have taken from G inches to 0 inches off the bottom,
13G. What was the next place ? "Between the Provost shaft and No. 1 Park Hoad, and between No. 1 and
No. 2 Park Hoad (Nos. 1G & 17 shafts) we had to take out some more rock.
137. Where else had you to excavate ? I don’t think we had to take out any more till we got to the Eifte
Hangs,
"!
138. Had you to take out any more there? Yes, we had to take oat some to get the pump to work.
139. Hon. J. li. Wilson.] You stated that in the tunnel between Hyde Park and Eiley-strect there was a
considerable amount of masonry ? Yes, it is all masonry.
140. Was any cement used, or was it all dry work ? Dry work.

Mr. John Doherty, Inspector of Nuisances, called in and examined :—
Mr."
141. Chairman.] Are you Inspector of Sewers? Yes, sir.
J. Doherty.
142. Arc you well acquainted with the old South Head Road and that neighbourhood ? Yes.
143. Are you aware whether there are cesspits or other sources from which soil may he contaminated in
that direction? There is one cesspit at the corner of Brisbane-street and the South Head Bond—that May, 1875.
leads into a pipe-drain which goes down Brisbane-street—an earthenware pipe. It goes down Brisbanestreet, and goes to the main sewers in Hay-street,
144. Arc there any cesspits which are cleaned out and the stuff carted away? Once or twice a week to
lake the flood-water off tho streets.
,
145. Yon are referring to gully-shafts ; I am speaking of cesspits ? No there are no cesspits.
14G. No cesspits anywhere along the whole line ? No.
147. I mean along the line to the Bore ;—do you know the course of the Bore ? Well, I have been through
it once.
"
118, Arc there any cesspits along that line ? No.
149. Hon. J. B. Wilson.] Arc there any privies along the line of the Bore, from South Head Eoad to Park
Bond ? Well, as you go south they all go into the sewers.
150. Is that the case as tar as the Brewery ? As far as Botany-street; after that there is no main sewerage.
131, Are there any privies or cesspits along that line to Park Eoad. Are the houses there, for instance, in
Dowling-street, between South Head Bead aud Moore Park and in that neighbourhood, supplied with these
ordinary privies ? I believe they are.
152. Aud there is no sewerage, properly so called, there; the houses are all supplied with these cesspits?
Yes, 1 believe they are.
153. And that is in the neighbourhood of the Bore? 1 could not say the exact position of the line of tho
Bore along there.
154. Chairman^] Perhaps this map will assist you. This is the course of the Bore (indicalmg course on map)-,
of course wherever there are houses there must he privies of some kind attached to them. Are there any
houses there ? There arc a few.
•
155. On the South Head Bond, just as you come to the comer of Park Bead, are there auy sewers to carry
off foul or closet matter ? No, the only sewer that takes any sewage matter near there is at tho corner
of Park and Botany Streets.
15G. Beyond that there is no sewerage at all ? No, there is no main sewer heyond that.
157. Then beyond that, on the South Head Eoad, all the houses would have cesspits ? I should say so,
sir ; and that sewrer that runs down Botany-street, goes down Bourke-street, runs away to Woolloomooloo
■
Bay.
158. Mr. Moriarty.] But have the houses fhcro water-closels ; because there might be a sewer, hut it docs
not follow that they arc connected with the sewer? Well, I have been fourteen years connected with the
sewerage, and I believe there is not a single house on the South Head Eoad, from College-street to Botanystreet, that is not connected with a sewer.
159. I want to know whether tho houses have all water-closets ? Well, I should say, and I have been
continually among those buildings, that they have all water-closets ; and also that they are connected with
the main sewer.
ICO. Chairman?] Do you often find common cesspits connected with the main sewer ? Well, I'll tell vou
how that is done-------'
1G1. I merely want to know, as a matter of fact, whether these cesspits are connected with the main sewer ?
I will tell you. Before they are connected with the main sewer, that is, before the drainage is brought iuto
the premises, they are all cleaned out with sand or soil.
■
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Mr. li. Seymour, Inspector of Nuisances, called in and further examined :—
Mr.
162. Chairman.'] We have called you to-day, Mr. Seymour, to obtain your evidence as to the best method
R. Seymour,
in your opinion, could be adopted for clearing out cesspits in the City of Sydney and its suburbs.
You have told us that at some former time some mode of contract was adopted by tbe Corporation ;—
27 May, 1875, w;]i yOU describe that system ? The Corporation, in the month of December each year, called for tenders
for emptying the closets for tlie Corporation. Then, after a tender had been accepted—there would be
two or three tenders, perhaps, and of course tho lowest was accepted—there was an officer kept by the
Corporation (the Assistant Inspector of Nuisances), whose duty it was to look after them, and in every
ease where there was a closet which was reported, either by letter or verbal complaint, or which we found
ourselves to be a public nuisance or a nuisance to tbe neighbourhood, we gave notice to have it emptied.
163. To the contractor ? No, to the owner or occupier of the house. Tlien an application was made,
almost immediately, to the Town Hall, to have tbe closet emptied. I then gave instructions to the
Assistant Inspector of Nuisances to go to the place with a nightman, and have it emptied, and tlie occupier
or owner of the house had to pay the bare cost of emptying it. In that way we bad all these closets
cleaned to the satisfaction of the public. Afterwards the Council called for tenders again, and no one*
tendered, and it became a private matter, and was left in the hands of tbe nightmen, who made the people
pay just what they thought fit.
164. Was the contract in the hands of one man, or one firm ? One man had it.
165. Was he able to carry out that work for tlie whole city ? Ho was.
166. Do you think that arrangement worked more satisfactorily than the present one? Yes ; it was more
satisfactory to the citizens and more satisfactory to us, because we knew when Ihere was an order to clean
out a closet, and we knew it was done, for the Assistant Inspector had to go next day to measure the pit,
and see tbe number of feet tbe occupier or owner of the house would have to pay.
167. Now, I understand, you have nothing to do with the measurement or the payment,—all you have to
do is to see that the closets are not in a filthy state? Yes.
168. Would it not be better, in your opinion, that these closets should be cleaned out more frequently
than they are at present ? Of course it would.
169. Although in some cases they do not create what you would directly call a nuisance, such as w-ould
justify your interference, there area number of these closets, I suppose, which are very objectionable?
Yes, it would be much better for the public health if they were cleaned out more frequently.
170. We are inclined to think the Corporation should themselves undertake, by their officers, to clean out
these closets, and make a charge of some kind for doing it. Do you think that would be practicable ? I do.
171. Then you would recommend that it should be done by the City officers—by their men and carts ?
Yes.
172. Suppose now that a certain cesspit, which ordinarily requires to be cleaned out, before it becomes
nuisance, say once a year—supposing it were found desirable, under tbe new system, to have it cleaned
out every three months—such a case might occur, I suppose ? Yes.
173. Would that more frequent cleaning out materially increase the expense? Yes, because there are
many of our common cesspits so situated that after a day’s rain we have dozens of them overflowing into
the yards, but if it is fine for two days they go down again by degrees. Still the smell, after the rain
water gets into the closets, is something very bad.
174. From the rain mixing with the closet-matter? Yes; the smell is sickening.
175. You think then that such a system would materially increase the expense—that it would entail a
greater charge upon the owners ? Ido.
176. But if it were done systematically by the Corporation, under proper arrangements, don’t you think
that in itself would tend to diminish the expense ? I think so, if it were done as you propose, and proper
cesspits were constructed.
.
177. Wc are not going into that at present? lam speaking of the common cesspits; I think it would
be much lighter upon the citizens than it is at present.
178. You mean that the cesspits should be made on an improved system? Yes.
179. Do you tbink, from your experience in these matters, it would be fair to say that all cesspits should
be cleaned out at certain intervals—say once in three months or once in six months; or do you think
there should be a distinction made between them ? Some closets would not require to be cleaned out
so often. I have known instances where closets have had to be cleaned out four times in six weeks.
180. Owing to tho imperfect construction of the closets. Have you ever met with a certain kind of cess
pit which did not require to be cleaned out at all ? Yes.
181. What kind of cesspits were they? Cesspits built on sandy soil, with open brick-work. All tbe
liquid portion of the closet matter went into the sand, and nothing remained but the solid matter. In
those cases we have found them to last three or four years without being emptied.
182. It would not be fair in such a case to compel the owners to clean them out, except at long intervals ?
No.
183. There would be nothing to clean out? There would he nothing to clean out.
184. Do you think it would be a good plan to assess each property for this purpose at an annual sum, aud
that it should then be simply the duty of tho officers of the City Corporation to do the cleaning at the
discretion of the Inspector ? I think the Corporation should have the powers of cleaning out these common
privies, and that a law should be enacted to provide that a charge should be made for doing it; but I tbink
tlie Corporation should have the power to make that charge. Then it would be the duty of the officers of
tbe Corporation to see that the closets were cleaned out when required.
185. I suggested an assessment, not according to the value of the property but in accordance with the
nature of the case: closets that did not require cleaning out should be assessed at a low rate,—which do
you think would be the most equitable plan ? I think the charge should be according to the work done.
186.
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186. And you tbink it should be left to tbe discretion of tbe inspector-to decide at what intervals different
Mr.
closets should be cleaned out? 1 tbink so.
R. Seymour.
187. And you tbink there would be no difficulty in commencing such a system.—that the necessary plant
and the labourers required could bo obtained ? It could easily be done. The Commissioners had all the ?7 May, 187B.
plant necessary, and then it went to the contractor and from one contractor to another, and it was kept at
Carter’s Barracks, Haymarket.
■
188. Are these common closets very close together in many places? Yes ; in Susses-street there are no
less than 188 common privies.
189. Is there any sewer there to which connection could be made ? Many of them are connected ; all
that can he are connected, but a good many of them cannot be. We have put a pressure upon the owners
by summoning them or threatening to summon them, and that has made them connect their closets with
the public sewers wherever they could. I was looking over my instructions this afternoon and I found
that from George-street to Darling Harbour, taking in tbe rocks at Miller’s Point and that portion of tho
north side of Parramatta-street called Athlone-place, and several other smaller streets, there are 1,170
_
houses in that block wrhich have common privies.
190. And I suppose these privies, although not such a nuisance as to justify you in summonin" the parties,
are still a perpetual nuisance ? They are indeed. We had two eases at the Central Police Court to-day
connected with a similar nuisance in’Bay-street, Glebe. There were two double privies—common privies—
and the stench on approaching was enough to turn your stomach.
_ _
_
191. You say that nuisances are very often increased in these cases by the admission of surface water into
the privies ? Yes.
192. Would any great additional expense, in your opinion, be involved in taking measures to prevent that ?
No ; it would be a great advantage.
193. And it would have the effect of keeping the closets clean ? Yes.
191, Do you think it desirable then that the Corporation should be empowered to insist upon this improve
ment being made also ? Yes. If the closet was made of brick and cement, aud about 18 inches above
the level of the ground, no rain-water would he able to get in; but at present these closets are mere holes.
195. But that would involve a very considerable expense, would it uot ? No ; the expense need not be
so great.
196. Now, speaking generally, if you were making arrangements of this kind, would you consider it
desirable to have smaller pits and have them cleaned out more frequently, or larger pits and not have tbem
cleaned out so often ? I should consider 4 feet wide and 5 feet deep.....
a proper size; and they ^ould he
cleaned out not less than once in every twelve months if they were built in the way I have described. .
197. How many persons, speaking roughly, would such a closet accommodate? Say a man and his wife
and four children.
198. That would be for one house? For one bouse.
199. And you think everything that is necessary would be done if it were cleaned out once iu twelve
months—that no perceptible nuisance would occur ? I think so.
200. Now suppose some officer were appointed to take charge of the whole system—not yourself but any
officer—we know that officers will occasionally neglect their duties ;—do you think there would he any
danger of such neglect. Of course the occupier of a house would have no power to compel the Corpora
tion to clean out his privy ? I do not think so, I think the tenants would look after that sufficiently, and
their neighbours.
201. You think the force of public opinion would be sufficient to prevent any danger from that cause ?
1 believe so.
202. Have you had any experience in the use of any chemicals for deodorising closet matter, such as
quick-lime for instance, thrown down the closets ? "We have what we use now, carbolic acid, and we have
a man who gets £2 a week who goes round now and throws some stuff down to destroy tho smell.
203. "What does lie throw down ? I cannot say. Mr. Bell may be able to tell you.
204. Some deodoriser ? Yes.
205. Under what circumstances do you use the carbolic acid ? In common privies or cesspits.
206. Does this man make a regular round of visits for that purpose ? No ; only when we hear of any
nuisance of that sort we send him with a can of stuff which he sprinkles over the place to take away the
smell.
207. That is where the closet is not full, but is offensive ? Yes.
208. Do you find that plan to be advantageous ? We do not.
_
209. Why does it not answer ? In some cases the persons residing in the house do not wish us to use
anything of the sort on the premises. We had an instance of that in Kcnt-street. They said they would
sooner have tho smell of the closet than have the carbolic acid used. At the same time there was a very
severe case of typhoid fever there.
210. Then if you had used something not so offensive as carbolic acid they would not have objected ? No.
211. It was not a mere ignorant objection then ? No.
2.12, Was that the only objection ? Yes,
213. Then if that could be removed do you think the Corporation might, with advantage, he empowered
to use some kind of deodoriser ? Yes, they might have the closets cleaned out and deodorised.
214. In speaking of a common privy or closet, you mean not one that is common to a number of people
but an ordinary one ? Yes.
215. Have you any objection to change the use of the word common to ordinary in your evidence ? No ;
ordinary is wliat I mean.
216. You think the system you have described would be as effectual, under present circumstances, as any
that could be devised ? Yes.
217. And of course it would be equally applicable to other Municipalities ? I should say so.
218. Have you any knowledge of how the matter taken from these closets is disposed of at present ? At
present tbe gardeners take most of it away. A great deal of it goes to Botany Road.
219. It is deposited in a number of places I suppose ? Yes, on gardens.
220. Do tbo people take it away themselves ? Yes ; we don't take it. The nightmen take it away and
sell it to the gardeners.
221. Do you mean to say that these people receive it just as it comes from the closet ? Yes,
222. Do you think it desirable that this matter, fresh from the closets, should be taken to these people’s
premises ? I do not.
223.
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223. Don’t you. tkink suck a practice must be dangerous, uot only to themselves but to tkeir neighbours ?

224. The Corporation I suppose have no power over these people? Not the slightest; we have no conMay, 1875. trol over them whatever when once they leave the city ; except they go anywhere near the watershed,
and then we go after them.
225. lias there beeu any place outside tlie city set apart for depositing matter of this kind? There was
at first, ou the western side of Moore Park ; there were pita built there some years ago for that purpose.
22(i. Were they built by the city authorities ? Tes; and they had power to compel the contractor to put
the stuff wherever they thought proper.
227. That was in his contract I suppose ? Tes.
22S. That place was not iu the city at that time ? 3STo ; but it is now.
229. How did that system work ? It worked very badly ; the place was too close to the township. The
residents on Surry Hills were always complaining of tho stench, more especially when there was a south
east wind.
.
230. Was the stuff allowed to remain there permanently? No, it went iuto two large pits close by
belonging to the Corporation, and then it was used for plantations.
231., Do yon mean that that was done periodically ? Yes.
■
232. How did that end? It ended by the filling up of Moore Park ; but previous to that there were so
many complaints that the Aldermen had decided to abolish it, and it was abolished.
233. Aud since that time there has been no place to deposit matter of that kind ? No, that was the last
place we had,
234. What would he in your opinion the best method of disposing of this closet matter ? I think there
ought to be a proper place to take it to, and that it ought to bo properly cleansed—all tho bottles, empty
tin cases, and other things taken out of it, I think the soil should be properly cleansed and properly
deodorised, and converted to some use.
235. Do you think there is any suitable place sufficiently remote, hut not too far from the city, available
for such a purpose? 3, know of no such place at the present time.
239. Do you think such a place could be found? I don’t think it is anywhere round Sydney at the
present time.
237. But if this matter could be at once deodorised there would be no objection to deposit it almost
anywhere, even closer to Sydney ? Yes, if it could be deodorised. My opinion is that it will never do to
deposit this matter in the neighbourhood of Sydney, or its suburbs; for no matter where it is put the
stench will be carried by the wind, if not into the city into some adjoining Municipality.
238. Are you aware whether these gardeners obtain this matter without payment ? No. they pay for it in
many instances.
239. Dr. Allei/ne.] When you speak of deodorising this closet matter, you mean depriving it of its dis
agreeable smell ? Yes, of everything offensive.
240. Offensive to the nose ? Yes.
241. IFr. Moriarty.'] You have mentioned, Mr. Seymour, that in many places the soil from the cesspits
percolates into the surrounding ground? Yes.
242. Have you noticed anything offensive to arise in the neighbourhood of those places afterwards ? Yes;
iu many instances we found a most deadly smell in those places for days and weeks.
243. Did you attribute that.to the saturation of the soil by offensive matter from the cesspits? Yes.
244. You referred to a certain place where this had occurred—Sussex-street and some other place,
Parramatta-street, I think ;—arc there any wells in that neighbourhood from which water is drawn for the
use of the inhabitants ? 1 don’t think you could find half a dozen wells in Sydney just now. "We find
that in all instances the wells havo been filled up.
245. Then there is no danger of the contamination of wells from that cause ? Not that I am aware of.
246. Mr. Dennett.] In those closets in sandy places, to which you have referred, you find as I conclude
from your answer to Mr. Moriarty, that the sand becomes offensive, and you object to a uniform rate of
assessment because it would press heavily upon the owners of such properties. Don’t you think it would
rather be an advantage to compel them to make their closets retentive ? Yes, I think it would he—if not
to the owner it would be to the occupant.
247. Do you think these closets which do not require to be emptied so often are more objectionable? Yes.
248. You said you thought there would be a difficulty in obtaining a place near Sydney for the deposit of
closet matter. Would the present watershed be a suitable place, supposing that water could be obtained
elsewhere? I think it would.
249. Do you know any place on Shea’s Creek which would answer ? It is on the line of Shea’s Creek
where it is deposited at present.
250. Do you know any place further on near Cook’s River ? I do not know any place, because there is a
great deal of building all along there. There is one thing you would have to guard against if tlie soil was
brought on to that land. You are aware that we are subject to strong southerly breezes, and the whole
of the stench would be brought right into town. It was thought at one time that the Corporation should
engage punts and take the stuff out to sea.
.
251. Hon, J. D. Wilson.] You stated, I think, that during the time of tho Commissioners, when the nightsoil was removed by contract, the parties paid a certain fee for permission to remove it? Yes.
252. Have, you formed any opinion which system was the most economical, that or the present plan, of
paying the nightmen to do it ? The plan carried out by the Commissioners and Corporation, until they
were unable to obtain tenders, was much more beneficial.
.
253. Is it a fact that the charges for removing the night-soil from these closets are very high ? Yes ; the
people have to pay 20s. now or more for emptying a closet, which they used to get done for 10s.
254. Then the system you propose would not be a heavier tax upon the inhabitants than the present one ?
No, I don’t think it would. 1 think if these ordinary privies are retained there ought to be an arrange
ment that they should be cleaned out every winter, just at tlie latter end of the winter, before the summer
comes on.
255. Chairman.] And at such other periods as the inspector may consider necessary ? Yes, because
some of them require it oftener on account of bad management.
256. Could any alterations be made, without any great expense, to facilitate the cleaning out of the closets,
so that the nightmen could obtain access to them more convenientlv ? No, I don’t think so, sir; they
must go through the yard.
'
257.
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257. I mean iu getting at the pit itself? No, there is uo difficulty about it at all. X have been round
Sojmour.
with the nightmen myself repeatedly.
258. Mr. Bennett.'] Was this contract system for the removal of night-soil initiated by the City Comrnissioners ? It was commenced by tho City CommissioncrSj and was carried on for some years afterwards by ^
18^®the City Council.
259. What was the average charge per cubic foot ? Wo used to get it out as low as 2d., and then it went
on increasing until we paid lOd.
2C0. Chairman.] "What is tbe charge now ? We have to pay 25s. or 80s. up to £2 for what wc could
formerly get done for 10s. or 15s.
201. Is that in consequence of the high rate of labour, or from tbe difference in the system ? It is from
the different system. The nightmen have it all in their own hands ; there arc only four of them, and they
charge whatever they like.

Mr. David Clement Robertson, Inspector of Waste Waters, called in and further examined :—
Mr. I). C.
202. Chairman.'] Tour duties keep you moving about the city pretty frequently, I. think ? Tes.
Robertson.
208. We have just examined Mr. Seymour respecting tho ordinary privies and cesspits. He tells us there
are a great many in Sydney, and that they are a great nuisance. Even in many cases where the nuisance
„
is not of such a character as to justify him in interfering with some of the parties, it is still a nuisance,
^Dand he thinks it would be desirable to take steps to remedy tho evil. Are you of the same opinion ? Tes.
There are many closets which might not have a foot of matter in them and yet he very offensive.
201. And he thinks that the Sydney authorities might be empowered to clear out these closets by their
own servants at such periods as might be determined, or at the discretion of their officers might bo thought
necessary. And lie thinks this duty should be charged according to the work performed, to the owners or
occupiers. Do you think that would be an improvement ? I tbink it would. I think it would be a most
effectual way of abating tbe nuisances and keeping the closets clean.
205. And you think that nuisances of this kind existing in the city and tho suburbs—for of course you have
some acquaintance with the suburbs—are such as to justify immediate action? I do.
2G6. Do you think the matter is of such importance that if not attended to before next summer the health
of tho inhabitants of tho city is likely to be seriously affected ? Tes ; these closets are very offensive—you
can perceive it as soon as you approach them.
267. Arc there not in some crowded parts of tbe city, and even in the suburbs, places where there is always
more or less an offensive smell ? There are.
26S. I mean not from any particular nuisance which Mr. Seymour might take notice of, but a constant
nuisance ? i'cs ; from the fact of there being such a number of these closets close together,
269. Mr. Seymour thinks that, without any very great expense, au arrangement might be made to prevent
the percolation of surface water into these cesspits, which he tells us very much increases the nuisance, and
also the expense of keeping them clean. Have yon observed that? Tes. I have observed that closets
that have been cemented outside have not been so offensive—where they have been comparatively water
tight.
270. Ho tells us that where there is a cesspit in sand or loose gravelly soil, which absorbs ail the liquid
matter, the closet seldom becomes full, except after a long time ? Tes. In sandy places—in parts of tho
Surry Hills, for instance, there are closets which have not been cleaned out for years.
271. And Rcdfern also ? Tes, in Redfern too.
272. In cases of that kind, where closets have not been cleaned out for years, and whore the liquid matter
percolates through the soil, is it your opinion that they still become a nuisance, by contaminating the
surrounding soil ? I think so ; of course they are not so offensive as the others.
278. But you think it would be better if such a state of things should not bo allowed, and that it would
he an advantage to have the closets water-tight ? Tes. There is always a fear of the wells in the locality
being contaminated,
274. Can you give us any suggestion which occurs to you for carrying out as soon as possible some general
scheme, not ouly for tho City of Sydney but for other municipalities? No. That is more in Mr.
Seymour’s line. I have not had much experience in these things.
275. Have you heard people complain about these privies in tho places you have referred to ? Tes ; and
they have called me in to see them. My attention has been called to them, both in the City and in the
suburbs. There are places in Sydney where there is only one cesspit for twelve or thirteen houses, occupied,
some of them, by forty souls. There are several such places in the city.
276. Is there any difficulty, or is there anything to prevent them from having more privies in such cases ?
"Well, it is very necessary there should be more.
277. But is there anything to prevent them from having more ? In some of the places they could have
more. In one place off Kent-street, where they have only ono cesspit, I think they are now connected
with the sewer. In one place near tlie Gas-works there arc two pits for I think twelve houses. Mr. Sey
mour summoned a party there sometime ago.
278. Not for having so few closets but for having them so offensive? Tes.
279. Have yon observed where these cesspits exist in friable loose soil, such as you have described at
Surry Hills and Redfern, that there are wells near them which are used for household purposes ? Tes ;
at Waterloo the houses arc nearly all supplied with wells.
280. Aro these wells near the cesspits ? Yes, they are generally near, and in some eases the closet stands
higher than the well, so that the drainage goes towards the latter.
281. Have you any reason to suppose that the water has been contaminated in these places? No, sir, I
cannot say j. have. 1 have never lived there myself.
2S2. And you have never heard the people complain of it? No.
2S8. Aro these closets very near the wells ? They vary according to the size of the allotment. As a rule
they are not. very far off. The closet ia generally in the corner, aud the well about fifteen or twenty feet
from it, according to the size of the ground. There is a row of closets on Surry Hills within twenty feet
of the hack door of the houses, and the drainage from the cesspits goes right under the houses.
281. Mr. Moriart)/.] What is the character of the soil there? It is a loose soil.
' *239—B
285.
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Mr. D. C. 2S5. And ilie cesspits, are they bricked or cemented ? No ; just common cesspits.
Koberteon, 286. And the drainage goes under tho houses P Yes; I have lived in one of the houses myself.
287. What is the name of tlie place ? Agnes-terrace, Surry Hills.
27 May, 1876. 238. Aro there many others of a similar character ? Oh, yes; numbers. I used to smell the closet as soon
as I went down stairs into the back room.
.
289. About how far was the closet from tho house ? About tho breadth of this room. About 20 feet.

FRIDAY, 28 MAY, 1875.

•(present:—
How. J. li. WILSON,
E. 0. MOEIAETY, Esq,
W. 0. BENNETT, Esq.,
E. BELL, Esq,
G. E. DANSEY, Esq,
De. ALLEYNE,
CHAS. WATT, Esq.

M. B. PELL, Esq., B.A., in the Chair.
Charles Watt, Esq, Government Analyst, examined in his place:—
C, Watt,Esq. 290. Chairman.'] We wish to take your evidence, Mr. Watt, as to what can he done practically—bearing in
mind the expense and the practicability—in the way of disinfecting cesspits and similar receptacles for
28 Mav, 1876. f'5803'! ma,ft'er! an(l also for disinfecting the matter which is removed from closets.
Can you give us any
*
information on the subject. Lor instance, there is dry earth -would you use that as a deodoriser or dis
infectant when applied to fecal matter either in the closet or after it has been removed ? I have made a
list of the ordinary deodorisers and disinfectants, such as can be obtained here, for of course if they are
not readily obtainable it would be no use to think of them.
,
291. Such as can be employed at a reasonable expense P Yes, at a reasonable expense. I have divided
them into turn classes. The first class consists of carbolic acid—common commercial carbolic acid.
292. Impure carbolic acid ? Yes.
293. A substance called carbolate of lime, and the ordinary chloride of lime, These throe substances
destroy offensive odours and disinfect; they are deodorisers and disinfectants, but they each of them leave
their own peculiar odour—that is the first class. Tho second class is sulphate of iron, chloride of zinc,
and sulphate of alumina, These arrest putrefactive fermentation; they do not deodorise thoroughly, but
they leave no peculiar smell of their own. That is the second class. These last would cause the closets to
be mucb sweeter, inasmuch as there would be no putrefaction going on in them—only the ordinary smell of
fecal matter. With regard to tho sulphate of alumina, there is a great deal in favour of it, as it could be
obtained in quantity at a reasonable cost, it being a natural product.
29L Do you know any one who could give us information on that point? I can obtain it for you.
295. Can yon state roughly what it would be likely to coat? The rough price I understand would be
about £3 per ton. It would not be serviceable as a thorough deodoriser,' but as preventing putrefactive
decomposition. Many persons will not, if they can possibly avoid it, use disinfectants which leave odours
of their own; that is my experience. There is an advantage in those chemicals which I have mentioned
in the second class, that they fix the ammonia, and they do not in any way—except, perhaps, chloride of
zinc—interfere with the value of tho product as a manure.
296. Do I understand you to say that if you use one of these substances, chloride of zinc, which takes away
the offensive odour and arrests putrefactive fermentation, it would not destroy the noxious gases arising
from the closet matter? With regard to anything that arises from the fecal matter, it would not perhaps
have any thorough effect unless it were brought in perfect contact with it. These compounds do not
destroy the gases; they arrest decomposition, but not being volatile they are not capable of meeting any
gases which pass into the air from the fecal matter.
297. I should like to understand this thoroughly. Supposing a closet contains a certain amount of fecal
matter, and chloride of zinc is introduced into it, it arrests the process of decomposition, but you say it docs
not destroy the ordinary odour which arises from it P If used in large quantity, so that every particle of
the matter was covered with it, it certainly would. But you cannot ordinarily—in an ordinary cesspit—
mix it well up with the closet matter.
298. Do you think it would permanently arrest putrefaction;—how long would it last ? It would last
until fresh matter was thrown on it.
299. Are you quite sure it destroys the ordinary stench if properly applied ? It certainly does; it is a
question with all these substances whether they are used thoroughly or not; the great difficulty is that
you cannot expect people to stir up the matter so as to mix the ingredient with it.
300. In this case it would be applied to matter which was in a highly diluted state ? If it were well stirred
up it would be effective; these things are chiefly effective in preventing or stopping putrefactive fermenta
tion.
|
301. Wo contemplated suggesting some such arrangement as this, to prevent the necessary consequences
attending the frequent cleaning out of closets : That the City authorities should bo authorized to use dis
infectants in the closets themselves;—is that practicable, do you think; is there any disinfectant which
would destroy the smell, and also the effect upon the health of the inhabitants of the vapours which arise
from the closet matter ? Any one of these I have mentioned would render considerable service. Per- '
sonally, I should prefer the first-mentioned substances.
302. I wish to have your opinion as to the most practicable method. You say that in certain cases a great
deal Of mixing would be necessary, which would he difficult to do ; practically, what substance would yon
recommend? I think I should prefer to use carbolic acid.
*
•
303. A great many persons, I believe, refuse to use carbolic acid, on account of its noxious smell, which is
a great objection ? In that case I should fail back upon the sulphate of iron or sulphate of alumina, and
sprinkle it in every two or three days. I suppose the fecal matter in tho closets would be pretty stiff', and
this would not sink through it. But fresh matter would he thrown on the top, which would still give out
its odour, as you would not be able to stir it about.

...
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30-i. Jt ia clear that the city officers could* not be disinfecting closets every two or three dayswould 0. Watt, Esq.
there bo any advantage in using disinfectants, supposing the closets were cleaned out every three months,
or say once a month ? Well, it would of course do some good.
_
_
°y* ' ■
305. Do you think disinfectants could bo used with much advantage at such intervals as to render it unneces
sary to clean out the cesspits so frequently ? I do not think so. I think they would have to be cleaned
out very frequently.
.
300. Tou arc aware, I suppose, that they are not cleaned out now until they become a perfect nuisance ?
I am aware that they are imperfectly constructed and much neglected.
_
307. You do not think a system of disinfecting these cesspits at certain periods could be carried out
successfully ? 1 do not think it could bo done with any success.
.
308. But you think that of all the disinfectants yon have enumerated the sulphate of alumina would lie
the most practicable? Yes, those substances which I have mentioned in tho second category, which disin
fect but do not thoroughly deodorise.
_
309. They are not so effective as chloride of lime? No, because that disinfects and deodorises also.,
3L0. Do you tbink any advantage would arise from the use of quick lime? No, that loses a portion of
the ammonia, and it is not a good disinfectant or deodoriser. It sets free a quantity of ammonia, and I
think it deceives people in reference to its efficiency on account of the ammouiacal smelt.
_
_
311. It is not a good deodoriser? No, it sets free the ammonia from the urine,and sends a quantity of it
into tlie atmosphere.
_
.
_
_
,
312. You would not recommend the use of lime in this case? No, the most effective thing, but it would
cause a great deal of trouble, would be dry burnt clay, as it absorbs the moisture and prevents putre
faction.
_
313. Would not thoroughly dry clay answer the purpose? No, it would not be so good as burnt clay.
314i. But after it was burnt it would still bo in a friable state ? Yes, if sufficiently burnt to render it more
absorbent, but not over-heated.
_
_
...
315. Can you explain the way in which dry earth acts ? Simply by absorbing the fluid in which tho
decomposing matter is suspended.
_
_
316. It simply absorbs the moisture from the fmcal matter and makes it solid. It has no chemical effect?
No.
.......
317. What is the clement in dry earth which produces this effect ? It is the silicate of alumina principally.
318. Tlie free silica which exists in soil has uo such property? When it exists as sand it is of no use.
319. The ordinary clay aud loam consists, does it not, of silicate of alutniua and free silica? Yes.
320. Then if the'free'silica were entirely absent it would be equally effective as a deodoriser? If the
silica existed as sand it would be useless, but if it existed in the shape of dry powder it would have an
absorbing power. It is the compact hard silica which has no power to take in moisture.
_
321. Would what is the nearest approach to silica in pure clay, such as pipeclay, he of use? Yes, if
thoroughly dried j any clay that would absorb moisture.
_
_
322. Do you think there is abundance of the proper material for such a purpose in the neighbourhood of
Sydney ? Yos, in the County of Cumberland.
_
_
_
323. Do you think there would be any advantage in occasionally throwing down into these cesspits some
dry oarlh of tho proper kind ? Well, if you could put enough of it in to make the closet matter solid, it
would be efficacious.
32 k So as to cover the stuft’in the closets completely ? Yes; of course it would entail a good deal more
work in removing the soil.
325. About what quantity would bo required? Sufficient to make tho closet matter not only pasty but to
absorb the entire moisture,
_
326. Are you of opinion that such a plan—to make the matter solid—would be practicable? No, I do
not think so ; there would be too much of it to remove.
_
327. I understand generally then that you do uot recommend the use of disinfectants in cesspits. We aro
assuming, of course, the cesspit system to exist as a necessary evil ? I mav say that if these disinfectants
were used hy the occupants of the houses regularly they would be useful, but to use them spasmodically,
now and then, would be scarcely of any use, I do not tbink any advantage would be gained by the Corpora
tion employing them once a month.
328. I will now come to another point: Supposing tho matter from these cesspits were removed and
deposited in some place out of town, and these disinfectants applied to it either when it was removed or
afterwardswould that answer, do you think ? Yes ; you would have a better chance of dealing with it
then.
_
329. Do you think it could be deodorised in that way at a reasonable expense ? I think so.
330. What would you recommend as the most effectual deodoriser ? I should recommend sulphate of
alumina or sulphate of iron under such circumstances.
_
331. I don’t think the objection to carbolic acid would exist in such a case, because it would not be
brought to every man’s door ? No; I am looking at the question of expense and probable use of tho refuse
'
as manure.
_'
332. You think the sulphate of alumina would bo tlie best? Yes, I think so.
_
_
333. Supposing a cart-load—containing say two tons of closet matter—were treated in this way, can you
give a rough guess as to the quantity of stuff it would take to deodorise it ? I could only give a very
crude guess, because I have made no experiments of the kind, and it would depend greatly upon how you
applied it. A.t a rough guess I think you might say one hundred-weight of sulphate of alumiua—perhaps
less.
334. That would cost—how much ? £3 per ton—perhaps not so much.
.
335. If it were obtained on a large scale ? Yes. It might be sufficient to throw a little of it on the top
of the stuff, if it were deposited in a suitable place, and then it would not take so mucb.
336. Would that affect tho value of the closet matter as manure? I think it would make it rather more
valuable, as it would fix the ammonia.
337. If tho contents of a cesspit wore dealt with in this way, and allowed to remain in a certain depot for
a certain time, would it then become valuable as manure ? That is a very hard question to answer,
because it would depend upon the demand for it. Jt the persons who made use of il. lived close by, it
might be of value to them, but it would not be of sufficient value to persons living at a distance, who would
have to pay the cost of carriage.
338.
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C. Watt, Esq. 338. 'Would it be of less value than the ordinary stable manure ? "Well, it is a different class of manure,
'
'■"> and people are not in the habit of using it. It is a very good manure, but having so much fluid in it the
28 May, 1876. weight and the cost of removal would be great objections to its use, unless to persons living close by.
339. But still it would be of some value if it were placed in heaps? That would depend upon the demand
for it; but in any case there would be some fluid with it, and there would be a great weight to remove for
a very small quantity of real manure.
340. What would you recommend as to the conditions under wliich it should be taken to the receptacles
where it would be deodorised in this way ? That I am hardly capable of giving an opinion upon. If I were
sure the farmers would take it, then I would advise that it be deposited in vessels that would not leak.
341. Suppose it were deposited in hollows in the sand, would the solid matter that remained after the
„
liquid had been absorbed be of any value ? Not of much value.
342. Would it be worth anything ? Of course it would be worth something.
343. I understand that you do not think it would he of sufficient value to induce people to use it if it had
to be transported to any distance—that if there is to be any profit in it, it must be consumed in the neigh
bourhood of Sydney ? Tes ; or within a few miles of it.
344. We have had it in evidence that the greater part of the night-soil taken out of Sydney is carried
away and sold to market gardeners. If the quantify were confined to what is now taken away for that
purpose, could that be treated in the way you describe without much difficulty—could 200 tons of it be
so treated without creating a local nuisance—of course not in the neighbourhood of Sydney ? That would
depend upon a variety of subjects. Bor instance, during wet seasons it could not well be removed, and it
would be considerably increased in bulk. In dry weather I don’t think it would create a nuisance.
345. You think this deodorising matter would have completely destroyed the nuisance ? If you did not
use carbolic acid it would not he thoroughly deodorised. If you only used sulphate of alumina you would
still be able to realize what it had been ; it would still have what is called a fieeal odour.
34G. Supposing we had altogether 200 tons a week of this matter, from cesspits to dispose of in the city
and suburbs, until some perfect system of sewerage could be devised, what plan would you be disposed to
recommend ? I thinkl should lean to the carrying it to sea,
347. And throwing it away in the sea ? Yes. I am afraid there would not be a sufficient demand for it
by the market gardeners. They would take somo of it no doubt, but you would have to remove the
remainder, You might let them have a certain quantity until you had made arrangements to take it
all away.
34S. It appears that at present, as soon as the matter is removed by private individuals beyond the limits
of the city, the authorities havo no control over it, and the people who take it away put it anywhere they
like;—what do you think of that system? That is precisely what I am afraid of. I think it is shocking.
That is the reason I think you must keep it out of their hands until a proper use can be found for it.
Then comes another question which medical men have been considering a good deal at home, whether this
mattei1 is fit for manure for different kinds of crops, or whether it may not lead to some not yet fully
realized evils.
349. Dr. Alleyns] Is your objection to the use of quick lime simply a commercial objection ? I have no
objection to it; but it liberates the ammonia which you want to save if the article is to be used for
manure; that is one thing. Then it is not readily soluble, and therefore has no tendency to difluse through
out the mass to which it is applied.
350. Is it not a powerful caustic ? Yes, to anything it touches,1 but it is not easily soluble.
351. But it is very absorbent—it absorbs the fluids very rapidly; and of coarse in doing that it comes
in contact with animal or vegetable or other matter diffused through the fluids? Oh yes. I may
mention a case which has come under my notice, which may be interesting to the Board, as it shows
the necessity of making some improvements in connection with the ordinai-y cesspits: A woman
came to me some time ago and brought me some loaves of bread to look at. She said great complaints
had been made about the smell of her bread and she did not know what could be the matter with it. She
wanted me to find out for her what made it objectionable. I asked her what water she used to make it
with, and she said she used water from a well. I then asked her if the closet was anywhere near that well,
and she said it was not very far off. I told her to go home at once and have the well emptied, and find
out whether there was any connection with the cesspit, and to come back and let me know. She did so
and it was found that there was a surface drain running from the closet direct into it, and of course tho
'
water was contaminated. She had thus been selling bread to the whole neighbourhood made with polluted
water. The matter was rectified and the bread was improved, and there were no more complaints about
it.
352. Chairman] Was the water itself offensive ? She did not bring mo any of the water, but as they
were very dirty people I dare say it would have to have been very offensive for them to have complained
of it.
353. How was it that the bread was contaminated and not the water? I should say probably water was
not an article they used very much.
354. AVhat part of the city was that in ? In the upper part of the South Head Road,
355. Son. J. B. Wilson] What, in your opinion, would be the effect of mixing the ordinary street sweep
ings with matter from the cesspits in the places to wliich it was taken. Would it help to make the closet
matter less injurious to health. Would the sweepings deodorise it at all ? It would tend to part tho
ffeeal matter and break it up ; I don’t know whether it would deodorise it much. It would depend a good
deal upon whether it was dry when you mixed it. If it were dry I think it would have a little effect, but
not in such weather as this. I look upon the keeping the cesspits water-tight as the most important point
to prevent the nuisances we have been referring to.

Mr. Andrew Kayser called in and examined :—
Mr,
S5G. Chairman] Are you in the employment of the City Corporation ? Yes.
A. Kayaer. 357, In what capacity ? I am employed to deodorise closets.
358. You mean public closets and urinals ? Yes.
38 May, 1876. 359, Do you adopt any particular system of your own in doing so ? Yes.
360. Have you any objection to explain to us what the process is ? None whatever.

3G1.
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3C1. 'Will you esplaiii what tho substance is which you uso? It is simply a mixture that evolves chlorine.
Mr.
302. How is it to bo made? It is a mixture of my own.
a^sor'
363. Is it an expensive one ? No, it is made at a slight cost.
t
_
aaMov^lSTB
304. It is something which contains an excessive quantity of chlorine? It evolves a large quantity of
‘
chlorine, and it keeps working for live days.
305. You are making this stuff yourself? Yes.
SCO, Do you sell it to the Corporation, or do they pay you for applying it? They pay me so much for
supplying it.
_
367. So much per ton ? No, according to the quantity used to deodorise the closets; it does not take
anything like a ton.
368. Do you think if it were generally used it would he applicable to tho deodorisation of closets—public
closets ? Yes, provided that wherever you use it you have some little circulation of air.
360. Would it readily mix with the contents of a closet or cesspit? Yes.
370. Would it mix with the fluid—is it soluble? It would uot mix with the soil itself, hut it would
saturate it with chlorine. It is much ihc same as an effervescing draught; there are three bodies in it
which act upon each other just in the same way as anything else which ferments.
371. But when you apply it to a large cesspit would the stuff you put in difl’use itself as a liquid, or wrould
it remain in one place ? It would diffuse itself by its gas; the gas would be evolved and saturate the body
requiring to he disinfected.
_
...
372. The chlorine gas would be circulated through tho matter to be deodorised. Then it is simply a con
trivance for diffusing chlorine gas ? Yes.
373. How much of it would you require to use to deodorise a cesspit containing four or five cubic yards
of night-soil ? Do you mean to deodorise tho whole mass, or simply to deodorise tho foul gases arising
from it ?
374. To do what you can—I do not know whether you can deodorise the whole mass ? Not if it were
solid.
375. Well to do the best you can with it—how much would you use ? It would not require above four
pounds.
376. Have you any idea at what price yon wonld bo willing to sell this compound? Any quantity of it at
sixpence a pound.
377. How long have you been in the employment of the Corporation in this capacity? This is the third
month.
378. And what proof did you afford them of the efficacy of your mixture? We had several trials of’it—
several public trials^in some of the worst places in town. We tried it in the George-street markets.
379. It would not be so applicable, I should imagine from what you say, to a mass of closet matter which
had been deposited in the open air, as it would to matter which was confined, ns its effect is produced by
the generation of gas, and the gas would, in that case, escape ? No, the gas would be dissipated to a great
extent. The stuff would require to be mixed up with the closet matter.
380. Mr. Bell.'] In cleaning—emptying out closets, would it bo beneficial in any way in keeping down
the smell ? I think it would.
381. During tho process of cleaning out the closets, to prevent the abominable smell which arises P It
would perfectly cure that.
382. Would you be able to apply it in an efficient manner? I think so ; in fact I think the whole of the
matter in the closet could he easily deodorised before the morning; but that is only a supposition—I have
not tested it. The offensive savour from the closet could be perfectly cured.
3S3. Chairman!] Am I right in stating that it would take about 1 lb. to the cubic yard of the ordinary
contents of a privy ? To a cubic yard of solid matter. To deodorise a privy would not take so much. There
is a marked difference in the closets; the worst places in Sydney at present cost Gd. per day for each closet.
384, What weight of your substance would be required per cubic yard to deodorise the contents of a
closet ? As I stated, I have never tried an experiment of that sort, but I should say not over I lb., that is
sixpence.
385. Mon. J. B. Wilson.] Do you put it into the closet in the form of powder ? To deodorise the matter
in the closet you would require to put it in in a semi-liquid state.

G. F. Dansey, Esq., City Health Officer, further examined:—■
386. Chairman!] You have heard the latter part of the evidence? I have.
Q-. I!\ Daneoy,
387. Did you hear Mr. Watt state that he should not anticipate any good results from the use of disin
Esq.
fectants in connection with cesspits? I did, and I believe it.
388. Have you ever made any experiments yourself? I havo made one or two trials and have made the 23 May, 1875,
inmates of the houses use disinfectants.
389. What substance did you make use of? Sulphate of iron principally, hut I had no chance of ascer
taining whether the efteet was satisfactory, because I persuaded them to try two or three different
substances, and I have not yet been acquainted with the results.
390. Do you think the use of disinfectants could be made applicable to mitigate the constant nuisance of
these privies ? I do not.
391. Is that opinion the result of experience? Yes.
392. You think then that so long as the cesspit system continues there is nothing for it except to remove
tho contents? Yes, and to prevent the surface water from going into the closets.
393. To make them water-tight ? Yes.
394. Wo find from the evidence wc havo taken, that a great number of tho cesspits which are constructed
in sandy soil, where tho liquid matter percolates through the sand, do not requir* emptying for a long
time? It is according to where they are placed.
395. Have you ever found any nuisance arise in such cases, from the soil becoming contaminated with
fecal matter ? I cannot say that I hare. I have had my attention drawn to nuisances arising from tho
deposit of refuse matter upon land. In one ease it existed to such an extent that the fumes came up
through the chinks of the ground floors of houses in the vicinity, so that they were impregnated with
.
it.
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Q-. F. Dansey, jt. That was where a quantity of refuse of different kinds was deposited on the land: I could not say it
was from the closet.
28May 1876.
^ie construction of cesspits, would you prefer that advantage should he taken of this friahlo soil,
'
or that the closets should he made water-tight ? I think they ought to be made thoroughly water-tight,
and cleaned out frequently,
397. Have you ever taken into consideration what would be the best method of disposing of the nightsoil, after it has been removed from the cesspits? I can see no better method of disposing of it than to
carry it out to sea.
398. You have heard what the last two witnesses said upon this subject ? Yes; T may mention that we
have had this subject under consideration at the Town Hall, and we have come to the conclusion that tho
only safe plan is to carry it away.
399. And to get rid of it thoroughly ? Gut rid of it thoroughly, and not risk its being left on our hands.
400. Do you consider it would bo desirable that the City Corporation should have the power to remove
this stuff, and to clean out these cesspits by their own officers ? I do.
4t01, Irrespective of the wishes of the inhabitants—by their own officers, and in accordance with some
fixed rules ? Yes.
402. Do you think such a system would be practicable ? I am hardly in a position to say how it would
work.
403. You have heard what Mr. "Watt said about disinfecting this matter at some place where it would bo
, deposited for that purpose ? Yes,
Do yoa agree with him on that point ? ’Well, the chloride of alumina was one of the ingredients
with wliich they watered the streets of Westminster, and no unpleasant efiects were found to arise from it.
I may mention, in connection with this subject, that in Bombay, the earth-closet system was tried largely,
and there they found that 800,000 inhabitants required 400 tons daily of dried clay. Each deposit of an
individual of fecal matter in the day required 8 lbs. of clay I think, shewing what an enormous burden it
wonld be to supply a large city with earth, to make it thoroughly effective.

MONDAY, 31 MAY, 1875.

W. C. BENNETT,
E. BELL, Esq.,

Esq.,

E. 0. MOBIAKTY,

Esq.,

Hon. J. B. WILSON.

M. B. PULL, Esq., B.A., in tee Chair.
Henry Perdriau, Esq., Mayor of Balmain, and Mr. James Roby, Council Clerk, called in.
Mr. Perdriau examined:—
H. Perdriau, 405, Chairman."] You arc Mayor of Balmain, are you not, Mr. Perdriau? Yes.
Esq,
406. We are at present directing our inquiry to one point—as to the means which are now adopted for tho
removal of the contents of cesspits—as to the powers possessed by the municipalities in this matter, and
31 May, 1876. the way they exercise them ;—and we shall be glad if you will inform us what measures arc adopted in
Balmain for emptying cesspits or other receptacles of focal matter? Well, we have the usual cesspits in
Balmain, and we have also the dry earth system.
407. With respect to the cesspits, what system do you adopt for emptying them? They are simply
emptied at certain intervals—about once every twelve months.
408. Are they emptied by the municipal officers, or privately, by the owners of the houses ? It is paid for
by them ; we do not take it away ourselves.
409. Have you any control over the matter ? We let it to a contractor every year.
410. At so much a yard ? At so much a yard for each cesspit.
411. Do you exercise any control over the contractor as to when this emptying shall take place ? Yes ;
it has to be done in the night between 12 and 5 o’clock.
412. But I mean as to the frequency of emptying the cesspits ? No; we have no control over them until
they are overflowing and become a nuisance.
413. And then have you power to insist upon their being immediately cleaned out? Wo havo in respect
to the system we have taken up of dry earth closets.
414. We will come to that presently. It appears to be the opinion of some of the municipal officers of
Sydney and others that it would be a better system if the municipal authorities themselves were to under
take the cleaning out of these cesspits at such intervals as may seem desirable, making such a charge for
doing so as should be determined to be equitable in each case, and not leaving it to the tenant to allow the
place to become a nuisance—to make periodical clearances without waiting for any complaints to bo made—
and to have it done by the officers of the Corporation;—do you think that would be a good system?
Yes, I do; I think it would be much better than the present.
->
415. Do yon think such a system would be practicable? Yes, I think it would ; it would throw a great
deal of expense upon the Municipal Council,
416. That would be recouped by the charge made for emptying the cesspits? Well, we have made no
charge for it up to the present time.
417. But, of course, under a system such ns I have suggested, the Municipal Council would make a legal
charge, upon a scale hereafter to be decided, which would recoup them for all expenses incurred? I think
it wonld be much better for the health of the inhabitants, and. -would have the effect of keeping the cesspits
much cleaner.
418. Do you think the municipal authorities would cordially concur in such an arrangement, to be con
ducted under proper supervision ? Ob, yes, I think they would,
419. How is this matter disposed of at present at Balmain wfficn it is taken.out of the cesspits? We
never inquire. The contractor takes it away, and we never inquire what he docs with it.
■
420. You do not care what he does with it so long as he takes it away outside the boundary ? Yes.
421, Do you think the charges made by the contractor are reasonable at present? Very reasonable. I
do not remember at this moment what they are ; the Council Clerk will be able to tell you.
422.
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422. Still you think it is desirable that the cesspits should bo more frequently emptied ? I do.
H. Perdriau,
423. Do they over become a nuisance—not such a nuisance as would justify your interference—but a
nuisance nevertheless ? iTes, they arc a great nuisance to have about a bouse.
qiTf^To^K
424. Do nuisances also occur through the defective construction of these cesspits ? Tes, frequently ; we 31 a^’ B7&'
have eases of that sort frequently brought under our notice where there is a cesspit in one corner of an
allotment and a well in tho other.
42d. You have heard frequent complaints of nuisances of that kind ? I do not see how they could
help it.
*
420. Asa matter of fact have you heard complaints ? Tes, a complaint was recently brought before us.
427. How ? One of the inhabitants complained that the water was bad.
428. Is Balmain supplied by wells to a great extent? Ob yes.
429. I suppose there are not many water-closets in Balmain where tho matter is washed away by means
of water from tanks? Ho, there is nothing of the sort. It is cither a cesspit or an earth-closet where
the matter is removed twice or thrice a week. We have no drainage, except surface drainage.
430. All the ffecal matter is removed by cart ? Yes.
431. And all tho other drainage—the kitchen and laundry slops—goes away by surface drains ? Tes.
432. Docs any nuisance arise from that source ? Oh yes.
433. It goes into the street gutters I suppose ? Yes, and remains there and becomes very offensive. That
is tho greatest difficulty we have in keeping our streets clean.
•
434. Do you find that the matter wliich goes through these drains becomes very offensive in dry weather.
From what you have observed of the drainage, independently of fieeal matter, in Balmain, do you think it
is offensive or not ? Tes, very offensive; the soapsuds and black stuff that runs down the gutters is dread
ful in Balmain sometimes.
435. With regard to the earth-closet system, it has been in use for some little time in Balmain, has it
not ? Yes.
436. How long has it been in use? About six years.
437. It was introduced through the instrumentality of Dr. Elliott, I believe? Tes; I think he was in
the Town Council at that time.
438. You have no power to enforce it, have you? No, it is merely voluntary,
439. You simply encourage it ? We simply encourage it. We have never passed a by-law to enforce it;
wo just encourage it by pointing out its advantages.
440. And do the municipal authorities, or persons employed by them, remove the matter from these
closets ? Wo let it by contract to one man ; he removes the matter and supplies the dry earth, and the
ratepayers are charged for it.
441. Have you any means of enforcing the use of the dry earth system ? No, the people agree to adopt
it, and we compel them to pay for it, at the rate of 9d, a room.
’
442. For each room in a house ? Yes.
443. Has this system been adopted in many cases ? Yes; we have about 330, I think, in Balmain.
444. Do tho people who use the earth-closets complain of the expense, or do they seem satisfied ? Well,
some of them do. It is more expensive to the people aud also to the Corporation; the system itself docs
not pay.
^
445. How often docs tho removal of tho matter from the closets take place ? At least twice a week,
and in large families three times a week.
'
446. And you make a uniform charge of so much per room to each family ? Yes, the lowest charge we
make is for four rooms, and we do not charge for more than ten.
447. And do you think the people who adopt the earth-closet system are satisfied with it, independently
of the expense ? Well, generally speaking, I think they seem satisfied ; there is a good deal of trouble
attending it.
’
418. Trouble to whom ? _ To the householder; for instance, the man has to come three times a week, and
of course he must come in the night-time.
449. I suppose these earth-closets are chiefly out of doors at Balmain ? Yes, they are mostly in the
yard.
450. They take the place of the common privy, I suppose ? Yes, they take the place of the cesspit.
451. Are there any in the houses, so as to take the place of the ordinary closet ? Yes, there are a few—
very few.
452. Have you any knowledge whether they are found to answer—whether they are sufficiently free from
bad odour as to ho desirable ? Yes, when attended to properly; but we have difficulty in getting tho
people to do that.
.
453. Have you any difficulty with the contractors ? Yes, wo had, to commence with. During the first
part of the year they wore not emptied regularly. There is another complaint about the water—the water
that goes into the closet.
'
454. Too much liquid matter goes in? Yes, that is the greatest difficulty wo have to contend with; we
can get rid of everything else except the water.
455. You find that there are too many slops thrown in ? Yes.
456. Have you any means of cheeking that ? No.
457. Have you ascertained whether the matter removed from these closets is offensive or not, or does the
dry earth render it inoffensive ? Well, I think it is still offensive in passing through the street.
458. Then you could not recommend such a closet being set up inside a house ? Oh yes; I think I should
recommend it if it were emptied three times a week.
459. That is if it were properly conducted ; hut, as a matter of fact, as they are at present conducted, with
slops thrown in as you say, which might still he thrown in if the closet were in the house, would there
not be still that difficulty ? Yes, there would still he that difficulty.
‘
460. Do you exercise any control as to the quantity of earth to he used on each occasion, or as to tlio
quality of tho earth supplied ? We supply the earth and they use it as much as they like.
461. Docs the contractor supply it? Yes.
"
462. Do you oblige him to supply a certain quantity of a certain quality? Yes.
463. What is the quality of tho earth P It is loam.
464. Loam—not sand? Yes, loam—tho driest we can find.
465. Is it dried artificially ? It is taken to a shed and dried and pulverised.
466.
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Is it sifted ? _ It hardly requires sifting; it falls to pieces when it is dry.
467;
Are you particular about its being finely pulverised ? Tea.
468. AVhat size is it reduced to—about the size of peas, or smaller ? Ob, quiie fine—like the finest loam.
31 May, 1875. 409 Now, from your experience of the working of the dry earth system in Balmain, taking the careless
ness of servants and other practical matters into consideration, should you consider it desiratle to introduce
it into a city where there must necessarily be closets of some kind or other in the houses? I am afraid
not; it wonld require a great deal of supervision ; I don’t think you could manage it in a large town.
470. Do you think it is better than the ordinary cesspit sjstem ? Yes, I think it is better than that—
much better—a great deal better. I think it is a decided improvement on the cesspit; when you have
a cesspit about a house in a place like Balmain, tho water gets into it and it becomes like a well—the
water is a most dreadful thing.
471. Do yon think the system would be better if you had greater powers to enforce regulations in
connection with it;—do you think it could be worked more effectively ? I think so. You see at the present
time we cannot enforce anything.
472. Mr. Noriarly^] You say that the cartli-closet system is a decided improvement upon the cesspits ?
Yes.
473. Do you think that in a town it would be equal to tho water-closet system if it were subject io the
same supervision P I think the ivater-doset system in a thickly populated town, where the water carries
everything away, is the best.
474. Mr, Bennett^] Do you pay the contractor as you charge the householder—by the room? No; we
commenced paying by the closet. AVe said to him, “ We have a largo number of closets-1—say 300. What
will you undertake them for ? ” and if there were any additional closets they were added to the amount.
475. In that case you gave him a proportionate increase P Yes, at so much a room.
476. And you do not know what becomes of the matter from the earth-closets any more than you do of
the contents of the cesspits ? Oh, yes, we have a place to put it, that was given to us by tho Govern
ment, on the Garryowen Estate, over which we havo control.
477. Is that within the municipality ? It is just outside it.
4/8. Is the matter offensive there? No, it is not bad. You would not know there ivas anything there.
479. Is it utilised in any way ? No, nothing comes of it after it is there. Our contract with tho man
who takes it is that he shall bury it, and put so much earth on the top of it.
480. How often is he bound to bury it P Every time. Every day he takes it away he has to bury it.
481. Would it be a nuisance if it were not buried ? I think it would if it were not properly buried.
482. Do you recollect the price paid for doing this? Yes, £5 per week for 330 closets—three times a
week if required.
ESq.

Mr. James Eoby examined:—
Mr. J.Eoby. 483. Chairmaii.~\ You arc Council Clerk at Balmain, I believe? Yes.
■'-n 484. You have heard tho evidence given by the Mayor ? Yes.
31 May, 1875.485. Have you any further information upon this matter to give us. Do you endorse what Mr. Perdriau
has stated ? Yes.
486. Helms given us a full account of the matter, you think ? Yes, I think so.
487. Do you hear many complaints about these earth-closets ? Yes, the people send in complaints, and
when the contractor is told of them by us he inspects the places, andit is generally found that the nuisance
is caused by the parties themselves throwing slops into the closets.
488. And you have no power at present to control this state of things ? No. Of course tho parties are
told of it, and hi many cases they rectify it. The great difficulty is in getting plenty of earth.
489. You mean that in consequence of the quantity of slops thrown into the closets it would not pay the
contractor to supply a sufficient quantity of earth, or to remove the stuff? No.
490. Do you hear any complaints of the receptacle outside the municipality, where the contents of the
earth-closets is deposited;—is it found to he a nuisance ? No; I have been there myself several times, and
there is no smell there at all.
491. Does it not give a great deal of trouble to cover the stuff with earth? No, an equal amount of
earth is sufficient to cover it; he makes a hole and throws the earth on the top of it.
492. Is there any particular place from which he is supposed to take this earth to supply the closets ?
No, there is no stated place ; he just takes it from the surface of the ground wherever he can find it; it
is a sort of gravelly loam.
493. Has he any difficult}' in obtaining a sufficient supply ? Well, it is getting rather scarce now; there
was plenty of it two years ago.
"
494. Then there is no recognized place—he takes it just nherever people will let him ? Yes, sometimes
oft^thc footpaths, where it collects—where the footpaths are not formed.
495. Have you any knowledge of what is the best kind of earth for this purpose ? I believe the earth we
have in Balmain is as good ns any that could he got for the purpose.
496. What kind of earth would you call it ? A sort of clayey loam.
497. Is it gravel ? It is gravelly.
498. Docs not that interfere with the process—is it fine enough ? Yes, when it is kept inside a shed it
becomes very fine.
499. Mr. Moriarty ] You said, I think, that even now the contractor is beginning to experience a difficulty
in obtaining the proper earth ;—do you think he will find that difficulty increase ? Yes.
500. Do you think that will become a formidable difficulty ? Yes, as building increases there will be more
difficulty in finding it. A great deal of land is becoming enclosed.
501. Has he not to trespass upon private property to obtain it ? Well, he makes arrangements with tho
owners of the property.
502. Tou arc also of opinion that the house-slops wliich are thrown into the closets which arc supplied
with dry earth are a great nuisance ? Yes, the greatest nuisance of all.
o03. So that practically the dry earth system does not remove one of the greatest sources of nuisance in
the town ? No ; in fact the dry earth that is supplied is not sufficient to cover the faecal matter, unless it
is supphed every night.
504.
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SOii. Have you made any estimate of the quantity of this earth used ? Ho, I have not.
^r- J’
505. Is not tho contractor obliged to supply a certain quantity ? Ho, only when the hoses they use /---- s
become empty he is bound to supply more.
31 May, 1875.
506. Is there not some quantity defined by a self-acting apparatus ? No, there are the buckets and the
scoop.
'
507. Are not the receptacles for the matter in the closets ? There arc iron buckets provided specially.
The bucket is larger than an ordinary one ; it is fifteen inches high and fifteen inches across
a strong
galvanised iron bucket with a handle on the top, and one at the side to draw it out with.
508. Qkairntan.'] Don’t you think there should be two of these, so that there would be one left when tho
other was taken away to be emptied ? Ho, sir, tho men take it away to the cart, and empty it at once.
509. Mr. Bennett.] Then you would prefer the system of sewers with water-closets to this ? Tes, in
a town,
510. Or even in Balmain ? The earth-closets are a great expiense and trouble to the Council. We havo
lost considerably by the system.
511. Mr. Bcll7\ Are any of these earth-closets in Balmain offensive at the present time ? Tes, very
offensive.
512. And that arises from neglect on the part of the tenants of the houses you think in most cases ? Tes,
they do not care to use plenty of earth when they get it.
.
513. And in some cases it arises from neglect on the part of tho contractor? Tes, in. some cases ho
neglects to supply tho earth, and in others the families neglect to use it and become careless. Thoro arc
some exceptions whore the closets aro kept so clean that you might eat your dinner in them.
514. Does the contractor take any pains to clean the pans after using them ? Ho, he just brings them
back.
‘
515. Are they offensive when he brings them hack? Ho, I have never experienced anything offensive in
them after they are emptied.
516. JT.on. J. B. Wilson.] There are a great many ordinary privies or cesspits in Balmain, are there
not ? Tes, a great number.
’
517. Aro they, as a rule, properly constructed, or merely holes in the ground ? Only holes in the ground.
518. Supposing they wero properly constructed and made watertight, so that no urine could escape, and
no surface drainage could enter, and were properly and periodically cleaned out by the Corporation, or
under their supervision, do you think they would be as efficacious as these earth-closets for keeping down
nuisances ? Ho, I don’t think they would, because there would still be effluvia arising from them all the
time, whereas the contents of earth-closets would he removed every night, or two or three times a week,
Tho cesspit, on the other hand, would only be emptied about once in six months, and you would still have
the nuisance under your nose.
519. Have yon heard many complaints of nuisances from these cesspits? Tes, especially where there is
a well alongside, and the water has become partially impregnated, and sometimes not fit to drink.
520. That is to say they have found out that the well has been contaminated by the water from the
cesspit ? Tes.
521. Have any steps been taken to remedy that state of things? The Inspector of Nuisances had his
attention called to it, and if he has considered it a nuisance ho has taken steps to remedy it by proceeding
against the parties.
522. IVlicre a nuisance occurs which is not such a palpable nuisance as that, but the attention of the
Corporation is called to it, do you often tako steps to remedy it ? No, I do not think we do.
523. Ton have no power to move in the matter unless it becomes a public nuisance ? Ho.
524. Don’t you think it would he much better for the health of the inhabitants and more advantageous
in every way if you were in a position to enforce a more frequent emptying of these cesspits ? Tes; I
think it would be much better if a by-law were passed for that purpose.
525. Have you the power to pass such a by-law? Tes, I think we have, under the Act.
526. Do you think it would be practicable to make any regulations, supposing you had the power to
enforce them, to prevent slops from being thrown into these places—is it practicable;—could it be done do
you think? Tes, I think so, if a by-law were passed. Of course it would require a groat deal of super
vision.
527. Chairman.] How could you enforce it ? By proceeding against the parties for a nuisance, I
suppose.
528. Against whom ? Against the person who did it.
529. It would not be likely to be the householder himself? It would certainly be a difficult matter.
530. 1. do not know whether it is the same in Balmain, but in Sydney it is a very common thing for one
closet or cesspit to be used by more than one house ;—don’t you think it would be very difficult to enforce
such a regulation ? Tes, it would be difficult, no doubt.
531. Those earth-closets havo been in use, wc are told, for six years ? Tes.
532. Is tho number increasing ? Tes.
533. Is the increase in cases of new houses, or are these closets replacing the cesspits hitherto in use ?
Generally in new houses.
534. Is there any fixed plan of construction for these earth-closets, or do yon leave that to the parties
themselves ? We generally give them some kind of instruction.
635. How much does one of them cost? It costs somewhere about £2 or £3—that is, to convert an old
one into one under the new system.
536. When a new house is built does it cost more, as a rule, to make a cesspit or to put up an earth-closet
arrangement ? Well, I think making an earth-closet would cost less than a cesspit would come to—if you
made a proper cesspit—considerably.
537. Do you often find that people who have cesspits abandon the use of them, and adopt the earth-closet
system instead ? Oh, yes ; ive have several abandon the cesspits and use dry earth closets.
538. What has led them to make the change ? Well, I suppose it has been a nuisance.
539. It has not been as a matter of expense ? In some cases I suppose they thought it would cost less, atid
'
it is less because it is paid every quarter, while the other is paid tor every six months, or twelve months,
according to the size.
*239—0
540.
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Mr. J. Eoby, 540. I gather on the whole then that you do not think this earth-closet system is a very great improveV ment ? No, sir: not as it is worked at present, but it is much better than the common cesspits out of
31 May, 1876. doora_
1
L
541. Have you been making any improvements in earth-elosets lately ? No; there have been no improve
ments since we started them. (Witness handed in certain printed ‘regulations relating to earth-closets,')

Mr. Perdriau further examined:—
Mr. Perdriau. 542. Chairman.'] You have heard the last witness’ evidence, Mr. Perdriau ?

Yes,
543. Is there anything further you can suggest F I don’t think lie quite understood the question asked
' ■ by thisgentleman (Hon, .T. B. Wilson), when he stated that if the stuff from a cesspit percolated through
the surface of the ground and contaminated a well on private property, we could take action to remedy it.
We have no power to interfere, except in cases where the parties apply to us for protection. There is
another matter I would like to mention in connection with a remark made about enclosed and cemented
cesspits. I had one at my house, a very large one, and properly cemented, and I had it emptied only
once in two years, when this new system was introduced, and it became very offensive. I was asked
repeatedly by the tenant to have this cesspit abandoned and converted into a dry earth closet on account
of it being such a nuisance, and I eventually acceded to his request, and had.pt filled in, and a dry earth
closet substituted, which I consider remedied the evil.
544. Suppose that instead of a cesspit, such as you describe, wliich only requires emptying after two years,
it had been one which required emptying twice a week — do you think if a system like that were
introduced, the earth-closet system would be an improvement upon it;—would not a cesspit cleaned out
twice a week be nearly as good as an earth-closet? Yes, but there would he the difficulty of cleaning it
out twice a week.
545. In some towns a system is adopted which is called the “ pail" system; the contents of the cesspit are
removed frequently by means of a. pail. No earth is used, hut the cesspit is small and frequently cleaned
ont. Would such a system as that, in your oiiiiiion, answer as well as the earth-closet system ? Well,
what we are doing now is something similar to that, for there is a great deal more water than dry earth at
present.
546. Ho you think the dry earth does good practically ? Yes, I prefer it in my own house.
547. What I mean is this : Is it not the frequent removal and not the dry earth which does the good?
The frequent removal and also the dry earth, because you begin to have water as well from the very first.

'

TUESDA T, 1 JUlsrE, 1875.
present
P. BELL, Esq,
Ha. ALLEYNE,
E. 0. MORIAltTY, Esq,
Hon. J. B. WILSON.

M. B. PELL, Esq., B.A., in the Chair.
Gr. A. Mansfield, Esq, A. Thornlcy, Esq, Aldermen of the Glebe Municipality, and Mr. W. C. Wardropp,
Council Clerk, Redfern, called in.
Mr. Mansfield examined :—■
548. Chairman^] We are now engaged in investigating one particular poiut, Mr. Mansfield, in reference
Q-, A.
Mansfield, to the sanitary condition of Sydney and the suburbs—as to the means adopted at present, and the powers
Esq.
possessed by the municipal authorities for cleaning out common cesspits ? Yes.
549. We presume that for some years to come at all events that system must necessarily exist, and wo
1 June, 1875. are anxious to advise the Government as to the improvement, should any improvement be found necessary,
in the mode of clearing out these places. We understand that in the city it is done by private persons,
not under contract, the owners of the premises simply making a bargain with the nightmen to clean out
their closets at a charge agreed upon between them. These men are not under the control of the city
authorities ; at all events the authorities have no control over them when they get beyond the boundaries
of the municipality, and when there they deposit the matter wherever they think fit. Wc are dis
posed to think, and all the authorities with whom we have hitherto consulted are of the same opinion, that
it is much more desirable that the city authorities, and we presume other municipalities also, should ho
authorized themselves to carry out these operations, and to clean ont these cesspits,—not leaving it to the
landlords or occupiers of the houses as at present—that they should have no responsibility, but that the
municipal authorities should do the work by their own officers ; that it should be done during certain
hours, and under some fixed system. We are anxious to know what the views of the authorities in other
municipalities are in these matters ; what system is adopted in the Glebe. What powers do the authorities
possess ; and what steps do they take to prevent the nuisances arising from overflowing cesspits ? The
system adopted at the Glebe, if it can be called a system, is precisely the same as that pursued in Sydney.
No action is taken by the municipal authorities unless the cesspits are found to ho overflowing, when the
Inspector of Nuisances summons the parties, and compels them to empty the' pita.
550. And with regard to the deposit of matter from these cesspits ? It is taken away by private persons,
and disposed of as it is in the city, by simply depositing it in a place authorized by the city authorities.
551. The city authorities do-not authorize the use of any particular place. They say that when it is
beyond their boundaries they do not know what becomes of it, and they do not care—that is to say, they
know they have no control over it then, and they do not inquire where it goes to ? We are precisely in
the same position at the Glebe. These men who make a trade of it take the soil away, and we don’t know
wffiat becomes of it.
552. Would there be any objection do you think to the responsibility being thrown upon tho municipal
authorities of keeping those places clean by their own plant and appliances, and by their own servants,
under certain regulations, charging the owners or occupiers according to a scale to be determined, and
doing it at such intervals as might be fixed upon? 1 think it is most desirable that tho municipal
'
authorities
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authorities should have that power vested in them, and that they should be compelled to exercise it. As
a matter of justice, the expense should be borne by the occupiers or owners themselves. Another
regulation, I think, should be made and enforced : that all these common cesspits should be made waterproof; I think they should be clay-puddled or cemented, or by some other means made waterproof.
55d. With the view ot preventing ----- ?

With a double view: First, of preventing the influx of surface ^

water which floods the cesspits and has the effect of generating foul gases; and secondly, of preventing
the contamination of the surrounding soil. I believe such a course would have a very decided effect in
. lessening the evils resulting from common privies.
554'. You do not see any practical difficulty in requiring the municipalities to provide the necessary plant,
and in shifting the responsibility from the owners to the municipal authorities entirely. Of course in each
case the owner would he liable to he summoned; on the other hand he wonld have a right to complain if
his cesspit were not emptied and kept in proper order ? That is a matter to which T have not given any
previous consideration. I should say, speaking on the spur of the moment, that there would be no objection.
I think it a very desirable arrangement that the Corporation should be empowered to inspect the privies
and to clean them out when it was thought necessary. It would he difficult, I think, to fix any stated
time for emptying them. _ I think that would have to he left to the discretion of the officers of the
municipality, as the condition of the cesspit would vary according to circumstances; the necessity for
cleaning out would be much_moro frequent in some cases than in others. I attach very great importance
to tho waterproofing of these places.
555. Our present idea is, that it would be desirable, if possible, to get an Act passed requiring the city
and suburban municipal authorities to carry out this matter, so far as cleaning the closets is concerned,
and empowering them to pass by-laws regulating the construction of cesspits, not requiring, immediately,,
that all cesspits should be reconstructed upon some efficient plan, but simply giving power to the
municipal authorities to do so. It would be rather a strong measure, involving a very considerable
expense, to require that all cesspits should be immediately reconstructed according to the most approved
plan ? It would,
550. But do you think it would he sufficient to give them power to pass by-laws as to the construction of
new cesspits and the recomtructiou of old ones, leaving st in some degree to their discretion as to how far
and how soon these changes should be made ? Yes, 1 think that would be satisfactory and would work
well. I think that in the ease of all new cesspits an efficient construction should be made imperative.
557. At once ? At once. But as regards existing cesspits I think discretionary power should be left
to the municipal authorities.
'
558. I have been informed that in many of these cesspits uot soak age. but mere surface water which,
of course, at times is in large quantity, goes into them and frequently overflows them into tho gutters ?
Yes, that is the case.
559. Do you think any hardship would arise if steps were taken immediately to prevent that state of
things, which, as far as I can sec, would be a comparatively simple matter ? I can see no objection to it;
I do not think any hardship would result.
560. } on think the municipal authorities might be empowered to take steps to prevent that overflowing ?
Yes, I see no objection to it. It should be left to tho discretion of the officers, as different places would
require different treatment.
5GI. Aro you aware whether the municipalities have any power to prevent persons from allowing tho
overflow of closets to pass into the street gutters P I believe wo have; whenever such a matter comes
under our cognizance we always prosecute the parties for a nuisance.
502. That is to say you prosecute them for tho overflowing? For the overflowing.
563. But I believe, as a matter of fact, that unless tho closet becomes a flagrant nuisance, you have no
power to interfere in such cases ? AVA have not.
604', Aud still you think these closets in a crowded neighhourhood are a continual nuisance ?Yes.
565. Has auy other system been tried at the Glebe except the common cesspits? Hot that I know of,
except very partially. I have on my own premises some earth-cloSets, and I think they are almost the
only specimens of the kind on the Glebe.
566. They have not been tried generally then ? Ho.
507. What is your opinion of their efficiency, as you say you have them on your own premises? Yery
satisfactory where the contents can he made available for a garden, but I don’t think they could be made
available for the city.
568. Tho matter is put on your garden by your own servants? Yes.
569. And you find Item satisfactory ? Yes.
570. They require a good deal of supervision, do they not? Yes. I constantly supervise them myself.
Of course in my case the fact that I can dispose of tho matter in my garden facilitates the arrangement.
Before leaving the subject of disposing of closet matter by the municipal authorities, I may mention that
the question arises, where is it to be taken to ? The Glebe is a case in point. There is no place available
within its boundaries, and before the onus is thrown upon ns of removing this material we should he in a
position to deposit it somewhere. I apprehend that arrangement can only he made by the Government.
Some place should bo laid out as a place of deposit; otherwise the ^municipal authorities will be in a
difficulty ; they will have to cart the stuff away without knowing what to do witli it.
571. Do you know, as a matter of fact, where the nightmen take this soil ? 1 do not.
572. We are informed that some apparently considerable portion of this refuse is sold to market
gardeners; that is the only recognized mode of disposing of it that we can learn. Do you see any
objection to that system ? Ho, I am not aware of any objection to it. I am aware that scientific men
have raised objections to that mode of applying sewage, but I am not prepared to point out the faults
in it,
*
573. Looking at if as a nuisance ? Eegarding it as a nuisance 1 do not see that there is any objection to
it. Applied to the soil aud worked as it should be there can be no objection to it. 1 may state that on
one occasion, somo years ago, I visited a large market garden near Parramatta, where the refuse from the
Gaol closets was used as manure. The proprietor took me over a large bed, which he told me had been
manured that very morning with this refuse, and there was then not the slightest perceptible smell from it.
574. It was buried immediately I suppose ? Yes, and well worked up with the soil.
575. Mr. Moriarty.'] You have just stated, Mr. Mansfield, that on visiting a place at Parramatta, where
night-soil had been used as manure, you perceived nothing disagreeable. Is that supported by your own
observation
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observation of wbafc takes place in your own garden, where the night-soil is deposited ? Tes, there is
no smell whatever there. There is this difference, which may be worth mentioning, that mine is a mixture
of night-soil and dried earth or ashes, and is in a diluted state when applied to the earth; the other is pure
night-soil, undiluted,
576. Mon. J. JB. Wilson.'] Are there many of the houses in the Glebe supplied with water from wells ?
Jfot many, I think—very few. They are nearly all supplied from the town water-pipes.
577. Chairman.] Have you heard many complaints about the quality of the water from tlie Glebe ? I have
not heard many complaints; I find the water used on my own premises has a very considerable amount of.
deposit in it.
....
578. But it is not offensive ? I have not tested it. It is not offensive under the conditions in which tho
water is ordinarily used.
_
4
,
579. There is a separate service now for the Glehe, is there not—a main proceeding almost directly from
the reservoir ? I think the same main supplies tho Glebe and Hedfern, coming from the Crown-street
Beservoir.
580. What kind of earth is used in the carth-closets which you have in your own house ?. I use sifted
fire ashes.
581. Does that prevent all unpleasant smell ? Tes.
582. Do you use these closets inside your house ? Ko, not inside.
583. Can you give us any rough idea how long it would take to make the new arrangement for trans
ferring the duty of cleaning out cesspits from private persons to tho municipal authorities ? Assuming
a place for deposit to be fixed upon, I think it would take three or four months to mako tho necessary
arrangements.
_ _
584. Do you think such an arrangement, even if it involved a greater frequency of removal, and was
rather more expensive, would he an improvement ? Tes.
_
585. Do you think it would be a relief to landlords to have this responsibility taken out of their hands,
even if they paid a little more ? Tes, I think they would concur in it very readily.

Mr. Thornlcy examined:—
Mr. Thomley, 586. Chairman.] Tou are an alderman of the Glebe, Mr. Thornley ? Tes.
__ ji ,_' 587. Tou have heard Mr. Mansfield's evidence F Tes.
1 June, 1876. 588. Do you concur with him generally in the opinions he has expressed ? I do.
_
_
’
’ 589. Have you any further suggestions to make on this particular subject ? On the cesspits—no sir.
690. Do you concur entirely with what Mr. Mansfield says ? Entirely.
591. And you would be glad to see the responsibility of keeping these places clean, thrown upon the
municipal authorities, giving them power to make charges to cover it? Yes, in tho event of the Govern
ment finding somo place to deposit it, and as regards making these cesspits water-tight and preventing
their overflowing. It would he requisite that tho Government should put the municipal authorities in a
position to enter a person's premises and tako up a portion of the yard if necessary to prove whether the
pipes connected with the drains were attached to the closet, as wo know that to be the case in some
instances.
_
592. You mean pipes direct from tho cesspits to the gutters? Tes; for instance, all the laundry and
house slops are thrown out in the yard and go off by means of a pipe into the gutter; connected with this
sometimes there is a smalt pipe to the closets.
593. Is that put in without the knowledge of the authorities? Tes, we are aware of it, hut we have not
the power to go into the yard and make a search. It is not supposed to be known to the authorities, hut
it exists nevertheless. Me know it as a positive fact, and we could take up some of the yard and find it
out, if we had the power to do so, which we have not.
_
_
594. There is no underground drainage, strictly speaking, in the Glehe is there? Hot much; we have a
little. I will show it to yon. (Producing tracings, and indicating position of drainsi)
595. These merely take the surface water from the gutters ? Tes, that is all.
_
596. Then all matters that do not go into the cesspits, such as kitchen and laundry slops, go into the
gutters I suppose ? Into the gutters.
597. And thence into some of these drains ? Tes, such drains as we have already made.
598. They are carried away then principally by surface drains? Tes, principally. (Referring to plan.)
599. Do you find any nuisances arising from these slops and kitchen refuse flowing into the gutters?
Yes, especially in dry weather, particularly when there is not sufficient rain to flush the surface gutters.
600. And you have no moans of remedying that at present ? No, at present ive have not.

’ Mr,
Wardropp.
Juno, 1876.

Mr. Wardropp examined :—
601. Chairman.] Are you Council Clerk at Bedfern ? Tes.
602. Tou have heard the evidence of the last two witnesses ? I have.
603. Do yon concur in the recommendations they have made ? Generally I do.
604. Have you any further recommendation to add ? I endorse nearly everything they have said; but it
strikes me the Council have the power to examine premises of which they are suspicions about the closets.
Me have done it frequently in Bedfern.
605. Can you go into a yard and pick it up, in order to examine a closet ? We have done it several times.
606. Do you think the municipal authorities generally would approve of the changes that have been
suggested here to-day ? I cannot say that.
607. Do you see any objection to them yourself? I caunot say I have any particular objection. It would
require an organization to carry them out. It would be necessary to have proper carts and appliances, and
a proper place to deposit the soil.
.
608. Aro there many of these cesspits or common privies in Bedfern ? Of course there are; there is
one attached to each house as a general rule.
609. And the system of cleaning them out is done by private persons, as described by one of the witnesses
to-day ? Tes, entirely by private persons—by these nightmen.
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Mr.
G10. "What is the name of tho Inspector of Nuisances at Bedfern? John Hales. _
Wardropp.
Gil. Does not ho act also for Waterloo ? Yes, for Waterloo and Alexandria, I holiere.
612. Have you any idea why he is not here to-day ? I have not.
....
l June, 1875,
613. Could he give us any further information on the subject wc are now inquiring into ? Perhaps he
might give a little more than I can.
_
, ,
, .
Old. Do yon hear any complaints of nuisances from the existence of these cesspits in crowded localities
in Bedfern? Oh yes, frequently sir—especially after heavy rain-falls.
_
615. How does that affect them? By causing the cesspits to overflow. The surface water in many
instances flows into the common cesspits, and causes them to overflow, and then the complaints of
nuisances arise chiefly. We don’t hear so much of it in dry weather.
*
616. Are many parts of Bedfern crowded? Yes, some parts of it are considerably crowded.
617. Are there many wells in Bedfern ? No, I don’t think there are many now.
618. Tho houses are supplied by town water ? Yes.
619. Aro there in the neighbouring Municipalities—in Waterloo for instance ? I cannot say for Waterloo ;
it is supplied by wells principally, I believe.
620. It is all sandy soil about there—is it not ? Principally to a certain depth from the surface.
621. Mr. Moriarty.'] Have you had any opportunity of observing whether in dry weather the contents of
cesspits soak into the adjoining wells? No, I have had no opportunity of observing it, but I believe they
do.
622. Do you know of any cases in which complaints have been made of the effluvia from the contents of
cesspits soaking into them ? Oh, yes ; wc had one very recently. The closet belonging to one party was
situated near to the kitchen of another party, and a complaint of the stench arising from it was made.
'J’he inspector investigated the matter, and the result was that the party to whom the closet belonged had
to remove it to another part of the premises. Several cases like that have occurred. In manyinstances, I
believe, persons do not clean out the cesspit at all. They dig a hole in the ground adjoining it, anddraw
off the matter,
-
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Bobert Maze, Esq., Mayor of Darlington ; Mr. Charles Harris, Council Clerk, Waterloo; and Mr. John
Hales, Inspector of Nuisances, Waterloo, called in,
Mr. Maze examined :—
'
623. Chairman^] Wo have requested your attendance to-day, Mr. Mazo, not only to take evidence upon R. Maze, Esq.
a particular point in the inquiry, but to confer upon a matter which is specially engaging our attention, r—\
and upon which we have already made some inquiries, and that is, as to the best means of clearing out, 2 Juno, 1875.
and also of constructing the cesspits attached to common privies. It seems to us that whether this system
is tho best or the worst, it must pi’evail to a considerable extent in Sydney and tho suburbs for some time
to come at least; and it is therefore desirable that the best method of managing these places should be
adopted. We are told that in Sydney, and some of the suburbs at all events, the municipal authorities
have no control over the emptying of cesspits, except when they overflow' or otherwise create a nuisance
so that the owners can be summoned and compelled to havo them cleared out. We find that at present
they are cleared out by private persons who make special agreements with the owners for that purpose.
It appears to us, so far as we are at present advised, that the municipal authorities by their own servants
and with their own plant and appliances should undertake this duty ; for we are informed that in many
cases these cesspits, although they may not ho overflowing, or in such an indecent state as to justify tho
interference of the municipal officers, are still very offensive, especially in crowrdcd localities; and we
think this evil would be much abated if the cesspits wore cleaned out by the Corporation at some rate
hereafter to be settled. Does a similar system prevail in your municipality? yes. wc have a similar
system.
024. And do you concur in what I have stated as being our opinion, and that of the witnesses wo have
examined, in respect to the state of this and other municipalities ? ITom my own experience of the state
of the closets under the present system it is nearly impossible to keep them what we call clean. Some
times tho people try to make them watertight, but they find it very bard to do it.
625. But do you think they might be kept in a better state under such a system as I have described, and
that it would be practicable for a municipality—or possibly in case of small municipalities they might
join each other for the purpose—to undertake this duty, and to mako regulations that the closets should
be cleaned out at certain intervals, depending sometimes upon the discretion of tho officers as to when it
was necessary to do it ? Well 1 believe it would answer. I have not heard of the matter before, and
havo not given any consideration to it, but I think it would be a great improvement. I was going on to tell
you that these closets, when they have been cleaned out, very soon get nearly full of water again, and aro
as offensive as before.
_
626. Docs that occur from the water flowing in surface water? No, it does not flow in—it oozes in from
the bottom principally, so that it is nearly impossible to make them water-fight. Shepherd’s Paddock is
a place which has all been trenched two feet deep, and I have known closets there which havo got full
again in a week after being thoroughly cleaned out. I dare say if these places could be made thoroughly
watertight, cleaning them out occasionally would be a great help.
627. Do you tako steps to compel persons to clean them out ? We cannot take stops unless the closets
aro a nuisance,
628. But if they overflow ? Well, they do not overflow very often.
629. They merely fill np ? They fill up and there they stand.
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B. Maze, Esq. 630. But still in crowded thoroughfares they are a nuisance ? Tes, a great nuisance.
631. Tou think the only remedy is to make them watertight F Tes, and to have them cleaned out periodi2 June, 187d. ca]]y. that is what I have been thinking of, and I intend, if God spares me till the summer, to try and
make mine watertight.
'
...
632. Do you think the Municipal authorities should be empowered to compel, at their discretion, persons
to construct proper cesspits ? I am sure of it.
633. Tou think no hardship would arise from the exercise of that power ?' No hardship whatever.
634. Do you think it is necessary to do so in your neighbourhood? I have as many houses there as
others, and I can only say I should be most happy. No attention can be given to health or cleanliness
without something of the kind is done.
_
_
635. Tou think there would be no practical difficulty in carrying out this arrangement—that the
municipal authorities should take the matter into their own hands P None whatever, if we had the
power.
.
_
630. In about what time do you think the change could be made ? It would require some dry weather
first.
_ _
637. I do not mean that. I moan in taking the matter out of the hands of the nightmen, and giving it
to the municipal authorities ? I don’t think it would signify when the change was made.
638. But it would take some time to get the proper plant and appliances and the requisite number of
men ? Tes.
639. About how long do you think—about three months ? Tes, about that.
640. Would that, you think, be ample time ? Tes.
041. Tou would not anticipate any difficulty in tho meantime from the nightmen, if it were known, that
such a change was about to be made, iu getting these places cleaned out? Well, you cannot get these
men when you want them, fori have had to wait three weeks for them ; aud there was no difficulty about
the price, as I was prepared to pay whatever they charged me.
_ _
642. I want you to understand exactly what we propose : We propose to transfer tho responsibility of
cleaning out these cesspits from the owner or occupier of the premises to the municipal authorities, so
that it would become their duty to see they w-ere kept clean. At the same time it is possible that under
this improved system some additional expense would be thrown upon the landlords ? Tes, there would
he an expense to the landlords.
643. But do not you think the landlords would be glad even with that expense to be relieved of the res
ponsibility? Some of them would no doubt, but a great many would be agaiust it. But if I may inter
rupt you—supposing we had all these conveniences and the additional powers you mention, we have no
place to take the stuff to—where are we to put it?—that is the great drawback ; the nightmen have no
place to take it to.
...
641. Of course we should not attempt to obtain Legislative interference without providing some means of
disposing of the stuff’; that tvould not be reasonable—that is a matter under consideration. Do you
exercise any control over these nightmen as to where they take the night-soil? None, as far as tho
municipality is concerned—we have no control over them. There is noplace within the municipality where
they can take it, and they take it wherever they like.
645. They take it away and you know nothing more about it ? No.
.
646. Do you know, as a matter of fact, where they take it to ? Sometimes to one place and sometimes
another. Any place where they can get rid of it handy, without a breach of the peace. I think it is
generally some place in Botany, on this side of the water reserve, belonging to Hardie & Mitchell—private
property/
647. They have permission to put it there I suppose ? Tes. _
_ _ _
648. Have you ever heard of its creating a nuisance ? Well, it does if it is left exposed.
649. Are you aware whether there is much of this matter taken away from various places ? Tes;
there are about 350 houses in the municipality.
_
_
650. Is it all taken there, do you think ? I do not know. It is not long since they began to take it
there. I suppose when they have taken enough there they will look out for a fresh place.
651. Is there any fixed rate of charge, or do these men charge what they like ? They charge in proportion
to the distance they have to bring the stuff. Sometimes they have to take it into the sandhills, where
they have to use two extra horses to draw it. I never thought their charges were unreasonable.
652. Have you ever had reason to suppose that they put the stuff in improper places, where they have no
right to deposit it ? Well there was a party not long ago fined for shooting a load of it out of his night
' cart at a culvert in Myrtle-street I think it was, between Chippendale and Newtown Eoad. He was fined
£2, or a month's imprisonment.
653. Tou think there should be somo place set apart for the deposit of this stuff? Tes, nothing could be
done without it.
, .
'
.
654. Mr. Moriarty.'] How are you supplied with water iu your municipality ? Tho supply is very good.
‘
655. Is it supplied from the city ? Tes, by a pipe.
_
...
656. Jlfr. Bennett.] Has any arrangement besides the common cesspit been adopted in your municipality ?
I do not kuow of any.
657. Chairman.] No earth-closets have been introduced ? I never heard of any.
658. Arc there any water-closets ? lam not aware of any water-closets or earth-closets; they arc all
open cesspits.
659. And there are very few wells used there? We havo no wells at all.
6G0. Is thero not a verv great stench from the crowded parts of your municipality in particular localities,
in the summer time? Well, I don’t believe the stench is greater there than in any other part; we sweep
out all the gutters twice a week.
661. I do uot mean more in your municipality thau in other places, but, as a matter of fact, is there not?
Well the closets are tolerably well kept.
_
_
662. jlfr. Moriarty.'] Is there any saturation of the soil do you think, from the matter contained in these
cesspits? There must be.
_
663. Do you think it affects the health of any neighbourhood where there are buildings ? It is sure to
affect the whole neighbourhood, no matter where the locality is.
Mr.
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Mr. Charles Harris examined:—
fiO-l. Chairman.l Are you Council Clerh at "Waterloo ? Yes.
Mr. C. Hams.
305. You have heard the o\idence given hy Mr. Maze, and you have heard my remarks to him and his
replies ? I have. _
_ _
2 June, 1875.
666. Do you concur in the opinions he has expressed ? I do.
You think it is desirable that some alteration of the present arrangement should be made? I
think so.
~
G68. Ax*e there many of these cesspits in your municipality ? Oh yes, a great number.
.609. That is the general system adopted ? Yes, there arc 800 houses or more.
,
070. And the same difficulties are experienced there which Mr. Maze has pointed out ? Yes, in a greater
degree.
r
^'
6/1. Because yours is a larger municipality? Yes
672. How are you supplied with water ? The supply is very indifferent.
673. From what source do you obtain it ? From wells.
674. Are those wells close to the cesspits ? Yes.
6/5. Do you think they are contaminated by them ? I have reason to believe they are in many instances.
676. Do yon know as a matter of fact that they are ? Yes ; it is low ground in Botany-street, and the
water lies on the flat.
677. "We are told that in some eases the overflow from these closets is purposely drawn into the ordinary
surface drains or gutters by means of underground pipes, without the sanction of the authorities ? The
Inspector of Nuisances will be able to answer that question better; but with regard to what the Mayor of
Darlington said about the filling up of closets, 1 can speak. They fill up in wet weather, and in dry
weather they subside again. There is one thing also I may mention in reference to the time which would
be required to bring the improved system you have spoken of into operation—it would be necessary to pass
by-laws for that purpose. I may also mention that we applied to the Corporation of Balmain for informa
tion about the earth-closet system.
678. You applied to them for information as to their method of carrying it out ? Yes.
6/9. What was the result of your application ? The result was that it worked very imperfectly, and they
«
did not think it would be suitable to a place like Waterloo, inasmuch as sand was not a good deodoriser,
and therefore the system would not suit us.
.
680. It would cost too much to bring tho proper material from a distance ? Yes, it wonld cost too much
to bring the system into operation.
681, Have you any further information to give us? No, sir. - I think if you would call in Mr. Alderman
Olive Ebenezer Olive—of the Waterloo Council, ho would give you some very material information.

Mr. John Hales.examined:—
682; Chairman^] You are the Inspector of Nuisances at Waterloo, I believe, Mr, Hales? Inspector of Mr. J. Hales,
Nuisances for Waterloo, Bedfern, and Alexandria.
683. You have heard what has taken place since you entered the room? Yes.
3 June, 1875.
684. Can you give us any further information upon those matters ? lam obliged to be out night after
night, and I can see the nightmen taking away the contents of these closets all the night through, They
shoot the stuff on to different places all about, whenever they have the chance.
685. Does that frequently happen, and can yon tell wrho has done it? You can’t tell who it is—there is
more work than they can get through, I think there arc only eleven carts altogether.
686. You think it is very desirable that such a system as I have mentioned should be introduced ?
Yes,
so long as some place is found to put the stuff. It is uo use to summon people for not emptying their
closets, when there is no one to do it. You can see carts with this stuff going along all night, sometimes
twenty loads in the course of the night; the carts go backwards and forwards as they get emptied, up to
7 or 8 o’clock in the morning—in fact the carls are kept in Sydney.
68/. Is there no way of checking this practice?
We have no means of checking it; the Police havo tried
to interfere, but they find they cannot.
688. In fact it has become a very great nuisance in your neighbourhood ?
Yes ; every one is complaining
of it. The nightmen get permission to do a garden, and when they shoot the stuff on to the garden they
don t cover it over. If the stuff were covered over it would not signify so much, but I have seen as many
as thirty loads exposed to the open air.
CS9. And the nuisance thus becomes offensive not only to the people living on the spot but to the whole
neighbourhood? Yes, to the neighhourhood at large. We have summoned them for this, but the cases
have always been lost,
690. What has been the cause of that? Because the place was not within a certain distance from a pro
claimed road or street. As long as it is within a certain distance from a proclaimed road it is a nuisance
under the Act, biit not otherwise.
691. Havo you any reason to believe that pipes are laid down from some of these cesspits so as to carry
the overflow of the water to the gutters ? Yes; the week before last I went to the Mayor and got a man
to tako up portion of a yard where there was one of these pipes, but very likely it was laid down again an
"
hour after I left. It is impossible to do anything ; you can’t prove it. If you have suspicions of any
place and have occasion to go and find it out, all you can do is to give twenty-four hours notice that it must
be removed.
692. Do you think much of tins matter gets into the gutters ? Yes, whenever it rains the closets get full.
Two out of every throe of them are nothing more than holes in the ground, and the surface water flows
right into them. If we have any by-laws on the subject there ought to he a proviso that no cesspit
should be nearer than a certain distance to the house or well. At present we cannot carry out our by693. Why P Because there is no power to do so. The Municipalities Act is not w'orth anything.
694'. But these places become a complete nuisance don’t they ? Yes, but what can we do ? If wc lodge a
complaiut they only just shift the closet to another part of the ground, so that the whole allotment
becomes a deposit of night-soil.
695.
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Mr. J. Hales. 603. Do you think it would be a good tiling to compel people to make proper cesspits ? Tes, but how arc
t—you to do it ?
2 June, 1875. (j;)6 js there much illness in your municipality ? A good deal.
_
007. Tou do not consider it a healthy place? No, it lies too low ; in fact it is nothing less than a bog.
G9S. Do the remarks you have made apply in any degree to Ecdfern also ? No, the water is all laid on
at Redfern, and I have orders from the Mayor to take a man with me at any time and disconnect any of
these places from the street drains if I find them. There are a good many of them connected, and when
wc know it wo put a stop to it as far as we can.
,
699. Thbn vou think it would be a good thing—to put it generally and finally—that there should be a
general system adopted in each municipality under which the municipal authorities should be enjoined and
compelled to keep these places in proper order, and cause them to be properly constructed ? _ It would bo
a good thing to have it done, but I don’t see how they could do it. The nightmen have got it all in their
own hands.
■

THURSDAY, 3 JUNE, 1875.

E. 0. MOBIARTT, Esq.,
BENNETT, Esq.,
Y BELL, Esq.

M. E. PELL. Esq,,
Hoy. J. B. WILSON,
Dr. ALLETNB,
M.

B. PELL,

W. C.

Esq.,

B.A.,

in the

Chaie.

Mr, William Pidcock, Couucit Clerk, Camperdown; Mr. Charles Banks, Council Clerk, and Mr. John
Plahcrty, Inspector of Nuisances, Newtown, called iu.
Mr. William Pidcock examined:—
700. Chairman.] Tou are Council Clerk at Camperdown ? Tes. _
W, Pidcock. 70 ^ yye are now engaged in inquiring into one particular matter which concerns a large part of Sydney and
also of the suburbs, and that is the management and the cleansing and also the construction of the ordinary
3 June, 1875. cesspits. Wc feci sure that whatever system may be adopted eventually, this system must continue in a
great many localities for some years at all events, and therefore it is very desirable that the best possible
mode that can be devised to carry it out should be adopted. Wc find that all tho witnesses we have as yet
examined consider tho present method a had one, and arc of opinion that it would be much better for the
municipal authorities to tako the duty of cleaning and looking after these cesspits into their own hands,
and that they should do it at such intervals and in such a way as may be considered advisable, the expense
of cleaning out each closet of course to bo charged to the owner or occupier. We do not learn that there
are likely to be any practical difficulties iu making this change, and so far as we have examined persons
connected with different municipalities, it is thought to be very desirable. They say that they have no
control over the nightmen, and they can only take action in reference to these places when they_become a
public nuisance, in^wkich case they can summon the landlords and compel them to have their cesspits
emptied. Beyond that they have no authority, and in crowded localities these privies, although not such
a nuisance as to justify the'interference of the municipal officers, are a constant offence, not because they
are full or overflowing" but simply because they are offensive. We think, and we are supported by the
opinions of all the witnesses we have ex'amined, that these cesspits should be more frequently^ cleansed—■
that this should be done by the municipal authorities—and that the landlords should be relieved of all
responsibility in the matter, except in paying for the work when it is done. Do vou sec any objection to
such a plan. Do you approve of such a change being made ? Tes, I do; and I think it is very necessary.
I know that in our own municipality there are many of these places exposed which become great nuisances,
and as we have no control or authority over the persons who own the premises we cannot compel them to
clean them out except in cases of overflow.
702. Tou say that you have no objection to tins charge—that the authorities with their own plant and
appliances and their own servants should carry out this work? No; there might be some difficulty in the
smaller municipalities with regard to the officers required to carry out the arrangement.
703. Tou mean that there will be a difficulty in the appointment of officers to inspect ? Tes,
_
704. Could not some of these smaller municipalities combine and appoint joint inspectors ? That might be
done.
705. Do 3rou find that difficulty existing at present ? Tes; there is a difficulty with regard to our own
municipality in having no place iu which to deposit night-soil. A. short time ago tlm contents of the
cesspits were conveyed to a paddock belonging to one of the ratepayers, and became a nuisance.
706. Was that within the municipality ? Within the municipality.
707. Was it taken there with the sanction of the owner ? Tes.
_ _
708. Had you no means of abating the nuisance ? Not beyond ordering the man to remove it imme
diately, which was done.
709. Where do they take this stuff to at present ? I do not know.
710. You have no control over these persons ? None.
.
711. We find complaints made that in a great many cases the surface water flows into these closets,
in consequence of their improper construction, and that every time it rains they overflow into the surface
gutters;—do you find that to be the case ? Tes.
_
712. Would there be any special difficulty in preventing the inflow of surface water ? I think not ; I
think there wonld be no great difficulty with reference to our owffmunicipality.
713. Do you think any hardship would arise from the owners of houses being compelled to make ffuch
.
alterations in tho construction of these cesspits as would prevent this inflow of surface water, and conse
quent overflow of offensive matter? I think there would be no difficulty about it.
714. It is found in some cases, generally where the soil is porous, that there is a continual soakage into
these pits; the water goes into them every time it rains, and although they are cleaned out one day they
are full again the next;—do you find that to be the case ? I do.
715.
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715. "What remedy would you suggest for tliat? I would suggest that pipes be laid on at a certain distance
Mr.
from the surface to carry oft' the water when it rose to a certain height, the pipes to he connected with
1 1 coc *
*
some drain or sewer.
71G. Hut as sewers caunot be made in a day,.don't you think it desirable that for the present these places 3 3un0'1S7j'
should be made tight, so that no water could come in, esccpt in the ordinary way, and that they should he
cleaned out frequently ? I believe it would be a decided improvement.
717. Do you think that all the suburban municipalities should be empowered to carry out such an arrange
ment? Ido.*
718. How are you supplied with water in your municipality ? "We have recently had the water conveyed
from the city.
'
_
71ft. Does that water supply the municipality ? A small portion of it only at present. The pipes have not
been laid down in many places, although applications have been made for the water to be laid on to various
streets. Tho city authorities are in difficulties, I believe, just nowr, and caunot accede to the wishes of
the people,
720. Arc the people supplied from wells where the water is not laid on ? Yes.
721. T’rom wells in their yards ? Yes.
722. Is there generally a cesspit in the same yard ? Yes.
_ _
723. What is the nature of the soil ? About a foot from the surface it is a stiff clay, with ironstone.
724. Have any complaints ever been made that the water in the wells has been contaminated by these
cesspits ? "We have not heard that it has been contaminated by cesspits, but we have heard complaints of
bad water—brackish and so on.
_
723. But not in itself stinking or offensive ? Ho; some of the wells have very good water I believe.
726. Is the water supplied from the city good? It has been complained of as being very indifferent.
727. In what respect ? It has a bad taste and has a quantity of visible auimalcula in it, or something of
that kind.
728. Is the water thick ? Yes.
_
72ft, Aud it smells badly ? It smells badly, but I think a great deal of the bad taste arises from the new
pipes having been varnished with coal-tar, or something of that kind to preserve them, which affected the
water. But complaints have been made that the water has been affected by other causes than that.
730. You mean that there has been some suspicion of filthy matter getting into it ? Yes.
_
731. Are there any other special nuisances which give you trouble in your municipality now and require
immediate attention, such as you have no jmwer to deal with at present? "Wc have had certain small
matters complained of, arising from smoke and so forth, but they cannot bo avoided.
732. Ho thing of particular consequence? Nothing of particular consequence.
_
733. Are there not some very crowded localities in your municipality ? In some portions of it they are
rather crowded—between the Parramatta Hoad and Newtown. Prom the Missenden Bead there are a
number of cross streets thickly populated and but small tenements.
734. You have no underground system of sewerage I suppose ? No.
733. And all the kitchen and laundry drainage goes — where? It is taken down the gutters of the
street into a main open sewer, which convoys it down to Johnson’s Bay.
_
736. Does this open drain create any nuisance ? No, 1 have not heard of any nuisance, except in cases of
overflow.
737. As long as the closets do not overflow there is no nuisance ? No, 1 have not heard of any.
738. "We are told that there are a number of boiling-down establishments, piggeries, and such places in
the municipality of Leichhardt—I suppose you know the situation of them ? Yes.
_ _
739. Have you heard any complaints from residents in your municipality of the smell arising from those
places ? "Yve have had complaints of a piggery just oft' Australia-street, in our own municipality, kept by
a man named Keddan, but the nuisance has been abated to some extent.
740. But I am speaking of a nuisance in the municipality of Leichhardt—a nuisance said to be felt at a
great distance. Have you felt anything of it in your municipality ? "Wc have not.

Mr. Charles Banks, examined:—
741. Cltairmnn.'] Are you Town Clerk at Newtown ? Yes.
Mr. C. Eanke.
742. You havo heard the conversation, that has taken place between the last witness and myself? Yes.
t—
743. Is the system respecting tho cesspits in your municipality pretty much the same as that you have 3 June, 1875.
heard described ? Yes, it is very similar.
■
744. You have similar nuisances and a similar organization ? Yes, very similar.
745. And do you approve of what is proposed to be done to remedy those evils—transferring tho respon
sibility from the landlords to the municipalities ? Yes, I think it will he a good plan.
746. Do you think that any hardship will arise from the introduction of this more efficient system, as
although the landlords will be relieved of their responsibility in the matter they will have some additional
expense thrown upon them ;—do you think there is any tiling in the system which will be unfair to the
landlords? No, I think it would benefit a great number of persons.
747. Do you think it would meet with the general approval of the municipalities ? I believe so.
748. It is hardly worth while to go through the different points on which we have been examining the last
witness. You have heard the evidence and you find a similar state of things existing in your municipality ?
Yes, very similar, and I quite agree with Mr. Pidcock in what he has said.
74ft. When the nightmen lake away the contents of these cesspits do you know where they take them to? No.
750. And you have no control over them ? No.
_
•
751. Have you ever had complaints made to yon that they have deposited this stuff in improper places
within your municipality ? Not within our municipality I think; there is none of it deposited within
tho Newtown municipality.
752. Have you heard complaints that they have deposited it without a license in auy improper place ? No,
I have not heard of it.
753.
* Note (ore revision):—But 1 think that the dry-earth system of closets would, if practicable and generally adopted,
he ihc safest and most conducive to health,
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Mr. 0. 'Banlts, 753. Is much of it taken out to Cook’s Elver, and deposited there? I could uot say; the Inspector of
^usances is here, and may be able to inform you; be has full control over those matters,
unc,
o. 7y4i How are you supplied witli water at Newtown ? Merely by tanks and wells, made by the owners of
properties.
755. Are there many wells in the Newtown Municipality ? Sufficient to supply the inhahilants, exccnfc
in a long drought.
1
75G. G-enerally speaking, each house has a well, I suppose? Tes.
757. Have you heard any complaints of the water being contaminated at all from the proximity of the cess
pits to the wells? No, never.
758. The soil in Newtown is generally stiff clay, I believe ? It is somctliiug similar to that described by
Mr. Pidcock.
759. Is not the water in some cases inclined to be brackish? Tes, that is from the nature of the soil.

Mr. John Plaherty, examined :—
Mr. J. ft’O- Chatman.'] Are you Inspector of Nuisances for Newtown? Tes.
Flaherty. 761. Tou have heard the evidence which has just been given, and the conversation we have had on matters
relating to these cesspits ? Tes.
3 June, 1875. ^62you concur in what has been said by the other witnesses ? Tes.
763. Ho you think the change we propose would he a useful one ? I think so.
764. Do you find that these cesspits are a great nuisance ? Tes; we have several in Newtown which
want cleaning out, and we cannot get them cleaned.
7G5. Ho you mean that the nightmen will not take the stuff away because they cannot sell it ? They
have no place to deposit it in.
766. "Where do they take it to, as a rule? For the last few months they have deposited it in Marriekville.
767. On private property P Tes.
768. By permission of the owner ? Tes ; and they have abused the privilege by shooting some of it into
the street, and the Mayor of St. Peter’s and Marriekville communicated with the police and summoned
the owner. The case has been postponed four times on a point of law taken by Mr. Gannon that, under
the Act 2 Yict., No. 2, the Justices have no control, but it is stated that if the case is dismissed at the
Police Court they will proceed against the parties under a by-law.
769. You find the subject a difficult one to deal with ? Tea, because there is no place to deposit the stuff.
Mr. Langhom is trying to find a place to deposit it in.
7/ 0. Y ou think then it would be a great improvement if an arrangement were made to place the whole
thing in the hands of the municipalities ? Tes, it is wanted very much,
771. Do the closets overflow very much in wet weather? Very frequently.
772. Ho they fill rapidly in wet weather? Tes, in half a day.
773. And overflow into the streets ? Tes.
774. What do you do in such cases ? We endeavour to stop it. Wo can summon the owners who are
not willing to have them cleaned ont, but they cannot do it because there is no place to deposit the stuff.
775. Would it not be better if these cesspits wore so constructed that no surface water could flow into
them ? Well, I cannot sec how it is to be remedied; even if you put in two or three inches of cement
the surface water will find its way in. I know one gentleman who went to a vast deal of expense in
making his closet a kind of tank, but the water would get in,
/76. Still it would remedy a great part of the difficulty ? No doubt it would. The boiling-down establish
ments in the Alexandria Municipality aro very offensive to the inhabitants of Newtown.
/77. The smell from them is offensive you mean? Tes, when there is a south wind. Some of these
persons who have boiling-down places keep what they call the soup until it becomes offensive, and generally
about 7 o’clock in the evening we find the smell is very bad,
778. About how far from the bridge are these places—from the Eailway Bridge ? Well, Mr. Bell’s would
be close up half a mile.
779. In the Municipality of------ — ? Alexandria. There are three boiling-down establishments there.
/80. Do you hear people complain of these places frequently ? Tes; Mrs. Dixon has frequently com
plained, and has written a letter to the Council about them,
781. Can you mention any other nuisauce in your municipality which you have not been able to deal with ?
No, the closets are the principal nuisance.
‘
/82. Is any of the refuse from these boiling-down establishments, or the scraps of butchers’ shops, or any
other kind of refuse, taken out in your direction ? Tes.
783. And deposited in your municipality ? No; it is taken to the boiling-down establishments I havo
referred to. They pay so much a pound for the fat and offal.
784. Do they keep pigs in connection witli these establishments ? Tes.
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E. 0. MOKIAKTY, Esq.,
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P. P. ADAMS, Esq.
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Chaie.

P. P. Adams, Esq,, Surveyor General, examined in bis place,—
785. Cliaimuin^l Can you inform ns whether there is any land available on this side Cook s Elver, Tvithin a p. F, Adams,
Esq.
reasonable distance of the city, which would be available for the disposal of night-soil in large quantities^
T’°'’
say 200 tons a week? Not Government lands, except upon the watershed of the Botany reserve.
4 June, 1S7C1
786. Upon what is called the watershed of Shea’s Creek is there any land ? Not unalienated.
787. Is there any land there which is alienated, but in respect to which the proprietors would be likely to
come to an arrangement with the Government? I think it would be too close to Sydney for the purpose.
I could hardly recommend such a locality even if it were available.
(
788. You think then that any land taken for this purpose should he taken beyond Cook s River ? I think
it would bo advisable.
,
,
789. Is there any land available to your knowledge beyond Cook's River suitable to this purpose any
Crown Land ? There is none either available or suitable.
790. Do you know of any other land within 7 miles of Sydney ? I know of none.
_
791. Is there auy land on the other side of Cook’s River available for this purpose ? Yes, there is.
792. What kind of land is it ? It is sandy or loamv soil.
.
793. And you think it might be applied to this use ? Yes.
794. In what way? By trenching the night-soil into the ground.
_
795. You would put the stuff in fresh from the pits and bury it and then leave it ? Yes, and work tho
owners
. carrying out such au arrangement; m met, n tney urn nui,assist. imu.ci.iaHy in
the matter it would bo better to get rid of the stuff altogether by sending it out to sea.
_
797. It appears to be pretty well determined now in Europe that it is impossible, except under exceptional
circumstances, to make a profit out of this matter. But it is equally certain that a considerable saving may
be effected by making use of it to fertilize the land. Therefore if the owners were uot willing to render
considerable assistance in carrying out an arrangement of tins kind it would certainly be better to get rid
of it? I quite agree with you.
_ _
-in
i. ■
798. Do you know of any large landowners who would be willing to co-operate with the Government m
carrying out such an arrangement ? I think Mr, Holt would be the most likely.
_
799. Have you thought over any arrangement which might he made with the owners of land in such a
case ? I have not. Of course if the fre cal matter is dug into the ground it wonld be no nuisance to
the neighbourhood, aud the land would be improved considerably.
_
_
;
800. You don’t think there is any land in the direction of Canterbury ? I don't think there is any within
7 miles of 'Sydney which is not too much populated to admit of its being used for such a purpose.
801. Now supposing this ffeeal matter were put into barges, as I am told is done in Paris at present, and
transported by water, and, I presume, pumped by steam-power on to the land afterwards
do you know
any land near Sydney which would be available for such a system as that ? Yery little indeed, because
the peculiar feature of the lands approaching Sydney Harbour, or Middle Harbour, or the bays about
here, is, that they are unsuitable to agriculture. There are some tracts of laud oirthe Parramatta River
which might be available for this treatment—for pumping out of the barges and spreading the manure.
802. Is there a considerable area available for that purpose, because wc should require a considerable area
to go into such a scheme ? No. I think eventually a considerable portion of the night-soil of the city
would he absorbed—that is to say, it would he taken away by proprietors of land by and by when they
got used to it. At present I don’t think they would take much, and it would all have to go out to sea. _
803. You do not think there is any considerable tract there of which we could get possession, on which
to utilise this matter on a large scale. "What is the objection ?—are the banks too precipitous ? Yes. _ I
think all that could with advantage be disposed of out of barges in that way would be to private indivi
duals. If the people don’t want it, it would be much better to send it out to sea. If they do want it, it
could be taken to the place where they require it.
_
.
801'. Thero is a considerable extent of sandy country between Cook’s River and George’s River, is there
not, close to the 9-milo Beach? Yes ; that is the pla’ce I proposed, most of it being Mr. Holt’s property.
SOS. "What do you think the purchase of that land would cost the Government, supposing it were
purchased compulsorily ? From £1 to £3.
806. Supposing that the project were once started—to deposit this fecal matter upon a Government farm
—do you think there would be a probability that hereafter, at no very distant time, it would come into
favour with the public, and that there wonld be a considerable demand for it by farmers and other persons?
That would depend very much upon the nature of the land, whether the application of this stuff would be
an improvement to it or not. I know that in clay or sandy clay there are the necessary ingredients to
render the introduction of night-soil to it the best thing possible; but I am afraid to say that it would be
a success if applied to pure sand, and as a rule we have nothing but this pure saud near Sydney at a low
level. All the belter class of land suitable to this treatment, as I imagine, lips in the "Wianamatta clay.
807. Do you not think it would be a good thing to encourage the use of this rich manure in the county
of Cumberland generally, seeing that the land is generally so poor in quality? Yes; and l think if the
proposed arrangement is carried out it will in time get into such favour that, instead of going out to sea,
the soil will go along the railway line in vast quantities.
_
808. But before that we must shew its utility by using it on some farm in the way you havo suggested ?
"Weil, that could be tried.
...
809. Don’t you think that would have the effect of bringing it into favour much more rapidly than if it
were left to tho farmers themselves to bring it into notice ? I don’t think it would make much difference;
the people would soon fiud out the value of it.
810-
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V. F. Adams, 810. But if it is all sent out to sea at once they will know nothing about it ? I do not think the fact of its
8ll‘
going out to sea ought to prevent auy experiments from being made with portions of it. But considering the
magnitude of the question—that you have such a large quantity to deal with—you must ohtaiu plant and
4 June, 1876. appliances to take at any rate the bulk of it away; and 1 don’t see that at present you can do anything
else but send it out to sea. My views on this subject might be very considerably modified if some of the
large proprietors of land would make a liberal oiler to take it, so that it would cost no more, or even less,
than it costs to send it away. Certainly it wonld be our duty to recommend that; but I question whether
the demand will arise.
811. Mr. Bell.'} Js there any land do you think within a reasonable distance of Sydney, say 15 or 20
miles along the line of railway ? Yes, there is any quantity of private property within that distance which
could be resumed by purchase; but I am not aware of any suitable area or situation that is vacant, that is
to say, Crown land.
812. Chairman.] Is there a large extent of land in the neighbourhood of tho Parramatta Junction ? Tes,
#
quite sufficient for the purpose without going 20 miles by railway.
813. Is there any suitable land within 14 miles of Sydney, and near the railway, iu any quantity ? Yes.
814 And I suppose land of that character is of scarcely any value? Yery little in its present state, and
would be vastly improved by the application of night-soil.
815. And this land you say is all alienated ? All alienated,

Francis Bell, Esq,, City Engineer, further examined :—
F. Bell, Esq., 816. Chairman.] I find, from reading different works on the subject, that there are a great many different

^

_
’
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systems of employing pneumatic receptacles similar to that which you propose to adopt. ~~
' '"
Have you formed
any definite plan as to the construction of the cart which it will be necessary to use ? I propose myself
1875. to use cylindrical carts or cylinders.
817. There are also various arrangements employed on the continent for creating a vacuum in the cart;—
have you decided upon adopting any particular plan for that purpose ? "Wei], I am not wedded to any
particular plan ; I should like to inquire a little further into the matter. I think it should be done by some
steam power or other.
,
818. By direct pumping ? Tes, by direct pumping.
819. If this system is to be applied at once, taking things as they are—and of course they must remain
so for some time at all events—do you think this method could be"made applicable iu the case of some of
these cesspits where, from the nature of the soil the liquid has become absorbed and the residue is com
paratively solid. _ Do you imagine it would he too solid to be sucked up in this way ? I think we may havo
a good deal of difficulty in that way ; but wherever the cesspits are improperly constructed they should
be filled up and proper ones constructed.
820. Tou think then that, pending the improvement of these cesspits, this system could not be adopted
universally, and that we shall bo obliged to havo recourse to the old method of cleaning them ont in the
meantime ? Yes ; perhaps so.
821. Do you not think it might ho possible to make use of these pneumatic carts in the ease of large
well-formed cesspits, and to adhere provisionally to the old method in other eases, and where common carts
were used, to transport the contents by land to some place we might be able to find for depositing it P Tes.
It might be possible to use these tanks for that purpose also. Arrangements might be made to do it with
out creating a nuisance. There was a suggestion made by Mr. Moriarty, which I thought was a very good
one, that some of these tanks should be made in compartments suitable to tho size of the pits. One com
partment could then be filled at a time.
Id"
“7°U
^ verY sma^ receptacles wore used the method would he practically applicable ?
823. Supposing the receptacle to be not more than half a cubic yard ? Tes; each compartment would
have a valve of its own,
824 Have you ever considered the propriety of introducing what seems to be a very common practice in
large towns in England iu case of large cesspits or other receptacles for fecal matter—that of throwing
ashes produced on the premises into the place as a partial deodoriser ? Yes, I think that would do very
well. I know that a Commission, which lately sat in Birmingham, brought up a report which recommended
that this should be done, and the old Midden system done away with.
825. But, without doing away with the Midden system and using the old cesspits the people have still
the opportunity of throwing tho ashes into the place. I find that this practice obtains greatly on the
continent and seems to bo admitted as, at any rate, a mitigation of the evil ? bio doubt it is. 1 think you
might afterwards have a small engine attached to these tanks, and then you could have a vacuum created
at once.
826. That is to say you would pump out the air at once ? Tes.
827. If these ashes were thrown in they would of course increase the bulk of the matter to be removed ?
Tes, and Jhcy would increase the difficulty of drawing it out of tho pits.
"
828. By increasing the solidity of the matter ? Tes.
.
829. I understand you then that for somo little time, at all events until arrangements are placed on a
more satisfactory footing, it will he necessary to adhere to the old method of removal in the case of
improperly constructed cesspits, where the matter becomes too solid? Tes; but generally sneaking I
think they could be emptied in the way I have suggested.
*
“
830. But in those places in "Waterloo, wherc the soil is sandy and you would have a solid mass to deal
with-m most cases you would have some solid matter which you could not pump up ? I am not quite
sure that would be the case ; the pits are so low that I think they are almost always filled with water
831. It depends, I suppose, a good deal on the situation of the cesspit ? Upon the situation. You know
you have only to sink a few feet in the sand anywhere to get water.
832. That may he the case in some places, but there must be others where the fecal matter is left dry and
^ la How long now do you suppose it would take to make the necessary plant, the tanks, punts, wharves
&c., and to complete all the arrangements for commencing your system ? I should say to complete all the
arrangements it would take about six months.
1
833.
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838. That would take us into the middle of next summer. Have you prepared any plan of the cart which V. B^Esij.,
would be used, or made any estimate of the expense P 2fo, not yet.
•
' '
834. Mr. Moriarty.'] I think you have stated before, but 1 will ask you now, whether a great deal of the
disagreeable smell caused by cleaning out these closets might not be removed by deodorising the matter so
1876.
as to render it unnecessary to have recourse to this pneumatic system ? Well, you might do some good
by diminishing the odour, but you could uot remove it.
_
’
835. I mean temporarily ? It might bo of service temporarily, but it would not be effectual.
83G. M7\ Bennett.'] As it would take such a long time to bring your system into operation, and as you
are not quite certain about the working of the suction carts, what would you think of using them as they
are used now. Would it not be well to commence by trying these carts. The punts will be a large invest
ment ? I think so. That would be considered by the Municipal Council. The removal would be a much
cleaner process than it is at present,
S37. You think that plan, might be adopted with advantage as a temporary measure ? Yes. 1 would
propose that these carts should he cylindrical tanks, and also sloping towards tho centre where the discharge
valve would he, so that all the matter would fall towards the bottom and be easily discharged.
838. Chairman^ Have you taken into consideration that when this faecal matter is drawn into the cart
there will be a considerable liberation of foul gas by suction from the vacuum? Yes. I may mention
that in Captain Lierhnuer’s system the carriage-frame is hollow, and the exhausted steam circulates through
it before entering the chimney, so as to deaden the noise of the blast, while tho exhausied foul air is passed
under the fire-grate in order to purify it by burning.

Mr. David Clement Robertson, Inspector of Waste Waters, called in and further examined
Mr. D. O.
839. Chairman.] Are you acquainted with the line of Busby's Bore ? Yes.
Itotcrtson.
840. Commencing from Hyde Park and going on to the Lachlan Swamp ? Yes.
841. Are there anyccsspits to your knowledge anywhere near the Bore? There arc on tho southern side
4 Juno, 1875.
of the Bore, just on the other side of Botany-street.
.
842. In tho street ? Yes.
843. That is somewhere just beyond the Gaol ? Yes.
S44. And from there how far do the cesspits extend ? Well I suppose 200 or 300 yards, to the Barrackwall,
845. Are there many cesspits there? Yes ; there is a block of I suppose sixty' or seventy houses.
846. All with cesspits ? Yes,
_
_
_ _
847. Are you acquainted witli the Bore—can you point out the situation of the different shafts ? No. I
know whore some of them are, but not the whole of them.
848. Wo are told that iu some parts—more especially in the suburbs—the cesspits become full in rainy
weather, and overflow, and frequently run into the gutters, and that in some cases this is purposely done
by the people themselves when they "can do it? Yes, that is carried on to a considerable extent. Somo of
the cosspits are so constructed that at a certain level there is a pipe to carry off the liquid matter.
849. The pipe is laid on for that purpose ? Yes.
850. Is not that illegal? Yes, and when the Inspector of Nuisances is aware of it he prosecutes the
parties.
851. Docs this create a nuisance ? Yes.
852. The fieeal matter goes into the gutter ? Yes.
r
.
853. Are there any places where that occurs which you have seen yourself? Yes, on the Surry Hills,
aud many other places it frequently occurs, to the annoyance of the neighbours.
854. Where do these gutters discharge themselves ? Tram Surry Hills the gutters discharge into a large
open drain in Arthur-street.
855. Where does that lead ?
Right down past Aldorson’s, aud away down to Waterloo, to Shea’s Creek.
856. Have you observed the same thing in Waterloo? No; I have not taken particular notice. It is
not part of my duty. It is our duty if we see anything in the city like that to report it to the Inspector
of Nuisances.
857. Your duties carry you to the suburbs, wherever the water goes ? Yes.
858. Have you beard complaints of the well-water in tho suburbs being bad? No, I have never made
any inquiries about it.
859. Have you ever heard complaints of nightmen depositing night-soil in improper places ? Yes.
860. Where ? I have heard of one or two loads being discharged in Elizabeth-strcet, near Belmore
Hardens, and somewhere in tho Municipality of Darlington.
861. A re these people found out as a rule? Yes, the Inspector of Nuisances got on their track, and
they were fined for it.
_
862. I think I understood you to say that there are no cesspits along Oxford-street until you come as
far as the Gaol ? Well they commence there ; there may be two or three along Oxford-street, Then taking
the Paddington side, from the northern side of Albion-strcct, the whole of the drainage from the houses in
that locality along the eastern side of Dowling-strect discharges into the gutter, and thence it is carried
along till it gets within a few feet of the Wesleyan Parsonage, and then it is discharged into ^the sand.
Then a little further along there is a block or houses, newly erected, about forty or fifty of them, in
Dowling-strect on the same side, and there is a gutter which carries the water on about 150yards, and then
discharges itself into the sand.
863. That is house drainage ? Yes.
864. Is that in the neighbourhood of Ihe Boro? It is within eighty or ninety feet of it. That is on the
Paddington side. Then on tho city or west side it is kerbed and guttered, and tho drainage is carried
away into the sewer.
_
865. Mr. Bctt.] With regard to these cesspits we were speaking of along the South Head Road towards
the Park wall, docs not the ground slope rapidly there? Yes.
_
866. So that the drainage is carried off there quickly? Yes, it is ; there is a great fall there,
867. Does any of the drainage go into Barcom Glen? The surface drainage does.
TUESDAY,
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present
M. B, PELL, Esq.,
Hon. J. B, WILSON,
E. BELL, Esq.,

W. C. BENNETT, Esq.,
E. 0. MOEIAETY, Esq.,
He. ALLEYNE.

II. B. PELL, Esq., B.A., in the Chaie.
Benjamin Palmer, Esq., Mayor of Sydney, and Michael Chapman, Esq., Alderman, were called in,
Mr. Palmer examined :—
B, Palmer,
Esq.

c T
’

S6S. _ ChairmanP\ I wish to ask you, Mr. Palmer, os we are taking evidence on this subject, whether you
consider it desirable that the duty of cleansing tho cesspits should be thrdWn upon the municipal authoriin Sydney and the suburbs ? I do. Would the City Council have the power of doing this for the
‘ suburbs who have municipalities of their own?
869. I will come to that presently. Is it your opinion that the suburban municipalities would concur in
such an arrangement? Yes, I think so.
870. You understand that under such an arrangement the landlords or owners would be relieved of all
responsibility in tho matter, except that of paying the proper charges for the emptying of these pits ?
Yes.
871. Do you think it would be reasonable to require that all cesspits should be cleaned out at certain
intervals ? That would depend in a measure upon the size of the cesspits.
872. It seems to be the prevailing opinion that large cesspits are objectionable—that it is better to have
smaller ones, and to clean them out frequently. I may say that the opinion of tho Board, as far as wc
have formed one upon the evidence yet taken, is, that they should be cleaned out at intervals of not more than
three months ? I think large pits are very objectionable, and I think they should be altered to a certain size.
873. And you think they should be cleaned out frequently ? Yes; some might require to be cleaned out
much oftener than others. For instance, there might be a cesspit attached to a house in which only a
man and bis wife were living, while next door the cesspit might be used by a dozen persons.
874. Do you think it would very largely increase the annual expense of keeping these places clean if they
were cleaned out more frequently—if one cart, instead of taking away the contents of one, were to take
away the contents of a number in the same street, and do it at more frequent intervals. There would be
the same quantity to tako away, only it would come from a number of different cesspits ? I think it is
desirable that they should be emptied frequently. I could not exactly say at what intervals.
875. Do you think the city authorities should be empowered to levy a certain rate, in some way or other,
to pay for the whole expense of cleaning out these places ? I think some specific charges should be made,
just enough to cover the actual working expenses,
876. It should be amply sufficient to cover the expense, including interest on the value of the plant, as
well as wear and tear? Yes, sufficient to cover the expenses. Of course tho amount could only be ascer
tained by experience.
877. We also propose to recommend that the municipal authorities should have full power to regulate
cesspits and water-closets, as to their construction or re-construction, where necessary, and also as to their
position ;—do you think that would be desirable P 1 think so.
878. And also as to the sufficiency of accommodation in order to secure decency and cleanliness. Do you
think that wonld be desirable ? I think so; I think we ought to have power to regolate these matters,
and to fix the size of the cesspits—that they should be so many feet wide and so many feet deep.,
879. We understand that at present the muniei])al authorities have no control whatever over the nightmen
to prevent them from placing the contents of these pits wherever they choose ; in fact they have no con
trol in the matter at all; the owners may construct what pits they choose, and empty them out as they
like ? Yes, until they become a nuisance, when Mr, Seymour pays them a visit.
880. We propose to make improvements in all cesspits obligatory upon the owners or landlords—that steps
should be taken for instance to prevent the overflow of surface water getting into them;—do you approve
of that? Yes, that could be done by raising the cesspit above the level of the ground.
881. And we propose to recommend that this should be done at once? Yes, I think it is very desirable,
because there are plenty of cesspits which are only on a level with the ground, mere holes in the ground.
882. We think also that these cesspits should be made watertight, uot only to prevent the overflow but
to prevent the liquid matter from percolating through the soil ? Yes, they should have bottoms as well.
883. But we propose to leave this to tho discretion of the municipal authorities ? Yes. You must take
into consideration the time which would be required for inspection and for our officers to make suggestions
as to the improvements which would be required, and also to obtain the men necessary to carry them
out,
■
884. Do you think the municipal officers would be willing to carry out this work as far as possible, and to
deal firmly with the people? Yes, I am sure our officers would, but the difficulty will be, if this is to be
done at once, to get the men necessary to carry it out.
885. It seems perfectly clear to us that, allowing for the necessary experiments, arrangements could not
he made for disposing of the matter from the cesspits in the manner proposed—by sending it ont to sea
for six months, or probably a year. That is a scheme wliich could not be carried out until all the arrange
ments were perfected, even if the Legislature should come to tho conclusion that it was the best system to
adopt ? Yes. I was talking to Mr. Eussell the other day about the barges which would have to be
employed, and he said they would cost £1,500 each, and of course it would take some time to get every
thing in working order.
886. It seems to us therefore necessary to make some temporary arrangement for disposing of this matter
which appears to be such a great nuisance ? Yes. My own view of the subject is as far as regards tem
porary arrangements—that if we could get the Government to assist us with the railway and give us some
site up the country suitable for the purpose, wc might construct trades with one or two tight compart
ments and send it up there. There arc one or two places on the Harris estate where there is a line
already laid down to Darling Harbour. There is some vacant ground there whore wc might deposit it by
means of some kind of shoot, until it could be sent up the line, or otherwise disposed of.
887.
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887. Do you know any particular place on the line which would be suitable for such a purpose ? T3. Palmer,
Esq.
Some of it might be taken on the Southern line, and some on the Western. There is plenty of land along
the line there, and if j'ou were to send some of our street sweepings along with it, it might be made use ot 8 June, ISTA.
by farmers and other persons in the country. We have hundreds of loads of scrapings oft the streets which
might be mixed with the night-soil.
_
i
....
888. Do yon think the municipal authorities would be willing, in respect to neighbouring municipalities,
to undertake, under proper arrangements and with certain fixed charges, the duty of carrying out the
provisions I have spoken of, if it were found desirable to consolidate the matter ?—Do you think the
city authorities would undertake the duty under an equitable arrangement? I think they would. It
wonld be to the interest of the suburban municipalities to combine with us. Bad as the city is represented
to be with regard to these matters, some of these municipalities are worse, I believe.
889. We are told that the nightmen take away the night-soil and sell it to market gardeners, but although
they profess to do so we are informed that they frequently deposit it in improper places; in fact, nobody
knows where it goes to ? Tes; wo found one man doing that; instead of selling it to a market gardener
he deposited it in one of the gully-shafts.
890. Wo have heard of several other cases, not quite so flagrant as that, where the persons were not
detected. Have you reason to suspect that this goes on elsewhere ? I do not know, I have heard ot
somo of this stuff being deposited near the Kerosene works. Whether it was done to counteract the effect
of the kerosene I cannot say.
_ _
_
891. Could not the evil be mitigated if we could find some place to deposit it at a moderate distance from
town ?—Would not that improve the present state of things ? Yes; there is a good deal of uncertainty as
to where it is deposited at present. Some of the nightmen say they take it as far as Bondi, and shoot it
over the cliffs, but whether they do so or not I am not of course in a position to state.
892. Do you know the position of certain Church and School lands, not within the Botany watershed, but
somewhere near Da Perouse’s Monument. We have some idea that that would be a good place ? I know
the Church and School lands as far as the Botany road. It is a long road, and you must consider the
distance.
,
893. Do you think that when once this disgusting job of loading the carts was done the difference of a
mile or two along the road would materially increase the expense ? Tes; the further you sent it tho
more you would have to pay.
_
_
894. Would it not be better even to incur additional expense thau to allow this nuisance to continue ?
Well, I dare say it would under the circumstances.
_
895. You do not recommend that this stuff should bo thrown over the cliffs at Bondi, do you, but to
deposit it on certain land at Bondi ? No, to throw it into the sea. There is a place between North Bondi
aud Mourabray, where people climb down the rocks to fish, where it could be deposited on the land close
to the sea, and easily thrown over.
_
_
_
896. How far from Sydney is the locality you refer to ? I should say about six miles, and there is a good
road all the way. Tou go down the South Head Koad, past Bose Bay, and round the hill, or you can go
the other way by Waverley.
_
_
_
897. Would it be necessary to construct a new road for any part of the way ? Only from the junction of
that road to the sea-coast, about a quarter of a mile.
898. Mr. MoriartyWould not the cartage of this stuff, if that site were adopted, have to go through a
densely-populated part of the city, such as the South Head Eoad, Eush cutter’s Bay, William-street, and
that neighbourhood ? I don’t think it would he so objectionable if it went that way as it would if it went
the other way, because in that locality the houses are larger and the premises not so close to each other.
If you went to Eandwiek it would be almost as bad. With regard to the place mentioned by the Chairman,
near La Perouse’s Monument, the road is very hilly all the way. I believe, too, that Mr. Hill has a house
and garden there, and thero would he compensation to make.
■
Alderman Chapman examined:—
,
899. OJiairman^l Tou have heard the evidence given by the Mayor; do you concur generally iu the state Alderman
ments he has made ? Not in everything. It is one of those questions on which you will find a diversity Chapman.
of opinion. In a great many of his remarks I concur; in others I do not.
_
900. Do you approve of what I have stated to be the present intention of tho Board to recommend with 8 JlllleJ l875regard to increasing the powers of the municipalities ? Tes, I quite approve of that, and I think it is a
*
step in the right direction. If these cesspits were placed under the direct supervision of the Mayors and
Aldermen of the city and suburban municipalities they would he kept much cleaner and there would not
he so much pollution.
.
_ _
901. Do you think the City Council will he willing to carry out cordially the provisions of such an
Act as wc should recommend ? I think so; I would make it a matter of compulsion, as it is one which so
closely affects the health and even the lives of the citizens ; I think they should be made to do it. _
902. In respect to certain matters affecting the construction or reconstruction of these cesspits, the
Corporation we think should have a discretionary power? That is what I object to. I would not allow
tho Mayors and Aldermen to say that some cesspits should be allowed aud others condemned. I would
insist upon every closet being properly constructed and cleaned out after a certain interval.
903. Would not that be ratber a revolutionary kind of arrangement ? I do not think so.
904. Tou would have all closets made water-tight? Yes.
_
905. Would not this involve a very considerable expenditure on. the part of landlords ? I do not think
they would have to expend more than they do now. All landlords ought to have their premises kept clean,
and I quite agree with Dr. Wilson, that these cesspits should be cleaned out every three months, and one
cart might take away the contents of half a dozen pits.
906. I am referring to the construction of the closets. Would not the reconstruction of these closets
entail a considerable increase of expenditure on the part of the landlords ? Tes, hut it would increase the
value of their property ; of course they might complain, some of them, of such an innovation upon what
they consider their rights, but the improvement is necessary and would have to be made.
907. Do you think the landlords would carry out such an arrangement? I think SO ; I think they would
see tho value of it, especially if the Corporation- had the power to enforce it.
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008' Yo-11 ar0 wel1
I believe, with the suburbs as well as the city ? Tea.
909. Is it uot the case that there are great numbers among the working classes who work for wages, and
«
« m, the *'l8sist'ance of building societies become freeholders? Yes, 1 know numbers of them,
o aunc, itt/o. flio. These are a very steady and respectable class of men? Tory much so.
911. Men whose property in many cases is still under mortgage and whose means are limited? Yes.
912. Would there not be some difficulty in the case of those people if they were called upon to bear an
■
expense, which to a rich landlord would be trifling, but would be heavy to them ? No, I think not. The
cost of constructing these cesspits would uot be so great. In the first place they seldom exceed 4 feet by 4
feet, and they never at any time cost more than 80s. or 35s. to complete; that is for the stone-workthey are built generally of rubble.
’
9!3. If cemented to make them watertight would not they cost more ? Not much more—a little of course.
1 don t think the general run of eesapita would cost more than 50a.
914. We find that in Waterloo these cesspits are very often near tho wells; in fact they arc not regular
pits, they are only holes in the ground ? We are told by the nightmen that they never 'have to go thero
at all, and I should think it must bo a terribly unhealthy place. J’rcr|ue!itly we find a well not many feet
Irom a water-closet, and the consequence is that the water gets contaminated, and you see a lot of sickly
children m the neighbourhood, half of whom, I am sure, will never be reared. I was speakiim to a night
man the other day, and I happened to mention Waterloo, and he said, “Oh, we never visit “that placewhen one pit is nlled they dig another alongside it.”
1
,
91o. Don t you think that state of things should be put a stop to at once ? Oh yes, certainly,
1
g
5’011 ProFose to do with a proprietor, supposing ho had not the money to reconstruct the
place ? Ihere is no man who has a house of his own who could not borrow 30s. or40s. for such a purpose
and it would bo his duty as a citizen.
!
917. It has been suggested that a sufficient arrangement, or at all events something much better than the
present pits, might be made by using somo of these street pipes ? That would be quite as expensive, I
think, as it would be to reconstruct tho cesspit.
'
?18- 1 ^efieve that these pits are purposely made porous so as to let the water through? Perhaps so
1 apprehend that if they were laid in cement you could get any of them done for £4,—that is, of rubble
stone.
’
919. What would be the best way, do you think, if tho municipal authorities undertook the duty of cleans
ing the closets, to make tho charges. Should the price depend upon circumstances—some closets beiim
less accessible and more difficult to empty than others—or upon the actual expense incurred ? If you
have the closets cleaned out every three months you must levy a rate upou the property, something
oori vir ° tj^ SRVrcraoe rate) which the G-overnment pretended to give us power to levy.
920. Would it not be better to assess each cesspit ? No ; you would be continually at war with the people.
J. do not know how you could collect it in that way. You would have to send a man to examine everv
elosot to see that it was no larger than some other closet, and it would be necessary to have an A ppeal
Unirtwhereas, if you levy a rate of so much in the pound upon the property, you make the charge in
the easiest and most equitable way, and you adopt the simplest mode of collection. If you compel the
vorporation to collect the money m an expensive way you make them lose by this work instead of making
it a source of profit. The balance should at all events be on the right side.
921. You think the rates should cover every expense ? Yes; I believe myself that the closets ought to bo
emptied every three months, although m some cases thero would not bo more than a bucket of stuff to take
away.
922._ Do you think if that were done it would materially increase the expense? I believe that with a
000 lniPectors or overseers it might easily be done, and tho whole city be kept nice and clean
923. Ion would require more officers, would you not ? Yes, but I would have the work done by contract.
1 ttimk it would be done much more cheaply and efficiently by contract, taking into consideration the
enormous staff as well as the plant which would be necessary if it were done by the Corporation. You
might appoint overseers to supervise the work, but my experience is that work doue by the Corporation
and by public bodies is one-third dearer in almost every case. You might have properly constructed carts
for the purpose belonging to the Corporation.
924. 1't would be necessary to employ certain labourers, and also to exercise a certain supervision over ihe
disposal of the night-sod, to see that every load was deposited in the proper place ? Of course that would
be necessary.
1
925. It appears to us that the City Corporation should undertake this duty, receiving of course nroner
compensation from the other municipalities ? Yes, as far as the emptying of the closets and taking the
contents and depositing them at the proper place—they would have nothing to do with tho construction of
closets, except in trie city.
Would the city authorities, do you think, object to take charge of the ground sot apart for the deposit
ol night-soil, under proper arrangements and with a fair compensation from other municipalities ? No I
don t think they would object. It would give them an opportunity of employing a number of idle fellows,
^ always hanging about tho Town Hall, aud who will not work for anyone else
ooo mlhy ■ thCSe “j’11,relierr *<> work &r the Corporation rather than for anyone else ? I do not know.
92a. .there is a great demand for labour just now, and I understand it is difficult to get men in Sydney ?
Tes, but these men I speak of have been foisted on the Corporation by tho citizens some years a<m, and
they seem to think we are bound to employ them,
&
929. Mr. Bennett.'] Touching your evidence on the subject of contracts, Mr, Chapman, don’t you think
that m a provisiqnary arrangement, to meet an emergency like this, it might be rather diflicult to get the
contract system into operation at once, without any delay, and that it might be desirable, if this system is
to be promptly enforced to commence with day-work, hiring the horses only? I believe the Corporation
wonld try it themselves for a few months in order to see what it wonld cost. I do not mean, if these
r!ori'eri-fz'Y^re
fhe Corporation, that they should call for tenders immediately.
J01! *llmk0 thln it would be better that tho Corporation should have their own plant
and contract for the labour? Yes, I would have the pits emptied by contract. I think tho carts should
be supplied by the Corporation according to the improved plan.
Si have some idea of making some experiments in the construction of carts on the pneumatic
principle. Carts of that kind would require very careful management, and it wonld not do to entrust
them to any common labourerat all events the men who were employed would have to be thoroughly
I’J”’'

drilled
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drilled in the use of them—ivould it not he desirable that there should be one such person paid by the Alderman
Chapman.
Corporation to accompany such a cart? I think it would be desirable to have as little complication as
possible. The men you would employ in work of this nature would be men of the lowest class, and you 3 June, 1876»
could not expect them to have auy very large share of intelligence.
_
932. If the pneumatic system were adopted, there would be very little disagreeable odour attending the
operation of emptying a closet, and I think it would bo desirable to have a man of the engineer class
attending to such work;—do you think there would he any difficulty in that respect ? No, I do not sup
pose there wrould be much difficulty.
_ _ _
933. And men of that class in charge of such valuable plant would be necessary to the municipality ?
You would not require a man to go with each cart. If you had one officer to see that the carts were kept
in proper order it would be sufficient.

Thos. Ilenry Eradridge, Esq., City Surveyor, called in and examined :—
934. Chairman^ You are the City Surveyor, I believe, Mr. Eradridge ? I am.
T. H.
935. And you have in that capacity frequent occasion to visit various parts of the city ? Yes, frequently. Eradridge,
Esq.
933. Do you find that much nuisance is created in crowded localities by the state of the cesspits and waterclosets? Yes, and I think it is very prejudicial to the health of the citizens.
^
937. These cesspits in many cases, though not such a nuisance as to justify interference on the part of the 8 Jime, 8'u'
Inspector, arc still, a great number of them, in a manner a palpable nuisance? Yes.
938. And you think that is prejudicial to the health of the inhabitants ? I do.
_
939. You think somo more systematic mode of cleansing them is necessary to the health of the citizens?
I am sure of it.
,
910. Is there a deficiency of water-closets or common cesspits in different parts of Sydney? I do not
know it personally, but it has been brought under my notice that it is so. In some eases there is only one
cesspit for a number of tenements. Only this morning I noticed some buildings going on where it was
only intended to build one cesspit or privy for the accommodation of four houses.
911, You think it desirable that some stops should be taken to remedy this state of things, and to require
the landlords to provide proper accommodation ? I think so, and I think that in our Building Act, which
has been in course of preparation for about two years, there is some such provision that every house shall
have a separate privy, and that such privy shall be at a certain distance from the house,
942. At present the Corporation have no control whatever over these places? No control at all. I think
the present system of cleaning ont cesspits is most disgusting, and I think the Corporation should have
more direct control over them.
943. Mr. Moriarty^] Have you formed any opinion as to what would he the most suitable sort of cart to
use for emptying these places ? Yes ; I think we recommended carts of a particular description in our
report to the City Council a few days ago. They would be something the shape of a cylinder, so that the
pneumatic system of emptying might be resorted to, but they would merely be put on wheels in the
ordinary way.
■
_
944. Is there anything particular you would like to add to that report as regards the construction of these
carts ? No; if tho pneumatic system is to be carried out of course all tbe details will have to be gone into
very carefully.
945. Hon. J. B. Wilson.] You mentioned that you had a Building Act in preparation for two years?
Yes.
946. ’What has been the difficulty in getting that Act brought before the House? I do not know why
it has not been laid before Parliament, or whether it has been laid before them or not,
947. Have any steps been taken to present it ? I do not know what steps have been taken. I do not
think it baa been brought before the House, nor do I know the cause of delay, but I know that provision
is made in it for dealing with the closets and cesspits, and not only that, but there is a provision that there
shall be one for each house, and at a proper distance from the house, and that these cesspits shall be made
watertight, so that the liquid matter from them shall not permeate through the soil, which I know is very
injurious to health.
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Chair.
The Honorable Thomas Holt, M.L.C., examined :—
948. Chairman.] You have been kind enough to come here to-day, Mr. Holt, to give us some information Hon T, Holl,
M.L.C.
as to the lands near Sydney which may he suitable for the disposal of night-soil. Is there any land to your
knowledge, either public or private, witbin a reasonable distance of the city, available for ench a purpose ?
I do not know of any public land, but from Cook’s River nearly to George's River I think the land is 8 June, 1875.
very suitable, as it is all sand, and has a drainage into Botany Bay.
949. And it is not sufficiently inhabited to incur any risk of becoming a nuisance if used for this purpose ?
No, because if it were, that would be an insuperable objection, but there are scarcely any inhabitants.
I
( Witness handed in a tracing of certain blocks of land.)
950, I see in this plan you have given us there is one lot marked 300. Does that mean 300 acres ? Yes ;
it comprises 300 acres altogether, but it has been subdivided in smaller allotments. That belongs princi
pally to Mr, George Lord.
951, Is it settled upon at all ? No, I think not; I do not think there is a single house upon it.
*239—E
932.
in the
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Hou. X. Holt, 952. How far is tho nearest part of that land from ttie dam ? About two miles.
M.L.C.
ggg p3 there any land available nearer to the dam ? There is plenty of land available, but the inhabitants
would strongly object to the deposit of night-soil there.
■
s .Imie, 13/5. g54i Which is the piece of land nearest the dam which you think would be in every respect the most
suitable ? This piece {indicating portion on piari) belonging to Mr. Lord, and marked John ebb, would
be the nearest if there were a bridge across Cook’s River from the waterworks.
_
_
935. Tlmt would involve considerable expense would it not? I was told by the late City Engineer that
be could construct a bridge across tbe river there for £1,200, and then from Cook’s River very nearly to
George’s River there is not a single house. The first house you come to I think is Mr. Seymour’s, on the
Sandringham Estate.
_
956. Tbe tract of country you are speaking of lies between the road and Botany Bay, does it not ? It
lies on tho beach.
_
957. Have you any land of your own thero of sufficient area for the purpose ? I have 40 acres, ad joining
Mr. Lord’s, formerly John Webb’s, and I have 98 acres wliich are witbin two miles of the dam. Then I
have three other blocks, comprising 2'0S acres, a little further on ; there are two blocks between, one
belonging to Mr. Jacob Marks, and X don’t know to whom the other, which contains 5G acres, belongs.
93S. You do not appear to have any large quantity in one block ? I have one block containing 203 acres.
You can see it here (md/cni/fly yNK/t/b/i oreyjfan.)
_
_
959. And that is within two miles you say from the dam? No, about two and a half miles to the side of
it; the 98-acre block is about two miles from the dam.
_
_
960. Then it must be eight or nine miles from Sydney ? The dam is about six or seven.
_
_
961. Is that firm laud or is it swampy? No, there is a swamp : you will see it marked, but this land is
near the beach, and is not at all swampy; it is all sand.
•
962. It is covered with scrub, is it not ? Yes.
968. Are there any large trees upon it ? There are some, but not many ; it is chiefly scrub.
_
964. Are there many market gardeners in tbe neighbourhood ? Yes, a great many, and I think they
would be glad to send their carts and take away as much of the night-soil as they could make use of.
They would cover it over witli stable manure until it became fit for use. I believe they would take large
quantities of it if they had the opportunity.
_
_
965. Where aro these market gardens according to this plan ? Here {pointing out position on map
of the parish of St. George, Cumberland.)
966. They are aloDg the main road then? YeSj a great many } some of them are on the other road lead*
ing to the bay. But when once yon come to the bay there are no inhabitants at all. There is not a single
inhabitant, I think, from Mr. Seymour’s house, on a portion of the Sandringham estate, to Cook s River,
along the line of beach.
.
.
967. How far from tho public road would this night-soil have to be carted in order to get into tins unin
habited district ? Immediately after you get over tbe dam you turn to the left, aud it is about two miles
from tbe Rocky Point or Sans Souci Road.
'
_
,
' 968, After leaving the dam yon can follow tbe main road,can you not? No; you leave that immediately
after passing the dam. You can also go on the main road to the Wesleyan Church, hut tbe distance is greater.
969. Is there a road to this tract of land, after passing tbe dam ? Yes, it is a much better road than it
was formerly. I have driven over it scores of times. There is a municipality there, I think, who would
assist in making that road.
970. That is the Municipality of West Botany ? Yes.
_
971. Would much expenditure he necessary to make that'road for this purpose ? No. I should think,
there being plenty .of stone there, that £500 would go a long way towards it. Mr, Bennett can give you
an accurate estimate of the cost.
.
972. Then you would advise the Board to recommend this district as a convenient place on which to
,
deposit night-soil ? Well, I can simply point out what I consider its advantages. I think it is very
suitable for tbe purpose. It is very barren land at present, but Mr. Seymour has made a very nice place
of his in a short time, b3r using cither manure of Ibis kind or street sweepings.
973. And would you be disposed—as a large portion of that land appears to be your property to place
it or a portion of it at tho disposal of tbe Government? I would not object. I suppose the projected
Illawnrra Railway will run parallel with the beach.
_
,
974. That would not interfere with the project—it would rather facilitate it ? Yes; in getting rid of the
sewage matter.
.
. , ,
.
075. What kind of arrangement wonld you be prepared to make with the Government, or with the city
authorities, in respect to this land-? I do not know ; I have hardly considered the matter. I should
advise the Government, or the Mayor and Aldermen, if they thought of taking my laud, to endeavour to
obtain those two blocks adjoining it—Mr. Jacob Marks’ block and the other one. They, would then have
an area of 425 acres altogether. But this might bo increased to about 1,000 acres, if they secured the
vacant land north of my land.
_
,
,
i
i
- 976. You would recommend that we should get rid of as much of this stuft as we could to the market
gardeners, and dispose of the remainder by trenching it into the land which might be selected as a depot ?
Yes ; because there would be no further expense than the mere expense of carting.
977. You see if we make a recommendation that this plan should be adopted, we should be obliged to
state whether it is available as well as suitable? I should havo no objection to meet one, tuo, or more
members of the Board, and to talk the matter over with them.
.
.
978. If a committee were appointed you would be glad to treat with them for the land in question ? Yes.
I would not sell it at any price; but I should be quite ready to make it over to the Government for a term
of years.
979. Mr. Moriarty.'] Have you any idea of the probable cost of the adjoining allotments of which you spoke,
. in the event of tlie Government wishing to buy them out aud out from the owners ? No. I only know the
owner of one of them—Mr. Jacob Marks. I could write to him or the Commission might. It would be an
■ advantage to have the laud in one block. There would be, I should think, an area of about 425 acres ; but
with the unoccupied land south of the Cook’s River, which is equally suitable, about 1,000 acres.
9S0. Chairman^ Ho you think Mr. Marks would be willing to sell liis land ? Yes, I think so ; he offered it
to me once, but I was afterwards told it was settled upon his wife and children,
.
. .
981. Ho you think the Municipality of West Botany, in which this land lies, would raise any objection to
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the deposit of this soilm that locality ? I am quite sure if it were on the beach thcv would not object to Hoii. j. lloh.
have it 'brought there. Many of them are market gardeners, who would use it m their gardens.
982. Tou do not think the municipal authorities would make any objection? I think not, as I do not
believe that it would be a nuisance to any of the residents in the municipality.
‘
’
933. Do you thmk it would be to the advantage of tbe neighbourhood in promoting tbe cultivation ot the
land? Tes, but you should not look upon this as a permanent arrangement. As soon as the Illawarra
Eailway is finished you will be able to dispose of any quantity of it on Government land, where for miles
there arc no inhabitants, and I would suggest that a large block of land should be specially reserved lor
this purpose.
ro -nr n
9S4. Jiut in the meantime we havo the contents of some thousands of cesspits to dispose ol r _ W ell, no
doubt it would be au advantage to this sandy land on the bay, and no inconvenience would arise to any
person, as it is so far removed from every house.
.
.
935. Jlfr. Moriarty.} Do you think the water iu the swam]) there would be contaminated m auy way Irom
the deposit of this night-soil ? No, because the drainage all leads towards the bay ; if that were not the
cage—if the drainage were in the opposite direction—the objection would be insuperable.

'
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■

the Chair.
George Allen Mansfield, Esq., called in and further examined
9SG. Chairman.} We have asked you to attend to-day, Mr. Mansfield, to give us some further evidence, in
«. A.
reference to nuisances said to exist in connection with certain establishments in the Leichhardt Muuiei- ManiUciu,
palityhave you heard any complaints at the Glebe of such nuisances ? Tes, I have beard a good
many complaints, and J have had occasion to complain myself; the nuisance arising from boiling-down jU]1Cj 1^75.
and other similar establishments there is a very serious one.
.
.
987. Have you any personal knowledge of the localities in which these nuisances exist have you observed
the nuisances in these establishments ? No. I cannot give you any evidence as to the character of the
nuisances. I know where some of the establishments are, but I have not examined them, or had an
opportunity of knowing all about them, by personal observation.
.
.
988. But you have found the stench proceeding from these places a serious nuisance at the Glebe r Acs;
at times it is almost unbearable.
,
.
9S9. Is it felt in all parts of the Glebe ? Tes, more especially on the upper portion of it.
990. Is this nuisance a matter of long standing, or has it occurred more recently ? It has been worse
within the last two years,
991. It is gradually increasing then ? Gradually increasing for the last three or four years, aud it is now
worse than ever,
t
992 Are there any boiling-down establishments at tbe Glebe ? None whatever.
993. Are there any establishments where pigs are kept? Not that I am aware of.
994. Are you aware that there are a number of piggeries in the Leichhardt Municipality ? 1 have heard
so, but 1 caunot speak from my own knowledge. When the wind blows from the Leichhardt Munici
pality towards the Glebe, or in calm sultry evenings, when there is no wind at all, the smell is intolerable,
which is pretty good evidence that some serious nuisance exists there.
995. Have you observed any serious nuisance from blood being discharged into the harbour? I have.
Upon that point I can speak confidently, for on many occasions, when passing along the bridge or cause
way across the Blackwattlc Swamp, I hare seen the blood lying in coagulated masses on the saud, and
left there by the receding tide.
, ,
996. Have you noticed that there was much stench proceeding from the Island when you have passed by
it in a boat*? I have not been near tbe Island lately.
’
997. And you have actually seen the blood lying on the sand near the Blackwattle Bridge f Oh, there
can be no question about it—bright crimson blood. I have seen the foreshore perfectly crimson with
blood, not upon one occasion only but repeatedly.
...
993. And you think that part of the harbour is polluted by this blood? There can he no doubt ot it, to
a most serious extent.
tut
nr
u
999. I would like to have your opinion on a totally diftevent subject while you are here, Mr. Manshcid.
What do you think would be the cost of a cesspit, say four feet each way, made of rubble stone, thoroughly
cemented? There would be very little difference between the cost of rubble stone and brick. Either ot
them would cost about £8, made thoroughly waterproof.
1000. Dr. Alleync.] When the tide recedes and leaves the blood on tho sands in the way you have described,
does the blood become putrescent and stink ? Tes.
.
1001. Have you ever remarked, even at high tide, any evidence of putrescence going on, indicated by
bubbles—have you ever paid attention to it, and observed anything of the kind ? No. I have noticed it
very closely, but I have never observed that. I have seen the blood mixed with water dashing agaiust the
stones, but I have not observed any signs of putrescence. But at low tide, after it has been exposed to
tbe sun for some hours, it becomes quite offensive.
-r
•
,
,
1002. Do you know if there are any manufactories connected with the Glehe Island Abattoir, where glue,
cateut, and other articles are manufactured?
No, not from my own knowledge; 1have not seen them.
I should say that in addition to the locality I have mentioned, I have noticed similar nuisancesfrom the
Glebe Island Abattoir on what is called Glebe Point—between tbe extreme angle of the Glebe and the
end of the public road.
„
,,
mi
1
1003. Chairman.'] All proceeding from the same source ? All from the same source. Alderman Thornley,
who was here with me the other day, could have given you some very precise information on that
subject.
1004-
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Gr. A.
100i. I presume that the existence of this nuisance is an incontestable fact, and requires no accumulation of
Mausfield, evidence to prove it? Oh, no.
_ lOOo. lion. J. B. Wilson.^ The offensive smells you have observed from the Leichhardt Municipality, if I
understand you rightly, are distinct from those proceeding from Blackwattlc Swamp—you don’t mix them
odunc, o70‘ Up ^0gCt.}ier as one uuisance ? No, they are quite distinct. I am perfectly clear upon that point.
Unhappily I know them both too well.
1006. Chairman!] Bo you think this practice of feeding pigs upon the offal from slaughter-houses or
boiling-down establishments should be allowed within any reasonable distance of the city ? Certainly not;
it should be abolished at once.
1007. And what distance, do you think, should be fixed as a limit, from the General Post Office? "Well, it
is difficult to fix the distance from any central poiut. I do not think it should ho allowed within two or
three miles from any place at all thickly populated: I should say three miles. In my opinion the whole
scheme of having the Abattoirs thero at all was a great mistake. These things will inevitably collect in
tbe neighbourhood of slaughter-houses, and they should be removed to places where they can offend no
one, and be used to make the land valuable.
1003. To go hack to the question of cesspits ;—which would you recommend, a cesspit made of rubble stone
or brick ? Brick decidedly.
100!). Would it not be difficult always to make a good job of the rubble stone? Tes. I should recommend
the use of brick, because it would be more quickly made and would be more durable and more effective.
1010. Bo you not think it would he desirable that the municipal authorities should have a discretionary
power as to the reconstruction of existing pits, instead of enforcing their construction upon some specified
plan; because some of these cesspits, although not in strict accordance with such specified plan, might
not require alteration, while others would havo to he altered at once. Bon’t you think the municipal
authorities should be empowered to use their discretion in such cases without partiality ? I think so ; but
it should be made imperative upon them to secure efficiency. Their discretion should only refer to the
mode in which the thing was done. It should be imperative upon them to see that tho end was attained,
one way or the other.

Mr. E. Seymour, Inspector of Nuisances, called in and further examined :—
1011. Chairman.] We learn that you presented a report upon certain nuisances existing in the Leichhardt
Seymour,
Municipality some time ago, which was published ? I did.
15 J
1875
circumstances was that report made, who instructed you to make it ? The Mayor of
m,e’
Sydney. An application was made by the Municipal Council of Leichhardt for me to go and inspect tho
locality in company with their own Council Clerk, and I received instructions from the Mayor to do so.
1013. Then it was done at their request ? Tes, I went out and met the Council Clerk of Leichhardt, and
we made the inspection.
1014. And the report which appeared iu the papers was a correct report of that inspection? Tes, a true
report.
1015. Were any steps taken to remedy the evils it referred to ? Nothing was done as far as I know.
1016. Was anything proposed ? Nothing that I am aware of, except what I proposed myself, that some
thing should be done at once to remedy such a dreadful state of things.
1017. Bo you think the use of offal from the Abattoirs, or the refuse from boiling-down establishments to
feed pigs with, should be allowed anywhere near the city ? I do not think it should ; pigs led on offal can
never be wholesome.
,
1018. What is done with tbe pigs fed in this way ? They are brought to market and sold.
1019. Just as they are, without any subsequent feeding? Tes, in the condition they are in.
1020. Tou think then there is no remedy, except to forbid the disposal of offal—within what distance of the
city should you say ? In my opinion none of it should be disposed of iu any of the municipalities near
the City of Sydney—that is to say, within 10 miles of it.
1021. Tou would forbid the use of this offal in any such way within 10 miles of the city ? I would.
1022. Have not these establishments been forbidden in other municipalities—was not one of them driven
out of Balmain for the same reason ? Tes.
1023. Why do they not adopt the same course in the Leichhardt Municipality ? I cannot say what is their
reason for not doing so.
1024. How are the larger sort of dead animals, such as horses and cows, from the city, disposed of? The
dead horses found in the streets are removed by the police, if they cannot find the owner; if they do they
compel him to remove the animal himself.
1025. Where are they taken to ? They are supposed to be taken 8 miles outside the city and burned.
1026. As a matter of fact do yon know where they are taken to ? As a matter of fact I do not know. I
believe a number of them are taken to Mr. Frederick Fewing’s place. He is a person who keeps a number
of pigs and fancy dogs. I have repeatedly known him to get dead horses and take them to his place, and
give 10s. a piece for them.
1027. What does he do with them ? He cuts them up and feeds his dogs and pigs with them.
1028. Do you think that ought to be allowed ? I am sure it ought not.
1029. Do the nightmen take any of these dead animals away? I don’t think so. There is a man—I don’t
know his name—who lives in Sussex-streot, near Hay-street, who carts away dead animals.
1030. Where does he take them to ? To the best of my belief be carts them to these different boilingdown establishments.
1031. What becomes of the smaller animals, such as dogs aud cats ? They are carted out to a place,
'
supposed at one time to he set apart for tho deposit of night-soil, at the back of Moore Park. It has a
drainage leading towards Shea’s Creek.
1032. Do you send them out? Tes.
1033. At the expense of the city ? Tes.
■
1034. Now what would you recommend as the best way of disposing of these dead animals ? I think they
‘
should be all taken away and burned.
1035. Where? At some distance from the city, or from any thick])' populated locality.
1036. Would not that involve a very considerable expense ? It would be expensive no doubt; but I think
Mr. R.
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ilie cxpenao would be repaid by the benefit which would result in the health of the citizens if these carcasses
were burned, instead of being buried.
10:17. Would it not be sufficient to bury them under proper supervision would not that be a cheaper and
better way of getting rid of them f It would be cheaper no doubt, but I don’t think it would be so beneficial D UII<'’
as far as the public health is concerned.
_
1038. You are acquainted of course with the Crown-street reservoir? I am.
1039. It is surrounded, we are told, entirely by streets ? Yes.
_
,
.
1010. Is there any system of sewerage in that neighbourhood? T think a portion of Crown-street is
sewered, but not by the reservoir. J don’t think it is sewered from Crown-street to Albion-street.
1011. Are the houses in that street supplied with cesspits ? Yes—ordinary privies. _
1012. Are the yards in which these privies are placed on the same level as the reservoir ? The yards from
Crown-street eastward arc all higher than the reservoir.
1013. And on the other side ? On the other side they are lower considerably. They arc considerably
higher on one side, and considerably lower on the other.
_
_
1011. How deep are these cesspits as a rule ? The ordinary depth is not more than from 5 feet to 6 feet.
1015. What is the nature of the soil ? Hard clayey soil—shaley soil.
_
1016. Ron. J. B. Wilson.] Have you any idea of the proportion of offal-fed pigs, as compared with corn or
milk-fed pigtf, slaughtered in Sydney ? "Well, from personal experience, X believe that three parts of the
pigs sold in Sydney are fed ou offal and refuse from slaughter-houses and boiling-down establishments.
1017. Chairman.] Fed entirely on that? Entirely on that and nothing else.

THURSDAY, 17 JUNE, 1875.

presentHji. ALLEYNE,
E. 0. MOBJAHTY, Esq.,

Hon. J. 33. WIESOH,

W. C. BENNETT, Esq,,
E. BELL, Esq.

M. B. PELL, Esq., B.A., in the Chair.
Mr. Walter Beames, Council Clerk to the Leichhardt Municipality, called in and esamiued :—
1018. OhairmanT] You are Council Clerk at Leichhardt, Mr. Beames, X believe ? Yes.
_ _ _
1019. We have observed that a report has been drawn up relating to a nuisance in yonr municipality,
Mr.
which you have probably seen? Yes, I accompanied Mr, Seymour when he made the inspection. _
W. Beames.
1050. What was the object of obtaining that report ? It was the wish of the Council that some evidence r/'~^wT^rl
should'be obtained in reference to the nuisanco more than that which they had before them.. ^ _
17 June, 167j.
1051. Does that report correctly describe the state of things existing in the Leichhardt Municipality ? It
is very mildly stated.
1052. Did the Council contemplate any action upon it ? Well, I don’t know. The Council are not
agreed upon that point; two of the aldermen are keepers of pigs.
1053. Has any action in the matter been proposed? Well some little time ago an offer was made to the
Glebe and,Balmain Municipalities to join us in appointing an inspector of nuisances for the three muni
cipalities at a good salary, hut they declined. They said they had work enough in Balmain alone for two
inspectors.
1051. So you have no inspector of nuisances ? No.
_
1055. Is that the only obstacle which prevents you from getting rid of this nuisance ? Yes, we have
passed a by-law to prohibit persons from feeding pigs on offal within the municipality.
_
_
1056. Arc the resources of your municipality not capable of supporting an Inspector of nuisances—is that
the difficulty ? Not exactly. As I stated before, two of the aldermen are interested in the matter, and
there is a difference of opinion in the Council as to the necessity of appointing an Inspector of
nuisances.
1057. How many aldermen are there altogether ? Six.
_
1058. And two of them do not want an inspector of nuisances? Two of them do not want him.
_
1059. Do any large proportion of the inhabitants object to this nuisance ? Yes, a very large proportion
of them ; it arises chiefly from the offal being brought from Glebe Island to feed pigs.
1060. What remedy would you suggest for this state of things ? I would suggest that tire Government
should adopt the same system they adopt iu America, aud dry everything before it leaves the Island.
1061. But I mean for your own protection. Would you suggest that persona should be prohibited from
feeding pigs upon oft’.il witbin a certain distance from Sydney—say ten miles. Would that, do you think,
prevent it ? Yes, I think so decidedly. The first by-law the Council of Leichhardt passed was to prohibit
persons from feeding pigs on offal; but the magistrates refused to convict upon it. They called it a
restraint upon free trade, aud said it interfered with tiro liberty of the subject. _ The difficulty with us
arises principally from the difference of opinion in the Council; that is the worst thing we have to contend
with. We have a law passed which would remedy the nuisance ; in fact the common law of the land,
2 Yict. No. 2, does not allow pigs being kept within 40 yards of any house.
_
_
1002. Then, as far as you know, the Municipality of Leichhardt have power to abate this nuisance ? I
think they have.
4
_
_
.
1063. That is rather a difficult position, is it not ? It is a very sad position to be in to suffer this nuis
ance and not to remedy it, because we will not. The cesspools too are very bad in our neighbourhood.
1064. Wc have been considering, with reference to a number of nuisances which exist, more particularly
what additional powers wo should recommend to be given by Legislative authority to the various municipal
authorities. We generally find that they complain of the want of additional powers, but with you the
case appears to be quite difterent; you appear to have ample powers to do what is required ? Not unless
a law was passed prohibiting the keeping of pigs within a certain distance of the city.
_
_
1065. Is it a fact that the stench from these piggeries aud boiling-down establishments js a nnisanco to
other municipalities ? Yes, X think so. We have had complaints from the Glebe, and it was on account
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of that that we made the proposal to have an Inspector of nuisances in conjunction with that umniciW. Beames. paliiy and Balmain.
17 June, 1375.

1066. Which they declined ? Tes.
1067. Is there any way of proceeding against persons for nuisances of this kind without an Inspector of
nuisances? Not by the Council. The Inspector of nuisances must prosecute; but the municipalities
.Act does not prevent private persons from prosecuting ; it only provides that two parties shall join in the
prosecution. That has been done in two or three eases where the Council did not prosecute.
1068. And was it done successfully ? Tes, one man got three months.
1060. Bor what ? Bor depositing offal on his land.
1070. Then it appears that those persons who object to the nuisanco have the remedy in their own hands ?
Quite so. I agree with you entirely. But very often they don’t like to take the matter up themselves.
1071. If all these abominable places were cleared out from the municipalities by Legislative authority, do
you think it would be a popular measure ? Yes, I thiuk so. 'There arc only eleven of them in our
municipality.
1072. Can you give us any idea of the number of inhabitants in the Leichhardt Municipality ? About 700.
1073. Hon. J S. Wilson.] Are many of these 700 inhabitants employed in these eleven establishments ?
Not many—not more than fifty at the outside I should say.
1074. Chairman.] Is there any slaughtering going on in your municipality ? No, wc are too near the
Glebe Abattoir. The Abattoir Act extends to within three miles of the Island. I see the cattle are not
coming down so healthy as they used to be ; that is a matter that sadly wants attending to.
1075. What becomes of these diseased cattle which are brought down ? They are principally taken to the
boiling.down establishments or to food pigs with. Some of them, perhaps, find their way into the Abattoir,
•but not many I think ; there are very good officers there.
1076. Independently of this feeding of pigs with offal, you consider the Abattoir at Glebe Island is a
great nuisance? Ob, yes. I live a mile and a half from the Abattoir, and when the wind is from the
north-east, and the tide goes out, the stench is abominable. The harbour is saturated on all sides with
blood and matter from the Abattoir.
10/7. How many pigs are kept in the Municipality of Leichhardt do you know ? About COO. It is not
so much the number complained of as the filth in winch they are kept.
1078. It is a thinly-populated district, is it not? Yes, wc have about 1,800 acres of land, and about 700
inhabitants. In fact people don’t care to go out and live there.
10/0, I suppose that common cesspits attached to privies are in use in your municipality? Yes.
1080. Are they used exclusively? No, not exclusively—we have some earth-closets ; and I would suggest
that if anything is done these cesspits should be done away with altogether. In a thinly-populated
district like ours there is nothing to prevent earth-closets being used, though they would not do for a largo
town. We have about a dozen families who use them.
1081. With regard to these cesspits, it lias been suggested that the municipal authorities should take the
management of them, and have them cleaned out at regular intervals, charging the owners or occupiers of
the premises with the cost of doing it. Do you approve of that suggestion ? Oh yes.
1082. But you would prefer earth-closets ? Yes.
1083. Are those earth-closets under any sort of control, as to their being kept in good order ? No, they
are emptied by the owners or tenants and the contents buried in their gardens.
1084. Would you make that cleaning out compulsory ? Yes.
1085. But you would not recommend the use of earth-closets in cities ? No; but I think we might
compel all owners of houses to have earth-closets, giving those persons who have cesspits now a certain
time, say a year, to make the change.
1086. You would thou have the whole system under municipal control ? We should have, under a new
Act; I think we should have more power in these matters. At present we have all the night-soil brought
from Balmain and buried in our municipality—that is in the Garryowcn estate, where they are making
new gardens.
”
1087. Is that complained of? I have heard one person, one of ouraldermen, complain : and 1 wrote to the
Colonial Secretary about it; but it appears that if the stuff is buried 2 feet deep it is not considered a
nuisance.
1088.. Mr. Monarfi/.] Is there any other nuisance of hn exaggerated character, except those you have
mentioned, in your municipality ? No, none, except those 1 have mentioned.
1089. Hon. J. B. Wilson.] You stated that you have seen a great number of the cattle taken to the Glebe
Island Abattoir;—do you often remark to yourself that those cattle are diseased ? Brequcntly.
1090. Supposing an animal is diseased, although able to walk, arc you aware what is done with it. Is it
taken to the Abattoir, or is it picked out from the rest before it gets there ? Well I only see them taken
to the paddocks;—they are not killed there. I only see them travelling on the road, and when they
arrive in the paddocks. I can only suppose that-they go to the Abattoir.
1091. Dr, Alley no.] You spoke of one of your aldermen complaining of the deposit of matter from
earth-closets being deposited on the Garryowcn estate;—have you ever seen that place yourself? Yes.
1092. Did you find it offensive? Not at all.
1093. Then I presume you make this complaint in anticipation that similar complaints would be made by
other persons ? That 1 cannot say. I have been there at 10 o’clock in the morning, and there has been
no effluvia whatever from it, but if vou could manage to get rid of it in any other way it would be a great
advantage.
'
■
‘
Eote {o» revision) .—

Sir,

Mumcipaliiy of Leichhardt-.
18th June, 1875.

You will please add to my evidence nhat I have this day learnt, that there ate in tins neighbourhood cesspits that
have not been emptied for ten years.
I would respectfully suggest to the Commissioners that, for the purpose of ensuring sound moat for consumption, the
Inspector of the Abattoirs should be a veterinary surgeon, aud that all Municipal Councils should be compelled by law to keep
tLeir municipalities free from nuisances. This iu my opinion, and from my experience, I think it should he enforced by a
heavy fine, not ou the funds of the Councils but on the individual aldermen.
I have, &e.,

To the Secretary, Sewage and Health Board,

WALTER BEAMES.

Mr.
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Mr. Thomas Playfair called in rnd examined:—
Mr.
lOOd. Chairman^] We arc anxious to have your evidence, Mr. Playfair, as to what is the opinion among
X. Playfair,
the trade in respect to the slaughtering of smaller animals, such as lambs and calves, and in what localities
it should ho carried on;—have you any suggestions to make ? Well, I have consulted with several persons 17 June, 1875.
about it, and their idea is, that certain premises within the city and snburbs should be licensed to kill what
we call small goods.
1005. What animals would you include? Only lambs and calves.
_
1000. How would you propose to dispose of the blood and olfal ? The blood would go into the sewer, but
we should take the offal away in our own carts. Wo could not let the offal go into the sewer ; wo should
have too much regard for our own families to allow that.
_
1097. You think there would ho no difficulty about the hlood ? Kb, that would be washed away in the
sow Sr
1098. Would there be any diificulty in removing it in carts ? Yes, there would, because being in a liquid
state it would have to be put into casks or tubs.
_
1099. Do you think that if your suggestion were adopted, and a proper system carried out, these smaller
animals could he slaughtered’ in the city without any nuisance being created ? Yes, I think so, because at
present the offal is stowed away in £ags anywhere out of sight, and becomes putrid in about twelve
hours or less in the summer time, whereas if the killing was licensed it would bo carted away at once
,
openly.
1100. A present I believe it is a groat nuisance, and it is carried on extensively ? Ko doubt of it, because
after they kill, the butchers put the offal away at the back of the house and hide it. All the stench which
now causes such a nuisance would be avoided if they were allowed to kill.
1101. Bo they slaughter sheep in this way ? Ho ; very few' I think. We have every accommodation for
that at the slaughter-house. It is only calves and lambs ; they are things which require to be dressed
nicely, and that cannot be done if they are killed at the slaughter-house and sent backwards and forwards in
a cart.
’
_
,
1102. Bocs the Inspector of Nuisances endeavour to put a stop to this practice ? Yes; scarcely a week
■ goes by hut some one is brought up for it.
_
1103. But still a great number of lambs and calves are killed in the city ? Yes; the butchers prefer
taking the risk, because lambs and calves are actually damaged by being killed at the slaughter-house.
Beef and mutton arc very different; you can hang them up and clean them, hut lambs and calves require a
great deal more care or else they arc not fit for sale.
_
1101. If I understand you, it is not worth while for the butchers to deal in veal and lamb if they are
compelled to kill the animals at the slaughter-house ? No, it does not pay them to do so. Even if the
skin is left on the calf it gets dirty in the cart, and wo are fined for that also.
1105. In fact tins kind of tender meat will not bear transportation from the slaughter-house ? No, it
gets tough and disfigured, whereas if it is dressed in the shop it is clean and nice. In fact, you can always
tell by the look of it when a lamb is slaughtered on the premises, and that is generally the way in which
it is discovered by the Inspector.
_
_
.
, ,
1100. Bo you think if certain places were recognized and licensed for slaughtering these animals in the
city and suburbs, that this clandestine slaughtering would cease to a great extent ? I think so ; but it
the slaughter-house is too far off, especially in wet weather, it is impossible to make use of it for this
purpose.
,
.
1107. But if a certain number of places—a reasonable number—within the city were licensed, would not
that have the effect ? Yes, I think so, hut people would like to be licensed to kill on their own premises—
that is to say, supposing they had proper drainage and everything clean about the place. It would bo
much better than at a slaugbter-housc.
_
_
1103, That is to say, you would propose to grant a license to any butcher whose premises were suitable ?
Yes. There are many persons in the trade who have only sheds and small places where it would not
answer, and the slaughter-house would be the best place for such persons.
1109. In those eases the butchers do not generally deal iu veal and lamb ? Yes, more or less. The mere
killing a lamb or a calf does not create a nuisance—at least it should not. It is keeping the offal on the
premises for fear of detection until an opportunity occurs of disposing of it. _
_
1110. How is it generally disposed of? 'Well, I may say that every possible contrivance is adopted.
Sometimes it is buried in the garden ; at other times it is carried away at night; and I believe sometimes
it goes away iu the sewer.
_
_
.
■ 1111. Does not it go into the cesspit sometimes ? Tory likely it does ; they do all manner of things to
aet rid of it without being seen, so as to avoid being fined. It takes me all the forenoon to go to the
slaughter-house to kill a couple of lambs or calves, and in summer they have to be killed on Saturday
mornings, or they will be bad by the Sunday morning. Then they are knocked about so in the carts that
the meat gets quite spoiled, aud there is no fresh water at the slaughter-house to wash them down with.
1112. Dr. AUrj/ne] The butchers have plenty of opportunities of slaughtering lambs and calves at the
Abatf oir, have they not? Yes, there is tho regular place there.
1113. There are places for that purpose leased at so much a year, 1 believe, and there arc other places
where animals may be taken and slaughtered at so much a-hcad ? Yes, what are called beef and mutton
houses.
,
. .
1114. Still, I presume, they can have lambs or calves slaughtered there without much trouble? Ob, it is
not the trouble: but when lambs or calves are slaughtered there, and put warm into the cart, the mentis
not fit to eat. Beef and mutton will sot when they are bung up, but 1 dare say you have often noticed the
difference in lamb and veal, which require to be got up to look nice and clean. _
_
1115. Can you suggest any wray of getting rid of the blood besides letting it go into tho sewers ? Yes ; if
you liked you could put it into"a tub or cask, and have it taken away in a cart. It could be done. In an
hour perhaps, or an hour and a half, itwould be congealed and could be carted away like any other
matter.
, .
.
1110. C/iairmati.] Have you any knowledge of the way in which butchering is carried on in large towns in
England ? In London I have.
i
_
.
1117. What is the practice there ? The lambs and calves arc all killed in the very heart of the city.
1118. How long ago was your experience obtained ? About seventeen years ago.
1119.
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1119. Have you any experience of the effect produced ou fresh meat by travelling on a railway? It has a
veiy -|jac[ cfl'ce^ jn the summer time. It would not be so bad if it were kept separately. I have often had
meat brought down by railway, and I have found that meat killed at the Abattoir would keep twelve hours
longer than that brought by railway. If is handled and knocked about too much, First it is lifted into
the cart, then into the train, then from the tram into the railway-shed, then into a cart again, and then
into the shop. It is handled five or six times before it gets into the hands of the consumer, and that is
very bad in summer time. In the winter it does not so much signify.
1120. Son. J. S. Wilson.1 Was the meat which used to be brought down from Duck Creek hung up in
the care ? Tes.
1121. Dr. AUeync7\ Do you attribute the injury done to the meat from its striking against the cars? Tes,
and to its being handled so frequently. We used to notice that meat killed at the Abattoir would keep twelve
hours longer than the meat brought down by railway train.
1122. Son. J. B. Wilson.'] How often are the bones removed from a butchering establishment in town?
They are removed once a day in the winter, and twice a day in summer in my own establishment.
1123. Would it not be possible, if these establishments were licensed, to fix certain days for slaughtering
these animals, so that the municipal officers might come on those days and take away tho offal ? You
could not do that in the summer time, because sometimes we have to till on Saturday mornings, and some
times even at night, or the meat would not keep for Sunday.
1124. Would not twice a day be sufficient? Would there be any hardship in not allowing this slaughter
ing on the premises to be done at other times ? It would be very inconvenient sometimes, because we
must kill lambs just when we can get a sale for them. We only kill lamb when wo have orders for it,
because it goes bad the next morning unless it is killed overnight. But in the slaughtering itself, if the
butcher is careful, there is no nuisance.
1125. I was asking you about the removal of the offal: If the municipal officers remove it, could there
not be some particular hours fixed for removing it so as to prevent its being kept on the premises—say
twice a day, morning and evening? Yes, that might be done ; it would be better, especially in summer
time. I have had meat covered with millions of flies in twenty-four hours time.
112S, At present you remove the bones in your own cart ? Tes, that is to say we pay a man to do it.
They are taken away twice a day in the summer and once in the winter.
1127. Whore are they taken to ? To the boiling-down establishments.*

Mr. B, Seymour, Inspector of Nuisances, called in and further examined:—
B. Seymour. H2®' Chairman^ We wish to take your evidence, Mr. Seymour, as to the slaughtering which is said to
take place in the city. A considerable number of the smaller animals are slaughtered we believe?
17 June, 1875. Yes> the greater portion of the smaller animals are slaughtered in the city, that is, the lambs and calves.
1129. There seems to be some difficulty in preventing it ? Yes, there is a great difficulty.
1130. What is the difficulty ? Well, first there is this difficulty : the butchers iu winter time generally
slaughter on Thursday night or Friday afternoon, for Saturday, not later, and there are two officers of the
Corporation looking after them. But while one man is slaughtering in one place there are hundreds
slaughtering elsewhere, in all parts of the city.
1131. What kind of nuisance must you prove in order to convict a man ? Ton must either bring evidence
to prove that you have seen a lamb or a calf killed—many Magistrates will take no other evidence ; you
must actually sec it slaughtered, and the blood flowing from it, or you must bring evidence which other
Magistrates will accept, that you found the animal lying on the premises after being slaughtered with the
skin on and the entrails in. Other Magistrates will not take that as evidence, although it is a distinct
proof of slaughtering.
1132. Will any of the Magistrates accept as evidence of slaughtering the finding the offal and blood on
the premises ? No,'they will not.
1133. This makes it exceedingly difficult to obtain a conviction? Of course it becomes exceedingly
■difficult.
1134. Does much nuisance arise from this practice in the city ? 'Yes ; only tho nuisance is not from the
slaughtering itself,—it is from the offal and refuse being hidden somewhere on the premises, in the cellars,
and other places, more especially when the premises are not connected with the public sewer. If they are
connected with a sewer of course everything goes into it.
1135. Offal and all ? Yes, everything. In the Hay-street sewer you can see the entrails floating down.
Then where there is no sewer they go into the closets or cesspits.
'
1136. You mean into the cesspits, not water-closets ? Into the ordinary privies, both the entrails and the
blood. In order to trace them we carry a box of matches and some newspaper, which we light and drop
down so that we can see everything in the privy. There was one case in particular in Cumberland-strcet,
where the man was in the habit of throwing everything into the privy.
1137. What would you recommend to be done to remedy tins evil? My opinion is that the butchers
-should hold licenses from the Municipal Council for killing small goods on their premises—that is, lambs
‘
and calves, for I don’t see how we could arrive at any means of preventing them, so long as they are
allowed to bring the animals into their places. If there was a law to prevent them from bringing any live
animals on to their premises it would be a very easy task to put a stop to the slaughtering, but there is no
law'. When Dr. Lang was in Parliament he was going to bring in a law to that effect, but it never went
"
before the House. I believe if the butchers had held licenses to slaughter on their own premises, under
certain restrictions necessary for the purpose of cleanliness, making them liable to a fine if their
premises were not kept clean, a great deal of the evil which now exists would have been removed.
1138. And you think you could prevent slaughtering in unlicensed places. Supposing for instance a
butcher said he did not deal in these things ? I would not believe him, because there is not a butcher
in the city or suburbs who does not,
1139.
Note {on revision) :—I wish In add, upon consideration, that I think it would be better to license every butcher to kill
flmall goods, ns if this privilege is given only to a few, tho unlicensed butchers would be likely to create the same nuisance.
But I think the licenses should be small, so as to be within the reach of every man, and in this way a considerable revenue
would arise.
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1139. But lire all tlie butchers’ premises suitable for it ? Would you give a license to a man who had not
Idr.
tho conveniences necessary for it ? "Well there is a good deal of argument in that, because those whose
Seymour,
premises arc not connected with a sewer would not be so fit to be licensed.
1140. I am now referring to the difficulty in obtaining a conviction in cases of slaughtering in unlicensed 17 June, 1875.
places. Don’t you think if a man were prohibited under a penalty from having live animals on his
premises, or if the finding the offal and blood was a sufficient proof, you would then be able to check
slaughtering in unlicensed places P Yes.
1141. Kow supposing some stringent regulations were passed with a view entirely to prevent slaugh
tering in the city and it' was put a stop to, what would be the effect ? I do not believe, to tell you the
honest truth, that you will ever stop slaughtering in the city. I know a place in Castlereagh-street whore
a man slaughtered in his bedroom while we were looking out for him week after week, aud trying to
catch him.
1142. -We are told that it would not be worth virile to slaughter lambs and calves iu the city if the
butchers had to go to the Abattoir to do it;—is that correct ? Well, from what I have heard from expe
rienced butchers it is correct, because considering tho time it takes them to go to the Abattoir, by the
time the calves are dressed the meat turns almost black ; that would be a great objection.
1143. From your own knowledge don't you think there is a general prejudice against slaughtering in tho
city; would not there be a great outcry if it were licensed P I dare say there would be in some cases,
but it is carried on in the city of London ; you can stand on the pavement and see it going on.
1144. How long is it since you had experience of that? lam only speaking from information I have
received, not from my own experienco.
1145. Dr. Allcj/ne.'] Do you propose then to give every butcher in Sydney a license for slaughtering ?
For slaughtering small goods, yes.
1146. And yon think that just having a license would make people more careful in keeping their places
clean. No, but I think they would not care about concealing the offal and refuse on their premises. At
'
present they hide it anywhere they can at the back of their premises ; they put it in buckets and either
empty it info Ihe privies or send it out somewhere at night. I have taken a bucket from a man’s back
premises and found entrails with hundreds of maggots all over it. Sometimes they keep the offal for days
together before they can find an opportunity of getting rid of it. It has been a common practice to put
fbese things into the gully-shafts, IS the men were licensed this would be put a stop to, because a cart
would go round at a certain time and remove all the refuse at once. At present they always fancy some
body is wafebing So pull them up for having it on the premises. The only cheek against any butcher
slaughtering on his premises which yon can have is to prohibit him from having any live animals there ;
but I think it is not desirable to slop it; it is carried on in larger cities than ours. ^
1147. Mr. Dennett^] Do you think it is desirable that this blood should be allowed to go into the sewers ?
No.
b
1148. IV ould not it be better to have a proper receptacle for it ? My own opinion is that everything
should be carted away in close carts.
1149. Chairman.'] I suppose sucking pigs would be included with the lambs and calves ? Yes, sucking
pigs. There is no occasion to kill large pigs on the premises ; they are things which will keep whatever
distance they come from.
1150. Hon. J. B. Wilson.] Should there not bo some limit as to the age of the animal killed ; would it do
to have a penalty for every animal killed over six months old? I think nothing should be killed on the
premises except lambs, calves, and sucking pigs,
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APPENDIX.
No. 1.
To meet the difficulty of mailing cheap watertight cesspits in the sandy thickly-peopled suburban districts, the adoption of a
modification of tho largest sized earthenware drain-pipes is suggested.
Mr. Fowler, at Camperdown, is making a sample of what is proposed, consisting of aflat oral bottom, with rim to
receive the oval pipe, 2' 3" x 1' 9", and 2 feet long, with collar at upper end to receive a similar pipe, so that by using three a
eesi-pit, G feet deep, could be obtained with a capacity of about 18 cube feet, the cost of which would only be £3 10s. for a
perfectly impermeable pit,—being the estimated cost of the ordinary pits, 4' x 4' X 4', of brick in cement, which seldom
are made or remain watertight. A pit, 4 feet deep, would only cost £3 10s.
The disadvantage of these pits would be their want, of capacity, the 6 foot pit having only one-third of the capacity of
the 4' x 4' pit; but as this would necessitate the frequent removal of tho soil, though costing more, it would conduce to health
and cleanlmcss, and ultimately, if tho periodical cleaning suggested is adopted, would not cost more than the ordinary pit to
clean.
•
Once put up, these pits would be entirely free from liability to leakage, from cracks or settlement, and well burnt earthonwarc is the best material to resist corrosion in such situations.
Those pits possess the advantage of being able to be set by an ordinary labourer.

No. 2.
SYDNEY MUNICIPAL COUNCIL.
The following Progress Report, prepared by the officers of the Corporation, was road ot a meeting held yesterday
‘’Town Hall, Sydney, 31 May, 1875.
"Sir,
_
_
'
“In accordance with instructions from the Improvement Committee of the 29th October, 1814, ou the motion of
Alderman Rowe, 1 To examine along the sea-coast as to the places eligible for shooting the night-soil from the rocks into the
sea, with probable cost’—‘To report as to the advisability of collecting the night-soil at certain wharfs, and conveying the same
out to sea in covered barges, with probable cost’—and 1 To report as to any other mode of removing night-soil which may bo
considered preferable or advisable’,—
“ Wo have the honor to state that we have examined the coast line between Botany Bay and Port Jackson, and find the
most suitable site contiguous to the city, and where the least inconvenience would be felt in discharging fireal matter into the
sea, is the headland lying to the north of Maroubra Bay.
.
“ If this method be resorted to, the best route, on account of the steepness of the gradients of that by Randwiek, would
be by the Bunuerong Road, a distance of about 8 miles from the junction of Bourke and Oxford streets. It would be
necessary to repair and meta! the existing road to the extent of about 190 chains, and make a new road 47 chains in lofigth
from tho Long Bay Road to tho headland before mentioned, and construct discharging chambers, with pipes loading into the sea.
“ To bring this plan into operation we estimate the probable outlay at £5,400.
“ The quantity to be removed weekly from the city and suburbs is estimated at 80 loads, or 100 tons ; and on account of
the long lead, we estimate the cost of removing this quantity at 30s. per ton, or £310 per week.
“ To dispose of the focal matter by conveying it in barges to the sea, we propose to construct a wharf on the west side of
the Blackwattlo Bay embankment, and provide two barges, each to contain 100 tons, with air-tight compartments and the
necessary apparatus for discharging, on the pneumatic principle and without smelt, the contents of the carts into the barges,
which when towed to sea would be emptied in the same maimer as the silt punts now in use.
“ The site for the wharf was selected on account of its remoteness from habitation, its central position with regard to
and easy approach from tho surrounding municipalities.
“ The estimated cost of carrying out this scheme is for wharf, barges, Ac., £4,700 j and the cost of removing 160 tons
weekly, including cartage to wharf, towage to sea, attendance, Ac., £90 per week.
“ We have had under our consideration tho question of transmitting by railway; but as no demand for this kind of
manure has yet arisen along tho lino, and as no land has been set apart for utilising it, wc aro not in a position to recommend
ihe adoption of this method.
“ As the system of conveying by barges to the sea would not only require a smaller outlay of capital, but would be very
much cheaper in its working, and would most effectually dispose of this offensive and dangerous matter, wo unhesitatingly
recommend it to tho consideration of the Council.
■ “ Whatever system the Council may adopt for the final disposal of fsecal matter, we would beg to make the following
remarks and suggestions
“ The method now in use in Sydney and the suburban municipalities of emptying the cesspits of privies by means of
manual labour, and the use of shovels, buckets, Ac., is so repulsive and revolting, and the stench so intolerable during tho
operation, and householders have so great a repugnance to the system, that they would rather risk the danger to health from
the evolving pestiferous gases, with the chance of also being fined for allowing the nuisance to exist, than have their privies
cleaned out under such circumstances.
“ This method is now nearly exploded in all civilized communities.
■
“ It cannot be expected that the few men at present engaged in this occupation, with inadequate means, and not knowing
how long they would be allowed to continue the qiresent pernicious system, could initiato a bettor. Wo, therefore, are of
opinion that tho Corporation should take the control of the removal of fsccal matter into their own hands j and wo strongly
recommend the pneumatic system of emptying closets, os by this method the removal can be effected with great facility, and
without creating a nuisance or very little smell in the locality where tho operations arc being conducted under this system.
The mode of emptying the pits is as follows;—A receiving cylinder, placed on a waggon, is-exlmustcd by means of an air-pump,
aud when a vacuum is obtained it is only necessary to fasten to a coupling socket on the cylinder one end of a 3-inch hose, and
lower the other end into the pit. The moment the valve in the socket is opened the air forces the sewage matter into the
cylinder, and by tho attendant flushing and washing around tho pit with some deodorizing mixture the smelt would be
effectually kept down, and the pit thorougldy cleansed without offence to anyone. The cost of removal would be very much
less thou under the present system, and the offensive smell being' reduced to a minimum, as a consequence householders would
bo enabled to have their pits cleaned more frequently, with the concomitant advantages to health.
m Yy'g liflvc
'

“THOMAS H. BRA BRIDGE, City Surveyor.

"FRANCIS BELL, City Engineer.
“ G. F. DANSEY, City Health Officer.
“RICHARD SEYMOUR, Inspector of Nuisances.”
“ to the Right WoEshipful the Mayor.”

SjdDty; Thom* iUclmrds, Government DrillU-r.-^lSTo.
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THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND HEALTH BOARD.

THIRD PROGRESS REPORT.

To the Honorable the Colonial Secretary,—

Sib,
1. Much discussion having recently taken place on the dry-earth system,
we have thought it desirable to report to you at once the result of our inquiries
on this subject.
2. "We have taken some evidence, which will be found appended to our former
Reports; but the whole matter has we find been so thoroughly tried, considered, and
discussed for several years past in Europe and in India, that it seems to us unnecessary
to take any further evidence here. Any such evidence could only give us the results
of a comparatively limited experience.
3. The dry-earth system, under particular circumstances and under very
careful management, may be made efficient in country houses and in public estab
lishments, where the inmates are under control, but it is entirely inapplicable in
ordinary cases and in large towns, for the following reasons:—
(1.) It is practically impossible to secure a proper management. It has
been found difficult and in some cases impossible to secure this con
tinuously, even in camps and public institutions; and without proper
management an earth-closet, especially if within a house, becomes a
filthy and dangerous nuisance.
(2.) It would be practically impossible to procure for a large town a suffi
cient supply of thoroughly dried and sifted earth of the proper
quality.
(3.) It would be practically impossible to dispose of the refuse, the quantity
being so enormous.
(4.) Earth-closets do not and cannot produce any important effect in
diminishing the contamination of the sewers. No sensible improve
ment is produced where arrangements are made so that the solid matter
only shall be retained in the closet; and this is the real dry-earth
system, and the only one we believe that any one, entitled by his
knowledge of the subject to publish his opinion, would maintain to be
even possible in a large town.
(5.) If the earth-closets become the receptacles of bedroom slops, even if
the less offensive kinds are otherwise disposed of, the quantity of dry
earth necessary to render the system efficient on a large scale would
be so prodigious as to preclude the possibility of carrying it out.
(6.) It is now acknowledged, even by those who uphold what are called
conservancy systems as opposed to the water-carriage or exclusively
sewer system, that the product of the dry-earth closets is of little value
as a manure. After the earth has been passed three times through a
closet, which is possible under proper arrangements, the earth is
estimated to be worth in England only 7s. 6d. a ton. On a large scale
it would probably be found impossible to use the earth more than once,
and in that case it would acquire no value whatever.
4. In the year 1873 a Committee of the British Association “ on the Treatment
and Utilization of Sewage” issued their 5th Report, from which we submit some
extracts.
5.
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5. The Committee consisted of Richard B. Grantham, C.E., h.G.S. (Clvairman),
F. J. Bramwell, C.E., F.R.S., Professor W. H. Corfleld, M.A., M.I). (Oxon.),
J. H. Gilbert, Ph.D., F.R.S., F.C.S., W. Hope, V.C., and Professor A. W. William
son, Ph.D., F.R.S., F.C.S.; and their conclusions have undoubtedly the greatest
weight.
Their final conclusions respecting conservancy systems are as follows (p. 413):—
All conservancy plana, including midden-heap and cesspool systems, dry-ash and dry-earth closets
pail closets, &c., are quite incompetent as solutions of the general question of the removal of the refuse
matters of a population.
Such plans deal with only a small part of tho liquid manure; towns which resort to one of them
require, therefore, to he sewered, and the sewage requires to be purified,
The manure produced is in all cases (except in that of simple pails or tubs, where no extraneous
materials aro added) poor, and will only bear the cost of carriage to a short distance, talcing into considera
tion the cost of collection. That produced by the dry-earth system is. even after the earth has been used
four times over, but little hotter than a good garden-mould. Such plans, moreover, all violate one of the
most important of sanitary laws, which is that all refuse matters which are liable to become injurious to
health should be removed instantly aud be dealt with afterwards. "With all these plans it is an obvious
advantage on the score of economy to keep the refuse about the premises as long as possible ; and the use
of deodorants of various sorts, or even of disinfectants, proves that tin's is the ease, and that these systems
all depend upon a fallacious principle. They should therefore be discouraged as much as possible, and only
resorted to as temporary expedients, or with small populations under exceptional circumstances.

They say also (p. 439),

-

Dr. Gilbert conducted, on behalf of the Committee, some experiments with Moule’s earth system.
The result showed that earth which had been used even three times in the closet could only be considered
to be a rich garden-mould ; and the Committee remarked “ that such a manure, even if disposed of free of
charge, would bear carriage to a very short distance only.”

And again (p. 440),
"While the Committee considered that any such system was impracticable for large populations, on
account of the amount of earth that would be required to be carted in and out daily, they added—“ It may
readily be admitted that it would be a great advantage, in a sanitary point of view, in the cases of sick
rooms, detached houses, or even villages, and that it might be even economical where the earth for prepara
tion and absorption and the land for utilization are in close proximity.”

6. The following extracts are from a work on the Treatment and Utilization of
Sewage, hy W. H. Corfiold, ALA., M.B. (Oxon.), Member of the Royal College of
Physicians, London, Professor of Hygiene and Public Health at University College,
London:—
(p. 02.) The Madras Eeports have not been so favourable to the system on the whole ; they are very
important, as they enter in the minutest manner into practical details. In examining carefully these
Madras Eeports (1867-8-9), we are at once struck with the great practical difficulty that there appears to
have been in carrying out this system, even where so much hand-labour can be got cheaply, and with the
conviction of every one who has had anything to do with it, that the system inevitably fails where the most
efficient supervision is not continually given to it. Wo find such statements as the following —
That wherever large numbers of persons wider control are congregated, Mr. Moule’s system of conservancy has been
entirely successful, and that it is, so far, a great public benefit.
As in many stations in India a good system of drainage and water supply are botli deficient, Mr. Moule's system of dry
earth sewage is the best means available for our barracks, hospitals, jails, and other public institutions. (Wo. 125, 22nd May,
18C7, par. 9, 12.)
Great care and constant attention are required in adapting all the parts of the process to each other: mechanical
difficulties have been experienced in the use of hoppers for throwing in the earth ; scoops for throwing in the earth after using
tho latrine are imperfectly applied ; native servants have had to be appointed to this duty. (Report on Sanitari/ Improvements
in India, 1869, p. 209.)

It is insisted in these Eeports that 2 jibs, of dry earth is the least quantity that can ho accepted
“ as the weight of earth necessary to deodorize and maintain in a state of inofl'ensivenessthe solid and fluid
dejecta of a healthy adult, as ordinarily passed into a privy-pan or tub of moderate sectional area;” but
this, it must be observed, does not include any urine other than such as is passed during the use of the
closet. From Surgeon-Major Ross’s experiments it appears that 2^1bs. of earth are required for each
use of the urinal, and that provision must be allowed for three such uses during tho twenty-four hours.
The aggregate amount of urine passed being thirty fluid ounces or Ijr lbs. (pounds and pints of urine are,
practically speaking, convertible terms), it follows that 36 lbs. of earth are required for each gallon of urine,
and this is certainly the least estimate. From this it appears that to deodorize the urine of 1,000 men no less
than 1,099 tons of earth would be required per annum. It is scarcely wonderful that “ in the urinals the Commissiou thiuk that the difficulty, owing to the enormous quantity of earth to be brought and removed, 1 is
practically insuperable;’” and that in their suggestions they state that “ pans designed to separate the
solid and fluid feculence should be adopted if possible.” Dr. Eoss estimates the total quantity of earth
required to deodorize the whole excreta of an adult at 9r lbs., of which 3 lbs. will be required in the latrines
and 6f lbs. in the urinals. " This raises the amount required to be supplied for 1,000 men to something
like 1,588 tons per annum, while tho mixed earth and ordure to be removed will amount to 1,995, or say
2,000 tons! This is undoubtedly an enormous mass of soiled earth to transport to the place of deposit.”
(Proc. of San. Commissioner for Madras, 18G8.)
(p. 100). The quantity of earth required in the case of towns would be too great. With regard to this
point Dr. Trench states (First Report, Itivcrs Pollution Commission, 1868, vol, 2, p. 305) that Mr. Bateman
has calculated “ that for London the amount of soil required will be 2,000,000 cubic yards a year, which
would

5
would necessitate the digging of 200 acres to the depth of six feet, or 400 acres three feet deep, every year.
The amount required in Liverpool, calculated on the same ratio for population, would be 400,000 cubic
yards or the digging of forty acres to the depth of six feet, or eighty acres to the depth of three feet.
If one of the objections to the pail system be found in the blocking of the streets by the scavengers carts,
this objection must hold with increased force where not only the excremental matters have to be removed,
but so enormous a quantity of earth has to he brought into the town and taken out again. Mr. Moule
indeed believes that this may be done “ without any increase of traffic in the streets, by some underground
method. Whether it would be likely to cost less, or even as little, to make underground tunnels commnnicatin^ ’with the lowest part of every house in a town, tunnels which to be of any use wo\ild have to
be sufficiently large to allow the construction of a tramway in them, as to use the existing sewers for the
removal of excrement, or even to construct a special set (as proposed by Mr. Mcnzies) of pipe-sewers lor
this purpose, and leave the large old sewers for drainage, we leave the reader to judge tor kimseli.

7. When the patentee of the earth-closet is driven so far as to suggest, in answer
to obvious practical objections to his system as applied to large towns, that the
refuse should he removed hy some underground method, it appears scarcely necessary
to continue the discussion.
8. We add the following extract (p. 103):—
Prom the First Eeport (vol. i. p. 50) of the Rivers’ Pollution Commissioners, 1868, who, having
remarked on the special service and attention which these closets require, thus conclude■
Add to theso circuimtnnees the enormous aggravation of all the difficulties of the plan, when not 50 but 50,000 house
holds have to bo provided with the necessary appliances and induced to wort them properly, and we can have no hesitation in
pronouncing the dry-earth system, however suitable for institutions, villages, and camps, where personal or official regulations
can be enforced, entirely unfitted to the circumstances of large towns.

9. On the 21st Kay, 1871, Professor Corfield delivered a lecture upon the Sewage
question before the Chemical Society of London, in which he confirms the opinions
expressed by the Committee of the British Association to which we have referred.
In this lecture all conservancy systems, including the dry-earth, system, are emphati
cally condemned. In this condemnation Dr. Prankland and several other persons
present, distinguished hy their knowledge of the subject, cordially concurred.
A report of this lecture and of the subsequent proceedings will he found in Chemical
News, vol. 29, p. 238. The following is extracted from it
Of the conservancy systems, three of the most important varieties were—(1) the employment of
tubs or nails with or without disinfectants and deodorizers ; (2) ash closets ; (3) dry-earth closets. In
these the feces were retained, and it was advocated that they would bo extremely valuable as manures,
especially from the latter. It was found, however, that the earth, after having been used three times m
the dry-earth closets, did not contain more nitrogenous matter than a rich garden-mould, viz., 0 446 per
cent and consequently its value as a manure was so small that it would only pay for carnage to a very
short distance. Dr. Voelcker had estimated it to be worth about 7s. Gd. per ton. This arises from the
fact that the total amount of nitrogen excreted in the fecal matter ia not more than one-fifth that in the
urine, tho former only containing 1’5 per cent, of nitrogen.

On the same occasion it is reported (p. 239) that—
Dr. Frankland said he had very little to add to what Dr. Corfield had already stated in his very
lucid treatment of the subject. He quite agreed with him as to the comparatively small value of the
manures obtained by the conservancy systems, and he thought that the proportion of nitrogen m the solid
and liquid excremental matter was rather under- than over-stated; he should himself be inclined to say that
it was six or seven times as great in the latter as in the former.

10. It appears then, and is indeed we believe generally acknowledged by all who
are well acquainted with the subject, that the polluting effects of the liquid refuse of
which we arc speaking are at least four or five times as great as that of the solid, and
that if any perceptible purification of the sewers is to be effected hy the introduction
of earth-closets, and the nuisances arising from cesspits in crowded places effectually
removed, it would be necessary to use enormous quantities of earth such as arc
mentioned in the Indian Eeports from which we have quoted.
11. "We will now quote a few passages from the writings of E. C. C. Stanford,
E.C.S., who maintains the superiority of some conservancy system, and disputes the
conclusions of Professor Corfield and of the Committee of the British Association ;
hut although combating their views, lie joins with them in a total condemnation of
the dry-earth system. Prom his letter published in the. Chemical News, June 12th,
1874, we quote the following (p. 261):—
Prof. Corfield, in speaking of dry conservancy, still refers to earth and ashes as the only deodorants,
and unfairly criticises all dry systems, because he appears to think these must be based on such clumsy
and inefficient substances. Now one of the important advantages of a dry earner oyer any wet system is
that, whilst the latter necessarily confines us to the use of water, the former affords the chemist a large
choice of deodorizers, and of these, as I have repeatedly pointed out, earth and ashes are certainly the
°
The lecturer has uot hit the true reason why the manure from earth-closets is so valueless. I fully
agree witli Drs! Frankland, Gilbert, and Voelcker, as to tho poverty of this manure ; numerous analyses
°
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have led me to the same conclusion. A manure after three uses in the earth-closet ought to contain at
least live times as much nitrogen as it does. The fact is that, while charcoal, for instance, preserves an
organic nitrogenous substance, earth decomposes it.

It appears then that, for general use, the dry-earth system is condemned on
all hands.
12. We will in conclusion quote one more passage from Professor Oorfield’s
work, from which it appears that Dr. Parkes, an eminent authority on these matters,
considers it doubtful whether earth-closets are safe however efficiently managed
(p. 33d):—
Wo know that the poisonous ingredient par cxccllmcc of coal gas—the carbonic oxide—is perfectly
inodorous ; we know also.that; the emanations which produce typhoid fever are not oflensive or disagree
able to the smell; and it is a presumption, as Dr. ParkeS says, to suppose that all danger of their production
is removed by mixing the excrement with earth. But even were this presumption to become a demon
strated fact, the greatest objection to the earth system (one which is essential to it because it is
a dry system) would still be as strong as ever ; viz., that whenever the earth supplied happened to he
in too small quantity, too moist, or of bad quality, or the air to be very damp, or the compost wetted
through carelessness or otherwise, the danger of infection would at once arise. How frequently one or
more of these conditions would be fulfilled need hardly be pointed out.
„ Miss A'ightingale well says, in her remarks on the Progress Reports in tho Indian Sanitary Eeport
(1870), p, 45 : “ The true key to sanitary progress in cities is, water supply and sewerage. Xo city can be
purified sufficiently by mere hand-labour in fetching and carrying.”
“ As civilization has advanced, people have always enlisted natural forces or machinery to supplant
hand-labour, as being much less costly and greatly more efficient.”
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To The Hoxoeaule The Colonial Secretaet.
Sir,

I have the honor, at your request, to ]ay before you Professor Liversiclge’s very valuable
Ueport upon the state of the Sydney "Water Supply on certain dates, and which was presented to tho
Sydney and Suburban Sewage and Health Board on the
instant,
We have been for some time inquiring into the subject, upon wdiieh tho accompanying Eeport
throws so much light, but we are not yot able to report finally upon it. "Wc have directed our attention
particularly to Busby s Bore and to the Lachlan Swamp, hut we are not yet in a position to report
definitely as to whether the contamination of the water which undoubtedly existed when Professor
Liversidge took his samples, can in any practicable way be prevented, or whether this source of water
supply for household purposes will have to be abandoned.
Neither are we able to givo any decided opinion as to the causes of the very serious impurities in
the Crown-street and Paddington Eeservoirs. Why the water in them should be so bad in comparison
with what is pumped into them it is very difficult to understand, but we will endeavour to ascertain the
reason, and if possible to point out how the evil may be remedied.
It seems perfectly clear, whatever else may be doubtful, that tho two Eeservoirs should be cleaned
and examined with the least possible delay,
I have the honor to be,
Sir,

*

Your obedient servant,

Board Boom, Sydney,
23 July, 1875.

M. B. PELL,
Chairman.
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IIealth Boabd to Pbopessoh

Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Hoard,
'
(Office, Colonial Secretary’s Department,)
Sydney, 6 May, 18/5.
Srit,
.
■
I am instructed by the Chairman of the Sydney Sewage and Health Board to request that you
will do him the favour to procure samples of the water supplied to Sydney and its suburbs, and to mane
analysis of the same in the manner and for the purposes herein specified.
A sample of water to be taken from the Botany Reservoir as near as possible to where tho water
enters the mains which supply Sydney.
A sample from the Crown-street Reservoir and another from tho Paddington Reservoir, to be taken
from points as near as possible to where the water enters the mains.
.

A sample to be taken of the water at its entrance into Busby’s Bore.

.

Samples to be taken, twenty to thirty in number, from various points in tho mains and pipes
plying Sydney and its suburbs, taking care that a fair number be taken from each of the districts supplied
from the above three sources.
It is requested that the samples be taken under your own personal supervision, so that you may be
able to testify as to the state of the water in the reservoirs and in the mains aud supply pipes ou certain
days.
It is further requested that the samples taken from any one source, and from tho pipes and mams
supplied from that source, be taken as nearly simultaneously as may be fouud practicable.
You are requested to direct yonr attention, in the first instance, to Busby’s Bore, taking samples
from pipes supplying houses, and also from the Bore itself, with a view to ascertain whether the water
therein is contaminated by soakage.
The object of the inquiry entrusted to you is to ascertain whether the water supplied to Sydney is
or is not so contaminated with sewage or other deleterious matter as to endanger the health of the
inhabitants, and it is therefore requested that your analyses may he conducted with a view to report to the
Board upon this point.
■
The services of an officer of the City Council to accompany you in taking samples have, with the
concurrence of the Mayor, been obtained.
I have, Ac..

CHS.' II. BARLEE,
Secretary.
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BEPOET TO TEE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND IIEALTH BOARD,
UPON THE QUALITY OF THE SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN 'WATER SUPPLY.
■

The University,
'
Sydney, 6 July, 1875.
Ix accordance with the request of the Chairman of the Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health
Board, transmitted to me by letter dated May 6th, 1875,1 have personally procured samples of the water
supplied to the various parts of Sydney and its suburbs, and have submitted the same to a careful
chemical and microscopical examination, and the results of which are embodied in the following Report.
The samples collected from each of the sources, and from the mains supplied hy those sources, were
collected as simultaneously as possible, and, except where otherwise stated, the last sample obtained was
taken uot later than three or four hours after the timo at which the first of the series was collected.

Pkglihinauy Remarks.
Before considering the results furnished by the examination of the samples of Sydney water, it
will, perhaps, be advisable for me to briefly refer to some of tho properties which we may reasonably
expect a water suitable for domestic use to present.
It should be colourless, tasteless, and free from smell; but a water may answer to each of these
requirements and yet be very unwholesome.
Now, all natural waters are more or less impure, aud the impurities are of many kinds—some of
which may be visible to the senses, and others not.
"When the impurities are present in a form visible to the eye : they may cither impart a colour to tho
water; they may render it turbid or milky; or we may merely see isolated fragments and particles of
foreign matter.
Water which has a decided colour is usually very impure and unwholesome, unless the tint bo duo
to the presence of peaty matter, a very minute quantity of which has tho power to impart a decided brown
tinge to a water; such peaty waters are used in many places without any injurious effects upon the
inhabitants; all ihe water supplied to Sydney has a slight brown shade, probably arising from tbo
presence of a similar vegetable colouring matter, so that the colour of the Sydney water need not cause
much concern, aud more especially as it can be readily removed by proper filtration. The main objection
to a peaty water is that it has not a pleasant appearance.
Apart from colouring matter, that portion of the impurity present in a visible form in a water is
merely mixed with it, or as it is termed, it is held iu mechanical suspension, and it is to impurity thus held
in suspension that the turbidity of many waters are due ; finely divided clay is one of the most common
substances causing turbidity, but in certain cases it may be due to much more dangerous matter,
c.g. infusoria, decaying animal, vegetable, and other matters.
This turbidity can usually he very easily removed by allowing the water to remain quiescent for a
time so as to permit the foreign matter to deposit itself as a sediment. In all well arranged schemes for
a water supply tins process takes place more or less completely in the “ settling tanks” before tho water
is passed through the filter beds from which it should issue in a perfectly clear and bright condition.
But the most dangerous impurities present in ordinary waters arc certain of those which are
present in a form invisible to the eye, viz., those which are dissolved or held in solution in the water.
And just as organic matter mechanically mixed with a water is usually more dangerous than
inorganic matter, so also is organic matter held in solution generally far more noxious than inorganic
matter existing in the same state.
Amongst the more common inorganic sabstanccs, which we usually find in water, are common salt
or sodium chloride, calcium carbonate, calcium sulphate, magnesium chloride, magnesium sulphate, silica,
Ac.; these exist iu rather small proportion in Sydney water; as an example of which I cannot do better
than cite the analysis given in Dr. Smith’s Report to the Water Commission of 1809 :—
Sodium chloride
...
...
...
... 2*863 grains per gallon
•112
Potassium chloride ....
...
...
...
j}
■118
Magnesium ,,
...
...
...
...
>J
059
carbonate
...
...
...
JJ
■128
sulphate
...
...
...
3?
•233
Calcium
,
...
*4•
•222
Silica...
■082
Iron oxide trace of calcium phosphate, Ac.
AS17 grains per gallon.
Total solids, 5'2 grains per gallon.

Tho
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The quantity of such salts varies exceedingly in different waters; it is often thought that a water
containing but a small proportion of soluble saline matter is more wholesome than one containing a
moderately large proportion, like the water from chalk and limestone districts, but it docs not appear that
this is much more than air idea— that such is actually the ease remains to he proved. Lime water is often
recommended to supply the deficiency of that base in the Sydney water ; but it ia very questionable whether
it he necessary. The native blacks used no other water, and they had notably sound teeth and bones;
neither I believe do people in other countries, who have to use similar waters, find any necessity to make
good the lack of lime salts; so that the quality of the Sydney water need not be disparaged on that account.
But we do know that an excess of salts is had, e,.g. sea water is on this account absolutely undrinkable.
Some few forms of organic substances arc comparatively harmless ; e.g. peaty matter and some
other vegetable substances may not do much harm ; but the presence of animal matter must always he
looked upon with the greatest possible suspicion, on account of the readiness with which it undergoes
putrefaction or decomposition. Waters which have been proved to carry death aud disease with their use
have in nearly all cases been found to contain animal matter, or the decomposition products of animal
matter.
.
Animal matters, aud the substances to which they give rise when undergoing decomposition, are
usually rich in nitrogen; hence animal matter is commonly spoken of as nitrogenous matter. Now the
excess of nitrogen, or the excess of any of its compounds,^found in a water over and above that naturally
existing in what are known to be good and wholesome waters, is regarded as the exponent of the contami
nation due to animal impurities. And it is on this account that every endeavour is made to determine the
amount, and, where possible, the form in which the nitrogen may exist in a water.
The quantity of organic matter which makes the difference between a pure wholesome water and a
bad one is extremely minute—so exceedingly small is the amount that ordinary methods of chemical analysis
have to be rejected.
Formerly the amount of organic matter was estimated in a very expeditious but at the same time
very rough and unsatisfactory way. viz., by evaporating a given volume of the water down to dryness in a
weighed platinum dish; the increase in weight gave the amount of total solid impurities. The dish and
its contents was then ignited, and any loss which the residue might thereby sustain was put down as
representing the organic matter which had boon burnt off; but in reality the case is by no means so
simple:—
(a.) For in the first place, if the residue left on evaporation be dried at lOO0 C., i.c., the boiling
point of water, then much of the loss on ignition may he due to the expulsion of water of
crystallization from such salts as calcium and magnesium sulphates and chlorides—to tho
volatilization of ammoniacal salts—to the decomposition of nitrites, nitrates, carbonates,
magnesium chloride, and other compounds. Some water residues which are free from
organic matter undergo much loss on ignition.
(J.) It is sometimes sought to reduce this discrepancy by drying the residue at 130° C. before
weighiug, so as to get rid of the water of crystallization ; but then this only causes another
source of error, for there is a danger of some organic matter being thereby destroyed aud
lost. Some waters even lose organic matter during the process of mere evaporation over tho
water hath ; hence the amount would be under represented.
(c.) Neglecting many other considerations which might be adduced there is still the possibility of
some of the organic matter becoming combined in such a way that it remains fixed in tho
residue, and does not figure as organic matter at all.
These errors and sources of errors may seem very trifling ; but the amount of organic matter in a
water residue is usually so exceedingly small that too careful and minute precautions cannot be taken.
The error from any one of tho above sources of fallacy may easily be far greater that the total amount of
organic matter present.
Aud moreover even if it were trustworthy as a quantitative method its results arc almost without
value, since it does not tell us the nature of the organic impurity, which, as I have already stated, is of
primary importance. Sometimes the behaviour of the residue during iguition yields useful information—
certainly far more valuable inferences can be drawn from it, such as when the blackening is very intense
and when deflagration takes place than from actual loss exhibited.
The method which would most probably have been employed in this present case is that known as
the “ Fraukland & Armstrong process,” a most delicate an 1 accurate micro-chemical method of analysis ;
but as the elaborate and rather costly apparatus required was not to hand, Messrs. "Wanklyu & Ciiapman’s
process was substituted—one which while it is but little less exact in certain respects is more convenient in
others ; and perhaps, taking all things into consideration, for the present investigation the better of the two.
By

7
"By tliis process wc arc able to estimate tlie amount of ammoniacal salts, existing as such in the
water ; and the nitrogenous organic mailer is estimated by the amount of ammonia which if can he made
to yield by boiling and distilling it with a strongly alkaline solution of potassium permanganate. The
ammonia so obtained is termed “ alhumonoid ammonia.”
Prom the results of the examination of a very largo number of water supplies by this process,
Messrs. "Wanklyu & Chapman draw the conclusion that a water for domestic purposes may reasonably be
required to contain not more that 0 08 milligrammes per litre, or '08 parts of albumenoid ammonia in a
million ; and if it naturally contain more than this, then endeavours must be made to reduce it by
filtration or other treatment.
As instances of fair water, the following may he cited:—
During Summer Months.
Thames water (filtered by Companies)
New Hirer water. London
...
Manchester
...
. .
...
Edinburgh
...
...
. .
G lasgow (Loch Katrin)...
.

■06 to '08 parts of albumenoid ammonia per 1,000,000.
'05 to 'OGi
,.
,,
„
■OG to '07
„
„
„
•0G3 to '075
„
„
„
'08

,,

„

,,

And they think, and not unreasonably, that not more than '03 parts of albumenoid ammonia in the
million of water might he insisted upon.
'OG parts in tbo million of course is 0 parts in one hundred millions: hut by this process one part
of ammonia can be readily and easily detected in two hundred million parts of water.
Now, for the sake of comparison, and in order that we may know the value of these numbers, let
us consider a few samples of water known to be had. PaHs in 1,000,000 (giiilUgrammes per litre).
Kivcr Thames, mid stream, London Bridge, after filtration through
filter-paper (18th June, 1867) ...................................................
Thames, London Bridge, high-tide ...
...
...
...
...
Water from a pump. Ediuboro’
...
...
...
...
...
Well-water No. 1
..
...
...
...
...
...
...
„
No. 2
...........................................................................

Free
auimfmlfL
■ 1-76
1'02
0'21
O'12
018

Albumenoid
nmniouiii,
0'35
050
0 29
0'30
0'36

The well-waters Nos. 1 and 2 arc supposed to have been fhe cause of two attacks of English
cholera.
Now we see, from a consideration of the above, that the quantities of ammonia yielded by different
waters arc extremely small, aud the difference between the abominably filthy and stinking water at
London Bridge and the clear wholesome water of the New Eiver is represented hy the difference between
iVt, of one part of albumenoid ammonia per million in the one case, and tSw of one part of albumenoid
ammonia in the other, or nts.sVupnrir against ,
Determination of the OMorine in water.
This also is of great importance, for the presence of an unusual amount very often indicates the
presence of sewage contamination.
Presence of JSitrites.
"Whenever these are present in any quantity the water is usually totally unfit to drink.
minute quantities should he looked upon with suspicion.

Even

Method of examination employed.
In all cases the samples were collected in stoppered half-gallon bottles (the kind known as
Winchester quarts). Usually two such were taken from each point, so that sufficient of each sample was
obtained to satisfactorily perform all the operations in duplicate, without any of the inconveniences
entailed by a limited supply, and with, of course, diminished chances of obtaining erroneous results.
Except where mentioned otherwise, the samples were examined with the matter which they contained
in suspension; that is, any solid matter which they contained was not allowed to deposit as a sediment, hut
the matter was well shaken up aud thoroughly diflused throughout the water, so that it was examined in
just ihe same state as it is used by the consumer who takes it directly from the tap.

Tuiwei

Tunnel or Bore Water.
Sample JSb. .1.—Lachlan Swamp,

■

A specimen of tlie water from tlie Laclilan Swamps was collected on the morning of May 11th.
The specimen was taken at the entrance to the tunnel from between the stonework in trout of the lock.
The surface of the water was at the time covered with scum, and had a very dirty and uninviting
appearance ; as I could perceive no motion in the water, I thought that the lock might perhaps be closed,
and as a sample taken under those circumstances would not have been a fair one, I sent for the man in
charge of the lock and he informed me that the lock was open, and that water was passing through it into
Sydney—the lock being “ up two turns,” at which height it would bo left until he received further orders ;
on the previous day it was “ up five turns.” I could gather no information from him as to the probable
size of the aperture, hut from the absence of any perceptible current the amount of water then passing
through it must have been very small.
To prevent the access of the scum into the collecting bottles as they were being filled, their mouths
were depressed some inches below the surface of the water.
dolour.—When viewed in a large clear colourless glass flask it was seen to have a somewhat cloudy
appearance, and to possess a brown tinge and to be slightly turbid.
Smell.—None; hut ou warming it gave off a slight earthy odour.
Residue left on evaporation to dryness.—Brown in colour, and closely adherent to the plallnmn dish.
On ignition this blackened intensely, and deflagrated slightly; after the whole of the carbonaceous matter
had been burnt off the residue was whitish with brown spots.
...
...
...

Total solids ...............
Loss on ignition
...
Eked residue...............
Chlorine
...
...
Nice ammonia
...
...
Albumenoid ammonia
...
Nitrites ...
...
...
Nitrogen existing as nitrates

...
...
...
...
...

97-00
6T00
32-00

... 2A00
...
06
...
-20
... absent.
...
-62

...
...
...
...
...

Microscopical examination of sediment deposited, by the water,—It was seen to contain various
infusoria?, such as diatoms, desmids, amoeba, paramsecia, and entomostraca, including cypris, daplinia,
and Cyclops, which were freely swimming about, together with rotifera.
Sample No. 2.—J?rancis-street plug.
Taken at this point to ascertain the quality of tho water in the Bore—after it had travelled some
distance—but before it was in any way connected with closets or even houses.
When the plug was opened a thick pea soup-like fluid made its escape—it was allowed to flow until
this had all disappeared, and a sample was then taken.
Colour.—As seen in large clear glass flask, the water had a pale brownish tint, and was somewhat
turbid from the presence of small particles of pale brown flocculent matter.
Smell.—Somewhat earthy.
Residue left on evaporation to dryness.—Brown, but white in places. On ignition it blackened
intensely, leaving a white residue with brown dendritic shaped patches; these consisted principally ot
sesquioxidc of iron. Evolved white fumes from the volatilization of certain salts.
Total solids
...
Loss on ignition ...
Eked residue
...

...
...
...

Chlorine
...
...
...
...
...
Free ammonia
...
...
...
...
Albumenoid ammonia
...
...
...
Nitrites
...................................................
Nitrogen, existing as nitrates, and nitrites

...
...
...

114 00 parts per 1,000,000
40'00
„
74-00
„
1}

...
23-90
„
...
'OG
„
...
-21
„
... barest trace.
...
'22
„

J?

i)

Microscopical examination of sediment.—Much brown matter without definite structure—a few small
organisms, such as diatoms, paramsecia, &c.
No.

* * 43o
9
No. 3.—4o, Htanley-street.
Talcen from a tap in the yard at the hack of the house.
Colour.—Fairly clear ami bright, but on holding it up to the light a small amount of matter could
be,seen in suspension ; it also hud a faint brown tinge.
Smell.—None ; but on warming it gave off a slight earthy smell.
Residue.—Whitish, with pale brown patches ; blackened much on ignition ; gave off white
fumes; residue white, with hardly a trace of the brownish patches noticed in Rbs. 1 and 2.
Total solids
........................... 70 00
Loss on ignition
3S-00
Fixed residue
33-00
Chlorine
...
...
...
... 23-80 a slight decrease on 1 and 2.
Free ammonia
...
...
...
'04
Albumenoid ammonia
,..
...
-20
Nitrogen, as nitrites and nitrates
...
‘44
Nitrites
...
...
.
... traces.
Microscopical examination of sediment.—Loose cases of dead entomostraca, and apparently the
remains of organic matter; without definite structure.
No. 4.—“ Grenfell Not elf Woolloomooloo-street
Taken from a tap in the yard at hack of kouse; a patent closet some 15 to 20 feet off (the distance
is given from memory).
Colour, fe.—Water fairly bright, but on holding it up to the light was seen to contain suspended
floe, matter; had a faint tinge of brown.
Smell.—Somewhat earthy.
Residue.—Same as last.
On ignition it blackened much, deflagrated slightly, and gave off white fumes; residue white, with
brown patches.
Total solids
72 00 per 1,000,000
Loss on ignition
43'00
Fixed residue
2000
Chlorine
...........................
23-70
Free ammonia
...
...
■03
Albumenoid ammonia
...
•26
(Increase on 1, 2, and 3.)
Nitrites
...
...
traces.
Nitrogen, as nitrites and nitrates
-35
Microscopical examination of sediment,—Not materially different from Last.
Mo. 5.—702, George-street, corner of GouTburn-strect.
Tap in the yard, closely connected with closet, being placed against the closet wall. Tho yard is
apparently surrounded by several small houses, and a number of closets are here grouped together in a
small space.
Colour, cj'e. Water rather brighter than the previous specimens, but a slight trace of colour, and
only a small quantity of flocculent pale brown matter in suspension,
Smell.—Faint unpleasant smell, hardly pcreoptible.
Residue, Sfe.—Had same appearances as last; on ignition it blackened much, gave off -white fumes,
and left white residue with brown patches.
Total solids
...........................
Loss on ignition ...
...
...
Fixed residue
...........................

80-00 parts per 1,000,000
54 00
„
„
35 00
„
,,

_
QMorine
............................................................... 25-4 parts per 1,000,000. This shows an
increase of nearly two parts per 1,000,000 over the previous specimens.
Free ammonia
...
...
...
...
...
■Q2
Albumenoid ammonia
...
...
...
,,,
-26
Nitrites
...............................................................
Present in rather large quantity.
Nitrogen, as nitrites and nitrates ...
...
...
1-06
Microscopical examination of sediment.—Very much the same as the others, except that there were
numerous worms present (larval entozoa ?) cyclops, diatom frustules, and apparently dead vegetable matter;
also small particles of grit.
405 B
No.

i
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Jfo. 6.—Foivler-sguarc, Susscx-strcct.
Taken from the tap in tke yard, situated some 6 to 8 feet from a patent closet.
plained of the ivater being sometimes rusty in the summer months.

Occupants com

Colour, fyc.—'Water fairly bright, with however a slight amount of turbidity, and tinge of brown.
Smell.—None; faint earthy on warming.
On ignition blackened verjT much ; deflagrated slightly ;
Residue.—Much the same as the other,
left a white residue, with but a very small amount of the before mentioned brown stains.
... 92’00 mgms. per litre or parts per 1,000,000.
Total solids...............
...
oO'OO
Loss on ignition
...
... 42-00
Tiled residue
...
Chlorine...
...
...
...
RVee ammonia ...
...
...
Alhuimnoid ammonia
...
Nitrites ...
...
...
...
Nitrogen as nitrites and nitrates

...
...
...
...
...

...
...

...
...
...

24-50
-00
-18
traces.
62

Microscopical examination of sediment.—About tlie same as tbe Stanlcy-street deposit.
Taken from a tap in the yard.

No. 7.—No. 30, Windmill-street.
Occupants mentioned that sometimes the water was full of hairs

and rusty,
Colour, fyc.—Fairly clear and bright, but on holding it up to the light it was seen to be slightly
turbid. Had a very slight brown tinge ; perhaps the least coloured of any of the samples of Bore ivater.
Smell.—None, On warming a faint earthy smell.
Residue.—Same as others. On ignition blackened very much; at a red heat gave off white
fumes; left a white residue, with pale yellowish brown patches. Evidently contained less ferruginous
matter than any of tho others.
Total solids ...
Loss on ignition
Fixed residue...

84’00 mgms. per litre or parts per 1,000,000.
44-00
„
j)
4000

24'50
„
j)
Chlorine ...
...
*03
„
»
Free ammonia ...
"18
„
[j
Albumenoid ammonia
traces,
Nitrites ...
...
'62
j,
jj
Nitrogen as nitrites and nitrates
Microscopical examination of sediment.—Much the same as last.
It will be seen that tlie water tends to become somewhat purer during its passage through the
mains; i.e., apart from local contamination. This has been observed also in other towns.
Busby’s Bore Supply.—Collected Mag 11#A, 1875.
Parts per 1,000,000 or Milligrammes per litre.
Nitrogen,
No.

1

Xamc,

Lachlan Swamp

..........................................................

Total
Solids.

97 00

Loss.

65-00

Fixed
Residue.

32-00

Chlorine.

24-00

Free

Albumenoid

Ammonia.

Ammonia.

AS
Nitrates,
&c.

■06

■20

■62

Absent.

Nitrates.

2

Francis-street (plug)..............................................

moo

40 00

74-00

23-00

*06

■21

■22

Rarest trace.

S

SUn ley-street ..........................................................

76-00

08-00

3800

23-EO

•04

-20

■44

Trace.

4

Vi* oolloomoo t oo-s tree t..............................................

72-00

43-00

2900

2370

•03

■20

■35

5

Gkmlburn-street ........................ ................................

6900

64-00

35 00

25--10

■02

•26

1-06

6

Fowler-Square.......... .....................................................

92-00

50-00

42-00

24-60

•00

•38

-62

Absent.

84 00

4400

4000

24-50

■03

•18

•62

Traces.

T

TFindmill-strcefc

.........................................................

Present in quantity.

Remarks.
An examination of the above tables will show how little reliance can be placed upon the numerical
information yielded by the process of evaporation to dryness and subsequent ignition of the water residue.
Had those results only been obtainable, tho Lachlan Swamp sample would have appeared as the worst of the
series, whereas sample No. 5, from Goulburn-street, although it showed less loss ou iguition, was in reality
far more impure, containing as it did a larger proportion of chlorine, albumenoid ammonia, and nitrates,
and moreover nitrites were present in quantity—all of which strongly indicate contamination hy sewage
matter. The presence of the nitrites alone would havo been sufficient to condemn the sample.
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The water pipes were here evidently in direct communication with a closet or some other source of
animal impurity. Tlie increase in the chlorine of Ufos. G and 7, and of the albumenoid ammonia in
No. 4, also indicate contamination.
On taking the results furnished by the seven samples into consideration, the quality of the supply
from the Lachlan Swamp and Busby's Bore cannot bo considered satisfactory ; throughout, the water yields
nearly three times as much albumenoid ammonia as a fair average water should, and contains twice as much
as the Botany water; this is probably caused by the drainage of sewage into the Lachlan Swamp
Beserves and also into the Bore.
Owing to the low pressure of the water supply from this source, I do not think that local contami
nation from closets takes place to so great an extent as it does in the other services.
By means of a proper system of filtration tlie quality of this water might be brought up to the
requisite standard of purity. In its present state, although examined at the most favourable time of the
year, it cannot, as I have before said, be regarded as a good wholesome water, and unless it be properly and
effectually purified, its use for domestic supply should be discarded as soon as possible.

Low Level Supply.
As in tbe case of the Bore ivater, samples were taken from various points in the area supplied by
this service, and, for the sake of comparison, water was also collected at the Botany Water Works on the
morning of the same day.
Seven samples of the water from this service were taken on the 26th May last, and four others
subsequently.
Sample JVb. 8,—Hotany "Water Works.
This sample was taken on the morning of May 26th, at little before noon, and was drawn from a tap
connected with tlie 30-inch main, and distant some 6 yards from the air vessels. The sample of water from
this tap should represent that which is pumped out into the service mains before it has had any oppor
tunity whatever to pick up foreign matter, as it is the first outlet of any kind from the mains after the
water is pumped up.
Colour, Sfc.—Possessed a pale brownish tinge, fairly bright, but a small amount of very finely divided
matter could be seen held in suspension.
Smell.—None ; slight earthy odour when warmed.
Residue left on evaporation.—White, with brownish patches, which on ignition, blackened, deflag
rated somewhat, and burnt white.
’

Total solids...............
Loss on ignition ,.,
Pixed residue
...

Chlorine
...
...
J?ree ammonia
...
Albumenoid Ammonia
Nitrites
...
...
Nitrogen as nitrates ...

...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
"...
...

...
...

124 00 parts per 100,000 or milligrammes pier litre
40 00 „
„
84j‘00 „

...
...
...
...
...

26-40
03
TO
absent
T3

„

„

Microscopical examination of sediment.—It was found to contain minute animal and vegetable
infusoria, such as we might expect in water from an open reservoir—nothing calling for special comment.
Sample No. 9,—Crown •street Reservoir,
Sample collected at about 11'20, May 26th, from inside reservoir, at a spot as close to the outlet
main as possible, and from a few inches below the surface of the water, so as to avoid the scum floating on
it. This scum gave a dirty and unpleasant appearance to the water, The air inside the reservoir had a
dank and earthy smell.
I was informed by the turncock in charge that the water was running out at the time, pumping
into this reservoir having ceased at 6 a.m., in order that the Paddington reservoir might be supplied.
The reservoir was at tlie time full to within a few inches of the coping stone of the causeway.
Colour, dfc.— Of a very faint brown tinge, fairly bright in appearance, but on holding it up to the light
in a clear glass flask it was-seen to hold a small quantity of brown flocculent matter in suspension, and in a
larger proportion than the specimen from the Botany Water Works, taken shortly afterwards.
l’’or convenience the Botany Water Works specimen was obtained after this one.
Smell.—None, but on warming, a faint earthy odour.

Residue

4.3R
12
Residue left on evaporation to dryness.—"White, Tvith a somewhat crystalline appearance in places.
On ignition it blackened, gave off white fames, and left a white, somewhat incoherent, residue.
Total solids
...............
Loss on ignition...............
Fixed residue ...
...

...
...
...

Chlorine
...
...
...
...
...
Rree ammonia
...
...
...
...
Albumenoid ammonia
...
...
...
Nitrites
...
...
...
...
...
Nitrogen as nitrites and nitrates...............

...
...
...
...
...

124‘00 parts per million.
4400
80-00
JJ
28-00

JJ

-io

J>

-40
Traces
'18

JJ

JJ

Microscopical, Sfc., contained the loose cases of dead entomostraca, dead vegetable matter, vegetable
fibre, &e., diatoms, such as D. trieeratium, D. vulgaris, and others.
The amount of albumenoid ammonia yielded by this specimen is unusually high, about five times as
much as a good ordinary drinking water should contain; it will also be seen that it contains three parts
per million of chlorine in excess of the amount contained by the other low level specimens collected on
this day.
.
Sample Rb. 10.
On account of tho extraordinary amount of impurities in the above, fresh samples were taken
from this reservoir at 10'30 a.m. on Friday, 19th June. On this occasion the reservoir was very full, the
water rising about 6 inches over the top of the causeway. X was informed that pumping had ceased at
4 a.m. that morning. This sample presented much the same characteristics as the former one. It was
considered unnecessary to determine the solid matter, &c., but tbe amounts of the more important con
stituents, i.e., the ammonia compounds, and chlorine were estimated.
Rree ammonia
...
...
Albumenoid ammonia
...
Chlorine
...
...
...
Nitrites
...........................

...
...
...
...........................
...........................
...........................

‘IS parts per million.
-22
„
23-70
„
traces.

Sample No. 11.
A sample of the bottom water, or rather of the sediment, was also obtained on the same occasion,
) m^ans of a can attached to a string, the can having a square mouth, around which it was heavily
weighted with lead, so that it should scrape the bottom. This arrangement answered fairly well, for it
brought up a great deal of the foul sediment from tbe bottom, the accumulation of which in the reservoir
is, I am informed, very great and very rapid.
Under the microscope this was seen to consist mainly of a brown flocculent matter, containing
large numbers of infusorial animalcula and conferva;, together with a little sand. Amongst others there
were rotifers, amoeba, paramcecium, \nnoas entomostraca, such as daphiia, cypris, cyclops, &c. ■, also large
numbers of small ciliated and non-ciliated colourless worms, a small acarus aud encysted forms of some
unknown infusoria.
Also diatoms and a minuie kind of fungoid growth, somewhat like penieillum interlacing the
dead matter. For the most part the organisms were dead or dying, but the worms, parammeia, were very
lively.
Sample Ro. 12—24, Burton-street.
In order to ascertain the quality of tbe water after leaving the reservoir and before tbe mains had
been connected with many bouses, a sample was collected on the same day, 19th June, within two
hours time, and as near as possible to tbe reservoir, viz., at 24, Burton-street, comer of Oxford-street.
Colour, &c.—The water
Rree ammonia ...
Albumenoid ammonia
Chlorine
...
Nitrites...
...

had a pale brownish tinge and slight turbidity, and contained,—
,
...
...
...
...
’06 parts per million or mgms. per litre
.............................................
-10
„
„
’

..

..........................

................................................

21-50

„

„

traces.

Here we see that a wonderful improvement has taken place in the water after having travelled
only the above comparatively short distance. It has lost 2 2 parts of chlorine, 12 parts of albumenoid
ammonia, aud 9 parts of free ammonia.
.
.
Sample No. 13.—Botany Road.—May 26iA
Taken from a tap in an eutry or passage opposite to Hudson Bros, factory ; could see no number
to house.
■
■
Colottr,
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Colour, Sfc.—"Water brighter and ]ess coloured than Nos. 1 and 2; alsolcssmatter held in suspension.
Smell.—None; on warming it had a faint earthy smell.
Residue left on evaporation—Was white with a few brown stains. On ignition it blackened much
but did not deflagrate; gave off white fumes ; left white residue free from brown patches.
Total solids
..................
Loss on ignition
...
Fixed residue ...
...

... 76'00 parts per million
... 3600
>7
... 4000

Chlorine ...
...
...
...
...
... 2500
J?
Free ammonia
..............................................
...
*01
U
Albumenoid ammonia
................................
...
T1
JJ
Mitrites ...
...
...
...
...
... traces
Mitrogcn existing as nitrites and nitrates
...
*35
JJ
Microscopical examination of sediment—Same general characteristics as others, but much less in
•

Sample Mo. 14>.—1!)S, Castlereagh-street.

Prom a tap in the yard at back of house—pipe connected with a closet some 5 or 6 feet distant.
Colour, §c.—Water just about the same as the last.
Smell.—
Do,
do.
’
Residue left on evaporation.—White with brown stains; on ignition blackened much, and gave off
white fumes: left white residue free from brown stains.
Total solids
...
...
... 124*00 parts per million.
Loss on ignition
...
...
84*00
JJ
Fixed residue ...
...
...
40-00
JJ
Chlorine
...
Free ammonia

...
...

...
...

...

...

...

...

...

Albumenoid ammonia

...

...

...

...

Mitrites

...

...

...

...

Mitrogcn existing as nitrates

...

...

...

...

...

25-00
*01
*17
none
*18

JJ
JJ
JJ

JJ
This specimen of water is rather an unusual one in this series; for, although containing an exceedingly
high proportion of matter lost on ignition, it yet contains but a small proportion of nitrogenous com
pounds.
Microscopical examination of sediment.—Presented only the general characters—small in amount.
Sample JVb. 15.—149, RHl-strcct.
Prom tap in yard; the pipe not connected with the closets.
Colour, &e.—In common with all the low level waters examined it had a brownish tinge. More
turbid than Nos. 5 and G.
Smell.—A very faint earthy smell; increased somewhat by warming.
Residue left on evaporation.—White, with stains and patches of a brown colour ; on ignition
blackened much and left a white residue, with dense patches of brown, mainly consisting of sesquioxide
of iron.
Total solids
...
... 80'00 parts per million.
Loss on ignition
...
... 4000
JJ
Fixed residue ...
...
... 4000
JJ
Chlorine ...
...
...
...
. ...
... 25-00
Free ammonia
...
...
...
...
...
-01
Albumenoid ammonia
...
...
...
...
-10
Nitrites ...
...
...
...
...
... none
Nitrogen existing as nitrates
...
...
...
'09
This is the purest of all the Low Level samples examined.

JJ
J'
JJ
JJ

Microscopical examination of sediment.—Principally consisted of brown structureless matter, which
probably consists, in part, of ferric hydrate from the pipes, and decomposed vegetable matter; some
diatom frustules were observed, grit and similar substances.
Sample Mo. 16.—Drinlciwj Fountain, Castlereagh-street, Circular Quag.
Colour, Jfc.—The clearest and brightest of all; but still it possessed a slight turbidity and tinge of
brown.
Smell.—None; faint earthy, on warming.

Residue

4.3S
14
.
Residue left- on evaporation.—"White, with faint brown stains in parts. On ignition, blackened ; gave
off fumes and left white residue.
Total solids...
Loss on ignition
Pixed residue
Chlorine

...
...
...

...
...
...

76'00 parts per million.
34-00
42-00

...

...
...
...
...
...
2510
...
...
...
...
...
015
J?
Alhumenoid ammonia
'...
...
...
...
-io
Nitrites
...
...................................................
traces, but largest quantity in this series.
Nitrogen existing as nitrites and nitrates...
...
-13
Miei’oscopical examination, of sediment.—Same as last.
Rree ammonia

Sample No. 17.—54, Bridge-street, from tap in a bath-room; closet supplied from a cistern.
Colour,

Same as that from drinking fountain.

Smell.—None.
Residue left on evaporation.—White, with a brown tinge in parts. On ignition, blackened much,
deflagrated slightly in several places; gave off* white fumes; residue white, free from brown stains.
Total solids...
...
... 120'00 parts per million
Loss on ignition ...
...
42-00
71
Fixed residue
...
...
78-00
Chlorine ...
...
...
...
...
Bree ammonia
...
...
...
...
Alhumenoid ammonia
...
...
...
Nitrites
...
...
...
Nitrogen existing as nitrites and nitrates...
Microscopical examination of sediment.—Same

...
...
...

25-10
015
-14
barest trace,
•13

7

)

77
77

as last.

Abditionax Sample's.

Sample No. 18.—54, Bridge-street; collected, April ZOth.
This sample was obtained before I had been communicated with by the Chairman of the Commis
sion. It serves to show that the quality of the water is sometimes much worse than at others.
Colour, Q'c.—Of rather a dark brown ; contained an exceedingly large amount of matter in suspen- .
sion, which, on standing, was deposited as a very thick dark brown sediment.
Smell.—None, bat gave off a slight disagreeable odour when warmed and treated with caustic potash.
Residue left on evaporation.—Of a full brown colour ; loose in structure. On ignition, blackened
intensely ; deflagrated a good deal; residue friable in parts ; in colour brown, due to presence of sesquioxide of iron.
Total solids...
...
...
250"00 parts per million.
Loss on ignition ...
...
100-00
„
...
15000
„
Fixed residue
...
Chlorine ...
.
...
30-50
,,
JPrce ammonia
. .
...
'015
„
.. i ’
.,.
..*
Alhumenoid ammonia
...
...
...
...
1-22
„
Nitrites
...
.
...
Present in large amount.
.
Nitrogen existing as nitriles and nitrates ,..
...
‘71 parts per million.
Microscopieal examination of the sediment,—There were not many remains of organisms present.
The sediment consisted principally of a dark brown structureless iloceulent looking substance, and mixed
■with it were a few diatom frustules, cases of entomostraca, and living paramascia.
The almost total absence of life and the small quantity of free ammonia present in this sample of
extremely impure water is probably due to its having been kept for so long a period prior to examination,
i.e., from April 30th to June 10th.
Sample No. 19.—No. 141, Tork-street.
Sample collected May 31st, taken from a tap in the yard. In this ease the closet was situated sonic
distance from the tap, being at the- other end of the yard ami about 50 ft. distant, but at a higher level.
It was found that when the tap was turned on that the flow of water into the closct-pan ceased ; hence if
the pan were full and the closet tap open or leaky, on regurgitation taking place in the pipe the soil must
necessarily
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necessarily be drawn up into it and pass into the domestic supply pipes. The analysis of the sample taken
on this occasion proves that such is actually the case, for it will bo seen that fecal matter was present.
I may mention that just before this sample was drawn the water had been momentarily turned off
at the main.
Colour, Sfc. Comparatively bright after standing; had a brownish tinge, and deposited much
sediment of a brown colour.
_
SW7Z.—That of sewage, not very strong at first, but after being kept for a few days it became
intolerable.
"

Residue left on evaporation io dryness.—Of a brown colour and possessing a foul fecal smell.
On ignition it blackened intensely, and gave off strong nitrogenous {i.e., like burnt hairs) and
urinous smell; deflagrated very much ; finally becoming almost white with grayish patches. These repre
sented the former solid particles floating in the fluid.
Total solids
...............
Loss on ignition ...
...
Pixed residue
...
...
Chlorine
...
...
...
Free ammonia
...
...
Alhumenoid ammonia
...
...
Nitrites
...
...
...
Nitrogen existing as nitrites and nitrates

...
...
...

120 00 parts per million
60-00
„
„
60-00
,,
„

__
___

...

26 00

„

„

,xx

...
,..
...

1-4S

„

„

Present.
35
„

„

_

...

Microscopical examination of sediment.—Contained much brown structureless matter ; also the
undigested remains of meat fibril]®, together with both spiral and scalariform vegetable fibres and what
appeared to be the empty cases of largo starch (probably potato starch) granules. It was teeming witli
life ; the paranuceium and small wormlike forms (larval entozoa?) being particularly abundant.
Loiv-hvel Supply.—Collected May 2<jth, 1S75.
Parts per 1,000,000 or Milligrammes per litre.
Nitrogen,
No.

8

Botany pumps.......................................................

9

Crown-strcct Re^rvoir........................................

IS
14

Botany Road (opposite irudsou'/t)
Caatlorengli-stMet, So.

189

.........

...............................

15

PilUatreet, No.

16

Brinfeing Fountain, CoatLercagh-street

IT
18

1&

149..........................................

Bridge-street, No.
„

61

(April

York-strcet, Ko.

.........................................

3rd)

141

....................................

(Maj-

31st)....................

Total
Solids.

Loss.

124 00

40-00

81-00

26*40

OO

44-00

80-00

2S-00

7000

so-oo

40-00

25-00

124-00

84-00

40-00

25 00

80-00

40-00

40-00

25-00

"C’OO

34-00

4*2-00

35-10

-015

120 00

42-00

7S-00

£5-10

■015

250‘Oa

100-00

150 00

30-50

12000

oo-oo

60-00

26-00

124

Fixed
Residue.

Chlorine

Free
Albumenold
Ammonia. Ammonia.,

AMittonal samples—CoUectcd June IBlh,

10

•03

'10
-01
01
-01

..........
24.......................................

......

Nitrites.

*10

•13

Absent.

'40

■18

Traces.

•ii

35

-IT

•IS

10
•10

Absent.

■00
•13

Present.

■14

■13

Barest traces.

*015

1-22

71

Present in quantity

■35

1-48

•35

1S75.

Cron-Q-atrcct Reservoir (surface water)..

Burton-street, No

as
Nitrates,
&c.

237

-15

215

•06

!

*22
-10

Traces.
Trace?,

■ Concluding Remarks,
The quality of the supply from Botany is on the whole very good, and if it were properly filtered
before being pumped into the mains it would satisfy the requirements of oven the most fastidious. The
water as delivered is somewhat discoloured and turbid, and contains various animal and vegetable
organisms ; now the majority of these are probably harmless, but some may have a pernicious effect upon
the consumer, so that every effort should be made to keep them out of the water supply; neither should the
matters washed into the watershed by storm waters bo allowed to pass unarrested into the mains.
Certain diseases breaking out amongst the residents upon the watershed might readily, in the present
absence of proper filtration, he the cause of a serious epidemic throughout nearly the whole of Sydney.
The water, however, in the Crown.street Reservoir was strangely and unaccountably bad, and T think
that no time should he lost in having it effectually cleaned out and carefully examined ; it may, perchance,
be caused by the soakage of sewage matter into it; both the excess of free and of alhumenoid ammonia
and the presence of nitrites point to this.
There
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.

There is an extraordinary increase in the amount of nitrates present in the sample from Botany
Road, strangely unaccompanied hy an increase in the other impurities.
,
Both No. 1G (Drinking Fountain) and No. 17 (Bridge-street) shoiv the presence of nitrites, and
a slight increase in the quantity of chlorine, and the latter a larger amount of alhumenoid ammonia; and
as neither of the pipes from which they were drawn wore directly connected with closets, they show how
the impurities are disseminated through the water in the mains. It is true the quantities of impurity
were but small; but then they had probably been greatly diluted by diffusion through a large body of water.
The York-street sample was the only one from the low level supply in which actual focal matter
was detected.
'
High-level Supply.
The samples were all collected on the morning of Monday, May 31st, with the exception of two
collected on Friday, June 19th,
For the sake of comparison a specimen, to serve as a standard, was again taken from the Botany
Water Works.
Sajnple No. 20.—Botany Water Works.
Sample taken from the tap, previously mentioned under the Low Level supply.
Colour, £{c.—Fairly bright, but seen to contain matter in suspension when held up to the light; but
faintly tinged with brown, as before.
Smell.—None; very slight earthy odour when warmed.
Residue left on evaporation to dryness.—Was of a brownish colour, and in the form of a thin
closely adherent film; on ignition, this blackened considerably; did not deflagrate; gave off copious white
fumes, and left a white residue without any trace of brown matter.
Total solids
...
Loss on ignition ...
Fixed residue
...

...
...
...

76'00 parts per 1,000,000
4000 „
„
3600 „
„

... 23-00 „
„
Chlorine
.......................................
...
'02
Pree ammonia
...
...
...
Y1
Alhumenoid ammonia...
...
...
... absent.
Nitrites
...
...
...
...
...
T3
Nitrogen as nitrites ...
...
...
Microscopical examination of sediment.—Presented same characteristics as previous sample.
Sample No. 21.—Paddington Reservoir.
One main I was informed serves both as outlet and inlet pipe to this reservoir. It is allowed to run
dry every night, usually being empty at about 12 p.m. At the time this sample was collected the reservoir
contained about 5 feet S inches of water.
Colour, Sfe., much the same as the last, but rather more turbid.
Residue left on evaporation to dryness.—Was of a brownish colour ; on ignition blackened very much ;
it also deflagrated very much, leaving a white residue, having a few brownish patches.
Total solids
...
...
... 100 00 parts per 1,000,009
Lobs on ignition...........................
40 00 „
„
Fixed residue
........................... 60-00 „
„

'

Clthrine
...
...
...
...
...
... 23'50
Free ammonia,
...
...
...
...
...
'05
Alhumenoid ammonia
...
...
...
...
'15
Nitrites
............................................................... absent.
Nitrogen existing as nitrates
...
...
...
T3
Microscopical examination of sediment.—Brown flocculent matter; diatoms of several species, <£c.
Sample No. 22.—Paddington Reservoir.
Two additional samples were taken from this reservoir on Friday, June 19th, at 10'45 a.m,—one
from near the surface, and the other from as near the bottom as possible, which was obtained by means of
the weighted can, as mentioned under the Crown-street reservoir water.
Surface

17
Surface water.—Tolerably clear, but slightly turbid from the presence of floating particles, and
possessing the usual brownish tint of Botany water. There was 7 feet of water in the reservoir at the
time the sample was taken.
Pree ammonia
...
'05 parts per million.
Alhumenoid ammonia
■22 „
,
„
Chlorine ...
...
2o'50 „
„
Nitrites ...............
traces.
Sample No. 23.—Lower water.
The can brought up a very large quantity of black more or less slimy matter. As it would have
been perfectly useless to submit this to analysis, the sample was allowed to stand until the upper portion
had become tolerably clear ; this was decanted and esamined.
Ihis water had an exceedingly bad smell, similar to that given off by the decomposing slime and
vegetable matter brought up from the bottom of a stagnant pond—a smelt much more powerful than that
given off by the waters containing sewage matter, but probably not at all so noxious.
Pree ammonia ...
...
'30 parts per million,
Alhumenoid ammonia ...
...
-52 „
Chlorine........................... ' ... Sl'OO „
„
Nitrites ...
...
...
... Present in large quantity.
'
Mieroseopkal examination of the sediment.—Tad principal portion of this consisted of dark brown '
and black structureless matter, probably of organic origin, mixed with grains of sand. In common with
the deposit from the Crown-street reservoir, much of the sediment had a more or less rough cylindrical
form, as if it had passed through the intestines of some small creature.
Amongst the living forms present were many small worms (larval entozoa P) paramreein, amoeba,
diatoms, and others—just such as we should expect to find in the stinking mud from some foul ditch.
The character of this sediment shows that the reservoir is not entirely emptied in all parts every
night, otherwise the deposit would not be of so offensive a nature.
No. 24—19, Botany-street.
Prom a tap in the yard, situated some 10 or 12 feet from the closet.
I was informed by the occupier of the house that the water was at times very bad, full of brown
floating matter.
Colour, Pfc.—Of a brown tinge; contained a good deal of matter in suspension; some of it in the
form of rather large hrown particles.
Smell.—None ; on warming a hardly perceptible sewage smell was given off.
Besklue left on evaporation to dryness—The, main portion was of a brown colour, with darker
patches ; on ignition blackened intensely, deflagrated and gave off a very strong nitrogenous odour, or the
smell of burning hairs, and left a gray residue.
Total solids
...
...
... lOO'OO parts per million.
Loss on ignition ...
... 44'0Q
JJ
Pixed residue
...............
... 50-00 33
»3
Chlorine
...
...
Nrce ammonia
...
Alhumenoid ammonia
Nitrites
...
...
Nitrogen as n Urates...

...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...

... 23'90
...
-02
...
-30
... absent.
...
-18

S3
>)
33
JS

33

Microscopical examination of sediment.—T\m was seen to consist mainly of a hrown substance
devoid of structure, but mixed with it were other substances which showed that it was undoubtedly fcecal
anatter ; amongst such, the remains of partly digested food, were portions of muscular fibres and vegetable
tissues, such as spiral and scalariform fibres, together with bodies which have the appearance of"empty
starch granules, probably potato starch from their large size.
forms, paramcecia, &c., and the frustules of diatoms.

And in addition were the common living

Some portion of the hrown matter in this and in other cases consists merely of rust from the pipes,
hut under the microscope the differences between the two are perfectly distinguishable.
No. 25.—No. 13, Noslyn-street.
Taken from tap) in tbe yard; closet about 7 or 8 feet distant. The occupant of the house had
often noticed the water to be discoloured and full of brown stuff in the summer,.
Colour, $c.-—But very faintly tinged brown, and but very slightly turbid.
'
Smell.—None. On warming, the usual faint earthy smell of all the Sydney water.
■ ‘ 405—C
Besidue

4.42
18
Residue left on evaporation to dryness.—'W’lutc. with slightly brown patches. On ignition, blackened ;
deflagrated slightly; gave off white fumes; residue white
76'00 parts per million.
Total solids...........................
40-00
„
Loss on ignition ...
...
36-00
„
Fixed residue
...
...

.........................................
................................
Alhumenoid ammonia
.....................
Nitrites
...
...
...
...
■
Nitrogen existing as nitrates
...
.
Chlorine

.

Free ammonia

.
.
.

...
...
...
...
...

23-20
‘02
-12
absent.
13

}}
J:
n

JJ

jVo. 26.—222. DuTce-street, off William-street.
From a tap within. 2 or 3 feet of the closet.
1
In order to test the statement I had heard, that the contents of the closet-pans were liable to be
sucked back into the water pipes on shutting the water off at the main, I had the lock of the main in
William-street closed that I might watch the effect. Immediately that the water was shut off violent
suction of air took place through the open tap leading to the closet, and on filling the pan up with water
that also was drawn in. The water was at once turned on again at the main, and after allowing it to run
to waste for a time a sample was taken.
Colour,
After allowing the matter in suspension to subside, this in a few days became one of
the brightest and clearest waters examined.
Smell—YoM. sewage smell. On warming very decided. After this sample had been kept some time
the smell was extremely had.
Residue left on evaporation to dryness.—Oi a- brown colour, with very dark patches. On ignition,
blackened intensely; gave very strong nitrogenous smell; deflagrated; the whole of the carbonaceous
matter was difficult to consume; left a loose grey ash.
Total solids..........................
Loss on ignition
...
...
Fixed residue
...

.
‘132 parts per million.
‘80
,, .
'62
,,

2900
Chlorine
...
...
...
-20
;
Rree ammonia
...
...
•■■
••
]
1-32
Alhumenoid ammonia...
...
...
....
rather abundant.
Ritrites
...................................................
-40
Nitrogen existing as nitrites and nitrates ...
Microscopical examination of sediment.—RoiKSwag the same characteristics as the 19, Botany-street
sample, only that the fiecai matter was present in much larger quantity.
The fjccal matter had a flaky structure, such as might be given to it hy the passage of water over
it when adherent to the inside of a pipe; and it is most probable that the whole of this matter contained
in the sample of water examined was detached from the interior of the pipe leading into the closet by the
backward flow.
No. 27.—Drinking Fountain m front of Fort-street School.
Colour, fyc.—Fairly bright, and with only the faintest tinge of brown.
Smell.—Tv one; faint earthy on wanning.
Residue left on evaporation to dryness—Almost entirely white.
white fumes, and left white residue.
Total solids
..................
Loss on ignition
...
Fixed residue ...............
Chlorine ......................... ........................ ,
Free ammonia
...
...
...
... ,
.
Alhumenoid ammonia
...
Nitriles ...
...
...
•• .
Nitrogen existing as nitrates
...
.. .

.,.
...
...
...
...
...

...
...

>
On ignition, blackened; gave oft

80-00 parts per million.
4000
>>
40-00
23-10
‘02
-13
absent.
‘09

J5
JJ
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iVo. 28.—101,

Princes-strcel.

From tap in the yard close to the house; closet some distance off, at the other end of the yard.
Tap at a lower level than the closet, and when both were turned on the water ceased to run in the closet,
Colour, (J-c.—Bright, and almost free from the faintest tinge, but contained largo masses of brown
flocculent and other matter—evidently ftccal, together with human hairs.
Smell.—At

first faint smell, but after having been kept some days it became extremely bad.

Residue left on evaporation to dryness.—Consisted principally of frccal matter; the smell exceedingly
strong. On ignition blackened exceedingly, and deflagrated very much, giving off a very strong nitrogenous
odour, the carbonaceous matter burning off with difficulty. The residue left was greyish white.

. ............. 140'00 parts per million
. ............. 80-00
»
. .............. GO'OO

Total solids
...
Loss on ignition
Fixed residue ...
Chlorine

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Alhumenoid ammonia

...

...

..

...

Free ammonia

Nitrites

...

...

. ..............
. .............
.............
.
...
. .............

Nitrogen as nitrites and nitrates ...

2400
-18
-70
present.
-27

a

jt
a

‘A

Microscopical examination of sediment.—Of the same general character as that met with in Dukestreet and Botany-street: hut in addition to the remains of partially digested food, human hairs were
present with the fames.
No.

29.—26,

Taken from a tap in the yard.

Princcs-street, at the far end of the street.

"

Pipe not connected with closet, a cesspit being used.

Colour, ij'c.—Virtually colourless, bright; but a slight turbidity could be seen on holding the water
up to the light, hut less than that of the Botany Waterworks sample.
Smell.—None.

On warming, the usual slight earthy smell.

Residue left on evaporation to dryness.—White, with small patches of faint brown
blackened; gave off white fumes, and left a white residue.

. .............
. .............
. ..............

80 00 parts per million.
44-00
3600

.............
. .............
. .............
.
...
. .............

2300
-03
-11
absent.
-18

Total solids
...
Loss on ignition
Fixed residue ...

*

Chlorine
Free ammonia

...

...

...

Alhumenoid ammonia

...

...

Nitrogen existing as nitrates

...

Nitrites

.

On ignition,

»

37

Sigh Level Supply.—Collected May

JJ

>7

7)

37

31st, 1875.

Parts per 1,000,000 or Milligrammes per litre.
Nitrogen,
Jio.

Total
Solids.

TjOss.

fixed
Residue.

Chlorine.

£0
21

Paddington Kcscrvoir

Si

Botany-s-treet, Ko.

25

Roslyn-atrpct

................................................................

26

Dukc-stroet, Ko. 222 ...............................................

27

Drinking Vouutam, Prinoes-street

.........

28

PrincftS'Street, No.

..........................................

so-oa

Bolany Tumps...............................................................

„

29

....................................

19...............................................

101

20 .........................................

23

Paddington Reservoir—Surface water...

„

Lower water ...

as
Nitrates,
&c.

TO'OO

4000

30-00

23 00

*02

*11

■13

10000

40-00

CQ‘00

23 50

■05

•15

-13

300-00

*400

56-00

23 90

‘30

■IS

7000

4000

30-00

23 20

13200

SO'OQ

52*00

29 00

80-00

40-00

40-00

23

14000

8000

60-00

24*00

■18

44-00

30-00

23-00

*03

10

Additiotietf Sample#.—Collected June
ts

Prde
Albamenoid
Ammonia. Ammonia.

Not determined ...

*02
•02
-20
*02

Nitrites.

Absent.
n
if

•12

13

1-32

-10

Present in quantity.

■13

■09

Absent.

*70

■27

Present.

*11

■18

Absent.

»

1875.

2-5-50

*05

*22

31-00

30

■52

Notdcter- Traces.
mined.
Present
In
quantity,

largo

Remarks.

Remarks.

The remarks made upon the necessity for properly filtering the water before delivery to the con
sumers, under the head of the Low Level supply, apply equally of course to this service.
It will be seen that the Paddington Eeservoir water is also less pure than the Botany water, but it
is not so bad as the Crown-street Reservoir sample ; still it requires immediate attention. The necessity
for cleaning it out is shown by the filthy state of the bottom water as brought up on June 19th.
It will be seen also that out of six samples taken, on the morning of May 31st, from different parts
of the City supplied by this service, three were most grossly contaminated with fecal matter.
The very large amount of fecal matter is due to the high pressure of this service combiued with
the practice of nightly allowing the reservoir to run empty. In similar cases at Home, at Lewes and Hull,
they have sought to remedy the matter by making the supply constant; but the eases at 101, Princes-street,
and at 141, York-street, show that this would by no means be sufficient; the closets must not on any
account communicate directly with the water pipes.
It will be noticed that two of the samples were taken from points very close together, viz.:—
Yo. 27, from the drinking fountain in Princes-street, andiSTo. 28, from ahousein the same street. It arose
in the following way:—No. 28 was collected, next No. 29, from the far end of the street, and as I wanted
a sample direct from the main I had to take it from the fountain, the only direct outlet I could see in this
neighbourhood.
„
It must he borne in mind that the above investigation cannot be regarded as an exhaustive one; the results

of the examination of the samples only show the state of the water at a few scattered points during the
few moments actually occupied in filling the bottles, and although the results arc sufficiently alarming,
they might have been bven more startling. In some of the cases where the water was pretty fair the next
lot drawn off might have been of the worst possible character; and where had samples were obtained
there is also the possibility, on the other hand, that fair ones might have been obtained.
The results, however, are quite sufficient to show that a most gross contamination does take place,
and tkis too in numerous localities.
It must also be borne in mind that the examination was made at the most favourable time of the
year—when the water supply is most abundant and when the mains undergo less disturbance—for I under
stand that it is no uncommon thing during the smmmer months for all the sendees to bo more or less
intermittent.
■
One or two questions of a scientific nature have arisen out of this examination—such as the altera
tion in quality which the water undergoes during its passage through the mains, and the nature of the
iteposit which takes place in them. These questions are not new—they have been previously observed else
where ; but they are well worthy of further investigation, and I hope to be able to take them up at some
future date.
I may mention, that while examining the above samples I was three times attacked hy sore throat,
a complaint to which I am not at all subject, and two of the attacks came on within fifteen or twenty
minutes after inhaling the gases given off by the samples numbered ]9 and 26. The attacks were separ
ated by an interval of two days, and in each case I managed to remove the ill effects within two or three
hours’ time hy inhaling largo quantities of sulphurous acid gas, as given off from a capsule of burning
sulphur. As I happened to have a chlorine gas generator at work at the time I occasionally inhaled a little
of that gas in a diluted form.
The first attack was also probably due to the same cause; but I could not trace the connection so
distinctly. But it is only right to state that the samples had then been kept for a week or ten days.
"Water containing fresh healthy fecal matter would probably have no such effect.
By the courtesy and permission of the Mayor, when collecting the samples I was accompanied by
Mr. Robertson, the inspector for waste water, who drew the samples under my supervision. Without the
aid of his knowledge of the boundaries of the three services and able assistance it would have been almost
impossible for me to have carried out the collection in a systematic manner.
ARCHIBALD LIYERSIDG-E.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

SYDNEY CITY AND SUBURBAN SEWAGE AND
HEALTH BOARD.
(REPORT FROM, RESPECTING DISPOSAL OF NIGHT-SOIL IN MELBOURNE.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed,

29

July,

1870.

Sydney City and Suburban Sewage and Health Board,
Office, Colonial Secretary’s Department,
Sydney, 26 July, 1875.

Sin>

I have the honor by direction of the Chairman, to furnish, for the Honorable the Colonial
Secretary, tbe following particulars in reference to the disposal of night-soil in Melbourne, just to hand,
vis.:—
For the city of Melbourne there are 12,663 tenements.
10,560 overground receptacles for night-soil of about 10 gaHs. each,
2,103 underground cesspits of the ordinary kind.
Under a contract for the year commencing July 1st, 1875, the smaller receptacles are emptied once
a week, or, if oftenor, with an additional charge of sixpence (Cd.) each emptying.
The underground cesspits are emptied as often as the contractor is required to do so.
The contractor supplies everything except the carts, and is required to deliver the soil at a distance
not exceeding eight miles.
'
The contract price for the year is £7,450.
I gather from the returns that the total cost, aH of which is borne by the Corporation, is
under (£10,000) ten thousand pounds per annum, and certainly under one pound (£1) per annum for
each tenement, or say one pound (£1) for every six of the inhabitants.
No dry earth or disinfectant is required to be used in the receptacles, nor, as a rule, is any used.
This system of emptying has been in operation for about five years, and I am informed that the
nuisances on this account still existing in Melbourne are very great, and only tolerable in comparison with
the still more horrible state of things previously existing.
I have, &c.,
.
CHAS. H. BARLER,
Secretary.

[3d.)
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1875.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

SYDNEY SEWERAGE AND WATER SUPPLY.
(EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT FROM MUNICIPAL COUNCIL—1874.)

ipMsentcU to fiotf) foetuses of ^acUament, pursuant to Set 30 T^it. $o. 36, see. 75.

The Town Clerk to The Principal Under Secretary.

Town Clerk’s Office,
Sydney, 17 February, 1875.
Sir,

I have tho honor, by direction of the Right Worshipful the Mayor, to submit, for the
information of the Parliament of New South Wales, the Eighteenth Annual Report of the proceedings of
the Mxmcipal Council of Sydney, under the Water and Sewerage Acts, during the year 1874.
I have, <fcc.,
CHAS. H. WOOLCOTT,
Town Clerk,

ElGHTEUNTU YEARLY REPORT of the Municipal Council of Sydney, of their proceedings under
the Water and Sewerage Acts.

The Municipal Council of the City of Sydney have the honor to furnish, for the information of the

Parliament of New South Wales, the following Report of their proceedings in connection with the Water
and Sewerage Works, together with Statements of their Receipts and Expenditure during the year 1874.
Water Works,

Tho engines and pumping machinery at Botany have been efficiently working throughout the year.
Two engines out of the three have been constantly at work, excepting occasionally for three or four hours
at a time, when the reservoirs have been signalled full.
Early in December it was found necessary to put on the third engine to keep up the supply, owing
to the great demand for water during the dry weather, and since then the three engines have been
continuously at work night and day, except when on the high level, when two engines only can be
employed.
_
During tho year no casualties have occurred to either the machinery at Botany or the 30-inch main.
In consequence of the heavy floods in the .early part of May considerable damage was done to the
dams on the Botany watershed. Nos. 1, 2, 4, and 5, with the mill-pond dam, gave way, the rush of water
carrying with it the bridge and approaches at Botany Road—the approaches to the bridge over Blackwater Creek, with fences, gates, &c.—and injuring house property and lands on the eastern side of the
new embankment to the engine-pond reservoir. Immediate steps were taken to effect the necessary
repairs, and at the same time great improvements were made, both in the construction of the works and
the enlargement of the reservoirs. The alterations are as follow:—In No. 1 dam an additional 24-inch
sluice was inserted, with 20-inch iron pipes, through the embankment, to assist the existing one, and which
would facilitate the discharge of water during floods. No. 2 dam was restored hy making up the embank
ment as before, the material for which was taken from the inside of the reservoir, thereby increasing its
capacity by one million gallons. The embankment of No. 4 dam was raised 4 feet 6 inches higher, and
strengthened very considerably, both by widening it and making tbe slopes much flatter. The weir in the
embankment was done away with, and advantage was taken of a natural outlet at the west end of the
reservoir to improve and form it into a waste weir 100 feet wide, to discharge into a series of lagoons, with
a very gentle inclination, until it reached No. 1 dam. The area of No. 4 has thus been increased from
30 acres and 11 perches to 36 acres and 13 perches, and the capacity from 57 million gallons to 116£
million gallons. Since the repair this dam has been full of water for over three months.
The embankment and sluices of No. 5 dam have been done away with, as by raising No. 4 dam
the water was brought to the same level, so that the former two dams are now one large reservoir.
No. 6 dam has been similarly treated to No. 4 by raising and widening the embankment and
constructing a new waste weir through the solid ground on the southern side, with the overflow into No.
4 j tThe area of No. 6 has been increased from 16 acres 3 roods to 24 acres 3 roods and 24 perches, and
the capacity from 43 million gallons to 68 million gallons.
All
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All tho works in connection with tho enlargement of the engine-pond reservoir have been com
pleted and have proved most effective. The sluice gates and wasfe weir have been raised G feet G inches
higher than they were formerly, or S feet over the highest spring tides. This precludes the possibility of
the salt wafer ever getting into the dam. The puddling of the embankment down to the bed clay along
its entire length has also proved to be efficiently done, as no water now escapes into the sea, and the
water has been much longer retained in the dams above than on former years.
The raising of the wafer in the engine-pond reservoir has necessitated the raising of the wells in
the engine house to a coriesponding height. This work has also been satisfactorily completed.
There is now no anxiety felt for the safety of the dams during Hoods, as every precaution has been
taken in forming the embankments to keep them sufficiently high above tho water, and the width or
solidity sufficient to resist the pressure ; and by removing the waste weirs away from the embankments
altogether the flood waters are diverted entirely from them.
The quantity of water that can he store'd in the existing dams for Botany supply, independent of
the Lachlan dams for the gravitation supply, is as follows:—
Name

iEngine-poTid reservoir
Upper
do
No. 1
do
No. 2
do
Nos 4 & o do
No. 6
do
Bandwick do

of Keserroir.

..............................................................
...................................................................
...........................................................
........................
........................... .
................................
.......................
.
,
Total ......................................

Area,

Capacity.

GO acres.
15 do
201 do
20 do
do
25 do
35 do

100 million sallons.
44
do
30
do
30
do
do
137
68
do
do
49

220J acres.

464 million gallons.

Bor the supply of Botany engines, exclusive of the permanent stream, which by measurement has been
found to be over 2 millions of gallons per day.
By this it will be seen how largely the storing capacity has been increased. At the time when the
'Water Commissioners made their report (May, 18G9) they estimated tho total quantity of water that
could be stored in tho existing dams to be ninety-seven million (97,000,000) gallons, and now the quantity
is four hundred and sixty-four million (4G4',000,000) gallons.
Great alterations have been made, and extensive works constructed in the Lachlan Beservc to
increase the supply hy gravitation through the tunnel to the city. The first of the newly constructed
dams is across the creek, about half a mile south of Waverlcy, being No. 1 or Waverley dam. The length
of embankment is 5'33 chains—depth of sluice, 14 feet—area, 3^ acres—capacity, 0) million gallons.
No. 2 dam, or “ drawings," is merely a filter dam, without any pipes or sluices. The embankment
is formed entirely of pure sand, and the water escapes by percolation. The length of this embankment is
2 10 chains—depth, 8 feet—area, 11 acre—capacity, 5) million gallons.
No. 3, or Spring Creek, is fed entirely by percolation from the sandhills around, and a constant
stream is flowing from it. To increase this stream a brick well is being sunk at the very source, tho effect
of which already, although not finished, is to largely increase the supply. The length of this embankment
is 3 chains—depth, 10 feet 2 inches—area, 1| acre—capacity, 5 million gallons.
No. 4 dam is formed where the waters from the other three converge. Length of embankment,
18T3 chains—depth, 9 feet 9 inches—area, 3 acres—capacity SJ million gallons.
No. 5 dam is a large receiving reservoir, and has been completed but a few months, and since then
no rain lias fallen to fill it. Length of embankment, 31'48 chains—depth at sluice, 10 feet 9 inches—area,
15 j acres—capacity, 28 million gallons.
'No. 6 dam. or “ Cutts’,” receives its supply from the large area of land above Cutts’, as well as
from the overflow of No. 5 dam. Length of embankment, 23’29 chains—depth, 10 feet at sluice—area, 7
acres—capacity, 6 million gallons.
No. 7 dam, or “ Fenwick's,’’ the lowest of all, directly supplies the tunnel which conveys the water
into the city by gravitation. Length of embankment, 27 26 chains—depth of water at tunnel mouth when
full, 8 feet G inches—area. 13t acres—capacity, 15 million gallons.
All these -works have been constructed during the last three years, and their summarized capacities
are as follow:—
Xames of Reservoirs.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Area.

1 or "VYavcrley...........................................
.....
2 or Bowing's ................................................................................
3 or Spring Greek ........................................................................
4 ............................................................

....................

.

5 .....................................................................................................
6 or Cults' .....................................................................................
7 or Nonwick’a ...................................................................................
Total......................................

Capacity.

91 million nations.
do
51
5
do

31 acres.
14 do
i do
3
do
do
7
do
135 do

8i
28

do

151

do
do

4*1

77f

do

do

6

During the year 1874 the estimated quantity of water sent into the city by gravitation alone from
this source was five hundred and fifty million (550,000,000) gallons. About the end of November all the
water stored in the several dams was expended, and since then the permanent stroam has been able to
supply all the western parts of the city by Kent and Sussex streets.
The time has now arrived that something must be done, and that soon, to relieve the pumping
machinery at Botany, as it will not do to wait until some giganfic scheme for future supply is inaugurated.
Additional pumping power is necessary to deliver the requisite quantity of water required during the
summer months ; the demand for water of late has enormously increased, owing to the great growth of
the City and suburbs.

The
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The additional number of houses supplied since tbe Commissioners made their report in 18G9 is three
thousand three hundred and eighty-two (3,382), and the length of mains laid since the same period is
twenty-five and a half (25i) miles.
The entire engine power has been employed continuously now for over two months, and if anything
happened to either of the engines to necessitate its stoppage, the want of water would be severely felt.
Considerable additions and improvements have been made in the reticulation of the mains through
out the City. formerly the districts of lledfern, "Waterloo, Darlington, Camperdown, Forest Lodge, the
Glebe, and Pyrmonl; were supplied by a 12-inch pipe off the 20-inch main, which supplies the City from
Crown-street reservoir. A new 20-ineh main has now been laid direct from the reservoir down'Gippestreet to Elizaheth-street, where a junction has been made with the old mains, thus giving this large dis
trict a supply independent of the City supply, and considerably benefiting both.
The districts of Darlingburst, Woolloomooloo, Potts’ Point, Darling Point, and portions of "Woollahra
and Paddington were supplied off the .12-inch main at tho junction of Bourke and Oxford streets,
from the high service reservoir. A new 1.2-inch main has been laid direct from the 20-inch main inBotanyetreet, along (hat street to opposite the Darlingburst Court House, where it joins the old mains, giving
this district also a supply independent of the City.
The total quantity of water pumped up from Botany into the service reservoirs during the year
lS7-t was fifteen hundred and two millions four hundred and forty-four thousand four hundred and fifty
eight {1,502,444,458) gallons (weekly average twenty-eight millions eight hundred and ninety-three
thousand one hundred and sixty-three (28,893,1.03) gallons), being an increase on the year 1873'of one
hundred and_ sixty millions eight hundred and thirty-four thousand nine hundred and six (160,834,906)
gallons. This increase is accounted for by the extended dry season, and the extension of the mains to
different parts of the City and suburbs.
#
The quantify of coal consumed hy the Botany engines during the year 1874 was 6,120 tons, being
an increase on the previous years of only 139 tons.
’
The number of new houses connected during the year was eight hundred and twenty-eight (828),
and the total number of houses now receiving and paying for water is nineteen thousand eight hundred
and seventy-four (19,874).
i The number ot meters fixed is two hundred and thirty-three (233) ; and tho quantity of water
registered as passing through them was fifty millions nine hundred and seventy-three thousand
(50,973,000) gallons, yielding a revenue of five thousand eight hundred and eleven pounds fifteen shillings
(£5,811 los.)
The quantity of pipes laid during the year for the extension of water supply to the City and
Suburbs, has been four miles and ninety-eight yards (4 T?-;-u-). (See Appendix A.)
Skwehaoe,

The main sewers throughout the City are in good order, and no repairs were required during the
year.
’
Many of the minor sewers and pipe-drains were found to be either choked up, hurst, or leaking
badly, and had to be repaired, or taken up, cleared out, and relaid, whilst in some cases tho levels had to
be altered, and others puddled all round to prevent leakage. These improvements were effectual in the
following places
William and Forbes streets ; Tank Stream, south of Hunter-street; Gipps and George
streets; Kent-sfreet, south of Bathurst-street; King-street West; Dowling-street, near William-street;
Elizabeth-lano; at Barker’s Tweed Factory ; Wash in gton-street; Castlemaine-lane ; Burton-street and
Qordon’s-lane; Macquarie-strect North; Elizabeth Bay Hoad; Broughton-place; Sussex-street, from
Druilt-street northwards ; Liverpool-street, between Crown and Eiley streets.
The following additions to the main sewers have been completed or are in progress :—
A 3 feet 6 inch brick sewer opposite tho New Post Office, from George-street to the Tank Stream,
has been constructed, length, 225 feet.
An extensive sewerage work is now in course of construction for the Government, from the end of
the stone sewer in Hay-street, to Darling Harbour, a length of about 1,170 feet. The works consist of an
inlet and outlet 10 feet stone sewer, with a siit-pit intervening, which silt-pit is composed of six compart
ments with inlet and outlet chambers. Three hundred and twenty (320) feet of this sewer are now con
structed, and the remainder of the work is being carried out most satisfactorily by tbe Contractor, Mr. W.
Watkins.
‘ “
Three hundred and four (301) additional house connections have been made with the sewers, making a
total of seven thousand two hundred and six (7,206) houses throughout the city.
_ During the year six hundred and twelve (012) yards of stoneware pipe drains have been laid, of
the dimensions and in the localities detailed in Appendix B.
Financial.

The Annual Statements of Eeceipts and Expenditure on account of the Water and Sewerage
Works for the year 1.874, certified by the City Auditors, arc attached hereto.
D
Adopted hy the Municipal Council of the City of Sydney, this sixteenth day of February, a.d.
187 5.
B. PALMEK,
Chas. H. Woolcott,
Mayor.
Town Clerk.
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APPENDIX A.
Water-mains laid during 1874.
3-inch.

4-inch—cortd.

ripes.
9
73
6
43
16
10
35
7

HiJl-etreet, Surry Rills..................
Johnstone's Terrace, Darling Point
Crown lane, off Camphell-street ...
Denman-street, Glebe ...................
Junction-street, Chippendale...........
West-street, Darlingburst..............
Crown-street, Ultimo......................
Dowling-street, Surry Hills ...........

Yards.
28
219
14
125
46
30
103
21

Dowling-street, Surry Hills ..........
Csmpbell'sfcrect, Camperdown.......
Bennett-strcet,
do
.......
Wyndham-sfcreet, Alexandria .......
Miller’s Road, off Rent-street .......
Clyde-street, off Miller's Road .......
Gloncester-street, off George-street
North ......................................
Quarry-street, Ultimo ..................
A lane off Hoge-lane, Darlington ...
Leiehhardt-streot, Globe ...............

—

Total..............
4-inch.
Misseudeu Road, Cnmperdown.......
York-hme, off Clarence-street .......
Gordon-street, Camperdown...........
Pyrmont Bridge Road ...................
Joimsou’s-lane, off Bay-st., Glebe
A street off Glebe Eoad..................
Australia-street, Camperdown.......
Derby-street,
do
.......
Denisou-street,
do
.......
Eaton-street,
do
.......
Dowling-street,
do
.......
Stcphen-street,
do
.......
Boss-street,
do
.......
Crown-street, Ultimo......................
Gas-lane, off Kcnt-street...................
Jenkins-street..................................
Government Printing Office...........
Woolloomooloo-lane, ofFForbes-st...
JohnsonVlanc, oiTPalmcr-st...........
Kcdfern-street, Redfem, and Elizabetb-atreet South, off Kedfernstreet ......................................
Ross-street, Camperdown..............

198

586

17
11
26
13
34,
119
51
26
129
15
66
81
44
10
41
18
44
26
25

49
33
79
39
103
356
153
77
385
45
197
243
131
29
123
54
133
76
75

258
13

774
39

rippg.
22
46
41
83
32
31

Yarda,
67
136
123
249
96
93

63
39
27
13

185
116
79 ’
38

Total........... 1,464
6-INCH,
Essex-street, off' George-st North
Castlereagh-street, Redibrn ..........
Itcdi'crmstreet, Red tern..................
Elmbeth'Strcct, from Albion-sbrect
southwards ..............................
1 ovcaux-strcct, from Llizabeth-st.
to Macquarie’st. South ..........
Macguarie-et. South, from Foveauxstreet to Albion-street ........

4,375

43
133
14

128
398
40

78

233

50

150

71

211

Total...........

389

1,160

Botany-street, from Hill-street to
the South Head Road ...........

169

475

Trank-main in Gipps-street, from
Reservoir to Elizaheth-street ..

173

517

APPENDIX B.
Stonhware Sewers laid during 1874.
12-inch.—contd.

9-inch.

feet.

Eliznbeth-strect South, continuation from end
ofl2-inch......................................................
Margarct-lanc, between York and Margaret
streets ..........................................................

Wright’s-lane, off Uipps-street.........................
Bosc-iane, north of Q-ipps-street......................
Kensington-street., off Parramatta-stroet..........
O-ipps-street, extension .....................................
Johnson's-lane, off Bay-street ..........................
Cumberiund-strect, between Gipps-lane and
Long’s-lane ..................................................

35
115
150

100
30
320
60
200
125
1,435

12-INCH.

Elizabcth-strcet South, from Bedford-street
southwards .........................................................

200

Koiktt-strect, off Upper Wdiiam-streot North
Lower Gampbell-streel, off East-street ..........

275
125

18-inch.

Ctipps-slreet, from tho end of tho brick sower
at Macquarie-street South..........................

250

APPENDIX C.
Abstract of the Receipts and Disbursements of the Municipal Council of the City of Sydney, on account of the Water Fund,

for tho haif-year ending 30 Juno, 1874.
Disbursements.

Receipts.

£ 8.
Prom WoIpp Works
...................
MiscoUMieous receipts
.
Interest And premium ...

17,872

19

d.

£

133 10 10
1,482

a

213,337
36,500

19

5
19

0

0

B
305,331

£324,820

16

15

s.

<L

213,337 19

3

0

0

19,049 14

1

fl

I

13,003 12

0

08,000

i

3

16

£

a.
The Colonial Government
....................
Dolxmturcs outstanding
....................
Union Rank
.....................................................

19,488

Balances due—
The rolonin.1 Government
Debentures outstanding
Union Dank
...

s.

1

0

£

300,337

General Works.....................................................
Botany Works
.....................................................
Sftlnrios of Officers
.....................................
Oftiep expenses
.....................................................
Incidental expeuies
.....................................
Interest expons*?
.....................................

7,020

1,074

0

329

6

9

37

12

0

2,362

4

10

4

e

d.

13

4

21,433

2

0

£324,820

15

4

4

We have audited and examined the accounts from which the above etatement is made up, and found the same to be
correct.
R. A. TAYLOR,
PHILIP CALLAGE OR,

j City Auditors.
Abstbact

5

Abstract of tho Receipts and Disbursements of tho Municipal Council of the City of Sydney, on account of the Water Fund,

for the half-year ending 31 December, 1S74.
llccciptfi.

Disbursemoats.

£
£
Waterworks.....................................................
Miscellaneous Eeceipts
.....................................

17,005

f
0

id

‘*1

7

ii.
2

£

R.

6
1SJI3

Balances, 31 December, 1374—
The Colonial Government
....................
Debentures................................................... .
.
Union Bank
......................................................

2VI.3.]7

19

2

8

3

bo rm o o
12604

3

e.

d. !

9,560

1C

1 j

10,110
J,6S3

9
0

4

531

11

25

8
8
0

2,981

By General Works.....................................................
Botany Works ...
..
Hilaries of OflieCrs
.....................................
Office Exprnvs....................................................
Incidental Expenses.....................................
Salaries of Auditors.....................................
Intere*t Expenses
.....................................

0

1

411

8

3

d.

1

25,903

a

9

305,331

16

O

'£331,SSA

E

9

I

1

Bainncee, Juno GO, 1874—
The Oilonial Government
....................
l>el)ontures
.....................................................
Union Bank
.....................................................

213,337 19
86,600

0

5,4 93 10

3

0 .
9

!
£333,235

&

8
0

-------------------------------

10
312,402

£

d.

5

0

1

A udited, examined, and found correct,
R. A. TAYLOR.
PHILIP CALLACHOR.

City Treasurer’s Office,
Sydney, 30 January, IS/J.

Abstract of the Receipts and Disbursements of tho Municipal Council of tho City of Sydney, on account of tho Sewerage

Fund, for the half-year ending 30 June, 1874.
Eeceipts. ,

Balances due—
l he Colonial Government ............
Debentures outstanding
...........
Union Bunk
...
...
...
Advance Acct. of Debentures............

Disbursements.
£

£.

(I,

200,000
10.',000

0 0
0 11

4,000

3 11
0 0

CS.Olil

£

£.

it.

Balance due 1 January, 1874—
TheOdomal Government
Debentures oulstanding
............
Union Bank
................................

£

s. d.

200,000

0 0
0 0
16 10

162.SI/0
21.213
_

391,061

3 11

General WorkR................... ..
...
Interest expenses
......................
Salaries of officers
..
............

£

387.018 16 10

1,379 3
5,920 8
342 15

7

2

4
7,612

j£j'J4,(Slil

s. d

£39.1,661

3 11

7

1

3 11

Wc hare audited and examined the accounts from which the above statement is made up, and find the same to be
correct.

R. A. TAYLOR,
7
. ... „
PHILIP CALLACHOR, ) Clt-T Audltor£-

Abstract of the Receipts and Disbursements of the Jfunicipnl Council of the City of Sydney, on account of the Sewerage

Fund, for the half-year ending 81 December, 1874.
Itccciplfl,

Expenditure.

-

£

Premium and Interest on Sale of Debcnlures
...................................................
Miscellaneous Receipts
...
...
...
Sinking Fund
...........................
...
Balances, 31 Decomber. 1S74—
The ColonialGovernmi’nt
...............
Debentures
.......................................
Union Bank
......................................

s. ii.

£

r.

d.

£ s, d.
General Works

1,617 0 0
30 0 0
4,«0 0 1
0
159,300 0
6,093 1

Salaries of Officers

7/1C9 6 3
9

1
Tltc Colonial Government

0
0
1

Debentures

..............

Union Hank
...............
Debenture Advance Account
305,003

1

1

200,1X10 0 0
162,000 0 0

2S,f01 3 11 '
4,000

0

l> J
301,061

j£402,070 10 2

3 11

£402,070 10

Audited, examined, and found correct,
R. A. TAYLOR,
^ Auditors.
PHILIP CALLACHOR,

City Treasurer’s Office,
Sydney, 30 January 1875,

Sydney; Thomas Richards, Government Printer.—1S75.

mi

8. d.

3,485 18 11
5,576 5 8
317 1 8

Interest Expenses
6,0JT

200 000

£

51—B
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Legislative Assembly.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

' METROPOLITAN WATER SUPPLY.
(NEPEAN AND CATARACT RIVEES—RETURN- SHOWING QUANTITY OF WATER THAT WOULD HAVE
BEEN AVAILABLE FROM 30th NOVEMBER, 1874, TO Slai JANUARY, 1876.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 24 March, 1875.

Question fob Tuesday,

23

March,

1875.

Mr. Macintosh to ash The Colonial Secbetaby,—

■

(1.) Will he he pleased to lay a Return on the Table of the House, showing the estimated quantity
of Water that would have been available, iu accordance with the Report of the Royal Water Com
mission for the Metropolitan Water Supply in the Nepean River, at the Pheasant’s Nest, during
each month of 1874 ?
(2.) The same information with reference to the Cataract River, where the proposed tunnel will
intersect that watercourse ?
(3.) The quantity of water that would have been available for such supply from each source during
each week from November 30th, 1874, to January 31st, 1875, under same conditions as recommended
by the Water Commission ?
(4.) Has the Government received any information with reference to the engagement of an
Hydraulic Engineer from England ?
STATEMENT showing the estimated quantity of Water that would have been available, in accordance
with the Report of the Royal Water Commission for the Metropolitan Water Supply, in the Nepean
River, at the Pheasant’s Nest, during each month of 1874 ; and the same information with reference
to the Cataract River, where the proposed tunnel will intersect that watercourse, together with the
quantity of Water available for such supply from each source during each week from November 30th,
1874, to January 31st, 1875, under same conditions as recommended by the Water Commission.
Questions 1 and 2.
Quantity of T rater mc&eurtd as flowing over Weir,
Date.
Nopenn River.

1874.
Month of—
January ...
February.,.
March.......
April .......
May..........
Juno ......
July...........
August ...
September..
October ...
November..
December...
Total ...

ilillions of
gallons.

Stored In Eeservoir and available for supply to Sydney.

Total—
Cataract River. Nepean and Cataract
Rivnrs.
Millions of
gallone.

Millions of
gallons.

Millions of
gallons.

1,313
33,692
3,503
1,850
4,559
5,341
8,307
7,267
888
1,375
457
264

1,107
4,100
2,145
1,132
3,515
4,610
5,744
3,430
306
420
323
66

2,420
37,692
6,048
2,982
7,074
9,951
14,051
10,697
1,194
1,795
785
320

68,700

25,903

94,609

-

7.000. eaual to 5831 days7 supply, nt 12,000,000 gallons daily.
7,000,
j,
n
Ji
H
Jl
D
ii
JJ
7,000,
„
i)
n
JJ
JJ
J7
JJ
JJ
■
7,000,
>,
„
J>
it
JJ
7,000,
„
,,
it
JJ
a
7,000,
„
„
))
ii
a
7,000,
,,
„
H
ij
tt
7,000,
„
j.
JJ
t> .
it
6,917*

„

5761

ii

jj

it

JJ

JJ

it

Beturn continued to the 28fi February, 1875.
1875.
January ...
February...

174
2,978

21
1,547

195
4,525

Total ...

3,152

1,568

4,720

* E&sorvoir fall till tho 11th December.

6.744, eaual to 662 days’ supply, at 12,000,000 gall sns daily.
7,000,+ „
6831
U
JJ
JJ
~
f tteaervoir full *gaiu on Stb February.

454
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Question 3.
Quantity of Vrater measured as flowing over Weir,
Date.
Kcpeau Eirer.

1874.
Week ending—
7 Dec............
H
21
28
4
11
18
25
1

.............

„
.........
„ .........
1875.
Jan............
„ .........
.................
.................
Feb............
Total

...

Stored in Eeservoir and available for supply to Sydney.

1
Total—
Cataract River. Nepean and Cataract
Elvers.
Million a of
gallons

Millions of
gallon?.

Millions of
gallons.

82
63
48
46

29
17
11
7

in
80
69
53

30
44
44
35
31

5
4
7
4
3

44
48
51
39
34

432

87

519

.

Million* of
gallons.
7,000, equal to 583 J- flays' supply, at 12,000,000 gallons daily.
.........
fi
583
i1
it
ft
6,971,
,,
581
ji
>1
‘
)J
6,940,
„
578i
it
i>
ft
6,900,
6,864,
6,831,
6,786,

„
„
„
„

575
■ 572
5691
56oi

6,736,-

„

561}

Return continued to the 28th February,

1875,
8 Feb............
15 „
.............
22 „ .........
28* „
.........
Total

...

628
634
775
937

281
202
601
463

909
836
1,376
1,400

2,974

1,547

4,521

>>

it

)i
J)

11

)t
it

i>

*

>>
ji

7J
Jj
JJ
>?
>j

1875.

7,000, equal k> 583} days’ snpplv. at 12,000,000 gallons daily.
7,000,
,,
„
ii
}J
JJ
7,000,
„
„
))
H
>J
7,000,
„
„
Jj
Jj
)f

* Six daya only*

B. 0. MOEIAETY.
23 March, 1875.

Sydney ; Thomas liichards, Government riintur.—1ST5.
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CONFERENCE of the Chief Inspectors of Stock
for the Australian Colonies, held in Sydney, in
November, 1874
REPORT OE THE PROCEEDINGS OE THE CONFERENCE.

The Conference was convened, at the instance of the Government of New South
Wales, to consider the. best means to be adopted for securing joint and simul
taneous legislative action, on the part of all the Australian Colonics, in dealing
with Infectious and Contagious Diseases in Stock.
°
The undermentioned Colonies were represented :—
New South Wales : Mr. Alexander Bruce.
Queensland:
Mr. P. R. Gordon.
South Australia:
Mr. C. J. Valentine.
Tasmania:
Victoria :

The Honorable James Whyte.
Mr. E. M. Cure.

Bruce having been appointed the Chairman of the Conference, laid before
the Members a Statement of proposed proceedings, which was unanimously adopted,
and ordered to be printed, to form portion of the proceedings.
After mature deliberation, the Conference agreed to the Resolutions submitted
herewith on the undermentioned subjects :—
(1.) Definition of Terms.

.

(2.) Pleuro-pneumonia.
(3.) The importation of Stock from places beyond the Australian Colonies.
(4.) The extinction of Infectious and Contagious Diseases in Stock, and
the conduct of the Stock Traffic between the different Colonies.
(5.) The appointment of Quarantine Stations.
(6.) Scab in Australia.
(7.) Inspection Eee on Stock.
(8.) Catarrh in Sheep.
(9.) Foot-rot, Worms, and Fluke.
(10.) Overstocking.

,

,

(11.) Stock Statistics.
(12.) Experiments for ascertaining the nature, cause, prevention and cure
of Diseases in Stock.
,
(13.) Co-operation of other Colonies invited.
In reporting these Resolutions, the Conference would earnestly express a
hope that the Governments of the several Colonics will take measurcss as soon as
possible, to carry them into effect.
The Conference have considered it then' duty to recommend the continuance
of the existing prohibition on the importation of stock, with the exception of horses,
and the extension of such prohibition until it shall be ascertained that certain
diseases not now in Australia have been eradicated in Great Britain, when
importations from thence may be resumed, under strict quarantine regulations,
the nature of which are indicated in the proceedings of the Conference,
On
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On reference to these proceedings, it will he observed that the Members of the
Conference were not unanimous in opinion as to the mode of carrying out an
extension of the prohibition. Mr. Curt desired to go further than the resolution
arrived at hy the majority, and thus continue prohibition until all infectious and
contagious diseases, except scab, shall have ceased to exist in Great Britain.
Mr. Bruce was of opinion that importations from Great Britain alone might
be admitted, when it has been ascertained that there are no cases ot foot and mouth
disease, or only a few isolated ones, and no rinderpest or sheep-pox, nor any other
infectious or contagious disease in stock not known in Australia.
Mr. Valentine proposed determining the period for which the existing prohi
bition should he enforced.
_
Considering the magnitude of the interest involved, and the frightful results
that must inevitably follow the introduction of rinderpest, foot and mouth disease,
or sheep-pox, into the flocks and herds of Australia, and in view of recent fresh
outbreaks of foot and mouth disease in Great Britain, the Conference has come to
the conclusion that, for the present, the only safe and prudent course is to continue
the prohibition, and watch the course of events there with reference to the suppres
sion of infectious and contagious diseases.
In arriving at this conclusion, the Conference has been influenced hy the
consideration that foot and mouth disease, if introduced into the stock of Australia,
would prove infinitely more destructive than it has done in England, where each
individual case can be and is attended to with as much care as would be bestowed
upon human beings; whereas in the Colonics any such course of treatment would
he altogether impracticable.
_
The Resolutions arrived at were iu most cases unanimously agreed to, hut
when any difference of opinion existed, it will he made apparent by reference to the
proceedings herewith submitted.
_
The Conference would also draw the attention of the respective Governments
to the papers on Plcuro-pnenmonia, Scab in Sheep, Catarrh, Elukc, Worm Disease,
and Eoot-rot, and suggest that publicity should he given to them in such manner as
may he deemed most expedient, more particularly for the purpose of stimulating
inquiry into the subjects of Bluke, Worms, and Eoot-root.
Many other matters will be found in the proceedings of much interest to
stockowners and the public, although the Conference does not consider it necessary
to enumerate them in the Report.
■
In concluding the labours of the Conference, Mr. Bruce, as Chairman,
begged to express to the Members of the Conference, on his own behalf, as well as on
behalf of the Government of this Colony, his thanks for the careful and attentive
consideration they have given to the subjects submitted to them, which he trusted
would result in lasting benefit to the respective Colonies.
■ Votes of thanks were then heartily accorded to the Chairman and Secretary.
ALEX. BRUCE.
P. R. GORDON.
.C. J. VALENTINE.
JAMES WHYTE.
E. M. CURR.

CONFERENCE OE THE CHIEF INSPECTORS OF STOCK
OF THE SEVERAL AUSTRALIAN COLONIES.

RESOLUTIONS PASSED BY THE CONFERENCE.
1. Definition of terms—“ disease,” “ infected,” and " stock.”
2. Pleuro-pneumonia.

.

t

3. Regulating the importation of Stock from places outside the Australian Colonics.
d. Principles for Intercolonial Regulations for the extinction of Infectious or
’ Contagious Diseases in Stock, and the conduct of Stock Traffic between the
different Colonies.
5. Appointment of Quarantine Stations.
6. Scab in Australia.
7. Inspection Pee on Stock.
8. Catarrh in Sheep.
9. Pluke, Poot-rot, and Worms.
10. Overstocking. ,
11. Stock Statistics.
12. Experiments with the view of ascertaining the nature, cause, prevention and
cure of Diseases in Stock.
13. Co-operation of the other Colonies invited.
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No. 1.
.
DEFINITION OF TERMS.
That “ disease1'’ shall mean the diseases specified in the Programme of Proceedings of the Conference
calling for legislative interference, as well as any other disease which the Governor in Council may declare
to be an infectious or contagious disease for the purposes of the Act.
. . .
infected” shall mean and apply to stock actually suffering from or affected with any such
infectious or contagious disease, or which have within the next preceding six months been in direct or
indirect contact with stock so suffering or affected, or been dressed or dipped for scab within that period,
and one infected animal in a mob is held to render the mob or flock infected.
I hat “ stock ’ shall mean horses, cattle, sheep, goats, and pigs, and any animal whatsoever that the
Governor m Council may declare to be subject to the provisions of the Act,

No. 2.
■

PLEURO-PNEUMONIA. ■
Legislation'

suogested,

,
That every mob of cattle which lias become infected be inoculated when the virus can ho obtained
in the mob or in any cattle within a practicable distance.
2, That owners give notice of every outbreak of the disease to their neighbours, to Inspectors, and
to tho public.
3. that no inoculators but those authorized by the Government he allowed to inoculate for others.
L That projierly inoculated cattle depasturing on a run, on the expiry of sia; weeks from the hist
case of disease, be allowed to leave the run and to pass over infected ground without being deemed infected.
G. That all travelling cattle actually affected with or suffering from pleuro-pneumonia bo killed
immediately they are found to be so.
‘
G. That if the travelling cattle in which any animal is thus found to be actually' affected be fat
stock, they be taken by day to their destination by the roads least likely in the opinion of an Inspector to
spread the disease, and timely notice be given by their drovers to all owners of horned stock on or near
the road that tho mob is infected.
7. That where the travelling cattle in which any animal is thus found to be actually affected with
pleuro-pneumonia are store stock, they be stepped and inoculated as soon as practicable, and afterwards
taken to their destination, as provided for in the next preccding 'regulation; but such cattle be not
required to travel more than six miles a day for the first thirty days alter being inoculated.
, . .
That in Colonies in which pleuro-pneumonia exists, the owner of travelling cattle give notice of
his intention to cross or pass along runs where stock of tho same description are kept, if the roaxl be not
separated from the run by a sufficient fence.
,
SI. Hint drovers do not abandon any travelling stock, nor leave the carcasses of any stock which
may die undestroyed.

No. 3.
SUGGESTIONS FOR REGULATING THE IMPORTATION OF STOCK FROM PLACES
,
, ,
OUTSIDE THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES.
, I- That the existing prohibition against the introduction of all stock, except horses, from places
outside the Australian Colonies, be allowed to stand.
’
2. That, with the view of keeping the respective Governments informed on tho subject, their
Agenfcs-G-eneral lie instructed to obtain from the Secretary of Her Majesty’s Veterinary Department,
London, a monthly report as to what infectious and contagious diseases then exist among the live stock of
the United Kingdom, and to what extent they arc each known to prevail; and that tlfe Agents-General
transmit this report by mail, and when necessary by telegram, to their respective Governments.
3. That on the expiry of the existing prohibition it be again renewed, and maintained until it is
ascertained that no foot and mouth disease, rinderpest, nor sheep-pox, nor any other infectious or contagious
disease in stock not known in Australia exists in Great Britain and Ireland, when importations might be
allowed under the conditions hereinafter mentioned.*
(L). That the introduction of all stock except horses shall he absolutely prohibited from all
other Countries, except Great Britain and Ireland, and also from all Colonies except those
agreeing to these Regulations.
(2.) That when importations from tho United Kingdom are renewed, all stock intended to
be introduced from thence into Australia bo examined at the port of shipment by a duly
qualified veterinary surgeon, appointed conjointly by the Agents-General for the several
Colonies, who shall make a declaration that to the best of bis knowledge and belief such
stock are free from any infectious or contagious disease.
.
(3.) That the live stock (if any) for the use of the passengers put on board the same ship as tho
stock intended to he introduced into the Colonics, be examined by tho same veterinary
surgeon, and certified in like manner to he also free from infection.
‘
(T ) That every ship from places beyond the Australian Colonies, on arrival there, be boarded by
an Inspector, and all stock intended to be landed from such ship, previous to being so, be
examined by a duly qualified veterinary surgeon, or medical man when a veterinary surgeon
cannot be obtained.
(5.) That if such stock, or any stock whatever on board such ship, bo found to be infected with
any infectious or contagious disease not already introduced into any of the Colonies, all such
stock be forthwith destroyed,
(C.) That if apparently free from disease not known in the Colonies, the stock intended to be
landed be disinfected on board ship, and conveyed to a thoroughly isolated quarantine, to be
there properly disinfected and to undergo a probationary detention, at the owner’s expense,
of fifty days at least.
* Tho Conference were not unanimous on this Resolution.

No. 4.
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No. 4.
I>EI^SI^I;jES r0R intercolonial rbgtjla.tions for the extinction
,0:ii CONTAGIOUS diseases in stock, and the conduct
stock traffic between the different colonies.

of in.
of the

1.—IsFOniiATjcof io SKiGiiForurNC Colonies.

1. T3mt the Chief Inspector in each Colony communicate hy telegraph full and distinct'information
as to the position, extent, and nature of every outbreak of infectious or contagious disease in stock, as
quickly as possible, to the Chief Inspectors of the other Colonies.
2. That the Inspectors in the border districts bo instructed to send immediate 'information hy
e egram to the nearest Inspectors of the neighbouring Colonics of every outbreak of such disease which
occurs within fifty miles of tho border.
■
■
,.
Ei.P11P; P1,G.roa<I !jy which the disease was introduced, and the history of the outbreak, as well as
tne possibility ot its extension, are to be carefully examined into, and the Inspectors for tbe districts
in o which this road leads in the neighbouring Colonics are to be always put in possession of these
particulars with the least possible delay.
■
4. That every Colony in which any such disease exists shall publish quarterly in the Government
U-azettc a report upon the state of the disease, what prohibitory measures have been issued, their altera
tion or rescindment.
5. That this report be sent direct to the Chief Inspectors for tho different Colonies.
II.—Me.VSTIEES FOE TJIE EltAJ.U OAIIOX OE DISEASE.

6. That a Fund to be called the Stock Fund be raised by a contribution on stock, to defray the
payment of compensation and other expenses incurred in the prevention and extinction of Infections
Diseases in Stock.

• r i.-*'
c,ack P°lony f^kwith initiate such measures as shall effect the speedy extinction of all
injections or contagious diseases in stock which arc controllable by quarantine, and shall take such
measures with respect to all these diseases not so controllable as shfill prevent their spread and tend to
their gradual extinction.
1
8. That while provision should be made in all such measures for the punishment of owners who
keep or move infected stock to the detriment of others,—the means chiefly to be relied upon for the
eradication of disease should'not be the enforcement of penalties, but the initiation and maintenance of
sucli a system oi inspection as will insure the discovery by the authorities and the public of every out
break ot disease immediately it is ohermlh, with tho view to the infected stock being at once placed in
quarantine, and steps taken for the speedy eradication of the infection on the ground where tho outbreak
occurs.
°

,
®- That in order to remove every inducement to tbe owners of infected stock to conceal the fact
ot their being so, all animals killed and goods destroyed by order of the Government, for the purpose of
suppressing disease, be paid for by the Government, at a rate equal to their value at tbe time they are
destroyed; and the expenses incurred in destroying such stock or goods be also borne by the Government.
_,. , ] °- T|l:p all conveyances which have served for the transport of live stock, .and all fittings and
articles which have been used by or with such stock, and from which there is any risk whatever of infection
spreading, shall bo disinfected before being again used; as well as all conveyances, fittings, and articles
which have served or been used in the transport of manure, fodder, litter, or other matters which have
bad their origin or been in contact with animals suspected of disease.
III.—Conduct of Intebcolonial Stock Tbade.

*

U. That where there is no infectious or contagious disease in the stock of any two or more Colonics,
nor any risk of infection being conveyed, such stock be introduced overland, from one Colony to the other,
without being obliged to cross at specified crossing-places or to wait for inspection; and sheep arriving by sea
irom a Colony in which no scab exists, undergo a quarantine of fourteen days with two (2) dressings.
v
'That where an _ outbreak of disease occurs in any Colony, the neighbouring Colonies may,
pending tho extent and risk of the outbreak being definitely ascertained, at once issue a prohibition
against the introduction of stock from such Colony; and the duration of such prohibition shall depend
upon the amount of risk arising from such outbreak.
■
r
1
I8-,—iif ^
ele?rly s„hown that the outbreak in such Colony is only an isolated one, or
only ot a limited extent, and confined to only one or two districts, and that the measures for isolation
and extinction are there being effectually carried out—in that case the stock from the remaining noninfected portions of such Colony, situated at a safe distance from any spot where infection exists, may
he introduced into the neighbouring Colonies under the following conditions, namely
1. As regards all stock,—
(1.) That they are admitted at appointed crossing-places only.

(2.) That the stock be accompanied by a certificate from the Inspector of the District
trom which they started, containing the following particulars :—(>.) Whether or not the
stock are infected, (b) The place from which they started, (c.) The nearest infected stock
to such place, (d.) The nature and extent of the disease affecting such stock, (e.) The
stocli: intended to bo introduced arc to travel to the crossing-place.
U-) The nearest infected stock to any portion of such route.

(3.) That they are inspected at such place previous to crossing or landing, and be found to be
apparently sound.

'

‘2.
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2, As regards sheep,—
‘
(4.) That when introduced overland they be branded with a letter, to indicate the Colony from
which they are to be introduced,-—say N for New South Wales, Q for Queensland, A for
South Australia, and V for Yictoria,
(5.) That where they are conveyed by train, tho trucks in which they are carried shall have been
,
thoroughly cleansed and disinfected, to the satisfaction of the Inspector, previous to the
sheep being put into them ; and when introduced by water, that the portion of the vessel
where they are to be penned shall have been cleaneed and disinfected in the same way.
(6.) That sheep proposed to be introduced by land into any Colony undergo a quarantine of
fourteen days within the border of such Colony, and during that period be dipped not less
than twice to the satisfaction of an Inspector; hut the conditions contained in this suggestion
may be modified by any two Colonies by mutual agreement.*
(7.) That they do not leave the quarantine until the Inspector in charge shall certify that they
are free from disease.
14, That all certificates shall state for how long they are available.
15. That when any disease is equally prevalent in the cattle stock of two or more Colonies, these
Colonies allow cattle to cross their borders without compelling them to do so at specified crossing-places,
or to wait for inspection.*
1G, That the trade in thoroughly dry skins, hones, horns, hoofs, melted tallow in casks or skins,
cow-hair, and goats’ hair, in so far as those latter objects are packed in sacks or bales, as well as straw,
hay, and other substances, between a non-infected and an infected Colony, he exempt from the operation
of these suggestions.
17. That a Colony he not bound to compensate for any stock which may be attacked by disease
tand have to be killed, if such stock have not been the preceding sixty days at least within such Colony,
unless it can be proved that the infection took place in the Colony itself.
* The Conference were not unanimous in this Resolution.

Sec Proceedings.

-

No. 5.
APPOINTMENT OF BOEDER QUARANTINE STATIONS.
1. The Conference is of opinion that it is desirable that quarantine stations for the admission of
sheep from Victoria and Tasmania into New South Wales should be established without delay at Moama and
Albury, inasmuch as the present restrictions operate most prejudicially to the interests of sheepowners iu
Riverina, Yictoria, and Tasmania, without being at all necessary on sanitary grounds, because the same
precautions which are now taken against the introduction of disease at tho port of Sydney may as easily
he observed at quarantine stations on the river Murray.
2. The Conference is also of opinion that a quarantine station should he eshiblished at or near
Apsley, on the borders of South Australia and Yictoria.
I

No. 6.
SCAB IN AUSTRALIA.

*

. That while acknowledging tho magnitude of the underbaking of eradicating scab in Yictoria (where
the number of infected sheep atone time exceeded 5,000,000) and the innumerable difficulties cneouutered
in carrying out the work, as well as fully appreciating the progress already made in that direction, there
being now only about 120,000 sheep in quarantine in that Colony, as well as the fact that nearly the whole
of the sheep in Tasmania, amounting to 1,700,000, once infected, have now been reduced to 27,000,—this
Conference is of opinion that it is most desirable that all sheep henceforward found scabby in Australia,
as well as the flocks iu which they are found running, should he destroyed as soon as practicable, but
in no case later than the 1st January, 1S7G.
’
_
The reasons that induce the Conference to pass this resolution are the following:—
(1.) The existence of scab in any of the Colonies is a source of real danger to the flocks in the
other Colonies.
(2.) It entails very great expense on some of the Colonies, and a considerable amount on them
all, in the protection of their sheep from infection.
(3.) It .puts a stoppage to free trade in sheep in Australia, and thus causes very heavy losses to
all the other Colonies, not only through preventing the trade in store and breeding sheep,
but also in the impediments it throws in the way of the introduction of improved stud sheep
from one Colony to another.
(4.) The immense losses that are sustained by all the other Colonies through the existence of
scab in Yictoria and Tasmania, in various ways, even when the disease is not allowed to
spread beyond these Colonics.
■ These considerations are altogether irrespective of the incalculable losses sustained hy Yictoria and
Tasmania through the continued existence of scab within their own borders.
_
No. 7.
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No. 7.
INSPECTION EEE ON STOCK.

.

_
Tluit, ii, is uiKlosirablc tliat any iuspeclion fee be clmrged by one Colony on the stock inlrodnccd
from another Colony, inasmuch as such a charge would tend to prevent the initiation of uniform legislation
and combined action by the different Colonies for tho eradication of disease.*
* The Conference were not unanimous in this Resolution,

No. 8.
CATAKRH IN SHEEP.
Tho Conference adviso that all sheep infected with catarrh be destroyed.

No. 9.
FOOT-ROT, WORMS, AND FLUKE.
That although tho Conference expresses no opinion on the paper submitted by Mr. Valentine
respecting the destruction in South Australia of sheep affected with fluke, they consider that it is unjust
towards those owners whose sheep are free from such diseases as foot-rot, worms, and fluke, and especially
to those -whose country is not,decidedly safe from infection (and they amount to about 30 per cent, of
the whole), that sheep infected with any of these ailments should ho allowed to travel over such country
and iniect sound sheep ; but that with the information at present before them, they arc not yet prepared
to say how the evil should be met by legislation.

No. 10.
OVERSTOCKING.
That this Conference desires to point out that the system of overstocking, so generally carried out
over tho whole of tho Colonies, has had a most injurious effect on the pastures and stock; that it has
reduced the size and injured tho constitution, and is a great source of disease in stock generally.

No. 11.
STOCK STATISTICS.

'

That the several Governments he invited to take power, where they do not possess it, to obtain
returns from owners of the number of their stock and of all diseases affecting them.

No. 12.
EXPERIMENTS WITH THE VIEW OF ASCERTAINING THE NATURE, CAUSE,
PREVENTION AND CURE OF DISEASES IN STOCK.
That the several Governments be invited to follow the example of Queensland, and authorize the
expenditure of a sum of money for the purpose of meeting the expense of making experiments for
ascertaining the nature, cause, prevention and cure of Diseases in Stock; and that the Chief Inspectors
for the different Colonies regularly transmit the results of these experiments to each other, and otherwise
compare experience.

No. 13.
CO-OPERATION OF THE OTHER COLONIES INVITED.
That, although the Colonies of New' Zealand, Western Australia, and Fiji are sepstated by long
distances from the Colonics represented at this Conference, they should be invited to consider the opinions
expressed and the Resolutions agreed to at the Conference, with a view to their adoption.

ALES. BRUCE.

P. E. GORDON.
C. J. VALENTINE.
JAMES WHYTE.

E. M. CURE.
3—B
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MINUTES OE PROCEEDINGS of the Conference of the Chief Inspectors of
Stock for the several Australian Colonies herein specified, held at the OSice of
the Chief Inspector of Stock, Sydney, in November, 18174.

■

Office of the Chief Inspector of Stock, Sydney, 10th November, ISvI.
The undermentioned gentlemen were present, and represented tiro Colonies named respectively:—

Neic South WalesMb. AxiiXANmER Bruce.
Queensland:

Me. I?. R. G-ordox".

Tasmania:
The Hox'OEaei.e James White.
Victoria:
Mn, E. M, ■ Curb.
Mr. Bruce informed the Conference that Mr. Valentine, the Representative of South Australia,
would arrive by steamer to-day.
Mr. Whyte mo\ed, and it was unanimously agreed to, that Mr.'Bruco bo appointed Chairman.
The Conference agreed to meet daily, at j past 10 o’clock a.m., Saturday excepted ; also, that tho
proceedings should not for the present bo made public, except in so far as the Conference might consider
to be necessary
It was then resolved that the Secretary should prepare Minutes of each day’s proceedings, which
shall bo read over and confirmed at the next sitting prior to any other business being entered upon.
The Chairman laid on the Table a copy of the letter forwarded by tho Government of New South
■Wales to the Governments of the other Colonics calling tho Conference,—also a short paper setting forth
the reasons for taking that course, and submitting a Programme of Proceedings for consideration, which
was adopted by tire Conference. (See papers, Nos. 1 and 2, pages 18, ID, and 20.)
The undermentioned papers were then laid before tho Conference, and directed to he printed:—
Mr. Bruce, on Pleuro-pneumonia.
Mr. Gordon, on Worms.
I c,
j j
Mr. Whyte, on Scab in Sheep.
f Sce I,al)crs pended.
Mr. Cure, on Eluke.
)
PLEURO-PNEUMONIA.
The Chairman staled his views on this disease, and the conclusions he had arrived at, after the most
careful inquiry,'and submitted for tho consideration of the Conference the following Resolutions on the
subject. (See paper No. 5. page 25.)
Tho Conference having maturely deliberated on the Resolutions iu question, and proposed certain
amendments, resolved that Resolutions 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, S, 9, 10, and 11, as amended, be adopted, and that
Resolutions 4 and 6 be expunged.
During the discussion on the above subject—
Mr. Whyte stated that pleuro-pneumonia was not known in Tasmania ;
Mr. Curr, that it was prevalent to some extent in Victoria;
Mr. Gordon, that it prevailed in the North and Central Districts of Queensland; and
Mr. Bruce, that it was more or less prevalent throughout New South Wales.
PRINCIPLES FOR INTERCOLONIAL REGULATIONS FOR THE EXTINCTION OE
INFECTIOUS OR CONTAGIOUS DISEASES IN STOCK, AND THE CONDUCT OE THE
STOCK TRAEEIC BETWEEN THE DIEEERENT COLONIES.
Tho Conference then proceeded to consider tho resolutions tabled on these subjects (see paper
No. 3, page 21); and, after amending them in several respects, agreed to postpone their final consider
ation, as well as that of the interpretation of the word “infected,” until Mr. Valentine was present.
The Conference adjourned at a quarter past 4 o’clock.
ALEX. BRUCE,
,
‘
Chairman.

Office of Chief Inspector of Stock, Sydney, 11th November, 1874.
JJnsmt:—
lieic South Wales: Mr. Bruce.
Queensland:
Mr. Gordon.
South Australia: Mr. Valentine.
Tasmania.Mr. Whyte.
Victoria:
(Absent.)
The Conference having met at i past 10 o’clock,—
Mr. Bruce intimated that ho had. received a communication from Mr. Curr, stating his inability to
attend to-day in consequence of indisposition.
The Chairman informed the Conference that tho papers ordered to be printed were not quite ready,
and suggested that au adjournment should take place until the usual hour of meeting to-morrow, which
was unanimously agreed to.
’
ALEX. BRUCE,
Chairman.
Sydney,

.left
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Sydney, Thursday, 12th November, 1874'.
■

present
Arew Soidh WalesMu. UnrcE.
Queensland:
Mr. G-orbos.
'
Smith Australia : Mr.- ValentIiN'E,
Tasmania ;
Me. ’Whyte.
Victoria:
Me. Ctiee.
■
Tho CouierencG having assembled at the usual hour, tho minutes of the proceedings on tho 10th
and 11th instant, were read and confirmed.
Mr. Whyte proposed, and Mr. Curr seconded the following motion:—“That the business already
decided by the Conference be re-opened, with the view of allowing Mr. Valentine an opportunity of
expressing his opinion.”
'
The Chairman then read the order of business agreed to on the 10th instant, which was affirmed.
The,Resolutions relating to pleuro-pneumonia were then read seriatim, amended in certain par
ticulars, and agreed to.
During the discussion upon “ pleuro-pneumonia,” Mr. Valentine stated that the disease only existed,
in South Australia, in isolated cases, and came from travelling stock.
The Conference then resumed consideration of the- meaning of the word “ infected” in the Resolu
tions of the Conference.
,
Mr. Rrucc moved that the meaning attached to the said word be as follows:—“ Infected” shall
be bold to apply to any stock which are actually suffering from or affected with any infectious or contagious
disease, or which have within the next preceding six months been in direct or indirect contact with slock
so suffering or affected, or been dressed or dipped for scab, within that period ; and one infected animal in a
mob or flock shall be held to render the mob or flock infected.
“ Stock” shall mean and include horses, cattle, sheep, pigs, and goats, as usually defined.
Mr. Curr thereupon moved the following amendment:—That the meaning of the terms “infected
stock” or “infected animals” (for tho purposes of an Act) be “ any live stock or animals suffering from
any disease which at any time shall be declared under such Act or in Regulations thereunder to be infec
tious or contagious, as also any animal or stock which shall have becu lately exposed to a serious risk of
contracting any such disease.
After the fullest consideration of the subject, the Conference resolved as follows :—
That “ disease” shall mean the diseases specified in the programme of proceedings of the
Conference calling for legislative interference, as well as any other disease in stock which the
Governor in Council may declare to be an infectious or contagious disease for the nuroosos
of the Act.
That “ infected” shall mean and apply to stock actually suffering from or affected with any such
infectious or contagious disease, or which have within the next preceding six months been in
direct or indirect contact with stock so suffering or affected, or been dressed or dipped for
scab within that period ; and that one infected animal in a mob or flock be held to render the
mob or flock infected.
That “ stock” shall mean horses, cattle, sheep, goats, and pigs, and any animal whatsoever that
the Governor in Council may declare to be subject to the provisions of the Act.
The Conference then proceeded to discuss the subject of “ Eeguiatjons toe the Iih’ortation of
Stock from places outside the Australian Couokies,” as tabled. (See paper No. 4, page 22.)
And the Resolutions having been put seriatim,—
No. 1 was agreed to unanimously.
'
No. 2 having been proposed—
Mr. Curr proposed tho following amended Resolution, viz,:;—

.
.

“ That in our opinion the introduction from Great Britain into tho Australasian Colonics of sheep,
cattle, pigs and goats, should be prohibited as long as infectious and contagious diseases
(excepting scab) exist in that country.”
■ ■■
"WRich having been put to the Conference, was negatived upon the following division:—
Aye.
Mr. Curr.

Noes.
Mr. Bruce,
Mr. G-ordon,

.

Mr. Whyte,
Mr. Valentine.
The following amendment was then proposed by Mr, Bruce :—
“That on the expiry of the existing prohibition, it be again renewed and maintained until it be
ascertained that there are no cases of foot and mouth disease, mi1 only a fow isolated ones,
and no rinderpest or sheep-pox, nor any other infectious or contagious disease in stock not
known in Australia, existing in Great Britain.”
Upon division the amendment was negatived as follows :—
Aye.
Noes.
Mr. Bruce.
Mr. Curr,
Mr. Whyte,
Mr. Gordon,
Mr. Valentine.
A further amendment by Mr. Valentine for the insertion of tho words “ tor twelve months” in lieu
of the words “ and be maintained,” was then proposed and negatived upon the following division :—
Aye.

Mr. Valentine.

’

Noes.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Bruce,
Curr,
Gordon,
Whyte.

■

The
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_ _ The original Be solution was then proposed by Mr. "Whyte, and carried upon the following
division:—
Ayes.
No."
n
Mr. Whyte,
Mr. Curr.
Mr. Bruce,
Mr. Gordon,
Mr. Valentine.
The sub-clauses wore then proposed, and having been amended in a a few minor particulars, were
adopted.
No. d was agreed to.
Mr. Curr handed to the Conference a paper on the subject of Scab in Victoria, which was directed
to be printed.
Tho Conference having reconsidered the “Principles of Intercolonial Regulations for the extinction
of Infectious and Contagious Diseases in Stock, and the conduct of the Stock Traffic between the different
Colonies,” are of opinion that the further consideration of the subject be postponed until the next meeting.
The Conference adjourned at 5 o’clock.
'
ALEX. BRUCB,
Chairman.

Sydney, 13th. November, 1874
■JSrrstnt:—
Arno South Wales: Me. Beuce.

Queenslnnd :
South Australia:
Tasmania :
Victoria :

Mn. Gonnox.
Mr. Valentitte.
Mr. Whyte.
Mr. Curb.

The Conference inot according to adjournment yesterday.
SUGGESTIONS EOfi REGULATING THE IMPORTATION OE STOCK PROM PLACES
OUTSIDE THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES.
Tliis subject was recommitted, and after amendment in certain particulars was finally adopted as in
Resolutions, No. 3, page C.
*
PRINCIPLES EOR INTERCOLONIAL REGULATIONS POR THE EXTINCTION OE IN
FECTIOUS AND CONTAGIOUS DISEASES IN STOCK, AND THE CONDUCT OE THE
STOCK TRAFFIC BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT COLONIES.
"
Tho Conference then resumed consideration of these subjects.
Clauses 1 to 10 having been proposed, were adopted with certain amendments.
Clause 11 was thou considered.
.
Mr. Curr proposed tho following Regulation under sub-section 7 of that clause,
“ That sheep proposed to he introduced by land into any Colony undergo a quarantine of fourteen
days within the border of such Colony, and during that period be dipped not less than twice,
to the satisfaction of an Inspector.”
Mr. Gordon proposed as an amendment that tho words “ not less than” he inserted before the
words “ fourteen days,” which was negatived.
_ Mr. Bruce thou proposed, as a further amendment, that tho words ' ‘thirty days and throe
dressings” be inserted in lieu of the words “fourteen days and two dressings which was negatived
upon tho following division:—
Aye.
Noes.
■
Mr. Bruce.
Mr. Curr,
Mr. Whyte,
Mr. Valentine,
Mr. Gordon.
Mr. Cnrr's motion was then put, and carried on the following division:—
Ayes.
Noes.
Mr. Curr,
I
Mb. Bruce,
Mr. "Whyte,
i
Mr. Gordon.
Mr. Valentine.
|
Mr. Gordon moved the following new Regulation :—
“That sheep introduced by water from a. Colony in which scab exists ijito any other Colony
shall undergo a quaraniinc of thirty days, and he dressed not less than twice to the
satisfaction of an Inspector,”
Hpon which an amendment was moved by Mr. Whyte, that “ fourteen days ” be inserted for
“ thirty” days, which was carried upon the following division:—
"
Ayes.
Noes.
Mr. Whyte,
Mr. Bruce,
Mr. Curr,
Mr. Gordon.
Mr. Valentine.
Tho Chairman at this stage laid before tho Conference a communication addressed by the Chief s™
Secretary of Victoria to the Colonial Secretary of New South Wales, with respect to the establishment of
a quarantine ground for sheep at Moama, or one of the other crossing-places on the Murray: aud the i''lS0
same having been read by the Secretary,—
’
Mr. Whyte proposed, and Mr. Gordon seconded the following Resolution, which was unanimously
adopted:—
'
“ The Conference is of opinion that it is desirable that quarantine stations for the admission of sheep
.
from Victoria and Tasmania into New South Wales should be established without delay at
Moama aud Albury, inasmuch as the present restrictions operate most prejudicially to the
interests of sheepowners in Riverina, Victoria, and Tasmania, without being at all necessary
on
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on sanitary grounds; because the same precautions, which are now taken against the intro
duction of disease at the port of Sydney, may as easily ho ohserred at quarantine stations on
the river Murray,”
Mr.-Valentine proposed the following Resolution, which was unanimously adopted:—
- “ That a quarantine station be established at or near Apsley, on the borders of South Australia
and Victoria.”
The Conference having again resumed consideration of the proposed Intercolonial Stock Regulations,
Mr. Bruce proposed the following Resolution, to stand as i\:o. 11:—
“ That where there is no infectious or contagious disease in the stock of any two or more Colonies,
nor any risk of infection being conveyed, such stock be introduced overland from the one
Colony to the other, without being obliged to cross at specified crossing-places or to wait
for inspection; and sheep coming hy sea from a Colony in which no such disease exists, to
undergo a quarantine of fourteen days and two dressings.”
The Resolution was agreed to.
Mr. Bruce then proposed the following new clause, to stand as No. 15:—
“ That where any disease is equally prevalent in the cattle stock of two or more Colonies, those
Colonies allow cattle to cross their borders without compelling them to do so at specified
crossing-places or to want for inspection.”
And the same having been put to tho Conference, was agreed to upon the following division:—
,
Ayes.
No.
Mr. Bruce,
l
Mr. Curr,
Mr. Gordon,
Mr. Valentine.
j
Mr. Whyte did not vote.
Mr. Bruce proposed, and the Conference agreed to, the following clause to stand as No. 14:—
“ That all certificates shall state for how long they are available.”
INSPECTION EEE ON STOCK.
Mr. Bruce proposed the following new Resolution to stand as No. 7:—
“ That no inspection fee he charged by any Colony on the stock introduced from any other Colony.”
Upon which Mr. Curr moved as an amendment,-—“ That, in the opinion of the Conference, the motion
is one affecting matters which do not come within the scope of the subjects to be dealt with by
them,”
The further consideration of the subject was postponed until the next meeting.
The Conference adjourned at half-past 5 o’clock, until Monday next, at half-past 10.
ALEX. BRUCE,
Chairman.

Sydney, 16th November, 1874.
*

present:—
iVcto

; Me. Bruce.'
Me. GojOjon.
South Amlralia:
Mb. Vaiehtine.
South

Wales

Queensland:

Scab in Sheep,

Tasmania:

Me. Whyte.

Victoria:

Me. Cube.

The Conference having met at half-past-10 o’clock,—■
The paper furnished hy Mr. Whyte on tho nature, causes, and introduction of “ Scab in Sheep”
was fully considered.
' ■
Mr. Valentine stated that South Australia was clean as regards the disease ;
Mr. Gordon stated that Queensland was clean ;
Mr. Bruce stated that New South Wales was clean ;
ill-. Curr stated that about 120,000 were in quarantine in Victoria; and
Mr. Whyte that 27,000 were in quarantine in Tasmania.
'
The Conference expressed its opinion that scab was not a disease of spontaneous generation, but
was contracted by contagion; and concurred in the opinions expressed by Mr. Whyte in his valuable
paper, as to its nature and treatment.
'
SCAB IN AUSTRALIA.
With respect to scab now existing in Australia, the Conference unanimously agreed to the following
resolution:—
•
That,—while acknowledging the magnitude of the undertaking of eradicating scab in Victoria
(whore the number of infected sheep at one time exceeded 5,000,000), and the innumerable
difficulties encountered in carrying out the work, as well as fully appreciating tho progress
already made in that direction, there being now only about 120,000 sheep in quarantine in
that Colony, as wmll as tho fact that nearly the whole of the sheep in Tasmania, amounting
to 1,700,000, once iufccted, have now been reduced to 2-7,000,—this Conference is of opinion
that it is most desirable that all sheep henceforward found scabby, as well as the flocks in
which they are found running, should be destroyed, as soon as practicable, but in no case
later than the 1st January, 1876.
The reasons that induce the Conference to make the above recommendation arc as follow:—
(1.) The existence of scab in any of the Colonies is a source of real danger to the flocks in tho
other Colonies.
(2.)
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(2.) It entails very great expense on some of ilie Colonies, and a considerable amount on them
all in the protection of their sheep from infection.
(3.) It puts a stoppage to free trade in sheep in Australia, and thus causes very heavy losses to
all the other Colonies, not only through preventing the trade in store and breeding sheep,
but also in the impediments it throws in the way of the introduction of improved stud sheep
from one Colony to another.
(4.) The immense losses that are sustained by all the other Colonies through tho existence
of scab in Victoria and Tasmania, in various ways, even when the disease is not allowed to
spread beyond the infected Colonies,
These considerations are altogether irrespective of the incalculable losses sustained by Victoria and
Tasmania through the continued existence of scab within their own borders.
CATARRH IK SHEEP.
Mr. Bruce brought before the Conference a paper which ho bad prepared and published in the
year 1SG9 on this subject, and the Conference, having duly considered the same, are of opinion that it
should be printed and form portion of the scries of papers laid before them for consideration.
During the discussion on the subject, Air. Curr stated that he had been informed -upon reliable
authority, although be bad no personal experience of tho matter, that sheep suffering from catarrh camped
for several nights upon newly-ploughed ground have, in some cases, recovered.
t
_ It was also stated that there had for several years been no outbreak of catarrh in any of the
Colonics, and it was believed to have boon finally eradicated.
'
Thy Conference having maturely deliberated on tho subject, resolve that it would be expedient that
all sheep infected with catarrb bo destroyed.
'
WORMS IK SHEEP.
Mr. Gordon’s paper on this disease was then considered, and the following information as to its
extent in the several Colonies afforded.
Mr. Gordon stated that tho disease prevailed in the Coast Country, and tho southern portion of
the western watershed of the Coast Range of Queensland.
u
Mr. Valentine stated that the disease was not known in South Australia.
Mr, Whyte stated that the disease was not known in Tasmania.
Mr. Curr stated that the disease prevailed to some extent in Victoria.
Mr. Bruce stated that it prevailed in tho upland districts of Kew South Wales, excepting those
of the Murray,
The Conference then considered how the disease spread, and, after careful consideration, arrived at
the following conclusions as the principal causes:—
■
1. The deterioration of tho pasture through overstocking.
2. The travelling of worm-infested sheep.
3. The absence of salts.
_ Eurther consideration and inquiry was however considered to be necessary, and the Members
promised to make due inquiry in the Colonies represented by them.
The Conference then proceeded to discuss the best mode of dealing with the disease, and agreed
to recommend the following treatment:—
1st.—Preventive. 1. Light stocking, 2. Debarring sheep infected from travelling. 3. Liberal
supply of salt, %,c., as much as the sheep will take.
2nd.—Curative. 1. Nitro and sulphur. 2. Sulphur and salt. 3. Decoction of horehound. 4. Oil
and turpentine. 5. Arcca nut.
_ The opinions expressed in Mr. Gordon’s paper, and tho conclusions he had come to, met with their
entire concurrence.
ELUKE IK SHEER.
Mr. Curr’s paper upon this subject was then brought before the Conference for consideration,
when it was elicited that—
1. The disease prevails very largely in Victoria.
2. Is generally prevalent in tho upland districts of Kew South Wales.
3. Prevails in some portions of the Colony of Tasmania.
4. Exists in South Australia, but is confined to part of the south-eastern district.
5. Exists very little in Queensland, in consequence of sheep having been removed from districts
in which it was prevalent.
The Conference quite agree with Mr. Curr in his remarks on the subject, and express their opinion
that returns should be obtained and published from time to time, for general information, indicating where
fluke, worms, and foot-rot in sheep exist, as a step towards staying the spread of these diseases, and
the protection of sound sheep.
The Conference also advise the following preventive and curative treatment:—
1. Salt iu abundance, and occasional doses of salt and sulphate of iron; or Mr, Thomas’s remedy
as set forth in Mr, Cnrr’s paper.
EOOT-ROT IK SHEEP.
'
Mr. Valentine’s^ paper upon this subject was then considered, when Mr. Curr stated that some
cases of the disease existed in Victoria; Mr. Bruce, that it prevails to some extent in the upland districts
ol Kew South Wales; Mr. Whyte, that none exists in Tasmania; Mr, Gordon, that it is scarcely known
in Queensland; and Mr. Valentine, that it does not exist to any very great extent in South Australia.
The Conference are of opinion that the disease in many instances and in several forms is caused by
wet weather and the nature of the soil; and they are further of opinion (by a majority) that malignant
foot-rot is decidedly contagious.
'
Mr. Gordon stated his views upon the subject, and promised to supply the Conference with a
short statement of his experience in regard to the contagions naturo of the disease, which was directed to
be appended to Mr. Valentine’s paper.
Tho

*■
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The Conference then considered tho means for its prevention and cure, and recommend tho
following; treatment:—
That the sheep be run through arsenic-water at a strength of 2 ozs. to the gallon, dissolved in water,
or carbolic acid in proportion of & ozs. to 15 gallons, both heated to a temperature of 100°
Fahrenheit.
Thorough paring and removing hoof where disease exists.
The Conference expressed their concurrence in the views expressed hy Mr. Valentine, and the means
for treating the disease recommended hy him.
Mr. Valentino then proposed and tho Conference unanimously adopted the following motion:—
“ That this Conference desires to point out that the system of overstocking, so generally carried
out over the whole of the Colonies, has had a most injurious effect on the pastures and
stock: that it has reduced the size and injured the constitution, and is a great source of
disease in stock generally.”
The Conference adjourned at 5 o’clock, until to-morrow at half-past 10 a.m.
ALES. BRUCE,
Chairman.

Sydney, 17th November, 1874.
present:—

$cw South Wales: Mn. Bkuce.
Queensland:
Mn. GrORDOX.
South Australia : Mn. Yalektjne.
Tasmania:
Mn. “Whyte.
Victoria:
Mn. Cunn.
The Conference having met at half-past 10 o’clock, the minutes of the proceedings on the 13th
and 16th instant were read and confirmed.
The Conference then resumed consideration of the motion respecting the abolition of on " inspection
foe,” upon which Mr. Curr had moved an amendment; aud Mr. Bruce haviug obtained permission to
amend tho motion, proposed the following:—■
That it is undesirable that any inspection fee ho charged by one Colony on the stock introduced
from another, inasmuch as such a charge would tend to prevent the initiation of uniform
legislation and combined action by the different Colonies for the eradication of disease.
Mr. Curr proposed the following amendment:—
That the motion before the Conference does not come within the scope of this Conference, and that
the levying of inspection fees does not necessarily interfere with uniform legislation on the
subject of tbc suppression of the diseases of animals.
The amendment having been proposed, was negatived upon the following division :—
Aye.
Noes.
Mr. Curr,
Mr. Bruce,
Mr. Gordon,
Mr. “Whyte,
_ _
_
Mr. Valentine.
The original motion was then put and carried—Mr. Curr did not vote.
TREATMENT OE EOOT-ROT, WORMS, AND ELUKE.
Mr. Bruce then proposed the following resolution, with respect to the papers laid before tho Con
ference, hy Mr. Valentiue, on the subject of fluke in travelling sheep in South Australia, which was
agreed to:—
“That although the Conference expresses no opinion on the action taken in this case, it considers
that it is unjust towards those owners whoso sheep are free from such diseases as foot-rot,
worms, and fluke, aud especially to those whose country is not decidedly safe from infection
(and they amount to about 30 per cent, of the whole), that sheep infected with any of these
ailments should ho allowed to travel over such country and infect sound sheep; but that, with
the information at present before them, they are not prepared to say how the evil should be
met by legislation.”
Mr. Bruce also submitted the following motions, which the Conference agreed to :—
DISEASES IN STOCK STATISTICS.
That the several Governments he invited to take power, where they do not now possess it,
to obtain returns from owners of the number of their stock and of all diseases affcctinu them!
EXPERIMENTS. _
■
That the several Governments be invited to follow tho example of Queensland, and authorize the
expenditure of a sum of money for the purpose of meeting the expense of making experi
ments for ascertaining the nature, cause, prevention and cure of diseases in stock.
That the Chief Inspectors of the different Colonies regularly transmit the result of these experi
ments to each other, and otherwise compare experience.
_
Mr. Bruce then laid before tho Conference a paper which lie had prepared upon “Inoculation,”
wvhicli the Conference resolved should be appended to, and form portion of, Mr. Bruce’s paper upon
“ Pleuro-pneumonia.” {“See No. 6, page 27.)
Mr. Curr proposed, and the Conference unanimously agreed to, the following motion:—.
That although the Colonies of New Zealand, Western Australia, aud Fiji, are separated by long
distances from the Colonies represented at this Conference, they should he invited to
consider the suggestions and resolutions agreed to at tbe Conference.
The Conference then went into committee upon the subjects brought forward for discussion,and-'after much deliberation agreed to the Report herewith submitted.
Votes of thanks having been accorded to the Chairman and Secretary, the Conference adjourned'
■
ALES. BRUCE,
„
Chairman.
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CONFERENCE OP CHIEF INSPECTORS OE STOCK OE
THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES.
(HELD AT SYDNEY IN NOVEMBER, 1874..)

PAPERS SUBMITTED TO THE CONEERENCE, viz.
1. Introductory statement by the Chairman, and proposed programme of pro
ceedings.
I. *
J o
1
2. Circular letter by the Government of New South Wales to the Governments of
the several Australian Colonics.
3. Principles of Intercolonial Regulations for the eradication of Diseases in Stock
and conduct of Stock Traffic.
4. Suggestions for regulating the Importation of Stock from places outside the
Australian Colonies.
'
5. Pleuro-pneumonia, by Mr. Alexander Brucc.
6. Inoculation for Pleuro-pneumonia, by Mr. Alexander Bruce.
7. Scab in Sheep, byThe Honorable James Whyte.
8.
Do.
in Victoria, by Mr. Edward M. Curr.
9*
I)oin Now South Wales, by Mr. Alexander Bruce.
10I)oin South Australia, by Mr. C. J. Valentine.
11. Catarrh in Sheep, by Mr. Alexander Brucc.
12. Worms in Sheep, by Mr. P. R. Gordon.
13. Eluke in Sheep, by Mr. Edward M. Curr.
14. Eoot-rot in Sheep, by Mr. C. J. Valentine.
15D0hy Mr. P. R. Gordon.
Kb Letter from the Chief Secretary of Victoria to the Colonial Secretary of New
South Wales, in regard to Border Quarantine.
'
17. Correspondence with respect to destruction of Sheep for Eluke in South
Austvah a.
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No. 1.
Statement 1)}' Mr. Alexander Bruce, Chairman of the Conference of
the Chief Inspectors of Stock of the Australian Colonics, held in Sydney, in
November, 1871, and proposed Programme of Proceedings.

Iittroductoky

I.—THE REASONS FOR CALLING- THE CONFERENCE.
These I. will give uixler two lirads or branches.
1.—Tin;

or

iMwiTAJi’ci!,

involved.

the interest

The importance of the pastoral interest will be best seen' by taking the latest available returns of
the Horses, Cattle^aud Sheep in tho five Colonics represented at this meeting, and estimating their value
and the Annual Return from them.
5tatfme.''-t of the number and approximate estimate of tbc vaiuc of tbe Horses, Cattle, and Sheep, in New South Wales.
Victoria, Queensland, South Australia, and Tasmania, in 1873.
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This makes the total value of the Horse. Cattle, and Sheep Stock of the five Colonies amount to
more than £48,000,000,—a very largo sum, and. as will be noticed, entirely exclusive of the value of the
runs on which the stock are depastured, which of course is also afl’eete.d to a very considerable extent by
the state of the health of the stock.
Vstimatr of (he Annual Return from ihe Horses, CnUJe. and Sheep m the Colonies of Kew South Wales.
Victoria, Queensland, South Australia, and Tasmania, taking the Annual “ Cast.’1 of Horses at 1th of the whole number,
of Cuttle ut ith, and of Sheep at Rh; and the average weight of the Clip m Victoria at 3 lbs. of washed wool per
Sheep, and in Kew South Wales, Queensland, and South Australia nt 21 lbs per Sheep. For Tasmania the average actual
quantity of wool exported during the Insl four years is taken.
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The sum here shown ns the annual return from the pastoral properties in the five Colonies, (say)
£18,478,107, is a very large one, and proves the great importance of the pastoral interest to the Colonies.
There is no doubt however but this amount, large though it be, might he considerably increased if the
stock were as far as possible protected from diseases which are preventable; for were I to estimate the
loss now sustained in tho five Colonies by preventable diseases at only o per cent, of Ihe annual return,
estimated as above at £18,478,107, that would give £923,005,—nearly a million sterling a year. Jf this
be the case.—aud there is very little question but that the loss is more than double that amount,—a
determined and simultaneous effort ought surely to be made by all the Colonies fo eradicate these diseases
as far as circumstances will allow ; and where that course cannot be entirely carried out with regard to
some diseases, the endeavour should be made to circumscribe their scope and effect as much as possible.
Zosses hj Disease.
■ Approximate estimate of the Losses
preventable diseases in Stock :—
By pleuro pneumonia in Cattle
By Scab in Sheep
...
...
,
By Catarrh
...
...
...

sustained by the Australian Colonies up to tliis date through
...
...
...

...
...
...

...........................

£8,000.000

......................

20,000.000
2,000,000

,

...

£30,000,000
This
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This is ejelusive of the losses from 1'oot-rol, Fluke, and Worms, which are also to a certain extent
at least infectious or contagious aud preventable, aud which must amount to a good many millions sterling.
While the correctness of the estimate here given of the losses through disease cannot he fnllv
established, it cannot, I am sure, on the other hand, he shown to be far from the truth.
At any rate, the amount set down as loss by Pleuro-pneumonia is within the mark, for it is now
allowed on all hands that the first attack of that disease carried off from 30 to 40 per cent, of all the stock
in New South Wales, and there have in some instances been two, three, and even four attacks since the fisrt.
kcab, tho losses from that disease have from first to last in this Colony been very groat. In
Victoria, some twenty years ago, it was estimated that there wore 5,000,000 of infected sheep, and the
losses in that Colony alone through the existence of the disease must ho over 10 millions sterling. In
Tasmania again, four years ago, almost all the sheep were infected, and had been for a great many years ;
while in South Australia and even in Queensland very severe losses have been sustained through this
•disease.
The losses from Catarrh,—which is now it is hoped finally eradicated,—were very heavy in this Colony,
and also in Queensland and Victoria.
,
'
2.—ClKCUJlSTASCES 01' TBE COBOSJES.

1. The circumstances of the Colonies, as regards the keeping aud moving of live stock, are such
as to make the establishment and maintenance of a perfect quarantine impracticable, so far as regards
cattle, and to render it a matter of Certainty that if an infectious or contagious disease obtain a footing
among that description of stock in any of the Colonics, it will soon spread to them all. The circumstances
here alluded to are the following :— ’
(1.) The extensive and constant intercolonial traffic in cattle, hy winch, if an infectious or con
tagious disease exist in any of the Colonies, it is certain to be spread to all the others—
passing, as cattle frequently do, over a thousand miles of country, and through perhaps two
or three different Colonies.
(2.) The constant passing of bullock teams all over the Colonics aud from one Colony to another,
•
after, it may be, travelling through and camping ou infected runs and mixing with infected
stock.
(3.) The straying of stock from one rim to another, and from one Colony to another, and thus
where they are infected carrying disease with them, in spite of any number of boundary riders.
As, therefore, the maintenance of a perfect quarantine is impracticable, it is useless for one Colony
to attempt to protect itself against tho introduction of any infectious disease which may appear in the
cattle stock ot auy of the neighbouring Colonies, hy issuing a proclamation against the introduction of
cattle from the infected Colony.
_ 2. Even where a quarantine can he maintained such as in the case of sheep, the want of similar
and simultaneous action hy all the Colonies lias been a source of constant inconvenience and expense,
and has led to the loss of millions of money to stockowners in the different Colonies, iu the following
ways:—
(1.) By the issuing ot prohibitions against the introduction of stock, and thus stopping the trade
in stock which would otherwise exist,
(2.) By the enforcement of regulations calling for the inspection aud quarantine of stock on
their introduction from other Colonies, thereby entailing inconvenience, expense, and loss of
time.
,
'

II.—-OBJECTS OF CONFERENCE.
1. To deliberate on subjects relating to the prevention of diseases in stock which are of Intercolonial
importance.
■
2. AY ith that view, to propose and discuss motions relating to such subjects.
3. i’o submit resolutions for the consideration of the Governments of the different Colonies.

III.—PEOGRAMME OF PROCEEDINGS.
With the sole view of expediting the business of the meeting, and without the least desire to
forestall^he decision of the Conference in regard to the selection of questions for discussion. I beg leave
to submit the following list of subjects for your consideration :—
1,—Diseases calmin' & fob Legislation.
_ 1- What Diseases in Stock call for legislative interference, and which of them have obtained a
footing in the Colonies and which not.

Diseases already in Australia,
1. Pleuro-pneumonia.

.

. 2. Scab in sheep.
3. Catarrh,

Diseases not yet in Australia.

'

4. Rinderpest.
5. Foot and mouth disease.
G. Small-pox in sheep.
7. Glanders in horses.

.
.

2.—Diseases calmxu foh coxsidebatiox.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Worms.
Fluke.
Foot-rot.
Cumberland disease.

3.—

'
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3.—-OitJJisit

of

Business.

I would also, with tho same uew, propose that these subjects be discussed hi the following order:—
1. Plcuro-pueumouia.
2. Importations from places beyond the Colonies.
3. Scab in sheep.
4. "Worms in sheep.
5. Foot-rot.
(j. Fluke.
7. Catarrh.
8. Cumberland disease iu cattle aud sheep.
4.—PotSTS DELATING TO DISEASES TO UE DISCUSSED.

"With respect to each of the diseases already in the Colonics, the following points might perhaps be
discussed:—
(fi.) Mature.
(b.) Cause.
(c.) How it was introduced.
(d.) To what extent it prevails.
(e.) How it has spread.
(f.) How it is to he dealt with.
(j.) And, generally, any other questions relating to diseases in the colonial stock
(whether infectious or not), and their prevention.
With respect to' the diseases not now in Australia, the following questions will have to be
discussed
(a.) Which of these diseases arc liable to be introduced?
* (b.) From what parts of the world is their introduction to he guarded against ?
(c.) Effect of their introduction ?
(d.) How is their introduction to he prevented ?
5.—General Subjects.

1. The framing of Intercolonial Regulations for the extinction of infectious and contagious diseases
in stock, and the conduct of the stock traffic between the different Colonies.
2. The collection and publication of statistics with respect to disease, under the authority of tho law
in each Colony.
3. The carrying out, reporting, and comparing experiments for ascertaining the nature, cause, and
cure of diseases in stock.

«

No. 2.
CiKCULAit Letter by tlic Government of New South Wales to tho Governments of
the several Australian Colonies.
The Colonial Secret auy, Mew South Wales, to The Chief Secretary, Victoria.

New South Wales.
Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 14 July, IS74.
Sir,
Undur ECf arate
cover.

1 have the honor to transmit to you, herewith, a copy of the printed Report of the Chief
Inspector of Stock for this Colony on the Infectious and Contagious Diseases in Stock prevailing in Europe,
which affect or are likely to affect Australian live stock ; and to request that the attention of your
Government may be invited to tho (3th and concluding section of that Report, in which it is suggested
that, with the view of securing joint and simultaneous legislative action on the part of all the Australian
Colonies in dealing with those diseases, the Chief Inspectors of all the Colonies concerned (each accom
panied hy a veterinary surgeon) should be invited to meet in Sydney to consider tbe question and report to
their respective Governments on the subject.
2. The Governments of South Australia, Tasmania, and Queensland have been communicated with
ou tho subject; and 1 have the honor to request that your Government may be invited to consider Mr.
Bruce's suggestion, and that J may be apprised as early as convenient whether your Colony is prepared to
assist in giving effect to his proposal.
3. It is proposed that the projected meeting of Chief Inspectors, &c., should bo fixed for Monday,
the 31st of August next.
I have, <tc.,
HENRY FARKES.

No. 3
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No. 3.
PuiNCU'LKS for Intercolonial llegulations for the extinction of Infectious or Conta

gious Diseases in Stock, and the conduct of the Stock Traffic between the
different Colonies, as submitted to the Conference.
I—IsrORlLVEIOX TO KEIGHBOUJIJS'O COLOXIES.
1. That each Colony communicate by telegraph full and distinct information as to the position,
extent, ancl nature of every outbreak of infectious or contagious disease in stock as quickly as possible to
tho Chief Inspectors of the other Colonies.
'

2. Thai; tho Inspectors in the border districts be instructed to send immediate information by
telegram to the nearest Inspectors of the neighbouring Colonics of every outbreak of such disease which
occurs within lifiy miles of tire border.
’
'
3. That the track by which the disease was introduced, and the history of the outbreak, as well as
the possibility of its extension, are to bo carefully examined into, and the Inspectors for the districts into
which this track leads in the neighbouring Colonies are to be always put in possession of these particulars
with the least possible delay.

4. That every Colony in which any such disease exists shall publish quarterly in tbe Government
Gazette a report upon the state of the disease, what prohibitory measures have been issued, their altera
tions or rescindment.
5. That this report be sent direct to the Chief Inspectors for tho different Colonics.
II.—Measures

for the eradication' of

Disease.

_ _ G. In these suggestions the term “ infected” is held to apply to any stock which are actually
suffering from or affected _ with any infectious or contagious disease, or which have within the next
preceding sis months been in direct or indirect contact with stock so suffering or affected, or been dressed
or dipped for scab within that period ; and one infected animal in a mob or flock is held to render the
mob or flock infected.

_

Tho^tcrm “ stock” shall mean and include horses, cattle, sheep, pigs, and goats, as usually defined.
_ 7. That each Colony forthwith initiate sucli measures as shall effect the speedy extinction of all

infectious or contagious diseases in stock which are controllable by quarantine, anil shall take such
measures with respe.et to all these diseases not so controllable as shall prevent their spread and tend to
their gradual extinction.
8. That in order to remove every inducement to the owners of infected stock to conceal the fact
of their being so, alt animals killed and goods destroyed by order of the Government, for the purpose of
suppressing disease to be paid, for by the Government, at a- rate equal to their value at the time they are
destroyed ; and the expenses incurred in destroying such stock or goods he borne equally by the Govern
ment and tho owners.
’
“
_
d. That all conveyances which, have served for the transport of live stock, and all fittings and
articles which have been used by or with such stool;, and from which there is any risk whatever of infection
spreading, shall be disinfected before being again utilized ; as well as all conveyances, fittings, and articles
winch have served or been used in tbe transport of manure, fodder, litter, or other matters which have
their origin or been in contact with animals suspected of disease.

III.—Conduct*of Intercoloniai, Stock Trade.
, 1G. That where an outbreak of disease occurs iu any Colony, the neighbouring Colonies may,
pending the. extent and risk of the outbreak being definitely ascertained, at once issue a prohibition
against the introduction of stock from such Colony, and the "duration of such prohibition shall depend
upon tho amount of risk arising from such outbreak.
11- That, if it be clearly shown that the outbreak is only an isolated one, or only of a limited
extent, and confined to only one or two districts, and that tho measures lor isolation and extinction are
there carried out according to the same principles and with the same stringency as in neighbouring
Colonies,—in that ease the export of stocl; from the remaining non-infected portions of the first-mentioned
Colony, situated at a safe distance from any. spot in such Colony where iufection exists, may be allowed to
the neighbouring Colonies under tbe following conditions, namely:—
1.

As regards all sioek,—
(1.) That they are admitted at appointed places only.

■

(2.) That the drover shall supply a written statement giving the following particulars
(«.) ’Whether or not the stock have within the next preceding six months been in direct or
indireel; contact with infected stock. (?;.) The place from which they started, (c.) Tho
nearest centre to such place of any infectious or contagious disease in stocl; of the same
description as those presented for inspection, (ti.) The nature and extent, of such disease.
(<;.) The route by which such stock travelled to the place on the border where they arc
inspected, (jf) 'Die nearest centre of infections or contagious disease as aforesaid to any
portion of such route.

(3.) That they are inspected at such place previous to crossing or landing, and be found to bo
apparently sound.
2. As regards sheep,—
(4.) That when introduced overland they be branded with a letter, to indicate the Colony from
which they are to be introduced—say N for Kew South Wales, Q for Queensland, A for
South Australia, and V for Victoria.
(o.) That they iu every ease be accompanied by a certificate of their freedom from disease, and
of their not. having been in director indirect contact with infected sheep during the next
preceding six months; and that they have not been dressed for disease for six months
previously.

(G.)
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(6.) That where they are conveyed hy train; the trucks in which they are carried shall have been
thoroughly cleaused and disinfected previous to the sheep being put into them ; and when,
introduced by sea, that the portion of the vessel where they are to be penned was cleansed
and disinfected in the same way.
t (7.) That they undergo a quarantine of a sufficient duration at the port of debarkation, or on
tbe border, and be properly dressed with some thoroughly effectual dressing, to the satisfac
tion of the Chief Inspector.
'
_
(8.) That they do not leave the quarantine until the Inspector in charge shall certify that they
are free from disease.
12. That the individual Colonies shall communicate to one another by whom and in what manner
these certificates have been drawn up, and for how long they are available.
13. That the trade in thoroughly dry skins, bones, horns, hoofs, melted tallow in casks or skins,
cow-hair, and goats’ hair, in so far as these latter objects are packed in sacks or bales, as well as straw,
hay, aud other substances, between a non-infeeted and an infected Colony, is exempt from the operation
of these Regulations,
.
11. That a Colony be not bound to compensate for any stock w'hicli niay bo attacked by disease
and bave to be killed, if "such stock Lave not been the preceding sixty days at least within such Colony,
unless it can be proved that the-infection took place in the Colony itself.
15. That the suggestions be recommended for the adoption of and be held to be binding upon the
Governments of the Colonies represented at tliis Conference ; and where the law in any of these Colonies
docs not place the Government in a position to carry out these suggestions, it is further recommended
that in such cases tbe Government take tbe very earliest opportunity of obtaining the necessary Parlia
mentary sanction.
...
.
16. That the Colonies of Western Australia, and New Zealand be invited to adopt these suggestions.

No. 4.
Suggestions for regulating the importation of Stock from places outside the Austra

lian Colonies, as submitted to the Conference.
1. That the existing prohibition against tbe introduction of all stock, except horses, from places
outside tbe Australian Colonies, be allowed to stand.
2. That on its expiry it be again renewed, and maintained until it is ascertained that no foot and
mouth disease, rinderpest or sheep-pox, nor any other infectious or contagious disease in stock not known
in Australia exists in Great Britain, when importations from these Countries might be allowed under
the conditions hereinafter mentioned.
(1.) That tbc introduction of all stock except horses shall be absolutely prohibited from all other
Countries, and also from all Colonies except those agreeing to these Regulations.
(2.) That, with the view of placing the Governments of the several Colonies in a position to carry
out tliese proposals, their Agonis-General be instructed to obtain from the Secretary of
Her Majesty’s Veterinary Department, London, prior to tho departure of each mail for
the Colonies, a report as to what infectious aud contagious diseases then exist among the
live stock of the United Kingdom, and to what extent they are each known to prevail.
(3.) That the Agents-G eneral transmit this report by each mail, aud when necessary by telegram,
to tbe respective Governments.
(4.) That when importations from the United Kingdom are renewed, all pedigree stock intended
to be introduced from thence into Australia be examined at tbe port of shipment by a duly
qualified veterinary surgeon, appointed conjointly by the A gents-General for the General
Colonies, who shall make a satisfactory declaration that to the best of his knowledge and belief
such stock are free from any infectious or contagious disease.
(5.) That the live stock (if any) for the use of tbe passengers put on board the same ship as the
stock intended to be introduced into the Colonics, be also examined by tho same veterinary
.
surgeon, and certified in like manner to be also free from infection.
.
(6.) That every ship from places beyond the Australian Colonies, on arrival there, be boarded by
an Inspector, and all stock intended to be landed from such ship, previous to being so, be
examined by a duly qualified veterinary surgeon, or medical man.
(7.) That if such stock, or any stock whatever on board such ship, be found to bo infected with
any infectious or contagious disease not alreadj" introduced into any of the Colonies, all such
stock be forthwith destroyed.
(S.) That if apparently free from disease not known in the Colonies, the stock intended to be
landed be disinfected on board ship, and conveyed to a thoroughly isolated quarantine, to be
there properly disinfected and to undergo a probationary detention, at the owner’s expense,
of yf/ty days at least.
3. That the Colonies of Ncwr Zealand and Western Australia be invited to adopt these Regulations.

No. S.
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No. 5.
PLEURO-PNEUMONIA.
Paper prepared by Mr. Alexander Bruce, Chief Inspector of Stock, New South

Wales.

(Laid before ihe Conference of Chief Inspectors of Stock, held in Sydney in November, 1874.)

1.—Nature.

Pleuro-pneumonia. in cattle has its scat in the first instance in Iho blood, being febrile in its earliest
stages, but becoming typhoid iu its second and third or last stages, with n specific termination in disease
of the lungs aud pleura, the changes in which (in the shape of inflammatory exudation) hold the same
relation to the true disease that the eruption in small-pox does to the blood stale in that disease.
The best authorities arc in favour of not regarding this as a local disease originating in and confined
to the lungs and pleura. It is, therefore, properly speaking a misnomer to call it pleuro-pneumonia, for
it may never reach the second or third stages and affect the lungs, but exhaust itself in the first or febrile
stage; and it is upon this fact that the eOicacy of inoculation is based.
2.—Cause.

It has now been settled beyond all question that the cause of pleuro-pneumonia is infection or
contagion conveyed either directly or indirectly from the diseased animal to tho sound.
_ _ Ip proof of this I might quote tho opinions given by six authorities of the highest standing in Great
Britain, in reply to a question put to them hy the Directors of tho Scottish Chamber of Agriculture, in
September, 18G8. The gentlemen I refer to were—
James B. Snnonds, Royal Veterinary College, London :
Professor Williams, Principal of tbe Veterinary College, Edinburgh ;
Professor M'Call, Principal of the Veterinary College, Glasgow ;
Professor Hugh Pergusson, H.IVLV.S., Veterinary Department, Ireland ;
John Edwards, Esq., Abergele, North Wales ; and
Finlay Dunn, Esq.
The question was—“ Is the disease contagious, or how does it continue to exist ? ”
and their answers were as follows : —
,
Simonds—Infectious.
Williams—Decidedly contagious
M'Call—
Do
'
LSdwards^-'Vvcy contagious.
Fergusson—Decidedly infectious and contagious.
Dunn—Distinctly contagious.
I may also add that every intelligent unprejudiced stockowner in the Colonics has arrived at the
same conclusions from his own personal observations.
'
8.—INTRODUCTION AND SPREAD OP PLEURO-PNP.UJtONlA US’ AUSTRALIA, AND THE LOSSES CAUSED DT IT.

Pleuro-pneumonia was introduced by a cow brought from England bv Mr. Boadle, of the Plenty
District in Victoria, and landed in Melbourne in 1858.
'
When the disease was first discovered among Boadle’s cattle, steps were promptly taken to
erajicate it. All the cattle on the farm -were paid for by private subscription and destroyed, and the farm
placed in quarantine; but through a greedy, ignorant neighbour putting some of his cattle into one of the
infected paddocks, the measures adopted were rendered nugatory, and the disease spread throughout
Victoria and to all the other Colonies. On its doing so, attempts were made one after another to stamp it
out; but, for the reasons which 1 have stated in my opening paper—tho impossibility of establishing a
perfect quarantine—these efforts all proved worse than useless, and tho disease is now more or less
prevalent in them all, and likely to be so without fresh legislation ; for travelling stock are so frequently
affected that, no sooner lias a fresh race of animals grown up which have neither had the disease nor been
inoculated, than they are infected hy cattle travelling through their runs.
The losses caused by tbe disease during tbc thirteen years it has prevailed (it did not spread to any
great extent till 1860) cannot be estimated at less than 40 per cent, of tbe whole number ot cattle (say
5,000,000)—that is about 1,750.000 head, which at (say) £4 10s. a bead, makes tbe total loss to the Colonies,
through this disease, amount to nearly £8,000,000. "
That

That this is a very moderate statement of the losses sustained throughout the Colonies will, I think,
be allowed when it is recollecfed that the losses sustained by dealers and butchers on the roads are not
inelifdcd in the above percentage—that some herds have, during the period referred to, heen attacked
two, three, and even four times—and that while there arc now three times as many sheep in this Colony
as there were in 1SG2, there were, up to last year, actually lower cattle in the Colony than in 1862.
4.—Inoculation

in

Australia

and the result.

Upon the failure of these attempts to stamp out pleuro-pneumonia, which was caused, as has heen
explained, through the impossibility of maintaining a perfect quarantine, stockowners began to look round
for some other means of combating the disease. They saw at once that their cattle were too wild, and of
comparatively too little value to be doctored ; they therefore turned to inoculation, which was recommended
by Mr. Cleote, of Zandoliet. Cape Colony, iu a letter published in the Sydney and Melbourne papers of
December 1861; and the first to make tho attempt was Mr. Thomas Mitchell, Little Biver, Victoria.
Shortly afterwards the Messrs. M'Laurin, of Yarra Yarra, Kew South ’Wales, and other owners in their
neighbourhood, also tried inoculation with decided success. These experiments, which were fully reported
by me and published from time to time by the Government of Hfew South Wales, speedily induced other
stockowners, in all the Colonies, to try the operation; and inoculation, as a preventive for pleuro
pneumonia, is now generally practised in all the Colonies with decided success. I am quite within the
mark when I say that up to this lime a million and a half of cattle have been inoculated in Australia.
Notwithstanding that the first attempts at inoculation were made under the most unfavourable
circumstances, a very large majority of the stockowners in all the Colonies from the first expressed them
selves strongly in favour of the operation, and that majority has since gone on steadily increasing. Thus,
when the opinion of the stockowners iu New South Wales was asked in 1867, it was found that only in
six districts out of thirty-four were they reported by the Inspectors as “mt in favour of inoculation,” and
in only one of tliese six districts did the owners express themselves decidedly against it.
_
In April, 1869, again, 1,200 copies of a circular, containing a series of questions with respect to
inoculation and its efficacy, were distributed by the Inspectors of Sheep among owners possessed of more
than 200 head of cattle.
To those questions 501 replies were received, of which 279 were from owners who inoculated their
herds, and 222 from those who did not do so. In the case of the former, the greater part of these replies
convey the required information, hut in many of tbc latter they are both meagre and incomplete.
Tabulated lists of these returns by oivncrs were prepared hy me, giving the substance of the
more important replies; and from these lists again two abstracts were made up, which showed, with
respect to owners who inoculated their herds, that there were 25 neither for nor against inoculation, 237 in
favour of it, and 17 against it; or about li; for, to 1 against, inoculation. Of the returns by owners who
did not inoculate, there were 75 neither for nor against inoculation, 102 in favour of it, and 45 against it;
or about 7 for, to 3 against, inoculation. 'While taking loth classes of returns together, there were in all
100 neither for nor against inoculation, 339 in favour of it, and 62 against it; or, upon the whole returns,
about 51 for, to 1 against, inoculation.
The foregoing figures exhibit a very strong case in favour of inoculation—indeed, they establish its
efficacy; hut although they do so, it may not, perhaps, he out of place to call attention to an additional
fact, elicited hy this inquiry, which is strongly confirmatory of that result; it is,—that while the returns
by the owners who inoculated show on the one hand that the disease, according to the size of the herd
aud the extent of the infection when inoculated, disappeared in the course of a few weeks, or at most of a
few months, after the cattle were inoculated, those hy the Owners who did not do so show that, in many
eases, the disease existed in their herds for several years. In no case can it be gathered that the disease lasted
over six months in a herd which had beat properly inoculated. On the other hand, again, it will he seen
that the disease has in the uninoculated herds existed in 3 herds for 6 years, in 9 herds for 5 years, in 0
for 3 years, iu 2 for more than 2 years, in 13 for 2 years, in 6 for 18 months, iu 2 for 15 months, in 2 for
14 mouths, ini for 13 months, in 2 for more than 12 months, and in 11 for 12 months; while it still
exists in IS of these herds, and has done so for periods of from 2 to 6 years.
Since tliat inquiry was made, the practice of inoculation has become-still more general in propor■tion to the extent of She prevalence of Ihe disease,—the number of cattle affected being of course fewer
than at first,—while the results have been far more satisfactory, the owners haviug gained more experience
in thennode of inoculating. This is borne out by the returns annually received by me since that time, from
the District Inspectors ; but ,1 need only trouble you with those for 1872 and 1873.
_ In 1872 ihe Inspectors in twenty-two districts report the'owners as in favour of inoculation; in
one district as against it. and in one, divided, while in ten districts no returns were received from owners
on this subject. In 1873 again, the Inspectors iu twenty-six districts report the owners in favour of that
treatment, and in three districts as divided, while in five districts owners failed to return answers in regard
to inoculation.
'
■

Stoeko wners found flieir belief in the efficacy of inoculation on the following grounds :—
1. That in almost every instance where inoculation is properly tried, the disease shortly disappeared
from the herd, in a shorter or longer period, according fo the size of the herd, hut always before three
months from the date of inoculation.
2. That while the disease thus disappears in a short time from the herds which are properly
inoculated, it continues in those which are not inoculated for periods of from two to six years, according to
the size of the herd.
3. That cattle which have been properly inoculated when sound, with a few solitary exceptions, never
afterwards become diseased, although they may frequently mix and sometimes even he put into the same
paddock as inoculated cattle which arc dying of the disease.
4. That where the right sort of vims is used and tho operation properly performed, and the
weather not too hut, the deaths from inoculation never exceed more than two and seldom more than one
per cent.
*

I here have certainly been frequent instances of the failure of inoculation, but those could always
he traced 1o one or of her of the following causes : ■
"

‘

1.
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badly dueanr.d whan operated upon,—In most cases tlie owner did not inoculate
until he was thoroughly alarmed, and he did not become so until he lost perhaps 15 or 20 per cent, of his
cattle by the diseaso. Tho consequence was, that when he did inoculate three-fourths at least of his herd
wore diseased, although they perhaps did not appear to be bo ; and the operation would require to he a
cine, as wel] as a. preventive, to be thoimigbly or even moderately ediracknis under such circumstances.
. 2. io the use of improper virus,—The directions first received for selecting the right sort of lung
and virus were very vague and meagre, and a great deal of virus which was worse than useless, in fact
actually deleterious, was used by those who were most anxious to perform the operation correctly. Not
only was a great deal of virus which was thoroughly unlit used in those ways by owners and others who
were most anxious to perform the operation correctly, but many pretended professional iuoculators, who
Knew little or nothing as to how the operation ought to be performed, and who did not care what sort of
stun they used, so long as they made, as they often did, from £5 to £10 a day, went about from station
to station inoculating, and it was quite impossible that in their case the operation could be attended with
success.
3. To a wrong mode of operating.—The first instructions on this head also were very defective, or
rather erroneous. Even after better information had been obtained, and considerable experience acquired
iu taking the virus and inoculating, the operation was frequently badly performed through carelessness
4. To the great heat of ihe weather when the cattle were inoculated.—At certain seasons of the year
the weather in Australia is by far too hot for aii operation of this description when performed on quiet
cattle, and it can easily be seen how very much worse it would be, and bow many more cases there would
bo of mal-moculation in such weather, ’with comparatively wild “ bush" cattle, which are always heated
and excited when driven into the yard, and almost maddened by tho operation in tho inoculating pen.
.

5.—Ikoculation IN' Enolakd.

Until the last few years, Professor Gfamgee, late Principal of the New Veterinary College, London,
was tho only authority of standing in England who upheld inoculation for pleuro-pneumonia, and he is
stall a consistent supporter of that treatment.
I only met with two other veterinary surgeons in England wlio were so—Mr. Duguid of “Tho
Browns Institution, Wandsworth Bead, and Mr. Priestman, Caledonian Bead, London. Mr. Priestmau
had inoculated about' a thousand cows with uniform success.
. Although not an advocate for the practice. Professor Brown, Chief Inspector for Her Majesty’s
veterinary Department, London, is a believer to a certain extent in its efficacy. He admitted to me, in
December last that the belief in it was gaining ground in England, aud that tho best course which could
be adopted m Australia- with infected cattle was to inoculate them.
Inoculation is also practised by the dairymen in the suburbs of London ; and in the end of last
rear an inquiry was carried out, at the suggestion of Professor Camgce, by Mr. Morgan Evans, among the
dames m those localities, when he found that of thirty-two dairymen who had inoculated their cattle there
wore thirty decidedly in favour of the practice.
"
'
PsOCUXATION ON THE CONTINENT OF EduOPE.

. So far hack as 1863 a resolution was passed hy the First International Ycterinarv Congress of
veterinary surgeons from all parts of Europe,—held at Hamburg, in July of that year at the suggestion of
i. roleswor Cnmgeo of London “ That all cattle suspected of being infected with pleuro-pneumonia should be
inoculated ; and that while not a single voice was raised against the efficacy of inoculation, seme of the
members of the Congress—which included such men as Professors Gerlach and Hcrtwig of Berlin, Boll of
\ icnna, Nicklas of Munich, Haubner of Dresden, Hering of Stuttgart, and G-amgce of London—went so
far as to propose that a law should be passed making the operation compulsory in all such cases.
I also found from personal inquiry, in November and December last, that the cfflca-cv of inoculation
was fully established in Belgium, Holland, Germany, Austria. France, and Italy. Tbe heads of tho
veterinary departments in these Countries one and all expressed themselves decidedly in favour of inocula
tion, aud, ou learning from my letter to the “ "Veterinarian” the manner in which our cattle arc kept and
managed, strongly recommended its practice in Australia; in fact, they wont so fur as to say that no
veterinary authority of any note on the Continent now disputed the efficacy of inoculation.
I further learned from Professor Muller, of Berlin, that tho practice in G-ermanv is,—when an
outbreak occurs in such places as the beetroot sugar factories, where large numbers of cattle are ■
fattened oft on the refuse of the beet, and whore there are, of course, frequent changes of stock,—to kill
the diseased animal aud inoculate tho others. This practice is also generally followed in the ease of out
breaks ot pleuro-pneumonia m the largo dairies where fresh cows are being constantly introduced.
B.ESO.LOTION8 SUGGESTED.
Irom what has been said it will be gathered that ihe efficacy of inoculation for this disease is now
thoroughly established on the. Continent ol Europe. I think J may safely say that it has long been so in
Australia and also in South Africa, and it has latterly been practised with derided success in the United
States of America. As. therefore, cattle affected wii.h pleuro-pneumonia are still frequently kept and
travelled, not only by those owners who are prejudiced against the practice of inoculation, but also by
many who bolide in its clficacy, hut who defer inoculating until they send their fat cattle to market, or
in other ways suit their own convenience,—I would suggest that a law should be passed in all the Colonics
ill which pleuro-pneumonia, oxiste, containing Pome such provisions us the following
(1.) That every mob of cattle winch lias become legally infected, i.c.,—in which there is any
one or more animals ’which have been in direct or indirect contact with infected cattle,-—be
inoculated when the virus can bo obtained in the mob or in any cattle ivithin sixty miles of
the place where the mob was found to be infected.
(2.) I hat owners give notice of every outbreak of the disease to their neighbours, to Inspectors,
and to tbc public.
(3-)
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(3.) That none but properly qualified and licensed inoeulators be allowed to inoculate for others.
fixed upon.
(gS That properly inoculated cattle depasturing on a run, on the expiry, of six weeks irom the
last case of 'disease, he allowed to leave the run and to pass over infected ground without
being deemed infected.
, , ,,
, .
,,
, . ,
(6.) That cattle which become infected and are not inoculated should not be allowed to leave
their run for three months after the last case of disease, nor to travel over infected ground.
(7.) That all individual travelling cattle showing that they are actually affected with or suffering
from pleuro-pneumonia be killed immediately they are found to be so.
n jr a j u
(S.) That if the travelling cattle in which any animal is thus found to be actually affected be
fat stock, they be taken by day to their destination by the roads least likely to spread the
disease, and timely notice be given by their drovers to all owners of homed stock on or near
the road that the mob is infected.
.
„
t
,
a n
a j
(9.) That where the travelling cattle in which any animal is thus found to be actually aflectcrt
with pleuro-pneumonia are store stock, they be forthwith stopped and inoculated, and after
wards taken to their destination, as provided for in the next preceding regulation ; but such
cattle be not required to travel more than six miles a day for the first thirty days after being
inoculated.
,
.
(10.) That the owner of travelling cattle give notice of his intention to cross or pass along
runs where stock of the same description are kept, if tbc road be not separated from the run
by a sufficient fence.
„
, ,
(11.) That the drover do not abandon any travelling stock, nor leave the carcasses of any stock
which may die undestroyed, under a penalty not exceeding £1 when the stock are not
infected and £50 when they are.
The conclusions then at which I arrive in regard to pleuro-pneumonia and its proper treatment in
these Colonies are the following:—
■
,,. ,.
,
1. That as in all other parts of the world, so in Australia, every attempt to cure this disease has
proved utterly futile.
,
, , ,
. at. • c a j
2. That the endeavours which were made in the Colonies to stamp it out by destroying the mtected
herds were complete failures, through the impossibility of maintaining a perfect quarantine.
3. That inoculation for pleuro-pneumonia is now very generally practised, and has proved a thorough
preventive against the. disease.
,
,
4. That under these circumstances tho only course left for us is, either—
1st. To let matters stand as they arc, and allow those owners who are either too selfish or too
’ prejudiced to inoculate their infected cattle, to travel them, as they are now doing, from one
end of Australia to the other, leaving the dead aud dying, and spreading the infection
in all directions, whereby the Colonies suffer a loss of something like half a million a
(4.) That all inoculated cattle be branded as such with a brand to be

year; or,
_
_
■,
i
• j- a j
t ■
av
2nd. We must pass some such measure in all the Colonies as that here indicated, making the
inoculation of infected cattle compulsory, and otherwise regulating the cattle traffic.
Eeduced to these two alternatives the decision must be easily arrived at; for it is simply barbarous
that the law should continue to allow mobs of diseased cattle to be driven through, it may be, scores of
runs on which the stock are free from infection, and infect them; and the only course left is for all the
Colonies to pass some such measure as that hero suggested. It is to bo hoped that they will adopt this
course ; and if they do, there is every reason to believe that the losses from plenro-pucumoma will bo
speedily reduced to a tithe of what they now are, and that the disease will eventually he eradicated.
While there is no doubt as to the efficacy of inoculation for pleuro-pneumonia, it is very essential
that the best mode of carrying out that treatment, both as regards the sort of virus to be used and the
manner of operating, should be ascertained ; and I would suggest that the different modes of inoculating
as practised by tbe owners in the several Colonies should, wherever the operation is at all properly earned
out, be strictly watched by tbe Inspectors of Stock, and that full and careful reports on each case should
bo regularly transmitted to their Chief Inspector, who would arrange the information thus obtained, aud
compare it with that collected in a similar way in the other Colonies.
ALEXANDER BRUCE.
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No. 6.
'INOCULATION UOU PLEURO-PNEUMONIA,
Paper prepared by Mr. Alexander Brucc, Chief Inspector of Stock, New South

Wales.
Modes

op

Opebatin'o.

i The operation has been performed in many .different ways. At first a portion of the diseased lung
was tied to or inserted under the skin of the tail j hut this mode was soon found to be altogether erroneous
and was discarded.
_ At present cattle are usually inoculated ou the outside of the tail, about 1 to TJ- inch from the
tip, iu one or other of the four following ways, namely :—
1. With a lancet or knife dipped into the virus.
2. With a grooved inoculating knife.
3. With a needle like an elongated spaying one, about 5 inches long, and a thread saturated with
virus.
4. With a needle fastened in a handle like a bradawl, with an eye in the point, by means of which
short threads saturated with virus are inserted in the tail.
Of the four modes, I would give the preference to No. 3, as experience has proved that bad
swellings are less likely to arise from the use of the needle and thread than the knife or lancet; and it is
impossible to exercise the same care and exactness with the handled needle as with the other.

Remedy

for excessive

Swellisos.

The best mode of guarding against losses from excessive swellings is to examine the animals
operated upon carefully, once, or, if possible, twice a day, from tbe 4th to the 30th day after they have been
inoculated ; and if there is tho slightest puffing or swelling at the root of the tail or in the hind-quarters,
to cut well into it with a good sized pocket-kmfe, however small and soft it may be, and insert in tho
wound a small pledget of tow saturated with Venice turpentine and butyr of antimony, black oil, or
blistering ointment. When the gathering has been allowed to become at all indurated, a hot iron raised
to a white heat might be tried in an incision made right through the gathering.
Virus

used.

Tip to a comparatively recent period, the virus used for inoculating has been, (1) that taken from
the lung in the second stage of the diseaso ; and (2) that found in the cavity of the chest near the lung,
which has just exuded from it. Lately, however, some owners have been inoculating with (3) the water
found in the chest in cases where hydro-thorax has set in, and others have been using (4) preserved virus,
prepared by adding to Nos. 1 or 2 glycerine in tbe proportion of 1 to 1.
There is no doubt as to the efficacy of sorts 1 and 2 ; but there is often considerable difficulty in
selecting the animal that 17111, when slaughtered, yield the right sort of these descriptions of virus ; and if
No. 3 prove thoroughly effective, there is no doubt but it will be generally used in preference to Nos. 1 or
2, for it is much more easily found ; and, as it is a great deal weaker, fewer dangerous swellings will follow
its use. If this is the case, the question also arises whether or not the virus from the lung or its surround
ings, i.e. sorts I and 2 is not too powerful, and has caused the dangerous swellings which have not nnfroquently occurred even in cases when tho inoculation was carefully performed. If this again be answered
in the affirmative, a very great advantage indeed will be gained; for not only will virus, as we have seen, bo
more readily and plentifully obtained and used with less risk, but it will be possible by adding an equal
quantity of glycerine to sorts 1 and 2 to presen e the virus for any length of time, and thus have a thoroughly
effective virus when required. It is to bo hoped that this will be the ease, as it would put us in a vory much
better position for eradicating the disease by inoculation ; and every possible endeavour sliould be made to
settle the question by inducing owners to try the water in the chest and report the result.
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No. 7.
SCAB IN SHEEP.

Papeii prepared by the Honorable James Whyte, Chief Inspector of Stock,
Tasmania.

(Laid before tbe Conference of Chief Inspectors of Stock, held in Sydney in November, 1S74.)

Having, at the request of Mr. Pruce, undertaken to write a paper on the subject of “ Seal) in Sheep,”
embracing at the same time some account of what has been done in Tasmania to eradicate the disease
there, I find, on sitting down to redeem my promise, that I am placed in a much greater difficulty than
might be supposed, considering I have had considerable experience in connection with the subject.
On various occasions during the last six years, through tho Press and otherwise, I have written a
good deal on this question, byway of advice and instruction, addressed to the sheepowners of Tasmania;
but it has been done in a disconnected and desultory manner, from time to time, to suit circumstances as
they arose, and to meet the fanciful objections of those who held to the belief in spontaneous generation
and the impossibility of completely eradicating scab in a Country witli tbe physical conditions of Tasmania.
Such articles, therefore, even if I bad them with me to refer to, would not bo of much service for the
. present purpose.
’
Moreover, so much has been written by others, and written so well, during the last ten years, on
the subject of this disease and its cure, that there is really nothing new to be said regarding it which can
bo expected to prove of much practical value to the sbeepowner. T will not, therefore, attempt to travel
out ot the path so clearly indicated in Mr. Alexander Bruce’s Treatise on “ Scab in Sheep and its Cure,'’
published in ISGf, and “An Essay on Scab in Sheep, its causes, symptoms, pathology, best means of treat
ment, andpracticalhints for its avoidance and extermination, &cf by Mr. Edward M. Curr, published in
]864! or IS(i5. In short—I believe it would be sufficient for the present Conference of Inspectors in
dealing with “ Scab and its Cure ” simply to recommend the republication and sale of the pamphlets
referred to at a cheap rate, in order to secure to tho least informed sheep owner in Australia all the
knowledge ho requires to enable him to deal speedily aud successfully with scabby sheep, if he should be
unfortunate enough to become the possessor of such very undesirable property.
At a meeting of this kind composed of practical men, called together for the purpose of devising
and recommending to the several Australian Governments the adoption of Regulations for,tho eradication
and prevention of diseases in cattle, horses, and sheep, &c, in a paper on the “Scab Disease1’ it may be
interesting to those 1 am addressing, and possibly useful to others, if I give a brief sketch of my experience
in connection with tbe working of the Scab Act and the history of previous legislation on the question in
Tasmania.
The first effort to free the flocks of Tasmania from scab was made during the government of Sir
"W. Denison, nearly thirty years ago ; when a Scab Act was passed which, like some of the first Scab Acts
of Hew South Wales, failed to accomplish the object of its framer, and remained a dead letter on the
Statute Book. It did not provide any machinery for carrying out the law; and, so far as I know, it was
never acted upon in a single instance.
.
The question was often discussed amongst a few of the settlers who had visited tho neighbouring
Colonies and had observed tbe superior condition of tbe flocks there, and the greater advantages derived
from clean sheep as compared with the condition of their own flocks and the smaller amount of profit
arising from, them ; but nothing further in the way of legislation was attempted until 1863, when I caused
a Bill to he introduced to Parliament which proposed to repeal Inc obsolete Act of Sir William Denison’s
time aud provide a more practical method of dealing with the subject. When the second reading of this
Bill came on, T found so many of my country supporters were opposed to a Scab Act of any kind that it
became a political necessity to withdraw the measure. The result was that the matter was shelved for a
further period of five years.
_
In the meantime the necessity for legislation had become more generally felt amongst sheepowners
in the Principal sheep districts ; an'd at their instance, I believe, the late Mr. George Gibson, then a
Member of the House of Assembly, and a warm advocate for a stringent Seal) Act, introduced and carried
a Bill through that Chamber in 1863. When tliis Bill came on for consideration in the Legislative Council,
1 observed that it Was somewhat crude in its nature, and, like its obsolete predecessor, failed to provide
the machinery to carry it out. Jt was therefore evident to me that it would Share the same fate as the
Act it proposed to repeal. At a meeting of gentlemen deeply interested in the subject, when I pointed
out wherein the Bill was, in my opinion, defective, I was asked if I could frame a better one. My reply
was, “Yes, I think so, if I have time.” It was then agreed that the Bill then before the Council should be
allowed to pass, postponing the time for its coming in force until after the next Session of Parliament;
and I thereupon undertook to prepare a more practical and comprehensive measure to bring forward in
1SG9.
,
During the recess I prepared the “ Scab Act 1870,” and after meeting a violent opposition in tbe
House of Assembly, arising from a variety of causes it is unnecessary to specify here, the Bill was
passed, although in a crippled form, both as to penal provisions and the means for carrying them out.
I
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I felt satisfied, however, that defective aud crippled as the measure was, it yet contained sufficient
powers for good to prove something more than tho “thin end of the wedge,” and would demonstrate to
the sheepowners, as a body, that it was quite practicable to clean sheep in Tasmania as easily, if not more
easily, than in the neighbouring colonies.
_
One of the difficulties I had to contend with in framing tbc Bill was to provide for a state of things
which did not exist in any of the neighbouring Colonies, where infected and diseased sheep were excep
tional, the mnjorily of the flocks being clean when the various Scab Acts then existing were passed. The
whole of tho Tasmanian flocks being infected, with a very few exceptions, it was necessary so to frame the
Act that its operation would not all at once harshly or oppressively interfere willi commercial transac
tions, while at the same time it would check to a large extent the dissemination of infection bv the
travelling of diseased sheep, and provide compulsory measures for eradicating tho disease as rapidl y as
possible under the circumstances. Another difliculty, and the greatest one of all, was that a very largo
proportion of the sheepowners were unbelievers in the possibility of effectually curing sheep at all;
inasmuch as they thought the disease was one which sheep were always subject to more or less ; and that
tbe terms clean and scabby, were comparative terms dependent upon the amount of scab which might exist
in one flock as compared with another; and also dependent upon tho amount of care bestowed upon them
by their owners in tho way of dressing. Another considerable section believed that sheep were clean else
where ; hut they believed at the same time that the nature of tho country in Tasmania was such that it
was hopeless to expect the sheep could he collected so closely as to ensure a perfect and effectual dipping
and therefore anything beyond a mere compulsory dipping Act would ho useless and vexatious to boot.
The number of sheepowners who thoroughly believed that it was as practicable to cure sheep of scab in
Tasmania as elsewhere, and who were earnestly determined to support me in carrying out any measure to
that end, no matter how stringent it might be in its prolusions, was so small that I believe I could name
them on a page of foolscap paper without any difficulty, even if I were to add the names of their residences
and the districts in which they reside. Fortunately for the interests of the Country, a considerable number
of^the latter class had seats in both Houses of Parliament, and their influence effectually defeated the
efforts of those who opposed the Bill.
The section of sheepowners favourable to tbe Bill, although desirous of having a stringent Act,
agreed with me that for a period which we fixed at eighteen months the Act should be very mild, not
only in its provisions but also in its administration ; that it should be, in fact, merely a compulsory dipping
Act for that period, combined with the prevention of visibly diseased sheep travelling on the public highways ;
and when this prolaiionan/ period had expired, then the more stringent clauses of the Act should come
into operation. The mode in which this view was carried out will be explained as I proceed.
While preparing the measure, naturally I had occasion to have much correspondence with sheepowners throughout tho island, conveying to them on my part reasons deduced from my own personal
experience, in the Colony of Victoria, with scabby sheep in the first place, from 1838 up to 1S11-2 and 3,
and afterwards with the same sheep, clean up to 1854. Doubtless, the fact of my haviug prepared the
Bill, and having in the course of a violent opposition to it shown that I was practically acquainted with
the subject, induced a desire amongst some loading settlers that I should undertake the administration of
the Act as Chief Inspector. Consequently, the Government proposed to me that 1 sliould carry out mv
own measure. Having committed myself to very confident statements regarding tho absolute certainty of
success, fully believing in the certainty of results if it should be prudently carried out, and fearing its
failure and almost certain repeal within eighteen months, if committed to the care of an inexperienced or
injudicious administrator, T undertook to carry out the law.
_
It must he borne in mind that in 1869 the whole of the Tasmanian flocks were infected aud
diseased, more or less, with the exception of a few—certainly not embracing a larger number than
between 20,000 and 30,000 sheep, chiefly in the Midland and Horthern Districts.
_
The leading features of the Act were—compulsory dipping twice immediately after shearing, at an
interval of not jess than ton nor more than fourteen days, in some reputed scab-destroying preparation,
and the prevention of visibly diseased sheep from travelling on the highways or being exposed for sale in
public sale yards. The last-mentioned provision was only to remain in force for eighteen months, hut was,
at my instance, subsequently extended hy Parliament to twenty-six months, giving, at the same time,
power to the G-ovemor in Council, on the recommendation of the Chief Inspector, to extend the time for
any further period not beyond the 1st day of March, 1S73. On my recommendation, this period, which
may be iermed the probationary period of the Act, was extended only to the 1st November, 1872.
Up to this date licenses to cleanse were issued without any fee. On the 1st November, 1872,
all sheep still infected had Iheir licences renewed for six mouths on payment of one farthing per head ; and
on the 1st of May, 1873, all infected sheep were liable to a license fee of 3d, per head, the Chief Inspector
having tho power to issue tho license for any period not exceeding six months. As a rule they were
and are issued for three mouths only.
The “ Scab Act, 1870,” was passed during the Session of 1809, and it was intended hy me that it
should come into operation on the 1st of January, 1R70 ; hut, unfortunately, through some misconception
ot the probable results which might arise if a later date should be fixed upon, an amendment proposed
hy an enemy of the Bill was carried, which postponed tho date when the Act should become law until the
1st of March, 1870.
'
_
As the general shearing season terminates early in January, the postponement of tho Act taking
effect until the 1st of March acted generally as a postponement of the operation of tho compulsory dip
ping provisions for twelve months, or until after the termination of the shearing season of 1870-7.1. But
although this was the general result of the change in the date of the Act becoming law from the 1st
January, 1870, to the 1st of March of the same year, there were many sheepowners who acted upon the
impression that dipping was compulsory immediately after the shearing of 1869-70, and in many cases
with such satisfactory results that some gentlemen who had very strongly and earnestly opposed the intro
duction of a Scab Act, in the firm belief that it would be so detrimental to tho interests of sheepowners
that possibly, nay probably, it would involve the ruin of themselves and that of hundreds of others of the
same class,—on finding how beneficial their compliance with the dipping provisions of the Scab Act had
proved, wrote and otherwise informed me of the fact; and ever after that time heartily lent me the weight
ot their influence upon public opinion, and tho benefit of fheir advice in enabling me to frame the Scab
Act Amendment Act, No. 2, which became law on the 21st December, 1871.
Since
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Since then the Act has been amended and added to on three several occasions to meet defects.
which its working had disclosed, and to have re-inserted the same or similar provisions to those which had
been struck out of the first Bill in its progress through Parliament iu 1869.
_
_
One of the leading features of the Act as it stands now provides that any person found in possession
of infected sheep is liable to a penalty of not more than £50, and a license fee of 3d. per head for any
period the Chief Inspector may fix, not exceeding six months. An I nspector in any case of this kind may
take possession of the sheep and report the same to tho Chief Inspector, who may direct such steps to he
taken for the purpose of cleansing the said sheep as he may think fit; and if the owner refuses to comply
with the directions of the Chief Inspector in any such case, tbe Act empowers him to destroy the sheep.
Several cases have arisen where it has become necessary to take possession of sheep and have them
dipped under efficient direction; hut in no case have I found it necessary to destroy a flock, and I believe
no such case will ever arise.
_
_
When any portion of country has been declared a “ clean sheep district,” no sheep of any kind can
enter therein without a written permit from an Inspector. In other respects the law is much the same as
in the neighbouring Colonies with reference to registration of brands, returns, &c., &c.
The owner of infected sheep, in addition to the license fee of 3d. per head, is also, it tho event of a
mixture with clean sheep through defective fences or otherwise, liable for the cost of dipping the flock so
infected, and damage to the amount of not more than £50. This has been felt to he an absurdly low
amount in several cases, but nevertheless up to the present time the full amount has never been exacted.
The penalties generally are much smaller than in any of tho other Australian Acts, and as a rule
there was a strong disinclination on the part of country Benches to inflict a maximum penalty. This
feeling, however, has become very much modified of late—so much so indeed that I shall be in no way
surprised, when the several Acts come to be consolidated next Session of Parliament, if I am requested to
propose an increase of 50 per cent, at least to some of these penalties. I have no doubt whatever that tho
disinclination to inflict anything like sufficient penalties during the years 1871 and 1872 considerably
retarded the cleansing process. This I took occasion to point out from time to time, but I am sorry to say
without much avail.
_
The progress of the work accomplished by the Scab Act in Tasmania may be shortly stated as
follows:—
_
_
.
All the sheep in the island, excepting between 20,000 and 30,000, were infected and diseased, more or
less, when the Act was passed on the 22nd of October, 1809, to come into operation on the 1st of March, 1870.
On the 1st of May, 1871, 126,916 sheep were under clean certificates, but double that number
were believed to be iu a condition to claim it.
In tbc month of December, 1872, in compliance with an order of the House of Assembly, I
furnished a rough progress return of the number of sheep on the 1st of that month in the several sheep
districts, as being under clean certificates, clean certificates applied for, and other sheep supposed to be
clean at that date, as follows:—
Sheep under clean certificates
...
...
...
...
688,064
Sheep certificates applied for
...
...
...
...
120,000
Sheep supposed to be clean, but for which the owners
had not applied for clean certificates, or for which
strictly they would not be legally entitled to certifi
cates of cleanness
...
...
...
...
100,000
Estimated number clean on 1st December, 1872...
...
908,004
On the 1st of May, 1873, the following return was furnished to Parliament:—
Sheep under clean certificate
...
...
...
... 1,002,104
90 per cent, of 243,514 sheep for which clean certificates
have been applied for...................................................
219,162
80 per cent, of 82,992 sheep for which no applications for
clean certificates have been made in accordance with
66,393
the Act........................ ..................................................
Estimated number clean on 1st May, 1873
...
...
Number under license on 1st May, and other sheep
considered doubtful ...
...
...
...
...

.

1,287,659
84,398

1,372,057
The last return laid before Parliament was made up to the 1st of June, 1874. The summary of
that return gives the total number of sheep in the island on the 1st of January last, and their condition
on tho 1st of June, as follows
Number of sheep clean
...
...
...
...
... 1,503,846
Number under license
...............
...
...
...
27,396
.
Total...
...
The report has the following remarks on the above returns:—■

1,531,242

The appended return shows that only 27,396 sheep are now known to be infected. I may observe, however, that all
these sheep have been carefully dipped, and I believe that many of the lots are now clean. Certainly 60 per cent, of tho
27,396 sheep are only nominally infected. A considerable number of these hove been dipped ns a pri.'caution, and having come
in contact with infected sheep, are consequently under license ; but notwithstanding this they may be considered virtually
clean, although they cannot be moved os clean sheep under the Act until tho expiration of their license, and a clean certificate
obtained from the Inspector.

At this date, the 1st of November, I may safely state that the number of sheep actually infected is
under 10,000, and I feel assured that it is not an unreasonable thing to believe that in another year tho
island of Tasmania and the islands in the Straits will be wholly freed from scab disease.
The complete eradication would have heen accomplished,! believe, in 1873, but for the postponement
of the Act coming in force having postponed compulsory dipping until the shearing season of 1871-72, and.
the inadequate provision made in the first place for an efficient inspecting staft'. Until November, 1870,1
could only afford to have two sub-inspectors, then three more were appointed, and iuthe following year an
additional
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additional one, for itinerating purposes, and to assist the others on occasions of emergency. In 1873, and
for the current year, the assessment was increased from one farthing to one half-penny per sheep, which
will barely suffice to maintain the exisling staff during 1875, when tho assessment will again be redneed to
the original amount viz., one farthing per head, unless Parliament may think it requisite to continue tho
half-penny per head another year. At present I am not prepared to say whether or not it will be
necessary. Had the assessment been one half-penny per bead from the first, as I proposed it should be,
and which would bave passed but for the violent feeling against a Scab Act of any kind whatever, which
was entertained by a very considerable section of the House of Assembly in 18G9,I have no hesitation in again
repeating my firm conviction that in 1873 the disease would have been eradicated. It was a wretched
piece of parsimony, miscalled, or rather alleged to be economy; whereas, in truth, the real design lurking
in the minds of its advocates was an anxious desire and intention to destroy tho Bill.
'When I began to prepare material to frame the Bill in 1869,1 made in the first place a calculation
of the loss fairly attributable to the existence of scab, and embodied it in a letter addressed to sheepowners,
through the Press. This calculation showed an annual loss of £120,749, arising from the following causes,
viz.:—Loss in quantity of wool, loss in value of wool, cost of dressing, cost of profitless labour, aud loss
on stud and fat sheep.
Another calculation was made at the same time, at my request, without any knowledge of each
other’s opinions on the several points, by Mr. Hobert Clerk, of Malahide, who bad had many years
experience in Victoria as a sbeepowner in the "Western District, and his estimate was £145,076 per
annum. At the time I had no doubt of Mr, Clerk’s estimate being more accurate than mine with regard
to the total amount, but 1 preferred adhering to my own, as the smaller and safer calculation to base
arguments upon.
In 1872, after tbe Scab Act had accomplished much that had been predicted, I revised my calcu
lation of 1309, and arrived at tbe conclusion that when the seab disease should be wholly eradicated, the
increased income of sheepowners would amount to £153,000 per annum, as follows :—
Revised Estimate of probable Annual G-ain to be derived from the complete eradication of Scab.
1. Increased quantity of wool, say 502,500 lbs., or 6 ozs. per sheep,
£
at Is. 4d. per Bi,
............................................................... 37,500
2. Increased value of present quantity, taking 5,000,000 lbs. as an
average, at 3d. per lb. ...
...
...
...
...
... 62,083
3. Cost of dressing nunually for tobacco, drugs, and additional labour
in dressing under the old system of spotting every few weeks
13,500
4. Saving of the labour of 500 men at £50 each
...
...
... 25,000
5. Increased number and value of fat sheep, say
...
...
... 10,000
G. Increased export of rams and owes to the neighbouring Colonies,
say
...
..........................................................................
5,000
Total.......................................

£153,000

Now I am satisfied that tho above amount was fully realized in 1873, and will certainly not fall
short of it iu 1874 and future years.
The first item I have ascertained by reference to the books of settlers, who were good managers
under the old system with scabby sheep, is 8 oz. instead of 6 oz. increased weight of fleece, with hot
wafer washed woo] got up in tho best style. "With regard to the increase of weight on badly managed
flocks, in many instances I believe from £ to 11b. per sheep is not an exaggerated quantity. Taking the
numbers of sheep for a series of years, from 1803 to 1869 inclusive, with the average quantity of wool
produced, and comparing them with tho years 1870 to 1878 inclusive, an increase of nearly 10 oz. per
sheep is clearly demonstrated as the result of the Scab Act.
The calculations of 1869 and 1872 were laughed at by many settlers at tbe time, and pronounced to
bo absurd exaggerations ; but now many of these unbelievers who thought them the delusions of mere
theoretical dreamers, admit that their o^v'n experience has proved to them that the scouted calculations were
not ihe dreams of enthusiasm, but tho sober and careful conclusions of practical men, based upon data
derived from the results of their own former experience in the early jrears of tbe settlement of the Colony
of Victoria.
All the items in the calculations, excepting tbe 4th, are under the mark, tbe two last more
particularly. For instance, in 1873 the value of stud sheep exported to tbe neighbouring colonies was
nearly, if not quite, £20,000. It is true the Scab Act did not make tliese sheep, but it preserved if it did
not create tbc market for them.
In a letter which I addressed to sheepowners in 1869 or 1870, when I was endeavouring to arouse
them to a sense of the enormous loss the Colony had sustained through the presence and almost universal
prevalence of scab, I made a statement that during the last forty years a sum of not loss than £3,500,000
had been lost from that cause alone. The statement to many minds appeared to be a rash one ; but now,
after a fuller, and 1 believe more intelligent and matured consideration of tbe subject, I feel justified in
stating my conviction that if another £1,000,000 bad been added it would have been an understated amount
instead of an exaggeration.
Ten years ago Mr. Curr, the Chief Inspector of Victoria, stated that that Colony was then losing
half a million per annum on, 1 think, about 5,000,000 of infected sheep, and I have no reason to believe
it was other than a moderate estimate. IVhat amount all tbe Colonies collectively, directly and indirectly,
bave lost from seab it would be difficult to estimate witli any degree of accuracy ; but certainly it cannot
fall much short of £20,000,000 sterling since 1835,—a sum nearly equal to the cost of construction of all
the railways now,open in Australia.
Cause or Scab.

Notwithstanding all that has been written on this subject, we are still utterly in the dark as to the
origin of a disease which wo have reason to believe existed in Italy in tho early days of the Roman Empire.
And 1 think it is of small importance to us what was its origin, when we know from the experience of
half a century in New South "Wales and over thirty years in Victoria that in the climatic conditions which
exist
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exist in tliis part of tlie world, scaVby sheep once freed from tho disease never contract it again, unless
from contact with diseased or infected animals, or from contact with places where such animals have
recently been
This subject has been so well handled by Mr. Edward M. Curr that I think I _ cannot do better
than give a quotation from his “ Essay on Scab.” After referring to various authorities on the subject,
he dismisses the theory of spontaneous generation with the following observations:—
But however undecidedly Youatt. Gtungee, and others may hare expressed themselves on this head, it is stated by somo
sheep-owners in Victoria, roundly enough, that scab is occasionally the result of spontaneous generation, and thn!, they know
instances of it. As far as my experience of sheep has gone in this and the neighbouring Colonies during fire-and-twonty
years, I must acknowledge I have never been able to hear of scab having appeared m flocks mulei1 circumstances which could
not be accounted for without having recourse to the hypothesis nf spontaneous generation. Baton this subject (.he very loosest
ideas obtain ; and to snob of my renders as interest themselves in the matter, I would recommend the perusal of Carl 'J heodor
von Sicbold’s remarks in his opening chapter on tape and cystic worms, in which he makes some very pertinent reflectiuns on
tho whole subject of equivocal generation.
_
To finish with this subject then. It is clear that the scab could not originally, and in the first instance, have been the
result of contact; but that it must either have been created with the sheep, or have resulted from some other principle or
process of nature. Mv ideas lead me to the latter helief, and to the probability of this disease being eventually traced to somo
other form of living thing, as has already happened iu the cases of other parasites. Be this as it may, it will remove all
reasonable fears of tbe frequent occurrence of spontaneous generation of scab by calling to mind that this question may be
considered to have been set at rest for all practical purposes by' the well-known and undeniable results of sheep-farming iu
Aew South Wales. There, upon large tracts of country, subject to many varieties of climate, feed, and other circumstmiccs,
millions of sheep have been depastured for forty' years, v ifchout the occurrence of scab in any one instance until it was imported
from this Colony, blew Zealand and Queensland verify the same fact. Hence wo may conclude that the spontaneous genera
tion of scab, if possible, can only, at alt events, be of the rarest occurrence, and that its consideration may be safely left to tho
man of science, postponing the discussion of “ Jfote does JTOiiia«roasiqe»erfl//o)i lake f lace V' until it be proved that spon
taneous generation has actually occurred.

StAIPTOXta AWD TEST MOTE OE CURE WTTJI SULPITUE AND TODACCO.
Tlie symptoms of the disease, and the best mode of cure with a mixture of tobacco and sulphur, have
been so fully dealt with iu the pamphlets of Messrs. Alexander Bruce and Edward M. Curr, referred to at
tho commencement of this paper, that I think it would be a mere waste of time, if not a piece of presump
tion on my part, to attempt to add anything by way of improvement to what they have written. 1 there
fore recommend any person desirous of getting valuable information with reference to tbe symptoms
of the disease and its cure to purchase one or both of the pamphlets referred to.
I may observe, however, that the mode of mixing sulphur and tobacco, recommended by Messrs.
Brucc and Curr, does not contemplate tbe sulphur being dissolved—the tobacco is in fact the euro, and
tho sulphur is to preserve tbe sheep from re-infection.
_
_
_
Doubtless if the tobacco is good, and the mixture properly applied, it is a very effective and certain
cure; but it is possible for the tobacco to be bad, particularly if home-grown “ knock-mc-down,” cut
perhaps at an improper time.
_
My experience in Tasmania during the last three years leads me to prefer a mixture of sulphur and
lime as being the most certain cure, without any risk of the article being bad in quality.^
The following correspondence discloses how tho subject came under my notice in June, 1870, and
how I brought it before the sheepowmers afterwards :—
TO TSE EDITOR OR THE MEKCTJRV.
Sir,
_
■
•
■
j
As the season of the year is rapidly approaching when sheepowners will be called upon to dip their sheep in accord
ance with the provisions of the ” Scab Act ISfO,” it appears to me to he very desirable that publicity ought to be given to
any interesting information bearing upon a question not only of importance to the owners ol sheep, but ot vast importance
to the public at large, from its bearing upon tho value of the export of wool from Tasmania, and the supply of wholesome
food to its inhabitants
KoLwithstiuiding all that has been said and written on the subject, and tho varied experience of sheepowners not only
hero but in cverv Colony in Australia and Hew Zealand, there is still a great diversity of opinion amongst sheep owners here as
to the best and "cheapest mode of eilecting a cure. There are many known certain remedies, but some of them arc highly
objectionable on account of the clanger to the constitution of tho sheep ; such as arsenic and corrosive sublimate, both of which
are certain remedies if properly applied, but so liable to accidents, and so troublesome to those using them, that I would
strongly advise their being abandoned as a dressing for sheep in any shape or form whatever. And as wo cannot be certain
that some of the “specifics” that have of late years been used in this Colony and elsewhere ore not to sonic extent corajinsed
of these objectionable and dangerous drugs, it seems to me unwise to use them when simpler, cheaper, and more certain curative
mixtures can readily be proeured,
,
In seeking to clean his sheep the settler ought to satisfy himself that the dress he uses is a certain remedy if properly
applied. This is the most important, consideration no doubt ; but if two mixtures are equally certain as a cure, the next
important ooniidcmtion is, which is the safest fir tlie sheep, as well as the cheapest for thy sheepowucr.
.
I haveinvannbly recommended a mixture of sulphur aud tobacco, as tbe cure is certain and it cannot injure the sheep ;
but from recent observation ol the elieot of sulphur and lime, as reconunonilcd by Hr. li.owc, of Victoria, T am inclined to
think that its use as a dipping mixture is well worthy the consideration of aheepowners, before the arrival of the shearing
season.
These remarks have been induced by the result of an experiment with sulphur mid lime hy Mr. Barnard, a settler on
the hanks of the Tamar, who called upon me in .Tune last, to inspect two sheep very much diseased which had got inio his flock.
I visited Mr. Barnard's farm on the 10th of Tune, and after examining the sheep referred to, authorized him to destroy
them. In the whole course of my experience I never saw sheep in a worse condition with scab than one oI them exhibited.
After some conversation with Mr. Barnard, who appeared to take a lively interest in the question generally, and what, was eonsidiwed the bed. mode of cure, it struck me that, instead of destroying the two scabby sheep, they would be excellent material
to experimentalize upon, and on naming tliis to Mr. Barnard, ho readily adopted the idea, and promised to di]i them in tho
mixture of sulphur and hme, the cflicieuey of which we had heen talking about.
The result of the. experiment 1 received in n letter from' Mr. Barnard to-day, a copy of which is appended.
The quantity of suljiliur per gallon, used hy Mr. Barnard, is only half the quanlity recommended by Br. Rowes and
although in the present, case two ounces of sulphur per gallon appear to have becu suflieionfc, I should prefer the larger quantity,
as the article is so cheap.
,
I am, &C.,
August 15, 3S70.
J AMISS WHYTE.
Sir,
In compliance with your request I dipped iho two sheep that you examined on the lOLli June in a preparation of
sulphur and lime, and i have now the honor to miorm you of the manner m which I treated them, and with what results.
On the evening of your inspection I dipped them for tlie first lime, using 2 ozs. of sulphur nud 2 or.-, of slack
lime to the gallon, at a temperature of 120 degrees, allowing the sheep to soak for rather more than a minute. On the 20lh
pf June—ten days—they were dipped again in a mixture of the same strength and at tho same temperature. You will
’
remember
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Tonicmbor tlmt ono of the sliocp was a mass of hard scab across (be shoulders and a large part of the back, and there were
also many large lumps containing mailer, tho ransinder of (he sheep was eorered rvilli hard spots of scab ; tho other sheep
was not ijuito so much diseased. Of course tho hard parts were well scarified before dipping. They hare been kept apart
from other sheep, and now a period of fifty-four days hating elapsed since they were last dipped, I believe them to be, after
careful examination, perfecflyeleau. Tho late incloment weather would surely have caused them to break out afresh if tho
scab were not completely killed.
I remain, is.,
James Whyte, Esq.
TllOS. BAIfEAItD.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE MERCURY.
Sir,

_
At tho present time when the shearing season is about to commence, and tlie compulsory dipping provisions of tho
Scab Act come into operation, any information bearing upen tbe question of what is mi effective, and at tbc same time a cheap,
dipping mixture is of much interest to a large number of your country subscribers. I would, therefore, recommend you to
republish the following letters from Br. John P. Eowe and Mr. John Sanderson, bearing upou the curative properties of a
mixture of sulphur and hme.
I have known Br. Rowe for more than twenty years as a large sbeepowner who has had a most extensive experience with
both clean and scabby sheep ; and from my knowledge of his personal character, I have perfect faith in tho truthtulness of his
relations as to tho results of his own experiments with sulphur and lime.
The cheapness of this mixture is a great recommendation ; and the evidence we have of its effects from Dr. Rowe in
Yictoria, aud from those who in several instances used it in Tasmania last season, leaves no doubt whatever on my mind that
as a curt for scab, if properly applied, it is a certain one.
There is a diversity of opinion as to its effect upon tho wool, if used when tho sfaple has a few months’ growth, hut
this is not of much importance as regards dipping immediately after shearing. To settle the disputed point as to the alleged
injury a mixture of sulphur and lime indicts upon the wool, by depriving it of one of the properties the manufacturer prizes
so highly, viz, softness, it would he voryr desirable if somo of our sheepowmers would try an experiment with a sufficient
number of sheep from a flock, and send the wool home with Iho bulk of fho clip to bo examined and tested by tho most
competent judges m the London market, who could compare the wool from the sheep which had been dipped in lime and
sulphur when the wool had attained a considerable, or even a full growth, with wool from tho remainder of the flock which
had not been subjected to the same application, but hadibecn dipped in some other mixture, say tobacco and sulphur or
carbolic acid
.
~
Both of the last-mentioned mixtures are no doubt certain scab-destroying agents, hut they are both also more expensive
than sulphur and lime. Tho duty having been removed from carbolic acid will materially reduce its cost, but oven then it wilt
prove more, expensive than sulphur and lime. There are two advantages, I am told, which earbolie acid possesses over the
other mixtures referred to ; the first is, ihat it iu no way injures the wool ; and secondly, that it may he applied cold with
equally certain results us if applied in a heated slate. If this be true, and I shall certainly look upon it with doubt until I
have fuller evidence of its being a fact, it would give to carbolic the first place amongst scab-destroying preparalions,
even although its first, coat might exceed either of the other curative mixtures I have referred to, inasmuch us the saving of
trouble and labour in preparing tlie heated mixtures would more than counterbalance the extra cost of the article which
could be used cold. I urn only referring, however, to what I have heard, and not to what I have seen. I should certainly
not think of using the cold carbolic acid mixture, excepting by way of experiment.
'
To the class of smaller sheepowners, if there be a mixture that can be used effectively in a cold state, it would doubtless
he of very considerable importance, but to the larger cla=s of sheepowners it appears to ino a matter of very small consequence
tbe additional labour and expense of heating the dipping mixture, as compared witli the saving which would arise from being
enabled to use it in a cold state.
The consideration of every sbeepowner at the present time, in my opinion, ought to bo not so much which is the cheapest
mixture to dip their sheep in, but which is tho most certain in its effects, and at the same time not injurious to the constitution
of the sheep.
Specifies of all kinds should be looked upon with the greatest suspicion, and be carefully avoided. Thn makers and
vendors of such medicines are in many instances trading upon the ignorance and credulity of their customers. They pretend
to be possessed of some superior knowledge. They offer to the settler, in fact, valuable results in a mysterious way, mid keep
him in igiiorauco of possible contingencies winch may result from tlie use of their nostrums, the danger of which can be
avoided by using simple compounds, the results of which are well known, and are, moreover, more certain than any specifics
wo have yet seen, and which cannot possibly injure the animals operated upon.
I would strongly advise sheepowners not to use arsenic or corrosive sublimate in any form whatever. They are dangerous
applications, although certain cures, if properly applied. With 1 he greatest care heavy losses bave often resulted' from their use,
arising from atmospheric or other causes, which have never been as yet satisfactorily ascertained. Then why use such objection
able drugs when there are so many simple mixtures to choose from, equal, if not superior, as curative applications, and perfectly
harmless to the sheep ?
.
I append tlie letters referred to, which were published in the Australasian of the 22nd instant.
Your obedient servant,
*
JAMES WHYTE.
Hobart Town, 23th October, 1870.
LIME ARD SULPHUR CURE EOR SCAB IR SHEEP.
TO THE EDITOR OP THE MAKSFLELD INDKFKNDEST.
Sir,
The solution of sulphur and hme (hydro-stilphnrct of lime) is now pretty well known and acknowledged to be the
cheapest and moat reliable cure yet discovered for seab m sheep. It is quite equal m efficiency to the old and very unscientific
mixture of tobacco and sulphur ; is much cheaper and more reliable. The quality of tobaeco cannot, always be depended
upon ; sulplur is always genuine. At. this period of the year, after our sheep are shorn, all diseasi-s of the skin to which they
are liable are moie easily cured, and there is less risk of deteriorating tbe value of the wool hy soiling, which all dippings, even
in simple hot water arc apt to do when the staple has advanced in growth to any extent, ft cannot thorufom be Loo exten
sively known that even one dipping in the above solution is sufficient to euro "the most inveterate rnsr of scab in sheep (even
wlien its pelt has assumed the rhinoceros character) without in the slightest degree injnrsng (he healtli of the nniinnl-or tho
fibre of its wool; and to assist sheepowners iu endeavouring 1o banish ot once and for ever the bane of the wool-growiim
interest. T am induced to ask you to publish again the recipe for its preparation and use.

'fake of dour of sulphur 100 lbs , 5(J lbs. of quirk-lime (alarge proportion of it partially slacked.) Put these together in a
boiler with 100 galls, of water, keep mixed by constantly stirring for about ten minutes, or until a clear dark-brown orangecoloured solution supervenes. Then mix I gall of this solution with J galls, of hot water, and make vonr dip or hath heated to
from 100 dog. to 114 deg. Fahrenheit, and plunge your sheep over head m it, keeping them swimming ni it for about one ininufe ;
when they are dry tlie cure is eomph-lc ; but. to prevent risk of re-infection, and to secure a more perfect muster, a second dip
after about ten days, in a bath one-half tbe above strength will render nssurauec doubly sure. A compulsory simultaneous
dipping of all the idioep in Victoria during next January would save the Country thousands of pounds, and render Scab
inspectors and Hoards of Advice quite minccess-ai-y. As the most valuable Jestinmny of the effecls of tills cure on the wool of
dipped Aieep, I send von a, letter I have received from Mr. Sanderson, the eminent wool merchant of Melbourne. It will
also bo found interesting just now to persons about to wash their sheep m the hot water soak. iMr. Sanderson, I believe,
dipped bis sheep in brao and sulphur when tho fieece was about half grown, and if bn is now able tv get. up bis wool, ns be
says, “ m colour porfert," nothing more can be desired. I regret this gontlomnii lias not given us tha contents of his soak, us
we would then know the quantify of soap requisite ; hut perhaps ho will supply this omission.
Mount Battery, 12th October.

.

Your obedie it servant,
JOUR 1J. ROWE.
Brio
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Brie Brie, G-lea Thompson,
8th October, 1870.

My dear Dr. Howe,

I have purposely delayed, until now, writing to you the result of dipping iny sheep with your mixture of hme and
sulphur,'so that I could spent with certainty ns to its effect on the wool when washed. I have now boon waiting about a
week, and I think I cannot give you a better report upon the wool than by sending you a sample of it, from winch you will
see tliat the colour is perfect, and that the dip docs not leave the slightest stain. We arc, however, obliged to use more soap
than when the sheep were undipped. This is to be expected from the presence of sulphur requiring u strong soak to remove
it. 1 began washing with the same quantity of soap as was used la=t year, and at first could not imagine what was wrong
with the sheep, they were so dingy alter leaving the spouts. We are using soft soap, which my manager thought was the
cause j we then tried hard soap with the same result, but found that as wc increased the quantity of soap in the soak the
whiter the sheep teft the spouts. Last season wc used 12 itis. of soap to the soak, now we use 24 His., and the wool was ns
well washed as 1 could wish, I was not on the station when (ho sheep wore dipped, hut my manager reports as follons
“ I used it in the following proportions —(I should mention wo were clipping for ticks) :—100 ills, sulphur and 50 Iks. of lime
, to '100 gallons of water ; put in the sulphur and add the lime-as the water begins to boil; let it boil M to 15 minutes; lot
the boiler be only three parts full when the lime is added, else they will boil over. The result is certain destruction of all
ticks in the sheep.” I have examined the sheep at various times during the year, and. they have thriven well, the fleeces being
particularly free and well grown. As to the extra quantity of soap required, the same would app!) I imagine to all dips where
sulphur is employed [yes, and to all where sulphur ig not used.—J.P.K.], as I know from expericnco of scouring how difficult
it is to get it out of tlie wool, and I have no hesitation in saying that sheepowners are greatly indebted to you for the dis
covery of the curative properties of lime and sulphur. Happily I have not had occasion to use the mixture for scab, but for
ticks I would give it the preference over any other dipping stuff 1 have ever used.
With, kindest regards and many thanks for your liiuls, believe we, faithfully yours,
:

1

JOHN SANDEESON.

1 J. P. Rowe, Esq ,
Mount Battery, Mansfield.

Since writing the letter to.the Meraur;/ of the 2fRh October, 1871) to which is appended Dr. Rowe’s
and Mr, Sanderson's letters as to the efficacy of the sulphur and lime mixture,! have had many conflicting
accounts as to the virtues of carbolic acid. From all f hat I can learn, it appears to^be susceptible of adul
teration, and in a number of instances failure has been the result of its use ; but at the same time I am.
not prepared to say that some of those failures may not have been as much to be attributed to want of
care on the part of the sheepowner as to the inferior or spurious character of the carbolic add. There is
one thing very certain, that so far as the reports I have received enable me to judge, the great bulk of the
flocks in which a thorough cure has been effected up to the present lime were dipped in sulphur and
tobacco and sulphur and lime. Some few sheepowners have used arsenic in various proportions from J an
ounce and under down to a very small quantity per gallon of tobacco water and sulphur, and report that
they have been successful in effecting a cure without loss of sheep ; others who have used arsenic have
met with losses by deaths, although not to any considerable extent.
On more than one occasion I have publicly stated my dislike to arsenic,-^although I know from my
own experience that properly applied it is a very certain remedy,—and my objection to it is as strong as
ever. 1 consider it a dangerous application, inasmuch as you can never be quite certain that from unex
plained causes, possiblvof an atmospherical nature, a number of sheep may be destroyed when the greatest
amount of care lias been exercised by the sheepowner both in preparing and applying the mixture.

Specifics and nostrums of all kinds, puffed in the Press by agents of empirical pretenders, I would
strongly advise sheepowners to refrain from using. I could name more than one sheepowner who has had
during the past season reason to regret having been induced to use an application, tho component parts of
which are known only to the compounder. It appears to me to be the height of folly for any sensible
man to run the risk of using a mixture, the nature of which he is profoundly ignorant of, when lie can
choose more than one mixture now well known to he thorough cures, while they are harmless to the con
stitution of the animal.
There is one point on which I fear some of those sheepowners who fail in the first place to effect a
euro do not give sufficient attention to, and tliat is the necessity for a very minute examination of the
sheep for spots of scab before they are dipped. When any exist they should be carefully hand dressed
with a stronger mixture than the ordinary dip.
Melbourne, 12 January, 1872.

Sir,

■
I have the honor to thank you for your Report and copy of amended Scab Act, enclosed in your letter of the Gth
instant, which has just reached mo.
,
_
Whilst doing so I will take occasion to bring under your notice how very effective the lime and sulphur dressing has
proved in this Colony. The failures nbich have followed its use have been fewer than what have succeeded any other sort of
dipping ; whilst its incxpensiveness, and the simplicity with which it may be prepared for use, and the speed with w'hich it is
made ready, are very much in i!s favour. As compared with tobacco it has another great advantage, that it has no variety ill
strength or quality, so that no selection of material is necessary.
Congratulating you on the success of your Scab Act,—
.
I have, Ac,
The Chief Inspector of Sheep, Tasmania.
EDWARD M. CBRR.

The above letter from Mr. Curr shows tliat in tho beginning of 1872 lime and sulphur had become
the most highly esteemed scab-destroying preparation in Victoria.
I may state with safety that since 1871 more sheep have been cleansed in Tasmania with sulphur
and lime than with any other mixture, and for two years past I have invariably recommended its use in
preference to all other preparations.
_
I always recommend at the same time that in addition to the quantity of sulphur required to kill
the scab insect, a quantity of raw sulphur should also he mixed with tho dipping material, in order to
remain on the sheep as a protection from re-infection when turned back on the same.run, which generally
had to bo done in Tasmania, particularly in the case of very small settlers, of which the sheep-owning body
there largely consist.
JAMES WHYTE.

No. 8.
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No. 8.
SCAB IN SHEEP IN VICTORIA.
Paper by Mr. Edward M. Curr, Chief Inspector of Stock, Victoria.
(Laid before the Conference of Chief Inspectors of Stock, in November, 1874.)
PnE Conference having expressed their wish to be put in possession of the principal facts connected with
scab m sheep m Victoria during the iast twelve years, 1 may state shortly that at the end of the year
18G2, when the eradication of scab was undertaken, that there were at least 5,000,000 of sheep in the
Colony suffering from that malady. "With few exceptions these sheep were running in flocks of two or three
thousand each,in paddocks which were often insecure, which, coupled with tho fact that the law provided no
means by which the travelling of doubtful flocks could be prevented, led to the reinfection of runs which
had already been cleaned, so that large bodies of sheep had to be cleaned twice over. Notwithstanding
those disadvantages aud drawbacks, however, the numbers of clean sheep slowly but steadily increased
under the pressure of lines and licenses to the extent of (say) £50,000.
'
In the meantime, about three years since, tho Scab Act now in force, in which for the first time
power was taken to prevent the travelling of diseased flocks, came into operation, and under it the disease
lias poen reduced to 120,000 sheep now in quarantine. This result has been effected at the cost of a very
great (but necessary) inconvenience to the owners of sheep, as it might almost be said that the travelling
ol sheep during the last three years, except under the authority of an Inspector, has not been allowed.
In carrying out this policy the support of the Boards of Advice has been a great advantage. The use of
lime and sulphur, as a dressing for scab, has also largely contributed to the eradication of the disease.
Of the 120,000 sheep still in quarantine in Victoria, it may be stated that the majority of them arc
depasturing m country in which it is most difficult to muster sheep. Still, of these, I am' in hopes that the
moiety, at least, will prove clean. Could they be all mustered, a fortnight certainly would dispose of this
remuant, .and finally rid the Colony of scab. The difficulty lies in thoir collection alone, some stragglers
carrying the germs of infection usually being left out. To meet this it will, in my opinion, be necessary
iu some cases to remove the sheep from the ruus in question, so ns to ensure the destruction of all tho
stragglers.
%
12th November, 1874.
________
'
EDWARD M. CURR.

No. 9.
SCAB IN SHEEP IN. NEW SOUTH WALES.
Paper by Mr. Alexander Bruce, Chief Inspector of Stock, New Sonth Wales.
Statement showing tho number of Sheep infected during the outbreak of Scab iu 1SG2-3, tho progress

made in cleansing them, and the result of tho several dressings used.
.

DEAiT WITH AND ACCOUNTED POE UNDER THE ACT OF 1SG1,

Ascertained Numbers.
Number destroyed and paid for by the Government.............
Uodo.
by owners of adjoining lands

...............
...............

Estimated Numbers.
Died of poverty and disease
...
...
...
Drowned in the Hoods.......................................
..
..
Boiled down
...
...
..
..
_
_
Destroyed without compensation
.....................................
Killed by arsenic and other poisonous dressings
.............
Do.
tobacco and sulphur
...
...
...
,,
Cleansed before the present Act came into force
,

Deals

...

...
,,,

...

...
...

42,842

............... 15,000
...............
8,000
............... 21,000
...............
1,000
20,349
2,000
-------22,349
............... 33,000
----------- 100.349

.............

with and accounted fob undeb the

Ascertained Nmnbcrs.
Number licensed and cleansed ...
Destroyed and boiled down
...

49,503
2,339
---- ——

Act

...
...

of

18G3.

143,131

...
... 199 809
. ...
...
7'oOO
.................. ......... 206,809

Total number of Sheep infected during the late outbreak........................... 350,000
Proojiess

made in

Cleansing.

Cleansed between March, 18G4 (when the Act of 1SG3 came into force), and 30th November,
same year ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
102 282
Do.
30th November, 1SG4, and 30tb November, 1865
...
...
... S2'433
Do.
30th November, 1SG5, and 14th July, 1866
...........................
... 15’o94
199,809
I he Colony was declared clean on 1st July, 1SGG,—in something less than two years and a half after
the Act came into operation,—but an outbreak occurred in a small lot after that in the County of Cum
berland, which were soon cleaned.
Result

49ft
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Bfsult

of

iGiilure, aud
othur dressings
tried.
80,021
80,931
9,371

80,021
87. ISO
18,555

Arscutc, find arsenic and tobacco ............... .................
Tobacco and sulphur ................................... .'................. j

used.

Result of Dressing,

Result of Drunslng

Numbers
dressed.

DescrijRion of Dressing.

Do.

Dressings

184,270

...........

and mercurial dip.......................................—»

Cleansed.

Failure, and
other drc^singa
tried.

5,255
0,234
r
\
l

Cleansed,

15,639

170,223

92,530
30,299
61,441

184,270

As abo ve...... ........... '

199,809

From this it will bo observed that tobacco and sulphur was by far the most effective dressing.

,13tli November, IS74.

■

ALEX. BEUCE.

No. 10.
SCAB IN SHEEP IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
Papeji by Mr. C. J. Valentine, Chief Inspector of Sheep, South Australia.
In submitting a statement relative to Scab in South Australia, I will confine myself to the last nine and
a-balf years. At the beginning of that period the flocks were clean but in the latter part of 1805 some
doubtful flocks existed, and scab appeared in 1866 in about 4,000 sheep. Several other outbreaks
occurred during the next few years. In 1867 over 3,000 sheep were destroyed, when a Quarantine Act
was passed, which provided for the detention of infected and doubtful sheep within prescribed boundaries.
This proved a very useful measure. Quarantine districts were continued until 1870, when diseased or
doubtful sheep no longer existed in South Australia. During the four years referred to, about 70,000
sheep were infected. The sheep were cleansed with tobacco and sulphur, and lime and sulphur dressings.
An Act which has been in force since 1850. providing that any travelling sheep found scabby should be
destroyed, had a most beneficial effect in preventing the spread of disease.
J
r
0
j
a j. VALENTINE.

No. U.
CATARRH IN SHEEP.
Papejg, prepared by Mr. Alexander Bruce,

Chief Inspector of Sbecp, New South

"Wales.
(Laid before tlw Conference of Chief Inspcctprs of Stock, held in Sydney in JLovember, 1874.)
The term catarrh is derived from tho Greek word, KaxTBp/ifw, to flow down, aud the disease may bo
described in general terms as a catarrhal fever, attended with an excessive flow of mucus from the noso
and eyes.
■
.
There are two descriptions of catarrh—1st, what is known as common catarrh, a non-infectious
disease affecting sheep at times in all parts of tho world; and 2nd, maliynant catarrh, peculiar to
Australia. For the sake of convenience, the former will, in dealing with the subject, be termed common
catarrh, and the latter simply catarrh, as it is the name by which it is known in these Colonies not that
it is tho correct one.
'
Common catarrh may bo either confined to individual sheep, or it may aflect the greater part of a
flock. In Australia it usually occurs in the winter or beginning of spring, and the sheep attacked are
generally poor and weakly. It is most common among sheep which are housed. Those aflected exhibit
the usual catarrhal symptoms of discharge from tho nostrils, defluxion from tho eyes, coughing, and
suee/lug: but they do not, as in malignant catarrh, altogether stop feeding. This form of the disease is
also distinguishable from malignant catarrh by tho slightness of the discharge, the mildness of ^the
attendant fever, and the absence of the laboured breathing which is always present in the latter. rJhe
chief tests, however, as to whether the disease is maliynant catarrh are, its infections character, the rapid
development of virulent symptoms, and the large ratio of deaths. A flock should never be pronounced
catarrhed because the symptoms in one or two sheep or
post mortem appearances are the same as those
in some cases of malignant catarrh. In 1he absence of decidedly characteristic symptoms, tlio circum
stantial evidence (so to speak) must be exceedingly strong to warrant the opinion that'the attack is
anything hut common catarrh. Although this description of catarrh sometimes kills through the destruc
tion of the nasal passages and gullet like malignant, it is more to be dreaded for its sequel, as Ihc inflnmmaricui of 1 lie lining of the nostrils and gullet which accompanies the disease extends at times to the wind
pipe and the respiratory organs of (he chest, torinmating in consumption, which sooner or later carries off
the sheep.
Common

t
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Common catarrh is sometimes caused by cold and exposure; and the sheep should, in that case,
where practicable, he removed to a more sheltered locality. At other times the afi'ectiou is clearly
epidemic, and must bo allowed to run its course. Care, however, should always he taken not to allow
sheep showing any catarrhal symptoms to coino in contact with others, until it lias been ascertained with
certainty that the ailment is not malignant catarrh.
.
Malignant catarrh was first observed in June, 1834, among the flocks of Mr. Robert Campbell, of
Burrowa; and although that may not have been the first outbreak of the disease, it then assumed a viruleuco which it never previously exhibited; for such a disease—carrying off as it did more than threefourths of the infected flocks—could not possibly have existed without at once attracting attention. Tn
tho following March, April, and May, catarrh showed itself on several stations on tho Lachlan River in
the -Binalong District, and appeared to spread from the one station to tho other. It shortly afterwards
broke out in the Goulburn and Yass Districts ; and from these centres it seems to have spread throughout
this Colony, aud even to the southern parts of Victoria. To such an extent were its ravages carried that
in 1338 a very restrictive Catarrh Act was passed to stay the further spread of the disease, and was renewed
from time to time till 1S42. It was then amended, and again in 1843 and 1840, and lastly iu 1853 by the
Act 1/ Victoria No. 27, which is still in force. These measures had the effect of greatly diminishing the
disease, aud of confining it to the morn upland and colder portions of the Colony, where, in some instances
it seems to be constitutional, but is even there now fortunately of rare occurrence, through the improved
management of the sheep, and partly also through some of the runs on which sheep were at one time kept
being now stocked with cattle.
Causks

of

Cataiuui.

Tho causes of catarrh may he considered as originating and existing.
Originating causes.—Catarrh has been held by some to be a specific disease introduced with Saxon
sheep imported shortly before its outbreak in this Colony; by others it is considered to have been caused
by the lowering effect which the cross with these importations had upon the statniua of colonial sheep; and
by some again the disease has been set down as an epidemic ; while others hold that, as it did not appear
for a considerable time after the introduction of sheep into this Colony, it is a disease which originated
here through mismanagement.
”
_ The assumption that catarrh was introduced by Saxon sbeep would appear to be unfounded, for
there is no record whatever of malignant or infectious catarrh existing in Saxony or in any other part of
Europe. It may be, however, that the crossing of the Australian sheep with the comparatively delicate
and carefully nurtured Saxon Merino tended to assist the deterioration which the gross mismanagement of
some sheepowners was then bringing about; and the opinions of those who take the second view of the
question may be so far correct,

' ^ The opinion that catarrh is an epidemic, or rather an epizootic disease, is eiToneous ; for, if it were
an epizootic, it would have occurred frequently and generally in all parts of this and the neighbouring
Colonies, which it has not, and no legislation could possibly have arrested its spread, as wc know the
Catarrh Acts have so effectually done.
We now come to tho opinion that catarrh originated in Australia, and through mismanagement
of the sheep; and there is no doubt hut that it did so, in the injurious system of breeding followed, and
tho maltreatment and neglect of the sheep on the part of some of the sheepowners who had taken to
sheep-farming in the colder and more upland districts without any previous knowledge or experience.
Those, then, were the true originating causes of catarrh in its malignant form, and would again produce
the same disease under similar circumstances. They will be shortly noticed iu detail, and for the sake of
perspicuity are treated in two sub-divisions—the Predisposing and Exciting Originating causes—which
again ■will be particularized in the order of tho degree in which it is considered they affected the sheep.
PmcDisposisG Causes.

1. Breeding 11 in aud in” for a lengthened period without selection,
2. Breeding and rearing lambs twice a year from tho same cives.

3. A continued system of breeding from rams or ewes which were weak or sickly, or too old, or
too young.
4. The weakening of the constitution of the sheep by the use of mercurial preparations in curing
scab.
5. Previous general debilitating diseases, such as fiuk6 or foot-rot.
_
_ There cannot he a doubt but that No. 1 under this head was one of the chief, if not the chief pre
disposing originating cause of the disease. “In and in” breeding, when carried out in a healthy Hock or
herd under a proper system of selection, by a competent judge of the stock which he is breeding, both
as regards their shape and their constitutional organization, need not deteriorate. It is only when
attempted by incompetent or careless breeders who fail to make the proper selections, or perhaps, as
was apparently done by many ot the sbeopowners at the time catarrh first skoweditself, make no selection
whatever, that “ in aud in” breeding is hurtful. This is now a well established fact; aud while we know on
the one hand that the healthiest and most valuable flocks and herds in the world are reared up under this
system with proper selection, we see on the other the most worthless sheep and cattle produced by “in and
in” breeding without selection. Vo thus find that the rule of like begetting like which pervades this
system is a power cither for good or evil, according as it is controlled and directed ; and we can easily
understand how a predisposition to disease would be intensified in the progeny of sbeep, wbere the ewe
and ram had, Lem a lengthened course of mismanagement of the flock to which they both belonged,
become constitutionally weak and misshapen, and how comparatively harmless common catarrh became in
such sheep, under a system of ill treatment, over-crowding, aud exposure, on bleak upland runs, both a
highly virulent and iuf'cctious or contagious disease.
CaiiiO 2.-~Jiree<Ung and rearing lambs twice a year from the same ewes.—This course was followed to
a considerable extent, by many of the sheep-farmers of that period, on ruus and iu seasons wholly unsuit
able for such a mode of management, aud it is scarcely possible to imagine anything that would have a
more debilitating effect, both on the ewes themselves and (heir progeny. To withstand the evil effects of
even an occasional double crop of iambs in the same year, the owes must be young and strong and on the
best pasture, while the climate must he mild and the season favourable.
.
Die
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The effects of Clause 3, although not so apparent in sheep which arrive quietly at maturity as in
cattle, are undeniable both on the sikc and stamina of the sheep. If proof of this were required, it can
be readily found in the small size of cattle on stations where breeding and fattening are combined, where
there are no heifer paddocks, and where the spaying of the old cows is not followed.
_
Causes 4 and 5.—Although there is no proof on record tliat sheep which had been dressed with
mercurial preparations for the cure of scab or which had suffered from fluke or foot-rot were more subject
to catarrh than others, there is little doubt but that the general and indiscriminate use of preparations of
mercury in the cure of scab and prevalence of fluke aud foot-rot in sheep depastured on the upland runs,
all tended to assist in the weakening of tho constitution which preceded many of the outbreaks of catarrh.
That such flagrant violations of the correct principles of breeding as the predisposing causes here
mentioned, and especially causes 1 and 2, should have brought on this disease, is only what might have
been expected; and when in conjunction with these the exciting causes which will next be enumerated are
considered, the only wonder is that the disease did not break out before it did.
Seco&'daby
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These causes may ho enumerated as follow:—■
_
_
1. Disorder of the digestive organs, arising from dry, innutritions, burnt, or frost-bitten food, and
' bad water.
■
_
_
2. Sending sheep out in cold mornings from an over-crowded yard, causing them to get chilled..
3. Dogging and overheating sheep full of grass and yarding them while a cold wind or frost is
prevalent, especially when newly shorn.
4. A long course of dry, cold, windy, or frosty weather, following a dry summer.
_
G. Sudden changes in the temperature, such as sometimes take place, inducing chills and sup
pression of perspiration,
G. Folding sheep on low-lying damp ground, on the banks of rivers or creeks, or in wet, dirty yards.
These exciting or secondary originating causes have, like the predisposing, been arranged in the
order of the degree in which it is considered they were most liable to have ^affected, sheep at the lime
catarrh broke out. The bare enumeration of them will be enough to show the deadly influence they must
have exercised upon sheep which had been rendered so susceptible to disease by the predisposing causes
which have already been mentioned. It may, however, be remarked that, in by far the greater number of
outbreaks which occurred in early limes, disorder of the digestive organs was the exciting cause, and that
it is so in the few cases which now occur.
_
To show that these exciting causes were prevalent at the time catarrh broke out in the Colony, wc
have only to remind our readers that sheep farming was then in its infancy, and that even those who had
acquired a knowledge of the management of stock iu the Old Country had many trials and difficulties to
encounter in the Colonies. "With Government men for servants, droughts, floods, cold winters, scab, and
native dogs, the best managers had the hardest of battles to fight to keep their flocks in health and obtain
a fair increase from them. If such was the ease, with all their previous knowledge aud experience, what,
after a few years of these trials, must have been the condition of the flocks of those who commenced
sheep-farming without any home or colonial experience,—especially on tho cold upland country, on the
coast range, where many of the runs were then situated, but one as it actually was of poverty and deterio
ration, followed by disease of a most virulent and infectious nature.
Bxisirsa Causes.
1
At the present day the causes of catarrh are hereditary or constitutional predisposition, and
Infection or contagion.' There is no properly authenticated case on record of a fresh outbreak of catarrh
originating in sheep after the disease was noticed in 1834, without hereditary predisposition or predispo
sition arising from the effects of a previous attack. These existing causes are still, of course, materially
influenced by—or rather they never operate without—some of the exciting or secondary causes which have
been enumerated, and principally, as has already been remarked, by disorder of the digestive organs.
_
*
As outbreaks of catarrh, of greater or lesser magnitude, occured almost every other, year in certain
localities, it is apparent that the disease must- be cither constitutional or endemic (local). That it is
constitutional and not endemic, is proved by the fact that sheep which Ivave been once aflected and
removed to another part of the Colony have after a lapse of perhaps six or eight months and even longer,
suffered again and again from the disease in the warmer localities to which they were taken,, aud where no
fresh infection could have reached them. Then, again, this predisposition may be cither the effect of a
previous attack occasioned by infection, or it may be hereditary. That one attack will render sheep liable
to another, even although moved to fresh pasture in another part of the Colony—salt bush excepted-—is
now quite certain ; and there is no doubt but the disease is also hereditary ; indeed, some good authorities
even go so far as to say that it is so to the second and third generations, and instance cases in support of
their views.
_
_
That catarrh is cither infectious or contagious, or perhaps both, there does not now seem to be any
doubt, and the general opinion is that the infection (the term is used in a general sense) is spread by the
discharge from the nostrils of the diseased sheep. It is most probable, however, that, as in the rinderpest
and other plagues, tho nature of which have been carefully investigated, the fomites, or germs of the
disease, are diffused, to a large extent, by tbe excretions of the animal, so also the infection,, in cases of
catarrh, may be spread in the same manner. In whatever way it is conveyed, the most certain means of
infecting a flock—even more so than by inoculating the nostrils of the sound sheep with the discharge
from the affected—is to put a few diseased sheep into a sound flock; and even feeding sound sheep over
infected ground seems more certain to convey the disease than by inoculating in the manner described.
Ail breeds and ages of sheep arc liable to infection, but young sheep under three years old are
very much more susceptible than old or full grown. Old sheep not unfrequently escape scatheless where
young sheep would have been certain to have been infected. This fact may perhaps account for tho
opinion still held by some that catarrh is not infectious or contagious. Like every other infectious or
contagious disease, however, it spreads by no known certain rule. Sometimes sound sheep have been
folded for the night with infected sheep, and for many nights in adjoining yards, without being attacked ;
and the discharge from the nostril of a diseased sheep has been placed in that of a sound one without
communicating
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communicating the disease. Again, sound steep have sometimes been infected by merely crossing a run
oyer which catarrhed sheep have passed, while on other occasions sound sheep have under apparently
similar circumstances escaped infection.
The infection or non-infection of sheep must also depend upon the length of time which has elapsed
between tbe passing of the infected aud sound flocks over the same ground, the state of the weather in tho
interval, and the health of the sheep.
How long under different circumstances the infection will remain
potent in the vehicles in which it is ordinarily transmitted from tho one sheep to the other is doubtful,
hut that it will do so for a considerable time is certain ; for sheep have received the infection on ground
from which catarrhed sheep had been removed for more than seven months ; and it is the opinion of those
best qualified to judge that sound sheep ought not to be allowed to go upon ground where a catarrhed
flock had been running until twelve months have expired from the time the diseased sheep left it.
It has been found that, by carefully weeding out and destroying every sbeep in an infected flock
which shows the least symptom of disease, and changing the sheep to other ground, the disease will
generally leave them ; it is, therefore, reasonable to presume that catarrh is not infectious until the
symptoms are pretty clearly developed.
Rvrunn op Catartiu.
•
Catarrh, or as it is sometimes termed Australian catarrh, like consumption in the human subject,
as we have seen, sometimes arises from oxciting causes working upon a frame constitutionally predisposed
to the disease, and, like consumption, tbe predisposition may be either hereditary or the effect of a pre
vious attack. Here, however, tbe resemblance ceases, for catarrh may he conveyed from one sheep to
another by infection, and its most correct definition seems to he that it is a hereditary or constitutional
disease, which becomes on its outbreak a decidedly infectious or contagions catarrhal fever, and runs its
course with great rapidity. Of all diseases, however, iu the human subject or among the lower animals,
catarrh seems to be more analogous to rinderpest, than to any other iu its origin and cause and tho
manner in winch it spreads—although not so infectious as that terrible scourge, and differing from it also
in other respects. Like the spontaneous outbreaks (i.e., outbreaks arising from predisposition and not
from infection) of rinderpest, those of catarrh are always traceable to stock or the progeny of stock brought
from a cold, exposed, upland country,* aud, like rinderpest, catarrh is not nearly so destructive in its
natural habitat in that class of country as in a more genial climate. Tartber, it is not at all improbable,
that the same mismanagement and bad treatment which it is believed were tho orif/inaling causes of catarrh
in this Colony may have also originated rinderpest; and wo know that the same causes which keep the
germs of catarrh alive in our flocks are also continuing to perpetuate rinderpest in Asia and Europe.
Catarrh is raroty seen in the saltbush country, nor does it exist for any length of time when taken
there by infected sheep. This is so well known that infected and doubtful sheep were, when it was prac
ticable to do so, removed to this class of country from the higher, and cured, at least during their stay.
Outbreaks of catarrh usually occur in the months from April to September inclusive, and of these
most frequently, perhaps, in June and July. Outbreaks in the autumn generally prevail more or less
during the whole of the winter,—tho weather having a most material effect on the number and virulence
of the attacks. When catarrh attacks sheep at other seasons than those mentioned, the outbreak is trace
able to some sudden aud violent change of the temperature, especially after shearing.
_ Tho first outbreak of catarrh noticed (that already alluded to, on Mr. Campbell’s station) took
place in a dry frosty winter following upon a droughty summer; aud a very large majority of the out
breaks which have occurred since that time have done so under similar circumstances in respect to
weather.
,
'
,
The deaths in an infected flock range from five to seventy-five per cent., according to the season of
the year, the state of the weather, the nature of the feed, the locality in which the outbreak occurs, the
age aud stamina of the sheep, and their treatment. Summer attacks are much more deadly than winter ;
hut at whatever season and under whatever circumstances they do take place, they are generally com
paratively mild at first, and gradually become more virulent till they reach the climax, when they
moderate in something like the same ratio as they increase.
Young sheep in good condition about the
age of eighteen months are found not only to bo the most susceptible of infection, but also to lose the largest
percentage in deaths.
In full-grown anil aged sheep, again, fat sheep arc both more liable to become
infected and to be carried oft' than poor sheep.
_
_ Death occurs in some eases within six hours of the first symptom of the sheep being infected; some
times in twelve hours, and sometimes not before ninety-six hours. In the majority of cases, however,
death occurs iu twenty-four hours after the first decided" symptoms of the disease arc'discerned.
’
Like other infectious or contagious diseases, catarrh neither attacks nor kills by any rule; in
fact, it seems even more capricious in this respect, as well as in its spread, than most other diseases.
Sometimes the ewe is the victim while her lamb is spared, and at other times the lamb is taken and its
mother escapes.
'
It has been said that flocks crossed with slice]) of the coarser breeds, such as Leicester or South
Downs, were less liable to catarrh than the Merino. This has been disputed: and some owners who have
tried crossing, without getting rid of tho disease, have done so by again taking to the Merino. In either
ease, where the change was attended with success?, it is believed that the result was attained more by tho
introduction of healthier blood into the flocks than by the crossing with any particular breed.
SriiPTOiis.
The course of the disease iu catarrh is generally divided into three stages, aud that arrangement
will be adopted here in detailing the symptoms.
First stage.—In this stage (which lasts from two to twenty-six hours) there may he all or any of
tho following symptoms :—
1st. Sneezing, snorting, or coughing—especially at night—perhaps as long as thirty-six hours
previous to the sheep ceasing to feed. These sounds are to be heard more or less in different forms in all
stages of the disease, and a combination of them—a peculiar snorting or croupy cough—is one of tho most
decided symptons; but it is more prevalent in the first than in the later stages of the disease.

2.
* Ho sheep Erst observed to be affected with catarrh, n]though then in a comparatively low-lying and warm part of
tho Colony, had been brought from a rim on tho Coast Range in the county of Argyloi some twelve months previous to the
disease breaking out.
*
o*
*
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2. Hanging liead, drooping ears, general lassitude, listlessncsr, dulness, lingering behind and
hanging bank from the dock, unwillingness-to move, indisposition to feed, ceasing to ruminate.
_
3. Tho nostrils hot and humid, their lining membrane inflamed and red, with increased secretion of
mucus from that membrane, aud a discharge, at first of a clear limpid colour, but gradually becoming thick
aud ropy.
_
4. The eyes languid and suffused, in some cases a profuse flow of tears, while iu others a discharge
of matter encrusts tho eyelids, aud the inner part'of the eyelids of a red or a yellowish red colour.
5. Tbe tongue parched, general fever, 'perspiration obstructed, pulse quick, hard, and irregular,
throbbing of the heart, diminution of secretions, except in the inflamed membranes.
Second stage (duration from four to forty-eight hours).—All the symptoms of the first stage will
have increased iu force, with tho exception of the coughing, which is not always present at this stage ; but
when it is, it is evidently painful, and is brought on by the least movement. There will now also be all or
either of the following symptoms:—
^
1. Great restlessuess, heaviness of the head, and a desire to rest it.

_
t
Ho appetite for food, stupid

appearance, and frequently symptoms of great pain.
_
2. External surface and internal membrane of the nose and other portions of the head swollen.
3. Tbe interior of the nose of an intense florid hue, with the blood-vessels filled with minute
injections ; the secretions from tbe nostrils—which are frequently large, thick, and of a yellow colour
harden on the nostrils and impede respiration, and they may be from one or both nostrils.
_
4. Respiration impeded, and evidently painful, through the secretions plugging up the nostrils.
The animal gasps for breath, seems in dread of suffocation, and throws the head up in its attempts to clear
tho nostrils by snorting and sneezing.
_
_
,
.
5. The eyes are more and more suffused, red, aud inflamed, especially at the conjunctiva, and there
is generally a considerable discharge from them.
_
_
6. The general fever is groat, and suppression of the urine and costivoness frequently set in.
Third Stage (lasting from eight hours to four days).—1. In this stage the fever will have passed,
and general debility ensued. The sheep will frequently be found lying down resting its head, or it may
become stupid and stagger about unable to direct its steps, going up against trees, and into water-holes or
camp-fires; and those symptoms increase as death approaches.
_
.
2. In some cases the face, lips, and tongue are now much swollen, aa are also the nostrils, which
exhibit the highest state of inflammation, the deadly purple or leaden hue. These are stopped or nearly
so by the discharge from them, which has lessoned in quantity, but become thick and glutinous, and some
times streaked with blood, generally from both nostrils. The snorting and sneezing to clear tbe respira
tory passages will be increased, and will not unfrequently be accompanied by coughing, and expectorations
of feetid matter mixed with blood.
~
...
3. The eyes are greatly inflamed, and there is generally a profuse flow of tears, while .incrustations
of hardened mucus are formed around the eyelids.
4. The mouth is dry and parched, tho pulse feeble, the eye becomes more and more glassy, trembling,
vertigo, blindness, and insensibility ensue, with deliriousness, and wringing and throwing up of the head,
and the sheep lies down and dies.
_
These symptoms will, however, in all tho stages, like the post mortem appearances, depend in a great
measure upon the seat of tho disease. If it be in the sinuses of tho head and gullet,—then the attack
may be termed “ nasal catarrh,”—swelling of the nose and lips, with a discharge from the nose and eyes,
will be present: while if the lower yortion of the bronchial tubes and tbe lungs are involved—when it
may be designated “ pulmonary catarrh”—there may be little or no swelling of the head or discharge,
and the only noticeable symptoms will likely be coughing and laboured breathing. It would seem also
that the climate and season of the year have a considerable influence in determining tho seat of the
disease and the class of symptoms. Thus, nasal catarrh is more common iu a cold country and in winter
than pulmonary, while that form is much oftener to be met with in districts where tbe climate is genial,
and during tbe warm weather of autumn, than in the colder districts and winter season.
In some eases the catarrh kills by the destruction of the windpipe and bronchial tubes, and the
bead and lungs display little or no symptoms of the disease. In these cases the sheep will die as froin
suffocation, and on examination the lining of the windpipe and bronchial tubes will display symptoms of
having undergone intense inflammation—being completely destroyed, and so rotten as to be easily pinched
or torn to pieces. The lungs will be slightly congested, and around them will be a considerable quantity
of a pink-coloured frothy mucus. -

Post

mortem jj?pear.mxces.

The stomach is generally impacted with undigested hard food, while the focecs accumulate in both the
large and small intestines in large bard lumps, producing abrasions of the mucus membrane. Tbe liver is
usually perfectly free from disease, but the gall bladder is frequently very much distended. The rest of
the abdominal viscera and bladder are generally in a healthy state. These appearances vary with the
different forms of the disease, and may be treated as those of 1st, Nasal Catarrh ; 2nd, Putmonary
Catarrh; and 3rd, of the Combined form, partaking more or less of both Hasal and Pulmonary Catarrh.
1, Nasal Catarrh.—In this form of the disease the brain is not found to be affected, but tbe little
brain (tbe cerebellum) is, and its blood vessels show decided symptoms of inflammation, being highly
injected or gorged with blood. There arc also occasional secretions of a serous fluid in the cavity of the
little brain, nnd'in tbe lateral ventricles. The frontal sinuses (the continuation of the nostrils) show indi
cations of intense inflammation, and are plugged up with soro-purulent matter or black clotted blood. The
whole of the nasal cavity presents the most intense redness, from a florid to a dark rod, mingled with
patches of a .leaden hue.’ Tho turbinated bones (the thin knife-like bones in the nose) are exceedingly
florid’ throughout, as if they had been filled with a very minute injection. This is not confined to the
membrane covering their surface, but extends to the whole of their substance. Indeed, the enlarged
injected blood-vessels present themselves, in this form of the disease, in every part ot the interior of the
nasal cavity, aud a very thick viscid matter is effused in the turbinated bones as well as on the septimnaris
(the division between the nostrils), which could be scraped off with a knife. On cutting the substance of
the nostrils a quantity of serous fluid or florid blood is discharged. In this form of the disease the heart
aud large veins are generally found to be gorged with black blood.

2.

t
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2. Tn Pulmonary Catarrh it is found, on dissection, that generally in both the right and left lobes o
the lungs, but sometimes in only one of them, and then generally in the right, the mucus membrane is red
to a greater or less extent, with the appearance of email red points aggregated closely together ; while the
puhnonalig and costalls exhibit traces of a high degree of inflammation, and there are frothy mucus
elfusions in the cavity of the chest. In others again, where pneumonia prevails, the lungs present an
increase of weight and density, are infiltrated with a frothy mucus of a bloody tinge and clotted blood, and
their external surface is of a gray or violet colour; while in others the lungs assume the density of
hepatization, and tho vessels are full of hardened lymph, displaying, when cut into, the appearance of
marble. In most of these cases the mucus membrane lining the bronchial tubes and windpipe is highly
inflamed, and mucus effused all along the course of the respirator}7 passages. In this—the pulmonary form
of the disease— all tho large veins are generally full, and the right auricle of the heart is invariably
gorged, while the left auricle and right and loft ventricles, are empty.
3, CombinRcl form,—Hero there will be a combination of the different symptoms and jiox# mortals
appearances which have already been noticed, but they will vary in these cases according to the class of
causes which predominate.
.
.

Of the two forms of tho disease, the pulmonary is not only the most common, but also by far the
most fatal.
■
In some of tho cases mentioned by Dr. Bennett in his able Report on the first outbreak of Catarrh
iu 1834 (from which I have freely culled in compiling the technical portions of this paper) the stomach
was healthy and filled with well digested food, while the whole of the alimentary canal was. free from
disorder, and the gall-bladder filled with healthy bile; the disease carrying off the sheep through tho
destruction of the respiratory organs of the chest, the bronchial tubes, and tho sinuses of the head.
The cause of the difference in the post mortem appearances noticed by Dr, Bennett, and those
described above as being almost always present in the outbreaks of catarrh which now occur, seems to lie
in the cause of the attack. The outbreaks which he then investigated must have originated from contagion
or infection, and not, as they almost invariably now do, from secondary causes working upon a frame
predisposed to the disease. Thus, where infection or contagion is tho cause, the sheep require little or no
preparation, so to speak, to enable the disease to incubate and ripen; aud therefore, the post mortem
symptoms aud appearances, such as constipation and inflammation of the intestines, which are present iu
slice]) where the attack has been caused by bad food and predisposition to the disease, are not present.
. Both classes of symptoms andym.sf. mortem appearances are to be mot with, but that described by
Dr. Bennett is now very seldom met with, as the effect of the Catarrh Act has been to confine diseased
sheep to their own runs, and to protect the sound flocks from infection aud coutagion.
PjRKVENTIVE AND ItEJUmiAL MEASURES.
If tho history, causes, and nature of catarrh be considered, it may with safety be affirmed that the
development of fresh cases can be easily prevented, and are unlikely to occur except from infection and
contagion. And to show that this is the case, we will briefly review the causes of tho disease and tho
amount of risk which may be now apprehended from them.
In the present day, the prejudice against “ m and in” breeding is so strong and general as to leave
little room for fear of fresh eases of catarrh arising from that cause ; for it is unlikely, with the prevalence
of this feeling, that even close breeding will be attempted by any but those whose flocks are of consider
able excellence; and tho fact that they arc so is a suflicicnt guarantee that the breeder is qualified to
make the proper selections, and may be safely allowed to follow this system of breeding.
While on this subject, although not strictly within the scope of this paper, it may be remarked that
the dislike to “ in and in” or oven “ close” breeding has in this Colony been carried a great deal too far;
and the frequent and sometimes even violent changes in breed and blood which have been made, have
prevented owners from obtaining that improvement in their sheep, or that uniformity of typo and character,
which their heavy outlay for stud rams entitle them to expect. If owners are unable, from the inferiority
of their sheep or their want of knowledge, to adopt a system of “close” breeding, they might at least
obtain their stud sheep from tho same breeder, so long as his flocks were of sufficient excellence and were
sound and healthy, and thus secure a large share of the advantages of “ in and in” breeding with com
paratively little risk.
In adopting this or any other course of purchasing rams, a careful selection of a well-developed
healthy frame, devoid as far as possible of ihe defects of the ewes to which they are to be put, ought always
to be kept in view, as well as a valuable fleece : and if it is so, the risk of catarrh and other disorders would
be greatly diminished. Tho Imp-hazard system now followed by many breeders of purchasing stud rams
from different improved flocks, both imported and colonial, without regard to the strain of blood, and
without selection, is not only a source of disappointment and loss to tbe purchaser, but also to a certain
extent of risk to our flocks,
The practice of breeding and rearing two crops of lanils in one gear from the same ewes is now seldom
or never adopted, for its folly is too apparent, and the inducement, with tho present low price of sheep, too
small to lead owners to follow it.
’
Breeding from too old or too young or wealdg sheep is still too common; and although the effect is
not immediately noticed, and may not of itself bring about catarrh, the practice is a deteriorating and
thriftless one, and ought to cease.
Jfhfhe in sheep is still prevalent, but with due care aud the use of the proper medicine (sulphate of
iron and Liverpool salt in proportions of 1 in 10), stations upon which it was next to impossible to keep sheep
healthy are now almost entirely free from fluke.
As to Joot-rot, the turning out of the sheep and
ordinary care will iu most eases remove all risk from this cause. And with regard to the debilitating
e//bct of mercurial dressings for scab, which were so generally used when catarrh broke out, it may be said
that the risk from this cause has entirely ceased ; for not only are these dressings now never used, but
there is no scab in the Colony.
■
■
There cannot be a doubt but that the fencing in of the runs and turning out the sheep would be
tbe most effectual way of removing tho exciting or secondary causes of catarrh. If left to themselves,
on an ordinarily large run, even iu tho colder parts of the Colony, sheep can always, and in all weathers,
obtain shelter, and llnd comparatively dry and comfortable quarters day and night: for not only does their'
natural instinct lead them to seek the higher ground to camp at night and in bad weather, but it enables'

them.
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them also to detect, sooner than any shepherd can, the approach of bad weather, and from what quarter
it is to be expected, and to take shelter accordingly. Xt would thus bo scarcely possible, except perhaps
in the more thickly grassed intermediate districts, after a long drought, for catarrh to break out, even in
sheep predisposed to the disease; and it would certainly never originate in sound sheep managed in
this way. It is to shepherding and folding, or rather to the mismanagement to which shepherded sheep
arc always more or less liable, that we owe the exciting causes of catarrh ; and if sheep were turned out
and fresh healthy blood freely introduced into the docks whose blood was tainted with catarrh, that, as
well as many other diseases to which sheep arc now subject, would witli ordinary attention disappear.
Great, however, as these advantages would he, they are not a tithe of those -which would bo secured to
the Colony in every way, by fencing iu the ruus and turning out sheep.*
Till this can be brought about, the best course would be to destroy the native dogs and
camp the sheep out; and if a combined and simultaneous effort in this direction were made, either volun
tarily or under legislative enactment, by the owners in the different districts, the eradication of the dogs
might be readily and cheaply effected. In the meantime, those who continue to shepherd and fold their
sheep should erect large brush yards, or rather small paddocks, on the best sites, sheltered from all
weathers. Hitherto, the convenience of a water supply for the shepherd, more than the best position for
the sheep, has too frequently been the chief study in the selection of sites for sheep stations.
Where again there is a taint or suspicion of catarrh in the sheep, fresh healthy blood should be fre
quently and freely iutroduced; aud, as the climate of the districts in which the docks requiring fresh
blood are depastured is cold and trying, the introductions should be made, as far as possible, from healthy
flocks reared in a comparatively cold climate.
'

Cuke.

There is no really practical cure for catarrh. The immersion and swimming of tho sheep in cold
water (iu a river or lagoon) has been said by some to he a specific for catarrh, while others who have tried
it, report that it is utterly useless; and the proof that it is so lies in the fact that this treatment is now
never followed. Bleeding and physicing again have been tried with varied results ; but here the trouble
and cost of tho treatment, even if it were successful, would be a bar to its adoption. The only way in
which the disease has been successfully dealt with was to take the sheep to fresh pasture, especially to
salt-bush, and while doing so, to kill every sheep showing any symptoms of disease. This, however, the law
very properly prohibits, as other sheep wrould he certain to be contaminated by the infected flocks. The
next best course is to move them from atation to station on their own run, and keep destroying those
showing any symptoms of the infection ; but, eveu although this course should bo successful in stopping
the disease in the infected flock, it wmuld he attended with all hut certain risk of infecting the other sheep
on the same run, as well as those on the adjoining runs. If, again, the infected sheep are kept upon the
ground on which they were depastured when the disease broke out, it is not unlikely that twenty or even
fifty per cent, of them will die ; and although tho sheep are confined iu this way, the risk of the infection
spreading to other flocks while the disease is running its course is too great to be safely encountered.
Besides, as such sheep are liable to periodical outbreaks, all this risk and trouble would, in that ease, have
to be frequently encountered, for the sheep that recover are almost certain to be again affected. There
certainly is not the same risk of the disease showing in such sheep at certain seasons as at others ; and, if
they were close to market they might then be fattened and disposed of; but by the time they would bo
allow'ed by the law to travel, after an attack, the safest season would be over, aud the losses and damages
which would attend an outbreak on the road are too heavy for the owner who has to drive his sheep any
distance to risk,
.
Looking, therefore, at the subject, in all its bearings, it would seem that the safest course for an
owner of ’catarrhed sheep, both as regards his own interest and that of the Colony, is to boil down tho
whole flock at once. But wdiile this course is recommended to the owner, it is considered that here, as in
the case of scab, the sheepowners as a class should, for tho sake of the greater protection this course
would afford, come to the assistance of the owner who takes it, and that a measure should at once be intro
duced into the Legislature dealing with catarrh the same as with scab. Catarrhed sheep would thus be
destroyed, and their owner would receive as compensation two-thirds of their market value, supposing
they were free from infection when they were destroyed. There arc but few districts in which the disease
is now likely to show itself, and the compensation required would not amount to a large sum; wdiile it
would nevertheless be a great boon to the owmers of the catarrhed sheep amidst the heavy losses which
such a visitation entails. The present law is, to say the least of it, a rigorous and impolitic one. It
quarantines an owner’s sheep on his run for six months, and even prevents him from coming within a
quarter of a mile of its boundaries, or of any road passing through it, without allowing him any compen
sation. The consequence is tliat outbreaks of catarrh have frequently been concealed, and the disease has
spread through this concealment.
There is certainly at times considerable difficulty in saying what is catarrh and what is not. This
is only what might be expected in outbreaks occurring from predisposition, for in these attacks the part or
organ affected wmulA depend upon circumstances, which would of course vary iu different flocks. That is,
the part or organ in which tho disease finds its principal seat would (within certain limits) be the weakest
in its frame, and that, of course, would be different iu different flocks. The question, however, with which
legislation has to deal, is not to what class of disorders an outbreak belongs, but whether or not the
disease is infectious or contagious. Whether, therefore, the outbreak be one of catarrh properly so called,
or of some other infections or contagious disorder, means should be adopted to stay its spread; and if
sheep showing any of the symptoms of catarrh are quarantined, as they ought to he for a time, tho
presence or absence of infectious or contagious symptoms wilt soon determine whether or not the disease is
catarrh, or any other calling for legislative control. If this point be settled, the necessary steps for
controlling and eradicating tho disease could be adopted; and, to avoid all risk of any failure through
inability to iderttify the disease, the measure should be inado so comprehensive as to allow the Governor
and the Executive Council to issue regulations for the eradication of any infectious or contagious disease
in sheen, other than scab or catarrh.
ALEX. BRUCE.
* See ths valuable treatise on Fencing, by Mr. Gordon, Chief Inspcofcor of Sheep for Queensland.
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No. 12.
WORM DISEASE IN SHEEP.
Paper prepared by Mr. P. 11. Gordon, Chief Inspector of Sheep, Queensland.

(Laid before the Conference of Chief Inspectors of Stacie, held in Sydney in Fovember, 1874.)

I no not ckim in Hie following remarks to have mado ail}' new discovery as to the causes or euro of
worms in sheep—a disease lliat has occasioned immense losses amongst tho flocks in many portions of
Queensland. My object is to lay before the Members of the Conference a few'practical facte in connection
with the disease in tho experience of Queensland sheepowners, in the hope that they may assist in
directing inquiry on the subject into the proper channel.
’
Worm disease first made its appearance in Queensland, in its present epizootic form, in 1871;
hut for fourteen years preceding that date intestinal worms were periodically to be met with in sheep in
various portions-of the Coast .Districts. Many owners recognize the disease as identical with that which
decimated the flocks in the Clarence and liichmond Districts many years ago. It is only within tho
last three years however that the disease has been known to exist west oi' the Main Coast Eange.
Opinions

as to the nait at: ash cause of the

Disease.

It is now well knowm that the disease is caused by a description of worm infesting the stomach,
intestines, and frequently the lungs of sheep, and known as Strongylus.
The opinions of practical men in Queemdand—so far as they have come under my notice—as to the
cause of the disease, may be summarized as follow's :—
First.—The most generally accepted theory is that worms originated from overstocking, and the
consequent disappearance from the pastures of many saline herbs and plants.
Sbcojif/.—That they are due to certain geological formations, and
Third.—By some it is supposed that they arc propagated and disseminated by kangaroos,

wallabies, and other marsupials.
.
In support of the first the following facts are adduced:—
1.—Worms are unknowm in sheep pastured in newly occupied country.
2.—That they can to a very largo extent he prevented by a liberal use of salt, and
3.—They are but of recent development in most portions of Australia.
Those who attribute their presence to certain geological formations point to the well-known fact
tliat whilst sheep pastured on granite or slate formations are the first to bo attacked, trap, basalt, or
soils abounding in salts of bine, have—except in rare instances, whore it has been introduced by travelling
sbeep—enjoyed an immunity from tbo disease.
'
With respect to tbe third supposed cause, tbe circumstance already mentioned, of worms being
unknown in recently occupied country, would, to some extent, appear to set aside the theory that they
originated with the marsupials ; but the fact that in some districts the centres of large plains are sound
whilst sheep pastured on tbe margins of tbe same plains (the feeding grounds of the wallabies and
kangaroos) are infested with worms, would seem to indicate that they are iu some instances disseminated
in this way.
It is now generally believed that, whatever the cause of worms, they arc to a large extent dis
seminated by the dung of sheep, and this opinion is in perfect harmony with the opinions of Cobbold in
Europe, and tbe best authorities in Australia.
My own deductions, based on information supplied mo by my staff, as well as by many sheepowners
in different parts of tbe Colony, favour the belief that each of these causes, and all combined, may tend to
produce and spread the disease, and for the following amongst other reasons:—
1. In the case of sheep affected with worms travelling from tbe coast intcriorward, itis found that
whilst they establish the disease on previously healthy pasturage along tbeir line of route, this has never
been found to be the case beyond a point where recently taken-up under-stocked country commences.
_ 2. Having reference to geological considerations, we find that country of trap-rock formation on the
margin of the Downs arc exempt from worms, although completely surrounded by runs of granite forma
tion, on which tbe disease has for years prevailed.
A circumstance came within my observation a few weeks ago which I consider valuable, not only as
throwing light on this phase of tbe question, but as verifying in a remarkable manner the correctness of
Mr. Farrer’s deductions—in his valuable pamphlet on grasses and sheep-farming—as to granite soils being
favourable to worms. Mr. Donald Gunn, of Pikedale, forwarded to me a sample of salt collected by him
on a run in his District, the soil of which is composed principally of disintegrated granite.
The
sample was taken from the surface of a small flat which had recently been temporarily under water, tho
salt having been deposited during the process of evaporation, Mr. Gunn’s object in fonvarding it to me
was to challenge tbe correctness of my views as to the value of salt in the prevention of worms; because,
on the run where this sample of salt was found, worms had to some extent been present in the sheep for
years. On my showing the salt to Mr. Staigcr, our Government Analytical Chemist, he at once pro
nounced it to contain a large amount of potash, and the usual test confirmed his statement. Mr. Farrer
shows that by analysis granite contains a large percentage of potassic salts, and that the pasturage of
soils composed of disintegrated granite must therefore be unhealthy.
Independently of the above incident, my experience confirms Mr. Farrar’s statement as to granite
soils favouring the presence of worms.
3.
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3. I am not prepared with evidence to authorize me in hazarding an opinion as to tho worms hciug
propagated by marsupials, nor do I attach much importance to the circumstance, as kangaroos and wallabies
nave invariably been found to be the prey of parasites infesting cattle depasturing on the same grounds.
The same cause would operate alike in both cases.
.
That the disease has been sown broadcast by moans of travelling sheep over country m which, m
all probability it never would have originated, is, I think, beyond doubt. I must guard myselt against
being understood as holding the opinion that worm-disease is contagious in the usual acceptation of that
term; but in the sense in which fluke may be understood to be contagious—that is, by contaminaiing the
pasturage,—I consider worms to be highly contagious, and hence my reason for so strongly urging upon
my Government, at various times, the necessity for joint action by the Colonies on the matter. In
America there does not appear to be two opinions on the subject. It is there believed that the worms
were imported with sheep from England, and burning pasture and camping grounds appears to be the
only successful mode known to the Americans of checking its spread.
But one or two well authenticated facts in my own Colony would appear to me to establish this
beyond a doubt. Thus, for instance, the circumstance before alluded to, of tho disease having been
established by sheep travelled inland on country previously free from it. And again, the circumstance
that in certain districts, the soils of which we should consider inimical to the disease—such for instance as
the black volcanic soil of the Barling Downs, through which there is constant trailic in travelling sheep
. the disease has obtained a footing, whereas in other districts, possessing exactly similar soil and pasturage,
but through which no travelling sheep from diseased districts have passed, worms arc as yet entirely
unknown.
Meass or Cube Ayn PnEwnTioy

suggested.

Cure.—In speaking of a euro I would wish it to be understood as referring only to means adopted
for destroying worms in the case of sheep already affected. I have had no opportunity ot Vesting the
sulphur and nitre cure so highly spoken of in Victoria, although experiments with this and powdered areco
nut are being conducted at the present moment in Queensland, Should the latter he successful in cflocling
a cure, as 1 have strong hopes will be the case, it will open the question as to the value ot sti-ong astringents
(of which there is an endless variety in these Colonics) as sheep medicines. Turpentine and linseed oil
was found successful, as was also salt and sulphur, in many instances, in expelling the worms in the early
historv of the disease in Queensland ; but strange to say, both completely failed to eflect a cure in second
and subsequent attacks of the disease on the same runs. Salt, where given in unlimited quantities, has in
some instances been successful in effecting a cure in tho case of young sheep, but I have been assured that
it has failed in others.
_
Prevention.—As the cause or causes of worms are still matter of speculation, the means of preven
tion suggested or recommended must also be looked upon as speculative. AY c have been most fortunate
in Queensland iu having—in Mr, Haly, of Taabiuga—a gentleman who, sparing neither trouble nor
expense, lias gone into an enquiry of the subject with a determination and intelligence unequalled perhaps
by any other sheepowner in the Colonies, To'the unceasing exertions of this gentleman wc are indebted
for the duty on salt having been entirely removed, and also for a vote of £500 to initiate an inquiry by a
practical and scientific Board into the causes of disease in animals and plants. Mr. Haly has been a
heavy sufferer by worms, but after experimenting with many agents, he has at last, by the unlimited use
of salt in his flocks, and by lightly stocking his runs, succeeded in reducing his losses to the smallest
minimum, about Ik per cent, and tliat in a district where the losses on some of the neighbouring runs have
been alarmingly heavy, I consider it also due to this gentleman to state that more than eight years ago,
when a Member of tbe Legislative Assembly, he predicted an outbreak oi disease similar to that now
decimating our flocks, in consequence of impoverishing our pastures by overstocking.
If, as is very generally supposed, the rapid development ot worms is due to the disappearance from
our pastures of herbs and grasses which contained more or less of saline properties, the direction in which
preventive measures should bo attempted is plainly indicated, it, as bas been authoritatively stated, some
descriptions of herbs and grasses possess the property more than others, of taking up the salts from the
soil, enquiry should bo directed to such, and means adopted for testing their suitability iu different soils.
I believe that much can be done in this way and by preventing overstocking. .For instance, salt bush and
myall have been transplanted to, and found to flourish in soils not the natural habitat of saline plants.
And although they are fouud not to be so strougly impregnated with salt as when grown iu their natural
soil, they still retain their character as that of salt plants.
_
_
Of tbe value of light stocking, I cannot adduce a more striking instance than that of the laud
enclosed on each side of the line of Eailway traversing the Darling Downs. On that land, in con
sequence of its being protected from stock of all kinds, the original grasses and herbs of Ihe district have
reappeared, and are growing to luxnnancd side by side with the stunted and comparatively innufritious
grasses which have taken their place in the heavily stocked sheep paddocks.
_
In conclusion, I would remark that it has long been my conviction, that if a system of spelling
paddocks by regular rotation were universally adopted, many of the diseases that infest our flocks would
rapidly disappear.
V. It. GORDON.

No. 13.
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No. 13.
FLUKE IN SHEEP.

Papke, prepared by Mr, Edward M. Curr, Chief Inspector of Stock, Victoria,
(Tsaid before Ihe Conference of Chief Inspectors of Sheep, held in Sydney, in November, .1874.)

To the naturalist and helminthologist the study of the fluke parasite and the phenomena connected
■with its being, are matters of interest which have but slight charms for the sheepowner, however import
ant to his welfare they may eventually prove. Perhaps they refer to matters too near home to be to his
taste, and as a rule he has no patience but with what we will call the practical side of the subject, to
which I propose to confine tbo few remarks ] have to offer on a topic which of late has been worn some
what threadbare.
■
The first circumstance which claims tho attention of Victorian sheepowners with respect to this
disease is its great spread during the last few years. Originally, as is well known, it confined its ravages
to certain cold, dank, sour-grassed mountainous localities, whilst of late it has gradually been encroaching
on neighbourhoods in which heretofore it had never been heard of, and in which it was believed on all bands
that its existence was impossible. It is natural to inquire bow this is to be accounted for; and bow it has
happened that tbe fluke has of late taken possession of large tracts of country, in which, during the thirty
previous years of its occupation it was entirely unknown.
'
As regards this change, it seems probable that it may be accounted for in this way : that before
fluke spread iu Victoria, sheep were shepherded ; they had as a rule plenty of excellent grass and tospare,
and consequently that they lived on wholesome food, tbe result being, as old residents in the Colony will
remember, that the sheep of those days were well-grown and healthy. Neither was it usual at tbe time
to buy store sheep to fatten, so that there was but little travelling of stock, and diseases were, as a rule,
confined to the localities to which by some means they had been brought.
This state of things came to an end, however, when paddocks took tbe place of shepherds ; it was
then too that overstocking became a general practice, and our sheep first became acquainted with
starvation and unwholesome diet. A further consequence of overstocking wa-s that the prime grasses
never being allowed to seed, disappeared; tbo kangaroo grasses were eaten, ont, tbe myrnong and yams
were abut st exterminated, and tbeir places were supplied by the least nutritious of our indigenous grasses,
and not; a few unwholesome exotic weeds. From that period, too, onr sheep, reduced in many eases to a
state bordering on chronic semi-starvation, dwindled in size and lost stamina, offering an easy prey to the
first disease which might present itself. The purchase of store sheep, which the buyer reckoned on
quickly fattening and selling off, also became a very prevalent custom, and as such sheep were obtained
from localities in which fluke prevailed the disease gradually obtained the proportions which we now see.
In other words, animals suffering from fluke were imported on the hitherto clean runs, on the least healthy
portions of which they deposited the seeds of diseiise, which in due time were taken up by animals driven
by hunger to feed in localities which otherwise they would have avoided.
The questions then crop up, where will fluke end? Can it possibly extend to country which has
heretofore escaped its ravages ? Is it to become general throughout tbe Colonies ? Premising the fluke
lias already been acclimatized on runs on which a few years ago tbe owners, who freely purchased fluky
sbeep, ridiculed tbe idea of its propagation, it seems to me that we are not yet in a position to determine tbe
possible geographical limits <jf this disease. On this subject, whilst admitting the probability of a large
extent of country, notably our salt-bush plains, being wanting in the conditions necessary to the propa
gation of fluke, and setting aside the tact that 1 find it impossible to believe that stops will not soon bo
taken by owners which will in a great measure put an end to this scourge, I will ask the reader to
remember, in considering the possible expansion of which this disease is capable here, that the acclima
tization of animals is, as a rule, gradual, but the extent to which it may be carried very large—that a man,
horse, dog, or sheep, for instance, transferred direct from the tropics,' and subjected to the conditions of
nature as they exist; in Iceland, would undoubtedly perish, whilst there would nevertheless be no difficulty
in the gradual extension of the tropical man, horse, dog, or sheep to that island. In the same manner, it is well
known that vegetables will iu many instances become gradually accustomed to conditions which at first were
found to be very unfavourable to them. A.s one instance out of many, I may adduce the fact that, of a
quantity of English wheat sown in some parts of Western Africa, but a moderate portion will seed,
whilst in each ear which matures there will only be three or four grains of corn, but that after a few
sowings tbo produce will gradually become acclimatized, strong, and plentiful. In like maimer, I may
remark, that many of our vegetables are now readily grown in Victoria in perfection in localities iu which,
to my knowledge, they could only he reared with considerable trouble thirty years ago. Hence, as modern
authors have demonstrated, that in the laws which affect animals and vegetables there are many marked
a,lid undeniable coincidences, far from saying that the general plan of nature stops short with parasites,
everything would lead to the inference that they are governed by conditions analogous to those of their
bests ; so that it seems to me that we are not yet in a position to determine to .what portions of this
continent fluke might not;, if unchecked, eventually extend, the probability being in favour of the increased
area of its habitat.
"
Touching tbo reduction and prevention of fluke which, in tbe majority of eases, I am persuaded is
a matter easily attainable, tbe first steps should undoubtedly be the lessening of tbo number of the sheep
on lands on which this disease prevails, the substitution of healthy flocks for those now diseased, tho
dest ruction, as far as possible, of the ova of the fluke, and the securing to the flocks conditions of existence
directly favourable to general health, and specially adverse to the economy of this parasite. As regards
the dost ruction of ova, I believe it can be effected practically in most cases by burning off all rank
vegetation and the drainage of wet grounds; whilst a considerable reduction of stoek on fluky runs, by
allowing

allowing the better grasses to grow, and securing the animal a plentiful supply of wholesome food, at the
same time taking away from it the necessity for browsing in sour and unhealthy spots, will very much
reduce the frequency of this disease. In addition, in many places, as is well known, a liberal allowance
of salt to the sheep is not only beneficial but an absolute condition to health. On lands where such
measures fail, I think it may be said that the conditions of nature, unassisted by further efforts of art,
which are not perhaps at present practicable, are unsuited to sheep ; and that the sooner tho owner accepts
the fact and acts on it, the sooner he will consult his own interest.
In conclusion, I cannot help expressing the opinion that fluke is a disease which proper management
will confine to very narrow'limits. Along the country verging on the Australian Alps from "Victoria to
Southern Queensland, and in a few other districts, it will undoubtedly always prevail to some extent;
whilst in such localities it may he very much kept under by a liberal use of-salt and sulphate of iron, and
Mr. Charles Thomas’s remedy, which cannot bo too much recommended. Asa rule, fluke in Victoria is the
natural result of improper sheep-farming—in other words, of overstocking ; and the sheep-farmer, instead
of lessening the quantity of his stock, or increasing the carrying capabilities of his land, has, in too many
instances, contented himself with living in hopes that some medicine would be discovered which would
enable him to go on defying the laws of nature, as he has been doing; forgetting that even if a core for
fluke were discovered, that, as things are, some other disease would inevitably take its place that in
fact health and unwholesome food cannot long co-exist.
_
_
At present, what the sheep-farmer in many wises has to consider is—whether it suits him best to
feed five healthy sheep or six unhealthy ones. The great parent of disease in Australia is over-stocking—
unwholesome food.
Sydney, C November, 1874.
EDWARD M. CURR.

No. 14.
FOOT-ROT IN SHEEP,
Paper, prepared by Mr, 0. J. Valentine, CMef Inspector of Stock, South Australia.

(Laid licforc the Conference of Chief Inspectors of Stock, held in Sydney, in Novembw, 1874.)

Iy making remarks on foot-rot, it appears to be only repeating common matter which is known to
nearly all persons connected with the working management of sheep in the Colonies, and I fear that I shall
not be able to throw' any new light on tho subject. As a disease which causes great depreciation in tim
value of sheep and entailing heavy expenses on sheepowners, it has been known through most parts of
the Colonies, and is dreaded by many more than an outbreak of scab.
Investigations held by professional men in Great Uritaiu have caused them to conclude that there
are several distinct affections of the foot which are commonly included under the term foot-rot. True
foot-rot prevails on heavy soils during wet weather. The affection generally commences in the skin above
the hoof between the digits or clefts of the hoof, thence extending downwards to the membrane of the
sensitive foot; inflammation is set up, which increasing, causes an exudation of purulent matter, in which
stage the disease is very bad.
One form of foot-rot occurs on dry sandy soils, and is sometimes prevalent in hot, dry summers.
Minute particles of grit enter the horn tubes, and ultimately get into the interior of the foot, causing
inflammation aud exudation, finally extensive separation of the homy covering from the secreting
structures.
_
...
A third form depends upon the overgrowth of the hoof, and occurs commonly in soft soils in which
there is abundant moisture.
Injuries inflicted during journeys, punctures from thorns, nails, wounds from sharp stones, con
stitute another form of the disease. Such are looked upon in Great Britain as the different causes of
foot-rot.
...
Randall, in his work on Sheep, considers tiiat foot-rot in America is much more virulent than in
Europe, where, as described by Youatt, it presents essentially different early symptoms, but is evidently
the same disease.
_
_
_
_
No doubt there are many trifling causes from which foot-rot arises in the Colonies, but I consider
the disease arises principally from slice]) pasturing on rich soils with plenty of moisture, long wet grass
keeping the foot constantly damp (previous to fencing, assisted by camping in dirty yards), tbe cleits of the
foot are filled or choked with dirt, thereby causing much irritation, and consequent on that inflammation
of the interior structures of the foot; suppuration then takes place and spreads under the hoof, and in many
instances in the advanced stages to the coronet, causing it to separate. , Scald by some is considered to be
the first stage of the disease, but I am inclined to think suck is not the fact in all eases. 'After scald
sheep pasturing on sandy soils with excessive heat in the day after heavy dews, particles are introduced
into the foot causing inflammation, and disease is the necessary consequence. Sheep have been pastured
over wet plains of rich black soil, but so thoroughly washed have the feet become by the constant moving
through water that scarcely any cases of foot-rot occurred. This was in limestone country. Wherever
sheep have their feet washed naturally, although on rich soil, foot-rot appears only in isolated cases.
It appears in many instances where it cannot be reasonably accounted for. Some seasons more than
others appear to favour the development of the disease, but no record bas been kept that I am aware of
the different seasons, which might be used as a guide to show when foot-rot might be expected to be more
■
virulent
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virulent than usual. I find country on wliicli it was considered impossible to place sbeep, in consequence
of tbe disease appearing in so virulent a form, being free from it for some years, notwithstanding that
tbo statepf the land was not apparently altered; since which tbe disease has again appeared. A case
occurred in which ioot-rot broke out iu swampy country, attributed by the owner to the sbeep not camping
on dry ground. It ran through about 3,000 sheep, in not a very virulent form, but still bad; no other
sheep suffered, and no other sheep have suffered on the same country since.
In regard to loot-rot in South Australia, the sheep on country to the north of Adelaide arc
remarkably free from it, the disease appearing only in isolated cases. On some large properties it is
entirely unknown, and but few long hoofs even require paring. Such was not the case on country to the
east and south-east of Adelaide, where it was found on some stations in its worst and most destructive form.
Much of this country was moist land, wiih long grass and too often dirty yards; here the staff of
foot-rotters was formidable, and a terrible expense to the owner. This staff of men were kept up to
pare'•and dress with all sorts of remedies some thousands of sheep on large stations, and the number of
unfortunate animals limping about, poor, haggard, and decidedly unprofitable, was a very heavy percentage
on the total number of sheep. All this has been altered since fencing has been introduced and an improved
system ot management adopted. Fencing has allowed the sheep more freedom and a choice of camps ;
they arc no longer driven in a hurry over sticky, muddy ground, and enclosed in a camp strongly heated
with the manure deposited for years. In a report from the worst district, preventative measures have
reduced the disease to a minimum, and it is spoken of as trifling, varying slightly with the seasons.
Although foot-rot has decreased amongst large holders, I am afraid that it is rather on the increase among
small ones. .As their number increases in favourable localities for foot-rot, there it appears to come to the
front again; they are not so ready to adopt an improved system of management, and are often ignorant of
the disease and its cause. Owning only a few sheep, they do not consider it of sufficient importance to
inquire or make any outlay to prevent a disease from which they are only beginning to feel the ill effects.
Is it contagious? I am inclined against the opinion, in the general-sense of the term. No doubt
matter exuded from a diseased foot would inoculate another if placed in it. Foot-rot will run through a
flock in a icw weeks—yet sheep pastured on the same country shortly after will not become diseased. It
appears to me foot-rot arises from the state of the country, the health of the sheep, and the peculiarity
of tho season, as sheep placed on the same country at different seasons of the year are differently affected.
After all, the most important thing is, can foot-rot be prevented or cured? I am afraid not
entirely eradicated. Much may be done to prevent the disease, and sheep may be cured by good manage
ment ; but this nill not prevent the disease from breaking out again and again in the same sheep. Tho
instances of the disease breaking out in different places after the sheep or country have been free from it
lor a long time show that there are causes producing foot-rot which at present we are not able to explain.
In some places the merino suffers more than the long-wooled sheep, and again we find it reversed. As a
rule, 1 think the merino suffers the worst. In others foot-rot disappears for some years and then breaks
out without any apparent reason. Tbe disease causes so much loss, aud entails such heavy expense on
sheepowners, that it would be well worthy for an inquiry to be made by competent persons to trace out
the different circumstances which cause the disease.
i
A number of different remedies have been used, each more or less successful according to the carefulness
with which they are applied. Butyr of antimony, bluestone, and quick-lime, were and are still with many
favourite remedies. To a great extent arsenic has superseded these; itis a cheap and efficacious remedy,
aud easily applied to large numbers of sheep. Sheep scalded, if run through a trough with hot arsenic water,
arc prevented from the disease extending farther, and on those stations where the disease exists, sheep are
passed through a solution of arsenic, varying from 2 oz. to 4 oz. to the gallon, about every six weeks,
during tho worst season of the year. Sheep when in tho second stage, and with long hoofs, should bo
pared, and t!m diseased foot thoroughly cleansed and washed with arsenic water prior to passing through
tho trough. Sheep should stand after passing through the trougli in a clean yard, to allow the arsenic to
take effect. Arsenic is recommended as being efficacious, and, where thousands of sheep require to bo
treated, cheap and easily applied ; but 1 would impress ou all that, no matter what the remedy may be,
unless care and attention is paid to the paring of the feet, to the mixing of the solution, and the
general application, arsenic will not be of more use than other remedies badly applied. I find that careless
ness in the treatment of all diseases is generally the cause of failure,

C. J. VALENTINE.

No. 15.
FOOT-EOT

in sheep.

Paper by Mr. P. R. Gordon, Chief Inspector of Sheep, Queensland.
Mraro.—Having given some attention to the subject of foot-rot, my experience has led me to class malig
nant foot-rot as a decidedly contagious disease. Several well authenticated instances on the black soil of
Darling Downs have shown that it can be communicated by contagion, and permanently stamped out with
the sheep immediately affected.
Seven years ago, Mr. E. M. Curr, of Victoria, supplied me with information as to the use of
carbolic acid, and, acting on my advice, that agent bas been used most successfully in tho cure of foot-rot.
It combines with water by boiling from ten to twenty minutes, and is used in tbe trough at a temperature
of 110° Fahr., and in the proportion of a pint of the acid to four gallons of water ; or it may be applied
in the form of an emulsion, prepared by means of soft soap.
_
Too much importance cannot he placed on the fact that very much of the success of a cure depends
on the surgical operation. Every diseased part of the foot must be laid open, even if this should necessitate
the removal of the whole of tho hoof.
'
F. It. GORDON.
No. 16,
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No. 16.
Lutteu from Chief Secretary, Victoria, to Colonial Secretary of New South Wales,
in regard to liorder Quarantine.
Yictoria.
Chief Secretaiy’s Oltce,
Melbourne, 7 October, 1874.
Sib,

With reference to the conversation which some of the Members of this Oovernmcnt had v ith
you during your recent i isil to Melbourne, on the subject of a quaraui inc-gruund for sheep being established
at Moama, or one of the other crossing-places of the Murray, to facilitate the export, of sheep from Yictoria
into New South Wales,—1 have the lion or to request tliat you will, according to your promise, bring this
matter under the consideration of your colleagues, with a Yew, if possible, to meet the wishes of the
Government of Yictoria,
■
The grounds upon which it seems reasonable to urge the question at the present time are, that scab
has been nearly eradicated from Yictoria, after great outlay, and it can he staled with confidence that the
disease docs not exist at all, and has not for a very lengthened period, among those Hocks from which sheep
of a high class would most probably he selected for export; such sheep, for instance, as- have been sent
habitually into tho Colony of New South Wales, to a limited extent, vid Sydney, under the Quarantine
Regulations, without auy evil effects resulting to the latter Colony from the trade.
And I may also remind you that, when some years ago sheep from Yictoria were permitted to enter
New South Wales, at Echuca, the precautionary means that were adopted to prevent them conveying
infection were so efficacious that in no case, I am informed, Aid sheep introduce disease into your territory,
although the risk then was much greater than it could be now, as scab prevailed extensively in Victoria,
while it is confined at the present time to a few districts.
The experience obtained in this Colony confirms the view that, under proper Quarantine Regulations,
rigidly enforced, sheep may be moved, without danger, into clean districts.
' By the provisions of the Scab Act of Yictoria no sheep can be taken into a clean distinct from one
that is uncertain, without hciug dipped twice under the personal superintendence of a qualified officer;
and I have it on the authority of the Chief Inspector of Stock that these means have had the effect of
allowing sheep to be transferred without injurious effects resulting in any single instance, though the
system has been In operation for some years, and has therefore been thoroughly tested.
.
1 have only, in conclusion, to say that, although it would be a great boon to the breeders of firstclass sheep in Victoria to have-New South Wales open to them as a market for their stock, it is worthy of
your notice that the persons who are the most urgent on this Government to have the existing restrictions
removed or abated are the owners of staiions in New South Wales, who expect to derive great advantages
from introducing improved strains of blood into their flocks.
I have, &c.,
GEO. B. KEREORD.

No. 17.
Correspondence respecting Fluke m Travelling Sheep in South-eastern District in

South Australia.

(Laid before the Conference by C. J. Vaj.estis’E, Esq.J

Mb, Abchibato Cooke to Tjd; Coiimissiosek or Crown Lands.

Wellington, 20 June, 1874.
Sir,

_

I have 'sent you a copy of an extract from a letter from a Lacepede firm, signed Ronald
Matheson, a confidential clerk.
_
1 enclose the package of the fluke sent to me. I have no practical knowledge of the disease, It
will be a serious matter to allow this plague to get into the country.
I have, &o.,
ARCHIBALD COOKE.
D. Matheson to Archibald Cooke, Esq.
Kingston, 25 June, 1374.
Dear Sir,
I wish particularly to draw your attention to some 7,000 or S.OOO sheep now on the road from Melnnis's station,
taken by Jcnhin Coles, and will likely pass through your run and others if permitted. 'When passing here the hoteliers
bought 200, and tho sheep are found to bo fall of the “ fluke,” which I believe was unknown in this district heforo. 1 enclose
you two or three of tho fluke, taken ont of one of thy sheep killed by the bntchcis hire. It was through Sir. Vaughan that
tho matter was discovered here. It seems somu one or tiro of tho sheet) were dropped on Morris's run; and, as they had a
suspicion about the sbeep, they killed those dropped, and examined and found the 11 fluke,” which he brought over hero in a
vial, and which led to tho examination of those killed hmo. Mr. Vaughan says ho will icport to tho Inspector, hut wo
thought to send yon this notice, in case it might be dangerous for those sheep to pass over your country. The sheep will ho
about the Salt Creek now. '
Yours, &c.,
D. MATHESON.

Mr.

Mr. H. T. Moimrs to Thk Cojimissionku of Crown Lanjjs.

Anlaby, 7 July, 1S'74.
Sir,

....

,

Tliis movninp, I took tlie liberty of tcleprupbinp to you, int.iinating tbat I bad board, on good
authority, that a (lock of sluioj), travelling up from the South-east, wore affected with fluke.
It is more than probable that you were acquainted with the fact before my telegram reached yon ;
but, notwithstanding, as soon as the circumstance came to my knowledge, T deemed it my duty to inform
the Government of it.
.
,
,
.
It is certainly a contagious and dangerous disease: and the sheep in this Colony generally being
in a most healthy condition, especially north of the liiver Murray, it would be a great misfortune should
any disease be introduced amongst them, I do not know if there is any Act to show how fins disease can
hfddealt with, but T fancy not. Should such be the case, some special and immediate action is necessary,
as the ground on which they must depasture may cause the disease to spread to other flocks 1 ravelling on
the same country.
_
If a number of persons engaged in pastoral pursuits could be readily got together, probably the
best wav to meet the difficulty would bo for them to subscribe pro raid, according to the number of sheep
they would buy, and destroy them; but as this cannot be quickly done, and should the sheep alluded 1o
be in such a state as to endanger other flocks, it is to be hoped the Government will be able to step in
and destroy them, and compensate the owners.
_
I have reason to know that the gentlemen who have purchased these sheep had not the least idea
of them being diseased ; it is therefore a great hardship for them.
I have, &c..

If. T. MOKRJS.
Mr. S. Dukrtnu to The Cuief Inspector of Siieef, Adeeaiue.

f578/74 1
v '

Crown Lauds Office,
Adelaide, 0 July, 1874.

fflR,

_
_
....
,
I have the honor, by direction of the Honorable the Commissioner, to inform you that flic
Government have appointed you, in conjunction with the gentlemen named in the margin [H. T. Morris
and A. McFarlane], to be a Board of Inquiry in the matter of a flock of about G,800 sheep stopped on Police
man’s Point, on the Coorong.
...
.
The Government desire that you will proceed to Policeman's Point and examine the sheep which
arc reported as being diseased with fluke. Jt will be desirable that several sheep should be killed to prove
practically that fluke exists in them.
You will report—
1st. A.s to whether you consider the flock to be badly diseased?
2nd. Whether, in your opinion, there would be danger of contagion to other sheep depasturing
over the same land ?
_
Trd. Whether it is desirable that the flock should bo destroyed; or, if not, whether they might
be placed in a locality away from the travelling stock road in quarantine for not less than
four months?
4th. As to tho value of the sheep, and whether you consider that the Government, in the event
. of the flock having to be destroyed, should pay any portion of the value, and if so what
that portion should ho ?
5th. Whether you think that the owners may he supposed to have known of the state of the
flock before buying ; and, if so, whether they have a claim on the Government in the event
of tho sheep having to be destroyed ?
'
l.ith. Whether, in your opinion, it; is desirable that a part of the South-eastern district in which
fluke is known to exist should be declared a quarantine district, with a view to prevent,
if possible, the disease being extended to other parts of the Colony which a it now free from
the evil r
1 have, Ac.,
.
_
8AM.L. DEEPING,
----------------Secretary.
The Board or Inquiry to The Commissioner ok Crown Lands,

Magrath’s Elat, 11 July, 1874.
Sin,

...

.

We have the honor to inform you that in accordance with your instructions of the bth instant,
wc carefully examined the sheep detained at Policeman's Point, on the Coorong, on the 10th instant, and
beg to report as follows .■—
1st. Wo selected and killed ten sheep, some fat and, to external appearance, healthy—all were
picked to show the general state of the flock ; wc found them in even' instance very badly diseased with
fluke, and we arc of opinion that there is not a sound sheep in the whole flock.
_
2nd. Wcare of opinion there would be danger of contagion, and consider the country on which
these sheep have been detained should be immediately proclaimed a quarantine ground. '
_
3rd, It is with reluctance that wc have arrived at the conclusion that tho sheep should be killed.
Wc arc satisfied from the 'slate of the flock that they should not on any account be moved from where
they now arc. Prom the nature of this country it would he impossible to keep so large a flock in quaran
tine ; oven if this could be done there is no probability of their recovering in country of this description.
4th. We value the sheep at seven shillings per head. Wc consider tho Government should pay to
the owners a portion of the value, and that the amount should be four shillings per head. The owners
should be required to kill and burn the sheep at their own cost, ami bo allowed to take the skins and fat.
5th. We believe that the owners were not aware of the sheep being diseased with fluke ; but, from
the advanced stage of the disease, wo are surprised that the seller was not aware of the shoe]) being in so
bad a state. Wc consider that if the owners had known the sheep were diseased when purchasing, they
would have no claim on tho Government.
Gth,
3—G
-
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6th. From the state of these sheep we consider it is absolutely necessary that steps should be taken
at once to esamine the flocks from which they were brought, and others if deemed necessary, and where
fluke is found to eiist the sheep should be placed in quarantine, tvith a view to prevent the disease being
extended to other parts of the Colony. We are also of opinion that power should be immediately
obtained, authorizing the inspectors to examine the flocks of the Colony for fluke and any other infectious
or contagious disease. We think it necessary to state these sheep came from the “ Woakwine linn,” near
the coast, about Xorth of Puvioli Bay, and are now depasturing on the Coorong, near the Salt Creek, about
130 miles from Adelaide. In conclusion we would recommend the immediate necessity of preventing all
sheep from crossing the Bivor Murray from the south-east until the state of the flocks can be ascertained.
We have, &c.,
.
C. J. VALENTINE,
)
H. T. MORB1S,
> The Board of Inquiry.
ALLAN McFAELANEj

Memo, of Sheep Destroyed.
No. 3.. Sheep selected as likely to be diseased, from external appearance, on being opened it pre
sented a shocking sight; there was more than a quart of dirty brown liquid in the abdomen—evidently,
on examination, from tbe Hvor which was much enlarged, and the ducts expanded to a most unnatural
size, and filled with “ fluke” ; the heart and lungs wore in an abnormal state; the heart was enlarged,
thin, and flabby ; the lungs were almost white ; the flesh was of a greenish yellow colour ; the sides of the
sheep were discoloured, and apparently as if granulated ; the lips were pallid and bloodless ; and the eyes
bloodless and dull.
No. 2. Sheep selected as being fat, and one of the most healfhy-looking ; however, on being opened,
tbe ducts of the liver were distended with “ fluke,” and the sheep, though fat, presented a most
unhealthy appearance, the flesh being of a greenish yellow, showing it to be unwholesome, and unfit for
human food.
The whole ten lulled were almost equally diseased; in three, the intestines were adherent to the
enlarged liver, and in one instance adhered to the side of the sheep. It is apparent that if sheep in this
state are allowed to travel, especially at this season of the year, it is more than probable that the germs of
the disease would be disseminated throughout the Colony.
Considering it prudent to fix a line across which the diseased sheep should not come, we instructed
Mr. Pavey, of Woods’ Wells, to draw a plough furrow across the Grovemment Reserve, at the northern end ;
this will also act as a caution to travelling sheep.
“
C. J. VALENTINE.
H. T. MORRIS.
'
ALLAN McFARLANE.
Mr. S. Deeeing to The Chief Inspector
(599//4.)
Ser,

op

Sheep, Adeiahhc.

Crown Lands Office,
Adelaide, 15 duly, 1S74. •
'

i

With reference to the report of the Board of Inquiry (845/74) appointed to examine a flock
of shocp travelling along the Coorong, and said to be badly diseased with fluke, in which it is recommended
that the sheep should he killed, and tlie owners partially compensated. I have the honor, by direction of
tbe Hon. the Commissioner, to request that you will state whether, in your opinion, there is any other
course open to tho Government to adopt—for instance, could a piece of dry country he found near where
the sheep are at present, upon which they could be placed for a time ? Or, failing that, would it he ,
advisable to allow the sheep to travel back again over the route they have already come, and on to the run
from which they were purchased ?
*
11 neither of these courses can be adopted, I am to request you to make any suggestions that may
occur to you which would meet the difficulty,
'
I am, &c.,
SAML. PEERING,
Secretary.
The Chief Inspector of Sheep, AnELAiuE, to The Secretary Crown Lands.

Sir,

Inspector of Sheep Office,
Adelaide, 15 July, 1874.

In reply to your inquiry of the 15th instant, as to whether there is any other course open than
that recommended by the Board of Inquiry for the Government to adopt m reference to the diseased
slieep at Policeman's Point, I have the honor to state tho travelling reserve on which the sheep now are,
although extending hack three or four miles, would he insufficient to keep the slieep on for a few months,
and there is no country adjacent on which tbe Government are able to place the sheep. I understand the
owners endeavoured to get country on which to place the sheep, but did not succeed.'
If the sheep are allowed to travel back, the owners of clean stations would and do strongly object
to their return, and it would be manifestly unjust to owners to allow the sheep to travel again over clean
country. Even should the sheep he able to return to'Woakwine I think I may state the late owner would
not take them.
■
_ Should tho Government uot adopt the recommendation of the Board, they could take a negative
position—that is, obtain power to stop all sheep from crossing the River Murray for the present, and
decline to interfere with the sheep. This would be right if the whole of tlie South-east District were
diseased; but not being so, I question whether it would be an entirely equitable course.
It
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_ It haa been asked by owner of scrub country to tbe east of Policeman’s Point if be could purchase
the diseased sheep cheap, to place on scrub country. Although agreeing with tho recommendation of the
Board, such a course is open for the Government, provided the slice]) are placed in quarantine, to prevent
their removal until late in December. Although the scrub country is dry, and sheep placed there would
be oft the general travelling route of sheep, I am of opinion that these sheep remaining on that country
so long would leave tho germs of fluke on the gound,
I have, Ac.,
C. J. VALENTINE,
Chief Inspector of Sheep.

Mb. J. M. Boebow to Messes, Austin
(619/74.)

and

Coues.

Crown Lands Office,
Adelaide, 18 July, 1874.

Gentiemen,

"Witli reference to the correspondence that has taken place on the subject of the flock of six
thousand eight hundred (6,800) sheep, diseased with fluke, now at Policeman’s Point, on the Coorong,
I have the honor, by direction of the Honorable the Commissioner, to inform you that, upon condition that
the sheep are killed, and tho carcasses burned, the Governmeut will place a sum upon the Estimates to
partly reimburse you for the loss you will sustain, such sum to be at the rate of three shillings and fourpence (3s. 4d.) per head for each sheep so destroyed—the number billed to be certified by Mr. Inspector
Wells.
'
The cost of killing and destroying must be borne by yourselves, and the skins, &c., &c., remain your
property. No claim to be made upon the Government for anything beyond the sum of 3s. 4d. per head.
,

I am, &c.,
J. M. BOEBOW,
Chief Clerk, pi'o Secretary.

The Seceetabt, Centeal Boabd of IIeaith, to The Chief Secretary.

Sib,

Central Board of Health, Adelaide,
18 July, 1874.

_
I have the honor, by direction of the President of the Board of Health, to acknowledge the
receipt of your communication of the 17th instant, containing the report of the Commission appointed “to
examine the condition of a flock of sheep at Policeman’s Point, said to be diseased with fluke, and asking
that the Central Board of Health should report, as soon as possible, whether the sheep referred to are
such as should be allowed to be brought to market and killed for human consumption, or whether the
Board of Health would not feel justified in ordering such meat to be destroyed.”
A s the matter appears to be urgent, and the time required to convene a special meeting of tho
Board would be considerable, the President would venture to make the following suggestion :—That tho
slieep should be confined to a certain locality, and when the wet season is over the pasturage should be
burnt so as to destroy the ova which become attached to the moist pasturage, getting into the stomach of
the slice]) whilst feeding, and from the stomach passing into the liver.
The whole matter will be brought before the Board at its first meeting on Tuesday next.
I have, ifce.,
.
E. G. THOMAS,
Secretary, C.B.H.

The Seceetabt, Central Board of Health, to The Chief Seceetart.

„

Sir,

Central Board of Health, Adelaide,
22 July, 1874.
■

I. have the honor to refer to my former communication of the 18th inst, in answer to a letter
of the ,17th inst., addressed to this Board, and enclosing the report of the Commission appointed “to
examine the condition of a flock of sheep at Policeman’s Point, said to he infected with fluke, and request
ing the opinion of the Board as to whether the sheep referred to are such as should he allowed to he
brought to market and killed for human consumption, or whether the Board of Health would not feel
justified in ordering such meat to be destroyed.”
.
_ J am directed, in answer, to forward for the information of the Honorable the Chief Secretary the
following resolution of tho Board of Health, passed at their meeting of the 21st inst.:—“ The Board of
Health have to report to the Honorable the Chief Secretary, that from tlie statements contained in the
report of tlie Commissioners they cannot doubt that the sheep alluded to were not in a state to have been
slaughtered for human consumption.”
1
I hare, &c.,
E. G. THOMAS,
Secretary, C.B.H.

Me.
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Mb. H. Wells? to The Chief Ikseectoe

of

Sheep, Adelafue.

'
.
Sin,

-

Wood’s Wells,
8 August, 1874.

■
I have the honor to report that the killing and burning of tlie fluky sheep, which were
travelling from the Woakwine country, and stopped on the country at Policeman’s Point by authority of
the (/overament, has been carried out to tuy entire satisfaction. The work commenced on the 23rd of
July, aud was finished to-day. The system and care which.has characterized Mr. Eohcrtson’s proceedings
in carrying out this unpleasant task, is worthy of every commendation. During the time I have been here
I have endeavoured to find the fluke ova, and also small fluke. I searched the gall, bladder, bilo, ducts,
stomach, and intestines, without success, which is probably owing to the glass I used not being powerful
enough. I observed one case of rot, the liver was adhering to the side of the sheep, and when taken out
had the appearance of a large hard oval-shaped lump of disease, which when opened showed a mass of
decomposed matter, with a small quantity of fluke. 1 cannot imagine how an animal could possibly exist
in such a state, and yet the sheep seemed in good conditiou. In every instance in searching for ova and
small fluke, I found the latter all of one size, or nearly so,—fully developed.
...
.
.
I would call your attention to the fact, that 1 found the fluke in large quantities m the intestines,
leading immediately from the last part of the stomach ; they were very numerous iu the entrails, from the
junction with it of the pipe or duct, down which the bile flows from the liver. I opened tlie entrails from
this point for six or eight foot downward from the stomach, and found it full of bile and fluke. To show
you how easily this parasite can leave the liver, I send by this mail a bottle containing the gall-bladder,
with its pipe leading into the ducts of the liver, and from there direct into the intestines; that portion
which empties itself into the entrails, though small, is so clastic, that when taken hot from the sheep
would almost admit of the fingers being inserted iu it. In conclusion,! would beg to say, that although
salt herbage may be a cure for fluky sheep, it does not alter the fact, that all clean runs, apart from salt
country, are liable to become diseased if fluky sheep are allowed to travel over them.
I have certified to the number, &c., &c.

I have, &c.,

HY. E. WELLS,

•

Inspector of Sheep.

Sydofcy • Thomas Richards, Ckirommcht Print nr.—1874.
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Department of Lands,
Sydney, 12 August, 1874.
I hate tho honor to submit for your consideration a Report on the Horses, Cattle, and Sheep in tbe
Colony, for the year ending 31st December, 1873.

.

. I.—HORSES.
1. Theie Heaith.

Ottb horse stock are reported as entirely free from any infectious or contagious disease.
2. Theie Ntjmbeb and Descbiption.

There appears by the returns to be a considerable increase in tbe number of horses in 1873 as
compared with 1872, hut the returns for 1S72 were even less reliable than those of last year ; and when it
is considered how very unprofitable horse-breeding is, and that breeders are almost all inclined to get
out of this class of stock, it may be taken for granted that the increase is more apparent than real, and
that_ as to numbers our horses are nearly stationary at about 320,000. This is also borne out by tbe
Statistical Register, in which tbe numbers, which stood in 1872 at 328,408, stand in 1873 at 328,014.
Relatively to each other, the numbers of the different breeds may be stated at (say) one-siitb draught,
one-skth light-harness, and four-sixths saddle.
3. Impbotement.

"With only four exceptions, the Inspectors report that tho horse stock in their districts is improving.
This is being brought about—1st, by keeping the horses in paddocks ; 2nd, by tbe destruction and sale of
weedy mares; 3rd, by the introduction of well-bred entires ; and, 4th, by the’destruction of wild horses ;
and 1 will deal with this branch of my Report under these heads:—
*
(1.) Depasturing in Paddocks.
■
This is a step in the right direction. No real improvement can be made in our horse stock until
they are kept within enclosures. Until they are so they will never be so quiet or manageable as they
ought to be, nor can they be kept from coming into contact with wild horses and stray ill-bred entires,
which always infest open runs.
■
■
(2.) The culling and sale or destruction of weedy Mares.
This also is absolutely necessary, but the practice is not followed to anything like the extent it
ought to be. Thousands of mares are still allowed to breed, whose progeny, with the sires now available,
can do little more than pay the expense of driving them to market. It is to he hoped, however, that as the
country is enclosed, and the cost of rearing these useless weeds becomes more apparent, their owners will
see the folly of breeding from such marcs, and either sell or shoot them. Even if colts from these weedy
mares should average £4 or £o a head—and that for the class of colt is a much higher average than they
now make—the return to the breeder is very little more than half what cattle give ; for it is generally
allowed that one horse eats and destroys as much as two head of horned cattle, or at least that two horses
require as much pasture as three cattle ; while at present rates cattle are fit for market a year earlier than
horses, and bring average prices of £2 a head more than the average named, while they require far less
looking after.
"
(3.) The introduction of well-bred Sires.
(a) Thoroughbred Blood and Arab.
Of late years there have been frequent importations of both English thoroughbreds and Arabs,
and a good many of tbe former introduced last year are of very fashionable blood. But besides these, we
possess in the Sir Hercules (a Colonial-bred sire), New Warrior, and other families, some of the stoutest
and best strains in the World. Unless therefore our blood stock are allowed to deteriorate—of which there
does not appear to be the least risk under the able management of our present stud-owners—our
thoroughbreds must continue'to be, as they have always proved themselves—the best of that breed out of
England.
(*)

5,10
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(V) Draught Horses.
So far aa the draught stock are concerned, the horses which have lately been introduced have
generally been of the right description—being principally of the Clydesdale breed, tho best draught horses
in the World for general purposes ; and a decided change for the better is noticeable during the laat few
years ; but any improvement must be comparatively slow, for the mares to which these entires cau be put
are mostly light in the frame, leggy, and wanting in bone below tho knee.
The best of our draught stock went to Victoria some twenty years ago, on tho outbreak of the
diggings there; and although several of our breeders—such as Mr. Towns of .Richmond, Mr. Bell of tho
Upper Hunter, Mr. Rouse of Mudgee, Mr. Wade of Goulburu, Mr. Brown of Bowenfels, Mr.
Stephenson of Maneroo, Mr. McLeod of Moruya, Mr. Massie of Gundaroo, and other breeders who
might be named—have again formed studs and arc breeding first-class heavy horses, our draught horses
generally had become so deteriorated that it will take a great deal of time, money,- and care to make them
as a class anything like what they ought to be. However, with the extension which has taken place of late
years in farming, and the macadamizing of the roads (which has had the effect of driving the bullock teams
off them), there is now a good demand for serviceable carriers’ and farmers’ horses, and every prospect that
this demand will not only continue but increase, while heavy dray horses are bringing long prices for town
work.

.
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(c) Light-harness and Saddle Horses.
There is a very great scarcity of good sires of this breed. In fact, if the returns received from the
different districts be correct, there are only two or three pure-bred coaching sires iu the whole Colony.
At any rate, with the exception of a very good horse re-introduced by Mr. Woodhouso, of Mount Gilead,
Campbelltown, from Tasmania, aud another of the same stamp imported by Mr. Rouse, of Guntawang, no
entire of this stamp has been imported for several years ; and pure-bred coaching mares are even scarcer
than the entires.
_
_
_
To supply the demand for coaching and light harness horses therefore, a cross-bred animal is being
produced. The thorough or well-bred blood horse is put to draught mares, and the draught horses to light
well-bred mares. The progeny is the ordinary light-harness horses of tho present day, which, taken as a
class, are very far from being the right sort even for work, and so far as good looks go they have little to
recommend them. Of the two tho cross with the blood horse and the heavy mare is tho better; and
where tho sire is thoroughbred or nearly so, and of fair strength and substance, a good many useful animals
with passable action and fair shapes are bred. Very few of them, however, are fit for the side of a carriage.
In the other cross again the chances are still farther against the breeder; and it is no uncommon thing to
see some of the stock bred in this way with what might be termed tho sire’s head, the dam’s legs, the sire’s
straight cloddy shoulder, and the light middle piece of the dam, with a general coarseness all over, and
neither style nor endurance.
The fact is this cross is by far too sudden, i.o., the animals making it are a great deal too much
unlike each other to amalgamate properly in their progeny. And it is to the fact of our breeders being
reduced to either of these alternatives, or to that of breeding from mares tlie produce of this cross and a
blood horse—when the progeny almost always runs small and weedy, with anything but showy shapes or
good carriage—that the great scarcity of well-bred serviceable carriage and buggy horses is attributable.
To remedy this state of matters the pure bred coaching horse or Cleveland bay ought to be
introduced from England. That horse is described by a writer on the breeding of carriage horses, who is
evidently master of his subject, in a recent issue of the Town and Country journal, as follows
“ The
coach horse, sometimes called tho “ Cleveland,” is an upstanding clean-limbed animal, with lofty crest,
high action, and the general appearance of an enlarged blood horse. His head is light and well formed,
well set on a long high arched neck. His shoulders are oblique to a degree rarely seen but in tbe best
hacks or hunters. His legs are clean and flat, though tolerably substantial. His barrel is good, with a
well-sprung rib. The quarters are in proportion to the fore-hand, with well-bent hocks ; tlie croup is high,
and the tail well set on. Ho has considerable courage, and a spirited air and manner. "With his magtnficent shoulders of course lie has good action and plenty of it. His dam, foaled in the green fields of
Beverley, was such another, aud his sire had taken many a prize as the best coaching sire and so on all
over Britain."
In purchasing in England, however, great care should be taken that the horses selected are of the
pure coaching blood, and sprung from progenitors which have for many generations been bred from that
blood without any admixture whatever. IF this is not done, a more stylish, and perhaps somewhat hand
somer horse in sumo respects may be palmed off for the Cleveland. I allude to a horse got from a light
clean-legged mare by a thorough-bred sire. Horses bred in this way are comparatively useless for stud
purposes, for they are themselves but cross-bred, and there is no certainty that their progeny will be like
themselves—the certainty is rather that they will he unlike. Their use, therefore, only leads to disap
pointment and loss ; and it is to overlooking this fact that so many of our breeders of horse stock have
been unsuccessful.
If the Cleveland were put to good-sized mares as nearly as possible of the same type as him
self, the progeny as a rule would be a fair coaching size, with good action and good looks. If again he
were put to marcs of tho upstanding saddle or well-bred light-harness type, the progeny would in most
cases be a well-bred light-harness horse fit either for the side of a carriage or for a dog-cart or buggy.
And if put to the smaller well-bred, or even the comparatively light or weedy mares (of which we
unfortunately have tens of thousands) the progeny would be either a fair buggy horse or a good-sized
hack.
'
There would even with these sires be still of course a good many comparatively low-priced and
worthless animals bred from such mares as are now in the Colony, but the proportion of low-priced ones
would every year bo less and less.
Besides the true coacher or Cleveland bay there is a breed of horses in tho eastern portions of
Hanover and the middle districts of Saxony (in the neighbourhood of Brunswick and Magdebourg and
in the country lying between these towns) which if introduced would be of great service in improving
our lighter breeds. This horse shows more breeding than the Cleveland, aud looks very like what a cross
between the English thoroughbred blood horse and the Cleveland would be; but he is of a confirmed
type, and as such is of course far more valuable for breeding purposes than the cross-bred animal I have
mentioned

5
mentioned would be. He is what might be termed a well-bred, stylish, carriage horse, about 15 bauds 2
inches to 1G hands high. He has a good head, a long well-shaped well-set neck, sloping withers, fair
barrel, and handsomely turned hind quarters, with good clean legs, and plenty of bone below tho knee ;■
and his action is both good and stylish.
Another horse whose introduction would be of immense advantage to the Colony is the Norfolk
cob. He stands from 15 hands to 15 hands 3 inches high, and is what may be termed a thorough
bred cob. His head and nock are all that could bo desired, while his expression indicates courage and
durability ; his withers are high and well set back ; he is thick at the heart, broad on the loins, and well
ribbed home; his quarters are fuil and round, and his arms and thighs full of muscle; his knees and
hocks are strong, and his cannon bone is remarkably short and stout, while his pasterns are strong and
elastic ; his stylo and action as a trotter is superior to that of any other breed, and his speed would be
considered under the average if he could not trot 14 miles within the hour.
The Norfolk cob is a distinct type of horse, and would be certain to convey his shapes and qualities
to his progeny, as he can bo obtained pure bred for generations without any cross whatever. He is there
fore just the horse we require to put to our light well-bred mares to breed horses suitable for tho Indian
market, and to give more compactness, greater strength, and more bone under the knee to our saddle
horses generally. If, again, the Norfolk cob were put to our larger saddle and light-harness mares, the
progeny would be a strong, well-knit, stylish, carriage or buggy horse, with great spirit and durability.
Not only would these direct benefits accrue to our studs by the importation of the Cleveland,
the Brunswick carriage horse, or the Norfolk trotter, but very great indirect advantages would also
follow their introduction. Thus the next generation of our well-bred brood mares would bo considerably
stouter, more roomy and larger every way than they now are—more like what they were twenty years ago ;
and if a good thorough-bred could be put to them,—instead of the progeny being as it now is, with such
a sire, light and weedy, it would in nine cases out of ten be a good, serviceable, well-bred, upstanding
liack, or light-harness horse, with plenty of style and spirit.
4. Expoet io India.

India has always been a good market for the right class of horses, such as a well-bred, compact saddle
horse, about 14 hands 2 inches to 15 hands 1 inch, suitable for tbe Indian Cavalry—handsome, upstanding,
well-bred, well-broken, saddle horse, fit for a gentleman’s town-hack—thoroughbreds for racing purposes,
and well-matched, well-bred carriage pairs ; and lower-priced horses of the same sorts have usually sold
well in Ceylon.
,
If tlie report be correct that' the Government in India have ceased to breed, or more correctly speaking,
to rear their own horses for the cavalry, the market there must improve. Until very recently it was
customary for the Indian Government to purchase English or Australian thoroughbred, and I believe
also Arab entires, and give the farmers in those parts of India most favourable for horse-breeding tbe use
of them for their native marcs, on the understanding that they sold the foal to tlie Government when
twelve months old at from £10 to £12. The foal was then taken to some of the Government stud farms
till it was old enough to be broken in, when it was handled, and at the right age sent to tho cavalry as a
troop horse. It is now stated that, after a long and thorough trial, it haa been found that what with the
carelessness of the natives, who are employed on the stud farms as grooms, the great expense these farms
entail, and the frequent losses through deaths and accidents, these native bred and reared horses cost more
than horses can be imported for from Australia, while they are inferior to them in size, shape, and
endurance—the native mare being as a rule a very poor dam.
If this report be correct with regard to the Indian breeding establishment, and the prices for horses
suitable for their market keep up, we may expect that the spirit of improvement which has begun to
pervade our breeders will continue to strengthen aud develop, and that before long our horses will regain
the very high reputation they at one time possessed in all parts of India.
5. ’Wild Hobses,

Notwithstanding that a great many wild horses are annually destroyed, the number of these pests,
owing to the natural increase, shows comparatively little diminution. Last year the number stood by
tbe returns at 109,242 for the whole Colony. This year it is given at 106,815.
.
It is very much to he regretted that the existing law does not empower—as the new Impounding Bill,
which has been more than once before Parliament, proposes to do—the occupants of runs to destroy wilder
unmanageable hranded horses after notice has been given to remove them. The existing Act allows occu
pants to destroy wnbrandod horses over two years old ; but this is not enough, as the occupants of runs are
now frequently presented from destroying unbranded wild horses through the fear of killing tho few
branded wild ones which are almost always running with them.
At a very moderate calculation something like 150,000 head of cattle might be kept on the country
which the wild horses now occupy, and the annual return from that number of cattle, or an equivalent
number of sheep, would amount to from £150,000 to £200,000,011 which is now lost to the Colony through
tho prevalence of these worthless scrubbers.
_ Then if to this bo added the loss they occasion through decoying away quiet horses, the injury they
occasion the owners of well-bred studs through the wild entires coming among the brood mares, and tbe
expense, trouble, and accidents, not unfrequently fatal, which occur in running in wild horses, it will he
seen that it is high time thoroughly effective measures were adopted—such as has been mentioned—for
their extirpation.
Even these do not complete the catalogue of the evils and losses wild horses occasion to the Colony.
Wherever there are wild horses, duffing and stock-stealing are almost certain to be common. Not only
do those who follow these practices make the running of the scrubbers an excuse or blind for their
nefarious practices, but the mere existence of tho wild mobs of horses tends to make our youths duffers
and cattle-stealers. Thus, those lads who are good riders run in the wild horses and begin by branding
the foals and clean skins they can yard. Among the unbranded horses there may however be some
branded mares with foals at foot belonging to owners residing at a distance from the place where the
horses are running, and as there is very little fear of detection their foals are branded as well as those
belonging to tho wild unbranded marcs; and these youths are led qu in this way from bad to worse till
they become downright duffers and etock-stealers.
6.
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6. Hoese Tax.

Two propositions have been made to improve tbe breed of our borses by taxation. Mr. Bossi of
G-oulburn, and a few other breeders, propose that a tax should be imposed on all brood marcs, while other
breeders, and I believe the majority, consider that it would answer the purjmse to tax entires.
There isTittle doubt but that the first proposal would be the most; effective, but the tax would fall
rather too heavily on men of small means if all brood mares were to be taxed, and if owners possessed of
only a few, say three head, were to be exempted from payment, the law would be certain to be evaded as
it is in the case of the registration of dogs, where owners with more than one dog not unfrequently register
them in the names of the different members of their families.
.
It would seem, therefore, that the latter proposal, the taxing of tbe entires, is the more practicable
one, and, as its effect would be indirect as well as direct, it would be very much more effacaeious than it
'appears at first sight likely to he. Thus, if a good heavy tax, say £20 each, were imposed on entires, none
but well-bred suitable horses would be kept, and for such sires both the price and cost of service would bo
comparatively high—too high in fact for the owners of weedy and inferior mares to pay. They would,
therefore, sell such mares or only use them for work, and the breeding of tbe ugly useless weeds and
scrubbers which now sell at from 10s. to 40s. would cease, greatly to the advantage of these owners them
selves and to the Colony generally.
The money thus contributed by the owners of entires ought not to be paid into the G-eneral Revenue,
but should he expended for the benefit of the breeders of horses, and to do this it might be distributed
among tbe different local Agricultural Societies, with the understanding that it was to be disbursed in
prizes for exhibits in the horse section, and not to meet in the general expenses of these Societies.
II.—CATTLE.
1. Theie Numbee.

The number of cattle in the Colony, for the year 1873 and the eleven years preceding, as given

in the Statistical Register, is as follows:—
Tear.

No,

•

1862 ...................................................
2,620,383
1863 ...................................................... 2,032,522
1864 ...................................................
1,924,119
1865 ...................................................
1,969,105
1806 ......................................................
1,771,809
1807 ...................................................... 1,728,427
1868 ......................................................
1,761,411
1869 ......................................................
1,795,904
1870 ................................................... 2,195,096
1871
2,014,888
1872 ...................................................... 2.287,060
1873 ...................................................... 2,710,374
As explained in my Report of 1870, the great falling off in the number of cattle is attributable
partly to the losses sustained in 1861 and the four following years through pleuro-pneumonia, but prin
cipally through owners changing their cattle runs into sheep stations. This they did for two reasons,—
from a dread of the disease, but principally because sheep paid much better than cattle. To see how very
powerful these reasons must have been with stockowners, it is only necessary to state that while the num
ber of cattle was very little more in 1873 than it was in 1802, the sheep had increased from 6,550,890
in 1862 to 18,990,595 in 1873; in other words, that while in 1873 there were very few more cattle in
the Colony than in 1862, eleven years previously, there were very nearly three times as many sheep at the
latter date than at the former.
Cattle are now reported by the Inspectors in almost all the districts as increasing; but what between
the number still lost every year by pleuro-pueumonia, the heavy drafts of store cattle which are being
constantly sent into Victoria, the increased demand for beef for the Preserving Companies, aud the increas
ing requirements of the Colony generally for butcher meat,—the reported increase from breeding may
be taken as nearly wiped out; and if the numbers were correctly taken, it is believed that the increase in
1873 over that of 1872 would be verv trifling indeed.
2. The Diefieext Breeds.

These may now be put at (say) eight-tenths Short-horn, one-tentb Hereford with a few Devons, and
and one-tenth Crosses.
It will be seen that a new breed or rather class of cattle has now to be noticed,—the “ crosses,” A
good many of our breeders of late years have been putting Hereford aud Devon bulls into their
Short-horn herds and breeding again from the cross progeny,—instead of adhering to the Home practice,
and keeping a set of cows of one breed and a bull of another, and never going beyond the first cross. The
breeding from crosses is contrary to rule, and is only allowable in a case where an owner has made up his
mind to change from one breed to another, and keeps putting (say) pure Hereford or Devon bulls into bis
herd for perhaps seven or eight years until his cattle have all the characteristics of either of these breeds.
To use Hereford or Devon bulls for a few generations and then resort again to the Short-horn, as, I believe,
a good many breeders intend to do, will be certain to result in disappointment and loss. It is only in the
first cross that the breeder has any decided certainty that he will have a combination of the good qualities
of both breeds. In every generation after that the probability is that the bad qualities of both breeds
rather than the good will be the outcome of the mixture, and the more the breeds are commingled the
more certain becomes the uncertainty, Unless therefore an owner is in a position to take tho one (the
first) cross and fatten off, or dispose of, and not breed from it, or has made up his mind to change the
breed of bis cattle, lie should not put either Hereford or Devon bulls to his Short-born cows, nor Short
horn <y Devon to Hereford, nor Hereford or 8hort-horn to Devon.
”
At tho same time, there is no doubt but the very best beast both for the breeder and the butcher—
that is, the most profitable to both—is the first cross. This seems to have escaped the notice of our
.
breeders,

i
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?Cent ¥TSSi-011S °ra^paper rcad by Dr' Jenkins on “The Considerations which
their fafonrit^breeds8 and &raZierS °f Cattle” m the zeal with whicl1 they advocated the superiority of
+Tlo o, ^ fact 1fJ n® °°e bre®d possesses all the good qualities which can be obtained in the cross. Thus,
ri ;
Stta,ldS tbe hl^ °r a11 the breeds in size, shapes, early maturity and aptitude to fatten
on good or even fair pasture. He is inferior, however, in quality of meat to the Devon, the Black-poley
Mtheother herlh,f t0vfe
is £llso
actire> and does not perhaps stand hardship £ well
m the other breeds, while he no doubt requires better pasture than either of them. If, however, the
toha v'ervrp,r
t
c?ws,of ^hcr of these breeds, an animal combining the good qualities of both is

sliahtest7 doubt S T ^T m ^ the Sh«rt;horn ought to be in the cross there cannot be the
S L ?d°n
aud the British Farmers’ Dr. and Cr. Account have settled that
and
f g T lC;
questl0°then 1S’whlch of the other breeda should be used with the Short-born;
BWk nJilil Tweed “'I? h° STtnie+?°Urt,TaS als° be6? detRrmmod for a g°od many years in favour of the
the Smm fidn m ' i r4° ■80e*i.tha>VhrS T th° Case’2t is 0nly necessaiT to turn to the weekly account of
the Smitlifield Market in the 2f«r* Lane Express and other London papers, where it will be found
almr.TTn ePenme
' ^d VSfeS’’!. PrmciPally f,’om Aberdeen and the neighbouring comities, and
n TiT180 1tl?e,P™du®^ Short-horn bulls and Black-polled cows, regularly “top the market,”
i .
ci, a 11’1^^ T “7 higher than the little Devons, while taking the weight for age they are
equal to the_ Short-horn heavier than the Herefords, and about
weightier than the Devons.1
were asfoHows ° aSed ^ Cattle CaBfJ at laat SmitMeld Show the average weights of the different breeds
CWt.

Crosses
Short-horn
Herefords

qrfl. Ibfi.

21 3 3
20 0 16
■18
15

Devons

d 23
3 4

In the Steer Class, under two years and six months, the average weights were
cwt qrs, lbs,

Crosses
Short-horn

16
15
14.
11

1 21
2 1
3 12
2 18

Herefords
Devons
When again we recollect that this cross inherits, as it does, the large frame, good form, aptitude to
fatten, and early maturity of the Short-horn sire, with the robustness and soundness of constitution thickSiTis TTlITT °f fl>SVTd 7,n;?aiTlediSmill]'fainRd meafc of the Black-polled dam, it is easy to see
why it is such a favourite both with the butcher and the breeder
J
bv the
better f ^ the Short-lloriJ tba11 tb« Hereford. It is liked quite as well

S jod wetlte 7

’ “

eJ are

" p,'0li,“bl<! t0 ^ breed“- “ tkeJ tent com. to

IWnS10 M0H“hu0rn aBd Hrerrford cross iB alao for fattening purposes an improvement on the pure
fcSE'in rt, \i1hTVerr’ !UfeTu as,a cr°SB t0 botb the Poley and Devon, as he stands higher on theffeg,
weifk*
^ thighs, twist, and flank, and indeed m all the boiling pieces, and does not generally “die” sT
__T rrr,CT7m? tbc other way-~putHng Blaek-pollcd Hereford or Devon bulls to Short-horn cows, makes a
out of cows of these breeds0 gl'aK,er ^
5
inferior ^ the cross got by the Short-horn bull
Short hmnerh0PTd^b»Z
®ror into which breeders introducing Hereford and Devon bulls into their
Shortdiorn herds have fallen. On the produce of these hulls—especially where they were pure or nearly
S eS h^ShnrttT"3
a.lways;10) very well-these breeders, instead of recollecting thiT
and giving tlie Short-horn cow her fair share of the credit of the successful cross, have as a rule unthmkmgly attributed the whole of the success to the new blood, and gone on introducing it into theS herds
blood oT tlf ^ tbeT1.a^er ProPortl01J of ,bQ success may most probably have been due to the Short-horn
biood of the cow. If the breeders who have taken this course arc not L a country where Short-horns do
not thrive, they will bo certain to find that they have made a mistake.
for notice 61 It8 |®0,;heT featnr6 in J1®8.* recent discussions on the breeding of stock which also appears to call
tor notice. It is the frequent allusion by the advocates of the Hereford and Devon breeds to their
are oTlv tKSndJ ^ ^ f8ea30ns’ and tbeir.
on th° road. Now these are good points, but they
are only of secondary importauce compared with the very valuable qualities of good sbapes;early maturity
verdvSfneT0f
; “ an^ °f wJr 806 .that qattle biSh in tbe Poillts al^ded to cannot possibly be
very high in these more important qualities, for it is impossible there can be very great activity with the
S mtt SStf6™’ th° fUl-nC5S and j™?”?1®88 of, sbaPea’ and tbe great deptlmof flesh and^fat which
sofLTs ™d antiSde fTf m \7TJ Bsh degTee^10 rlualitics tbere indicated; nor can there be much
nlified fn TTT apt tude t0 fatte2 w,llh Yery gre7 bardmess and robustness of constitution. This is exemanfacfaVi^TTTw 0TC0nlpar
y.Ummpr°7ed bush herds' Tn^ have a ^ deal too much hardiness
and actiuty,and we have no need to introduce stock mto our herds wholly or even mainly for the sake
Although theref TT nf °TT
°v 7°' °tbCr Uin fact* we require to brecd tbese qualities out of them,
m alitTg nf 11 T b
VohJs’ JOT ^ons, do in themselves possess to a large extent the
t0 fatten’ t0gGther With *^0® of hardiness and
fo™T7nrovP5
/ n and “ T V6ry- mUcb Sreater need of having their points of quality and
form improved than their hardiness and activity increased, that it is to the breed which wouldmost
effectually and expeditiously bring about this much to bo desired improvement that our stockowners as a
veiT well delrfine/- "’J1 ^ a
beu?rG °U^ ^erds geuer!llly become so very full of quality and so
m7kT l W ien fivT
-T?0! 7 ;7 R
^thstand tbe vicissitudes of our climate or to travel to
maiket. When the) are, it will be time to think of increasing their hardiness and activity Indeed when
it
er 7e,r c°“Pai:‘'ltlve]y round, bare, plain shapes, and the fine grain and good quality of tbeir’ meat,
it must be evident that the generality of our bush cattle, although with more of the Short-horn blood in their
^ “J^r breed, can scarcely be looked upon as anything else than a distinct breed from
the pure Short-horn, and tbe progeny for several generations at least as crosses. If this view be correct,
then
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then the putting of well-bred Short-horns into our common herds now running on even poor or inferior
country, would for a time at least show nearly os good results as putting these hulls to Hereford, Foley,
or Hcvo’n cows, and of course proportionately belter whore the pasture is good.

. .

Still owners must bo guided by the position and class of country wmeh tncy occupy, in determining
what brecd of cattle they should put upon it. On this point, supposing the herd is a breeding and
fattenin'!- one, itmav be said that the SAort-Aov# will answer best on country ranging trom good to superior,
not too far from market. Tho Herefordzv&m will thrive and fatten on a poorer class of country, will stand
a cold climate better, and travel better long distances to market. The Black-poley is ns active as the
Hereford and is hardier and more robust, and would do remarkably well m tbe colder and higher lying
portions of the Colony. How this breed would answer on the plains is yet to be tried, but there is no
reason why it should not do as well there as the others. If it did, the fat cattle would carry their condition
well to market. The Devon seems admirably adapted for our great outlying salt-bush plains, and it Devon
herds were formed tbere, and Short-horn bulls put to tho cows, the produce would be stock that would stand
very high with both grazier and butcher.
.3.. Thor Improvement.

The very marked desire for the improvement of their herds, which some years back set m so
strongly among owners, still continues, and our cattle arc every year becoming bettor and better, through
close and judicious culling, tbe purchase of pedigree bulls, and the fencing m ot the runs.
(I.) Introduction of pure Stock.
,
Last year, as many as 1,000 pure and well-bred bulls, and over 200 cows and heifers, were intro
duced into the different districts.
„ n1 , .
.
.
In nine districts the introductions are reported as all Short-horns; in nine as Short-horn and
Hereford ; and in six as Short-horn, Hereford, and Devon......................
,, , ,
Amon" the pedigree stock thus introduced were the following animals imported from England
(2.) Imported Cattle.
importers.

Number.
Malesi..........
5 ..........
1 ..........
E ..........
1 ..........
1 ..........
I ...........
1 ..........
1 ...........
1 ...........
3 ..........
1 ..........
7..........
6
.
6 ...........
2 ...........
3 .........
2 ..........
2 .........
6 ..........
9 ..........
2 ..........
4 ..........
7 ..........
2 .........
2 ...........
1 ...........
6 ..........
3 ..........
1 .........
1 ..........
1 ..........
4 ..........
3 ..........
4 ..........
6 ..........
1 ..........

Females.

2
1

Dcvou.

IfoTcfords.

Shorthfim/

Males.

Males.

Females

Females.

i
3
5

1

i

1
1
i

i
”6
.2
6
2
3
1
2

..

i

1
..

2

1
2
4

1
4

i

3

4

1

I

i
i

4
1

i

(!

2

4

7

24

2
2
1
i

i

2

’i
i

4
2
3

3
2
3

1
43

30

4

5

Captain Swanson.
Barnes & Smith.
Dr. JcntinB.
H. O. White.
Fanning, Griffiths & Co.
A. A. Dangar.
E. H. Woodhousc.
Gilchrist, Watt, & Co.
T. Yeo.
J. C. Irving.
Walter Lamb.
Barnes A Smith.
,T. D. Macansh.
Gilchrist, Watt, & Co.
H. Bell.
Australian Agricultural Companj*.
T. Yoo.
Barnes & Smith.
A. Lodcr.
C. Bagott.
T. Yeo.
Gilchrist, Watt, & Co.
H. C. White.
W. J- Dangar,
A. A. Dangar.
.
W. Bussell.
Cotlrington A Wyndhera.
J. J. B. Gibson.
Fraser A Anderson.
S. Dight.
Barnes & Smith.
Fanning, Griffiths, A Co.
E. H. Woodhousc.
M. Joseph.
Gilchrist, Watt, A Co.
Charles Baldwin.

Short-horns, 9 Herefords, ond 31 Devons.
,
r
,,,
.
Besides tlie importations from England, _10 Short-horns, 40 Hereford?, and 102 Devons came from Tasmania; 12 fehortioms from Victoria ; and 2 buffaloes from India.

There were thus:—73

(3.) Fencing in the Buns.
' It would appear that the enclosing of tho cattle-runs is steadily progressing. The returns under this
head are as followsIn seventeen districts the catfle arc kepi on both open and enclosed runs, m seven dis
tricts they are all in paddocks, in three districts they arc principally in paddocks, in two they are chiefly on
open runs, and in two more they arc all on open runs. The advantages ot fencing m the ease ot ca tie are
very numerous. The following may be noticed :—(1) The country, especially if cut up in moderately sized
paddocks, will carry more cattle ; (2) fencing of course prevents tbe losses which occur on open runs through
the cattle—especially store stock—straying; (3) it saves in their case breaking in to the run, and thus reduces
the time the cattle take to fatten by at least one-half; (4) it tends to make tbe cattle quieter and lar6®*‘
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(5) it saves expense in management; (6) it prevents eattle-stealing ; (7) it prevents the spread of infec
tious diseases; (8) it enables the owner to keep his fattening and breeding stock separate, and thus
enables him to turn oil' his fat stock at a much earlier ago ; (9) it enables him to classify his stock and
keep the heifers from breeding at too early an age; and (10) it renders the general management of
the station so regular and easy as to allow tho owner to devote the principal part of his time to the
improvement of the breed of his stock.
.
4. Arr.MEXTS jixn Diseases in Cattle.
■
Cancer.—This ailment has been reported as only occurring in four districts. It is quite a common
one in many parts of tho Continent of Europe. The treatment which has been found most successful there is
excision and burning the wound with a hot iron brought up to white heat.
Ophthalmia.—This disease is not reported last year as existing in any of the districts.
Muhe and Worms.—Only in one or two of our most unsound districts does fluke or worms
affect cattle, and there, although they have a prejudicial effect on the animals’ health, they very seldom
prove fatal.
Cumberland Disease.—This affection, which at one time was so fatal in some of the districts, is now
of comparatively rare occurrence, and the losses from it but slight. During last year only in three districts
were there any outbreaks, and the losses were very trifling.
Blackleg,—As might have been expected from the favourable season, this disease was last year
unusually prevalent, and the losses in several instances comparatively heavy. Here as in every other
ailment the proper treatment is prevention. This may he effected in several ways, but chiefly by taking
care that cattle, especially young stock, are not allowed to lay on condition with too great rapidity,
particularly in the spring or beginning of summer ; for the disease is caused by what maybe termed a rapid
plethora of condition. Clater says on this subject—■“ "Where the vegetable creation springs up in all its
perfection, the young animals are not able to stand against such luxurious living, particularly those which
have been much reduced with bad keeping and scanty food during a long and severe winter,” These
remarks apply with very great force to the stock kept on some of the heat pasture lands of the Colony,
where the soil is deep and rich, and the feed in summer very luxuriant and fattening, while the land is at
tho same time comparatively high, lying exposed, or cold in winter. In situations such as these the cattle
arc often greatly ‘reduced in the winter-time ; and when the great flush of luxuriant grass comes up with the
warm weather of early summer, the animals change so rapidly from a state of leanness and poverty to one
of high condition and fatness that their constitutions fail to stand the strain, and blackleg is the result.
Treatment.—Looking at the causes of this ailment, it is plain that a good" deal can be done to
prevent its occurrence by seeing that the yoqng stock.rnnning on strong rich soil are subjected as little as
possible to the risk which attends their grazing on the luxuriant feed which grows on these lands ; and
if they must be kept on such pasture, care should he taken to send them occasionally to poorer land, or
even to yard them at night, as it would seem that such a change as this is beneficial, both through checking
the rapidity with which they would otherwise lay on condition, and through the beneficial effects arising
from the change from the one locality to the other.
This in fact is almost all that can he done with a large proportion of our stock, as there would ho
very great difficulty in bleeding, setoning, and physicing our comparatively wild bush cattle. “ Putting a
“ Beton in the dewlap of sufficient length from above downwards, and giving to each animal, when required,
“ the following medicines,—
“ Crude antimony, in powder, i oz.
b
f Nitre and madder, each in powder, 1 oz.
“ Brown sugar and nitre in powder, each, 1 oz. r
J Alum in powder, & flower of sulphur, each, 2 ozs.
“ Myrrh in powder, I oz.
t r j Treacle, 4 tablespoonsful.
“ Flower of sulphur, 2 ozs.
)
(
.
“ with a change of pasture,” is the treatment recommended by Armatage in his recent edition of “ Clater.”
Both medicines are for one drink each, and to be given fasting in the morning in a quart of warm gruel.
Bleeding to the extent of from 2 to 3 quarts from each beast, according to its size, condition, and strength,
physicing and change of run, was the old treatment; but it is now considered unnecessarily severe.
Where, however, either of these modes of treatment can bo applied to the young stock, it ought
to he so regularly every year in those localities where the disease is liable to occur; for it gives very little
warning of its approach, and it is generally the best as well as tho fattest that are first carried off.
It ought to be borne in mind that cattle which have died of blackleg are, like those affected with
Cumberland Disease, dangerous to handle, and ought not to be skinned.
Bleuro-pmeumonia.—This disease was very general last year. It is reported as prevailing in twentyfour out of thirty-four districts, but usually of a mild type; and the losses comparatively few, when the cattle
wore allowed to remain quiet on their runs, and not mustered or travelled. This, of course, they could
not always be; and the losses were then frequently severe.
Bleeding is reported to have been tried in a good many instances as a cure; but although favourably
reported of, its efficacy is more than doubtful; for it was tried again and again in England and on the
Continent, and given up by the profession as worse than useless. It was found to do no good, and to
weaken the animal.
'
Inoculation as a preventive is now all but universally believed in, and generally practised with
tho best results. Mr. Ogilvie, of Yugilbar, Clarence Biver, reports that he has been inoculating very
successfully with a different sort of virus from that generally used ; and, as the virus he recommends,—
the water in tho chest,—is not only to be obtained in very much larger quantities than the virus from the
lung, but is also much more easily found, i.c. the animal from which it can be procured is far more readilv
selected,—owners inoculating should try this virus on a few head of their cattle and carefully note the
result.
Mr. Ogilvie thus describes the sort of virus he uses, and tho mode.of obtaining it:—
_
“It is not, I think, generally understood that the liquid which (as all who have any acquaintance
with pleuro-pneumonia will know) is so frequently found secreted in large quantity within the cavity of
the chest of affected animals, is the best and safest description of virus to use for the purpose of inocula
tion. By the use of this liquid, instead of that obtained from the diseased lung, the risk of loss from
swelled tail is almost entirely avoided. In fact, the dangers attendant upon inoculation are to a very large
5—B
extent
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extent escaped, while the beneficial influence of the operation is in no degree impaired. Of this so little
doubt is entertained in the Clarence District that the use of virus taken from the lung was very early,
and I believe I am justified in saying very generally, abandoned. In obtaining the liquid spoken of, care
has always been taken to procure it in a bright and pellucid condition ; but I am not prepared to say that
such precaution is really necessary. In the virus obtained from tbe Inng, pellucidity and a pale colour
were so generally acknowledged to be indispensable conditions, that it was taken for granted that similar
conditions must also be requisite in the new kind of virus or lymph when it was adopted ; and a« far as I
am aware, no one has hitherto, in using this lymph, thought it expedient to venture to dispense with these
conditions. This description of lymph is moreover readily obtained in the required condition'—much more
so than the lung virus. I have usually been able to obtain it from the first or second animal killed
for the purpose, and have never found it necessary to go beyond a third. In short, I think this is to be so
much preferred to the lung virus that I cannot too strongly recommend its use.”
III.—SHEEP.
'

I. Number a>td Distrubution1.

The number
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867

of Sheep in the Colony during each of the last thirteen years
.......................
6,119,169
1868 .......................
.......................
6,550,896
1869 .......................
.......................
7,169,126
1870 .......................
.......................
9,089,463
1871 .......................
.......................
9,650,106
1872 .......................
...................... 11,644,593
1873 .......................
....................... 15,066,377
,

stands as follows:—
16,000,000
16,848,217
16,218,825
16,786,012
17,873,696
18,990,595

Tho following Tubulated Statement shows the number of Sbeep returned to tho Clerks of Petty Sessions throughout tho
Colony in

District.

1

Armidale .......
Balranald.......
Barraba .......
Bathurst .......
Bega .............
Eerrima...........
Binalong ......
Bourke ...........
Breewamno....
Jiraidwood
Bombala .......
Burrowa .......
Camden .......
CampbeUtown.
Carcoar...... .
Caasilis...........
Cannonba___
Cooma ..........
CoTTTil ..........
Coooamble ...
Cooiamuiidiy..
Coouabarabran
))anda!oo .......
Deniliquiu.......
Dubbo ...........
Eden...... .......
Euston ..........
Forbes ..........
G-len JnncB ..
G-oagolgon ...
Goulbum
Grenfell...........
Gunning ......
Gundagai.......
Gulgong ......
Gunncdah
Hargraxes......
Harticv..........
Hay ..............
Hill End .......
derilderic ......
Maitland ......
Mcrriwa ......
Menindio ......

1872

and

1873,

with tho increase and decrease for tho latter year.

*10. of SheepJjTo. of Sheep, Increase;
1872. |
1S73.
1873.
293,957
461,393
428,543
52,237
172,786
3,354
12,279
501,687
27,934
200,238
246,635
4,372
2,500
271,250
270,074
87,146
462,429
145,088
.236,826
19,350
898,641
10,500
855,008
371,44.2
2,892
56,393
221,713
236,826
11,000
197,142
12,872
89;i20
122,654
325,875
15,536
2,375,118
355,714
421,872
1,200
750
106,606
578,850

210,815
410,069
587,789
74,176
168,833
804
14,483
46,372
672,374
68,532
24,508
205,271
242,546
5,376
1,037
284,906
236,613
135,366
495,440
49,636
262,414
8,010
628,943
409,975
53,850
1,128.098
566.150
2,239
67,101
373,869
275,222
1,335
165,268
22,312
117,885
176j57C
21,700
341,031
13,505
4,38(
2,479,402
22,190
316,597
127,015
1,800
101,250
547,116

Decrease,
1873.

District.

Ko. of Sheep, No, of Sheep,
1673.
1873.

83,142 hfoama...........
61,324 Molong...........
159,246
21,939
3,948
2,250
2,204
46,372
110,687
68,532
3,426
5,033
1,004
13,656

"4,089
"i’463
”33,461

48,220
33,011
96,452
25,533
11,340
269,698
65,209
43,350
273,090
194,708
655
10,708
152,156
38,396
9,665
31,874
9,440
28,765
53,916
21,700
15,164
2,031
4,380
104,284
22,190

Murrurundi ...
Mudgee...........
Muswellbroolt ,
Murrutnburrah
Mulwala ......
Narrabri ......
Oberon..........
Obley..............
Orange ..........
Paterson ......
Queanbeyan ..
KoeHcy..........
Eylstono
Scone ..........
Singleton ......
Sofala ..........
Stroud ..........
Tamwortk......
Tenterfield ..
Ten-mile Creek
Tambaroora
Tocumwall
Trunkcy Creek
Tumut ....... 1
Tumbarumba
tJrana ...........
Wugga Wagga
TTalgett...........
Walcha...........
Warialda .......
Warren...........
Wellington ...
Wentworth ....
Windeycr.......
Wollombi.......
Yass ...............
Young ...........

60,936
206,310
388,645
184,694
33,398
34,1,70:
6,662
40,900
70,139
3,500
230.656
47,383
85,831
123,477
88,256
7,778
419,628
111,561
67,566
17,539
10,516
39,794
41,000
761,692
158,748
190,076
1,044,901
154,908
281,847
8,286
830
153,355
700,319

74,234
204,751
335,117
117,296
37,059
4,200
554
364,718
4,200
37,766
676,587
1,500
260,494
44,143
74,674
132,440
84,225
6,790
1,600
425,447
85,248
177,123

Increase,

Decrease,

1873.

1873.

13,298

1,559
53,528
67,398

3,661
4,200
554
23,015
2,462
3,134
605,44.8
"29,838

2,000
3,240
11,137

8,963
4,031
988
1,600
5,819
26,313
109,557
17,539

67,910
14,495
64,815

67,910
3,979
25,021

170,675
886,759
185,710
214,314
580,407
23,000
181,536
426,016
10,574
560
163,278
408,247

170,675
125,067
26,962
24,238

41,000

464,494
23,000
26,628
144,169
2,288
270
9,923
292,072

17,666,620 18,717,648 2,811,492 2,032,456
39,11
294,857

1,200

Add. lots under
500..........
Totals ,

207,076

272,947

17,873,696 18,990,595

1,050
6.356 Net increase on
31,734
the year 1872

1,116,899

These returns show that, notwithstanding the large numbers of sheep killed for home consumption
and for preserving at the various establishments now at work in the different Colonies, there was an
increase in the number of sbeep in the Colony in 1873 compared with 1872 of 1,116,899. This increase
arises partly from the stocking of new country, but principally from the improvement of the carrying
capabilities of the runs by fencing and water-making—especially by fencing ; and as these improvements
are every year becoming more general wc may expect that the increase which has again fairly commenced
will be a steadily progressive one.
■
It
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It would be interesting 'to know,—and next year the Inspectors’ returns might be made to
show,—how many sheep are now depastured on land held in fee simple, and on selections, and how many
on runs and grazing rights. The Inspectors’ reports give the number of sheep held by owners of less than
500, but they do not give anything like a correct idea of the number of sheep in the two classes mentioned,
or even of those owned by the comparatively small holders ■ for although these owners have at first gene
rally less than 500 sheep they very soon own more than that number, and are then of course included in
the large class of contributing owners.
In the foregoing general total of the whole number of sheep, something over a quarter of a million
(204,000) of them are coarse-woolled or large-framed sheep. These courae-woolled sheep consist of
Leicesters, Lincolns, crosses with these breeds and the Merino, and a sprinkling of South Downs,
Cotswolds. Cheviots, and Homney Marsh.
The number of large-framed sheep is increasing,
although the rate of increase is not so rapid as it was at one time expected to he. The owners, with
comparatively poor country, who have recently tried this, breed have been disappointed. They imagined
that all they required was a large supply of feed, and that if the quantity was ample and not far to
travel for, the quality was not a matter of much moment. That, in tact, these sheep would do well on
the rank coarse grass growing on poor country, where the Merino would not thrive. They have discovered
their mistake, for these large-framed sheep not only require a plentiful supply of feed, hut it must be of a
nutritious description, and they must not nave to travel far for it. "When, however, these conditions are
obtainable, Leicesters and Lincolns do remarkably well when kept pure, and are much less liable to footrot on what may be termed unsound country than the Merino, it has also been found very profitable to
put pure rams of these breeds to Merino ewes. The progeny (the first cross) possess a fair share of the
good qualities of the wool and carcass of both breeds, and on good thickly-grassed country pay the breeder
a good deal better than the Merino. The single cross, however, is all that ought to be talcen, and tbe
progeny (of the two breeds) ought to he sent to the butcher—not bred from, as deterioration and uncer
tainty would be pretty certain to follow such a course.
2. I'enchtg .jlnd Shepheeding.
The Inspectors’ returns show that in eighteen districts the sheep are both shepherded andpaddocked.
In five districts (in the south-western portion of the Colony) they are all paddocked ; in five more they
are principally paddocked; in two they are all shepherded, and in two more they are principally
shepherded.
The advantages of fencing are even greater in the case of sheep than of cattle ; and,they are now
so well known and generally appreciated that it is only a question of a comparatively few years when all
the runs—except perhaps those which are peculiarly liable to be selected—will be enclosed. It may not,
however, he out of place hero to enumerate some of the advantages of fencing sheep stations. They are,
among others, the following:—
i
1. The country will carry one-third more sheep.
2. The wool will he longer and sounder, and the fleece as awhole one-third better,
3. The feed will bo cleaner and less liable to grass-seed.
4. The lambing on the average of years will be better.
5. The sheep will increase in size.
6. They will live longer, and continue longer profitable.
7. They will be freer from foot-rot and other diseases.
•
8. The expense of working the station will be less than one-quarter of what it would be if the •
sheep were shepherded.
9. The owner will be able to devote the principal part of his time to improving his sheep,
instead of spending it in attempting to manage a lot of careless shepherds and hutkeepers.
■
*
3. Tile in Iiepbovement.'
In all the districts except one the flocks are reported by the Inspectors as improving, through the
careful close culling of the breeding ewes and the introduction of well-bred rams. Their returns show
that no less than 35,000 stud sheep were introduced last year into the different districts (exclusive of
purchases from local breeders not included in those returns). They were principally from the Mudgee
and Merriwa flocks ; a good many came from Victoria; some from Mr. Gibson and other breeders in
Tasmania, and some from Mr. Fisher, South Australia; while there were a good few importations of large
framed sheep from England.
The following is a detailed statement of the various importations :—
liiroRTED Sheep.

Merintk

Leicester.

.

Lincoln.

Other Breeds.

Number,

’tVhcro from.
Romp.

Hires.

51

Rams.

Ewes.

60

42

46

2

14
50
8

4
2

40
1

2
45

13

9

9

3

8
184
20

Ewes.

2

2

Rams.

i
12
Southdowns.

Harrison, JoncSj & Devlin.
Tasmania .........
England ............. . J. J. K. Gibson.
Messrs. Brodie Bros.
Tasmania .............. Walter Lamb,
T. Dawson.
Victoria......
Tasmania .............. Harrison, Jones, & Devlin.
do.
do.
Now Zealand ....... F. Hill.
England .............. H. Eotton.
Harrison, Jones, & Dovlin,
do.
do.
England .............. J. do V. Lamb,
Victoria.................. T. Dawson.
................... Harrison, Jones, & Devlin.
Tasmania ..............

3

8
184
20

Importer.

Ewes.

51

4

18
62
8
62

Rams.

51*
12
iMrofiTSD Sheep—continued.
Merino.

Lcic ;ster.

Lincoln,

Other Breeds.
Where from.

Number.
Ram*. 13 we?.

KamF,

Ewes

i

2

3
4
50
22
530
303
45
21
31
25
4
6
376
27
9
226
227
66
21
32

Ewes. Buns.

England ..............
4
Shropshire Downs
30
5

20
17

*4

2

34

32

303
23

22

31
23
4
376
7
9
24
227

20

202
2i

32
3

72

G

6
Shropshire Dawns
... j ...
6 [ ...
Shropshire Downs

6

6
6

2
45
98
23
3
3
29
11
52
20
49
13
20
1
77
92
108
11
20
3295

2

3
29
20

32

9
2
1

...

18
77

,

92

108
11
20
1800

J>

....... ........

do.
A. CodringtoH,
'

Tasmania ...............
Victoria....................
23
3

20
49
4

W. 0. Windeycr,
Harrison, Jones, and Devlin.
A. Eetherstoncliaugli.
K. Chirnside it Co.
E. Simmonds.
Tasmania ......... .
Victoria.................. R Chirnside & Co,
M. Eletelier.
Tasmania .............. Harrison, Jones, & Devlin.
R Snmnonds.
England ............... G-. Oakes.
Victoria................. — Cimmiings.
T Dawson.
Tasmania .............. Harrison, Jours, & Devlin.
Victoria.................. 1. L. Lcarmonth.
Harrison, Jones, & Devlin.
England ............... McDonald, Smith, & Co.
Tasmania .............. C. Doyle.
w
Harrison, Jones, & Devlin.
England ............... — Murphy.
TV. J. Dangar.

do.
Harrison, Jones, & Devlin.
— Broadribb.
T. Boberieon.
do.
— Cochran.
J, Ingles.
do.
Tasmania ............... E. Simmonds.
do.
SJ
................
Victoria.................... TV. Macleay.
Tasmania ............... J. Allen.
E. Gibson.
!»
............... J. Jl'Dermott.
Victoria................... >1. Fletcher.
Tasmania ............... J. Jlcrbnry.
South Australia ... — Dickson.
Victoria.................... J. A. Turner.
JJ
................ Harrison, Jones, & Devlin.

45
98

ii

,1. G-. EranUand.
Dangar Bros.

Victoria.................
Tasmania ...... .......
Victoria......... ........

530

21

Importer.

Ewes.

516

324

262

280

8i

17

12

It will be seen from the above statement that the total number of sheep which passed through
Quarantine in Sydney, last year, was 3,295. Of these, 2.31 fi were Merinos, 586 Leicester?, 364i Lincolns,
16 Shropshire, and 13 Southdowns.
4. Lambuto.
The average lambing last year for the whole Colony was a very good one—7S-J- per cent. It was
made up as follows :—Albury 74j-; .Armidale, 70 ; Balranald, 84 ; Bathurst, 81; Bourke, 89 ; Braidwood,
65!; Carcoar, 82; Cooma, 70!: Coonabarabran, SSJ; Corowa, 774; Deniliquin, 831-; Lubbo, 82 ; Eden,
77^; Forbes, 87 ; Glen Innes, 632 ; Goulburn, 76 ; Grafton, — ; G-undngai, 77 ; Hay, 77 ; Maitland, 90 ;
Menindie, S4 ; Merriwa, 70 ; Mudgcc, SI! ; Marrabri, 86! ; Port Macquarie, 30; Singleton, 89; Tamworth,
89 ; Wagga Wagga. 75 : Warialda, SOv ; Wentworth, 92 ; Windsor, 80; Tass, 75; and Young, 81!.
Looking again at tbe averages of the shepherded compared witli the paddocked sheep, tho following
results appear:—In the districts where the sheep are all shepherded the average lambing was 77 per cent.;
while in those where they arc all paddocked the average was 82. In those districts where the sheep are
principally shepherded the average is given as 82 per cent., and in those where they arc principally pad
docked the average is SO per cent. This makes the average lambing in paddocked upon the whole better
than in shepherded sbeep. but not so much as it really is, for fully three-fourths of our flocks are now
running in paddocks, and the expense of lambing in that case is only a fourth of what it is where the
sheep are shepherded.
The six highest average lambings are Wentworth (paddocked), 92; Maitlaud (paddocked), 90;
Bourke (shepherded andpaddocked), 89; Singleton (both), 89; Tamworth (both), 89; and Coonabara
bran (both), 88!.
5. The Ctir.

The clip of last year was lighter than that of 1872. Last year tbe average clip for the whole
Colony, compared with that of 1872, stands as follows:—Greasy, 4 lbs. 12 ozs. in 1872, against 4 lbs.
ozs. in 1873; pool-washed, 2 lbs. 14 ozs. in 1872, against 2 lbs. 11 ozs. in 1873.
As usual, the highest averages are in the "Western and Sonth-western portions of the Colony.
Wentworth heads 1 he list for greasy wool, with the extremely high average of 7 lbs ; Bourke and Deniliquin
are next, with 6 lbs. each ; Balrauald next, with 5 lbs. 13 ozs.: Cooma, next, with 5! lbs.; and Menindie
next, with 5f lbs.; while the lowest are—Braidwood, 3! lbs; Forbes, 3 lbs. 12 ozs.; Mudgee, 3 lbs. 13! oza.;
and Yass, Windsor, and Gundagai, 4 lbs. each.
'
The
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The highest averages in hot-water washed wool are—Hay, 3 lbs. 3 ozs.; Dubbo, 3 lbs. loz.; Albury,
Deniliquin, and Singleton, 3 lbs. each; and Merriwa, 2 lbs. 13 ozs.; while the lowest are—Glen Innes,
2 lbs. 7 ozs.; Warialda, Narrabri, Torbes, and Cooma, 2 lbs. 8 ozs. each; and Menindie, 2 lbs.
ozs.
This year tho returns fix the difference in weight between combing and clothing fleeces in favour of
tho former by 8 ozs. each.
Here again the depasturing of the sheep in paddocks tells, the higher averages being nearly all in
those districts where the sheep are running at largo ; and, as has been stated, it not only gives additional
weight, but it is even more beneficial as regards the quality of the wool, the staple being longer and
sounder, and the fleece very much cleaner.
6. Diseases axd Ailments.

Seal.—I have much pleasure in reporting that our flocks are still entirely free from this
disease. The reports received from Victoria are also of a more favourable character, although a con
siderable number of sheep are yet in quarantine in that Colony, and it is still considered necessary to
maintain a full staff of boundary riders on the Murray. There is no scab in South Australia or Queens
land, and no risk of disease being introduced from either of these Colonies, except perhaps in the case of
South Australia, through which the infection might possibly pass from, Victoria. But this has been
foreseen and provided against.
_
Catarrh,—■'No outbreak of this disease has occurred in this Colony for upwards of three years; and
it is hoped that it has been finally eradicated.
Cumberland Disease.—This disease only showed itself in four districts, and in each instance tho
losses were very slight.
'
TeUmcs and Redwater.—No case of either of these ailments occurred during last year.
_
Foot-rot.—This ailment is reported as very virulent in one district, as prevalent in seven districts,
slightly so in fourteen districts, and the rest aro reported as entirely free from it.
_ The variety of dressings tried for this ailment is very great—no less than twenty-seven different
chemicals and combinations having been used. Of these, arsenic, butter of antimony, carbolic acid, bluestone, and lime, were most generally used, while the other dressings were only tried in a few cases. In tho
combinations, again, the most in favour were arsenic and bluestone, bluestone and tar, carbolic and tar,
and carbolic and oil.
In all cases prevention is better than cure, but here it is especially so, and owners should be
careful, when the season threatens to bo such as to induce foot-rot, to harden and protect the sheep’s feet
from scalds, by running them through shallow baths with arsenic water or a decoction of wattle-bark or
some other astringent as frequently as may be necessary while the damp weather lasts. With properly
constructed shallow baths and races, the expense and labour of these dressings would be comparatively
small, and would, if applied in time, he repaid tenfold, through saving the expense, loss and trouble which
an outbreak of confirmed footrot always entails.
_
Flulce.—In regard to this affection—in fourteen districts there were no cases; in five it was very
slightly prevalent, in nine it was slightly, in four it was generally prevalent, and in one it was very
prevalent.
Vive different medicines are stated to have been nsed as preventives namely:—Liverpool salt and
sulphate of iron; Liverpool salt, sulphate of iron, and turpentine ; sulphur and Liverpool salt; sulphur,
and turps ; and rock-salt. Of these again—salt and sulphur have been used in seven districts ; salt and
sulphate of iron in six ; and salt and sulphate of iron, salt, sulphur, and turps, and rock-salt, in one district.
_
Worms.—Tbese pests aro reported as being very prevalent in one district, generally so in five,
slightly in three, very slightly in four, and non-existent in twenty districts.
The medicines and preventives used for worms were as follows:—salt, sulphate of iron, and turps, in
throe districts, salt and sulphate of iron in two, Liverpool salt in two, and tobacco-water, gunpowder and
Liverpool salt, Hargan’s specific, sulphate of iron and salt, and salt, sulphate of iron and sulphur, in one
district each.
Both from tho experience of this Colony and of that of Queensland, as given in Mr, Chief Inspector
Gordon’s valuable Report lately published, this disease, as well as that of fluke, can only be successfully
dealt with by prevention ; and this, as Mr. Gordon has shown, can only be effected by a thoroughly liberal
and regular supply of salt in all parts of tbe Colony except the true salt-bush country. On very inferior
or saltless pasture be considers sheep should receive at least 2 tons per annum per 1,000; and great care
must be exercised that every sheep regularly receives its proper quota.
.
Of course, where the sheep have been allowed to become affected, the other medicines mentioned,
such as turpentine, sulphate of iron, sulphur, &c., will require to be used along with the salt, and in such
cases a mixture of nitre and sulphur in the proportions of one to ten, and a strong decoction of horehound,
might also be tried, as they are said to be very effective.
In administering turpentine to sheep, it would be safer to give it in a mucilage of starch or flour
and water; and sheep to whom this medicine or nitre and sulphur have been given should not be allowed
to drink for at least six hours after they have been dosed.
There is one circumstance connected with this ailment which is very disquieting. It has been tbe
custom of late years for owners in the upland parts of the Colony, where worms frequently infest the
sheep, when they find them affected, to travel them into tbe salt-bush districts by way of cure; and worms
have in several instances appeared among tho sheep in different portions of the salt-hush country through
which these worm-infested sheep have passed. Indeed, so frequently has this occurred that the owners in
these districts have begun to protest against sheep affected in this way being allowed to travel over tbe
same ground as their sound flocks, and have mooted the question of legislating to prevent them from doing
so. There are, no doubt, good grounds for immediate inquiry into the matter. Indeed attention was
several years ago called to the danger of the spread of tbe worm disease in this way, by Dr. Morris of
Sydney, in his very able paper on that subject, published in the journal of the Agricultural Society of New
South Wales ; and I am collecting all the information I can through the Inspectors, with the view to
settle the question as to whether or not the ailment is infectious.

IY.
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IY.—GENERAL.
1. Loafing Shkep.

Last season was loo favourable, and tbe feed and water too plentiful, to induce loafing.
2. Reserves eor TRAYEniiNr, Stock.
These Reserves are very far from being in a satisfactory state.
A great deal too few have been proclaimed, and the most suitable land for them is being fast taken
np by selectors along the main droving roads ; while those that have been proclaimed are rendered com
paratively valueless to the drovers by the occupants of the adjoining land consuming the grass.
The first portion of the evil here noticed would of course be remedied by the proclamation of addi
tional reserves, and the Survey Department are doing all that an overworked staff can do to survey and
proclaim the necessary sites.
_
The second portion might be remedied by giving the Inspectors into whose charge these reserves
have lately been placed exact descriptions of their boundaries, and empowering them to impound all
except travelling stock found upon these reserves.
_
There is no doubt but that the proposal made by Mr. Eorster, in his Impounding Bill, of enclosing
the principal reserves on the' main droving roads, and charging a small fee per head per night for the
sustenance of the stock, is a sound and practical one, and ought to be carried out; but perhaps public
opinion is not yet ripe for this alteration, and the best thing that can in the meantime be done is to place
the Inspectors in a position to keep all but travelling stock off tbese reserves so far as they can.
3. Change of Stock on Runs.
In a few of the higher-lying wet portions of the Colony cattle have taken the place of sheep, and
it would be well perhaps, in country of the same sort, where the sheep require such great care to keep
them sound and in a profitable condition, that more owners, and especially the careless and incompetent,
would follow the example of those who have already done so, and get rid of their sheep for cattle,
4. Tame Dogs.

. The loss through tame dogs is steadily on the increase; and if a measure be not shortly passed
extending the provisions of the Dog Act to the whole Colony, and making owners responsible for the
depredations their dogs commit, sheep-farming in the more thickly settled districts will have to he aban
doned. Indeed, it has already been so on this account in a good many eases. The owners in almost every
district throughout the Colony are strongly in favour of some such measure, and if was very unfortunate
that the House took the view they did of the Bill introduced last Session by Mr. Nelson, and did not
amend instead of throwing it out.
_
It is to be hoped, however, that the matter will he taken up at an early period of the coming
_
Session, and that before the end of the present year the law will be remedied.
.
The Inspectors’ returns show that in five districts the losses through tame dogs were excessively
heavy, in ten they were severe, in four they were slight, in eight they are not given, and in five they are
returned as nil.
5. Dingo.
Although native dogs are nearly exterminated in the districts where the sheep have been turned
out, they are returned as still very troublesome in six districts, troublesome in twelve, slightly so in seven,
very slightly in two, and in the others not at all.
_
In some of the outlying and newly settled districts, as well in the mountainous country near the
coast range, the losses by native dogs have been severe; and it would even yet be advantageous to adopt
and carry out some general and simultaneous plan for tbeir extermination, such as I have already suggested,
under the management of the Boards of Sheep Directors in the different districts, on the model of the
Municipalities Act.
There is not of course very great necessity, in those districts where the sheep are turned out and
the native dogs already nearly exterminated, for such a measure as that now pointed out; but even in
these districts it would be much cheaper, and a great deal more effectual, if the destruction of the dingo
was carried out in this general and simultaneous way than it now is by individual and fitful efforts; while
the contribution to be paid by the owners- would be the merest bagatelle, and the trouble to the Board of
Sheep Directors very trifling.
G. Coast Scar District.
The alteration of the boundary of this district from the Hawkesbury River to a line in the neigh
bourhood of the sale yards at Homebush has been more than once mooted, with the view of enabling sbeep
which are too low in condition to be sold as fat, to be sent hack without being dressed as required by the
Act. If this alteration was carried out according to the views of those who have been moving in the
matter, the object of the Coast Scab District provision of the Act would he completely defeated, as town
sheep, and sheep which may have for a long time been kept in the neighbourhood of the sale yards, would
be certain to mix with those which would thus be taken back without dressing, and disease would again
be carried into tbe interior, as it has been in the case of every outbreak by sheep taken back from the
Sydney and Maitland sale yards.
Then again, the convenience of the inhabitants in the towns situated in the present Coast Scab
District, such as Parramatta, Liverpool, CampbeUtown, Penrith, and Richmond, must be considered in
settling the boundaries of the Coast District. If the Coast Scab line were brought as proposed up to the
neighbourhood of Homebush, no sheep whatever eould be taken back from the sale yards tbere to any of
these towns for slaughter unless they were dressed and kept twenty days in quarantine, which is of
course entirely out of the question.
Before, however, entertaining a request such as this and altering the boundary from the Hawkes
bury River, which forms both a thoroughly safe and well-defined line, as well as one that entails the least
inconvenience on the people in the County of Cumberland and tbe Coast District generally, it would be
well to ascertain if there be really any necessity for such an alteration ; and I think it will be very easy
to show that the operation of the law as it now stands tends rather to the advantage than otherwise of
the sheep-owner; for it leads him or his agent to ascertain sooner than might otherwise bo done the actual
condition
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condition of the sheep; and—if they he too poor to sell as fat—to send them hack to the station they
started Irom or dispose of them as stores, instead of turning them back from Homebush after they have
been knocked about, and a great deal of unnecessary expense incurred in taking them to a market in
which they were quite unfit to be offered.
Even though there were no Coast Scab Regulations, there never would be a market for store sheep
near bydney, and every mile they come, after they are too poor to sell to the butcher, is needlessly
increasing^ expeuse, and taking them away from their run or their market.
It is not therefore, for a moment to be imagined that the salesmen who have the interests of their
constituents at heart (although they may now and then when caught with a few sheep which are too poor
to dispose ot to the butcher complain against the present Regulations) will seriously think of altering tbe
existing boundaries. In fact, most of the salesmen have agents at different stages along tho main
droving roads from whom they receive regular intimation of the description and condition of the sheep
which are sent them for sale ; and if the drovors aro not sufficiently trustworthy to be depended upon for
iniormatioii, they are kept advised by tbese agents as to tbe real state of the sheep, and as to whether or
not they should bo allowed to proceed beyond the place where they are inspected. If, therefore, they are
round to bo too poor for the butcher, they are either sent hack to their run or stopped until tbeir owner is
communicated 'with.
r
In this way sheep which are only fit for stores, which were intended to come down by rail, need
never be allowed to come on beyond Wallerawang, and those intended to be travelled, if they pass that
place, can at any rate be stopped before crossing the Hawkesbury.
v
therefore, the interests of the owners of the sheep are studied as they ought to be, it must
be evident that there are no good grounds for the complaints which are now at times made with regard to
the boundaries of the Coast Scab District; and that while the salesmen can duly attend to their constituents’
interests by stopping the sheep before they come near tbe boundary of tho Coast District, the provisions
ol the bheepAct can be so administered as to render it impossible for tho scab to spread again, as it has
olten done, from the town or market sheep. At the same time it must be allowed that, however careful a
salesman may be there Will be times when little lots of sheep which have been waiting tbe market in the
Coast District will fall away and become too poor to dispose of to tbe butcher; audit would be well if the
provisions relating to the dressings of Coast District sheep, which arc unnecessarily protracted and severe,
were relaxed. It is to ho hoped that an opportunity will bo obtained during the coming Session of Parlia
ment to amend tho Sheep Act m this and in several other of its provisions which require alteration now
that there is no scab in the Colony.
7. Duty

os

Salt.

„'[rr0m
been s&id with regard to the prevention of fluke and worms in sheep, it will be seen
how very essential it is that the sheep m a large proportion of the Colony,—in all of it in fact except the
true sa!t-bush country,—should receive a very liberal supply of salt to keep them in good health.
j
,, 1 y°ul“ therefore suggest that the duty on rock and Calcutta salt bo repealed. Taking both sorts
together they bring only a small amount-some £3,000 or £4',000 per annum-into tho Treasury ■ and all
classes would participate m the advantage of its repeal-the stockowners by the improvement in the
health of their stock and better returns from them, and the public by avoiding the risk they now run of
consuming mutton affected with worms and fluke, and in participating in the advantage which would
accrue to the Colony generally by tho increase in the quality of our beef and mutton, and the improvement
ot the clip in those districts where the stock arc more or less affected with worms and fluke,'or at least
not in such vigorous health as they would bo if they had a full supply of salt.
8. Dkalning.

Both for fluke and worms, as well as for foot-rot, the real remedy is draining, and especially underdraming the land Under-draining, however, at the present cost of labour cannot be thought of, especially
ffionnh fimroi
®u^oed™ninS °n purchased land and on some portions of Crown lands, by drawing
In!™/
vi
hel?!nJS
^ lfctle ber6 and there witk tho sPade> would
comparatively
inexpensive, while it would do a vast deal of good by preventing surface water from lodging and1 forming
heWnT <l0eS, “TT3 alld bree£n& P°?ls for tbe fluke
"°™. If open furrows were run and
e ped as pioposed the rain would soon form them into natural channels, and where there was much fall
C,lt; ‘;00,dCf;ply nlt? tbe Sround’ a fe"' lynches placed in the ruts would at
once stop the soil from being washed away, and prevent the drain from going beyond the proper depth.
9. MEAT-PRESEETXN'a.

tbls 18 a "Aject in which our stockowners are both directly and indircctlv deeply interested, I
br”'CSrWhl C m Eu™Pe t0 obtain a11 tbe information I could as to tbe state and prospects of
tn6 trade in Australian preserved meats.
“ *
, ,
00 I
disappointed to find that the prices our meats realized were only about half
what the best Home-made meats brought; and I was led to believe from what I heard that this extra
ordinary difference in price, although partly owing to the superiority of the quality and flavour of tho
“eatnat: certam ac!lsons of the year, was mainly attributable to the mode in which the Colonial Meat
preserving Companies have conducted their business.
and fhev^mlfZ!116!?010'^3 liaVfii aS a jUv to tl-avel
distances to tbe preserving establishments,
and they not unfrcqucutly suffer on the road from want of feed and water, as well as from overdriving
“to
' a,ld mutt™> therefore, can scarcely rank as to quality and flavour with the best Home-fed meat;
Zv/
0Uglt ^ bave been ®Pilred by t!’e preserving Companies, especially when it is considered that
the trade m preserved meats as now earned on at Home is a comparatively new one,—to put up as little
mfnn°r mCat aSi p0;fb e’ arld t0 dlsP°se °f ally of that class which they 'did preserve, as second or third
ntHnme
han cons™®.migbt bav® no grounds for complaining, as it is now currently reported
atrrld r
}10fel bav/> tbattbey have been deceived in the article they were purchasing. Such a
precaution as this nas unfortunately not been taken. The Companies have never made anv classification
?d as ^ bave/llb m order to keep their works going and their hands'employed, not
unfrequently put up inferior meat, and allowed it, so far at least as tbe consumer is concerned, to go into
tne maiket as it it werequality, the consequence is, that the character of our Australian preserved
meat has been unnecessarily damaged, and its market value so much depreciated as that, while tho best
Aberdeen preserved meat sells readily at Is. per lb., tho best Australian never exceeds 7d.
This
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This unfortunate state of matters has been accelerated and aggravated by some of our colonial
preserving establishments purchasing and putting up a great deal of interior meat, and flooding the Home
market with a most inferior and worthless article, but for which, on an averag;1, now taat there is no
classification as to quality, they obtain nearly as good prices as the meat preserved by the Companies who
as a rule put up nothing but the best; for the people at Home—at any rate, the consumers—have little or
no knowledge of the relative merits of the difterent brands, and purchase tho one nearly as readily as the
other.
*
.
'
In this way the general average price of our preserved meat is pulled down to the_ level of the
inferior, and the value of the difference in quality between the best meat and the inferior is lost to the
careful preserver. If, however, the Companies that are doing tho largest business, and who of course
desire to do it in the best manner possible, would combine to classify their meat, and bind themselves
never to allow any to be labelled a.sjirst or even second quality that was not fairly entitled to be marked
as belonging to those grades, consumers would seldom or never be disappointed, as they now not
unfrequently aro, through the want of this classification in the quality of the meat of an established brand,
and would not only ahyays ask for such a quality aud brand, but would largely increase their purchases ;
and the general result would eventually be that, while the Companies who adopted such a- classification and
strictly adhered to it obtained the prices they now get for their third quality, their second would fetch |d.
to Id. per lb., and ihalf first l^d. to 2d. per lb. more than they now bring ; while the dishonest preservers,
who are shipping little else than inferior meats, would find them unsaleable, and quit a business in which
their continuance only tends to lower its character and ruin its prospects.
.
ALEX. BRUCE,
Chief Inspector of Stock.

/
Sydney; Thomna Richards, Government Printer.—1814.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIVE STOCK AND AGRICULTUE.E.
(KETUEES FOR YEAR EXDED 31 MARCH, 1875.)

Ordered by the Legislatjite Assembly io befrinted, 1 June, IS/A

LITE STOCK.
ABSTRACT of Live Stock in the several Police Districts of the Colony on the 31st of March, 1875.
1

DcBcription of Stock.
Police fltptricl-.

Totals.
Sheep.

Pigs.

Horses

Horned
Cattle

Ko,

No.

Ko.

Ko

No.

No

IW7

52,6»

Armidale..............

",934
I.I08

111,347
=3-277

ISrga .....................

10?234
3-343

BerriniA ...............

3.701

18*6

3=.709

Boiniiabi ...............

=;735
4 544

=8,266

213,607

2.748
1.549

i3>°35
107414

245,684

1,950

713,875

821

44,479
3,i40

17,632

2,689

15

986

Booro^a ...............
Bourke...................
Braidviood .........
Brisbane Water...
Broulec .............
Camden (Karelian
amt Pictmi) .......

3671

5-933
59*
i^3°

43497

1,019,042

646,223

4,167

Mhniua..................

162.724

137

Molong...................

LOSS
4.238

3,660

398,152

773,67s
422 674

10,39*

365,958

334
301
1,654

24,926

153457

195-832

Mudgee...................

5700

2,831

156,911

=,079

51-378

MurrtmmcK .......
Musclchrook ami
Merton .............

3-845

13.799
23,667

134.590

37:*34

7,215
3,922

418,147

1j247

446.906

39.912
70-543
47030

35.960
236.861

1,557

82,098

584

311,070

2S2

8,101

76.201

M51
6-371

7P74
96,325
3,348*61

12,065;

I48

57-994
246,157

4,669

6,790

62^31

3,276,829

1.5II

I)75°
3,620

4.479

744

1.631

6,542

46,390
12,381
7.800

34-716
3,188
420

2,047

93434
20,448

PortMncqmme ..
Port Slephens ...

2.833
1,600

6.460

16,280

3-304

30453

1,663

3-785

39,205

Queanbeyan

.......

7-136

45837

238,1:6

Haymow! Terrace

2.230

876

293-574
15,411

llLchinond River...

5-7oo

9,424
156,832

2-485
2SS1

843

1.925

165.300

3,653

10,378

105.926

1.996

12=453
198,360

4,726

19,669

6-545
759

647343
428,215

6,725

Cassilis...................

4.1=3
7-4=7

403.30^
401,589

2,807

589

422461

68,886

I.9I2

530.940
626,575

10,65=

Paterson ...............
, Patrick's Plains
Pemitli

.............

1 ,3 H
54)52

2.529

56,395
SAS

141.183

708

46*2
512

33^53

1,730,055
820

1,592
=:7=3

12.900

Itjlstone ...............
Scone ...................

5,699

38,770

75=7914

977

1,146,597

3,098

1,3:2,248

Rhonlkavea..........

3,421

5H

6,927

31.286

4,813
2,400

25-945

Tamworfli ...........

1,584^60

1,016

118^01

1,35s

Teutorficld ...........
Tumut ...................

1475,482
80,859

5,210

1M53
930,922

H433
2,250

=04=4
89-735
34,476

4,7°6

33434

97,620

138*13

198,202

5°3

261,477

Tweed Riser ......

200

700

2 553
400

138,662

7,502

8,184

67,746
170,660

1-^20.700

3 453
45o

219^62

889.954

1,332

1507537
1,770.112

Dungog...................

2j°53

13,541

538

6,500
Forbes ...................

5,560

Ss^II

1,503
8414195

Gli'n Tnupn ..........

2^26

Goulburn...............

11,159

59.944
74,608

Grafton..................

7,216

57,244

733

54188

23U941 1 ''Vogga Wagga ..
70}2Si 1 Walgolt ...............

Grenfell ...............

1.78J
6X.31

27,515

209,613

1,109

240,008 | Warialda ...............

49,906
-»,*57

1984196
20,051

3.088

248,321

Wellington ...........

9-351
7-OJ7

*3494

6411

53-578

Wentworth...........

1,461

10,613

26426

1774=2

986

Windsor ...............

31,667

2,171

6.933

5,287
2,349

11480

2,467
1.572

207.667
43.228

7,=88

1,642

3,252
5,367

22.258

173

739
4496

24,880

4,675
8^12

19,800

8,734
iaa

7A>7

4.532

Inrorell

..............

Xinma ...................
Llverimol ..............
Macleay Kiver ...
Maitland...............
Maiming Itiver...
Metropolitan .......

5,786

6,323
2,661

8,845
i6i'j32i

Hartley..................

8,604
31,888

458,715
762,525

9,932

...........

383,27:

Parramatta ...........

4-733

15,381
161160

Guudogai

166.71:0

3,082

Carcoar............. .

Dowling ...............
Dubbo ...................

1,0644371

Narrabri ............
265,213
1 Newcastle ...... .
825,782
Orange ...................
70,783
Oxley ...................

1.964

l)enillqui]i ...........

No.

1.798

9,617

Coirra ...................

Ko.

Mitchell ..............

6^69

Coonamble ........

pigs.

1,127,858

43 3=3

Cooraa ..................

Sheep.

4.866

3,363
1.260

CfMn]tbclltrwu

Totals.

Horses.

Allmrv .................
Biilranalil
Bathurst ...............

Description of Stock.

j Police District?,

Horned
Cattle.

7,159
=■833

Registrar General’s Office,
Sydney. 27 May, 1875.

255—A

4.229
7,115
4,563

Wollombi

...........

3,89°

10435

442,980

1,119,520

336,314
513.993
2,958

417
7,137

526,484

1.173
563

1,971
4,436

15,718

37510
37*97

=5»194
323,627
646,516

219*58

26,296,230

11,221

Wollongong.........

1t933
i0.66q

18,263

Yass .......................
Young ...................

6,200

aSOT

=77-33=
611,040

Totals ..... .. 346,691

2,856,699

22,873,883

25,714

Hr. Newcombe,
Compiler.

617,980

853
2,426

30-179
437=io
31.773

32,116

1,300
1.600,083

369,271
26,862

E, Gr. WARD,
Registrar General.

AGRICULTURE.
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AGRICULTURE.
ABSTKACT of Agriculture, showing the dumber of Holders of Land (exclusive of the Area occupied for Pastoral purposes)
the Year ended 31 March, 1875,
or!
Number
Total Extent
^ . , ,
Holder
ofoneAc?*
Holding. Uiltivation
of La ik1
exrccdli ff
1 due Acii" 1
Tolice Districts.

~\1

7 '

°

1

Extent
of
Holdings
Unenclosed.

10

1
d 1
3P

^
V

lJ

2c

0

^6
'0
£e,

rd

1

01U

0
“v
0

§

t

j

2

&

0
T
s
V

d
0
'll
m

2

J
;

0
c0
td
ni

p
£

ti
V
J

c!

0
lH

Ij
0
fM

•tert"*

acres

nere1*

acre^

ncrcs

aLTe«!

nc«

aires

2354 455333} 280844} 149131! 49937} 22998} 94si
ll6l

.

Beg.t

.........................

10*

430

Bcrritaa............................ 44S
Bomliala

I? oo row a........................

3>8

Bourke...........................

40

3(166851

53 107 130775

............... 282

Braidwood

13}

18}

a

69655} 32170} 6S993
...

..

6

4 T IO863I

15 116893

13

3

............... 403

5591

2919}

64981* 3039}
16425

1171

11946

4S99
IO

30 j

464} 133522

5589 =79}
...

9710} 30410}

607 103448} 58795} 242s;
=8523

96S5

78937

93

497°S

1105

6:389

IS

966

12

4615

731 123810^ 25264} 34336

5579

14

6740

604

25

3334

10749

136

9541

2652

15749

1540

11424 i 64O9

1586

39878

2946

24672

6892

328

78953}

6551} 95892} 69856

2G48

2546

IJ461

i37

■9

83 24197

13363

15=8

1652

19213

Careoar.........................

330

55

6oj 173362 186112

67:5

662

51509

Caralli'!..........................

in

21041

2 23 11284;} I07I7 13=813

...........................

Coonamblo
C.owra

..............

1J7

2 70179

1479

64 T

9

23 634436

57347

1G1

16

56 26540

6229 13200

........................... 3&1

30

27 85407}

4399} 3147}

...............

...

Dowling:.........................

Deniliquin

...

Oungog..........................
Eden

uo

17 503535} =3653} 3255i
66r4
69054

1

-

Dubbo

300

...........................

132
80

20 155 40993

15212

9 14611

1855

4

1296J

950

226

Glen Innes

...............

121

Goulburn

..

663 335 230 338044 188854 10278

..

Grenfell..........................

14' 73826

60

..............

439

Hartley ..

...

6

1657

1

.

2879

6200

929

7461

700

6

881

5290

3

Newcastle

...

--

IT

1

...

8c 26458

290

630

1}

... ...

>51
3*

51=

21

53}
1443
■9}

59
189

7=3

256
50

1:

50

35
18}

399

200 'l23
382

13=

10

20

So

10

438

9

IOI

685

1

21

*7

3

6

430} 12

60

169

64

683}

18}

' 79

2

14

=3

120
■=i

30

1

7

2

5

>58 [00
So

..

1

1

172

15

772

H

11

6}

12

riGSd

4

T

3

1212

3733

5 316} 11

89

3113}

620

1874! ,171107!

6191

49662

622S3 1

30038 10435

26S2

53663

517B

44426

69

2S77

220

"05

217 179564

39833

49=82;

.......

11946

*14

502

584} IOI53

334°;

12316}
65

348

} IS

2

£1

55

6

•is! 349}
579}

133}

5T7

47

1034

3
...

227A 380 217 31}

S =031}

I

374

18

ii

1

35i
26

...

=

24
*5

=i

3o4

151

1

1103}

7

318} 54}

T"9]
to

15

2S

349

3927 114960

2S94

22ll

49

828}

631

21& 367!

81} 211

2402

2

438} 863

590
8}

870} 133} 75

71}

H

4
7

22907

40

21476

148

84

3S68

903 53512}

15508

548

TOO

110

£7494

2

-

11

1

6042J 05580

...

968

1558} 93

4734 1

4457

Narrabri...

15
67

2410

28482

3'lt

107

3791

£3

7755

S64

20 16338} 27}| 16

46}

24272

89622

603

'

60

54

3

6

239 ,

254 ' 49554} 15453
64 1 45a ! 56S41 13076

231958

394

^995

3492l

;o| 3GC

3

129 £103

...

...

hi

15266

Muswellbroolt & Mcrtor

6

165

12^ 273} ii;

8

6393

1770

4
6

841 5228}

3

39

676} IO

316}

3357/3 15504 1693} 26224* 31645}
^ 470963
53451} 939} 1G21 s36i9r

30S

39!

9 141

305 212

5
24

3

10

8208

t 5352

4}

=}

2

9

55®=} 24655

20

:Si

2

305

16

9633!

.............

2

116

177}

386|

Mnmirundl

2

450

39 1209 2170$

JI aiming Kiver...

•.

1}

2

5

18

2i

26

4

I

11840

Mudgoo...............

4}

464 j

I

2 TI3

45518! 12199

3084

s! 219} 805}

56.

56743

ifolong..........................

12

GoSSi

4396

961}

9

97484 | 7689} 162

8991

26lOj

"T
102

50307

26458!

9 225581;

...

87816

25167

45; 45s 13^118136
105^108524
34f 2C

4

907

3554 =77459

2SSS

7

284

217i 481

207

210 129

55

96

101

144

52} Ho

10

897

Moama..........................

6

743}

2,

2

3148

5

533

50

229

2270

4087

148

158

95

40568

33 ...

O

54s}

12765

6549} 63211

Mi tcli ell.........................

Cj
£

183} ii!
I

32088

67 5*1 71156 . 58957^ 5^57

............. 19OO

1|

14655

382

iletropolitan

0
fi-

s

40081

369

18096

23

l6

1090

Maitland........................
..

2

7289

75>25i 16691

7300

13

82s}

8975

40

11560

815

20

5027

60231

192 5770t

25

=9998

33

13 142 31969

1

wioS 1=}

3339

120

23

3

47

1525

797/

Liverpool.........................

40

39630}

89716}

74 323 30770

T95i

2452

42

210

28

498

283 5'=}

=5751

4

S17

200

rog
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AGRICULTURE.
exceeding one Acre, the extent of their Holdings, the Quantity Cultivated and Uncultivated, and the Produce of the same, during
for each Police District of the Colony.
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1875.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

DISEASES AEFEOTING LIVE STOCK.
(SKETCHES OF BILL FOE PREVENTION OF, &c.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 29 July, 1.S75.

RETURN {in part) to an Order made "by the Honorable the Legislative Assemblv,
dated 16 July, 1875, That there be laid upon the Table of this House,—
*
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
e<
“
“
e<
tf

_
Ji Qi

(L) Copies of the Sketches of a Stock Disease Prevention Bill which
have been framed and circulated amongst the Members of the Conference
the Chief Inspectors of Stock held in Sydney in November last, witli
the view to their coming to an agreement on the details of the resolutions
they had passed on this subject.
(2.) A copy of the Correspondence which has taken place between the
Chief Inspector of Stock for this Colony and the other Members of the
Conference with respect to these Sketches.
(3-) ^ Return from Stockowners, showing the effect of Inoculation for
Pleuro-pneumonia in Cattle.
(^-) Returns from Sheepowners as to the nature, symptoms, prevention,
and cure of worms, fluke, and foot-rot in Sheep.
(5.) Copies of any Memoranda which have been submitted by the Chief
Inspector of Stock to the Honorable tho Minister for Lands in regard to
retaining the services of the Inspectors of Stock in the Inland Districts.”

SCHEDULE.
. -

1. Chief Inspector, Sydney, forwiu-elmg Sjnopais of Bill for prevention of Diseases in Stock to oilier Members of Conlerence, lor their consideration. 8 January, 1875 .................................... ........ ...............
n' SI’-®! Jn':Pcct-0r> Melbourne, returning above Synopsis with notes. 29 .Vaii’uary,' 1875
i ......................
d. ChiefInspector, Adelaide, same ivitb same. 11 March, 1875 .................
A ChiefInspector, Hobart Town, same with same. 3 April, 1875
5. ChiefInspector, Brisbane, same with same. 14 April, 1875.........
G. ChiefInspector, Sydney, forwarding above notes to tbe several Chiefinspecto^'for ra^nsidorationV'' 20 May!' 1875
/. OhielInspector,Melbourne, returning notes with remarks. 2 June, 1875 ...........................................
8. Chief Inspector, Adelaide, aaino with same. 15 Juno, 1875........................................ ......................*.............................
fl'
InsPector> tt°bart Town, same with same. 21 July, 1875 ...."."ii!”!."””!” ' "...................................................
10. Chief Inspector, Brisbane, same with same. 23 July, 1875................. ' .....................................................................
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DISEASES AEEECTING- LIVE STOCK.

Return Ko. 2.
No. 1.
The Chief Isspectob, Sydney, to The other Members of the Conteheitce.

(Non-official)

Stock Branch,
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 8 January, 1875.

Dear S ^ ^ Bend ijerewiti) for your consideration the accompanying Synopsis of a Bill for tire
So© 3t?tom

3TO. 1.

prevention of Diseases in Stock.
. . j-l j i -i
rn
Until the members of the late Conference come to an agreement with respect to the details or the
subjects which were discussed at that meeting their resolutions will hear very little fruit, and joint action
cannot he taken ; while again this agreement will never take place until an attempt is made to frame a
measure which will in the main at least be adopted by all the Colonies. I have therefore drawn np the
accompanying Synopsis, and I will feel obliged by your taking the subject up at your early convenience and
giving mo your opinion in regard to its provisions and the form in which they have been arranged, with the
view to the preparation of such a measure as all the Colonies will approve.
The Bill goes very much into detail, but not more so than I think is necessary to enable stockowners
and the public to understand plainly the duties they have to carry out under it, and to place the officers
who are appointed to see its provisions enforced in a position to do so.
_
<
If a measure such as this so full of details is to work well and efficiently, it must either he a very
long one or he worked principally by regulations ; and surely it is much better that Parliament should
settle these details than that they should be left to the Government of the day, or more properly speaking
to the Minister charged with the administration of the Act, for the other Members of the Cabinet seldom
interfere
»
Even although these details might be as well and satisfactorily settled by regulations—tho
convenience .of having them in the Act instead of scattered, as they vyould likely be if the measure were
worked principally by regulations over a series of proclamations and m so many different Grazettes, would
be worth all the additional trouble of embodying them in the Act; for regulations are sure to bo lost sight
of, and the public would in many instances be ignorant of what the law really was.
Besides, legislating in this way gives the law quite an unsettled character, aud the Government
would he continually urged to make fresh regulations which would frequently alter the law' in son16 °f
most important respects; and it is feared that regulations would thus,-through political influence, be
promulgated, which would not be for the interest oi stockowners.
.
'While advocating tho embodying of these particulars in the measure itself, the disadvantage pi
going much into detail, and thereby'making the measure still’ and inelastic, has not been overlooked. This
has been provided a-minst by taking power in the Act to alter almost any provision m it by regulations.
But although this power is taken, it would not of course be acted on unless it was very necessary to do so ;
and the Government could very well plead, where an application was made for an alteration of the Act
which they did not think called for, that as tho Parliament had settled the details which were asked to be
altered, they would not take it upon them to make such an alteration unless it was clearly the wish of a
majority of stockowners that such a regulation should be made.
"
In this wav the measure would have all the advantages of going fully into details, while these
details could be very soon altered by regulation should it be found that tbere was any real necessity for
,loin/r so ; for instauce, that they defeated the objects for which the Act was passed, that they did not give
sufficient’power to enforce its provisions, that they imposed unnecessary restrictions on the stock traffic, or
pressed too heavily on the owners of stock.
,
With respect to this question of long or short Acts, it is surely very much belter that a measure
should he full and explicit than short aud vague. If it is brief, it is almost certain to be ambiguous, or at
least to leave hundreds of matters not settled which ought tifhe so by positive enactment; while it it goes
into details, the chances are that it will be free from doubt and give the lawyers little or nothing to do.
Nor is there any good reason why a measure should be short. The extra printing costs little, and
the extra paper still less ; and if it he so arranged in parts and under headings that reference can he
quickly and easily made to any of its provisions, there can be no possible objection to an Act being
comparatively long. One thing is quite certain that, both here and in the Mother Country, Acts are now
being framed' at greater length every year; and that, through the division and arrangement alluded to,
reference can he far more easily made to every provision in the short plain sections ot the Acts now
framed than could be done to those passed some twenty years ago, with single clauses occupying whole
pages, and no division into parts, nor any arrangement under headings. .
.
.
You will observe that I have adopted a good many of the provisions contained in the imperial
Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act, 32 and 33 Victoria, chapter 70, to which I would beg to refer you as
bearing out what I have said with respect to short and long Acts.lam, &c.,
ALES. BRUCE.

Return No. 1.
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Return No. 1.
STOCK DISEASE PREVENTION BIEL, 1875.
Paet I.—Pjjeltsiinaey.

.

Paut II.—Stock Disteicis.
Paet III.—Stock Dieectoes.

,1.
2.
3.
4.

Election or appointment of Directors.
Meetings of Board.
General poicers and duties of Directors.
Appeals and applications to Directors.

Past IV.—Inspectors oe Stock.

1, Appointment.
2. Bowers and duties.
Paet V.—Quaeakthte of Infected Stock and Runs.

1. Infected stock on runs.
2. Infected travelling stock.
Paet VL—Quarantine Stations.

’

Paet VII.—Stock on Runs.

1. Uninfected stock.
(L.) Duties in regard to all sucli stock.
(2.) Additional duties when stock are sheep.

2. Infected stock.
(1.) Duties in regard to all such stock.
'
(2.) Additional duties when stock arc sheep.
(3.) Inspection of stock and declaration of infection.
(4.) Which stock are to bo destroyed and when.
(5.) How cattle infected with pleuro-pneumonia are to be dealt with.
Paet VIII.—Tbayeeling Stock.

1. Uninfected travelling stock.
(1.) Duties in regard to all such stock.
(2.J Additional duties when stock are sheep.

2. Infected travelling stock.
(1.)
(2.)
(3.)
(4.)
(5.)

Duties in regard to all such stock.
Additional duties when stock aro sheep.
Inspection of stock and declaration of infection.
Which stock are to be destroyed and when.
How cattle infected with pleuro-pneumonia are to he dealt with.

Paet IX.—Coast, oe infected District, and Coastwise stock.

1. Coast or infected district.
(1.) Sheep.
(2.) Stock in general.
2. Coastwise stock.
Stock in general.

.

Part X.—Colonial Stock introduced aceoss the Boedee.

1. Rules as io admission of such stock token uninfected.
(1.) In regard to all stock.
(2.) Additional rules in regard to sheep.
2. Rules as to admission of such stock when infected.

• '

(1.) In regard to stock in general.
(2.) Special rules when stock aro infected with pleuro-pneumonia.
Part XI.—Colonial Stock introduced by Sea.

1. Rules as to admission of such stock when uninfected.
(I.) In regard to all stock.
2. Rules as to admission of such, stock when infected.
(1.) In regard to stock in general.
(2.) Special rules when stock are infected vr'Ah pleuro-pneumonia.
(3.) Special rules when stock are infected with scab.

.

Part XII.—Foreign Stock.

1. Rules of admission of such stock into the Colony.
(1.) In regard to all stock when uninfected.
(2.)
.,
'
„
infected.
Paet XIII.—Transhipped Stock, and Stock landed foe transhipment.

1. Transhipped stock.
2. Slock landed for transhipment.
Part XIV.—Exported Stock.

Rules of exportation. '
Part

i

Ml

i
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Pait XY.—Stray infected Stock,
Ilulcss of seizure and disposal.
Pakt XVI.—Land, Premises, Conveyances, Effects, etc., infected on
Paht XVII.—Penal and trecadtionauy Provisions.
1. Money penalties.
2. Imprisonment.
3. ConfscatioJi of stock, fyc.
'
4. Apprehension of offender,
Paet XVIII.—Compensation foe Stock, Effects, etc., destroyed.
Paet XIX.—Proclamations and Regulations.
Part XX.—Contributions and Expenses.
1. Contributions.
2. ISxpenses.
Part XXI.—Legal Proceedings.
1. General.
2. Appeals ayainst Justices’ decision.
3. Protection of persons carrying out the Act.

likely to be.

SYNOPSIS OP STOCK DISEASE PREVENTION BILL, 1875.
Preamble.
Part I.—Preliminary.
I. Conmnencement and title.
_
2. Repeal of unrepealed sections of 17 Victoria, No. 27 (tbe Catarrh Act), and of the Acts 27
Victoria, No. 9 (the Cattle Export Act), 30 Victoria, No. 10 (the Sheep Act), and 35 Victoria, No. 6
(the Imported Stock Act) ■ but this repeal not to affect anything done or purporting to bo done in virtue
of repealed Acts, and all appointments to stand.
3. Interpretation clause.
Part IT.—Stock Districts.
4. The Governor in Council may proclaim or alter Stock Districts, and alterations not to affect
Directors in Districts altered.
Part III.—Stock Directors.
1. Election or appointment.
5. Seven Directors—four sheep-owners and three cattle-owners—to be elected annually from conIributing owners or their superintendents.
Mr. Curt: I do not place much dependence on Boards, though they have answered pretty well in conneclion with our
Seab Act, in the position therein assigned them. In no other rciiy do I think them ot all desirable, especially as regards their
having anything to do with the appointment or nomination of the Inspectors.
Mr. Bruce : As will be gathered from my remarks in the notes on tbe other sections relating to Directors, T am inclined
to agree to a considerable client with Mr. Cnrr as to curtailing the powers and duties of these Boards, and am willing to omit
some of the sections to which he has the greatest objections.
Mr. Valentine: If this system is adopted, and it is quite possible it maybe, although many will not see tho use of

introducing an entirely new system into a clean Colony, cleansed under tbe present one ; this will be a'strong argument against
it, coupled with the objection to be taxed separately. I have no alteration to suggest excepting under 4, Appeals, Ac. It is
against all tbe workings of our Acts to allow of appeals against stock being diseased ; cut down your appeals ; any improve
ment in the working of a directorate you rvonld now be able to see after working the New South Wales Act.
Mr. Bntce : As stockowners will, under the proposed measure, have to contribute to a special tax, it is only reasonable
that they should have some say in its administration through Directors elected by themselves.

6. If mi election take place, or if a fewer number than seven be elected, the Minister to appoint
ou tbe nomination of the Chief Inspector.
7. Owners with one hundred cattle or fire hundred sheep, or superintendents of owners of two
thousand cattle or eight thousand sheep, to be qualified as electors.
S. Owners and superintendents, bond fde residents iu the district, with similar qualifications, to be
eligible as directors.
9. No owner or superintendent of infected stock to have a vote or be a candidate, and no owner
and his superintendent to be appointed to the same Board.
,
Mr. Whyte: Bight.
Mr. Gordon: I agree generally with the principle that no owners of infected stock should have a voice at the Boards ;

but in the case of pleuro-pneumonia when at times it is spread all over a Colony, it would appear hard to debar owners who
have been powerless to prevent it spreading in tbeir herds. Might not the disqualification be removed in the case of pleuro
pneumonia, in the case of those owners who have inoculated, although the herds have not been yet considered as free from
disease ?

10. Mode and place of election.
II. Vacancies in the Board to be filled up in the same manner as original appointment; but
vacancies not to affect powers of Board while there is a quorum.
12. The Chief Inspector to be a Director at all Boards ex officio.
Mr. Whyte : Quite right.

2. Meetings of Board.
13. Mode of calling and conducting meetings, the place of meeting, quorum of Directors, mode of
deciding questions, election of Chairman, and record of proceedings.
14. When disease is in a District, Directors to meet at least once a month—when it is not,
annually.
Mr. Gordon:

What penalty ? They never meet once in any of my districts, although the Act expressly provides for it.

Mr. BrticcI

do not think that any penalty could in this case be enforced, except'that ofremoval from the Board ;
and in tho scarcity of fit men for Directors, it would often be inexpedient to take that course.
Mr. Gordon : In Queensland, Boards cannot be got to meet even once a year, except in eases of disease. Dismissal from
the Board is no penalty. At same time, when occasion requires, such ns an outbreak of catarrh, they have at all times met on
the shortest notice, and been of tbe very utmost service to me and to the District Inspectors.

3.
t

5

3. General powers and duties of Directors.
15. Directors may nominate qualified person as Inspector; tut Minister may refuse to appoint if
person not qualified, or may appoint one Inspector for two or more Districts.
Mr. Curr : As already stated, 1 think this highly objectionable, aud would only recommend Board of advice. See our
Scab Act..
Mr. Bruce : It is not a very material point ns to whether or not Directors should nominate the Inspector, hut, speaking
from the experience of this Colony, where both systems have been tried, nominations by the Directors answer best. In either
ease, however, I would now propose that every candidate for the office of Inspector should pass .a tost examination before a
Board composed of (say) a medical man, a veterinary surgeon, and the Chief Inspector.

16. Directors to advise and assist Inspector in ids duty, and if Inspector refuse to carry out advice
offered by Directors, Inspector may be reported to the Chief Inspector.
17. Every Director to be ex ojicio an Inspector, but without remuneration, except as aftermentioned.
_ Mr. Bruce: This section ought to he retained, as a Director could often take action nt once as Inspector, instead of
waiting for the regular Inspector.

IS. Director receiving notice of an outbreak of disease to visit locality, and, in absence of tbe
Inspector, do duty as such.
■
_ 10. Directors acting as such, or as Inspectors, to be allowed travelling expenses, but no payment
for time, at a rate to be fixed by Regulation.
Mr. Whyte: Reasonable.
Afr. Gordon : I strongly recommend Directors being paid when acting as Inspectors, and also that tho rotes bo fixed by
Schedule to the Act, and not by Regulation. This has acted well, aud given satisfaction to all parties for seven years in this
Colony.
•

20. Director not to act as such, nor as Inspector, when personally interested, nor as a Director where
he has acted as an Inspector,
Mr. Whyte: Right,

4. Appeals and applications io Directors.
21. An owner may appeal to the Board of Directors against any decision, refusal, or valuation, of
an Inspector, or of an Inspector aud Director, on lodging expense of appeal.
Mr, Valentine: Does not, this include too much ? I don’t like nppea-ls against a decision that slock are infected—I
should prefer it left out. If wrongly declared infected, let Director or Inspector sutler. I do not agree with allowing too many
appeals.
il.fr. Bruce: Tho advantages of appeals, ns hero proposed, are—1st, that when they are allowed the Inspector may with
safety be invested with greater powers than when they are not, which enables him to discharge his duties much more ctfoctively
than when they arc less j and 2nd, that practical questions relating to stock aud their management are under this system of
appeals heard and decided by men thoroughly acquainted with these matters, and of course much more interested in seeing
tho Act faithfully carried out than Justices ol Peace usually aro. I am, however, inclined to yield to the objections urged
by Hr. Curr and Mr. Valentine ; and omitting sections 21 to 28 inclusive, to allow such matters to be settled na they would
then be by tho Petty Sessions.

_
22. In appeals against a decision tbat stock nre infected, tbe appeal must be lodged with one of tbe
Directors witbin forty-eight hours of the notice of the decision, and the Director and luspector interested
must receive notice at tho same time of its being so. And any other appeal shall be lodged in like maimer,
aud notice given to tbe Inspector within ninety-six hours of the receipt of the notice occasioning such
appeal.
jUi\ Gordon: I think seventy-two lisurs is short enough. IVe should make provision for a little indecision on the part
of those acting to orders, aud who may have to use the wires or post in receiving instructions how to act.
Mr. Whyte : Promptitude is doubtless desirable in' all cases iu carrying out this Act, but to me the proposed time seems
rather short.
Mr. Gordon : I think at least throe days short enough notice, as in many eases it will bo found stations arc in charge
of superintendents, who before appealing will be anxious to communicate with their principals.

23. An owner making application to the Directors shall give the Inspector notice as aforesaid ;
and applications for compensation must be made within two months of the date of the destruction of the
stock or effects.
Mr Valentine: If appeals are allowed and there is truth in the practical knowledge of Boards, their powers should ho
curtailed to very moderate limits, hut 1 think it immaterial as to the form of the Boards being the same in all the Colonies,
provided the working provisions of the Bill are similar.

24. Every Board of Directors is hereby empowered to receive appeals, to fix the place and
date of hearing applications, and to summon witnesses.
25. Appeals against tlie decision tbat stock are infected shall be heard not earlier than the
nor later than the fifth day after the appeal is lodged; and all other appeals and all applications not
earlier than the seventh nor later than t\\e fourteenth, at some convenient hour and place. And due notice
in writing shall be given to the appellant or applicant, to the other Directors, to the Inspector, and to such
witnesses as may be required.
_
Mr. Valentine; Don’t like it. Defer to in former remarks; bettor left out. In our far north districts it would be a
difficult matter to get two to meet to form a quorum.
_ Mr. Whyte: The same observations made at 22 aecm to mo applicable here, where Directors, audit maybe all the
parties, are widely separated. But on this point I have no decided opinion, in the absence of practical knowledge of the
working of Boards of advice.
Mr. Bruce: As two form a quorum this difficulty would seldom occur.
■

26. Every Board of Directors shall have full power to hear and determine all such appeals and
applications, and shall do so in tbe same manner as appeals at Quarter Sessions, and shall award damages
or compensation and assess and tax the costs and expenses ; aud may inflict a penalty not exceeding £20
for non-attendance of witnesses.
27. A record shall be taken of the proceedings ; and decisions to be given in the form of
Schedule
or
.
Mr. Cnrr: I think it probable that the views of Boards would frequently have reference, not to Victoria and the
Colonics at large, but to their own immediate neighbourhood and interest, than which nothing could possibly he worse in a
matter of this sort.
Mr. Bruce: It would only he as regards purely local matters that the Government would be guided by the opinion
of any single Board. Of course, where the Boards generally expressed the same opinion, it would bo a different matter.
Mr.
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Mr. Curr: As regimls tlicso sections, I must repeat that I consider them bad in principle and in practice. Tou
have stated respecting them that tho Crovernment would only be guided in local matters by a local Board. Besides
that such has not been my experience, I wilt add that nothing almost connected with disease can be confined to local results.
Disease on the smallest farm in Victoria has or may hare a bearing on the whole of ihc slock in New Holland.

28. In appeals or applications relating to any stock, run, conveyance, matter, or Using, the Directors
shall personally examine into circumstances and hear the same as near as may be to where the circum
stances occurred.
Mr. Gordon : (clauses 21 to 28) It has been proposed to omit these clauses. I think this a mistake. A Director and
Inspector will always be found to act with more promptitude and decision when they are in a position to say to owners—
“Toucan appeal against our decisions.” In fact, their decisions, when appeals are permitted, are virtually the decisions of the
whole Board. I would, however, odd a proviso to tho effect that, in ease of decisions being given by an Inspector and more
//tan one Director, no appeals be allowed.
Paet IY.—Aj’pctntmfxt and General Powers of Inspectors.

1. Appointment of Inspectors.
29. The Chief Inspector to he appointed by the Governor in Council.
Mr. Whyte.- Correct.

30. Inspectors nominated by Directors to he appointed by the Governor in Council, to be liable to
be suspended by the Chief Inspector or the Directors, and to bo dismissed by the Governor in Council,
who may appoint Inspectors where necessary if tho Directors neglect or refuse.
Mr. Curr: I never knew such conflicting arrangements to succeed. Tbe whole staff should, in my opinion, be on the
Civil Service, and be appointed by the Governor in Council.
Afr. Whyte: Will there not be a clashing of powers here ?
__
Mr. Bruce: See remarks on notes to section 15. No hitch such as that here anticipated has occurred under the New
South Wales Act, whero for ten years the Boards have nominated and the Government appointed. This arises through the
appointment being really in the hands of the Minister, when he chooses to exercise the power conferred on the Government.
jlfr. Curr 1 cannot but. think that the reason that the system of Directors worked well in New South Wales was that
there was hut little to be done in that Colony; disease never brought any strain on the system. Divided powers —the delays
occasioned by Boards—tho impossibility of carrying through any system under sucli a variety of management and circumstances—
the isolated standpoint from which each separate Board takes its sievr—their want of responsibility—arc all matters hostile (o
vigorous, well-ordered, and sustained action. Boards of advice, pure and simple, I should consider desirable, and none others. As
regards officers, they should, J think, be independent of local influence; and J would prefer them being strangers in their
districts at starting.' If real work had to be done, I should place little confidence in an Inspector who had been appointed or
recommended by tbe very people ho might have to coerce.

2. Powers and duties of Inspectors.
31. Inspector to have power to enter and inspect stock, premises, vessel, conveyance, or anything
else in any part of the Colony—to carry out the law at the owner’s expense when he neglects—and to
possess all the other powers conferred by the Act.
Mr. Valentine: This involves taking possession of slock to cure them. I entirely disapprove of such a course. I am
satisfied it is much better the Inspectors should not step in and clean. Inflict penalties if not clean within a certain time ;
make it too hot for a man to keep diseased animals ; destroy the stock. Severo as you like, but do not ask the Inspector to
cleanse the stock.
.
.
Mr. Bruce : I do not think that this section can quite bear the construction hero put upon it by Mr. valentine ; at any
rate, it need not do so when drawn in the Bill. All that is required is to give the Inspector power to order the dressing,
disinfecting, or destruction of stock called for by the Act, and where necessary to place some one on the run to see that his
order is duly carried out; for all which the owner of the stock would of course havo to pay.
Mr. Valentine; With such a construction I agree with the clause.

32. Inspector and bis assistants in certain cases to bave tbe same, powers as Officers of Customs
and Health Officers.
Mr. Valentine : On what grounds ? Is it not mixing up different Act; ? I do not see the value of this.
Mr. Bruce: The powers here proposed to be taken nre absolutely necessary in regard to imported and border stock ; and
taking them in this way saves repeating all the details so minutely laid down in the Customs and Health Acts.

33. Inspector may in certain cases kill stock for evidence, and may seal up and mark, and make
owner mark, any portion of stock killed, for the purpose of its being produced in Court.
Mr. Valentine: Don’t believe in tins clause at ail—consider it quite a mistake. I bare known men drive through cases
worked under this clause. 1 think it weakens the position of the Inspector. Wc bave always done without it,
_
Mr. Curr : I think an Inspector should be allowed to kill stock to ascertain the presence of disease ; hut as for producing
parts for evidence in Court, I think the less said about it tbe better. To the Scab Act, for instance, such a course would have
been fatal.
, .
Mr. Bruce: It often occurs tbat it is impossible for Inspectors to obtain witnesses who would speak to the necessary
facts in regard to the infection of stock, in cases brought before the Court; and the production of the lung, skin, or other part
of the stock showing symptoms of the disease would settle the question.

31. Inspector may employ assistants, who will have the same powers of entry and seizure as
himself; and the expense of their employment to be paid by tbe owner in fault.
_
_ _
35. Ko Inspector to be owner or dealer in stock, except in so.ffir as sanctioned by the Minister;
and Inspector shaJ] not receive any fees other than those authorized by this Act.
Mr. Valentine .- Don’t see any objection to his being an owner. Think that should bo left out, tf not all of it, as no Chief
or Minister would allow an officer to he dealing, and thereby neglecting his work—quite sufficient grounds for dismissal, and,
taken literally, he can hardly buy and sell a horse. Why put it in at all ?
Jlfr. Bruce: 1 think this might as well stand, hut I do not insist upon it.
Part Y.—Quarantine of Infected Stock, Puns, &e.

1. Infected stock, fyc., on runs.
36. Inspector may place infected or doubtful stock, fodder, Ac., on a run, and tbe run on which the
same are, as well as any other infected run, in quarantine, by giving due notice to the owner and tbe public ;
and such quarantine may extend as far beyond the infected run as tbe Inspector thinks necessary, and may
when necessary include portions of other districts.
Mr. Cnrr: Infected stock should be defined.
Mr. Bruce: Yes ; it will be defined in the interpretation clause, as settled at tho Conference.
_
Afr. Whyte : Extreme power; but. I do not say it may not he necessary ; only, in such ease, what would be considered
a run ? A paddock of 100 acres, or a run of 10,000 acres ?
„
,
„
Mr. Bruce: Any farm or station ; tho term " run” being a convenient one for " land” or “ place.

37.

7
37. With respect to quarantines the Inspector has tho following powers:—(1), to remove infected
stock back from a road on to land not infected ; (2), to extend or alter the quarantine where necessary for
the sake of food or water for the stock ; (3), to bring other infected stock on to the same ground, with
proprietor’s sanction ; and, (4), to allow the removal of hay, straw, fodder, fittings, or effects.
Mr. Valentine: This clause must bo modified considerably before I could accept it. In tbe outside pastoral country no
doubt you can use it, but as the country becomes cut up ia smaller areas, and sbeep are kept largely by “ stock farmers,it
becomes of rcry little value, because unworkable.
1
Mr. JBritce: Tbese powers arc d:scretionary, and the Inspector would only' attempt to put tbem in force where it was
practicable, i.e., on tho larger runs and properties—not ou the smaller farms.

38. The Inspector may place doubtful stock or run in temporary quarantine till their actual state
be ascertained.
2. Suspected or infected travelling stock.
33. The Inspector may, with the approval of the Directors, place infected or doubtful travelling
stock in temporary quarantine as aforesaid on any safe aud suitable land, until they are destroyed or
otherwise dealt with, as required by the Act; aud the proprietor on whose land they aro quarantined
will receive compensation from the owner of such stock for any loss he may thereby sustain ; and failing
recovery of such loss from the owner, the amount shall be paid as compensation from the Pastoral Contri
bution l:\md, as hereinafter provided.
Mr. Curr : What, ia to become of the stock pending meeting of Directors ?
Who is to decide when land is safe aud
suitable? I think an Inspector should have power to quarantine infected travelling stock at once, on the nearest land which
he may deem convenient.
Mr. Bruce : There is force in this objection.
The Inspector should, in tho first instance, ns Mr. Curr suggests (at 40),
have power to place tho stock whero he considers best, and then, if it bo necessary for them to be doininod for any length of
time, the place where they are to remain should, ns here proposed, be approved by the Directors, as it is ou questions like this
that their advice would bo of tho greatest value.
'
Mr. Whyte: Absolutely necessary.
Mr. Cordon : “ Approval of Directors” would be very difficult to get in such eases, especially in Queensland, where they
usually reside hundreds of miles apart.
Mr, Valentine; I think Mr. Curr is right here, otherwise disease would spread, unless, as with us, stock are liable to bo
destroyed if travelled after found diseased.

40. The provisions of this Act relating to Quarantine not to apply to stock carried by railway, except
they be stopped in any infected place. Infected stock found at railway station to be taken to fit place aud
quarantined,
1
Mr. Cwr: Idem.

: Do you mean the quarantine provisions?
: Yes.

Mr, Valentine
Mr. Bruce

41. Such quarantines shall be binding on all persons whomsoever, and shall continue and be in
force for the periods respectively set forth in Schedule
hereto : and any want, defect, or irregularity in
publication shall not invalidate any quarantine.
42. Before a run or stock can be released from quarantine the owner must first obtain a certificate
from the Inspector that they are free from infection, and then apply to the Directors, who will consider
and decide, but the Governor in Council may grant release although refused by Directors.
: I think they should only be released by the Governor in Council.
This would make the nation too tedious, and 1 do not think any harm could arise were the section allowed
to stand, as under it the Government could iuterfero when necessary,
Mr. Valentine: I think the Directors might recommend to the Chief Inspector.
Mr. Gordon : Chief Inspector should have power to release ; it will bo found difficult to got a Board together to release ;
at least I found it impossible, although they turned up well when tbe disease was in the sheep, and wheu there was fears of its
spreading.
"
Mr. Curr

Mr. Bruce:

Mr. Bruce: See remark on Mr. Curr’s note.
The giving this power to the Government amounts to about the same
thing as if it were conferred on the Chief Inspector, as he would not act contrary to the wishes of the Government, but
generally with their express sanction.
Mr. Gordon: As stated in notes to clause 14, the Directors always muster and work well in eases of disease, but in the
matter of releasing runs from quarantine I have found it impracticable to do so by means of Board meetings. In all cases I
had to resort to getting the written consent of each member of the Board. I would advise that they be released by the Chief
Inspector, with the wrillen consent of a majority of the members of the Board; failing the Board meeting for the purpose.
In ease no written consent received, Chief Inspector to release within (say) fifteen days.

Paht YI.—Quakantiitk Stations.

_ 43. The Governor in Council mny proclaim uninfected and infected Quarantine Stations where
required.
Jlfr. Curr: Tor what purposes are these stidions intended ?
Mr. Bruce: For “ imported” (foreign) and “introduced” (intercolonial) stock.

41'. The necessary yards, sheds, and appurtenances, to be erected at quarantines, and to be under th
charge of the Inspector.
45. The owner of stock placed in quarantine to find the necessary food and attendance for them,
or to pay for the same in whole or in part as the Government may decide.
Mr. Valentine : I think Government should provide and owners should pay.
Jlfr. Bruce .- It would generally be best for the Government to provide as here suggested, but in some cases that would
be impracticable; such as those of large lots of sheep, say 400 or 500 placed in special outside quarantines.
Mr. Valentine; Periinps there would be difficulty in providing for largo lota, and it might bo arranged as most suitable.

48, All quarantine stationa to be marked as such, and no person to enter on them without authority
from an Inspector,
Past
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Paet TIL—Stock
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Russ.

1. Uninfected dock on rum.
(1.) Owner’s duties in regard to all sueli stock.
47. All owners of stock to make such returns to the Chief Inspector as to their number, breed,
condition, treatment, and state of health, as tbe Minister shall, from time'to time, direct by notice in the
Gazette.
Mr. Valentine: I look on this as utterly useless so far ns this country is concerned ; it would never be done, and it is
asking too much. In asking too much we defeat the object.
Mr. Gordon: Ifor what object ? Will not this make the Act distasteful to many, and then what value will a declaration
as to health of stock bo from their owner ?
Mr, Bruce r The provisions of this section are framed to carry out Eesolution 11 of the Conference. A vast, deal of
highly valuable information would be obtained in this way as to the nature and treatment of diseases in stock, and with respect
to pastoral matters generally. For instance, if onuers would, as a rule, make these returns, and favour tho Inspector with
their experience in regard to the nature and treatment of foot-rot, aud the Inspector were to keep a correct and systematic
record of the particulars supplied to him, a great many questions which are now mere matters of surmise with respect to the
nature of that ailment, and the best inodes of dealing with it under all the different circumstances and phases in which it
occurs, would soon be settled. So with respeet to all other diseases, and also in regard to pastoral matters generally; the
collecting and exchanging the experienee of nil the Colonies would be of incalculable value, although of course that relating to
tho health of the stock is of the most vital importance, and its collection is absolutely necessary if any progress is to be made
in eradicating these scourges which are now causing our stockowners so great loss.
Mr. Valentine : I withdraw my objection, but at the same time still think it almost an impossibility to carry out this
section.
Mr. Gordon: These returns would be most useful; but unless it is specified in tho Bill that Ihc Inspectors or Chief
Inspector bo bound only to publish them in rjlobo, with a penalty for making individual eases public, I fear it will not pass the
Legislature, and, if it dons, the returns will not bo reliable.
Mr. Bruce: From the imperfect manner in which the returns which I annually ask from owners arc made, I am per
suaded that unless they are obliged by law to give such information as here alluded to, owners will never voluntarily supply it,
although so far as they are individually concerned it has been kept strictly private.

48. Every owner not liable to contribute, and every butcher, dealer, and salesman of stock, to
register his run and premises, with the number of his stock, at 1st of January in each year, with the
Inspector of the district.
Jlfr. ValentineHay bo useful, as it only refers to a class of men who are not reached by assessment.

49. Every owner placing stock of a new description on his run to give the Inspector notice.
Jlfr. Valentine: Won’t do ; don’t like it, and would never be carried.
Mr. Bruce: This is very little trouble, and it enables the Inspector to know what stock arc in his district. If he does
not know this, it would not be fair to hold him responsible (as he ought to be) that he does not allow disease to exist iu it for
any length of timo without detecting it.
-Tfr. Curr : I agree with Mr. Valentine.

(2.) Owner’s additional duties when such stock are sheep.
_
50. All sheep above the ago of sis months, and all lambs which have been weaned, whatever their
age, to be branded and kept branded. All brands and ear and other marks to be registered with the
Inspector for the district.
.
Mr. Valentine: Clauses 50, 51, and 53, are better in Brands Act. Vo business here. I do not consider it advisable
to have these clauses here.
Mr. Bruce: The provisions are inserted here to insure their becoming law, ns they nre greatly wanted in tho manage
ment of stock, and would assist very much in proving ownership iu prosecutions under this measure. As remarked by Mr.
Valentine, however, their proper place ia the Brands Act, and if passed in it they might be repealed in this.

51. "When similar brands or marks are applied for, the Inspector may give modifications.
_
52. No owner shall use any of the letters A, C, Q, S, T, nor V, as a sheep brand, nor brand with
paint for a red colour.
_
53. No owner shall cut ear straight across, nor cut off more than | of the ear in ear-marking.
2. Infected dock on rum.
(1.) Duties in regard to all such stock.
54. If stock on a run are infected, or suspected of being infected, the owner to immediately
carry out the following duties, namely:—
(1.) Separate as far as possible infected from uninfected.
(2.) Strictly coniine his infected stock to their own ground, and keep them as far as necessary
from his neighbour's and from public roads.
(3.) Destroy all infected carcasses.
(4.) Post notices of outbreak on roads through or along his run.
(5.) Send notices of the outbreak to the following persons :—
To the owners of all tiie adjoining runs.
To the nearest Inspector,
To the nearest Director.
((h) Advertise the outbreak in the local newspapers.
(7.) And take such other steps for staying the infection as tho Minister may from time to time
direct.

"

Jlfr. Curr: IIow can l.hcse things be done by small owners?
Jlfr. Bruce: These duties could be carried out where practicable, and that will be sufficient for the purposes
of the Act.
Mr. Valentine: This (7) is very open, and involves regulations which I understand you consider very objection
able, and the fewer the better in such a Bill as this.
Jlfr. Bruce: Although measures which are worked principally by regulations aro objectionable, and it has
been the endeavour in drawing up this sketch os far as possible to do without them, still cases arise where regulations are necessary, i.c,, in matters of detail, which I think those here referred to arc.
Mr. GordonWould it not be well to confine 1 and 2 to sheep, and give a penalty for breach? Tou cannot
inflict a penalty in ease of cattle on unfenced runs, and No. 2 ought to have a penalty, wilh the use of 1ho words
“ strictly.” I think the words 11 as far as possible” should not occur in an Act of Parliament, but in regulations or
instructions.
Jlfr.

9
Jllr. Bruce: Yes, I tliinfe the alterations hero suggested should bo made.
Mr. Gordon : J think 1 and 2 should only apply to sheep, aud be stringently enforced, and Imre the words
"so far as possible" only to apply to cattle.

(2.) Additional duties itl regard to infected sheep on runs.
55. If sheep are infected or suspected of being injected, the owner shall carry out the following
additional duties, viz.:—
(1.) Cause his sheep to be shepherded whero practicable; and where not, to be kept in securely
fenced enclosures.
Mr. Curr ; 1 und 2 hardly practicable nt all in Yictoria, as they would die for want of feed if shepherded, &c.
Jlfr. Brnce: Shepherding is only called for whero practicable.
Jlfr. 1'alentinc: As shepherding is not always practicable, power should be given to enforce tho fences being
kept in good order.

(2.) "Where sheep are infected w ith catarrh or scab, he shall brand all above the age of one month
with the letters C or S, and in such a manner as to distinguish between different flocks.
Mr. Valentine: As we decided tbat all sheep of this description should he killed in any outbreak, particularly
catarrh, is this not an anomaly ?
Jlfr. Bruce This is the case, but an owner can very much more quickly brand than destroy these sheep ;
and although he at once makes arrangements to kill them, the first thing he ought to do is to brand them with tho
letter C, lest any of the infected sheep should join his other docks, or stray on to other runs.
'
Mr. Whyte: According to Conference Resolution, all sheep with catarrh are to be destroyed.
Jlfr. BntceYes.

(3.) Inspection of stock on runs and declaration of iufection.
5G. The Inspector and a Director to examine stock and decide if they are infected, and if so, give
their owner notice to destroy or otherwise treat them.
Jlfr. Carr • Gov ernment Ycteriiiarian (in place of Direct or).
Mr. lirnce: As regards ordinary diseases Directors would be quite competent, and their services eould be very much
more readily obtained in eountry districts. In difficult cases the Veterinary Surgeon could bo called in.
Jlfr. Gordon ■■ Substitute for “ a Director” tbe words 11 at least one Director.” There appears a necessity for compelling
a Director to attend with an Inspector in such cases.
Mr. Ctirr: The land on which they hare been running should be kept without sheep for n period to be determined by
circumstances.
Mr, Bruce ; Yes. This might be done by defining “ infected run," when such land as that here alluded to would as a
matter of course be placed and kept in quarantine until it was safe.

57. "What is to be considered service of notice to owner by Inspector and Director.
58. Owner may appeal against decision tbat stock are infected, but on that score only.
Mr. Valentine : Don't believe in this j it interferes with the working of the Act.
Mr. Bruce : This would now be omitted, with the other provisions relating to appeals,
Mr. Gordon: Add “ eseept when two or more Directors acting with Inspector,”

(4.) "Which of such stock are to be destroyed, and when.
59. The following infected stock to be destroyed within the time specified in Schedule hereto :—
(1.) All stock infected with glanders, farcy, rinderpest, foot and mouth disease, sheep-pox, or any
other new disease proclaimed as such by the Governor.
Mr. Valentine : This would of course be under certain conditions.
Jlfr. Bruce : Stock with any of these diseases would be at once destroyed.
Jlfr. Whyte: Catarrh should be included.

(2.) All sheep infected with catarrh, and also all sheep infected with scab (except sheep infected
with scab introduced by sea) ; but sheep infected with catarrh or scab may, with the
sanction of the Minister, be boiled down,
Jlfr. Valentine: Clause 55 and this are contradictory. You don’t want them branded if you arc going to
kill or even boil down.
jlfr. Bruce: See remarks on Mr. Yalontine’s notes on section 55 (2).
Mr. Whyte Previous note unnecessary,

(5.) How cattle infected with pleuro-pneumonia are to be dealt with.
GO. In addition to the duties hereinbefore prescribed with respect to infected stock, owners of
catfle infected with pleuro-pneumonia shall carry out the following, namely :—
(1.) Ho cattle infected with pleuro-pneumonia shall be allowed to leave tbeir runs until six
months after the last case of disease, unless they are inoculated as hereinafter mentioned.
Mr. Valentine : How do you carry this out ?
Jlfr. Bruce: The outbreak would be reported so soon a3 it was discovered, as tho owner would ho liable to a
penalty if it is not, and the Inspector would then visit and examine the cattle, and as often afterwards as necessary.

(2.) All cattle on runs infected with pleuro-pneumonia shall be inoculated when virus is
procurable.
Jlfr. Curr: If the cattle aro infected cannot the virus bo obtained from them?
Jlfr. Bntce ; Kot always ; at any rate, not until the cattle arc actually diseased as well as infected.

(3.) The Inspector shall receive due notice before inoculation is commenced.
Jlfr, Valentine: It appears to mo that if a parson intends to inoculate, he should not he obliged to send
notice to an Inspector before commoneing—in many inslnnecs it would cause unnecessary delay. I think notice
being sent of the intention to commence on a certain day, or of having commenced during the week, is quite
sufficient for nil purposes required.
Jlfr. Bruce: Yes. With the notice alluded to in the previous remark, the alteration here suggested might,
I think, be made ; but unless there is some supervision tho operation may bo negligently or ineffectively performed.

(4.) Tbe cattle shall be marked as directed from time to time by the Minister.
Mr. Valentine : Cannot carry this out unless you have an ear-mark for inoculated cattle, and forbid owners
to use it, and then it would be doubtful.
'
Jlfr. Bruce: Some permanent mark must ho adopted ; I would suggest either the firebrand "I" on the near
check, and if that bo already branded on, then on the near arm, or a slit in Hie near car, as Mr. Valentine proposes.
Mr. Gordon: This would imperil the measure. I think we must trust to tho Inspector’s certificate, or to
the common square tail.
‘
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Mr. 71Tver ■ See remarks on Mr. Valentine’s notes to 60 (4) ae above.
Mr. 6-ordoii: I withdivuv mj previous objection to this snb-clansc. Since it was advanced we have set apart
the “ crop” ear-mark for an inoculation ear-mark fur the whole Colour, and that too at 1/ie request of stockowners.
This has been done under the Brands Act- Tho “ crop” ear-mark was selected because being the “ duffers”
ear-mark it was considered advisable to withdraw it from use as a station ear-mark. Some permanent mark is
nenessarj- to assist owners in watching the effects of inoculation, whilst it will be found beneficial to cattle-owners,
as inoculated cattle (stores) are worth more in the southern markets tiian those not inoculated. This is the
experience of Queensland owners, and in consequence I would rccommeud that the same car-mark "crop” should
he used by all the Colonics as the distinctive mark for inoculated cattle.

(5.) 2To person unless he be duly authorized by the Minister, or be the owner’s superintendent,
overseer, or stockman, shall inoculate for another.
jtfr. Cttrr: It will not bo difficult to evade this, I would suggest that authorized inoculators be gazetted.
Mr. B'vcc: Tcs. .
Mr. Valentine ■■ An owner mav make any man his overseer or stockman for the time being.
Mr. Bntce: This evasion could be prevonted by enacting that overseers or stockmen must Lave been three
months in their employer’s service before they would be considered os such under the Act.

(fi.) Cattle duly inoculated may leave their run and travel on the expiry of six weeks after last
case of disease.

I’aet Till.—Tbatellcjo Stock.

1. XJninfected travelling stock.
(1.) Owners’ Duties in regard to all such stock.
61. Owner starting stock from a district in which infection exists, or adjoining a district in which
it exists, or a Colony proclaimed infected, to obtain a permit.
Mr, Ourr: If " infection” refers to herds in which pleura exists, I think this clause would be a useless nuisance.
Mr. Bntce : The term “ infection” here refers to districts, and not to herds.
Mr. Valentine (clauses 61 and 62): I do not see the use of these clauses ; in fact I think it is interfering with the
movements of clean stock to too great an extent. My idea is that the movements of stock should not be hampered more than
can possibly be avoided, when both country and slock are clean. Into or out of an infected district is a very different matter.
I cannot agree to these. They cannot be carried ont with us ; any stock leaving an infected district might obtain a permit;
and an Inspector should always receive notice of stock travelling into a diseased district. Xo stock should be allowed to leave
an infected district.
Mr. Bruce: No infected or doubtful stock would, under this measure, bo allowed to leave quarantine, although that
always includes some adjoining runs or portions of runs and stock not actually infected. But in an infected district, again (the
proclamation of which is an additional precaution), there would of course, outside the quarantine be no stock known to bo
actually infected j and when such stock are really sound, and there is no risk attached to their removal, it ought to bo allowed.
While this is the case, there is still some doubt with respect to them, and they should only be allowed to travel after they have
been duly inspected, and their state and character well ascertained. It is to provide for such cases as these that the section is
proposed ; and it would work as follows :—A disease breaking out on a run, it and those portions of the adjoining runs at all
likely to be infected would, as a matter of course, be placed in quarantine. Then the district in which this run or runs arc
situated would be held to be “ infected”; and if the infected run were near the border of the district the 'next district would
also be declared “ infected.” No stock would be allowed to leave quarantine till they were formally released ; and none could
be removed from these '’infected” districts till they are examined, as mentioned above, by an Inspector and received bis permit
to travel.

62. Owner starling stock from any other district to give the Inspector such notice as will enable
him to inspect the stock.
Mr.' Curr (62, 63, 64, 65, GO) : I do not think these clauses desirable ; it seems to me that over-legislation is proposed.
The enforcement of any act, of this sort should, in my opinion, be entrusted to the officials appointed under it only.
Mr. jlruce: The notice called for by this section enables the Inspector from whose district the stock start to examine
them if he thinks necessary; and whether lie does so or not ho is required, in this Colony, as regards sheep, to send notice of
their approach to the Inspector for the district through which they arc next to pass, fie again examines them, and sends
on notice to the next. Inspector ; and so on till the stock reach their destination. In this way every Inspector has intimation
of the approach of travelling stock, without the drover being put to any trouble in giving notice.

63. The owner shall forthwith, at his own expense, destroy the carcasses of all such stock as may die.
Mr. Valentine: Query.
Mr. TSruee This section is very necessary,

64. Owner driving stock through or along a run of 2,000 acres not separated from the road by a
fence, to give not less than twelve hours' nor more than seven days’ written notice; and notice to state the
time when stock would approach run, and stock not to do so more than six hours before nor six hours after
such time.
Mr. Bruce

So is this; and it is now in force both in New South Wales and in Victoria.

65. The owner to give a like notice to the Inspector when passing within
Mr. Gordon I would advise this being struck out—it would he vexatious.
themselves up to tho residences of Inspectors.
jlfr. Bruce : Yes.
Mr. Gordon : Kecommended to be struck out.

miles of his station.

You could not expect overlanders to post
■

66. Every owner of travelling stock shall, when required by an owner or proprietor, allow and
assist his stock to he examined ; and if owner or proprietor consider them infected he may, on giving a
written notice to that effect to owner of stock, detain them, and their owner shall send immediate notice
to tho Inspector.
jffr. Valentine: Through whose country they are travolling.
Mr. Bruce ; Those powers are proposed to be conferred on the proprietor of the run through or along which the stock
arc passing, ami on the owner of other stock travelling by the same road ns the first-mentioned stock.
jlfr. Gordon: It would be well to restrict, the use of the word “proprietor” to the owner of runs and stocky and the
term “o\vnor,s to stock only. Tins clause seems confusing. Proprietor should, I think, send notice to the Inspector.
3tr. Bruce: 1 think with Mr, Gordon that it would be better to make the person detaining the stock send notice to the
Inspector.
Mr, Gordon : Recommend that “ owner” be applied t-o person in charge of or owning stock only, and that “proprietor
Apply to runholdors.

67.
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G7. If travelling stock ore detained as infected, tho owner and the person detaining them shall take
due precautions to prevent the spread of infection lest tho stock should bo infected.
Mr. Cnrr : What precautions is it possible to take ?
Mr. Bruce The person detaining the stock might do so negligently, and allow the infection to spread, if tho measure
did not contain such a provision as this.

68. All expenses incurred by proprietor or owner detaining such stock to be recovered by him from
their owner if they are infected; if not, and no reason for stopping them, person doing so to be at the
expense and pay compensation,
Mr. Valenline Add,—And liable to a fine of £200, not less.
Mr. Bruce; Tes. But I think tho amount might bo filed at £100.

(2.) Additional duties in regard to uninfected travelling stock.
CD. Besides having a station brand, all sheep above the age of six months, and all weaned lambs
travelling more than forty miles, shall be branded with the letter T,
Mr. Ourr: Unnecessary interference.
Afr. Yalenline : Don't think much of this.
Mr. Bruce This is not a very material provision, but our sheepowners who have complied with it for upwards of ton
years consider that tho trouble and expense of branding with the letter T arc much more than repaid by the readiness with
which stray travelling sheep are detected in a flock.

2. Infected travelling stock.
(I.) Chvucr’s duties in regard to all such stock.
70. If any travelling stock are infected or suspected of being infected, the owner shall immediately
carry out the following duties, namely:—
{!.) He shall stop the stock at or near where outbreak occurs.
(2.) As far as possible keep the infected from his owrn uninfected stock and from those belonging
to others.
Mr. Gordon r This, as far as cattle arc concerned, and even sheep, would be impossible.
Mr. Untce: This is only asked where practicable ; and, where it is so, it ought I think to be insisted upon.

(3.) Destroy all carcasses.
(4.) Send notice of trie outbreak to nearest Inspector, and in his absence to the nearest Director.
(5.) Give notice to owners of run on or near which his stock are when stopped, and to owners of
adjoining runs.
(6.) Carry out all regulations promulgated for staying infection.
Mr. Ourr r I do not know to what section this refers.
Mr. Bruce To section 59.
Mr. Valentine : I don’t think that “ suspected” should be included here—it leaves an opening for abuse. An
owner may stop his stock merely for the purpose of resting them.
Mr. Bruce: I do not think that owners would run the risk of damaging the character of their stock for the
sake of being allowed to “ loaf on a run ; but lest they should, a penalty might bo added rendering owners liable
if they gave notice of a suspected outbreak without sufficient grounds for doing so.

(2.) Additional dutiea in regard to infected travelling sheep.
71. If any travelling sheep are infected or suspected of being infected, he shall execute and perform
all the additional duties hereinbefore prescribed with respect to infected sheep on runs aud travelling
uninfected sheep.
(3.) Inspection of travelling stock and declaration of infection.
72. The provisions hereinbefore prescribed relating to the declaration of infection, valuation of stock,
action to be taken, and the service of the notice with respect to infected stock on runs, to apply also to
infected travelling stock, except that it shall not be necessary for a Director to join with' an Inspector when
the value of the stock to be destroyed does not exceed £20,
(4.) Which infected travelling stock are to be destroyed and when.
73. The following travelling stock declared infected shall be destroyed within the time specified in
Schedule
hereto:—
(1.) All travelling stock of the same description and infected with the same diseases as the
infected stock on runs hereinbefore directed to be destroyed.
(2.) All travelling stock actually affected witli or suffering from pleuro-pneumonia.
(5.) How travelling cattle infected with but not suffering from pleuro-pneumonia are to ho dealt with,
74. In addition to the duties hereinbefore prescribed, the following action shall ho taken in regard
to all travelling cattle declared infected hut not actually affected with nor suffering from pleuro-pneumonia,
namely:—
(1.) Such cattle, if not more than miles from the run from which they started, to be sent back
to it by the Inspector.
(2.) All such cattle if fat to be travelled by day to their destination, by roads approved by
Inspector ; and questions as to whether or not stock are fat to be settled by nearest Director,
Mr. Valentine: Ib it not sufficient for tbc Inspector to decide whether they are fat or not ?
Mr, Bruce: It is belter that the settlement of this question should be left to some third party, end one of
the Directors seems to bo a fit person to decide it.

(3.) All such cattle, other than fat cattle, to be stopped and inoculated as hereinbefore provided
with respect to cattle inoculated on runs as soon as practicable, but before they have gone
more than fifty miles, and to be taken to their destination as aforesaid. And such cattle not
to require to travel more than six miles a day for first thirty days after being inoculated.
Mr, Ourr: “ Practicable" is quite indefinite.
Mr. Bruce: See remarks on Mr. G-ordon's notes to section 70. I do not think that a fit place for inoculating
could always be found sooner than required by this section, and some limit must bo fixed.
Mr. Valentine: I cannot see that this clause can be worked, and I know many will object to it. My Com
missioner would not consent to it. Utterly impracticable in tins Colony.
Mr. Bruce: If not inoculated what could be done with them ? Tho course proposed is the only practicable
one; in no other way can the infection bo eradicated.
(4.)
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(4.) Cattle duly inoculatedmay, thirty days thereafter, travel over infected ground without being
held to be infected.
Mr, TaUntim; Is not (6) of 60 contradictory, six weeks in (6) of 60, and 30 days here ?
Mr. Bruce : Sub-section {CJ of section CO is right, and 30 days arc wrong, as here noticed.
time is six weeks.

The correct

Paht IX.—Coast or Infected District and Coastwise Stock.

1, Coast or infected district stock.

(1.) As regards sbeep.
75. The Governor in Council may from time to time proclaim and alter coast or infected districts,
but alterations not to affect appointments of Directors in neighbouring districts.
70. Sheep in coast or infected districts to be inspected and dressed before being allowed to leave it.
77, Sheep treated as imported not to be hold to be coast or infected district if removed in twentyeight days.
Mr. Gordon : (75, 70, 77 ) This may he nee os a ary in ITew South Wales and Yietoria, hut should not ho insisted on in
Queensland. To pass this here would be to imperil the measure. I hare thought muck on this subject, but cannot sec the use
of it where the term “ infected1’ has suck a wide definition aud such ample powers are given to Inspectors.
-If)'. Gordon: I think 75, 6, and 7 should be cut out. When the Colonies are clean they are of no use, and the stringent
provisions proposed by this measure will render the distinction unnecessary.

78. No woo], skin, or other portion of the carcass of a sheep, shall he removed from the coast or
infected district without the sanction of the Chief Inspector.
Mr. Valentine : From an infected district only.
Mr. Gordon : All required by tho three preceding clauses is embodied in this clause if the words " coast district” are
expunged and “porle” substituted.

(2.) As regards all coast district stock.
79, On the outbreak of disease in tbc Colony, all or any of the protisions of the four next preceding
sections may by proclamation be made applicable to other stock than sheep.
Mr. Carr : (75, 76, 77, 78, and 79.) Ho such provisions desirable in Victoria.
Jlfr. Valentine : I do not think a coast district workable here. What I think wc want more in all the Colonies is a
middle or temporary district—something between clean and infected, where stock could be detained, dressed, &c., .as might he
thought necessary, allhough not showing disease or as being infected.
Mr. Bruce: (Mr. Curr 75 to 79 inclusive, Mr. Valentine 75, and Mr. (Jordon 75, 70, 77). Such provisions as Lho'e are
very necessary with respect to seaports; and it is better to make a const-line at once to prevent stock from being smuggled into
tho Colony at places other than seaports. Every outbreak of scab in this Colony has been occasioned by diseased sheep being
taken up the country from seaport towns; and, if the Colonies were all clean—as it is hoped they will now very soon be—a
more essential provision than this could scarcely bo passed. The coast-lme in this Colony at a distance of some thirty miles from
tho seaboard, with all our exceedingly strict regulations as to detention and dressingsVofv cause considerable inconvenience ; but
by contracting the district where practicable, and relaxing the requirements as to detention and dressing, this inconvenience would
he almost wholly removed ; while, as I have said, the existence of a coast line would add very much to the safety of our flocks and
herds; for, with such a safeguard disease, although it did break out on the coast, could almost always he prevented from spreading
into the interior. When it is considered how very few stock there are which require to be taken up into the interior from sea
port towns, it will he seen how comparatively little inconvenience this lihe would occasion; while on the other hand, we know
that only a few head of diseased stock taken inland will spread infections diseases far and near. When, again, disease has
been eradicated in alt the Colonies, dressing and detention might be dispensed with, aud the stock allowed to proceed inland on
inspection and certificate.
Mr, Gordon: Expunge.

2. Coastwise stock.

All stock.

■

80, On an outbreak of disease occurring among any stock in the Colony, regulations may be made
for the inspection of the stock at the ports of shipment and landing, and for otherwise regulating the traffic.
Mr, Gordon; Should not a new clause he inserted giving free trade in all coastwise sheep within the respective Colonies P
At present they must undergo quarantine even if shipped from Newcastle to Grafton. Or is this provided for by tho absence
of all mention of thorn ?

Part X,—Intercolonial Stock

to re brought across the

Boeder.

1. Hules as to admission of such stock when uninfected.
81, Persons intending to introduce stock across the Border shall do so under the following rules:—

(1.)
(2.)
(3.)
(4.)

(5.)
(6.)
(7.)

(1.) In regard to all such stock.
That the stock he brought to proclaimed crossing-places only, or to those specially sanctioned
by Directors.
That twenty-four hours’ notice of their intention to cross, he given to an Inspector in this
Colony by their owner.
That no stock cross without a certificate from such Inspector that he examined them
previous to crossing.
That all stock be accompanied by a certificate by the Inspector for the district in the Colony
they left, as to—(1), whether the stock are infected ; (2), the date and place they left;
(3), the nearest infected stock to such place ; (4), the nature of such infection ; (5), their
route to the border; (6), nearest infected stock to route; and, (7), the term of the
certificate.
That such certificate be confirmed by the Inspector in the other Colony for the district in
which the crossing-place is.
That the certificate be delivered up to the Inspector in this Colony.
That where they arrive by train, they shall have been conveyed in thoroughly clean and
properly disinfected trucks.
.

(2-)
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(2.) Additional rules in regard to slieep.
(S.) That the slieep be branded with a letter, to denote the Colony from which they come,
Mr. Valcniine ■■ And tlie letter T,

(9.) That on crossing they undergo a quarantine of thirty days, and be tAree times dressed as
Chief Inspector shall direct.
Mr. Valentine: Fourteen days and two dippings.
_
Mr. Whyte .- I think fourteen dajs and two dressings under supervision of Inspector sufficient, where the
presumption is the sheep are clean.
j!/r. Bruce: When all the Colonies are clean, I have no doubt but New- South Wales will agree to fourteen
days and three dressings.
jlir. Valentine: 1 am inclined to think that tho Regulations relating to Intercolonial Stock Traffic should bo
in force only when disease exists in any adjoining Colony, and be put in force by proclamation. This reverses your
rule of making it law aud then suspeuding. Rut under these rules wc arc continuing, and cron extending tho
restrictions, and preventing anything like free trade in stock.
Mr. Bruce • Although 1 prefer the course proposed in the sketch, I have no objection to adopt Hr. Yalcntine’s
suggestion. See my remarks on notes to SO.

(10.) That they do not leave tho quarantine till certified by the Inspector to be clean.
Mr. Curr: 80 and 81. (2.) Unnecessary, (5.) Unnecessary. (8), (0), (10). If I understand Mr. R race,
those are suggestions for a Disease in Stock Act to be general in the Colonies. If so, it vvill not suit us to dross
clean wethers from Riverine, which would become necessary under these clauses.
iU>. ttruce: The operation of those sections would, when Victoria is clean, be suspended by New South Wales
with respect to sheep from Victoria, as they now are under our Sheep Act in regard to sheep from Queensland ;
and Victoria would, of course, be expected to suspend them with regard to sheep coming from New' South It ales,
as that Colony is clean. So that the dressing here alluded to would not be necessary.
It is considered safer to frnino tho measure so as that these restrictions and rcquiiementa would always
apply, unless suspended, as they can bo by section 87. If, however, it he considered best to make them only
apply when occasion required, as proposed by Mr. Valentine at SI (9), that course could be adopted.
'

2, Mules in regard to admission of infected colonial sioch.
52. The following rules shall apply to colonial stock intended to be introduced into this Colony
across the Border, and found to be infected:—
(1.) In regard to such stock in general.

That no stock which the Inspector considers infected (except cattle infected with pleuro
pneumonia) he allowed to cross; and if any arc found on inspection to be infected, notice
be at once given to tho Chief Inspector for the Colony they are in.
Jfr. Valentine: RxorpUng in regard to pleuro-pneumonia, I do not see the use of these rules. I should
certainly object to infected colonial stock being introduced ; and, if introduced, should prefer to provide for (heir
being immediately destroyed and the introducer heavily fined.
Mr. Bntce: I think the sections as sketched carry out Mr. Valentine’s idea. No stock with any infectious
disease but Plcuro arc proposed to he admitted, and then only after they have been inoculated. This might
perhaps have been stated more briefly than in the sketch, but it was considered better to put the provisions in this
shape, in order to preserve uniformity of arrangement and make reference easy.

(2.) Special Titles in regard to catfle infected with pleuro-pneumonia,
That cattle infected with but not actually suffering from pleuro-pneumonia, after being duly
inoculated, may bo introduced.
•
Mr. Valentine : Can this be carried out with all cattle ?
Mr. Bruce : Yes.

1

53. Notwithstanding anything herein contained, any of the provisions of the two next preceding
flections of this Act relating to the introduction of uninfected stock across the Border from the neigh*
’ bouring Colonies may be suspended by proclamation, in regard to any Colony in which disease is not known
to exist: and any of the provisions of this Act relating to cattle infected with pleuro-pneumonia may in
like manner be suspended.
.
_
84. The Governor may in like manner absolutely prohibit the introduction across the Border of
stock from any Colony.
Mr. Valentine .- I think a danse should be introduced providing for how apparently sound stiay stock from
adjoining Colonies should be dealt with.
Mr. Bruce: Yes.
Baht XI.—Istebcoloniai Stock iNino.mjcnn by Sea.

1. Mules of admission of such stock when uninfected.

So. Stock from other Colonies arriving in any port shall he introduced under the following conditions,
namely:—
(1.) In regard to all such stock—
(1.) That they be landed at proclaimed ports only.
(2.) That they be accompanied by the same certificate as stock brought over the Border.
Mr. Valentine ; I think this certificate should be modified ; it is hardly suitable for stock by sea.
Bruce: Yob.

(3.) That the captain give notice to the lnspector within twelve hours of arrival of stock.
jWV, Valentine 7 Not necessary.
•
i,
Mr. Bruce : Where many vessels are arriving, or where Hie Inspector resides at any distance from tbc port,
inch notice as this is very necessary, and very little trouble to the ship’s agent.
Mr. Whyte : I think notice should be given some time before arrival as well.

(4.) That they are not landed till permitted by Inspector.
(5.) That they be so under such regulations as the Minister may publish.
(6.)
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(6.) That, if apparently free from infection, the stock he sent to quarantine, nncl kept and treated
there as prescribed by Schedule
hereto.
(7.) That if the stock exceed five head of cattle or twenty sheep, they may be sent to an outside
quarantine and kept there at their owner’s expense and risk.
Mr. Valentine : What is an outside quarantine ?
Mr. Bruce: An “ outside quarantine” is some isolated place or paddock ■where large numbers of sheep (say
400 or 500 in a lot) are placed in special quarantine—the regular quarantine yards bring too small to contain them,
Mr. Valentine: Call it a 11 special quarantine.”

2. Rules as to admission of such stock when infected.
86.^ The following rules shall apply to infected colonial stock arriving by sea in any port in the
Colony, viz.:—
^
“
(1.) In regard to such stock in general.
(1.) If the stock are found to be infected with any new disease, or with catarrh, they shall be
destroyed, whether it was intended to land such stock or not.
Mr, Valentine : Query—if not landed.
Mr. Bruce: Yes ; because there would bo great risk of the infection spreading through the intercourse
which is kept up between the vessel and the wharf, if the stock with the disease be allowed to remain undcstroycd.
Mr. Whyte: Right.

(2.) Special rules in regard to such stock when infected with pleuro-pneumonia,
(2.) All cattle actually suffering from that disease shall be destroyed.
(3.) If the cattle are infected with but not suft'ering from that disease, they shall be sent to
quarantine for G weeks and inoculated.
.
(3.) Special rules in regard to such stock when infected with scab.
(4.) If any such sheep are infected with scab, they shall be sent to the proper quarantine for
three mouths and dressed as directed.
Mr. Valentine: I cannot agree with this ; won’t have (hem at all ; let them go away or die.
Mr. Bruce : There would be uo difficulty whatever in cleansing a few stud sheep infcctcd_ with scab ; and
there need be no risk of (he disease spreading, if a proper site—such as an island—be selected for their quarantine.
It would, I think, be wrong under such circumstances to destroy valuable stud sheep.
'

87. All or any of the provisions of the
clamation in regard to a clean Colony.

next preceding sections may be suspended by pro

Mr. GordonI think this clause should precede all the clauses to which it relates, and I also think clause 83 should
precede the two preceding sections, otherwise there will be misunderstanding in passing tho Act through Parliament, os those
in charge do not post themselves up.
Mr. Bruee: Yes ; or Mr. Valentine's suggestion ae at 81 '(0) could be adopted, leaving the admission usually open, and
only putting on restrictions against stock from Colonies in which disease appeared.
Mr. Gordon : In order to prevent misunderstanding and debate during tho passage of the Rill through Parliament, all
suspension clauses should, I think, precede the clauses to which they refer. This remark will apply to clause 83.

88. The G-overnor may issue absolute prohibition against any Colony when necessary.
’

Paet XII.—Pobeioit Stock.
1. Rules of admission into the Colony.
89. Foreign stock intended to be introduced shall be so in terms of the following rules, namely:—

Mr. Whyte: A definition of the word “ foreign” seems necessary,
Mr. Bruce : Yes. It might bo defined “ stock from any port or place other than a port or place in the Australian
■Colonics.”
*
.

(1.) In regard to all such stock when uninfected.
(1.) That they be accompanied by a certificate from the Inspector for the port where they were
shipped that neither they nor any other stock on board were infected.
Mr. Whyte"What is to be done if they come from a port where there is no Inspector of Stock P
Sir, Bruee: I do not think that this is’likely to occur after the Regulations passed in the Colonies have been
published in London, as they would be certain to be soon after they arc so in (ho Colonies.
Mr. Valentine: You have not carried out the recommendation of tho Conference in this matter as to
veterinary certificate. I think their recommendation meets the case best.
Mr. Bruce : The provision as to the certificate of a veterinary was overlooked ; it ought to have been pro
vided for.

(2.) That the captains of all vessels arriving from ports outside the Colonics make declaration
as to the stock the}" had on board.
Mr. Valentine: I do not think the captain’s declaration worth the paper it is signed on.
Mr. Bruce: Much reliance cannot be placed on the captain’s declaration in every case, but it always gives
the Inspector an opportunity of obtaining information which ho would not otherwise got.

{3.) That the officer of Customs receiving the declaration forward it to the nearest Inspector,
or intimate captain’s refusal to sign; and if captain refuse, the officer to detain stock and
attendants.
.
Jlfr. Valentine: If possible, omit reference to Customs officers.
JKr. Bruce: This is necessary, and gives the Customs officers very littlo trouble.

(4.) The captain of any vessel with stock on board to send immediate notice of his arrival to the
Inspector.
_
(5.) That no such stock be landed without being examined by the Inspector and a veterinary
surgeon and receive a permit to land.
Mr. Valentine : Veterinary should only be employed when necessary.
jlfr, Bruce : Yes.

(6.) That all such stock found infected be sent at the owner’s expense to quarantine for fiftydays, and dressed or disinfected as directed by Chief Inspector.
_
(7.) At expiry of quarantine the stock be examined in the same manner before being allowed
to leave. ■
(2).
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(2.) In regard to such stock when infected.
(8.) That all such stock found to be infected shall be dealt with according to the description of
such stock and the disease with which they are infected as hereinbefore provided, with
respect to colonial stock brought by sea found to be infected. But all foreign cattle
placed in quarantine shall remain in quarantine fifty days at least.
• i. ^lT' l[alenii”e'‘ Aa 6,'ock when infected, I have never admitted them, and do not like the principle. 1
tlunk it much more advisable to proude for tbc destruction of ail diseased stock Tvliich arrive in our ports. If tvg
intend to keep out disease, we must not be too nice about killing a few because they arc valuable. Tbc admission
oi any diseased animals is a mistake I am sure.
_ ffir. Bruee: Under this sub-section, the only infected stock admissible would be cattle infected with pleuro
and sheep infected with scab j and it was resolved at the Conference that both these sorts of stock might be intro
duced under certain conditions,
b
■ r
opinion that stock should not be allowed to be introduced from countries in which
infectious disease (scab excepted) exist.
Hfr. Bruce : See preceding remark.
'
4i

(8.) In regard to prohibition.
(9.) The G-overnor inay at any time for a period of twelve months absolutely prohibit or restrict
to any extent he may think necessary the introduction of all or any particular kind or
description of stock from any country outside the Australian Colonies. "
Mr. Baientine Why not from the Australian Colonies as well, if necessary?
Mr. Bruce : This is provided for by section 88.
Paet 5III.—Thassiutped Stock, asd Stock landed fok TiiANSinpiiENi.
1. Transhipped sioch.

90. Stock arriving from any of the neighbouring Colonies where they have, within the next
preceding thirty days, been released from quarantine as colonial or foreign stock, shall on landing only
undergo such additional quarantine and disinfecting aa the Minister shall direct.
Mr. Valentine: Query—Chief Inspector.
Mr. Bruce : Yes.

2. Slock for transhipment.
n i ■
^
flrr've fr°ln ™y of the neighbouring Colonies for transhipment to any of the other
Colonies, and be found free from infection, they may be landed and kept at the owner’s expense for twenty
days, at a place to be approved by the Inspector.
02. If foreign stock arrive for transhipment and arc sound, they may be landed for twenty days at
the quarantine set apart for that class of stock, and kept at owner’s expense.
93. If stock arriving for transhipment prove infeeted, or if they arc not removed within the twenty
days, they shall be dealt with as if they were intended for this Colony.
Mr. Valentine: Infeeted stock should not be landed.
'
•
Mr. Bruce : Infected stock of this sort would be dealt with as required by the Act.
Baht XIV.—Expokted Stock.

'

Rules of exportation.

94. I ersons intending to send stock out of the Colony by sea shall give the Inspector
hours notice, and pay the authorised fees for inspection.
9o. ihc Inspector on examining stock to grant a certificate which owner shall transmit with stock.
^

Baht XY.—Infected Strat Stock.
■
96. Any person may seize and detain any stray infected or suspected stock, and shall on
doing so send immediate notice to the Inspector, who shall hold such stock to be travelling stock, and deal
with them accordingly.
9/. While detaining such stock, the person doing so shall take every precaution against the spread
oi disease, and shall hand the stock over to tho Inspector.
Mr. Curr .- What, will the Inspector do with it ?
. , ,■' A large proportion of such stock would be seized by persons other than Inspectors, and it would not be
right to allow these persons to destroy such stock, ue it were, privately. On being delivered to the Inspector the stock would
be dealt (publicly) wilh by him, us rcauired by tho Act.
felentine: I think a clause should be introduced referring to uninfected stray stock from adioiiiing Colonies, so
that they might be seized and dealt with.
j
b
j
Mr, Bruce: Tes. Sec note to 84.
Bart XYI. Land, Premises, Conveyances, Effects, etc., infected or likely to be infected.
ii •
!:lmL VUIl\Prem'spa> erection, conveyance, vessel, food, fittings, effects, or other matter or
thing which has been m direct or indirect contact with infection, or in such a position as to have been
liable to be in such contact, or which has been placed in quarantine, shall for the purposes of this Act bo
held to be infected.
_
1
.
Xfi such land, matters or things as aforesaid shall, according to the disease with which the
same is iniected, be dealt with, so far as practicable, in the same manner as it is by this Act provided that
stock infected with the same disease shall be dealt with.
100. When a vessel arrives which has, or has had, stock infected with any new disease on board,
the Governor m Council may place such vessel in quarantine, until the vessel, stock, attendants, passen
gers, and crew are disinfected.
jl/r. Valentine i Query.
1 1J .
n11 s‘;emB 10 me ao community would put up with such a law, especially when the efficacy of disinfcclants is
held to be doubtful fit- icasl.
a
*
>>
^' ■®ruef: This is an extreme power, and would be very seldom exercised. It is, however, in safe keeping,—that of
the ttovemor and the Executive Council,—and cases might arise where they would deem it right to call it into operation.
Mr. Curr : Insert
“ and their clothes and everything bv which infection may be carried," after the word “ crew."
Mr. Bruce: Yes.
101.
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101. The Governor in Council may from time to time make regulations for prohibiting or regulatmg
tho introduction of wool, skins, hair, horns, bones, hoofs, lodder, hay, straw, or other article by the in ro
duction of which he considers there is any risk of introducing disease.
102. The Inspector may, where he thinks necessary, direct the disinfecting or cleansing of any
premiseSj couvcyauce, vessel, food; fitting, or effects, which the owner shall cany out, unless the Inspec or s
decision is altered on appeal,
Mr. Valenline: Why have it for appeal P Surely an appeal is not necessary.
.
Mr. Bruce: This provision, relating to appeal would with the others on that subject now be onultea.

103. The provisions of this Act shall not apply to thoroughly dry hides or skins, bones horns,
hoofs, melted tallow in casks or skins, nor to horse, cow, or goat’s hair, packed in bags or bales, or to any
other thing not known to be infected.
101. The Governor in Council may, by proclamation, restrict or absolutely prohibit, for any specified
time not exceeding twelve months, tho introduction into this Colony of any fodder, hay, food, strap, fi 'nD9t
effects, matter, or thing used for, with, or about stock, which he considers in any way likely to introduce
the infection.
Paht XVII.—Pexai

anu

Pbecati'iiokart Phovisioxs.

1. Money penalties.
L05. If any person does any of the following things, he shall he deemed guilty of an offence against
this Act, aud on conviction shall forfeit and pay any sum not exceeding that mentioned m the sub-section
describing such offence.
Mr. Valentine: In re penalties. I tlunk it would be much more satisfactory to name the minimum fmc-not less than
£30, or ns it may be. 1 find Magistrates ore very opt to let men off when
13
Mr. Bruce ■■ Yes. 1 think a minimum penalty should in most coses be adopted, but there are some sections where the
expediency of doing so is doubtful,

(10 If he acts in contravention of any of the provisions of this A.ct relating to the election,
powers, duties of Directors, or disturbs any meeting of Directors—a penalty not exceeding
£20

.

.

(2.) If he refuses to admit, obstructs, impedes, or interferes with an Inspector or his assistants,
or refuses to carry out any lawful direction or request of an Inspector under this Act a
penaltv not exceeding'£ 100.
_.i;„„ ■
(3.) If he,“contrary to'this Act, takes or assists to take any stock, carcass, matter, or thing,
or out of quarantine, or in any manner breaks quarantine, or negligently allows stock to
stray in or out of quarantine, or trespasses on any quarantine station—a penalty not exeecd-

'

(4.) IfDhe acts in contravention of any of tbc provisions of this Act in regard to stock on runs,
■ travelling stock, colonial stock, foreign stock, transhipped slock or exported stock, or m
regard to any run, matter, or thing by which the infection is spread or likely to be spread,
when such stock, run, matter, or thing arc uninfected, a penalty not exceeding
, and
when infected, a penalty not exceeding £200.
,
(5.) If he abandon anv stock, or if he casts any stock m any stream or water, or leaves the
carcass of any such stock on a road, or within half a mile of it undestroyed—a penalty not
exceeding £5, if the stock are uninfected ; and not exceeding £100, if they are infected
(G.) If he has in his possession, without the sanction of the Chief Inspector any infected stock
for sale or slaughter, or exposes the same in any shop, stall, or market—a penalty not
(7.) IHie introduces, otherwise than by sea, any wool, skin, or^ other portion of stock from a
Colony declared to be infected—a penalty not exceeding £5Ct
„ . .
, , ,
..i ,
(8.) If he* pack or remove any wool, skins, bones, or other portion of infected stock, without
•
giving the Inspector notice, and putting the same securely up m boxes, casks, bags, or bales,
marked “ infected”—a penalty not exceeding £100.
(0.) If, through culpable negligence, ho allows his infected stock to stray—a penalty not exceedho destroy or obliterate any brand, or car or other mark required by this Act to bo put
on any stock, or deface, pull down, or destroy any placard required by this Act a penalty
(ll.^If h^clig up, or remove, or interfere with any stock or carcass destroyed, buried, or other

wise disposed of as infected—a penalty not exceeding £o0.
_
_
10G. If infected stock of an owner come into direct or into indirect contact, or mix with clean
stock, whereby their owner incurs any loss, damage, or expense, the owner of farst-mentioned stock shall
pay to owner of clean stock all loss, damage, or expense—the amount to be determined by the Directois.
Mr. mvte: The Inspector should have power to enforce these provisions. In Tasmania owners
Mr. Bruce: The Inspector would hove this power—lie could insist upon the stock being dressed or dismlectcd.

do S0'

107. Any Inspector of slaughter-houses to give to nearest Inspector immediate notice of any stock
being infected, and to aid Inspector in tracing outbreak, under a penalty not exceeding £20,.
108 If any person acts in contravention of, or is guilty of any oGcncc against this Act, or mi)
proclamation or regulation, be shall, where a penalty is not specially provided for such offence, bo liable
in a penalty not exceeding £20.
_
100. If anv offence against this Act or any proclamation or regulation be committed in respect to
more than four head of stock, a penalty not exceeding onr.-fourtl of the lump penalty mentioned m_ i.
Act, proclamation, or regulation, may, at the discretion of the Court, be imposed for each head of stock
instead of the said lump penalty.
2
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2. Imprisonment.
110. If any person commits any of tlie following offences ho shall ho deemed guilty of a mis
demeanor, and. shall, on conviction thereof, he liable at the discretion of the Court to imprisonment for
any period not exceeding five years :—
(1.) If he wilfully communicate, or attempt to communicate, or aid, or be concerned in communi
cating any infectious or contagious disease to or among stock.
Mr, Curr : How then can inoculation he performed ?
Mr. Bntce: This objection is Tilid, Inoculation should have been specially exempted,
Mr, Whyte ■ It is three years in the Tasmanian Scab Act,

(2.) If he knowingly permits or connives at the travelling of any infected stock (except cattle
iufected with pleuro-pneumonia).
(3.) If he knowingly ship or put on board any vessel for exportation any infected stock.
(4.) If he make any false return or report under this A.ct, or sign any false certificate respecting
any stock, knowing such return, report, or certificate to he false, or shall forge, or alter, or
utter, or put off any return, report, notice, certificate, permit, brand, or mark, knowing the
same to be forged or altered.
(5.) If he by force or violence obstruct an Inspector or his assistants.
111. If a person knowingly offer for sale any infected stock without informing the purchaser that
they'are infected, or if any person offer for sale any uninoculated cattle without informing the purchaser,
such person shall be deemed guilty of fraud,
112. When, by this Act, or by any proclamation or regulation thereunder, a penalty is fixed at any
sum not exceeding £50, the Court may, at its discretion, instead of such money penalty, indict imprison
ment for any term not exceeding two months ; and where the money penalty is fixed at any sum not
exceeding £100 for any term not exceeding four months, and where the money penalty is fixed at any
sum not exceeding £200 for any term not exceeding six months,
Mr: Whyte : I suspect you will find it difficult to carry this. In default of payment of a fine under our Act in Tasmania,
tlie person may be sentenced to imprisonment for any period not exceeding six months,
Mr. Bruce: This section is not absolutely necessary, but it would add to the efficiency of the measure.

3. Confiscation of stoeh.
_ 113. All stock of any of the following descriptions, driven, travelled, landed, or moved in contra
vention of this Act, or of any proclamation or regulation thereunder, and all fittings, fodder, effects, and
things used for, with, or about such stock, may he seized by any person whomsoever, and handed over to
the nearest Inspector, and shall be destroyed or otherwise disposed of as the Minister may direct, without
any compensation to the owner of such stock:—
(1.) All stock placed in quarantine, all coast district and coastwise stock, and all colonial, foreign,
transhipped, and exported stock ; and all fodder, fittings, effects, and things used for, with,
or about such stock, moved, travelled, or introduced in contravention as aforesaid, whether
such stock, fodder, fittings, effects, or things be infected or not.
(2.) All infected stock knowingly or wilfully moved or travelled, or allowed to stray, or otherwise
dealt with in contravention as aforesaid, and all fodder, fittings, effects, and things used for,
with, or about such stock, or which has been in direct or in indirect contact therewith.
4. Apprehension of offender.
114. An offender may be apprehended under any of the following circumstances:—
(1.) If ho obstructs or impedes an Inspector or his assistants.
(2.) If he commits or attempts or aids in committing any breach of this Act relating to quaran
tine.
(3.) If, after being warned, he persists in travelling infected stock.
Mr. Carr: By whom warned ?
Mr. Brace: By an Inspector or owner.

Paet XVm.—Compensation fou Stock, &c., desteoted.

115. Owners v'hose stock, &c., have been destroyed, if they have complied with the Act, will receive
compensation to the extent of the value of such stock, &c., when destroyed; and proprietors who have sus
tained loss through infected travelling stock being quarantined on their land will also receive compensation.
116. Mode of application to Directors for compensation.
117. Mode by which Directors investigate claim fbr compensation and fix the amount to he awarded.
118. How claim is to be paid from Pastoral Contribution Fund at the Treasury.
*
Part XIX.—Pkoclamations and Rim" cations.

119. The Governor in Council may by proclamation declare the provisions of this Act, and of any
proclamation or regulation thereunder, to apply to any disease in domesticated animals other than those
mentioned in the definition of the word “ disease'’ in the interpretation clause of this Act; and also to any
domesticated animals other than those mentioned in the definition of the term “slock” in the said inter
pretation clause.
120. The Governor in Council may from time to time make, alter, or repeal such proclamations or
regulations as he may think expedient, in respect of any of the following matters or things, namely:—
(tf) The place of meeting and mode of voting for the election of Directors.
(l) The powers, duties, and travelling expenses of Directors and Inspectors.
(e) The placing of land, stock, and other matters and things in quarantine, and releasing the
same; and the establishment and regulating quarantine stations for the reception of coast
wise, colonial, foreign, and any other stock.
'
(d) The duties of owners with respect to stock on runs, travelling stock, intercolonial stock,
transhipped stock, and exported stock, and the action to be taken with respect to such stock
when uninfected or infected.
422—C
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(e) Tho opening and closing of temporary roads for uninfected or infected travelling stock.
(f) The conditions to be imposed on the landing of or subjecting to inspection or to quarantine
of any colonial or foreign stock, fodder, fittings, or efl’cets, or any specified kind thereof,
brought from any specified colony or country.
(y) The insuring for stock brought by sea a proper supply of food during tho passage and on
landing ; and protecting them from unnecessary suft'ering.
(A) The protecting stock from unnecessary suft'ering during inland transit, while being kept at
slaughter-houses, and wherever else they may be.
Mr. Valentine: (g and A). I think these matters do not affect the Inspectors—it is the owner’s business.
If jou could provide for the punishment of cruelty and starvation, it might he of value for G-ovemment to take
notice, but only in quite exceptional cases.
,
Mr. Uruce: These regulations arc not essential, but if passed would benefit the owner and tend to the com
fort of the stock. They are copied from the English Act.

(i) The prohibiting, or regulating the movement aud quarantining of stock, and the removal and
destruction, when necessary, of dead stock or parts thereof, and of'hay, straw, fodder, dung,
litter, and other things likely to spread disease among stock.
_
(j) Tho cleansing and disinfecting of stock, premises, yards, sheds, stalls, stables, stable utensils,
fields, and other premises.
(&) The disposal, mode of destruction, and burial of stock dying while affected with disease.
The prohibiting or regulating the holding of markets, exhibitions, or sales of stock.
(«;) The detaining and keeping of infected or suspected stock, which are being travelled or
moved.
(n) The valuation of stock and effects, and payment of compensation for them when destroyed.
00 The payment and collection of contributions.
_
And generally, any proclamations and regulations deemed expedient for the better execution of this Act,
or for tbc purpose of in any manner preventing the introduction or spreading of disease among stock in
the Colony (whether any such proclamations or regulations are of the same kind as the kinds enumerated
in this section or not): And may in any such proclamation or regulation direct or authorize the slaughter
ing of stock that are affected with any new infectious or contagious disease, or that have been in direct or
in indirect contact with stock so affected : And may in any such proclamation or regulation direct and
authorize payment of compensation for any stock so slaughtered: And may in any such proclamation or
regulation impose penalties for offences against the same—not exceeding the sum of £50 for any such
offence.
121. Every such proclamation or regulation shall he published in the Gazette, and on being so shall
have the like force and effect as if it had been enacted by this Act. And any want of or defect or
irregularity in the publication of any such proclamation or regulation shall not invalidate the same.
Paht XX.—CoXTEEBUriONS AXD EXPENSES.

1. Contributions.
122. To defray the expenses of this Act, thero shall be levied an annual contribution at the rate of
Id. per head on all owners of horses with twenty-four head or more, at the rate of id. per head on all
owners of cattle with forty-eight head or more, and at the rate of 2s. per 100 on all owners of sheep with
500 head or more. And every such contribution shall be a preferential charge on all stock whosoever’s
possession they may he in; but contribution may be reduced or wholly remitted, as the Governor m
Council may decide,
•
Mr. Gordon: In our case wo bare a fund of £7,000 at Cr. Sheep Act, equal to £21,000 in your Colony. If you are
similarly situated, bow do you intend to compromise—will you do so by remitting contributions on sheep for a few years?
Mr. Bruce: There is only a small balance at the credit of our Sheep Act.
Mr. Whyte: Tlie limit us to numbers, of course, is only for convenience and saving of trouble. It may suit the great
Colonies, but would not answer in Tasmania; here a much smaller limit would be required.
Mr. Bruee; Yes.

123. The contributions to be payable together on the 31st day of May to the Colonial Treasurer, or
any one he may appoint, aud to he paid into an account at the Treasury to be called the “ Pastoral
Contribution Euud Account,”
Mr. Valentin/;: What is the object of making 31st May pay day ?
Mr, Bruce .- None, beyond giving time for the returns being received and dealt with by the C.P.S., as here proposed.

124. Owners to make returns before the 1st of January in each year, of the numbers of their stock
to the nearest C.P.S.
125. If the owner fails to make a return, the Inspector may make an estimated one, which shall ho
binding on the owner,
Mr. Gordon: Owner may appeal against this, but if be does so the cost of appeal must bo borne by tbc owner himself.
Mr. Bruce: All appeals are now proposed to be omitted.
1
Mr, Whyte: Quite right.

12G. C.P.S. to make up a list of the owners making returns,—calculate the amount of contribution
due by the several owners,—and make up and forward General Eeturn to the Colonial Treasurer and
Auditor General.
Mr. Gordon: Why not mako the C.P.S. receive tlie money aud forward to you, to be by you paid into Treasury
monthly, as wo do with Brands Act. It affords us a good cheek, and works really well. I have a Bank account for the purpose.
Mr. Bruce The alteration hero suggested would be a decided improvement if contributions were all paid in the country
districts; but by fur the greater portion of them is so in town, in this Colony at least, at the Treasury ; and the course pro
posed in tlie sketch is, under these circumstances, I think, the more convenient.

,
127. The Clerk of Potty Sessions shall, oa or before the 31st of March, send each owner notice of
the amount of contribution which he owes.
Mr. Gordon .- This should bo paid at time of making returns. The calculation is simple, and may be made by any one.
Mr. Bruce : See remarks on notes on 12G.

128.
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128. Owners may appeal to the Directors against the notice sent to them by the C.P.S.
(122—128.)'Hfr. Gordon: I would EugecEt that owners pay assessment at time of making return to tho C.P.S., who
shall send monthly remittances to Chief Inspector, who in like manner pays monthly into Treasury from a public Bank
account. This answers admirably with tho brands assessment account in this Colony, and affords the only possible correct
check on defaulters.

129. Mode of recovering contributions if owner fail to pay.
2. Expenses.
130. Tho balances standing at the credit or debit of the “ Cattle Disease Fund” and the “ Cattle
Esport Act” in the books of the Treasury, shall be carried over to the said “ Pastoral Contribution Fund
Account,” and all claims due under the Acta hereby repealed shall be paid out of the said last-mentioned
account,
Mr. ValentineDon’t understand this clause.
Mr. Union: It relates to Acts now in force in this Colony and Queensland.

131. Tlie Colonial Treasurer shall, under warrant of the Governor, pay out of the said “ Pastoral
Contribution Fund Account” (or in the event of such fund being inadequate, out of such moneys as shall
be appropriated for the purposes of this Act) all claims for compensation and all expenses hereunder.
Aud all such appropriations shall be recouped to the “ Consolidated Hevenuo Fund,” when there is a
sufficient balance to the credit of the said “ Pastoral Contribution Fund.”
Part XXI.—Legaj, Pkocedube.

1. General.
_ 13’2. For the purposes of this Act, or any proclamation or regulation thereunder, every offence
against the same shall be deemed to have been committed, and every cause of complaint under this Act, or
under any proclamation or regulation as aforesaid, shall be deemed to have arisen, either in the place in
which the same actually was committed or arose, or in any place in wliich the person charged or com
plained against happens to be.
133. What is to be held to be service of notice, intimation or summons.
134. Mode of recovering penalties, awards, and sums of money incurred, due, or payable under this
Act, or any proclamation or regulation.
135. When it is uncertain who is the owner of any stock in respect of which a penalty or sum of
money is sued for under this Act, or if an order be obtained with respect to any such stock aud the same
is not immediately satisfied, such stock, or as many thereof as may be necessary, may be levied upon in
satisfaction of such order,
136. Half of penalty to be paid to the person who sues or proceeds for the same, and half to tlie
“ Pastoral Contribution Fund Account.”
Mr. Whyte: Very good, but could not be carried in Tasmania.

137. For the purposes of the Act a station or registered brand on stock shall bo primd facie
evidence of tho ownership thereof; and such brand, in conjunction with its colour, position, or shape, shall
he primd facie evidence that the stock are of the description denoted by such colour, position, or shape.
Mr. Whyte: In Tasmanian Scab Act,11 brand” is primA facie evidence of ownership. The onus prohandi should rest
with the accused.
Mr. Bruce i Making a notice or decision by an Inspector primd facie evidence, as proposed in this section, throws tlie
onus prohandi to a large extent on tho defendant.

138. The Schedules to this Act shall be construed and have effect ns part of this Act.
139. In all questions as to whether stock are quarantine, travelling, coastwise, coast, colonial,
foreign, or transhipped, and whether they are or are not infected, primd facie evidence adduced by an
Inspector to show that any of such stock are of either of the classes here mentioned shall be conclusive
evidence, unless the owner of such stock shall satisfactorily prove the contrary. And any stock with
which stock of any of the descriptions hereinbefore mentioned shall have come into direct or into indirect
contact shall be deemed to ho of the class with which they shall have so come into contact, and shall
be dealt with accordingly.
140. The written certificate or notice of an Inspector shall for tho purposes of this Act be hold to
be primd facie evidence of the fact therein stated.
141. Any decision, order, license, certificate, permit, notice, or other instrument made under this
Act, or under any proclamation or regulation thereunder, may be in writing or in print, or partly in
writing and partly in print.
142. Any public notice, proclamation, or regulation under this Act may be proved as follows: —
(1.) By the production of a newspaper containing a copy of such public notice, proclamation, or
regulation.
(2.) By tbo production of a printed copy of such public notice, proclamation, or regulation,
purporting to be certified to bo a true copy by Inspector or by the nearest C.F.S., or to have
been printed by the Government Printer.
And every such public notice, proclamation, or regulation shall, until the contrary be proved, bo deemed
to have been duly made and issued at the time at which it bears date.
143. No proceedings under this Act taken before any Justices shall be quashed for want of form :
and no conviction, decision, order, appeal, or application made under this Act shall be removed by writ of
certiorari or otherwise into the Supreme Court.
2. Appeal against Justices' decision.
144. Any person feeling aggrieved by the order or decision of any Petty Sessions—if tlie amount of
such order or decision exceeds £20—may appeal therefrom to the County Court, and from that to the
Supremo Court, subject to the following conditions:—
(1.) The appeal must be brought not sooner than fifteen days nor later than four months after tho
decision or order.
(2.) The appellant shall give notice to the C.P.S., within three days of such order or decision, that
be intends to appeal.
(3.)
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(3.) He shall immediately after enter into a recognizance before a Justice, with two sufG.cicnt
sureties, to try such appeal, abide by the judgment, aud pay costs,
(4.) The Court may adjourn the appeal and make such order as they see fit.
Mr. Whyte: I do not like an appeal to the Supreme Court in such eases. _
Mr. Valentine: Avoid all appeals to the Supreme Court; if possible, let it stop before it gets there.
Mr. Bruce: I also am doubtful as to the policy of allowing this appeal, but the section is copied from tho
English Act.

3. Protection of persons in executing the Act.
145. In actions against persons executing this Act, or any proclamation or regulation thereunder, a
month’s notice must he given, the action must be begun within four months, and must be tried in district
where the cause arose.
.
.
146. Defendant may plead that it was done or omitted under the authonty ot
or in
carrying out Act—aud may give special matter in evidence.
_
_
_
147. On trial, plaintiff shall not give evidence of any cause of action not stated in notice. _
148. The plaintiff not to succeed if tender of amends is made before action; and after it is com
menced defendant may pay any sum into Court, and the Court shall make such order as if tho money were
paid into Court iu an ordinary action.
.
149. If the plaintiff does not succeed in obtaining judgment, the defendant shall receive lull costs,
charges, and expenses; and though a verdict is given for plaintiff, he shall not have costs unless the Judges
approve of action and verdict.
150. 'Where any such action is defended under the direction of the Minister, the costs, charges, and
expenses, and any damages or other moneys recovered against or payable by him, shall be deemed to ho
expenses under this Act.
Schedules.

No. 2.
The Chief Insfectoe, Melhouene, to The Chief Iespecior, Sydney.

Melbourne, 29 January, 1875.

Sie,

At your request T. have cursorily gone through your Synopsis of a proposed Disease Prevention
Sill. With much of the policy and many of its details I cannot at all agree, as you will perceive by my
narginal notes on copy returned herewith. On looking through such notes, I am aware that they mav
ippear and in fact are less considerate than they should have been, having been hurriedly penned as it
inly for myself; but I trust you will not attribute this to any other cause than haste, and to my idea it is
veil in such eases to hear unvarnished opinions.
_
,
T
As a whole, I do not like the BillI think it by far too diffuse, whilst, were I a stockowner, I
should consider a great number of the provisions uselessly vexatious.
_
I do not think that such au Act would ever he passed iu Victoria, and 1 am quite sure it never
:ould ho enforced if it were.
The Minister has directed me to state that the Government of this Colony will not hold themselves
'/O be in any way committed to the remarks made by me on this subject.
•
•>
j
p have, &c.,
i.-vv-nT * T>n Vi.r

riTTWD

No. 3.
The Chief Inspectob, Adelaide, to The Chief Inspector, Sidney.

Adelaide, 11 March, 1875.
Deae Sib,^ mail 1 retuTn your

Syn0psis

0f StQCk Disease Bill.

You have gone thoroughly into

See Return No, 1, he matter and in doing so have evidently carried on your present system as far as possible.

I am very
oubtful if our Parliament will introduce a new system, hut n not done I must try and assimilate our new
Jill as near yours as can he done. This can be worked out after your final draft Min print. A-tprcscnt
ro arc not doing much. So far as length is concerned, I do not see how it is possible to deal with all the
ubiects and the different animals without making a long Bill, and I quite agree with you that it is better
o set out distinctly and in one Bill in different parts what is requisite. 1 do not think I need recapitulate
a this non-official letter the remarks I have made in additional memo. I may say, I think wo ought to
eal with fluke and worms so far as I have drawn out. All I want to do is to force people to take some
tens to improve the health of their slieep, and that can only be done by law unfortunately; it ought not
o reouiro more than losses, but I find the general scheme of these sort of men is to palm off their
mbealthy stock on other parties and grumble at the Inspectors for exposing them. I have no objection
o their selling these sheep if it does not injure the public, but when the many are to suffer lor the tew,
hen, I think, we may step in and have our say.
'
’
I am, &c.,
C. J. VALENTINE.

No. 4.
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No. 4.
The Chief Ijtspectoii, Hobart To’wSj to The Chief Isspectoe, Sydney.

Tasmania.
Inspector of Sheep Office,
3 April, 1875.
My

deae

Sie,

_
I return your Synopsis, with a few general remarks on it. I have gone over it several times s™ Return
with much care, and certainly it appears to me to have been very carefully considered, and the subject Tro'L
thoroughly reviewed in every point of view. If you can get this Synopsis carried out iu a well-drawn Bill
I think it will fully carry out the opinions expressed in the suggestions of the Conference.
I am informed by Mr. Curr that the Victorian Government arc disposed to carry out the suggestions
of the Conference.
I have, Ac.,
JAMES WHYTE.

No. 5.
The Chief Inspecioe, Beiseane, to The Chief Inspectoe, Sydney.

Brisbane, M April, 1875.
Deae Bruce,

I have forwarded your draft Stock Bill by this post. I have gone carefully over it many times, s™ Return
and take no exception whatever to its form and provisions, with a few minor exceptions noted in the li0--L
margin, and wliich do not affect the principle.
The measure to be recommended by me to my Government will embody the same principles through
out, although as yet I do not see my way clearly to embodying the Sheep and Cattle Acts in one measure.
This, however, is only my own opinion and that of a limited number of owners to whom I have had an
opportunity of speaking.
Yours truly,
P. E. GORDON.

No. 6.
CiBcuiiAit

to

The Chief Inspectoes.

Sketch of Stock Disease Prevention Bill.

Sydney, 20 Mav, 1875.
'

Deae Sie,

As I proposed in my circular letter of January last, I now beg to send you herewith a copy of s« No. l
the notes by the members of the late Conference on the several clauses of the above sketeb, and of my
remarks on these notes for your further consideration, with tlie view to cur coming to an agreement on
the more important details of a measure which we can join in recommendiug to our respective Governments ■
and 1 willjbe glad if you will favour me at your early convenience with any additional marks you may have
to offer on the questions raised in the paper now sent you.
Looking at these notes, the divergence of opinion among us on the principal provisions of the sketch
does not appear to be very great; and perhaps the better way will now be for each member, iu replying to
this communication, to state the section or sub-section to which he is opposed, and his reasons for bettiir so •
and with respect to the other provisions of the sketch to which no reference is made, it will be taken for
granted that he agrees to them.
Little or nothing has been said in the notes as to the form which the measure should assume. I
am quite willing to agree to its being drawn up in any shape which may be deemed best.
'
'
Although I may have again to trouble you in this way, I trust that when the explanations which
have been offered are considered, the agreement on the whole will be so general as that my next paper will
he a very short one.
I am, &c.,
•
_________________
ALEX. BRUCE.

No. 7.
The Chief Inspectoe, Meibouene, to The Chief Inspecioe, Sydney.

(hTon-official.)

,,

My

„

deae

Sie,

Melbourne, 2 June, 1875.

.
1,1 rel% ^ y°ur letter of the 20th May, I bog to state that I have gone through a considerable
„ „
portion of the enclosure with some attention, aud find no reason to alter what I have previously stated on ^ ‘ t>'
this subject. As, however, there is no certainty that ever this matter will come before the Government
of Yietoria, I have not paid that attention to it which I should have done had 1 seen that my labours were
likely to produce any fruit. With many of the remarks made by Mr. Gordon and Mr. Valentine I also
agree ; though, however, I have not, for the reason stated, entered fully into the subject, I think it well to
make some remarks, which may be of use to you if preparing a Bill on the subject.
I will begin then by stating in a general way, that it seems to me that the measure which you
propose is excessive, and that comparatively few clauses would effect all that can bo done under the
circumstances; and, secondly, I much prefer in these cases regulations to provisions in an Act. It is a
a fact that the work done in Victoria hue been under regulations, and that the Acts themselves (the Scab
Acts) were always failures.
As
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As regards sections 5 to 28, I must repeat that I consider them bad in principle and in practice.
Tou have stated respecting them that the Government would only he guided in local matters by a local
Hoard. Besides that such has not been my experience, I will add, that nothing almost connected with
disease can be confined to local results. IJisease on tlie smallest farm in Victoria has, or may have, a
bearing on tho whole of the stock of New Holland.
Section 30.—I cannot but think that the reason that the system of Directors worked well in New
South Wales was that there was but little to be done in that Colony: disease never brought any strain on
the system. Divided powers—the delays occasioned by Boards—the impossibility of carrying through any
system under such a variety of management and circumstances—the isolated standpoint from which each
separate Board takes its view—their want of responsibility—are all matters hostile to vigorous, wellordered, and sustained action. Boards ofadnice, pure and simple, I should consider desirable, and none
others. As regards officers, they should, I think, be indepeudeut of local influence, and I would prefer
them being strangers in their districts at starting. If real work had to be done, I should place little
confidence in an Inspector who had been appointed or recommended by the very people lie might have
to coerce.
Section 33.—I think an Inspector should be allowed to kill stock, to ascertain the presence of
disease; but as for producing parts for evidence in Court, I think the less said about it the better. To
the Scab Act such a course, for instance, would have been fatal,
40.-—Idem.
49.—I agree with Mr. Valentine in his remarks on this clause.
I will not, however, trouble you further with details, as I could not agree with the principal features
of what you propose.
I want to see an Act which is so elastic that it can be made to suit all cases—an Act which works,
therefore, by regulations. I want to see the power provided, one which can bo wielded easily and
effectually, and Boards existing whose advice can he asked when wanted,—with officers who can be
expected to administer the Act without fear or favour.
Your proposal docs not seem to provide for such a state of things. From it would result a lengthy,
weak law, one which could only be amended by Parliament, no matter how great the emergency, wliich
locally-appointed Inspectors and the intermeddlcment of Directors would thoroughly emasculate.
Trusting, my dear Sir, that you will find tho freedom of my remarks, which are given straight
forwardly and honorably, proper to the question before us, and as the result of my wish for a real
good law,—
I bog to remain, &c.,
EDWARD M, CURE.

No. 8.
The Chief Inspectoe, Adelaide, to The Chief Insfectoe, Sydney.

■
Deae Sie,

Inspector of Sheep Office,
Adelaide, 15 June, 1875.
•

Herewith I return notes and Bill forwarded. I have read them over, and do not think I can
say much more or suggest other alterations than I have done. There appears to be very little difference
between us. After all, Mr. Curr’s objections are not such as to prevent a Bill being drawn in Victoria of
a character very similar.
Tho general provisions of the Bill meet vrith my approval, excepting the “ Coast District” section,
which is unsuitable to this Colony. At one time I thought it would work well, but now I am of opinion
we are better without it. There are certainly clauses to which I may take exception, but not of sufficient
importance to hurt the Bill. Those clauses which are arbitrary are likely to be struck out, yet I do not
seo how we can have a good serviceable Bill without having clauses which are very objectionable to many.
Regarding the system of Boards, either as in New South Wales or as in Victoria, I do not see that
it matters which is adopted, so long as they are ex officio Inspectors. I have had no experience in working
them; but looking at your outside Boards in places, I have not formed a favourable opinion of the working,
but with an assessment I do not think the Bill would pass without allowing stockholders some word in
dealing with the money.
As to form of the Bill, I would merely suggest that cattle of all kinds should be kept as distinct as
possible from Sheep.
.
My Commissioner will not look at the Bill until it is in print. Without wishing to hurry you, I
would suggest that if you can put the Bill in form on the present notes and print it, it would be of great
advantage. Let each have an extra copy and return—one to you with the Bill altered in such way as he
intends to recommend to his Government; this will advance the matter. Unless I get a printed copy
before my Commissioner, who is the head of the Government, shortly, I shall not get it on the Table of
the House this Session,
I am sorry you do not see your way to have clauses dealing with fluke and worms. I still think we
ought, and, if possible, shall endeavour to carry my point; by means of regular examinations wo may be
much better able to deal with them. Gordon will of course wait for the Report of the Commission.
I am, &c.,
C. J. VALENTINE.

No. 9.
The Chief Inspectoe, Hobaet Town, to The Chief Inspectoe, Sydney.

Tasmania.
Inspector of Sheep Office,
21 July, 1875.
Sie,

I am directed by the Chief Inspector (who I am sorry to say is unable to leave his room
through illness) to return the “ Notes by the several Chief Inspectors of Stock, on the ‘ Stock Disease
Prevention Bill, 1875,’ ” and also to state that he has no further suggestions to offer at present, though
perhaps may do so on further consideration.
.
I have, &e-,
J, COMPTON PENNY.
No. 10.

""

1
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No. 10.
The Chief Inspecioe, Beiseane, to Tee Chief Inspectoe, S tenet.

Office of Chief Inspector of Stock,

Brisbane, 23 July, 1875.

Sie,

'

I have the honor to forward herewith my notes on the sketch Stock Disease Prevention Bill
submitted by you. "With the principle and arrangement of the measure I now entirely agree, and the few
objections I have offered to the details are made more with the hope that they may be seen to improve the
Bill than with any intention of pressing their adoption upon you.
I may state that I have not consulted the Minister on the matter, and that my notes are given as
the result of my own experience.
It is my intention to commence at once to draft a Bill for this Colony, under the headings and in
tho order laid down in your sketch, in order that I may be able to compare it with your rdafb Bill when
clahorated.
'
I have, &c.,
P. E. GORDON,
Chief Inspector of Stock.
P.S.—It is to be understood that these notes are substituted for those formerly offered on the
sketch. It will also he understood that I fully agree with all tho clauses on which I offer no remarks.—
P.R.G.
t

•

r

t

Returns Nos. 3 and 4.
No. 3.—A Return from Stockowners, showing the effect of inoculation for pleuro-pneumonia in cattle.
No. 4.—Returns from Sheepowners, as to the nature, symptoms, prevention, and cure of worms, fluke,
and foot-rot in sheep.
_ The information ordered by Parts 3 and 4 will require to be obtained from stockowners, and will be
furnished as soon as it is procured.

Return No. 5.
Inland Inspectoes.

Tee reasons for retaining these officers are the following:—
Sheep Act,
1. There is a certain amount of risk that, although there are Border and Coast Inspectors, sheep
infected with senh might be allowed to pass them unobserved, aud thus spread the disease throughout the
Colony, without its being detected,—if the Inland Inspectors were all removed.
2. There is also still some risk of outbreaks of catarrh occurring.
3. There are many provisions in the Sheep Act relating to the branding aud travelling of sheep
which require to be carried out, even when there is little or no risk of disease, and which would fail to be
so^ if there were no Inland Inspectors. Owners will never be at the trouble of looking after each other
with regard to these matters; and, as a role, they would much rather pay Inspectors to prosecute than
do so themselves. The Directors, again, would neither have the time nor the inclination to see these
provisions of tho Sheep Act enforced.

Worms andfluke.
Discussion has lately arisen as to whether sheep affected with these ailments should not be prevented
from travelling into districts in which they do not naturally exist, as there is no doubt that sheep infected
with these parasites carry the infection to sheep which would not otherwise he affected; and it is very
probable that some action will ere long require to he taken to prevent this.
Cattle disease prevention.
It is universally admitted that something ought to be done with pleuro-pneumonia. That at any
rate cattle actually affected with that disease should not be allowed to travel, and thus sow the infection
broadcast as they go. Indeed, some go so far as to propose the compulsory inoculation of all herds infected
with pleuro; and there are certainly very strong grounds for advocating that course, as the returns lately
received at this Branch show that, taking the owners in all the different districts in the Colony who have
inoculated, there are eighteen "for,” and only one “ against,” inoculation.
_
If any measure were passed for dealing with tin's disease, cattle-owners would require to contribute
to tho payment of the Inspectors’ salaries ; and if they did, 5s. per thousand, or one-fourth of a farthing
per shecj), would then be sufficient as contribution under the Sheep Act.
Brands and Cattle-stealing Prevention Acts.
1. Under the Brands Act the Inspectors assist owners in registering their brands.
2. They see the provisions of the Act in regard to branding, droving, Ac., carried out. If they did
not, the Brands A.ct would very soon become a dead letter, aud tbc trouble and expense of registering in a
great measure lost.
3. They aid the police in the detection of sheep- and cattle-stealers, This is especially the case in
regard to sheep-stealing, which, with the turning out of sheep, is becoming rife in many parts of the
Colony, as they examine the stock in the course of their duty as Inspectors, and can take notice of any
suspicious brands and marks with which they may meet.

Impounding
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Impounding Act.

It has been proposed that Inspectors of Stock should be Inspectors of Pounds, and a Bill giving
them supervision of Pounds and Poundkeepers has been in type for the last four or five years.
A Pound now, instead of being a convenience to a district, is often only a nuisance ; and this arises
almost entirely from the want of supervision—Poundkeepers in many instances doing to a great extent
as they like.
Droving roads and reserves.
Inspectors have recently been called upon to report upon these roads and reserves; and these
officers are in the best possible position to do this duly, and to protect the interests of the public, so far as
travelling stock are concerned.
Wlicn tho question was put to the different Boards of Directors, in 1872, as to whether the service
of tho Inland Inspectors could be dispensed with,—twelve answered in the negative, four answered in the
affirmative, two scut no reply.
■
Although there was a considerable majority iu favour of retaining the Inspectors, it is probable that
it would have been still larger if the Boards had been aware of the proposal to give the Inspectors other
work to do, and reduce the sheep contribution.
A.B., 22 April, /75.

Sydney: Thomas Iticbarde, Government rrintor.—187&.

[1#. 3c?.]
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1875.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

DISEi SBS AFFECTING LIVE STOCK.
(STATISTICS.)

Ordered hij the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 10 August, 1875.

ADDITIONAL part of Ketuvn to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative
Assembly of New South WaleSj dated 16 July, 1875, in reference to Diseases
atfccting Live Stock.
r

t

SCHEDULE.

so.

TAGE.

1. Ike Chief Inspector, Sydney, to the Chief Inspector, Melbourne, inviting him to mete sketch of Stock Disease
Provontion Bill. 10 Juno, 1875 .....................................................................................................................................
2. The Chief Inspector, Melbourne, to Chief Inspector, Sydney, in reply to Ho. I, 2 July, 1875 ..................................
3. Victorian Scab Act, altered by Chief Inspector, Melbourne. 2 July, 1875.....................................................................
A The Chief Inspector, Sydney, to Chief Inspector, Melbourne, acknowledging receipt of Hos. 2 and 3. 15 July, 1876
G. The Chief Inspector, Melbourne, to Chief Inspector, Sydney, acknowledging receipt of No. 4. 19 July, 1875
0. Tlie Chief Inspector, Sydney, to Chief Inspectors, Queensland, South Australia, and Tasmania, asking their opinions
on sketch by Chief Inspector of Melbourne. 27 July, 1875....'....................................................................................
7. Telegram, the Chief Inspector, Brisbane, to the Chief Inspector, Sydney, transmitting opinion as requested.
2 August, 1875.................................................................. .................................................................................................
8. Letter from the same to the same, transmitting same, 2 August, 1875 ..........................................................................
9. Telegram, the Chief Inspector, Sydney, to Chief Inspectors, Adelaide and Hobart Town, asking replies to No. 6.
5 August, 1875....................................................................................................................................° ^.......................
10. Telegram, the Chief Inspector, Adelaide, iu reply to No. 6. 5 August, 1875..................................................................
11. Telegram, the Chief Inspector, Hobart Town, in reply to No. 6. 9 August, 1875 ......................................................
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DISEASES AEEECTINGr LIVE STOCK.

No. 1.
The Cittef Inspectoe. Sydney, to The Chief Inspectoe, Melbourne.

(Non-official.)
Deae Ste^

Sydney, 10 June, 1375.
tl)at th& ^ ^ stet,c]ie(i is too long, and that you prefer a short measure worked by

regulations. As this is the case, I think it would tend very materially to further the object in new if you
would make a sketch of such a measure as you thmk would meet the case, and send or allow me to send
conies to each of the other members for their consideration and remarks
1
2 As I said, I am not at all wedded to any particular form of a Bill; and if you will frame and
forward a short measure such as you describe, containing tho necessary provisions for binding the several
Colonies to such a course of action as will result in a combined and simultaneous effort to eradicate the
infectious diseases now prevailing among our live stock and prevent the introduction of fresh ailment., t
will hare my most cordial support
I am, &c.,

ALEX. BEDCE.

No. 2.
The Chief Inspectoe, Melbourne, to The Chief Inspector, Sydney.

Melbourne, 2 July, 1375.
Sketch No. 2.

Sin,

Kn.1.

I have the honor to reply to your non-official letter of the 10th ultimo, on the subject of a Diseases
in Stock Act. Whilst so doing, you will be good enough to remember that I only offer my own private
opinion on the subject in question, by which, of course, the Government of this Colony are in no ways
t0Und'Proceeding then to give you my views on what I think would be a suitable law, I have started with

Ere No. 3.

our Diseases in Stock Act of 17th December, 1872, of which I send you a cojiy, m which you mil find
certain written alterations and erasures. To this Act I have the honor to make the following additions
in short. 1 have not thought it necessary to go so completely and methodically uito_ the matter as you
have done in your sketch, but I hope that I have done enough to put you practically in possession ot my
views on the subject. I proceed then with my proposed additions to our present Act:
1st. That the Governor in Council may divide the Colony into districts for the purposes of this
Act, and may alter and aunul such districts.
.
„
, ,
2nd I'll at the Governor in Council may appoint Boards of advice in each district of not less
than five members, whose dutv it shall be to advise with the Inspector of the district and
report to the Chief Secretary on the subject of disease in the district when necessary.
Members of such Boards to be resident in the district, and owners of not less than 100 cattle
or 1,000 sheep iu a satisfactory state as regards their freedom from disease.
. .
3rd. Inspectors to have power to kill animals in performance of iheir duty of examining for
disease. Compensation in tlm tuiso for the animals killed to be made to the owner.
4th. Inspectors of Stock to be empowered to seize and destroy unwholesome meat ottered lor
5th Here insert substance of section 34 of Mr. Bruce’s sketch of Diseases in Stock Bill.
_
6th Iu lieu of clause 10 of our Discdses in Stock Act herewith, insert “ That the Governor m
Council may to prevent the spread or introduction of any disease cause to bo destroyed or
placed in quarantine in any place which he may deem fit any stock whatsoever
#
7th That when any person suffers any loss in respect of any stock not his property so quarantined
’ or destroyed on his land, that such Loss should be made good by the Government.
8th. That any expense or loss incurred by the Government under the foregoing section shall be
made good by the owner of the stock so dealt with,
9th. Here insert clause 35 of Mr. Bruce’s sketch.
- c.* i a i. u
10th. In addition to tlie powers taken under clause 4 of our Diseases in Stock Act, add the

By regulation.

K,_Dor the purpose of preventing the introduction of disease through tho medium of ships
arriving in harbour.
_ _
L.—Bor dealing with markets, shows, exhibitions, &e.
t
11th. Stock placed in quarantine to be entirely at the risk and cost of their owner.
12th. Here insert sections 47, 48, and 49, of Mr. Bruce’s sketch ; also sections 6/, 63, and 69 oi
13th That captains of vessels on arriving in harbour furnish Chief Inspector of Stock with the
statutory declaration as to health of stock on board aud deaths which may have occurred
-14th. Penalty of noUesa than £100 on captains of vessels if any stock be lauded contrary to
regulations in force, such penalty to be no bar to prosecution of tlie owner of such stock.
15th. In all cases minimum and maximum penalties to be stated in the Act or regulations.
16th. Mode of procedure by which penalties may be recovered.
r
17th. Insert sections 109, 110, 113. and 114 of Mr. Bruce’s sketch ; also section 139 ot same.
Whilst begging you to accept of my want of leisure as my excuse for not going into this matter in a
more systematic manner I hope that what I have written will put you substantially in possession of my v tews

K
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on tho subject. There is one point, however, to which I think it necessary to draw jour attention once more,
as I frequently did that of the Conference, namely, my strong objection to the policy of allowing stock
from Europe to be introduced into these Colonies on any terms whatever. If such a course be persisted
in, it is my conviction that in spite of any quarantine which may be devised, we shall end by acclimatizing
here all the diseases to which European stock is subject.
I have, &c.,
EDWARD M. CURR,
Chief Inspector of Stock.

No. 3.
Ytctoktan Scab Act, altered by Chief Inspector, Mf.lbouhke.

No. CCCCLL
An Act for the Prevention of Diseases in Stock. \Vlth December, 13/2.]
Be it enacted by the Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative
Council and Legislative Assembly of Yietoria in'this present Parliament assembled and by the authority
of the same as follows (that is to say)
1. This Act shall be called and may be cited as “ The Diseases in Stock Act 1872.”
Title of Act.
2. Part III of the 11 Prevention of Diseases of Animals Statute 186 i" and the “ Prevention of Repeal.
Diseases of Animals Statute 1872,” No. 418, are hereby repealed.
3. In tlie construction of this Act the following words shall if not inconsistent with the context intmwtatioiL
or subject matter bavc the meanings hereby respectively assigned to them (that is to say);
“ Inspector of Stock” shall include the Chief Inspector of Stock or person employed under the
Act.
•
“Stock” shall include any hull cow ox calf stallion mare gelding foal ass mule ram ewe
.
wether lamb pig goat dog or other animal whatsoever alive or dead.
“ Drive” shall meau drive conduct or convey whether by land or by water.
,
.
,
“Disease” shall mean any contagious or infectious disease to which any animal is subject, which
the Governor in Council may from time to time by order declare to be a contagious or
infections disease for the purposes of this Act.
“Diseased stock” shall mean all stock proclaimed by the Governor in Council to be diseased aa
well as alt stock suffering from any'diseaae the Governor in Council has proclaimed to be
infectious or contagious,
Insert the word “ owner,” as per our Scab Act of 18/0 ; altering the word “ sheep into " stock.
“ Eittiiigs” shall mean any sheep pens, cattle or horse-boxes and any materials used for penning,
yarding, or confining stock ; as also any halters, brushes, clothes, buckets or other articles
whatever which shall have been brought in contact with any diseased stock, _
_
“Eodder” shall mean any food or bedding used or which shall have been brought in contact with
any stock.
4. The Governor in Council may from time to time make such regulations under this A.ct as may
be deemed expedient for all or any of the following purposes and may rescind the same:—
nmkcreguiaA. For extending all or any of the sections of this Act to any particular stock or kind of stock,
B. For prohibiting the introduction into the Colony, cither by sea or land, of any stock.
C. For regulating and fixing tlie conditions upon which certain kinds of stock may he introduced
into the Colony.
. D. For the inspection of newly introduced stock.
_
E. For taking such steps as may be deemed expedient to prevent tlie spread of any disease which
may have obtained a footing in the Colony and to eradicate it.
_
.
F. For placing any stock in quarantine for such periods, at such places or buildings, and within
such limits as may be deemed expedient, and for declaring any such place'or building a
quarantine district.
_
,
G. For the purpose of subjecting any stock to such restrictions or veterinary treatment remedial
measures as may be deemed necessary to prevent the introduction and spread of disease.
II. For the seizure and destruction of any stock diseased or supposed to be diseased. . _
I. For the purpose of proclaiming any portion of the Colony a quarantine or a clean district.
J. For prohibiting or regulating the introduction into the Colony of any fodder or fittings,^ and
for the seizure sale or destruction of any such fodder or fittings landed without the written
authority of an Inspector of Stock.
_
_
.
K\ For the purpose of preventing the introduction of disease through the medium of ships
arriving in harbour.
•
L. For dealing with markets, shows, exhibitions, &c.
5. Tlie Governor in Council may from time to time appoint and remove a Chief Inspector of
Stock,
Inspectors
of Stock, and such other officers as may
be necessary to'"carry out tlie provisions of this epoctors
appoint in
,
’
r
'
and
ACtJ,

,

.
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i

j

other persons.

6. Inspectors of Stock shall have power to enter at any time into any ship or on any land or ro™ of i*into any building for the purpose of inspecting any stock, or enforcing the provisions of this Act or the penalty for hinregulations made in pursuance hereof. Any person wlm shall obstruct or hinder any Inspector in the
him.
performance of his duty shall, on conviction before two Justices of the Peace, forfeit and pay a penalty 0 s ru
not exceeding fifty pounds for every such offence.
,
7. Stock newly introduced either hy sea or land shall not travel until it has been inspected by an gph,at^*n°ofi.“wiy
Inspector appointed for that purpose, and until he has authorized it to travel. The cost of such inspection introduced «twfc
and of carrying ont the several provisions of this Act shall be defrayed by a charge to be imposed of one
shilling per head for every head of cattle and horses, sixpence per head for every head of calves and foals,
and one penny per head for every head of sheep and pigs so inspected ; aud such charge may be recovered
in a summary way before any two Justices.
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^Driving stack

S. Any person who shall allow to stray or shall drive or cause to be driven any stoclc into a
quarantine or clean district without the written authority of an Inspector of Stock shall, on conviction
before two Justices of the Peace, forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding one hundred pounds for every
such offence.
’
lotroduction of
fl.
Any
person
who
shall
introduce
into
the
Colony
any fodder or fittings without the written
fodder and
fitting1; Into tho authority of an Inspector of Stock shall, on conviction before "two Justices of the Peace, forfeit such
Colony,
fodder and fittings and pay a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds for every such offence.
Expenses con
.
10. Whenever the Governor in Council shall have ordered that any stock shall he placed in quaran
nected with
diseased stock to tine or under restrictions for the purposes of this Act, or that remedial measures shall be taken to prevent
he borne by Ltio
the introduction or spread of disease, the cost and expense thereby incurred shall in every case be borne
owner.
bv the owner of the stock dealt with, if it shall he proved to the satisfaction of the Governor in Council
that such stock are or have been diseased, and sucli cost and expense may be recovered in a summary
manner before any two Justices of the Peace on complaint by an Inspector of Stock.
Driving stock
11. Any person who shall drive or cause to be driven into through or ont of any quarantine district,
into quarantine
or shall remove from any quarantine district any fodder or fittings, or any soil, sand, or other material upon
districts, ami
removal from
which any diseased stock, have been kept, or any dairy produce of diseased stock, without the written
same of fodder,
authority of an Inspector of Stock, shall upon conviction before two Justices of the Peace forfeit and
*e.
pay a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds for every such offence.
12. Any person who shall be guilty of a breach of any of the regulations made under this Act by tbo
IS reach of regula
tions. Governor in Council, shall on conviction of the same before two Justices of the Peace forfeit and pay a
penalty not exceeding five hundred pounds for every such offence.
,
Effect of regula
13. Any regulation made or to be made under this A.ct shall have the full force of law until the
tions,
same shall havetieen disallowed by resolution of both Houses of Parliament, and thereupon such romilation or any part thereof so disallowed shall cease to have any force or effect in law : Provided also°and
Duration of Act, be it enacted that this Act shall continue in force until repealed.
into cHm di:*triot without
TTrittcu ftutliority of Inspector.

No. 4.
The Chief Inspector, Sydsett, to The Chief Insfectou, Melboue^e.

*

{Non-official^)
Deae Sie,
&oh Sfw. 2 and 3.

‘

*

Sydney, 15 July, 18/5.
^

.

_ I ha ve considered the sketch of the measure forwarded by you with your letter of tho 2nd Inst.,
for carrying into effect the resolutions passed at the Conference of Chief Inspectors of Stock, held at
Sydney in November last; and I now beg to offer the following remarks on your paper
1. The measure sketched by you would be worked entirely by regulations, and would give the
Governor in Council power to make any regulations; to do absolutely anything, and deal with any sort of
stoclc, aud any diseases he may consider necessary.
'
2. Now I do not think that our Legislature could ever be induced, unless perhaps in the case of a
very great emergency, and temporarily to give tlie Governor in Council such powers as these, and it is not
every Government that would like to have the responsibility imposed upon them of administering such an
Act.
■
3. But supposing for a moment that such a measure as here proposed by you were passed in this
and the other Colonies, I think you will on consideration see that, so far as the objects of the Conferenco
are concerned, it would be utterly valueless, for it would in no way bind any of the Colonies to a uniform
course of action,
4. To show that this would actually occur, we have only to recollect that under such a measure one
Colony might make a regulation compelling tlie owners of sheep infected with scab to destroy Ihem, while
the next only enforced their cleansing, and the third made no regulation whatever, hut allowed owners to
do what they liked with their infected flocks.
5. Again, under such a law one Colony might compel owners to destroy cattle affected with
pleuro-pneumonia, while another might only enforce compulsory inoculation, and a” third might take no
cognizance whatever of tbc disease.
6. Or again, one Colony might admit all sorts of stock from places outside Australia and Tasmania,
another might admit only certain sorts of stock, and a third might admit stock from onlv certain Colonies
and countries.
"
_
7. If then this is the case—and I do not think it can be disputed—the several Colonies would be
in no way bound to adopt tho same law, with respect to the infectious and contagious diseases existing
among our stock; and the very heavy losses these diseases now annually occasion would be certain to
continue, while fresh ailments, even of a more malignant character, might perhaps be introduced.
8. With regard to the length of the measure, aa first sketched, and the minuteness of its details, I
think it will be seen, on reference to the Imperial Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act of 1SG9, that I have
followed, to a large extent at least, a very good precedent in both these respects ; and so long as reference
can easily and readily be made to any of the provisions of a- measure—which it can be in this case through
their being arranged in Parts, and under distinct headings—its length is no objection whatever.
9. Besides we have, I think, all had sufficient experience to enable us to judge how far these details
are necessary and practicable; and so far as they are so, it is certainly very much better that they should
be embodied in. Acts of the several Legislatures, than left to be promulgated from time to time, in the
shape of regulations, which may be made without due consideration.
10. It is a fact too that regulations aro lost sight of by the public, while every one becomes
acquainted with the provisions of the Acts of Parliament which in any way affect their calling or
property.
I am, &e.,
ALEX. BRUCE.
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The OiriEJ? Iitspectob, Mej^bouese, to The Chief Ixsfectoe, Sidnet.

Melbourne, 19 July, 1873.
8 LB,

I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of 15th Instant,
Tn replying to it 1 hope you will agree with me that there can he little use in my going into your
objections categorically, when there is no probability of such a step altering my opinion on the subject.
After a full consideration of tbo matter, it is my unalterable opinion that no law will ever satisfactorily
settle every important particular of'an Act such as the one in question, and yet be suitable to half-adozen Colonies whose circumstances arc so diverse as those of the Australian group.
Tor many reasons it is clear to me that disease must be dealt with by regulation,
*
Tleming, the best authority on such subjects, has taken just the same position in this matter which
T have and always shall advocate ; ho objects to the English law on this very score.
When this subject was discussed at the Conference it was admitted a hundred times that some
course which was admirably suited to ouc Colony would not answer in another, from which it resulted that
from Queensland, for instance, some benefit was to be withheld, aa the step proposed was unsuited (say)
to Tasmania; so that the rceommeudations of the Conference wore to some deqree emasculated, in order
that they might be uniform.
My opinion is that it would be wiser were each Colony to take all possible means at its command to
siay and reduce disease irrespective of others, recognizing at the same time the necessity for each Colony
helping tlie other, and working together as far as practicable.
As regards the advantages of regulations, 1 will remark that it was tried for ten years to extirpate
scab by law7 from Victoria, and proved a failure. Wo were thou allowed to go to work with regulations,
which (as far as is known) succeeded in four years.
1 have, &c.,
EDWAUD M. CURR.

No. 6.
Tnu

Chief Inspectoe, Svoxev, to

Tim

Cjiiff Inspectoes, Queenslanjj, South Ausiealu,

and

Tasaiani.v,

(Non-qfficiitL)
Sydney, 27 July, 1875.

Deae Sie,

'

Mr. Cnrr having stated, in the course of his correspondence with regard to the Bill sketched
to carry out tho resolutions of the Conference, f hut he thought a very much shorter measure might bo
framed, I asked him to favour me wilh the outlines of flic measure ho would propose.
2. He h as kindly complied with my request; and 1 now send you herewith a copy of his letter of Sce yos- tho 2nd instant, in which he gives the outlines of such a Hill ns he thinks would answer tho purpose. I
also send you a copy of my reply to his letter , aud I wall be glad to have your opinion upon his proposals Scc Xo-*and my letter at your earliest convenience, as the present Session of our Parliament wull very soon
terminate, and 1 should like that the whole of the correspondence relating to the Conference were laid
upon the table of the House and ordered fo be printed, before it rises, in order that the Members of the
Select Committee which has been appointed to inquire into and report upon the prevention pf Diseases iu
Stock may have an opportunity of considering the resolutions of the Conference and the relative corre
spondence during the recess.
3- I was in hopes that I would be able to send you with this a copy of the Victorian Stock Disease
Prevention Act of 1872, to which Mr. Curr refers in his letter of tho 2nd ; but tbc copies of that Act, for
which 1 wrote some time back, have not yet reached me, and L can only send you, as I do with this, a list
of the alterations he proposes to mako in that measure, and refer you to the copy of it, which 1 have no
doubt you will find in your Parliamentary Library, if you have not one in your own office.
I am, &c,,
ALEX. BRUCE.

No. 7.
Teleoeaai from The Chiisf Inspector, Brisbane, to The Chief Inspector, Sydney.

30/7/75.
IIaye_ carefully considered Mr. Chit’s proposed measure, I consider it totally unsuited to any of the
Colonics. 1 strongly object to working the Act by means of regulations.

No. 8.
The Chief Inspectoe, Brisbane, to The Chief Inspectoe, Sydney.

(Non-official.)

Office of Chief Inspector of Stock,
Brisbane, 2 August, 1875.

Dear Sir,

I am in receipt of your letter of 27th July, enclosing Mr. Curr’s sketch of Stock Diseases 300 Xo'GPrevention Bill, and of your memo, of 28th, forwarding copy of Victorian Prevention of Diseases Act, No. s*® Ko-3CCCCLI, with Air. Curr's proposed amendments thereon.
Prior to receipt of the latter I had carefully gone over the Act in the Parliamentary Library berc,
aud on the 30th I forwarded you a telegram to the effect that 1 considered his proposed Bill totally Hu. 7,
uusuiled to the circumstances of any of the Colonics.
451—B
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I consider tlinl his proposal to work the Act by regulations is altogether a mistake, and I cannot
adduce stronger evidence in favour of my opinion than by stating the fact; that many persons who have
travelled Queensland stock into Yietoria have, on their return, complained loudly tome of the impossibility
ol'fiuding out the law as regards the travelling of stock iu that Colony, and that the information on the
subject received from constables and Police Magistrates is never to be relied on. More than once over
landers have consulted me as to whether our Government should not suggest to the Victorian Government
the propriety of having their Act assimilated to that of Yew South Vales aud Queensland so far as it
relates to travelling stock.
...
... _ .
I cannot see what serious objection Mr. Curr can have to the mere length ot the .Hill. All expencuce goes to prove that unless well elaborated, no Act is workable. Our Insolvency Act of last Session
drawn up by the present Attorney General contains nearly 200 clauses.
I return herewith the copy of the "Victorian Act.
Yours truly,
P. 31. GORDON,
■
Chief Inspector of yiock.

.
TeleuraM

from

The

No. 9.
Chief

Insi’Ectoh, Sidney, to The Ciiief Inspectors, Adelaide
Town.

and

Hobart
_

5 August, 1875.
For reasons iu my message of 19th ultimo, I. would be obliged by your telegraphing shortly, on receipt,
your opinion on Mr. Curr’s sketch.

•

No. 10.
Telegram

from

The Chief Inspector, Adelaide,

to

The Chief Inspector, Sidney.

5 August, 1875.

In reply hi ra Mr. Curr’s sketch. Heaves too much to regulation. Peel obliged to reject it. The two sketches
might he modified by Mr. Curr, and the main principles adopted leaving less to regulations ; so that all
important matters could he fixed in all Colonies hy Bill. By this means his sketch would ho brought
nearer Conference resolutions as a basis.
■

No. 11.
Telegram from The Chief Inspector, Hobart Town, to The Chief Inspector, Sydney.

9 August, 1875. _
been ill. Would not object to Curr’s sketch Bill, but could not get passed here ; puts all power in
Executive; ou that account prefer yours. Will write fully post.
■
Have

Sydney i Thumai Rich&rda.GoYennnent Printer.—1876.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIVE STOCK.
(KKI’iOKI1 FKOM CHILE INSPECTOR RESPECTING INOCULATION FOR PLEURO-PNEUUONIA.)

Ordered by the Leykhiive Assembly to be printed, 13 May, 1375.

Ttiii Chiee Isseecxok or Stock to The Uitdeb Seceetakt

for

Lanio.

Meiio.
I have tho honor to submit for your consideration the accompanying tabulated statement,
showing the opinions of the owners of cattle in the different districts of the Colony who have replied to
the questions addressed to them by circular in the end of last year, as to the efGcaey of Inoeu ation or
Pleuro-pneumonia.
_
Prom this statement it will be seen that, in the opinion of our stockowners, the previous experience
of the beneficial effects of inoculation is fully confirmed, as this statement shows that, of those who
have practised inoculation, there are 18 in favour of that treatment to 1 against it, and that e\en of
those who have never tried inoculation there are nearly 4 for, to 1 against it. By these returns it also
appears that, of those owners who have inoculated, 2l6 have done so once^ 36 hoice7 13 three times, H jour
times, 13 several times, and 1(1 often, while 51 owners state that they inoculate their young stock annually
when virus can be obtained. It will be noticed that the Inspector for Coonabarabran—one ot the two
districts in which the largest number of inoculating owners declare against the practice gives ai?a reason
for so large a percentage of owners being opposed to it, that “ they killed their cattle through not under
standing the process.” The same thing has occurred in many other instances; and this fact, and teat of
many of the cattle being diseased when they were inoculated, although they showed no symptoms ot being
so, easily account for the want of success on the part of the few owners who have tried and arc sti
opposed to inoculation.,

A.is.

Stock Branch,
1 May, 1875.
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INOCULATION FOE PLBUEO-PNETJMONIA.
Tabulated Statement of the opinion of the owners of cattle in the different districts of the Colony as

to the efficacy of Inoculation for Pleuro-pneumonia.
Uiiiaocuiiitcd
No
i* piy*

1. Albury ......................
2. Armidale ..................
3. Balruuold ..................
4,
5.
fi.
7.
8.
9.

Bathurst ..................
Bourfce ......................
Braidwood................. .
Carcoar .....................
Coonm .....................
Coonabarabran ..........

10.
11.
12.
13.
14

Corowa ......................
Demliqum..................
Dubbo ......................
ltden .........................
Forbes ......................
Glen Inncs ..............
G-oulburn ..................
Grafton......................
Gundagai ...................
Hay ..........................
Maitland ..................
Menmdie ..................
Merriwa......................
Mudgco ......................
J^arrabri.....................
Port Macquarie..........

15.
16
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

24.
25.

£6. Singleton ..... *..........
27. Sydney .......................
28. Tamivorth ...................
29.
30.
31.
32.

33.
34.

Wagga Wagpi ............
Warialda ..................
Wentworth ..............
Windsor.....................
Mass ..........................
Young .....................

20
1

4
3
21
17
D

25
15
4
34
14
12

6
22
9

6
9
9

io

1
10

i

Remarks.

!
1 Tn
In
favour Against, Ndilier favnn r Against. Neither
of.
Of.
i

ii
i
31

32

Inoculated,

3
9

e

5
2

26
14
2

i
2

i

4o
2
3
23
22
6

4
1

1

3
2
7

IS
G
6
21
10
24

3
0

2
2
6

8
10

9
2

4
2

Owners in this district did not understand the
process of inoculation when they tried ifcjSind
consequently u great many cattle were killed.

1
1
1

6

53
13
22

is

3

2

4

3
1
1

4

2
1
l

Inoculation would be more generally practised
in this district if owners had more confi
dence in themselves in selecting virus.
No pleuro now in district.

5
1

&
6

i

3
11

1
1

7

3
4

4

6

5

3

6

1
1

Some of the owners in this district are averse
to inoculation, a-nd would allow the disease
to be on their run rather than inoculate.

6

1
21

is

G

3

13

59
47
5
4

5
8
1

6

1
5

1
3
3

22
5

4
5

341

230

The cattle in this district, are subject to
pleuro through travelling cattle.

i

1
1
7

2
5
7

2

2
7

64

158

310

17

26
A.B.
Stock Branch,
1 May, 1875.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer.—1S75.
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Legislative Assembly.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

GOTJLB1JRN CATTLE SALE-YARDS' BILL.
(PETITION AGAINST—STOCKOWNERS AND AGENTS.)

Ordered hy ike Legislative Assembly to he printed, 11 May, 1875.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
Tlie Petition of the undersigned Stockowners, Stock Agents, and others interested in the sale
and purchase of live stock,—
Showeth;—

That your Petitioners have observed that there is now before your Honorable House a Bill
intituled “ The Goulburn Municipal Sale-yards Bill.”
That your Petitioners are opposed to the said Bill, on the following grounds, viz.:—
1. Because accommodation is provided at the existing sale-yards (erected at considerable cost by
private enterprise), not only ample for present wants, but commensurate for probable
requirements for years io come.
_
,
2. Because the erection of public yards would not only be a direct interference with private
enterpnse, but be also the means of deteriorating the value of those now in use, and thereby
entitle the owners to look for compensation.
_
3. Because as the City of Goulburn is becoming a central cattle depot, stock being sent there
from the western and surrounding districts in large numbers, any tax, no matter how small,
would induce owners to seek other places for the disposal thereof where they would not be
subjected to municipal imposts.
_
4. Because, as your Petitioners believe, the opening of the Railway to Yass and "Wagga "Wagga
will enable buyers from those places and the districts beyond to attend the Goulburn cattle
sales ; but if the tax which it is proposed by “ The Goulburn Municipal Sale-yards Bill to
place on stock be sanctioned by law, and owners take tbeir stock to places where there is no
such Act in force, the traffic of the Great Southern Railway and the general revenue of the
Colony will he materially interfered with.
.
5. Because the tax will not only be difficult to colleci, but in some cases vexatious, as, for instance,
any one living or being within a radius of ten miles and selling a single beast to a neighbour
would be compelled to pay the tax, whilst at the same time he would not have occasion to
avail himself of the accommodation of the public sale-yards.
_
6. Because the municipal authorities will not realize from this tax a revenue much in excess of
the cost of collection, as the number of cattle sent for sale will be greatly^diminished; and
it is therefore, as your Petitioners consider, highly impolitic to impose restrictive regulations
unless with a fair hope of corresponding advantages.
_
7. Because your Petitioners are opposed to one class of producers being taxed for the benefit of
others, as this Bill imposes a tax upon cattle and sheep owners bringing their stock to
market, whilst farmers and others will be allowed to dispose of tbeir produce without taxation
and without interference.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will withhold its sanction from
the Bill intituled “The Goulburn Municipal Sale-yards Bill.”
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[Sere follow 99 signatures^

[3d.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE
oa* Dti';

GOULBURN CATTLE SALE-TA.RDS BILL:

TOOETUKH IVITU THE

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE,

A NO

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

OILDFR'KD BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PBINTEI),

0

May,

1875.

SYDMEY: THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVEEiXMEiYi’ I’EIATER.

1S7-5,
(Qrfj

17?—

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 2S.

Tl'esimy, 27 April, 1S75.

13. Goulburn Cattle Sale-Yards Bill ^‘FormaV’ MotioTi) —Mr. Tarnell, on behalf of Mr. Teece,
moved, pursuant to notice,—
_
(l.) That the Goulburn Cattle Sale-Yards Bill be referred to a Select Committee for consideration
and report.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Garrett, Mr. Tarnell, Mr. Booth, Mr. Cameron, Mr.
Cunueen, Mr. Davies, Mr. Macintosh, Mr. Terry, and the Mover.
Question put and passed.
'

Votes No. 3-1.

Thursday, 6 May, 1S75.

7. Goulburn Cattle Sale-Yards Bill:—Mr. Farnell, on behalf of the Chairman, Mr. Teece, brought

up the Keport from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and of Evidence
taken before, the Select Committee for whoso consideration and report this Bill was referred on
the 27th April, 1875,
Ordered to be printed.
<*■
*
********
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1875.

GOULBURN CATTLE SALE-YARDS BILL.

EEPORT.

The Select Commttee of the Legislative Assembly, for whose consideration and

report was referred,-on 27th April, 1875,—“ th-e Goulburn Cattle Sale-Yards
Hill,”—beg to report to your Honorable House,—

That they have examined the Witnesses named in the margin* (whose
Kuttar, F, W,

evidence will he found appended hereto); and that the Preamble having been ^
satisfactorily proved to your Committee, they proceeded to consider the several
Clauses and Schedule of the Bill, in which it was deemed necessary to make an
Amendment.

.

Your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable House the Bill, with
an Amendment.
.

WILLIAM TEECE,
Chairman.

No. 3 Committee Boom,
Sydney, Tilh April, 1875.

.
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PHOCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

THURSDAY, 27 APRIL, 1875.
Members Present :—

.

Mj‘. Teece,

*3co Schedule of
Amoadmeutt

Mr. Macintosh,
Mr. Fame!I,
Mr. Booth.
Mr. Teece called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and .Proceedings, appointing the Committee, read by the Clerk'.
Printed copies of the Bill referred, and original Petition to introduce the same, bolero the Committee.
Frederick Horn, Esq., called in and examined.
"Witness withdrew.
F. "W. Butter, Esq., called in and examined.
Boom cleared.
Preamble considered.
Question,—“ That this preamble stand part of the Bill,"—put and passed.
Clauses 1 and 2 read aud agreed to.
Clause 3 read, amended* aud agreed to..
Bern {lining clauses and Schedule read and agreed to.
Chairman to report Bill with an Amendment to the House.

SCHEDULE OF AMENDMENT.
Page 2, clause 3, lines o and G.

Omit “or within ten miles thereof.'’

LIST OF WITNESSES.
Horn Frocluricb] Esq.........................................................................................................................
Butter E. W., Esq............................................................ ................................................................

I’AOE.
5
7
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFOllE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
OX THE

GOULBUKN CATTLE SALE-YARDS BILL.
Tin:USD A Y, 29 APRIL. ISM
^ffStill : —

Mr. BOOTH,
Mr, FAliXELL,

i
|

Mr. MACINTOSH,
Mu. TEECE.

WILLIAM TEECE, Esq., IX TUB CilAIH.
Eredericlc Horn. Erij., called in and examined:—
1. Chairman.'] You are one of tlie Aldormen for tlie city of GoulDuvn'? Tam.
*
F. Horn, Esrp
2. Were you an. Alderman at tlie time the (loulburu Cattle Sale-Yards Bill ivaa first introduced to Parlia
ment ? 1 was Mayor of Goulburu at tliat lime.
.0 April, 1873.
d. How long liavo you resided in Goulburn ? T'or about seventeen years.
4. Do you know anything about the principles of the Bill upon which this Committee is now sitting P
I do.
•
5. Do you think the Bill is a necessary one ? I do.
0. W'ill you assign your reasons for thinking so ? The principal reason is this:—A. petition signed by a
large number of stockowners and auctioneers ol the district was sent in to the Council, asking tho Council
to take steps for the establishment of cattle sale-yards, It was considered that it would be to the interest of
the vendors of stock, as well as to the buyers of stock and consumers of meat, to establish cattle sale-yards.
/ . Do you know whether there are any persons opposed to the BillF I do not know of my own knowledge
that there are any persons opposed to tho Bill, I have heard it rumoured that there is one person opposed
to it. It is only a rumour.
8. Have you heard any grounds assigned for opposition to the Bill ? Xo just grounds.
9. Is the land on which it is proposed to erect the yards suitable fur such a- purpose? Yes, very suitable.
I he ground was granted for the purpose liy the Government, upon an applitation mndo by invself, when
I was .Mayor some years ago.
*
'
10. Have you no authority under the Municipalities Act to erect, cuttle saic-vards ? AT'; we cannot erect
them without a special Act of Parliament.
'
11. Mi. Macintosh^] lly the third clause ot the Bill, I sec the Council wish to have lids power: “ So soon
as sale-ya,rds shall be established and by-laws shall be made as herein after provided it shall be lawful for
the said Council to take and demand from the ownpr of every head of cattle brought to any sale-yards
established under this Act or yarded or brought to any sale-yard or premises within the Borough of
Umuburn or within ten miles thereof whether the same be intended for sale by public auction or private
contract and whether tho same be intended for slaughter or otherwise the ices or charges mentioned in
the said by-laws ; do you not think it arbitrary that by-laws should extend so many miles beyond Goul
burn. I think that some limit should be fixed outside the boundaries of the city of Goulburn, for this
reason : the boundaries of the city are very sinall, and if the yards were erected within those boundaries
l ie money would be thrown away. The whole of the auctioneers at present rent the premises they use—
they do not use their own freeholds ■. and the chances are that if the Municipal Council,erect cattle sa-leyards within the city boundaries, the auctioneers may go just outside the boundaries and erect sale-yards
m their own.
‘
J
12. What expense do ydu propose lo incur in the erection of the Tacts? We think lhe yards will cost
Nearly a thousand pound':.
r
1
itf
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F. Horn, Esq.

13. And you believe that it would be to the benefit of the district generally for the Municipal Council to
erect cattle sale-yards? "We have every reason to believe that it would be a very great benefit.
2f) April, 1875.14. Would the Council have any objection to the Bill if that portion of tho clause to which 1 have referred
was struck out—that is, if they simply had power to collect dues within the municipal area? If that
portion of the Bill was struck out, 1 do not think it would be of any service to us, for the reasons 1 have
already assigned.
15. Would not a radius of five miles be sufficient? It might, perhaps. The reason that ten miles was
named is that there are very few people within a radius of ten miles who would be litioly to hold private
sales. The land is principally in the hands of large landowners.
16. Tour Council would not attempt to erect yards unless they had power to collect dues outside the
municipal area ? No.
17. Does it not appear to you arbitrary to go so far outside to collect dues? I think ten miles was named
merely for the purpose of describing some distance outside the municipal area. I think the Council would
be satisfied with a 5-milc radius, I will give you an instance, to show what might take place : A nuisance
was caused at a slaughtering establishment just inside the boundaries of the municipality ; the gentlemen
whose property adjoined the slaughtering establishment lodged a complaint against the butcher, and the
butcher was ordered to remove. The butcher ouly removed about fifty yards ; he opened another establish
ment just outside tho boundary, and immediately opposite the entrance gate of the grounds belonging to
the gentleman who had complained.
*
18. Has your Council had this question of distance under their consideration—have they determined not
to work the Bill unless they get power to collect dues outside the municipal area ? I do not think the
Bill would be of any use to us, unless we had power to collect fees some distance beyond the municipal
area.
19. Do you speak now for your Council ? Yes, I do. 1 speak tho opinion that has been expressed
generally by the whole of the Council.
20. Mr. Jf’arnell.'] Have the necessary notices been given in the Government Gazette and local newspapers ?
Yes. There is one very strong reason why we should have some sue!)
as rids Bill would confer
upon us. At the end of the year our endowment from the Government will cease. ACe laboured under
great disadvantage in consequence of some infofinality that took place when the Municipal Council
was first formed; through that informality we were deprived of Government endowment for two or three
years. We were not able to collect the rates. We are now nearly £3,000 in debt; at tbe end of the
year the Government endowment will cease, and we shall not have sufficient means to maintain tbe
municipality unless we have some other sources of revenue,
21. Mr. Macintosh^] Have you a schedule of the rates you propose to charge when the sale-yards are
established ? 1 think it was threepence a bead for cattle and a farthing a head for sheep. I should
suppose that was a matter of detail which would have to be determined afterwards.
22. Mr. TParnell.] With what funds do you propose to erect these sale-yards? We have a sum of money
set apart for it; it has been set apart for the last year, and we have made provision on tho estimates this
year.
"
23. I understood from your reply to a question put by Mr. Macintosh, that you wish this Bill to extend
ten miles beyond the municipal boundaries in order to prevent competition—is that so ? It is so.
24. Do you not think if you were to put up sale-yards on the allotment of land described in the schedule
to this Bill, with sufficient accommodation, that that would not be suilicient in itself to prevent other people
putting up sale-yards ? I do not think it would.
25. Are you aware that they have large cattle sale-yards in the city of Melbourne ? Yes.
26. And that their power does not extend further than the city of Melbourne ? Yes, but tbe population
of Melbourne is very different to that of Goulburn.
27. Tbe population does not affect the sale of cattle coming from the interior ? Most of the cattle sold
in Melbourne are, I presume, sold for killing purposes ; but Goulburn is a kind of depbt, where country
people derive all the advantages of citizenship without paying anything towards the municipality.
28. If you were to aftbrd.sufficient accommodation, is it not likely that people would prefer to send cattle
to your yards than to any other yards? I do not think so. There are three auctioneers in Goulburn, all
of whom have their own places of business. There would be a little jealousy created in all probability by
their having to give up their own places of business and coming lo the. sale-yards.
29. AT here do they sell now ? In their own yards.
'
'
30. Do not their yards afford sufficient accommodation ? Two of the auctioneers have petitioned tbe
Council to erect central sale-yards. The yards at present used are all rented. None of the auctioneers
are selling on their own freehold property ; in fact one of the yards is upon the estate uf the late Mr.
Bradley, which is now being subdivided and sold. It may be sold for villa sites.
31. You say that money has been set apart for the erection of these yards—do you mean that ithas been
voted by the Council ? Yes.
'
‘
32. And that you have it in hand ? Aes.
33. Has it been borrowed ? No, not that money ; we did borrow' £3,009 to make improvements.
34. Are you aware that an Act has been passed, called “ An Act to authorize the erection and maintenance
of Cattle Sale-yards at Bathurst” ? Ves.
.
35. And are you aware that that Act only gives the Municipal Council jurisdiction within the borough of
Bathurst? Yes.
‘
36. Are yon aware wlieilier that Act is working well or not? I have not heard. The petition that was
sent in to the Goulburn .Municipal Council was signed by stockowners within a radius of 10 miles of
Goulburn. At a meeting of stockowners held at the Court House, one of the largest stockowners, in my
presence, said he should like to see the power of the Council extended to 20 miles beyond the city
boundaries. It is principally on account of those gentlemen who lived within a radius of 10 miles, and the
auctioneers, that the Council has taken action—and with the view also of supplementing the revenue of
the Council.
37. Mjr. Macintosh.'] Do you know the area of the borough of Goulburn ? I do not recollect it; we have
65 miles of streets.
38- Are there any cattle sale-yards or places where cattle are sold by auction at stated periods outside the
municipal boundaries ? Yes,
'
39. What part ? About 14 miles away.
40.
power
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40. Mr. Booth.'] The present sale-yards are within the boundary of the municipality ? Yes.
Hom, Esq.
41. "W hereabouts is the land on which you propose to erect sale-yards situated—at the extreme end of
^
Goulburn ? Yes, on the Yass Road.
29April, 1875.
42. If you erect cattle sale-yards, would cattle going to them have to pay tolls ? No, we have no tolls.
4.i, Phere is a toll-bar near the city, is there not F That is a Government toll. AVc have no tolls.
41. L’hen I. gather that you do not propose to interfere with the toll-bar, but merely wish to erect saleyards for the convenience of stockowners and buyers, and as a means of obtaining revenue to keep your
streets in order? Yes, that is it.
43. Would cattle also have to pay the toll? Nor to the Council. Thev would have to pay coming alone:
the Government road.
^
40. Arc you aware in what part of tho city of Melbourne the cattle sale-yards are situated ? X do not know.
47. Mr. Macintosh.] Suppose tbe sale-yards in Melbourne are 4 miles outside the municipal area of tbe
city that would bo equal in extent to the area within which you wish to collect rates ? Yes, we should
be satisfied with that.
48. Mr. Booths] II you do not erect sate-yards, what will become of the 0 acres 1 rood which the Governmeat has given you? 1 presume the Government will resume it if wc do not use it for the purposes for
which it was dedicated.
49. The reason you have not used the 9 acres 1 rood of land granted you by the Government is that vou
consider that, unless you get an Act, as soon as you put up sale-yards, some one else will erect yards a short
distance f rom the city boundary, and charge no foes, and thus deprive the municipality of a revenue ? Yes.
50. That is one of the reasons for your not having established sale-yards ? Yes. I may state that one of
the principal auctioneers who petitioned the Municipal Council to erect sale-yards is renting yards on the
estate of the late Mr. Bradley, which I believe is to be cut up and sold. The chances are that be or some
others, if they thought they could drive a better business, would use this as an argument to the vendors.^
It you send your cattle to me I shall only charge you so much for selling, but if you send them inside the
town you will have to pay the commission and also fees to the Municipality.” The Council could not exact a
toll unless their powers extended beyond the municipality.
’
51. Do you know of. your own knowledge, or by hearsay, that the Melbourne cattle sale-yards have benefited
the stockowners by gathering them all at a central place at one parlicniar time ? I have heard it from a
great number of people, that they believe it is greatly to the interest of the stockowners to have their stock
sold at one yard and on particular days. I may state, from my own knowledge, that the auctioneers in
Goulburn frequently have sales on tbe same day, and perhaps within an hour of each other. Tho buyers
are therefore divided, and the owners of stock do not get so much for their stock as they would do if the
buyers could all bo brought together at one time.
;>2. Mr. Macintosh.] But any number of auctioneers may use the yards you propose fo erect? Any
■ auctioneer may use them without charge. The charge would not be made to the auctioneer, but ouly to
the \endors. Acndors would have to pay a sum of money for the privilege of having their cattle sold in
the yard, and also for the accommodation.
^
58, And several auctioneers might use the yards on the same day? Yes; the yards will be sufficiently
large to allow the whole of tho auctioneers to do their business there.
'
‘
5 t, And you believe that the regulations and by-laws that would he framed by the Council would control
the auctioneers, and enable trade to be conducted in a more systematic manner, and for the greater benefit
of the siockowners and public ? Ido.
"
■>5. With regard to the thousand pounds which the Council has set apart for.thesc yards, is it a part of
the ,-G5,0()0 which the Council has borrowed? Yes.
’
5G. So that you have still to pay interest on it ? Yos.
57. And, if you were to erect yards, you would have no means of ensuring your getting compensation for
the outlay unless this Bill is passed? No, we should not.
.
58. Is the site upon which you propose to erect the yards a convenient one ? Yes. very.
59. Both for the vendors and consumers ? Yes.
'
00. Mr. Booth.] I presume you would fence in the whole of the 9 acres ? Oh yes.
G1. Is there water on the land ? There is a creek running close by. AYe have land on the opposite side,
gianted by the Government in lieu of some that was promised hut which was sold ; I know the creek
runs through that.
You mentioned a petition that was sent m to the Municipal Council by the stockowners, asking them
to erect the yards—is that put in as evidence ? No.
J
°
08. Has your Council any objection to send it here ? None whatever.
64. Mr. Macintosh] No petition has been sent in to the Council against the erection of the yards ? No.
Frederick AYilliam Rutter, Esq., called in and examined :—
Chairman.] You are a, draftsman in the Surveyor General’s Office, I believe ? Yes.
F. W. Hutter,
Do you know whether any land has been dedicated to the Municipal Council of Goulburn as a site
■li^'
eatfle sale-yards? Yos, land has been granted for that purpose.
What quantity of land? 9 acres 1 rood and 2 perches.
29April,1876.
68. Has the dedication of the land been gazetted ? Yes.
69. AYlieu was it gazetted? On the 15th of August, 1871.
7c'r?°i'T0U fT°W whetlier ai?JP Peraons have becn'appointed trustees of the land ? The Borough Council
ot Onmlburit have bean appointed trustees ; notice of their appointment was published in the Q-overnment
Gazette on the 2ith November, 1871.
.
/ I. Will you read the Schedule attached to the Bill, and say whether the description of the land there
given is correct ? Yes, the description is correct. The land shown upon the plan extends to Bourkestrect, and it might be necessary to reserve that. 1 think that has been lost sight of.
72, Have you got Mr. Twynum’s letter with you ? Yes.
/3, AV hat alteration of the description would you suggest? The addition of the words “with the
resumption of so much of Bourkc-strcet as is included within this description.” Mr, Broughton, the
owner of Inc adjoining grountf might object, as it disturbs access to hm property,
74. Mr. Barncll1 Then this street that subdivides tbe land is.a right-of-wav ? "Yes.
(to.
60.
for
67.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

REGISTRATION OF BRANDS ACT.
{RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS UNDER.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to he printed,

8

July, 1S7C.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly, dated
8th April, 1875, That there be laid upon the Table of this House,—
“ (1.) A Return showing the amount annually received since the passing
“ of the ‘ Registration of Brands Act of 1866 ’ up to present date.
“ (2.) A detailed annual statement of the disbursements that have taken
“ place under tho said Act.
" (3.) The present amount to credit of Registration Brands Account.
" (4.) The like information under ‘ Diseases in Sheep Act of 1806,’ showing
“ the present amount to the credit of Sheep Account.”
(Mr. T. O. Dangar.J

1-
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REGISTRATION OE BRANDS ACT

No. 1.
E.ETUEX showing the amount annually received since the passing of the “ Eegistration of Brands Act of
1866,” up to the 31st December, 1874i:—
£ s. d.
. 14,520 19 1
. 1,378 12 9
. 1,083 8 G
.
674 2 3
.
781 12 0
.
890 16 6
. 1,119 12 8
. 1,358 16 9

1867—Receipts
1868— Do.
1869— Do.
1870— Do.
1871— Do.
1872— Do.
1873— Do.
1874— Do.
Total

........................... £21.808 0

Treasury, New South Wales,
1st June, 1875.

6

F. KIRKPATRICK,
Accountant.

No. 2.
RETURN showing the Annual Expenditure under the “ Registration of Brands Act of 1866,” from the passing of
that Act up to the 31st December, 1874.
Service-

1867.

Salaries of Assistant Registrar ..............
„
Registrar*...............-..................
,,
Clcrki..........................................
Extra clerical assistance .........................
C3ratu.itj to Thos, Richards ...................

.

Vrinlmg machine...........................................
Tri riling -........................................................
Type ..................................................................

£
250
918
712
320

s.
0
11
0
10

186S.

cl
0
0
0
6

653 7 6
364 1+ 11
i,iS5 9 0
61 10 5

1869.

1870.

£ s.
284 19
827 i
200 0
4718

1871.

a.

£ s. tL
250 0 0
MaS 7 5
544 1 2
275 19 2
75 0 t>
50 0 0

£
215
770
200

1,981 o 11
i,5*3 !7 7
22 IS 4

788”8,'*7
t=4 1 0

5i9
63 17 6

84s

7 13 0

s. d.
0 7
10 1
0 0
97 IS 4
...............

5
8
0
4

7%

J

1873.

1873.

1874.

&
0
11
17

d.
0
9
2

£ e. d.
23S 0 0
903 10 2
190 0 0

£ 8. d,
250 0 0
792 5 <J
200 0 0

301 13
50 15

1

5*5 *9 7

86r 16 3
169 11 5

£
238
871
i38

7

66 11

6

Incidental expenses....................................
Tees credited in error ami refunded ......
Total

v,,.........................

3 10 0
I? i5 0

s.
0
18
0
15

d,
0
10
0
0

105 0
120 15
7 8

0
2

16 17
25 5

2
0

9
3 3 6

0 16 0
Fnfc and cash-box...........................................
Die fir Office ...................................................

£
350
999
200
98

Total.

11

5 10 0
0 5

£ 8.

35 5 0
5 to 0
5 9 it

1 14 0

12 0 0

29 15

4,456 8 4 j 5,889 0 6 2,204 3 *

1,94917

1

1,65017

7

Treasury, New South Wales,'
1st June, 1875.

17 3

5,573 13

*

1,828 17

5

R, KIRKPATRICK
Accountant.

RETURN showing tbe amount at the debit of the “ Registration of Brands Act of 1866” on the 31st
December, 1874.
£
s. d.
Receipts as per Return No. 1
21,808 0 6
Expenditure as per Return No. 2
22,137 14 5
Debit balance, 31st December, 1874 ...........................
Treasury, New South Wales,
1st June, 1875,

£329 13

0

55,137 14 S

No. 3.

■y*

d.

1,976 0 0
7^41 16 5
3,434 18 4
841 I 4
75 0 0
5<i 0 0
652 7 6
5.438 0 6
3>233 18 9
91 17 6
3 19 <>
32 14 8

11

F. KIRKPATRICK,
Accountant.

No. 1.

3
No. 1.
BETUllN showing the amount annually received since the passing of the “Diseases in Sheep Act of 18GG,”
up to the 31st December, 1874.
’
£
s. d.
1867—Receipts...
. 12,751 1 10
1868— Do. ...
. 8,324 2 0
1869— Do. ...
. 5,439 9 0
1870— Do. ...
. 9,348 18 5
1871— Do. ...
. 9,328 11 2
1872— Do. ...
. 9,011 13 6
1873— Do. ...
. 10,685 15 6
1874— Do. ...
. 11,293 11 9
Total

£ 76,188 3 11

...............

Treasury, New South Wales,
28th May, 1875.

F. KIRKPATRICK,
Accountant.

No. 2.
RETURN showing the Annual Expenditure under the “Diseases in Sheep Act of 18G6.”
Service,

1867. ‘

Salaries of Inspectors..................................
Clerk ...........................................
n
Messenger ...................................
„
Office-keeper........................... ..
„
Uoundary-ridcra.......................
Postage and stationery allowances...........
Forage........................................................ ......
Keeping charge of quarantine yards.......
Rent of
M
.......
Travelling expenses......... ............................
Wages of labourers......................................
Destroying sheep ..........................................
Compensation for sheep destroyed.......
Law costs..................................... ............... .
Tanks for dipping and troughs...................
Sheds, gates, and fendng ...........................
Printing ...........................................................
Advertising, telegrams ...............................
Firewood...........................................................
Motlicamentfi for dressing. &c....................
Weighing-machine and chaff-cutter .....
Surgeons1 fees ...............................................
Cartage..............................................................
Office rent .......................................................
riaughlng and sowing paddock and
planting trees .....................................
Laying on water .....................................
Acting Secretary to Board of Inquiry
City rules ........................................... . ,
3fap<i.........................................................
Blinds ..........................................................
Incidental ejq>enBrs............................. .
Refund of amounts improperly credited
Total............................

1868.

1869.

1870.

£ a. d,
£ s, d.
£ s. d.
8,007 11 6 $>314 9 4 7,649 3 6
»3 13

1,031 14 6
151 19 2
100 0 0
32 17 o

136 17 +
100

5 *o o
63? 18 a
49 0 6
46 ig 3
386 0 0
S3 2 1
1 4
I

o

I o

15.0

1

19
1
182 a
50 0
8l 13
174

137 IS

64 7

1,086 10 xo
is? 1 4
185 10 8
50 o 0
68 18 6
87 2 0
5 7 1
4 S 0

253 3
SO

17

1

a

1 4

6 zo
5 IS
2 7

7 3

6

51 10
3+ 14
1 12
4 JS
1 16

0
3
0
0

1871.

1872,

£ 5. <L
£ e, d.
16 4
O O 6,759
107 4o 9o 7.330
150 o o

100

1,187 17

4

158 2 10

193 0 o

o
70 3 6
101 5 o
50 0

7 12 6
31 6 8
g 10 0
21 6 11
680

L359

19
151 6
344 a
50 o
69 16
too 5
39 5
9 13
12 o 0
3 4 8
660
43 13 10
5 13 6
* 9 8

10,724 0

o o

10,895 !3 0

147 i?

9»S53 9 2

7,449

6
150 0 o

100 0
M37

o

o

174 9

502 13
50 o
37 10
113 14
107 14

620

30

o

0

8 1 9
1 11 6
680

13

o

0

4 7

0

I 17

2
0

4 7

27 11 8

4 16 6

6 17 6

68 15 9
44 6 S

19 15 o

a 12 6
M is o
9 16 8

15 9

10,891 8 6

Treasury, New South Wales,
28th May, 1875.

13 10
o 0
o 0
o 0
0 0
12 4
6 9
45 16 8
500
3i 7 o
go 15 a

60 19

104 53 0o
9 18 11
o 10 6

1T9 9 3
10,019 11 10 9,207 0 10 9py>
929 15 o

£ s. d,
7,672
150
100
36
1,488
181
500

286
259
4 5 0

15 7 0

Total.

46 6 6
517 18 3
5 18 6

3S6

o

6

30 0 o
1402 5 a
127 16 10
296 3 6
50 o o
59 3 *
27 17 o
66 16 5
1 3 6

1874,

£ 8, i

£ s. d.

7.153 4 1

4 5 0
1$

1873.

226

o
5 o
'TVs

£ 8.
61,33614
63o 13
230 0
36 0
&519 7
1,286 9

88 10 g
44
50 O6 0
10 12 6
14 0 6
24 13 11

Cl 2 4
1^15 I 9
81.405

No. 3.
RETURN showing the amount at the credit of the “Diseases in Sheep Act of 1866,” on the 31st December
1874.
£
s, d.
Balance from old account, 27 Victoria, No. 6............... 7,866 18 7
Add receipts as per Return No. 1
...
...
... 76,188 3 11

Balance on 31st December, 1874
Treasury, New South Wales,
28th May, 1875.

2

£84,055
............... 81,405

...............

£

2 6
4 10

2,649 17

8

E. KIRKPATRICK,
Accountant.

Sydney: Thomas Richard*, Government Printer.—1875.
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E. KIRKPATRICK,
Accountant.

Deduct expenditure as per Return No.

0
0

98 2 11
10 10 0
6 14 0
H IS 0
13 0 0

1

5 9

1

0

9
*,304 5 3
345 is 8
425 0 in
735 3 4
375 s 8
sS 7 0
719 5 4
8l 19 s
102 14 s
1,305 16 9
247 15 1
<5 5 II
25 14 6

50 0

10,476

d.
3
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Legislative Assembly.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

FNHEALTHINESS OF SYDNEY HARBOUR.
- (REPORTS PROM COMMODORE GOODEKOUQH AND CAPTAIN NARES.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 9 August, 1875.

No. 1.
Commodoui G-oodexouqh to G-oyeenoe Snt Heecuies Robinson.

Her Majesty’s ship “ Pearl,’’
Sydney, 13 April, 1875.
Sib,

I have the honor to ash your Excellency's attention to the large number of cases of enteric
fever which have recently appeared in two ships of this squadron during, or immediately after, their
remaining at anchor in Farm Cove, Sydney.
2. I have been for some time in doubt as to whether the probabilities were in favour of the disease
having been contracted on shore when men were on leave, or on board and at the anchorage, the early cases
seeming to show that the men might well have contracted it on shore, as they were traced to have slept in
low and poisonous parts of the town, while the officers, who almost invariably slept on board their ships,
were not attacked,
3. But as this fever has now attacked a man of the “Pearl,” who has not yet put his foot on shore
at Sydney since the arrival of that ship from Adelaide on the 22nd February, it seems that there can he
no doubt that in some cases the fever has been contracted on board the ship, and I have no doubt that in
such cases it is due to the very foul state of the harbour in Sydney Cove and Farm Cove.
4. There can be no question that this condition of those anchorages is due to the fact, that the
drainage of a great part of Sydney is delivered into the harbour all around tho head of Sydney Cove,
where the water is always in a black and stinking state ; and also off the end of Fort Macquarie, where
a strong smell is nearly always apparent hy day and constantly by night.
'
5. It seems highly probable that the unhealthy parts of the town where seamen sleep, have also
contributed to produce these fevers, which, beyond the shadow of a doubt, have had their origin in
Sydney.
6. The cases of fever which have appeared in the ships whose crews have been attacked are as
follows:—
H.M.S. “Pearl,” arrived at Sydney, 25 October, 1874, Left Sydney for South Australia, 15 January,
1875. Returned to. Sydney, 22nd February, 1875 :—
Cases of Fever.
Result.

Date of appearance.
26 January
27
„
...
3 February
4 April ...
*447—

...............
...............
...............
...............

1 case...............
1 „...............
1 „...............
1 „...............

...
..,
...
...

Invalided.
Died 1.4 February.
Died 11 February.
Sent to hospital.
H.M.S,

57 fi
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H.M.S. " Bcarracouta," arrived at Sydney from Brisbane, 9 February, 1875. Left Sydney for Hobart
Town, 13 March, 1875. Eetumed to Sydney, 10 April, 1875 :—
Oases of JJ'evci'.
Date of appearance.
25 February
...
... lease..,
8March ...
...
,,. 1 ,, ...
31 „
............................ 1 .......
29 March........................... 2 eases
30
„
........................... 1 case...
2 April
........................... 1 „ ,,.
1
„
............................ 1 „ ...
4
„
...
...
... 1 „ ...
5
„
........................... 1 „ ...
6
7

„
............................ 3 dases
...................................... lease...

8

„

...

...

... G cases

9

„

...

...

... 3

Kcsult.
to Sydney Infirmary,
:) Sentwhere
one patient died.

Cases all onboard “ Barracoota”
in Quarantine, at Sydney,

„

9 .....................................1 case...
10
„
........................... 1 „ ...
_
_
Two additional cases, which appeared during “Barracouta’s” passage to Hobart Town, were left in
hospital at the latter place,
I have, &c.,
J. a. GtOOHBNOHGH,
Captain and Commodore, 2nd class, Commanding Australian Station.

No. 2.
E. Ham, Esq., to The Usdeb Seceetaet

of

State

foe the

Colostes.

Admiralty, 18 January, 1875.
Sir,

I am commanded by my Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to transmit, for the information
of the Secretary of State for the Colonies, extracts from a report dated 19th November last from
Captain Nares, of H.M.S. “ Challenger,” in regard to the sanitary condition of Sydney Harbour, New
South Wales, with reference to the contemplated Commissariat Store and Military Hospital at that place.
I am, <fcc.,
EOBEET HALL.
[Enclosure in No, 2,J
Extract from letter of hydrographic proceedings of H.M.S. “ Challenger,” dated from Hongkong,

19 November, 1874—Captain Gh E. Nares.
I found the anchorage in Farm Cove to be far less healthy than it was during my last visit in 1867, and
I attribute tbe number of cases of sickness which occurred amongst the ship’s company on our first
arrival there in the “ Challenger” to the effluvia arising from the drain which is constantly discharging its
contents in the Harbour at Fort Macquarie.
believe it is contemplated to build a new Commissariat
Store on Garden Island and to establish a hospital there; if so, I should wish to warn the authorities against
choosing that site. It is astonishing how quickly the floor of the anchorage io the neighbourhood of Farm
Cove is being covered with tbe Refuse and filth of the town, carried off by the drain and spread over
the anchorage by the ebb tide.
The moorings in Farm Cove have already bad to be moved in consequence of tbe unhealthiness of
the previous position, and even at the moorings off Lady Macquarie’s Point the smell is frequently oflensive.
Considering the ever advancing bank of filth and tbe compound rate of increase in the amount of tbe
discharge of tbe drain in consequence of tbe increase of tho population, it is certain before another twenty
years have elapsed, unless the drain is diverted, the whole anchorage, extending from Fort Macquarie to
Garden Island, will be in an unhealthy state, and that the island itself, however conveniently situated, will
not be a healthy building site. On the other hand, considering that the whole drainage of the city is well
known to be in the most shameful state, requiring only an epidemic to awake the authorities up to a better
scheme, and that the Governor’s family living at Government House already feel the effects of the present
arrangement nearly as much as the navy do, it is most probable that before the time 1 have mentioned has
elapsed, the drainage will be diverted from its present outfall, in which case no better or more convenient
site could be chosen than Garden Island.

Sydney: Thomas Itichards,Government Trlnter.—187&.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

HARBOUR OF REFUGE AT TRIAL BAY.
(KEPORT RESPECTING’ EMPLOYMENT OF PRISON LABOUR IN FORMING.)

^rcstntrl) to ^arlsanunt fig CommanlJ.

The Comptrollee General

op

Prisons and The Eno-ineer-in-Chiep
The Colonial Secretary.

por

Harbours

and

Eiyers to

Department of Prisons, New South Wales,
Comptroller General’s Office,
■
Sydney, 14 April, 1875.
SiR)
.
,
In pursuance of instructions, we do ourselves the honor to report upon the project of forming
a Harbour of Eeluge at Trial Bay by means of prison labour. The work having already been determined
upon by Parliament and by the Government, it appears to be only necessary for us to submit the views as
to carrying it out at which we have arrived after a careful consideration of the subject, and chiefly from a
prisons administrative point of view.
The project affords the first condition needed for the establishment of a Public Works Prison, as
shown by Mr. Maclean’s Keport of the 4th of August, 1870, upon the Prisons of the United Kingdom.
The formation of the harbour will afford continuous work for a period beyond fifteen years, and so warrant
the erection of a prison according to ihe model of the English Public Works Prisons, providing the means
of properly carrying out prison discipline.
_
The advantages of establishing such a Public Works Prison are numerous. There will be provided,
without difficulty, abundant remunerative employment for the longer sentenced criminals of the Colony,
together with the means of working them in the open air, and thus the treatment of that class of offenders
would he brought into accordance with the modernly accepted ideas and the practice of other Countries.
The character of the employment will be, not tho mere casting of stone into the sea, as the work
will be effected by mechanical means, and the least skilled form of instruction to he imparted will be
quarrying,—an occupation that commands at all times in this Colony a high rate of wages ; consequently
the very important desideratum will be gained of the prisoners being ultimately discharged with a knowledge
in handicrafts enabling them to obtain an honest livelihood.
Furthermore, there will be afforded the means of amelioration of the punishment of long sentences,
in a mode midway between tickcts-of-leave (to which there are serious objections in the conditions of
semi-liberation in the Colony) and final release, by granting licenses for employment upon the works at
gradually increasing rates of remuneration, the men having licenses to he hutted outside the prison.
Such a plan would enable men to be discharged, not only with training to earn a living acquired
under a system inculcating self-control, but with means to start advantageously in their future life. This
plan in some degree assimilates to the purposes of the well known intermediate prison of Lusk, in Ireland,
and is a large extension of the ideas upon which that prison was founded. It was verbally suggested by
Mr. Maclean to Sir Walter Croftou, who warmly commended its adoption.
While advocating the project, we are not insensible to some disadvantages to which it is right that
the attention of the Government should be directed. Experience has condemned the formation of impor
tant penal establishments at distances remote from tho seat of government and centralf authority. This
objection is in part met by telegraphic and steam communication. Tbe question of expense of manage
ment comes also into account. In a locality so isolated from extraneous assistance as Trial Bay/the staff
must be upon a scale competent within its own resources to maintain a complete control over the prisoners.
All the officers must be lodged and provisioned, and where in the neighbourhood of Sydney the duties of
Surgeou, Chaplain, and other officials could he performed by visiting officers, resident and fully salaried
officers must be provided. Nevertheless, as there does not appear to he any other public work having the
condition of permanency warranting the erection of a proper prison upon which prisoners could he
employed, we think that the disadvantages must be accepted as being out-balanced hy the advantages.
197—
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An important consideration presents itself, as to tbe extent of prison labour that •would be available.
By data recently obtained, the number of prisoners under sentences to hard labour upon the roads or
other public works was.................................................................................... 235
Exempt from first class labour by reason of illness or other causes .......
52
Not available by reason of being in first stage of probationary separate
treatment in Berrima Gaol—an essential part of prison adminis
tration ....................................................................................................
30
'

82

Leaving tbe number available........................................... 153
At the commencement of tbe undertaking, there is estimated to be of these 153 some thirty-six
who have not two years of their sentences to complete, and whose removal to Trial Hay would not therefore
be attended with any advantage. This would leave the number practically available at 117.
_
In that view, tbe plan for the prison which has been separately reported upon provides in the first
instance for 128 prisoners.
In the contemplated criminal legislation it is anticipated that all sentences beyond two years will
be to “ penal servitude,” as in England. This would furnish an additional 120 prisoners, according to
existing circumstances, for the works. Provision for tbe 128 having been made by free labour, we have
acted upon the idea that these prisoners could themselves erect the necessary extension for the others to
follow, and this could be done simultaneously with the harbour works, and by degrees.
Tbe founding of a Public Works Prison, capable of containing tbe number of prisoners indicated
above, would bring about a most important result affecting tbe general prison administration of the Colony.
"With tbe present means of accommodation in Darlinghurst, and extensions in progress at Parramatta Gaol,
these establishments, assisted by tbe Gaols at Tlaitland, Bathurst, and Goulburn, would be capable of
accommodating in separate cells, all tbe prisoners under sentences up to two years whose periods of service
would warrant their removal from tho lesser country gaols. Thus would be introduced the system of
separation, now in operation in England, superseding the difficulties of classification, and breaking up tbe
associations of prison life, so conducive to the propagation of ciime, and bearing with it effects of good, not
readily to be understood by those who have not given the subject a careful study.
It may be in place here to mention that tbe first cost of tbe prison for 128 men is estimated at
£28,000. Of this, only £14,600 is the amount estimated for tbe actual accommodation of the prisoners.
Tho diflerencc in cost of such a prison as compared with one providing only for large dormitories within a
stockade, and which at all times has been productive of such mischief, is £6,500, an amount that, having in
view tho advantages to be gained, must be regarded as comparatively immaterial. The plan has been
prepared with a most careful attention lo economy, all the buildings, other than for the security of custody,
being proposed to be constructed of timber, which indeed, with iron sheeting, we were prepared to adopt
for the cells, had there appeared to have boon any material economy in so doing.
We have, &c.,
IIABOLD MACLEAN.
E. 0. MORIAETY.

Sydney : Thomae Richards, Govcromcnt Printer.—1876.
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ENCROACHMENT OE THE MURRUMBIDGEE AT WAGGA WAGGA.
(PETITION—MAYOR, ALDERMEN, AND OTHERS.)

Ordered by the legislative Assembly to be printed, 10 May, 1875,

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
Tho humble Petition of the Mayor and Aldermen of the Borough of Wagga Wagga, and the
Inhabitants of the Town and District,—
Eespectfullt Showettt :—

That a piece of land, the property of the Q-overnment, and known as the Wharf Reserve, is
situate in the most central portion of the South Ward of the Borough of Wagga 'Wagga, immediately
upon the bank of the Murrumbidgee, and bounded thereby northerly.
That owing to the natural curvature of the channel, the stream at all times, but especially when its
volume is increased by rains, strikes with considerable force against the perpendicular face of the Reserve
in question.
That tbe recoil of tbe water at this point produces a powerful eddy, which by its continuous action upon
tbe peculiarly friable deposits of which tbe Reserve is composed, is rapidly and certainly eating its way
into the centre of tbe town.
_
That this destructive process has been going on steadily for years, and tbe inhabitants, fully and keenly
alive to the danger threatening them, have made repeated and earnest applications to the Government for
assistance to check the ruinous advance of tho river, but without any practical result.
Tliat, by the engulphment of the bank, the cnroachment of the stream lias at length assumed such
proportions as reasonably to alarm the owners of valuable properties in tbe immediate neighbourhood, and
excite an intense anxiety in the minds of the inhabitants generally, in view of the evident result. It is clear
to your Petitioners that if tbe advance of tbe river be not stayed, the total destruction of tbe western portion
of the town is merely a question of time, but one which must be determined finally in a very few years.
That your Petitioners are utterly unable to raise tbe means required for securing tbe bank, and
thereby checking tbe danger which imminently threatens them.
That your Petitioners believe their case to be a peculiar and exceptional one, which should command
the immediate attention and aid of the Government, one which in effect should long since have met with
the consideration it merited at the hands of the authorities.
In support of this view your Petitioners desire to point out that every inch of land in the vicinity
of the Reserve in question has long since been purchased aud is very highly improved.
Tliat the Reserve being Crown Land, your Petitioners conceive it to be most unjust that the
Executive should allow the interests of the inhabitants to be threatened with destruction by tbe inroad of
the river through Government land, without an effort to arrest the advancing mischief.
In view of the indifference with, which all applications have hitherto been treated hy previous
Governments, your Petitioners humbly and earnestly pray the intervention of your Honorable House in
this very pressing and emergent case, and that you will suggest and recommend such measures for the
immed iate and practical relief of your Petitioners as to your Honorable House shall appear necessary and
equitable.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
\_Mere follow 8 signatures.]

[3d.]
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STEAM-TUG, RICHMOND RIVER.
(PETITION—RESIDENTS OP RICHMOND RIVER.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 8 April, 1875.

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South "Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Delegates of the Richmond and Tweed Rivers League, appointed
by authority conferred at Public Meeting,—
Humbly Showeth

That your Petitioners beg to draw your attention to the acknowledgment hy your Honorable
House of a steam-tug being urgently required to be stationed at Ballina, Richmond River, by the fact of
the sum of £5,000 having been voted for the building of such a vessel as it was supposed would be suitable
for the purpose.
That, as your Petitioners believe, independent of other reasons, it was owing to the smallness of
the sum voted no one was willing to tender for the work, and that, therefore, the late Ministry promised
a further sum of £4,000 should be placed on the Estimates for the purpose of supplementing the former
grant, which promise, however, unfortunately, could not bo kept in consequence of the sudden dissolution
of Parliament.
■ a That in appeals made from time to time to your Honorable House, praying that some improvement
might be effected at the bar at the entrance of the Richmond, long lists of losses of vessels and of casualties
to others were fully set forth, and that even since the promise of a tug-boat was made by the late Ministry
two valuable vessels have been lost on the bar, and two damaged ; which, as well as many of the former
losses, could not have occurred had a tug been granted years ago, when prayed for.
That a powerful tug, “ The Challenge,” built of timber in Victoria, and now stationed at Moreton
Bay, was employed by a Company for a time at Ballina, and, from experience of her serviceable qualities
during her stay there, your Petitioners are of opinion that a similar vessel would better meet the require
ments of the port, be more suitable for a bar, and he less expensive to maintain than an iron vessel, for the
construction of which plans and specifications were drawn up and tenders invited.
That, therefore, your Petitioners humbly pray your Honorable House to take these premises into
your favourable consideration, and direct such steps to be taken as to your Honorable House may seem
expedient, in order that the port of Ballina shall he supplied, with as little delay as possible, with a
powerful steam-tug suitable in every way for a shifting bar harbour.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, <&c,
[Sere follow 7 signatures.']
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NANUKU PASSAGE, FIJI GEOIJP.
(PLAN OP, AND REPOKT ON ISLANDS IN.)

IJJtfStntEti to $arliamrnt hg CEamtnanD.

ComroDQRE G-ooDEKouan to Hia Excelmncs

the

Goveenoe,

Her Majesty’s Ship “ Pearl,”
Sydney, 31 December, 1874.
®IE'

■

■

,

I have the honor to forward, for your Excellency’s information, copy of a plan* of the *
Nanuku passage, tho N.E. entrance to the Fiji Group, together with some remarks on it and the adjacent
islands, which have been made hy Lieutenant Kendell, commanding Her Majesty’s schooner “ Beagle,”
who has been engaged in surveying that portion of the group.
I have, Ac.,
JAMES G. GOODENOUGH,
Captain and Commodore (2nd class),
Commanding Australian Station.

BEMARKS ON THE ISLANDS IN NANUKU PASSAGE.
Taviurd.—There is anchorage off Yuna Point in 10 fathoms, sandy bottom, with Hamilton’s store,
a prominent zinc building on the beach, in line with a small house on the hill behind, about E.S.E., and
close into the beach a long reef extends
mile in a westerly direction from the S.TY Point, which
always breaks. The South Point of Taviuni is laid down nearly 2 miles too far south on the present chart.
It is steep-to, and may he approached within 2 cables. The east coast is precipitous and steep-to (except
a small reef off the S.E. part, where Salia Levn is situated) for 13 miles, the coast trending N.E. i N,,
where it forms a point with a reef running off it about f of a mile, and then runs hack into a deep bay
with a fringing reef. Abreast of Qamea there is a small promontory, with good anchorage to the northward
of it in Yuri-Yuri Bay, 15 fathoms, level sandy bottom. This bay is well protected from nearly all winds,
and there is a good fresh-water stream discharging itself into the S."W\ part of the bay. There are one or
two outlying reefs in the Straits off this promontory, but they are easily distinguished on a clear day.
There is a long reef running off from the Point to the northward of Yuri-Yuri Bay, which reduces the
width of Tasman's Straits to less than a mile. The tidal streams are very strong here—the ebb to the
northward and the flood to the southward—and it is dangerous for sailing-vessels to attempt to pass the
Straits, unless with a commanding breeze.
■
Yuna Point is in lat. 1G° 42' 10" S., and long. 179° 51' 30" E.
Qamea is a well-wooded island indented with deep hays, and divided from Laueala by a _narrow
strait, impassable except by boats. The two islands are nearly surrounded by a reef, from a mile to a
mile and a half from the shore. There is good anchorage in nearly all parts inside this reef to the
southward of the islands. It can only he entered from the westward where it is open, and where there
are two detached patches which form entrances. The N. and N.E. parts of these islands were not
examined.
Thane Beef is about a mile in diameter, and is situated 6£ miles from Laueala, with south point
of that island bearing SAY. by W, It breaks heavily.
Bfanuku consists of the small coral islets about t of a mile apart, lying N. hy E. i E. and S. by W. 4 W.
from each other. They are situated about f of a mile from the end of a long reef which runs away from
the N.N.E. 3 miles, then trending N.E. for 6 miles, it turns off abruptly W.N.'W. Numerous detached
patches were seen to the westward of the reef, reaching as far as could be seen from the mast-head, but
they were not examined. No anchorage could be obtained in the neighbourhood of these islands, the
reef being steep-to on both sides. The south islet is in lat. 1G° 42' 30" S., long. 179° 29' E.
Nuku —
32—

appended.

k

2

r
Nuhu—Basaga—consists of two sinall islets lying N.E. by E. and S.W. by W. ^ a mile apart;
they are situated at tbe edges of a coral reef extending 1| mile N.E. by N. and S.W. by S., and 1 mile*.
N.W. by N. and S.E. by E. There is an entrance on the west side for small vessels, but it is full of coral
patches and not recommended. H.M.S. “Beagle” anchored on the north side of the reef in 10 fathoms
coral bottom, but it is a very unsafe anchorage on account of the heavy swell caused hy the strong tides ‘ which run round these islands. There are detached patches stretching towards Nuku-mauu, which island
appeared to he laid down about 3 miles too far to the northward. The largo island is in lat,
16° 34' 45" S., and long. 179° 16r 45" W. By true bearings taken from Taviuni and Nuku-Basaga, Budd
Island would appear to be placed 5 miles to the northward of its position.
Nuku Lam, or Qple Lexu, called also Miku Balavu, is the largest island in this part of the group.
It is in lat. 16° 9' S., long. 179° 10f 30" W. It is of coral formation, principally coral rock, rising in some
places to the height of 30 feet. It is about 3 miles in circumference, and there are several small islets and
rocks off its western end. It is steep-to on the east side, and is situated at the N.E. point of a long
coral lagoon running east and west, which is 12 miles long by 5 miles wide in its broadest part. There are
several entrances at its western end, the best one being about 8 miles W.S. W. of the larger island. The
lagoon is perfectly clear of dangers, and good anchorage may be obtained in any part of it in from 12
to 13 fathoms. The island is covered with cocoa-nut trees, but no fresh water was found in it.
Korotuna is in lat. 16° 4' S. and long. 179° 26' W.; it is about f of a mile long, N.E. and S.W.,
and is surrounded by a fringing reef, extending not more than f of a mile from it,
' Wailagilala consists of two small coral islets in lat. 16° 45' S., long. 179° 8' W. Tho islands arc
joined by a sand-spit, and are situated at the N.E. part of a coral lagoon extending 3' N. by W. and S. by ’
E., by If W. by S. and E. by N, and having an entrance on the western side. There is good anchorage
in the lagoon in 15 to 18 fathoms (sand and coral), and it appears to be free from dangers. The entrance is .
i a cable wide, with 7 fathoms in the centre, and the island bearing N. 38° E.
The whole of these islands bear the same character. They are low coral islands covered with tropical
vegetation, but no fresh water could be discovered on any of them. They are uninhabited, but are visited
periodically by the natives to collect the cocoa-nuts.
Tho Boole marked dangerous in the Nanuku passage was searched for without success by H.M.S.
“Beagle.”
'
,
Naitaba is a high basaltic island, nearly triangular, with its apex to the S.E., on which point there is
a remarkable peak. It is entirely surrounded by a reef, having deep water inside, but no entrance except
for boats. Owing to the heavy swell, it was impassable when the “ Beagle” was off the island.
Yacala, or Cap Island is inaccessible except in very smooth weather, for the same reason. There are
several islands inside the reef.
Nuga-tohc Beef consists of three small islets on a small coral reef, the western of which is in
lat. 17° 15' 40" S., long. 179° 4$ W.-, it is 5 miles W.8.W. from the west point of Yacata.
The Tidal Streams are very strong between the northern islands of the group, and are a good deal
affected by tbe islands and reefs, but their general direction is the flood to southward and the ebb to the
northward ; they are also much affected by the prevailing winds—a strong surface current to the westward
having been met with to the north of Wailagilala after a continuance of strong trade winds.
EREDK. J. RENDELL,
Lieut. Command. H.M.S. “Beagle.”

[One plan.)

[U]

Sydney:

Thomas Richards, Government Printer,—1875,
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VOYAGE BETWEEN NEW SOUTH WALES AND CHINA.
(REPOHT FROM CAPTAIN NARES RESPECTING BEST ROUTE.)

^rtscnfct to parlinment bjj ®otmnanl).

CiPTAiR Nahes to Goyernou Sib Hercules Robinson.

H.M.S. ‘'Challenger,”Wellington (N.Z.), 2 July, 1874.

Sir,

During the stay of tho “ Challenger” at Sydney, knowing how important it
would be to the trade of the Colony that all the information obtainable relative to the
best course for vessels to pursue in making tlie voyage between New South Wales and
China should be compiled with a view- of publishing it for general information, Navigating
Lieutenant Tizard, belonging to this ship, who has had great esperience in the navigation
of tbo_ China Seas, undertook the task; and I have the honor to forward tho result of his
investigations to your Excellency, for the benefit of the many interested.
,
I may add, that I fully endorse the recommendations contained in the paper,
which has been drawn up with much thoughtful care.
I have, &c.,
G. S. NAEES, Captain.

Eoute

between

Australia

and

China.

The passage between Australia and China is yearly becoming of more importance, owing

to the increase of traffic between the two Countries ; and, as the best route to follow is
yet doubtful, any light that can be thrown on the time taken, and the wind and weather
experienced on the voyage, must be useful information to vessels pursuing this track.
Captain Allen, the Harbour Master at Newcastle, has collected for the past four years
an .epitome of tbe log of each vessel leaviug that port; and he has kindly placed at my
disposal the abstract Jogs between Newcastle and the ports in China and Japan, from
which I have plotted the track of each ship. The following remarks and tables have been
compiled after a careful study of the logs and the routes adopted.
During these four years, four different routes have been taken to China ; three of
them are to the eastward of New Guinea, and one (the Torres Strait route) to the
westward.
_ The easternmost route east of New Guinea, which I shall call the “ outer route
to China,” follows a line on the chart from Newcastle to Norfolk Island ; from thence
to Matthew Island, then north along the 171st meridian to 11° 8., then N.N.W. to
Pleasant Island, crossing the equator in 160° east, then through the Eastern islands of
the Caroline Group to their destinations. Tho length of this route is_
From Newcastle to Hongkong .......................
„
Shanghai..........................
„
Yokohama
194—
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6,150 miles.
6,000 „
5,500 „
Ten

58R
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Ten vessels have adopted this route, and their average passage is sixty-four days.
The shortest passage (forty-nine days) was made in the “ Zenohia,” which ship left JNewcastle 2nd April. Tbe longcet passage was made by the a "Windhover, winch ship iGtt
Newcastle December 21st; she took seventy-four days on her voyage to Hongkong.
Another route east of New Guinea, which I shall call the “ middle route to
China,” follows a line on the chart from-Newcastle, midway between Lord Howe s Island
and the Elizabeth Eeef, from thence to the D'Entrecasteaux Beef on the N.W. extreme
of New Caledonia, then between the Solomon and Santa Cruz Islands, and from thence
N.W. bv,N. to the equator, which is crossed in 159° E, Prom the equator a northerly
route is taken through the middle of the Caroline Group, and theu a course is shaped
for the port hound to.
The length of this route is—
From Newcastle to Hongkong .......................
„
Shanghai ...........................
Yokohama ............ -.........

5,500 miles.
5,400 „
4,900 „

Twenty-nine vessels have adopted this track, aud their average passage is fortyeight davs, or sixteen days less than that of the “ outer route.” The quickest passage
made was by the “ Thermopyhe,” which ship left Newcastle on February 10th, and arrived
in Shanghai 10th March, or in twenty-eight days. The longest passage recorded is sixtyfive days, or tho average passage hy the “ outer route.” This passage was made by the
“ E. J. Spence,” which ship loft Newcastle in April.
The third route (east of New Guinea), which I shall call the 11 inner, route to
China ” follows a line from Newcastle N.E. to the 157th meridian, then due north on that
meridian to the latitude of the Pocklington Beef in 11° S, then either to the N.W.,
between New 1 reland and the Solomon Group, or to the N., through the Bougainville
Straits, between Bougainville aud Choiseul Islands, then north to the equator, which may
be crossed in about 153° E., from which position a straight course may be shaped for
either Shanghai or Yokohama; hut for Hongkong a course to the northward of the
straight line to the Balintang Channel.
■

The length of the route is—
Newcastle to Hongkong ,......
,,
Shanghai .............................
„
Yokohama ...................................

■
5,000 miles.
4,900 „
4,600 „

Five sailing-vessels and one steamer have adopted this track. Tho steamer made
the passage in twenty-three days to Shanghai. Tlie average length of passage of the
sailing-vessels is fortv-eight days, tho same as the “middle route ; the shortest (thirtyfour days) having been made in April, by the “ Erie,” and the longest (seventy-five
days) in July, by the “ Helen Malcolm.” In the same month, however, another vessel,
the “ Woodlark,” made the passage in thirty-nine days.
The fourth, or Torres Strait route, follows a line from Newcastle N.E. to the
167th meridian; then north on that meridian to the latitude of the Mellish Reef; then
N.W. for Bligh’s entrance to Torres Strait. When through tho strait, tho route is
between the Tenimber and Arrow Islands for the passage between Ceram and Bouro
into the Molucca Channel; then round the N.E. end of Celebes Sea, through the
Basilan Channel into the Sulu Sea; and then through Mindoro Strait into the China
Sea. The distance from Newcastle to Hongkong by this route is 6,300 miles, and it has
been taken by only one ship, the 11 England,” which made tho passage in forty-one days
in the month of July.
.
The annexed Tables give the statistics of each ship whose track has been plotted.

TABLE

\

TABLE I.
Statistics of the “ Outer Boute to China,”

Ship’s Name.

1’Ort in Anstralla

snHecl from.

Greyhound . . Newcastle....... Hongkong......

Latitude of
Latitude Of losing fi K. Longitude
Hutting
Tradb and of cropping
S.E Trade getting West Tlq.uator.
Monsoon.

I>nto of
Leaving.

Date of
Arrival.

Number of
Days
on Passage.

12 Jan.........

10 March ...

57

25° 9-

iS° S.

167° E.

Equator

Carried the N.E. monsoon to Hongkong. Three days in a hurricane,
lat. 150 S., between New Hebrides and Fiji Islands.

27 March ...

64

None

i4°S.

1590 E.

3° 0' S.

Experienced Tarinble winds from Newcastle to 14° S. lat.
trade.

March ... 11 May.......

66

20° S.

n° S.

167° 30'E

Equator

33" E.

S.E. trade light and variable. West monsoon squally with rain.

DegtlaatUin,

Catherine Jane Newcastle....... Hongkong.......

Latitude of Latitude of
getting
losing
N-R. Trade. >\H Trade.

HemarliiS,

No S.E.

Leicester ......

Newcastle....... Shanghai .......

Rattler ..........

Newcastle....... Hongkong......

18 March ... 18 May.......

6l

20° S.

13° B.

166° E.

Equator

20° N.

No west monsoon, but light N.E. and east winds, from 130 S. to the
equator.

... Newcastle....... Hongkong......

2 April ... 21 May.......

49

20° 3.

i5°S.

*63° E.

5° 0' S.

17° N.

Had south and S.E. winds on first starting, which carried her into
the trade. Erom 15° S. to 5° 3. light variable winds and calms.

6l

2d0 3.

i3°S.

166° 30' E.

6° 0' S.

2 0° N.

Light Tenable winds from 13° £5, to 50 S., then N.E. winda to
From 200 north to Yokohama experienced variable winds.

6l

250 S.

12° S.

166° E.

S° 0' 3.

66

230 a.

12° S.

i(iO° 30' E

10° 0' S.

30° N.

From 120 S. to io° N. hit. experienced light winds ; bafTling wkonto
the southward of the line, and from the eastward when to the
northward of the line.

60

21° S.

9° S.

163° E.

4° 40' 3.

24° N.

From 9° S. to 4*’ 40' N. latitude experienced variable winds. From
lat. 24° N. to Shanghai northerly and north-westerly winds.

74

i90S.

13° S.

164° 30' E.

Equator

Zenobia ,

6

Jeio. Nicholson Newcastle...... Yokohama....... 20 Sept....... 20 Nov.

Burnsides

Newcastle......

Yokohama.......

Araby Ifaid ...
WindliOTcr ... Newcastle....... Hongkong.......

4

Oct.........

9

Deo.........

15 Oct. ....
4

March ...

6a

N.

From 120 S. to 8° S experienced light variable winds ; but at 8° S.
got the N.E. monsoon, which carried her to Hongkong.

From 13“ S. to the equator experienced 'variable winds from the
westward, wit h heavy rains. From the equator carried the N.E.
monsoon to Hongkong.
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TABLE IT.
Statistics of the “ Middle Route to China.”

Ship's oame.

rort in Australia
sailed from.

Destination.

E.M. Young. . Newcastle....... Hongkong......

3>fctr»
of Leaving.

Daffl
of Arrival.

Xurolier
of dayn on
passage,

Latitude of
Latitude of loping S.E. IjOnpittide
gtiting
Trad*' and of cropping
S.E. Trade. getiiuR West Equator,
Monsoon.

Latitude of Latitude of
losing
gettiue
X.K Trade. y E. Trade.

16 Jan......... 26 Feb. ......

41

26° s.

15° 8.

157° E-

41’

Thermopylfe.. ^.'cwcastlo....... Shanghai ....... io Feb......... 10 March ...
Korhum Cattle Nowcaetlo ....... Shanghai ......
4 March ... 17 April ...

28
44

250 S.
25° S.

14° S.
15° s.

167° K.
164° m.

o* 19' S.
4* o'S.

12° S.

165° E.

70 r/ N.

'ITiermopylrc

Sydney ........... Shanghai ......

7 March ... 16 April ...

40

o'S.
20*^
20* X.

Thermopylto... Mclboumo ... Foo-choo-foo... 8 March ... 17 April ...
loTerdroie ... J^cwcastJc.......... Honekone...... 11 March ... 20 April ...

40
40

2S°S.
25° S.

17° S.
15* S.

164° E.
160° E.

2° O' S.
3° 0' S.

23° N.

Titanift ..........

3 Mfly.......

44

230 S.

15° s.

154° E.

8° o'N.

20* N.

4. May.......

45

20° s.

1610 E

rt' X

i8c N.

Newcastle......

Shanghai ......

ao March ...

Thermopylae... Sydney ..........
Thermopylae... Newcastle......
Apelles ...........
B. J. Spenco...
Fire Queen ...
Arden tinny ...

JNcwcastlo ......
Newcastle.......
Newcastle.......
Newcastle.......
Newcastle.........

Shanghai

Hongkong....... 13 April ...
Hongkong...... 16 April ...
Hongkong...... 22 May......
Hongkong....... 5 June.........
Yokohama......

Thya( ira ..........

Newcastle.......... Shanghai

Formosa

N ewcastlc..........

..........

30 March

.........

10 June.........

8 May......
12
20
10
28
5

June......
June......
Julv........
July.........

August...

1 August...

Chocfoo............... 20 June......... 20 August...

39

26° s.

60
63
49

20° S.
20* S.
24° S.
=5°S.

9"S.
4 S.
0
7* S.

138° E.
1 sS" E.
159° K.
i59aE.
164° E.

i°
2°
2°
7°
6°

*5° S.

1 <5° S.

i52°E.

7° o'S.

20° S.

7° S.

158° E.

S3

16° s.

57
5s

159° E.

Carried the N.E. monsoon to Hongkong. Experienced a hurricane
in lat. 140 S.
A strong westerly monsoon from 14° S. to 30 S.
From lafc, 130 S. to 40 S. experienced northerly winds with heavy
squalle. Betwxcn tho Jjin Fin group ami Shanghai experienced
n tvphoon.
M'hence to the equator had the west monsoon with heavy squallg
and rain. Carried the N.E. monsoon to Shanghai.
experienced light northarly and north-eiuterlv winds.
No westerly monsoon, but light N.E. tnd E. winds from 15° S. to
the equator.
with oecnsionnl beayy squalls and rain. Dalnyed by fog three
days off Shanghai.

Equator
o'N.
30' N.
0' N.
0' S.
o'1 N

Remark p.

20° N.
>6° N.
15° N.
12° N.
Eelcw Is.

monsoon, hut light variable airs from N.Ed. from i6° S, to
cqufi tor.
From 90 S. to i° N. exporionced light variable winds and calms.
From 40 R. to 2° 30'' N. experienced light variable winds and calms.
From 15°
Balintang Channel experienced S^Y. winds.
Yuriuble winds from 120 N. to Hongkong.
winds. From 6° N. carried fair winds to Yokohama,
From 16° S. to the Pclew Islands experienced E, and N.E. winds.
From the Fclcw Islands lo 17° N. tlio S.'VV. moueoon. From
170 N. to Shanghai, E. and N.E. ■winds.
From 7° S. to 5° N. experienced light vartabla easterly winds. From
5° N. to 2i° N. t(triable windr, from thence to Chcofoo the S.W.
monsoon, strong with squalls.

1

Table II—continued.
Ship's name.

Port in Austrnlia
sailed from.

Destination,

Number
of da/s on
passage.

Date
of Arrival.

Date
of Learing.

Latitude of
Latitude of losing S.W. Longitude
Retting
Trade and of crossing
S.E. Trail0. ire it in cr West Equator.
Alonso oti.

Flying Eagle...

i July....... 26 August...

57

20° S.

io° N.

158° E.

Thom ns Bell...

7 July.......

Latitude of Latitude of
getting
losing
Trade. N.E. Trade.

8 Sept.

...

63

20° S.

70 N.

14°'E.

Obcron ..........

io August... 20 Sept.

...

41

25° 3-

5° S.

1610 E.

Ocean Beauty..

i8 August... 21 Oct.........

64

240 S.

17” S.

156° E.

Whittington...

27 August...

54

23° S.

13° S.

162° E.

52

20° S.

5° S.

1610 30' E.

5° 3-

57

190 S.

5° S.

i59a E-

Equator

...

4i

20° S.

4°N.

159° E-

24 Oct........

2 Dec.......

39

230 s.

22 Noy........

9 Jnn. ......

48

None

42

None

S^S.

9 Feb.........

49

29° 3.

16° S.

166°

E.

3° 3.

30 Dec......... 12 Feb.........

44

290 S.

14” S.

163° E.

3° S.

Lauderdale ... Newcastle......

Hongltong......

16 Sept.

...

33. Constitution

24 Sept. ...

Lennox Castle.. Newcastle....... Hongbong......

27 Sept.

...

7 ^OT.

7 Nov.

...

Lennox Castle.. Newcastle.......
*
Kewcastle....... Hongkong......
TnlW

Hongkong......

22 Dec.........

xo° 3.

Pemarks.

y.K

140

U".

164' E.

3°E.

163° E.

a'N.

166° 30'E.

1° N.

13° N.

17° N.

The S.E. trade unsteady, both in force and direction. From io°
N. to Hongkong Tunable light winds, principally from the eastward.
The S.E. trades unsteady, both in force and direction. From 70 N.
±0 Hongkong K.K. winds.
From 50 S. to 26° N experienced the S.W. monsoon, with heavy
rain squalls, then east wind to Shanghai.
From
S. to 5“ S. experienced iight winds from ■Ti, to JC., then
light variable winds to 120 N., then E, winds to Hongkong.
From 130 S. to the equator she experienced light K. winds and calms.
From the equator to io°N. variable light winds. From io° to
170 N. the S.W. monsoon strong, then light fair winds to Shanghai.
Experienced light winds from 5'!l £5. to 150 rf., then H., E*, and rf.E.
winds to the Bashec Channel.
Carried the N.E, monsoon to Hongkong.

Ot

The S.E. trade well to the eastward, with gloomy rainy weather.
From 40 to 140 N. experienced southerly winds, varying to tho
westward and eastward of S. From 17^^. to Bashce Channel
the S.W. monsoon.
From jo° S. to 30 N. experienced variable winds. Carried tho N.E.
monsoon to Hongkong.
Experienced no regular S.ic. trade, but variable winds from the
northward and eastward from 23°S. to i2°9., then light variable
winds to 2° N., after which she kept the N.E. monsoon to Hong
kong.
Had no S.E. trade, but Tariabla winds from the northward and
eastward from 330 S. to 8° S., then got the W. monsoon light
and variable with squalls to 1° N-, then the N.E. monsoon to
Hongkong.
From 16^ S. to 3“ S, had the westerly monsoon, then variable winds
to 3& S,
From 140 S. to 30 S. variable winds.
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TABLE III.
Statistics of the IC Inner Route to Chiim.*’

Ship’s NaTne,

Port io AuHtr&Ua
eailod from.

Dcflti»n,t1on,

Brio .............. Hewcaatle...... Shanghai .......

JVc&poJia......

Newcastle...... Yokohama......

Date of
Leaving-.

8 April

Date of
Arrival.

... 12 May......

12 June......

Helen Malcolm NcwcaBtle.....

Hongkong.......

VToocllark...... Noweastle......

Shanghai ....... 14 July .....

6 July.......

Humber of
Days
On Passage.

Shanghai ......

Latitude of
losing S.K, Longitude Latitude of
Trade and of rros^irig
Rotting
getting
Equator. N.E. Trade.
W. Monsoon.

20° S.

34

150° E.

3° 3 -

Remarks.

20° N.

No regular S.E. trade. Erom 20° S. to 150 S nho had west winds,
then east winds to 6° S., then variable winds to 30 S.

23° H.

From 6° S. to tho equator experienced light southerly winds.

23° S-

6° S.

Sept........

73

140 S.

Equator

150° E.

22 Aug........

39

a3° S.

13° s.

142° E.

19“ s.

2° N.

150° 30'E

5°N.

Baskec Clil. From 20 N. to 5° N. experienced variable winds. After passing the
Unshoe Channel she got a typhoon which delayed her three days.

20° S

9° S.

149° E.

V N.

From 90 S. to i° N. variable winds were experienced. From 1° N,
to Shanghai N.E. winds.

it)

31 Aug........ 23 Sept........

23

Equator

Latiiudeof
losing
N.E Trode.

38

Koigato ......... J^cwcastlo ....

S-S. JBernard... Newcastle......

Latitude of
getting
5.K. Trade.

None

40

From the equator to 5° N. experienced light NAY. winds. From
50 hT. to 15° N. westerly wind*, interrupted by calms and N E.
winds. From 150 N. to Hongkong east winds. She experienced
a typhoon on 12th Sept.
20° N.

Erom 130 S. to the equator expericriepd moderate S-.S.E., and S.W.
tvmds. Erom 20° N. to Shanghai variabl* winds.

TABLE IV.
Statistics of the ‘ Torres Straits Itoute to China.”

Englnml ...... Newcastle....... Hongkong......

21 Aug......

41

23°

S.

Equator

|
Passage.

(

From the equator to tho Molucca Channel experienced variable
winds to the Mindoro Channel, and then the S.W, monsoon.

j
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A careful study of these Tables, and the "Wind Charts published by the Admiralty
in. 1872, have led me to tho following conclusions :—
.
During the months of January, February, and Starch, the average passage by the
“ outer route” is sixty-two days, the longest recorded passage being sixty-six days, and
tho shortest fifty-seven days.
The average passage by the “ middle route1’ is forty days, the longest recorded
being forty-five days, and the shortest twenty-eight days. No passage by the “ inner”
or the Torres Strait route has been attempted during this season, and a glance at the
"Wind Charts will show that neither of these tracks are suitable during the first three
months of the year.
The question of the route to be adopted during these months therefore rests
between the ” middle” aud the “ outer” routes, and, as the passage by the “ middle
route” is performed in tioenhj-iwo days less than that by the “ outer route,” there can
ho no question that the “middle” is tho proper route to China for vessels leaving
Australia in January, February, and March. '
During the months of April, May, and Juno, only one passage has been made by
tho “ outer route,” viz., in April, tho time occupied being forty-nine days.
The average passage by the “ middle route” is fifty-eeven clays; the longest
recorded being sixty-five days, and the shortest forty-nine days ; whilst during the same
three mouths two passages were made by the “inner route,” one in thirty-four days, the
other in thirty-eight days, or an average of thirty-six days. Kb passage is recorded by
the Torres Strait route.
■
A careful study of the "Wind Chart for these months, in conjunction with this
information, will, I think, show satisfactorily that neither the “middle” or the “outer”
routes are suitable for ships at this season, but that the “ inner route” offers tho greatest
facilities for making a rapid passage to China, for ships leaving Australia in April, May,
and June.
During tho months of July, August, and September, two vessels took tho “outer
route,” and each ship made tho passage in sixty-one days. The average passage by the
“ middle route” is fifty-four days; the longest recorded being sixty-four days, and the
shortest forty-one days.
The average passage by the “ inner route” is fifty-six days; tho longest recorded
being seventy-five days, and the shortest thirty-nine days, whilst one passage was made
by the “ Torres Strait route” in forty-one days.
It will be evident, therefore, that in those three months a better passage will be
made by following the “middle” rather than the “outer route” to China; the question
as to which is the most advantageous track rests, therefore, between the “ Torres Strait,”
the “middle,” and the “inner route.”
If a ship leaving Australia can enter Torres Strait before the end of August, this
will be found the best track to take ; if, however, she cannot got through those straits
by that time, she should adopt either the “ inner” or the “ middle” route ; probably the
inner will be found the quickest, if every means are taken to get north after crossing tho
equator until the 10th parallel is reached ; as the vessel that took seventv-five days on
the voyage wasted a fortnight by trying to work to tho westward against light K\W.
winds when between the equator and 5° KT. latitude. There appears, however, very little
to choose between the “ middle” and “ inner” routes, and either of them may he followed
if too late in tho season to enter Torres Strait.
During the months of October, November, aud December, tbe average passage by
the “ outer route” is sixty-seven days ; the longest recorded being seventy-four days, aud
the shortest sixty days. The average passage by tho “ middle route” is forty-four days;
the longest recorded being forty-nine days, and the shortest thirty-nine days. No pas
sage has been made at this season of the year either by tho “Torres Strait” or “inner”
routes. The “ Torres Strait route” is certainly unfit to take, but until we possess more
information regarding the “inner route,” I am not certain as to its fitness or otherwise.
_ The “ outer route,” occupying an average of twenfy-th-ee days more than the
“middle route,” should on no account be taken by ships leaving Australia in October,
November, and December.
Briefly, then :—Ships leaving Australia in the months of January, February, or
March, for China or Japan, should adopt the “ middle route,” and may expect to make
the passage in about forty days; leaving in April, May, or June, they should adopt the
“inner route,” and may expect to make tho passage m about thirty-six days; leaving
in July, August, or September, they should, if they can reach Torres Strait before the
end of August, take that route ; and if not, either the “middle” or the “ inner route,”
and may expect to make the passage vid Torres Strait in forty days, and by the other
routes in fifty-five days ; and finally, ships leaving in October, November, and December,
should adopt the “ middle route,” and may expect to make the passage in forty-four days
about.
Two other passages to China have been mentioned in the Sydney papers; one to
the west of Australia, and through Sunda Strait, the other a modification of the “ inner
route,” through some of the channels lately discovered by Captain Moresby, of H.M.9.
“ Basilisk.”
The western route is only practicable for sailing-vessels during tbe months of
January, December, and February, as they may then get easterly winds to the southward
of Australia. I should not, however recommend this route even to Singapore, ns during
the months of November, December, January, February, and March, northerly winds
and a southerly current prevail in Sunda, Banka, and Gaspar Straits, and the Carimata
Channels, and it is a tedious and heart-breaking process endeavouring to get to the
northward under such adverse circumstances. I have known a ship thirty days from
Sunda Strait to Singapore—a distance of 500 miles.
With
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With regard to the modification of the “ inner route” rendered advisable by the
discoveries of Captain Moresby, I am unable, at present, to give an opinion, as the
charts are aa yet unpublished.
It is as well, perhaps, for me to point out, in conclusion, that in recommending
what I consider should be the route adopted at each particular season of the year, I
have been entirely guided by the logs of the vessels I have perused, in conjunction with
the Wind Charts published by the Admiralty, and have not taken into consideration
their relative value of facility in navigation ; nor am I able, of course, to judge of the
passages made by ships whose logs I have not seen, and who may have made quicker
passages by other or the same routes.
Viewing then the different tracks in regard to their freedom from danger, there
is no doubt that the “ outer route” is the dearest, and S/tat probably is the reason it has
been adopted by so many ships.
The “ middle route,” however, is nearly as free from difficulty as the “ outer,"
■and will he, in my opinion, quite as safe when the survey of the D’Entrecasteaux Reel
is completed,—a work I understand the present hydrographic staff in New Caledonia are
engaged on.
'
The “ inner route” is at present the least known, and unquestionably that portion
of it between the Solomon Islands and New Guinea requires to be surveyed ; still, how
ever, tho passage between the Solomon Islands on the eastern, and the Louisade Archi
pelago and New Ireland on the western side, is a wide channel apparently free from
danger (with the exception of the Pocklington Reef) ; and in the months of April, May,
and June, during which ships gain the greatest advantage by using it, the weather is
Hue, so that I see nothing to deter vessels taking this track provided a good look-out is
kept; and it must likewise not be forgotten that should it be found the quickest, as it is
the shortest highway to China, a vessel would probably soon be employed in properly
surveying it.
The “Torres Strait route” although not free from danger, may be navigated with
facility by captains who have had any experience amongst coral reefs, and who are
accustomed to eon their vessel from the masthead ; a precaution which is absolutely
necessary. Once through the strait there are hut few dangers on the track to China, as
although the islands are many of them doubtful in position, they arc of sufficient height
to insure their being seen readily.
T. H. TIZARD,
H.M.S. " Challenger,”
Navg. Lieut.
25th June, 1874,

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer.—18TB.
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1875.
Legislative Assembly.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

SEAMEN’S LAWS CONSOLIDATION ACT.
(PETITION FOR AMENDMENT OF—OFFICERS AND SEAMEN OF PORT JACKSON.)

Ordered, by the Legislative Assembly to be printed,

16

April,

1875,

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned officers and seamen of the Port of Sydney,—
Showeth :—

1. That your Petitioners are engaged in the Colonial and Intercolonial trade of New South
Wales, and in justice to themselves, their families, and others depending upon them for a livelihood, they
deem it their duty to bring under the notice of your Honorable House the shocking condition of that
portion of many ships termed the “ forecastle,” which is set apart for their use as sleeping and. eating
apartments, which is frequently leaky, has little or no ventilation, and insufficient room, so that m tem
pestuous weather it becomes highly detrimental to your Petitioners’ health.
2. That an injustice is done to seamen in permitting ships’ articles to he signed on hoard vessels
where there is no one to look after their interests, which the Shipping Master could do if all the shipping
were under his supervision. It would, moreover, be a great boon to the seamen if all engagements were
made at the Shipping Office only, which is the seamen’s legitimate depot of labour, whereas as the law at
present stands the seamen most in want of employment are frequently the very last to hear of it, and thus
much distress is occasioned.
3. That under section 20 of the Seamen’s Laws Consolidation Act, masters or owners of vessels
may engage seamen for any two or more ships, which is detrimental to the interests of the unemployed, and
often causes serious injury to those so engaged, Ihrough their being shifted into ships with officers who had
no part in shipping them, and who generally have special favourites, for whom they wish to provide. Con
sequently the men so shifted are driven out of the ships, or arc aggravated to that extent that they give
insolence to the officers and are discharged without a character, which renders it almost impossible lor
them to obtain employment. “ Driving men out of a ship” is a term well known to every officer and sea
man, and has caused more mutinies at sea than all other causes put together. It is therefore desirable that
the portion of the Act, above referred to, mating it legal for the masters and owners of ships to engage a
single crew for more than one vessel, should be repealed.
4. That a large number of masters and owners of ships make it a regular and systematic practice
to have their ships thoroughly cleaned outside and inside on the Sabbath day, to the moral degradation of
both officers and seamen, who are equally with other men entitled to the enjoyment of the privileges ol
the Lord's Day, and are under equal obligations to observe it; and this unnecessary working on the Sabbath,
by which the sanctity of that day is violated, and the men caused to view God’s commandments with
indifference, is an occurrence which takes place on board some vessels every Sunday in the year. The seamen
belonging to a vessel recently lying in the Maelcay lliver had to choose whether they would on a Sunday
take in cargo or wash the vessel, and they decided as the lesser evil to take in cargo (25 tons), which they
had to carry on their hacks from the shore to the vessel.
5. That a portion of part G, section 72, of the Seamen’s Laws Consolidation Act, gives power
to the master of a ship to prevent his crew from going ashore to visit their wives and families or for any
other purpose, for twenty-four hours before the vessel’s departure, notwithstanding that the ship may he
safely moored alongside of a wharf; and your Petitioners consider this power both unjust and tyrannical
Your Petitioners therefore respectfully pray your Honorable House to take their grievances into
your consideration, and to grant them such relief in the premises as your wisdom may direct.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
•
[Here follow

[M-]

11G—

744

signatures.']
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1875.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ELECTRIC CABLE BETWEEN NEW ZEALAND AND
NEW SOUTH WALES.
(MESSAGE Kb. 21.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be 'printed, 10 June, 1875.

HERCULES ROBINSON,
Governor.

Message No. 21.

In accordance with tlio 54th clause of the Constitution Act, the G-overnor recommends to the
Legislative Assembly that provision be made for a sum adequate to meet tho cost of constructing an
Electric Cable between New South Wales and New Zealand.
Government House,
Sydney, 10th June, 1875.
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1875.
NEW

SOUTH WALES.

SOUNDINGS FOR TELEGRAPHIC CABLE BETWEEN
NEW SOUTH WALES AND NEW ZEALAND.
(REPORT PROM CAPTAIN NARES.)

PrtamtelJ to ^arltnnunt by (Eommiinb.

Captain Nahir to Goveknok Sib Hercules Bobinson.

H.M.S. “ Challenger,”
Wellington (N.Z.), 2 July, 1874.
Sib,

As many in New Soutli Wales are interested in the best telegraphic route
between that Colony and New Zealand, I have the honor to enclose tracings of charts
showing the soundings I lately obtained on a line between Sydney and Cook’s Straits,
with remarks on the conditions of the bottom with regard to its suitability for a
telegraphic cable.
2. On tbe Australian coast tbe incline from tbe 100 fathoms line, which was 17
miles from the land, into a depth of 2,100 fathoms at 57 miles distance, was about 1 in
20, which is less abrupt than we had previously found to he the case further to the
southward of Twofold Bay, where it was about 1 in 6. The bottom, which consists of
soft ooze, then elopes down to a depth of 2,600 fathoms, at a distance of 240 miles from
the coast, the temperature being 33°, which conditions continue for 140 miles.
3. Prom this eitremc depth the bottom elopes upwards, with a gentle incline,
with soft ooze, for 400 miles, until, at a position 780 miles from Sydney, and 335 miles
from the entrance to Cook's Straits, we obtained soundings in 1,100 fathoms. Between
this and New Zealand only shallow soundings below 400 fathoms, with hard bottom,
were obtained. The most westerly of these, 275 fathoms, was 200 miles from the land,
and 125 miles to the eastward of the 1,100 fathoms sounding. The shoal water evidently
extends for some distance farther to the westward, probably as much as 100 miles, which
would give a total breadth of shallow water of 300 miles. The bottom on the shoal was
extremely hard—so mucli so that we obtained little or no samples in the sounding rods ;
but as both the dredge and trawl dragged freely along, without catching in any irregu
larities, it must have been of a smooth nature.
4. On reference to former soundings on the general chart, it is evident that a
somewhat similar bank extends for a considerable distance to the westward of the north
■capo of New Zealand ; such being the ease, the shoal is probably continuous, and shallow
water may bo expected all along the western side of the North Island; but I see no
reason to suppose that deep water does not extend to within a very short distance of the
south-west cape of the Middle Island, which is also tho nearest land to Australia.
I have, &c.,

G. S. NAEE8, Captain,
[Two charts.]
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1875.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT.
(ADDITIONAL OFFICERS FOR.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 28 May, 1875.

EETTIEN to an Order made by tbe Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 12 May, 1875,

a.m.,

That there be laid upon the Table of

this House,—

■

“ (1.) A Return showing the services in which it was intended to employ
“ the additional thirty-eight Officers on the Estimates of the Telegraph
“ Department, which were presented to the House by the late Govem“ ment on the 19th November, 1874, and the salary proposed to be paid
*

“ in each case.
“ (2.) A similar Return with regard to the cighty-6ight additional Officers,
“ asked for on the Estimates presented hy the present Government on the
“ 31st March, 1875.”
{Mr. 0. A. Lloyd.)

240—
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TULEGKAPH DEPARTMENT.

No, 1.
HETUfilf showing the services in which it was intended to employ tho additional 38 Officers on the
Estimates of the Telegraph Department, which were presented to the House by the late Grovernment
■on the 19th November, 1874, and the salary proposed to be paid in each case.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
1

Inspector of Lines and Stations for Railways
...............£250
Messenger, Albury
......................................
...............
52
Operator for Duplex System, Albury
.
.............. 150
Operator, Gabo Island...
.
..
,.
...............
52
Operator, Blue Mountains .........................
.............
2G
Operator, Raglan
.
..........................
.,.............
52
Operator, Wagga "Wagga
...
.
..
...
. 104
Messenger,
do,
.
..
..
.............
52
Messenger, Wentworth
..........................
...............
52
Messenger, Dubbo
..............
.............
...............
26
Messenger (extra), Maitland ..
...
..
...............
2G
Messenger, Muswellbrook
.
...
..
...
.
52
Operator, Wallabadah...
,
...
..;
... 104
Messenger, Tamworth ...
...
...
..
...............
52
Line Repairer, do. ...
..
...
.
..
. . 120
Operator, Tentcrfield ...
...
...
..
............... 101
Operator, Sydney (for Windsor and Richmond Line)
104
Operator, Newcastle..........................
..
............... 104
Operator, Seal Rocks (new Station) ...
..
...............
52
Operator, Nelson’s Bay
...
...
..
...............
52
Operator, St Leonards
...
■ ...
.
...............
52
Operator, Lambton
...
..
...
..
...............
52
Operator, Waratah
...............
..
..
...............
52
Operator, Wallsend ......................................
...............
52
Messenger, Deniliquin...
...
...
.,
.............
52
Junior Operator, Forbes
...
...
..
............... 104
............... 104
Operator, Adaminaby ..
...
...
..
Messenger, Qucanbeyan
...
...
..
...............
26
Lady Operators, at .£75 each..........................
..
.. 450
Lady Instructor
...
...
...
,,
................. 150
Operator, Manly Beach
..........................
............... 104
Operator, “ spare”
...
...
...
..
... ' ... 150
............... 104
Operator, “ spare”
...
...
...

38

.

£ 3,038

This Estimate was prepared on the 17th August, 1874, and seven months elapsed before an amended
Estimate was submitted for the consideration of the present Government,
Electric Telegraph Office,
Sydney, 27th May, 1875.

P. B. WALKER,
For the Superintendent of Telegraphs.

3

No. 2.
BEITTKN showing the Services in which it is intended to employ the 88 additional Officers, asked for on
the Estimates presented by the present Government on the 31st March, 1875.
No.
£
1 Cheek Clerk and Operator, for night duty
...
...
...
... 150
1 Station-master, Gunning (new Station)
........................................ 104
1 Operator (additional), Albury.................................................................
150
Day and night duty.”
6 Operators, Automatic Instruments, Albury, at £101...
...
... 624
1 Line Repairer, Kiama ...
...
...
...
,.
...
... 120
1
Do.,
Cooma ...
.1.............................................................120
"Newoffice.”
1 Operator, Kelso.........................................................................................
52
1
Do.,
Bathurst
...
...
...
..
...
...
... 104
1 Line Repairer. Port Macquarie...
...
...
...
...
... 120
"Nowoffice."
1 Operator, Gladstone
................................................................................. 150
1 Lino Repairer, Glen Innes
............................................................... 120
1
Do.,
Tenterfield
.................................................................... 120
“Day and night duty.”
6 Operators, AutomaticInstruments (Tenterfield), at £104 ................. 624
1 Line Kepairer, Dungog..........................................................................
120
1
Do.,
Taree ................................................................................ 120
1
Do.,
Pilliga...........................
120
“Newoffice."
1 Station-master, Bingera ,.
...
...
...
...
...
,. 150
“New office.”
1
Do.,
Baradine
...
...
...
...
...
... 150
“Norkeeping open till 10p.m.” 6 Additional Operators, Chief Office, at £150 ..
...
...
... 900
6
Do.,
to provide for the opening of new Stations, at £150 900
“ Sydney. Office.”
2 Operators for Duplex, at £200................................................................ 400
2
Do., for Legislative Assembly Line, at £104 ........................... 208
6 Female Operators, at £52
............................................................... 312
60
November Estimates ... 38
Total

.

£5,938
------

... 88

P. B. WALKER,
For the Superintendent of Telegraphs.
Electric Telegraph Office,
Sydney, 27th May, 1875.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer.—187&,

[3d-]
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1875.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

MILITARY AND NAYAL FORCES REGULATION ACT.
(REGULATION UNDER.)

io ^arlsamnit, pursuant to $rt 3^ Uict. No. 19, sec, 7.

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 3 August, 1875.
His Excellency tbe Governor, with the advice of tho Executive Council, has been pleased, under the 7th
•section of the Military and Naval Forces Regulation Act (34 Yiet. No. 19), to direct that, in cases where
men or boys of the i’ermauent Military Force shall be admitted into Hospital, suffering from the effects of
injuries received in the actual performance of their duty, they shall not bo subject to the Hospital stoppage
usually enforced.
JOHN ROBERTSON.

[3rt]
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6{H

1875.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

I

VOLUNTEER FORCE REGULATION ACT OF 1867.
(MONEYS EXPENDED UNDER, IN 1874.)

PreBenietr io padiamcnt, pursuant to Set 31 Hie. £Lo.

5, m.

51.

VOLtTNTEEE FORCE—NEW SOUTH WALES.
STATEMENT of aU Moneys paid on account of the above Force during tbe year ending 31st December,
1874, furnished in accordance with paragraph 51 of the Volunteer Act of 1867.
Amount*

Particulars,

Salaries and allowances ,
Forago ................. .........
Travelling expenses,.........................
Compensation in lieu of uniforms...
Capitation allowance—
Uniforms ..................................
Balance ......................................
Marksmen’s Badges ..................
Eire of horses............................. .
Do.
..............................
Contribution to .......................
Do. •
..........................
Armoury—Repairs and materials...
Collecting and cleaning arms......
Rifle ranges..................................

£ 6, d.
4,769 14 1

Amount paid
at 3s. 6d. per diem each .....................
For General Staff and Volunteer Officers
For Staff Sergeants—Instructors.............
Amount paid to Contractors

Amount paid to Contractors and incidental expenses ..................
For mounted Officers of Artillery and Infantry on Field Parades
For Artillery Field Guns ..................................................................
Volunteer Brigade Band ..................................................................
Rifle Association..................................................................................
Freight and cartage of ammunition and incidental expenses .......
Annual allowance to each Country Corps of £5..............................
For constructing new Butts and keeping in repair the several
Ranges ..........................................................................................
Sheds ..........................................
Constructing on Paddington Rifle Range..........................................
Office rent ..................................
Office for General Staff......................................................................
Do................. i..........................
Office—Central for all Corps..............................................................
Brigade OiEce ........................
Allowance to Watchman and Office-keeper......................................
Offices in use by Head Quarters Allowance to Office-keeper..................................................................
Corps.
'
Encampment .................................. Cost of .........................................
Offices for three Majors in command Hire of, at £16 per annum each
of Country Battalions.
Rifles and ammunition ................... For the purchase of twelve Match Rifles and Ammunition ,
Butte on Paddington Rifle Range.,. Altering to safer principle................................................. ..
Tents and great-coats....................... For the purchase of, for Volunteer Encampment ................

256 10 0
541 5 8
76 10 0
4,542
1,009
124
84
168
250
500
621
85

13
5

5

2

0 9
0 6
15 6
0 0
0 0
14 9

0 0

136 14 10
300 0 0

100 0 0
200 0 0
16 0 0
16 0 0
1,669 9 2
45 0 0
1,034 13 5
180 0 0
974 0 0
17,600 7 3

Thos, Batnes, Major,

Brigade Pay and Quarter-master.

[3d.]
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JOHN 8. RICHARDSON, Lieut-CoL,
Commandant.

60 fi

NEW SOUTH WALES.

VOLUNTEER FORCE REGULATION ACT OF 1867.
(AMENDED REGULATION.)

^rrsentrti to ^parliament, pursuant to 9ct 31 Uict. $o. 5,

'

m.

50.

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 3rd March, 1875.

Hib Excellency the Governor, having been pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, to make the
following Regulation for the Volunteer Force, in substitution of No. 124 of the Regulations published in
the Supplementary Government Gazette of the 29th April, 1871, directs its publication in accordance with
the 50th section of the Volunteer Force Regulation Act of 1867, viz.
124. No claim to these allowances shall be admitted at the commencement of any year, unless
specially authorized, if the number of “efficients” in any Corps be below the minimum establishment
shown in the tabular forms of these Regulations; and the services of such Corps shall be liable to be
dispensed with.

JOHN ROBERTSON.

'60R
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1878.

/

------

NEW SOUTH WALES.

VOLTTNTEEES.
(TABLES OP ESTABLISHMENT.)

3jjrtt5tntfl to parliament, puranant to 3ct 31 Utrt. No. 5, ett. 50.

Colonial Sccrotarn's Office,
Sydney, 2nd December, 18?4.

,

HlS Excellency the 0-OTernor haring been pleased, -with the adrice of the Executive Council, to make the following Table* of
Establishment for the Volunteer Artillery and Volunteer Rifles respectively (providing for Quartermasters, for Brigades of
Artillery and Battalions of Rifles), in substitution of tbe corresponding Tables appended to No. 8 of the Regulations published
in the Supplementary Government Gazette of the 29th April, 1871, directs the publication of the same, in accordance with the
50th section of the Yolmitcer Force Regulation Act of 1867, viz.:—

Tihlr of Establishment fob Abtillest Yoluntbers.

Table of Establishment fob Rifle Volunteers.
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Three Subalterns allowed for each Field Battery on Peace Establishment.
HENRY PARKE,S.
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1875.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

VOLUNTEERS.
(NOW-GRANTING OR SECOND LAND ORDERS TO.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 11 May, 1875.

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated 27 April, 1875, that there he laid upon the Table of this House,—
“ Copies of all Correspondence and all opinions that have been given by
“ the Crown Law Officers with respect to the non-granting of second Land
“ Orders to Volunteers.”
{Mr. Davies.)

No. 1.
Lieut.-Col J. S. Richaedsos to The Colonial Secretabt.

Brigade Office,
Sydney, 11 January, 1875.
Sir,

Several applications for a second Land Order having been recently made to me by members of
the Volunteer Eorce, who having completed a second period of five years efficient service, and claim to bo
entitled under the Volunteer Act to the grant of a second Land Order, 1 have the honor to request I may
be informed whether the issue of a second Land Order is contemplated by the G-overnment?
I have, &c.,
■
JOHN S. RICHARDSON,
Lieut.-Col., Commandant.

No. 2.
Minute or The Principal Under Secretary;
Such, it ia believed, is not the intention of the Act.

The opinion of the Attorney G-eneral is desirable.—

2/2/75.
The Under Secretary, Crown Law Department, B.C., 2nd February, 1875.—H.H.

No. 3.
Opinion of Attorney General respecting the issuing to Volunteers of a second Land Order.
There is only one free grant of 50 acres of Crown land provided for under section 44 of 31 Vic., No. 5,

There is only one service spoken of as the title to tliis grant, and there is only one period filed within
which this title accrues. The service must he continuous for five years, dating from the 1st January, 1868.
The consideration of the efficient service during this term is “ a free grant of 50 acres” ; nothing is said of
any other term, of any other service, of any other grant. No Volunteer is entitled to another grant.
W. B. DALLEY,
Attorney General,
18 March, 1875.
The Principal Under Secretary, B.C., 18th March, 1875.—1V.E.P.

200-

No.

612
*
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No. 4.
Tjie Pbincipal Ukdeb Seceetaet to Lieut.-Col. J. S. Eichaudsok

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 24 March, 1875.
Sib,

'

.

In reply to your letter of the 11th of January last, reporting that several applications have
been made to you by members of the Volunteer Eorce who, having completed a second period of five
years efficient service, claim to be entitled under the Volunteer Act to the grant of a second Land Order,
and inquiring whether the issue of a second Land Order is contemplated by the Government, I am directed
by the Colonial Secretary to inform you that this question has been referred for the opinion of the Attorney
General, who has advised upon it in the following terms :—
There is only one free grant of 50 acres of Crown Land provided for under section 44 of 31
Vic., No. 5. There is only one service spoken of as the title to this grant; and there is only
one period fixed within which this title accrues. The service must be continuous for five
years, dating from the 1st January, 1868. The consideration of the efficient service during
this term is a free grant of 50 acres. Nothing is said of any other term, of any other
•
service, of any other grant. No Volunteer is entitled to another grant.”
I have, &c.,
HENET HALLOEAN.

No. 5.
Tee Pbdtcipal Uedeb Secbbtaby to The Under Secretary

•

fob

Lanes.

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 24 March, 1875.

Sib,

I am directed by tbe Colonial Secretary to communicate to you, for the information of the
Secretary for Lands, a copy of an opinion which has been obtained from the Attorney General on a
question propounded by the Commandant with respect to certain applications made to him by members of
the Volunteer Force who, having completed a second period of five years efficient service, claimed to he
entitled under the Volunteer Act to the grant of a second Land'Order.
2. Upon the question proposed by the Commandant the Attorney General advised in the following
terms:—
“ There is only one free grant of 50 acres of Crown Land provided for under section 44 of 31 Vic.,
No. 5. There is only one service spoken of as the title to this grant; and there is only one
period fixed within which this title accrues. The service must be continuous for five years,
dating from the 1st January, 1868. The consideration of the efficient service during this
term is a free grant of 50 acres. Nothing is said of any other term, of any other service,
of any other grant. No Volunteer is entitled to another grant.”
I have, &c.,
HENET HALLOEAN.

SjrJnflj ; Thomae Kiclionls, Gowumeat IMnter,—187S,

[8d.l
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1875,

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION OF INVENTIONS
UNDER

10

VICTORIA, Ho. 24;

JOB

1873.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,

9 July, 1875.

SYDNEY: THOMAS RICHAEDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER.
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1875.

■

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION OF INVENTIONS.
(DESCRIPTIONS, SPECIFICATIONS, Ac., ACCOMPANYING APPLICATIONS FOR.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed,

D

July,

1.S7G.

RETURN (in part) to an Address of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of
New South Wales, dated 10 May, 1861,

a.m.,

praying that His Excellency the

Administrator of the Government would he pleased to cause to be laid upon the
Table of this House (in addition to the Return already upon the Table),—
“ (1.) A copy of the Descriptions and Specifications accompanying any
“ applications for Letters of Registration of Inventions under the Act of
“ Council 16 Victoria, No. 24, together with the date of application for such
“ Letters of Registration, and when granted; also, copies of the Plans or
t( Sections annexed, and of the Report, in each case.
“ (2.) That His Excellency will cause similar Returns to he laid before
“ Parliament annually.”

(Mr. Mart.)

w
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DOSTDEX
No.

XiHD op Api-licaxt.

3 S3

Robert Andrew Lough
nan.

344

William
Willoughby 19 December, 1872 Improvements in machinery or apparatus
Joseph Willoughby
for stamping ores and other hard sub
and Sami. Willoughby
stances-

345

Henry Perry.................

3 January, 1873 .

346

Theophilus Kitohcn.....

3 January, 1873... Improved method of purifying and de 18 February .,,
colourizing stearic acid.

9

346

Eugene Koehn..............

19 July, 1872 ....... Machine for gold and silver quartz 27 February...
crushing and amalgamating, and for
gem-washing.

11

349

Thomas Routlcdge ....... 24 January, 1873... Improvements in ircating fibrous sub 18 March.......
stances for textile purposes and for
tbe manufacture of paper stock.

15

350

George Bishop.............. 20 February,1873,

21

Bate op ArriiCAiiox.

Naicrb op Invention.

18 November, 1872 ImproTCments in the ordinary system
of preserving meats known as “the
chloride of calcium process.”

Improvements in hoUlea ..........................

When granted,

Page.

1873.
6 January ...

i

7 February...

3

18 February ...

ores and quartz to an impalpable
powder.
351

Nicholas Trengrousc ... 27 February,1873... Improvement to tbe safety of trains
running on narrow gauge railways.

7 April...........

23

352

Thomas Souttor liar- 13 February, 1873... Harwood and Mitchell’s sluicing machine
wood, Robert Har
for tin and gold.
wood, and John Mit
chell.

7 April...........

25

353

Joseph Justin Brcuan, 16 January, 1873... Machinery for the purpose of washing tin
and Cornelius Stanley
and gold from alluvial.
M'Glew.
*

8 April...........

29

354

Thomas Sutoliffb Mort... 15 March, 1873 ... Improved method of constructing cams
and discs for stamping machinery.

8 May ........

31

355

Alphonse Allain and 18 March, 1873
Alfred Eh-iero Bcjean,

8 May...........

33

356

Samuel House and Carl 21Fcbruary,1873... Improved process of, and furnace for 16 May........
A. Stetefeldt.
chtoridialog and treating silver and
copper and other ores.

37

350

Thomas Wearno ..........

41

360

Eugene
Dominique 16 May, 1873 ....... Invention for utilizing the waste cold 23 June
from fngorific mixtures, and for apply
Ni colic and Thomas
Sutcliffe Mort.
ing the same and in combination with
a plan for the continuous recovery of
tbe salts employed for producing the
cold, by an apparatus styled “Nieolle
and Mort’s Fngorific Machine.”

361

Alexander Nicolaicviteh 14 May, 1873 ....... Improved means and appliances for light 23 June
Lodighin.
ing by electricity.

362

... Improvements ip apparatus for washing
alluvious and auriferous earths.

11 February, 1873,,. Invention for converting cypemsvaginatusy 18 June...........
catVtail grass, imphcc trash, sugar
cane megass, grass-tree, knotty waterreed or sedge-grass, and other vege
table fibres, into a fibrous substance
principally for use in paper-making,
and technically known as “ ImifstuiF.”

......

51

8 April, 1873....... A new method of and apparatus for 4 July ...........
closing the points of worn sheepshears.

55

363

Thomas Whitwell ....... 16 June, 1873 ....... Improvements in apparatus for heating
air and gases.

365

Frederick
Edward
Blochct
Beaumont
and Charles James
Appleby.

366

45

7 July..........

57

7 Muv, 1873 ....... Improvements in rock or stone-drilling,
tunnelling and boring apparatus.

9 July........

Cl

5 June. 1873 ...... Improvements in machinery for drilling
or perforating rocks and other hard
substances.

9 July.......... J

67

INDEX.

VI

So.

Same oj Applicant.

367

Thomas Denny..............

368

Allen Hollinshed and 27 May, 1873 .....
James Smith Nome.

369

Edward Beading..........

370

Date of Application.

Natube op Invention.

When granted.

Taok.

1873.
7 July

73

Invention for the belter method of col
lecting and retaining gold and silver,
by the process of amalgamation from
quartz and other mineral substances
containing those metals.

7 July..........

77

4 June, 1873 ...... Invention for reducing mineral ores and
quartz stone to a powder, by means
of which all the gold that may be
therein may be readily extracted there
from with a great saving of labour.

7 July.........

79

John Christian Lyons 8 May, 1873 ....... Lyons's cbloro-alkaliue deodorizer and 15 July..........
and Frederic John
disinfectant.
Christian Lyons.
John Helton 15 lack...... 15 April, 1873 ... Improvements in tools for boriugj and in 21 July..........
apparatus for working the same*

81

372

James Bishop Perrins... 20 June, 1873 .....

Perrins's patent hydraulic cement..........

21 July...........

89

373

Jacob Heberlein ..........

1G June, 1873 ......

Improvements in apparatus for working 25 July..........
brakes for railway aud other carriages.

91

875

John Phillips ..............

17 July,'1873 ......

Improvements in amalgamation, tritura 11 August......
tion, and washing of gold and silver
ores, or the pulverization and washing
of any mineral, animal, or vegetable
matter, and the separation of the
lighter from the heavier and the
soluble from the insoluble matters.

97

376

George Bawle and Wil
liam Nathaniel Evans.

9 July, 1873 ......

Improvements in the manufacture of 11 August......
leather,

99

377

William Malpas ........... 24 April, 1873 ...... Certain chemical compounds for preser 21 August......
vation of wood without impregnation
by pressure.

101

378

Theodore Frederic Sand- 26 August, 1873 .,. Improvements in motive-power engines. 18 September.. 103
back Tinne.
William Frederick Baa- 18 August, 1873
Invention for tho more perfect separation 29 September.. 107
sett.
of gold or silver from the sludge of
puddled earth or tailings of crushing
machines; also tho self-retorting of
gold obtained and complete saving of
the mercury employed.

371

379

23 May, 1873 ....... Improvement for pulverising and con
centrating for the sure saving of gold
and pyrites.

and 12 September, 1873 Invention for the immediate extraction of
gold and silver from any mineral sub
stance containing one or both of these
metals, either oxidized or unoxidized,
such as pyrites, quartz, granite, slate,
cement, sand, gravel, or other sub
stances containing gold and silver.

85

380

James Lawson
Thomas Jaffrcy.

331

John Phillips ...... .......

1 September, 1873 Invention for the separation of mineral 14 October ... 113
substances, cleaning of tin aud other
ores, the amalgamation and separation
of gold and mercury from lighter
substances, and tho exposition of
precious stones.

383

Henry Richard Han
cock.

9 April, 1873 ...... Improvements in the method of jigging 21 November... 115
ores.
-

384

Samuel Barclay Martin
and John M'Gough
Beath,

9 October, 1873 ... Improvements in machinery for making 21 November... 117
icc, cooling liquids, refrigerating
rooms, and for other like purposes.

385

James Harrison ..........

16 September, 187E Improvements in cooling by tho evapora 21 November.. 121
tion of volatile liquids and by the
solution of salts in the apparatus and
processes for the manufacture of ice,
and in the application of ice and cold
solutions to the regulation of temper
ature.

386

Hiram Codd..................

9 October, 1873..

ImprovemontB in the manufacture of 21 November..
glass bottles and in apparatus employed
therein.

127

3S7

Hiram Codd.................

9 October, 1873 .

Improvements in bottles for containing 21 November.
aerated liquids, and in apparatus for
making and filling such bottles.

131

7 October ... 111

619
vii

INDEX.
Date op Application.

HltrBE or Invention.

When granted.

Page.

No.

Nam£ of Applicant.

38S

John Thomas Stamp ,,.

389

G-eorgo Glcdhill ........... 28 July, 1873 ....... Gledhill’s patent aerated water-bottle aud 24 November.,. 139
stopper.

390

Ecnjamin Rogers Brown 23 October, 1873 .. Machinery for washing auriferous or
stanniferous drifts, for concentrating
sand or slime ores, and for separating
pyrites and gold from crushed quartz.

391

Robert Ilonry Prenlcr- 13 November, 1873 Invention for impregnating or aerating 23 December... 145
malt liquors by carbonic acid gaa.
gast.

1873.
6 June, 1873 ....... Machine for laminating and crushing 24 November... 135
barb.

9 December... 143
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A.D. 1873, §th January.

No. 343.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE ORDINARY SYSTEM OE PRESERVING MEATS
KNOWN AS “ THE CHLORIDE OF CALCIUM PROCESS.”
LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Robert Andrew Longbnan, for Improvements
in the ordinary system of preserving Meats known as “ the Chloride of Calcium
Process.”
[Registered on the 8th day of January, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vic., No. 24.]

BY His Excellency See Hercules George Robert Robinson, Enight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:

'

WHEREAS Robert Andrew Lougiinan, of Green Island, near Dunedin, in the province of Otago
and Colony of New Zealand, Manager of the Otago Meat-preserving Company there, |hath by his Petition
humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain invention or improvement in
manufactures, that is to say, of an invention of Improvements in the ordinary system of preserving Meats
known as “ the Chloride or Calcium Process,” which is more particularly described in the specification
which is hereunto annexed, and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with tho Honorable the
Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of twenty pounds sterling, for defraying the
expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria,
number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration,
whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to
him for a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and im provemonts in tbe arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report favourable
to tbe prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the
matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Execu
tive Council, and in exorcise of the power and authority given to me by tbe said Act of Council, to grant, and
do by these Letters of Registration grant unto tho said Robert Andrew Loughnan, bis executors, adminis
trators, and assigns, tho exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and
during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Robert
Andrew Loughnan, his executors, administrators, and assigns, tho exclusive enjoyment and advantage
thereof, for and during and unto tho full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents
next and immediately ensuing, and fully to he complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said
Robert Andrew Loughnan shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration,
register the same in the proper office in tho Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South
Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and
become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto sot my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this sixth day of January, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(l.s.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
1—A

i
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SPECIFICATION.

Improvements in the ordinary system, of preserving Meats.
‘

'

SPECIFICATION.

■

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SMALL COME, I, Robetvt Andrew Loucjhs-ax, of
Green Island, near Dunedin, in the province of Otago and Colony oi New Zealand, Manager ot the
Otago Meat-preserving Company, limited there, send greeting:
Whereas I am desirous of obtaining Royal letters Patent for securing unto me Her Majesty’s special
license that I, my executors, administrators, and assigns, and such others as I or they should at any
time agree with, and no others, should and lawfully might, from time to time, and at all times during the
term of fourteen years to be computed from the day on which this instrument shall be left at the olliee of
the Patent Officer, make, use, exercise, and vend within the Colony of New South Wales, an invention for
improving on the ordinary system of preserving Meats known as “ the Chloride of Calcium Process,'1 and
in order to obtain the said fetters patent, I must by an instrument in writing under my hand and seal
particularly describe and ascertain the nature of the said invention, and in what manner'the same is to bo
performed, and must also enter into the covenant hereinafter contained : Now know ye, that the nature
of the said invention, and the manner in which the same is to be performed, is particularly described and
ascertained in and by the following statement (that is to say),—the meat-preserving pans used iu the
Chloride of Calcium process are converted into vacuum pans, where the ordinary heating and steaming
processes of that system are effected at lower temperatures in a vacuum more or less perfect, with or with
out modifications of tbe duration of those processes, and the air prevented from re-entering tho canisters
by accompanying the gradual diminution of the vacuum with a gradual increase of temperature, thereby
keeping tbe steam jets stronger than the atmospheric pressure during and after the destruction of the
vacuum, after which sealing is performed in the ordinary way : And I do hereby, for myself, my heirs,
executors, and administrators, covenant with Her Majesty, Her Heirs aud Successors, that I believe tbe
said invention to be a new invention as to the public use and exercise thereof, and that I do not know or
believe that any other person than myself is the true and first inventor of the said invention, and that I
will not deposit these presents at the office of the Patent Officer with any such knowledge or belief as last
aforesaid.
■ /
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal, this twenty-second day of July, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-two.
R. A. LOUGHNAN.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the said Robert
Andrew Loughnan, in the presence of,—
J. R. SiircLAitE,
Clerk to Messrs. Smith <fc Anderson,
.
■
Solicitors,
Dunedin, Otago, N.Z.
This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Robert
Andrew Loughnan, this sixth day of January, 1873.
HERCULES ROBINSON.

REPORT.
Sydney, 9 December, 1872.
Sir,

We do ourselves the honor to recommend the issue of Letters of Registration securing to
Robert Andrew Loughnan the exclusive enjoyment, for a term of fourteen years, of a certain invention
for improving on the ordinary system of preserving Meats known as “ the Chloride of Calcium Process,” in
accordance with his Petition and specification, herewith returned.
We have, &c.,
CHAS. WATT.
The Principal Under Secretart.
GOTHER K. MANN.

A.D. 1873, 1th February.

No. 344.

IMPROVEMENTS IN MACHINERY OR APPARATUS FOR STAMPING ORES
AND OTHER HARD SUBSTANCES.
LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to William Willoughby, Joseph Willoughby, and
Samuel Willoughby, for Improvements in Maclpnery or Apparatus for
stamping Ores and other hard substances.
[Kcgistored on the 10th February, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 10 \ic., iS:o. 21.]

By Ills ExeEnLHNUY' Sru Heucumes Geoiu.e Robebt Bonrasos, Knight Commander of tho Most

Distinguished Order of Sniut Michael and Saint George, Governor and. Commander-in-Chict of the
Colony of JS'ew South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admirnl ot tbe Baine.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Wuua.m Willougby, Joseph: Willougiuiy, and Sa-muei, W'jllol-ciuby, all of
Plymouth, in the County of Devon, England, engineers, have by their Petition humbly represented
to me that they are the authors or designers of a certain invention or improvement in manufactures,
that is to say, of an invention for “ Improvements in Machinery or Apparatus for stamping Ores and other
haid substances,'’ which is more particularly described in the specification and sheet of drawings which are
hereunto annexed ; and that they, the said Petitioners, have deposited with tho Honorable the Treasurer of
the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying ^the expense of
granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth 1 ietoria, number
twenty-four; and have humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby
the exclusive enioymenl and advantage of tbe said invention or improvement might be secured to them for
a period of fourteen years : And I. being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements
iu the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to
the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider ^the
matters' stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Exe
cutive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant,
and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said William Willoughby, Joseph \\ illoughby, and
Rainuel Willoughby, their executors, administrators, aud assigns, the (exclusive enjoyment and advantage
of the said invention or improvement, for ami during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to
have, hold, and exercise unto the said William Willoughby, Joseph Willoughby, and Samuel. Willoughby,
their executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for aud during
and uulo the full end mid term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately
ensuimr, and fully to he complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said William Willoughby,
Joseph6 Willoughby, aud Samuel Willoughby, shall not within throe days after the granting of these
Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said
Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration,-and all advantages whatsoever hereby
granted, shall cease and become void.
■
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters ot
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Grovem- .
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this seventh day of February, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
HERCULES ROBINSON.
(l.s.)

1—B
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No. 344.

Improvements m Machinery or Apparatus for stamping Ores and other hard substances.

SPECIFICATION.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, we", ’William; WiLiouciHEr, Josepii
"Willoughut, and Samtel Willoughby, all of Plymouth, in the County of Devon, England,
engineers, send greeting:
Whereas we are desirous of obtaining Letters of Registration for the Colony of New South Wales,

securing unto us Her Majesty’s special license that we, our e-iccutors, administrators, and assigns, and
such others as wo or they should at any time agree with, and uo others, should and lawfully might, from
time to time, and at all times during the term of fourteen years next and immediately after the date of
the said Letters of Registration, make, use, exorcise, and vend within the said Colony of New South
Wales an invention for “ Improvements in Machinery or Apparatus for stamping Ores and other hard
substances” ; and whereas, in order to obtain such Letters of Registration, we must, by an instrument or
specification in writing under our hands and seals, particularly describe and ascertain the nature of the
said invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed: Now know ye, that the nature of
the said invention, and the manner in which the same is to he performed, is particularly described and
ascertained in and by the following statement in writing, and on reference to the accompanying sheet of
drawings (that is to say):—
'
This invention relates to Improvements in Machinery or Apparatus for stamping Ores and other
hard substances, whereby such substances are more advantageously aud efficiently stamped or crushed than
by the means hitherto used.
In order that our invention may be distinctly understood, we have annexed hereunto one sheet of
drawings illustrative thereof, and have marked the same with figures and letters of reference corresponding
with those in the following explanation thereof (that is to say),— ,
On the accompanying drawings—
Figures 1 and 2 respectively represent the front and a side elevation of the improved machine.
a represents a strong frame, of either wood or iron, above which is placed, in suitable bearings, h, a
crankshaft, c, having two or more throws or cranks, d (according to the number of stampers required),
which are so arranged that the connecting rods e and their attachments carrying tho stamp heads f balance
each other and lessen the power necessary to impart the requisite motion.
The rods c arc made so as to admit of their being lengthened or shortened at the joint y according
to the wearing away or renewal of tho stamp heads, and are attached by bushes, h, to the cranks rf, and by
saddle-pieces, i, to the top of metal springs, j. The saddle-pieces are provided with a joint, h, to allow of the
necessary motion for the swing of the rods <?, and also with bushings, I, which work freely over the stamp
rods m and allow full liberty for the stroke of tho springs, but prevent tho latter being moved from their
vertical position.
The stamp rods m are each suspended or attached to its springy’ by means of connecting rods, n, a
boss, o, and pin, p, to which are attached guide blocks, r, working in slides, a, and which serve to keep the rods
w in their proper position, the latter working also in additional extensions, i, of the framing s*, and in loose
bushings, u, placed in the cross-piece a*, which protect the rods and guides from any suddeu jar or shock
which may sometimes occur in stamping, and which, being placed above the coffer v. are free from the action
of the water and grit therein.
,

The coffer consists of a strong frame, », surrounding the stamp heads /, and provided with the
necessary gratings or sieves, w, through which the ore stuff passes when sufficiently pulverized.

The machine is actuated by a strap and pulley, $, keyed on the shaft c, and when tho full or necessary
speed is obtained, the stroke of the stamp rods m is about four times the throw of the cranks d.
The ore stuff is shot in at the back, y, of the coffer, together with a sufficient quantity of water, and
the pulverized stuff passes through tho gratings into a trough, to be conveyed to the buddies or other
washing apparatus.
A stream of water is or may be conveyed by a pipe down by the sides of the rods
the bushings «, and so serve for the double purpose of lubricating and washing.

ot

and through

_
When crushing dry, however, the water supply is dispensed with, and in place of the gratings or
sieves iu, covers or flaps of suitable material are or may be applied to tbe openings in the coffer in the usual
way.
The stamp heads or dies may be of any form, and the arrangement for actuating the same varied
according to special circumstances or requirements.
Yarious methods may he employed for feeding the machine, amongst which may he mentioned that
of setfing a shoot behind the coffer at such an angle as to allow the ore stuff to fall gradually toward tho
heads of the stamps, and which, after being sufficiently pulverized thereby, is washed through the gratings
by the water, or again by means of a trough or cylinder containing an Archimedean screw driven from the
shaft c, and of such pitch and diameter as will allow of the ore stuff being freely passed down, or the ore
stuff’ may be passed into a shaking shoot capable of being raised or lowered to regulate tbe supply under
the stamp heads.
Having
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Improvements in Machinery or Apparatus for stamping Ores and other hard substances*
Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of our said invention, and the manner
in which the same is to be performed or carried into practical effect, we have to state, in conclusion, that we
claim as our invention the general combination and arrangement of the machinery or apparatus for stamping
ores and other hard substances, substantially as hereinbefore described, and as illustrated on. the accom
panying drawings, and especially the particular combination and arrangement of tbe component parts
thereof an above described and shown on the accompanying drawings, or any mere modification thereof.
In witness whereof, we, the said "William Willoughby, Joseph Willoughby, and Samuel Willoughby,
have hereunto set our hands and seals, this twenty-eighth day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-two.
WILLIAM WILLOUGHBY, (l.s.)
■
JOSEPH WILLOUGHBY.
(l.s.)
SAMUEL WILLOUGHBY.
(l.s.)
Signed and sealed in the presence of—
Joins' Gaed Edmueds, jr., Ho. 5, Courfcenay-street, Plymouth, Notary Public.
'

This is the specification referred to in the annexed letters of ^Registration granted to William
Willougby, Joseph Willoughby, and Samuel Willoughby, this seventh day of February, 1873.
HEEOULES EOBINSON.

/

KEPOET.
'
Sib,

. Sydney, 0 January, 1873.
_

_

_

The Petition of Messrs. W., J., & S. Willoughby for Letters of Registration for Improvements
in Machinery or Apparatus for stamping Ores and other hard substances having been referred to ns, wo
have examined the drawings and specifications accompanying the same, and have the honor to report that
we see no objection to the issue of Letters of Registration as prayed for.
We have, &c.,
J. SMITH.
The Pbujcipai Under Seceetahy,
*
E. 0. CRACKNELL.

[Drawings—one sheet-]
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No. 345.

IMPROVEMENTS IN BOTTLES.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to

Henry

Perry, for Improvements in Bottles.

[Registered on tbe 18th day of February, 1873, in pursuance of tbe Act 1G Yie., No. 24.]

BY Hie Excelt.enct Sm Hercules George Robert Robinson, Knight Commander of tbe Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of New South Wales, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Henry Perry, of London, in Great Britain, late of Lonsdale-street, Melbourne,
Victoria, machinist, hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a
certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for “ Improvements in
Bottles," which is more particularly described in the specilication aud drawing which are hereunto annexed;
and that ho, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New
South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of
Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly
prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and
advantage of the said invention or improvement might he secured to him for a period of fourteen years :
And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in tbe'arts or manufactures
which may he for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said
Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and
to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise
of the power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of
Registration grant unto the said Henry Perry, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive
enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen
years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Henry Ferry, his executors,
administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the
full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and
fully to he complete and ended : Provided always, that if the said Henry Perry shall not, within three
days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the
Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration,
and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this eighteenth day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(l.s.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.

1-C
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Improvements m Bottles.
SPECIFICATION of Hittry Perby, of London, in Great Britain, late of Londadale-street, Melbourne,
Victoria, machinist, for an invention intituled “ Improvements in Bottles.”
It is well known that bottles having a popular trade-mark upon them are frequently put to a fraudulent
use by being refilled with an inferior article after they have been emptied of their original contents. Now
this invention has been designed for the purpose of preventing this, by constructing the bottles in such a
way as to preclude the possibility of the contents being abstracted without their being broken or materially
damaged. This is accomplished by constructing them with a solid top, provision being made for the
reception of the fluid with which they are to be filled, by making a perforation at the top or tho bottom of
the bottle. This perforation is made by preference in the top, and in a conical form. When the bottle is
filled this perforation is to be fitted with a conical plug or stopper, by preference of tho same material as
the bottle, and cemented in so as to prevent its extraction, thus preventing the removal of the contents
except by the breakage of the bottle. To do this without loss they are each made with a projecting flange
at the top, so as to permit of their being knocked off1 with the greatest facility and the contents poured out
through the neck, but yet utterly destroying the bottle for fraudulent purposes. The plug should not
project above tho top of the bottle. If preferred, a cork may be compressed so as to enable it to be pushed
through the conical hole and take its place in the neck of the bottle. The drawing hereto attached shows
a bottle with both plug and cork, A being the plug, and B the cork; C being the flange by which the top
is knocked off so as to get at the contents.
Having thus described the nature of this invention, and the manner of performing same, I would
have it understood that I do not confine myself to the precise details herein set forth, such as the size or
shape, or materials of which my invention may he made or manufactured, but I claim—
Tho construction and use of bottles having a solid top, with a projecting flange, and a perforation
at the top or bottom fitted with a plug, substantially as herein described and explained.
In witness whereof, I, the said Henry Perry, have hereto set my hand and seal, this twenty-first
day of November, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-two.
.
'
HENRY PERRY,
*
By his Attorney duly authorized,
Nicholas La Eeuillahe.

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Henry Perry,
this eighteenth day of February, 1873.
.
HERCULES ROBINSON.

REPOKT.
Sydney, 20 January, 1873.
Sib,

We do ourselves the honor to recommend that Letters of Registration ho granted, securing to
Mr. Henry Perry, of London, in Great Britain, late of Lonsdale-street, Melbourne, Victoria, the exclusive
enjoyment of his invention, intituled “ Improvements in Bottles,” in accordance with the specification,
drawing, and claim transmitted for our report, under your B.C. communication of the 3rd January, 1873,
herewith returned.
Wc have, &c.,
'
.
E. C. CRACKNELL.
The Peutcipal Under Seceetaet.
GOTHER K. MANN.

%

[Drawing—one sheet ]
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No. 346.

AN IMPROVED METHOD OF PURIFYING AND DECOLOURIZING STEARIC ACID.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Theopliilus Kitchen, for an Improved Method
of purifying and decolourizing Stearic Acid.
[Registered on the 18th day of February, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 16 Yie., No. 24.]

II] 3 Excellency Sm HiomiTjES G-eokoe Robert Robinson, Knight Commander of tho Most
Distinguished Order of St,. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of ^New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Tiieophilus Kitchen, of Melbourne, in the county of Bourke and Colony of Vic
toria, soap and candle manufacturer, hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author
or designer of a certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for “ An
improved.method of purifying and decolourizing Stearic Acid,” which is more particularly described in the
speciftcation which is hereunto anueied; and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with tho
Honorable.the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling,
tor defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council,
sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters
ot Ke^stratmu, whereby the exclusive enjoyment aud advantage of the said invention or improvement
might be secured to him. for a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encouragement to all
inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may bo for the public good, and having
received, a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me
a,n^ C?nsidcr ^lc ™a*I,ers stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased,
■n itn the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the said
Act ot Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Theophilus Kitchen,
ms executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or
improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise
unto the said Theophilus Kitchen, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and
advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these
presents next and .immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended : Provided always, that if tbe
said Theophilus Kitchen shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration,
register tlie same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at-Sydney, in the said Colony of New South
become v ‘d ^eSe ^"'e^ers
Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this eighteenth day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
fr®-)
HERCULES EOBINSON.
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An Improved Method, of purifying and decolourizing Stearic Acid.
SPECIFICATION of Theophilus Kitchen, of Melbourne, in the comily of Bourke and Colony of
Victoria, soap and candle manufacturer, for an invention intituled “ An improved method of purifying
and decolourizing Stearic Acid.”
This invention consists of the use of mineral oil, such as kerosene, petroleum, or paraffine, as a
hardening and decolourizing agent in the treatment of stearic acid. If the oil is not of a tolerably light
colour itself, it will only harden—not decolourize; but if it is of a light colour it will do both.

■+J

4i
*

It is well known that various processes are in use by candle manufacturers for the manufacture of
the stearic acid, and although mineral oil is equally efficacious, no matter by what process it is produced,
yet I prefer to work by what is known as the sulphuric acid saponiiication process. According to this
method, the fatty bodies in use are made into fatty acids by admixture with sulphuric acid, at a heat which
varies according to the judgment or fancy of the operator; the sulphuric acid being used either strong or
diluted with water. After this the acids so produced are washed, and are then more or less of a black
colour. To remove such colour and impurities it is usual to submit the same to distillation. This is attended
by considerable waste, and is a costly process, while at the same time it is admitted that the percentage of
such candle material on the fatty body used is decreased and its quality lowered; whereas by the use of
mineral oil instead of distillation, the candle material is not injured and suffers no decrease in quantity.
My mode of procedure is as follows:—When the black acids have been made as above, I at once
subject them to pressure in the usual way, for the purpose of removing the oleic acid. The stearic acid is
then melted and mixed with a quantity of a light-coloured mineral oil, such as that known as kerosene,
petroleum, or paraffine (but I prefer kerosene), and again submitted to pressure, when it is found that all
the dark colour and impurities are carried away in the oil, leaving the stearic acid white and ready for use.
The percentage of oil I use depends upon the quality of the stearic acid and the temperature of the atmo
sphere, decreasing as the quality of the acid improves, and increasing as the heat of the atmosphere lessens.
In the ordinary way I should use ten hundredweight of oil to double the quantity of stearic acid.
The omission of the distillation in the sulphuric acid saponification process permits of the manu
facture of stearic acid as good as, if not superior to, that produced by what is known as the open lime
process, while the yield of candle-stuff is greater, and the cost of the chemicals about 80 per cent less.
Care should be taken to keep the temperature of the mixed materials as low as possible, to avoid loss
by evaporation of the light oil.
•
I purify the used oil by distillation, and use it afresh, although any other of the well-known pro
cesses of purifying might possibly answer as well.
.
Having thus described the nature of my invention and the manner of performing same, I would
have it understood that I do not confine myself to precise details, so long as the nature of my invention he
retained; hut I claim the use of mineral oil, such as kerosene, petroleum, or paraffine, as a hardening and
(in the event of its being of a light colour) a decolourizing agent, in the treatment of stearic acid, substan
tially as herein described and explained.
In witness whereof, I, the said Theophilus Kitchen, have hereto set my hand and seal, this
t
twenty-fifth day of November, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-two.
THEOPHILUS KITCHEN.
_
Tliis is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Theophilus
Kitchen, this eighteenth day of February, 1873.
HERCULES ROBINSON.

EEPORT.
Sydney, 17 January, 1873.
,
•
The application of Mr. Theophilus Kitchen for Letters of Registration for an improved method
of purifying and decolourizing Stearic Acid having been referred to us, we have examined the specification
accompanying the same, and have the honor to report that we see no objection to the issue of Letters of
Registration as prayed for.
Wc have, &c,,
J. SMITH.
The Peincipal Uitdeu Seceetaet.
CHAS. WATT.
Sin,

No. 347.
[Assignment of No. 2112a.

See page 73 of Return of 21 June, 1872.]
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No. 348.

MACHINE FOR GOLD AND SILVER QUARTZ CRUSHING AND AMALGA
MATING, AND FOR GEM-WASHING.

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Eugene Roelm, for a Machine for Gold and
Silver Quartz crushing and amalgamating, and for Gem-washing.
[Registered on the 27th day of February, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 16 Yie., No. 21,]

FY His Kycellesoy Sir Herlujies Gteorge Robert Robinson, Knight Comniinder of the Most

Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Yice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
, WHEREAS Eugene Roehn, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, naturalist, hath
by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain invention or
improvement in manulactures, that is to say, of an invention of a Machine for “ Gold and Silver Quartz
crushing and amalgamating, and for Gem-washing,” which is more particularly described in the specification
and the sheet of drawings which are hereunto annosed; and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited
witli the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds
sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of
Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to
grant Letters of Registration, whereby tho exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention
or improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give
encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may bo for tbe
public good, and having received a report favourable to tbe prayer of the said Petition, from competent
persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for
my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and
authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant
unto the said Eugene Roelm, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and
advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date
hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Eugene Roehn, his executors, administrators, and
assigns, tho exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of
fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete
aud ended: Provided always, that if the said Eugene Roelm shall not, within three days alter the granting
of these Letters oi Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney,
in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever
hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I liave hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the seal of tho said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this twenty-seventh day of February, in tho year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(l.s )
HERCULES ROBINSON.
1—E
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Machine for Gold and Silver Quartz crushing and amalgamating) and Gem-washing*
APPLICATION for Letters Patent by Eugene Eoehit, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
gentleman, several Medals of Honor, Member of the National Academy ot Paris, Member of the
Polytechnic Institute, Paris, ex-Tice-President of the National Academy, Bolivia, Corresponding
Member of* the Agricultural Society of Albany, U.S., &c., &c., &c., for a Machine for crushing
Gold and Silver Quartz, for amalgamating the same, and for washing Gold and Silver sands or dust,
or alluvial earth containing Grold or Silver, and lor crushing or washing Tin Ore or alluvial Tin, or
other metals and minerals ; and also for washing Gems and Precious Stones.
The process or processes herein described may be carried on cither simultaneously or separately, as
may he desired. The machine may be worked by hand or horse, or any other animal power, or by steam
or water power, or by any known mechanical power.

SPECIFICATION and description of tbe Machine, and explanation of the accompanying Drawings
■
referring to it.'
The letter 0 refers to that portion of the drawing which represents a trough, the bottom of which
is the fourth part of a circle of 12 feet in circumference, and is 1 foot deep and 10 inches long. Tins
trough may he constructed of timber and iron, or of iron altogether, and is intended to work on an
angular iron axis or pivot, between two steel rollers, A; thereby enabling the circumference of the circular
A fltcd rollers.
part of the trough, when in motion, to touch at all and every point in succession the iron floor of the
lower trough B, by which means any angle can he obtained. The trough 0 may be partly or entirely
J1 lower trough.
filled with wet sand or other heavy material, to increase its weight while at work.
C C represent the arms of the machine, to each of which is attached one or more stampers, D D,
r C arnifs.
D I> eUmp-orB. working either singlv or collectively, as mav he required.
E is a guide or slot, in which tbe axle of the stampers works. These stampers may he composed
E guide for
tstamiH-rs.
of timber, in the form of a hollow box, as shown, bound with iron, and shod with cast or \v rought iron
shoes, and may he filled with wet sand or other heavy material, or they may be composed entirely of iron,
and of any weight the machines of difterent sizes may require. The reason for filling the stampers with
wet sand or other heavy material is to give additional force and weight to their descending blow when at
work. The sand or other material may at any time be emptied from the trough and stampers, and when
it is desired to move the machine from place to place, its portability is thereby greatly increased, as the
machine is thus rendered much lighter.
_
,
,. ,
E is the anvil on which the stampers strike, placed on a solid foundation of wood or stone, which
T auviL
forms part of the machine. It is faced with steel or case-hardened iron, and is enclosed in a box, G. The
foundation referred to may be strengthened and increased, if necessary, to suit the character of the
ground on which the machine is to work. The box G receives the quartz or stone, which is therem
G l>ox.
subjected to the first crushing process, being treated by the stampers. It then passes through tlie slide H
II tilidc.
into the trough B, and is there treated by the crushing trougli 0 and reduced to powder ; after which it
passes
through tlie opening in tho pivot or axis I into the amalgamating box. It is by causing the
I pivot or axis.
trough 0 to oscillate on its axis that the stampers D D are brought into contact with and crush the quartz,
which, after being crushed, is reduced to powder by the trough 0.
_
,
.
K is a dry amalgamating machine, composed of a timber box or receiver, of dimensions to suit the
K nmalgnnmtmg
mochiuc.
different sized machines, and fitted with a wrought-iron screwed pipe, securely fixed to an iron plate, and
iron receiver. screwed to a cast-iron receiver, M, which is partly filled with mercury, and which can be unscrewed
N a separator and distributor, This being occasionally worked by means
If separator and whenever it may be necessary.
tfbiributor.
of tho handle attached to it, keeps the material contained within it in an amalgamating state, and prevents
any settling or adhering to the amalgamator. In the body of the trough 0, and secured as seen in
drawing, is a drawer, P, the bottom of which inclines from the'centre to eacli side. A. zig-zag, or strips of
P drawei,
wood, placed at an angle, as shown, acts as a distributor of the alluvial gold or silver, or tin, or of tho
gems or precious stones, or other material subjected to the process of washing. A plate of gauze wire,
or of perforated metal, Q, is placed at each end, through which the fine particles of the metal pass into the
Q gauio wire.
receiver B-, which can he taken out and emptied through the diagonal bracing on the side of the trough.
R rooeivor.
S, handles to take out washing tray.
'
S haud^es.
T, hopper to supply the washing tray with material.
I1 iiopper.
U distributor,
U, distributor.
W drawer.
W, drawer for emptying washing tray.
0 trough.

Non:.—Under the anvil there is placed a square piece of lead, to prevent tiro jump of the stamper on striking the anvil.

The principle adopted in the construction of the machine herein described may be adopted in the
construction of similar machines of any size. The length of tho arms may be increased for tbe purpose
of carrying tho stampers to whatever extent is desirable, thereby securing additional power; and the
stampers themselves may be disconnected and worked by the leverage caused by tlie oscillation of tlie
trough.
Cj.ai.ms for the novelty and utility of the invention.

The adaptation of the principle pf using stampers or hammers for breaking stone or quartz qr
other minerals in this manner is entirely new, no such stampers or hammers having been worked
heretofore by an oscillating motion. The principle of reducing to fine particles the material broken by the
hammers or stampers, by means of a partly cylindrical trough, the motion being obtained by an angular
axis working on anti-friction rollers, is also new, and it enables the entire lower surface of the lower part of
the machine to come into contact successively with every point of the bottom of the trough. The
principles made use of in the working of this machine are quite new in their application, and-have never
■

■

been
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been applied to any machine for the purpose to which I now propose to employ them. The machine
is unique of its kind, and has not been invented by any other person in any part of the world. The
portability of the machine when not weighted for the purpose of crushing, and the power of immensely
increasing its effective force by filling the trough and stampers with wet sand or other heavy material, arc
great recommendations to its 'use. The number of stampers can be augmented as required. It can be
repaired on the spot where it is at work by any miner, in the event of any part of it being broken.
Its small size and portability enable it to be easily carried over parts of the country where the
conveyance of crushing machines, such as now are in ordinary use, would be almost impracticable. It can
also bo worked under ground, saving the trouble aud expense of raising quartz to the surface, and thus
causing great economy in money, time, and labour.
It may be made of wood or iron, or solely of iron.
_
Any quantity of quartz, from one ton to thousands of tons per day, can bo treated without
changing anything in the principle of the machine or its form. It requires but a minimum force to
crush, wash, and amalgamate simultaneously or separately, at pleasure, and it sends into a receiver charged
with mercury the most minute particles of gold or silver (which often escape from the best machines
hitherto constructed), as the ore revolving over the mercury deposits itself at the bottom of each receiver.
The trough, or quarter of a circle, has never been used for the purpose herein described, and tbo
peculiar axle, on each side of which is a roller to facilitate the oscillatory motion and to obtain greater
degrees of angle, have not been adapted to such an amalgamating machine with its receiver under it. The
zig-zag, or diagonal strips of wood, contained in the drawer P, to force the ore attracted by the mercury,
aud thus deposited in the small receivers, has not been used for the purpose expressed ever before.
^Respecting the stampers, the blow given as described in the sketch would he from 14 to 16 inches, but the
blow can be augmented to 24 or 26 inches, according to the velocity given to the trough and the stamper,
and tbo stamper left independent after being lifted by the trough, the full weight of the stamper falling
on the stone or quartz.
The cheapness of this machine places its purchase within the reach of working miners, aud enables
them to gain daily earnings on their claims—a great boon to those whose limited means do not allow them _
to purchase the large and expensive machines used for quartz-crushing at the present time.
This machine will benefit tbo entire mining population, and assist in developing one of the greatest
branches of industry in the Colony.
EUQE EOEHN.
This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Eugene Roeho,
this twenty-seventh day of February, 1873.
HERCULES ROBINSON.

EEPOUTS.
No. 3, Spring-street,
Sydney, 13 August, 1872.
Sir,

"We have the honor to return herewith the Petition of Mr. Eugene Roehn, forwarded to us by
your blank cover, under date 31st ultimo, with specification and drawings descriptive of a Machine for
“ Gold and Silver Quartz crushing and amalgamating, and for Gcm-washing,” of which he claims to bo'
the inventor, and for which he is desirous of obtaining Letters of Registration.
"We have now to state that, after perusal of the specification and examination of the accompanying
drawings, we are of opinion that the claimant should be called upon to set out more particularly in bis
claim the several parts of the said machine which he holds to be novel and of his own invention, or the
particular combination (if such be his claim) of known appliances composing the inachine, in the use of
which he claims the protection of the Letters applied for..
Pursuant to your instructions, we have considered, in connection with the foregoing, the Petition
also forwarded to us from Mr. Henry Esplen, claiming to be the author or designer of the machine in
question, and requesting that the Letters of Registration thereof may not bo granted to Eugene Roehn,
but to himself.
Conceiving the latter to be a counter-claim to the property in the invention, the question would not
be one within our province to deal with, even were it shown that precisely the same appliances were
contemplated by the respective parties ; but of this there is no evidence before us, the sketch forwarded
by the latter claimant, though apparently disclosing some features of resemblance, being unaccompanied by
any specification or details of illustration such as would enable us to arrive at an opinion as to the identity
of the proposed appliances.
We have, &c,,
CHAS. WATT.
The Principal Uhdeb Seceetaet.
A. 0. MORIARTY.
No. 3, Gresham-street,
Sydney, 21 November, 1872.
Silt,

'

Wc have had the honor to receive the letter of Messrs. Want & Johnson, transmitted to ns by
your blank cover of the 18th instant, and purporting to supply the further particulars with reference to
the application of Mr. Eugene Roehn for certain Letters of Registration, which wo had reported to be
necessary to admit of his application being dealt with.
We
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"VVe regret to have still to report that the specification and drawings, even with the additions or
explanatory remarks now made, are so general, and devoid of detail and precision, as to render it impossible
for ns, with any proper regard to the responsibility thrown upon us in the interests of the public, or even
of the applicant, to deal with the claim,
It is quite possible that some portion of the processes or machinery (of which the claimant has
only given a general description, illustrated by a pen-and-ink sketch of a character such as it is difficult
to understand and impossible to recognize as a proper drawing of machinery) may be novel, and a proper
subject for Letters of Registration, but at present we cannot do more than state that the applicant has
not complied with the requirements of our former Report.
TVe have, &c,,
rn
T,
tt
c
CHAS- WATT.
Ihe Ljmkcipal Undeb Secretary.
A. 0. MORIARTY.

No. 3, Gresham-street,
.
Sydney, 14 January, 1873,

OIR,

We have now the honor to return the letters of Messrs. Want <fc Johnson, forwarded to us by
your blank cover, No. 73-76, of the 7th instant, with amended specification and drawings of a certain
invention of Machinery for Gold and Silver Quartz crushing and for Gem-washing, for which Letters of
Registration are claimed by Mr. Eugene Roehn.
. We regret to have to state that even now the specification is far from satisfactory as regards the
precise claims which the Letters of Registration are designed to secure ; but as the nature of the machinery
is described with sufficient precision, and illustrated sufficiently in detail for general information in the
revised drawings, we do not feel warranted in further opposing the issue of Letters of Registration for an
invention which appears to be novel, solely on account of objections which are now mainly matters
concerning the inventor and those who are interested with him in the application.
Me have, therefore, the honor to recommend fhat Letters of Registration be granted as applied for,
for the machinery and appliances as a whole, set forth in the amended specification and drawings herewith
returned.
Wc have, &o..
CHAS. WATT.
The Prixcipal Under Secretary.
A. 0. MORIARTY,

[Drawinge—one sheet.J
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No. 349.

IMPROVEMENTS IN TREATING FIBROUS SUBSTANCES FOR TEXTILE
PURPOSES AND FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF PAPER STOCK

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Thomas Routledge, for Improvements in
treating Fibrous Substances for Textile purposes and for the manufacture of
Paper Stock.
[Registered on the 18th day of March, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vic., No. 24.]

BY His Excellency Sin Hbbcules G-eoroe Robert Robinson, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in*Chief ot the
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Thomas Routledge, of Ford Works, near Sunderland, in the county of Durham and
Kingdom of England, paper manufacturer, hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the
author or designer of a certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention
for “ Improvements in treating Eibrous Substances for Textile purposes and for the manufacture of Paper
Stock,” which is more particularly described in the specification which is hereunto annexed ; and that he,
the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South
Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Regis
tration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-fourand hath humbly
prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and
advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years:
And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures
which may be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition,
from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report
thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the
power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Regis
tration grant unto the said Thomas Rontledge, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive
enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years
from tho date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Thomas Routledge, his executors, adminis
trators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end
and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be
complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said Thomas Routledge shall not, within three days
after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supremo
Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all
advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters»
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this eighteenth day of March, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(l.8.)
'
HERCULES ROBINSON.
I—F
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SPECIFICATIOiST of Thomas Bottledge, of Ford Works, near Sunderiand, in tlie county of Durham
and Kingdom of England, paper manufacturer, for “Improvements in treating Eibrous Substances for
lestilc purposes and for the manufacture of Paper Stock.”
°^ecta
^J’s ^uvcu^ori :u'e 6m preliminary preparation and the subsequent treatment of raw voo-etable fibrous substances, in order to reduce them into a-fibrous condition suitable for “ textile” purposes and
for paper stock, as also for the utilization of the by or secondary products resulting therefrom.
The said preliminary preparation consists in a process or series of processes whereby the gluten,
starch, and other amylaceous, gummo-resinous, and extractive compounds which more or less constitute a
large proportion ot the bulk and considerable percentage of the weight of all raw verm table fibrous
substances, are decomposed or partially decomposed so far that the ultimate fibres may be separated or
eliminated wholly or partially therefrom, thus constituting “paper stock”; or the said ultimate fibres so
preliminarily prepared may be further disintegrated by heckling, willowing, carding, or other analogous
process, so as to be adapted for spinning and various other “ textile” purposes, the residuary amylaceous
and proteme compounds being, if desired, collected and utilized.
*
„
^ j_8 we^ known that most fibres employed in “ textile” manufactures, with the exception perhaps
of silk and cotton, are separated or prepared for separation from'the attaching stalk or parenchyma with
which during their growth they are naturally combined, by a process of steeping or retting in water, which
induces a species of fermentation whereby the parenchymous, amylaceous, or gummo-resinous compounds
or matters are so decomposed, or partially decomposed, that by the further mechanical processes of rolling,
breaking or beating, scutching and heckling, the ultimate fibres are separated therefrom. Such steeping or
retting processes, however, as now practised, occupy a very considerable time, and require to be very
carefully conducted and watched.
I have discovered that when a certain class of raw vegetable fibrous substances arc subject to a
preliminary alkaline steep, and from that transferred to a fermentative steep produced artificially as herein
after described the time necessitated for such steeping is very much reduced; and further, by adjusting the
temperature of such steeping operations, the desired decomposition and subsequent separation and
elimination of such parenchymous and other extraneous substances or compounds combined with the
ultimate fibres is materially expedited and promoted, and at the same time readily controlled.
The class of fibrous substances to which I have found the above preliminary system of treatment
more especially applicable are those combined with or containing a large proportion of gluten, starch and
similar amylaceous and gummo-resinous compounds, such as begasse or sugar-cane refuse, maize straw and
leaves, nee straw, musa or plantain, pine-apple, yucca, phormium tenax, &c. It is also applicable to the
treatment of flax, hemp, jute, rhea fibre, and similar fibrous substances used more especially for “ textile”
purposes,
1
J
According to my said invention, the preliminary or first steep is composed of lime water, that is
water m which caustic or hydrate of lime has been dissolved. I use lime for economy, but any other
alkaline steep may be employed. I immerse the fibrous substances to be treated in a tank or one of a
Tnv tai.nl£3 0r Tessela heromafter described, filled with the alkaline steep liquor, taking care that they
snail be submerged or covered, and allow them to remain therein from about twenty-four to thirty-six
hours ; if at the ordinary temperature-of the water where such fibrous substances are produced, say from
about 50 to /0 degrees Fahrenheit, by the action of such alkaline steep the parenchymous covering and
amylaceous and proteme compounds combined with the fibres will be so far attacked or affected as to
admit qt and tacilitate the action of the following or fermentation steep, which (the lime or other alkaline
steep liquor being drained or pumped off)- may be conducted in the same, but, by preference, in one or
more of another adjacent series of tanks or vessels, the fibrous substances being placed therein and ferment
liquor added thereto,, so as to cover tho fibrous substances. The time required for this second or ferment
steep will be from thirty-six to seventy hours, according to the atmospheric temperature. Such ferment
steep is composed of water to which has been added a portion of the ferment resulting from a
previous ferment steep, or fermentation may be induced by adding yeast or other fermenting substance
thereto, the natural previously created ferment being preferable ; and such ferment in the first instance
may be created by allowing a certain portion of the fibrous substances previously treated by an alkaline
steep to remain under steep until fermentation has been naturally induced, when by using the ferment
thus created the process of steeping may thereafter be conducted continuously from one steep vessel to
another, through the senes of vessels, with fresh charges indefinitely.
,,
remarked that both the alkaline and fermentative steeps may be effected by using water at
the natural temperature; but in order to expedite both the said steeping processes and economize the plant
or apparatus required, I prefer the application of heat, as, according to the elevation of temperature of
the steep liquors, the time required for steeping is materially reduced or abridged, and more readily
controlled. lor example, the best results are obtained by alkaline steeping from about 110 to 120 degrees
for about ten to twelve hours, and ferment steeping at about 100 degrees for about ten to twelve hours •
mi me lent decomposition of the extraneous compounds, without injurious action on the ultimate fibres, being
thereby attamed, with most convenient and regnlar working of the steeping plant or apparatus and
succeeding processes.
■
11
,
The plant or series of tanks or vessels in which the aforesaid steeping processes (as also those for
the subsequent boiling, washing, and bleaching processes hereinafter to be described) are performed may bo
constructed of any convenient form of wood, masonry, concrete, or metal sunk into or placed on the
suriace of the ground ; but as crude or raw vegetable substances in their normal condition arc generally
extremely bulky, for economical considerations, especially when mere steeping alone is desired, it will be
round most convenient to construct them iu the ground, and of capacity sufficient to contain a ton or
thereabouts of the fibrous substances to be treated. The vessels should be water-tight, furnished with
perforated false bottoms, and connected together by pipes or channels fitted with the necessary cocks or
valves in order to connect or disconnect each vessel as desired, in such manner that the warm steep or
other liquor being run into the top of the first vessel of the series (charged with the material to be treated).
'
which
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which is connected by a pipe or otherwise from under the false bottom to the upper portion of the second
Teasel of the series by hydrostatic pressure is forced or gravitated downwards, and then upwards successively
and continuously through eight, ten, or more vessels constituting the series, the eighth or last vessel of the
series being connected by a return pipe or other channel with the first of the series, so that the steeping,
boiling, or other processes may thus be proceeded with continuously ; and, as each vessel is also provided
with a connection fitted to and under the false bottom, it may be emptied as desired. By this system the
steep or other liquors may be used again and again until they have become inoperative or surcharged with
extractive matter, meanwhile, however, utilizing the beat, if heat bo employed, and thus economizing fuel
and water ; or the whole or a certain portion of the liquors in either case may be run off to waste, or other
wise utilized, and fresh added to supplement the portion thus run off and revivify the steep or other liquors ;
or the steep or other liquors may be pumped or syphoned from one vessel to another as may be desired ;
but I have found the continuous system as described most convenient in practice. The temperature of the
steep liquors is maintained by blind pipes, laid under the false bottoms of tho vessels, heated by steam or
water, or naked steam may be employed for such purpose.
It will be known when tho effect desired has been attained by taking a portion of the fibrous
substances which have been treated in the hand, when, if they are found to have lost their natural harsh
ness, and to have become soft, viscous, or greasy, and the fibres readily separated or detached from the
parenchyma and from each other by rubbing, they may he removed from the steep and subjected to
pressure in any convenient manner, or without pressure, trodden on a paved floor, passed through stampers
or rollers, or otherwise treated to complete the disintegration resulting from the steeping processes
previously described, washed in water, when the glutinous and other compounds or substances will separate
freely therefrom. The comparatively clean fibre or fibrous material may be pressed into cakes iu any
convenient manner, and dried artificially or otherwise, or by preference, especially if tho cost of carriage
is an object, the fibres may be reduced materially iu bulk aud still further deprived of extraneous matter
after being pressed to extract the excess of moisture, by passing them when dried, or partially dried, through
a willow or carding machine, by which they will be eonvertod into a fibrous or tow-like condition, when
they may be baled, forming in this condition crude “ paper stock.” The glutinous proteine or other
compounds left diffused in the washing waters will deposit in the vessels, and may be collected and
utilized.
If the fibres are desired only for “textile” purposes, neither the alkaliue nor the ferment steeping
processes should he carried so far as when the fibres are desired for “paper stock”; partial decomposition
of tho parenchyma and proteine compounds having been sufficiently effected, further disintegration of the
fibres should be produced by greater mechanical manipulation of the rolling and washing processes, and by
subsequent scutching, heckling, <fcc., <fcc.
The crude “ paper stock” prepared as described is suitable for conversion into brown wrapping
and other common papers; but when it is desired to manufacture therefrom printing, writing, or other ’
bleached papers, such “ paper stock” must be subjected to a process of boiling in alkaline leys, as
ordinarily practised, or by the peculiar system of boiling which I now proceed to describe. The system of
boiling which I prefer, not only for such crude paper stock” prepared as described, but for other fibres
or fibrous materials to which the foregoing preliminary steeping processes are not- applicable, consists as
follows :—I employ for the said boiling and subsequent washing processes a similar series of eight or more
vessels to those hereinbefore mentioned, so connected together that I can employ the alkaline ley for
boiling again and again until the free alkali therein is completely neutralized, by which I effect a great
saving, not only in the original relative percentage quantity of alkali employed, but I save fuel, and
enormously reduce the quantity of water required by the ordinary process as now followed, besides pro
ducing the desired effect upon the fibrous material under treatment, with the minimum of waste or loss to
such material.
The vessels may be heated in any convenient manner, by injection of either low or high pressure or
superheated steam, or by blind pipes with steam or water circulating therein. I prefer employing the
Bowking or vomiting system, as it is desirable that circulation of the alkaline leys be from time to time
kept up during the boiling process, the same being also necessary to maintain the requisite temperature of
the leys. This is most conveniently effected by injecting steam into the kier or vessel immediately under
tho ordinary vomiting pipe, which is fixed in the centre of the kier and attached to the false bottom thereof;
this system being applicable with either low or high pressure steam, aud to either an open or a closed
vessel or boiling-pan. It is desirable the bonnet superimposed over the vomiting pipe should be adjustable,
to control the flow and circulation of the vomited leys; and where fuel is costly, I prefer the special
arrangement of blind pipes for producing boiling and circulation hereinafter described.
In commencing the boiling process, one of the vessels of the series being filled with the fibrous
materials to be treated, I run thereon tho boiling ley, filling the vessel above the level of the pipe or
channel connecting it with and to the next vessel of the series; which second vessel being charged, I again
run a charge of Icy into the first vessel, which the valve of communication being then opened from under
the false bottom of the first vessel, an equivalent quantity of ley is forced by gravitation from it into No. 2
vessel, by which time No. 3 vessel is charged, and so on progressively and continuously ; so that assuming
ten hours would, by the ordinary system, bo employed for boiling with one charge during such period of
my system five successive charges would be run on over and through the fibres in No. 1 vessel, which
would then be found to be sufficiently boiled. I then disconnect No. 1 by closing the connection between
it and No. 2 vessel, thus constituting No. 2 for the time being No. I vessel, and run water into No. 1 for
washing. No. 2 having received its fiual charge of ley, is then disconnected from No. 3, which in its turn
becomes as it were No. 1, and No. 2 is connected again with No. 1, and a fresh charge of washing water
being run into No. 1 forces over a corresponding quantity into No. 2. By this system it will be seen that
both the leys and the succeeding rinsing or washing waters will be used again and again. By the time the
first ley introduced has reached No. 5 or No. 6 vessel it will he found to have become neutralized by the
gummo-resinous colouring and extractive matters, and may then be run off to waste or evaporated, to
recover the alkali therefrom, and when the succeeding washing waters have been run progressivelv in the
same
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vessel it will be found that by the time they have reached (sav) the sixth or
eighth vessel, they will have attained the same strength as the original ley. The fibrous material in No. 1
being perfectly cleansed, and if desired, cooled by a final rinsing water, may then be removed from the pan
or vessel, and is ready for bleaching without further mechanical or other washing.
,
By
means I am enabled to employ concentrated leys, thus saving at least two-thirds the quantity
ot water usually.employed, thereby insuring economy of tho fuel required for maintaining the necessary
temperature during the boiling process, reducing also the quantity of water to bo subsequently evaporated,
and thus effecting a further saving if it is desired to recover the alkali employed. Moreover, as each
fresh charge of alkali removes aud (so to speak) pushes forward the proteine and colouring matters, every
successive charge acts on fresh surfaces, and the ultimate cleansing and purification of the fibres is insured,
with a saying oi 30 per cent, and upwards of the alkaline now employed, and, as previously remarked, with
less injurious action upon the fibrous materials under treatment.
*
For instance, with esparto, the present practice is to use not less than 8 per cent., and frequently
10 per cent^and upwards of soda to the ton of fibre under treatment. By the foregoing system, I find from
about 5 to t per cent, sufficient, or even less, and I also am enabled to recover a larger proportion of the
effete alkali after it has been used in the boiling process, and from the washing and rinsing waters which
are also by being thus used again and again concentrated to nearly an equal strength of contained soda to
the original leys employed.
In the ordinary process ot boiliog now qiractised in single or detached kiers or other vessels, the
charge ot alkaline ley requisite to treat a ton of fibrous material such as esparto is from about DOO to 1,000
gallons, such alkaline ley being constituted by from about 8 per cent, to 10 per cent, of soda to the fibre
treated. By my continuous system, as hereinbefore described, I am enabled to use the ley in a far more
concentrated form, the quantity of liquor being reduced to about 300 to 400 gallons, and its relative
percentage strength of soda to the fibre treated to about G per cent, to 7 per cent., thus saving about
three cents of alkali and more than half the water to be boiled and ultimately evaporated, if tho soda is
mtended to be recovered.
Having thus so far described the preliminary preparation by alkaline and fermentative steeping,
and the subsequent system of boiling and washing, I have now to a‘dd that when fuel is not an object of
economy a material reduction in the time required for the said preliminary steeping processes', and a
consequent saving of the plant or apparatus employed therein, may be effected by still further elevating
the temperature of the Jime or other alkaline steep to from about 160 degrees to ISO degrees, and continuing
the same from about eight to ten hours, the warmth mellowing, softening, and swelling the fibrous substances,
so that the covering silicious coating and their pores are more readily permeated and acted upon, the
parenchyma and proteine compounds being thereby sufficiently decomposed to allow of their being readily
removed by the processes hereinbefore described.
It is desirable when subjecting begasse or similar harsh ligneous fibres to the above treatment to
increase the quantity of lime present in the steep liquors, not, however, exceeding frotn about 15 to 25
per cent, of the fibre treated ; but in treating maixe and similar fibres of a more delicate texture; the lime
or other alkaline steep liquor should be clear or nearly clear.
Begasse thus treated, or by the alkaline and fermentative steeps as first described, can then be
efficiently boiled by my peculiar continuous or other system, and manufactured into fibrous “paper stock"
ht for bleaching and conversion into pulp and paper with one-half or less than half the quantity of soda
were such preliminary processes omitted.
"With maize and similar fibres the saving of soda will be in the same proportions, and with such
fibres when thus preliminarily treated the soda may be used in its mild or carbonated form.
When it is desired to utilize tho glutinous and amylaceous compounds produced, they should bo
washed in fresh water to purify them from the alkaline and fermentative steep liquors ; such water, how
ever, need not be wasted, as if allowed to repose these compounds will be deposited, and can then be
removed and reduced to a compact condition and dried for transit.
When it is desired to bleach the “ paper stock” or fibrous substances, I prefer to employ a con
tinuous system by hydrostatic percolation, in a similar series of vessels connected together as previously
described with respect to the boiling and steeping processes; such “ paper stock" purified by washing may
then be dried and prepared for transport in any convenient manner. The special arrangement of blind
pipes hereinbefore referred to for boiling is as follows
I take wrougkt-iron tubing, say of 1 to 2 inches
diameter, and bend the same into a helix or coil proportioned in height to the size of the vessel in which
the materials are boiled, the interna! diameter of the said helix being kept from about 5 to 8 inches, and
its exterior surrounded with thin sheet iron, when it forms as it were the vomit pipe. I connect the bottom
of the said helix with a coil of pipe formed into a flattened worm or volute, corresponding with tho
diameter, and placed under the false bottom of the pan or boiling vessel, the extremity of said worm or
volute being protruded through the bottom of the pan, and furnished with a tap, so that steam being
admitted into the upper portion of the helix passes through the whole coil of pipe, the tap being so
regulated as merely to allow the condensed steam us water to escape.
Ihe washing arrangement hereinbefore referred to consists of a drum or cylinder with open ends
mounted on beari ugs driven in any convenient manner, covered with wire cloth or similar reticulated material,
the said drum revolving in a case or trough, and its interior being Ailed with shelves placed diagonally or
transversely thereto, four, six, or more in number, forming as it were a hollow screw, so that the material
being fed thereto will be rotated therein, and gradually passed through the drum, and a pipe or stream of
water being supplied to the interior of the drum, such material during its passage is cleansed from the
glutinous and other compounds which pass through the exterior reticulated surface of tho covering of the
drum into the extenor case, from which they can be removed, while the cleansed fibre is discharged from
the further end of the drum. A convenient size for such drum will be (suv) from 9 to 12 feet Ion*’- and
4 to 5 feet m diameter.
'
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Textile purposes mid for the manufacture of Taper Stock.
CLAIMS.

_
First.—The preliminary preparation of raw vegetable fibrous substances, in. order to reduce them
into a fibrous condition suitable for “textile” purposes and for “paper stock,” by steeping the same in
an alkaline bath, and subsequently subjecting them to a fermentative steeping, substantially as and for
the purpose hereinbefore described.
Second.—The continuous system of boiling iu a series of vessels connected together, substantially
as and for the purpose hereinbefore described.
Third.—The continuous system of bleaching vegetable fibrous substances, substantially as herein
before described.
■
Fourth.—The peculiar construction and arrangement of apparatus for steeping, boiling, bleaching,
and washing vegetable fibrous substances, as hereinbefore described.
Fifth.—The utilization of the by or secondary products resulting from vegetable fibrous substances
when treated in the manner hereinbefore described.

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Thomas
Routledge, this eighteenth day of March, 1873.
HERCULES ROBINSON.

EEPOET.
.

'
'

No. 3, Gresham-street,
Sydney, 10 February, 1873.

Sib,

We have the honor to return the Petition of Thomas Routledge for a grant of Letters of
Registration for “ Improvements in treating Fibrous Substances for Textile purposes, and for the manu
facture of Paper Stock,” transmitted to us for our report by your blank cover of the 30th ultimo.
We now desire to state that, having considered the claims set forth in the Petition and accompanying
specification, we are not aware of any objection to the granting of Letters of Registration as applied for.
We have, &c.,
CHAS. WATT.
The Prtnctpai Under Secretahv.
A. 0. MORIARTY.
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MEALER OR PULVERIZER.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to George Bishop, for a Healer or Pulverizer.
[Registered on the 5th day of April, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 16 Tie.,

24,]

BY His Exceilenct Sie Herctjt.es George Robert Robinson-, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St, George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS George Bishop, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, Esquire, hath by
Ins Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain invention or improve
ment in manufactures, that is to say. of an invention of a process for the reduction of all metallic ores and
quartz to an impalpable powder, which invention is more iparticularly described in the specification and
drawing which are hereunto annexed ; and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable
the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying
the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council sixteenth Victoria,
number twenty-four ; and hath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration,
whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might bo secured to
him for a period of fourteen years: And I, beiug willing to give encouragement to all inventions and
improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report
favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and
consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice
of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the said Act of
Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said George. Bishop, his
executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or
improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise
unto the said George Bishop, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and
advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these
presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: Provided always,, that if tho
said George Bishop shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register
the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, iu the said Colony of New South Wales,
then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become
void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to he sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this fourth day of April, in the year of our Lord
■
one thousand eight hundred and seven tv-three.
(1.8.)
‘
HERCULES ROBTNSON.
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Mealer or Pulverizer.
SPECIFICATION of George Bishop’s invention for a Mealer or Pulverizer for pulverizing mineral ores
and reducing them to an impalpable powder.
Tins invention consists of an improved machine for the pulverization of all mineral ores to an impalpable
powder, which machine consists of a pot or mortar with a shaft or pestle with a nearly fitting semi-circular
base, the rapid revolving of which gives it an oscillating and smearing motion which completely perfects
the powdermg of the mineral ores, and which discharges the powder through a hole in tho bottom of tbo
pot.

The drawing of such a machine as that described is annexed to this specification.
^ What is claimed is the machine as already described for use, in the exclusive operation of nulverizing mineral ores.
GEO. BISHOP.
-r,. ,
the specification referred to in tho annexed Letters of Begistration granted to George
Bishop, this fourth day of April, 1873.
b
6
6
HERCULES ROBINSON.

BEPOBTS.
g

Sydney, 4 March, 1878.

. .
ourselves the honor to return to you the documents transmitted under your B.C. com
munication of the 26th ultimo, No. 1,470, and to report that we are of opinion, on examination thereof,
that the claims set forth in Mr. George Bishop’s specification are untenable, with the exception of somnch
thereof as relates to the use of the “Pulverizer,” detailed in the drawing annexed, for the exclusive
operation of pulverizing mineral ores, and we therefore recommend that Mr. Bishop be requested to revise
ms claims accordingly.
'
We have, &c.,
GOTHER K. MANN.
The Pedtcipai, UniiEit Secretarv.
CHAS. WATT.
Sydney, 13 March, 1873.
_

W0^0 ourselves the honor to recommend the issue of Letters of Registration securing to
Mealer or Pulverizer for the exclusive operation of
pulverizing mineral ores,’ as detailed in the specification, drawing, and claim, transmitted for our report
under your B.C. communication of the 12th instant, No. 1,984, herewith returned.
Mr. beorge Bishop the right to his invention of the

Wc have, &c.,
GOTHER K. MANN.
CHAS. WATT.

Tub Principal Ubdee Secretary.

[Drawing—one sheet.]

(Copy)

The Pulverizer
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No. 351.

INVENTION FOR THE SAFETY OF TRAINS RUNNING ON NARROW GAUGE
RAILWAYS.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Nicholas Trengrouse, for an Invention for
safety of Trains running on Narrow Gauge Railways.
.
[Registered on the Rtli day of April, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 16 Yic., No. 24.]

BY His Excetj^koy Sib Hercules Georoe Robert Robin sox', Knight Commander of the Most

Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, aud Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting;,
WHEREAS Nicholas Trengrouse, of Stanmore Road, Marrickville, near Sydney, in the. Colony
of New South Wales, hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of
a certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention or improvement to the
safety of Trains running on Narrow Gauge Railways, which invention is more particularly described in the
specification and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed; and that he, the said Petitioner, hath
deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty
Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the
Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I would be pleased
to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention
or improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years; And I, being willing to giveencouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may he for the
public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent
persons appointed by ute to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon lor my
information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and
authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant
unto the said Nicholas Trengrouse, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and
advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date
hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Nicholas Trengrouse, his executors, administrators, and
assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of
fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to he complete
and ended: Provided always, that if the said Nicholas Trengrouse shall not, within three days after the
granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at
Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages
whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern- .
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this seventh day of April, in the year ol our
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Invention for the Safety of Trains running on Narrow Gauge JSailways.
SPECIFICATION of an Improved Safety Invention for Narrow Gauge Railways.
The object of this invention is to preyent tbc possibility of a railway train overturning upon any

contracted gauge of railway (however contracted the same may be), by having attached to the framework
of the permanent way safety wings, of either wood or iron, or of wood and iron combined (see drawing
lettered CCC, and transverse section tinted pink, lettered DD) and by safety wheels mounted and attached
to rolling stock, lettered EE on drawing; the safety wheels to act vertically upon the underside of the
safety wings (should there be any iuelination to overturn), and thus comparatively clamp the rolling stock
down to the permanent way. The safety wheels acting on the outside of the permanent way, and on the
opposite side to the train-carrying wheels (as shown by dotted red lines on transverse sections), lengthens
the leverage from the centre of gravity, and consequently adds to safety.
The advantages of my claim are as follows, viz.:—The narrow gauge as now before the public bas
tins disadvantage, the safety wheels act horizontally, and are only kept to tho guide plates by side pressure,
without anything to prevent the wheels rising above the line. This omission, together with the fact of these
wheels being so close to the rail-level, acts as a lever to force the rolling stock off the line, whilst with my
invention it is impossible for the safety wheels to rise up to within 4 inches of the rail, being stopped by
the underside of the safety wings.
,
Having described the nature of my invention, and its effect, I declare that what I claim is—
Firstly, The principle, the application, and arrangement of the safety wings, of either wood or
iron, or of wood and iron combined, and of the projection required (the projection of which
will be regulated by the gauge of railway) lettered CCC and DD, tinted pink on drawing,
to all railway lines of such gauge as may require this apparatus.
Secondly. I claim the principle, the application, and arrangement of the safety wheels revolving
vertically, with the necessary iron-work connected therewith, lettered EE on drawing, for all
rolling stock.
'
‘
NICHOLAS TRENGROUSE,
Stanmore Road, Marrickville.
This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Nicholas
Trengrouse, this seventh day of April, 1873.
HERCULES ROBINSON.

KEPOftT.
g

Sydney, 6 March, 1873.

do ourselves the honor to recommend the issue of Letters of Registration securing to
Mr. Nicholas Trengrouse the exclusive right to his inverttioji£i for the safety of Trains running on Narrow
Gauge Railways, in accordance with his Petition, specification, drawings, and claim, transmitted for our
report, under your B.C. communication of the 4th instant, No. 1,674, herewith returned.
We have, &c.,
™
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GOTHER K. MANN.
JOHN WHITTON

Ihe Fewcipai; UmeEB Sechetaet.
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No. 352.

HARWOOD AND MITCHELL’S SLUICING MACHINE FOR TIN AND GOLD.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Thomas Soutter Harwood, Robert Harwood,
and John Mitchell, for a Sluicing Machine for Tin and Gold.
[Registered on the 9th day of April, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vic,, No, 24,]

BY His EicEtiEncr Sin Hercules G-eorg-e Robert Robinson, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of New South 'Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Thomas Soutter Harwood, Robert Harwood, and John Mitchell, all of Sydney, in
the Colony of New South Wales, have by their Petition humbly represented to me that they are the authors
or designers of a certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention termed
“ Harwood and Mitchell’s Sluicing Machine for Tin and Gold,” which invention is more particularly described
in the specification and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed; and that they, the said Petitioners,
have deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty
Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the
Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number tweuty-four; and have humbly prayed that I would be pleased
to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or
improvement might be secured to them for a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give
encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public
good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons
appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my
information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and
authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration, grant
unto the said Thomas Soutter Harwood, Robert Harwood, and John Mitchell, their executors, adminis
trators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and
during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Thomas
Soutter Harwood, Robert Harwood, and John Mitchell, their executors, administrators, and assigns, the
exclusive enjoyment aud advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen
years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended :
Provided always, that if the said Thomas Soutter Harwood, Robert Harwood, and John Mitchell shall not,
within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office
in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registra
tion, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this seventh day of April, in tho year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(l.s.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
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Harwood and Mitchell's Sluicing Machine for Tin and Qold.
SPECIFICATION of “Harwood and Mitchell’s Tin and Gold Sluicing Machine.”
Patent applied for by Tiioacas S. Hauwoob, of Ultimo, Sydney, Hobeut Habwood, of Sydney and
Inverell, and John Mitchell, of Newtown, Sydney.
The Patent is required to protect the invention as a whole, as set forth in accompanying drawing; and

also the several separate inventions included in the design, viz,:—
■
1. The horizontal-action machine, “ forking” or separating apparatus, the principle of which is
applicable to any ordinary sluice-box.
2. A pierced or wired metal termination “ ripple” at outlet of box, preventing the escape of the
oro, but allowing the free escape (with the water) of the sand and other particles of wash-dirt up to a
certain size, as the ore becomes separated therefrom.
3. A corrugated bottom (of wood or iron) to sluice-box, laid beneath where the separating machine
works. The use of this principle (a partially corrugated bottom) is also applicable for ordinary sluiceboxes; and the inventors propose to use the same laid either longitudinally, diagonally, or transversely,
according to the description of ore to be cleaned.
t, A self-acting screen or sieve for separating the larger stones from the wash-dirt before it enters
the sluice-box proper.
5. The method of delivering the wash-dirt with the water upon the screen and thence into the
sluice-box, instead of the ordinary method of depositing the wash-dirt in the box proper and then acting
upon it with the water.
Descbipiion

op the woexxng of the

Machine.

A steady flow of water being admitted from the receiver l> (see plan), it at once acts on the washdirt as it is thrown into the main shoot a, and is carried with force upon the curved screen or sieve F, the
openings in which will allow the wash-dirt containing the ore to pass through hut reject the stones, the
latter falling by their own gravity to the ground. To prevent during rapid working any wash-dirt from
escaping the action of the screen, there is fixed at the foot of the screen a hinge-stop, cc, extending right
across the screen, and regulated by the lever arm Gr. In ordinary working, the wash-dirt if not driven
through the upper part of the screen at once, will by reason of its adhesiveness follow the curve of the
screen and he blocked by the stop—when the flow of the water from the supplementary shoot C will at
once act and wash the dirt and ore through the interstices of the lower part of tho screen. Should the
stones collect in the stop, it will tilt from the over-weight and clear itself, being brought hack to its
ordinary position by the action of the lever-arm.
After passing through the screen, tho wash-dirt falls upon a false bottom having a considerable
downward incline, and is then carried on by the water to the main bottom of the machine, where it is at
once subjected to the action of the forking machinery, which works continuously in a horizontal line over
a space of about 4 feet G inches. The forks or separators are constructed of seven bars of iron of the
length of the whole width of the box, and in each of these are screwed or riveted at a right angle
alternate rows of seven and eight (or more) prongs or spikes. The forks thus completed are fixed across
the box to three endless chains supported and carried by V pulleys. The apparatus may bemused either
on a flat or corrugated bottom ; but when corrugations are used that run longitudinally (as in drawing)
the forks are made of suitable lengths to work alternately row by row upon the top and bottom of the
corrugations. Suitable speed and regularity is insured in the working of the forking machine by the use
of a small cog-wheel (to which a winch-handle is fixed) working in a larger cog-wheel keyed to one of the
shafts carrying the V pulleys. A strong lad at the winch-handle is sufficient to drive the machine.
The forks are of such a form and so arranged that the resistance offered to the flow of the water
near the surface is only moderate ; but beneath the surface various cross and counter currents are caused
by the joint action of the forks and the corrugations ; the effect of which is to deposit the ore on the
bottom, while tho wash from which the ore has been separated, being held by tho commotion in a state of
partial suspension, is acted upon by the main current of the water and carried onwards through or over
tbe'perforated ripple-plate at outlet of box.
The forking apparatus is fixed to an independent framing, and may bo removed from the sluice-box
bodily at pleasure. When in work it rests upon the sides of the box, supported by the cross-pieces M,
and is fixed in position by two hinge-rods, mm, which admits of its being raised at either end for the
purpose'of removing the clean ore.
In working the sluicing-machine, two men feeding with wash-dirt will keep it at full speed, and tho
only other labour required is a. strong lad at the winch-handle, or any other power at hand could be
substituted.
The machine will pass through in the same time as much stuff as three or four ordinary sluice-boxes
attended by two men each, and will save all the ore and clean it thoroughly.
An ordinary size machine, as shown in drawing, will ho 3 feet in width ; hut larger machines can be
constructed for mines having an adequate force of water.
'
THOMAS S. HARWOOD.
ROBT. HARWOOD.
Sydney, 13 February, 18/3.
JOHN MITCHELL.
This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration, granted to Thomas
Soutter Harwood, Robert Harwood, and John Mitchell, tins seventh day of April, 1873.
HERCULES ROBINSON.
REPORT.
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Harwood and Mitchell’s Sluicing Machine for Tin and Gold.

REPORT.
Sydney, 5 Marcli, 1873.
Sie,

The application of Messrs. Thomas Harwood, Robert Harwood, and John Mitchell, for Letters
of Registration for a Sluicing Machine for Tin and Gold, having been referred to us, we have examined the
specification and drawings accompanying the same, and have the honor to report that we see no objection
to the issue of Letters of Registration as prayed for.
“We have, &c.,
J. SMITH.
The Principah ITndkr Seceetaet.
,
GOTHER K. MANN.

[Drawings—one sheet, j
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MACHINE.
REFERENCES TO PLAN.
Shoot to receive wash*dir^ and deliver- oh eerecn Oigrating.
/Receiver for water from pipes or flnm'mg
Dotted lutes show plan of lower shoot to keep screen
clear.
Aperture for water supplying louver shoot.
Slides (vim’ttmg water to thr/m waslt-dirt on screen.
Curved screen to remove wash-stones.
Hinged stop {icorktng with lever GJ to prevent escape oj
wadi-i’d in rapid working.
S! itted +'*■ (ps for r ‘jnl ifmg pitch of screen.
False hoUo.n to bo t, In receive wish dirt and deliver on

PLAN

eorrcoat, d bottom

!.

< orruyded fd\r bottom of iron or w<mi.
rr)o lea nppf' level with top of corrugations.
I no ly }> -rforaled or wired iron ripple, hingett to ieooden
ripple, set at cn angle and regulated by a lever, L.
JHocaVe frame to which forking macjuaery is fared.
, ILinge rods to fasten frame and alltm of raising at either
end
l pulleys hi which ran endless chains
Transverse iron bars to which fork spikes it ref.red
Fork* working atony bottom of corrngtdions.
Forks working along top of corrugations.
Power for driving slw>fls r,r, to which Vpulley* are Awed.

REFERENCES TO SECTION.
Dotted lines show hues of working for long and short
forks.
Vertical framing to carry shaft of pinion cogacheeL
Wood ripple and perforated iron conlinutiliou regulated
by lever D.
Shows curve of set ecu
Picet-rod on which frame of screen works m adjusting.
Pipe supplying lower shoot icdh water, to be regulate l by
ordinary service cock or a plug.
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ALLUVIAL TIN AND GOLD WASHING MACHINE.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Joseph Justin Brenan and Cornelius Stanley
M'Glew, for Machinery for the purpose of washing Tin and Gold from Alluvial.
[Registered on the 10th day of April, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 16 Yic., T7o. 24.]

BY Hi3 ExCEtLESCr Sir Htercul'es G-eobcie Robert Robinson, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commanderuu-Chief of the
■
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Joseph Justis BnEN.tN and CoRNEr.ins Stanley M'Glew, both of Sydney, in the
Colony of New South Wales, have by their Petition humbly represented to me that they are the authors or
designers of a certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention of
“Machinery for tho purpose of washing Tin and Gold from Alluvial," which invention is more par
ticularly described in the specification and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed ; and that they,
the said Petitioners, have deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South
Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Regis
tration, as required by the A.ct of Council sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and have humbly prayed
that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage
of the said invention or improvement might be secured to them for a period of fourteen years: And I,
being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which
may be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer oi the said Petition,
from competent persons appointed by mo to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to
report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of
the power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of
Registration grant unto the said Joseph Justin Brenan and Cornelius Stanley M'Glew, their executors,
administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the saicl invention or improvement,
for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said
Joseph Justin Brenan and Cornelius Stanley M'Glew, their executors, administrators, and assigns, the
exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen
years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended :
Provided always, that if tho said Joseph Justin Brenan and Cornelius Stanley M'Glew shall not, within
three days after tho granting of these Letters of Begistration, register the same in the proper office in
the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters ot Registra
tion, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this eighth day of April, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
'
HERCULES ROBINSON.
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Alluvial Tin and Gold Washing Machine.
SPECIFICATION" of Joseph Justin Brenan and ATG-lew’s Patent Tin and Gold "Washing Machine.
This machine can be used for tin or gold, or for both.
.
The hopper is three (3) feet wide, two (2) feet high, and six (6) feet long, and runs on four (4)
wheels on a tramway into a frame of iron or wood, which frame oscillates.
When the stones are washed and free from all the wash-dirt, and you wish to get rid of the stones
in the hopper, there is a socket near each end that two bars fit into, with a loop on the end of each to
hook on a rope, which passes through a block made fast above you. Haul the rope, and tlje hopper runs on
the tramway until the twro wheels are caught by the curves on the end of the-tramway, on which are slides
and pins which clasp the two wheels, thus forming a hinge. By pulling the rope you tilt out the stones.
The water wash-dirt—tin or gold—passes through the holes in the bottom of the hopper (which is
made of iron) into a trough or receiver six (G) feet long, three (3) feet high, and three (3) feet wide,
through which, from end to end, passes a shaft, attached to which are rakes or disturbers which keep all
the matter in motion. This agitator or disturber is kept revolving by a belt on a pulley from a pulley on
the main shaft of an engine, or otherwise as may be deemed fit.
The bottom of thc.abovc trough or receiver is curved, with a door in the centre of the bottom, to
take out the tin or gold.
.
There is an opening from end to end in the trough next the table, for the dirt and water to escape,
to which there is a slide to regulate the discharge as required.
The table can be attached to the trough or receiver ; it is six (G) feet wide and eighteen (18) feet
long, with sides about eight (8) inches high. About five to six feet from the trough or receiver there is
another disturber or agitator, constructed upon the same principle as the above described one, but only a
foot in diameter, and is also kept in motion by a belt or pulley on the main shaft of the engine, or other
wise as may he deemed advisable. Further down the table there are pocket ripples to receive anything
that may escape from the upper-receivers.
"We claim for the whole machine, all of which is original.
"We claim for the drawer-hopper, for the wheels, the tramway, the bars by -which the hopper is run
back, the slides and pins at the end of the tramway to form the hinges to discharge the hopper.
"We claim for the oscillating frame which the hopper runs into.
"We claim for the trough or receiver, for its capacity, its shape of the bottom, for the open to let out
the water and matter, the slide to regulate the said opening, the shaft, with the rakes, disturbers, or
agitators attached to the shaft, the door in the bottom of the trough or receiver to take out the gold and tin.
"We claim for the length, width; and construction of the table.
"We claim for the second receiver, for its form, its peculiar construction, and for the shaft and the
rakes, disturbers, or agitators which work therein.
"We claim for the pocket ripples or receivers on the table, for their formation ; also, for a trough
receiver at the bottom or end of the table.
1
JOSEPH JUSTIN BKENAN.
.
COENELIUS STANLEY M'GLEW.
This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Begistration granted to Joseph Justin
Brenan and Cornelius Stanley M'Glew, this eighth day of April, 1873.
HEBCULES ROBINSON.

EEPOETS.
"

Sydney, 10'February, 1873.

Sie,
We do, ourselves the honor to recommend that tho specification and drawings of Messrs.
J. J. Brenan and C. S, M'Glew of “ certain Machinery for the purpose of washing Tin and Gold from
Alluvial,” transmitted for our report, under your B.O. communication of the 4th instant, be returned to
those gentlemen for revision and more distinct description.
We would draw attention to the fact that the specification and drawings are without signature,
and without letters of reference indicating the various parts of the machinery referred to.
We also recommend that applicants be required to affix to their specification a definite claim or
claims.
We have, &e.,
'
CHAS. WATT.
The Pnnrcxi’AU Usdek Seceetaet.
"
GOTHEE K. MANN.
Sydney, 13 March, 1873.

Sie,
We do ourselves the honor to return to you the documents transmitted to us for our report,
under your B.C. communication of the 11th instant, and to recommend that Letters of Begistration be
granted, securing to Messrs. Joseph Justin Brenan and Cornelius Stanley M'Glew the exclusive right to
an invention “ of certain Machinery for the purpose of washing Tin and Gold from Alluvial,” in accordance
with their specification, drawing, and claim,
,
'
We have, Ac.,
CHAS. WATT.

The Pbiecipal "Ujtdbb Secbetary.

GOTHEB

[Drawings—one sheet.]
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AN IMPROVED METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING CAMS AND DISCS FOR
STAMPING MACHINERY.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Thomas Sutcliffe Mort, for an improved
method of constructing Cams and Lises for Stamping Machinery.
[Registered on the 9th day of May, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie., No. 24.]

BY His Excellekcy St it Hehcuies G-ieokqe Robert Robinsos, Knight Commander of the Most
])istinguislied Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor aud Commander-in-Chief of tho
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Yice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Thomas Sutcliffe Mort, of Sydney, iu the Colony of New South Wales, Esquire,
hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the assignee of Janies Watts, of Sandhurst, iu
the Colony of Victoria, engineer, who is the author or designer of a certain invention or improvement in
manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for “ jin improved method of constructing Cams and Discs
for Stamping Machinery,” which is more particularly described in the specification, marked A, and the two (
sheets of drawings, marked B and C respectively, which are hereunto annexed; and that he, the said
Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the
sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as
required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I
would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the
said invention or improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years : And I, being
willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may
be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from
competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report
thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the
power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Regis
tration grant unto the said Thomas Sutcliffe Mort, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive
enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the tern of fourteen years
from" the date hereof; to have, hold, aud exercise unto the said Thomas Sutcliffe Mort, his executors,
administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the
full end aud term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and
fully to be complete aud ended : Provided always, that if the said Thomas Sutcliffe Mort shall not, within
three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in tho
Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration,
and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
Jn witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to he sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this eighth day of May, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(i,8.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
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An m,proved method of constructing Cams mid Discs for Stamping Machinery.
A.
SPECIFICATION of Thomas Sutcliffe Moet, assignee of the within-named- James Watts, for an
Invention intituled “ An improved method of constructing Cams and Discs for Stamping Machinery.”
The first part of my invention consists of an improved method of constructing Cams for Stamping
Machinery. Hitherto it has been the custom to make these articles in one piece, whilst I propose to make
them iu more than one piece, so that the wearing parts may be renewed and replaced as may be required,
without disturbing the cam itself or the shaft on which it works.
'
These renewed parts may be fastened in position in any approved way, say with bolts or keys; but
of course I do not confine myself to any particular method of fastening, as this of itself forms no part of
my invention.
The second part of my invention consists of an improved method of constructing Discs for the
shanks of Stamping Machinery.
Instead of constructing the disc in one piece as heretofore, I construct it in two pieces, which I
prefer to be of equal size. These two pieces I bolt together, and on the face of the disc I also bolt a steel
face.
This method of construction is clearly illustrated in the accompanying drawings, where figure 1
shows elevation, and figure 2 shows plan of my disc as applied to a screwed shank.
Of course, if my invention be applied to a plain shank, it would have to be fastened by bolts,
wedges, hoops, or some other approved method ; and, if desired, more than two pieces might be used in its
construction.
Having thus described the nature of my invention and the manner of performing same, I would
have it understood that I do not confine myself to the precise size or shape, or the materials of which my
invention may be made or manufactured, but I claim—
1st. The construction of Cams for Stamping Machinery in more than one piece, in order to permit
of the renewal of the wearing parts, substantially as herein described and explained.
2nd. The construction of Discs for the shanks of Stamping Machinery in two or more pieces or
halves, substantially in tho manner herein described and explained.
THOS. S. MOET.
This is the specification, marked A, referred to in the annexed Letters of Begistration, granted to
Thomas Sutcliffe Mort, this eighth day of May, 1873.
HEECULES 'EOBINSON.

EEPOET.
Sydney, 2d March, 1873.
Sib,

*

We do ourselves the honor to recommend the issue of Letters of Begistration, securing to
Thomas Sutcliffe Mort, of Sydney, the exclusive right to an invention for an improved method of con
structing Cams and Discs for Stamping Machinery, in accordance with the specification, drawing, and claim,
transmitted for our'report, under your B.C. communication of the 20th instant, No. 2,204, herewith
returned.
"We have, &c.,
GOTHEE K. MANN.
E. 0. MOEIAETY.
The Phifcipal Ukdee Seceetaet.

[Drawings—twp sheets.]
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IMPROVEMENTS IN APPARATUS FOR WASHING ALLUVIOUS AND
AURIFEROUS EARTHS.
LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Alphonse Allah and Alfred Riviere Dejean,
for Improvements hi Apparatus for washing Alluvions and Auriferous Earths.
[Registered on the 9th day of May, 1878, in pursuance of the Act 16 Tie., No. 24.]

BY His Exci'.rj.ExYCY Sib Hercules George Robert Robjnson, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chicf of the
Colony of Now South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Aj.wroNSE Allais", of Paris, in the Department of the Seine, and Alemed Riviere
Dejea^t, of Alais, in the Department of the Gard, both in the Republic of France, have by their Petition
humbly represented to me that they are the authors or designers of a certain invention or improvement
in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for “ certain Improvements in Apparatus for washing
Alluvions and Auriferous Earths,” which is more particularly described in the specification and sheet of
drawings which are hereunto annexed; and that they, the said Petitioners, have deposited with the
Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South 'Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for
defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth
Victoria, number twenty-four; and have humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of
Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might
by secured to them for a period of fourteen years : And I, being willing to give encouragement to all
inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be lor the public good, and having
received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by
me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased,
with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the
said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Alphonse Allain
and Alfred Riviere Dejean, their executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and
advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date
hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Alphonse Allain and Alfred Biviere Dejean, their executors,
administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the
full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and
fully to bo complete and ended : Provided always, that if the said Alphonse Allain and Alfred Riviere
Dejean shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the
same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South 'Wales, then
these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this eighth day of May, iu the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(l.s.)
■
HERCULES ROBINSON.
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Improvements in Apparatus for washing Alluvions and Auriferous Earths.
SPECIFICATION of theTuvention of Ai.fiiONSe Allaij-, of Paris, in the Department of the Seine, and
Alfhed Rivieue Dejeax, of Alais, in the Department of the Gard, both in the Republic of France, for
“certain Iroprovcmcnts in Apparatus for washing Alluvions and Auriferous Earths.”
NOW KNOW IE to whom these presents shall come, that we, the said Alphonse Allain and Alfred
Riviere Dejean, do hereby declare the nature of our said invention, and in what manner the same is
to be performed, to he particularly described and ascertained in and by the following statement:—
Ouf invention relates to a system of washing Alluvions and Auriferous Earths, which may be
termed the system of fixed angles, having for principle a cavity represented by a parallelogram united at
its base with a triangle, preferably an isosceles, and the lines of which have always an angle of from 40 to
GO degrees, that is to say, a mean of 45 degrees.
Figure I of the accompanying sheet of drawings is a vertical section, at AB, fig. 2, of an apparatus
embodying our invention.
'
Figure 2 is a horizontal section of same.
Figure 3 is a diagram illustrating the principle of formation of a cavity or groove according to our
invention, and—
Figure 4, a groove or cavity embodying our invention.
Figures l and 2 are drawn to a scale of iVof the ordinary size, and figures 3 and 4 full size.
The apparatus consists of a long box or trough combining a puddling compartment, A, and a
washing-table, B, having hollow transversal grooves or cavities, C, of a geometrical and fixed shape (hence
the designation of apparatus with fixed angles), each of these grooves resulting, as above stated, from a
parallelogram and a triangle of any kind, the common base of which is the lower main line of the
parallelogram, the said cavity being summed up by the figure represented by the lines a b. c d, Ja, dc, ec,
figure 3 of the drawing.
The fore-part of the box forms a water-tank, D, separated by a movable sluice-gate, E, from a
second compartment constituting a puddling trough without mechanism of any kind, and the extended
part which follows receives the washing-table, composed of several segments, which it is only necessary to
place by hand on the bottom of the box to form the table. Each segment has a hollow groove. The
apparatus thus combined may rest upon two wheels, and be moved from place to place like a hand-barrow,
or be drawn by a horse.
The entire apparatus may be made of wood, using hoards of equal thickness held together by
wooden or other screws. The thick parts, such as the segments, may be formed by the union of several
boards, and the grooves (see drawing, figures 3 and 4) be obtained by the juxtaposition of boards cut at
one of their ends to an oblique face giving a fixed angle. This carefully studied arrangement renders the
construction and repair of the apparatus very simple ; it further affords the advantage of resisting the
tendency to warp, common to all apparatuses alternately wet and exposed dry to the heat of a burning
sun.
The mode of construction above described is that which is preferred, but it will be evident that
other material might be used, and the combination of the parts he otherwise effected, while retaining the
main features of this invention.
'Woukino

of the

Apvahatus.

The apparatus being brought to the soil to be washed and to the stream of water, the requisite
inclination is given to it, sny from 10 to 14 degrees, according to the quantity of water at command, tho
nature of the soil, and of the metallic'particles, whether in dust, nuggets, or other form. This is done by
resting upon the ground the end of the box opposite to that at which the water is admitted, and if
necessary the ground is slightly hollowed with a shovel, either under the wheels to lessen the inclination,
or under the end of the table to increase it.
After having introduced a suitable quantity of water, which is regulated by the sluice-gate E, tho
earth to be washed is shovelled into the puddler A. The soil to be washed is taken into the apparatus as
it comes, stones, earth, sand, without sorting or rejection. The coarse sieve found at the head of all
apparatuses for gold-washing is not here considered necessary, but deemed a complication of which the
safety of the grooves permits the suppression.
The water passing beneath the sluice-gate attacks the mass to he puddled, its action being assisted
and directed by the labour of a workman armed with an iron scraper. During the puddling the matters
are drawn beyond the projection or partition separating the puddler from the tabic B, and undergo the
action of the table B and of its grooves C. When the puddling leaves no fear of carrying forward entire
lumps or halls of earth, the workman, by means of his scraper, causes the entire mass to pass on to the
table, precipitating this forward movement with a roughness of manoeuvre and an absence of precaution
which render the work very simple and very rapid. While the operation is progressing, the action of tho
scraper is brought at one lime on to the puddling, at another on to the cleansing of the table. Tho extreme
facility of this work results from an absolute dependence upon tho grooves for the retention of the metallic
particles. It will he understood that the greater the number of grooves, the faster the working may bo
conducted without increasing the losses of metal.
The operation usually continuous may bo arrested by simply stopping the flow of water and ceasing
to scrape, the operation being recommenced at the point at which it was arrested. When it is desired
to end the operation, a stronger flow of water is given, by lifting the sluice-gate sufficiently to sweep away
all that is on the table outside the grooves, a corner of the scraper is even passed into the grooves to
cause the major part of the gravel and stones to pass out, leaving tho sand retained at its maximum of
richness.
The operation is finally stopped when the sand in the grooves is deemed sufficiently enriched to
render further outflows dangerous. Practice alone can fix the limit to be chosen for each kind of
auriferous earth.
Each segment carrying a groove is then removed by’baud and plunged into a trough full of water in
such a manner as to cause the fall of the euriehed sand. Tho product of the grooves and that of the last
washing or scouring of the table are considered rich, and are preserved to be further treated in a finishing
apparatus such as the washing pan or howl.
At
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Improvements in Apparatus for washing Alluvions and Auriferous Earths,
At the end of each day the segments are removed arid the hoi washed, care being taken to introduce
the water in such a manner as to collect the particles of metal which may have entered the joints ; this
will yield a few more quarts of sand to be treated.
Technical Details.
We deem it desirable to further dilate upon tho play of the grooves, in order to show how this
apparatus, notwithstanding its apparent and real simplicity, borrows from the complicated apparatuses
hitherto used in the mechanical preparation of ores their most fruitful principles.
_
After the puddling, the matters carried or pushed on to tho table undergo the action of a series of
elements of fixed table and a series of grooves. 1'he water which descends on to the table divides into
two sheets, the work of each being very different: the first, superficial and continuous, carries with it all
the light bodies, and all those which ofler sufficient surface to the shock ; the second sheet undergoes a
succession of refluxes and eddyings as it meets the grooves. The first therefore tends to classify by density
the naturally heavy matters, and the second strives to classify by equal fall delivering to the continuous
stream of the superficial sheet all the matters which may issue from the grooves or simply rise to the zone
of forward impulsion. The various cases which may arise cannot here be discussed, but persons familiarized
with the apparatuses of mechanical treatment will witli slight consideration realize that the soils to be washed
are submitted in this apparatus to tho double and repeated action of a fixed table and a series of small
rudimentary sieves ; the grooves really act like small continuous sieves, and further, they cover the
metallic substances like “ pointed boxes,’’ or boxes with grooves coming to a single point.
It is only necessary to mention these hitter to render apparent the favourable influence of the
lower angles of the grooves. The result obtained under such simple conditions is due to the great difference
in density between gold and stony matters. It is sufficient that the movement be started in a favourable
direction to effect the separation with certainty, notwithstanding the presence of pieces of very different
dimensions.
_
We do not limit ourselves to the use of any particular material in the construction of our washing
apparatus, but we claim as our invention—
Firstly—The construction of the grooves or cavities C, substantially as and for the purpose
hereinbefore set forth.
■
Secondly—The combination of the table B and grooves C with puddling compartment A and
reservoir D, substantially as and for the purpose hereinbefore set forth,
In witness whereof, we, the said Alphonse Allain and Alfred Biviere Dejean, have hereunto set
our hands and seals, this twenty-first day of November, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-two.
ALPH. ALLAIN.
'
ALFRED BIVIERE DEJEAN.
(l.s.)
This- is the specification referred to in tho annexed Letters of Registration granted to Alphonse
Allain and Alfred Riviere Dejean, this eighth day of May, 1873.
HERCULES ROBINSON.

REPORT.
Sydney, 27- March, 1873,
Stn,

...

Wo do ourselves the honor to recommend the issue of Letters of Registration securing fo
Alphonse Allain, of Paris, and Alfred Riviere Dejean, of Alais, the exclusive right to an invention for
“ certain Improvements in Apparatus for washing Alluvions and Auriferous Earths,” in accordance with tho
drawings, specification, and claims, transmitted for our report, under your B.C. communication of the
21th iustant, No. 2,308, herewith returned.
We have, &c.,
CHAS. WATT.
The Principal Under Secretary.
GOTHER K, MANN.

[Drawings—one shoot.]
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AN IMPROVED PROCESS OF AND FURNACE FOR CHLORIDIZING AND
TREATING SILVER AND COPPER AND OTHER ORES.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Samuel House and Carl A. Stetefeldt, for an
improved Process of and Eurnace for chloridizing and treating Silver and Copper
and other Ores.
[Registered on the 17th day of May, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 1G Vic., No. 24.]
BY Hrs ExcEr.r.ESCT Sir Hkecules CtEOrse Koukut Robenrox, Knight Commander of the Most Dis
tinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Samuet, House, of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, merchant, hath by his
Petition humbly represented to me that Carl A. Stetefeldt, of San Francisco, in California, is the author or
designer of a certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention intituled
" An improved Process of and Furnace for chloridizing and treating Silver and Copper and other Ores,”
which is more particularly described in the specification, marked A, and the three sheets of drawings,
marked B, C, and D, respectively, which are hereunto annexed ; and that the said Carl A. Stetefeldt, by
agreement dated the eighth day of October, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-two, authorized the
London and St. Arnaud Gold and Silver Mining Company (Limited) to apply for and receive Letters
Patent for the said invention in and for all the Australasian Colonies, in the joint names of the said Carl
A. Stetefeldt and the said Company, or such party as might be appointed to represent the said Company;
and that he, the said Petitioner, is one of the Directors of the said Company, and has been appointed
. 'is representative for the purpose of obtaining such Letters Patent; and that he, the said Petitioner, has
deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales tho sum of Twenty
Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the
Act of Council, sixteenth \ictoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I would be pleased
to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention
or improvement might be secured to him the said Petitioner and the said Carl A. Stetefeldt for a period
of fourteen years : And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements iu
the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to tho
prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters
stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in exercise of the power and authorify given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and
do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Samuel Houso and Carl A. Stetefeldt, their
executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or
improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise
unto the said Samuel House and Carl A. Stetefeldt, their executors, administrators, and assigns, the
exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen
years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended :
Provided always, that if the said Samuel House and Carl A. Stetefeldt shall not, within three days after
the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supremo
Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all
advantages hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this sixteenth day of May, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
O-s)
‘
HERCULES ROBINSON.
1-0

A.
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An improved Process of and Furnace for chloridizing
A.

SPECIFI CATION of an Invention intituled “ An improved Process of and Furnace for chloridizing and
treating Silver and Copper and other Ores,” invented by Carl A, Stetefeldt, of San Francisco, in
California, and one-halt interest therein sold to the London and Saint Arnaud Gold and Silver
Mining Company (Limited), of whom Samuel House, of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, is
the authorized representative.
This invention consists of an improved mode or process for chloridizing silver and copper ores
preparatory to amalgamation for silver ores or leaching for silver and copper ores, and also of an improved
furnace for carrying out this and other kindred processes.
The process consists in dropping a mixture of finely pulverized ore and salt through a heated
chamber, shaft, or flue, either against or with the flame and products of comhustion.
.
.
best mode to accomplish this object is to use a furnace and apparatus as hereinafter described.
This will give the best results at the least expense.
The operation of the process is as follows, to wit:—The ore and salt (from three to eight per cent.) are
best mixed together and pulverized in a dry crushing battery, through a No. 40 wire screen (forty meshes
per linear inch). From the battery the pulp is taken by conveyors and elevators to the hopper of the
feeding machine on top of the roasting shaft, The heat of the furnace is so regulated that the roasted
ore is red hot but does not bako or sinter. A considerable amount of ore is allowed to accumulate at the
bottom of the shaft before discharging, so that the chloridizing gases emanating from the charge are
utilized.
. I11 chloridizing copper ores the roasting should be done at a low heat, or the chloride of copper is
again decomposed at a high temperature. The chemical process which takes place in this mode of roasting
may be described ns follows :—
Considering the old, or rather the usual theory deduced from the roasting process in common rever
beratory furnaces, that sulphates must be formed before the salt can be decomposed, and not till then will
the chlorination begin, it would seem that for these chemical reactions more time is required than a few
seconds ; but this is not the case. As soon as ore and salt enter the furnace each sulphuret particle
ignites in the glowing atmosphere, evolving at the same time sulphur, which in presence of the oxygen of
the atmospheric air coming undecomposed through the grates, is turned into sulphurous acid, and the
metal into an oxide, or in part directly into a chloride. The sulphurous acid in contact with tho ore
particles and oxygen becomes sulphuric acid. The temperature is nearly from the start too high to permit
the formation of sulphates, so that the sulphuric acid turns its force on the red hot salt particles, setting
the chlorine free. All these reaction a are performed instantaneously. The whole space in the furnace is
filled with glowing gases of chlorine, hydrochloric acid, sulphurous and sulphuric acid, oxygen, steam,
volatile, base metal, chlorides, &c., all of them acting, decomposing, and composing on the sulphurcts with
great vigour. The chlorine decomposes the sulpburets directly, forming chloride of metals and chloride of
sulphur; it attacks decomposingly also oxides and sulphates, if present. The hydrochloric* acid performs
the same ofSce. Also metallic silver, if it should occur in the ore, would combine with the chlorine. The
sulphuric acid, besides decomposing the salt, oxidizes partly the sulphurcts directly, &c.
Considering now an ore particle in a red hot condition attacked simultaneously by all these gases
while falling, the final chloridizing result is inevitable. Tho finer the ore particles are, the more perfect
the chlorination ; but even if some coarser parts (to a certain degree) should reach the bottom not
thoroughly chloridized, this would be finished in the pile as the chlorination and evolution of chlorine gas
continues in the red hot accumulation on the bottom of the furnace.
The improved furnace is for desulphurizing, chloridizing, or reducing ores. It consists of a shaft
with one or more fireplaces near the bottom. Into this shaft the finely pulverized ore is fed by proper
machinery, and falls against tho rising flame and gases. Near the top of the shaft, which inclosed by the
feeding machine, the gases descend into a flue. This flue is connected with a small fireplace near the
bottom, which is intended to heat and roast the fine ore dust escaping from the main shaft through tho
flue. The flue leads into a system of dust chambers which are connected with a high chimney.
To more fully illustrate and describe this furnace, reference is had to the accompanying drawings
and letters marked thereon, of which figure 1 is a ground plan of the feeding machine, and figure 2 a
vertical section thereof; figure 3 is a ground plan of the furnace, and figure 4 a vertical section thereof.
The feeding machine A (in figures 1 and 2) represents a hollow cast-iron frame, which rests on the top of
the furnace, and through which water circulates, in order to keep the machinery above cool. Into this
frame is inserted a cast-iron grate, B, which supports a punched screen of sheet-iron, with holes of about the
three thirty-second part of an inch in diameter. Above the punched screen is a coarse wire screen with
meshes of one-third of an inch. This screen is fastened to the frame C, which rests upon friction rollers
D, fastened to the hopper E, and is set in motion by the crank F. The plates g, which nearly touch the
wire screen, are for the purpose of keeping the ore in place when the frame C is set in motion. H is a
damper which is inserted in case the screens have to be renewed.
In figures 3 and 4 the furnace itself is shown. A represents the shaft, which, when working, is
covered at the top with the feeding machine. B is a fireplace near the bottom of the shaft. In order to
effect a complete burning of the flame, and to introduce a surplus of oxygen for desulphurizing and
chloridizing, roasting air is introduced through the channels C, which arc in connection with the slit D.
E is the flue near the top of the shaft, heated by the auxiliary fireplace F. The flue G- (where most of
the dust accumulates) leads to the dust chambers.
'
The operation of the furnace is as follows, to wit:—Fire is made in the fireplaces B and F, and as
soon as the inner walls of the shaft are hot the feeding machine is put in motion. The coarse wire screen
cutting through the pulp between the plates and the punched screen, rubs the ore through the holes of
the latter into the shaft. By the time the ore has dropped to the bottom it is roasted. After a charge
has accumulated the roasted ore is drawn out through the door II. The dust is discharged through the
doors J JJ.
os
■ The only attention which the furnace requires is the keeping of a proper uniform heat. The
furnace is at a “proper” heat when there is a bright red flame passing up the shaft, and when its outer
walls are so hot as to enable you to barely hold your hand on it,
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and treating Silver and Copper and other Ores,
A furnace of tlie size represented in the drawing -will roast from twenty to thirty tons of ore in
twenty-four hours, at considerably less expense in fuel and labour than the reverberatory furnaces.
The furnace can be used for various purposes, to wit:—
1st,—Tor oxidizing or desulphurizing roasting of sulphuretted ores. For instance, roasting of
zincblende for manufacture of zinc; pyrites of copper previous to smelting or leaching;
gold-bearing pyrites of iron preparatory to amalgamation, or Plattner’s chlorination process.
2nd.—Tor chloridizing roasting of silver and copper ores preparatory to amalgamation for silver
ores or leaching for silver and copper ores. In this case a proper percentage of salt is
mixed and pulverized with the ore before it enters the furnace.
3rd.—Tor reducing iron ores. In this case the furnace has to be constructed with gas generally,
and a surplus of oxide of carbon has to be introduced into the shaft for reducing the
iron ore.
J
"What is claimed is:—
1st.—The improved process for chloridizing silver and copper ores by dropping a mixture of the
finely pulverized ore and salt through a heated chamber, shaft, or fine, either against or
with the flame and products of combustion, substantially as herein described and explained.
2nd,—The combination of a shaft having fireplaces near its bottom, with a flue provided with an
auxiliary fireplace for the purposes described.
This is the specification, marked A, referred to in the annexed Letters of ^Registration granted to
Samuel House and Carl A. Stetefeldt, this sixteenth day of May, 1873.
HERCULES ROBINSON,

REPORT.
Sydney, 3 March, 1873.
Sib,

We do ourselves the honor to recommend the issue of Letters of Registration, securing to
Samuel House and to Carl A. Stetefeldt the exclusive enjoyment, for a term of fourteen years, of an
invention intituled “ An improved Process of and Tumace for chloridizing and treating Silver and Copper
and other Ores,” in accordance with the Petition, specification, drawings, and claim transmitted for our
report, under your B.C. communication of the 26th Tebruary, 1873, No. 1,511, herewith returned.
We have, &c.,
GOTHER K. MANN.
The Pbincipal Unheb Secbetabt.
CHAS. WATT.

[Drawings—three sheets.]
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See page 73 of Return of 8 December, 1870.]

No. 358.
[Assignment of No. 242a.

.See page 73 of Return of 21 June, 1872.]
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No. 359.

AN INVENTION FOR CONVERTING CYPERUS VAGINATUS, &c., INTO A
FIBROUS SUBSTANCE PRINCIPALLY FOR USE IN PAPER-MAKING.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Thomas Wearne, for an Invention for con
verting Cyperus vaginatus, Cat’s-taiJ. Grass, Imphee trash, Sugar-cane megass,
Grass-tree, Knotty Water-reed or Sedge-grass, and other vegetable fibres, into
a fibrous substance, principally for use in Paper-making, and technically known
. as “ half-stuff.”
.
[Registered on the 20th day of June, 1873, in pursuance of tho Act 16 Yic., No. 24.]
BY His Excixt.en'ct Sir Hercules George Robert Ronnrsoir, Knight Commander of the Most
■
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-iu-Chief of the Colony
of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Thoicas Wearice, of Sydney, in the Colony of New Sonth Wales, ironmonger, hath
hy his Petition humhly represented to me that he is the assignee of William Frederick Thomas, of Liver
pool, in the said Colony, paper-maker, who is the author or designer of a certain invention or improvement
in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for converting Cyperus vaginatus, Cat’s-tail Grass, Imphee
trash, Sugar-cane mogass, Grass-tree, ICnotty Water-reed or Sedge-grass, and other vegetable fibres, into a
fibrous substance, principally for use iu Paper-making, and technically known as “half-stuff,” which said
invention is more particularly described in the specification and sheet of drawings which are hereunto
annered; and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorahlo tho Treasurer of the
said Colony of New South Wales tho sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of
granting these Letters of Registration, as required hy the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number
twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that 1 -would ho pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby
tho exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to him
for a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improve
ments in the arts or manufactures which may bo for tho public good, and having received a report favour
able to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider
tho matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the
Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to mo by the said A.et of Council, to
grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Thomas Wearne, as such assignee
as aforesaid, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said
invention or improvement, for acid during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold,
and exercise unto tho said Thomas Wearne, as such assignee as aforesaid, his executors, administrators,
and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term
of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete
and ended: Provided always, that if the said Thomas Wearne shall not, within three days after the
granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in tho proper office in the Supreme Court, at
Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages
whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to bo sealed with tho seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South 'Wales, this eighteenth day of June, in tho year of
our Lord ono thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(u.s.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
1—P

SPECIFICATION
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An Invention for converting Cyperus vaginatus, SfC., into a
SPECIFICATION of Mr. "William Frederick Thomas’s Invention for converting Cyperus vaginatus,
Cat’s-tail Grass, Imphee trash, Sugar-cane megass, Grass-tree, Knotty "Water-reed or Sedge-grass, and
other vegetable fibres, into a fibrous substance, principally for use in Paper-making, and technically
known as “ half-stuff.”
The nature of my invention and the manner in which I perform the same are particularly described and
ascertained in and by the following statement, that is to say:—

To convert Cyperus vaginatus, cat’s-tail grass, imphee trash, sugar-cane megass, grass-tree, knotty
water-reed, or sedge-grass, or other such like raw vegetable fibres, into “ half-stuff,” for use in paper-making,
I first pass the material to be operated upon through rolls, similar to sugar rolls, but having, in addition
to the usual revolving motion a lateral side motion, so as to more effectually crush or open the fibres by
the grinding punch thus obtained, and by which means the after process of boiling is much facilitated and
more economically effected. I nest cut tho material into lengths, varying from 1 inch to 3 inches ; an
ordinary chaff-cutting machine being sufficient for the purpose. The crushed and cut material is then con
veyed to the reducing hoilers, which may be either open or enclosed, and may be boiled with either low or
high pressure steam, or even direct fire heat may be employed. The boilers I now purpose using are con
structed from -jj- wrougbt-iron plates. 12 feet long by 6 feet diameter, bung or suspended by the centre on
two cast-iron trunnions, fitted with stuffing glands for the admission of high-pressure steam ; in fact, a“ tum
bling boiler,” The material is then placed in this, the reducing boiler, and an alkaline lye, consisting of 5
percent, soda and 15 per cent, stone lime to every 100 lbs. of fibre, is added. The boiler is then closed, aud
the boiling proceeded with ; the material being subjected to a pressure of steam from 15 to 30 lbs., varying
according to the nature of the fibre used—its freshness, soundness, strength, and other contingent circum
stances, which can only be determined by the operator at the time. The time of boiling varies from four
to eight hours, and at times even longer, but the material cannot be said to bo sufficiently boiled or
reduced until the fibre will separate from the vegetable-gummy mucilagenous matter by a gentle rubbing
between the hands. The boiling being completed, the “ stuff” is at once withdrawn, and drained on a floor
suitable for the purpose. It is then put into an ordinary washing or breaking engine, for the purpose of
heating the water previous to the boiled fibre being put into the engine, and also for the purpose of allowing
the washing for the first half-hour being done with warm water, which much assists the washing and getting
rid of the disengaged gummy and colouring matter. The washing being completed, it is then, in the same
engine, reduced to “ half-stuff,” which operation being concluded, the half-stuff is run off by means of a
valve in the bottom of the engine into drainers adjacent for the purpose. I then place the drained “ half
stuff” in layers in a perforated lever press, for the purpose of freeing it from water and getting it into a
consistent form for further manipulation. The layers or sheets of “ half-stuff ” are now removed and sub
jected to a still greater pressure, in either an hydraulic or screw'-press, from whence it is taken and placed
on edge in the drying-room, where, when quite dry, it is packed in bales or eases for either home or foreign
consumption,
I wish it understood that I do not limit myself to the precise form or method of operation herein ■
described, but may make such variations therein as will facilitate the accomplishment, under any circum
stances, of the object of my invention; and I claim—
Istly—The discovery that the best and most abundant of the before-mentioned fibres—Cyperus
vaginatus—is adapted for paper-making, as also the method or process herein stated by which
it is to be converted into “half-stuff” for the paper-maker’s use.
2ndly—The use of rolls with the combined lateral side motion for opening or crushing the fibres
preparatory to boiling, and the economy of chemicals thereby effected.
3rdly—The extraction of silica, colouring matter, &c., contained in these raw vegetable fibres, by
subjecting them to the action of steam in a closed rotary vessel, as specified, for the pur
pose set forth.
4thly—For the simple and efficient manner my “ half-stuff” is converted into millboards, in the
•wet press, as compared with the ordinary process of millboard-making with hand moulds, &c.

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Thomas
"Wearne, this eighteenth day of June, 1873.
■
HERCULES ROBINSON.

REPORTS.
No. 3, Gresham-strcet,
Sydney, 27 February,-1873.
Sir,

_

We have had the honor to receive the Memorial of Mr. William Frederick Thomas which yon
transmitted for onr report, by blank cover, under date 21st February instant, with accompanying specifica
tions of an invention for converting Cyperus vaginatus and other vegetable fibres into a fibrous substance,
principally for use in Paper-making, and technically known as “half-stuff,” for which Letters of Registra
tion are applied for by Mr. Thomas Wearne as assignee of the invention.
'
We ,
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fibrous substance principally for use in Paper-making.
We desire respectful!j to state that having considered the several claims set forth in these docu
ments, we aro of opinion that the claimant should be required to illustrate his specification by drawings or
diagrams showing the apparatus or machinery which he purposes to employ, and for the protection of
which the Letters are required; this more particularly with reference to the claims Nos. 2 and 3 appended
to the Memorial. It would also, in our opinion, be desirable that the claimant should indicate more pre
cisely than he has done, at what stage of the processes described the manufacture of millboards is completed,
forming the subject of his 4th claim.
We have, &e.,
G1 OTHER K. MANN.
The Peikcipal Uneee Seceetaut,
A. 0. MORIARTY.

No. 3, Gresham-street,
.
Sydney, 13 March, 1873.
Sie,

We have the honor to return herewith the application of Mr. Thomas Wearne, as assignee of
a certain invention for converting Cyperus vaginatus and other vegetable fibres into a fibrous substance,
principally for use in Paper-making, and technically known as “ half-stuff,” with the accompanying drawings
and specification ; and we desire to state that, having considered the said application, we are not aware of
any objection to Letters of Registration of the said invention being granted as applied for, and in accord
ance with tho specification, as amended, and illustrative drawings.
We have, &c.,
GOTHER K. MANN.
The Principal Umber Secbetabt.
A. 0. MORIARTY.

[Drawing*—one sheet,]
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NICOLLE AND MORT’S FRIGORIFIC MACHINE.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Eugene Dominique NicoUe and Thomas Sut
cliffe Mort, for an Invention for utilizing the Waste Cold from Erigorific
Mixtures, &c.
[Ecgistered on the 24th day of June, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 16 \ic., No. 24.]

BY His Excei.iest Sie Hkhcui.es George Robert Robikson, Knight Commander of tho Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chiel of the
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Eugene Dominique Nicolle and Thomas Sutcliffe Most, both of Sydney, in the
Colony of New South Wales, have by their Petition humhly represented to me that they arc the authors or
designers of a certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for
“ utilising tho Waste Cold from Erigorific Mixtures, and for applying the same, and in combination with a
?lan for the continuous recovery of the salts employed for producing tho cold, by an apparatus styled
licolie and Mort’s Frigorific Machine,” which said invention is more particularly described in the specifi
cation, marked A, and the two sheets of drawings or plans, marked B and C respectively, which are here
unto annexed ; and that they, the said Petitioners, have deposited with the Honorable tho Treasurer of
the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of
granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number
twenty-four; and have humhly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby
the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to them
for a period of fourteen years : And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improve
ments in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report favour
able to tho prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider
the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the
Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the said Act ot Council, to
grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Eugene Dominique Nicolle and
Thomas Sutcliffe Mort, their executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage
of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to
have, hold, and exercise unto the said Eugene Dominique Nicolle and Thomas Sutcliffe Mort, their
executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and. during and
unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately
ensuing, and fully to ho complete aud ended: Provided always, that if the said Eugene Dominique
Nicolle and Thomas Sutcliffe Mort shall not, within three days after tho granting of these Letters of
Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony
of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted,
shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern- •
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this twenty-third day of June, in tho year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(L.S.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
1-Q
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A.
Ohji invention consists of a mechanical combination, at once simple, novel, and useful, which enables ns to
utilize the waste cold resulting from frigorific mixtures, whereby we can follow up the lowering of tem
perature to the extreme point at which the salts used will dissolve.
_ Our method of availing of this power enables us to freeze water and refrigerate generally, with
certainty, safety, and_economy ; the apparatus being instantaneous in its results, requiring only a trifling
power to work it, whilst its continuous action may be perpetuated without any manual interference beyond
the attention required in.keeping the motive power going, the water and the salts for each successive
manipulation being (where the evaporating apparatus is used in combination with the freezing power)
mechanically and continuously supplied as the evaporation of the spent liquor goes on.
It is well knoun that the lower the temperature of the liquid used in cooling mixtures for the dis
solving of the salts, the more intense the cold produced; and we avail'of this fact and utilize it in a tem
perature exchanger, by which we are enabled to impart to the water and salts next to be used, the surplus
cold of the liquid last used. In this way we can effect refrigeration with the most simple and familiar
ingredients, such as common salt, sugar, washing soda, or any other crystallized salts which produce cold
during liquefaction, the range of cold attainable, as before stated, being only limited by the temperature at
which the salts employed will liquefy.
_
For example, common salt producing only three degrees of reduction of temperature at 75° Fahren
heit, by the use of our apparatus reduces it from 7o° to 28°, or four degrees below freezing point. Then
again, chloride ot calcium giving only 81° reduction starting from the same point, with our apparatus
gives and maintains a point considerably below zero.
The cold-producing machine shown upon the annexed plan and herein described is designed for
household purposes, and to he worked by hand, but it may of course be made of any size, according to the
work required of it, and be driven by any form of motive power which may be at command, and may be
worked in combination with the evaporating apparatus or not.
, 4The shape of the vessels and the position they occupy may also be varied to suit circumstances and
conditions, so long as the general principle be observed. .
In working the apparatus, we use, by preference, simple fixed salts which are soluble in water and
only requiring to be evaporated to be again fit for use, such as nitrate of ammonia, chloride of calcium,
Ac., &e.
_
Care must be taken to use only such pipes aud vessels as are not affected by the salts employed.
This is easily ascertained by placing a bit of the metal proposed to be used in a solution of the salt
intended to be employed : if tho solution be discoloured by the metal, then that metal must be avoided.
We now proceed to describe our apparatus styled “ Nicolle and Mort’s Frigorific Machine," reference
being had to the plans hereunto attached, and to the description of the evaporating apparatus hereinafter
given, as used in connection and combination with the Frigorific Machine.
SPECIFICATION.
Fig. 1 shows a sectional elevation through the centre of the apparatus.
2 is a ground plan of the apparatus.
A is a salt receiver, fitted with a coue or inverted funnel, in order to lead the salt to tho distri
buting slide E.
B is a vertical shaft, fitted at the base with an eccentric, to give backward and forward motion
to the slide E.
C is a pulley fixed on the shaft B, to which it gives motion.
D is a spade, to which a circular movement is given by on arm attached to the upper part of
the shaft B. This spade fills the aperture in the slide E with the salts every successive
stroke.
E is a distributing slide, which moves freely between two dovetails, receiving its motion from
the eccentric above referred to. This slide is made with an opening (by preference oval),
which is filled with salt each time it enters the vessel A, emptying itself on its return into
_ the inclined shoot J.
F is a water tender, fitted at the base with a small pipe, which serves to convey the water through
_ the exchanger and into the inclined shoot J.
G- is a temperature exchanger, composed of a metallic cylinder, with an external spiral channel
and a coil containing one pipe within another, the cylinder and the coil being connected and
both enclosed in some good non-conductor. The cylinder is made of a good conducting
metal, having a broad but shallow spiral recessed on its outer side, such recess being covered
with aii outer casing so as to form it into a channel into the upper part of which the spent
liquor is made to enter on its return from its work, and after having performed the circuit
of the spiral to continue its course through the outer pipe of the coil on its way to the tank
S. The water next required for the dissolution of the salts enters the inner pipe of the
coil at tile point where the spent liquor discharges, and passing in an opposite direction
exchanges temperature with that liquor, entering the cylinder at its base at or about the
temperature at which the spent liquor left that vessel. Upon entering the cylinder the
water comes in contact by conduction with the more intense cold of the spent liquor, which
it absorbs, aud if the cold be sufficiently intense it will cause the congelation of the water
against the inner surface of the cylinder. The ice thus formed is continuously detached by
a. revolving knife or scraper (which also acts as an agitator) and as detached is, owing to its
lighter gravity, continuously passed into the tube K, where it joins the salt on its way into
the refrigerating well. If the refrigerated liquor be made to return to the spiral of the
■ cylinder without robbing it of too much of its cold on the way, the whole of the water may
speedily be passed into the tube in a frozen state, whereby a very low range of temperature
may be obtained ; indeed, if crystallized chloride of calcium he the salt employed, 49° below
zero, or thereabouts, will be the result. In simple ice-making, the spiral cylinder may be
•
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dispensed with, as the temperature.of the spent liquor after having done its work will never
be at freezing point. We may here state that we do not confine ourselves to the form of
this vessel, as a similar result may be obtained by the spent liquor being made to surround
a metal vessel, by coil of round, or flat pipe, the water entering the inner vessel, or one vessel
may hold the water and be placed in another vessel receiving the spent liquor, but by prefer
ence we use the form first described. The coil is composed of two pipes of different
diameters, the smaller pipe being placed inside the larger one, and of such proportions as to
allow the water from the tender T to circulate freely, whilst sufficient space is left between
the inner and outer pipe to allow the overflow from the refrigerating well H as it passes
from the spiral of the cylinder also to circulate freely. The principle of the exchanger is
the circulation of a warmer and a colder liquid in opposite directions within separate metallic
pipes or spaces; and if the pipes or spaces he in harmony as to size and the lengths be
properly adjusted, say from 25 feet to 100 feet, according to the quantity of liquor to be
passed, a perfect exchange of temperature will he effected between the two, one liquid
leaving at one end at the temperature the other entered, and vice versa. It maybe observed
that the pipes being in excess of the length required will not be injurious to the working.
By preference we use ono pipe within another, but we do not confine ourselves to this sort
of exchanger, as any other form of temperature exchanger may be used, such for instance
as a coil or spiral placed in a vessel, one liquid flowing through the coil, and the other
entering and leaving the vessel in opposite directions; or one metal vessel may be placed
within another vessel, the spent liquor being made to enter one of the vessels and the liquid
next to be employed in dissolving the salts to enter the other.
H is the refrigerating well, made of wood or other material, and by preference' lined with lead
or other metal not affected by the salts used, into which the salts and water pass by the
tube K.
H1 is a freezing box, made by preference of wood, lined with tin or lead or other metal which
the salts used will not affect, in which the ice moulds (filled with water) or other articles
requiring to be refrigerated are placed. It is made with divisions so as to ensure the gradual
application of the cold and tho discharge of the spent liquor at a temperature at which the
water on its way to the water tender will not freeze.
I is a small metallic pipe, which conveys the water from the tender F through the outer coil of
the exchanger into the inclined shoot J. This pipe is fitted with regulating cock, in order to
regulate the flow of water into the shoot J.
J is an inclined shoot which leads the water and the salts into the central tube K.
K is a central tube which leads the salts and the water on to the centre of the agitator L.
This tube is essential to the proper working of the apparatus, as without it the water would
escape without proper contact with the salt, aud if the water were introduced at the bottom
it would congeal.
'
We specially claim this central tube.
L is an agitator, working in the refrigerating well 11, made with several blades in the form of a
screw propeller, and of such shape or angle as will counteract the centrifugal force and give
a retrograde motion to the projected particles towards the centre, thus causing a rapid disso
lution of the salts employed.
M is a vertical shaft, on which tho agitator L is fixed, revolving in a step fixed on the bottom of
the refrigerating well H.
N is a small driving pulley, revolving freely on the shaft M, fitted with a strap or hand encircling
the pulley C, aud giving motion to the shaft B.
N1 is also a driving pulley communicating its rotary motion to a corresponding pulley on the
shaft of the scraper or knife in the spiral cylinder of the exchanger 0-.
0 is a clutch fitted with a square hole on to the shaft M which enables the salt spade and dis
tributor to be thrown out of gear, without interfering with the motion of the shaft M. A.
thumbscrew serves to keep the clutch in or out of gear as required.
P is a bracket in which the shaft M revolves freely.
Q is a handle for working the machine, which can be replaced by pulley where the machine is of
a size requiring more than hand power.
It is a V pipe rising to the level of the overflow to ensure the exchanger pipe into which the
spent liquor overflows being kept full so that the inner pipe containing the water may be in
full contact with the cool liquor.
S is the spent liquor tank, into which the spent liquor flows, after exchanging its temperature
with the water coming from the tender F.
T is a delivery cock.
17 is a fresh water tank, placed in the spent liquor tank S, for the purposeof cooling the water
next to be used for ice-making, utilizing any remaining cold whichmay be in the spent
liquor.
V is a supply pipe, for the purpose of admitting water into the tank If.
X is acock for withdrawing the water from the tank IT.
T is a cock for drawing off the spent liquor from the well H.
Z is a cock for drawing off the liquor from the freezing box.
Mode

of workiso the

Machine,

The salt tank A must be filled with the salt intended to he used, and the water tender F witli water,
and be replenished as required.
This may be effected by mechanical means such as elevators, and be made actually continuous in its
operation by being worked in combination with the evaporator.
The ice moulds must be filled with water, and placed in the freezing box H1 with any other articles
requiring to be refrigerated.
.
‘
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These things attended to, the cock in the pipe I at the bottom of the water tender must be opened,
aud at the same time the machine must be put in motion by turning the handle Q. This action must be
continued until the refrigerating well II and the freezing box H1 are full, when the temperature of the
liquid, if nitrate of ammonia be the salt used, will be about 46u below the temperature of the water at
starting: but should this not be tho case, before proceeding with the work the flow of water must be
lessened, by adjusting the regulating cock so as to increase the quantity of salt, and should it be found as
the work proceeds that the salt admitted is in excess of what the water will take up, then the clutch must
be throivn out of gear aud screwed to tbe shaft by tho thumbscrew provided for that purpose, and so kept
until the salt in the refrigerating box is dissolved.
■
In this way the quantities may be adjusted so that the flow of the water may be equal to the proper
dissolution of the salts as they are admitted.
The vessels II and II1 being full, the overflow will begin to empty itself into the outside pipe of
the exchanger G, through the centre of which the fresh water from the water tender is flowing in an
opposite direction through the pipe I on its way to the shoot J, and an exchange of temperatures between
the two will commence, the spent solution discharging into tho tank S at the temperature the -water left
tho water tender, and the water entering the shoot J at the temperature the spent liquor left the freezing
box H.
_
Fresh water may be introduced through the pipe V into the fresh water tank U, from whence the
ice moulds may be supplied by the pipe X.
It will be found that this water has taken up any cold which was left in the spent liquor.
The operation will go on so long as the salt and water is supplied and the apparatus kept in motion,
the spent liquor being as continuously withdrawn for evaporation through the pipe T; but iu order to pre
vent the spent liquor from freezing the water on its way to tbe shoot J, it will bo necessary, where the
spiral cylinder is not used, to remove the ice mould next the refrigerating well (which it will be found will
be first frozen) and to move on the others, replacing the space at the end with tbe same mould filled afresh
with water.
"We would here particularly observe that when artificial refrigeration is required for purposes other
than those referred to, the room or space requiring to be kept cold is more or less surrounded with piping,
which is connected at the cock 7i, and through which the refrigerated liquor is made to flow-—if needs be
by a pump, and on its return to enter the exchanger G.
In working with the piping, we arrange for the passage of the liquor through two properly protected
chambers so as to give the extreme cold to the centre or frozen one, and then passing it through the outer
chamber in -which the articles next to be frozen or other articles requiring to be kept cool may be placed,
we utilize tho remaining cold in reducing their temperature in tbe outer ebamber. In this way we work
most effectively and ensure the return of our cooling agent to its entrance at the exchanger at a tempera
ture which will not freeze the water from the water tender on its way to the shoot J; this latter, however,
will be of no importance where the spiral cylinder forms part of the temperature exchanger, except where
very low temperatures are sought.
If preferred, the ice moulds may be removed and replaced by a coil, through which brine or any
other vehicle for cold may be passed by action of a pump or other mechanical contrivance, tbe cooling
agent entering the coil where the freezing liquor leaves the freezing box, and leaving that vessel on its way
to do its work, where the freezing liquor enters ; but where the salt employed for producing the cold will
not injure the metal through or oyer which it may have to pass, it. may of course be made to perform the
work direct, aud so do away with tho necessity for the coil just described.
To avoid the expense of piping, air may be made the cooling agent.
In this ease we pass air through the refrigerating well H or the refrigerating box II1, and then
through, over, or around the vessels required to bo cooled, the air being made to pass by means of a
common air-pump.
The description given up to this point has reference only to the working of the apparatus for the
production of cold; we now propose to describe the plan for continuously evaporating the spent liquor
whilst working, and recovering the salts, reference being made to the plan hereunto annexed. We employ
the following vessels, viz.:—
A is an exchanger (made hy preference of wood lined with lead or tin) containing a metal coil, E,
through which the spent liquor coming out at the cock 7 is forced on its way to another
exchanger, B. The spent liquor is forced through the coil E, meeting the evaporated liquid
on its way from the still C to the crystallizing drum D. with which liquid it partly exchanges
temperature.
B is another exchanger, made by preference of like material to A, through which the coil E
passes; the liquor in that coil taking up additional heat from the vapour passing into the
vessel through tho pipe E from the still C. The condensed water from this vessel is con_ veyed by a coiled pipe through the condenser G.
0 is a still, the upper chamber of which is somewhat after the fashion of Coffey’s still, and
made by preference of wood, lined with lead or tin, and fitted with ten or more perforated
evaporating metal plates on to which the spent liquor falls, having in its course through tho
exchangers A and B acquired a large amount of beat. The liquor passes from plate to
plate, receiving additional heat from the vapour arising from three or more steam-plates
occupying the lower portion of the still, and into which steam is admitted at suitable temper
ature, by the pipe H. These lower plates are best made of copper, tinned ontside, and of
sufficient strength to bear the pressure of steam employed. In passing over the steamplates the necessary amount of water is driven off and the liquid leaves the still, and entering
the exchanger A, imparts its heat to the liquor next to be acted upon.
D is a revolving drum, made by preference of tinned copper, through which cold water is made
to pass, by the cooling power of which the salt is crystallized, and which coming in contact
with a scraper, is made to fall into a receiver, from whence, by endless belt or other mechanical
contrivance, it is carried into tbe salt receiver of the Erigorific Machine, thus keeping up tho
supply in that vessel.
■
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B is the metal coil through which the spent liquor is forced, through the exchangers A and B,
on its way to the still C.
'
B is a metal pipe, through which the steam and vapour from the still C is conveyed into the
exchanger B, in which vessel it is partly condensed.
G is a condenser or cooler (made by preference of wood), into which cold water is allowed to flow
for the purpose of condensing the vapour and cooling the condensed water coming from the
exchanger B through the coil K. which latter is a continuation of the pipe F. The condensed
water falls into a closed vessel, L, from which it is pumped to the water tender of the Frigorific
Machine, which latter may thus be kept continuously supplied with water, whilst a vacuum
is maintained in the chamber L.
H is a metal pipe (by preference copper), by winch steam is admitted from any steam boiler to
heat the steam-plates in the still C. The steam after passing through these plates is
carried back to the water space of the boiler through the pipe I.
The mode of working the evaporating apparatus is as follows, viz.:—
_
First,—pass steam by the pipe H, at a temperature of about 275°, so as to Ihorougldy warm the
still' C, and then begin to pump the spent liquor (which leaves the Frigorific Machine at the pipe X) through
the pipe
which conveys it through the exchanger coils to the still G.
As soon as the liquor gets into circulation, open the cock at the bottom of the vessel Xi and let out
the air; this repeat until all the air is expelled. Now admit tbe cooling water into tbe condenser G and
into tbe crystallizing drum D, which drum set in motion at such a speed as will best ensure crystalli
zation, at tho same time pumping the water from L.
By this latter and the condensing of the vapour in the vessel G, vacuum will be produced, thereby
ensuring a more rapid evaporal ion of the liquor iu the still C.
A regulating cock will allow of tho evaporated liquor to fall on to tbe drum D at such rate as will
ensure crystallization.
The speed of tbe spent liquor force pump must be regulated according to tbe evaporating power of
tbe still and cooling power of tho drum.
"We do not confine ourselves to tbe proportions shown on tbe plan, or to the size or shape of any
of the vessels, which will of course have to be varied according to the amount of work to be performed.
The temperature at which tho steam is admitted may have to be varied according to the salts
employed, but 275° or thereabouts is what we should use for evaporating chloride of calcium and nitrate
of ammonia liquors.
It will be found that a still of the size of the plan, and made as herein described, will be capable of
evaporating a much larger amount of salt than a Frigorific Machine of the size described could dissolve.
The still described is deigned for tbe recovering of salts which, during desiccation, will absorb tbe
quantity of water necessary for their crystallization, such as nitrate of ammonia, chloride of sodium, &c.
In recovering other salts which are .capable of absorbing a larger amount of water of crystallization,
and which amount is necessary for their full frigorific power, such as chloride of calcium, we substitute
for the revolving drum D a crystallizing vat, into which the liquor, after having been sufficiently evaporated
(say, if under atmospheric pressure, 255° or thereabouts), is allowed to run.
If the salt be required for immediate use, a coil or other cooling contrivance, with a current of cold
water, must pass through the vat, to carry ofl’ the heat necessary to he removed to effect crystallization.
The bottom of this vessel is fitted with a cock for the purpose of drawing off the drained mother
liquor, which liquor must be returned to the still for further evaporation.
The salt as recovered must be passed into the elevator as before described, and the process in that
way may be made continuous.
Ciaims.

First.—"We claim in its general combination the apparatus herein described and set forth,
styled “Nicolle and Mort’s Frigorific Machine,” and which we claim to work with or without
the evaporating apparatus.
Second.— we specially and separately claim the application of our temperature exchanger for
the utilization of the waste cold resulting from frigorific mixtures.
Third.—We specially and separately claim our central tube as described herein and marked Kon
the plan, whereby we prevent the overflow of the mixing water until saturated with the salt,
and also by its union with the salt, as the two find their way into the refrigerating well, also
prevent its being frozen.
Fourth.—We specially and separately claim our mode of utilizing the cold left in the spent
liqnor or other agent after having done its work in or over or around the frozen chamber, and
on its return therefrom, by passing it through or over or around a second or outer chamber,
hy which we effect among other results, the following, viz.:—
1st. We present a valuable barrier against the infiltration of heat into the frozen
chamber.
2nd. We utilize the surplus cold possessed by our agent in cooling the articles next
requiring to he frozen, or in the temporary preservation of articles of food, or in
the cooling of rooms or spaces.
TITOS. 8. MORT.

E. I). NICOLLE.
This is the specification, marked A. referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to
Eugene Dominique Nicolle and Thomas Sutcliffe Mort, this twenty-third day of June, 1873.
HERCULES ROBINSON.
1—R
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REPORT.
.

Sydney, 26 May, 1873.

Sib,

"

The application of Messrs. Nicolle and Mort for Letters of Registration for an invention
styled “Nicolle and Mort’s Frigorific Machine” having been referred to us, we have eiamined the specifi
cation and drawings accompanying the same, and have the honor to report that we see no objeefion to the
issue of Letters of Registration as prayed for.

Tee Parscim,

TFe have, &e.,
J. SMITH.
CHAS. WATT.

Under Secretary.
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IMPROVED MEANS AND APPLIANCES FOR LIGHTING BY ELECTRICITY.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Alexander Nicolaievitch Lodigliin, for Improved
means and appliances fov lighting by Electricity.
.
[Registered on the 24th day of .Time, 1873, in pursuance of the Act Id Vic., No. 24.]

BY

Sin Hercules Geoeoe Robert Robes'son, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of New South "Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
His Exicellocy

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
'
WHEREAS Alexander Nicolateyitch Lonicimr, of Saint Petersburgh, in the Empire of
Russia, gentleman, hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a
certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention of “ Improved means
and appliances for lighting by Electricity,” which said invention is more particularly described in the
specification and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed; and that no, the said Petitioner, hath
deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty
Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the
Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four ; and hath humbly prayed that I would be pleased
to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of tho said invention or
improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give
encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the
public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent
persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my
information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and
authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant
unto the said Alexander Nieolaievitch Lodighin, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive
enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years
from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Alexander Nieolaievitch Lodighin, his
'executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment, and advantage thereof, for and during and
unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately
ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended : Provided always, that if the said Alexander Nieolaievitch
Lodighin shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the
same in the proper office in the Supreme Court at Sydney, in the said Colony of New' South Wales, then
these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be scaled with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this twenty-tliird day of June, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
■
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HERCULES ROBINSON.
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SPECIFICATION of Alex^'der Nicolaievitch Lodighix, of Saint Petersburg!, in the Empire of
-Russia, gentleman, of an invention for the “ Improved means and appliances for lighting by
Electricity.”
^
NOIV KNOW TE, that I, the said AnEXAiTma Nicolaievitctt Eodighix, do hereby declare the nature
of the said invention, and in what manner the same is to he performed, to he particularly described
and ascertained in and by the following statement or specification thereof (that is to say) :—
This invention relates to the production of regular and steady burning of carbon bodies within a
case hermetically closed and charged with a non-supporter of combustion by electric currents, for the
purpose of lighting public and private roads and places, signalling on railways and on board ship,
illuminating light-houses and buildings generally. The invention consists in the employment of a single
carbon stem in lieu of two carbon points as hitherto, one of which burnt away very rapidly and necessitated
clock-work to keep them in contact to establish a light at their tips. This plan, also, by reason of the
broader points forming increased contact surfaces, increased the brilliancy of the light, which gradually
died faint and dim, and produced a flickering flame, not only injurious to the eyes of persons hut of an
unsuitable character for any practical purpose.
_
Now, by my invention, a light of almost any required degree of brilliancy can be obtained and
maintained for any length of time without flickering, without destruction of carbon points, and without the
aid of clock-work. The invention will be well understood by reference to the accompanying drawings and
by the following detailed description thereof. Figures 1 and 2 are view's of a lantern, wdth respectively one
and two of my carbon stems arranged in the interior. Figure 3 is an outside view of the lantern with twro
stems. Figure 4 is a plan view of the same. Figure o is a plan view taken through the line AB of figure 2.
Figure 6 is a plan view taken through the line CD of figure 1; while figure 7 is a separate view of the
carbon stem which I prefer to use for these sort of lanterns. The stem is composed of a composition of
the usual description, compressed or formed with a reduced diameter at or near its central part as at b, the
ends cc being of larger diameter and clipped or held in socket frames, dd, which pass through the lantern
ends ee, and are connected to the circuit wires from the magnets or from the battery. Any number of
the carbon stems can be employed in the same lantern, and the current of electricity may he made to pass
from one stem to another until the w'hole or any two or more of them arc charged for lighting as desired.
The lanterns are composed of twro ends, ee, the lips of which receive the glass f of the required
shape, and in such a manner that the whole can he hermetically closed for preventing electrical contact
wdth the atmosphere, which is essential for the purposes of practically carrying my invention into effect;
and in order to fulfil this object more completely, I fill the lanterns with nitrogen or other gas which does
not support combustion.
I prefer to use the magneto-electric apparatus known as Ladd’s or that of Wild, but I do not limit
myself to employing these, as others having the same properties can be employed.
In some cases I connect the two wires or frames of neighbouring stems by a claw attachment, q
(figures 2 and 3), which is free to he turned on its pin or stud h for its claw to engage over or upon
the pin or stud i of the other, and I establish the continuity of tho electric current from one frame to tho
next by that means. In other cases, if desirable, I fit a metallic strip or wire, k, to the two ends of the
lanterns as in figure 1, to put the two ends in connection. To ensure the passage of the electric current
in the proper direction, I insulate the lantern ends by means of glass or other non-conductable body
arranged upon the socket-frames, so as to close the openings through which the stems are inserted, as will
be understood.
Figure 8 is a section, and figure 9 a plan view with the top cap removed, of another form of lamp
or lantern.
In this lamp the carbon stem is V-shaped, the electric current passing down one side and up the
other of the V, the light being formed at the angle at the bottom. This stem is suitably supported and
enclosed in a glass lamp or case filled with nitrogen or gas incapable of supporting combustion as before,
and the current of electricity is applied as in the first instance or in any convenient manner.
Having thus set forth the nature and object of my invention, I desire to claim,—
Firstly.'—The production of light by electricity from carbon stems enclosed in a case charged
with a non-supporter of combustion, and hermetically closed, substantially in the manner
hereinbefore described.
Secondly.—The apparatus shown in figures 1 to 7 of the accompanying drawings, in which light
is produced by electricity from carbon stems hermetically closed in vessels charged with a
non-supporter of combustion as described, and—
Thirdly.—I also claim the modified arrangement of carbon stem described and shown with
reference to figures 8 and 9 of the accompanying drawings.
In witness whereof, I, the said Alexander Nieolaievitch Lodighin, have hereunto set my hand and
seal, this fourth day of January, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
'
A. N. LODIGHIN.
E.‘ LDAmu,. J 16G= Keet-street, London, England.

_
This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Alexander
Nieolaievitch Lodighin, this twenty-third day of June, 1873,
'
HERCULES ROBINSON.

REPORT.

■

'

•
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BEPORT.
.

Sydney, 27 May, 1873.

Sra,

•
The application of Mr. Alexander N. Lodighin for Letters of Registration for “ Improved
means and appliances for lighting by Electricity,” having been referred to ns, we have examined the
specification and drawings accompanying the same, and have the honor to report that we see no objection
to the issue of Letters of Registration as prayed for.
We have, &c.,

J. SMITH.
GrOTHER K. MANN.

Th.e Pbdtcipal Endes Sechetaby.
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No. 362.

A NEW METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR CLOSING THE POINTS OF WORN
SHEEP SHEARS.

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Charles Sargeant, for a new method of and
apparatus for closing the Points of worn Sheep Shears.
[Registered on the 5th day of July, 1S73, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vic., No. 24.]

BY Hrs Excelltsitct Sin Heecules Geoege Robert Robissoe, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vide-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHERE A. S Charges Sargea>t, of Geelong, in the county of Bourke and Colony of Victoria,
builder, hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain
invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for “ a new method of and
apparatus for closing the points of worn Sheep Shears,” which is more particularly described in the specifi
cation and the two sheets of drawings hereunto annexed, and marked A and B respectively ; and that he,
the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South
Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Regis
tration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; aud bath humblv
prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and
advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years :
And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures
which may be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petitiou,
from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider tho matters stated therein, and to report
thereon fov my information, am pleased, with the advice of tho Executive Council, and in exercise of tho
power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of. Regis
tration grant unto the said Charles Sargeant, his executors, administrators, aud assigns, tho exclusive
enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during tho term of fourteen years
from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Charles ida'rgeant, his executors, adminis
trators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment aud advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end
and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be
complete and ended : Provided always, that if the said Charles Sargeant shall not, within three days after
the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court,
at Sydney, iu tho said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages
whatsoever hereby granted, shall ceaso and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this fourth day of July, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(i.8.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
1—T
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No. 362.

A new method of and apparatus for closing the Points of worn Sheep Shears.
SPECIFICATION of Chaelks Saugeant, of Geelong, in the county of Grant and Colony of Victoria,
builder, for an invention of “ a new method of and apparatus for closing the Points of Worn Sheep
Shears.”
The present method of closing the points of worn sheep shears is to reduce the “ hammers” by filing,
and the width of the blades at the heels by grinding. ,My method is to bend the neck of each shear ; by
the neck I mean that portion of the handle which adjoins the blade. This brings the points of the shears
together without the loss of time and waste of metal incurred by the old process of filing and grinding.
The apparatus which I use for this purpose is of the simplest description. A semi-cylindrical
inclined rest is provided for the support of the straight portion of the handle which adjoins the blade. The
blade is held in position by a slot at the end of a vertical rod, and a lever is made to descend upon the
semi-cylindrical portion of the handle with a gradual pressure sufficient to give the necessary bend at the
neck. In order, however, that this portion of my invention may be distinctly understood, I will proceed to
describe the drawings hereto attached, where the same letters indicate the same parts wherever they occur.
Figure 1 is a front elevation, and figure 2 a side elevation of my apparatus. A is a flat iron plate for
affiiing to the side or wall of the wool-shed; B is a vertical rod moving freely in cylindrical bracket C,
held in position by pin D, and having a vertical slot in -its lower end ; E is the semi-cylindrical inclined
rest; F is the lever supported on pin G; H is the blade of the shear; I, the semi-cylindrical portion of the
handle; and J is the neck; K is the hammer.
When about to be used, the rod B must be turned partly round so as to receive the blade of the
shear, and back again, so as to admit of the handle restiug on the rest E; the lever F must then be brought
down, and a sufficient pressure gradually exerted on the semi-cylindrical portion of the handle to give the
required bend at the neck as before explained.
Having thus described the nature of my invention and the manner of performing same, I would
have it understood that, although I have shown the best apparatus 1 know of for the purpose, 1 do not
confine myself to it, nor to any of the details of my invention, so long as the nature thereof he retained,
but 1 claim,—
,
1st. Bending worn sheep shears at the neck for the purpose of closing the points.
2nd. The apparatus for accomplishing this purpose, substantially as herein described and explained.

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Kegistration granted to Charles
Sargeant, this fourth day of July, 1873.
*
HERCULES ROBINSON.

EEPORT.
Sydney, 20 May, 1873.
_
'
We do ourselves the honor to return to yon the documents transmitted to us under your B.C.
communication of the 5th May, No. 73-2,898, and we recommend the issue of Letters of Registration,
securing to Mr. Charles Sargeant the exclusive right to his claim for bending worn Sheep Shears for the
purpose of closing the points by the apparatus for accomplishing this purpose, as described and explained
in the specification and plan accompanying the application of this claim only, namely, the apparatus for
accomplishing this purpose substantially as'therein described and explained.
We have, <fec,,
G OTHER K. MANN.
The Pkincipal Under Secretary.
E. 0. MORI ARTY.
SlE,

(TDrawinji—two »h«t».]

This is t.hf XhifX, t'/iircnrinys truiiin'd, rf.rrJil-ral tn at, the anmscjtit LOlcrt ofRajisinztivn
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No. 363.

IMPROVEMENTS IN APPARATUS POR HEATING AIR AND GASES.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Thomas Whitwell, for Improvements iu
Apparatus for heating Air and Gases.
[ Registered on the 7th day of duly, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 16 Yic., No. 24.]

EY His Excellenc}' Sm Heecules G-eoeo-e Robert Robthson, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chicf of the
Colony of New South "Wales and its Dependencies, and Yice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Thomas Whitwell, of Thornahy Iron Works, Stockton-on-Tees, in the County of
Durham, England, engineer, hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or
designer of a certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for
“ Improvements in Apparatus for heating Air and Gases,” which is more particularly described in the
specification, marked A, and the three sheets of drawings, marked B, C, and D, respectively, which are
hereunto annexed ; and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of
the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of
granting these Letters of Registration, as required hy the Act of Council, sixteenth Yictoria, number
twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby
the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to him for
a period of fourteen years : And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements
in the arts or manufactures which may he for the public good, and having received a report favourable to
the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the
matters stated therein, and to report thereon, for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the
Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me hy the said Act of Council, to
grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Thomas Whitwell, his executors, adminis
trators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and
during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Thomas
Whitwell, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for
and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and
immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said Thomas
Whitwell shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same
in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these
Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this seventh day of July, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
„
(1.8.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.

1—U
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Improvements in Apparatus for heating Air and Oases.
A.

.

SPECIFICATION'.
TO ALL TO "WHOM IT MAT CONCERN, Be it known that I, Tnoiris Wiiiiwfxd, of Thornaby
Iron Works, Stockton-on-Tees, in the County of Durham, England, engineer, am in possession of an
Invention for Improvements in Apparatus for heating Air and Gases, and I, the said 'Thomas Whitwell,
do hereby declare tho nature of the said invention, and in what manner tho same is to be performed,
to be particularly described and ascertained in and by the following statement thereof, that is to
say
This invention has for its object improvements in apparatus for heating air and gases, _
_
The apparatus consists of two furnaces, ovens, or chambers, each enclosed by walls contained in an
iron case, and divided by other walls into several narrow compartments. The furnace, oven, or chamber,
and the iron case which contains it, is of a cylindrical form, with transverse partition walls, and longitudinal
walls to stay aud support the partition walls. The partition walls are constructed with openings alter
nately at the top and bottom, so that the air and gas passing the furnace, oven, or chamber, is led alternately
under and over the walls. The furnace, oven, or chamber, is first heated by admitting gas and air, and
burning them as they traverse the compartments, and then afterwards the air to he heated for the blast is
forced through the furnace, oven, or chamber, in the contrary direction. I form zig-zag passages in the
partition walls, and pass through the passages the air for burning the gas, so that it becomes highly heated
before it meets the gas in the furnace, oven, or chamber. In this way a more intepse combustion is
obtained. The furnace, oven, or chamber, may be of elliptical form in place of cylindrical, but the cylin
drical form is preferred. I place the cleaning doors at the bottom of the furnace, oven, or chamber, by
which the dust which tho gas deposits is readily removed.
Having thus stated the nature of my said invention, I will proceed more fully to describe the
manner of performing the same.
Descbittion

of the

Deatvesgs.

Figure 1, sheet I, is a side elevation of apparatus, constructed and combined, according to my
invention, showing the burning gas inlet, and the outlet for the heated airs or gases, ligure 2, sheet 1, is
a side elevation of apparatus, showing the burning gas outlet, and inlet for the airs or gases to be heated.
Figure 3, sheet 1. shows a plan of one of the furnaces or heating chambers.
_
Figure 1, sheet 2, is a vertical section of a furnace or heating chamber, and figure 2, sheet 2, is a
sectional plan of the same. In each of these figures the same letters of reference are used to indicate the
same parts.
■
Tho apparatus consists of two or more similar furnaces, ovens, or heating chambers, whereof one
only is shown.
.
_
The furnace, oven, or heating chamber, consists of an air-tight shell of iron, enclosing a circular
wall constructed of fire-brick, or other material suited to the temperature it will have to bear. The furnace,
oven, or heating chamber, is divided by several transverse walls, at varying distances from each other,
which are crossed at right angles by longitudinal avails, for the more perfect support of the same, the whole
being properly bonded together. The alternate transverse walls are open at the top aud bottom, so that
the airs or gases to be heated entering the chimney end of the furnace, oven, or heating chamber, are by
the construction of the walls caused to ascend, then to descend, then to ascend, and so on till the heated
airs or gases leave the furnace, oven, or heating chamber, at the opposite end of the furnace to that at which
they entered. At tho top of each furnace, oven, or heating chamber, are iron doors, KK, which are
protected by fire-plugs or lumps, LL, which fit the openings on the top of the furnace, oven, or heating
chamber.
These openings on the top of the furnace, oven, or heating chamber, are by preference formed over
the walls which do not come to the top of the furnace, oven, or heating chamber, by which means tho
surfaces of the walk situated below the opening can be cleaned with facility.
These openings, when the airs or gases to be heated are passing through the furnace, oven, or
heating chamber, are kept closed. In the section shown there are nine of these transverse walls, but tho
number and also height of the same may be varied according to the extent of surface over which is desired
that the airs or gases to he heated shall pass ; at the lower part of the walls which ascend to the tops of
the furnace, oven, or heating chamber, there arc openings for the passage of the airs or gases to be heated.
Two or more furnaces, ovens, or heating chambers, are used in combination, in order to maintain a regular
stream of heated airs or gases. Gas from any suitable source is supplied to one furnace, oven, or beating
chamber, whilst the airs or gases to be heated are passing through another furnace, oven, or heating
chamber, and the arrangement of the passages and valves in connection with the furnaces, ovens, or heating
chambers is such that the airs or gases to be heated pass through the furnace, oven, or heating chamber,
in the opposite direction, and over the identical surfaces of the brick walk previously traversed by the
burning gases, on heating the furnace, oven, or heating chamber ; by these means the airs or gases to be
heated absorb heat from the walls in ascending or descending, and thus become of the same or nearly tho
same heat as the walk of the furnace, oven, or heating chamber, prior to leaving the same. Tbe dust
carried by the burning gas employed in heating tho furnace, oven, or heating chamber, accumulates on tho
walls, and requires to be scraped or removed from time to time. The scraping or removal from the walls
is performed by proper tools, introduced through the top openings KK, as above described, and the dust
is removed from the bottom of each chamber or oven through the openings closed by the doors DH, by
means of convenient took.
.
I will now describe the process of the heating of the furnace, oven, or heating chamber:—The
gas from any suitable source is made to enter by the gas inlet, valve B, whence it is conducted to the
furnace, oven, dr heating chamber, by the pipe C. The hot outlet E is closed, and also the cold inlet F,
'
whilst
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Improvements in Apparatus for heating Air and Oases,
whilst the chimney valve G- is opened, as also the air inlet valves H and I, for assisting in the combustion
ol the burning gas ; by this means the nails of the furnace, oven, or heating chamber, are made red hot to
a iiroper proportion of the whole furnace, oven, or heating chamber, during which time the airs or gases to
be heated have been traversing other furnaces, ovens, or heating chambers, heated previously in a similar
manner.
•
r
j
t u i^e a'r
H aT1<^ I f°r assisting in the combustion of tbe burning gas is conducted to and
j i
air'PllssaSes MN, formed in the thickness of the vertical walls in such way that the air becomes
red hot before it meets the burning gas, and hence the combustion is made more intense.
I will now describe tho heating of the airs or gases. The furnace, oven, or heating chamber, having
been made red hot, as above described, the burning gas inlet £ is closed, as also the air inlets H and 1;
t o chimney valve & is also closed. ^ The hot outlet E, which is lined with refractory material, is now
opened, also the cold mlct P, by which means the airs or gases to be heated are made to enter the furnace,
oven, or heating chamber, at the coldest end, and by the construction of the furnace, oven, or heating
chamber, tho airs or gases to bo heated ascend audi descend tho walls in rotation till they attain to the
reguired temperature, and issue from the furnace, oven, or heating chamber, by means of tho hot outlet E.
After a proper interval of time, that is to say, before the airs or gases to be heated cease to be sufficiently
boated, they are shut off from the furnace, oven, or heating chamber, and made to pass through another
similar furnace, oven, or heating chamber, previously heated, by which means a constant current of heated
airs or gases is maintained.
Figure 1, sheet 3, is a vertical section, and figure 2, sheet 3, is a sectional plan of a furnace, oven,
or heating chamber, differing from that shown on sheet 2, in that in place of the cleaning openings and
doors D, at the lower part of the side openings and doors Dl, at the bottom of the furnace, oven, or heatimr
chamber, are employed, in which case passages are provided beneath tho structure.
0
Having thus described the nature of my invention, I would have it understood that I claim the
construction of furnaces, ovens, or heating chambers, for heating airs or gases, of a circular or elliptical
iorm, and with upright walls or partitions, stayed by cross walls, and with openings capable of being closed
by means of plugs and doors or valves, for the purpose of cleaning the interior of such furnaces, ovens, or
heating chambers, from dust, substantially as described.
I also claim the admission of heated air, substantially as described, for the combustion of gas in the
lurnace, oven, or heating chamber.
I also claim the construction of furnaces, ovens, or heating chambers, for beating airs or gases, with
cleaning openings in the bottom, in the manner substantially as shown on sheet 3 of tho drawings.
In witness whereof, I, the said Thomas Whitwell, have hereunto set my hand and seal, this
twenty-eighth day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three.
THOMAS WHITWELL.
_ This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Thomas
Whitwell, this seventh day of July, 1873.
HERCULES ROBINSON.

B-EPOET.
Sydney, 21 June, 1873.
The application of Mr. Thomas Whitwell for Letters of Kegistration for “ Improvements in
Apparatus for heating Air and Oases," having been referred to us, we have examined the specification and
drawings accompanying tho same, and have the honor to report that we see no objection to the issue of
Letters of Registration as prayed for.
We have, &c.,
SMITH.
The PitraciPAi/ Uhueb Seceetaey.
E, 0. MORIAETT.

[Drawings—three sheet*.]

No. 364.
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See page 73 of Return of 21 June, 1872.]
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No. 365.

IMPROVEMENTS IN ROCK OR STONE DRILLING, TUNNELLING AND BORING
APPARATUS.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Frederick Edward Blacket Beaumont and
Charles James Appleby, for Improvements in Rock or Stone Drilling, Tunnel
ling and Boring Apparatus.
.
[Registered on the 10th day of July, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vic., No. 24.]

BY His Excelt/ekcy Sib Heecut.es Geoece Robert Robieson, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commauder-in-Chief of the
Colony of New South "Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Ereterick Edward Blacket Beaumont, of No. 2, Westminster Chambers, Victoriastreet, in the city of Westminster, Captain in the Royal Engineers, and Charles James Appleby, of
Emerson-street, Southwark, Surrey, engineer, have "by their Petition humbly represented to mo that they
are the authors or designers of a certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an
invention for “ Improvements in Rock or Stone Drilling, Tunnelling and Boring Apparatus, which is
more particularly described in the specification, marked A, and the seven sheets ot drawings, marked
B, C, D, E, E, G, and H, respectively, which are hereunto annexed; and that they, the said Petitioners,
have deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of
Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraving the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, aa required
by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four ; .and have humbly prayed that 1 would be
pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of tbo said
invention or improvement might be secured to them for a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing
to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for
the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent
persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my
information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and
authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant
unto the said Ercdcrick Edward Blacket Beaumont and Charles James Appleby, their executors, adminis
trators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and
during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise^ unto the said
Ercdcrick Edward Blacket Beaumont and Charles James Appleby, their executors, administrators, and
assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of
fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and
ended : Provided always, that if the said Erederick Edward Blacket Beaumont and Charles James Appleby
shall not, within throe days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the
proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters
of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused tbo present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in Now South Wales, this ninth day of July in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
„„„„
(LiSi)
;
HERCULES ROBINSON.
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A.
SPECIFICATION.
TO ALL TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN, be it known that we, Frederick Edward Blacket
Beaumont of No. 2, Westminster Chambers, Yictoria-street, in the city of Westminster, Captain in
the Royal Engineers, and Charles James Appleby, of Emerson-street, Southwark, Surrey, engineer,
have invented or discovered new and useful “ Improvements m Rock or Stone Drilling Tunnelling and
Boring Apparatus”; and we, the said Frederick Edward Blacket Beaumont and Charles James Appleby,
do hereby declare the nature of the said invention, and in what manner the same is to he performed, to
be particularly described and ascertained in and by the following statement thereof, that is to say:—
This invention has for its object improvements in rock or stone drilling, tunnelling and boring
^
For the purpose of drilling-rock or stone, we employ diamonds or gems set around a tubular holder
pressed against the rock or stone, and rotated ; the gems are thus caused to cut an annular groove, leaving
a cylindrical core which is broken away from time to time.
,
.
,
The cutter is mounted on a drilling-bar having a screw-thread cut upon it, and passing through
a nut which is so held by the frame of the apparatus that, whilst it is free to rotate, it cannot move
in the direction of the axis of the drilling-bar. The drilling-bar and nut are both driven from an axis
parallel to the bar, and carrying two pinions to drive the bar and the nut respectively.
■
The speeds given to the bar and nut are somewhat different, and from this difference the longitu
dinal motion of the drilling-bar results. The speed of rotation of the drilling-bar in relation to that of
the driving axis' is invariable, but tbe gearing or connection of the nut with the driving axis is through
parts which are simply in frictional contact; and when the resistance to the rotation of the nut on the
drilling-bar is sufficient to overcome the friction of these parts, they yield the one on the other and the
longitudinal motion of the drilling-bar ceases.
• t
» . t.
a
The driving pinions are connected with their axis through clutches, and either ot them can be
disconnected from the axis and held fast by a break, and then the longitudinal motion ofthe drilling-bar
is rapid either to or from the work, according as the one or other of the pinions is held last whilst the
other rotates.
. .
.
j
i
t
Such then is the combination and arrangement of parts constituting our improved rock or stone
drill. It is represented in the annexed drawings.
, „
0
,
Figures 1 and 2 are longitudinal sections of the apparatus taken on the lines a b, figure A and
cd fio-ure 1, respectively; figure 3 is a front elevation; figures 4 and 5 are transverse sections taken
respectively on the lines ej\ s, h, and i, j, &, l, in figure 2 ; figure 6 is a partial section, taken on the line
aTs a bevelled wheel on an axis carried by a face plate, x, to which the cast frame, o, of the machine
is clamped. The wheel A may he driven in any convenient manner, and it gears with a wheel, A , which
is fast on the axis B. C is a clutch sliding on a feather on the shaft B, and serving when the apparatus
is at work to lock the loose wheel D (which has thirty-four teeth) on its axis. E and E arc friction discs,
alternately of wrought iron and copper ; the discs E are caused, by means of a feather, to rotate with the
axis - and the discs El are similarly connected with the wheel F, which also is loose on the axis, and
thirty-five teeth
By means of the worm, worm-wheel, screw and nut marked G, the discs E E can be
pressed together, and the wheel F then revolves with the axis B, unless the resistance to its rotation is
capable of overcoming the friction between tbe discs. HH are steel rings to lessen the friction between
the parts G- which remain stationary and the parts in connection with the axis B which rotate.
.
In addition to these frictional holding parts we sometimes provide means for clutching or locking
the pinion F upon its axis B at the mil of the operator. 1 is the hollow drill-bar ; it has a screw-thread
upon it and a groove from end to end. J is a wheel and tube carried m a bearing on the frame o; it has
forty teeth, and is driven by the wheel D, and by an internal feather it communicates its motion to the
drill-bar I. K is an outer tube with a toothed wheel upon it mounted on the tube J ; tins wheel has thirtynine teeth, and it gears with the wheel F. L is a driver carried round by the wheel K and taking with it
the brake-strap M, which encircles a disc forming the head of the nut N on the drill-bar 1; this nut
rotates in a hearing on the frame, and between the bearing and the head of the nut a ring of conical
rollers is interposed, to take the thrust of the drill and reduce friction ; these parts are marked O, and the
ring is shown separately at figure 7.
Bv these arrangements it will be seen that the drill-bar and its nut are both rotated in the same
direction^hut at a slightly different speed, and the bar consequently moves slowly forward through the nut
so Iono- as it can overcome the resistance to its advance ; but when this resistance is sufficient it checks the
rotation of the nut N, and the brake-strap M slips on the head of the nut N; the nip of this strap is
regulated by a screw and nut and springs, and is so adjusted that it will slip before there is any risk ot
injury to the gem-cutters or breakage of the parts. In starting a hole the discs E E are allowed to slip
the one on the other. P is a screw brake for checking the wheel H when the clutch 0 is out; it stops
the rotation of the drill-bar, whilst that of the nut continues, and so the bar advances at a rapid speed.
R is a similar brake on the wheel E ; it holds this wheel stationary whilst the wheel D is driven through
the clutch D ; the drill-bar then rapidly recedes.
. .
nl
The diamonds and gems are set at the end of the hollow holder, both on its external and internal
edges, and project so that as they revolve they clear a path for the drill-bar, leaving, however, a core,
which is easily removed.
,
.
„ -in™
The driving axis may he kept in motion by any power or description of motive-power engine, either
attached to the frame of and forming part of the borer proper or detached from it.
_
For tunnelling we construct a frame or carriage to support and transmit motion to_ a number of
such drills - the carriage is mounted on wheels running on rails laid in the tunnel; it carries an engine
worked by compressed air or other fluid, and driving a transverse horizontal axis, which by bevelled gear,
drives an inclined axis projecting to the front of the carriage. A bevelled wheel on thea xcs drives similar
wheels on horizontal axes mounted on a transom or base beam which, when the machine is at work,
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stands across the floor of the tunnel in front of the working face; the transom carries two standards,
which can be traversed along it by screws, and in each standard is a vertical axis driven from the horizontal
axis in the transom; there are face plates on the standards to receive the drills, and they can be traversed
up or down on the standard to suit the position of the hole to bo drilled, and the standards can be turned
round to attain any inclination which may be required. The vertical axis on the standard drives the
drills by means of bevelled gear. "When at work, the standards are fixed by screws at their upper ends,
which bear against the roof of the tunnel, and adjustable ties connect the upper part of the standards with
the carriage.
In moving from place to place, the transom and uprights are carried by an axle and pair of wheels,
connected by links to the front of the carriage ; other links connect the axle with the transom. The ties
Irom the upper ends of the standards pass to screws running lengthwise of the carriage on either side, and
these screws can be driven by the engine ; and to put the transom upon its wheels they are rotated, and
then the ties draw back the standards, and cause them to incline towards carriage, the transom inclining
to the same degree.
The links connecting the tramson with its wheels are so jointed to it that after a certain inclination
has been attained (sufficient to give headway to fit the standards) the joints become stiff, and then as the ties
still pull back the upper' ends of the standards, the whole—the transom and standards, and the parts
connected with them—are lifted off the bottom of the tunnel, and their weight is thrown upon the wheels.
The machine can then run freely along tho rails which support it, to any place which it may be
desired to take it. Thus, when a set of holes have been drilled, the machine is without loss of time
removed to a place of security, where it remains whilst the face of the rock is blasted. When the machine
returns to its work, the screws on the carriage are driven by the engine in the reverse direction, and the
ties then hoist the standards and place the transom on the floor of the tunnel. The standards are then
secured by causing the pressure screws at their upper ends to hear against the roof of the tunnel, and the
machine is ready to be again set to work. The inclined driving axis is jointed, to admit of the operation
just described.
The facility and rapidity with which the machine can be set up at the working face and retired
when the holes have been drilled is an important advantage attained by the novel combination and
arrangements of parts in which this part of our invention consists.
In the annexed drawings, figure 8 is a side view of the machine, figure 9 is a plan, and figure 10 a
front elevation ; a a is the carriage frame, mounted on wheels, &, running on rails ; erf are brakes on tho
wheels ; ee are cramps to cramp the carriage to the rails, to give it greater steadiness when drilling ; f\&
the cylinder of the engine, and g its crank shaft. It has fly-wheels upon it, and also the bevelled wheel
driving the corresponding wheel ¥ on the inclined axis ; h, h\ ¥, are universal joints on the axis h, and ¥
is a telescope joint; these joints are all to admit of the tipping of the standards and transom, as already
described. A bevelled pinion, ¥, drives pinions il il on horizontal axes ii in the base beam or transom 1c.
Bevelled pinions, r, are able to slide with groove and 'feather along the axis i, and they drive pinions on
the vertical axis l within the standards m; these standards arc clamped down in the positions required on
to the saddles n. and the saddle can be traversed by the screws o. pp are face plates (corresponding with
the plates x in figure 1) ; they are able to slide in guides on the standard, qq are fixed screws, and there
are nuts upon them—one carried by each face plate ; and to bring the face plate to the height required,
the nut is turned by means of a small handle and bevelled gear. In connection with each face plate there
are also two bevelled pinions, one of which is able to slide with a feather on the axis l, and the other in
gear with it is mounted on an axis, to which it can be rendered fast by a clutch ; this axis corresponds
with the axis of the pinion A in figure 1. The handle which works the clutch is marked r. It will he
seen that there is great freedom for the adjustment of the drills. The position in a horizontal direction is
attained by traversing tho saddle n, and in a vertical direction by traversing the faceplate on the standard.
The inclination of the drill bar in a horizontal plane is adjusted by varying the position on which the
standard is clamped down to the saddle on which it stands, and tho inclination of the drill-bar in a vertical
plane depends on the position in which the drill is clamped to the face plate. In whatever position the
drills are set, they are with equal facility driven by the toothed gearing from the air or other engine.
s s are the axle and wheels for carrying the transom and standards, s1 are the connecting links passing
from the axle to the transom. The joint at s' allows a certain amount of motion, which is limited by the
side ofthe transom coming against a stop on the link, t are the ties passing from the top of the standards
to the carriage, where they are connected with nuts, #l, on the screws t2. The length of the ties is adjustable
by means of right and left handed screws, as is shown.
When the nuts are caused to traverse along the serewe towards the rear of the carriage, they first
incline the standards and transom, the movement being on the joints s’, and when this joint becomes fast
the links move around the axle s, and the transom is lifted so that its weight is taken by the wheels.
u u are the screws on the standards, which jam them fast in their working positions by penetrating the
roof of the tunnel.
.
On the inclined axis h is a toothed wheel, ¥, gearing with a wheel, c1, on an axis, v, running from end
to end of the carriage. Prom the axis v the governor of the engine is driven in the manner shown; and
there is also a bevelled pinion, e2, on this axis driving other pinions, ud «;s. On an axis, mj s?, is a clutch with
a lever handle, by which either of tho wheels w1 wl can be made fast with the axis, which thus can be
driven in either direction, vfA are bevelled pinions on the axis in gear with pinions t‘ on the screws t3.
/j/*2 are pump Iwrels cast with the cylinder; they force water which is conveyed by flexible pipes into
the hollow drill-bars, y is the starting lever,
. . .
usual method of working is to form several rows of holes, the holes of the two centre rows
inclining more or less towards each other; and first by means of these holes an opening is blasted out,
then the remaining rows of holes are blasted successively to complete the heading.
_ If the tunnel is not wide enough to admit of this method of working, the bottom of the working
face is first blown outwards by firing charges in a line of inclined bore-holes, and then by means of other
holes the rock above is thrown down. When this method of working is resorted to, the transom is so
constructed that the standards can be traversed right across it from end to end, so that the lower row of
holes may be drilled sufficiently close together. The inclined axis h in this case drives an intermediate
axis
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axis passing along at the side of the transojn, and this by spur gear drives tho axis i within the transom.
T.hs axis extends from end to end of the transom.
.

In well-sinking the drills are similarly mounted on “ standards ” which, however, in this case arc
h xrizontal, and the axes i i are driven by a travelling rope passing to the surface.
,
Another part of this invention consists in a novel combination and arrangement of parts lor Inc
purpose of applying the drills hereinbefore described to the production of deep boreholes to serve as wells,
or to give indications of tbe strata through which the hole is sunk.
_ _
.
Tho drill-bar is lengthened from time to time as the work progresses, by tbe addition of boring rods,
consisting of drawn steel tubes or' welded wrought-iron tubes with screw sockets, and the upper length
of tho boring rods passes through an outer tube which has a keyway cut along it. The boring rod is firmly
hold in a clamp at lower end ofthe outer tube, and the outer tube is carried in a bearing which slides on
the upright frame of the machine, and has weights connected with it bv chains to regulate the pressure
on the drill so that it may be either more or less than tbe weight of the boring rods. The outer tube
also passes through a hollow axis having a key or feather within it entering the keyway in the tube, so
that the tube is compelled to revolve with the axis. The axis is carried in a bearing fixed on the frame,
and is driven by bevelled gear from an inclined shaft, and this shaft is itself driven from a horizontal
shaft, receiving motion by a driving strap from a steam-engine or other convenient source of power.
The lifting chains pass over chain wheels, which can be driven by a hand rope and wheel or by power
to lift the boring rod or its holder.
t
.
Figure 11 is a front view, and figure 12 is a side view, both partly m section, of tins apparatus.
(j a is the frame, consisting of the uprights a1, the struts and a!, and the base beams, a*. On the struts a
the horizontal axis b is mounted; it is driven by a belt, b\ passing around the belt pulley V; is a spur
wheel on the same axis driving a pinion, c\ on an axis c. The wheel A3 and pinion e1 can be changed for
others of different sizes to vary the speed of rotation of the boring rod; c5 is a bevelled wheel on the axis
c, driving another bevelled wheel, d\ on the inclined axis d carried in hearings which are supported by the
struts »!. The wheel d‘> at the upper end of this axis drives a pinion, e1, on a hollow axis, e. The nearing
of the hollow axis e is fixed to the uprights a1, and through this axis tho slotted tube/passes. The tube
can slide freely through the axis, but is compelled to turn with it by a key or feather within the axis entcriug a slot in the tube. The lower part,/1, of tbe tube/is a separate piece connected with the upper part
by flanges and bolts ; it is carried in a eliding bearing, g, which is able to traverse up and down on the
uprights a1. /’ is a dutch on the bottom of the part f1; it is for the purpose of holding firmly the boring
rod h which passes through the tube /, /'. This dutch is made like a lathe chuck, with a senes of jaws
receiving radial motion from screws. The screws have bevelled pinions upon them, all gearing with a similar
pinion mounted on /l so that the screws turn simultaneously, and the jaws hold the boring rod concen
trically within the tube//1. The boring rod may conveniently bo, as already mentioned, of drawn steel
or wrought-iron welded tube with the ordinary external screw sockets. At its lower end the gem
drilling tool is fixed, and at its upper end a cone or plug, A1, like that of an ordinary water tap. This cone
or plug enters a corresponding shell, to which water is supplied from a pump, k, by a pipe, part ot which is
flexible. The upper end of the water pipe is carried by a block which is able to slide along guides, 11.
These guides also serve to steady the top of the boring rod. The weight of the boring rod h and the outer
tube f, with its sliding bearing g, tends to press the drill down to its work, and, to diminish or augment this
pressure, chains are passed upwards and downwards from the sliding bearing g around pulleys, «i, to sns-pended wcight-reecivers, n, each made to receive a number of separate weights. The adjustment ofthe pres
sure on the drill is effected by loading one or other of these receivers. The chains which pass upwards irom
the sliding bearing g pass over chain wheels, o’, on an axis, o, on which is a spur wheel, a2, geariug with a
pinion, p1, on an axis, p. p1 is a pulley on the same axis ; it receives an endless rope which may be used to
turn the pulley by hand, or it may be driven by placing around the pulley A* on the axis A. $ is a treadlo
acting on a break strap to retain tbe axis o ; this gear is used in raising the tube//1 either with or without
the borin" rod. It is convenient that the tube which forms the boring rod should be in long lengths, so
that the joints may be as few as possible. When such tubes are used a light scaffold is erected over the
machine, to steady tho upper end of the tube, and to facilitate the screwing on and off of tho successive
lengths ; this scaffold may carry tackle for lifting the tubes.
_
_
After tho drill has been worked for some time, the boring rod is lifted, carrying pp with it the cores,
which are caught by wedges or clips; and also by an enlargement in tho boring tube immediately and for
some distance above the cutting tool. The debris formed during the boring is entirely removed by tho

circulation of the water forced down tho tube A by the pump 4.
For deep borings the pressure may be put on in the same way as in drilling and tunnelling, and as
is fully described in respect to figure 1 to 10. In such ease the weights represented in figures 11 and 12
would be dispensed with.
■
. ,
,.
In place of controlling the pressure on the boring tool by movable weights, as m the machine
above described, tho pressure on the drill may be controlled by hydrostatic apparatus.
_
Figure 13 shows a vertical section, figure 14 a side view, figure 15 a plan partly in section, and
figure 16 a horizontal section (on the line Oil, figure 14) of the hydrostatic machine. In these figures a »
represents the framing of the machine carrying a cylinder. A, in which works a piston, c, fixed on a hollow
piston rod, c‘; this piston rod passes out throdgh a stuffing-box, A1, at the lower end of the cylinder. The
hollow piston rod fits over a tube, d, which hangs down from the top cylinder cover, as shown ; and it is
through this tube that a stream of water is supplied to the boring rod. The lower end of the piston rod
has connected to it the cross head e, which can rise and fall on the guides / formed on the framing ol the
machine. The cross head carries a short vertical tube, g, concentric with the piston rod, and capable of
being revolved in the bearings in which it is mounted ; to this tube the upper end of the boring rod carry
ing the drill is attached. On the exterior of the tube is a toothed wheel, k, which is driven by a, wheel, A1,
carried bv the cross head, and is capable of sliding up and down on the vertical shaft A3, whilst at the
same time it is caused to revolve with the shaft by a key or feather upon it. The shaft A3 receives motion
from the shaft h\ and this is driven by a bevel-toothed wheel, A*, on the main driving shaft h. The toothed
wheel A3 is loose on the shaft, but can be made fast therewith by the sliding friction clutch A3, and thus a
continuous
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continuous rotary motion can be imparted whenever desired, to the boring rod. The lower end of the
boring rod may either be a diamond crown cutter, such as hereinbefore described, or other construction
of cutter may be used. When the boring rod is at work, and it is desired to put pressure upon it to
force it downwards, water under pressure is admitted to the top of the cylinder b, through the pipe l
which leads from the bottom of the cylinder m; this cylinder forms an accumulator; its upper part con
taining compressed air, whilst water is pumped- into its lower part by the pump jd, the plunger of which
receives motion from an eccentric on the main shaft, as shown. The suction pipe of this pump draws
water from the tank r which forms the lower part of tho bed or framing of the machine. nl is an outlet
safety-valve to allow of tho escape of water supplied by the pump when the pressure in the accumulator
has arrived at the limit desired. The amount of pressure put upon the boring tool can thus be regulated
by varying tho pressure in the accumulator, or the pressure on tire boring tool can be controlled by causing
the water in the lower part of the cylinder to escape through a loaded escape valve on the pipe q which
leads from the bottom of the cylinder b to the tank r.
On the opposite side of the framing of the machine to that which carries the accumulator m is
another air vessel or accumulator, o, similarly supplied with water under pressure from a pump, p, the
suction, pipe of which is supplied with water from any convenient water supply. Prom the accumulator o
a stream of water is supplied whenever desired to the hollow boring rod, by the pipe j)1. A branch pipe,
_ps, fitted with a cock, is also led out from this pipe to the bottom of the cylinder; by opening this cock,
water under pressure can be admitted to the lower part of the cylinder, for the purpose of raising the
hollow piston rod together with the boring rod carried by it.
When the piston is being raised by the admission of water to the lower end of the cylinder, the com
munication between the accumulator m and the top of the cylinder is cut off by closing a cock on the
pipe l, and at the same time a cock on a branch pipe, s, leading out from it is opened, and thereby the water
in the upper part of the cylinder is allowed to escape and pass away through this branch pipe. It will
thus be seen that the boring rod can not only bo raised whenever desired, but can also be lowered steadily,
and have any desired amount of pressure placed upon it when tbe boring tool is cutting.
The machine above described may also, with slight modifications, be employed for working an
ordinary jumping boring tool.
When such a tool is to be employed, we make provision for admitting steam alternately to the two
ends of the cylinder b, so as to give a reciprocating rising and falling motion to the boring rod ; and in
place of imparting to the rod a quick revolving motion as in the machine shown at figures 13, 14, ly, and
16, we modify the gcarhig, by. which a revolving motion is given to the boring rod so as only to give to it a
slow continuous revolving motion.
Another part of onr'invention relates to the construction of the cutter. Heretofore, the gems have
been sot in a cylinder of soft steel so as to project beyond it, both on tho inner and outer circumference,
and also at the end of the cylinder; when set in this way the gems are liable to break from being insuffi
ciently supported. To obviate this difficulty, we increase the thickness of the cylinder at the part where
the gems are set, both on the inner and outer side, and tho end of the cylinder is rounded.
,
In setting the gems they are sunk into the metal, so that they do not project, or project but slightly
above tbe surface, and then afterwards on the cutting side of each gem the metal is removed to expose tho
part of the gem which is to operate on the rock, leaving the gem completely supported at the back.
Tigure 17 is a side view, figure 18 is a plan, and figure 19 is a longitudinal section of a cutter thus
constructed. The gems are marked a a.
■
Having thus described the nature of our said invention and the manner of performing the same, wc
would have it understood that we do not make any general claim for the use of gem-cutters in drilling,
tunnelling and boring rock, but we claim—
First.—The construction of the rock drill, substantially as described.
Second.—The construction of the tunnelling machine, substantially as described.
Third.—The construction of the boring or prospecting machine, substantially as described, and
illustrated at figures 11 and 12.
Fourth.—The construction of the boring or prospecting machine, substantially as described, and
illustrated at figures 13, 14, 15, and 16 ; and also the modification herein described of this
machine to adapt it for working with an ordinary pumping tool.
Fifth.—The construction of the cutters, in manner substantially as described in respect fo
figures 17,18, and 19.
In witness whereof, we. the said Frederick Edward Blacket Beaumont and Charles Tames
Appleby, have hereunto set our hands and seals, this twenty-third day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-two.
F. E. B. BEAUMONT, (n.s.)
C. ,1. APPLEBY.
(n.s.)

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Frederick
Edward Blacket Beaumont and Charles James Appleby, this ninth day of July, 1873.
.
HERCULES ROBINSON.
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liEPOET.
,

Sydney, 20 May, 1873.

Sib,

Wc do ourselves tho honor to return to you tho documents transmitted to us under your 13.C.
communication of the nth May, No. 73/3521, and wc recommend tho issue of Letters of ^Registration,
securing to Frederick Edward Blacket Beaumont and Charles Janies Appbleby the exclusive right to
their invention of" Improvements in Bock or Stone Drilling, Tunnelling and Boring Apparatus,” as set
forth in their Petition, drawings, specification, and claims.

We have, &c,,
E. 0. MOItlABTY.
GOTHEll K. MANN.

The Principal Under Secretary.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN MACHINERY FOR DRILLING OR PERFORATING ROCKS
AND OTHER HARD SUBSTANCES.

-

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Thomas Brown, for Improvements in Machinery
for drilling or perforating rooks and other hard substances.
[Registered on the 10th day of July, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 1G Vic., No. 24,]

BY Hi3 Excelieitct Sir Hpcur.ES George Robert Robinson, Knight Commander of the Most
■ Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-m-Chief of the
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same,
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Thomas Brown, of London, England, civil engineer, hath by his Petition humbly
represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain invention or improvement in manufactures,
that is to say, of an invention for “Improvements in Machinery for drilling or perforating rocks and
other hard substances,” which is more particularly described iu the specification, marked A, and the three
sheets of drawings, marked B, C. and D respectively, which are hereunto annexed; and that he, the said
Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales
the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration,
as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that
I would be pleased to grant ‘Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage
of the said invention or improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: And I,
being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures
which may be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said
Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and
to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise
of the power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of
Registration grant unto the said Thomas Brown, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive
enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen
years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Thomas Brown, his executors,
administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and nnto the
full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next' and immediately ensuing, and
fully to be complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said Thomas Brown shall not, within three
days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the
Supremo Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration,
and fill advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to he sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in Newr South Wales, this ninth day of July, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
.
(l.s.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
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A.
SPECIFICATION of Teohas Beotvk, of London, England, civil engineer, for an invention entitled
“ Improvements in Machinery for drilling or perforating rocks and other hard substances.”
The said invention relates to machinery for drilling or boring rocks and other hard substances, and is
designed to render the said machinery more efficient, convenient, and ocononaical than other machines
heretofore used for similar purposes, I will first describe the parts of my invention illustrated in figures
1 to 12 of the accompanying drawings, in which figure 1 is a side elevation of my improved machine;
figure 2 is a plan of the same; figure 3 is a vertical section through the centre of the same ; figure 4 is a
transverse section on the line x x, figure 1; figure 5 is a transverse section on the line y y, figure 1; figure
6 is an enlarged view of the under side of the valve-chest and valve ; figure 7 is.a horizontal section on
the line z z, figure C ; figure 8 is a transverse section on the line w w, figure 6 ; figure 9 is an elevation of
one end of the piston-bar with its annular cam; figures 10, 11, and 12 are detached portions hereinafter
described.
A is the cylinder, within which works a piston driven by compressed air or steam ; this cylinder is
provided with projecting ribs, o, fitting into grooves, J, in a slide or drill frame, B, and on this frame the
cylinder and parts connected therewith are made to advance as the work progresses. The drill-frame B is
bevelled on its under side, and slides in a dovetailed recess in a clamp, C, which is constructed as follows:
c is an ordinary box which embraces the column or bar D whereon the drill is mounted, and is made in two
parts held together by screws, by which the box may be secured in the required position; on one portion
of this box c is a bevelled disc, A, to which is fitted the upper portion of the clamp ; this clamp is made in
two pieces, A' and B', held together by bolts e and nutsyj by loosening which the machine can be revolved
around the disc as a centre, or advanced or withdrawn in line with the drill; it will thus be seen that by
means of this clamp a universal motion is obtained, together with a movement towards or from the work.
E is the piston-bar attached to" the piston y; it carries at its forward end the drill E, the piston-bar being
made solid except at its rear end, which is hollowed out for the reception of the feed-screw G-; this screw
G- is secured to and revolves in a bar, h, at the end of the drill-frame B, by which it is supported, as seen
in figures 2 and 3, and it is held with sufficient friction to prevent its turning when the drill is in operation;
i is a winch by which it may he revolved by hand when required. To the rear end of the cylinder A is
secured a hollow tube or casing, II, which acts as a guide for the feed and valve gear, and also for the ratchet
which rotates the drill. Upon the rear end of this casing H is screwed a cap, I, containing the feed nut
and ratchet J, either made in one piece or permanently secured together, the nut J being held in place by
a washer, 14, which rests against a shoulder on the inside of the cap I, thus allowing the nut to revolve
freely as required. Instead of the feed-screw passing into the end of the piston bar as above described, it
may be attached permanently to a ratchet J and screw through the bar h.
A partial revolution is given to the drill after each blow, as follows:—At the rear end of the pistonbar E is cut a spiral groove, y (figure 9), into which projects a feather on the inside of a ratchet ring, T,
through w'hieh the piston-bar passes ; this ratchet l is supported in the easing H in a slot which is pivoted
to the pawl m; the latter engages with the teeth of the .ratchet, being kept in contact with the same by a
spring, IS. The ratchet is confined on one side by a shoulder, 16, on the inside of the casing H, and on the
other side by a washer, 17, which rests against a shoulder, 18, and thus allows it to be revolved freely. As
the piston-bar moves forward towards the rock, the ratchet l is turned so that the pawl m falls into the
next succeeding notch, there being more weight and friction on the piston-bar than on the ratchet, and
consequently the latter is turned as required. In the backward stroke, however, the ratchet is held stationary
by the pawl m, and the feather causes the piston-bar to be partially revolved by means of the spiral groovej.
Instead of a spiral groove the piston-bar may he made polygonal in cross section and twisted, so that in
passing through an opening in the ratchet of corresponding form it will he turned as required ; or instead
of the piston-bar being grooved or twisted, a piece attached thereto may be turned in a similar manner by
passing through the ratchet or rotating device. By these contrivauces I am enabled to protect the working
parts from the effects of the concussion, and consequently lessen the liability to be broken.
The valve K through which the compressed air or steam is admitted into the cylinder A is a hollow,
double-acting rotary valve; it works in a chest or casing, L, seen enlarged in figures 6, 7, and 8, and is so
constructed that the pressure of the air or steam will hold it firmly upon its seat. The valve K is formed
with two ports, n, figure 10, which connect with the exhaust passage o in the interior, and is also provided
with longitudinal bars or toes, jj, to cover the ports j in the valve-chest L, which communicate with the
interior of the cylinder, there being a space, r, around the valve, so that the air or steam may pass through
the holes s, figure 6, on both sides round to either port in the valve-chest. "When the valve is in a position
to take air or steam at either port, the port at its opposite end will be in such a position that the exhaust
will pass through it into the interior of the valve, and this valve being in line with the cylinder, the exhaust
air or steam is discharged towards the drill, and serves to blow away the dust or water from the working
parts of the machine.
_ %Tbc required motion is given to the valve K by means of a rod, t, supported iu standards 19 on the
casing H and cap I, and is rocked or partially revolved by means of the jointed tappets w v, whose lower
ends project through slots in the casing H ; these tappets are raised at the required times by an annular
cam, M, secured to the rear end of the piston-bar E, which passes under them as the bar E is reciprocated.
By moving the rear tappet « on the valve-rod t towards or from the cylinder the air or steam will be cut
off sooner or lator, so that the drill may be operated to advantage in any desired position, either vertically
or horizontally. Instead of the cam M being attached directly to the piston-bar E, it may be secured to
a piece connected thereto. The feed of the drill is effected in the following manner :—a' is a lever pivoted
at V to the casing H, and carries at one end the sprjog-pawl A, which engages with the ratchet-teeth of the
feeding-nut J; the opposite end of the lever a’ passes through a slot, 20, in the casing H into a position to be
struck and raised by the annular cam M as it passes beneath it; the pawl o' thus revolves the nut J on the
screw G which feeds forward the drill as required. The end of the lever A which passes through the slot
20 is so curved and formed that the annular cam M does not lift it sufficiently to effect the feed until after
it has raised the tappet v on the forward stroke to shift the valve; by this means I am enabled to regulate'
the
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the feed to correspond with the penetration of the drill—the valve, however, will be shifted at each stroke
without reference to the feed. The rear end of the drill F is enlarged to give it an increased bearing surface,
and is formed with a taper shoulder, 21; over the shoulder fits a clasp-nut, N, figures 3,11, and 12, which is
screwed into the end of the piston-bar E. The nut N" is made in two pieces, hinged together at 22, so that
it may be easily fitted over the drill, and when screwed down serves to hold the latter in a central position
with regard to the piston-bar. The nut N is provided with a groove, 23, into which fits a feather or
projection on the drill, so that as the latter is revolved it tends to tighten the screw-nut; by this means the
drill is held tightly in place and prevented from becoming loose while the machine is in operation. Instead
of the spline and feather above described, a portion of the drill may be made polygonal and the inside of
the clasp-nut of a corresponding form.
1 will now proceed to describe the modifications of my invention illustrated in the remaining figures
of the drawing. Figure 13 is a plan of a machine constructed according to this part of my invention.
Figure 14 is a longitudinal central section of the same on the line e z, figure 13. Figure 15 shows one end
of the said machine, aud figure 10 shows the other end. Figure 17 is a longitudinal central.section on the
line y y. Figure 15 shows the feed mechanism, and figure 18 is a cross section showing parts in elevation.
The body, a, of this machine made in one casting constitutes the steam or air cylinder, and covers
and protects most of the feeding and turning mechanism. This body or cylinder has two wings, one on
either side, fitted in ways planed in a trough-like bed, b, provided with a “ frusto” conical plate, by which
the machine is clamped to a box or bearing fitting on a cylindrical bar forming part of a support or
carriage, so that the drilling machine may be presented to its work in any direction and at any angle. The
cylinder a lias its front end closed by a head, c, into which a long stuffing-box, d, is screwed. The rear head
of the cylinder is an annular sleeve./; held from eudurso movement by screws, y, the ends of which enter
a groove turned in the periphery of the sleeve, the joint between the sleeve and the piston being made tight
by the ring-packing 7), which receives on its outer surface air or steam pressure from within the cylinder to
force fhe packing closely upon the piston-rod. The piston rod and head are made of one steel forging, two
metallic packing-rings being used in the piston-head, which are pressed outward by the entrance of steam or
compressed air against their concave surfaces. The drill is secured to the protruding end of the piston-rod.
The ratchet-wheel i by which the drill is turned is placed upon the piston-rod at some distance from
the rear piston-head, and is kept from endurse movement with respect to the head by the sleeve/ and the
collar k. Between the collar 1c and the ratchet-wheel 7 is a friction ring, 7, whose purpose will be hereinafter
explained. The sleeve/forms part of the rear cylinder-head, and affords facility for placing and removing
the packing shown in the rear cylinder-head. In one end of the sleeve/ a score is turned to receive the
ends of screws m, which aid in preventing endurse movement of the rear cylinder-head. The collar k has
also a groove turned in its periphery to receive screws it, which prevent endurse movement of the said
collar. The ratchet i lias a feather over which the inclined slot at the rear end of the piston-rod e can
slide freely, effecting the turning of the drill, piston-rod, and piston-rod head, in the hack stroke of the
piston-rod. During the time the piston-rod is making its back stroke the rotation of the ratchet-wheel is
prevented by a pawl which engages therein, consequently the piston and drill are turned by reason of the
traversing of the inclined groove in the piston-rod over the inclined feather in the ratchet-wheel. "When
the piston makes its forward stroke it does not turn, but the ratchet does.
Besides the incliued groove in the piston-rod, there is a straight groove in which fits a feather fixed
in the friction ring 7 This ring serves as a brake on the piston fo prevent its turning back during its forward
stroke from the position given it by the inclined feather and groove before mentioned. In its backward
stroke the ring l serves as a medium through which to make the friction on the piston greater than the
friction on the ratchet i, so that the ratchet i will turn in the forward stroke of the piston rather than the
piston. On the cylinder a is pivoted a bent lever, the long arm of which is provided with an adjusting
screw, and the short arm with a copper pad or face. By adjustment of the said screw the face is forced
with more or less pressure upon the periphery of the friction-wheel l, so that the resistance to turning the
piston can be made greater than the resistance of the ratchet i in the direction permitted by the form of
its teeth under the pawl when riding or slipping over the ratchet-teeth, and without having to depend for
the necessary friction on the piston iu tightening up the packing in the front head c of the cylinder.
Provision is made to prevent breakage in the case of obstruction by the debris, by making the pawl p which
acts to detain the ratchet t as a bent spring of sufficient stiffness to prevent its yielding under the normal
conditions of action, but capable of yielding when obstructions occur. The form given to the pawljj to
allow it to yield when necessary is best seen in figures 15 and 18.
The machine is provided with the ordinary slide-valve, which is operated by a rod attached to a
pivoted or momentum piece, q, made sufficiently heavy to possess considerable momentum when in motion.
This piece and the valve-gearing are most clearly seen in figure 14. Two arms of the piece ^ extend
through a slot in the rear end of cylinder a to a position where, in the stroke of the piston, they are
acted upon by au annular or elliptical projection or tappet, r, fixed on the rear end of the piston-rod e.
The arm of the piece q to which the valve is connected extends upward, aud serves as a handle whereby
the valve may bo shifted as the piston moves rapidly to aud fro. The tappet r strikes first one of the
lateral arms of the piece q then the other, thus rapidly, effectively and simply operating the valve. When
the tappet r strikes either of the lateral arms of the piece q, the arm and the valve connected therewitli
are moved by momentum much beyond the distance which they would travel if the tappet r moved slowly ;
but owing to the rapidity with which the tappet r moves, the lever q is thrown at each stroke of the piston
a distance dearly indicated iu figure ,15, and so quickly shifts the steam-valve as to make it almost au
instantaneous operation.
On the sides of the rear of the cylinder-holder b arc fixed the ends of a staple-formed strap, s; in a
hearing formed therein is fixed by suitable collars the end of the feed-screw t, so that it can freely turn hut
cannot move endwise. Iu the roar end of cylinder a is screwed a head, m, fixed by set screws, and in which
is made a bearing for the nut; the latter, on being turned, moves the cylinder a towards the rock or oilier
substance to be drilled. On this nut is fixed a ratchet-wheel, ■(., operated by a pawl, te, to move the cylinder
a towards the rock or other substance to be drilled. This pawl v: is hung on the short arm of a pivoted
lever, r/, the long arm of which extends through a slot in the cylinder so formed and placed that, when
the piston makes its back stroke, the tappet r may come into contact with the arm moving the lever a' to
■
cause
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cause the pawl w to turn the ratchet v and the nut connected therewith, thus moving the cylinder a and
all parts connected therewith towards the rock or other substance to be drilled. To create enough frictional
resistance on the nut connected with the ratchet v to prevent the turning of the nut by the vibration of
the machine, small spiral springs are located in the rear head to, which are compressed between it and a
friction ring bearing, against the ratchet, as clearly shown in figure 14. The rear end of the piston-rod is
bored to receive the feed-screw t.
_
_
The feeding of the cylinder towards the rock or other substance to ho drilled is automatically effected
as described, but the wdthdrawal of the cylinder is accomplished by turning the screw by a haud-erank at
the rear end of the same.
,
> During the time that the drill is being automatically fed forward toward the rock, the turning of
the screw in the staple-formed strap s is prevented by the friction of the nut on the outer end of the screw,
which is tightened for that purpose ; but when the drill is to be drawn back, by turning the hand-crank the
said nut is loosened, and the ratchet v fixed on the feeding-nut will remain without rotating by reason of
the friction thereon.
To prevent any injurious variation between the feed and the penetration of the drill, I employ
mechanism which automatically preserves a practical uniformity of feed and penetration. In the slot in
the cylinder in which the long arm of lever a1 vibrates is fixed a trigger, l', figure 17, that springs into
position to hold and sustain the lever a' out of reach of the tappet r when the feed of the cylinder is in
excess of the penetration of the drill. In this case the tappet r does not iu the forward stroke of the
piston reach and displace the trigger b', and the said lever a' remains supported so that the tappet r will
not act fully thereon but only raises the lever slightly from the trigger, consequently no feed takes phice
on the next back stroke of tho piston, aud the reciprocations of the piston and drill continue without
further advance of the cylinder until the penetration of the drill equals tho previous feed or advance of
the cylinder, then the tappet will on a forward stroke of the piston reach and displace the trigger so that
the lever a' will be left free to spring into the path traversed by the tappet r, so that on the back stroke
of the piston the lever «' is worked by the tappet, and the pawl « takes into the teeth of the ratchet v and
gives a partial turn of the feed-screw ; when the long arm of the lever a is raised by the tappet the trigger
b will catch and sustain the said lever out of reach of the tappet, so that no feed will be again effected
until the penetration of tho drill allows the tappet to reach and displace the trigger S'. When a feed of
the cylinder takes place, the piston on its back stroke might possibly como into contact with the back
cylinder-heady; I therefore place a rubber cushion, c\ against the rear head v, to check the back stroke of
the piston.
In connection with the machine illustrated in figures 1 to 12 I claim—
First.—Passing the piston-bar E or an attachment thereto through the ratchet-ring l or rotating
device, substantially as and for the purposes sot forth.
_
,
Second.—The hollow valve K with its chest L, constructed and operating substantially aa
described.
Third.—The clamp C, consisting of the box o aud pieces A' and B', constructed and operating
substantially as described.
Fourth.—The clasp-nut H for holding the drill in place, operating substantially as sot forth.
And in connection with the machine illustrated in the remaining figures of the drawing I claim—
Fifth.—Actuating the slide-valve by means of the pivoted or momentum piece q in combination
with the annular or elliptical tappet r, described and shown in figure 14.
Sixth.—The feed-lever a' and qualifier V acting iu connection with the tappet r, as described and
shown in figure 17.
_
_
Seventh.—The combination of tho spiral and straight slots formed in tho piston-rod in tho manner
and for the purpose above described, and shewn in figure 14.
_
Eighth.—The universal clamp, by means of which the machine is sot and secured at any desired
angle, substantially as above described.
Ninth,—Tlic general construction and arrangement of the parts of the hereinbefore described
machine or apparatus, substantially as above set forth.
In witness whereof, J, the said Thomas Brown, have hereunto set my hand and seal, this twentieth
day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sevouty-threo.
THOMAS BEOWN.

(l.s.)

’Witnesses—
W. T. Manning, Accountant,
Sfi, Newgate-street, London, E.C.
Geo.

Haseetine,

■

8, Southampton Buildings, London.

This is the specification, marked A, referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to
Thomas Brown, this ninth day of July, 1873.
■
■
HERCULES ROBINSON.
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KEPOKT.
Sydney, 25 June, 1873.
SlE,

Wc do ourselves tbe honor to return to you the documents transmitted to ns under your B.C.
of the 11th instant, No. 4,‘109, and ave recommend the issue of Letters of Registration, securing to Mr.
Thomas Brown the exclusive right to hia invention for “ Improvements in Machinery for drilling or
perforating rocks and other hard substances,” in accordance with his Petition, drawings, specification,
and claims.
We have, <tc.,
GrOTHER K. MANN.
The Piuncipa:, Under Secretaet.
E. 0. MORIARl'Y.

[Drawings—three sheets.]
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IMPROVEMENT FOR PULVERIZING AND CONCENTRATING FOR THE SURE
SAVING OF GOLD AND PYRITES.

-

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Thomas Lenny, for an Improvement for
pulverizing and concentrating for the sure saving of Gold and Pyrites.
[Registered on the 10th day of July, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vic., No. 24.]

BV His Excellency Silt Hehctjleb George Roiseet Robinson, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St, Michael and St. George, Govornor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Now South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Thomas Denny, of Bathurst, in the Colony of New South Wales, hath Ly his Petition
humbly represented to me that he is the anthor or designer of a certain invention or improvement in
manufactures, that is to gay, of an invention for an “ Improvement for pulverizing and concentrating for
tho sure saving of G old and Pyrites,” which is more particularly described in the specification and sheet of
drawings which are hereunto annexed ; and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable
the Treasurer of tbe said Colony of Now South Wales tbe sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying
the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria,
number twenty-four; and bath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration,
whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of tbe said invention or improvement might be secured to
him for a period of fourteen years ; and 1, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and
improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report
favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and
consider tbe matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice
of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the said Act of
Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Thomas Denny, his executors,
administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement,
for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said
Thomas Denny, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof,
for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and
immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended : Provided always, that if the said Thomas Denny
shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the
proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters
of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to he sealed with the seal of tho said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this seventh day of J uly, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(Ls.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
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Improvement for pulverizing and concentrating for
SPECIFICATION of Thomas Desst, of Bathurst, in the Colony of New South Wales. Improvement
for pulverizing and concentrating for the sure saving of Grold and Pyrites.
My invention of certain improvements in the construction of tho huddle, and in the combination of a pul
verizer so constructed and attached to the huddle that tho whole of the material passed through them
shall by the action of the pulverizer bo so reduced before going into the huddle that a huddle one quarter
of the diameter of those now in use will be sullieient for the same quantity of material. For tho reason that
the ones now iu nso receive the crushed material as it leaves the stamper box, they possess no power
of further reducing, but simply concentrate the coarse and imperfectly crushed quartz, consequently a
very large quantity of useless material is retained, which must be further reduced or pulverized in some
way before the gold it contains can bo got from it, whilst with my invention the whole of the substance
treated is reduced to such a state of minute divisions that the whole of the precious metal and auriferous
pyrites it may contain is completely released from the matrix with which it was associated before it enters
the huddle, and in passing through which a complete separation is effected.
I commence my description with the vertical shaft A, the middle portion of which is square, tho
bottom being turned and iitted into the centre of bottom of discharge pan. In order to prevent the oil used
for lubricating this from mixing with tho tailings, two recesses have been left in the eastings for passing
the oil through the centre. The top part of this shaft is turned also for working in a bearing,. and for
receiving the crown wheel which will be keyed on at the top ; said crown wheel will receive motion from
the pinion wheel, which is keyed on to the horizontal shaft, which also carries the driving pulley. _ On the
square part of the vertical A the cast-iron receiver B (shown half in section) will work loose, whilst con
nected with the receiver are four arms, 0 ; said arms are semi-circular on the top side for receiving the
wrought-iron arms D, which are bolted through C with two bolts, EE.
_
At the extremity of tho arms D a set screw is fitted, for the purpose of fitting and keeping tho
rollers always in the same position; this being necessary in consequence of tbe whole weight of the
rollers bearing on the brass washers E. The corresponding brass cap Gr is the adjusting one. When the
brass washer F wears, so as to let the roller down, the cap is set up by means of the set screw, this having
the effect of keeping the roller always in the one place.
The regulating discharge pipes are bolted on to the receiver B (as shown in section and plan), so as
to equally distribute the material to be treated under each of the four rollers H. The material so discharged
under the face of the rollers is reduced immediately, because the angle of the roller and basin is such that
no quantity of material can lodge on the basin I; but should any of the material be not sufficiently reduced
after the rollers having passed over it once, it is again brought up under the face of the roller by the swirl
of the water, which acts more powerfully on coarse particles than on that which is reduced to the required
degree of fineness.
I may here explain that this peculiar and advantageous result is owing to the shape of the rollers,
whose outside diameter is one-fourth greater than the inside diameter (being tho frustum of a cone whose
apex is tho vertical centre of the vertical shaft A). ’ As these revolve they have the effect of forcing the water
and material from the outside of the circle to tho inside, thus always keeping it under the rollers till fine
enough to flush over the edge of the pan with the water. I mention this, because in all other pans it is
necessary to fix scrapers for the purpose of slutting the uncrushed material from the outer circle to the centre
of the pan. In this pan it is shown above that the swirl of the water acts in place of the scrapers, and much
more efficiently. So complete is the action of the swirl of the water, that tho mercury in the lower rifle or
lower angle of the pan is kept perfectly clear from sand, and ready to receive any gold that may be iu the
material treated. Too much cannot be said in favour of this basin or pan, because in every respect it bas
the advantage over all other basins made, some of which advantages I will here mention.
_
The objections to the Chilian mill is the bottom of the pan is horizontal, it receives the material to
be operated on in mass, and iu one spot. The quicksilver which is put in is generally ground to flour and
destroyed, carrying away with it large quantities of fine gold. The wear and tear is likewise great, because
the rollers are square across the face, that is to say, the two diameters are alike in both the inside and out
side of the roller, and thus when revolving, as they have to travel different distances iu the same space of
time, a grinding motion is the consequence, which flours the quicksilver, destroys the rollers and basin,
reduces its efficient action, and vastly increases the friction and strain on the machinery; thus wasting
much power. All the objectionable qualities arc set aside by this invention.. The face of the rollers are
made at such au angle that they may he compared to a Chilian roller running on a plane ; the pan being
made at such an angle that it protects the silver in the well J so completely that it is impossible for tbe
rollers to injure it at any time. After tbe material is sufficiently reduced it flows over the edgo of tho
pan K into the outside pan L, thence under tho angle pan M through the radiating depressions in tho
surface of the bottom of the outsido pan L, such depressions being made with sufficient area to discharge
the same quantity as will pass through the pipes in tho receiver. After passing through these channels it
falls with a drop of five inches into tho silver well N, it then passes under the adjusting slide 0, passing
over the mercury P, thence into the outer circle Q of the huddle, thence over the stop into the second
circle E of the huddle, thence over the stop into the third circle S, thence over the stop into the discharge
pan T.
The outside pan L, the silver N, the huddle pan Q, R S. are all one casting ; the pulverizing angle
pan M is a separate casting, and sits on the outer pan in two places, U V, no fastening being required.
The rakes AY are made of wrought iron, with adjusting screws, also adjusting screws in the centre
of rake arms, so arranged that one turn of tho two screws lifts it to any required height.
I do not bind myself to the precise details herein stated, as it is evident that they may be altered
or varied without departing from the nature of my invention, but I claim as my invention the combination
of pulverizer with huddle, the peculiar shape of the rollers and pans (which of course will vary according
to the diameter of the pan).
'
The adjusting brass cap and washers at the extremity of the wrought-iron arms. The distributing
of the material by means of tho receivers and pipes, said material being discharged immediately under the
face of the rollers to be pulverized. The depressions in the outer pan for passing the pulverized material
into the silver well.
• Tho
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the sure saving of Gold and Pyrites.
The silver well at the outer periphery of the huddle basin, and the right to make them to any
diameter required, and with any number of arms, pipes, and rollers, also with any diameters of rollers,
pipes, pans, and arms.
Tho arrangement for self-cleaning consists of fitting pieces of wrought iron fitted into a gap in each
of the huddle stop circles No. 2, 2, 2. I take one wrought-iron rake off the arms for each circle, and fix a
cleaning brush in its place. I then take out tho fitting piece 2 2 2, to allow the mercury, gold, pyrites,
Ac., to pass through the gaps; said mercury, gold, pyrites, Ac., forces through by action of the brushes
aforesaid into the bottom pan.
I also claim as my invention the self-acting cleaning out of the top pan by means of a properly
fitted brush, said brush to revolve, sweeping the pan till all materials are clean swept out, the means of
egress being through a properly fitted pipe and cock, fitted into the pulverizing pan, and passing out
through tho outer pan. I also claim the right to make the pau flat if necessary, and the rollers cone
shaped, the arms for which would bo depressed, so as the rollers would coincide with the pan.
'
THOMAS DENNY,
Denison Foundry,
'
Bathurst.

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Thomas
Denny, this seventh day of July, 1873.
.
HERCULES ROBINSON.

REPORT.
Sydney, 19 June, 1873.
Sra,
We do ourselves the honor to return to you the documents transmitted to us under your B.C.
communication of 11th instant, No. 73-402G, which have reference to Mr. Thomas Denny’s application for
Letters of Registration for “Improvements for pulverizing and concentrating for tbe sure saving of Gold
and Pyrites”; and we do ourselves the honor to recohimend that Letters of Registration bo granted,
securing to Mr. Denny the exclusive right to his invention, in accordance with his Petition, specification,
drawings, and claims.
We have, Ac.,
GOTHER K. MANN.
The PnnrciPAii Under Secretaux,
CHAS. WATT.

[Drawings—ono sheet.]
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A.D. 1873, 7th July.

No. 368.

AN IMPROVED METHOD OE COLLECTING AND RETAINING GOLD AND

SILVER, &c.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Allen Hollinslied and Janies Smith Nome,
for an improved method of collecting and retaining Gold and Silver, by the
process of amalgamation from quartz and other mineral substances.
[Registered on tie 10th July, 1573, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vic., No. 24.]

BY His ^ Excellency Sia Hercules G-eokce Robert Eohikson, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Allen Hollinsued and James Smith Noerie, both of the city of Sydney, in the
Colony of New South Wales, lave by their Petition humbly represented to me that they are the authors
or designers of a certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for
the better method of collecting and retaining Gold and Silver, by the process of amalgamation from quarts
and other mineral substances containing those metals, which said invention is more particularly described
in the specification which is hereunto annexed • and that they, the said Petitioners, have deposited with
tho Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling,
for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council,
sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and have humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant
Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improve
ment mightho secured to them fora period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encouragement
to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having
received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me
to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased,
with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the
said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Allen
Hollimhed and James Smith Nome, their executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment
and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date
hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Allen Hollinshed and James Smith Norrie, their
executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and
unto tho full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately
ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said Allen Hollinshed and
James Smith Nome shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration,
register tho same in the proper office iu the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South
Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and
become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this seventh day of July, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(t-s.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
1-2 C
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An improved method of collecting and retaining Gold and Silver, Sgc.
SPECIFICATION of an improved method of collecting and retaining Gold and Silver, hy the process of
amalgamation from quartz and other mineral substances.
Instead of the usual process of passing quartz and other mineral substances over the surface of mercury,
ive convey them, together with the water used in the process of washing, through a tube, at a sufficient
elevation to overcome the pressure of a column of mercury, whereby tho lighter substances rise to the
surface and are conveyed away, while the precious metals are effectually retained iu the amalgamator,
which may be of any convenient shape or size, provided with perforated diaphragms, for the better
distribution of the passing current. By this means any alluvial soil or tailings may be expeditiously and
effectually treated.
we claim by this principle to extract the preeiqus metals from quartz or other mineral substances
by passing them through mercury obtained by pressure of a column of water or other mechanical contri
vance. We also use sodium amalgam with the mercury in cases where its presence is found desirable,
and especially in mineral substances containing pyrites.
ALLEN HOLLINSHED.
*
JAMES SMITH NORRIE.
Dated at Sydney, this 27th day of May, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Allen
Hollinshed and James Smith Norrie, this seventh day of Julv, 1S73.
‘
HERCULES ROBINSON.

KEPORT.
Sydney, 19 June, 1873.
.
We do ourselves the honor to retnrn the documents transmitted for our report, under your B.C.
communication of the 4th instant, No. 73/4149, aud which have reference to an improved method of
collecting and retaining Gold and Silver, by the process of amalgamation from quartz and other mineral
substances ; and wc do ourselves the honor to recommend the issue of Letters of 'Registration securing to
Messrs. Allen Hollinshed and James Smith Norrie the exclusive right to their invention, in accordance
with their Petition, specification, and claim.
Sib,

The PanrciPAi Usees Seceetaet.

We have, &c.,
GOTHER K. MANN.
CHA.S. WATT.

A.D. 1873, 7th July.

No. 369.

A METHOD OF REDUCING ALL MINERAL ORES AND QUARTZ STONE TO
A POWDER, &c.

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to Edwai*d Reading, for an Invention for
reducing mineral ores and quartz stone to a powder, by means of which all the
Gold that may be therein may be readily extracted therefrom.
[Registered on the 10th day of July, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 1G Tie., No. 24.]

BY Hts Exceloenct Srn Hercules G-eobge Robert Robinson, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
'
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
. WHEREAS Edward Reading, of the city of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
dentiatj hath by his Petition bumbly represented to mo that he is the author or designer of a certain
invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for reducing mineral ores and
quartz stone to a powder, by means of which all the Gold that may he therein may be readily extracted
therefrom with a groat saving of labour, which said invention is more particularly described in the speci
fication which is hereunto annexed; and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with tho Honorable
the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the.sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying
the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth
Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that 1 would bo pleased to grant Letters of
Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might
he secured to him for a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encouragement to Dall
inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for tho public good, and having
received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me
to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased,
with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the
said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Edward
Reading, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said
invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have,
hold, and exercise unto tho said Edward Reading, bis executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive
enjoyment and advantage thereof, for ami during and unto tno full end and term of fourteen years from
tho date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and endedProvidedalways, that if the said Edward Reading shall not, within tierce days after the granting of these Letters of
Registration, register the same in the proper office iu the Supremo Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of
New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall
cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be scaled with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this seventh day of July, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
C™')
’
HERCULES ROBINSON.
1-2 D
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No. 369.

A method of reducing all mineral ores and quartz stone to a powder, SfC.

SPECITICATION.
Tut: invention consists of a method for reducing all mineral ores and quartz stone to a powder The
mineral ore or quartz stone is burnt or roasted ; while in a heated condition it is submitted to an acid hath
made with sulphuric acid, or any other strong acids, by which means tho inundie and sulphur contained
iu the stone is destroyed ; this reduces the mineral ore or quartz to a rotten state, and it may then be
easily converted to an impalpable powder. The stone is now crushed m the mills, and while being crushed
an alkaline solution may he used which is composed with any strong potash. AJter grinding, the quicksilver
can be
’ used’ for
" amalgamation.
..... 1

EDWARD READING.

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Edward
Reading, this seventh day of July, 1873.
HERCULES ROBINSON.

KEPORT.
Sydney, 13 June, 1873.
Sib,

The application of Mr. Edward Reading for Letters of Registration for a“ method of reducing
all mineral ores and quartz stone to a powder, by means of which all the Gold that may be therein may be
readily extracted therefrom,” having been referred to us, we have examined the speciheaiion accompanying
the same, and have the honor to report that we see no objection to the issue of Letters of Registration as
Prayedf°r'
The Pbikcipae Uktier Secretaet.

We have, &c.,
J. SMITH.
A'
MORI ARTY.
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No. 370.

LYONS’S CHLORO-ALKALINE DEODORIZER AND DISINFECTANT.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to John Christian Lyons and Frederic John
Christian Lyons, for Lyons’s Chloro-alkaline Deodorizer and Disinfectant.
[Registered on the IGth July, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie., No. 24.]

BY His Excellenui Sir Hercules G-eoroe Robert Robiksos, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, G-ovcmor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of New South "Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS John Christian Lyons and Frederic John Christian Lyons, both of Botany,
near Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, operative chemists, have by their Petition humbly
represented to me that they arc the authors or designers of a certain invention or improvement in mami-factures, that is to say, of an invention styled “ Lyons’s Chloro-alkaline Deodorizer and Disinfectant,”
which is more particularly described in the specification which is hereunto annexed ; and that they, the
said Petitioners, have deposited with tho Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales
the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as
required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four ; and have humbly prayed that I
would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the
said invention or improvement might bo secured to them for a period of fourteen years: Audi, being
willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be
for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from
competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report
thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the
power and authority given to mo by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Regis
tration grant unto the said John Christian Lyons and Frederic John Christian Lyons, their executors,
administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement,
for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said
John Christian Lyons and Frederic John Christian Jjyons, their executors, administrators, and assigns, the
exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen
years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended ;
Proyided-always, that if the said John Christian Jjyons and Frederic John Christian Lyons shall not,
within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office
in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registra
tion, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
m
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with tbe seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Government
House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this fifteenth day of July, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
'
(l-s )
HERCULES ROBINSON.

1—2 E
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Lyons’s Chloro-alkaline Deodorizer and Disinfectant.
SPECIFICATIOIST for minuf.iutLinug Lyons's Chloro-alkaline Deodorizer and Disinfectant.

NO AY KNOW YE that the process we employ for making our patent cliloro-alkaline preparation)
and the inode or manner of using the same, is ascertained in and hy the following description, that is to
sav — we take two parts" by weight of a certain natural deposit, which is chiefly composed of chlorine, iron,,
alumina, and silica, and is found at Bass's Straits and on the sea-shore generally, and one part by weight of
dolomite or native carbonate of lime and magnesia—both articles should be perfectly well dried : we then
have them crushed and prepared into a very fine powder and thoroughly well mixed; this forms No. .I
powder and is intended for deodorizing and disinfecting purposes generally, but more particularly for
destroying all foul and putrescent smells from whatever cause arising, arresting the decomposition of
animal and vegetable matters, by the fixing of the ammoniacal and also the nitrogenous elements of
fertilizing elements, intended by these meaus to utilize all fecal and decayed garbage or other waste of our
soap-ivorks, tanneries, abattoirs, cesspits, and gas-works, Ac., in combination with certain chemical
substances, as they may be found necessary according to the kind and particular special character of each
concentrated manure required for the soil or crop, hy the employment of the chloro-alkaline deodorizer and
disinfectant in the large way for the effectual treatment of water-closets, gases principally composed of
hydrogen, sulphur, and ammonia. AVe propose to avail ourselves of our invention either in the form of
powder 0]- in solution. Eor water-closets, and for the purpose of cleansing drains and sewers, we cause a
funnel-shaped box with self-acting valve which is made to open aud close for the purpose of delivering the
powder simultaneously with the water, to be fixed in such a manner that tho ordinary motive [lower
employed to discharge the one shall also effect a discharge of the other, and thus a perfect and cleanly
svstem of disinfection will be developed at one and the same time, without giving rise to any other smell
or mal-odour whatever, as is found to be the case in the use of most preparations for a similar object, lor
the use of sick rooms, fever-wards in hospitals, barrack quarters, ship’s use, Ac., Ac., we simply to every
given quantity by weight of our
1, or the chloro-alkaline deposit, add sufficient rain or soft ^\a.ter to
saturate until a corresponding quantity of solution filters or percolates through the filter, aud ia then
bottled for use. This solution of chloro-alkaline is non-odorous7 and also non-poisonous to animal life,
and the way to use it to arrest all kinds of pestilential effluvia or noxious gases from cholera, typhus,
scarlatina, or other infectious or contagious disease, is to sprinkle it about the walls or floors of sick rooms,
Ac., or it can he very effectually distributed through the surrounding atmosphere by means of a spray
distributor or any similar mode. Diluted with equal parts of water and solution, it will remove and prevent
all taint in fish, moat, fowl, and most perishable articles for culinary use, as it is an antiseptic and preser
vative. Although we have named and described the composition of onr No. 1 preparation, we also for
cheap use and effectual treatment of night-soil, blood, offal, and sewerage generally, mix the chloro-alkaline
deodorizer and disinfectant with fresh burnt lime, dried peat, charcoal, wood ashes, bone dust, dolomite, or
other convenient absorbent material.
Eider A.
AVe therefore claim as our invention the admixture of a certain natural compound described above
■with dolomite in various proportions, as a disinfectant, which is of an entirely new and improved character,
and which we propose to carry into effect in the manner hereinbefore described.
Dated this eighth day of May, a.d. 1873.
6
J
*
JOHN CHRISTIAN LYONS.
FREDERIC JOHN CHRISTIAN LYONS.
This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to John Christian
Lyons and Erederic John Christian Lyons, this fifteenth day of July, 1873.
HERCULES ROBINSON.

REPOETS.
Sydney, 26 May, 1873.
The application of Messrs. John C. Lyons and Frederic J. C. Lyons for Letters of Registration
for a “ Chloro-alkaline Deodorizer and Disinfectant” having been referred to us, we have the honor to
report thereon as follows ;—
The specification is not so explicit as we should desire in defining what it is exactly that is to be
protected, and we have endeavoured to communicate with fhe applicants on this subject, but without
success. On the understanding, however, that Messrs. Lyons propose to take a certain natural product,
composed chiefly of “ chlorine, iron, alumina, and silica” found on the sea-shore, and to mix this with
“ dolomite or native carbonate of lime and magnesia” for Urn purpose of forming a disinfectant, and that
Ibis mixture is what they claim in their specification, we see no objection to the issue of Letters of Regis
tration as prayed for.
AYe have, Ac.,
J. SMITH.
CHAS. AVATT.
The PflitroiPAi Under Secretarv.
P.S.—AYe have just seen Mr. John C. Lyons, who explains that our letter of date May Kith was
not delivered to him till this morning. He is willing to accept the definition of his claim as expressed
above.
J. 8.
0. AY
Sydney,
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Lyons's Chloro-alkaline Deodorizer and Disinfectant.
Syduey, S July, 1873.
Sib,

■'

'

In the matter of Messrs. Lyons’s application for Letters of IteKistration for a Deodorizer and.
Disinfectant, wo have tho honor to report further that an amended specification,has been submitted to ns
(enclosed herewith), and that with this specification wo see no objection to tho issue of Jitters of Regis
tration as prayed for.
We have, &e.,
J. SMITH.
The Prii<cjfal Under Secbeiakt.

CHAS. WATT.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN TOOLS FOR BORING, AND IN APPARATUS FOR WORKING
THE SAME.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Jolm Melton Black, ibi’ Improvements in
Tools for boring, and in apparatus for -working the same.
[Registored on t;lie 2nd day of .Tuly, 1873, in pursuance of the Act. 16 Yie.. No. 24.]

BY Hrs dixCEnuES'CT Sie Hercules Georoe Robert Robinson, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Cluef of the Colony
of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
1
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS John Melton Black, of Bedford-place, Russell-square, in the county of Middlesex,
England, hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the assignee of Jean Rodolphe Leschot,
of Paris, in the Republic of Era nee, who is the author or designer of a certain invention or improvement
in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for “ Improvements in Tools for boring, and in apparatus for
working the same,'’ which is moro particularly described in tbo specification and sheet of drawings which
are hereunto annexed ;jiud that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable the. Treasurer
of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of
granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number
twenty-four ; and hath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby
the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to him for
a period of fourteen years : And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements
in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, aud having received a report favourable to
the prayer of tiie said Petition, from compelent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the
matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, 'am pleased, with the advice of the
Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by tho said Aet of Council, to
grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said John Melton Black,his executors, admuiistrators, and assign?, the exclusive enjoyment aud advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and
during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Jolm
Melton Black, his executors, administrators, aud assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof,
for and during aud unto the full end aud lenn of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and
immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended : Provided always, that if the said John Melton
Black shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in
the proper office at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then those Letters of Registration,
and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with tho seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this twenty-first day of July, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(r-s-)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
1—2 E
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Improvements in Tools for boring, and in apparatus for working the same.

SPECIFICATION,
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, I, Jomr Meltov Black, of 2G, Bedfordplace, Russell-square, in the count}’ of Middlesex, England, send greeting :
Whereas I am desirous of obtaining Letters of Registration under the sign manual and seal of the Colony
of New South Wales, for the exclusive enjoyment and advantage, for a period of fourteen years, of an
invention for “ Improvements in Tools for boring, and in apparatus for working the same, invented by
Jean Rodolphe Leschot, of Paris, in the Republic of Prance, aud of which lam the assignee: Now
know ye, that the nature of the said invention, and the manner in which the same is to bo performed, is
particularly described and ascertained in and by the following statement, that is to say :
This invention relates to the construction of and means for employing boring tools which are
intended to be used for boring rocks, for blasting, for prospecting,’■ and jor other purposes. These tools
are armed with diamond-cutters, to which a rotary and an advancing motion are simultaneously commu
nicated. The tool consists of a metal tube with a ring (preferably ot iron or steel) at the working end, into
which the cutters are fitted. This tube is connected by a bayonet joint or otherwise to a hollow rotary
shaft, which, on rotary motion being communicated to it, carries forward the tool and causes it to cut out
from the rock, stone, or other material acted on, a core of the material, ■which pore is disengaged and
severed from time to time, thus allowing of the inspection ot the rock as the boring operation proceeds.
This annular rock drill is studded at its cutting end with diamonds or equivalent bard natural substances,
as for example that known as “bort,” which substances are embedded in the face of the ring so as to
utilize in the best manner their cutting faces, and channels or grooves may be formed on the exterior and
interior surfaces of the ring to facilitate the passage of the water and detritus.
_
In the accompanying drawing, fig. I is a side view of the annular cutting tool, fig. 2 is a plan view
of the same, and fig. 3 is a section taken in the piano of the axis of the tool, and showing it attached to its
rotary shaft; <7 is a tube of steel or iron or other metal, h is a ring or crown carrying on its face two or
three rings of cutters, ce, consisting of hard minerals, by preference of the carbon series in their natural state.
This ring is shown as formed with a bayonet joint to fit on to the hollow shaft by which it is operated.
The mechanism for presenting the tool to its work, and imparting a simultaneous rotary and advancing
motion thereto, admits of various modifications to suit varying circumstances. I will, however, describe but
one arrangement, as it will sufficiently indicate what is required to put the invention into practical operation.

Pig. 4 shows in side elevation an arrangement of mechanism for adapting the tool for boring in
mines. A is a standard rising up from a wheel-carriage, B, and fitted at its upper end
a ,flc,reyv
’
for operating a clamp, C, and causing the same to bind against the roof of the “ cutting" and hold the
mechanism firmly in position. On the side of the standard is mounted an-adjustable rocking-plate, D,
which is movable round the vertical upright A, and capable of being raised or lowered to enable it to. bo
worked at all heights. Bv means of three bolts, a, tho conical heads of which slide in a circular groove or
slot, the tool may be also inclined to bore holes at any angle or in any direction. The plate D carries
at its extremities bearings, M, for receiving a hollow' shaft, E, which has an endway motion in its bearings,
and also a driving shaft, P. The shaft E carries at its forward end the annular cutting tool G\ and at its
rear it is threaded left-handed as at E1 to fit into a stationary nut, e., which carries a spur pinion.
.
Fitted on to the shaft P is a flanged pinion,provided with a feather which enters the groove m
the shaft P, and thus allows the pinion to travel from end to end of that shaft, y1 is a bevelled pinion
gearing into a bevelled pinion, h. on the boss of the pulley H, which pulley is mounted on a stud axle car
ried by the plate D. This pulley is shown as driven by a strap, I, from any first mover. By its rotation
rotary motion will be communicated through the bevelled gear hf to the shaft P, and thence to the spur
piniony In gear with this pinion is a spur pinion, e!, on the shaft E, and through it a rapid rotary
motion is given to the cutter. Made fast to the shaft P, hi’ means of a friction clutch, is a pinion,
which
gears into the spur teeth on the nut <?, and serves to rotate that nut. This arrangement of gearing is
intended to give a rapid rotary and a slow advancing motion 1o the cutter, but in order to effect this it is
necessary that the pinion ri and nut c should vary slightly in their speeds. The nut c is therefore arranged
to overrun slightly the pinion e1, and in case the tool should meet with an undue resistance, the pinion
y=is allowed to slip on its shaft, and thus retard the advance of the tool. As the tool advances in its cut,
the pinion e* will be carried forward, and with it the flanged pinion f until they have reached the end of
their traverse. The rotary motion of the apparatus is still continued, but on slackening the friction clip/
without reversing the rotary motion of the apparatus, the now' quiescent nut will reverse the direction of
traverse of the shaft E, and bring back the spur pinions to their starting position.
Attached to the rear end of the hollow shaft E, by means of a box coupling in which the shaft freely
rotates, is a flexible tube, K, in connection with a force pump or head of water.
.
By means of this tube a stream of water is caused to pass into the boring and discharge the detritus
therefrom, whereby the tool will be prevented from choking, and wall at the same time bo kept well
lubricated. It will be understood that, according to the work it is to be put to. the boring tool may be
single or multiple, that is to say, any number may be fitted on one frame, being so arranged as to work at
all angles and in all directions, parallel, convergent, or divergent. Motion may be communicated by hand,
steam, or other power.
,
.
Having now described the nature of tho invention of 11 Improvements in Tools for boring, and iu
apparatus for working the same,” I wish it to be understood that I claim
.
First.—Constructing boring tools with a ring or crown at the working end, armed with diamond
or equivalent cutters, as hereinbefore described and illustrated in the accompanying drawing.
Secondly.—The apparatus for imparting simultaneous rotary and advancing motions to boring
tools, substantially as hereinbefore described, and illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
In witness whereof, I, the said John Melton Black, have hereunto set my hand and seal, the
twenty-first day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
seventy-three.
*1 M. BLACK.
(n.s.)
This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to John Melton
Black, this twenty-first day of July, 1873.
HER GULES ROBINSON.
REPORT.
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REPORT.
Sydney, 12 June, 1S73.
'
'
In returning to you tbe cncioHed documents, being the application of Mr. Jolm Melton Black
for Letters of Registration securing to him the exclusive right to an invention of certain “ Improvements in
Tools for boring, and in apparatus for working the same,”—we do ourselves the honor to report that we
find, on examination, that so much of this invention as involves the principle of forming the boring tools
iu the form of a tube is embodied in the clauses attached to Messrs. Beaumont and Appleby’s application,
73/3521, but we recommend Mr. J. M. Black’s claims for registration in their entirety, it appearing on
reference to dates that they have priority to those of the former applicants.
We have, <fcc.,
Sin,

GrOTHER K. MANN.

E. C. CRACKNELL.

The ParNctPAL Usdee Secbetahv.

[Drawings—one ebeet.]
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No. 372.

PERKINS’S PATENT- HYDRAULIC CEMENT.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to James Rishop Perrins, for “ Perrins’s Patent
Hydraulic Cement.”
[Registered on the 23rd day of July, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 1G Vic., No. 24:.]

BV His ExcELLrarcr Sin Hercules George Robert Rorijisob', Knight Commander of tho Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of New South 'Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
■
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting :
"WHEREAS jA^rES Brsuor Per ribs, of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, brewer, hath by his
Petition humbly represented to mo that he is the author or designer of a certain invention or improvement
in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention known as “ Perrins’s Patent Hydraulic Cement,” which is
more particularly described in the specification which is hereunto annexed; and that he, tho said
Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the
sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as
required by the Aet of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and bath humbly prayed that X
would be pleased to graut Jjctters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the
said invention or improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years : Audi, being willing
to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may bo for
the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent
persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my
information, am pleased, "with tho advico of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority
given 1o me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the
said James Bishop Perrins, his executors, administrators, and assigns, tbo exclusive enjoyment aud advantage
of the said invention or improvement, for aud during tbo term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to
have, hold, and exercise unto the said James Bishop Perrins, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the
exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen years
from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be-complete and ended: Pro
vided always, that if the said James Bishop Perrins shall not, within three days after the granting of these
Lei tors of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in tbo said
Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby
granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed' with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in Now South Wales, this twenty-first day of July, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(L.S.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
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SPECIFICATION.

•

The materials to be used are limestone and bluestone, or limestone and any basaltic rock, tbe proportions
being eisteen pounds of bluestone to forty-nine and a half pounds of limestone, or in other proportions
as the materials may be required to set or harden slowly or more quickly. They are first ground to a fine
powder and properly mixed, water is added sufficient to form tbe mixture into a plastic state, then moulded
into bricks or slabs, and subjected to pressure, after which it is baked and then re-ground.
This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to .Tames Bishop
Perrins, this twenty-first day of July, 1813.
HERCULES ROBINSON.

HEPOKT.
Sydney, 28 June, 1873.
Sie,
The application of Mr, James B Perrins for Letters of Registration for the manufacture of
a Cement known as “ Perrins’s Patent Hydraulic Cement,'’ having been referred to us, we have examined
the specification accompanying the same, and have the honor to report that we see no objection to the issue
of Letters of Registration as prayed for.
.
.
We have, <fcc.,
J. SMITH.
JAMES BARNET.
The Pedtcipal Undeb Seceetaet.

A.D. 1873, mh July.
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No. 373.

IMPROVEMENTS IN APPARATUS FOR WORKING BRAKES FOR RAILWAY
AND OTHER CARRIAGES.

-

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Jacob Heberleiri) for Improvements in Appara
tus for working Brakes for Railway and other Carriages.
[Registered on the 25th day of July, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 10 Vic., No. 24.]

bV Hrs ExcELLEircr Sie Hercules George Robert- Roeikson, Knight Commander of the Most
Diatinguisbed Order of Saint Micimcl and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of New South "Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same,

■

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting :
_ WHEREAS Jacob Heberleln', of Munich, in the Kingdom of Bavaria, engineer, hath by his
Petition humbly represented to mo that he is the author or designer of a certain invention or improvement
in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for 11 Improvements in Apparatus for working Brakes for
Railway and other Carriages,” which is more particularly described in the specification, marked A, aud the
three sheets of drawings, marked B, C, and D, respectively, which are hereunto annexed ; and that he, the said
Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of tho said Colony of New South" Wales the
sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as
required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four ; and hath humbly prayed that I
would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the
said invention or improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years : And*I, being
willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may
he for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from com
petent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon
for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, aud in exercise of the power
and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration
grant unto the said Jacob Hebcrlein, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment
and advantage :of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years Dorn the
date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Jacob Heberlein, his executors, administrators, aud
Msigus, the exclusive enjoyment aud advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end aud term of
fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and
ended : Provided always, that if the said Jacob Heberlein shall not, within three days after the grautin0,
of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney,
in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever
hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and liave caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this twenty-fifth day of July, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
"
(t s.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
1—2H
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Improvements in Apparatus for working Brakes for Railway and other Carriages.
A.
SPECIFICATION".

'

i
TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: Be it known that I, Jacob Hebebbedt, of Munich, in the
Kingdom of Bavaria, engineer, do hereby declare the nature of the said invention for “Improvements in
Apparatus for working Brakes for Railway and other Carriages,” and in what manner the same is to be
performed, to be particularly described and ascertained in and by the following statement thereof, reference
being had to the accompanying drawings, and to the figures and letters marked thereon, that is to say :—
This invention applies to that kind of brakes which are worked by the frictional contact of drums
fixed on some of the running axles with other drums which are brought in contact with them, and which
are thereby caused to revolve and to wind up chains attached to the brake levers aud so to press the brake
blocks against the wheels.
i
4
Certain brakes of this kind are already known, but they are in some respects defective. _ The object
of the present improvements is to remedy those defects, and to secure simplicity and efficiency in the work
ing of the apparatus and control of its action.
_
The accompanying drawings represent brake apparatus constructed so as to embody these improve
ments and show their application on railway trains and tramway cars.
Figure 1, sheet I, represents a side view of the invention applied to a locomotive and tender. ligure
2, sheet 1, shows it applied to two carriages of a train. Figures 3 and d, sheet II, represent, respectively,
a side view and plan of details to a larger scale. The remaining figures show modifications which are here
after referred to.
_
In the figures 1 to d, A is one of the running axles, on which is fixed a drum, B, having its periphery
formed of numerous wedge-shaped pieces of wood laid with the fibres radial, or nearly so, and held between
two metals rings, CC, by means of bolts which pass through the rings and the wooden segments. The rings
CO are made in halves, so that they can be put on tbe axle without tailing off either wheel. By pre
ference the wood is put on in two widths, and the pieces of the one width breaking joint with those of the
other.
'
_
It is to he understood that either the drum fixed on the running axle may have a wooden periphery
as above described, or it may be of iron, the wooden periphery being applied to the drum driven by it;
also, instead of putting such wooden periphery on in segments, it may be made in tenon-shaped pieces
driven, into mortises in the rim of the drum, and secured by cross-pins in a manner similar to that adopted
in putting in and fixing the wooden cogs of mortise wheels. I) is a friction drum, which may be of castiron with a wrought-iron tire. This drum is fixed on an axle which is mounted in bearings in a forked
lever, E. Upon each end of the axle of the drum I) is fixed a pulley, IF, to which one end of a pitch chain,
F, is fixed by a pin passed through its last link and the cheeks of the pulley, so that when the pulley is
caused to revolve iu either direction the chain is wound thereon. The chain being nearly of the same width
as the space between the cheeks of the pulley, it cannot jam when it is wound thereon. The other end of
each chain is attached to the arm of a lever, G, which is forked so as to receive both chains, and from which
rods are connected to the brake levers. In the case of the locomotive and tender (as shown in figure 1,
sheet I) the chains F are connected by rods to the middle of an equal armed lever or sway-beam, G1, from
the ends of which rods, Gs and G3, are connected respectively to the brake levers of the locomotive and
tender, so that when the chains F are pulled the strain is divided equally over both sets of brakes.
In the case where the brakes of two carriages are to be worked, the connections from the lever G
to the several brake levers are arranged as shown in figure 2, sheet I. The lever G has jointed to it two
rods, H and H1. The rod H works the brakes of the brake carriage, and the other rod, H1, is carried through
a guide bracket, h1, and is coupled to the brake rod of the next carriage. When it is so coupled theytrain
of the chains F on the lever G causes it to act on both sets of brakes ; but when the hinder carriage is
detached from the brake carriage, tbe coupling of the brake rod is hooked on to one end of a lever, h,
which is thereby turned so that its other end butts against the bracket U, as shown in figure d”, sheet I.
In this condition the rod H1 becomes fixed, so that the lever G turns on the pin at its end as its fulcrum,
aud acts only by the rod H on the brakes of the brake carriage itself.
,
The lever E, on which the friction drum D is mounted, stands in a vertical position for the locomo
tive, as shown in figure 1, sheet I, and a weight, E', is placed on a lever, E1, connected with the lever E by
levers E3 in such a manner as to press the drum I) against the axle drum B. A rod, I, is carried from
the lever E along the boiler to a point within reach of the engine-driver, and is made with a catch or pro
jection which can he engaged on a tumbler, I‘. When it is so engaged, the lever E is held in such a position
that the drum I) is clear of the axle drum B ; but when the rod I is released from the tumbler I1, either
by being lifted off it by the hand of the driver, or by the tumbler I1 being turned by the pull of the cord
i connected to it so as to be disengaged from the catch on the rod I, then the weight El, acting on the lever
E, causes it to swing, so as to bring the drum D in contact with the axle drum B.
For a brake carriage of the traiu, the lever E has a horizontal position, as shown in figure 2, sheet I,
and is loaded with a weight, El Tbe end of the lever E is held up by a rod, Tv, which catches in a tumbler,
K’, and in this position the drum E is clear of the axle drum B ; but when the rod Kis released, either by
the guard pushing its catch off the tumbler Kl or by tho tumbler itself being turned by tbe pull of a cord
or chain k connected to it, the lever E descends and brings tbe drum D in contact with the axle drum B.
When the two drums 13 and B are thus brought into contact with a pressure which may be regulated
by adjusting the weight of the load E’ or its position on the lever, the rotation of the axle drum B, acting
by frictional contact on the drum D, causes it to rotate. The chains FF are thus wound on the
pulleys LED", and pull the brake levers and rods so as to put on the brakes. The chains F are carried in
such a direction, as shown, that their tension when the brakes are on tends to increase the pressure of the
drum D against the drum B, and thereby to sustain or augment the frictional working power.
When, by tbe action of the brakes, the train has been brought to rest, the frictional force relieves
itself, and the lever E can then be moved by hand so as to take the drum 13 out of contact with B, and
the rods L and K being again secured on their respective tumblers I1 aud K1, the brake apparatus ceases
to operate.
In
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In addition to the weight on the lever E, it ia useful to apply also a spring, E*, which has the effect
of diminishing oscillation when the apparatus is in action.
_
In figure 5, sheet HI, is represented a side view, and in figure 6, sheet III, a plan of a modified
form of the bralte apparatus, wherein two friction drums, N Nl, arc mounted on one lever, E, so as to wind
chains, P Pl, which extend backwards and forwards, and are coupled to rods, P' and F3, for working the
brakes of carriages before and behind that in which the drums are mounted. Either of these rods F1
may be made to act on the brakes of two carriages, by connecting it to the middle of a way beam, G1, from
the ends of which the rods are connected, one to the brake lover, G, of each carriage.
Figure 7, sheet III, represents a side view of apparatus, such as has been described above, applied
to a tramway car. In this case the lever E is connected to an upright rod, K, at each end of tbe car, which
can bo raised or lowered by the driver or conductor, and held either up or down by a set screw in a guide
bracket. K=, through which it passes. In this case, as in those described with reference to railway trains,
the ordinary screw gear L can he employed to work the brakes ; the holes at Id, in the rods or levers
through which the screw gear acts, being for that purpose slotted so as to leave the brakes free to bo put
on either by tbe screw gear or by the friction apparatus as above described. In the case of a tramway uar
there is a like slotting of the holes in the connections K3 to the rod K at one end of the car, so that the
friction brake apparatus can be put on from either end of the car, and likewise the brakes can be put on
by the action of the screw hand gear.
The weight E3, used for loading the bar E, may he slid along the lever and fixed in any required
position by a set screw, and thus the frictional pressure of the drums may be adjusted. In some cases,
however, it is desirable to alter this pressure during the action of the apparatus on the locomotive and
tender, as when the train runs down an incline of greater or less steepness. Figure 8, sheet II, shows a
side view of a locomotive fitted with an arrangement for this purpose. The rod I, by which the lever E is
moved, so as to put the brake apparatus in action or take it out of action, has several notches at l2, any
one of which can be engaged on a fixed stud. The other end of the rod is connected to a bent lever, I3, the
pin of which works in a slotted hole in the rod I. The bent lever I3 is connected to the lever E, and there
are two levers, F and Is, forming a connection from the rod I to the weight E2, which is made to slide along
the lever E. The levers F and I5 have slotted holes, to allow freedom of motion to their connecting pins.
When the rod I is released from the stud at F, the lever E descends and brings tho drum D in con
tact with the drum B, thereby causing the brakes to be applied. Should the driver desire to increase the
brake power, he pushes the rod I farther forward (the slot at its end permitting the movement), and he
thus moves the levers I4 and F so as to slide the weight Es towards the outer end of the lever E, and thus
to increase the frictional pressure of the drum D on the drum B.
On the drawings are represented the means which I adopt for applying the brakes from any part of
a railway train, and which I will now describe, referring to figures 1 and 2, sheet I.
The tumbler I1 on tbe locomotive has attached to it a cord, chain, or rod, t, which is carried by
suitable guide rollers, and coupled from carriage to carriage, serving as a line of communication throughout
the train for operating the brakes. The tumbler K1 of my carriage is connected by a cord or chain, k, to a
handle, il, whereon is mounted a pulley, il, round which passes the chain coupling the communicating line
i. According to this arrangement, tho engine-driver can lift the rod I off its tumbler F, and so put ou the
brakes of the locomotive aud tender only ; or he can also, by pulling the line i, move the several tumblers
K throughout the train, and thus bring the several brakes into operation. By pulling the line i less or
more, he can regulate the amount of brake power, a moderate pull serving to operate the brake apparatus
nearest to him, and a greater pull, communicated round the pulleys f1, bringing into operation the brakes
farther from him.
Also, the guard on a brake carriage can release his rod K from its tumbler, and so put on the brakes
of his own carriage, or lie can also, by pulling down the handle ri, draw the line * both ways, and thereby
move the tumbler T! on the locomotive, and tumblers, such as It1, on other carriages throughout the train,
so as to bring the several brakes besides his own into operation. Thus, a guard at the rear of the train
has it iu his power to apply the brakes of the engine and tender as well as others throughout the train, in
case of danger which may have escaped the notice of the engine-driver,
A. line of communication,can also be connected from the line i to a pull in any compartment of
the traiu, so that a passenger can, by pulling the line/, bring the brakes into action.
Should the train accidentally separate, or should a carriage run off the line, or should an axle break
so that one end of a carriage drops below its proper level, a strain is immediately put on the line of com
munication i, such as to cause tbe various tumblers F aud K1 to he moved, and thereby to bring the brakes
into operation.
_
It is often convenient, especially for goods trains or trains of a mixed character, to arrange the line
of communication under the carriages instead of leading it along their roofs. I'or this purpose the rods K
and their tumblers K1 may bo constructed and arranged as shown at figure 5, sheet II, and to an enlarged
scale in figure 9, sheet II, Here the line of communication i passing under the carriages is lead around
guide pulleys, and round a pulley, si1, mounted on the arm of the tumbler K1, a handle, r, being also attached
to the pulley. The rod K, by which the lever E is held up, catches on a pin, and roller K2 being pressed
over it by a spring at the hack. It can he released from this catch, either by hand applied to the top of
the rod pulling up the handle r and thereby turning the tumbler K1 down, or by the pull of tho line i
turning the tumbler K1 upwards.
Any one of the brake apparatus can be taken out of action by tbe driver or guard moving his rod
I or K till it becomes held ou its tumbler F or K1. The driver may also he enabled to take oft' the brakes
- behind the locomotive by means of a pull, ml, figure 1, drawing a line of communication, m. The line m is
attached to a bent lever, »r, figure 2, from which a rod, to3, is connected to the lever E. When tho line m is
pulled, the lever E is raised and the brakes taken out of action. The line m may, like the line i, be carried
along the train so as to operate on other bent levers, m~, for taking other of the brake apparatus out of
action.
Instead of employing two lines of communication, one for bringing the brakes into action, and the
other for taking them out of action, I sometimes use a single line, alternate pulls of which are made to
accomplish these objects by means of an apparatus which I will now describe, referring to figure 10, sheet
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IT, which shows an enlarged view of this apparatus. The line of communication i, which may he carried
along the roof's of the carriages or under them, is, at each brake apparatus, led round guide pulleys and
round a pulley on a lever V. This lever is mounted loose on a shaft, S, on which is fixed a ratchet wheel,
S\ of four teeth. A spring pawl, v. on the lever V, engages with the teeth of the ratchet wheel, and
another pawl, Z, prevents the wheel from turning backwards. On the shaft S are fixed two cam segments
or wipers, T T‘, which come directly nnder a roller mounted on the lover E. When either of these wipers
T is standing upwards, as shown in figure 10, the lever E is held up by it, and the brake apparatus is out of
action ; but when tho line i is pulled so as to lift the lever V to the position marked by the dotted line Y1,
the ratchet wheel is thereby turned one-quarter of a revolution around, and the wiper T being thus turned
from under tho lever E, it descends and brings the friction drums into contact, whereby the brakes are
applied. The line i being slackened, the lever Y descends, being urged by the spring \Y, and its pawl
engages on another of the ratchet teeth.. The next pull of the line i again raising the lever V and turning
the ratchet wheel, another tooth brings the second wiper T1 under the leVcr E, and thus lifts it and takes
the brake drums out of contact. The outermost part of the wipers T T1 is preferably made with a slight
hollow, in which rests the roller of the lever E so as to remain steady therein until the wiper be moved
a little round by the action of the lever V. Suitable stops, n n, are provided to limit the stroke of the
lever V.
Having thus described the nature of my invention, and in what manner the same is to bo performed,
I would have it understood that I make no claim generally to tho working of brakes by means of the
frictional contact of a drum or wheel on a carriage, axle with another drum or wheel, causing tho latter to
revolve and thereby to movo apparatus which applies the brakes ; apparatus of that kind being well
known, and having been first described in the Specification of Letters Patent of tho United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland, dated the 17th September, 1850, No. 2,180, granted to George Davies, for an
invention communicated from abroad to him by me, but I claim,—

First.—The wooden periphery for tho friction drum B, or D, with the fibres of tbe wood arranged
radially, or nearly so, and secured between metal cheeks, or in mortises, substantially in the
manner set forth.
Second,—The lever E with adjustable weight, operating in combination with the friction drum D,
pulleys D5, chains F, and lever G, substantially as and for the purposes described.
Third.—The arrangement of the chains F in connection with the brake drum and brake lever, so
that their tension iu applying tho brakes increase the frictional pressure of the drums sub
stantially as described.
Fourth.—The lever E operating in combination with the suspending rod K and tumbler K1, sub
stantially as and for tbe purposes described.
Eifth.—The cords, chains, or rods, i.j, and k, and pulley, P, or their equivalent, operating in combi
nation with the rods K aud tumblers K1 for bringing the brake apparatus into action from any
part of the train, substantially as described.
Sixth.—The chord or chain in, lever
and rod m3, or their equivalents, operating in combination
with the levers e, and rods K, and tumblers K1, for putting the brake apparatus out of action
from any part of tbe train, substantially as described.

Seventh.—The combination of the rod I, and levers I3, I*, and I5, with the lever E, and weights,
E5, for adjusting the brake power, substantially as described with reference to figure 8,
sheet H.
Eighth,—The leveroperating in combination with the coupling of the brake rods, substantially
as described with reference to figures 2 and 2l, sheet I,

Ninth.—Combining with friction brake apparatus with tbe ordinary screw brake gear, the holes
in the connections of tho screw brake apparatus being slotted so that the brakes can be
worked by friction apparatus or by hand, or by both, substantially as described.
Tenth,—The use of an adjustable weight on the lever E for adjusting the friction pressure of the
drums substantially as described.

Eleventh.—In friction drums brake apparatus combining the chairs F with a lever G, and rods
G! G3, or H H1, whereby their tension is distributed among the several brakes, substantially
as described.
Twelfth.—The combination of two sots of friction drums on one lever with one axle drum and
chains conveying the brake power forwards and backwards, substantially as described with
reference to figures 5 and 6, sheet III,
Thirteenth.—The connection of tho brake chains F to the pulleys D! in such a manner that the
pulleys wind up the chains so as to put on the brakes in whichever direction the friction
drums may rotate, substantially as described.
Fourteenth.—The apparatus substantially as described with reference to figure 10, sheet II, whereby
tho friction drum apparatus can be brought iuto action and taken out of action by alternate
pulls of the line of communication.
Fifteenth.—The arrangement of the lino of communication i in such- a manner that the brake
apparatus is brought into action automatically when a train becomes divided, or when a
carriage runs off the line, or when an axle breaks, substantially as described.

Sixteenth,—
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Sixteenth.—The arrangement of the friction brake apparatus on. a tramway car, and its combination
\nth the hand screw brake gear, substantially as described with reference to figure 7, sheet
In witness whereof, I, the said .Jacob Heberlein, have hereunto sot my hand and seal, this sixth
day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
_
'Witness,—
R. Roditet Fowler.

JACOB HEBERLEIN.
'

(l.s.)

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Jacob
■
Heberlein, this twenty-fifth day of July, 1873.
‘
HERCULES ROBINSON.

REPORT.
Sydney, 2 July, 1873.
*

Sir,

We do ourselves the honor to return to you the documents transmitted for our report, under
your B.C. communication, 19th June, No. d,708, and which have reference to Mr. Jacob Heberlein’s
Petition for Letters of Registration for his invention for “ Improvements in Apparatus for working Brakes
for Railway and other Carriages”; and we recommend the issue of Letters of Registration, iu accordance
with Mr. Heberlein’s Petition, drawings, specification, and claim.
We have, &c.,
GOTHER It. MANN.
The Pbincipal Under Secretary.
JOHN WH1TTON.

[Drawings—three sheets.]

.
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No. 375.

PHILLIPS’S STAMPER, GRINDER, AMALGAMATOR, AND WASHER OP
GOLD AND SILVER ORES.

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION to John Phillips, for Improvements in amalga
mation, trituration, and washing of Gold and Silver Ores, &e.
[Registered on the 12th day of August, 1873, iu pursuance of the Act 16 Vic., No. 2d.]

BY Hrs Excellency Sie Hercules George Robert Robinson, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commauder-in-Chicf of the
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL - TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS John Phillips, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, hath by his Petition
humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain invention or improvement in
manufactures, that is t o say, of an invention for Improvements in amalgamation, trituration, and washing
of Gold and Silver Ores, or the pulverization and washing of any mineral, animal, or vegetable matter,
and the separation of the lighter from the heavier, and the soluble from the insoluble matters, which is
more particularly described in the specification which is hereunto annexed ; and that he, the said Petitioner,
hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of
Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required
by tho Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I would be
pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said
invention or improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years : And 1, being willing
to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in tbe arts or manufactures which may be for
the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent
persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for
my information, am pleased, with the advice of the 'Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and
authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant
unto the said John Phillips, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and
advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during tho term of fourteen years from the date
hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said John Phillips, his executors, administrators, and assigns,
the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen
years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended:
Provided always, that if the said John Phillips shall not, within three days after the granting of these
Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in tbe said
Colony of Now South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby
granted, shall cease and become void.

■

In witness whereof, I have hereunto sot my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to bo sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern*
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this eleventh day of August, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-throe.
(l-s.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
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Phillips's Stamper, Grinder, Amalgamator, and Washer.

EEPOST.
Sydney, 22 July, 1873.

Sm,

The application of Mr. John Phillips for Letters of Registration for a Machine for amalga
mation, trituration, and washing of Gold and Silver Ores, &c., having been referred to us, we have
examined the specification and drawings accompanying the same, and have the honor to report that we see
no objection to the issue of Letters of Registration as prayed for.
"We have, &c.,
J. SMITH.
The Pbikcipal TJitdeh Seckepaet.
GOTHEE K, MANN.

.

[Drawings—one sheet.]
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and Specification of Phillips’s Stamper, Grinder, Amalgamator, and Washer of
Gold and Silver Ores, for the pulverization and washing of any mineral, animal, or
vegetable matter, the separation of the lighter from the heavier, and the soluble from the
insoluble matter, for reef-testing, metallurgical, and other purposes.
Drawings

EXPLANATION.
TflC Mter a thowi the a*U of wrought or cast iron. The letter 6 the parallel plates af wood, wrought or oast iron, lirld togothrr by four
baits through the distance pillars, c. d. blocks for carrying the rollers tf. / the stampers and mnllcM, which may'be itfaid of ificla), wuori,
or stone, to bo loaded and shod according to the ofituro of their work, whether on mineral or organic tnaltcr. g i» the horse-arm in case of
do belt or wheel-guar, as in remote mining districts *, the atamper, grinder, and amalgamator trough, i, sploah-plates within the machine
h outer splash-plate or apron all around. A, bars attached to the outer apron, to carry chain*, rakes, or coulters, to keep tbe content* of
groores ts loose. /, a circular grating all around the stamper trough, shiftable according to its wear m, throe annular troughs of iron,
wood, or atone, aud bound around with iron band, n, the contents of trough*™ being constantly agitated by 4. o shows the rise of the
rtatnpsr bottom within, for lifting thoit^mp^r ant] grinding the stuff, p, the form of tho grinder anl nmftlgjunator bottom.
a circular
lump or cap of iron, oc other matter, about half cwt., with a hole in the middle; the stampers or mullere being thus loaded with any number
of such cup-pieces r ia a rertical section of steel shoe; # is the plan of same,

recutiarU/ct, new —let Its arrangement for portability. 2nd, There is nothing to force tbe mercury out of the trough ns the
Chilian rolicrt do. 3jd. The shiltability of the grating according to worn parte, 4th. The troughs and chains close to the grating, making
blanket* and other things unnecessary, fitb, The ready comersion from a stamper aad grinder to a grinder and amalgamator, by merely
changing the bottom or bed within. 6lh. The stamper-beds m this invention taking the place of lifting-ouns. 7th Tim rise as a ell as the
fkll of the stampers being uUliiod, and friction being subdued into the work. Sth. The ready removal of the machine from place to plnce
without mechanical skill. 9th. The loading and shoeing of tho stampers to suit the work to be done. 10th. A horse-p? wer applied to this
machin*, gmng out three timea the quantity of work that il would if applied to the ordinary stamper, because tbe grinding action on halfcrushed stone 19 double » efficient as the blow wiich is half defeated by tho rush of water from beneath the dropping it sniper entrj ing the
fine gravel away. The blow bore has its usual efficiency, tho molar action in addition being double, benoe three times the v,ork for each
horse-power.
Iftir w the epecification referred to in We annexed Letter* qf Regutration granted to
John PKUipe, this eleventh dag qf Avgu*tk 1673.
HERCULES ROBINSON.

(&3J)

photo-ut>+oo9*,pheo at the oovt pj» ntino qvficb,
SYDNEY. N.3 WALES.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF LEATHER.

LETTERS OP REGISTRATION to George Rawle and William Nathaniel Evans,
for Improvements in the manufacture of Leather.
[Registered on the 12th day of August, 1873, iu pursuance of the Act 16 Vic,, No. 24.]

'BT

Sl?
^E0E&E Eobebt Robibsojt, Knight Commander of the Most
fi , ^U1p ,T °?ieriloft®3,111* ^lci|ael Bud Saint Q-eorge, Q-overnor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony ot Aew South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
Eva™

Sf Cb0E?,E Ra™e- of Temple-street, in the city of Bristol, and William Nathawiel
d
’ lu the C°rty °f Somcrset> Eoglaud, have by their Petition humbly represented to
to sat oft ■n'ft' aU fh°r!, T do3lguers of a certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is
desc^bedin theZft ^
la thc manufacture of Leather,” which is more particularly
Sh thed HonnrnMo t . T11 wbch ^ Wunto annexed; and that they, the said Petitioners, have deposited
Sine fSTfvftf+L reaSUrer °/ he .Sald polony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds
Councd
CIpef6 f
thesf ,Lettera of Registration, as required by the Act of
LeUerJ’ofSft
“um^rtwcnty-four; and have humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant
mfnt inieL^bf si
He esclu|1''%enJ°yment and advantage of the said invention or improveto aU TnSlft TJ
them f0r,a ?e™d °f f0Urteen years: And L’ beinS willing to give eneouragement
havlL reltldltf
arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and
b^me trA-lnic ^ faTrable t0 bc prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons Appointed

nL^ed with Z
6 lnatte^ 8tate1d thT'ei,b and t0 reP°rt there011 for 4 information, am
fttftjdLl.fr
ft
ExecutlveCounc,l and m exercise of the power and authority given to mo
Ralle and
’ ft f ' !{! ■ d° by theSe Lctter9 of Registration grant unto the said George
anSvlftaftf
ft161 ft”8’ beir eiecutor3- administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment
date hereof
ft lnVft
°r lmP’™e4/or and during the term of fourteen years from the
’rltar’b°ld’ and exerciBe unto thn said George Rawle and William Nathaniel Evans, their
and unto tftfuUenftd ft
ft6 excIusl™ enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during
ensuinft and fft v tft d 71 °f *7 7?
ft™ the date of theBe Pregent8 nest alld immediately
mtl1 J’ ft ft0,ft c"mPft.e and ended : Provided always, that if the said George Rawle and William
toe Ime n
1 “ft
dayS ^ter the &rantiQS of ‘bese Letters of Registration, register
S
f
ft thG Supreme Court, at - Sydney, in toe said Colony of New South Wales,
then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set mv sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Kegistrat.on to be scaled with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in A'cw South Wales, this eleventh dav of August, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
J
(Ij S')
HERCULES ROBINSON.
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Improvements in the mcmufactwre of Leather.
SPECIFICATION.
TO ALL TO WHOM IT MAT CONCERN, Be it known tliat we, George Eawee, of Temple-street,
in the city of Bristol, and "William. Nathaniel Evans, of Bedminster, in the County of Somerset,
England, are in possession of an invention for “ Improvements in the manufacture of Leather”; and
we, the said George Rawle and William Nathaniel Evans, do hereby declare the nature of the said
invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, to be particularly described and ascer
tained in and by the following statement thereof, that is to say:—
The object of this invention is mainly to diminish the time now required for tanning hides and skins.
In
tanning hides and skins, it is now usual to commence the tanning operations by subjecting the skins to
weak solutions of tannin material, and gradually to increase the strength of the solution as the process
proceeds. By proceeding in this manner a considerable length of time is necessarily occupied; and if, in
order to save time, the skins are at once subjected to a strong solution of tannin, the grain side of the skin
becomes hardened, and the leather produced is comparatively valueless.
According to our invention, we protect the grain side of the skins or hides from the action of the
liquor before placing them into the pits, so that the skins may at once be placed into a strong tannin
solution ; and, consequently, the tanning of the skins will be greatly expedited, whilst thc grain side, being
protected from tbe action of the liquor, will remain soft and pliable. The hides or skins may also be first
partly tanned in weak tannin solutions, in the ordinary manner, and be afterwards protected on the grain
side from the action of tho tannin liquor before submitting such partially tanned skins to the action of
strong tannin solutions, d’o protect the grain side from the action of the tannin liquor, we prefer to rub
it over with a dubbing of grease and oil; but other modes of protecting the grain side from the liquor may
be adopted. When we employ a mixture of grease and oil as the protecting material, we use by preference
a mixture composed of cod oil and tallow, in tbo proportion of about 2 lbs. of tallow to 1 gallon of the oil.
In carrying out our invention we prefer to proceed as follows:—The skins, after being unhaired, and after
being washed in water, are rubbed down in the usual way; the grain side of the skins is then smeared over
with the mixture of tallow and oil, and the skins are placed into a pit containing a strong tannin solution,
say of a strength of 80 to 00 degrees, which is the usual strength for thc last bath when tanning skins in
the ordinary maimer. A stronger liquor may, however, be used with advantage. Wo prefer that the skins
should be suspended in the pit, at a short distance apart from one another, so that the tannin liquor may
have free access to the flesh side of each skin. By this means the tanning of the skins or hide's may be
effected without removing them from the pit, tanning material being from time to time added to tbe liquor
in the pit, as usual, to keep it up to the required strength. In place of coating the grain side of the skins
or hides with a protecting coating, the grain side of two skins might bo placed together, and cansed to
adhere to one another by rubbing them down before placing such skins into the tan pit, or the grain side
might be in other ways protected from the action of the tannin liquor. We, however, prefer to apply a
coating of protecting material to the grain side, as above described. By thus tanning hides aud skins, not '
only will the tanning process be greatly expedited, but a superior leather will be produced to that tanned
by the present tedious tanning process.
Having thus described the nature of our invention and the manner of performing the same, we
would have it understood that we claim—
1st. Coating the grain side of skins or hides with a protecting coating of grease and oil, or other
coating capable of protecting such grain side from the action of tannin liquor, and subse
quently submitting the skins so prepared to the action of tannin liquor in a tan pit, substan
tially as herein described.
2nd. Protecting thc grain side of skins and hides from the action of the tannin liquor during the
tanning process.
"
In witness whereof, we, the said George Bawle and William Nathanial Evans, have hereunto set
our hands and seals, this twenty-ninth day of March, in the year of onr Lord one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-three.
GEORGE RAWLE.
(l.s.)
•
WILLIAM N. EVANS, (l.s.)
This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to George Rawle
and William Nathaniel Evans, this eleventh day of August, 1873.
HERCULES ROBINSON.

KEPORT.
Sydney, 22 July, 1873.
*
We do ourselves the honor to return to you the documents transmitted for our report, under
your B.C. communication of the 11th instant, No. 73/5499, and which have reference to Mr. George Rawle
and William Nathaniel Evans’s application for Letters of Registration for their “ Improvcmenls in the
manufacture of Leather”; and we recommend the issue of Letters of Registration securing to Messieurs
Rawle and Evans the exclusive right to their invention, in accordance with their Petition and specification.
We have, &c.,
GOTHER K. MANN.
The Principal Under Secretary.
JAMES BARNET.
Sm,
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No. 377.

INVENTION OF CERTAIN CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS FOR PRESERVATION OF
WOOD.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to William Malpas, for an invention of certain
chemical compounds for preservation of Wood without impregnation hy pressure.
[Registered on the 23rd day of August, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vic., No. 2d.]

BV

Exceli'excy Sie Heecules Geoeoe Robeet Robinsok, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint G-eorge, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.

His

TO ADD TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHADE COME, greeting:
■
WHEREAS William Malpas, of Athelstone, near Adelaide, in the Colony of South Australia,
gentleman, hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain
invention or improvement in manufactures, that ia to say, of an “ invention of certain chemical com
pounds for preservation of Wood without impregnation hy pressure,” which is more particularly described
in the specification which is hereunto annexed ; and that ho, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the
Honorable the Treasurer of thc said Colony of New South Wales, the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling,
lor defraying the expense of granting these Detters of Registration, as required hy the Act of Council,
sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I would he pleased to grant Detters
of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement
might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encouragement to
all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and
having received a report favourable to thc prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed
by mo to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am
pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to
me hy the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Detters of Registration grant unto the said
William Malpas, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the
said invention or improvement, for aud during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have,
hold, and exercise unto the said William Malpas, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive
enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from
the date of these presents next aud immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: Provided
always, that if the said William Malpas shall not, within three days after the granting of these Detters
- of Registration, register the same in the proper office in tho Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony
of New South Wales, then these Detters of Registration, aud all advantages whatsoever hereby granted,
shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Detters of
Registration to ho sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern- ■
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this twenty-first day of August, in the year of
our Dord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(l.s.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
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Invent ion of certain chemical compounds for preservation of Wood.
AMENDED SPECIFICATION.
The following is a description of thc invention:—

The application to wood by immersion therein or otherwise of sulphate of copper dissolved in
water, and in combination with arsenious acid dissolved iu water only or by means of carbonate of soda
or other chemical agent, used for the purpose of rendering arsenious acid more soluble in water, so as to
protect the wood from injury by white ants or other insects.
The application ot sulphate of copper without arsenious acid will protect wood from white ants
or other insects, but the addition of arsenious acid will render thc solution more poisonous, its application
more efficacious, and its effect more lasting.
The invention your Petitioner claims is the application to wood, as above set forth, of sulphate
of copper in combination with arsenious acid in a state of solution, for tbe purpose of protecting such
wood from injury by white ants or other insects.
WILLIAM MALPAS,
By his Attorney,
.
J. K. Bradlet.
This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to William
Malpas, this twenty-first day of August, 1873.
■
HERCULES ROBINSON,

EEPOETS.
0

Sie,

Sydney, 10 May, 1873.
'

The application of Mr, Wm. Malpas for Letters of Registration for an “ invention of certain
chemical compounds for preservation of Wood without impregnation by pressure,” having been referred to
us, we have examined the specification accompanying the same, and have the honor to report thereon as
follows :—
* .
Mr. Malpas claims as his invention—
IsL Lho use of sulphate of copper either alone or iu conjunction with arsenious acid, or
arsenious acid with carbonate of soda.
2nd.---The external application of the solution or mixture to the wood intended to be preserved,
instead of the impregnation of the same by pressure.
It is within our own knowledge that both sulphate of copper aud arsenious acid have been used
many years ago for the preservation of wood without pressure, and therefore we cannot recommend that
Letters of Registration be granted to Mr. Malpas.
We have, &c.,
■
J. SMITH.
The Principal Under Secretary.
CHAS. WATT.

g

Sydney, 30 July, 1873.

. Li the matter of the application of Mr. Wm, Malpas for Letters of Registration for an
invention of certain chemical compounds for preservation of Wood without impregnation by pressure,”
which has been again referred to us, we have the honor to report further that, with the amended specifi
cation now submitted, in which the claim is restricted to a mixture of sulphate of copper with arsenious
acid, we consider that Letters of Registration may now be granted.
We have, &c„
m
J. SMITH.
The Principal Under Secretary.
CHAS. WATT.
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A.D. 1873, 18^ September.

No. 378.

IMPROVEMENTS IN MOTIVE-POWER ENGINES.

LETTERS OP REGISTRATION to Theodore Prederic Sandback Tinne, for
Improyements in Motive-power Engines.
[Eegistored on the 19th day of September, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 1G Tic., No. 24.]

Eyceixen'cy Sir Hercules George Robert Roisinsox, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of New South AYales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
. WHEREAS Theodore Prederic Sakdhace Tinne, of Audi land, in the Colony of New Zealand,
engineer, hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the assignee of James Robertson, of
the city of Glasgow, engineer, who is the author or designer of a certain invention or improvement in
manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for “ Improvements in Motive-power Engines,” which is more
particularly described in the specilication, marked A, and the three sheets of drawings, marked B, C, andD,
respectively, which are hereunto annexed; and that be, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorahle the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for
defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Aet of Council,
sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters
of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement
might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years : And I, being willing to give encouragement to all
inventions and improvements iu the arts or manufactures which may he lor the public good, and having
received a report favourable to the prayer of the said'Petition, from competent persons appointed by me
to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased,
with tho^ advice ot the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power aud authority given to me
by thc said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Theodore
Prederic Sandback Tinne, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage
of the said invention or improvement, for and during thc term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to
ha\e, hold, and exercise unto the said Theodore Eroderie Sandback Tinne, his executors, administrators,
and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for aud during and unto the full end and
term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to he
complete and ended : Provided always, that if tho said Theodore Frederic Sandback Tinne shall not,
within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper
office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of
Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused thc present Letters of
Registration to he sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South AV ales, this eighteenth day of September, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(L‘s’)
‘
HERCULES ROBINSON.
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Improvements in Motive-power Ungines.
A.

SPECITTCATI0N of James Robertson's Invention for “Improvements in Motive-power Engines,”
My invention relates to various novel motions, constructions, combinations, and arrangements of the
parts of engines adapted to utilize power obtained from steam, water, or gas under pressure, or from a
vacuum.
I cause a piston formed or constructed with passages therein and fitted with a piston-rod to partake
of two motions, or a compound motion, within a cylinder, such cylinder being provided with induction
and eduction ports, and a cover and stuffing gland.
The said two molions of which the piston partakes arc—one a motion of reciprocation, and another
a motion of rotation on its own asis.
These motions arc imparted to it simultaneously, and they serve to bring the passages in the piston
opposite the induction and eduction ports in the cylinder in the proper sequential time ; and by making
the passages in the piston partly on the surface and partly within its interior, I can obtain any required
degree of expansive working of the steam or other fluid employed.
As mechanism for imparting the motion of rotation to the piston, I secure to the piston-rod. under
one modification, a hollow cylindrical casing, which encloses a corresponding bush, in which latter is fitted
a crank pin, fixed firmly on a revolving shafe, which is the main or crank shaft. Room must be provided
so that the crank-pin can play lengthwise in the bush.
The importance of these features will become apparent in the following description of engines
which are constructed in accordance with my invention, and illustrated on the drawings. These several
modifications have been appended that others may be enabled to cany my improvements into beneficial
effect.
"
The accompanying drawings form a. part of this specification, and with the descriptive references'
hereafter contained, mechanicians will he enabled to build and woi'k my said motive-power engines.
■

Descbiptiow

of the

Djulwijtgs.

Figure 1 is a side elevation ; figure 2, a plan view, the cylinder being shown in-section ; figure 3, a
sectional plan view of the cylinder looking from below; and figure 4, a sectional end elevation of the
cylinder through the line AA, all of ono modification of my improved motive-power engine. Figure 5 is
a sectional end elevation of the cylinder through the line BB, but showing the ports so constructed as to
work steam expansively. In these views like letters denote tlio same parts.
The arrangement of ports is such as affords ready facility to form them, to cut off the steam at
any desired point of the stroke from about one-tenth of the stroke to any greater fractional part thereof.
The steam in this modification is admitfed by the branch pipe A round, the passage a* to the port
A1 underneath the cylinder, seen in section in figure 4, and exhausts from the top side of the cylinder by
the exhaust port A2 and exhaust branch-pipe A5, the exhaust port in the cylinder and exhaust passages
B1 B2 in the piston hearing on the top side.
The form of the exhaust passages B3 and B1 is seen in the plan (see figure 2) of the cylinder; they
are formed the full length of the stroke of the engine, and therefore give for nearly the full stroke a free
exhaust for the steam. The inverted sectional plan of the cylinder and external plan of the piston B
(figure 3) shows the length and form of the steam ports longitudinally, and the corresponding inverted
sectional elevation shows the ports in the cylinder and passages in the piston, in section through the line
BB (figure 3).
As will he seen by figure 3, the steam passages in the piston are only left open toward the port or
ports about one-half of the length of the stroke ; the steam thereafter in its passage to the cylinder is cut
off to this extent, and the steam passage continued underneath the surface of the piston, as indicated by
the dotted lines and arrow shown in port B1. In this way, as will he readily seen by shortening the
opening or open part of the steam passages B1 and B3 in the piston out to the port in the cylinder, the
steam cut off will he proportionately shortened, so that within about the limits stated any degree of cut
off in the length of the stroke can be effected. The motion of the steam is as indicated by the arrows.
The connection of the arm D to tho crank on the revolving shaft as shown in figures 2 and 6 is what I
consider the best form of universal joint or crank connection for coupling tho arm from the piston-rod to
the crank-shaft.
In this bush-joint the oscillating bush Bl is placed in the arm D fixed on the piston-rod Cl, and is
worked upon the pin E2, which is fixed in the crank E, keyed upon the crank-shaft 1\ "When the
oscillating bush E1 is placed in the arm 1) as in this example, it only requires to oscillate in one plane or
direction, as the axis of the crank-pin E2 on which it works remains parallel to the axis of the crank-shaft
F at every point of the circle which it is caused to describe.
Hence the oscillating bush D! in this modification is of a cylindrical form, with flat ends, its axis
lying parallel to the axis of the piston-rod O1. It is formed in halves to receive the crank-pin E2, which
passes through or into it at a right angle to the axis of the piston-rod C'1. "When tho piston 0 is at midstroke^ the arm or bush-holder E> is oscillated to one side the full radius of the crank E. Figure 6 shows
in section the position of the arm It, bush D1, crank E, and pin E2 at mid-forward stroke, and figure 2
shows the position assumed by these parts when tho piston-rod is at one end of its stroke. The seat of
the bush D1 is turned out, all the parts are easily made, are adjustable for wear, and work smoothly.
Figure 7, sheet I, is a front external elevation, figure 8 a side external elevation, and figure 9, in
part, an external plan, and in part a sectional plan of a pair of oscillating and reciprocating pistons,
combined and connected to one crank-shaft, to act as a water-engine or water-meter, whereby when at
work the water passing can be measured.
The form of the ports and passages in the pistons used is the same as described in connection with
figures 1, 2, 3, and 4, The same letters of reference refer to the same parts in these figures as in this
combination, and do not require to he otherwise further described. The water enters by the branch pipe
A, and passing through the channels and ports as indicated by the arrows, passes out by the exhaust pipe
A6,
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Ast the capacity of the cylinders being made to any desired aliquot part or understood quantity, as
indicated by an ordinary liquid index through a small wheel, Q, which has formed on its spindle the small
worm 11 gearing with the worm-wheel S, to which an ordinary index can be geared, and forming thereby a
complete water-engine and meter. Two cylinders can be coupled in various ways as a coupled engine,
and this illustrates one way of doing so.
Figure 10, sheet I, is an external side elevation of a condensing engine, constructed in accordance
with my invention. Here a is the steam cylinder receiving steam through b c exhaust pipe, through which
steam exhausts into tho condenser d e, waste pipe for condensed steam. In this modification the ports in
the piston are constructed similarly to those described under figures 1, 2, 3, and 4,
Figure 11, sheet II, is an external side elevation; figure 12 a plan with the cylinder shown in
section, the piston being in external plan, and figure 13 is an end elevation showing the cylinder with its
steam ports and passages in-section through the line e c in figure 12.
The form of the steam ports in this engine are similar to those described above, but there are two
sets of passages formed in the piston B in a reverse way, to give reversing action. As these parts are the
same, and the same letters of reference are used, they need not be again described, the ports in the
cylinder and passages in the piston shown out of action being left without letters of reference. Those
shown in action have the same letters on like parts as in figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 ; and the courses of the
currents and motion indicated by the arrows as before. For reversing the currents the cylinder is pro
vided with two slide-valves as represented. The slide-valve seen in action in figure 13 has the steam port
A1 open to tho casing, and tho slide-valve J has the exhaust port A2 open, giving motion to the engine
accordingly. On the handle F being raised, and the slide-valves I and J moved to the opposite ends of
their casings, the other set of ports and passages shown comes into action, and the motion of the engine
is thereby reversed. The connection of the arm I) to the crank on tho revolving shaft here represented
is perfectly practicable, and is clearly represented as ono of the modifications which will allow the benefit
of somo parts of my invention, but I prefer the different connection hereinbefore described.
_
Figure 14, sheet II, is an external side elevation of a combined condensing pump constructed in
accordance with my invention ; a, steam cylinder; b, induction port; c, eduction port exhausting into the
water exit pipe d; e, air vessel; p. pumping cylinder ; q, suction pipe.
_
Figures 15 and 16, sheet II, are external side elevations of a blasting engine, constructed in accord
ance with my invention; a, steam cylinder; ft, blowing cylinder. The ports in the pistons of the engines,
illustrated in figures 14, 15, and 16, are similar.to those hereinbefore described. ATI the modifications of
my engines are (by making the ports and piston passages without cat off of the actuating current)
suitable for being worked or actuated by water or other liquids, as well as by elastic fluids.
_
_
Figure 17, sheet ITT, is a transverse section of an expanding piston for engines of large size or high
pressure, and for pumps for high lifts constructed in accordance with my invention. Bor these purposes,
and in all others where a powerful vacuum or pressure of fluid is required, it becomes necessary to have
these peculiarly constructed pistons to compensate for the wear of both piston and cylinder. Figure 18
is a longitudinal section through line AB of figure 17, and figure 19 is a longitudinal section through the
centre of piston. CC are the portions of the piston which are fixed to its rod and receive the driving
pressure ; when required, they carry the packing rings. DD are the parts which form the centre of the
piston in which are the steam ports or passages. These parts are forced from each other, and against the
inner surface of the cylinder or pump, by means of the wedge-shaped pieces EEEE, which are carried
on and moved to and fro by the screw FF, and work against similar wedge-shaped pieces on back of parts
DD, In order to work said screws, it is necessary to remove the whole or a portion of the cylinder or
pump cover, when a wrench can be applied to them.
Having now described the nature of my said invention, and particularized the same by the several
modifications herein referred to and delineated on tho drawings, I would have it understood that 1 do not
confine myself to the exact details set forth, as many modifications may be made without departing from
the leading features of my improvements; many of the parts shown are common to other, and some to all
engines, pumps, and analogous machines now in use.
■
What I do claim is—
I. The within-described piston, constructed with passages, B1 and c, formed partly on the surface
and partly under the surface, and so connected and operated that it partakes simultaneously
when at work of a motion of reciprocation and a motion of rotation on its own axis, to
receive, direct and cut off the impelling fluid without a necessity for valves, all as herein
set forth.
II. In connection with the above, the bush Dl free to oscillate in the arm D secured to the pistonrod in combination with the crank or eccentric stud E2, and arranged as represented, so as to
serve as means both for transmitting motive power to or from the crank-shaft or mechanism,
and for ensuring a motion of rotation in the piston, all substantially as described and shown
in the drawings.
III. Expanding that portion of the piston of engines and pumps made according to my invention,
which contains the port and passages, so as to compensate for the wear, and so prevent
leakage, substantially as herein described and shown in the drawings.

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Eegistration, and marked A, granted
to Theodore Frederick Sandback Tinne, this eighteenth day of September, 1873.
HERCULES ROBINSON.
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Sydney, 1 September, 1873.

Sin,

The application of Mr, Theodore F. S. Tinne, for Letters of Eegistration for “ Improvements
in Motive-power Engines” having been referred to us, we have examined the drawings and specification
accompanying the same, and have the honor to report that we see no objection to the issue of Letters of
Eegistration as prayed for.
We have, &c,,
J. SMITH.
The PniNcrpiL Undeh Secbetaht.
E, 0. MOBIAETY.

[Drawings—three sheets.]
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AMALGAMATOR.

LETTERS OE EEGISTRATION to William Frederick Bassett, for Improvements
for the more complete removal of Gold or Silver from the sludge of puddled
earth, &c.
x
[Registered oa the 30th day of September, 1-S73, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vic., No. 24-.]

BY His Excellency Snt Heecules &eokqe Eobkrt Ron^soir, Knight Commander of the Moat
Distinguished Order ofSaint Michael and Saint George, Gore mo r and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony oi JSew South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
■ W.]1FvEcS WnaiAM Ebedebicx Bassett, of Bathurst, in tho Colony of New South Wales,
Esquire, hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain
invention or improvement m manufactures, that is to say, of an Invention for the more perfect separation
°r nia °LS- ,
, thc ?ludSe of Peddled earth or tailings of crushing machines, also the self-retorting
of Gold obtained and complete saving of the Mercury employed, which said invention is more particularly
described in the specification and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed ; and that he, the said
Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the
sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as
required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I
would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the
said invention or improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years ■ And I being
willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures’which
may be for the public good, and having received a- report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition
from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein and to
report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise
of the power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of
Registration grant unto the said William Broderick Bassett, his executors, administrators, and asshms, the
exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during thetorm of
fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said William Frederick Bassett,
his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during
and unto ^ full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately
ensuing and fully to be complete and ended : Provided always, that if the said William Frederick Bassett
shall not, wilhm three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the
proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these
Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
T7

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the seal of thc said Colony of Hew South Wales at Govern
ment House Sydney, to New South Wales, this twenty-ninth day of September, in the
year ot our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(L S')
HERCULES ROBINSON.
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Bassett's Condensative Amalgamator.
SPECIFICATION of W. F. Bassett, of Bathurafc, in tho Colony of New South Wales, of Condensative
Amalgamator. .
Improvements for thc more complete removal of Gold or Sifter from the sludge of puddled earths or
from tailings of crushing machines, by the use of heated mercury, also tho self-retorting ol Gold obtamed
and the complete saving of the Mercury employed.

My invention consists primarily of an Amalgamator, No. 1 on plan A. This will be made an iron
or iron-lined- receiver of any size suited to the quantity of stuft to be heated in a given time, and will
contain the sludge or tailings used. In a. cast-iron socket, at the centre of the receiver, an iron revolving
shaft will be set, having projecting arms carrying blades capable of being removed, and varied in sizes and
shapes, and fitted at convenience with brushes to sweep the bottom of receiver. The necessary rotary
motion to the shaft, which will be supported at top by a cross beam on stayed uprights, will be com
municated either by hand or cog-wheel, as best suited to connect with tho driving power, cither steam,
horse, water, or hand.
The contour of the bottom of receiver will he conical, as shown on Section C, having also a gradual
descent at the outer circumference to a well, where a tap will be fixed to draw off amalgam, and a sluicetrap to complete any cleaning operation; provision is also made to raise the whole of the revolving
machinery during thc cleansing time, and to facilitate the fixing of blades or brushes.
Whether used for sludge or tailings, the flow into the amalgamator will be immediately in front
of the condenser, and at thc highest containing level of the receiver, and in the direction of the current
formed by the revolving blades.
Under these circumstances the incoming matter will immediately he brought into contact with the
vapour of mercury which, condensing, will percolate, in a state of extreme division, through the liquid to bo
heated, and amalgamating with every particle of floating gold, will fall gradually to the floor of the
receiver, to be swept forward into the well as amalgam and drawn oft by the tap there, while the surplus
sludge will ruu over at a low edge of the receiver iuto au over-flow trough.
Section C shows, on a larger scale, a sectional line of the amalgamator, taken through the centre of
furnace, retort, receiver, and condenser.
The furnace will be of fire-brick, built to receive the-retort, which will be movable, and connected
with thc conddnser by an adapter. A tube, with funnel, top, and tap, will stand out from the top of
retort above the movable cap, and pass down to below the ordinary level of quicksilver in retort. A
movable cap will be placed over the retort connecting with the space between the outer and inner skins of
the condenser by a telescopic tube, the whole protecting the retort, its tube and adapter, from thc cooling
effects of the atmosphere.
The fire of the furnace after ignition by use of its own flue may be shut oft at that vent, and will
then pass through the cap and telescopic tubes to the space between the outer and inner skins of the
condenser, and escape by'the flue -at its point.
In cases where the use of a portable furnace might be found desirable, additional heat vyould be
readily obtained by a continuation of the furnace along the neck of thc retort.
The condenser will consist of an iron chamber, open at bottom, suspended over, and its edges dipped
into the sludge. A double skin, as shown in Section E and plan D, will form part of furnace flue,
increasing heating power, and protecting the inner skin in contact with the heated mercury from the
cooling effects of the atmosphere.
.
From thc edge of the condenser furthest from the inlet to receiver a hinged iron flap will he
suspended, lifted by the revolving blades, but returning to its position in each interim ; the object being
to retard the active current of sludge as long as possible beneath the condenser, and to direct amalgam
to the lowest level. A tube, with tap reaching thc interior, will be placed on thc top of the condenser, to
admit air when needed, or to indicate the rapidity of evaporation.
The iron retort having been supplied with quicksilver and fixed, thc movable cap and telercopio.
tubes secured, and beat generated, the vapour from thc retort will pass into thc condenser, where it will
come into contact with thc liquid to be acted on. Afterwards the fire may be supplied with fuel through
orifices in the brick furnace, and thc supply of quicksilver kept up by passing into the retort the amalgam
drawn from tho tap in the well of receiver through the funnel-tube; this tube will also be used to pass a
test rod down to ascertain the amount of gold retorted, and govern thc times of opening retort.
Attached to thc amalgamator at its lowest side is tho “Mercurial Arrester/’ F G and H plan and
sections. This consisls of a wood receiver, into which will descend an iron pipe from the overflow of the
Amalgamator receiving the puddle of same. On a level with the bottom of the pipe, and forming a com
plete false bottom, a finely perforated plafc is placed, and over it a depth of quicksilver. In the iron pipe
a revolving rod works an Archimeclian screw, forcing thc puddle descending the pipe up through the
perforated plate, and through the overflying mercury, thence overflowing as waste.
The result will be to recover any mercury escaping by the overflow of Amalgamator.
The principle of tho invention here claimed is the discovery that mercury will not pass through a
finely perforated plate or wire gauze through which sludge or water can bo forced. The motive power to
the screw will be the same as for Amalgamator. It is claimed for this portion of the patent that while the
invention may be used with effect in thc Amalgamator, it can he applied for similar uses in any condition
where the escape of mercury requires to lie arrested.
The
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The puddling machine shown on plan A, as feeder for the Amalgamator, claims to act more effectively
than an ordinary puddling machine, on the principle of the iron bottom sloping to the outlet hastening the
delivery of gold and reducing the need of cleaning out, A grating and sluice would be placed at tho outlet
to Amalgamator.
The working of pump in well would only be useful when a short supply of water necessitated
re-use, or the supply was deep.
'
h1. BASSETT.
^
This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Eegistration granted to William
Frederick Bassett, this twenty-ninth day of September, 1873.
'
HERCULES ROBINSON.

REPOET.
Sut,

■

Sydney, 8 September, 1873.

We do ourselves the honor to return to you the documents transmitted for our report under
your B.C. communication of the 30th August, No. 73/6742, and which have reference to Mr. William
Irederick Bassett’s " Invention for the more perfect separation of Gold or Silver from tho sludge of
puddled earth or tailings of crushing machines, also the self-retorting of Gold obtained, and complete
saving of the Mercury employed”; and we recommend the issue of Letters of Registration securing to
Mr. Bassett the exclusive right to his invention, in accordance with his Petition, drawings, specification,
and claim.
We have, &c.,
GOTHER K. MANN.
The PaisctrAL Under Secretabt.
CHAS. WATT,

[Drawings—on# sheet.]
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No. 380.

AN INVENTION FOR THE IMMEDIATE EXTRACTION OF GOLD AND SILVER.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to James Lawson and Thomas Jaffrey, for an
Invention for the immediate extraction of Gold and Silver from any mineral
substance, either oxidized or unoxidized.
[JlegisUjred on the 0th day of Octoher, 18^3, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vie., No. 24.]

BY His ExctiLLENCi: Sru llencui.ns Gtorge Robert HoBiKaOiV. Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and. Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of New South "Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS James Lawson, of Georgc-street, in the city of Sydney, in the Colony of New South
Wales, and'Thomas .Iaffrey, of the Exchange, in the city of Sydney aforesaid, have by their Petition
humbly represented to me that they are the authors or designers of a certain invention or improvement
in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for the immediate extraction of Gold and Silver from any
mineral substance containing one or both of these metals, either oxidized or unoxidized, such as pyrites,quartz, granite, slate, cement, sand, gravel, or other substances containing Gold and Silver, which said
invention is more particularly described in the specification and sheet of drawings which are hereunto
annexed; and that they, the said Petitioners, have deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said
Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting
these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four ^
and have humbly prayed that 1 would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive
enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to them for a period
of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in
the arts or manufactures which may he for the public good, and having received a report favourable to
the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the
matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of thc
Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to
grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said James Lawson and Thomas Jaffrey,
their executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention
or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and
exercise unto tho said James Lawson and Thomas Jaffrey, their executors, administrators, and assigns, the
exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen
years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended:
Provided always, that if the said James Lawson and Thomas Jalfrey shall not, within three days after the
granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at
Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages
whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed ■with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this seventh day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(l.s.)
HEECULES ROBINSON.
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SPECIFICATION of an Invention for the immediate extraction of G-old and Silver from any mineral
substance, either oxidized or unoxidizod.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, we, Jajibs Lawscht, of George-street,
and Thomas .Tavfkey, consulting engineer, of the Exchange, in the city of Sydney, in the Colony of
New South Wales, do hereby declare the nature of our invention, and the manner in which the same
is to be performed, to be particularly described and ascertained in and by tho following statement and
the accompanying drawings :—
The machine as shown upon the drawings consists of two (2) revolving drums, A and B, driven by
a pulley, J, and fitted on hollow axles, C and D. A feeding-hopper, H, to bo fixed at tho mouth of tho
axle C, through which the ore is passed into the axle C, which is constructed in the form of an internal
female screw, by which the ore from the hopper is discharged into the drum A, where it is submitted to a
process of grinding, by means of two or more halls, EE, of tho same diameter as the half-circle of the drum.
Hot or cold water is introduced into the drum through the hopper and axle, by pipes, AA. On the mouth
ot axle D a grating, G, is fixed, through which the ground ore passes into and through the axle D into the
drum B, where it is further submitted to a similar grinding process as in drum A, from which it passes
through a grating, F (which is much finer than grating G), into a series of revolving ripples, ERR, screwed
upon the drum and charged with mercury. The ripples discharge upon a perforated plate, P, through
which it passes into a trough, T, charged with mercury, and fitted with a regulating plate, K, from which it
can be passed on to blanketing-table or through pipe L into a revolving barrel, M, charged with mercury,
from which it is discharged through the axle X into the waste spout Y.
Having thus described the nature of our invention and the manner in which the same is to he
performed, we wish it to be understood that we do not confine ourselves to the number of drums or the
precise details and proportions hereinbefore described, as the same might be varied without departing from
the nature of the said invention, but we claim as our invention—
Firstly.—A new and inexpensive method for the immediate extraction of gold and silver.
Secondly.—Superior grinding power and economy of motive power.
Thirdly.—The method of feeding and discharging through hollow or tubular axles.
Fourthly,—Revolving ripples.
Fifthly.—The continuous feeding and discharge of thc drums and barrel.
„
Sydney, N.S.W., 12 September, 1873.

JAMES LAWSON.
THOMAS JAFFREY.

REPORT.
Sydney, 20 September, 1873.

Sib,

^ The application of Messrs. James Lawson and Thomas Jaffrey for Letters of Registration for
an invention for the “ immediate extraction of Gold and Silver from any mineral substance,” having been
referred to us, we have examined the specification and drawings accompanying the same, and have the
honor to report that we see no objection to the issue of Letters of Registration as prayed for.
We have, &c.,
The pRiscrPAi LLrinm

J. SMITH.

GOTHER K. MANN.

Secretary.

[Drawings—ono sheet.]
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A.D. 1873, 14£7i October.

No. 381.

INVENTION FOR THE SEPARATION OF MINERAL SUBSTANCES, &c.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to John Phillips, for an Invention for the
separation of Mineral Substances, cleaning of Tin and other ores, the amalga
mation and separation of Gold and Mercury from lighter substances, and the
exposition of Precious Stones.
[Registered on tho IGth day of October, 1878, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vic., No. 24.]

BY His Excellenct Sir Hercules Georoe Robert RoinTrsorr, Knight Commander of the Moat
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
■ Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Jomr Piiillibs, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, hath by his Petition
humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain invention or improvement in
manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for thc separation of Mineral Substances, cleaning of Tin and
other ores, the amalgamation and separation of Gold and Mercury from lighter substances, and the
exposition of Precious Stones, which said invention is more particularly described in tbe document marked
A which is hereunto annexed ; and that lie, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable tbe
Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the
expense of granting these Letters of Eegistration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria,
number twenty-four ; and hath humbly prayed that 1 would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration,
whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to
him for a period ol fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and
improvements in tho arls or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report
favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and
consider^the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice
of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me bv tbe said Act of
Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said John Phillips, bis executors,
administrators, and assigns, tbe exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement,
for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said
John Phillips, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof,
for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and
immediately ensuing, and lully to be complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said John Phillips
shall not, within three days alter the granting of these Led era of Registration, register the same in the
propey office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, theu these Letters
of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with tho seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this fourteenth day of October, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(>s.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
1-2 Q

REPORT.

1U

A.D. 1873.

No. 381.

Invention for the separation of Mineral Substances, 8fC.

•REPORT.
Sydney, 24 September, 1873.
Sib,

The application of Mr. John Phillips for Letters of Eegistration for an “invention for the
separation of Mineral Substances, cleaning of Tin and other ores, the amalgamation and separation of Gold
and Mercury from lighter substances, and the exposition of Precious Stones,” having been referred to us,
we have the honor to report that we have examined the drawings and descriptions accompanying the same,
and see no objection to the issue of Letters of Eegistration in accordance therewith.
"We have, &c.,
J. SMITH. ,
GOTHEE K, MANN.

The Phincipal Undeb Seceetaby.

[Drawings—one sheet.]

No. 382.
[Assignment of No. 3C5.

See page 61 of this Beturn,]
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J)iuwi\'<i« of the Si* Parts of Machinery for the Separation of Minerals, Cleaniti" of
Tin nnd other Ores, the AmutKiimation and Separation ol Gold nod Merenrv from
lighter Sniushinces, and the Evjiosition of Precious Stones (Scale 1 inch - i foot),
with Descriptions, for the purpose of Eegistration under the Letters of Eegistration
Act, ISjU. By John Plulli]K, Mining Surveyor and Engineer, of Sydney.
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prnpared agrpcsibly \rifli thi: rc^nirerncnfs spccifiod in the Setter from the Colonial Secretary's Office, New South Wales, dated 10th May, 1878, to be
lodged with specification, mid application for patent, in the Colony of New South Wales, representing II. ft Iltuicocfc's invention in the improved mode of jigging ores, con
sisting chiefly in the introduction of a peculiar compound motion, the principle of which is illustrated in the tour following diagrams: nnd which is specially applied to
mnehincs previously in two, as described in lie ares No. land 2 and more thoroughly detailed in machines invented and1 specially arranged for the more perfect application of
IN- principle, as illustrated below In figures No. 3 and 4c
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A.D. 1873, 21s£ November.

No. 384,

IMPROVEMENTS IN MACHINERY FOR MAKING ICE, COOLING LIQUIDS,
REFRIGERATING ROOMS, &c.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Samuel Barclay Martin and John M'Gougli
Beath, for Improvements in Machinery for mating ice, cooling liquids, refri
gerating rooms, and for other like purposes.
.
[Registered on the 22nd day of November, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vic., No, 2-1]

BY His Excellency Sib Hercules George Robert Robinson, Knight Commander of thc Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of (he same,
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Samuel Barclay Martin and John M'Gough Beath, of San Francisco, State of
California, United States of America, engineers, have by their Petition humbly represented to me that
they are the authors or designers of. a certain invention or improvement in manufactures, that is to say,
of an invention intituled ‘' Improvements in Machinery for making ice, cooling liquids, refrigerating rooms,
and for other like purposes,” which is more particularly described in the specification and sheet of drawings
which are hereunto annexed; and that they, the said Petitioners, have deposited with the Honorable the
Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the
expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria,
number twenty-four ; and have humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration,
whereby tho exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to
them for a period of fourteen years: And 1, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improve
ments in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report favourable
to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the
matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Execu
tive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and
do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Samuel Barclay Martin and John M‘Gough Beath,
their executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention
or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and
exercise unto the said Samuel Barclay Martin and John M'Gough Beath, their executors, administrators,
and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and
term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be
complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said Samuel Barclay Martin and John M'Gough
Beath shall uot, within three ‘days after the granting of these Letters of Eegistration, register the same
in tbe proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these
Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with thc seal of thc said Colony of Now Sdnth Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this twenty-first day of November, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(l.s.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
1-2 S
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No. 384.

Improvetnents in Machinery for malcing ice, cooling liquids, refrigerating rooms, fyc.
SPECIFICATION of Samtol B.arclay Mamin and .Tojin M'Gkiuan Beath, of San Francisco, Cali
fornia, United States of America, engineers, for an Invention intituled 11 Improvements in Machinery
for making ice, cooling liquids, refrigerating rooms, and for other like purposes.”
Oue said invention relates to that part of an ice or refrigerating machine known as the congealer
or refrigerator, and to that class of ice machines in which cold is continuously produced by tho vaporization
and condensation of volatile fluid.
_
Our object is to produce a wide-spread, simple, and efficient distribution of the fluid, to entirely
dispense with the use of an un congeal able liquid, and to make transparent, solid, and homogeneous ice,
free from seams, air cells, and all impurities held in suspension by the water from which it is made.
'We win first speak of the objectionable features in the present methods of ice manufacture, and
neit, of the principle on which our invention is based, in order that we may better show wherein it differs
from all others before known or nsed.
It will be apprehended by those skilled in the art to which onr invention relates, that the withdrawal
of heat from water in quantities sufficient to produce ice in bulk by the vaporization of a volatile liquid
contiguous to it, involves either a rapid transmission of heat from the water to the liquid, or the action
must be spread over a large surface.
.
As ice is a slow conductor of heat, and as the beat withdrawn has to pass through the ice already
formed, a rapid formation of ice of any considerable thickness is impracticable, and can only be partially
urged by vaporizing the liquid at extreme low temperature, and consequently low pressure, which can
only be accomplished by an unwarrantable expenditure of power; therefore, a uniform distribution of botli
liquid and water over a large surface is a condition indispensable to the production of ice with economy,
and we have found its consequent slow formation is essential in producing it in solid and transparent form
from undistilled water.
.
_ Heretofore, the methods of freezing by direct contact have been by means of spraying tho liquid
within the freezing surface, and by covering the inner surface of the freezing vessels with absorbents of
the liquid, or by means of expansion chambers, and more recently by means of hollow slabs, or long and
narrow chambers holding a specific charge of liquid sufficient by its vaporization to give a stated result or
form a given quantity of ice on the surface of the containing vessel. But the vaporization of any liquid
in a vessel offering free space for the escape of the vapour from the surface of the liquid will absorb nearly
all its latent heat of vaporization before leaving the surface of the liquid, therefore the constant sub
sidence of the liquid as it passes off' in the gaseous form will inevitably produce an irregular formation
of ice.
_
These different methods of applying the cold-producing agent renders the machines employing them
irregular in their action, limited in their capacity, difficult and expensive to construct and operate.
t _ From actual experiment we have found that we are able, with great security, economy, and sim
plicity of construction, to produce an immensely largo surface for the formation of ice by the use of
metallic plates traversed bv parallel channels in which thc volatile liquid flows as it expands into vapour,
thereby forming ice on either surface from tho water in which it is submerged.
_ The value of these channelled plates is greatly enhanced by reason of the plates being rendered
practically uniformly cold, even when the channels are placed ten or twelve diameters apart,
_
The value of our invention is still further increased by the discovery of means of regulating the
intensity and uniformity of tho cold throughout thc whole extent of the congealer composed of these
channelled plates however large they may be.
We find that when volatile liquids are vaporized in their passage through long channels or pipes
of small sectional area the fluid remains a homogeneous mass, that is to say, the liquid particles, completely
and uniformly mixed with the vapour, are carried along with it without reference to thc grade of the pipe,
be it either up or down, and when, by reason of the great expansion caused by tbe absorption of heat,
the yeloeity becomes as high as desirable, the stream of mixed vapour and liquid may be equally divided
by simply forking or branching the pipe, and each one of these branches may, after a further expansion
by heat, be again divided, and thus the subdivisions may be carried to any number and length of pipe
desired, each pipe always carrying its due proportion of liquid and gas, and producing a uniform degree
of cold throughout the whole system of pipes, by simply adjusting the pressure in the pipes so that tho
vaporization of the liquid is not entirely complete before it reaches the outlet.
Our congealer, constructed so as to embody this principle of action, consists of the before-mentioned
channelled plates, each plate being traversed by a branch or division of this system of pipes.
The construction and form of tbe plates may be varied to suit the size of the machine desired by
the maker.
’■
_
The whole system may be embodied in a single plate, which may be put in the form of a scroll,
with the necessary space between the parts of the scroll for the formation of ice on both sides of every
part of it. In this form it may be lodged in a tub of cylindrical shape, for holding the water, or each
division of the pipe may be enclosed in a single plate of plane surface, as is shown in the drawings.
All the divisions may be of equal length, and the plates equal in size.
In the annexed drawings, which form a part of this specification, figure 1 is a perspective view of
our congealer, and also shows a form of liquefying apparatus which may be used in connection with it.
ligure 2 is a side view of ono of the channelled plates composing the congealer.
Figure 3 is a vertical section of one of these plates.
As a means of security against leakage, when we use ammonia as a freezing agent, we make our
system of pipes in which it is expanded into vapour of lead, making the parts which form the lining of
the channels much lighter than that which is exposed outside and has to resist the pressure. Each channel
is formed by two pieces of plate rolled longitudinally, with semi-tubular depressions to receive the pipe ;
these are riveted on each side of the pipe, closing between them the edge of the plate which fills the
space between the parallel channels. The whole being thus firmly riveted together, forms one plate with
the lead-lined channels before described, and as is shown in figures 2 and 3.
4 In figure 1, seven of these plates are placed in a tank, A, and are fastened to it by bolts or screws
passing through the flanges on each end of the plates. We make the space or distance between the
plates sufficient so that, when sheets of ice are formed on them of the thickness required, a few inches
of
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of water will remain. This water space allows the ice to be removed from the plate when loosened, audit
is also a receptacle for air and impurities held in suspension and rejected or'thrown out by the freezing.
The tank A, containing these plates, is made non-conducting, to keep out the external heat, and
the plates are raised from the bottom of the tank, to allow a free circulation of water under them, and
prevent the ice from freezing or becoming attached to the bottom of the tank.
_
The freezing liquid is introduced at rr, which, after passing back and forth through the plate b, as is
shown by the arrows, makes its exit at c. By the time the fluid has reached c, it has become so much
expanded by the heat absorbed from the freezing water surrounding the plate that its velocity has become
greatly increased, so that it may be equally divided into two streams by the fork c. from which it passes,
by the pipes d, e, into the plates/, y.
'By the time it has passed through these plates its velocity has again been brought up to a point
which requires it to be again divided at h, i; the four divisions thus formed pass through the plates j, k, l, m.
An important advantage of this method of distribution is that all danger of clogging is avoided,
as no divisions are made until the volume of the fluid is brought up to a point which permits it to be
made without diminishing the size of the pipe or channel in which it flows.
_
_
The gasified liquid is still of low temperature and contains some liquid particles after its freezing
power is nearly exhausted, and we further utilize it by continuing tbe congealer pipes through tho coil B,
over which the incoming water of the natural temperature is passed in a shower from the perforated pipe
n, and is cooled down before passing into the tank to fill the place of the icc removed.
The congealer pipes on leaving this coil'terminate in the large pipe o, which conveys the gasified
liquid to the liquefying apparatus. This liquefying apparatus may consist of any of tho known methods
or apparatus used for liquefying the different gases in ice-making machines.
The apparatus shown in the drawings (figure 1) consists of a compressing pump and condensing .
coil. From the latter the heat is withdrawn by applying water to the surface by any of the usual methods.
Any means by which the gas or vapour is constantly withdrawn by the eduction pipe o, and returned
through the pipe p, in the liquid form, may be used. The quantity of liquid received and gas withdrawn
is a measure of the quantity of ice produced.
The ice first commences forming on the plate around the channels, hut when the thickness of the
ice is equal to the distance between the channels, it presents a smooth external surface, therefore we
make the distance between the chambers equal to the thickness of ice required. We find tho quantity
of ice formed for each lineal foot of channel should not be greater than 5 or 6 inches per hour on each
side of the plate.
By observing these rules we construct channelled plates for making transparent and compact ice as
much as 12 inches in thickness if desired.
.
The construction of our congealer is such that the ice will not be detached from the plate, by allowing
the gas or vapour from the condenser or liquetying apparatus to flow into it, as practised heretofore.
.
In our experiments we have found that tbe accumulation of condensed liquid in the pipes would
obstruct the flow of gas so that portions of the plate would not be affected by it; we have therefore
devised special means for more effectually accomplishing this object, and also means by which the ice is
detached and taken from one or more of the plates without interrupting or checking the formation of ico
on the other plates of the congealer.
The pipe p is connected with the pipe leading to the condenser as shown, and with each one of the
congealer plates, by tbe two-way cocks q, r, s, t, u, v. These cocks are so constructed that they may be
set to open a free passage from one plate to the other as the liquid flows in freezing, and by turning them
90 degrees this passage is closed, and the passage from the pipe p is opened.
Then to detach the ice from any plate it is only necessary to turn the two-way cock connected
with that plate to open a passage for the gas from the condenser, while the cock on the opposite side of
the plate is opened sufficiently to allow the condensed liquid produced by the rapid condensation of tho
gas rushing into tho plate under the high pressure of the condenser to pass out.
As we consider ammonia the best cold-producing agent of any of the many substances which have
been used or capable of being used for that purpose, we have proportioned the annexed drawings for the
use of that agent.
To determine the proportions for any liquid, we ascertain from standard authority on the subject
the latent heat of the liquid in question, tho specific heat of its vapour, also the tension and volume of its
vapour at different temperature, from which we are enabled to calculate the amount of ice or equivalent
refrigeration produced by tho vaporization of a given quantity of the liquid, also the size of the pipe, and
the rate at which the pipe should be increased in number or divisions as the liquid expands into gas,
always observing that the velocity may be greatly increased as the fluid approaches tho outlet and is nearly
all vaporized, hut in no case should it be greater than 30 or 40 feet per second.
Our channelled plates may be used for refrigerating rooms by extending the plates through the
rooms. The width of room on each side refrigerated by a single plate may he equal to about twice its
height.
• '
A descending current of cold air in the vicinity of the plate is replaced by warmer air from the
coiling, by which means a nearly uniform low temperature may be secured throughout the room.
Liquid baths or air may be cooled by extending this system of pipes through them without their
being encased in the plates or tho liquid, or air may be passed in a current over the pipe.
The channelled plates which form the principal or most important feature of our invention may he
made in a variety of ways. That shown in figures 1, 2, and 3, is considered best for ordinary work. "We
make tho thickness of the plate and diameter of pipe proportionate to the size of tho plate. Bor plates
(say) G foot in depth we make the plate of No. 10 (Birmingham gauge) rolled iron, and the pipes threefourths of an inch in inside diameter.
To facilitate the removal of the ice in large machines, we usually make the length of the plates less
than the width of the tank by a distance equal to about the depth of the plates, and place one end of the
plate against one side of the tank, leaving a water space the whole length of the tank on tho opposite side.
A*
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As the ice is detached from the plate it is split vertically into square blocks, which are floated into
the open space, where they turn ou their sides, and may be easily drawn out on an incline iixed at any
point required on the side of the tank. The top edges of the plates, especially the end which does not
reach the side of the tank, should be stayed by pieces running across from plate to plate, at a height
sufficient to allow the ice to float on its edge under them.
In. tho place of each one of the two way-cocks described two single cocks may be used, so placed
as to force the gas from the condenser into any one of tbe plates for the purpose of loosening the ice from
the plate as described.
Having thus fully described the nature of our said invention, together with the methods of
carrying the same into practical effect and operation, we wish it to be distinctly understood that we claim
the novel arrangements, combinations, and methods of construction and operation, and arrangement of
apparatus for effecting the desired objects, as hereinafter set forth and illustrated in the accompanying
drawings.
'
This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Itegistration granted to Samuel
Barclay Martin and John M‘Gough Beath, this twenty-first day of November, 18/3.
HERCULES ROBINSON.

REPORT.
Sip,

■

Sydney, 10 October, 1873.
*

The application of Messrs Samuel Barclay Martin and John M‘Gough Beath for Letters of
Registration for “Improvements in Machinery for making ice, cooling liquids, refrigerating rooms, and for
other like purposes,” having been referred to us, we have examined the specification and drawings
accompanying the same, and have now the honor to report that we see no objection to thc issue of
Letters of Registration as prayed for.
'
W.e have, Ac.,
J. SMITH.
The Phincipal Undee Secbetabt.
CHAS. WATT.

[Drawinga—one ehesfc.J
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IMPROVEMENTS IN COOLING-, BY THE EVAPORATION OF VOLATILE
LIQUIDS, &c.

.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to James Harrison, for Improvements in Cooling,
by tbe evaporation of volatile liquids, &e.
[Registered on tlio 22nd day of November, 1873, in pursuance of thc Act 1G Vic., No. 24.]

BY His Excellency Sir Hercules Georoe Robert Robinson, Knight Commander of thc Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of New South 'Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO AIL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS James Harrison, of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, hath by his Petition
humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain invention or improvement in
manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for “Improvements in Cooling, by the evaporation of volatile
liquids and by the solution of salts in the apparatus and processes for the manufacture of ice, and in the appli
cation of ice and cold solutions to the regulation of temperature,” which is more particularly described in
the specification, marked A, and the two sheets of drawings, marked B and C respectively, which are
hereunto annexed ; and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of
tho said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of
granting these Letters of Eegistration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number
twenty-four ; and hath humbly prayed that I would he pleased to graut Letters of Registration,
whereby thc exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to
him for a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and
improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report
favourable to thc prayer of thc said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and
consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice
of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to me by tho said Act of
Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said James Harrison, his
executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or
improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise
unto the said James Harrison, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and
advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from tho date of these
presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: Provided always, that if tho
said James Harrison shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register
the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales,
then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become
void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of Now South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this twenty-first day of November, in thc year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(l.s.)
•
.
HERCULES ROBINSON.
1—2T
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A.
SPECIFICATION of Jakes Hahkisoit, of Melbourne, in tbe Colony of Victoria, for an invention
intituled, “Improvements in Cooling, by the evaporation of volatile liquids and by thc solution of salts
in the apparatus and processes for the manufacture of icc, and in the application of ice and. cold solutions
to the regulation of temperature.”
Tjiis invention relates to improvements in the apparatus and processes for'the reduction of temperature,
by the evaporation of volatile liquids aud condensed gases and by the solution of salts; to improvements in
the apparatus and processes for the manufacture of ice thereby ; and in tbe modes of economically applying
ice and cold liquids to tbe cooling of enclosed spaces, to the cooling of worts and other liquids, and to the
preservation of perishable animal and vegetable substances. The processes and apparatus for cooling by
evaporation to which my improvements refer are those by which cold is produced by the evaporation of
ether, ethyle, chloride of ethyle, methyle, chloride of methylc, sulphurous anhydride, and other homogeneous
liquids, thc vapours of which, after producing cold, are reduced again to the liqnid state by pressure in a
separate condenser, and returned in a liquid state to the evaporating vessel. The process for cooling by
the solution of salts to which my improvements refer is that wherein the salts are mixed with water to
produce refrigeration and the salts recovered by evaporating the brine.
My improvements in the manufacture of ice consist in a radiating process, and relate to the mode
of applying cooled brine irrespective of the process by which tbe cold is primarily produced]; and my
improvements in the use of ice aud cold liquids relate to the maintenance of a low temperature in any
enclosed space by regulated streams of cold water or brine over the interior of tho boundary walls,
irrespective of the modes of producing the ice or cooling the brine.
The apparatus for cooling by the evaporation of homogeneous liquids, such as ether, usually
consists of an evaporating chamber, a pump for withdrawing and confining the vapour, a condenser, in
which the vapour is reduced to the liquid state, and a trap-valve which prevents any air or non-condensed
vapour from returning to the evaporating chamber. My improvements in the evaporating chamber
consist in the adoption of an annular boiler, made of two sheets of boiler plate or copper placed within a
sixteenth or other small portion of an inch .apart at their lower edge, the distance between them gradually
increasing to an inch or more at their upper edge. The boiler thus constructed forms a ring of large
diameter in proportion to the enclosed space. The ether occupies the narrow space of the bottom half of
the boiler, and the vapour collects in tbe wider space at top. There is one cross partition, on one side of
which the liquid ether enters, and from thc oilier side of which the vapour is withdrawn, so that the vapour
traverses the whole length of the enclosed space. Another new form of boiler which I also employ
consists of perpendicular or horizontal coils of pipe, the liquid other entering the lower end of the coil and
the vapour being withdrawn from tbe upper end. The diameter of the pipe is small in the bottom coils,
and increases upwards ; or the diameter may be constant, and the area of the lower tubes diminished by
the insertion of a solid core or of a core formed of a closed tube. Large boilers of either of these forms
have a separate vapour chest, from which the vapour pump is supplied, but in small boilers tbe vapour
chest is dispensed with. Tbe advantages of these boilers consist in tbe facility they afford for the detection
and repair of any leak, the avoidance of the annoyance caused by the bursting of tubes from freezing or
otherwise, the facility they afford for utilizing the cooled surface cither by radiation or by conducting
streams of brine over the surface, and in the economy of materials and the small quantity of evaporable
liquid required.
To tbe boiler or evaporating chamber I affix a subsidiary vessel for the purification of the volatile
liquid, which in the course of its circuit becomes contaminated with oil and other impurities. This separate
evaporator is at a lower level than the refrigerating boiler, with which it communicates by two pipes fitted
with stop-cocks, by one of which the impure liquid passes downward, and by tbe other thc vapour passes
into the vapour space of tho refrigerating boiler or into the pipe leading into the vapour pump. When it
is deemed requisite to purity the volatile liquid, the cocks are opened and the lower evaporating chamber fills.
The stop-coek on tbe liquid supply pipe is then closed, and the vapour pipe left open. The cold produced
in this subsidiary chamber may be utilized either in cooling brine or in subjecting to a preliminary cooling
tbe water to be afterwards converted into ice. This subsidiary chamber is also used as a reservoir for tbe
volatile fluid employed. When the works are stopped the whole of'the fluid is run into the reservoir,
which is kept at a lower temperature than the rest of the apparatus, whereby thc risk of loss by lealcage
or in starting the apparatus is diminished.
The vapour pump is usually fitted with self-acting drop valves or with slide valves. My improve
ments in the valves consist in having slide valves actuated by gearing on the suction or vacuum side,
and self-acting valves on the exhaust or pressure side. The valves on the suction side are open during the
whole stroke, those on the pressure side remain closed until the pressure iuside the cylinder exceeds the
pressure in the condenser and close at the end of the stroke. For horizontal pumps I employ on the
pressure side a valve-which runs down au inclined plane to its seat, aud is forced up the inclined plane
when the vapour is passing from the pump to the eondeuser.
My improvements in thc siuffing-boxes for tbe piston and valve rods consist in providing an inter
space in the middle of the packing, so that when the pump is sucking and there is any leakage in the
stuffing-box, tbe interspace will become filled with air or oil, and when tbe pressure is reversed the
vapour will drive out the air or oil and take its place. Any through leakage will thus be prevented or
reduced to a minimum by connecting by a tube the two interspaces of any couple of valves ; there will be
an interchange of tbe contents of the interspaces, aud any leakages between tho interior of thc pump and
its exterior are rendered still more improbable. By connecting the interspace with an oil chamber, the
lubrication is best provided for, and leakage at the same time prevented.
I also employ a condenser, in which thc condensation is produced by a jet of the same volatile
liquid as that employed for refrigeration. In an ether apparatus the condensation of the ether vapour is
accomplished by a jet of liquid ether combined with surface condensation. The condensed ether is cooled
in a subsidiary refrigerator before being thrown in a jet into tho condenser. The condensor, under this
arrangement, consists of a single chamber, into which the jet is thrown. The condensed ether is with
drawn by a pump through a coil of pipes, as in any of the ordinary refrigerators for cooling worts, the
same
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same pump withdrawing the warm liquid ether and forcing it, when cooled, into the condenser. This
form of condenser is of especial advantage when the volatile liquid is evaporated under a pressure less than
that of the atmosphere, and when there is a liability to its becoming mixed with air, the presence of air in
the vapour acting as a serious hindrance to its contact with the sides of a surface condenser, while it
interferes but slightly with the operation of a jet. In addition to the jet, the external surface of the
condenser is kept wet, so that it may be kept cool by the evaporation of the moisture. By the subsidiary
cooling of the condensed liquid, an economy in the use of the condensing water is effected. 'When the
volatile liquid is evaporated under a pressure equal to or in excess of the atmosphere, the use of a jet is
not of so much advantage, and for the sake of simplicity it may be dispensed with, and the vapour be
reduced to the liquid state by surfaccrcondensation alone.
My improved surface condenser consists of a perpendicular or horizontal coil of pipes covered with
network, so as to cause the dispersion of the water over the surface, and at the same timo to admit of
free radiation from the pipes and free access of air to the moistened surface ; a current of air being at
the same time maintained by a fan or other external arrangement over the wet surface. This current of air
is thrown into tho centre of the coil when horizontal and spiral, so that it may flow outward and not merely
upward, and is thrown across the tubes when arranged perpendicularly, the object being to supply each
round or layer of the pipe with fresh dry cold air, instead of allowing the heated and saturated air from
one round to rise to the next.
My improvements in the trap-valve for supplying the boiler or evaporating chamber with returned
liquid consist in a lever with a solid plunger of metal at one extremity and a valve at the other, the
fulcrum being placed so that the metal plunger shall float in the liquid and fall when the liquid falls. The
hollow balls usually employed are superseded, as they arc liable to become partly filled witli liquid. When
jet condensation is employed, the trap arrangement is connected with the boiler so as to regulate the
supply thereto.
In order to get rid of the air which is apt to accumulate in the condensers of apparatus wherein
the volatile liquid is evaporated under a pressure less than that of the atmosphere, I employ an arrange
ment on the principle of Wolffe’s bottles. A pipe is carried from that part of the condenser most remote
from the pump, and when the pressure in the condenser exceeds that of the atmosphere the mixed air and
vapour are allowed to escape through a series of cells filled with a liquid in which the volatile liquid is
soluble. After.passing through these cells the air is allowed to escape into the chimney or waste steam
pipe. The oil or other liquid is removed when saturated, and the volatile liquid is recovered from it in the
subsidiary vessel already described.
In making a selection of the kind of volatile liquid or condensed gas that it may be most profitable
to use, regard must be had to the temperature required to be produced, and to the pressure or tension of
the vapour at that temperature. As a rule, it is best to employ that liquid tho vapour of which at tho
temperature required is about equal to tho pressure of the atmosphere, not less, hut as little over as
possible. Tho object is to prevent leakage either of the vapour out-wards or of the air inwards. Mixtures
of the materials, provided they are not chemically incompatible, may be made according to the following
rule and data. At the temperature of zero, Fahrenheit, the vapour of ammonia has a pressure of 90
inches of mercury; vapour of oxide of methyle, 32 inches ; of sulphurous acid, 23 inches; of chloride of
ethylo, 10 inches ; of sulphuric ether, 3 inches; of pyroxylic spirit, 0'56; and of alcohol, 0'37. Either of
these fluids may ho mixed, the quantities being in the proportion of the pressure of their vapour, and the
mixture will evaporate without leaving a residuum. If there be an excess of the less evaporahle liquid it
will remain inert in the boiler, but may be removed by distillation,
My improvements in refrigeration by the solution of salts, such as chloride of calcium, in water,
consists in arrangements whereby the solid salt descends and meets an upward current of water, whereby
the resulting cold solution is often doing the work of refrigeration required of it conveyed still upward,
meeting separate descending currents of water and of solid salts, reducing them nearly to the initial
temperature of the current of cold brine; and whereby the water of solution is evaporated, the solution
passing downward iu a long trough, while the heated products of combustion from a furnace pass under
neath in an opposite direction, and whereby salt is crystallized from the concentrated solution.
In the use of crystallized chloride of calcium or other salt which produces cold by solution in water
for making ice, I make a long and deep but very narrow receptacle, the walls of which are preferably of
sheet metal. I feed in the broken or pulverized crystals of the salt at the top, and introduce the water at
the bottom. The resulting cold solution flows upward and outward from side perforations near the top,
or is conveyed away by a pipe to be applied to any cooling purpose. After having done its work the brine is
pumped up in two separate streams, one to meet the descending supply of water, and the other to meet
the descending salt. The stream for cooling the salt is carried up between two plates of metal, while the
salt falls gradually downward on either side, the broken crystals being fed in from a hopper at the top and
raked out at the bottom. The stream for cooling the water is conveyed through a pipe surrounded by
another pipe or open channel containing the water to be cooled. The central pipe has a solid core of smaller
diameter inserted for the purpose of forcing the brine in a thin stream along the sides of the tube, so that
there is no central current carrying ofl’material without doing work. Any of the ordinary refrigerators
already known may he used for this purpose. Tim evaporator consists of a shallow trough divided into
narrow channels, along which tho brine flows; while the flame and heated gases pass through corresponding
channels in the flue underneath, The concentrated brine thence flows info a cooling trough, where it is
kept at the desired density by either increasing or diminishing the supply thereto. Tho concentrated brine
is thence run into shallow pans placed in recesses, between and around which a stream of cold water is
maintained until the mass in each is crystallized. I also concentrate the brine in an open shallow pan,
removing the crystals as they form. The former arrangement is best where economy of space is required.
The solid salt is then broken into pieces or pulverized, according to the rapidity with which the refrigerating
process is required to ho carried on, and is then shovelled into tho hopper of the receptacle, when it is
cooled by ascending spent brine.
My improvements in the making of ice by streams of cold brine, no matter by what process the
cooling has been produced, consist in arrangements for submit,ling a continuously renewed film of water
flowing over a flat surface to the direct radiating surface of the boiler or vessel containing the refrigerating
material,
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material, over which surface a stream of saline solution or other liquid nou-solidiiiuhle at the required
temperature is maintained. Additional radiating surface is obtained by conveying the saline solution over
surfaces of cloth or other porous or roughened surface, and when the brine has at last fallen into the bottom
trough it is again raised by an endless web of cloth passing over three rollers, one at top and two at bottom, so
arranged that the cloth takes up the brine on one side and delivers it on the other. The water to be
frozen flows downward on alternate surfaces until the requisite thickness of ice is produced. The surplus
water flows into a trough below, whence it is pumped up to be again passed over tiie moulds. There is a
perforated pipe or trough over each set of moulds, with a cloth or canvas covering over the perforations,
and with a depending serrated edge: the rapidity of the flow being regulated by the thickness or texture
of the envelope. The number of these alternations will of course depend on the height of the apparatus
on the degrees of cold produced, and on the rapidity of the downward current and consequent quantity of
brine. When tlie brine in the last compartment has reached 31 or 32 degrees it is available for cooling
fresh supplies of water or other materials, and is then returned to the refrigerating surface to do duty once
more in the same way, or is pumped to the evaporating pans, as the case may be. The ice moulds are of
simple sheets of metal turned out at the edges, but they may be of any material, as there is no conduction
of heat required. The ice is thus made partly by radiation and partly by evaporation, the vapour
condensing on the opposite colder surface, and the air escapes from the water without forming bubbles.
Tho ice is thus formed more quickly, more economically, of better quality, with equal facility in thick and
thin pieces, and more nearly resembles natural ice than that made by any other process.
My improvements in cooling worts consist in an arrangement for qmssing the worts either directly
over the surface of the refrigerating boiler or receptacle for the solution of salts, or over or through any
of the refrigerators already known, supplied by a stream of water or brine previously cooled down, by being
placed over the refrigerating surface. Where the cold is produced by the solution of salts, the resulting
brine is passed directly through the tubes or channels over or along which the worts are conveyed. The
worts may thus be cooled from their boiling temperature, or they may be previously cooled by any of the
processes now in use, and the final reduction of temperature effected in either of the inodes described. I
also employ the artificially cooled water orbrine in attemporators to regulate the heat during fermentation,
so that the Bavarian system is rendered practicable in the hottest of climates. 1 also cool the beer after
fermentation, either iu the gyles, the cleansing casks, or store casks. In the latter case the cooling is
effected by an attemporator, consisting of a fold of pipes, along which a stream of saline solution is passed,
or of a single pipe filled with pieces of solid salt to which water is added, and the whole left in till an
equilibrium of temperature is maintained. Tins pipe may remain as a fixture, so that it may be supplied
by a syphon and refilled at pleasure. These arrangements are applicable to the cooling of water or any
other liquid in casks or tanks, as well as to the cooling of ice chests, without ice, cupboards, cellars, &e.
My improvements in the cooling of enclosed spaces, such as the hold of a ship, with a view to the
preservation of perishable articles by cold, consist in the maintenance and regulation of streams of cooled
water or brine carried over the interior lining of the enclosed space, the use of pipes being dispensed with,
tho cold liquid flowing over the naked surface or between two sheets of metal or waterproof material. Tho
floor walls and roof of the enclosed space are first protected with a thickness of non-conducting material.
Where ice alone is employed as the cooling agent I stow tho ice at the bottom of the enclosed space and
pump up the water as it melts to a reservoir over the deck or roof, whence it flows over the deck or roof
and down the sides of the enclosed space, and is again allowed to flow among the ice until its quantity
becomes inconvenient. When the temperature is to be reduced below 32° I mix salt with the icc when it
is stowed away or with the water which flows over it. It is already known fhat an intense cold can be
produced by a mixture of ice and salt, and refrigeration is produced in vessels brought in contact with such
a mixture, but it is not known that after the lowest temperature of the mixture is reached the ice ceases
to melt, and the remainder of the ice will remain unmclted for so long a time as the ice alone would remain ;
the rate of melting in either case being due to the differeuce in temperature between the enclosed space
and the external air, and to the thickness of the imperfectly conducting envelope and its co-efficient of
conductivity. This fact being ascertained, it follows that a current of brine flowing over the icc will not
melt more than is requisite to keep the brine at the temperature due to its strength. The action ceases so
soou as the minimum temperature is attained. The rule which I lay down for ascertaining ihc quantity
of brine required to produce any given effect is this : Take the number of degrees which the brine before
mixture is above the temperature required, with this number divide 140, the number of units of heat
required to melt the ice ; this will give the number of gallons required to melt ten pounds of icc. The
percentage of salt (when common salt is used) which the brine shall contain is ascertainable on inspection
of the following table of the cold produced by various solutions.
1 per cent, of salt
... 30If- Eahr.
... 25 „
5
„
„
... 18 .V .,
10
„
„
... 12 „
I'O
tj
*>
20
„
„
...
0 ,,
25
„
...
0 „
Saturated solution
... 5 below zero.
To produce these effects the brine must be of the specified strength after its augmentation of bulk
by the water from the melted ice. The strength of the brine before use must therefore be in excess by a
variable quantity, proportioned to the temperature at which it is used, and consequently to the quantity
of ice winch it is capable of melting. I have ascertained by experiment that one ton of ice and one
hundredweight of salt are sufficient for the maintenance during fifteen days of a temperature below the
freezing point in an enclosed chamber having walls of two feet thickness of sawdust, and a superficial
internal area- of two hundred feet, the external air being of the average temperature of 70 degrees. As the
conductivity of materials is proportionate to their thickness, the quantities of ieo and salt required to
maintain a given temperature in a chamber with walls of a given superficies and thickness for a given timo
are exactly ascertainable from these data. Of course, where tho cooling has to he done at sea, or other
place where icc is not freely obtainable, a liberal alloivanee must be made for unforeseen contingencies.
’
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I also maintain a cold temperature in enclosed spaces, witliout ice, by the use of deliquescent salts.
In this process I supply the dry salts to the bottom of the hold or other enclosed chamber, and allow water
or the returned brine to flow over them, pumping up tho solution and conveying it over the sides and deck
or roof. "When tho solution has become saturated, it is pumped out and employed to cool fresh supplies of
materials, and is afterwards evaporated and crystallized as already described. The quantity of salt required
for this process is about three times the quantity of ice specified above, hut as it is continually renewable
it will not be requisite to have more than a day’s supply, with, of course, a reasonable allowance for emer
gencies, such as a stopping of the evaporating process. My purpose in placing the ice and salt, or the
deliquescent salt, as the case may be, on the floor of the chamber is the preservation of a dry atmosphere
in the chamber. If the ice or the deliquescent were placed over or at the side of the chamber, the bottom
would be the warmest, and evaporation would proceed therefrom, filling the air of the chamber with
moisture, which would condense on its colder contents. By keeping the bottom cold, the contents arc not
only kept dry but arc slightly desiccated, If a moist atmosphere is wanted, it may, of course, be had by
placing the ice or salts overhead. In fitting up the hold of the ship for either of these processes, the non
conducting materials arc of course fixed on the inside of the floor and sides, but t$> protect the top they are
placed above the deck, leaving an interspace in which the cold brine circulates. The ice may' also be stowed
between decks, and the upper protecting envelope raised above the upper deck. When the hold or chamber
is fitted up so that the brine shall flow between two sheets of metal or waterproof material, the ice may be
stowed above or below the cold chamber, as may be most convenient. In order to insure the regular flow of
the brine over the interior surface or in the space between the two sheets of waterproof material, I use a
lining of blanketing or oilier porous fabric, through and over which the brine spreads laterally while flowing
downwards. To insure a regular feed and a steady current of brine, I use a perforated supply pipe covered
with cloth or other porous fabric, through which the brine will ooze with more regularity than if delivered
through naked perforations. The supply pipe, if below the level of tho ice chamber, will be kept filled by
gravitation, but if, when the ship is on a wind, one side is raised so as to be above the brine level in the ice
chest, the brine must be supplied to the pipe at its highest part by pumping. Insfead of this pipe the
brine may be supplied from a trough in the lower angles of the ice chest, into which tho brine flows from
the melting icc, the trough being divided by partitions, so that when the ship rolls or pitches some of the
brine will remain in each compartment. To ascertain the quantity of brine which, should be kept in
circulation to produce a given effect, the rules I have already given for ascertaining the quantity of ice
melted by a given superficies with a given difference of temperature require to be kept in view. Ascertain
the quantity of ice melted in a given time at a given temperature with a given thickness of envelope by a
square foot of the surface, multiply this by 140, and by the number of square feet of surface over which
the-brine has to travel, and the quantity found will be that which is required to protect the surface from
external heat, so that the brine, after it has performed this service, shall be only one degree higher than it
was before. Thus, in the instance I have given of one ton of ice melting in fifteen days with a surface of
200 square feet, the quantity of brine required to be kept iu circulation is eighty-eight gallons per hour.
As it is impossible to give rules applicable to all circumstances, it is desirable to ascertain the data .for each
particular case by actual experiment. Different kinds of sawdust, charcoal, coke, straw, or other
imperfectly conducting materials, will have different co-efficients of conductivity, and the relation of the
external walls to surrounding objects will be so different that the agreement of any two experiments will
bo a rare occurrence. As the ice melts, the brine will accumulate to an amount in excess of what is
required to keep up the circulation. This excess contains a quantity of cold which is rendered useful by
being drawn off very slowly through a pipe embedded in the envelope, so that it shall emerge and run off
as waste at a temperature but slightly below that of the external source of heat. The quantity run off' in
a given time should be as nearly as possible equal to the icc melted in tho same time. If a deliquescent
salt be used instead of ice similar rules will apply, with this difference, that instead of the melting being
in proportion to the strength of tho resulting brine it is in proportion to its weakness, pure water giving
tho maximum degree of cold, and the result being diminished by an excess of cither salt or liquid.
Where the cold is applied for the preservation of moat or other perishable article, it is desirable to
subject the air to a process of drying and purification. This I accomplish by a self-acting process of
respiration. A pipe, communicating with an air space at the bottom of the chamber, rises through the
protecting envelope, becoming slightly heated as‘it ascends, thus establishing a current. The pipe passes
into a small apparatus consisting of throe chambers, the first of which contains broken pieces of chloride
of calcium, the second concentrated sulphuric acid, and the third a freezing mixture of icc and salt, or of
crystallized chloride of calcium and water. The air thus dried, purified and cooled, descends through
another tube into tho meal; chamber. This process is self-acting, the only attention required being the
renewal of the substances in the three chambers, when they have become saturated or ineffective. An
enlargement of either tube at entering or leaving this apparatus is loosely plugged with cotton wool, that,
according to Dr. Tyndall, being tho best arrester of germs and other impurities. The air within tho meat
chamber is thus kept dry ami pure, without any loss of heat.
Having thus described and ascertained the nature of my invention and the manner in which it is
to be performed, and having given a concise description of the principles of the various processes, so that
tho details of their application to special purposes may be worked out by any intelligent expert, I have to
state that I claim—
Irirst.—The forms of boiler and condenser.
Second.—The valves.
Third.—The stuffing boxes.
Dourtk.—The trap valve.
Fifth.—The arrangement for getting rid of any air that may have leaked into the apparatus,
substantially as described,
’
_
_
Sixth.—The employment of a subsidiary boiler, wherein the evaporating fluid is purified without
any stoppage of the works, as described.
Seventh.—The cooling of the liquified vapour or gas iu a separate vessel, and employing it in a jet
for the condensation of vapour within the condensing chamber.
■
1—2 U
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Eighth.—
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Eighth,—Tho use of mixtures of evaporating liquids iu such proportions described, as that they
will evaporate without leaving a residue.
ITiuth.—The use of crystallized chloride of calcium or other deliquescent salt and of a stream of
water, passing in opposite directions, as described, for the production of a brine of intense
coldness.
Tenth,—The arrangement described for utilizing the cold remaining in the brine for the purpose
of cooling fresh supplies of the salt and water.
Eleventh.—The use of pipes with central solid core, so as to diminish the quantity of contained
liquid and increase relatively the extent of cooling surface.
Twelfth.—The arrangement for eiaporating the brine and recovering the solid salt, substantially
as described.
Thirteenth.—The making of ice by the accretion of thin films of water flowing over surfaces
exposed to^ the radiating surface of a boiler or other surface, over which a stream of cold
brine is ke^t flowing.
Fourteenth.—The use over again of brine which has not been deprived of the whole of its
refrigeratiug power, by raising it on endless webs passing over rollers, as described.
Fifteenth.—The perforated pipes or troughs with cloth coverings and serrated depending edging,
as described.
Sixteenth.—Tho application of the previously described processes to the cooling of worts or other
liquids, as described.
Seventeenth.—The arrangement for the maintenance of an equably cold temperature in enclosed
chambers, by streams of cold brine flowing over the interior surface without tubes, as
described.
Eighteenth,—The arrangement of two sheets of metal or other waterproof material with blanketing
or other porous substance (sandwich fashion) between, to insure a regular and diffused flow
of brine downward.
Nineteenth.—The application of a mixture of ice and salt, and of ice over which a stream of brine
is kept flowing, to the maintenance of a low temperature for any required space of time, the
temperature being regulated as described.
Twentieth,—The mode of perpetually renewing the purity and dryness of the air in any enclosed
space by the process of self-acting respiration described, a process applicable to other
purposes than that stated.

This is the specification, marked A, referred to in the annexed Letters of Eegistration granted to
James Harrison, this twenty-first day of November, 1873.
HEECULES EOBINSON.

UEPOBT.
Sydney, 27 September, 1873.
Sir,

The application of Mr. James Harrison for Letters of Eegistration for “Improvements in Cooling,
by the evaporation of volatile liquids, and by the solution of salts in the apparatus and processes for the
manufacture of ice, and in the application of ice and cold solutions to the regulation of temperature,”
having been referred to us, we have examined the specifications and drawings accompanying the same, and
have the honor to report that we see no objection to the issue of Letters of Eegistration as prayed for.
We have, &c.,
J. SMITH.
CHAS. WATT.

The PmyciPAL XJs'der SecretATtr.

[Drawings—two sheets.]
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Figure 1.
Annular boiler referred to in first claim.

Figure 3.
Section of condenser referred to in first and second
claims.

Figure 5.
Section of spherical valve for horizontal vapourpump referred tc in second claim.

Figure 9.
Section of subsidiary boiler for purifying volatile
liquids referred to in sixth claim.

l^jrm

Urn

F, spherical valve running on grooved inclined
plane or curve ; mm, end plate of pump-cylinder;
n, valve-seat; g, vapour-pipe leading to condenser.
The slide and self-acting valves referred to are of
the ordinary description, their combination only
being claimed.
Figure 6.
Section of stuffing-box referred to in third claim.
J, subsidiary boiler surrounded with water or brine.
A, refrigerating boiler, a1, the tube through which
the impure liquid runs into J; a2, the tube by which
the pure vapour returns into A; a3, the tube by
which the impurities are drawn off; xl x2, tubes by
which the brine or water enters and overflows and is
drawn off.

k •=3'

A A, section of the annulus; B, outside of annulus
at partition; a being the aperture for the returnpipe conveying liquid, and b being the pipe through
which the vapour is withdrawn ; d is the partition
or division between the return and exhaust sides of
the boiler; cc is a perforated pipe (as shown in
figure 12) for supplying brine; ee, a prolongation
ad lib. of brine surface.
Figure 2.
Sections of coil-boilers referred to in first claim.

0, condensing chamber; f, being the jet; g, the
vapour pipe ; h, the pipe for outflow of liquid leading
to subsidiary cooler D, with perforated pipe c, for
supply of condensing water ; h2, leading to the
pump j, and to reservoir i, the pipe k carrying off
the supply of volatile liquid to the boiler.

Figure 4.
Section of surface condenser referred to in first claim.

G, interspace in stuffing-box; o, pipe leading from
one box to another or to a lubricator, but this is
not essential. The vacancy is provided for by a
hollow ring or X-shaped ring.
Figure 7.
Section of trap-valve referred to in fourth claim.

H, valve-chest; p\ pipe bringing liquid from the
condenser; p2, pipe leading to the boiler; v, valve;
w, weight poised, so that when the valve-chest is
full of liquid the valve descends, and wlien filled
with vapour the weight lifts the valve to its place.
Figure 8.
Section of air-escape referred to in fifth claim.
1

A1A1 section of boiler with tapering tubes or with
tubes of small uniform diameter below connected
with tubes of large diameter above; A2A2 section ot
tubes of equal diameter with central core, as shown
in figure 13. These pipes are either straight or
curved, so as to form a wall, a square, or a circle,
as required, aa, bb, cc, and ee, as in figure 1.

EE, tubes through which the vapour passes, covered
with interwoven strings or strips of open textile
fabric to diffuse the descending film of cold water,
c being the perforated supply pipe.
E2, tube
similarly covered, through which the liquid passes
to undergo a further cooling, g, vapour pipe, k, pipe
returning liquid to boiler, and 1, pipe leading to airescape, figure 8. The fans or blowers are of ordinary
description, no special form being claimed.

Figure 12.
Section of pipe and trough used for regulating the
flow of liquids referred to in fifteenth claim.

I, liquid-trap; r, pipe leading from condenser,
bringing air mixed with vapour ; ss, alternate parti
tions dipping into and rising above the liquid or
substance in which the volatile liquid is soluble,
t, pipe leading to chimney.

K1 is the trough, the waved line representing an
absorbent textile fabric such as flannel. K2, a pipe
with a slit along the top in which a textile fabric is
inserted. Ks, a perforated pipe covered with canvas
to prevent the too rapid dispersion of the contained
liquid.
Figure 13.
Section of pipe with central solid core, which may
be of any solid not acted on by the contents, in order
to diminish the area relatively to the sunace referred
to in eleventh claim.

L, the pipe with its core, upon which there are pro
jections to keep it equidistant from the surface of
tube. The core may also be a pipe closed at the
ends.

This is the sheet of drawings, marked B, referred to in thn annexed Letters of

(Sig.l)

Megistration granted to James Harrison, this twenty-first day of November, 1873.
HEBCULLS ROBINSON.
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Figure 10.
Section of refrigerators referred to in the ninth, tenth, twelfth, and thirteenth claims,

Aa, an oblong receptacle equal in length to its height, for deliquescent salt fed in at the hopper h'.
aa, pipes through which cold water is conveyed to the lower part of A.
bb, apertures through which the brine of the deliquescent salt flows down, cc.
cc’(waved line), network or textile covers, down which the brine flows.
dd, strips of sheet metal, boarding, or canvas, down which the pure water to be frozen flows. These strips
to be removed when covered with the required thickness of ice.
ee, pans into which the unfrozen water drops, the surplus of which flows into a receptacle (not shown),
whence it is pumped up to be again passed over nn. These pans rest on the floor of the chamber,
which is flooded with the surplus brine from A, and a portion of the water in the pans is thus frozen
simultaneously with the films on dd.
ff, endless webs of blanketing, or other absorbent fabric, passing over rollers, 11 and 11; the upper rollers,
ft1, are kept in revolution by any ordinary gearing.
ss pipes through which the surplus brine is pumped to cool the fresh supplies of crystals and water.
11 plates (for which a framework ot tubes may be substituted) through which a moiety of the surplus brine
’ passes to cool the fresh crystals fed into the hopper h2, the cooled crystals being drawn out at 1, thence
to be shovelled into h1.
, .
kk, framework of tubes through which a moiety of the surplus brine passes, cooling a descending him ot
water, which is afterwards conveyed through the pipe a into A. The arrangement under the thirteenth
and fourteenth claims, where other cooling surfaces than the vessel A are employed, is substantially the
same.

Pigure 14.
Section of hold of ship (applicable to other enclosed spaces) fitted up for the regulation of temperature
referred to in seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth claims.
A, lower hold to be filled with meat or other cargo
requiring to be refrigerated; aa, space filled with
ground bark, sawdust, packages of tallow or other
material of low conducting power; bb, double iron or
other waterproof skin, between which cooled brine
flows from the perforated tubes cc.. The ice and salt
or other refrigerant is supplied to the bottom of the
hold through the well e; the store of ice is kept
between decks, f, and the upper deck is protected by
a covering of low conducting power. The brine is
pumped from the lower part of the double skin,
thence delivered into the perforated tubes cc, and
thus kept in perpetual flow between the plates of
the lining. The pumping apparatus is between
decks, either fore or aft of the ice store. The brine may be allowed to flow over the floor of the ice chamber
before being passed into the perforated tubes, in which case the well e is dispensed with.
The tubes glg2, and vessel h, constitute a self-acting respiratory apparatus referred to in claim 20.
The tube g1 passes up through the relatively warm envelope of the cold chamber, and leads to the vessel h,
which contains sulphuric acid, chloride of calcium, or other desiccant germ-destroying and refrigerating
material, the air descending by the colder pipe g2. B, enlarged section of double skin with enclosed
absorbent cloth.

Figure 11.
Spiral arrangements for the cooling of worts referred to in sixteenth claim.
h/
B
©
©
©
©
©

The refrigerator may be of any of the ordinary forms such as A, but with solid
core tubes, the cooling water, brine, or vapour being passed through the inter
space between the core and the outer tube.
. .
B is a section of a single tube attemporator, suitable for insertion m the
bunghole of a cask suitable for cooling any contained liquid. The ice or
refrigerant salt is filled in at h, and the cold solution after having done its work,
flows out at o. The only attention it requires is keeping up the supply of the
ice or salt.

Plan or Evaporator and Crystallizer.

B, shallow evaporating-pan, with furnace-flues
below corresponding with the divisions mm,
between which the spent brine, after doing its
B
m
work in ii and kk, flows, entering at n, and
passing to the cooling and crystallizing pan C,
Tt:
m
m
at n2, the flow into which is so regulated that the
contents, when drawn off, shall be of such specific gravity as to crystallize without residue. Cold water is
kept flowing in corresponding divisions below C. The crystals are removed as formed, and conveyed to ha.
m

ns

(Sigl)

This is the sheet of drawings, marked O, referred to in the a/nnexed Letters of
Megistration granted to James Sarrison, this twenty-first day of November, 1873.
SMB CULMS BOBINSON.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF GLASS BOTTLES, AND IN
APPARATUS EMPLOYED THEREIN.
t

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Hiram Codd, for Improvements in the
manufacture of Glass Bottles, and in Apparatus employed therein.
[Registered on the 22nd day of November, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 10 Yic., No, 21.]

BY Hrs Excellency See Hercules Geoece Robert Robinson, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and "Vice-Admiral of tho same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Hiram Conn, of Grove-lane, Camberwell, in tho County of Surrey, England, bath
by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain invention or
improvement in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention for “Improvements in the manufacture of
Glass Bottles, and in Apparatus employed therein," which is more particularly described in the specifica
tion and sheet of drawings which are hereunto annexed; and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited
with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds
sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of
Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to
grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or
improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: And I, being willing to give
encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may bo for the
public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent
persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my
information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and
authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant
unto the said Hiram Codd, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and
advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date
hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Hiram Codd, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the
exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen
vears from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to he complete and ended:
Provided always, that if the said Hiram Codd shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters
of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony
of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted,
shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the scat of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this twenty-first day of November, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
'
HERCULES
ROBINSON.
(l.s.)
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SPECIFICATION.
TO ALL TO WHOM IT MAT COjSTCEKK : Be it known that I, HieaicCodd, of Grove-lane,
Camberwell, in the County of Surrey, England, am in possession, of an invention for Improvements in the
manufacture of Class Bottles, and in Apparatus employed therein,; and I, the said Hiram Codd, do
hereby declare the nature of the said invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, to bo
particularly described and ascertained in and by the following statement thereof, that is to say:—
Heretofore, in the manufacture of glass bottles, when each bottle has been formed by blowing-out
a bubble of glass into a mould of the shape of the bottle to be produced, such bottle after it has been
removed from the mould has required to have the ring or head subsequently formed upon tho top of the
neck. According to my invention, I form the ring or head upon the top of the ueck before removing the
bottle from the mould in which it has been blown.
■
Eor this purpose I mount the mould in such manner that it is capable of being revolved; and after
the mould has been closed upon a bubble of glass, and the bubble has been expanded into it by blowing
in the ordinary manner, the bubble outside the neck is burst, or broken ofl’, and a mould suitable for
shaping the exterior and interior of the head is then brought over the top of the mould in which the
bubble has been expanded. This mould is then revolved, in order to prevent the bottle from collapsing,
and to enable glass to be gathered into the mould in which the head is to be shaped. When the head has
been properly formed, the revolving of the mould is arrested, and the mould is opened, and the finished
bottle quickly removed from it.
Figure 1 shows a side view, and figure 2 a front view of apparatus for constructing bottles in the
maimer above described. Figures '3 and 4 are plan views of parts of the same, a is the mould into winch'
the bottle is blown ; it is made in two parts, hinged together at a1; one half of the mould is secured to a
table, b, mounted on a vertical axis, c, with winch tho axis of the mould is made to coincide; the vertical
axis c is driven by bevel friction gear, d, but can be prevented from revolving by a catch, c. The mould
for shaping the head is in two parts, /and y, each capable of sliding along an arm, h. which stands out
from a boss capable of moving up or down, and around a fixed axis, k; to this boss is also jointed an
arm, Z, which carries two inclined projections, mm, which pass between pins on the two parts/and y, so
that by raising or lowering the arm l the parts/and y can be moved towards or from one another. The
operation of forming a bottle is as follows:—A bubble is first blown at the end of a blow-pipe, and
roughly moulded to the desired form, and it is then enclosed in the mould a, whilst the mould is held from
revolving by the catch c, as shown at figure 1; the two parts of the mould a are then held together at the
top by two pieces, mm, which embrace the upper parts of the mould a, and also form the mould for the
upper part of the neck of the bottle; tho mould is also kept closed by a spring stop, o, being turned
upwards to support its movable portion, as shown, the stop itself being held in this position by a spring
acting upon a flat surface at its lower end. IPhen the bubble has been blown out so ah to expand it
into the mould, the end of the blow-pipe is slightly raised away from the mould, by which the small
amount of glass between itself and the mould is attenuated, and is blown out into a thin bubble
until it bursts, or is broken, as shown at figure 5 ; the two parts mm are then turned aside, as shown
at figure 4, and the mould for shaping the head is brought over and down ou to the top of the mould a,
by the handle I being pressed down, at the same time the catch e is released, and the mould containing
the bottle is' allowed to revolve; the workman then takes a rod with a small -quantity of glass or
“metal” upon its end, and touches with it the top of the revolving bottle; the metal is then-, by
the revolution of the bottle, drawn away from the rod, and gathered into the mould for shaping the
head, until the head has been completely formed; the gathering in of the metal is then stopped, and
after allowing the bottle to revolve for a short time its movement is arrested, the lever handle l is
lifted, and the mould by which the head has been shaped is thus opened, and raised up so as to be
clear of the bottle; it can then be turned aside, to be out of the way, aud is held in its raised
position by a cord and counterbalance weight, as shown; one side of the mould is then turned down into
a horizontal position, carrying the bottle with it, and the bottle is at once lifted out therefrom by a wire,
and is carried away thereon to be annealed ; the mould is then ready for another bottle to be blown in it,
and the same operation is repeated.^ In place of the mould being mounted upon a vertical spindle, as in
the apparatus just described, it may be mounted upon a horizontal spindle, as shown at figures 6 and 7.
In this ease the whole of the mould a is made capable of being turned upwards, upon a joint, a1, so that
the mould may be retained in a vertical position when a bottle is being blown in it, the two parts of the
mould being at this time held together by two pieces, such as mm, but which are not shown in this
drawing. 'When a bottle has been blown into the mould and a bubble blown upon it and burst, as before
described, the pieces mm are turned aside, and the whole of the mould is turned downwards in a horizontal
position, and at once caused to revolve by shifting the bandy from the loose to the fast pulley on the
spindle c; the tool for forming the head, -which is not shown in the drawing, hut which is carried by the
slide cc, is then moved up to the mould a, and the head is formed in the manner before described. The
mould for shaping the head, which I have shown at figures 1 and 2, is constructed in such manner as to
form a groove around the interior of each head, as well as to shape the exterior of the head; but when
making ordinary bottles, without any groove around the head, the mould for shaping the head may be
formed in a similar manner to the tongs ordinarily used for shaping the head of a bottle. By the
apparatus hereinbefore described, not only is the making of bottles greatly facilitated, hut all the bottles
will be made of one uniform size. The making glass bottles -with heads of largo dimensions, such as
pickle jars, and the like, or the forming of the heads of glass bottles of large sizo, such as those used for
containing acids, is also greatly facilitated.
_ Having thus described the nature of the invention, and the manner of performing the same, I would
have it understood that I claim—
1. The manufacture of glass bottles, substantially as herein described, the head being formed
upon the bottle before withdrawing it from the mould in -which it has been blown.
2.
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m Apparatus employed therein.
upon spindles tlie moulds in which glass bottles are blown, so that the moulds and
bottles may be revolved during the time the head is being formed.
3. The combined arrangements of apparatus, substantially as herein described, for manufacturing
of glass bottles.

2. Mounting

In witness whereof, I, the said Hiram Codd, have hereunto set my hand and seal, this eleventh
day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
■
H. CODD.
(l,s.)

This is the specification referred to in tho annexed Letters of Eegistration granted to Hiram Codd,
this twenty-first day of November, 1873.

HERCULES ROBINSON.

REPORT.
Sydney, 21 October^ 1873.
Sib,
We have the honor to inform you that, having examined the specification and drawings for
“ Improvements in the manufacture of Glass Bottles, and in Apparatus employed therein,” &c., by Hiram
Codd, we see no objection to the issue of Letters of Registration, and therefore advise accordingly.
We have, <fcc.,
CHAS. WATT.
B. C. CRACKNELL.

The Pbin'cipai, Under Secretary.

[Drawings—one sheet.]
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IMPROVEMENTS IN BOTTLES FOR CONTAINING AERATED LIQUIDS, &c.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Hiram Codd, for Improvements in Bottles
for containing Aerated Liquids, and in Apparatus for making and filling such
Bottles.
[Registered on the 22nd day of November, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vic., No. 24.]

BY Hts Excki.len'cv Sra Hkucules George Robert Robinson-, Knight Commander of tho Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commanderdn-Chief of tlie
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Hiram Conn, of Grove-lane, Camberwell, in the county of Surrey, England, hatb by
his Petition humbly represented to me that lie is the author or designer of a certain invention or improve
ment in manufactures, that is to say; of an invention for “ improvements in Bottles for containing A.erated
Liquids, and in Apparatus for making and filling such Bottles,” which is more particularly described in the
specification, marked A, and the two sheets of drawings, marked B and C respectively, which arc hereunto
aimexed ; and that lie, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said
Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting
these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four;
and hatb humbly prayed that 1 would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive
enjoyment ami advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to him for a period of
fourteen years : And f, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the
arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the
prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters
stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of the Executive
Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given to mo by the said Act of Council, to grant, and
do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said Hiram Codd, bis executors, administrators, and
assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the
term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Hiram Codd, his
executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and
unto tlie full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing,
and fully to he complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said Hiram Codd shall not, within
. three days after tho granting of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the
Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration,
and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to bo, sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this twenty-first day of November, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(n.s.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
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Improvements in Jiottles for containin;; Aerated liquids, Sfc.
A.

SPECIFICA TIOX.
TO ALL TO WHOM IT MA.Y CONCERN, Be it knoim tliat T, ITtu.m Codd, of Grove-lane, Cam
berwell, in the county of Surrey, England, am in possession of an invention for “Improvements in
Bottles for containing Aerated Liquids, and in Apparatus for making and lilling such Bottles'’; and J,
tho said Hiram Codd, do hereby declare the. nature of the said invention, and in what manner the
same is to be performed, to bo particularly described and ascertained in and by the following statement
thereof, that is to say— '
Turs invention consists, firntly, in constructing bottles for containing effervescing wines and other aerated
or gaseous liquids in such a manner that the bottle when filled is closed by a glass ball, held by tlie
pressure within the bottle against a ring of elastic material placed around the interior of the mouth ;
secondly, in forming the interior diameter of the mouth of the bottle, above such ring or seat of elastic
material, of smaller diameter than the ball, so that however great may be the pressure within the bottle
the ball cannot be forced through the ring of clastic material; thirdly, in contracting the lower part of the
neck of the bottle to prevent the stopper from dropping into the lower part of the bottle ; and fourthly, in
forming contractions in the sides of the neck, or otherwise forming the neck iu such a manner as to impede
the stopper from moving up to the mouth of the bottle during the timo that the contents are being poured
out. The invention also consists in the construction of tools for shaping the heads of such bottles.
Figure 1 shows a side elevation, partly in section, and figure 2 shows an opposite side elevation of
a bottle constructed according to my invention. The bottle in these figures is shown to have been opened
and inverted for the purpose of pouring out its contents. Figure if shows a side elevation, partly in
section, of the bottle when closed. In these figures a is the glass-ball stopper ; b. a ring of clastic material,
against which the ball is held by the pressure within the bottle ; c is a groove formed around the mouth of
the bottle to receive the elastic ring b. It will be seen that the internal diameter of the mouth of the
bottle is smaller than the diameter of the mouth below the groove, and also smaller than {he diameter of
the ball a, bo that the ball cannot be forced out through the mouth. In order to construct such a bottle, a
tool, shown at figures 4, is employed. This tool is similar to the ordinary tongs heretofore used for
moulding the heads of glass bottles, in so far as regards the parts required for shaping the exterior of the
head ; but in addition io each arm or limb of the tongs, carrying at its ends half-moulds for shaping the
exterior of the head, as heretofore, they also carry pieces, dr/, for shaping its interior. These parts arc drawn
together when the tongs are opened, so that they can readily enter the neck of a bottle and move apart
when the tongs arc closed, and they then come into position for shaping the interior of the head, as shown
iu the drawing. The projections e on the pieces d form a groove around tho interior of the head, whilst, at
the same time, the top of the head, above where the groove is formed, is contracted so as to bring it to a
less internal diameter than the lower part of the head below the groove. Another way iu which the tongs
for shaping the head of the bottle may be formed is shown at figure 5. In this case the pieces dd, for
shaping the interior of the head, in place of being carried by the ends of the tongs, are carried by jointed
levers, d*, carried by the limbs or arms of the longs, as shown. The bottle is formed in the following
manner:—A bubble of glass is first blown, and is roughly reduced to the desired form by rolling and
pressing it upon a stone ; the roughly shaped bubble is then enclosed in a mould of tho form desired, and
the bottle is blown therein in the ordinary manner. "When tlie bottle has been removed from the mould,
a glass marble, previously heated, is dropped into the bottle through the neck ; the ring or head is then
formed at the top of the neck in the ordinary manner, by means of the tool above described. After the
bottle has been allowed to cool, a ring of cork or other elastic material, as, for example, of vulcanized
india-rubber, is inserted into the grooie formed around the interior of the head, and the bottle is ready
for filling with an efl’ervescing or aerated liquid ; the pressure of gas within the bottle will then hold the
glass stopper against the clastic ring, and a perfect closing of the bottle will be instantaneously effected,
To open a bottle which is closed in this manner, it is only necessary to press back the ball away from its
seat; the ball may then either be allowed to drop to tlie bottom of the bottle, or if the bottle is formed as
shown at figures 1 and 2, with tho lower part of the neck contracted atyj the ball may simply drop to tlie
lower part of the neck. It will be seen from the drawings that tlie lower part of the neck is contracted
from two sides onlv, so that the passage between the interior of the bottle and the neck can never be
closed by the ball-stopper, and therefore no difficulty will be experienced in filling tho bottle.
In order also to prevent the hall-stopper from rolling back to its seat as the contents of the bottle
are being poured out, contractions, y y, are formed down two opposite sides of tho neck of the bottle. Tho
forming the eontractions/and y in the neck of the botlle is effected by making the mould in which the
bottles are blown of a suitable form to produce the contractions. By forming the contractionsy down the
sides of the neck of the bottle, the ball-stopper, when pressed back from its seat, will fall down in the
direction shown by the arrows on one side of these contractions, until it is arrested by the contractiony,then, if the bottle be inclined to pour out the contents, the ball will come on the opposite side of the con
tractions, and will by them bo impeded from rolling back to the mouth of tlie boltle. Another way of
forming internal projections in the neck of the bottle to prevent the ball rolling back to its seat when the
contents of the bottle are being poured out is shown at figures G. In this case four short projections are
formed at the points y. The ball, as it drops from its seat, fulls between these projections until it is
arrested by the contraction./*,■ then, if the bottle be inclined to pour out its contents, the ball will rest in
one or other of the semi-circular recesses h which are formed at tlie lower part of the neck, and will bo
impeded by the projections y from rolling back to its seat, or the semi-circular recesses Jt might be used
for this purpose, as shown at figures 7, without forming the projections y.
Internal projections, y, may also bo formed in the neck of the bottle in the manner shown at figures 8.
In this case the lower part of tlie internal projections are curved, so that when the ball has fallen from its
seat, and has been arrested by the contractionand when the bottle is inclined to pour out its contents,
the ball drops into the position shown by ihe drawing, and remains there whilst the contents are being
poured out. In this case tho contents of the bottle, as they are being poured out, pass below the ballstopper, in place of flowing over it, as in tlie other arrangements. Similar contractions may also bo mado
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in iho necks of bottles which are fitted with infernal stoppers, carrying an elastic ring or cap to fit against
a seat formed near tlie mouth of the bottle. Pigure 0 shows a bottle fitted with a stopper ot this kind, and
formed with contract ion shandy, in the neck, as in the bottle shown at figures 1 and 2. 'When the stopper
is pressed back from its seat, it drops down on one side of the contractions y until it is arrested by the
contractiony,- and when the bottle is inclined to pour out its contents, the elastic bead or cap, k, of the
stopper is caught between the contractions y, and is prevented from moving back to the mouth of the
bottle.
In addition to deriving this advantage from forming the contractions/1 andy in the neck of a bottle,
when such a stopper is used, a much smaller stopper may be employed than heretofore when the stopper
was allowed to drop down into the bottle, as in this case the stopper bad to be formed of a length greater
than the internal diameter, so that it could not turn over in the bottle; whereas by forming the contrac
tion/at the lower part of the neck, the stopper is retained in the neck, aud consequently a much shorter
stopper can be used.
_
_
In order to fill bottles which are closed by stoppers in the manner above described with aerated
liquids, as, for example, with soda-water, I employ an arrangement of apparatus such as shown at figures
10, 11, and 12, I'igure 10 shows a front view, and figures 11 and 12 show end views of the apparatus.
a is a nipple, up to which the mouth of the bottle to be filled is held in the ordinary manner ; the nipple a
is carried on a hollow axis, c, mounted in bearings, d, so that after a bottle has been filled it may be inverted
into the position shown at figure 11 before removing it from the nipple. This allows the stopper to fall to
the mouth of the bottle, so that immediately the bottle is removed from the nipple the stopper doses the
mouth. On one end of the axis is a lever arm with a balance weight, e, upon it, and the opposite end is
fitted by a stuffing-box to a pipe,/j through which aerated liquid is supplied to the hollow axis, y is a
screw stop-cock on the pipe/j to shut off the supply of liquid to the hollow axis after a bottle has been
filled. Projectiug from the axis c are also two arms, k, one on either side of tho nipple, and upon these
slides a plate, k\ which carries a cap for the bottom of the bottle to rest in whilst the bottle is being filled.
The plate k can be pressed up to the nipple by turning tho eccentric b by its handle &1. When a bottle
has been filled and inverted into the position shown at figure 10, the eccentric is turned into a position to
allow of the bottle being removed; the apparatus is then again brought into the position shown at figures
10 and 12, to he ready for filling another bottle.
Having thus described the nature of my invention, I would state that I claim—
1. Tlie construction of bottles for containing effervescing wines and other aerated or gaseous
liquids, in such a manner that the bottle when filled is closed by a glass ball, held by the
pressure within against a ring of elastic material placed around the interior of the mouth.
2. Forming the interior diameter of the mouth of such bottles above the ring of elastic material
of smaller diameter than the hall, so that the ball cannot escape from the bottle.
3. Contracting the lower part of the neck of bottles fitted with internal stoppers, to prevent tho
stopper dropping into the lower part of the bottle.
4. Forming contractions in the sides of the neck, or otherwise forming impediments in the neck,
to prevent the stopper moving up to the mouth of the bottle during the time that the con
tents are being poured out.
■
_
5. The combined arrangement of apparatus for filling internally stoppered bottles with aerated
liquids.
G. The construction of tools for shaping the heads of bottles to be closed by hall-stoppers,
substantially as herein described.
■

In witness whereof, I, the said Hiram Codd, have hereunto set my hand and seal, this eleventh
day of July, iu the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
H. CODD.
(i.s.)

This is the specification, marked A, referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration, granted to
Hiram Codd, this twenty-first day of November, 1873.
HERCULES ROBINSON.

KEPOUT.
Sydney, 21 October, 1873.
Sra,

.

We have the honor to inform you that, having examined the specification and drawings for
“ Improvements in Bottles for containing Aerated Liquids, and in Apparatus for making and filling such
Bottles,” by Hiram Codd, we see no obiectionto the issue of Letters of Registration, and therefore advise
accordingly.
<
We have, Ac.,
■
,
CHAS. WATT.
The PnnrcirAL Undue Seceetaet.
E. C. CRACKNELL.

[Drawings—two sheets.]
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MACHINE FOE LAMINATING AND CRUSHING BARK.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to John Thomas Stamp, for a Machine for
laminating and crushing Bark.
[Registered on the 26th day of November, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 16 Yic., No. 24.]

BY Hib Excellency Sir Heecotes Georoe Robert Robinson, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
'
WHEREAS John Thomas Stamp, of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, hath by his Petition
humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain invention or improvement in
manufactures, that is to say, of an invention of a “Machine for laminating and crushing Bark,” which said
invention is more particularly described in the specification, marked A, and the two sheets of drawings,
marked B and C respectively, which are hereunto annexed; and that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited
with tho Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds
sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by the Act of
Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant
Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improve
ment might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years : And I, being willing to give encouragement
to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public good, and
having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons appointed
by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon for my information, am
pleased, with the advice of the Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and authority given, to me
by tho said Act t>f Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant unto the said John
Thomas Stamp, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said
invention or improvement, for and during the term of fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold,
and exercise unto the said John 'Thomas Stamp, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive
enjoyment aud advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from
the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, aud fully to he complete and ended: Provided
always, that if the said John Thomas Stamp shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters
of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in tho said Colony
of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted,
shall cease and become void.

.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to ho sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at G overn
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this twenty-fourth day of November, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
'
(l.s.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
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Machine for laminating and crushing Bark.
A.

SPECIFICATION. .

'

TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, I, Joirs Thojlls Stamp, of Melbourne,
in the Colony of Yictoria, send greeting :
Whereas I am desirous of obtaining Letters of Eegistration for securing unto me Her Majesty’s special
license tliat I, my executors, administrators, aud assigns, or such others as I or they should at any time
agree with, and no others, should and lawfully might, from time to time, and at all times.during the term of
fourteen years (to he computed from the day on which this instrument is left at the office of the Colonial
Secretary, at Sydney), make, nse, exercise, and vend within the Colony of New South Wales an invention
of a Machine for laminating and crushing Bark ; and in order to obtain the said Letters of Eegistration I
must, by an instrument under my hand and seal, particularly describe and ascertain the nature of the said
invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed: ..Vow know ye tliat I, the said John Thomas
Stamp, do hereby declare the nature of the said invention, and the manner in which the same is to be
performed, to be particularly described and ascertained iu and by the following statement (that is to say) :
My invention is for a machine for the laminating and crushing of bark by direct percussion, whilst it ia
being driven freely towards the periphery of the mill by the centrifugal action set up in the interior of the
mill. The utility of this invention cousists in obtaining a greatly increased result from tlie same expendi
ture of power as in an ordinary bark mill. 1 will now proceed to describe the machine for so doing,
reference being had to two sheets of drawings annexed hereto, and numbered 1 and 2. Figure 1 is a
side elevation, partly in section, showing the general arrangement. Figures 2 and 3 show sections of pulley
boss and bearings. Figure 4 is au end elevation with part of casing removed, to show' the cages and bars.
A is the casing open at the side, to allow the bark to enter the centre of the mill by the hopper B; C is a
wrought-iron disc attached by bolts to the pulley boss D, which revolves on the shaft F. The boss D has
adjustable bearings (by preference filled w'ith patent metal) ; these bearings are acted on by the screws
A Ad A, which are kept tight by jam nuts ; by this means the disc C can always be kept running true.
The interior of the boss D is hollowed out to hold a supply of oil, which is kept in by the plates and
washers of leather B E. The shaft F, on which is keyed the pulley Gr, is carried in two bracket bearings,
HH. The disc C is 3 feet outside diameter, and carries on it three sets of werought-irou or steel bars,
placed concentrically to form cages. These bars are fastened to tlie disc by two nuts, to allow of easy
replacement, aud are shanked and riveted over on outer rings, Cl, C2, C3, or they can be riveted at both
ends. Cage Cl is thirty-four and three-quarter inches diameter, and contains sixty bars; cage C2 is
three-quarter inches diameter, and contains twenty-nine bars ; a wrought-iron disc, K, thirty-two and onehalf inches diameter, carries the cages Kl, K2, K3 ; cagelCl is thirty-one and one-quarter inches diameter,
and contains fifty-four bars ; cage K2 is twenty-four and one-quarter inches diameter, and contains thirtyeight bars ; cage K3 is seventeen and one-quarter inches diameter, and contains twenty-one bars. The disc
K is attached by tlie bars K3 to the cast-iron disc I, keyed on to the shaft F, and revolving with it. An
iron bar, L, carried on bracket M, projects into the interior of the mill, aud causes the baric to press against
the inner cage, whence the centrifugal action is set up. The shaft F, together with the cages Kl, K2, K3,
revolve in one direction, at from five to six hundred revolutions per minute, and the pulley boss, together
with the cages 01, C2, C3, revolve at the same speed, but in a contrary direction, so that the bark entering
the centre and flying towards the periphery receives the blows from each set of bars in a contrary direc
tion, and is laminated and crushed as required. The bark having previously been broken into short
lengths by any ordinary process, enters the mill by the hopper B, and is delivered fit for use into the
casing A, I do not coufine myself to the number of bars or cages indicated in this specification, or to any
particular number thereof, but what I claim as the novelty of this invention is the Machine for laminating
and crushing Bark by direct percussion, whilst being driven freely toward the periphery of the machine, as
herein described.
In witness whereof, I, tho said John Thomas titamp, have hereunto set my hand and seal, this third
day of June, one thousand eight hundred and seven tv-three.
'
JNO. T. STAMP.
(l.s.)

REPORTS.

the accompanying specification and drawings, by your blank cover of the 9th instant, ior Letters of Eegistration of an invention for laminating and crushing Bark, by direct percussion, &c.; and we now desire to
state that, having considered the allegations set forth in the said Petition and specification, we are of
opinion that the applicant should be required to amend the latter, so as to limit his claim to the machinery
or appliances indicated in the drawings appended to the specification.
TVe have, &c.,
GOTHEE K. MANN.
A. 0. MOEIAETY.
The Princitai. Under Secretary.
Sydney,
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Sydney, 19 July, 1873.
Sis,

'

In returning to you the documents transmitted for our reconsideration, we do ourselves the
honor to state that we are still of opinion that the Registration should not be granted unless tho specifi
cation is amended, as suggested in our former Report. We do not think it necessary that the applicant
should confine himself to the number of bars or cages indicated by his drawing, or to any number thereof;
but wo are of opinion that the Registration should be for the machinery, and not for laminating by direct
percussion, which as a principle appears to us incapable of being patented.
We hare, Ac.,
GOTHER K. MANN.
The Pbwcipjle TJhdee Seceet.vet.
E. 0. MORIAETY.

We are not aware of any objection to Letters of Registration being granted in accordance with tho
specification as now amended.
GOTHER K. MANN.
The pBufciFAi. Uitdeb Secbetaky,
E. 0. MORIARTY.
B.C., 10th October, 1873.

[Drawing*—two
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GLEDHILL’S PATENT AERATED WATER-BOTTLE AND STOPPER.
LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to George Glodliill, for an Invention or Improve
ment styled “ GledMU’s Patent Aerated Water-bottle and Stopper.”
[Registered on the 26th November, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 16 Vic., No. 24.]

0

BY Hrs Excellency Sir Hercules Georoe Robert Robinson, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same,
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
WHEREAS Henry Hurtlebuey Staite, of Melbourne, in the Colony of Victoria, merchant,
hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the duly authorized attorney of George Gledliill,
of Auckland, in the province of Auckland aud Colony of New Zealand, who is the author or designer of
a certain invention or improvement styled “ Gledhill's Patent Aerated Water-bottle and Stopper,” which
is more particularly described in the speciScation, and the three sheets of drawings, marked A, B, and C,
respectively, all of which arc hereunto annexed ; aud that he, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the
Honorable the Treasurer of the said Colony of New South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, tor
defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as required by tlie Act of Council,
sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters
of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement
might be secured to the said George Gledhill for a period of fourteen years : And I, being willing to give
encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may be for the public
good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from competent persons
appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report thereon lor my
information, am pleased, with the advice of tho Executive Council, and in exercise of the power and
authority given to mo by tho said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Registration grant
unto the said George Gledhill, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and
advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term ol fourteen years from the date
hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said George Gledhill, his executors, administrators, and assigns,
the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during and unto the full end aud term of fourteen
years from the date of these presents next and immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and
ended : Provided always, that if the said George Gledhill shall not, within three days after the^ granting
of these Letters of Registration, register the same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in
the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever
hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
.
Jn witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the scat of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this twenty-fourth day of" November, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(l.s.)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
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This is the Specification referred to in the annexed Petition of Henry' Hurtlebury Staite.—Dated the
twentv-eighth day of July, 1873.
■
■
'
HENRY H. STAITE.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, I, GHoeoe Ginn hill, of the city of
Auckland, in the Province of Auckland and Colony of New Zealand, Aerated Water Manufacturer,
send greeting:
Whebeas I am desirous of obtaining Royal Letters Patent for securing unto me Her Majesty’s special
license that I, my executors, administrators, and assigns, and such others as I or they should at any time
agree with, and no others, should and lawfully might, from time to time, and at all times during tlie term
of fourteen years, make, use, exercise, and vend within the Colony of New South Wales audits Dependen
cies, an invention for Improvements in tlie bottling of Aerated Waters, by dispensing with the corking and
wiring thereof, to be called “ Gledhill’s Patent Aerated Water-bottle and Stopper”: and in order to obtain
the said Letters Patent, I must, by an instrument in writing under my hand and seal, particularly describe
and ascertain the nature of the said invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, and must
also enter into the covenant hereinafter contained: Now know ye, that the nature of the said invention,
and the manner in which the same is to be performed, is particularly described and ascertained in and by
the following statement (that is to say), my invention is particularly described and shown by the accom
panying drawings and the following explanation of such drawings :—In sheet No. 1, figure No. 1 represents
a perpendicular section of a full-sized bottling machine for filling these particular kind of bottles. DD are
the handles of the machine, connected together at EE by means of two pins and two small plates, see
figure 4. KL is a steel spring, fastened to one of the handles at M, by means of a screw. A is a round
hole with a female thread in it, for the reception of one end of a small high-pressure tap, tlie other end
being fastened to a flexible tube connected with a soda-water machine. CO is a passage for the aerated
water to flow through into the bottle when filling. RR is a circular india-rubber washer for the neck of
the bottle to rest against. JJ is a leather pad fastened to the bottom jaw of the machine, by means of a
small screw, H, for the bottom of bottle, G, to rest upon. Figure 2, section lino 7, represents a hori
zontal section of figure 1 along section line 6. Figure 3 represents a perpendicular section of the machine
along section lines 2, 3, and horizontal section along section lines 4, 5, figure I. Figure 4K represents the
shape of two small plates which connect the two halves of the machine together at EE. Figure 1, Q N is
an iron pin for the machine to turn on one end, passing through a hole in the top of the machine at N, the
other end being flattened out and screwed to a bench, 0 is a small washer on the end of the iron pin N,
V is a small hole for receiving a pin to prevent the machine from slipping off. Sheet No. 2, figure No. 1,
represents a perpendicular section of a full-sized bottling maebine for filling these particular kind of
bottles. DD are the handles of the machine, connected together at EE by means of two pins and two
small plates (see figure 4). Kk is a steel spring fastened to one of the handles of the machine at N by
means of a screw. AA is a tap. B is a handle. 00 is a stuffing-box metal. II is a stuffing-box for the
tap plug to work through. CC is the passage by which the aerated water is admitted into the bottle when
the tap plug AA is open. RR is a circular india-rubber washer with a hole in it for the neck of the bottle
to rest against. JJ is a leather pad fastened to the bottom jaw of the machine by means of a small screw
for the bottom of the bottle, G, to rest upon. Figure 1 continued—CC is the passage for the aerated
water to flow through. XXX X is a continuation of XX, figure 1, with a washer, v V, screwed tight on to
one end. WW is a stuffing-box metal. QQ is a stuffing-hox. ZZZZ are four small lugs cast on the
stuffing-box, for the purpose of fastening down to a bench or stand by means of four holes, WYV. This
is connected with a soda-water machine at T by means of a pipe ; this figure is drawn horizontal, to show
the position of the plugs. Figure 5 represents a perpendicular section of figure 1 continued along section
line 8. Figure 2 represents a horizontal section of figure 1 along section line 6. Figure 3 represents a
perpendicular section of the machine along section lines 2 and 3, and horizontal section along section hues
4 and 5, figure 1. Figure 4K represents the shape of two small plates which connect the two halves of
the machine together at EE. Figure 6 represents a perpendicular section of a cone and socket for putting
the stopper into the bottle. Place the bottle G inside the socket C so that the neck will rest against the
leather padding BBB, close to the bottom of the cone A. Stand the bottle on a bench, place the stopper
f into the wide end of the cone, the cover having been previously lubricated with soap and water, then
take the tool, figure 8, which is made of either wood or iron, and drive the stopper through the cone A into
the bottle by means of a few blows from a mallet. Figure 8 is a tool for driving the stopper through a
cone into the bottle. CC is a leather washer to prevent the punch from injuring the cone. Figure 7 is a
round piece of wood with a flat top for pushing down the stopper into the bottle when it requires emptying.
Sheet No. 4, figure 1, represents a perpendicular section of an aerated water bottle with an india-rubber
stopper, /, in its position when the bottle is full. DD forms the curved neck of the bottle made to fit the
stopper f. BB each form the arc of a circle, for the stopper f to lodge in when emptying the bottle of its
contents. Figure 2, section line 4, represents a horizontal section of the bottle and stopper along section
lino 4. Figures 3, 4, 5, represent horizontal sections of the bottle along section lines 1, 2, 3, respectively.
My method of filling the bottle is as follows :—Supposing the machine to he connected with a soda-water
machine as previously described, press the two handles DD together so as to open the jaw of the machine,
then place the bottle G in position, as shown in the drawing; the stopper/ will then be in the bottom of
the bottle, section F. Turn on the tap which is fixed in the machine at A till the bottle is sufficiently full,
then stop the tap. Take hold of the handle DD aiid turn the machine upside down so that the stopper
will occupy position in neck of the bottle marked / in the drawing ; now press the two handles DD together
and take out the bottle while in this position, the stopper will then maintain its position, on account of the
expansive force contained in the bottle; turn the machine right side up and repeat the operation.
Now what I particularly claim as my invention and as novel is the round india-rubber stopper
which supplies the place of the cork as ordinarily used, and the improved shape of the neck of the bottle
as shown in the drawings, which facilitates the easv and proper working of tho india-rubber stopper; and
'
'
I
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Gledhill's Patent Aerated Water-bottle and Stopper.
I do hereby, for my self, my heirs, executors, and administrators, covenant with Her Majesty, Her Heirs and
Successors, that I believe the said invention to be a new invention as to the public use and exercise thereof,
and that I do not know or believe that any other person than myself is the true and first inventor of the
said invention, and that I will not deposit these presents at the office of the Chief Secretary with any such
knowledge or belief as last aforesaid.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand, this twenty-eighth day of July, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
GEORGE GLEDHILL.
Witness to the signature of George Gledhill,
By his Attorney,—
By his Attorney,—
Hesby H. Siaite.
Reset H. Staite,
Alfbed De Lissa,

Solr., Sydney.

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to George
Gledhill, this twenty-fourth day of November, 1873.
HERCULES ROBINSON.

REPORT.

Sydney, 13 October, 1873.
Sib,

We have examined the specification of Mr. George Gledhill for an improved method of
stoppering Bottles, and consider that there is sufficient originality in the invention to entitle him to Letter#
of Registration being granted for a period of fourteen years, and we therefore advise accordingly.
We have, &c.,
CHAS. WATT,
The Pbutoipal Uktxeb Secbetaby.
E. C. CRACKNELL.

[Drawings—three sheets.]
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No. 390.

IMPROVEMENTS IN MACHINERY EOR WASHING AURIFEROUS OR
.
STANNIFEROUS DRIFTS,’ &c.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Benjamin R. Brown, for “ Improvements in
Machinery for washing auriferous or stanniferous drifts, &c.
*

[Registered-on the 12th day of December, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 1G Vic., No. 24.]

BV His Exceluencv Sib Hercules George Robert Robisson, Knight Commander of the Most

Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of Now South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same.
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:

I

■

WHEREAS Besjajtix Rogers Bitowy, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, hath by Ins
Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain invention or improvement
in manufactures, that is to say, of an invention of “ Improvementa in Machinery for washing auriferous
or stanniferous drifts, for concentrating sand or slime ores, and for separating pyrites andgoldfrom crushed
<iuarl7.,” which said invention is more particularly described in the specification, marked A, and the two
papers of drawings, marked B and C respectively, which are hereunto annexed; and that he, the said
Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of ihe said Colony of New South Wales the
sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting these Letters of Registration, as
required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four; and hath humbly prayed that I
would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of tho
said invention or improvement might be secured to him for a period of fourteen years: And I, being
willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in the arts or manufactures which may
be for the public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer of the said Petition, from
competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated therein, and to report
thereon for my information, am pleased, with the advice of tho Executive Council, and in exercise of the
power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by these Letters of Regis
tration grant unto the said Benjamin Rogers Brown, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the
exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during the term of
fourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto the said Benjamin Rogers Brown, his
executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof, for and during
and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and immediately
ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended : Provided always, that if the said Benjamin Rogers Brown
shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, register ihe same in the
proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then these Letters
of Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to be sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this ninth day of December, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
(t,s.)
.
HERCULES ROBINSON.
1—3 B
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Improvements in Machinery for washing auriferous or stanniferous drifts, fyc.
A.
SPEC] FI CATION of the Invention of Benjamin IIogkks Bhown.
This invention refers to Improvements in Machinery for washing auriferous or stanniferous drifts, for

concentrating sand or slime ores, and for separating pyrites and gold from crushed quarts.
For this purpose I use pans of iron, or other suitable material, suspended from above or supported
from below by springs, chains, rods, or other appliances, in such manner as to permit of the pans
receiving a reciprocating motion in a longitudinal direction, which motion is derived from revolving shafts,
by means of cranks or eccentric wheels and connecting rods. Each pan is formed with a bottom sloping
downwards from the sides towards the middle, and along the middle of the pan a space is partitioned off,
communicating with the other parts of the pan only by means of apertures situated close to the bottom.
This central space is provided with another adjustable aperture, by means of which the concentrated
material is discharged from the pan, at pleasure, into suitable receivers. The material to be concentrated
is fed with water into the pan, near the middle, outside of each central partition, and is kept, by tho
motion of the pan, in such a state of suspension as to permit the various particles to arrange themselves
in the pan according to their specific gravity, those of the greatest specific gravity falling to the bottom,
and those having the least specific gravity remaining at the top. The water flowing into the pan is
constantly discharged over the sides, carrying the lightest particles with it, whilst the heaviest particles
pass through apertures at the bottom of the central partitions, and are discharged by themselves, at
pleasure, by the adjustable apertures.
_
The accompanying drawings exhibit one form of this invention. Fig. 1 is a side elevation; fig. 2
is a plan ; fig. 3 is an end elevation ; fig. 4 is a cross section; and fig. 5 is a longitudinal section.
In these figures A represents a frame of wood, iron, or other suitable material, P represents the
pan, suspended by chains, rods, bladesprings, or other suitable means, from the frame A, and deriving
motion from the crank-shaft S, through the connecting rod C. The crank-shaft is furnished with a fly-wheel,
"YV, and is caused to revolve by the belt pulleys B, or by other suitable means. EE represent the side
edges of the pans over which the light waste material is discharged into the troughs or launders TT. DD
represent the central partitions, with apertures, FF, near the bottom, which form thconly communication
with the central space G-. H represents the adjustable aperture for discharge of concentrated material.
The material to be concentrated is supplied to the pan by the troughs or launders II, from which it passes
through the longitudinal distributing wells KK (which also serve to collect mercury, if any be present) and
passing over the aprons MM falls into the pan at jN’iN .
I do not limit myself to the exact details herein described, which are capable of modification to
suit the various localities in which, or the various purposes for which the machine may be used.
I claim as my invention the peculiar arrangement and form of pan herein described, the central
partitions with their apertures at bottom, the longitudinal central supply, and the side discharge of refnse
material.
Sydney, 23rd October , 73.
BENJAMIN EOGEES BE OWN.

This is the specification, marked A, referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to
Benjamin Rogers Brown, this ninth day of December, 1873.
'
HERCULES ROBINSON.

REPORT.
Sydney, 17 November, 1873.
Sir,

.

The application of Mr. Benjamin R. Brown for Letters of Registration for “ Improvements in
Machinery for washing auriferous or stanniferous drifts, &c.,” having been referred to us, we have
examined the specification and drawings accompanying the same, and have tho honor to report that we see
no objection to the issue of Letters of Registration for the machine as described and figured.
We have, &c.,
J. SMITH.
The Principal Under Secreiart.
GOTHER K. MANN.

[Drawlugs—two sheds.]
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A.D. 1873, 23 December.

No. 391.

INVENTION FOR IMPREGNATING OR AERATING MALT LIQUORS BY
CARBONIC ACID GAS.

LETTERS OE REGISTRATION to Robert Henry Prendergast, for an Invention
for impregnating or aerating Malt liquors by Carbonic Acid Gas.
[Registered on the 23rd day of December, 1873, in pursuance of the Act 1G Vic., No. 24.]

IIw Kxcellkxct Siii Hkhcxles Georoe Robert Robinson, Knight Commander of the Most
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of A civ South "Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same,
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, greeting:
®0B,EKT ITKNltT Phe.\deroast, of the city of Sydney, in the Colony of New South
. ale®.’ tlrcw®rJ hath by his Petition humbly represented to me that he is the author or designer of a certain
mien ion or improvement in manufactures, that is say, of an invention for impregnating or aerating Malt
.Liquors by Carbonic Aeid Gas, which is more particularly described in the specification which is hereunto
annexed; and that lie, the said Petitioner, hath deposited with the Honorable the Treasurer of the said
olony oi JNew South Wales the sum of Twenty Pounds sterling, for defraying the expense of granting
these Letters ot Registration, as required by the Act of Council, sixteenth Victoria, number twenty-four0;
and hath humbly prayed that I would be pleased to grant Letters of Registration, whereby the exclusive
enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement might be secured to him for a period of
fourteen years: And I, being willing to give encouragement to all inventions and improvements in tbe arts
or manuiaetures which may be for tho public good, and having received a report favourable to the prayer
o the said rctition, from competent persons appointed by me to examine and consider the matters stated
therein, and to report thereon for my information, am pleased, witli the advice of the Executive Council
and in exercise of tlie power and authority given to me by the said Act of Council, to grant, and do by ‘
ese Letters of Registration grant unto the said Robert Henry Prcndergast, his executors, administrators,
and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage of the said invention or improvement, for and during
t e term of tourteen years from the date hereof; to have, hold, and exercise unto tbe said Robert Henry
irendergast, his executors, administrators, and assigns, the exclusive enjoyment and advantage thereof,
lor and during and unto the full end and term of fourteen years from the date of these presents next and
immediately ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended: Provided always, that if the said Robert Henry
Irendergast shall not, within three days after the granting of these Letters of Registration, remster the
same in the proper office in the Supreme Court, at Sydney, in the said Colony of New South Wales, then
tliese Letters oi Registration, and all advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall cease and become void.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my sign manual, and have caused the present Letters of
Registration to he sealed with the seal of the said Colony of New South Wales, at Govern
ment House, Sydney, in New South Wales, this twenty-third day of December, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
”
'
S)
HERCULES ROBINSON.
w i
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No. 391.

Inveniionfor impregnating or aerating Malt Idquors by Carbonic Acid Gas.

SPECIFICATION.
TO ATiTi TO ‘WHOM THESE PEESENTS SHALL COME, I, Robert Henry Prendergast,
of Sydney, brewer, do hereby declare the nature of my invention, and the manner in which the same is to be
performed.
The machine used is similar to the one in use by aerated water manufacturers, with the addition of having
all the internal parts thickly plated with silver.

The gas proposed to be used is tbe ordinary carbonic acid gas used in the manufacture of soda
water, or the natural carbonic acid gas that is generated in brewery vats during the process of fermenta
tion, thus impregnating the beer witli its natural gas.
This gas will be collected by pumping it from tbe fermentating vats into a gasometer, where it will be
stored for use.
.
First.—I claim charging fermenting liquors, as before stated, with carbonic acid gas.
Secondly.—I claim collecting gas during fermentation for tbe purpose above mentioned.
In witness whereof, I, the said Robert Henry Prendergast, have hereunto set my hand and seal,
this thirteenth day of November, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three.
ROBERT HENRY PRENDERGAST. (i,s.)
"Witness to signature of Robert Henry Prendergast—
Jno. Saunders.

This is the specification referred to in the annexed Letters of Registration granted to Robert
Henry Prendergast, this twenty-third day of December, 1873.
■
' HERCULES ROBINSON.

REPORT.
Sydney, 25 November, 1873.
’ In the matter of the application of Mr. Robert H. Prendergast for Letters of Registration for
an “ Invention for impregnating or aerating Malt Liquors by Carbonic Acid Gas, ’ which has been referred
to us, we have tbe honor to report that we see no objection to tbe issue of Letters of Registration as
prayed for.
We have, Ac.,
J. SMITH.
CHAS. WATT.
The Phincjual Under Secretary.

fcytlMj i Thomaa Richard^ Government Printer.—1874.
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1875.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMMIGRATION.
(REPORT FROM AGENT FOR 1874.)

Ptefienttto to ^jjarliamcnt fijj ComtnantJ.

Tjie

Ac em

foe

Imiiiohation to The Principal Under Secretary.

Q-ovemmeiit Immigration Office,
Sydney, 2'March, 1S75.

Sin,

I have the honor to submit, for the information of the Honorable the Colonial Secretary, my
Report on Immigration for the year 1874.
2. The “ British Commodore” wr.s the last ship which arrived (on 24th April, 1878) under the
Instructions given in 1870 by the Honorable tho Colonial Secretary, granting free passages to single
females, accompanied by a few married people, a portion of whose cost of passage was paid by themselves.
A total of 653 single females were thus introduced in 1871, 1872, and 1873, thereby disposing of the
unexpended balance from former Immigration voles of about £11,000, referred to in my communication
of 18th February, 1870.
'
3. The existing “ Regulations for the promotion of Immigration” on the principle of assisted
passages, by the payment either in this Colony or in Great Britain of about one-third of the cost of
passage money, came into operation on the 1st June, 1873.
4. Under these Regulations there have arrived during the past year four ships with immigrants,
viz i, the—
“ Samuel Plimsoll,”arrived February 1,1874,
“ Jerusalem,”
„ June 22,1874,
“ Tyburnia,”
„ October 5, 1874,
“ Samuel Plimsoll,” „ December 16, 1874,
bringing 1,080 immigrants, 475 of whom wero sent for by their relatives or friends resident in this
Colony ; the remainder, viz., 605 individuals, were selected by the Agent General. During the outward
voyage of these several ships there occurred thirteen births and thirteen deaths, viz,, one adult and twelve
infanta.
5. The immigrants by these ships were natives of—
England and "Wales ...
...
...
524
Ireland
...
...
...
...
432
Scotland
..
.
...
...
108
Foreign Parts
..
...
6
Born on the voyage.......................
10
Total

................................... 1,080

of whom were—■
Male adults .
Female adults
Children under 12 years of age [
Total

^ ] ..

427
411
242
1,080

6. The religious denominations of these immigrants were—
Protestants.................................................................... 721
Roman Catholics
...
...
...
...
..
... 359
Total
53—

................................... 1,080
7.

76fi
2

7. Their educational attainments, as compared with their native countries, were—
From England and Wales.

Cannot read (9 born on voyage) ...
...
Readonly ...
...
...
...
...
Read and write
...................................

... 129)
... 26 >
... 378)

533

... 121)
... 23 >
... 239 1

433

... 33)
... 2 >
... 73)

108

From Ireland.

Cannot read (1 born on voyage) .............
Read only
..............................................
Read and write_
....
...
...
...
From Scotland.

Cannot read ...
...
...
...
...
Read onlv ..............................................
Read and write
...................................
From Foreign'Parts,

Cannot read.............
.........................
Read ouly .............
.........................
Read and write
...................................
Total

...
...
...

.............

1)
1

6

4)

. 1,080

S. The disposal of the immigrants lias been notified in my separate reports on the arrival of each
vessel; by which reports it appears that of the 28-i single women who arrived only sixty-three were willing
to engage as domestic servants; the larger number, viz. 221, were received by their relatives and friends
resident in the Colony- The average wages obtained by those who were hired at the Depot was at tho
rate of £22 10s. per annum, with board and lodging. The greater proportion of the married people and
of the single men immediately joined their friends, the remaining few readily found remunerative employ
ment, viz.—married couples at from £60 to £70 per annum ; single men at from £30 to £40 per annum,
in both cases with board and lodging; carpenters and plasterers at from 30s. to 40s. per week, with board;
masons and bricklayers at 10s. per day of eight hours.
_ _
9. The Collector of Customs has, as usual, furnished me with a return, by which it appears that,
during the year 1874, the total number of individuals arrived in the Colony from the United Kingdom,
irrespective of the assisted immigrants, has been 576, and the departures to the United Kingdom have
numbered 605 individuals.
,
.
10. Prom the Deport published by the Marine Department of the Board of Trade on Emigration
from the United Kingdom for the year 1873 (that for 1874 is not yet published), the following information
is obtained:—The total emigration from the United Kingdom during the past fifty-nine years has amounted
to 7,871,897 persons, including 1,042.954 who have emigrated to the Australian Colonies and New Zealand.
The average annual emigration from the United Kingdom for tho ten years ending^ 1873 was 238,908
persons; but for the year 1873, the larger number of 810,612 emigrated, of which number 26,428
individuals emigrated to the Australian Colonies and New Zealand, of whom only 941 emigrated to New
South Wales.
I have the honor to he,
Sir,
Tour most obedient servant,
GEORGE E. WISE,
Agent for Immigration.

Sydney: Thomas Richards, GovernracDt Printer.—1S75.
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1875.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMMIGRATION.
(PETITION OF RESIDENTS OF ANVIL CREEK AND GRETA.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 4 June, 1875.

To the Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly of New South "Wales.
The Petition of the undersigned residents of Greta, Anvil Creek, and the surrounding districts,—
Huhblt Showeiit :—

'
That as a community of working men, we view with regret and alarm the motion now before
your Honorable House having for its object the introduction of a large number of immigrants to this
Colony, at a very extensive expenditure of the public funds.
We protest against this expenditure, on tho following grounds:—
1st. That for every person so introduced into this Colony we, as working men, have to pay in the
shape of taxation a certain share of the cost attending their introduction.
2nd. That it is an established and acknowledged fact that at the present time there are thousands
of men in this and the adjacent Colonics who arc unable to find employment; and we most
respectfully desire to record our opinion that it would be an act of gross injustice to the
present colonists on the one hand, and to those who may be introduced as immigrants on the
other, to offer inducements which cannot fail to end in disappointment to them and injury
to us.
We beg most humbly, further, to pray and express our strong opinion against Chinese immigration,
now being so extensively introduced into the neighbouring Colony of Queensland, and pray that your Honor
able House will see fit to enact some law of capitation, or otherwise, in order to prevent the evils that
must inevitably arise from this course being extended to tbe land of our adoption.
We pray that your Honorable House will take these premises into consideration, and grant tbe
prayers of our petition, by refusing to accept the proposed immigration scheme, and by legislating against
the introduction of Chinese labour.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c., &c.
(Sere follow 402 signatures),

CMO

270—
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1875.
Legislative Assembly.

Nf E W SOUTH WALES.

IMMIGRATION.
(PETITION OF.RESIDENTS OF LAMBTON, HEW LAMBTOH, AND WARATAH.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed,

4

June,

1875.

,

To the Hooorablo the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled,
Tho Petition of the undersigned residents of Lambton, New Lambton, and Waratah,—
Humbly

showeth

:—

■

That your Petitioners mew with alarm the motion now before your Honorable House having
for its object the introduction of a large number of immigrants to this Colony at a very extensive expenditure
of the public funds.
Tour Petitioners protest against this expenditure, on the following grounds:—
1st. That every person so introduced into this Colony your Petitioners have to pay in the shape
of taxation a share of the cost attending their introduction.
.
2nd. That it is an established and acknowledged fact that at the present time there are thousands
of men in this and the adjacent Colonies who are unable to find employment; and your
Petitioners most respectfully desire to record an opinion that it would be an act of gross injustice
to the present colonists on the one hand, and to those who may be induced to immigrate on
tbe other hand, to offer inducements which cannot fail to end in disappointment to them and
injury to the community in general.
Tour Petitioners beg most humbly further to express their strong opinion against Chinese immigration,
now being so extensively introduced into the neighbouring Colony of Queensland, and pray that your
Honorable House will see fit to enact some law of capitation or otherwise, in order to prevent the evils that
must inevitably arise from this course being extended to the land of our adoption.
Tour Petitioners therefore pray that your Honorable House will take tliese premises into consideration
and refuse to accept the proposed immigration scheme, and legislative against the introduction of Chinese
labour into this Colony.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, <fcc,,

[Sere follow 907 signatures!]

[3rf.]
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IMMIGRATION.
(PETITION AGAINST—RESIDENTS OF WALLSEND.)

Ordered ly ihe Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1-1 June, 1875.

To the Honorable tbe Members of the Legislative Assembly of the Colony of New South "Wales, in
Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Wallsend and the surrounding district,—
IIumbta’ Showeth :—
That your Petitioners, having observed that a measure for promoting immigration to this Colony
hae been introduced in the Legislative Assembly, are of opinion that any such measure as the one proposed
is ciceedingly inopportune, and wholly uncalled for by the requirements of the Colony.
That a scheme of immigration such as the one proposed is, in the opinion of your Petitioners, calcu
lated to import into the labour market of this Colony a redundancy of that element of which a surplus
already exists, and thus have the eft’eet of lowering the condition of the class who live by tbeir labour,
without any corresponding advantages being derived from an extension of colonial industries.
That until such time as the capitalists of this Colony are prepared to extend and sustain the manu
facturing and other productive interests of the Colony generally, the introduction hero of a large number
ol the wage-earning class from the Mother Country eau only be attended with disastrous consequences to
labour in particular and the Colony in general, more especially as the cost of these importations must be
borne by the producers out of their contributions to the Revenue of the State, the burdens of which already
press heavily upon the only partially employed labour of the Colony.
Tour Petitioners, therefore, pray that your Honorable House will take the forcgoiug Petition into
your favourable consideration.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, Ac.

[Here follow 860 signatures.']
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IMMIGRATION.
(PETITION AGAINST—INHABITANTS OF MINMI.)

Ordered by ihe Legislative Assembly to be printed, 19 July, 1875.

To tbe Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of the Colony of New South "Wales, in
Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned inhabitants of Minmi,—
Humbly showeth ;—

That your Petitioners having observed that a measure for promoting Immigration to this Colony
has been introduced into tbe Legislative Assembly, are of opinion that any such measure as the one pro
posed is exceedingly inopportune and wholly uncalled for by the requirements of the Colony.
That a scheme of Immigration such as the one proposed is, in the opinion of your Petitioners,
calculated to import into the labour market of tliis Colony a redundancy of that element of which a surplus
already exists, and thus have the effect of lowering the condition of the class who live by tbeir labour, with
out any corresponding advantage being derived from an extension of colonial industries.
That until such time as the capitalists of this Colony are prepared to extend and sustain the manu
facturing and other productive interests of the Colony generally, tbe introduction here of a large number
of the wage-earning class can only be attended with disastrous consequences to labour in particular and
the Colony in general, more especially as tbe cost of these importations must be borne by tbe producers
out of tbeir contributions to The Revenue of tbe State, the burdens which press heavily upon the only
partially employed labour of the Colony,
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the foregoing Petition
into your favourable consideration.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c.
[Here follow 124 signatures ]
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AMOS DAVIS.

.

(PETITION FROM INHABITANTS OF W ALLAH AT) AH TO SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC WORKS.)

Ordered by ihe Layislative Assembly to he printed,

4

June,

1S7A

To the Honorable John Sutherland, Minister for Works of the Colony of Hew Sooth 'Wales.
The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Wallabadah, in the Colony of New South Wales,—

IIUMBIA' SlIOWKTU:—
That your Petitioners are freeholders and householders residing in Wallabadah aforesaid, which
is a township situated on the Great Northern Road, in tho county of Buckland, Liverpool Plains, in the
Colony aforesaid.
2. That having known Amos Davis as a contractor for Government for a number of years, and we,
the undersigned, knowing him to be a persevering and straightforward man ; also, having been at a great
expense in purchasing plant to enable him to complete the several coutraets previously granted him by the
Government.
3. And for some cause unkuown to us, he has not obtained any contracts of late from the Govern
ment, which has caused him, the aforesaid Amos Davis, a great amount of loss on account of having tho
said plant laying idle on his hands.
4. That if there is any cause which disqualifies him from obtaining Government contracts, we, the
undersigned, do hereby pray that an investigation may he held, and a report made as to tho cause thereof.
5. That your Petitioners are desirous, if the aforesaid Amos Davis bo not disqualified, lie may be
permitted to obtain Government contracts as hitherto.
,
0. Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly prayeth that your Honor will remove the present cause for
him not obtaining Government contracts for public works, if cause there be any.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.

j

Occupation.

Names.

Residence.

!
J. P. Davies
...
...
...
...
Chas. P. Gruggen
...
...
...
John M‘Donald...
...
...
John Gardiner ...
...
...
...
Solomon .Brothers
...
...
...
George H. Wheatley ...
...
...
John Cuming ...
...
...
...
Charles J. Smith
...
...
...
Jonathan Cock ...
...
...
...
Alfred 0. Fox ...
...
...
...
William Taylor ...
...
...
...
John M'Farlane
...
...
...
George Chappie
...
...
...
George Nash
...
...
...
...
John Farrell
...
...
...
...
C. M'Gilivay
.......................................
Anthonv Whitton
...
...
...
Alfred Relly
.......................................
William Cropper
...
...
...
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Surgeon
...
...
Manager, Quirindi
...
Grazier...
...
...
Storekeeper
... - ...
Saddlers
...
...
Blacksmith
...
...
Freeholder
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Innkeeper
Draper ...
Storekeeper
Freeholder
Carpenter
Butcher
Freeholder

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Wallabadah.
Wallabadah Creek.
Wallabadah Station.
Wallabadah,
3J

>>

It
Innkeeper

...

., ,

...

...

...

...

it
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REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON XltE

PETITION OE AMOS DAVIS;
TOGETHER WITH THE

PROCEEDINGS OP THE COMMITTEE,

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE,

APPENDIX.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,

10

August^

1875.

SYDNEY: THOMAS MCHAEDS, GOVEBNHENT PRINTER.
1875.
[Bj. 6(3.]
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1875.
EXTRACTS EROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 35.

Veidat, 7 Mat, 1875.

op Amos Datis (“ Formal” Motion):—Mr. Bennett moved, pursuant to Notice,—
(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed, with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire
into and report on certain allegations contained in a Petition from Amos Davis, which was pre
sented to this House, and ordered to be printed, on tho l.lth November last.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Lackey, Mr. Cameron, Mr. Macintosh, Mr. Jacob, Mr.
Cohen, Mr. T. Q-. Dangar, Mr. Scholcy, Mr. Gray, Mr. W. C. Browne, and the Mover,
Question put and passed.

7. Petition

Votes No. 99.

Friday, 6 August, 1875.

17. Petition oe Amos Davis {Suspension of 47z1A Standing Order) :—Mr. Fitzpatrick moved, pur
suant to Notice {as amended by consent), the suspension of the 47th Standing Order, to enable
the Acting Chairman to sign the lleport of the Select Committee on the Petition of Amos
Davis, the Honorable Member for Liverpool Plains, who was chosen Chairman, having declined
to sign the Report agreed to by the Committee,
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 101.

Tuesday, 10 August, 1875.

3, Petition oe Amos Djyis :—Mr. Macintosh, as Acting Chairman, brought up the Report from, and

laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and of Evidence taken before, the Select Com
mittee for whose consideration and report this subject was referred on 7th May, 1875, together
with Appendix.
Ordered to be printed.

CONTENTS.
TAGB.
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2
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8
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1875.
PETITION OF AMOS DAVIS.

REPORT.

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assemblyj appointed on the 7th May,
1875,—“ with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire into md report on
certain allegations contained in a Petition from Amos Davis, which was presented
to this House and ordered to be printed on the Wth November last,”—have agreed
to the following Report:—
1. That after having examined the witnesses named in the List,* and
carefully considered the Evidence, together with the documents appended thereto,
your Committee have decided that Mr. Amos Davis has no claim against the
Government.
2. Under the circumstances revealed in the Evidence, your Committee are of
opinion that the Commissioner for Roads was justified in refusing to entertain any
application from Mr. Amos Davis for any further work until such time as his
differences with the Roads Department were adjusted.
JOHN MACINTOSH,
Acting Chairman.
No. 3 Committee Room,
Sydney, V)th August, 1875,

Bm £Jitf
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PEOCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.
TUESDAY, 11 MAY, 1875.
Members Present :—

Mr. W. C. Browne,
Mr. Bennett,
Mr. T. G-. Dangar,
Mr. Cunneen,
Mr, Cameron,
Mr. Jacob.
Mr. Bennett called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, appointing the Committee, rearfr\>j the Clerk.
Printed copies of the Petition referred, before the Committee.
Committee deliberated.
Ordered,—That Mr. Amos Davies be summoned to give evidence nest meeting.
[Adjourned to Thursday nest, at half-past Ten o’clock.]

TBTJRSDAY, 13 MAY, 1875.
Members Present :—

Mr. Bennett in the Chair.
Mr. Jacob,
Mr. Scholey,
Mr. T. (T. Dangar,
Mr. W. C. Browne,
Mr. Cameron.
Mr. Gray,
Mr. Amos Davies* called in and examined.
"Witness handed in certain documents which were ordered to be appended. (See Appendices A1 to A9.)
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
[Adjourned to Tuesday next, at half-past Ten o’clock.]

TUESDAY, IS MAY, 1875.
Meeting called for this day postponed by the direction of the Chairman.

WEDNESDAY, 19 MAY, 1875.
Members Present :—
*
Mr, Bennett in the Chair.
Mr. Jacob,
|
Mr. Scholey.
•
Mr. Amos Davies called in and further examined.
"Witness handed in certain documents whicliwere ordered to be appended. (See Appendices AlOfo A24.)
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
_
Ordered,—That W. C, Bennett, Esq., and Mr. Henry Holloway, he summoned to give evidence
nest meeting.
,
[Adjourned to Eriday next, at half-past Ten o’clock.]

FRIDAY, 21 MAY, 1875.
Members Present :—
Mr, Bennett,
|
Mr, T. G. Dangar.
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

WEDNESDAY, 26 MAY, 1875.
Members Present:—
Mr. Bennett in the Chair,
Mr. T. G, Dangar,
|
Mr. Scholey,
Mr. W. C. Browne.
Mr. George Holloway called in and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
_
Resolved,—That the Clerk be instructed to supply Mr. W. C. Bennett with a copy of the evidence
already taken before this Committee.
Ordered,-—That Mr, George Holloway and W. C. Bennett, Esq., be summoned to give evidence
next meeting.
[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at half-past Ten o’clock.]
• Davis in Votes on! Proceedings.
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WEDNESDAY, 2 JUNE, 1875.
Members Present :—
Mr. Bennett in the Chair.
Mr. T. Gr. Dangar,
Mr. Macintosh,
Mr. Cameron.
Mr. Lackey,
William Christopher Bennett, Esq. {Commissioner ami Engineer for Roads'); called in and examined.
Witness handed in certain documents, which were ordered to he appended. (See Appendices Hi to By.)
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
„ ,
^ .
...
e ,,
•,
Eesolved,—That the Clerk he instructed to supply Mr. Amos Danes with a copy ot the evidence
alreadyJaken.^^^ Mf_ ^ Holloway and Ernest A. Nardin, Esq., bo summoned to give evidence next
mccti g

[Adjourned to Eriday next, at half-past Ten o’clock.]

FRIDAY, 4 JUNE, 1875.

■

Members Present :—
Mr, Bennett in the Chair.
.
Mr. Scholey,
Mr. T. Q-. Dangar,
Mr. Cohen,
Mr, Cameron. '
Mr. George Holloway called in and further examined.
Witness withdrew.
'
,
Ernest A. Nardin, Esq. {Superintendent of Roads), called in and examined.
Witness handed in certain documents which were ordered to be appended, (See Appendices LI to
C 11.)
_
o/iTrerf,—ThatT.' C. Bailey, Esq., Henry Quodling, Esq., and Mr. John Anderson, be summoned to
give evidence next meeting.
[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at half-past Ten o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 9 JUNE, 1875.
Members Present:—
Mr. Bennett,
|
Mr. T. G-. Dangar.
In tko absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed,

THURSDAY, 10 JUNE, 1875.
Members Present :—
Mr. Bennett,
j
Mr. Scholey.
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

ERIDAY, 11 JUNE, 1875.
Members Present :—
Mr. Bennett in the Chair.
Mr. Scholey,
|
Mr. W. C. Browne,
Mr. T. G-. Dangar.
Henry Quodling, Esq., called in and examined.
, . w n v j i /x
Witness handed in Specification for first-class timber culvert at Wallabadah Hap, which was
ordered to be appended. (See Appendix D.)
Witness withdrew.
,
Ernest A. Hardin, Esq., called in and further examined.
, T
-r?
■ Witness handed in certain documents which were ordered to be appended. (See Appendices B i «
E 4.)
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
„
,
__ , ,
Ordered,—That E. A. Hardin, Esq., W. C. Bennett, Esq., and A. C. Bayley, Esq., be summoned to
give evidence next meeting.
, , , ,
[Adjourned to Monday next, at half-past len o clock.)

MONDAY,
V.

y
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MONBAY, 14 JVNB, 1875.
Members Present:—
Mr. Bennett in the Chair.
Mr, Scholey,
1
Mr. T. G-. Dangar,
Mr. "W. C. Browne, [
Mr. Laclrey.
Ernest A. Nnrdin, Esq., called in and further examined.
"Witness /icrnrferf in a Statement showing the average price of formation of the Mudgee Hoad, which
was ordered to be appended. (See Appendix B 5.)
Witness withdrew,
Alexander Charles Bayley, Esq. (Bead Superintendent), called in and examined.
*o F 8 ) neaS handed in cerfcain documents which were ordered to he appended. (See Appendices E 1
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Ordered, That W. C. Bennett, Esq., and Mr. Amos Davies be summoned to give evidence next
meeting.
°
[Adjourned to To-morrow at Tioo o’clock.]
'

TUESDAY, 15 JUNE, 1875.

and 2.)

Members Present:—
Mr. T. Gr. Dangar,
Mr. W. C. Browne,
Mr. Scholey,
Mr. Macintosh.
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. T. Gr. Dangar called to the Chair, pro /cm.
William C. Bennett, Esq., called in and further examined.
Witness handed in certain documents which were ordered to be appended. (See Appendices G- 1

Witness withdrew.
Mr. Amos Davies called in and further examined.
Room cleared.
Committee deliberated.
William C. Bennett, Esq., called in and further examined.
Witness handed in certain documents which were ordered to be appended
and 4.)
rx
'
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.

(See Appendices Q- 3

[Adjourned.]

THURSDAY, 1 JULY, 1875.
Members Present :—
Mr. Scholey,
|
Mr. T. G. Dangar,
Mr. Cohen.
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. T. G. Dangar called to the Chair, pro tern.
Committee deliberated.
Re-assembling of the Committee to bo arranged by the Chairman!,
[Adjourned.]

FRIDAY, 2 JULY, 1875,
Members Present :—
Mr, Bennett in the Chair.
Mr. T. G. Dangar,
j
Mr, Cohen,
_
_
Mr. Jacob.
The Chairman proposing to further examine Mr. Amos Davies,—
.
-P- Ch Dangar moved,—“That the Committee shall forthwith proceed to consider the evidence
with a view to reporting to the House,”—
Question put and agreed to.
Committee deliberated.
t
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]

TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY,

20

1875.

JULY,

In the absence of a quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.

FRIDAY,

23

JULY,

1875.

Meictees Present :—

Mr, T, G-. Danger,
Mr. Gray,
Mr. Macintosh,
Mr. Cameron,
Mr. Lackey,
Mr. ‘W, C. Browne.
In the absence of the Chairman Mr. Macintosh called to the. Chair yjro tern.
_ Clerk laid before the Committee a letter of Mr. Davies, and a memorandum of Mr. Bennett
(Chairman), having reference to the inquiry.
Committee deliberated, and declined to receive the documents.
Draft Keport, as proposed by the Chairman (Mr. Bennett), read 1°, as follows
" DKAPT BEPORT.
“The Select Comiitttee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 7th May, 1875,—‘ with power to
send for persons and papers to inquire into and report on certain allegations contained in a Petition from
Amos Danis, which was presented to this House and ordered to he printed on the Wth November last,'—have agreed to the following report:—
_
”1. Your Committee having crammed the witnesses named in the List,* and carefully con- * 5eo LlEti pase
sidered the evidence and documents appended thereto, have come to the conclusion that Mr. Davies’s claim
’
against the Government has not been disproved.
“ 2. That certain departmental documents, known as I Poms (generally used as measurement
forms), were asked for by your Committee, but havo not been supplied by the Commissioner for Roads, in
whose custody the several witnesses stated them to be, and which that officer acknowledged had been
forwarded to bis department.
_
“ 3. Therefore, in the absence of the measurement forms alluded to, it is impossible for your Com
mittee to furnish a complete Report; and in order to expedite the duties of your Committee it devolves on
the Chief Commissioner to lay before them these particular measurement forms.
“4. The assumption that your Committee cannot bring up a final Report is fully justified by the Swrjuesiion*
answers given to questions 232 and 240 of Commissioner W. C. Bennett’s evidence.
232 and 210.
“5. It further appears to your Committee that the answers to Questions from 277 to 291 are of
that ambiguous character that your Committee deem it desirable that further explanation should bo
afforded before any final Report can be brought up.
“ 0. It also further appears to your Committee to he inopportune to submit a final report on the
present occasion, from the fact that some alterations have been made by the Chief Commissioner, Mr.
W. C, Bennett, in two documents put in evidence, marked E 3 and 4, without the concurrence of Con
tractor Davies or Mr, Hardin, Road Superintendent, under whose supervision tho work referred to in
^
these papers was performed,
11
“ 7, It still further appears to your Committee undesirable for the present to bring up a Pinal
.
Report; which objection may be reasonably based upon the answer given by the Chief Commissioner. Mr.
"VV. C._ Bennett, to question 958,—having special reference to a letter from Contractor Davies to Road
Superintendent Hardin, which he stated to havo been received but cannot be found.
“ 8. Therefore in justice to all parties concerned your Committee are of opinion that this letter, if
such letter ever passed from Contractor Davies to Road Superintendent Hardin, should be produced,
*
otherwise the natural presumption is that no such letter did pass from Contractor Davies to Road Superin
tendent Hardin. Hence, if such should be the case, as is here suggested, and if this particular letter be
■’
not produced, your Committee must, under all circumstances, consider Contractor Davies's claim proven
beyond all doubt.
“9. There is also a plan with specifications for the erection of Goonoo Goonoo Bridge which is of
material importance to the inquiry, and which has not been laid before your Committee.
“ 10. Your Committee therefore, for the reasons above-mentioned, are of opinion, that it would be
prejudicial to the interest of all parties concerned to submit a final Report until afl documents and other
papers, which have been ordered by your Committee, and do not appear in the printed evidence, shall have
been laid before them.
Draft Report, as proposed by Mr. T. G. Danger, read 1°, as follows:—
“ DRAFT REPORT.
“ The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on tbe 7th May, 1875,—' with power to
send for persons and papers, to inquire info and report on certain allegations contained in a Petition
from Amos Davis, which was presented to {his House and ordered to he printed on the 11th November
last,'—have agreed to the following Report:—
_
“ 1. That after having examined the witnesses named in the List,* and carefully considered the *508 ^r!ls"
evidence, together with the documents appended thereto, your Committee have decided that Mr. Amos
Davies has no claim against the Government.
f 2. Under the circumstances revealed in the evidence, your Committee are of opinion that the
Commissioner for Roads was justified in refusing to entertain any application from Mr. Amos Davies for
any further work until such time as his differences with the Roads Department were adjusted,
.
4 Motion made {Mr. Gray) pro forma and Question proposed, “ That the Draft Report of 1 the
Chairman’ be read 2° paragraph by paragraph.”
Amendment

*
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Amendment proposed {Mr. Cameron),—To omit the words “ the Chairman1’ and to insert the words
“ Mr. T. Q-. Dangar” instead thereof.
Question,—That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the question,—put and negatived.
Question,—That the words proposed to be inserted be so inserted,—put and agreed t-o.
Question then,—That the Draft Eeport of Mr. T. G. Dangar be read 2°, paragraph by paragraph—
put and agreed to.
Paragraphs 1 and 2 respectively read and agreed to.
Motion made {Mr. Cameron) and Question,—“ That the Eeport as proposed by Mr. T. G. Dangar bo
the Eeport of the Committee,”—put and agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.

MONDAY, 9 AUGUST, 1875.
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

TUNSDAY, 10 AUGUST, 1875.
M embeds Present :—
Mr. Macintosh,
Mr. Cameron,
Mr. T. G. Dangar,
Mr, Scholey,
Mr. W. C. Browne.
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Macintosh called to the Chair pro tem.
Clerk submitted letter from Mr. Bennett (the Chairman), declining to sign the Eeport agreed to by
the Committee.
_
.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, suspending the 47th Standing Order, to allow the Acting
Chairman to sign the Eeport, read by the Clerk.
Committee deliberated,
Ersolreif,—That the Acting Chairman do sign and bring up the Eeport.

*
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Bayley, A. 0., Esq......
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A1.
PAGEBemnnd of Mr. Amos Davies for balances of contracts alleged to be due to him............................................................... ^
A 2.
Letter from Mr. John Kae, dated 24 February, 1874, in reply thereto .............................................................................
A3.
Memo, of Mr. E. A. Nardin, dated 18 July, 1872, with specification for Contract 10/72, to he substituted for old one;
also copy of construction specification for contract 16/72......................................................................... ..............

^
^

A 4.
Order of Mr. George Holloway {Government Overseer) to reduce the quantity of metal that was in the original specifi
cation for contract 10-72, &o................... ............. .................*...................................................*.............................
A 5.
Agreement between Mr. Bayley {Dead Superintendent) and Mr. Amos Davies for the erection of a bridge over Goonoo
Goonoo Greek ........................................................ .................. .................................................................................

^

A 6.
Letter from Works Department, dated 31st Dec., 1873, informing Mr. Amos Davies that no tender of his would be taken
into consideration until the matters in dispute between him and the Hoads Department had been arranged .....*
A 7.
Letter from Mr. Kao to Mr. Amos Davies, dated 10 February, 1874, declining the services of his plant, Ac., to effect

road repairs in case of flood, until hi differences with the Hoads Department were adjusted,.......... ...........

4

AS,
Letter from Commissioner for Roads to Mr. Amos Davies, dated 11 February, 1869, in reference to his tender for a
bridge at Wellington ................................................................ * ..................................................... ..........................
A 9.
Mr. Abbott’s statement of the case of Mr. Amos Davies, with Mr. Butler’s opinion thereon.................... *......................

4?
[To

f

9
[To the ITcirfeiPcs of Mr. Amos Davies, ID May, 1875.]
A 10.
PAGE,
Tabulated Statement of the claim of Mr. Amos Davies against tbe G-ovei'ninent..................................................................
5
All.
Final Certificate for Abstract 10-72, with details of measurement of earthwork ; and tbe trade difference between
rubble and ashler work .....................................................................................................................................................
'

5

A12.

Final Certificate for Contract 1G-72, with details of measurement of earthwork ; and the trade difference between rubble
and ashler work ...........................................................................................................................
A13.
Final Certificate for Goonoo Goonoo Bridge Contract ..............................................................................................................

7

A 14.
Final Certificate for 8-64 Contract ....................................................................................... .....................................................

8

A 15.
Final Certificate for 3-67 Contract .................................................................................................................................................

8

A16.
Final Certificate for Danger’s Creek Bridge Contract.................................................................................................................

8

A17.
Final Certificate for Contract to place throe bridges on Liverpool Bnnge ..............................................................................

D

A18.
Letter of Mr. Amos Davies to Mr. Nardin, dated 27 December, 1873, applying for Final Certificates for Contracts 10,
16, and 17-72 ........................................................................................................................................................................
AID.

i>

'

Letter of Mr. Nardin, dated 24 January, 1874, in reply to letter of Mr. Davies of 27 December, 1876 ..........................

9

A 20.
Letter of Mr. Amos Davies to Mr. Donnelly, dated 27 December, 1873, applying for Certificate for Contract 16-72.......

10

A 21.
Telegram from Mr. Bayley to Mr. Amos Davies.........................................................................................................................

M

A 22.
Copy of Schedule of Prices for Bridges over Goonoo Goonoo Creek, Tamworth, as per tender ..........................................

10

A 23.
Order of Mr. Boyd in reference to height of piles of Goonoo Goonoo Bridge ......................................................................
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TiSEJT BEFOB9

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
OX

PETITION OF AMOS DAVIS.
THURSDAY, 13 MAY, 1875.
PctEtnt:—
Mn. DENNETT,
Mr. W. C. EEOWNE,
Mr. CAMEEON,

Mr. T. O. DANGAR,
Me. GRAY.
Mr. JACOB,
Mr. SCHOLEY.

H. BENNETT, Esq.,

in the Chair.
Mr. Amos Davies eiamincd :—
1. Chairman!] You are tho person whose petition has been referred to this Committee ? I am.
Mr. A. Davies.
2. Will you state as briefly as possible what is the nature.of your grievance, or of your claim against the
Government ? That I am unpaid for extra work on contracts 10 and 10—£716 Os. 5d.
13 May, 1875.
3. That is the amount the Government owe you? Yes, on these two contracts ; also, on the sheathing on
Dangar’s Creek Bridge, £o 7s. 5d.; and on the sheathing on bridges on Liverpool Range, £10 Os. 8d.;
total on sheathing work, £15 8s. Id. Prior to these claims there were three debts against the Govern
ment respectively,—one for metal ballast, and fine on the construction of bridge and approach at Goonoo
Goonoo, North Tamworth—this was in ISGIi that the work was finished—amounting to £93 10s. 8d.
When the Commissioner came to the consideration of the contracts 10 and 1G, he referred to it in an
impatient manner, and I replied that I thought it was still an undischarged obligation.
4. Have you applied for the payment of this sum of which you have now given us the detail? The above
claims I did place, together with two others, in the hands of a solicitor, Mr. Wallace, of Tamworth, who
communicated with tho Government—such proceedings subsequently being suspended at the instance and
solicitations of Superintendent Bailey, pending their consideration by the Commissioner for Roads.
After correspondence, dating from the 11th January, 1870, to Gth September, 1870, the Commissioner
writes that the matter had been referred to a Mr, Stalham, who considered that no further consideration
should bo given to such claims ; adding, that no farther employment would bo given to tbe contractor
until such claim be withdrawn. Tbe contractor never received certificates for the work referred to from
the time they were done till tho Gth September, 1870, a period of six years.* Indeed, so far as regarded
tho work at Goonoo Goonoo, during tho same month that the Commissioner wrote that ho had referred
the matter to Mr. Statbam, that person had to be removed from our district because of some unfortunate
sickness of a character that rendered his performance of the Commissioner’s duty in this matter unsatis
factory.
'
5. Have you any other claim against the Government ? Yes, £73—arising from an excess of work over
the Government schedule of quantities on contract 8-G1; also, £69 8s. 8d., being a fine and extra culvert
on contract 3-67, Great Northern Road, This extra culvert was rendered necessary by tho Superintendent
diverting the road from the cleared line over two instead of one gully. The Committee are invited to
consider if the contractor is not entitled to compensation for the loss of the use of the money detained
from liim—his compulsory suspension from his usual work—and the loss sustained by him in consequence
of his expensive plant lying idle.
G, Mr. Dangar.] That is a full statement of your claims against the Government? Yes.
7. When were these contracts entered into ? Contracts 10 and 1G, in August, 1872.
233—A
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* Notr (on revisioyi):—That is to nay, from the date of finishing tho Goonoo Goonoo work, on tho 25th May, 1804, to
the date of the Conunissionor’e writing on tho 8th September, 1370, a period of fii years did elapse.
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Mr.A.DaTics, g. Were they all entered into at the same time? jS'o.
^ 9- Arc all these claims under one contract or under two contracts ? No; they were entered into at different
IS May, 1875. times, and arc under seven contracts.
10. Is the sum that you allege is due to you the full amount of the contracts or balances due ? Balances due.
11. On what contract are they duo ? They are balauces due on several contracts.
12. You have received some money from the Government on account of them ? Yes.
13. What are the reasons alleged by the Government for refusing to pay these balances ? As far as I
understand the Commissioner refuses to pay.
14. Have you demanded payment from Government ? Yes.
15. And they have refused ? Yes.
16. For what reason ? He has never assigned a reason to myself, but he told Mr. Bowden, of Messrs.
Allen, Bowden, and Allen, that the earthwork claimed for-----17. Who told ? Mr. Commissioner Bennett. The earthwork I claimed for was outside the contract.
18. What do you mean by outside the contract? It was not included in the contract. This is what Mr.
Bowden told me, and I have been so circumstanced that I have not been able to approach Commissioner
Bennett.
19. You say you demanded it from Government;—how did you demand it? T put in a written demand.
20. Have you a copy of that written demand ? I have. (Tho witness handed in the same. Vide Appendis
A 1.)
21. Had you a reply ? Yes. (The -witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix A 2.)
22. GhairmanWho instructed you to do this work for which you claim now ? Overseer Holloway.
23. Mr. HangarThen I infer that yon have not accepted the tender from the Government direct,' but as
a sub-coutractor ? No ; I was the original contractor. ■
24. How came Mr. Holloway to instruct you then ? He was the Government overseer of tho work.
25. Chairmani] What was the additional work that Mr. Holloway instructed yon to do? Earthwork—to
make up the embankments on the line of formation on contracts 10 and 16. .Tiiis earthwork, not being
provided for in the original tender or specifications, it was supplied in obedience to a pencil line, struck on
the longitudinal plans after—perhaps three weeks after—the contracts were entered into. The formation
clause of the specification does not provide for any earthwork at all.
26. Mr. Hangar.1 Do I understand that you took the original contract from Government, and then Mr.
Holloway directed you to perform extra work, and that it is for this extra work, ordered by Mr. Holloway, you
make tho demand, and for nothing that was in the original contract ? Yes—this earthwork was substi
tuted for metal work. The formation clause states the formation to he in the solid or made up with metal,
and all holes, ruts, or depressions to be filled in with metal ballast or other allowed material—that is
obliterated—“ extra material for embankment to be obtained from any distance not exceeding
yards.”
That printed line is also obliterated. I received a written order from Mr. Holloway to reduce tho quantity
of metal that was in the original specification, and to put this earthwork in the formation; no metal
.
whatever was used in the formation.
,
27. Mr. Browne.] Have you the order to substitute ? Yes.
28. Will you put it in and also the original contract ? Yes. (The witness handed in the contract and
order. Vide Appendices A 3 and 4.)
29. Chairman.] Have you ever received any order from any other overseer or road superintendent to do
any extra work for which you have not been paid ? There is the sheathing.
30. Who gave yon the order to do that ? That for Dangar’s Creek Bridge—Mr. Nardin.
31. When ? At the time of my ordering the timber from tho sawyers.
32. Havo you got any written order ? No, not for that.
'
33. Have you never been paid anything for doing that work ? Yes, £36 10s. lid.—and claims £5 7s. 5d.
more—and on Liverpool Baugc sheathing have been paid £80 6s. 3d., leaving £10 Os. 8d. unpaid. I havo
been paid for 2-inch thickness of timber, and I used 21-inch with the concurrence, not order, of Mr,
Nardin.
34. What is the balance you claim upon that ? The difference of thickness between 2 inches and 2^.
35. What does that amount to ? £10 Os. 8d.
86. Has Mr. Nardin ever instructed you to do any other work besides tho sheathing of this bridge for
which you havo not been paid ? Dangar’s Creek Bridge—Mr. Nardin returned tho bridge as being
sheathed 13 feet wide, whereas it was 15 feet, leaving a strip of 2 feet unreturned. This contained 30 cube
feet 8 inches at 3s. 8d. per foot. That is all the work for which I have received orders from Mr. Nardin,
37. Have j'ou ever received any other orders from any road overseer or road superintendent to do any
work which you had not contracted to do ? Yes, from Mr. Bailey.
38. What is the nature of the work you have done under his order ? I built an extra culvert on contract
3-67.
‘
39. Anything else ? No.
40. Did you receive that order from him verbally or by written authority ? Verbally.
41. What was the amount due upon that work? £47; and there is a fine iniiieted in that work of
£21 18s. 8d,, making together £69 8s. 8d.
42. Have you done any other work besides that, on the order of Mr. Bailey, at any timo, for which you
have not been paid ? Yes, this is his authority. (The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix A 5.)
43. This is the paper Mr. Bailey gave you ? Yes.
44. You received it from him personally ? Yes.
45. Have you done any other work under Mr. Bailey for which you have not been paid ? That is all.
46. Have you done any other work by order of a road superintendent or overseer for which you have not
been paid? Yes—Superintendent Quodling.
47. Have you any written document from him ? That was a contract. I have not got the contract here
to put in. The contract was for four bridges and a culvert.
48. Were you paid anything at all for that ? I was paid the bulk sum of the tender.
49. What is tho amount you now claim for extras ? £73.
50. What was the nature of the extras you performed ? I have not got the papers in connection with
this claim—I gave them to Mr, Wallace, the solicitor, and he has been unable to find them. This was in
1865.
_
61. What was the nature of the work ? I substituted a first class for a second class culvert.
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52. What was the diftercnco in the amount of the original contract and the work substituted ? I cannot Mr. A.Davies,
give the particulars ; Mr. Bennett can supply them from the office, as this amount was carefully estimated
—s
by Superintendent Quodling himself Sills were substituted for piles. The contract was for piles, but we 13 May, 1875.
found that tho earth was too shallow to hold the piles,
53. jU?'. Grni/.l The rock was too close to the surface, and you could not drive the piles ? Yes, there was
not sufficient holding ground.
61. Mr. Cameron.'] And you substituted wooden sills ? Yes; we blasted the rock, and bolted it to the
rock. I speak from memory, and I think it was 15s. for blasting the channel and 3s. for removing the
earthwork.
55. Chairman.] That is all tho claim you now have against the Government with respect to works done
under the order of Mr. Quodling ? Yes; he gave me no written order for this change.
5G. It was a verbal agreement ? Yes.
57. Have yon done any other work for any other officer in tho department for which you have not been
paid? JS'o, that is all.
58. You have no further claim against the Government than those you have now stated ? No,
5S). Mr. Scholej/.] You say that you have had seven contracts with the Government ? Yes; seven contrad s, on which I claim balances.
■
GO, Is the £716 Os. 5d. the balance of a contract ? It is for extra work done outside tho contract; that is,
tho tender or specification does not provide for tho work done.
61. You havo received the amount for the original contract ? No, I have hecn paid only £1,421 4s.
on contract 10, the tender being £1,911 Ss. 6d.
62. Then about £500 is due on that amount, and the rest of tho amount of £716 Os. 5d. is for extras ?
No, tho difference between what I was paid and the bulk sum of the tender arose from deductions made
on the metalling and six culverts,
63. What I want to know is, whether this amount is due for extras or for part of the original contract ?
This is for extra work.
'
61. The whole of it ? Yes. When I say that there have been other deductions made on thc-contract—
that is, I have not been paid this £1,911 8s. 6d.—there were deductions made and other work substituted.
There were 1007.47 cubic yards of metal deducted ;—so much less had to he supplied on the work, and this
had to be paid for at 5s. Gd. per cube yard. The original contract states that metal shall he filled into the
hollows and depressions, but when earth was substituted it enabled us to dispense with the metal that is
stated in the original contract to be used in the ruts and hollows to make up the line of the road.
65. Hid you allow the Government for using earth instead of stone? The metal that was dispensed with
'
was deducted from my account at the rate of 5s, 6d. per cube yard. I have allowed this deduction,
'
66. And your claim is what you believe to be right ? My claim is just. There was no metal used in
making the formation as required in the original tender, and there was a farther deduction from the original
contract of six culverts.
67. Mr. Oral/.] Had you the usual authority for all these alterations? Yes.
6S. Mr. Dangai-.] What was the original amount of the 10 contract? £1,911 8s, Gd.
69. 1 low much have you received ofi' that ? £1,421 4s.
_
70. What extra work have you done under that contract ? £532 7s. 9d.
71. Have you received any payment for that extra work? Yes; £84 18s. 6d., leaving £448 Is. still due.
72. You still hold that claim ? Yes.
73. Has there been any substitution work done under the original contract No. 10? Yes, this earthwork
lias been put in.
74. You claim under that ? Yes.
"
,
75. A.s an extra claim ? Yes.
76. What is the other contract on which you claim? No. 16.
77. .What was the original amount of that contract ? £1,115 19s.
78. What balance is due on that contract? £267 19s. 5d.
.
79. That still remains unpaid by Government ? Yes.
(
80. Have you any extra work on 16 contract ? That amount was for extra work,
81. Then on each of these contracts you did extra work ? Yes.
82. Has No. 16 contract been paid in full ? No ; I havo been paid about £1,114 12s. Gd.
83. What remains? About £267 19s. 5d. There were deductions made from the original contract.
84. Those deductions you agreed to ? Yes.
■
85. What is due to you from the original contract ? There is nothing due for work done within the
contract.
86. What is due outside the contract No. 16 for extra work ? £267 1.9s. 5d.
87. Do l understand that all your claims are embraced in these two contracts, Nos. 10 and 16, for extra
work performed outside of them ? No, there is the sheathing, and these that I consider old claims for
work done under Mr, Nardin, Mr. Bailey, and Mr, Quodling.
88. That is your claim against the Government ? Yes.
89. Reverting to your petition ;—what do you mean when you say that “ work is now withheld irom your
petitioner, thereby depriving him of his ordinary means of livelihood, and rendering his costly working
plant useless” ? They havo refused to consider my tenders,
90. By whom was that work withheld—by the Government ? By the Government.
.
91. Upon what grounds ? They are stated in the letters I now hand in. (The iviiness handed in the same.
Vide Appendices A 6, 7, and 8.)
92. In your second paragraph you say you have been “ denied facilities of tendering for works”;—what
docs that mean ? I allude to the letters which I have just handed in.
93. By whom were you denied facilities for tendering ? The Government,
94. Then you go on to say: “ And that there is now being unjustly detained from your Petitioner large
sums of money for work actually performed, for no other apparent reason than to coerce your Petitioner”;
■
what rlo you moan by the word “coerce” here? At the timo of that petition, Mr, Bennett acknow
ledged to he due to mo something over £600, and he detained that in his hands until the 25th March last.
95. Did you receive any representation from Government that seemed to you to warrant the words
used in this petition, that you were coerced;—did the Government ask you to take a less sum than was
owing ? Yes, Mr. Bennett offered this amount on condition of my signing the final vouchor upon the
receipt of £384 Os, 7d, Jte has sincp paid £637.
'
96,
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Mr.A.Doties. 90. After signing that final receipt ? No; I signed nothing at all. The Bank authorities signed in the
usual manner. I had given an order on the commencement of the contract 10,16,17-72 to pay—as we
13 May, 1875. are enf,it]e(l by the general condition—“ Pay all moneys due on account of contracts to my credit in tho
Bank of New South Wales, Tamworth.” Such order was never withdrawn. When this difficulty arose I
pointed out the hetter way was open for paying me, hut I should sign only ordinary receipts.
97. In the third paragraph you say you have been “restrained from legal remedy by the officers of tho
Road Department” ? Yes'; I will put in Mr. Abbott’s statement of tbe case, and Mr. Butler’s opinion.
(The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix A 9.)
_
98. Will yon state what reason was alleged by the Government for not malting these payments—Did they
say they were not indebted, or that you had performed your work badly ? The Commissioner’s position,
as far as I understood it, was, that the payment of 2s. Gd. per lineal yard of formation was ample remu
neration for the work as done.
99. That was the sole reason ho assigned for non-payment ? Yes.
100. .That could not have applied to your contract if you had an amount specified in the contract ? That
is the only reason he has assigned for it.
_
101. Jlfr. Browne.] In connection with contract 16, did you receive the whole amount upon tbe original
contract, as tendered by you ? No.
_
102. Do you say that you did not receive £15 due to you upon the contract No. 1G ? Yes; but I. did
receive £14 12s. 6d. for extra quantity of stone in culverts, being the amount of receipts on contract 1G
to £1,114 12s. Gd., leaving a balance due of £2G7 19s. 5d. on that contract.

WEDNESDAY, ]9 MAT, 1875.
^rrernt:—
•
Me. JACOB,
|
Me. SCHOLEY.

-

H. BENNETT, Esq., in the Chair.;
Mr. Amos Davies further examined:—
Mr. A.Daviea. 103' Chairman.] Arc you prepared to place any further evidence before the Committee in support of the
allegations of your petition ? At the last meeting of the Committee I fear I did not present my case so
10 May, 1875. clearly as I could have desired, and I would therefore beg permission to make a continuous and detailed
statement of the contracts out of whieh my claim arose. About the year 1863 I was first employed by
G-overnment in the erection of a bridge over Goonoo Goonoo Creek, South Tamworth. Immediately
after the completion of that bridge the floods of 18G4 occurred, taking away the old Goonoo Goonoo
Bridge over the North Creek, situated about a hundred yards from the bridge I had recently erected.
The Commissioner for Roads telegraphed to Mr. Superintendent Bailey to inquire if I was still in Tam
worth, and if so ho was to engage me to re-erect the bridge that had been swept away, at the same schedule
of prices as that for the work I. had just completed. Mr. Bailey telegraphed to me to meet him at Tam
worth. I did so, and the agreement I have produced was the result. (Vide Appendix A. 5.) We at once
marked out the site of the bridge, the length of the approaches, and I proceeded to its erection. After the
woodwork of the bridge was finished, the metal and ballast was coming on the approaches—Mr. Boyd,
the overseer, had measured the stone and ballasting metal,—when Mr. Bailey remarked about the great
expense of the bridge, and stated that he was getting metal broken on the Moonboys at 9s. per cube yard,
■
and that I ought to reduce my rate of metal lo 9s. My schedule price for previous work had hecn 20s.,
and I therefore objected to do this. Some months after I visited Sydney, aud found on inquiry that the
balance due on the work had not been paid. I asked to know tho amount aud when it would be paid, and
on looking over the items 1 found that the price for metal had been reduced from 20s. to 9s. per cube
yard, the ballast from 15s. to 4s. Gd,, and that I had been lined £5 for one week over time,—making a
difference in the total amount to be received by me of £93 10s. Sd. I complained bitterly of the injustice
I felt I was suffering, to Mr. Commissioner Bennett, but failed to obtain tho amount. During this visit to
Sydney I tendered for four bridges and a culvert at Wallabadah Gap, the Government schedule of quan
tities being attached to the specification -which was adopted by me in my tender. The culvert in tho
specification was a second-elaas culvert. My tender was accepted, and I proceeded to carry out the work
under Superintendent Quodling. Mr. Quodling substituted a first-class culvert on the site where one of
the second-class was intended fo he, furnishing me with a plan from his own office. On completion of the
contract, Mr. Quodling carefully went through the measurements of the quantities actually used, the result
being that, allowing for the increased price of the culvert, if my memory serves me rightly, £30, excavating
rock for sills, and earth excavation, bolting sills to rock, and deducting the schedule for piles -which -were
originally intended—the amount of work performed by me exceeded the original amount of my tender by
£73. Mr. Quodling furnished the particulars of these measurements, of which I retained a copy, hut
having subsequently placed them in the hands of my solicitor, Mr. 'Wallace, they were mislaid by him,
and 1 am therefore unable to pi-oduce them. This amount of £73 the Government have refused to pay.
They paid only the hulk sum of my tender, which amounted to £823 16s., notwithstanding that there was
the usual condition in the tender for additions or reductions. About tho latter part of 1SG7 I undertook
the contract known in the Department as 3-G7, for the sum of £1,09015s. Gd. Extra metal was supplied to
the value of £1113s. 4d,, and an extra culvert was erected on this work, ordered by Mr. Bailey, in the presence
of Mr. George Crawford. Eor this extra culvert I have been refused payment and am still. In addition to
this 1 was charged with fines to the amount of £21 ISs. 8d. ; so that there was a deduction of £69 8s. Sd.
from the amount I should have received upon this contract. The fines were, as I believed, improperly
deducted, as some delay took place in getting the bonds signed, they having to he sent to bondsmen in
Denison Town, where I had recently erected a bridge, and Mr. Bailey refused to recognize mo
as a contractor until the said bonds were received. I was therefore prevented from proceeding
with tho work. From the date of his recognition to the completion of the work the contract time
was not exceeded although the extra work required was done within that period. About this time a dis
agreement arose between the Commissioner and myself in connection with the purchase of some timber at
Cox’s Creek, on which ho first suspended me from work. Reference to this circumstance is made
i
-in
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in the Commissioner’s letter of 11th February, 1SG0.
Tho nest item, I believe to he a mistaken Mr. A. Davies.
measurement; it is tho sheathing of Dangar’s bridge, returned as 13 feet wide, whereas the actual width
\
is 1.5 foot; making a difference in the amount of £5 7s. 5d.

In August, 1872, three contracts were 19 May, 1875.

given me, known as contracts 10, 16, and 17-72. On two of these, 10 and 1G, there was a dispute. On
the first contract, 10,1 supplied 4,470 cubic yards of earthwork, not required by the original specification,
in raising the road. For this work I charged Is. 3d. per cube yard, malting £279 15s. On tbe same
contract I substituted, at tbe instance of overseer Holloway, cube ashlar work instead of rubble. For this
difference of work I charged 23s. 3d. per cube yard, making £162 17s. 3d., total not included in the
original contract, £442 12s. 3d. The supply of the earthwork referred to resulted in a saving of 1,066
cubic yards of metal at 5s. Od. per yard, equal to £293 3s. Difference in favour of making up earthwork
in formation, £13 8s. The construction of these embankments also bad tbe effect of diverting the water
fo fewer openings and thereby of reducing the number of culverts to four instead of ten, and three pipe
drains, which involved a deduction of £280. Tbe deductions therefore from tbe original contract amounted
to £574 11s. 3d., leaving upon tho original contract £1,336, to which should be added £83 ISs. Cd. for
extras allowed by the Government, and tbe £442 12s. 3d., making the total due to me according to this
statement of £1,863 8s. Of this I have received £1,421 4s., leaving a balance due to mo of £442 4s.,
which tho Government have refused to pay. On contract 16, the tender for which was £1,115 19s.
deductions were made on this by authority of Mr. Holloway (Vide Jppendix 4~): Metal fo the value
of £59 7s. aud admitted additions, £43 8s. 8d., showing a nett deduction of £15 19s. There has also
since been admitted as extras £14 12s. 6d., making a total of £1,114 12s. 6d. The whole amount of this
1 have received. But besides this work I supplied 1,463 cubic yards of earth in raising the roadway, at
Is. 3d. a cubic yard, £9115s., and substituted in this work also ashler instead of rubble, for which I claim
£ L26 11s. 5d. There were other items to the amount of £9 13s. I also claim £40, t here being a schedule
price in my accepted tender of £20 per month, and I maintained the work for two months in accordance
witli the specification. The total value of worlc done on this contract is £l,882 11s. lid,, and I have
received £1,114 12s. 6d.; balance therefore is left to me of £267 19s. 5d., which the Government have
refused to pay me. The extra work to which I have just referred was performed by me in accordance
with instructions received by me from Mr. Holloway, and I may add that Mr. Holloway during the last
week went before tho Secretary for Fublic Works and acknowledged that he authorized the doing of this
earthwork, and the.substitution of ashlar for rubble. Another item, for which I remain unpaid, is £10 0s, 8d.
for sheathing three bridges on Liverpool Bange, Doughboy Hollow. This work was originally specified
as 2 inch sheathing. With the concurrence of Mr. Nardiu I increased the thickness to 2J- inches,
thus adding one-oighth to the original amount. I beg also to hand in a tabulated statement of my claim
(Vide Appendix A 10) ; also details of measurement of earthwork and the trade difference between ruhhlo
and ashlar work in connection with contract 10-72. (Vide Appendix A 11.) I also hand in final cerf ificato
for contract 16-72, detailed statement of earthwork and trade difference between rubble and ashlar work.
(Iridc Appendix A 12.) T also hand in final certificates for replacing Goonoo Goonoo Bridge, for contract
8-64, for 3-67, for Dangar’s Creek Bridge, and for three bridges, Liverpool Bange. (Vide Appendixes A 13,
14, 15, 16, aud 17.) I should wish to add that I have no ill-feeling whatever against any officers of the
Department, and my confidence iu the Department is shown by my large expenditure of money in tho
purchase of plant for carrying on the public ivories of the Colony.
194. Have you any further evidence to offer to-day ? 1 wish, in order to show the efforts I have made f o
obtain certificates,"to put in the following correspondence : The first is a letter addressed by me to Mr.

INnrdin, dated 27th December, 1873 (Vide Appendix A. 18), and his reply thereto. (Vide Appendix A 19.)
Also a letler to Mr. Donnelly. (Vide Appendix A 20.) To the last letter I received no reply.
105. You did not receive any certificate in reply to that letter ? I have not received any certificate at all.
Mr. Hardin said he always forwarded the certificates to tho head office. Mr. Donnoily never replied.
1 also beg to hand in the telegram, to which I have referred iu my statement, from Mr. A.. C, Bayley.
(llde Appendix A 21.) A copy of schedule of prices for bridge over Goonoo Goonoo Creek, Tamworth, as
per fender. (Vide Appendix A 22.) An order from Mr. Boyd with reference to the level of tbe bridge.
(Vide. Appendix A 23.) And also an order from MV. Boyd that no border stones are required on the
approaches to the bridge. (Vide Appendix A 24.)
106. jlfr. Scitolei/.'] Am I to understand that the whole of your claims against the Government are
contained in the statements you harm handed in, and that they amount to £967 7s. lOd. ? Yes.
107. You are sure this is correct ? Yes.
108. Mr. Jncol.] This tabular statement which you have handed in shows various balances due to you from
time to time ? Yes.
109. As each of these balances became due did you apply for payment ? I did.
I. 1.0. During tho ten years over which these items extend was there any attempt made at an adjustment
wifh tho Government? hies ; the only reason assigned was, as I havo stated, that Mr. Bayley asked me
to reduce the amount.
111. For instance there is a balance of £93 10s. Sd. due to you as tbe first item ? Yes.
112. How was it that it was not settleddid you apply for it ? Yes. The only reason I can give is the
one J. have stated.
113. It was not settled ? It was not settled.
111. Ktil] you wont on contracting with the Government ? Yes.
115. Under various other contracts other sums became due ?

Yes.

116. As they became due did you not endeavour to get a settlement with the Government ? Yes.
117. And you could not got it ? No.
II. 8. Still you wont on undertaking other contracts. Had you any hope that your claims would ultimately
he allowed ? Yes, in the case of Bowling Alley Point, work done in 1869 was not paid for until 1874.
119. Did the Government hold out any hope that they would settle these balances, or did they deny that
they wore due to you ? Mr. Commissioner Bennett wrote mo that he had received a report from MV.
Bayley that the approaches were not included in the engagement at schedule prices for Goonoo Goonoo
Bridge South.
120. Aud therefore that this balance was not due to you? Yes.
121. Thou you still disputed that witli them and went on contracting for other work ? Yes.
122. Then comes the item of £73. Did the Government dispute owing you that money ? I will tell you
how that occurred: The tender is for £823 16s, The final payment on that work was in abeyance somo
months
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Mr. A. Baries. months till tho Commissioner visited the place. He inquired about how the difl’erenco arose between my
claim and the bulk sum, and if I had not tendered for the work at a bulk sum.
19 May, 1876. 123. Ho wanted to know if you had not done so ? Yes. I replied that tlic usual clause of increase and
decrease was attached to the tender, and that I expected to be paid for this increase at the schedule of
quantities ; that the quantities exceeded the schedule in the total.
12J.', Did he admit that ? He admitted that it did.
125. Did he ultimately admit that this £73 was due to you from tho Government ? No. He said I
should only be paid the bulk sum of the tender.
126. Then, in fact, the Government did dispute this sum, and denied owing it to you ? Yes.
127. In what -way has this denial been made—in correspondence or verbally ? Verbally as to this transac
tion with respect to the bridge, on the occasion when he visited it on its completion.
128. Has he always visited your work after its completion ? Usually.
129. Then you have submitted your claims, and they have been refused in every instance P Yes.
130. In the last allegation of your petition you say: “ That your Petitioner is restrained from legal remedy
by tho officers of the Roads Department unjustly withholding your Petitioner’s certificates for the several
works completed.” How come you to make such a serious assertion; what grounds have you for saying
that they unjustly withhold from you your certificates? I have handed in Mr. Nardin’s refusal.
131. He may refuse feeling justified in doing so ; you say they are unjustly withheld ? On the previous
day I handed in Mr. Butler’s opinion.
132. ’Why do you believe that you are entitled to these certificates ? Because the work is done under
the usual authority.
133. Has it been customary to furnish you with this certificate ? No, I never obtained any.
134. "Why then do you think you are entitled to it, so much as to justify your making the severe assertion
in the petition ? Because iu clause 15 of the general conditions, attached to the contract, to which I have ,
subscribed, it states that tho obtaining of a certificate shall be a condition precedent to the contractor
having any claim or cause of action.
'
135. Therefore you endeavoured to obtain this necessary certificate ? Yes.
136. "Was it refused to you ? Yes.
137. It is upon that you maintain your complaint—that the certificates are unjustly withheld from you ?
Yes.
138. You have been advised that you could not take legal proceedings against the Government without
these certificates? Yes ; Mr. Butler states in his opinion that the certificates being sent in to the depart
ment does not meet the case, when it is definitely stated that the contractor and not the department shall
obtain the certificate.
139. You have had legal advice that you could not successfully take legal steps against the Government
without these certificates ? Yes.
140. If you had obtained those certificates you would have resorted to law instead of applying to Parlia
ment by petition ? Yes.
*

TUESDAY, 26 MAY, 18/5.

13 cr sent
Mit, W. C. BROWNE,
[
Me. T. G. DANGAR,
Mu. SCHOLEY.
H.

BENNETT,

Esq., in the Chair.
Air. George Holloway examined :—
Mr, Q.
141 Chairman.'] What position have you occupied under the Department of Works ? Road overseer and
Holloway. ^
superintendent.
'
142 On the northern line ? Yes; and also on the western.
26 May, 1876.
Do you know Mr. Amos Davies, the petitioner ? Yes.
144’. Had he any contracts on the northern line while you had the supervision of it ? Yes.
145. Did you ever order him to do any extra work on any portions of that line of road, to any contracts
he had accepted ? No, I did not, that I am aware of.#
146. Did he ever do any extra work in addition to any accepted tender ? He may have done, but lie has
not been authorized by me.f
147. Did you ever authorize him to do any work on tho line for which he had not contracted ? Yes.
148. What was the nature of the work ? Small tasks I have lot to Air. Davies.
149. Can you tell us the nature of the works you have let to him—that you have instructed him to per
form ? The repair of bridges at Doughboy Hollow, and sundry other little jobs—such as repairs to
culverts—small jobs.
150. And those works which you called upon him to do were necessary ? Yes.
151. Have you any authority or power, in your position as road superintendent, to instruct contractors to
do this kind of emergency work ? I had the power to order small works that I saw required to be done,
such as necessary repairs, without receiving written instructions, but no large contract.
152. Were you aware that Davies had to build a first-class culvert at any point on the northern linft,
instead of a second-class culvert, according to the contract? No.
153. There was no such change made ? Not that I am aware.
154. You are not aware of any change in the class of culvert ? I do not know that while I was overseer
a first-class was substituted for a second-class culvert.
155. Do you know of any ashlar work being substituted for rubble P Yes; on 10-72 ashlar was used
instead of rubble; rubble was specified—ashlar was used.
156. Do you know of any extra earthwork being substituted for other work in the specification ? There
were some heavy banks made in 10-72 and 16-72.
157.
* Norn (on

revision)

;—Oa taxing ray memory I find I did—to tic amount of about £3—in a contract between 10 and

16—72.
t Note (on revision) :—I find lie did, in a contract between 10 and 16-72—amount about £3.
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157. Wna that earthwork provided for in Mr. Davies’s tender? Tho banks were not actually specified ; ^
the word used was “ forming” or “ formation.”
_
110 owaj’*
158. But ho did supply tlieae earthworks ? Yes, a largo amount of earthwork iu hanks.
26Mav"”l876
159. In addition to what was in the specification and contracts in this contract 10-72 P There was a large
‘
amount of earthwork there. There was no earthwork specified in the banks ; it was merely formation.
1G0. But he did supply a large number of yards of this earthwork in excess of what was in the specification ?
I believe ho did; there was no bank specified at all.
161. Bor any of those extra emergency works that Mr. Davies performed did you send vouchers to the
Department ? Yes, for certain works that were finished—for any small jobs; but they extend over some
years.
1G2. Then I am to understand that you did authorize Mr. Davies to do this additional earthwork ? I did
not.
1GG. "Who did ? I am not aware. Tho section was provided him. I took a section, and the lines and
grades were given him to work by. I was authorized to take the section by my superior officer, Mr. Nardin.
1G1. Did you authorize Mr. Davies to do any work on any other portion of the road you had the supervision
of, besides the length of rond between Murruruudi and Tamworth ? There was a taskwork between
Tamworth and Manila, but I think he had authority from Mr. Nardin to do this.
1G5. Mr. Scholey^] Do you know that ? I do not; ho did not got any authority from me.
16G. Chairman.'] To return to the other line of road;—with regard to this earthwork, was this returned
for by you'? N o, it was not.
1G7. Then yon have no knowledge whether it was returned for by anyone else of course? No.
1G8. That portion of road between Murruruudi and Tamworth was the only portion under your supervision
on which you ever instructed Mr. Davies to do any work ? Yes.
1G9. Bor all the works you havo instructed him to do you havo returned ? Yes, for any small job previous
to this 10-72 aud 10-72,
170. Did you not receive some new plans from the Department, and at the same timo instructions that
this necessary earthwork should he performed by Mr. Davies ? I made the section myself—there were
no plans besides what I drew myself.
171. Did you return these plans to the Department when you returned for the work P No I did not
return for anything on that job ; I left before it was done.
172. "Who succeeded you in that work ? Mr. Dowling was there afterwards, but I do not know whether
ho had the supervision of that work or not.
173. "Was it under you that Mr. Davies agreed to sheath the bridges and place the culverts between
Doughboy Hollow and the 'Willow-tree ? Yes.*
174. AVhat was the substance of the timber agreed upon between you and him ? Any bad planks in the
bridges were to be taken up and fresh ones put in with 4-ineh stuff, aud portions of the handrail that were
rotten were to be taken out and replaced with new.
175. "Was there any specified thickness? Yes, the top rail 4 by 4; the centre rail 3 by 3; and the
planking 4 inches thick.
17G. Only 4 ? Yes.
177. Did you not give any further order with regard to the thickness of the planking—that it was to be
more than 4 inches ? No, I think not; tho work bad not been started when 1 left tbe district.f
178. Have you travelled over these culverts and bridges at any time? When I came from Gunnedah I
believe [ did, but it was at night.
179. Yon bad not an opportunity of seeing whether he bad put thicker planking? No, I had not.
180. You do not know of your own knowledge whether ho had or not ? No.
181. You are not aware that Mr, Davies has been paid for these extra works that you instructed him to
perform ? Do you refer to tbe culverts in Doughboy Hollow?
182. Or to any other work. Mas he ever paid for any additional work, such as sheathing the culverts and
bridges ? I am not aware that the culverts and bridges were paid for, for they were not started when I
left the district.
183. 'Where there any other? There may have been some small jobs. I am not sure whether bo was
paid for them, but it is so many years ago I cannot say. If they were paid I paid them. That is, Mr.
Nardin paid them by cheque through me.
184. How many years have you known Mr, Davies as a contractor at work under tbe Department?
Between six and sc\ en years I think.
■
185. Has lie always done bis work in a workmanlike manner—were you satisfied with the manner in
which lie performed Ins work? Yes.
ISO. Mr. Scholey.] I suppose you aro supported by the Government ? Yes, by Mr. Bennett.
187. That is your authority ? ‘ Yes.
188. You say at the commencement you did not ask Mr. Davies to do any extra work? That referred to
contract 10-72 and 16-72. The work was only half completed when I was there.
189. You say you had only a few small jobs? Yes, during that time.
100. "What do you think would be the value of them ? They varied.
191. Could you give an idea ? 1 really could not. There wore little jobs—such as a culvert washed away
in time of flood ; this bad to be repaired and covered with stone.
192. Would it amount to £20—more or less ? I dare say it would he likely to be about that—probably
rather more than less.
193. 'Will you try to tax you memory would it be anything like £207 11s. 9d. ? No.
194. If it has been stated before this Committee that the extra work was performed by Mr. Davies, and
ordered by Mr. Holloway, on any contract—is that correct ? It is not.
195. Could you give any idea what tbe extras would amount to ? Do you mean the extras connected
with tbe 10-72 and 1G-72, and all the small jobs ?
‘
196,
* Note (on revision) :—I nmst havo mipuriderstood this question. There was no sheathing iu the task I let Davies j (lie
task for sheathing was let to him after the other was completed, ami was started after I loft the district.
t Note (on revision) :—The task I let to Davies was to repair tho bridges in Doughboy Hollow witli 4-ineh planking ;
no alteration in thickness was made j after its completion another task was let by Mr. Nardin for sheathing; this was not
started when I loft.
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196. The whole of the works you ordered? I dare say about £20 would cover all the small jobs I let
e:steuding over the time 1 was in charge.
197. Do you include the earthwork ? Kb, that is irrespective of these two contracts.
Alay, 187o. 193, yyimt would be the extras on the lino between Tamworth aud Murruruudi—supplying the.
extra earthwork ? I could not answer—1 never measured it. The work was not completed when I left.
199. Could you have any idea by looking at the plans ? I could not say whether the work was carried
out according to the plau.
200. Supposing it were, what would bo the extra worlc ? I really could not say.
201. 1 will take you back again to what I asked you: If it has been stated that the extra work ordered by
you amounted to £207 11s. 9d., is that true ? It is not.
202. Mr. Dangar.] How long were you engaged in superintending the Northern Hoad ? About three
years.
203. For wbat period ? From about the year 18G9 to 1873.
211. How many contracts had Mr. Davies from the Government during the lime you had charge of the
road ? About Kvc, I think.
205. Among which were those two contracts? Yes ; 10-72 aud 16-72.
208. Mere they completed during your superintendence? Ko; only partially completed.
207. "What extra work did you' give Mr. Davies during the time outside these contracts while you had
' charge of these roads ? In a contract near the wire fences we put extra sills in a second-class culvert. I
thiuk I gave him £3 extra for that, to raise the culvert the proper height. There was also another culvert
in the place called Sugarloaf Gap ; the sills were giving way, and I had it blocked up at a cost of £1.
There were also several little jobs between there and Murruruudi.
203. Mere these paid for by you? Yes; except that at Sugarloaf Gap; that was not paid by me;
whether it was paid after I cannot say.
209. ,4)1 the extra work you gave him you paid him for ? Yes, J believe I did.
210. Had you authority from the head departmeut to give him extra work ? In times of flood, if I saw a
culvert dangerous, I hud authority.
21.1. I am alluding to work given by you to Mr. Davies ? I bad authority, if I saw a culvert dangerous,
to give orders for its repair without writing to the head office, to save delay—small jobs amounting to a
few pounds.
212. It was not necessary to obtain the sanction of the Commissioner in such cases ? No.
213. Chairman.] Did you aud Mr. Davies agree at the time as to the prices for this extra work, exclusive
of the earthwork you have mentioned? Yes ; I believe we did. In some cases it was task ; for instance,
that work at Doughboy Hollow was on the task-book, and signed by Mr. Davies; that was a final agreement.
214. For those other extra jobs did you agree ? Yes ; for small jobs ; sometimes a mere matter of a pound.
215. You state that you paid Davies for these minor works ? Yes : excepting for that in Doughboy
Hollow ; that was not started when I left.*
216. I allude more to items 3 and 1 ? There was one item at the wire fences that was put as an extra in
the I form ; it was paid in the final payment at the winding up, by cheques from Mr, Nardin, which were
paid through me to Mr. Davies.
■
217. "Whore are these plans now ? I do not know.
218. Did you forward them to the Department ? No ; I believe they were left in the hands of Mi'. Davies.
219. Did you superintend the work at Dangar’s Creek Bridge? No ; I never saw that; that was below
my district.

Holloway.
20

WEDNESDAY, 2 JUNE, 1875.
Mb. OA.MEBON,
Me. T. G. DANC-AB,

^regent:—
j
|

II. BEjSFjStETT,

Esq.,

Me. LACKEY,
bln. MACINTOSH,

in the

Chair.

"William Christopher Bennett, Esq., called in and examined;—
W.CJiennelt, 220. Chairman.] You are Commissioner and Engineer for Hoads ? I am.
221. Since the adjournment of the Committee have you directed your attention to the evidence given by
2 June 1875 Mr. Davies before this Committee, and the Appendices to that evidence? I have.
'
’ 222. Have you paid any portion of tho account stated in Appendix Al; and, if so, to what amount?
There are two statements of account, and the difference between the two schedules A 1 and A10 will show
what has been paid.
223. Can you now concur in tbe payment of any of these amounts or portions of tho amounts stated in
Appendix A10? No, I cannot recommend the payment of any amount where no certificate has been
received by me from any local officer for tbe payment of that amount.
224. Did you, in February, 1S64, authorize Mr. Superintendent Bailey to let to Mr. Amos Davies the
construction of a bridge and approaches over Goonoo Goonoo Creek, north of Tamworth ? No ; laulhorized
Mr. Bailey to let the construction of a bridge only, which was let according to a statement put in’ by Mr.
Davies.
225. Was tho same schedule of prices he had been paid for bridges over the south branch of tho creek
adopted ? For the bridge only.
226. Was Mr. Davies paid for all tbe work under the same schedule of prices—for the second as for tbe
first bridge ? Yes, for all the work contained in his agreement.
227. AYliat were the exceptions ? Tho approaches.
•
228. Why were the ballast and metal not paid for on the same schedule of prices for the second as for thefirst ? Because they were not included in the agreement. The agreement says, “ for erecting abridge over
Goonoo
* Note (on rimtion) :—Thia refers to the task for sheathing—not to the task for the supply of 4-iuch planking.
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Goonoo Creek, ami because tho road supormlcnJent reported to me that Davies was advised before be W.O.Bennett,
commenced tho work that he would get only current rates, as the prices for the other bridge at Tamworth
E65were excessive. If I may be allowed to read a statement 1 have prepared, |I think the matter will be more
---- '
clearly understood by the Committee. I have read all Mr. Davies’s assertions and have replied to them in 2 JlU30' 1S75‘
detail. The facts as far as I know are, Mr. Davies signed an agreement to do the second bridge over
Dooroo Goonoo Creek m lieu of that earned away, at tbe same rates as the first bridge. The signed agree
ment does
include approaches, the prices for which wore more than the usual rates. During the
progress of the work on 29th March, 1804, Mr. Bayley told Mr. Davies that he would give him the
current rates, 9s. per cubic yard tor metal, aud 4s. Gd. for ballast; he also informed Mr. Boyd, the overseer,
r Ti 1 T1 TrV 1pld11[r Bo3rd s ctter’ corroborating the statement which I beg to hand in. (Vide
Appendix 3 1.) Mr Bayley on a subsequent occasion told Davies that he proceeded with this work
on his own responsibility and it is clear that though there was no agreement in writing Mr. Davies
^o Mr Sv?18 ’ Md s.hll F^ded with the work. I hold that bis doing so was a tacit assent
to Mr. Bayley s price, which Mr. Statbam reported “ though the price ruling at the time tbe work was
tW 1
° CXCesS1Ve1:lifc t -C d^6 °f ll,S, rCp°^' 1 beg 10 himd ia a letter
Mr. Amos Davies, staling
that he was prepared to sign tho usual receipt on being paid the amount certified (Vide Appendix B 2) ■
also a ^tter from Mr. Davies stato- his abandonment of all claims on account of the Gbonoo Goonoo
approaches. (Vide Appendix B 3.) I also hand m Mr. Statbam’s report. He was an entirely disinterested
officer, who was sent up there to relievo Mr. Bayley. He became ill from braiu fever, but the report was
written previous to Ins illness. (Vide Appendix B 4.)
^
^r- I)a¥.ies paid £5 011 tllis work 5 ^so’
? 1 ]lara 110 recollection of that
S work?™’ WaB COmpleted did I)avie3 claim t0 be l>aid F the same schedule of prices as for Lis
231. Why was he not paid ? Because Mr. Bayley did not certify to it.
*
232 Have you any documentary evidence to show that Davies concurred in the deductions made on the
ScLTio^P Tc, U3 + eCOIid'V°?;+3f T WlllrU P1*0<JU-C
Md alS0 the ^erand specifications for •
the nflSt ?■! t1
Pr°dilr S’? endCr alKl sPGC,ficilt1011
the first work; I cannot find them in
5 to tt efi JTirS TCOf 10 hU1" °?cur,,<M—poshly Mr. Davies has a copy of them. But with
T ? 1 the Rrsfc Part of your question, as to documentary evidence of Davies’s concurrence in the
fetter M Mr J'° d”cu“entar-v e^dcuce from him j but I have Mr. Bayley’b statement, corroborated by the
IS 5ijfi ? jd 1
pu^ m’ Ibfi°ii,W llng from Mr- I)nv,c^ excePt that he went on with his work
atter, as both theso men say, ho was told the price would be so and so.
Was Davies known as the contractor for S-G4, being for tho construction of four bridges and culverts
in Wallabadah Gap ? Yes, Davies was the contractor for that.
S
cuivercs
231. What was tho bulk sum of the accepted tender ? <€823 IGs.
I3823^s milCh
^ Paid 0U tba1;'c0lltract? Ilrom tlie admission of Davies there has been paid
230. AYas there in this contract the usual condition: “And do hereby agree that any addition deduction
to OT^f10? I f be,,valuGd at the following rates, or at a price to be agreed upon aftbe time, and added
+W fhf « ted fr°mith0 ab0,¥e am7,nt' a« ('hc caKe may be” ? Yes, in the general conditions. May I add
that there was a clause also to this, effect: “Tho contractor to satisfy himself of the natm/of the
material and quantity, as the Commissioner will not hold himself responsible for either." That is a special
written clause m the specification And there is also clause 13 iu the printed general conditions “ As
this contract is for
entire completion of bridges and road, except ballasting and metalling, it is to bo
mfvennlVonRferSl00d ^ f ^
ri;'cts'Avrashers> keP> P^s, spikes, and all minor parts which
may not bo shown on the drawings or mentioned in the specification, but which may reasonably and
t01,6 r”'^
‘b» “»■
237. Had Mr. Superintendent Quodling the authority to make any necessary additions deductions or
alterations, found advisable to carry out this work ? Officers in Mr. Quodling? position generally have
I have searched, but cannot find any special authority for Mr. Quodling. I should like to Ad alterations'
not of material importance—not large alterations.
’
suiting8me3 P°WCr makc ftUerations usually exercised by road superintendents? Not without con239. If alterations were made in the work done, why was not a corresponding alteration made in the
amount paid. I cannot tell you why m that particular case ; I have not written to or asked Mr QuodsoPwhv hot M 6 n13 ir wmtep ^Moment by Mr. Quodling whether those alterations were
made, or if so why; but Mr. Quodling ns at Murruruudi, and can bo examined by tho Committee I
ba]Y
doubt be Wl]1 be able to give a good explanation, for he is a very accurate officer.
240. Will yen be good enough to furnish to the Committee Mr. Davies’s tender and Mr. Quodling’s full
report of the measurement made and the work done ? (Vide Appendix B 5.) I cannot trace Mr Quod9tig ViTxr
I >ave the payments on account of tbe work referred to. (Vide Appendix B 6)
241. Did Mr. Davies claim additional payment after finishing this work ? Not to my knowledge I have
no application of Davies’s at all near this period for this; cannot trace any reference lo it in ho
correspondence or reports of the officers of that date. It is evident the question was never raised until
tho chums under contracts 10 aud 16 were made, or the department could not have allowed Davies to
resume work unless this claim were withdrawal with the others mentioned in letter of 11 September 1870
Air Quodling certified for a certain amount, which was paid without question by this officer. I do not’reed'
lect the circumstance of any change. Air. Quodling is now in the Bailway Department at Alurrurundi, and
could bo examined if necessary. There was in tins contract a written clause: “ The contractor to satisfy
himself of the nature of the material and the quantity, as the Commissioner will not hold himself responsible
for either. Hr Davies s schedule rates have no quantities worked out; he tendered a bulk sum and there
docs not appear to have been any Government schedule with which to compare Air. Quodling’s quantities but
no doubt the question was gone into at the time and settled. AYe have Davies’s own signature to the vouchers
as m full of all demands. I fail to see why Air. Quodling would not have returned for any money due to
Davies. Ihere is a question arises in this case to which I would like to draw the attention of the Comi mlr0Hr ^ „ ’■nwll<?,e au orrov oceur3 in thc name of the oTerseer, which is printed “Bevols
it should be Boyd; Mr. Boyd never did sign either of those documents A 14, or A 11 certifying to their
correctness,
}
Jo
^
233—B
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242- Mr. Tmkey^ Did Mr. Boyd not sign these ? Never. A 11, which is perhaps the more important,
arKi A 12, the forms are printed as if signed by Mr. Nardin, the road superintendent, but Mr. Nardin lias
not signed them, for if ho bad there would be no occasion for this Committee, for here he is made to
certify to thc disputed items. 'Might I ash for the production of the original documents. {The original
papers were referred to.) I find that the disputed items are here written in red ink, hut no such distinc
tion is shown in the document as printed, and it is therefore calculated to mislead the Committee.
243. Chairman^ Have you any more papers to hand in with regard to the matter of the wallabadah and
Goonoo Goonoo bridges under the superintendence of Mr. Quodling P No, except the papers you have
asked me for.
„ ,
, c
244.. In the year 1867 was Mr. Davies’s tender for £1,096 15s. Gd. accepted lor contract 3-67, fcmgarioal
Gap? Tes, it was accepted.
.................
tjd at
245. Are you aware that only two first-class culverts were specified, but that three were supplied t No,
I could not trace anything with reference to that on the papers, and I have telegraphed to Mr. Bayley
for an explanation, but have not received his reply.
, „
,. .
246. "Was the length of road embraced by this contract pegged out and cleared some years betore this
contract was accepted ? Tes, I believe it was.
,
,
247. Are you aware that Mr. Superintendent Bayley diverted the new road,from the cleared line, thereby
rendering this extra culvert necessary? I am .not particularly aware; he may have found the ground
more uneven, and have found it necessary in order to improve it to makc a slight diversion.
248. At the time of its completion did Mr. Davies claim payment for this extra culvert ? I have no
knowledge of it, aud can trace no application. He made no claim to me. At the same tune I beg the
Committee to consider that it is eight years ago, and I am dealing with hundreds, perhaps thousands, ot
such cases every year.
.
.
.
,
249. "Was Davies paid for this extra culvert ? I have no idea that it existed; he may or may not nave been
paid for it under some other name.*
,
^ n .c i
i,
250. In the memo, on Appendix A 15 Mr. Davies states: “ From date of payment to date of final voucher
’
is only four months and five days; the contract time was five months, which time would be extended by
the extra work being done. A fine of £21 18s. was hereon imposed; its remission is now sought.
Is this memorandum true ? No. Tbe specification distinctly states that tbe time is to be five months
from the date of the acceptance of the tender. The date of.the acceptance of the tender was the 9th
May, 1867; the date of the final measurement was 17th January, 1868,—which was eight months and seven
days, which was more than 50 per cent, over the specified time; the amount of extra work was only
10 per cent.
.
,
.
251. What do you say was the time over and above the contract time ? Three months and seven day3252. Do you not consider that the delay in making first and subsequent payments materially retards the
contractors in carrying out their work, and affords to them a reasonable ground for extension of time, if
required by them ? I have no knowledge if that delay existed or not. I know no possible delay is allowed
to exist; every nerve is strained to pay the men promptly ; in fact we advise the road superintendents
by telegram when tbe payments are ready. Those officers have a large extent of country to attend to ;
but they do everything in their power to comply with the terms of the contract.
253. Do you know of any just ground why this fine of £21 18s. 8d. should not be remitted, and the
amount paid to Davies? I do not see why this matter, disposed of eight years ago, should be ripped up
again. The law itself does not allow of such claims—it is beyond the Statute of Dimitations.^ \\o were
constantly harassed by these applications, and feeling that Mr. Davies’s complaints were becoming chronic,
we were obliged to disregard them altogether. If fines were to he remitted it would become impossible to
depend upon contractors to carry out their works ; in fact, of late we have given up putting fines in tho
contracts.
...
254. Did you, after the completion of this contract, receive on behalf of Mr. Davies any communication
from Solicitor Wallace, of Tamworth, respecting the balance claimed on this ? We received a communi
cation from Mr. Wallace, thc solicitor, of Tamworth.
255. As also for Goonoo Goonoo Bridge, and the metal and ballast for work done on tour bridges
and culverts on the Wallabadah Gap? I do not Itnow that the work was specially set forth iu the cominu. nication, but we did receive such a communication.
256. Will you produce the same ? Tes. (Vide Appendix B1,)
‘
257. Did Davies ever obtain the certificates of the three preceding mentioned works ? The certificates
were all sent in, in the usual course, for all the work done, to thc office, and those sent to the office
were paid.
258. Iwant to know whether you can say, from your knowledge, Davies received any of these certificates ?
He never asked for them.
,,
,
259. Tou do not know whether he ever did receive them ? I think iu all probability before the certificates
were sent in thc whole thing was gone into by the road superintendent with the contractor on the spot,
and thc certificate sent in was the result of that. We do not usually give certificates to contractors, .
260. You do not know of your own knowledge that he did obtain these certificates ^ ISo ; in fact I might
say absolutely I know he did not.
.
,.
261. Ton have refused to pay Davies the amount he has claimed ? I never refused to pay Davies anything
that was certified by any of our officers ; of course I refused to-pay what he claimed, unless authenticated
by the certificate of an officer.
262. Did Mr. Davies in 1870 send to you a letter agreeing to suspend legal proceedings pending your
consideration of his claim? No. I think tho letter must he that which is withdrawing all claim, which
is about that time. There may be such a letter. I will search for it. . I know our reply to Mr. Wallace
was that wo had receipts from Mr. Davies for all thc amounts due to him.
,
2GB. Did you afterwards devote to Mr. Statbam the duty of considering such claim. Yes. I told Mr.
Statbam to inquire into his claims, and I have put in Ins report with reference to one of them. There
were several claims of Davies’s inquired into by Mr. Statham, some three or four, and on his recommenda
tion some two or three were conceded. I did not trouble the Committee with those hut only with the
extract

W.C.Boiuiett,
Esq.
s
2 Jons, 1875.

* Note (ore revision):—What I wish to convcE is that Davies rtiftT have becu paid for this under some other contract or
wort, or cm a separate vouchor, though it docs not appear on the final voucher for the contract.
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extract relating to the particular one before tho Committee. If they wish, the whole letter can be put in. W.O.Benhelt,
(Vide Appendix B 4'.)
.
201. Bid Sir. Statham become so unwell about this time—in September, 1870—as to render Ins considera- 1
lion of the matter in dispute unsatisfactory ? ISo ; ho was quite competent to make tho report at that 2 June, 1875.
time. After that time he went to Armidale ; it was very hot and wet weather; he wore a white puggaree
on his head, had inflammation of the brain, and became delirious. Thia was after he had sent in his report,
and thc report itself will show that the man was perfectly competent, as he was before and has been since.
Ho is one of our best officers.
2GG. Some time prior to this, and after the completion of contract 3-67, did you dispute Davies's right to
remove some timber and iron that he (Davies) had purchased at Cox’s Creek by public auction ? I did not
dispute his right to remove the iron.
260. Nor the timber ? Tes, thc timber, because the timber had been cut on Crown Land for the use of
the Crown alone for thc building of these bridges, and it was my business to protect the interests of the
Crown. A contractor broke down, Mr. Davies bought his timber, and he wanted to exact from another
contractor and from the Government what I considered a disproportionate price, the timber being really
Government, and the workmanship only the property of Davies. The matter was arranged at law between
Davies and the contractor.
267. Did you threaten Davies with a criminal prosecution if he did remove it ? Yes ; at least I wrote to
him to say that he rendered himself liable to a criminal prosecution. That is simply what I did.
268. Are you aware that Davies subsequently got a verdict at law for the full value of the timber and iron
that you claimed, and all expenses against tho person who did remove this property ? There was an ■
arrangement made with Davies and the contractor for the bridge, and they went to law about it, but I havo
no knowledge of the merits of the case. My point was simple enough ; the timber was cut upon Crown
land for Crown purposes and was the property of the Crown.
209. Mr, DangarHow was the Crown protected in this matter by yon if Davies ultimately became
possessed of this timber? 1 know the Crown did not lose anything by it; the contractor had to pay this.
I cannot tell how the Crown was protected, but I will look up the papers.
270. I understood from you that the reason you took this step was to protect the interests of the Crown ?
Yos. This verdict was given perhaps not for tho value of the timber but for the value of the workmanship
upon it.
271. Chairman"With reference to some sheathing at Daugar’s Creek Bridge. This was under the super
vision of Superintendent Nardin, and in Davies’s evidence of 19th May he says: “ The next item I believe
to he a mistaken measurement—it is the sheathing of Dangar’s Creek Bridge, returned as 13 feet wide,
whereas the actual width is 15 feet, making a difference in the amount of £5 7s. fid.” Is this true ? Tho
mistaken measurement is on Davies’s part.' Mr, Nardin contracted to have this bridge sheathed 13 feet
wide—the sheathing to' be laid diagonally ; but Davies, in sheathing, put it at an angle less than 45°,
and that made it wider. Mr. Nardin did not consider that he would ho justified in returning for what he
had not ordered, so that though the sheathing was 15 feet wide it was returned as only 13 feet, as
ordered.
272. Did tho quantity of sawn timber delivered by tho sawyers just about suit the sheathing of this bridge ”
15 feet wide ? I have no knowledge of that; Mr. Nardin can answer that.
■
273. In August, 1872, was Mr. Davies the accepted tenderer for the contracts 10,16, and 17-72 ? Yes,
I believe ho was.
274. Will you produce those contracts ? Yes. (Vide Appendix B 8.)
275. Are those contracts now completed to your satisfaction ? Mr. Nardin has certified that they aro
completed.
276. Were these performed under overseer Holloway ? Mr, Holloway was never in charge of contracts;
lie was assisting Mr. Nardin.
277. Who drew the plans and specifications for contracts 10, 16, and 17-72 ? The specifications were
drawn by Mr. Nardin, and perhaps amended in the office, and the plans were lithographed; the only
plans belonging to the contracts, and recognized by tho office, are those lithographs.
278. Had this length of road, contract 10, been let to any person previous to being let to Mr. Davies, and
afterwards cancelled ? I cannot answer that question.
279. Between the cancellation of the other tender, aud the acceptance of Davies’s tender, was there any
change made in the specification ; if so, how, and when was the change made ? I do not recollect of my
owu knowledge that any change was made, but Mr. Nardiu says there was, that I made it myself, hut I
do not recollect it.
"
280. Was the metal increased, aud the 1,500 cubic yards of ballast, 'specified for in the previous speci
fication, dispensed with ? I have no knowledge of that; I do not recollect it.
281. Did you use printed forms of specification, with blank spaces to be filled in, to show the special
character of tho work you required on this contract ? Yes, I think so ; they are in the bond at all events.
282. Do you use more than one kind of printed forms ? They are amended from time to time.
283. In the formation clause, as filled in for contract 10-72, as let to Davies, what is the meaning of the
words, “ formation to he in the solid, or made up with metal”; and further on, “ all holes, ruts, hollows,
or depressions lo be filled in with metal”? “ In the solid” meaus to he cut out of the earth entirely, or
made up with motal—that is alternative, " or made up with metal.”
284. Mr. Macintosh] What do you mean by tho term “ alternative,” in interpretation of that clause ? I
consider that tho context boars on that, that the contract evidently contemplated something besides metal.
I have dealt with the specification as a whole, not with any special clause in it.
285. Chairman] I was desirous of knowing iu answer to my question what is thc meaning of the words
“ formation to be in the solid”;—is it to he understood that it is to ho in the solid, or that it is to be made
up mth metal, and that all holes, rats, hollows and depressions are to be filled in with metal ? I have read
the whole together, and Mr. Davies tenders for the formation at 2s. 6d. a yard ; the specification says farther
down that so much motal is to be provided, aud no metal is to be spread until the formation is completed.
286. Then you will not give any direct answer with regard to the meaning of the word “ formation”? I
would give this direct answer, that it is slightly contradictory, because the formation is contracted for at a
certain price. It was never contemplated to makc an embankment of metal, and the formation has been
done in this way by Davies himself aud by every other contractor we have ever had ; aud if that interpre
tation
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W.C.Bennett, tation is to be taken, that the formation ia to be made up ■with metal, you must read tho nest clause. If
E69*
all this were required, Mr. Davies’s interpretation of the clause might be turned on himself, and we might
have insisted upon his supplying all the metal for this embankment, in addition to the quantity specitied.
2 June, 1875,237. Mr. Macintosh.] It is a schedule of prices is it not p Mo, it is a bulk sum. It is very specific in the
metal clauses afterwards. When the whole or any well defined length of formation is ready to receive
metal, it is after measurement, and on receipt of a written order from the road superintendent or over
seer, to he evenly spread to a width of 20 feet, and a depth of about 7y inches, or at the rate of one and
a third cubic yard to the lineal yard of road. That is after the formation is completed, and then it says
afterwards: “ The road is to be kept raken in, and maintained with the remaining five-twelfths of a yard
of metal to thc yard run.”
288. We have the words “approved hard material” in the third line obliterated, and in the seventh and
eighth lines “ballast or approved gravel”; further on the words “extra material for embankment to be
obtained as will be directed from any distance not exceeding”— ? They have evidently been obliterated to
insert the word " metal”; but if this interpretation is insisted on, thc interpretation on thc opposite side
would he that Davies would be obliged to make all these embankments with metal, and was afterwards
obliged to supply the specified quantity of metal.
289. The first clause, giving the general interpretation, is printed, but the other is obliterated, and the special
terms are put in, so that the general terms must be interpreted by tho special or written agreement ?
I am prepared to stand by the literal interpretation ; and if so, Mr. Davies is obliged to make all these
embankments of metal, aud afterwards to supply thc specified quantity of metal.
290. Special written instructions must override all general printed instructions ? I am not prepared to
enter upon the legal question, but I am prepared to abide by the literal interpretation of the contract.
I wish to put this point strongly to the Committee : If Mr. Davies wishes the literal interpretation of this
clause to be taken, it is clear to me he was bound to make the formation first with metal, and then to
supply the specified quantity of metal, for it is said, “When thc whole or any well defined Icugfh of f ho
formation is ready to receive metal it is after measurement, and on receipt of a written order from the
road superintendent or overseer, to be evenly spread to a width of 20 feet, and a depth of about
inches,
or at the rate of one and a third cubic yard to the lineal yard of road.” After the formation is done,
which it is specified is to be done with metal.
291. Chairman.] Would not these obliterations of these printed words and thc insertion of the written
word “metal” reasonably lead the contractor to conclude that metal only was to bo used in making up
the formation? Mot if he read the context; he would see it was doubtful.
292. Did Davies’s tender include a schedule rate of 5s. Gd. per cubic yard for all the metal supplied on this
contract P Tes, for a certain quantity of 3,729 cubic yards; not for all metal for a specific quantity.
293. I would like the answer to bo a little more definite. Did Davies's tender include a schedule rate of
5s. 6d. per cubic yard for all the metal supplied on this contract ? It included a schedule price of 5s. Gd.
per cubic yard for 3.729 cubic yards of metal.
291. That 5s. Gd. wnuld apply to deductions or increases ? Tes.
295. Has there been 1,0G7| cubic yards, at 5s. Gd. a cubic yard, dispensed with, and its value £293 11s. 3d,
* deducted from the contract? Tes.
.
296. Were these six culverts dispensed with, and their schedule value of £280 deducted from the contract?
Tes, but there were substituted in lien three pipe drains.
297. Did you visit this work during its progress ? Tes.
■
298. Did Davies, during your visit, show you some new plans which he said had been furnished to him by
overseer Holloway, thc carrying out of which to the pencil lino struck thereon rendered necessary the
supply of 4,476 cubic yards of earth embankment to fill up the hollows and depressions ? When I was
on the work Mr. Holloway produced sections that he had made for their guidance in laying down tho
pipe drain and culverts, showing the lines of the formation. I then pointed out to Mr. Nardin that tho
cuttings proposed were rather heavier than could be required under a formation clause, and told him not
to carry out the pencil lines shown on these sections, which I cannot recognize in any way ns documents
connected witli the contract; they wore merely memo, made by the road overseer for his owu guidance;
they are not signed by me or by the road superintendent, and were not carried out.
299. Did not the supply of this earthwork straighten aud shorten tbe length of the contract 7 lineal yards,
besides enabling you to dispense with thc mefal specified in the contract to he used in the ruts, hollows,
and depressions ? Mo; the culverts, it was found, could be dispensed with for various reasons; the
shortening of the contract 7 yards is immaterial. It mayor may not havo done that, and in fact the ques
tion of formation had nothing whatever to do with tho supply of metal; the metal clause is entirely
distinct from thc formation. A certain quantify of mefal is specified to be supplied and spread a certain
width and depth “ at tho rate of It- cubic yard to the lineal yard,” and tbe remaining
to be used
for maintenance metal afterwards. The formation clause stands alone; whether it was to be done with metal
or earth is open to question.
300. What 1 wras wanting to know from you with regard lo this question was, would thc supply of this
earthwork straighten and shorten the length that was contracted for, and by so doing enable you to dis
pense with the metal specified in the contract ? Mo.
301. Did the construction of this cartli embankment have the effect of diverting the water to fewer
openings, and so enable you to dispense with six out of ten culverts originally specified? Mo, I do not
think so.
302. If metal to thc value of £293 11s. 3d., and six culverts of the value of £280, has been saved, wliat
objection have you to pay Mr. Davies for the supply of 4,-170 cubic yards of earthwork substituted for the
metal ordered, and for which Davies now claims Is. 3d. a cubic yard ? I cannot see why Davies
should be paid for 4,000 yards of earthwork to save 1,000 yards of metal. It would be an anomaly, and if
he is to bo paid for replacing metal with earthwork it ought only to bo to fbe same extent as the metal
saved, but 1 cannot admit that he is entitled at all.
303. Did you, on your visit at tho time referred to in one of the previous questions, amend or in any way
alter the pencil line in the new plan, and then leave such plan with Davies to carry out ? I objected to the
depth of the cuttings, and reduced them considerably to what I thought was fairly comprised in the term
formation, for which Davies had tendered half-a-crown a yard.
304. After going over the whole of this work iu progress on contracts 10, 16-72 in company with Mr.
Nardin, Mr. Holloway, and Mr. Davies, did yon not express to Davies your approval of the manner in
which such work had been carried out ? Tes.
305.
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305. Will you produce the new plans referred to ? I cannot recognize them as new plans; they are W.C. Bennett,
simply memoranda made by the road overseer to assist him in determining the position of the culverts,
BOG. During the erection of the first ashlar culvert, did Davies call your attention to the fact that he was ✓“'•“'“■“'t
obliged to do a better class of work than was required; that instead of rubble he was putting in ashlar ^ June, 1875.
work P It is not ashlar work, and Davies did not call iny attention to it.
307. Will you produce the printed specifications for thc stone culverts in contracts 10,16, and 17-72 P They
are already before the Committee. 1 say that Mr. Davies did not draw my attention to it; but I, of my own
motion, drew the attention of the road superintendent—as they were the first works of the sort—to the
fact that they were unnecessarily neat on the front; aud said that I would rather have what I considered
good honest work, rough and strong, than this neat work. It appeared to me that the stones were ail
edgers, what they technically term soldiers. 1 left written instructions to tbe effect that what was
required in a stone culvert was good fiat-bedded masonry.
308. Do you think that Mr. Davies’s estimate in detail of the trade difference between ashlar and rubble,
of £1 5s. 3d. per cubic yard, as shown in tho Appendix to his evidence, is a fair estimate ? I never went
into that, for I never considered they were ashlar.
309. Has Davies ever offered to accept thc bulk sum of his accepted tender in full payment of his claim ?
Tes, in this way : I went to Tamworth with tho view of going into these things on the ground ; I met
Davies and asked him for an explanation ; but all the explanation I could get from him, was, “ I want my
hulk sum ; I want my bulk sum; I want my bulk sum” reiterated. That was all the explanation I
could get out of him.
310. What is the amount of the tender for contract 10-72 ? £1,911 8s. 6d.
311. And the amount you paid him on that ? £1,421 4s.
312. On contract 16-72 Davies claims payment for 1,468 cubic yards of earthwork embankment at Is. 3d.
per yard ; and this was supplied in obedience to new plans given to bim by overseer Holloway, shown to
you, and after your emendation of the pencil line given to Davies as his guide in carrying out the work ;—
what objections are there to payment for this earthwork? Because it was included in kis formation,
tendered for at half-a-crown a yard. If not I cannot sec what that half-a-crown a yard was put in for.
313. Wbat was the value of the metal dispensed with on this contract? 215 yards of metal appear to
have been dispensed with.
314. Davies claims £126 11s. 5d. for ashlar work done in culverts;—was ashlar work done in these culverts
instead of rubble work ? Ko; “ first-class coursed rubble work, set in mortar” was specified for <c quoins
to bo hammer-dressed.”
315. He also claims £40 for two months’ maintenance of road, as per tender of £20 a month;—was this
' £20 a month a stated condition of Davies’s accepted tender ? It is not in the specification^316. There arc other items—34 cubic yards of 5-inch ballast at 4s. 6d. per cubic yard, £7 13s., and another
item of £2 ? Iteally I am not prepared to give an answer upon those small things. I confined myself to
the two questions of ashlar aud earthwork.
317. Davies also claims £10 0s. Sd. in Appendix A 17, for sheathing done on bridges at Liverpool Bange
and Doughboy Hollow ? This sheathing was specified to be 2 inches thick, and he claims for 21, Mr.
Nardin explains it to me, that from somo difference in the railway tariff Mr. Davies could carry 2J plank *
as cube timber. I do not know the details, and that he preferred to supply it himself as he got it cut for
the same amount. Mr. Nardin instructed him to put 2-inch planks on, and he was paid for what he was
instructed to do. If he put planking a quarter of au inch thicker of his own motion, we do not think
thc G-overnment should be obliged to pay it. Supposing he had chosen to put 4-inch sheathing he could
hardly have come to us and demanded double thc amount of bis contract. We should have no control
over the contractors if we allowed them to act as they liked, and then to come to us for payment of sums
iu excess of tlicir contracts. We have only a small amount of money at our disposal and we feel hound
to economize as far as possible.
318. Mr, Cameron.^ This extra thickness of timber was used by mutual consent ? No, it was Mr, Davies’s
own act, and he would have had a stronger ground of complaint against thc Department if he bad offered
to use 2£-ineh without extra payment and wc had insisted upon 2-inch. He might have said that he had
offered to do what was better for the Government, and we had objected,
319. It was done with a view of obliging Davies P Tes.
320. Chairman.-] The second clause of tho general conditions of road contract says: “ No extra work
will bo paid for without the production of an order in writing for the same, signed by the Commissioner,
and countersigned by the Superintendent.” lias it been the practice to furnish the contractor with such
written order when additions, deductions, and alterations have been found necessary in carrying out
contracts ? A.s far as possible it has been tbe practice; when it is not possible to get my signature, which
is not always the case, an order signed by thc Superintendent is sufficient.
321. Has Davies at any time been furnished witli such an order, signed by the Commissioner and counter
signed by the Superintendent, on any contract? I do not know that he was over furnished with an order
signed by me—I am not sure.
322. With respect to the foregoing works, has Davies ever been furnished with the final certificates referred
to in the loth clause of the general conditions, which states, “ that the obtaining of such certificate«hall be
a condition precedent to the contractor having any claim or causo of action” ? He has been furnished
with copies of them—I do not know whether they have been signed iu due form. If lie wants them we
can furnish them—of course we cannot furnish bim with certificates for work to which our officers havo
declined to certify.
323. I want a direct answer to thc question I have just put ? He has been furnished with copies of the
certificates.
»
324. Would that he considered by the 15th clause ? Wc have no objection if he asks for a signed copy to
give it him.
325. What extent of alterations, additions, and deductions was made iu contract 17-72, without a written
order signed by the Superintendent and subsequently concurred in by the Commissioner for Boads ? I
am
Note (on rerisinn) ;—I failed to find tbis clause when being evaminod. I now find that it is provided for in both
specifications; in No. 10 until thoroughly consolidated by traffic and roller; and in No. 16 for a period of two mouths after
the completion of tho wort.
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W.C.Ecnnetfc, am not prepared to answer that question, for I did not get up the facta of contract 17-72, but I will etato
this, that any alterations made in. that contract were made on my written order to the road superintendent
—I remember enough of the case to say that,
2 June, 1876.326, IVill you produce the final certificate for contract 17-72 ? Tes. (Vide Appendix B 9.)

4 JUNE, 1875.
lireutnt
Mb. T. O. DANGAR,
Mb. SCHOLEY.

FRIDAY,

Mb. CAMEKObT,
Mb. COHEN,

H. BENNETT, Esq.,

in the Chaiu.
Mr. G-eorgo Holloway further examined:—
Mr, Gr.
327. C/iairmani] Do you remember attending a public auction sale of contractor Atchcson's timber and iron
Holloway, at Cox's Creek? Tos.
32§. As the Government officer, had you received instructions to purchase ? Yos.
4 June, 1875. 329. Did you do so ; if not why not ? I did not, because I had not sufficient money at tko timo.
330. On your telling Danes, did he offer to send you sufficient money to purchase ? He offeredto lend
me sufficient money.
331. Did you avail yourself of this offer? No.
332. Did Mr. Davies afterwards authorize you to go to the new contractor, Mr. Turner, and to say if he •
would purchase, Davies would send him the money to do so ? Yes, Davies asked me to do so, and I did.
333. Did Davies afterwards become the purchaser at auction ? He did.
334. 'Was this timber and iron afterwards sold by a police officer* ? Yes, he was a police officer stationed
at Gunnedah.
335. Did Davies afterwards sue thc new contractor for the value of the timber and iron ? Yes.
336. Did you, and the road overseer, Mr. Donaldson, attend as witnesses at that trial? Yes,
337. From yonr own knowledge of the property sued for, did Davies get a verdict for tho value of the
whole of the timber and iron that he purchased? I believe he got my estimated value,
338. Did you, about this time, call on Davies to go with you to meet Superintendent Bayley at Bowling
Alley Point, regarding claims Davies hail against the Government for work previously performed ? Yes,
at the instance of Mr. Bayley.
339. Do you know the contract 3-67, carried out by Davies ? I know thc contract 3-67.
340. That was carried out by Davies? I believe it was.
341. Cannot you say whether it was or was not ? 1 passed over it once, and saw Mr. Bayley, and Mr,
Davies with him, and I supposed Davies was the contractor.
w 342. Can you not say yes or no? I had not charge of The road then.
343. Had you any doubt about it ? No.
344. There are two or three first-class culverts on that workf ? Three first-class.
345. Did you ever give orders on behalf of Mr. Nardin for Davies to commence that work ? No; because
Mr. Nardin was not the superintendent.
346. Did you ever give orders on behalf of Mr. Nardin ? Not on that contract.
347. Some time after did you make longitudinal plans on thc line of road on contract 10 and 16-72 ? 1
made sections of 10 and 16 -72.
348. Are those the new plans referred to as made by you? (Witness examined the plans handed in by Mr.
Bennett.) Yes, these Tire the plans I referred to.
349. Who struck the pencil lines on these new plans ? Mr. Nardin.
350. Did the Commissioner see these plans and amend the pencil line ? Tes, I believe he saw thc plans
and amended one portion of them.
351. Were these new plans afterwards left with Davies to bring up the line of formation to the pencil
line without embankmentsf ? Yes, they were,
352. Do you know what it cost Davies for stone delivered on contract 10 and 16 for the metal supplied ?
I think there was some delivered there for 2s. 3d. a cubic yard.
353. Would any of that stone have been suitable for building rubble work? I believe some of it would.
354. Has Davies got an efficient contractor’s working plant ? He had when I was in charge of the
district.
355. When Mr. Murphy used broken ballast to make up hollows in thc formation of the contract opposite
to M'Mahon’s, between Davies’s contract 10 and 16, did you pay at per cubic yard for the quantity of
ballast there used ? Yes, there was a schedule price for the ballast.
356. Up to the time of Davies taking contract 10,16-72, can yon point out to the Committee any ono
contract that would have been likely to have come under Davies’s knowledge where the metal supplied has
not been stacked, measured, and paid for at per cubic yard ? No—motal on ail contracts has to be stacked
and measured before it is spread; that is in the general conditions.
357. Is 5s. 6d. per cube yard for 3-inch metal a low price for contracts 10 and 10 ? It is reasonable ; I
could not say very low.
358. Is Is. 3d. per yard for earthwork a reasonable price? In some of tho hunks it is a reasonable
juice, according to the length of cartage.
.
359. Were the designs of tho culverts altered? Partially so in one that I saw; in thc parapet-wall it
was square instead of round, I thiuk.
360. Arc the four culverts and three drain-pipes doing the duty of ten culverts as originally specified ? I
could not say that positively, because the four culverts were not built when I was there.
361. From your own knowledge had Davies ever received a written order, signed by the Commissioner and
countersigned
* Note (on revision) :—I understood my reply was to a question, “ Was tbe timber and iron sold by ft police officer ?"
tho word “ afterwards1’ omitted.
tJtOTE (<?» revision) :—I understood tho question lo bo “ Aro there” instead of “Tbore are two or three culverts, Ac."
X Note (on revision):—I understood this question to be mt-h embankments, instead of “ without."
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countersigned by tbe superintendent, for all alterations, additions, and deductions done by him ? Not to Holloway.
my knowledge.
.
. .
.
362. Since the Commissioner visited that contract 10, 16, has it not been regarded as certain that 4 June, 1876.
Davies would claim payment for the earthwork in the embankment, and an increased rate for culverts.
I heard some rumours in reference to that.
363. Mr, Sekolcy] You do not know it? No, not positively.
364. Chairman^ Did you consider, after yourself and Mr. Davies met Mr. Bayley at Bowling Alley Point,
that Government owed Davies for past work dono? I came to the conclusion that something was owing
to Davies just from the tenor of the remarks of Mr. Bayley and Mr. Davies.
_
360. Bor what purpose did you go there ? Mr. Bayley sent me a letter to bring Mr. Davies to Bowling
Alley Point; I did so, as he required.
_
366. Has Mr. Da-viea ever remarked that he would require thc payment of the bulk sum of the contract
10 when he was signing advance vouchers for that? I have some recollection at the time* of seeing tho
work, of his saying that ho wanted the bulk sum, or something^to that effect.
_
367. Mr. Scholey^ At any time did you give orders from Mr. Nardin for Mr. Davies to do work? Tes, I
gave him authority to start the contract after the bonds were signed—a written authority was required.
368. That was in the place of Mr. Nardin ? On behalf of Mr. Nardin..
369. Tou say that Mr. Nardin struck the line on these plans ? Tes.
370. 'Were you there ? Tes, X was there at thc time.
371. "With reference to the culverts, you say there is some alteration has that alteration made the work
more expensive than the original plan ? Aes, I think there was more stone in it; it was square instead
of round.
,
372. What do you think would be about the difference in the expense ? A matter of four or five-pounds
on each culvert.
....
. ,
n
373. I suppose you arc aware that Government has paid Davies since this conversation between you and
Mr. Bayley ? Tes, since that conversation money lias been paid to Davies.
_
374. Might not the whole of these claims have been paid ? They might without my knowing it; some
money has been paid that has gone through my hands.
375. You do not know whether it was for this matter or not ? No.
^
376. Tou are not sure that Government owe any money to Davies ? No. _
377. Mr. Dangar.'] During what portion of this contract were you superintendent of roads? Not at
any time.
378. What position did you occupy ? Road overseer.
^
379. Were you in that capacity during the execution of the works iu disputef? _ No, I was not.
380. Touhave stated that the work of the culverts was ashlar ? Tes, I believe it was.
331. Did you ever superintend any masonry work before to enable you to judge what wasashlarand what
was not ? No, I did not.
_
382. What was the difference between the work specified for and ashlar ? Ashlar I understand to be
punched and picked, jointed and bedded.
3S3. Did Mr, Nardin through you order any change in the character of the work ? No.
_ _
384. Mr. Cohen] Did you of yourself, irrespective of Mr. Nardin or of any superior officer, give instruc
tions to Mr. Davies to alter the character of his work ? No.
_
_
385. Tou were asked as to the difference in the value between four culverts and three drain pipes put
down in lieu of ten culverts, and you said the difference in the value of the culverts would be about £5
each ? Tes.
_
■
«
i
j
386. I understand the original specification to have hecn for ten culverts instead of four culverts and
three drain-pipes ? I could not say whether that was so, because I left before the whole of the culverts
were formed.
.
387. Assuming that you knew what those culverts were----- ? I saw only one culvert built and another
commenced.
388. Have you seen the drain pipes ? Tes.
_
,
389. Can you form an estimate of the difference in value between the four culverts and three drain-pipes
as now put down, and the ten culverts originally specified ? I could not. ^
_
390. Tou were asked by Mr. Dangar whether you gave orders to Mr. Davies by authority of Mr. Nardiu,
and I understood yon to say that he gave authority to start with thc contracts ? Tes, it was usual for him
to get tho bonds signed and then to authorize me to start the contract.
_ .
891. Are those thc only orders you gave on behalf of Mr. Nardin ? Tos, in writing.
392. Did you ever give orders verbally ? In some little matters.
393. Tou referred in your previous evidence fo having given orders in some little matters—for some few
pounds ? Tes, in case of repairs being urgently necessary in time of floods. If a hole wero washed under
a culvert, and the soil was likely to shift, I repaired it at once without instructions from the head office.
394. Then I take it that the orders to which you havo already alluded in your evidence aro all the orders
you over gave Mr. Davies to authorize him to depart from the original specification? Tes.
395. Mr. Cameron] Tou have stated in your evidence that certain portions of these culverts has been done
with ashlar work ? Tes.
396. Were they specified to bo ashlar or rubble ? Rubble.
•
397. Rubble work is work roughly composed of stones without dressing ? Yes.
_
398. Could you give the Committee a rough estimate of what thc difference would bo for having altered
the work from rubble to ashlar work ? I could not. I never studied the matter at all.
_ _
399. As a matter of fact is ashlar work more expensive than rubble? Tes, I should say so, because it is
punched, picked, and jointed. J
_
_
400. Tou said in answer to the Chairman’s questions that there had been some slight alterations in these
culverts; for instance, that they had square instead of round parapets; would not square parapets be more
expensive? Thev would be in that class of -work.
'
r
‘
4-01.
* Note (on revision) :—Of Eigmug adfimco vouclior.
f Note (on reoirion) :—My answer to this question refors to wort done at G-oonoo Goonoo Creel at Tamworth, and non
tract 3-67. I was overseer on contract 10 and 16-72.
_ _
{Note (on revision) :—Ves, because the stones wore cubed, with pnnehed-in picked bods and joints.
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40L W°U|d j* not-bo in “J clas3 of work where there was a parapet ? With rubble wort it' would be
neCeSsary to have it round.
, jU.
^I'essc^ stone would it not be less labour to put oil a square parapet than a round one ? I
should think so.
r r
im'?’ 3Jrcre you Present on the works at the time of the visit of Commissioner Bennett ? Tes.
404i. Do you recollect anything taking place about Davies offering to take a bulk sum of money ? I do
not remember anything of that sort on the works.
405. Do you remember any other occasion on which Mr. Davies wanted to take the bulk sum of the con
tract instead ot any claim he had ? Xot at that time.*
406. At any time ? 1 was asked a question, when the advance vouchers were being signed, and Davies
signed the vouchers, but that was some time after.
40/. Chairman.] M as the subject ot Davies s claim for any further pavment on account of thc G-oonoo
Goonoo Bridge and the approaches to Tamworth discussed at Bowling Aliev Toint ? 1 believe it was
discussed at that time.
'
40S. Mr. Dangar.') The answers you havo given to Mr. Cameron’s questions are merely your private
opinion ; you are not shilled in masonry ? lSro.
j j
i
JKJ'c ^ameron^
aiiy mau who knew anything of ordinary masonry could with a certain amount
o A/ • S8£*^ cv,den™ whether work was ashlar or rubble ? Tes. if he had given the matter any study.
410. t/iau-man.) Do you know the difference between ashlar and rubble work? There are several kinds
ot ashlar work, as iar as I have read. Thc work there is not what I should call rubble, and therefore I
suppose it to belong to the next class of work, which is ashlar.
411 Mr Cameron ] Ton consider ashlar to bo dressed stone, laid in jointed courses, and rubble to be
undressed stone of any size, put into any position iu which it will fit.
'

Ernest Anthony Xardin, Esq., examined:—
412. CJmrman.) What position in the Government service do you hold ? Superintendent of Roads.
4', ^ •you kn0'v
Davies as having been the contractor for sheathing Dangar’s Creek Bridge—conf
1
. tracts 10,16, and l/-v2—and for sheathing three bridges at Liverpool Range aud Doughboy Hollow P
4 June, 18/5. Yes,
q
j
4.14. How many of these works were finished under your supervision ? All, except the sheathing of the
bridges at Doughboy Hollow—that is to say, 16 was not quite completed ; but tbe principal part was
done under me, excepting the sheathing of thc bridges.
415'.f}Xei!e tkose contracts that were finished completed to your satisfaction? Tes, those that I have
certined for.
416. Was Dangar’s Creek Bridge sheathed 15 feet wide ? Tes.
■he
for extract 10, as let to Mr. Pyrkc, of Handle, contain a provision to supply
1,500 cubic yards of batlnst, to be used outside scrap hollows and depi’essions at per cubic yard ? I
estimated m the first place for ballast. I am not sure whether it was advertised in that way but X know
the specification was altered afterwards; but I think Mr. Pyrkes’s tender will show that he tendered in the
same way. I am not sure, hut there are the tenders to refer to.
418. Will you produce Davies’s tender for that work under that specification ? They are not in mv
possession.
J
J
419. Did Davies ever offer to do that contract without receiving any money advances till the year
loll owing Ao. 10? I think he did. I think there was something said about it.
420. In the specification and contract, as let to Davies, was the 1,500 cubic yards of ballast in the precediug specification dispensed with, and the metal increased in quantity ? Certainly—a fresh specification
wffh the ballast struck out and metal put in thc place of it. We make roads in both ways.
421. Who made the change in the specification, dispensing with the ballast and increasing the metal5 The
Commissioner for Roads.
422 After Davies commenced on the contract 10 and 16, did Mr. Holloway make longitudinal plans of
/too vwmi
0n !lCSe two contract'b aud forward such plans to you ? Tes, by my instructions
426. w hue these plans were m your possession did you put on this a longitudinal pencil line that runs in
Inmonfy Vera oefc ;doD3 ^ic then line of road ? I did, for Mr. Holloway’s guidance, as an experimental
Mr. E. A.
Nardin.

424 Did you afterwards return these plans to Mr. Holloway to give to Davies ? I returned them to Mr
Mono way, but not to give them to Mr. Davies.
42d. Would it require the supply of 4,476 cubic yards of earth embankment to bring up this line of forma
tion to the pencil line referred to ? I cannot say. I never measured it.
426. Did the Commissioner ever see these plans and amend or alter your pencil line on them, and after
wards leave thorn for Davies to work to ? The Commissioner saw these sections. When ho was on tho
ground he thought the cuttings too deep and tho banks too high—unnecessarily so—and he instructed me
to reduce them. I have his written instructions to that effect. (Fide Appendix C 1.)
427 Did the Commissioner after inspection and consultation with you approve of the manner in which the
work had been done ? Tes, with those exceptions referred to in the letter I have read. Those were the
remarks he made on them,
f.2'?:
J113 ea;rtl1 embankment shorten the lineal length of the road seven yards ?
I do not know that
it did. i do not see how tliat could be effected, the formed road being on the old cleared line, unless the
nndulations wore followed.
>
429 Did you dispense with 1067 i cubic yards of motal, and deduct its value from the contract as per cubic
(S/HppeStC2))h0W mUCh 1 diSpenSed With’ but 1 iaV6 a Ietter here which rcfera t0 th® mater■*30. Will you produce the reply of Mr. Davies ? I have not it.
DM V/1 y°u furmsh it ? I loft all my papers at Murruruudi with Mr. Donelly.
if, ™
^ DU giTe the Kul,stan!’° of 1,ia reply ? Certainly, agreeing to these terms.
T’l'] Pld y0U dlsPTe?se 1vllh
culverts, and deduct their value from the contract ? My final
VTote to me
^ maUJ 5 1 al°',V’there wore some dedllct-ed in consequence of what the Commissioner
'
434.
* Note (on revision):—He did when signing advance vouchers some time after.
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434, Do you put in that final certificate ? It is in the possession of the Commissioner.
Mr. E, A.
435. Did you ever report to the Commissioner for Roads that Davies's claim should he paid for the earth- Narfin.
work supplied to make the embankments and formation ? Yes.*
43G. When Mr. Murphy used broken ballast to fill up hollows in the formation of the contract opposite
unei ‘ *
M'Mahon’s, between Davies’s contract 10 and 16, did you pay him at per cubic yard for the quantity of
ballast he used ? I do not remember that there was ballast there, it is so long ago ; of course if he sup
plied ballast he was paid for it. Sometimes we make ballasted road—sometimes metalled.
437. When Mr. M'Call broke ballast to make up depressions iu the formation on his contract, near the
Company’s old sheep station, between Davies’s contract 16 and 17, did you pay him for the quantity of
ballast used iu the formation, in addition to so much per lineal yard for forming P I cannot remember if
he used ballast; if he used it it was measured and paid for in the usual way.
438. Could you not say whether you did pay him or not ? I could not from memory.
439. You have no memorandum of it? I did not know that such a question would bo asked; if I had
known I could have referred to papers. I could not speak from memory.
440. Was Davies’s schedule rate for forming on contract 10 and 16, 2s. Gd. ? I believe it was, but the
tender will show.
.
441. In addition to tho 3s. per lineal yard, did you pay him for the earth supplied to make up the approach
up to the proper level ? Certainly not; I paid him by tho lineal yard for forming,
442. In addition to the 3s. per lineal yard, did you pay him for the earth supplied to make up the
approaches to the proper level ? Ho.
443. Do you know any reasonable cause why Davies should not be paid for the earth embankment on tho
contract? Because it is included in the stipulated price for forming.
444. Up to the time of Davies taking contract 10, 16-72, can you point out to the Committee any one
contract that would be likely to have come within Davies’s knowledge where the metal supplied has not
been stacked and measured at per cubic yard P IS1ever was such a contract ; motal always is stacked and
measured before being used.
445. Is 5s. Gd. per cubic yard for 3-inch metal a low price on contract 10 and 16? Yes, it is rather low ;
about 6s. I think is the usual price.
446. Is Is. 3d. per cubic yard for earthwork a reasonable price ? That is high.
447. Is 4s. Od. per cubic yard for 5-inch ballast a reasonable price ? Yes.
448. Have you any knowledge of the price that Davies paid for stone delivered on contract 10 and 16—
for metal supplied ? Ho.
449. Were the designs of the culverts altered ? Ho, not that I know of.
450. Are four culverts and three pipe-drains doing the duty of the ten culverts originally specified ? Ho,
there were wooden culverts specified, I think, when there were to be ten ; now we have culverts and pipes.
The Commissioner himself dispensed witli them.
451. Would any of that stone have been suitable for building rubble work? Hot such work as was
described for these culverts. It would have made random rubble, but that is not what is described.
452. Do you mean to say that none of the stone you saw was suitable ? Hot for coursed rubble, but for
random rubble, and the former had been described.
453. Is tbe quality of the stone and the workmanship in the culverts better than what was specified;—are
they built of ashlar instead of rubble work ? Ho, certainly not ashlar.
’
454. Did you concur in all the changes that had been made in contracts 10 and 16-72 ? In all those
changes which are shown by the final certificate to have been made,
455. Do you know the usual detailed trade diflference between rubble and ashlar work ? Yes; I can give
my definition of it. Ashlar I look upon as either chiselled, tooled, or picked with through’ stones and
joints crossed,—that is ashlar. Then with a draft round is rock ashlar. Then there is random rubble and
coursed rubble in same course ; one stone may have full height, and the rest may be in two heights, but
they are all good large stones, and are described in the, specification as not less than half a cubic foot.
That is first-class coursed rubble with quarry faces. Random rubble is any sort of stone laid at random.
456. The specification for stone culverts enjoins that the roadway shall havo a level of 5-inch ballast and
3-inch metal;—did yon pay for the metal at per cubic yard and leave the ballast unpaid for, both being
specified and both done ? That is included in the price of the culvert itself. So far as I can remember,
1 went over the final certificate with Mr. Davies, and everything that was reasonable, proper, and just, in
my idea I allowed him, and the only two items we could not agree about were this large quantity of
earthwork which he claims, and which I maintain is part of the forming, and the extra quality of work in
the culverts. I stated he must deal with thc Commissioner if there were ambiguity in the matter, and that
if he would write to me I would send his letter on to the Commissioner witli my report, and if he did not
like that he must appeal to the Commissioner direct.
457. Did you concur with Davies in increasing the size of the sheathing on the three bridges ? No, not
in increasing the thickness. I concurred in this way: ns he acknowledged that he made a saving by it, I
let it go.
'
458. Will you explain how he made a saving by his timber ? Mr. Davies informed me that by the
sawyer’s measurement at Newcastle,
in. could be had for the same price as 2 in., and that the ad
ditional f in. brought it within some regulation of the railway, by which it could be brought at a cheaper
rate than 2 in. could have been.
'
459. Mr. Dangar.'] Then the substitution of 2J in. for 2 in. was in favour of Davies? Yes.
460. Then you allowed it for the advantage of the contractor ? Yes.
461. Chairman^] Docs not the increase of a quarter of an inch thickness of sheathing increase the wearing
power of the bridges, and enable it to bear a larger amount of traffic ? I think 2 in. would see out these
old floors ; of course 21 in. is stronger ; that is obvious to anybody.
462. Are yon aware that the four bridges in Wallabadah Gap, that you ordered Davies to sheathe with
2 in. stuff, have been taken from Davies and given to Connell with 4 in. stuff', the full width of the bridges ?
I know nothing of the sort.
463. Has Davies ever been furnished with original final certificates for the aforementioned works ? Hot
from me.
* tS'oTE {on
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464'. Have you ever lieard or knoivn that the Commissioner for Koads has refused Havics permission to
obtain certificates ? The Commissioner instructed me that it was not usual to give them. I never fur
nished them before, and the Commissioner informed me that it was not usual to do so.
4 June, 1876. 4,(35, JVom your knowledge, has Davies ever received a written order from the Commissioner, signed by
the Commissioner, and countersigned by the superintendent, for alterations, additions, and deductions in
the contracts done by him ? Never under me.
466.^ Since the Commissioner visited contracts 10 and 16-72, has it not been regarded as certain that
Davies would claim payment for the earthworks in the embankment, and an increased rate for culverts ?
After the Commissioner left, some time afterwards, Mr. Davies first mentioned this claim to mo. I have a
letter here from him, which I beg to hand in. (FiVfe Appendix C 3.) I also beg to hand in copy of a letter
from myself to Davies. {Vide Appendix C 4.)
467. Contracts 10 and 16 being within a short distance from each other, did you, after Davies commenced
work, suggest that a steam metal-breaking machine should be procured for the metal supply ? A con
versation arose about that, and I gave Mr. Davies all the information I could in reference to the working
of it iu Maitland under me.
468. You did not say that he must provide it then ? Decidedly not. I told him to be very careful, in
fact to calculate well before he bought it.
469. Mr, CameronAs a matter of fact it does not matter to you how the metal is broken so long as they
'
are well broken ? No ; and I explained that the machine did not break it so well as the hand—that it
broke the metal into flat instead of cubical, and that the Commissioner required it to be screened.
470. Chairman.] Did the Commissioner, by a written communication, concur in such a machine being pro
cured ? In my next monthly report I mentiojted to the Commissioner that Mr. Davies had done this
thing. The Commissioner was pleased, and said ho was glad to hear of it, and I told Mr. Davies so. It
was a quick way of getting through the work.
471. Will you produce a copy of your letter, dated 8th February, 1873, relating to the Commissioner’s
ordering that metal should be broken by hand, and Davies’s reply thereto, dated 10th of the same month ?
Yes. {Vide Appendix C 5.) The reply I have already handed in—it is marked Appendix C 3.
472.. On tenders being called for in yonr district for road work, have you known higher tenders than
Davies’s to be accepted ? One, I think, from Cnrrabubula to Tamworth.
473. Has Davies ever failed to do his work to your satisfaction, or hesitated to do anything you ordered in
regard to work then in hand? No.
474., Have you any reason to conclude that Davies and the Commissioner for Roads have been of contrary
opinions for years past ? I heard about some bridge 'work some years ago—long before I saw Mr. Davies.
I knew there had been some discussion, and that Mr. Holloway had been mixed up in it. Mr. Holloway
told me all about it.
475. Has Mr. Davies an efficient contractor’s working plant ? Yes; at least he had.
476. Mr. Camerond\ You have, I presume, had several years practical knowledge of earth and brick work ?
Going on seventeen years in tliis department alone.
477. with reference to these culverts, were they originally specified to be built in rubble or ashlar work ?
Ashlar was never mentioned—" first-class coursed rubble.”
478. You condemned the stone that Davies brought on the ground because you believed it was not fit for
rubble ? I told Mr. Holloway that it would not do.
479. "Was it the quality of the stone you objected to ? It was of blue metal and of all shapes; you could
not get a bed.
480. Have you any knowledge of the fact, that Mr. Davies has made an offer to Mr. Commissioner
Bennett, or anyone else, to take the residue of his contract money without any extras at all to settle this
business ? I think he asked the bulk sum in discussing this question.
481. When Mr. Bennett was up there ? No, I think it was in the office when I was called down about
twelve months ago.
482. Did you notice anything particular in his manner, reiterating that he declined to go into the matter
at that time? No, at that time it was all settled, when he demurred to what he had previously agreed
before tho Minister to do. The Commissioner wrote an account of that agreement and I signed it, and
Mr. Davies afterwards refused to act up to what he had agreed to do in the presence of the Minister ;* at
least what I understood him to have agreed to do.
483. You are aware that the two largest items arc with reference to contracts 10 and 16 ? Yes.
484. Do you know the different items he claims for each of these contracts ? No.
485. You are not aware that for contract 10-72 he claims a sum of £448 Is. ? I do not know the par
ticulars of his claim,
486. Provided he has done so, can you give the Committee any opinion whether that is a reasonable or an
unreasonable claim ? As I consider he is not entitled to anything at all I think it is a most unreasonable
one.
487. He has also made a claim for £26719s. 5d,, for contract 16-72 ;—is your opinion the same with regard
to that ? Yes, decidedly. I have certified in all cases for what he is justly eutitled to, and cannot admit
that ho has a right to anything beyond that.
488. With reference to tho sheathing of the three bridges at Liverpool Range, is it the fact that the
sheathing is wider than it was originally specified to be ?* I never saw them; that work was done after I
left.
‘
489. Presuming it were so, is it not usual in contracts of this kind for a discretionary power to be given to
the party overseeing the work to make slight deviations from the original contract ? There was au agree
ment for this, but I forget now what it was.f I left before the work was done, and never saw the timber.
490. As a matter of fact, is it not usual to insert such a clause in the specification----- ? That any change
shall not vitiate the contract—Yes.
491. Mr. Danyor.] The Chairman asked you did you ever report to the Commissioner, recommending
Davies’s claim for this earthwork, and you replied Yes ? Decidedly not so. {The Short-hand writer read
his note of the preceding evidence.) If 1 did make such an answer it is incorrect. I understood the Chair
man to say had I reported upon this claim made by Mr. Davies, and I answered Yes.
492.
Hardin.

4
* Norn (ok revision) :—This question is evidently intended to refer to Dnngar’s Creek Bridge ; my reply refers lo
bridges on tho Liverpool Kange.
f Note

(on revision)

This reply likewise refers to the bridges on the Liverpool Eange.
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402. "Will you be good enough to produce that report? Yes. This is my report upon the letter which was Mr- E. A.
Hardin,
sent to me by Davies to be sent to the Commissioner. (Vide Appendix C 6 )
493. Why did the Commissioner order the metal to be broken by hand ? I ordered that.
,
‘
4 June, 1875.
494. Dor what reason ? The machine broke down.
495. It was making no progress with the work ? Yes, the jaws would not work, and Davies had to get
fresh jaws, and could not proceed with the work.
49C. As this has been stated to be different from other contracts, is there any reason why the metal should
be supplied without measurement to make up these banks ? If the banks had to he made of metal there
would have been no measurement about that; it is only covering metal to he measured.
497. Tliis contract is stated to be different from other contracts. I ask you is this any reason why the
metal should be supplied without measurement to make up these banks ? If that specification were
adhered to-----1
498. I will come to that presently. This contract is stated to be different from other contracts; there are
some words obliterated and others interlined;—is that any reason why the metal should bo supplied
without measurement to make np these banks ? Not to be measured if it were to go into these banks, of
course not,
499. Tho instructions read by you from the Commissioner were general and not applicable to Mr. Davies’s
work only ? I think Mr. Davies’s were the only two works of construction going on at the time. Yes,
there was 19.
600. Then it applied to others as well as to his ? Yes, I think there was one other—Conlan’s. I remem
ber now that Conlan had no stone culverts; therefore that applies entirely to Davies, who built the only
stone culverts there.
'
501. Are the usual memoranda given by the Commissioner when he goes through your district? He
always leaves me memoranda for my guidance.
502. "What proportion of this work was done at the timo of the Commissioner’s visit? There was not
much done to 16 ; I think 10 was about half done.
503. Cun you explain why Davies did not make his claim before the Commissioner’s visit ? I do not
suppose he ever thought of it.
.
504. Were the Commissioner’s instructions not intended to apply to future works under you? Yes, for
my future guidance,
505. "We now come to the contracts 10 and 16-72. If tho strict interpretation of the first paragraph of
formation clause was insisted on would not the contractor have been obliged to make all the embankments
of metal ? Certainly he would.
506. That is your interpretation of that clause ? That would be an absurdity. It is ambiguous, but must
be read with the other portion. I interpret it that the formation was to he done iu the usual manner, and
that after traffic over it, all holes, ruts, and depressions made by such traffic were to he filled up with
metal.
507. Did you ever explain your interpretation of it to Davies ? Yes, I explained it to Mr. Davies, and
•told him that I must refer him to the Commissioner for Itoads.
508. "When did Davies first make a claim for payment for tliis earthwork ? In November, 1872.
509. After Davies had completed formation was he bound by the second clause of metal specification to
metal such formation 20 feet wide, 7^ inches deep, or at the rale of If cube yard to tho yard run? Yes,
that was the measured metal for the construction specified for in that clause.
510. Has he done so ? He supplied sufficient—as much as wo wanted. The quantity measured will show
what he has put on—I could not say the exact quantity; I think it was a little under.
511. You are sure it was not more ? Yes.
512. Have you any idea of the quantitv of such metal he did supply ? I can furnish if. (Vide Appendix
C 7.)
513. In blinding clause of contract 10—the last paragraph—is not the contractor bound to supply fivetwelfths of a cubic yard of metal on side of road after completion for maintenance ? Yes, five-twelfths.
514. He is bound to do so ? Yes, if required.*
515. Did lie supply that quantity ? No, we had not tho money to pay for it, and we had to reduce the
quantity.
516. Was he agreeable to this reduction ? There was a letter from him which cannot bo found, in which
he expressed his agreement.
■
517. Is that about the amount deducted from him on this contract ? I think so,
518. Did he not in the following year supply this quantity, and at contract price, and was he not allowed
to do so without competition ? I think so, according to the terms of that letter.
519. In contract 17 was not the formation taken by Davies at 3s. per yard run. much heavier than the
formation on these two contracts ? On Tamworth side is a heavy piece of cutting, as heavy as anything
in 10, and heavier than 16, which is ordinary forming—17 is heavier than 16.
520. He took that at 3s. per yard run? Yes.
521. Did Davies make any claim for payment for cubic quantities on that contract? No, not to mo.
522. Did you ever know formation to be paid for at per cubic yard ? No, not for years back.
523. Is it not always paid for by the lineal yard, mid why ? Yes, because it is tbo simplost way, and to
prevent any fraud.
524. Was not much heavier formation done at per lineal yard on the Northern and Mudgce Roads ?
Atcheson’s contract (No. 19) is heavier, and on the Mudgee Road there are far heavier works done.
525. What was the average price of the formation on those roads, and generally is not 2s. 6d. a high price ?
It is a very fair price.
526. Do you consider it high or reasonable ? Reasonable.
527. AYas the metal on contract 16 reduced by your order? No; there was not the specified quantity
when it came to be measured up.
528. How did the deficiency deducted iu voucher arise ? It was not supplied by Mr. Davies.
529. Was the contractor bound to maintain both contracts ? Yes,
530. Will you point out the maintenance clause in both those spcciflcatious ? (The icitness referred to ike
•

specifications.)

Dote (onrevision):—The qualification of roy answer referred lo the power of the Commiesioner to reduce and deduct
amount—-which is practically what was done.
.
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tpecijkations^) One is in manuscript, and the other is in print. No. 10 is to he maintained until con
solidated, and No. 16 is to be maintained for two months only.
G31. Will you point out those clauses ? (The witness pointed' them out?)
4 June, 1875
' 532. Was not tho price for this included in the bulk sum ? Tea.
533. Is the stonework in the culverts ashlar ? No.
_
534. Did you order Davies yourself, or through your assistant, to put in better work than was specified for?
No.
'
535. Did the contractor apply to you for extra payment for the improved character of this work before it
was commenced, or object to do it in the way pointed out by you? No, not until after the Commissioner
had visited the work.
536. Did the Commissioner give you written instructions, when he visited this work in progress, both with
reference to culverts and banks, and for your general guidance ? Yes, those I have handed in.
537. Were there not some culverts omitted, and why and when ? The Commissioner did not think them
necessary, and they were omitted.
'
538. Was it owing to the greater amount of excavation? No, the excavation would have been the same
in any case,
539. Did you not receive a letter from Davies, through the Minister for Works, with a postscript asking
you if you wished all future communications sent that way ? Yes, I have it here.
540. There is a postscript to that letter;—is there not ? Yes.
541. Did you not regard that postscript as an insinuated throat that he would expose some secrets between
you ? Not the postscript merely. I object to the whole letter, as my reply shows. (Vide Appendices C
8 and 9.)
542. Davies in giving evidence before this Committee, in answer to a question from myself, said, “ Tho
formation clause states the formation to be in the solid or made up with metal; and all holes, ruts, or
depressions to be filled in with metal, ballast, or other allowed material” that is obliterated—“ extra material
for embankment to be obtained from any distance not exceeding----- - yards." That printed line is also
obliterated;—can you explain that ? It is an ambiguity—a bad description. I have already given my
interpretation of the clause “ extra material to be obtained”—shows that it was the same as any other.
543. Who was the overseer at the time this contract was completed; Mr. Holloway says he was there part
of the time; who succeeded him ? No one, I had Mr. Dowling, a cadet, there some months afterwards,
but I bad no one to deal with this matte.’ after Mr. Holloway.
644. Will you look at this paper (Appendix A 10), which contains a statement of Mr. Davies’s claims against
the Government, and state whether the items for which he claims are correct or not ? (The witness
referred to the Appendix?) There are only three items I know of. The first is with reference to the
sheathing of Dangar’s Creek Bridge, £5 7s. 5d., and I say he is not entitled to that amount.
545. For what reason ? Because against my instructions he made the sheathing 15 feet wide when I
ordered 13. I have here the correspondence with reference to it. (Vide Appendices C 10 and 11.)
546. On the next item for 16-72, there is a claim of £448 Is.;—do you think this claim unjust or correct ?
Not correct.
547. In what respect ? He is not entitled to what he claims for earthwork, and for stonework for
culverts. I have certified to something extra for stonework.
548. What are your reasons for saying be is not entitled ? Because the earthwork is included in the
price for formation by lineal yard, and the stonework in the culverts is not beyond what we could demand
by the specification.
549. We now come to contract 16-72 :—will the same answer apply to that ? Yes.
550. We now' come to “ sheathing three bridges, Liverpool Range ” ? That was ordered by me, and com
pleted under my successor. That claim is for 2 i in. sheathing instead of 2 in., and I have already ex
plained that it was done for his own accommodation, and that he is not therefore entitled to payment.
551. Who were the road overseers under you during the time of Mr. Davies’s contract ? Only Mr.
Holloway ; Mr. Dowling, a cadet in the department, was there afterwards,
552. Did you ever give iustructions to Mr. Holloway to instruct Davies to do other work than in this
contract ? No other than 1 have certified for.
553. You say you had a letter from Mr. Davies, agreeing to your proposal ? Yes, I am sure he agreed to
my instructions.
554. Were the usual certificates given to Davies for these contracts on their completion ? I never gave
him any.
555. For what reason ? I never gave them to any one.
556. Were they forwarded to the head of the department ? Yes.
557. Was it not" usual to furnish them to contractors ? Not that I know. I was never asked for one
before.
558. ?Mr. Cohen.] "Under the rules of the department, would Sir. Holloway, as road overseer, have authority
to order deviations from accepted specifications ? No.
559. Mr. Dangar asked you whether you had given any order to reduce the metal, and you said you think
not? Only with regard to No. 16.
'
560. Could you speak positively? It is my strong impression—I have no paper or document with reference
to it—I did so in the case of 10, but not of 16.
561. Is it likely you would have given any verbal authority for any sucb reduction ? I might have said it
did not matter if there was not the full quantity. 1 was leaving the district, and was finishing up the
work for my successor.
562. I will just call your attention to these figures in contract 10/72. The amount of the original contract
was £1,911 8s. 6d.; the amount paid seems to be £1,421 4s.,-—leaving a balance of £448 Is. You consider
that charge ought not to be made ? He has not done the work.
563. Then we can take the sum of £1,421 4s. as the value of the work done under that contract ? Yes,
the full value at schedule rates.
564. Then I see in contract No. 16 that the amount of the original contract was £1,115 19s., and that ho
has been paid £1,114 12s. 6d,, leaving a balance of £1 13s. ? Yes.
565. As to the extras, Davies claims £267 19s. 5d. ? They are not extras—I could not certify to them as
extras.
566.
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560. Keeping in your mind what has been done under contract 16-72, do you say that £1,114 12s. 6d. is a Mr. E. A.
Kardin.
fair and reasonable compensation under that contract and for the work done? Certainly, according to my
certificate.
_
4 Juno, 1875.
567. Supposing we regard the work done irrespectively of the contract, would that be a fair and reasonable
compensation ? I have known men to get good prices and very bad prices.
6G8. Supposing there had been no contract, do you think £1,114 12s. 6d. would have been a fair remu
neration for the work done ? It is the remuneration he asked for under the contract. I cannot say
whether it paid him or not.
569. “What do you say to the three first items, under the head of additions, in Appendix A11 ? "What I
certified for is right, and no other.
570. ChairWill you explain to the Committee how the contractor can he asked to supply 4,476
cubic yards of earthwork on contract 10 ? lYom the way I interpret this as ordinary forming, and I look
upon that alteration of top metal as a mistake which will creep into these things, and for which a clause
provides in tho general conditions, namely, that the Commissioner's decision upon such matters shall be
final. It mentions that it shall be boned through, and that the banks shall be made up, allowance being
made for shrinkage. That first mention of metal I look upon as a discrepancy which lias crept in, and
which the Commissioner should decide.
_
571. Did you pay for tho maintenance of contract 10 what Davies claimed ? I never heard of that claim,
I think, before lately. It is not in my final certificate.
572. You have no recollection of its having been paid for ? It has not been paid for under my certificate.
573. Mr. Dangar. ] ] understand that the signature to the document marked A11 is not yours ? Certainly
not, and I should wish it to be struck out.

'

miDAT,
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y urgent;—
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Me. W. C. BEOWKE, |
Me. T. G. DANGAE,
Me. SCHOLEY.
H. BENNETT, Esq.,

in tee

Chaib.

Henry Quodliug, Esq., examined:—
574. Chairman.] Did you hold the position of road superintendent in the year 1861? I did.
n. Quodling,
675. Did you know Mr. Amos Davies as contractor ibr 1864, being for four bridges and a culvert in
Esq,

Wallabadab Gap ? Yes.
,
576. Did Mr. Davies complete those works to your satisfaction ? Yes,
II June, 1875.
577. Will your memory serve you to say if a first-class culvert was erected on the site of a second-clasa
culvert, specified for iu the contract ? No, there was no class specified in tho specification.
578. Is there a first-class culvert erected on that contract? Yes.
579. By whose authority was that done ? The specification provided for it.
580. Were there sills used in three of the bridges ? I am uot quite certain, but there were sills used in
place of piles in certain cases.
581. Mr. Davies’s tender not having included a schedule rate of earth and rock excavations, did you arrange
to pay Davies tho schedule price of 15s. a cubic yard for rock excavation, and 3s. for earth excavation ?
That is where sills were used in place of piles. The specification provided first for piles, and, in the
event of the ground not admitting of piles being driven, sills -were to be placed, as far as my memory
serves me.
582. Then how am I to understand your answer to the question to be that you did agree to give Mr.
Davies the schedule price of 15s. a cubic yard for rock excavation, and 3s. for earth excavation? If I
agreed to give it him ho was paid certainly.
083. What will your answer be ? That is my answer simply, and that I would not agree to the thing
without having the authority of my superior officer, and if 1 agreed to it he was paid it.
584. Did you or overseer Brookes make the measurement of all the work done on this contract? I do
3io t think overseer Brookes did anything in the way of measurement.
585. Did you do the measurement yourself then ? Any measurements that were done on that work wore
done by myself altogether. ] do not think any one else did any measurement, I used to make it a point
to do my own work in that respect.
586. Did the value of the work done, estimated at schedule prices, exceed the bulk sum of the tender ?
That is a matter I never went into.
587. Did you report this excess of value to the Commissioner for Eoads ? No, ] do not think I ever did,
or made any comment upon it. The tender was for a bulk sum,
588. Was this excess of value paid to Mr. Davies, or oidy the hulk sum of the tender ? Ido not know
anything of his doing any excess. Ho earned out his contract for a lump sum. I know nothing beyond
that.
589. Did Davies claim to be paid more than the bulk sum of this tender? Not that I am aware of.
590. Was there anything special about this bridge and culvert contract that would prevent any alterations
made in carrying out the work from being valued at schedule rates of tender or the prices agreed on
at this time—anything special about this bridge and culvert contract? That is a very long question. It
is simply this, as far as my memory serves me—but bear iu mind it is quite ten years ago : Mr. Danes
contracted to do the work for a lump sum, and beyond that I think the specification—as far as I can recol
lect—was carried out in its entirety, and I returned for that lump sum.
591. Is there anything-special about the receipt signed by Mr. Davies for money received for this contract?
Not that I am aware of. I am under tho impression that at the conclusion of tho work Mr. Davies
signed a receipt iu full for all demands, That was my practice, and I presume I did not deviate from it
in this ease.
592. Is there anything special about the receipts—what is it and why were they made special ? I do not
know anything special about this.
Everything with reference to Mr. Davies waa carried on in tho
ordinary way. I know of nothing special with reference to his affairs.
593.
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H. Quodling, 593. On completion or since, did you ever furnish Davies with certificates for this wort ? Certainly not
;Esq.
594, "Were you aware of any diflerenee between the Commissioner for Road a and Mr. Davies, that existed
Pr*or
Davies doing this No. 8-64 contract ? No.
' une’l876- 595. Did you ever know of any metal or broken ballast to be brought on to a road contract and to be used
without first being measured and paid for as per cubic yard ? There may have been instances. I do not
think in Mr. Bennett’s time as Commissioner, hut perhaps in Mr. Collett's time the practice may have
been to measure it on the road a certain width and a certain thickness, but I do not think that has been
the case in Mr. Bennett’s time.
_
596. It is either yes or no that is wanted iu reply to this question {The Chairman repeated the question) ?
Eeally it is a difficult matter to say yes or no to that question, inasmuch as I believe that some of the
specifications during Mr. Collett’s time as Commissioner provided not for the measurement of the metal
in heaps as Mr. Bennett is in the habit of having done, but for being measured ou the road.
597. If you have seen metal used without being measured, where was it ? Ah, there is the question.
Eeally I cannot tax my memory to say where. There may have been solitary instances of it.
598. Did you supply plans of the culverts that were built from your office ? Yes, I believe I did.
599. When was it first intimated to you that you would be called upon to give evidence in this case ? I
got a communication I think on Sunday last by letter. Yes, it was on Sunday.
600. Have yon previously stated anything that you believed you would be called upon to give in evidence
before this Committee P . It is just possible. Coming down by the train I was asked what was taking me
down to Sydney by Dr. Creed, the late Member of the Assembly—a gentleman I do not know much
about—but I do not know that 1 afforded him much information. I may have said that I was coming
down for this purpose, but as to affording him any information I do not think I did. I do not suppose I
would, ho being a stranger.
601. AYe are to understand you have spoken to Dr. Creed of what evidence you wero going to give here ?
I may have made remarks about it to Dr, Creed, but nothing that would in any way injure Mr. Davies, or
compromise myself in any way. I am certain of that.
602. Mr. Danger,] Will you look at that document marked A No. 10 (lianding the Appendix to
witness) ? Yes.
603. That is a statement of Davies’s claim against the Grovemment;—will you kindly state what portion of
that was under your supervision ? The only item is this for which he claims £73 Is.
604. That is for contract S-64 “for bridges and culvert, Wallabadab Gap ” ? Yes.
605. He obtained this work under tender ? Yes.
606. Are you aware whether he did any work outside the contract ? I am not aware that he did. If he
did it is returned for. My memory will not serve me sufficiently to enable me to say whether he did or
not.
607. Was there any dispute with Davies when you conferred with him as to the final voucher? I think
not. I have no recollection of any dispute with Mr. Davies.
608. Did he make any claims for extras when signing the receipt ? Not that I am aware of, or that I
recollect.
4
609. Did he sign the specification for the culvert when ho was signing for the other works ? Yos.
610. AYhy did he not sign the plan? The plan is not forthcoming, and I cannot say positively whether
■
he did or not, but I am satisfied that he did.
_
_
_
611. You cannot say his reason for not signing it ? I say the plan is not forthcoming; I have made inquiry
for it in the office but it cannot be found, but I have seen the specification which is signed, and that is for
a first-class culvert, and I should have insisted upon his signing the plan.
612. Was a second-class culvert mentioned at all in the specification? Never. I beg to hand in the
specification. (Vide Appendix D.)
613. Did not Davies sign a receipt in full of all demands ? I believe so.
_
614. How many years ago was this? Some ten years.
615. Was there any Government schedule of quantities for this ? No,
616. Did the Commissioner ever refuse to pay anything certified for by you ? No.
_ _
617. Did you not alter the printed heading of the receipt column when Davies signed, making it a receipt
in full of all demands? A’cry possibly I might have done so; if not so printed I should have altered it
unquestionably; that is the practice.
618. Mr. Schohy.] Is it common to give certificates of work when a question is disputed. Mr. Davies has
applied for a certificate for work done, and states that he cannot take legal proceedings for the recovery
of his claim without it. Is it common to give certificates to contractors ? No, it is not our practice. I
do not know of any document being given to the contractor; he simply signs the receipt.
Ernest A. Nardin, Esq., further examined :—
B. A. Nardin, 619. Chairman.'] On your previous appearance before this Committee did you read a document purporting
Esq.
to be a report on Mr. Davies’s claims to payment for earthwork and embankment, and ashlar work in
stone culverts on contracts 10 and 16-72 ? Yes, and I furnished a copy of that report.
11 June, 187o. g20. Is the contract 19-69, referred to by you in that report, the same contract that was let to T. B. Kelly,
afterwards carried out by Atcheson ? Yes.
621. AVas the length of road embraced by that contract pegged out and cleared before the work was let
to Kelly ? Yes ; Mr. Bayley I believe pegged it out, but I did not follow his pegs;
622. In carrying out that contract did you adhere to that pegged and cleared line ? To my own pegs.
623. Did you adhere to the pegged and cleared line—one line I suppose was cleared and the other not
cleared ? We adhered to the cleared line, excepting at the south end, where we made two through cuttings.
624. As a matter of fact did you not leave tho cleared line and make two deep cuttings through projecting
spurs of hills, whereas the, cleared line ran round the end of those spurs ? Yes.
625. Eor a considerable time after the completion of contract 19-69 did not some of the workmen that
had been employed thereon complain to you that they had not been paid by Atcheson for work that had
been done on that contract ? I think not; I do not recollect anything of it,
626. Did .1. C. Smith ever complain that lie was not paid? The butcher at AVallabadah—Yes, he did;
he spoke to me about it.
627.
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627. Arc you aware that Atcheson is still using Kelly’s name on the Malice Bridge contract? I do not E. A. Nardin,
know anything about it.
Esq.
628. Is the formation clause of contract 19-69 the same as the formation clause of 10 and 16-72 ? I
produce the specification for 19-69 ; it is in manuscript. (Vide Appendix E 1.) Printed forms were not H June, 1876.
then issued to us. (The witness read the clause.)
629. Dave you ever heard of Mr. Davies’s workmen complaining of not having been paid for their work?
No.
630. If you told Davies to make two deep cuttings not specified for in this contract, is it not likely he
would ask you to pay for those cuttings if not included in his contract ? Decidedly, if not included in his
contract; anything not included in his contract would have to be paid for.
631. Would you have the Committee to infer, because you made Atcheson make deep cuttings and earth
embankments on contract 19-69, referred to in your report, it privileged you to make Davies make deep
cuttings and large embankments on contract 10 and 16-72, without rendering the Government liable to be
paid for such contract? The intentions of the Government in both cases being the same I certainly look
upon them in the same way. Mr. Davies tendered for Atcheson’s contract at 2/6 per lineal yard. (Vide
Appendix E 2.) He tendered for the others in the same way, and the printed specification for formation
is more stringent than the manuscript specification that I have put in.
632. Are the Committee to understand that this earth embankment for which Davies now claims payment
are actually performed in contracts 10 and 16-72? They have been done in terms of tho specification,
and to such gradients as I approved.
633. If these embankments are actually made in contracts 10 and 16-72, who do you suppose was the
cause of their being made ? I was the cause; they were made to such gradients as I approved.
634. Tou refer in your previous evidence to a pencil line having been struck by you on the longitudinal
plans ? Sections.
635. After you had struck that pencil line did you return the plans to Mr. Holloway with the pencil line
remaining on them ? I returned them only once with the pencil line on them ; they were ou the ground
always afterwards ; there was only one pencil line on them.
636. Docs the pencil line show seven lineal yards shorter on the contour line of this road? *1 cannot say.
637. Was 2,130 lineal yards of formation specified in Davies’s contract 3.0-72 as being the length of forma
tion? The specification will show—I cannot remember; but on the completion of a road it often varies a
few yards one way or the other. It is impossible in the rough to measure so correctly as within seven
yards in a length of that kind.
638. Was the length of 2,130 lineal yards of formation arrived at as the result of actual measurement
before the contract was let? Whatever was specified was measured by Mr. Holloway, I think, but we
never measure so accurately as to a yard or two,
639. After the completion of the formation by Mr, Davies, did you measure the length of the formation as
finished and find it to be 2,123 lineal yards, that is, seven yards shorter than specified in the contract ? It
is seven yards shorter, and I measured it.
■
640. Did not this shortening clearly result from Mr. Davies working on the pencil line on the plan, making
earth embankments and cuttings ? Davies has not worked to the pencil line, and had he done so it would
not have produced such a result as that.
641. You also referred to your having struck these pencil lines as only experimental lines ? For our own
guidance and use.
642. Did the Commissioner for Roads also experimentalise with pencil lines on these plans ? I think not.
643. When the Commissioner visited contract 10 and .16-72, did he find Davies working to your experi
mental lines, and the plans with these pencil lines on them in Davies’s possession ? The sections were in
Mr. Holloway’s possession, and Mr. Davies never attained to tho depths shown by this pencil line.
644. That is. not an answer to my question : When the Commissioner visited contract 10 and 16-72, did
he find Davies working to your experimental pencil lines, or were the plans with these pencil lines on
them in Davies’s possession ? I think they were in Mr. Holloway’s possession, and Mr. Davies was at
work at the forming.
645. Did not these plans remain in Mr. Davies’s possession till the completion of both contracts ? They
were left by Mr. Holloway, I believe, with Mr. Davies, but I did not know that till afterwards, when I
wanted them.
616. Did you frequently visit^ the contracts while in progress, and see that Davies was carrying the
embankment np to the pencil line ? I frequently visited the contracts, but I never made any reference to
the pencil lines.
647. If the pencil lines were only experimental lines, why did you not order Mr. Davies to desist from
making these earth embankments, unless you had the intention of paying him ? When the Commissioner
expressed his opinion as to tho depth of cutting, I explained to him that it was only an experimental line.
There was no further reference made to that pencil line ; it might as well have been rubbed out,
648. Is it possible that you wore experimentalising on Mr, Davies’s credulity, in allowing him to work to
those experimental lines ? I merely had the work carried out as I think it ought to have been done, and
as Mr. Davies was bound to do it I did not wish to put Mr. Davies to any further trouble than was
absolutely necessary.
■
649. As a matter of fact, did you not frequently refer to the subsequent measurement of these earth
embankments, and payments at the rate of lOd. per cubic yard ? Not that I know of.
650. In a memo, of instructions, as given by the Commissioner for Roads, relating to works in culverts, is
it stated that they need not be of coursed masonry, but of flat stones, and the size of the culverts not to
exceed the lithographed plans ? 'That paper is in evidence.
651. Is it not the fact that there wore hundreds of cubic yards of such thin, flat, stones brought on to
contract 10 and 16-72 ? No, but stone to make metal of—not thin, flat bedded stones—ordinary quarry
rubble—bluestone rubble.
‘
652. Did you carry out these instructions as to the using of those flat stones, instead of coursed masonry
in culverts ? No ; the culverts are all of the same character of work ; boulders such as these would only
cut into chunks. You could not make slices of it, as it was not laminated stone. ■
653. Did you carry out the instructions as to the size of the culverts not to exceed the lithographed
plans ? Yes.
654. Is it not the fact that two of the culverts built on contracts 10 and 16 exceed tho lithographed plan
.
by 2 feet ? Yes ; that is what the Commissioner eferred to.
055.
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J5. A.^Kardin, 655. Is it uot the fact that in the two culverts referred to that the cover stones have since given, way ?
Esq.
There is a crack in the outer covering stone in both.
' ^ ' G5G. Did you not as a matter of fact instruct Davies that he should continue work in the culverts tho
11 June, 1875. same as that done before the Commissioner’s visit? I do not think I over said anything about it. Tho
Commissioner’s instructions were not for me to convey to Mr. Davies, they wore for my own guidance, and
Mr. Holloway was instructed thereupon.
_
657. Did you not, to the Commissioner, deprecate his interference in the way in which you were having
the work carried out, as likely to lead to dispute hereafter ? I did say something of the sort: that it was
a pity to mention these matters before ihe contractor : the Commissioner was not aware that Mr.
Davies was standing so close by.
65S. Is it not the fact that the stones in these culverts arc cubical through stones with picked or punched
beds? Tire bodies of the culverts are made of ordinary rubble ; tho parapet walls are good coursed rubble
with quarry faces.
659. Should you think that portions are uot of ashlar stone ? There is no ashlar in the culverts at
all. I have already said that.
660. Have you seen Mr. Davies’s estimate of the difference of prices between ashlar and rubble of 25s. 3d.
per cubic yard ? I saw something of the kind in one of the papers handed in by him.
6G1. Is that a fair estimate of the difference in value ? It is rather high I. think for the difference between
rubble and ashlar, hut there is no ashlar in the culverts.
6G2. A re you aware that in Davies’s accepted tender for contracts 10 and 16-72, there is contained a
schedule price per month for maintenance of road after completion? Yes, I am perfectly aware of that.
663. Did you dispense with the maintenance of the road on contract 10-72 under the £21 per month
clause, and subsequently employ him for a few days with a small gang of men to put the road in order, for
which he has been paid ? That was after the expiration of his term.
GGJi, If Davies maintained contract 1G-72 for two months under your supervision, would you not
consider him entitled to £10, at £20 per month, as per schedule in his accepted tender? Certainly not;
had he maintained it for three months I should have considered him entitled to £20 for the extra month ;
the two months maintenance was part of his contract,
6G5. Did you ever see Mr. Davies’s steam stone-breaking plant after fixing on contract 1G-72 ? I saw it—
once I think only.
6GG. How do you know that machine was broken and unfit for breaking metal ? Mr. Davies told mo so ;
he told me he had fresh jaws made of hardened iron.
667. Had Mr. Davies the same person in his employment as was employed in Maitland at steam-machine
metal breaking under your supervision
he had young Paton, I believe, at one time ? Yes.
6G8. Is it not the fact, that when Davies was written to on the 8th February, 1863, to break the metal by
hand, that his machine was in perfect order and working, and that it has never wrought since? I do not
know.
6G9. Is it not the fact that there was a considerable outcry made by some of the workmen against tho
introduction of a steam stone-breaking machine in that district ? I do not know; I daro say they did not
like it.
670. Supposing the contractor had provided himself with expensive machinery for metal breaking, would
you think it fair to lessen the metal supply ? Certainly ; he procured the machinery without reference to
our accommodation; it was not for our accommodation he got it.
671. In a letter you laid before the Committee you referred to the shortness of money as the reason why
the metal should be reduced on contract 10 and 16 ;—if Davies had previously offered to carry out con
tract 10 without receiving any money for the contract till the following year, why ask him to reduce the
metal ? Because the Commissioner wrote to me to say there was no more money, Mr. Davies spoke to
me some time before about doing work on credit, but it was not thought advisable that he should be
allowed to do so. Mr. Davies had the maintenance metal afterwards to supply, or most of it.
672. Is it not the fact that Davies did not during the carrying out of the contract 10 and 16-72 assent to
reductions being made ? He assented, as I have said before, by letter, as I believe, but the letter cannot be
found.
'
673. Did you not think it a hardship on the contractor to have such machinery thrown altogether out of
employ ? I cannot say.
674. Could there not have been drawn a specification that would have distinctly described contracts 10,
16, and 17-72, as now completed ? The specification does in my opinion describe it, with the exception of
the mistake as to the first metal—and that is evidently a mistake.
675. Mr. Dangar?\ You said in your evidence the other day before the Committee, that the only work that
Davies did under your superintendence, and for which he had a claim upon the G-ovemment, was for those
works contained in the vouchers you gave him ? Yes, for works completed until the timo I left.
676. Will you look at these two vouchers (lianding the same to witness), and say if these are tho
vouchers to which you allude ? Yes, copies of them. (Vide Appendices E 3 and 4.)
677. Will you look at the Appendix to the printed evidence, marked A 11, and say whether the signature
to that form “ E. A. Hardin, Hoad Superintendent” is yours ? Certainly it is not.
678. Did you certify to the correctness of this statement? Certainly uot,
679. Will yon also look at Appendix A 12, and state whether that is your signature ? Certainly it is not.
GSO. You have not certified to the items contained in these schedules? To some of the items, hut not as
they appear here.
CSL You have certified to no original document of which this is a copy? No.
GS2. These documents to which your name is appended are not original documents ? No, I know nothing
about them.
683. A 11 refers to contract 10-72, and I find, on comparing it with Schedule E 3, that Mr. Davies’s
' claims for “4,476 cubic yards of earthwork used in rising roads at Is. 3d.,—£279 15s.” ? That is included
in tho bulk price for formation.
684. There is also “ 129 cubic yards 10 ft. 4 iu. ashlar work^ in culverts, at 25s. 3d.,—£162 17s. 3d.” ?
That cannot be admitted.
685. Is that a just claim? No, it is included in the specification.
686. It is not extra ? It is not extra work.
687. You said before that there was no ashlar work ? Yes.
088.
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68S. “ 26 cubic yards 5 iu. ballast, at 4s. 6d.—£5 17s—is that extra work, or has he any claim for it? IB. A. Hardin,
do not know anything about it.
Esq.
6S9. On referring to those papers I soo that the hues have been remitted ? I deducted them as directed
11 June, 1876.
by tho Commissioner; they have since been remitted.
690. Then, adding up this amount, I find it to be £223 19s.am I to infer that that is the correct sum
due upon that voucher to Mr. Davies ? It is £104 more than I certified for; that is to say. the fine has
been remitted, and £20 for culverts was paid, which ]. did not return for.
MONDAY, 14 JUNE, 1875.
present —
Me. W. 0. BROWNE,
Mb. LACKEY,
Mu, T. O. DANGAR,
Me. SCHOLEY.

H. BENNETT, Esq.,

in the

Chair.

Ernest A. Nardin, Esg., further examined :—
691. Mr. Dangar.] That is the voucher, marked E 4, which you gave Mr. Davies ? Yes.
E. A. Nardin,
G92. Do ] understand that the whole of the work performed by Davies is included in this voucher ? With
Esqthe exception of £14 12s. Gd. for extra stone work ; that is on a supplemental voucher.
603. That supplemental voucher is for an extra quantity of stonework, amounting to £14 12s. 6d in this U-June’187SAppendix A12? Yes.
694. In this document, marked A 12, there is “ 1,468 cubic yards earthwork used to rise tho road, at 1/3
£■91 15s. ; is that correct, or is it included in that voucher ? It is included in the formation
*
695. In this final certificate ? Yes.
696. “ 101 cubic yards 7 feet^ashlar work in culverts, at 25/3” ? Not admitted: there is no ashlar work
done at all.
097. Is it included in this ? It is included in the price of the culvert.
698. “ Two months’maintenance, as per tender, per month £20—£40 ?” That is included in the bulk
sum, according to the tender.
099 The next item is34 cubic yards 6 inches ballagt, at 4/6—£7 13s. ? I presume it is the. ballast that
went on the top of the culvert, and therefore it is included iu the bulk sum for the culvert.
700. Then there is the item “ misdedueted from 12-inch pipe drain, intended for contract 17-72—£2 p” I
do not know what that is for—something on contract 17-72.
701. I suppose that is some other contract? Yes.
■
702 There is an item of £5 7s. od. for sheathing Dangar’s Creek Bridge, at 3/8 per footperhaps you will
f-no fri * • '
*? ^0r
additional two feet, respecting which I have already given evidence.
r-rJ
^ an es^ra iterni Hot included in this voucher? It is not included in this contract.
/Oli. Also a sum of £10 for sheathing three bridges ? That has nothing to do with this contract.
(05. Arc these two claims correct ? No.
'
706. They have never been done ? The two feet extra has been done, but done wrongfully and against
The £10 was for the quarter inch of extra thickness which he did for his own convenience.
707. Mr. ScholcyJ] You do not admit this £10 ? No.
'm-01'
7s. 5d. ? No ; in my first examination both these items were explained.
709. Mr. Lackey^] You have stated that Mr. Davies had a good plant to carry on the work —will you
state what that consisted of? A steam-engine, stone-breaking machine, a plough for forming, a horsescoop, sufficient drays, tools, and so forth.
6
H®- Was the stone-cracking machine fit for work ? It worked at first but the jaws failed after.
711. Did Davies break the maintenance metal supplied in 10-72 with it ? No, not what he supnlied for
me; it was broken by hand.
"
^aa
Commissioner aware that Davies offered to complete the work on credit? No, I think not
Were these so-called embankments more than was contained in the formation clause ? No.
'
714. Did the price contained in the schedule as for formation include everything to be done under that
heading in the specification ? Yes.
*71 £ rtr
Pa'^ f°r such formation at the full price per lineal yard tendered ? Yes.
716. Was it not a fair price, and the same that Davies tendered for No. 17, which was heavier work ? 17
was 3/, and this work was 2/6.
not tbeformation ou the Mudgee Read generally heavier than that done by Davies on this con
tract r A great deal heavier in most parts.
^i®-,
was He average price given for that ? I have made out a statement and will put it iu eridence
{Vide Appendix E 5.)
719, Was not the quantity of metal omitted on No. 10 about equal to that specified to be left stacked
outside ol the road after the completion of the contract? Yes.
(20. Was not the greater portion of this supplied by Davies in the following year and paid for as main
tenance metal ? Yes.
721. Mr. Sckolct/,] Are there any extras in 10-72 contract ? Yes.
x«2cjo iTHV6 tte !itnouut ?
is Hown in the form which I have handed in. Tho additions amount to
i'O'j lo9. ud,
723. That he has not been paid ? Yes, but the deductions amount to £594 3s., and tho one amount has
been added and the other subtracted.
/24. Then there is nothing due on No. 10 contract ? I say nothing is due.
725, what do you say about ]Vo. .16 P I say there is nothing due.
~
(26. Is it common to give certificates to contractors after work is finished ? I never was asked for one
and I never gave one.
’
/27. Chairman^ You said something about your name being on the certificates handed in by Davies to the
Committee ? Yes.
J
728. In these printed papers ? Yes.
t^i,0 ^0U 800,1
°f these certificates in Davies’s handwriting ? No, I have not.
730. Is the name written on them anything like your own signature.? I have never seen them theretore 1 cannot say.
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Alexander Charles Bayley, Esq., examined:—
A. 0. Bayley, 731. Chairman.] What is your position in tho Government service? Bead Superintendent.
Eaq.
yg2. How long have you held that position ? About nineteen or twenty years.
_
f*m,~,^**>* 733. During that period have you been entrusted ivith the supervision ot the contracts of the bridge and
14 June, 1876. approaches at Goonoo Goonoo south of Tamworth, and of the bridge and approaches north of Tamworth,
of contract 3-67 at Sugar-loaf Gap, and others performed by Amos Davies as a contractor ? Yes, of
Goonoo Goonoo Bridge south and approaches.
,
734:. And of Goonoo Goonoo north ? Of a bridge nt Goonoo Goonoo north under a schedule of prices,
but no approaches.
_ _
. , .
735. Did Mr. Davies perform those several contracts under your supervision and to your satisfaction?
Yes.
’
_
, ,
736. Do you think that inviting competitive tenders for public works a conclusive mode of ascertaining the
current prices for such work ? That is a mere matter of opinion.
_
737. Were tenders invited by the Government for the first or the one known as the south bridge over the
Goonoo Goonoo Creek, Tamworth ? I believe so.
_
738. Was Mr. Davies’s tender accepted ? I believe so, I know I took it from another road superin
tendent. He did not sign the bonds with me—I have not seen the bonds.
.
739. Did the specification for the south bridge include the supply of earthwork, ballast, metal, and border
stone for the approaches ? Yes.
_
740. Did Davies’s tender include a schedule price of 3s. for earthwork at per cubic yard, 15s. jfor ballast,
and 20s. for metal per cubic yard ? Yes, I think that is correct.
...
,
741. Were there any alterations, additions, or deductions made in carrying out the south bridge contract?
No, I think not.
742. Were there alterations in the shape of additions or deductions on the amount of contract ? I think
not. I could not recollect, it is so long ago. There may have been some deductions made for less piles
driven.
743. Do the tenders mention a bulk sum for this bridge contract, Goonoo Goonoo Bridge south? Yes.
744. And are the Committee to understand that you made no deductions from the bulk sum of this
contract ? I am not sure whether there were some deductions for piles driven less the quantity specified.
There was no other that I remember.
745. You have no recollection that you made any yourself? No.
746. Soon after tho completion of this work was the old north bridge that was over Goonoo Goonoo Creek
washed away by the flood ? Yes,
_
_
747. Did the Commissioner for Eoads instruct you to lot to Mr. Davies the construction of the north
bridge with the schedule of prices for Goonoo Goonoo south, and according to the plan and specification
for Goonoo Goonoo Bridge south? Yes.
.
.
748. Did you make such an engagement witli Davies ? I made an engagement for the erection of abridge.
749. I suppose that answer is in effect that you did make an engagement? Eor a bridge but not tor
approaches.
750. I did not say anything about approaches in that question. On the completion of the second work
were there any alterations made in the schedule of prices for ballast and metal? There was a new agree
ment for approaches.
751. There is nothing about approaches iu the question, Ou the completion of the second work were there
any alterations made in the schedule of prices for ballast and metal ? There was another agreement.
752. To what amount were the alterations made P There was a different class of work altogether. There
were stone walls built, and there were different prices for that. The price for earthwork and metal were
different.
■
753. "Were the alterations that were made deductions on the schedule of prices ? They came to as much
as if he had the original schedule of prices, but it was a different description of work altogether to tho
approaches to Goonoo Goonoo Bridge south.
754. Did Davies object to deductions being made as being a breach of engagement? There was no
engagement for approaches.
_
755. Did Davies object to deductions being made as being a breach of engagement ? He objected to these
prices, but he had commenced the work before any order bad been given or any sanction had been given
to begin the approaches.
_
_
756. Have you any documentary evidence to produce to the Committee to show that Davies in any way
concurred in the deduction being made ? The vouchers were forwarded to the office.
757. Do you produce any documentary evidence to the Committee to shew that Davies in any way con
curred in the deductions being made? As I have been informed, the documents are already before the
Committee, with the exception of those of which I now beg to hand in copies. (Vide Appendix E1 to 4.)
758. Supposing the Commissioner to have stated that approaches were not intended in the second work,
can you show any other written agreement for the approaches ? No, only verbal. Here is the original
agreement for the erection of the bridge. (Vide Appendix E 5.)
759. Are the Committee to understand that no deductions were made on the metal and ballast from the
previous schedule rates, and that you cannot produce any written engagement with Davies embodying such
alterations in price# ? It had nothing to do with the schedule of prices—tho approaches. There is a
document signed for the erection of a bridge, and no approaches are included, and they were not included.
760. Is it not the fact that there never was any separate engagement for approaches in existence? A
verbal agreement.
761. Have yon seen the two letters of Mr. Wm. Boyd to Mr. Amos Davies in tho Appendix A 23 and 24,
and also the documents marked A 21 and 22? No. (The witness referred to the papers.) Of course I
have seen tho schedule of prices.
_
762. Was this work at a standstill until Mr. Davies received Mr. Boyd’s letter, marked A 23, giving the
level of the shoulder of the piles ? No, it was not.
_ _
763. Was the bridge finished within seven weeks and one day from the date of Mr. Boyd’s letter, giving
the height of the bridge ? It was from the time of entering on his contract that the time was to count
according to the agreement in the document I have handed in,
_
764. How do you justify the infliction of a fine of £5 on this work? Because lie was actually over his
time.
765.
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765. A week? A week,
A.0, Bajley,
706. Seeing that the work waa completed in May, 1864, why was the Bum of £49 1b. detained till DecernE*9her, 1864 ? I do not know.
707. Did you make the engagement with Davies, marked A 5 in the Appendix to Mr. Davies’s evidence? 14June*187R
That is the document (F 5) referred to in this A 5.
768. la the schedule marked A 22 a correct schedule of prices in the first bridge contract as per tender?
Yes.
769- "Will you look over the schedule list of items;—is the first item, piles over ground per lineal foot of
2s., a very low price ? No, not at that time.
770. Look at the items 3 and 4;—are not they also very low prices for the material and workmanship of
fixing that bridge ? No, not as prices were generally going then.
771. Are the items of earthwork 3a., of ballast 15s., and of metal 20s. per cubic yard, high prices or low ?
Exceedingly high.
772. Were these high and low rates taken together and paid in the first bridge contract? There were no
low rates.
773. My question was, whether taking them altogether? There were no low rates ; it was the average rate
that was going at the time.
774. "Was the making of the approaches included in the specification of the Goonoo Goonoo Bridge south ?
*
Yes,
775. Were the approaches included in the tenders that were accepted for the first bridge contract?
South ?
776. North? No, the approaches were not included in the north.
777. In the south bridge they wero included ? Yes.
778. Then the Committee are to understand that the tenders for tho first bridge being competitive and
accepted, containing ihe schedule rates marked A 22 in the Appendix, brings down the rates when taken
together to he correct rates ? Yes, they were correct rates.
779. That is, the schedule rates in the tender, when taken together, were current rates and accepted by tho
Government for the first bridge contract ? Yes.
/ SO. On the other hand would it not, if you cut down the highest items without raising in proportion the
lower items, bring the cost below the lowest rates in accepted tenders ? They wero not below the cur
rent prices.
781. Is not this what you did on the second bridge contract,—that is, you cut down the prices of metal
and ballast by more than a half without proportionately raising the lower price of the timber in tho sche
dule ? It is not the lower price of timber in the schedule. It was not a low price at tho time.
782. The question rather more bears on this: Is not this what you did on the cecond bridge contract, that
you cut down the price of the metal and ballast ? I did not cut down the price. It was a separate agree
ment altogether.
1
°
783. Turn to the account marked A 13 in the Appendix, and say were the items entered under the original
contract col umns in accordance with the first bridge contract? This is not my certificate—I have nothing
to do with that. My signature has no business to be attached to that, and I beg to have it withdrawn.
i84. Mr. Dangar,] Yon deny the authenticity of that document ? I deny that it was ever sent into the
office by me.
78p. Look at that document and say if the signature appended to that document is yours (handing the
original of the Appendix A 13 to witness) ?
786. Chairman.] How do you justify the items headed—“ Disputed Deductions ?” I dispute the document
altogether.
787. AYas Mr. Davies the contractor for contract 3-67 under your supervision ? Yes.
788. How many first-class culverts were specified ? Two.
789. How many where built ? Three.
•
790. "Was Mr. Davies paid any additional sum for the extra culvert? No.
791. "What "is the date of the first payment on this work ? 24th August, 1867.
792. As the contract was entered into in May or June, why was the first payment delayed till tho 12th of
September ? It was on the 24th August it was paid.
793. Mr. Dangar.] "Were the payments made by you or by Mr. Bennett ? They were paid by the Com
missioner of Eoads.
794. I suppose you were merely the superintendent of the work ? Yes.
795. Chairman.] As a matter of fact, was not this contract, including this extra work, completed within
four months of the first payment, the specified time being five months? It is not from the first payment,
but from the date that the contract was accepted. It has nothing to do with the first payment.
796. On your giving Davies an order for extra metal did you not promise to allow him one month's
extension of time if required ? He was over the month—nearly three months over time on the work, and
he was fined only one.
797. Since the infliction of this fine of £21 18s., have you not promised Mr. Davies to recommend its
remission ? No.
798. Are you aware that the recovery of the balance due on contract 3-67 was placed in the hands of
Mr. Wallace, the solicitor, of Tamworth? I heard so.
799. Did you instruct Mr. Holloway to bring Mr. Davies to meet you at Bowling Alley Point, for the
purpose of discussing these claims ? No, never.
800. Are you aware that the consideration of such claims was afterwards deputed to Mr. Statham ? Yes
I heard so.
’
801. Mr. Seholeg.] You only heard so ? No, I never knew it officially.
802. Chairman.] Did Mr. Statham have charge of the completion of the iron foot-bridge at Bowling Alley
Point ? No, he did not finish.
J
803. Did he have charge of it at all? Yes.
•
804. Did Mr. Davies send in any tender addressed to you for this work ? Yes.
80o. Did you ever furnish Davies with certificates that would enable him to go to law to recover the
balance before-mentioned ? 1 never gave certificates to any one ; they were always forwarded to the head
office.
806. Have you ever known Davies to receive a written order, signed by the Commissioner and counter
signed
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A. 0. Bayley, signed by the 'superintendent, for any alterations, additions, or deductions in the contracts ? No.
Esq,
807: Is it customary to make alterations, additions, and ^deductions on contracts^ without a written order,
when alterations have been necessary P They hare always required the sanction of the Commissioner
14 June, 1875.
before they hare been carried out,
808. Had you sometime ago charge of the road between "Wallabadab and Tamworth ? Yes.
_
809. What is the average price of a second-class timber culvert, having aG feet waterway, in the neighbour
hood of Hound Hill, near Goonoo Goonoo ? I could not tell; I have not done any work there since 1870.
810. Ho you know the road contract that was done by Mr. Davies at the foot of the Hound Hill, near
Goonoo Goonoo, and known as contract 17-72 P No, I do not know.
811. Are there any large earth embankments on that work, excepting the approaches lo the culverts, aa to
what you wrould call heavy forming ? I do not know anything about the work.
812. Have you ever received instructions not to employ Mr. Davies on public work ? Yes, not to
accept his tenders without referring them to the head office first. _
813. How often have you received such instructions ? Once or twice.
_
814. When the damage was done by the floods some months ago to Tamworth Bridge approaches, that made
it necessary to lengthen the bridge, did you give Mr. Davies the opportunity to carry out that work ? I
obeyed the orders given me to carry out that work,
815. Did you let the lengthening of Tamworth Bridge to the contractor for Cockburn Creek Bridge without
competition ? It was let to him without competition, with the proviso that he took the timber that was
ready at Cockburn Bridge into Tamworth, so that there should bo no delay in the opening of the bridge.
816. Did you pay him any higher rates for the lengthening of the bridge thau the schedule prices for
Cockburn Bridge? At the schedule of prices that were sanctioned by the officers.
817. Did you ever know of metal or broken ballast to be brought on to a road contract and used without
being first measured and paid for at per cubic yard ? No.
_
_
.
,
818. Did you ever send a report to the Commissioner for Eoads, stating that if the south bridge in Tam
worth had been valued at the schedule rates of tender that the amount to bo paid would have been for tbo
first work exceeding £1,500? No.
819. Are you aware that such a report, if made, would have been untruthful ? Of course it would be
untruthful.
_
820. Will you look at the certificate marked A 15 in the Appendix. Is that a true certificate of contract
3-67 as finished? No, it is not. Here is a copy of tho certificate I sent in. {Thewitness handed in the
same, Yide appendix F 6.)
_
821. Will you point out the error, if there is any ? There is an error in the number of cubic yards of
metal, there is an error in the first-class culvert, and there is omitted nine chains of clearing at 101. May
I give an explanation as to this claim for a first-class culvert in A 15 ? In the specification and tender
put in for this work there was a 26 feet culvert required, and the line of road was altered a little above,
for which an allowance of nine chains of clearing waa made for shifting the road. It was found then that
a 26 feet culvert was not required, and instead of it there were two culverts of 13 feet each put in. There
were actually three culverts put in instead of two as in the original specification, but one instead of being
26 feet was converted into two of 13 feet each. This was agreed to by Mr. Davies at tho time..
.
822. Mr. Dangar.'] Will you show the Committee what portion of this work, for which Mr, Davies claims,
was done under you ? This contained in A 13.
823. Is that the only portion of this work done under you ? Goonoo Goonoo Creek Bridge north, and
Goonoo Goonoo Creek Bridge south, and 3-67, Flaggy Gully to Sugar-loaf sideling.
824. In paper A13 Mr. Davies has “ disputed deductions,” “ the ballast reduced by 10s. 6d. per yard—
£59 17s.” is that correct ? No, ho has no claim at all for it.
.
.
825. “ The metal reduced by 11s. per yard—£28 13s. 8d.” ? lie has no claim for it.
826. “ Nine imposed, £5” ? That was imposed.
827. That was all you had to do with ? Yes.
_
828. Eefer to A 5 in the Appendix. What do you mean by your undertaking “ to pay Amos Davies for
erecting a bridge over Goonoo Goonoo Creek at schedule of prices for G. .G. B. South, for completing to
his satisfaction the following works, according to the general printed conditions and within the space of
two months" ;—is that an extra payment to anything included in this? That is for the erection of the
woodwork of a bridge.
...
.
.
829. And according to your undertaking included in this certificate A 13 ? That is not my certificate ;
and is calculated to place me in a false position,
_
_
_
830. Mr. Sckoley.] I suppose you protest against that? Yes, against anything that bears my signature,
which is not really signed by me, as this is not.
831. Mr. Laeltcy ] Were you present at Tamworth when the Commissioner was trying to arrange with
Mr. Davies about No. 10 and 1G-72 ? Yes.
_
_
832. Did not Davies refuse all explanation and confine himself to reiterating, “ I want my bulk sum”?
Yos.
833. Did you not in Mr. Boyd’s presence make a verbal agreement with Mr. Davies for this work at
Goonoo Goonoo? Yes.
■
834. Did not Mr. Boyd write to the office confirming this ? Yes,
835. Was there a telegram to the same effect ? Yes.
836. Do you produce those papers ? Yes. {Yide Appendices F 7 and 8.)
837. Had Davies any timber ready for the Tamworth Bridge prepared at the time of the flood, when it
was lengthened ? Not that I am aware of; I never heard of such a thing..
.
838. Was there not the most pressing necessity for the immediate completion of that work ? Yes, it was
exceedingly urgent.
889. Did the Commissioner ever refuse the payment of any amount certified to by you ? No,
840. Never at any time ?. No.
841. Mr. Browne.] Are you aware whether Mr. Davies has any plant on hand? I am not aware what he
has.
842. Chairman.] Did not Mr. Davies lend Mr. Murphy piles for Cockburn Bridge at the time of tho
flood ? I am not aware that he did.
.
843. And his plant too—the piling plant ? I never inquire of a contractor where he gets his plant; he
has simply to carry out the work.
814.
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844. Mr. Lackey.'} Did you seo copies of the printed eridence taken before this Committee exhibited at A. C. Bayley,
Tamworth before you came away ? Yes, 1 did.
_
Eeg,
845. Did it include copies of all these papers (referring to the printed evidence, Appendix, cj'c.) ? Yes, it '~-A—^
was like these.
’
14 June, 1875.

Ernest A. Nardin, Esq., further examined:—
846. Chairman.] Are these papers your original final certificate for contract 10 and 16-72 (handing to B' A. Nardin,
Witness originals of Appendices A 11 and A 12) ? No.
E3<1847. Is Die Committee to understand that you have certified by final certificate for work shown as com-1
pleted on contract 10 and 16-72 ? Yes.
H June, 18(5.
848. After making final certificates what do you do with them? Send them to the Commissioner for
Eoads for payment.
849. Did you for contracts 10 and 16 send final certificates to the head office for payment? Yes.
850. Were such certificates paid by the head office in due course? They were paid.
851. Mr. Browne.] Do you know that of your own knowledge? No, I had left the district.
852. Chainnani] You do not know whether they were paid or not ? I do not know as a fact that theY
were paid.
^
853. Did Davies apply to you by letter to obtain final certificates for 10 and 16 ? Yes, as in my former
evidence I stated.
854. Did you furnish Davies with them ? No, I banded in my letter in reply to him.
855. Did Mr. Davies more than twelve months after you had left the office point out to you and the Commis
sioner that your certificates, then in the Commissioner’s office, were incorrect? No, not that I am
aware of.
856.. Have they since been altered or fresh ones made ? No, they have not been altered since. The Com
missioner has added to them as to the fines, as I have before pointed out.
857. Then they have been altered since ? They have been added to.
858. Then they have been altered since in the Commissioner's handwriting? Yes, added to.
859. Are those papers the altered certificates (referring to those, handed in by the Witness')? Those are
copies of the final certificates referred to.
860. Who made those certificates ? I copied them from the originals; that is my handwriting.
861. Is it not usual when you make out final certificates to fill in the printed form on the other side with
the detail and measurement of the work done? Certainly—all the details.
862. Was your final certificate filled up with the details of the measurement ? Yes.
863. Where did this paper come from ? It was copied by me in tho office here in Sydney.
864. This detailed measurement form after being filled up bas it not to be signed: “ We hereby certify
that the above return is a fair and correct statement of the contract to which it refors" ? Yes.
865. Did you sign the warrants you sent in to the head office ? Yes, both sides,
866. Mr. Dangar.] I infer from you that the papers marked A 11 and 12 are not true copies of the final
certificates ? No, they contain items which do not appear in my final certificates.
867. How is it that the documents you have handed in are not true copies of the others—how is it they
are not filled in this side ? Because this side as being the final certificate is considered to be sufficient,
868. Mr. Lackey,] Will you state the nature of the alteration in both documents ? There is no altera
tion.
869. Mr. Dangar.} These alterations are in favour of Mr. Davies ? The additions are.
870. There is none against him ? No.
871. What was the gross sum remitted ? There was a fine of £84 in the case of 10 A, and of £132 in
the case of 16 A.
872. Both of these have been remitted ? Yes.
'
873. Mr. Lackey.] Are not the final certificates handed in by you complete for payment of contractor?
X 69*

874. Chairman^] Are these papers true copies of the final certificates you have put in to-day ?
is all that is in my handwriting and that is signed by me.

Yes: that

Alexander Charles Bayley, Esq., further examined:—
875. Chairman] Was the bridge only included in the second contract? Only the bridge in Goonoo* n n i
Goonoo north.
jo
v, uayicy,
876. Are tho papers you have put in to-day true copies of the final certificates ? I believe they are—they
are certified copies.
J
877. Would you read W. Boyd’s telegram referring to this work ? It is in evidence before the Comune|:L8' ■
mittee.
878. Was Boyd’s telegram three months after the work was completed ? I could not recollect tho actual
date.
879. Was Mr. Boyd discharged from service about this time ? I think it was about October he left mv
district.
J
880. Is there not much more work in building two 13 feet culverts than in building one 26 feet ? There
is more work, but there is a great deal less work in the approaches in the two different sites. There would
have been more than treble the amount of earthwork in the original culvert than where the two wore put.
881. Mir. Lackey,] Was it not agreed to by Mr, Davies, this change from two to three culverts? Yes • it
ns much easier to get timber for 13 feet culverts than for 26 feet,
’
882. Then you think the change was to his advantage ? I think it was about equal, it was a benefit
to him not to have to get timber for twenty-six feet span culvert.
883. Then ho rather benefited by it ? Yes.
884. Did he claim extra payment at the time of completion ? No, I never saw anything about it until I
saw it m these printed documents in Tamworth.
885. Where did you see these printed documents in Tamworth ? In the public street.
880.

!
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A, C. Bayley, QgG, In this -was the first intimation you had of his making such a claim? Tes.
_
■Es(l887. Chairman!] What is the length of the sills and caps ? My memory would not go that distance. I
coul,i not tell from memory what that work was. I have so much going through my bands^every year that
14 June, 187ff. ft would be impossible for me to give the particulars of a special culvert so far back as 18G7.
888. Are the sills and caps not as long as the girders would have been for tho large culvert? No,
certainly not.

TUESDAY, 15 JUEE, 1875.
present:—■
•

«
'
W. 0.
Bennett,
Es8‘

Mb. W, C. BROWNE,
]
Mb. MACINTOSH,
Mb. SCHOLEY.

T. G. DANGAR, Esq.,

in the

.

Chair,

William Christopher Bennett, Esq., further examined:—
889. Chairman!] I think when you were examined the other day there wero some documents which
it was thought necessary to have before tho Committee you could not then produce? Yes, I now beg to
hand them in. The first is Mr, Bayley’s report on Goonoo Goonoo Bridge {Vide Appendix Q-1); also a
report on the transactions with reference to Cox Creek Bridge. (Vide Appendix Q- 2.) I think those are
15 June, 18/5. jjj tte documents that were asked for, with the exception of the original specification for Goonoo G-oonoo
Bridge, which is missing, and Mr. Davies's reply to Mr. Nardin’s letter, in which Mr. Davies assented to
the changes in the contracts. The letter was lost when Mr. Nardin removed from Mumirundi. Wo
' have sent up directions to look through the papers that were left and it has not been found.
_
890. Mr. Davies in his petition to the Assembly states that “ work is now withheld from your petitioner,
thereby depriving him of his ordinary means of livelihood;”—was there any justification lor that?
Somewhere in 1869 Mr. Davies made so many claims and disputed every arrangement that had been made
with reference to his contracts that we found it impossible to get ou with him unless these things were
arranged, and we refused to give him any further public works unless they were settled up.
891. I suppose that would allude to the second paragraph? We could not accept his tenders because we
could not get the work out of his hands. There were contracts on the Manilla road that have not been
referred to in tliis evidence, that we could not get out of Mr. Davies’s hands. There wore great complaints
made about the state of the road, and we were at length obliged to wind up_ the contracts and to take
them out of Davies’s hand unfinished. There were all sorts of disputes arising with reference to them,
and the time of the department was constantly wasted with these disputes.
_
_
■
892. Is it the fact that other tenders have been accepted at higher prices than his? I think they have,
but we found that although Mr. Davies’s prices might be lower in the first instance they were higher in
the end, because all thtae inquiries into complaints cost money or the time of officers of the department
which is even more important,
893. Mr. Davies in his petition says “there is now being unjustly detained from your petitioner krge sums
of money for work actually performed, for no other apparent reason than to coerce your petitioner into
the acceptance of a much less sum of money than is actually due and owing;”—is that true? No, it is
not the fact. Mr. Davies's accounts remained unsettled, and of course we could not make payments unless
the accounts were settled some way or other. He was paid up vely closely, excepting in these two large
contracts on which he waa paid within £300 of the amount due, deducting fines.
_
■
894. Then he says he “ is restrained from legal remedy by the officers of the Roads Department unjustly
withholding your petitioner’s certificates for the several works completed ;”—has he been refused these
certificates, or is it necessary that he should have them ? It is not the usual course to give certificates to
the contractors. 'We hold his receipts for the earlier works, and his letter withdrawing all claims, w-hieh
he has ignored altogether. We gave copies of the certificates of the later works, with the view of
enabling him to institute legal proceedings, and we never knew that they were invalid without my signa
ture, or that legal objection had been taken against them, until we heard it in the course of the evidence
given before this Committee. If ho had applied to me for my signature to the certificates I would have
given it, as I should have been glad to have had the matter disposed of in a Court of Justice, but Mr.
Davies never applied for it. In fact Mr. Davies made such constant complaints that it was almost impos
sible to attend to anything else but his business. I used to get two or three letters a day from him,
895. ilfr. Scholey!] With reference to Appendix A 10 there is a balance of £93 10s., stated to be due to
Mr. Davies ;—is that duo to him ? No, that is a claim by Davies for 10/6 a yard on stone supplied for the
approaches to this bridge. There was no contract with Davies to supply this stone, at that price. Mr.
Bayley made an arrangement with him to supply it at a lower price, which he has paid.
.
896. He has paid that as per agreement? Yes, Mr. Bayley has explained that Mr. Davies has signed a
receipt in full, and he has written a letter to the department withdrawing all that claim,
.
897. Then there is £73 ? That is the contract in which Mr. Quodling was concerned as superintendent,
and it is distinctly stated in the specification. Mr. Davies tendered a bulk sum for that contract, and he
was paid at the time, as Mr. Quodling states, all that was due to him, and made no remonstrance, and no
remonstrance was made to me.
_
898. Did ho give yon a receipt in full ? Yes, for that also, the usual receipt.
.
899. Then there is £68 8s. 8d. ? A portion of that is for the culvert which Mr. Bayley explains was
altered with Mr. Davies’s consent. In order to save Mr. Davies expense in timber in embankments he
was allowed to put in two 13 feet culverts instead of one 26 feet. That was clearly for his
advantage, as it saved embankment and long timber, Davies consented to it, and gave his receipt for it.
There was also a fine on that contract, which Mr. Davies claims to have remitted, but be is not quite
accurate in his statement, as I will explain :—The time dated ‘not from the first payment but from the
acceptance of the tender, and it was eight months and seven days from the latter date to the forwarding
of the final voucher, and Mr. Bayley has explained that although Mr. Davies was three months over the
time only one month’s fine was deducted, and no claim was made for it at the time.
900.
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W. C.
900. £5 7s. 5d. for sheathing Dangar’s Creek Bridge? That has been explained to the Committee where
Bennett,
the sheathing was made 2 feet wider than the contract.
Eaq.
901. lias be been paid for that? No.
902. The work is_there ? The work is there, but he has not been paid, and is not entitled to it,
ik Titu>
903. Then there is the balance of £448 Is. ? That is made up of a claim for earthwork formation, and
’
ashlar in culverts in contract 10.
.
904. Is there anything due on that? No.
905. Did he give a receipt in full for that? No, he has given the ordinary receipt; when I say tho
ordinary receipt I think wc got a receipt from the Bank for that.
906. I suppose on his account ? On his account.
907. Then there is an amount of £267 19s. od. for contract 16-72 ? I might add, before we leave No, 10,
that of this metal which is deducted from that contract half, if not more than half, was supplied by Mr,
Davies in tbe next year, and paid for as maintenance metal at bis contract rate. There was 1,067 Yards
deducted, and 665 supplied in tbe next year, so that the actual deduction would be only 400 yards.
908. Do you consider that there is anything due on that £267 19s. 5d, ? No, nothing.
909. Davies has been settled with for ihe whole? The amount due to him has been paid.
910. Then there is a sum of £10 ? That is where Davies employed timber a quarter of an inch thicker
■*
than was specified for, for his own advantage. That is not due; in fact every voucher certified by an
officer has been paid by me ; I never stopped anything from him.
*
911. There has been a great deal said about certificates;—is it usual to give these certificates to con
tractors ? No, it is not; hut we have no objection to give this certificate; we gave what we understood
to be enough, but it was not signed by me, but if my signature were required I should have had no objec*
tion to do so.
f
912. Mr. Browne,] How long is it since Davies has been engaged as a contractor under the Government ?
,
More than eleven years, because it is eleven year’s since his first claim is dated here.
913. How long ago is it since the first complaints were made to tbe department of the unsatisfactory
manner in which he was carrying on the contracts ? The complaints were not so much of the unsatisfac
tory manner in which he was carrying out his contracts as of his constant wranglings and disputes. The
first time I interdicted Mr, Davies having any work was when he was tendering for the Bowling Alley
Point Bridge, about 1868, and then he wrote a letter withdrawing all claims, and was allowed to tender
again.
914. This continued wrangling was of such an insuperable nature in the opinion of the department as to
justify the department in refusing any tender from him ? I thought so ; I found my time and the time of
‘
the office was taken up in considering Mr, Davies’s claims, and we had sufficient to attend to and full
employment without that.
915. .Previous to this wrangling had he given satisfaction ? I had not heard any complaints.
916.. Tou are quite of opinion that ho has no claim whatever ? None. I gave everything I could concede
to him, and indeed several things that 1 was not quite convinced he was entitled to in order to clear the
ground for legal investigation. Anything that was doubtful I gave at once.
917. Instead of throwing obstacles in bis way you have endeavoured to smooth matters over, and to make
them as pleasant as possible? Tes; there have been grave and harsh accusations against me in this
matter. It is not for me to say what I have done, but every officer of tho department who has been
examined has been asked whether l ever refused a payment to Davies, and if their evidence is read over it
will be found each one bas stated that I have never done so. The only covert act of mine with reference
to Davies will be found to be where I said that those cuttings were too deep for formation, and that the
masonry of the culverts was better than was required. That certainly was not calculated to prcjudico
him, but iuferientally in his favour. But I have resisted what I considered to bo his unjust claims.
918. During the whole of this time yon have always given tbe fullest opportunity for investigating any
claims brought forward by Mr. Davies P Tes, when I could. On one or two occasions I have been m the
country going north on business, and Davies has protracted these investigations and desired to go into
long discussions. .My time has been cut out. I have had engagements to meet road superintendents and
persons interested in the roads, and when I have found I could not arrive at a satisfactory conclusion with
Davies, who has gone back from one thing to another, I have been obliged to cut him short. I could not
disap point, all the people who were waiting for me north, and keep them waiting a day or two days while I
was investigating some trivial matter that could be settled by any road overseer.
919. Chairman.] If you turn to page 4 in the Appendix you will see Mr. Butler’s opinion, in which he
states that Mr. Davies has not got a good claim in law because be has not got an order in writing,
signed by the Commissioner and countersigned by the superintendent, without which according to the
second regulation no such work is to bo paid for.
Did you refuse that certificate ? That order was not
given, because we do not consider that ho did any extra work, or that any extra work was necessary.
920. "Was that applied for ? I was never applied to for it. We maintained that there was no extra work
done, so that we were not justified or called on to give an order, but we were prepared to give a certificate
for work done. The order and the certificate are different—the order is for work to be done, the certificate
is given after it is finished. Of course this work, not being extra work in our eyes, we did not give an
order.
921. Has this been unjustly withheld, as stated in the petition ? As I have already stated, Mr. Davies
got copies of the certificates, and if my signature had been required to authenticate them, and he had
applied to me, he would have had it, hut he did not so apply.
922. He applied for the certificate, but did not get your signature ? He got tbe certificate from tbo
officers of the department, and if I had been made aware that my signature was required it would have
been attached to them.
923. Are these documents marked A 13 and 14 original documents or copies ? They are neither original
documents nor copies,
°
924. They are not recognized in your office ? They aro not recognized in any place at all.
925. Are the two documents marked A 11 and A 12 original ? No. In addition to these additions in red
ink (referring to the original documents handed in') the totals are wrong, which are in black ink, and I
request.that these documents may be withdrawn from the evidence altogether, because, independently of
any action that may be taken by this Committee, who may understand the matter, these may be produced
in after years, when there may be no one to explain tho circumstances under which they were laid before
the Committee, as authentic. I think these documents should be cancelled.
926. ^
4
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926. Mr. Scltolcy.\ With reference to some fines of £139 133. and £S4 ? They have been remitted and
tctt> paid.
_
‘h
927. Why were they remitted and paid if they were not due to Davies? To close the matter, and from a
^'"V disposition to pay him all that he could possibly be entitled to.
, IB/o. 928. Then you remitted these fines of £139 13s. and £81 in order to settle the matter ? Yes.
929. Then you consider that there is no claim due to Davies ? Not the shadow of a claim.
930. Chairman.] Have you ever paid further moneys to Mr. Davies after his signing receipts in full ?
It
is possible we may have done so, if we have found any claim of hii at all valid. Unfortunately we did not
hold back such payments, but we were anxious to do justice, and when we found anything like a legitimate
claim we paid. It was Mr. Davies’s own fault that it was not argued out and settled with the road
superintendent.
931. Did you send a letter to Davies saying that no farther employment would be given him unless lie
sent you a letter ? Yes, I think we did. AYe found we could not get on with him unless ho wrote with
drawing all his claims.
Mr. Amos Davies further examined:—
Davies. 932, Chairman.'] How do you account for the papers marked A 10, 11,12,13, and 14, handed in by you
—""x to the Committee, not being original documents ? They are original documents, made out by myself for
, 1875. [Pg information of tbo Committee.
933. They are not recognized documents in tbe AYorks Department ? They are not recognized documents
|
in the AYorks Department whatever. I sent down copies of the whole seven, similar copies of these docu’
meats, for the information of the Department, the day before 1 presented them before the Committee, in
'
order that Mr. Bennett might bring the originals. I put the names at the bottom in consequence of Mr.
Hanley Bennett recommending me to do so for the instruction of the Committee, to show under whose
charge the work was done.
934. Then I infer from you that they are not original documents at all ? They are my accounts, and the
officer's name has no business to be there as a matter of fact.
935. Mr. Macintosh.] They are simply claims which you suppose you have against the Crovormnent ?
Yes. Tho officers’ names might have been mentioned somewhere else, under whose charge the work was
done.
_
,
936. Chairman.] All the items in black ink in these schedules aro included in the original vouchers, and
those in red ink are what you now claim ? Yes.*
937. The former are in Mr. Nardin’s final certificate? Yes.f
_ _
_
938. And all in red ink arc omitted and extra for which you are now claiming? Yes, Tho certificate for
16 ho bas put iu is in a dift'erent form, but tbe result is the same. That in red ink is tho disputed work.
939. Mr. Macintosh.] From his view the certificate is final ? Yes.
940. You make this as part payment on account of the work ? Yes; that in black ink I am paid for—the
red I am not. Tho red items are disputed items.
941. Mr. Browne.] Did you offer any explanation to the Committee when you handed in these documents
as to tho signatures of these officers being attached to them ? I think not.
942. None whatever ? None whatever. I had no thought that they would bo published; hut I could
see immediately they were printed that they placed me in a false position.
943. AYhy did you not explain to the Committee at the time you handed in these papers that the names
at the foot were not the signatures of the individuals whose names they purported to be ? As soon as
Mr. Bennett called attention to the matter the original documents were produced, that is, those I had
filled up, and the red ink pointed out to him; I think it is in the records that he withdrew the kind of
insinuation of my having used their names wrongly, and that the matter was ended there.
944. Yon tendered no explanation at all when these were handed in to the Committee ? No ; but I bad
certainly no intention of leading the Committee astray. The names were put there at the instance
of Mr. Hanley Bennett, for the information of the Committee, as he has himself stated before the Com
mittee.
945. Mr. Macintosh.] Is there any other matter you wish to explain to the Committee, anything that
would throw light upon any matter of which you think they have not a proper view ? I should like to
go through the disputed items from the commencement, and give some further proof that my claims are
iu each and every instance to be substantiated. It could be done shortly.J
AYilliam Christopher Bennett, Esq., further examined :—
946. Chairman.] These two documents E3 and 4 are handed in as copies of final certificates, forwarded by
Jvtr, Nardin, of the work done and balances due to Amos Davies, on contracts 10 and 16-72, are they not ?
Yes, with some additions by me.
947. AVill you state the actual balance due to Davies on each of these contracts ? There is nothing due.
[C,1875. g^g TPe balances represented on these sheets, have they been paid to Davies ? Yes.
949. On E 3 the balance £223 19s., including fines and everything, has been paid ? Yes.
950. Do you hold his receipt for that ? AYe hold the Bank receipt, and his order to pay the money into
the Bank.
951. On E 4 there is a balance of £297 12s. 6d., including additions and other matters;—bas that balance
been paid to Davies ? Yes, and we hold tho Bank receipt for that also.
952. What is the present amount due by the Government to Mr. Davies, on account of any work he has
performed, and for which he claims on A 10 P Nothing whatever.
953. Do I clearly understand that at the present time the Government do not owe Mr. Davies anything
whatever on account of any work he has performed ? Nothing whatever on any work he has performed.
954.
. C.
mett,
9<1-

* Added m revision :—The black ink items have been pniil; the red ink not paid.
+ Added on revision:—Excepting the sums of £19 11s. 9d. and £81, on contract 10 ; and £132, £50, and £14 12s. Gd. on
contract 16-72. Mr. Nardin’s true original final certificates have not yet been produced before the Committee—not even true
copies of those sent to my solicitor.
'l
J Added on revision:—By tho aid of the documents now before the Committee, and some that I yet hold and desire to
. put in.
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954. In a note to A 10, Mr. Davies says :—“ To avoid delay and dispute I, on the 2nd December, 1873,
w. c.
offered to accept as final payment the bulk sums ot‘ tenders in contracts 10 and 16-72”;—is that correct ? Bennett,
Esq.
It is very possible he did. Several times he made an offer of that sort, but then the bulk sum was more
than he was entitled to.
955. Am I to understand that all balances due to him have been paid since that ? ^Vhen Mr. Davies said lo June, 1875.
tho hulk sum he meant the original sum for the contract, without reference to the deductions. In one
case there was an absolute deduction of £1.5 19s., and he is now paid that bulk sum, all but £15 19s.
956. The inference from this note is, that on 2nd December, 1873, there was some money owing to Davies ;
—has any been paid to him since that? Yes, payment has been made to him since that.
'
957. All that Government considered to he due to him ? Yes.
953. In your previous evidence reference was made to’ a letter from Mr. Davies ? Yes, it was a reply to
a letter of Mr. Xardin, assenting to these alterations. That letter cannot be found, but Mr. Nardin
states positively that he did receive such a letter. I append letter from him to this effect. {See Appendix
G 3.)
959. Is it usual for you sometimes to alter your officer's returns ? Yes; if I think there is something
that ought not to be paid I alter it. If the contractor thiuks he has been unjustly treated by the officers
under me I inquire into the matter, and if I find the charge well founded remedy it.
960. Have you laid before the Committee the Bank receipts for these payments ? No ; hut I will hand
them in. {Tide Appendix G k.)
‘
981. Jlfr. Maciniosh.] Did you pay these balances into the Bank ? All the money noted here has been
paid.
'
962. You paid these amounts by Davies's order into the Bank of New South Wales ? Ycs.963, Mr. Scholey.'] Something has been said with reference to an ill-feeling between yourself and Mr.
Davies ; has that had any effect upon you to lead you to annoy him in any way ? Decidedly not; the only
ill-feeling has arisen from his constant complaints and dispute's. I never had anything to do with Mr.
Davies, except as abroad contractor, and I never heard his name until he was so employed, and I think the
evidence of the various officers who have been examined will hear me out that I have never thrown any
difficulty in his way or refused payment for any amount certified for.
984. If this matter is settled by the Committee would you afterwards he willing to give Mr. Davies work ?
Judging from Mr. Davies's antecedents I ivould rather have nothing to say to him. If he were employed
ho should have a special officer to take charge of his work ; for the present, officers of the department have
quite sufficient to do without having their time constantly occupied witli his complaints,
065. Mr. Macintosh,.] You vvaut give and take contractors ? Yes, rough and ready men, who will undertake
work and go through with it. I have been twenty years in the service of the Colony, and fifteen in the
Imperial and other service, in all thirty-five years—in fact ever since I was a boy have had dealings with
contractors—and have never had such accusations brought against me by them before.
966. Chairman.] In calling for tenders, is it tho rule of the G-ovornmeut that you need not accept the
lowest or any tender ? It is in the printed notice in the Government Gazette.
967. Have not the certificates now laid before the Committee been altered since they were sent to your
office ? This is the only portion that was the final certificate ; all that has been omitted were memoranda
of Mr. Nardin, which was superfluous. This is all that is uccessary to enable Mr. Davies to go into Court
if he desires to do so, and if he requires sigued copies he can have them.
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PETITION OF AMOS DAVIS.

APPENDIX.
[To the Evidence of Mr. Amos Davies, 13 May, 1875.]
A 1.
Department of KoacU,
Dr. to Amos Daries,—

£

1S64.— To construction of bridge and approaches, Goonoo Goonoo, ITorth Tomirorlh, on metaJ,
£28 18s. 8d.; ballast, £50 17s.; and fine, £5 ......................................................................
22nd March, 1865. „ construction of 4 bridges and culvert, Walabaddy Gap, an excess of work over Government
schedule of quantities .............................................................................................................
17th Jan., 1868. ,, Contract 3-G7, Great Northern Road, 3rd District, one extra culvert £47 ; and fine,
£21 13s. 8d.................................................................................................................................
1871. „ sheathing Dangar’s Creek Bridge, G. N. Road; timber, 92' 0" x 2'-0" x 2" =■ 30 cub. feet
3", at 3/8.........................................................................................;..........................................
4th June, 1873. „ Contract 10 -72, earthwork in formation, £27915a.; ashler work in culverts, £102 17s. 3d.;
balances, £103 11s. 9d................................................................................................................
12th Sept., 1873. ,, Contract 10-72, earthwork in formation, £9115s.; ashler work in culverts, £126 11s. 5d,;
two months’ maintenance, £40 ; and balances, £297 12s. Od................................................
27th Sept., 1873. „ Contract 17-72, balances................. ............................................ ..............................................
Sept., 1873. „ construction of bridge and approaches, Old Goonoo Goonoo Creek—posts, £5 2s. Sd.;
balances, £4 .............................................................................................................................
Oct., 1873. „ repairs to Nundlo Bridge.............................................................................................................
„ repairs to Bowling Alloy Point Bridge......................................................................................
»
Jan., 1874. „ sheathing 3 bridges, Liverpool Eange and Doughboy Hollow, i-inch thick, omitted in Mr.
Donnelly’s return, 48 cub. feet 2 in., at 4/2 .................. .......................................................
25th Hay,

s. A.

93 10 8
73 0 0
08 18

8

5 7 5
646 4 0
555 18 11
194 2 1
9 2 S
20 5 2
14 16 8

10 0 8
£1,591 18 11

A 2.
The Commissioner for Railways to Mr. Amos Davies.
Department of Public Works,
Sydney, 12th February, 1874.
Sir,
_
/
,
I am directed lo inform you that the Honorable tbe Secretary for Public Works having personally gone over tho
items of your disputed account -a ith the Roads Department, in the presence of Hanley Bennett, Esq , M.P., who ottended on
yonr behalf, I am non’ to offer you without prejudice the sum of £384 Os. 7d., in full satisfaction of all claims upon the Departmeat, for the receipt of which you will be required to sign the usual final voucher.
I am to add that, upon your adopting this course, tho fines for non-fulfilment of your contracts, amounting to £242 10s.
in all, will be remitted.
I have, &c.,
JOHN RAE.
P.S.—The foregoing is not intended to include items for day-work iu dispute, which could not bo settled at tbe tame,
but which will be arranged between yourself and the Commissioner for Roads ; nor any amounts of certificates for other works
received since the dispute in this Department, which will be paid in due course.

-

A 3.

Memo.—These specifications for contract 10-72 are to be substituted for those sent some time ago ; they bad better be
attached to those just forwarded for new contracts.—E. A. Naeiun, 18/7/72.
DurARIMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS—ROAD BEANCH.

Great Northern Road, First District.— Contract 10 of 1872. 18/A July, 1872; also Contracts 10 and 17-72.
General Conditions of Road Contracts and Taskwork.
1. The works to which these conditions refer, include the supply of all tools, materials, and labor, and everything else
requisite to complete the works specified, to tho entire satisfaction of the Commissioner and Road Superintendent.
_
2. The contractor is on no account, to commence any contract without an order in writing, signed by the Road Superin
tendent; and no claim for any work executed without an order will be admitted. No extra work will be paid for without the
production of an order in writing for the same, signed by the Commissioner and countersigned by the Superintendent,—the
price for any work not in schedule to he determined on previous to its execution, and set forth in the said order.
3. In every case the Commissioner reserves the right of executing any greater or less quantity of tho work than that
mentioned in the specifications, such increase or decrease to bo valued at the schedule rates, and added to or deducted from
amount of contract, as the case may be. Schedule rales must be in accordance with bulk sum ; if not, the Commissioner shall
have power to fix rates in accordance (.herewith and use them for such valuation.
_
_
4. During continuance of this contract the contractor is to maintain in fair order the portion of road comprised I herein
(except where contract is for supply of metal only), and also to afford every facility for the passing of the traffic during the
execution of the work, and, if necessary, to provide new or keep tho existing oni-turns in repair, and also (« provide proper
guards for the drains and water-tables, and to stop all adjacent tracks by which the traffic can avoid the new metal, by felling
trees, drawing logs, or such other moans as the superintendent may direct. The contractor to take all due precaution to
prevent accident to tho public from leaving culverts open or placing heaps of stone in dangerous positions, and will be respon
sible for all damage arising from his neglect of these precautions,
5. The road superintendent will have the power of immediately dismissing any agent or workman employed by tho
contractor, and the contractor is not to sublet or assign any contract, or portion of contract, without tbe approval of the road
superintendent.
,
6. All grovel, stone, ballast, metal, timber, iron, or other materials, placed on the road, or within one chain of centre
thereof, for purposes of this contract, to become the property of the Commissioner when so placed.
7. To secure the proper quantity of metal or gravel it will be measured in a continuous heap of the requisite cross sec
tion before being spread, but it shall be competent for the road superintendent to re-measure such metal on the road, when
spread, should he consider it necessary.
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8. When a certain gauge is specified, it is intended that every stone shall pass in everv way through a ring of the
diameter of specified gauge, the metal to be dean cuboidul and of sharp fracture; no laminated or ioinfcy stone will be
admitted,
j
j
w
9. All water-tables and side drains to have a proper fall to outlets and culverts, and now outlet drains made where
directed by the superintendent.
10. The sides of all cuttings, side drains, water-tables, &e., to have a slope of 1 to 1, except when in rock or otherwise
epecined j the sides of cmbunkinente fo have ft slope of 1J to 1,
iA- Abe coutractor to be liable to all risk from floods or other accidents during the execution of the works.
12. The road superintendent will have power to employ men, horses, and carts, and purchase materials to do all
necessary or urgent work, or to remove rejected materials on this contract, and deduct cost of same from contract price, providetl the contractor shall have neglected to do such work after due notico. Should there be no funds belonging to contractor
in the hands ol the Commissioner, for removal of rejected materials, all such materials if not removed by contractor within one
mouth from date of rejection, to become the property of the Commissioner, end be used in any manner he may direct.
,
,
Ik® nud sapetiutendent be dissatisfied with the rate of progress, or mode of carrying on (.pg woft or
, ,F, IJotcr,, . . wor^ ^01lc ^7 ^e contractor, the Commissioner will have power to annul the contract, and the contractor
ehail forfeit all claim to payment for work done or material delivered; and the Commissioner shall be at liberty to deduct
amount of penalty from any sum or sums due to contractor on this or any other contract under him.
, .
Ih® ccrntradOT shall become insolvent, have his estate placed under sequestration, or shall make an assignment of
tus estate for tho benefit of his creditors, it shall be lawful for the Commissioner, without previous notice to the contractor or
to the olhcial or other assignee or assignees of his insolvent estate, or to the trustee or trustees under the assignment, to take
tbe works out of (he hands of the contractor, and of tho assignees or trustees of Ids estate, and to re-contract with any other
person or persons to proceed with and complete the same, upon such terms, stipulations, and conditions as shall bo deemed
expedient, and nil the then remaining materials, implements, and plant that may be required to complete the work.
Pbymeuts to be made at the rate of 90 per cent., the remainder to be paid after the road superintendent and overseer
shall have certified that the whole of the works have been completed to their entire satisfaction; and the obtaining such a
certificate shall be a condition precedent to the contractor having any claim or cause of action in respect of any work done or
materials provided, to the payments from time to time to be made hereunder, or to the final payment upon completion of the
contract.
1
1
■n16' A]1 mone.TS due ou account of contract, will be paid to the credit of contractor in 'Bank of New South Wales, or such
other Bank as contractor may request, and in no other way ; and the Contractor shall not assign over any of the moneys payable
under tins contract, to any other persons by deed of assignment, letter, or-order, to the Commissioner or superintendent The
contractor for each and every breach of this condition, shall pay to the Commissioner for Koads the sum of five pounds' to bo
deducted on face of pay-sheet from amount due to contractor.
.
,
contractor to attend constantly on the work, or employ a properly authorized agent to represent him ; any order
to wiiofti wm be considered as given to tbo contractor himself.
■
of auy
description or ambiguity in tho specification, or in memoranda of contracts, the explanation
given by the Commissioner shall be final and binding on the contractor; the measurements to be made according to the actual
dimensions, notwithstanding any genera! or local custom to the contrary.
19. The contract to be completed in the time specified under a penalty of 2 per cent. ]ier month on the total amount
for everv month that such work shall remain incomplete after the expiration of the said five mouths, amount of penalty to he
deducted ou face ot pay-sheet from moneys due to contractor by department under this or any other contract

Construction—Specipication.

Gnat Northern Road.—First district, 10-72 contract.
Contract.

SugaHoaf Gap to metaUing at M‘Mahon's.

This eontract commences at end of metalling over Sugarloaf Cap, and extends northward to metalline at "M'Mabon’s
sections0^™'118 ^
baUaBtine> culvcrting, forming, metalling, blinding, and consolidating, on tho following
Section 1.—Sugarloaf to 1st culvert, 1,602 lineal yards.
^
ii
1st culvert to 2ud culvert, 528 lineal yards.
culverts 5 t°tftl °f 2,130 lineal
r0tld C0niit'rucl1011’ 2’130 linral yards drain’ and «gkt 2nd class and two 3rd class stone

Drains.

Formation.

HctaL

Blinding.

Progress

Culverts.

Dra,“B to be cut where directed by the road superintendent; to be 1 foot wide at bottom, with an average depth of
2 leet, and side slopes of one to one drams to discharge freely to culverts, and proper inlets or outlets shall bo cut from them
wherever the superintendent shall direct. Tho material excavated from drain to be evenly banked up on lower side 4 feet
clear irotn the edge, or to be distributed ns may be directed by road superintendent.
.. . ??ad7;n,y k° be formed 30 feet wide, on lines pegged out by road superintendent, and to be cut to the inclination
directed by him, the gradients being properly boned through and due allowance made for shrinkage of banks. The formation
to be in the solid, or made up with metal, as the nature of the ground may require, to bo uniform in cross section, having a
convexity of 0 inches to the margin or water-table, and were embanked on a sidling tho scarp side to be left slightly high to
allow for settlement in consolidation. All stumps, rocks, or other obstructions to be removed, and all holes, ruts, hollows or
depressions to be filled m with metal* Wherever the formation is not altogether in the solid, it must bo consolidated by the
traffic before any metal is spread, fresh material being supplied to make up convexity where required. The material excavated
in terming tlio road, unless the coutractor receives written instructions to the contrary from the road superintendent, shall be
thrown back (6) six feet clear of the water-tables. Wherever it is practicable, mitre drains 18" wide nhall be cut to relieve the
water-tables, at such intervals as shall be directed, a solid block being left and the tabling recommenced 2 feet below each mitre
dram, iho length of formation required is 2,130 lineal yards.
The metal to be of the hardest and best description of bluestone procurable within 3 miles of tho work; to be approved
by tho superintendent, to whom a sample is to be submitted before any quarrying is done. To be broken to a strict 3 inch
gauge, with clean, sharp, and cuboidal fracture, aud stacked on even ground by the side of the road for measurement. .The
metal to be quite free from epawls, quarry face, dirt, chips, &c., and shall be turned over by a fork having tines Ik" apart. The
imd S°a11 ^ OI5en0li 01111 for lnsPectlon na directed. The metal to be provided at. the rate of 1| cubic yard to each yard of
.
the -whole or any well defined length of formation is ready to receive metal, it is after measurement, and on
receipt ot a written order from the road superintendent or overseer, to be evenly spread to a width of 20 feet and a depth of
about 7*
or at the rate of 1* cubic yard to the lineal yard of road. Until so spread, examined, and blinded, no more
metal shall be stacked within such distance of the measured metal as shall be directed by the road superintendent.
VV hen tins quantity of metal is properly spread, and after inspection by the superintendent, the central 12 feet of road
shall receive an even coat of h mding 3 inches thick, or at the rate of i cubic yard to the lineal yard of road. Blinding to
consist of decomposed granite, clean ridge gravel, or other approved gritty material, No clay, loam, or black soil on anv
account to be used as blinding. Quantity of blinding required-532 cubic yards. The road is then to be kept raked in, and
maintained with the remaining A of a yard of metal to the yard run, until thoroughly consolidated by traffic and roller; any
mct&l not so required to be stacked alougsido for further mamtenauee.
"
. J-'1?6 contractor ehail be bound to proceed with the works in such order and at suchtimes ashe may heinstructed.
If
required he shall supply all the metal, and construct all the culverts before commencing the formation, or ■eke vend.
t , , 0ulJert;B are to be of fh® dimensions shown on drawings, and in all other respects In accordance with the plane
hereto attached ; to be of rough hammer-dressed stone, laid in mortar composed of one part approved stone-lime to two parts
of clean rand; stones to be well bedded, and joints to be flushed throughout. Parapets to bodressed inside,and all quoins to
bo drafted. The height of parapets. &c., to be according to position.
*
’
AU
•Notice that no other kind of material was to be used other than mcial-—A..D,

823
3

.

.
AU H10 'n’°rkB specified to be completed within five months from date of signing the bond under a penalty provided for Tims,
in the “ General Conditions for Hoad Contracts," hereto attached, which penalty will in all cases he strictly enforced, irrespective
of had weather, or any other cmiso of delay, except a written order be given by the road superintendent uot to proceed with
tho work, or to increase the same when a proportionate extension of time must be allowed
^
Tenders to state a bulk sum for the execution of all the works specified : also, a schedule of prices at which any deduc* Tenders,
tions or additions shall be valued. Such additions or deductions, no matter lo what extent ordered, shall not vitiate or set aside
the contract.
In all matters relating to this contract, not herein specified, the contractor to be hound by the printed general conditions General
hereto attached.
oouditlona
Six of the 2nd class culverts are to have waterways of 8 feet, and two of them waterways of 6 feet each.
The 3rd class culverts are to have waterways of 5 feet each.

CoKSTBuorioir—Specification.

Greal Northern Hoad.—Rrst District.

16-72 Contract.

Wire fence to south end of Apple-tree Flat.

This contract commences at end of metalling at tho wire fence, and extends northwards to 1,508 lineal yards, comprising Contract,
draining, culvcrting, forming, metalling, blinding, and consolidating of road, being a total of 1,508 lineal yards road construction,
1,508 lineal yards drain, and four 3rd does culverts of stone, and tho laying of five 15-inch pipe drains.
■
Drains to be cut where directed by the road superintendentto be 2 feet wide at. bottom, with an average depth of Drains.
2 feet, and side slopes of 1 to 1. Drams to discharge freely to culverts, and proper inlets or outlets shall be cut from thorn
wherever the superintendent shall direct. The material excavated from drain to be evenly banked up on lower side 4 feet dear
from the edge, or to be distributed as may be directed by road superintendent. Length of drain required, 1,508 lineal yards.
Headway to he formed 30 feet wide, on lines pegged out by road superintendent, and to he out to the inclination Formation
directed by him, the gradients being properly boned through and due allowance made for shrinkage of banks. The formation to
be in the solid, or made up with metal as the nature of the ground may require, to be uniform in cross section, having a
convexity of 9 inches to the margin or water-table ; and where embanked on a sidling tho scarp side to be left slightly high to
allow for settlement in consolidation. All stumps, rocks, or other obstructions to be removed, and all holes, ruts, hollows, or
depressions lo be filled in with metal. Wherever the formation is not altogether in the solid, it must be consolidated by the
traffic before any metal is spread, fresh material being supplied to make up convexity where required. The material excavated
in forming the road, unless the contractor receives instructions Lo the contrary from the road superintendent, shall be thrown
back (G) six feet clear of the water-tables. .Extra material for embankment to be obtained as will be directed from any distance
not exceeding 60 yards. Wherever it is practicable, mitre drains 18 in. wide shall be cut to relieve the water-tables, at such
intervals as •hall be directed, a solid block being left, and the tabling recommenced two feet below each mitre drain. The length
of formation required le 1,508 lineal yards.
Metal to be of the hardest and best description of blue stone procurable within three miles of the work; to be approved Metal,
by the superintendent, to whom a sample is to be submitted before any quarrying is done. To be broken to a strict 3-in.
gauge, with clean, eharji, and cuboidal fracture, and stacked on even ground by the side of the road for measurement. The
metal to be quite free from span Is, quarry face, dirt, chips, &e. The heaps shall be opened out for inspection as directed. Tbe
total quantity required will be 2,262 cubic yards.
When the whole or any well defined lenglh of formation is ready to receive metal, it. is after measurement, and on receipt
of an order from the road superintendent or overseer, to be evenly spread to a width of 20 feet, and a depth of 8 inches, or
at the rate of 1J cubic yard to the lineal yard of road. Until co spread, examined, and blinded, no more metal shall he stacked
within such distance of the measured metal as shill by directed by the road superintendent.
_ When the metal is properly spread, and after inspection by the superintendent, the central eleven feet of road shall Blinding,
receive an even coat of blinding two inches thick, or at the rate of ono-fifth cubic yard to the lineal yard of road. Blinding
to consist of decomposed granite, clean ridge-granite, or other approved gritty material. No clay, loam, or black soil on any
account to be used us blinding. Quantity of blinding required, 300 cubic yards.
The contractor shall maintain the road in good order and condition, keeping the ruts well raked in, to the satisfaction Coniolldatlen,
of the road superintendent, for a period of two months after the completion of the work, and shall force the traffic off or on
'
the road, as may he directed.
The contractor shall bo bound to proceed with the works in such order and at gneh times as lie may be instructed. If Pwe™0*.
required he shall supply all the metal and construct sill the eulveiis before commencing the formation, or vice rend
The culverts are to be of the dimensions shown on drawing, and in all other respects in accordance with the plans hereto CulTerts.
attached. The stone is to be approved of, lo be quarry dressed, but. to have faced joints ; to he laid in mortar composed of one
port beet stone-lime to two part* of approved sand ; joints to he flushed throughout.
_
All the works specified to be completed within five months from dale of signing the bond under a penalty provided for TinK-. .
in the “ General Conditions for Koad Contracts," hereto attached, which penalty will in all cases bo strictly enforced, irrespective
of had weather, or any other cause of delay, except, a written order be given 'by the road superintendent not to proceed with
the work, or to increase the same, when a proportionate extension of timo must be allowed.
.
Tenders to state a bulk sum for the execution of all the works specified, also a schedule of prices at which any deductions Tenders,
or additions shall be valued; such additions or deductions, no matter to what extent ordered, shall not vitiate or sot aside the
contract.
In all matter relating to this contract, not herein specified, the contractor to he hound by the printed general conditions Grneral ennbereto attached.
ditions.
The pipes will bo provided by the Government and delivered to the contractor, at the railway goods-shed, Murrurundi; Pipe drains,
the contractor will have to cart, them to tho work, and be responsible for breakage. They are to be laid in Portland cement”
in such positions and with such fall as will be directed. At each endof each pipe-drain two stones, cut to receive pipes, shall be
provided and set in cement j each stone to be 3' G" x 1' G" x 1' 0". The trench to be filled over pipes with approved ballast
up to the level of tops of stones at ends of pipe-drains, rammed above.

A 4,
Memo, for Mr.'Davies, in reference to Contracts 10 and 17-72.
Contract 10-72. The quantity of metal to be reduced to
cub. yd.
Contract 17-72. To be postponed until aftei the others are finished-GEO. HOLLOWAY,

2/10/72.

No. 10.

A 5.
Northern Road.—3 District,

— Division.

24 Februory, 1861.

Mr. A. C. Bayley, road superintendent, hereby undertokos to pay Amos Davies, for erecting a bridge over Goonoo
Goonoo Creek, at schedule of prices for G. G. B. South, for completing to his satisfaction the following works, accordiim lo the
general printed conditions, aud wilhin the space of two months:—
.
°
Erecting a bridge over Goonoo Goonoo Creek, oceordmg to the plan and specification of Goonoo Goonoo Bridge South.

A 0.

4

■

Sir,

A 6.
The Under Secretary for Public Worts lo Sir. Amos Uarics.
,
Department of Public Worts,
Sydney, 31 December, 1873.

I am directed by tbe Secretary for Public Worts to inform you that no tender of yours can be taten into considera
tion by the Gtovernmont until the matters now in dispute have been arranged by you with the Roads Department.
I hare, &«..
GERALD HALLIGAN’,
(For U.S.J

A 7.
Sir,

The Under Secretary for Public Worts to Hr. Amos Davies.
Department of Public Worts,
Sydney, 10 February, IS/4,

Referring to your letter of 2Sth ultimo, stating that your horses, plant, &e,, are disengaged, and offering their
services in cose of flood, to effect any road repairs, Ac., that may become necessary, 1 am directed by tbe Secretary for Public
Worts to inform you that no further wort can be given to you to perforin for the Government until your differences with the
Roads Department are satisfactorily adjusted.

I have, Ac.,
JOHN RAE.

A 8,
The Commissioner aud Engineer for Roads to Mr. Amos Davies.
Department of Public Worts,
Roads Branch, Sydney, 11 February, 1S69.
Sir,
Iu reply to your letter of 8th instant, respecting information to enable you to tender for erection of proposed
bridge nt Wellington, I have to inform you that, in consequence of your conduct in reference to tile timber for Coi’s Creek
Bridge, I have recommended that your name be noted as ineligible for any further worts under tbe Government.
I am, Ac.,
WILLIAM C. BENNETT,
Commissioner and Engineer.

A 9.
Ex parie Amos Davies.

Case for opinion of Mr. Butler.
Me. Amos Davies has, for many years, been a contractor performing road worts for the Government. In 1872 he entered into
three different contracts for the performance of worts on the Great North Road, tnown in Department as contracts 10 A,
16 A, and 17 A.
In each case there was a tender by Davies to do certain specified worts, deductions or additions to bo charged for,
allowed according to rates in tender. The wort was also to be done according to general conditions, and to satisfaction of
Commissioner for Roads. The obtaining a certificate that wort bas been completed to satisfaction of road superintendent and
overseer was, by clause 15 of general conditions, to be " a condition precedent to tbe contractor having any claim or cause
of action in respect of any work done, or materials provided, to the payments from time to time to be made hereunder, or to
tho final payment ou completion of the contract.”
Clause 2 of general regulations stipulates that “ No extra wort will be paid for without the production of an order in
writing for the same, signed by the Commissioner, and countersigned by the superintendent. Tho price for any wort not in
schedule to be determined on previous to its execution, and set forth in the said order.”
After wort commenced under contract 10 A, it was carried on by Davies under superintendence of Mr. Holloway, road
superintendent assistant, and with concurrence of principal, Holloway, instructed Davies to alter the plan, in fact the culverts
were to be of stonework of a much more expensive kind than that specified for, and the plan of the road was so altered as to
necessitate the doing of a large amount of earthwork not provided for in eontract, hut tho doing of which made less the
quantity of metal required, and in fact in that way made the amount payable for the whole wort, as claimed by Davies, less
than tbe amount of the original contract.
The change of road formation was carried out in obedience to a plan furnished to Davies by Mr, Holloway after wort
had been commenced; it was prepared in office of road superintendent, aud was curried out under his superintendence. It
shows the necessity for the work charged for, and for which tbe Government refuse payment; it was not required by plan or
specification originally furnished, and tender accepted did not provide for it.
Tbe Commissioner visited the work whilst in progress, and his attention was called by Davies to increased value of stone
work in culverts, and the supply of the material for embankments, and in both coses he, in presence of road superintendent
aud Mr. Holloway, admitted that the work was in excess of contract. The change in formation of road saved a largo quantity
of metal, and three openings or culverts.
Contracts 10 A and 17 A were carried out in tbe eamo way, aud altered under similar circumstances, and in a similar
manner. Davies has not been paid in full; lie claims £1,190 as duo to him. The Government agree to pay £626 on bis
releasing all claim. This be refuses to do, and advice is now sought as to whether, under tbe circumstances, he would recover
at law for the extra wort referred to. It may hero bo remarked that no certificate bos ever been given to him as rendered
necessary by general conditions—the Koads Department refusing to give them, when requested to do so by .Davies’s solicitor,
although they wero in possession of tho Commissioner, who stated that, it was “ not the practice of tho Department to give
them to contractors." He however did furnish copies of two of the certificates, but would not. give up the originals. The
following papers arc sent herewith :—
Tenders for three contracts.
Specifications for throe contracts, with general conditions.
Written statement of Mr. Davies.
And Counsel is requested to advise whether Davies has a good cause of action for amount lie claims over and above sum
offered him by tbo Government, and to state his opinion as to the course which should, under tho circumstances, bo pursued
by Mr. Davies.

Ex parte Davies.
As I understand tbe facts of Mr. Davies’s case, lie is claiming mainly for work not done under bis tender and the plans and
specifications to which the tender had reference, and I suppose part of his claim is for work done under snch tender and in
accordance with such plans and specifications. The work not done under his tender must be considered extra, and for this, as
I understand his case, he did not get and has not got an order in writing signed by the Commissioner and countersigned by tbe
superintendent, without which according to the 2nd regulation no such wort is to be paid for. It is quite clear therefore
that he cannot recover for snch work in an action against the Government. Again, I understand ho has not got the certificate
required by tbe loth regulation, and on this ground also be cannot recover in on action. He is upon this stale of facts
simply at tho mercy of the Government.
June 30th, /74.

E. BUTLER,
Having

5
Having fm'tlicr under my consideration tlie form of certificate given to the department in this case, it may he argued
and it admits of being fairly argued that such a certificate is sufficient to satisfy the 15th section of the general conditions.
If the Judge were to hold so, of course this difficulty would be removed. But in my opinion it is not sufficient, for I read
that condition to moan tho “obtaining of a certificate'’ by ihe contractor and not its being obtained by the department, to bo
delivered or not delivered by them to tho contractor, as they may think fit. “With regard also to the great quantity of work
which I am informed was done not under the original plans but under new plans, tho question would be whether tho
first contract was entirely abandoned and rescinded. If it were not but still subsisted and was being partly carried out, then
in my opinion the work done upon the new plans would be work extra the eontract; in other words would bo “ extra works”
within the meaning of tho second condition, and the contractor was bound to have obtained an order in writing for such
work.—E.B.

■ A 10.
(To the cndcncc of Mr. Amos Davis, 10 May, 1876.)

Amos Davies’ claims against the Government, for work done.
Pate when
fluielicd.

Value of work
done.

Amount of contract.

PoReription of work,

f
s. d.
26 May, 1864... Bridge and approaches, Goonoo Goo1100 Creek, North Tamworth, at
Schedule rates of bridge south....... Schedule rates ...
22 Mar.,I860,., Contract S-G-i—4 bridges and cul*
Tort, Wallabadab Gap ....................
823 16 0
17 Jan., 1868... Contract 3-67—Construction new
road and culvcrt-s ............................
1,096 15 6
— Dec., 1872... Sboafchiuc Dannar’s Creek Bridge, (2 3/8 per foot ...
4 Hov.,1873... Contract ID-72'-Construction new
road and culverts ...........................
*1,911 8 6
IS Sept.,1873... Contract- 16-72^Consfcruction new
road and culverts ...........................
*1,110 19 0
■— Jan., 1874... Sheathing 3 bridges,Liverpool Range,

s. d.

£

Amount duo.

Amount paid.

d6

8.

d.

s. d.

£

759 14

5

666

S

9

93 10

8

896 16

0

823 16

0

73

0

0

1,255 8 10
41 18 4

1,186 0 2
36 10 11

69
5

8

7

S
5

1,869

1,421

5

O

1,382 11 11

4

0

44S

1

0

1,114 12

6

207 19

5

Total claim for work done .................... £

10

0

8

967

7

10

•Note.—To avoid delay and dispute, I, on the 2nd December, 1873, offered to accept as final payment the bulk sums
of tenders in contracts 10 and 16-72.
AMOS DAVIES, 12/5/75.

A 11.
I

hereby

Final Certificate for works shown as completed, 4 June, 1873.
certify that the whole of the works on Contract 10-72 have been completed in strict accordance with tho specification
and plans, with the following alterations, additions, or deductions.

Deductions,

Poscription. and Dlmejisious,

£

4 3rd-ftluss finlvprts, (2) 40/-/-................................................ .

IGO

0

0

£1,911

8

6

s. d.

AildiUons.

£

8
1,007.47 cubic yards of metal, @ 5/G..........

...............................................

4 2nd-class culverts* 50/-/- ...................................................................................
2 3rd-class
,,
40/-/- ....................................................................................

0 17
293 11
0 2
200 0
80 O

l(i-inoh

TT

ll/-/"

........... .....................

11

.....................................

24
279
162
5
Total................................................. *
Net deduction ...................................................................

Ordered by Geo. Hollow'ay, Overseer,

574 11

6. d. *

8

1,911

s. fi.
8 6

1,911

8

6

42

3

6

1,869

5

0

1,421

4

0

448

1

0

£

0

6
3
6
0
0
40

1

| Original Contract.

3

532

8 0
0 0
2 6
15 0
17 3
17 0
8

9

E. A KABD1V, Road Superintendent.
AMOS DAVIES, Contractor, 11*5; 75.

Conteact

6
Conteact 10-72.
Detaiied measurements of earth in embankments.
at........... li eh depth: s on centre road 1' 0", length gy, width
8 ohs. 9 ft.
2' 0" X 330' X 33' 0" =
17 and 19 chs'.
3' 0" X 396'
X 34' 0".
26 chs. 5 ft.
2' 6" X 420' X 33' 9" =
39 chs. 59 ft.
3' 0" X 366'
X 34' G" =
47 chs.
1' 6" X 165' X 32' 3'' =
M
62 chs.
3' 0" X 132'
X 34' Ci" —
W

21,780
40,986
33,433
37,881
7,9G5
13,060

To get average depths divide by ........................ 2)160,728
To get cubic yards divide by .............................27) 80,364
2,976
Add........... 1,500
.

Total ....... 4.,478 cubic yards.

The added 1,500 cubic yards is the estimated quantity of ballast required in a previous specification to fill ruts, &c.,
at Is. 3d, per cubic yard = £279 15s. (Same price as Manilla Koad Schedule.)

your AsMar stone Otiltterlf.
Detail trade difference between ashler and rubble work :—■
.....................................
Cutting punched or picked beds and joints ............................
Setting, at 3d. per cubic foot ......................................................
Mortar.................................................................................................

£ a, d.
0 15 0
0 12 0
0 6 9
Oil

Working price per cubic yard........................

1 17 10

Ashlar.—Quarry and carting, at per cubic yard

.EKiife,—Quarrying and carting, per cubic yard .....................................
Setting (per C. Mayes' Contractor’s p. book) .........

0
O

2 3*
G 6

Mortar .....................................................................................

0

4i 4

0 12
Total difference in value .....................................£1

5

7
3

There being 129 cubic yards 10 feet 4 inches afiblcr used, at 25s. 3d., increased value, the contractor claims £162 17s. 3d,
for such work.

AMOS DAVIES*

* I had many hundred j aids brought, on the road at this price

A 12.
Final Certificate for Works shown as comjjlefed, 18fA ^epf., 1873.

I

heebby

certify that the whole of the works on Contract 16-72 have been completed in strict accordance with the specifications
»
and plans, with the following alterations, additions, or deductions.

Description and Dimensions.

Deductions.
£

Contract, as per Tender .................................................................................
86 lin. yards of drain, 1/-.................................................................................
48 „ „ formation, 2/6........................................................................
11 cubic yards blinding, 2/-.............................................................................
216J cub. yards metalfS/G ..............................................................................
Six 16-inch pipe-drains, 11/-/-.........................................................................
•One 12
„
drain, 6/-/-......................................................................
Five 15
„
drains, 8/-fi.........................................................................
Extra quantity stonework............. ..... . .........
1,468 cubic yards earthwork, used to rise the road, @1/3 .........................
101 cubic yards 7 feet ashlar work in culverts, @ 25/3 ..............................
2 months' maintenance, as per tender—per month, 20/-/- ..........................
34 cubic yards 5-inch ballast, @ 4/6 ..............................................................
•Misdedueted from 12-mch pipe drain, intended for Contract 17—72 .........
Total.............................................
■

Not addition......................... ....................................

d.

£

s.

Origlnnl Cuntroot.
d.

£ s. d.
1,115 19 0

4 6 0
COO
12 0
59 7 0

66 0 0
6 0 0
40 0 0
14
91
126
40
7

12
15
11
0
13
2 0

99 7 0

6
0
5
0
0
0

365 19 11
---- 3—

1,115 19

0

266 12 11

Not total .......................................

1,382 11 11

Amount of payments on account ..............................

1,114 12 6

Balance due ...................................

* Ordered by Geo.

s.

Addition?.

Houwat,

Overseer.

,

£

267 19

5

E. A. NAKDlTiJ Koad Superintendent.
AMOS DAVIES, Contractor, 15/5/76.

Conteact

827
7

Conteact 16-72.

Detail measurements of earth in embankments
Section at r oh., depths 0' 9", lengths 80', width 31' 1" = 1,866 cub.
8' 11 0" » 2' 0"
31' 10"
X 100'
X
31
3,979 )1
15' » 12" 11
2' 0"
33' 0" = 15,180 J}
X 231'
X
n
19' t> 18" 11
X 231'
1' 0"
X
31' 6" - 2,079 >>
23' 11 53" 11
0' 6"
X 165'
X
30' 9" . 2,537 r>
a
29' 1) 41" 11
1' 6"
X 133'
X
32' 3" — 6,385 11
a
37' n 0" It
1' 0
X nd.
ii
40' it 0" 11
1' 0"
X 261'
X
31' 6" - 8,316
ii
fl
43' it IS" It
nil
31
5<y u 34" 11
nil.
n
57' it 0" 11
1' 9"
X 264'
32' 7" = 16,003 11
X
fi
No section at 46' n 0" ))
2' 0"
X 165'
33' 0" = 10,890 11
X
48' ii 25" Jl
2' 0"
X 198'
X
33' 0" = 13,068 It
11
To get average depths divide by............2)79,302
To get cubic yards divide by............27)39,651
.
Total cubic yards....... 1,468 15'
At 1/3 per cubic yard = £91 15s. (Same as Manilla Bead Schedule.)
--------Four Culverts (Slone).

Detailed trade difference between ashlar and rubble work, quarry and carting, @ per
cubic yard...........................................................................................■.......................................
Cutting punched or picked beds and joints, @ -/2 ...................................................................
Setting, @ -/3 per cubic foot .........................................................................................................
Mortar .......... .....................................................................................................................................

£ s. d.
0 15 0

0 12 0
0

9

9

Oil

'.£ 1 17 10
Per cubic yard .............
£ a. d.
Rubble work, quarrying, and carting, percubic yard 0
2 3 I had many hundred yards brought
on the road at this price.
Setting (per C. Mayes’,Contractor’s, P.Books)......... 0 6 6
Mortar.................... ..... .................................................... 0
4 4

Per cubic yard

£ 0 12

Increased cost of ashlar work ... £ 1

5

7
3

There being 101 cubic yards 7 feet of ashler used, @ 25/3 increased value, the contractor claims £126 11s. 6d. for such

work.
AMOS DAVIES.

A 13.
Final Certificate for World sAeum as completed. EBti May. 1864.

I

hebebt

certify that the wholo of tho works ou Contract replacing G-oonoo Goonoo Bridge havo been completed in strict
accordance with the specification and plans, with tho following alterations, additions, or deductions.
Description and Dimensions.

Deductions.

Erecting bridge and approaches Goonoo Goonoo Creek, North Tamworth,
at schedule of prices for Goonoo Goonoo Bridge, South Tamworth.
Value of work in Bridge at the obovomcntioned rates ..........................
Stono in walls, 199.17 oubT yds. @4/6 ..........................................................
724 cubic vardfi earthwork fa) ^j-........................................
.......................
114 cubic yards ballast @ 15/-..........................................................................
62 cub. yds. 5 feet feet metal @ 20/- ............................................................

Additions.

Original Contract.

£ s. d.
468
44
108
85
52

Disputed deductions.
The ballast reduced bv 10/6 per yard..........................................
The metal reduced by 11/- per yard ..............................................................
Fine imposed...................................................................
. .
.

69 17 0
28 13 8
6 0 0

Total..............................................................

93 10 8

13
15
12
10
3

3
6
0
0
8

759 14 5

Net addition or deduction ..................................................
Net total .....................................................
Amount of payments on Account..... ...............................

666 3 9

Balance due..................................................

93 10 8

M. Boro, Overseer.

Ordered by

A. O. BAYLEY, Road Superintendent.
AMOS DAVIES, Contractor, 15/5/75.

A 14.

82*

8
A 14.
Final Certificate for works shown as completed, 22nd March,

1865,

I hebebt certify that the Trhole of the worts on eontract S-G4 have been completed in strict accordance with tho specification
and plans, with the following alterations, additions, or deductions.
Description ami dimensions.

Deductions.

£

s.

Additions.

d.

£

s.

Originul Contract.

a.

£

Four bridges and culvert, Wallabadab Gap—amount of tender..................

s. d.

823 16

0

823 16

0

Deductions,

Addditions,

Uprights act in sills and tarred................ ................................................................................

I cannot give accurate quantities of prices for tbe additions or
deductions, having lost my copy*—MY. Superintendent Q.uodling sent
to the head office such returns, by which I am willing to be paid. I
believe the net addition was ............ ....................... .........................................

73

0

0

Total..................................

73

0

0

Rote.—

73

0

0

...........................

890 16

0

Amount of payments on account....................

823 16

0

Net total

Balance due......................

.................. £

73

0

0

Ordered by IT. QUODLING-, Road Superintendent.
A1IOS DAVIES, Contractor, 15/5/75.

W. Bevois, Orcrseer.

A 15.
Date offrit payment, \2th September,

I

hebebt

IS67.—Final

Certificate for xcorks shov.'n as completed, l*lb January,

1868.

certify that the whole of the worts on contract 3-C7, hare been completed in.etrict accordance with the specification
and plans, with the following alteration*, additions, or deductions.
Deductions.

Description aud dimensions.

£

6. d.

Additions.
£

Original Contract.

s. d.

Amount of tender...........................................................................................................

One first-class culvert ........................... ......................................................................

Ill 3
47 10

4
0

158 13

4

£
B. d.
1,096 15 6

From date of first payment to date of final voucher is only 4 months
and 5 days. Tbe contract time was 5 months, which time would be
extended by the extra work being done. A line of £21 ISs. was hereon
imposed ; its remission is now sought.—A.P.
Total..................................
Net addition........................................................
Net total ................... .

1,096 15

6

• 158 13

4

1,255

8 10

1,186

0

2

69

8

8

—

Amount of payments on account ............
Balance due................. £
i

Orcrseer.

Ordered by A. C. BAVLET,
Road Superintendent.
AMOS DAVIES, Contractor, 15/5/75-

A 1G.

9
A 16.
Final Certificate for works shoivn, as completed.—1872.

I iieeebt certify that the whole of the works on Contract, Dangers Creek Bridge, have been completed in strict
with the specifications and plans, with the following alterations, additions, or deductions :—
Description and dimensions.

Additions.

Deductions.

Sheathing, Dangar’s Creek Bridge.
Tarred timber and spiked, 92'0" x 15'0" x 2" = 230 cubic feet, at 3s, 8d.

£

6. d.

£

accordance
.

Oripnivl Contract

£

s. d.

Total.....................................................

a.

d.

41 18

4

41 18

4

36 10 11

Amount of payments on account .............................. .

6

7

6

Ordered by E. A. NAB.DIN, Bead Superintendent.
AMOS DAVIES, Contractor, 16/5/75.

Overseer.

A 17.
1871.

Final Certificate for works si own as completed, January,

We hereby certify that the whole of the works on contract, three bridges, Liverpool Kange, have been completed in strict
accordance with the specification and plans, with the following alterations, additions, or deductions :—

Liverpool Range and Doughboy Hollow—Sheathing three bridges as per
tender accepted.
60' 0" x 13' 0" x 2"-)
6G' 0" x 13' 0" x 2" f- — 348' 10" cub. feet @ 4/6 per foot .................
45' 0" x 13' 0" x 2")
' 1

£

e.

| Original Contract

Additions.

Deductions.

Description and dimensions.

d.

£

s.

d.

s.

d.

72 13

6

72*13

6

17 13

6

£

-

As done.
46' 6" x 13' 0" x 2'4" ■)
64' 6" x 13' 0 x 2'i )
72

0

0

90

6 11

90

6 11

90

6 11

80

6

3

10

0

8

Ordered by AMOS DAVIES, Contractor.
Concurred in by E. A. HARDIN, Road Superintendent.

Overseer,

A 18.
Mr. A. Davies to Mr. Road Superintendent Nardin.
Mountain View,

Murrurundi,
27 December, 1873.

vid

Sir,
I do myself tbc honor to hereby request that you furnish to me the “ certificates” referred to in the 15th clause of
the general conditions governing contracts 10, 16, and 17-72, Great Northern Road, First District.
I have, &o.,
AMOS DAVIES.

A 19.
Mr. Road Superintendent Nardin to Mr. A. Davies.
Road Superintendent’s Office,
Mudgec, 24 January, 1874. .
Sir,
In reply to your letter of the 27th of lost month, applying to mo for final certificates for contracts 10a, 16a, and
17a, Great Northern Road, I have to inform you that it is not usual to furnish contractors with such certificates ; that
documents of the kind have always been forwarded to the head office for payment.
'
I am, &c.,
.
ERNEST A. NARDIN,
Received 1st February, 1S74.—A.D,
Road Superintendent.

233—b

A 20.

830
10
A 20.

•
Mountain View,

Humirundi,
27 December, 1873.

nid

Sir,
As tbe latter portion of my two months maintenance of contract 16-72 has been performed under your supervision
an road superintendent, I beg to request that yon furnith me with the " certificate” referred to by the 15th clause of the
general conditions governing said contract.
I have, Ac.,
No reply has yet been received from Mr. Donnelly.—A.D., 21/0/7-1.
AM.OS DAVIES.

A 21.
Telegram from Mr, A. 0. Baylcy to Mr. A. Davies.
I SHALL bo down to-morrow; wont to see you particularly.

A 22.
Copt of Schedule of Prices for Bridge over Goonoo Goonoo Creek, Tamworth, as per Tender :■
Piles over ground, per lineal foot, at...............................................................................................................................................
Capsids, 12 112
„
..................................'...........................................................................................................
Girders, squared one side, at....................................................................................................................................................... ....
„
„
three sides, at...........................................................................................................................................................
Handrails, filed, per cubic foot, at ................................................... ............................................................................................
Flooring, including spikes, at...............................................................................................................................................................
Piles below surface, per lineal foot, at ...........................................................................................................................................
Smithmork, per lb., at..................................................... .......................................................................................... .............................
Tarring, per superficial yard, at................................................................... .......................................................................................
Painting,
„
...........................................................................................................................................................
Slabbing, per superficial foot, at..........................................................................................................................................................
Earthwork, per cubic yard, at ...........................................................................................................................................................
Sandstone ballast, per cubic yard, ot............................................................................................... ..............................................
Granite metal,
„
................................................................................................................................................
Border stones, per lineal yard, at............................................ ........................................................................................................
Over Soiit/i

3

0

1 9
2 0
7

2

8
6
1
2

6
0
2
0

a o
i o

3

o

15

0

20 0
10 0

.BraneA

Amount of contract, £961 Os. 4d.
Ocer

s. d.
2 0

Time, 6 months.

jYortk Branch.

Amount of contract, £759 11s. 5d.

Time, 3 months and 1 day.
AMOS DAVIES.

A 23.
Mr. IV. Boyd to Mr. A. Davies.
Tub level of shoulders of piles (Goonoo Goonoo Creek Bridge) is to be 2 ft, 6 in. above the floor of Goonoo Goonoo Bridee
South.
1 ft. 10 in. higher than first ordered.—A.D., 16./
W. BOYD, 14/3/61.

A 24.
Mr. W. Boyd to Mr. A. Davies.
Tamworth, 16 April, 1864,

Sir,
I beg to inform you that no border stones are required on approaches to Bridge.

I am, Ac.,
W. BOYD.

[2b the Evidence ofW.O. Bennett, Esq., 2 June, 1875,]
B 1.
Mr. W. Boyd to The Commissioner and Engineer for Hoads.
Uralln, 22 August, 1861.
Sir,
With reference to your telegram of the 20th instant, I have the honor to inform you, that Mr. Bayley told me
on or about the 29th March that Mr. Davies was to have nine (9) shillings per cub. yd. for the metal; this was to the best of
my knowledge before any metal was got.
Mr. Davies mentioned severol times that Mr. Bayley was going to allow him 9s. per cub. yd.; the last time I heard him
was about tbe end of April, or beginning of May, as stated in telegram, when none of the metal was drawn.
I have, Ae.,
_
,
W. BOYD.
Seen. Put with Goonoo Goonoo Bridge papers.—W.C.B., 27/8/64.

B 2.
Mr. A. Davies to The Commissioner and Engineer for Hoads.
Waliabadah, 26 November, 1864,
Sir,
In reply to your letter of the 1st, I have to inform you that I am prepared to sign the usual receipt on being paid
tbe amount certified for by Mr, Superintendent Bayley, on account of Goonoo Goonoo Bridge contract.
I have, Ac.,
AMOS DAVIES,
_
Contractor.
P-8.—I shall bo in Sydney on the 2nd December, and will call at the cilice for payment.—A. Davies.
Take care the receipt is in full of all demands.—W.C.B., 29/11/64.
receipt in full.—A.J.C., 3/12/64.

Mr. Chisholm,—Mr. Quodling requested to obtain

B 3,

11

B 3.
Mr. A. Davies to The Commissioner and Engineer for Beads.
Mountain Yiew,

WnUabadah)
11 September, 1870.

vid

Sii*

I do myself the honor to inform you, that 1 have decided to abandon all claims for the payment of further money
on account of Goonoo Goonoo Bridge approaches, and contract 3-67, Great Northern Bead ; and do hereby withdraw such
claims.

1 hare, «o.,
AMOS DAVIES,
Contractor.

_________

Mr. Wickham,—Ascertain if this is the whole in dispute with Davies,—W.C.B., 14/9/SO.

Ho other dispute with

Davies.—W.W., 22/9/70.

.

B 4.

.

Mr. Boad Superintendent Statham to The Commissioner and Engineer for Boads.
'

Goonoo Goonoo,
31 August, 1870.

Sir
In accordance with the instruction contained in your memo., dated 9th instant, respecting claims set forth by Amos
Davies for work done, I have conferred with Mr. Bayley, and consider that he is entitled to receive the balance on contract for
erection of piers at Bowling Alloy Point Bridge.
...
.
. ,
The work was done, and approved by Mr. Bayley previous to the flood, which injured the centre pier. I have examined
it carefully, and consider that it has been well done, and that the damage to centre pier is due to there not being sufficient
holding ground for the piles. I accordingly transmit herewith vouchers for the amount.
....
With reference to claim for £21 18s. 8d., on account of contract 3-67 (Eloggy Gully to Sugarloaf Siding), the amount
was a deduction for overtime, in accordance with the terms of the agreement, and I do not see any reason to justify its remission.
The claim for £88 12s. 8d. I believe to bo groundless; it refers to task Ho. 10, dated 24th February, 1804, for approaches
to bridge over Goonoo Goonoo Creek, Tamworth. Davies bus been paid at a schedule rate of 4s. Gd. per cubic yard for pitching,
and 9s. per cubic yard for metal, prices which doubtless at the time were ruling, but would now he thought excessive for the
locality and description of work. Mr. Bayley states that ho arranged these prices before the work commenced, in the presence
of Mr. Overseer Boyd, and that Mr. Boyd has furnished a document, which is now in the Sydney office, confirmatory of the
agreement, Davies claims for the above work at las. and 20s. per cubic yard respectively, being prices paid for a former
contract on the same bridge,
_
_
I consider that no further attention should bo accorded to either of these claims.
.

I have, &c.,
E. J. STATHAM.

Inform Mr. Davies that amount due for Bowling Alley-Bridge will he paid without delay, and that the claims for 2-67
and Goonoo Goonoo approaches were referred to Mr. Statham, who considers that no further attention should be given to such
claims ; and that I now finally resolve not to give any more employment to Mr. Davies until such claims are finally withdrawn.
Mr. Statham to send in voucher, and note that Davies is not to be employed again until he has withdrawn bis claims.—W.U.B.j
G/9/70.
Mr. Statham to note.—B.C., 6/9/70.
Wrote, Mr. Davies.—6/9/70.

B 5.
[DEPABTMEIfT OP PtlBlJC WORKS,—BOAT) BllAltCH.

Form of Tender for all works required for the construction of four Bridges and Culvert.—Contract Ho, 8-64.
I HEREBY propose to execute the whole of the works required for the construction of four bridges and culvert at Waliabadah
Gap in strict accordance with the specification and plans, and to the entire satisfaction of the Commissioner for Boads, or other
authorised officer, and to complete the same within four months after signing the contract, for the sum of £823 16s.; and do
berchv agree that any addition, deduction, or alteration shall ho valued at the following rates, or at a price to be agreed upon
at the time, and added to or deducted from the above amounts, as the case may be:
Details of hulk sum and schedule of prices for valuation of increase or decrease.
Hewn timber, framed, including portion of piles overground, at...
6s.
Bound do.
do.
do.
...
3a.
Do.
do. squared one side, nt............................................. 3s. 4d.
Do.
do.
do. two sides, at ......................................... 3s. 8d.
Sawn timber, do.
planod and fitted, at ......................... ........... .
5s. 8d,
Do.
in flooring, fixed, including spikes ....... ..................... 4s. 2d.
Biles for portion below surface, including driving, at ...................... 6s. 6d,
Smithwork, fixed, including pile-shoes ................................................
10d.
Stockholm tarring, three coats, at .........................................................
Genuine white lead, in oil, three coats, at...........................................
Iron castings, as per drawing, at..............................................................
Bock excavation, for sills..............................................................
ISsEarth excavation, do................................................................. ...............
4s.
Masonry in mortar........................................................................................
Masonry in cement ................................
Concrete...........................................................................................................

per cubic foot.
per lineal foot.
per lineal foot.
per lineal foot.
per cubic foot.
per cubic foot.
per liueal foot.
per lb. weight,
per superficial yard.
per superficial yard.
per owt;
per cubic yard.
per cubic yard.
Per cubic yard.
Per cubic yard.
P® cutl° yftrd<

Total Bulk Sum....................................... £ 823 16 0
Undefined work underground not shown in drawings, nor included in above amount, at the following rates :■
Bock excavation, at .........................................................................................
Earth excavation............................ ......................._...........................................

P0r cubic yard.

Biles, for portion below surface, including driving, at ........ .............
Masonry in mortar..................................................................................
Masonry in cement.....................................................................-...........

per cubic yard.
per lineal foot.
Por cubic yard.
Per cubic yard.

Concrete ............................................................................. .................................

per cubic yard.

The

832

12
Tbe prices in the preceding schedule include all labour, materials, tools, and workmanship of every kind necessary for
the full and perfect completion of the work, to the entire satisfaction of the Commissioner for Bonds, or other authorized officer.
AMOS DAVIES,
Tamworth.

To the Under Secretary for Public Works.

Should the foregoing tender be accepted we, tbe undersigned, do hereby agree to be responsible for tbe due performance
of the contract, and we hereby undertake, within
days from the date of tbe notification of tbe acceptance of the said
tender, jointly and severally to eiecute and deliver a bond to Her Majesty in the penal sum of
for securing
such performance.
Witness to signatures of Daniel Began "l
and Oswald Braekenreg,—
)
Jas. Gahland, J.P.

DANIEL BEO-AN.
OSWALD BBACKENBECt.

BG.
DmETMBHT

op

Boads

Beidoes,

ami

[Pay Voucher No. fill.]

Northern Boad.
Absxeaoi and acquittances of amounts paid to Contractors and others employed as herein described, from the 8th of February to tbe 22nd

Names.

work done by each
Individual or J^rty to
be bore stated.

Waliabadah flap.
Completion of four
Amos Davies.. bridges and culvert
according to plan
and specification.
Balance of contract.

No. of
Contract
or Task,

Rate.

No. of
full
working
days.

Amount.

B o n d forw arded to A u d it Office
a n d noted.

Locality,
Nature and quantity of

day of March, 1866.
We, the undersigned, hereby ac
knowledge to have received from
the Oomuiissionur for Hoads the
sumset down oppositetooursevoral
names, being in full of our demands
respectively, for the services speci
fied in this abstract.

Total.

£

279

b.

d.

19

4

Amos

Davies

.........................................

Date of
payment
and
by whom
paid.

Witness.

15th M a y , 1S65,
T h e C om m issioner for B oads.

.

Henry Quodling,

_
We hereby certify the above aeccount, amounting to two hundred and seventy-nine pounds nineteen shillings and four-ponce, is correct
in every particular; that the persons therein named have fully and fairly performed the wort contracted for by them ; and that the day
labourers have been employed for the time stated against their respective names, and at the current rate of wages.

HENRY QDODLING,
True copy,—Thomas B.

Steed,

31/5/7S.

Superintendent.

Depabtmbht

op

Boads

am

Beidges.

[Pay Voucher No. 61.]

2nd District,
and acquittances of amounts paid to Contractors and others employed as herein described, from tbe 9th of November, 1864, to
the 11th of January, 1865.
Northern Boad,

Abstbact

Names.

Locality.
Nature and quantity of
No of
work done by each
Contract
Individual or Party to
or Task.
bo here stated.

Rate.

No. of
full
working
days.

Amount.

We, the undersigned, hereby ac
knowledge to have received from
thb Commissioner for Roads the
sum set down'opposite toourseveral
names, being in full of our demands
respectively, for the services speci
fied in this abstract.

Total,

Hate of
payment
and
by whom
paid.

Witness

CO
C3
O
M
CJ

0
ta
Contract 8-64.
Amos Davies.. Waliabadah flap
Bridge—1st ad
vance on Cont.

h

£

s. d.

us

CO Fh
S
^ 0
3

03
o

3

170

0

5

cd

Amos Davies,.,,........................

£'g“
gw

Henry Quodling,

v s
Fh a

S
1

S.2
a
a

H

o

£ 170

0

5

We hereby certify that tbe above account, amounting to one hundred and seventy pounds and five pence, is correct in every
particular ; that the persons therein named have folly and fairly performed the work contracted for by them ; and that the day labourers
have bean employed for the time stated against their respeetine names, and at the current rate of wages.
.
HENBY QUODLING,
True copy,—Thomas R, Steed, 31/5/75.
Superintendent.
Depabthbnt

13
Depabtstent
Northern Hoad,

Works.

of Pnraio
2nd

Niitricl,

Division.

RETURN eliowiog tlio Amount and value of wort done o]i this division, from 9th November, 1864, to the 11th January, 1865.
No. of
Con
tract

Nanus of Contractor.

Date of lost
measurement or
completion of
Work,

Data of present
murwurcnicnt, or
completion of
Contract.

Total amount
of Contract,

1864

1865.
11 January ...

£ e. d.
823 16 0

9 November...

8-64

Amount
Total value
Amount already
nfwork executed advanced on of advance now
recommended.
to this date.
account.

£ s. d.
169 17 5

£

s.

a.

£ s. d.
169 17 5

Details of measurement of the above wort, as stated in the fourth column.
No. of
Con
tract,

Description

No.

5

Quantity.

Dimensions.

of Worlt.

Frica.

£

s. d,

Bridge.

3. d.
8-64

Piles below the surface
including driving ........
Do. above ground ........
23' A 12" x 12"........
Gapsills (2) .....................
23' x 1' 2" diameter
Girders (5) .....................
23' i 18' 6" x 4" ...
Flooring ..........................
Smithwork .....................
IVb. 4

51 8 1. ft.
19 2 „
46 0 c. ft.
115 01. ft.
141 10 c. ft.
223 lbs.

6 6
3 0
5 0
3 4
4 2
0 10

16
2
11
19
29
9

15 10
17 C
10 0
3 4
10 11
5 10

54 ' 0 c. ft.

5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
5 0
0 10

13
20
13
9
25
7

10
2
10
15
10
0

0
6
0
0
0
0

Bridge.
ZY

Sills (2)..............................
Uprights ..........................
Capsilla (2) .....................
Corbels (6) .....................
Girders (3) .....................
Smithwork .....................
Excavation—
Earth and rock
Dock .................

x 12" x 12" ,

80
54
39
102

27' x 12" i 12" ...,
f/ C" i 12" x 12"
34' x 12" x 12" ...
c. ft. in.
532 0
7,1 3

Earth
Do. ...

460
672

9
0

1,132

9

Less 10 per cent.

6 „
0 „
0 „
0 „
168 lbs.

2 17 3 c. yds. 15

0

1 19

7

4

6

8

7

9

188 18

3

41 25 9

„

18 17 10

........

£

Total

170

0

5

We hereby certify that the abovo return is a fair and correct statement of the contract to which it refers, and that
the above measurements were made by
HENBY QUOD LING,
______ Overseer.
Boad Superintendent.

Department of Roam and Bbidges.

[Pay Voucher No. 144.]

Northern Boad, 2nd District.

Abstbact of payments to

Names,

Contractors and others employed as heroin described, from the 11th January to the 8th February, 1865.

Locality.
No. of
Mature and quantity of
Contract
1 work done by each
or Task.
Individual or Party to
bo hero stated.

Rale.

No. nf
full
working
days.

Amount.

Wo, tbe undersigned, hereby ac*
knowledge to have received from
the Commissioner for Hoods, the
Bum setd own opposite to our Rovor&l
mimes, being in full of our demand.1!
reflpcctively} for the services speci
fied in this abstract.

Total-

Date of
payment
and
by whom
paid.

Witness.

m
rO

6

cd

4
Cl
cd
jjO

Contract 8-G4.
Amos Davies. Wullabadali Chip
Bridge—2nd ad
vance on Contract

la
£

£

s.

d.

373 16

3

1.2
*-■ or

Henry Quodling.

a

» ©
d
Q

©

A

Wo hereby certify that the above account, amounting to three hundred and seventy-throe pounds sixteen shillings and three pence, is
correct in every particular j that the persons therein named have fully and fairly performed the work contracted for by them ; and that the
dav laborers have been employed for the time stated against their respective names, and at the current rate of wages.
J
1 ’
HENBY QUODLING,
True copy,—Thomas B. Steel, 31/5/75.

Superintendent.

Department

Depabikbkt of Public Woekb.

I

Northern Road, Znd District.
Eetiten showing tho amount and yolue of wort done on this Derision, from 11th January to the 8th February, 1865.
Vo. of
Com-'

Date of last
measurement, or
completion of
work.

Name of Contractor.

tract.

8/69

1865.
Amos Davies ................... 11 January .,,

Details
So of
Con
tract.

8-64

Date of present
measurement, or
completion of
contract.

1865.

8 February...

Total
Tftluo of work
executed to
this dote.

Total
amount of
work.

£ E. d.
823 16 0

£ s. d.
543 13 8

Amount
already
adrancctl
on account

£ s. d.
169 17 5

Amount
of advance now
recommeuded.

£
8. d,
373 16 3

of Measurements of the above Wort, as stated in tbe fourth column.

Description of Work,

Dimensions.

Quantity,

No. 3 Bridge.
Excavation-Earth androck 23' 0" x 3' 0" x S' 6".......................... 241
Rock...........
23'0" x 3'0" x 1'6"........................... tl03

Price.

£ s.

d.

G
6

Earth
..................................................
*138 0
Rook..........
23' 6" x 3' 6" x 3' 0".......................... +240 9
Earth androck 24' 0" x 3' 0" x G' 0".......................... 432 0
Rock..........
24' 0" x 3' 0" x 1' 0".......................... + 72 0
Earth

..................................................

No. 2 Bridge.
Earth .

24' 6" i 3' 0" x 4.' 3".......................... *312
£4'0" x 3'0" x 3'0".................... ,....*210
24' 0" i 3' 6" x 3' 0".......................... +252
24'0" x 3'0" x 5'G"........................... *390
•Earth.
138 0
+Roek.
360 0
103
6
812 4
246
9
216 0
72
0
390
01,4224
252 0
.......
674 3

Rock..
Earth

Sills 4—Hewn.................... 24'0" x 12"

n ^

*300 0

112"

4
0
0
0

.............................................

................ 23'0" x 12" x 12" .............................................

„

Wing pieces......................^

10'9") x

s

.............................................

Uprights—Round ...........
Braces—Sawn ................. | 22'G;,’xib""x4:'’!*”!l’l!-!"!"”!"!""!l"!......

23' 0" x 10" x 4"......... ’.......................................
Girders, squared 2 sides ...

i,

i,

1

■

Flooring—Sawn ................. 06' 0" i i8;4" x 4/\'--Zb-b--Zbb!!.......
Smithwork

.........................

52 18 c. yds
24 20 „

a. d,
4 0
15 0

io io a
18 14 6

90 Oc. ft.
92 0 „
17 S „
206 0 c, ft.
104 01. ft.

6 0

Gi 7 e

3 0

15 12 0

12 7 c. ft.
136 8 1. ft.

6 8
3 8

210 0 „

403 4 e. ft.
504+ lbs.

3 4

6 8
0 10

3 11 3
25
36
114
21

1 1
0 0
6 6
0 5

No. 5 Bridge.
Wing pieces—Hewn .......

38 0 c. ft.

No. 4 Bridge.
Wing pieces—Hewn .......
4 corbels
„
.......
xiFiib''"',”!!!
2 girders
„
....... 34' 0" x 12" x 12" ..............................................

....

46 9 c. ft.
26 0 „

Flooring—Sawn ....... ........ 34' 0" x 18' 4" x 4"..............................................
Smithwork ........................

178 9 c. ft.
207 9 „
377* lbs.

5
5

0
8
0 10

44 13 4
58 17 8
15 14 7

...................

......

415 8 0
41 11 9

o'o"

Less 10 per cent, (say)..............

68 0 „

373 16

3

HENRY QUODLING,
Road Superintendent.

835

15
33 7.
Mr. G-. Wallace Co The Commissioner and Engineer for Boads.
Tamworth, 16 August, 1869.
Davies v. Government.
Mb. Amos Djiviis has instructed me to apply for payment of £110 11s, 4d., being tbc balance due to him for certain road
works performed by him on or about May, 1864, and January, 18GS.
Will you kindly inform me if tho Government are prepared to make any settlement of Mr. Davies’s claim? I have
your letter to Mr. Davies of 9th June last, No. 891, but Mr. Davies informs me that ho has not been paid in full.
An early answer will oblige
Yonrs truly,
GEO. WALLACE.
Inform that wo hold Mr. Davies’s receipt in full for these works.—W.C.B., 14/9/69.
Mr. Wallace, 16/9/69.

Tho Commissioner and Engineer for Roads to Mr. Geo. Wallace.
Department of Public Works,
Office of Commissioner and Engineer for Boads,
Sydney, 15 September, 1869.

Sir,
, ,
I" reply to your letter of the 16th ultimo, relative to a claim of £110 11s. 4d., alleged to he due to Mr. Amos
Davies in respect of works performed by him under this Department, I hare to inform you that receipts showing payment in
full for tho works in question are duly filed in this office.
I am, &b.,
WILLIAM C. BENNETT,
Commissioner and Engineer.

B 8.
Know all men by these presents, that wo, Amos Davies, of Waliabadah, in tho Colony of New South Wales, contractor,
Charles John Smith, of Waliabadah, in the Colony aforesaid, butcher, and Jonathan Cook, of Waliabadah, in the Colony
aforesaid, freeholder, are hold and firmly bound unto our Sovereign Lady Victoria, by the Grace of God, of tho United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith, in the sum of thirty-seven pounds sixteen
shillings, of good and lawful money of Great Britain, to be paid to our said Lady the Queen, ’her heirs or successors,
to which payment, well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves, and each and every of us, jointly and severally, for and in
tho whole, our and each of our heirs, executors, and administrators, and evei^ of them, firmly by these presents.
Sealed with onr seals. Dated the twenty-eighth day of August, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-two.
WnEnris the ahovc-bounden Amos Davies made Jtho tender hereunto annexed, under the terms and conditions of a notice
dated the tenth day of July now last past, and published iu the New South Wales Government Gazette of tho nineteenth day
of July, 1872 (of whieh notice a copy, signed by the said Amos Davies, Charles John Smith, and Jonathan Cock, is also hereunto
annexed), and at tbe prices and under tho stipulations in tho said tender mentioned or referred to, to complete the whole of the
works required in Contract 17-72, Great Northern Road, 1st District, “ Thom’s Gulleys,” according to specification and general
conditions hereto attached: And whereas the above-bounden Amos Davies, Charles John Smith, and Jonathan Cock, havo
sovcratly agreed to become and be bound to Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, for the due performaueo and fulfilment
of the said tender within tho time mentioned in that behalf, according to the terms and conditions of tho said notice : And
whereas tbe said tender has been duly accepted by His Excellency the Governor of the said Colony, on condition that this bond
should be entered into by them the said Amos Davies, Cbarles^John Smith, and Jonathan Cock : Now, the condition of the
above-written bond and obligation is such, that if the said Amos Davies shall and do well and truly perform and fulfil tbe said
louder, and the contract arising out of such tender, and the acceptance thereof as aforesaid, and all and every tile terms, con
ditions, and stipulations thereof, within the time hereinbefore in that behalf mentioned, then this obligation to ho void and of
none effect, otherwise to remain in full force and virtue.
Signed, scaled, and delivered by the abovenamed Amos Davies, in the presence of,—
Geougt, Holloway.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovenamed Charles John Smith, in the presence of,—
George Holloway.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovenamed Jonathan Cock, in the presence of,—
George Holloway.

AMOS DAVIES.
CHARLES JOHN SMITH.
JONATHAN COCK.

Great NoRTHEEjr Road—1st District—Contract 17-72.
Department of Public Works—Road Branch.

General comMions of Road contracts and tasfrtcorje.
, . I- Tll« "wk to which these conditions refer, include the supply of all tools, materials, and labour, and everything else
requisite to complete the works specified, to tho entire satisfaction of the Commissiouer and road superintendent.
2. The contractor is on no account to commence any contract without an order in writing, signed by the road superin
tendent j and no claim for any work executed without an order will be admitted. No extra work will be paid for without tho
production of a n order in writing for the same, signed by the Commissioner and countersigned by the superintendent; tho
price for any work not in schedule to be determined on previous to its execution, and set forth in the said order.
’
, 3- In every case the Commissioner reserves the right of executing any greater or less quantity of the work than that
mentioned in the specifications, such increase or decrease to be valued at the schedule rates, and added to or deducted faun
amount of contract, as the case may be. Schedule rates must be in accordance with bulk sum ; if not tbe Commissioners shall
have power to fix rates in accordance therewith and use them for such valuation,
4. During continuance of this contract the eontraetor is to maintain in fair order the portion of road comprised
therein (except where contract is for supply of metal only), and also to afford every facility for the passing of the traffic during
the execution of the work, and, if necessary, to provide new or keep the existing out-turns in repair, and also to provide proper
guards for the drains and water tables, and to stop all adjacent tracks by which tbe traffic can avoid the new metal, by felling
the trees, drawing logs, or such other means os the superintendent may direct. The contractor to take all due precaution to
prevent accident to the public from leaving culverts open or placing heaps of stone in dangerous positions, and will be responsible
for all damage arising from his neglect of these precautions.
1
5. The road superintendent will have the power of immediately dismissing any agent or workman employed by the
contractor, and the contractor is not to sublet or assign any contract, or portion of contract, without the approval of the road
superintendent.
6. All gravel, stone, ballast, metal, timber, iron, or other materials, placed on the road, or within one chain of centre
thereof, for purposes of this contract, to become tho property of the Commissioner when so placed.
7.

16,

,836
16
7. To secure tlio propor quantity of metal or gravel it will be measured in a continuous heap of tbe requisite cross
section before being spread, but it shall bo competent for the road superintendent to remeasure such metal on the road, when
spread, should he consider it necessary.
8. When a certain gauge is specified, it is intended that every stone shall pass in every way through a ring of tho
diameter of specified gauge, the metal to be clean cuboidal and of sharp fracture; no laminated orjointy stone will be admitted.
9. All water tables and side drains to have a proper fall to outlets and culverts, and new outlet drains made where
directed by the superintendent.
10. Tho sides of all cuttings, side drains, water tables, <tc., to have a slope of 1 to 1, except when in rock or otherwise
specified ; the sides of embankments to havo a slope of 11 to 1.
11. Tho contractor to be liable to all risk from floods or other accidents during the execution of the works,
■
12. Tho road superintendent will have power to employ men, horses, and carta, and purchase materials, to do all necessary
or urgent work, or to remove rejected materials on this contract, and deduct cost of same from contract price, provided tho
contractor shall have neglected to do such work after due notice. Should there bo no funds belonging to contractor in the
hands of tho Commissioner for removal of rejected materials, all such materials, if not removed by contractor within one month
from date of rejection, to become the property of the Commissioner, and be used in any manner he may direct.
13. Should the road superintendent be dissatisfied with the rate of progress, or mode of carrying on the work, or with
tho character of the work done by the contractor, the Commissiouer will have power to annul the contract, and the contractor
shall forfeit all claim to payment for work done or material delivered; and the Commissioner shall be at liberty to deduct
amount of penalty from any sam or sums due to contractor on this or any other contract' under him,
14. If the contractor shall become insolvent, have his estate placed under sequestration, or shall make an assignment of
Ins estate for the benefit of his creditors, it shall be lawful for the Commissioner, without previous notice to the contractor, or
to the official or other assignee or assignees of hie insolvent estate, or to the trustee or trustees under tho assignment, to take
the works out of the hands of the contractor, and of the assignees or trustees of his estate, and to recontract with any other
person or persons to proceed with and complete the same, upon such terms, stipulations, and conditions as shall be deemed
expedient, using all the then remaining materials, implements, and plant that may be required to complete tho work.
.
15. Payments to be made at least once a month, at the rate of 90 per cent., the remainder to be paid after the road
superintendent and overseer shall have certified that the whole of the works have been completed to their entire satisfaction ;
and the obtaining such a certificate shnl! ho a condition precedent to the contractor having any claim or cause of action in respect •
of any work done or materials provided, to tho payments from time to time to bo made hereunder, or to tho final payment upon
completion of the contract.
16. All moneys due on account of contract will be paid to the credit of contractor in Bank of Now South Wales, or such
other Bank ns contractor may request, and in no other way ; and the contractor shall not assign over any of the moneys payable
under this contract, to any other persons by deed of assignment, letter, or order, to tho Commissioner or superintendent. Tho
contractor for each and every breach of this condition shall pay to the Commissioner for Hoads the sum of five pounds, to he
deducted on face ofpay-shect from amount due to contractor.
17. The contractor to attend constantly on the work, or employ a properly authorized agent to represent him, any order
to whom will be considered as given to the contractor himself.
_
18. In case of any defective description or ambiguity in the specification, or in memoranda of contracts, tho explanation
given by the Commissioner shall be final and binding on the contractor; the measurements to bo made according to the actual
dimensions, notwithstanding any general or local custom to the contrary.
19. The contracts to be completed in the time specified far each under a penalty of 2 per cent, per month on tho total
amount of each contract, for every month that such work shall remain incomplete after tho expiration of the specified time ;—
amount of penalty to he deducted on face of pay-sheet from moneys duo to contractor by department under this or any other
contract.
These are the general conditions, with specification attached, referred to in our bond to Her Majesty, doted 28th August,
A,D. 1872.
AMOS DAVIES.

Witness—G-eobgb Hoiiotm.

CHAELK8 JOHN SMITH.
JONATHAN COCK.

CoKSTItUCTION.— SPEOIFIOATION'.
Contract.

Drain.*,

Formation.

Hctal.

Progress
Culverts.
Timo,

(j-rmt Northern Road.—First District, 17-72 Contract.—Thom’s Gulleys.
This contract commences nt south side of Thom’s Gully. No. 1, and extends northwards to north sido of Thom’s Gully,
No, 2, comprising the draining, (adverting, forming, and metalling of 360 lineal yards road, cutting 350 lineal yards drain, and
one 1st class, one 2nd class culverts, and tho laying of one 12" pipe drain.
Drains to be cut where directed by the road superintendent; to he 2 feet wide at bottom, with an average depth of
2 feet, and side slopes of one to one. Drains to discharge freely to culverts, and proper inlets or outlets shall be cut from them
wherever the euperintondent shall direct. Tho material excavotcd from drain to bo evenly banked up on lower eido 4 feet
clear from the edge, or to be distributed as may he directed by road superintendent.
length of drain required, 350 lineal yards.
Headway to be formed 30 feet wide, on lines pegged out by road superintendent, and to bo cut to the inclination
directed by him, the gradients being properly boned through and due allowance made for shrinkage of hanks. The formation
to be in the solid, or made up with approved hard material as the nature of the ground may require, to be uniform in cross section,
having a convexity of 9 inches to the margin or water-table, and where embanked on a s'idcling the scarp side to be left slightly
high to allow for settlement in consolidation. AH stumps, rocks, or other obstructions to be removed, and all holes, ruts,
hollows, or depressions, to be filled in with ballast or approved grave). Wherever the formation is not altogether in the solid,
it must be consolidated by the traflie before any metal is spread, fresh material being supplied to make up convexity where
required. The material excavated in forming the road, unless the contractor receives written instructions to the contrary from
the road superintendent, shall be thrown hack (6) six feet clear of the water-tables. Extra material for embankment to be
obtained as will be directed from any distance not exceeding 50 yards. Wherever it is practicable, mitre drains 18" wide
shall be cut to relieve the water-tables, at such intervals as shall be directed, a solid block being left, and the tabling recom
menced 2 feet below each mitre drain.
The length of formation required, 350 lineal yards.
.
Metal to bo of the hardest and best description of blue stone procurable within throe miles of the work ; to ho approved
by the superintendent, to whom a sample is to he submitted before any quarrying is done. To ho broken to a strict 3-inch
gauge, with clean, sham, and cuboidal fracture, and stocked on even ground by the side of the road for measurement. The
metal to be quite free from spawls, quarry face, dirt, chips, Ac. The heaps shall bo opened out for inspection as directed.
Quantity of metal required, 200 cubic yards.
When the whole length of formation is ready to receive metal, it is after measurement, and on receipt of order from the
road superintendent or overseer, to bo evenly spread, as will be directed.
_ The contractor shall be bound to proceed with the works in such order and at such times as ho may he instructed. If
required, he shall supply all the metal, and construct all the culverts before commencing the formation, or vice versd.
The culverts are to bo of tho dimensions shown on drawings, and in all other respects in accordance with the plans
hereto attached. The stone is to bo approved of; to be quarry dressed, but to have faced joints; to bo laid in mortar, com
posed of one part best stone-lime to two parts of approved sand; joints to be flushed throughout.
Allthe works specified to be completed within four months from date of signing the bond under a penalty provided
for in tho “ General Conditions for Road Contracts,'1 hereto attached, which penalty will in all cases be strictly enforced,
irrespective of had weather, or any other cause of delay, except a written order be given by the road superintendent not to
proceed with the work, or to increase tho same, when a proportionate extension of time must be allowed.
Tenders

837
n
Tenders io stole n bulk sum for I.Uc cxceul,ion of all tlio worts specified, also a schedule of prices ah which any Teniers,
deductions or additions shall bo valued; such additions or deductions, no matter to ivhat extent ordered, shall not vitiate erect
aside the contract.
In all mat ters relating io this contract, not herein specified, the contractor to he bound by tho printed general con- General con
ditions hereto attached.
(titlonp,
12" Pipe drain.—The pipes wilt bo provided by the Government, and delivered to tho contractor nt the Bailwoy
gonds-shed at Murrurundi; the contractor wilt have to cart them to the work and bo responsible for breakage. They are to
be laid in Portland cement, in such position and with such fall as will be directed. At raoh end of each pipe drain two
stones, cut to receive pipes, are to be provided and sot in cement, each stone to be 3' i l' x 10". The trench to be filled over
pipes with approved ballast up to the level of tops of stones at ends of pipe drains, and to he well rammed after.

Boats Dteattmekt.
Contract 17-72.
2nd-class Stone Culvert—Flagged top, 6ft. span.
The culvert to bo built in general accordance with drawing (as figured),* the water-way being 6 feet x 2i feet in tho clear * Design. (See
HU|»arnte Appen
between abutment walls. The roadway 20ft. wide in the clear between parapets.
dix .No. 1.)
Tho trenches for foundation shall be dug on lines pegged out by the superintendent, and shall be excavated to such a Foundation.
depth as will ensure sound, permanent, and level foundations for footings on rook or other approved hard stratum. Bonchings
wilt ho allowed or not at the discretion of the superintendent, who will examine and pass the foundation before any masonry
is laid. The contractor to keep tlio foundation trenches free from water cither by drains or pumping until such time as the
road superintendent may direct.
On receipt of a written order from the superintendent, the main and face walls mny he carried up ns nearly level in
height all round as the nature of the work will allow, so that settlement may be as uniform as possible. Walls to be built in
first-class coursed rubble-work set in mortar composed of two parts best stono lime, mixed with three parts of clean sharp sand.
No stone to be less than half a cubic foot in dimension. Walls to be of the thickness shown on drawing. Quoins to be
hammer-dressed. No stone to be less on bed than height of course. Headers to he at least double the height of course ou bed.
Tho trench for the culvert shall bo dug across tho full width of the road at such inclination as may be directed, and if Inlet and outlet,
to he paved shall be shaped with a concavity of 4 inohos; the inlet being if necessary cither double or bell-mouthed at its
junction with side drain.
When the walls are carried up to the required height, and shall havo passed inspection and approval by the superin
tendent, the foundation trenches shall bo filled in with tho material excavated if of approved quality, rammed in layers.
If quality be not approved, fresh material must bo obtained. Tbe whole back of the culvert to be covered in with a layer of
puddle of approved clay, as shown in drawing.
The bell of waterway shall be either flagged or paved as shown in drawing, with rough spawled paviours 12 inches deep raving,
on edge, close laid in the dry, rammed and grouted with lime and fine clean sharp sand. The downstream course to be of the
largest stones obtainable, well bedded into remainder of work and to side walls.
Corbel flags 3 feet 6 inches long, not loss than 2 feet wide, and 12 inches thick, shall be bedded on the top of main walls, Digging,
which shall be built up smooth without spawls to receive them, the tops to be dressed off fiat to receive covering flag. The top
of culvert shall bo covered in by flags fij foot long, not less tlinn 2 feet wide or 12 inches thick in any place. Ail flags to be
roughly edged, to lay close and bed truly, jointed and pointed with mortar, and to ho thoroughly hard, sound, and free from
fractures.
The face walls being carried up 18 inches thick to level shown on drawings, shall finish in n parapet of 12 inch Parapets,
rubble masonry, having a coping of rough hammered stone rounded at top and set ou edge in mortar, as shown in drawing.
When the masonry and flagging lias been inspected and passed, and not before, the whole of the culvert between pilling,
parapets shall he filled into tho formation love! of roadway with approved material, shale, clay, or earth, rammed in layers,
the formation having a convexity of 9 inches in the centre. A perfect junction to he effected with existing road formation.
The roadway between parapets shall be covered with a layer of approved ballast 6 inches thick, broken to a strict 5 inch Bullnst and
gauge, which shall ho blinded and consolidated by traffic. Then a layer of the hardest blue metal, C Inches thick, shall ho metal,
evenly spread over the whole, and a perfect junction made with existing roadway wherever disturbed. Metal to be broken
to a strict 3-inch gauge, clean, cuboidal, and with sharp fractures. To facilitate passage of traffic, if required, the contractor shall
build only half of the length of tho culvert at one time,—great care being taken to hind the work properly at the joining ; and
also, if required, shall keep a light burning all night—contractor being responsible for all accidents to vehicles arising from bis
neglect.
Contractor to find all plant, tools, and materials required, and to remove same on completion of work, and clear away
all rubbish. '
'
In all mutters relating to this contract not set forth herein, the contractor to be bound by tho general conditions of
coni rad attached.

Boats DjvPaktmknt.

Contract 17-72.
*

Stone Culvert—Arch.

The culvert to he built in general accordance with drawings (as figured), the span being 14 feet clear at springing of arch. Design. (Sec
Boad way to be 20 feet clear in width between parapet walls.
separate AppcnThe trenches for foundations shall be dug on lines pegged out by the superintendent, and shall be excavated to such a yv,xnnjjyonsdeplh ns will ensure sound, permanent, and level foundation for footings ou rock or other approved hard stratum. Bcuchings
will bo allowed or not, at the discretion of tho superintendent, who will examine and pass the foundation before any masonry
is laid. The contractor to keep the foundation trenches free from water either by drains or pumping until such time as the
road superintendent may direct.
On receipt of a written order from the superintendent, the abutment and face walls of the culvert may be carried up Masonry,
as nearly level in b eight all round as the nature of tho work will allow, so that settlement may bo as uniform as possible before
springing the arch.
‘
Footings to bo through stones 3 feet long bedded truly on the foundations, no spawling or packing under being allowed. Toolings,
Abutments and face walls to bo built in first-class coursed rubble-work set flush in mortar composed of two parts best 'Walts; and arch,
stono lime, with three parts clean sharp sand, well mixed and beaten, no stone to be less on bed than height of course, headers
to be at least double the height of course on bed. No stone to be less than half a cubic foot in dimension. Walls to be of
the thicknesses shown on drawing, according to their height from footing courses. Abutment walls to have a batter of 1 in 10
on face. The quoins of abutment and outer ring of arch to bo neatly hammer-dressed, beds of ring stones being truly radial,
and sollits neatly dressed to curve of aroh. Skewbacks to be through stones 2 feet on bed. The sheeting of arch to be of Ihe
flattest stones obtainable, and if not flat to bo roughly hammered and bedded skin to skin flush in fine mortar; the backs
carefully spawled up and well grouted with mortar, half limo and half sand. Arch to be built over a centre of planks of
sufficient thickness laid on dry stono walls. The joints of soffit to bo neatly pointed and struck on removal of centering. Face
walls to he carried up 18 inches thick to level shown on drawing, with a parapet of 12 inch rubble masonry, coped with rough
hammered and rounded stones set on edge in mortar, ns shown in drawing.
'
The hod of waterway or creek shall be shaped out to a regular incline of 1 in 60, with a concavity of 8 inches j then
paved with rough spawled paviours 12 inches deep on edge, close laid without mortar, rammed and grouted with lime and fine
clean sharp sand, tho downstream courso to he of the largest stones obtainable, well bonded into remainder of work, and to side
walls.
When
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Filling and
paddle.

Ballast and
metal.

When the masonry is carried as high as Ihe springing, and has been examined and approved by the supevintendontj the
foundation trennliea shall be filled in with tho material eicavated, if of approved quality, rammed in layers. If quality be not
approved, fresh material must be obtained. When the whole of the masonry has been inspected and passed, and not before,
tho whole of the culvert between wing walls elmll be covered and backed in with a layer of puddle of approved clay, as buowii
in drawing, and subsequently raised to formation level by rammed earth os shown i the lormation having a convexity of 9
iuchcs in centre.
, , .
Tlio roadway between parapet walls shall be covered with a layer of approved ballast 6 niches thick, broken to a strict
5 inch gauge, which shall bo blinded and consolidated by traflie. Then a layer of the hardest blue metal (i inches thick shall be
evenly spread over the whole, and a perfect junction mn'de with existing roadway viherevei’ disturbed. M.etal to be broken to a
strict 3 inch gauge, clean, cuboidal, and with sharp fractures.
To facilitate passage of traffic, if required, the contractor shall build only half the length of this culvert at one tune
great care being taken to bond the work properly at the joining ; and also, if required, shall keep a light burning all night
contractor being responsible for all accidents bo vehicles arising from his neglect,
4
In places where suitable stone for sheeting of arch cannot be obtained, brlck'work of the same thickness may be substi
tuted, with the same conditions as to centering, grouting, and quality of mortar,
The bricks to bo laid on edge in concentric rings, bond carefully attended to, and flic aofilt neatly pointed on removal of
centering,
,
,
Contractor to find all plant, tools, material, centering, &c., required, and to remove same on completion of work, ana
clean away all rubbish, &c.
.
In all matters relating to this contract, not set forth herein, the contractor to be bound by the general conditions ox
contract attached.

Form of Tender for

DErABTHENT

iJonif.

OF P 101.1,10 WoEK3—HOAD BllANOII.

I jieretiy propose to execute the whole of the works required on Contract No. 17-72, Great Northern Road, First District,
Thom’s Gullies, in strict accordance ivith specification, general conditions, and to tho satisfaction of the Commissioner for Main
Roads or other authorized officer, and to complete tho same within
months after signing the contract for the sum of
£
j and do hereby agree that any addition, deduction, or alteration, shall be valued at tho following rates, or at a price
to be agreed upon at the time, and added to or deducted from the above amounts, ns tbe case may be
£
per lineal chain
per cubic yard
II
per lineal yard
per lineal chain
per cubic yard
»
7!
,..
each
...
each
...
each

Clcaaing road
wide ..............
Excavation in earth ... ■..............
Do.
rock ..........................
Forming 350 lin. yards, at 3s.
...
Side drains, 350 „
at la.
. .
Ballast
gauge, 200 cubic yards, at Gs.
Metal, 3-in. gauge
..........................
Gravel
gauge
...
.............
Ouc 1st class culvert, stone, 14 ft. span
One 2nd class culvert, stone ..............
Laying 12-in. drain pipe
..............

£

s.

d.

52 10 0
17 10 0
GO 0 0
ISO 0 0
GO 0 0
8 0 0
378

0 0

Tho prices in the preceding schedule include all labor, materials, tools, and workmanship of every kind necessary for
the full and perfect completion of tho works to the entire satisfaction of tho Commissioner for Roads or other authorized
officer.
AMOS DAVIES,
Waliabadah, 4/8/72.
To the Under Secretary for Public Works,
Should tho foregoing tender be accepted, we, the undersigned, do hereby agree to bo responsible for the due performance
of the contract, and we hereby undertake within
days from the date of the notification of the acceptance ox tho said
tender, jointly and severally to execute and deliver a bond to Her Majesty iu tbe penal sum of
for securing
such performance.
CHARLES JOHN SMITH,
Waliabadah.
G. H. WHEATLEY, .
Waliabadah.

Department of Public Works,
Sydney, 10th July, 1S72.
Gmat Noethess Road.—Fiest Disteict.
Tend EES will be received at this. Office, until 11 o'clock of Tuesday, the Gth day of August next, from persons willing to
contract for the following Works on the Great Northern Road, 1st District:—
Contract 16-72.—Wire fence to south end of Apple-tree Flat.
„
17-72.—Thom’s Gullies.
„
18-72. —South of Red Hill.
19-72.—Martindalc’s Culvert to The Furrows,
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be seen at tho Offico of the Commissioner for Roads, Sydney, and at tho
Court Houses, Murrurundi and Waliabadah.
.
•, ,, m
Tenders to be addressed to the Under Secretary for Public Works, Sydney, and to be marked outside Tender for
Contract] Great JTorthcni Rood, Irt District.
*
AMOS DAVIES.
CHARLES JOHN SMITH.
JONATHAN COCK.
Witness—Geoege Hoeiowat.
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Enow all men by these presents, that tvo, Amos Davies, of Waliabadah, in the Colony of Now South Wales, contractor;
Jonathan Coct, of Waliabadah, in tlio Colony aforesaid, freeholder ; and Charles John Smith, of Waliabadah, in tho
Colony aforesaid, butnhe.r, aro held and firmly bound unto our SovereiRii Lady Yictorin, by the Grrace of G-od, of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender of tho Keith, in tho sum of one hundred and ninety-one £1®1 2a.
pounds and two shillings, of good and lawful money of Qreal Britain, to ho paid to our said Lady the Queen, her heirs
or successors, to which payment, well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves, and each and every of us, jointly and
severally, for and in tbc whole, our and each of our heirs, executors, and administrators, and every of them, firmly by
these presents.
Sealed with onr seals. Dated tbe twenty-eighth day of August, iu the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and sevonty-two.
WnnirEAS tho abovc-boundon Amos Davies made the tender hereunto annexed, under the terms and conditions of a notice
dated the tenth day of July now last past, and published in the New South Wales Government Gazette of the nineteenth day
of July, 1872 (of whieh notice a copy, signed by tho said Amos Davies, Jonathan Cock, and Charles John Smith, is also hereunto
annexed), and at the prices and under the stipulations in the said tender mentioned or referred to, to complete the whole of
tlio works required in Contract 10-72, Great Northern Road, 1st District, Sugarloaf, to metalling at H'Mahon’s, according to
specification and general conditions hereto attached :
And whereas the above-bounden Amos Davies, Jonathan Cock, and Charles John Smith, have severally agreed to
become and be bound to Dor Jrajesty, her heirs and successors, for the due performance and fulfilment of the said tender
within the time mentioned in that behalf, according to tbe terms and conditions of tbe said notice: And whereas the said
tender has been duly accepted by His Excellency the Governor of the said Colony, on condition that this bond should be
entered into by them the said Amos Davies, Jonathan Cock, and Charles John Smith :
Now the condition of tho above-written bond and obligation is such, that if the said Amos Davies shall and do well
and truly perform and fulfil the said tender, and tho contract arising out of such tender, and tho acceptance thereof as afore
said, and all and every tho terms, conditions, and stipulations thereof, within the time hereinbefore in that behalf mentioned,
then this obligation to be void and of nona effect, otherwise to remain in full force and virtue.
AMOS DAVIES.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovenamed Amos Davies, in the presence of—
Geouge Holloway.
JONATHAN COCK.
Signed, scaled, and delivered by the abovenamed Jonathan Cock, in the presence of—
Geouge Holloway.
CHARLES JOHN SMITH.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovenamed Charles John Smith, in tbe presence of—
Geoege Holloway.
■

Dupaethent op Public Wobes—Road Bbaych.
I HEREBY propose to execute the whole of the works required on Contract No. 10-72, Great Northern Road, EirstJDistrict,
Sugar-loaf Gap, to metnlling at M'Hahon’a, iu strict accordance with specification, general conditions, and to the satisfaction of
the Commissiouer for Main Roads, or other authorized officer, and to complete tho same within six months after signing the
contract, for tho sum of £1,911 8s. 6d.; and do hereby agree that any addition, deduction, or alteration, shall bo valued
at the following rates, or at a price to be agreed upon at the time, and added to or deducted from the above amounts, as the
ease may be :—
.
£ s, d.
Clearing road
wide
per lineal chain .......................................................
Excavation in earth, per cubic yard.......................................... ....................................... ...............
Do.
rock, per cubic yard ......................................................................................................
Forming 2,130 lineal yards, at 2s. Gd. per lineal yard ..................................................
266 6 0
Side drains, 2,130 lineal yards, at Is. per lineal chain ...................................................
106 10 0
Ballast
geuge, per cubic yard...........................................................................................
Metal, 3 in. gauge, 3,729 cubic yards, at 6s. 6d. per cubic yard .................................. 1,025 9 6
Blinding
gnugCj 532 cubic yards, at 2s. per cubic yard...................................
63 4 0
Eonr 3rd class culverts, 5 feet waterway, at £40 each..................................................
160 0 0
Six 2nd class
do., stone, 8 feet waterwa)', at £50 each..........................................
300 0 0
Maintenance of road after completion of construction, £24 per month.
£1,911

8

6

Die prices in the preceding schedule include all labour, materials, tools, and workmanship of every kind necessary for
tho full and perfect completion of tho works to the entire satisfaction of tho Commissioner for Roads, or other authorized
officer.
AMOS DAVIES,
To the Under Secretary for Public Works.
*
Waliabadah, 3 August, 1872.
Should the foregoing tender be accepted, we, the undersigned, do hereby agree to he responsible for tlio duo performance
of the contract, and wo hereby undertoko within
days from the date of the notification of tbe acceptance of
the said tender, jointly and severally, to execute and deliver a bond to Her Majesty in the penal sum of
for
securing such performance.
■
JONATHAN COOK,
CHARLES JOHN SMITH,
both of Waliabadah.
DETABTirEST OT PUBLIC WOSES—ROAD BRANCH.

Great Northern Rood, First Dislriut,—Contract 10 of 1872.
General Conditions of Road Contracts and Taskwork.
1. The work? to which these conditions refer,'include the supply of all tools, materials, and labor, and everything else
requisite to complete the works specified, to the entire satisfaction of the Commissioner and road superintendent.
2. The contractor is on no account to commence any contrnul without an order in writing, signed by the road superin
tendent ; and no claim for any work executed without an order will be admitted. No extra work will be paid for without tbe
production of an order in writing for the same, signed by tho Commissioner and countersigned by the superintendent,—the
price for any work not in schedule to bo determined ou previous to its execution, and set forth in the said order.
3. In every case the Commissioner reserves the right of executing any greater or less quantity of the work than that
mentioned in tho specifications, such increase or decrease to he valued at the schedule rates, and added to or deducted from
amount of contract, as the cose may be. Schedule rates must be iu accordance with bulk sum ; if not, the Commissioner shall
havo power to fix rates in accordance therewith and use thorn for such valuation.
4.
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4. During continuance of this contract tlio contractor is to maintain in fair order the portion of road comprised therein
(except where contract is for supply of metal only), and also to afford every facility for the passing of the t.radic during the
execution of the wort, and, if necessary, to provide new or keep the existing out-turns iu repair, and also to provide proper
guards for the drains and water-tables, and to stop all adjacent tracks by whieh the traffic can avoid the new metal, by felling
trees, drawing logs, or such other means as the superintendent may direct. The contractor to take all due precaution to
prevent accident to the public from leaving culverts open or placing heaps of stone in dangerous positions, and will bo respon
sible for all damage arising from his neglect of these precautions.
5. The road superintendent will hare tho power of immediately dismissing any ngent or workman employed by tho
contractor, and the contractor is not to sublet or assign any contract, or portion of contract, without the approval of tho road
superin l endent.
fi. All gravel, stone, ballast, metal, timber, iron, or other materials,'placed on the road, or within one chain of centre
thereof, for purposes of this contract, to become the property of the Commissioner when eo placed.
7. To secure the proper quantify of metal or gravel it will be measured in a continuous heap of the requisite cross sec
tion before being spread, but it shall be competent for the road superintendent lo re-measure such metal ou the road, when
spread, should he consider it necessary,
8. When a certain gauge is speeified, it is intended that every stone shall pass in every way through a ring of tho
diameter of specifled gauge, the metal to bo clean cuboidal and of sharp fracture; no laminated or jointy stone will be
admitted.
9. All water-tables and side drains to have a proper fall to outlets and culverts, and new outlet drains made where
directed by the superintendent.
10. The sides of all cuttings, side drains, water-tables, &c., to have a slope of 1 lo 1, except when in rock or otherwise
specified; the sides of embankments to have a slope of
to 1.
11. The contractor to be liable to all risk from Hoods or other accidents during the execution of the works.
Iti. The road superintendent will have power to employ men, horses, and carts, and purchase materials to do all
necessary or urgent work, or to removo rejected materials on this contract, and deduct cost of same from contract price, pro
vided the contractor shall have neglected to do such work after due notice. Should there he no funds belonging to contractor
in tho hands of the Commissioner, for removal of rejected materials, all such materials if not removed by contractor within one
month from date of rejeetion, to become the property of tho Commissioner, and he used in any manner he may direct.
13. Should the road superintendent be dissatisfied with the rate of progress, or mode of carrying on the work, or with
tho character of the work done by the contractor, tbe Commissioner will havo power to annul tho contract, and the contractor
shall forfeit all claim to payment for work done or material delivered ; and the Commissioner shall ho at liberty to deduct
amount of penalty from any sum or sums duo to contractor on this or any other contract under him.
14. If the contractor shall become insolvent., have his estate placed under sequestration, or shall make an assignment of
his estate for the benefit of his creditors, it shall be lawful for the Commissioner, without previous notice to the contractor, or
to the official or other assignee or assignees of his insolvent estate, or to the trustee or trustees under the assignment, to take
tho works out of tho hands of the contractor, and of the assignees or trustees of his estate, and to re-contract with any other
person or persons to proceed with and complete the same, upon such terms, stipulations, and conditions as shall bo deemed
expedient, using all the then remaining materials, implements, and plant that, may be required to complete the work.
15. Payments to bo made at the rate of 90 per cent., the remainder to be paid after the road superintendent and overseer
shall have certified that the whole of the works have been completed to their entire satisfaction; and the obtaining such a
certificate shall be a condition precedent to tho contractor having any claim or cause of action in respect of any work done or
materials provided, to the payments from time to time to be made hereunder, or to the final payment upon completion of the
contract.
1G. All moneys due on account of contract, will be paid to the credit of contractor in Bank of New South Wales, or such
other Bank as contractor may request, and in no other way ; and the contractor shall not assign over any of the moneys payable
under this contract, to any other persons by deed of assignment, letter, or order, to tho Coonnissioner or superintendent. Tho
contractor for each mid every breach of this condition, shall pay to tho Commissioner for Beads the sum of five pounds, to bo
deducted on face of pay-sheet from amount due to contractor.
17. Tbe contractor to attend constantly ou the work, or employ a properly authorized agent to represent him ; any order
to whom will be considered as given to the contractor himself.
18. In case of any defective description or ambiguity in the specification, or in memoranda of contracts, the explanation
given by tho Commissioner shall ho final and binding on the contractor; the measurements to be made according to tho actual
dimensions, notwithstanding any general or local custom to the contrary.
19. Tho contract to be completed in the time speeified under a penally of 2 per cent, per month on the total amount,
for every month that such work shall remain incomplete after tho expiration of tho said five months, amount of penalty to be
deducted on face of pay-sheet from moneys due to contractor by department under this or any other contract.

These ore the general conditions with specification attached, referred to in our bond to Her Majesty, dated 28th August,
A.D. 1872.
AMOS DAVIES.
JONATHAN COOK.
Witness,—Geoege Holiowat.
CHABIZES JOHN SMITH.

Coxsteuchon—Specification.

Great Northern Mood-.—First District, 10-72 contract.
Contract.

Drain*.

Fornrnlioa.

HeUL

Sugarloaf Gap to metalling at M‘Mahon’s.

This contract commences at end of metalling over Sugarloaf Gap, and extends northwards to metalling at “ M'Mahon’s
Inn,” comprising the draining, culverting, forming, metalling, blinding, and consolidating, ou the following sections :—
Section 1.—Sugarloaf to 1st culvert, 1,602 lineal yards.
,, 2.—1st culvert to 2nd culvert, 528 lineal yards.
Making a total of 2,130 lineal yards road construction, 2,130 lineal yards drain, and eight find class and two 3rd class stone
culverts.
Drains to be cut where directed by the road superintendent; to be 1 foot wide at bottom, with an average depth of
2 feet, and side slopes of one to one; drains to discharge freely to culverts, and proper inlets or outlets shall be cut from them
wherever tbe superintendent shall direct. Tho material excavated from drain to he evenly banked up on lower side 4 feet
clear from the edge, or to be distributed as may be directed by road superintendent.
Roadway to be formed 30 feet wide, on hues pegged out by road superintendent, and to be cut to tho inclination
directed by him, tho gradients being properly boned through and duo allowance made for shrinkage of banks. Tho formation
to be in the solid, or made up with metal, as the nature of tbe ground may require, to be uniform in cross section, having a
convexity of 9 inches to the margin or water-table, anil woro embanked on a sidling tbc scarp side to be loft slightly high to
allow for settlement in consolidation. All stumps, rocks, or other obstructions Lo be removed, and all holes, ruts, hollows, or
depressions to be tilled in with metal. Wherever the formation is not altogether in the solid, it must he consolidated by the
traffic beforeany metal is spread, fresh material being supplied io make up convexity where required. The material excavated
in forming the road, unless the contractor receives written instructions to the contrary from the road superintendent, shall be
thrown back (6) six feet clear of the water-tables. Wherever it is practicable, mitre drains 13" wide shall be cut, to relieve (he
water-tables, at such intervals as shall be directed, a solid block being left and tho tabling reooiumenccd 2 feet below each mitre
drain. The length of formation required is 2,130 lineal yards.
The metal to be of tbe hardest and best description of blucstone procurable within 3 miles of the work ; to bo approved
by tbe superintendent, to whom a sample is to be submitted before any quarrying is done. To be broken to a strict 3 inch
gauge, with clean, sharp, and cuboidal fracture, and stacked on even ground by the side of the road for measurement. The
metal
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metal to be quite free from siiawlo, quarry face, dirt, chips, &c., and shall be turned over by a fork having tines li" apart. Tlio
heap shall bo opened out for inspection as directed, 'i’lic metfd to bo provided ntthe rate of li} cubic yard to each yard of
road.
When tho whole or any well dolined length of formation is ready to receive metal, it is after measurement, and on
receipt of a written order from tho road superintendent or overseer, to bo ovonly spread to a width of 20 feet and a depth of
about 7^- inches, or at the rate of li cubic yard to the lineal yard of road. Until-eo spread, examined, and blinded, no more
metal shall be stacked within such distance of the measured metal as shah bo directed by the road superintendent.
When this quantity of metal is properly spread, and after inspection by the superintendent, tho central 12 feet of road Blinding,
shall receive an even coat of Winding 3 inches thick, or at the rate of i cubic yard to the lineal yard of road. Blinding to
consist of decomposed granite, clean ridge gravel, or other approved gritty material. No clay, loam, or block soil on any
account to be used as blinding. Quantity of blinding required—532 cubic yards. The road is then to be kept raked in, and
maintained with the remaining -fa of a yard of metal to the yard run, until thoroughly consolidated by traflie and roller j any
metal not so required to be stacked alongside for further maintenance.
Tlio eontraetor shall be bound to proceed with tlio works in such order and at such times ns lie may be instructed. If Progress,
required lie shall supply all the metal, and construct all the culverts before commencing the formation, or vice versd.
Tlio culverts are to be of tlio dimensions shown on drawings, and in all other respects iu accordance with the plans CulfcrU.
hereto allnchod; to be of rough haimncBdressed stone, laid m mortar composed of one port approved stone-lime to two parts
of clean sand ; stones to be well bedded, and joints to be flushed through. Parapets to bo dressed inside, and all quoins to
bo drafted. The height of parapets, &c., to be according to position.
i
All the works specified to he completed within five months from date of signing the bond under a penalty provided for Time,
iu the " General Conditions for Boad Contracts,” hereto attached, which penalty will mall cases be strictly enforced, irrespective
of had weather, or any other cause of delay, except a written order be given by the road superintendent not to proceed with
the work, or to increase the same when a proportionate extension of tunc nnist bo allowed.
Tenders to state a bulk sum for the execution of all the works specified ; also, a schedule of prices at which any deduc- Tsndera.
lions or additions shall be valued. Such additions or deductions, no matter to what extent ordered, shall not vitiate or set aside
the contract.
...
In all matters relating to this contract, not herein specified, the contractor to he hound by the printed general conditions 0en*™1
hereto attached.
Six of the 2nd class culverts arc to have waterways of 8 feet, aud two of them waterways of 5 feet each.
Tho 3rd class culverts arc to have waterways of 5 feet each.

Roads DETABTMEiTT.

Contract 10-72—2nd- Class Stone Calvert—’Flagged Top.

*

culvert lo he built iu general accordance with drawing (as figured), the waterway being S feet x 2£ feet iu the clear between ®es,Sn (S'*
abutment walls. The roadway 22 feet wide in the clear between parapets.
dix xo. 3) ”
The trenches for foundation shall bo dug on lines pegged out by the superintendent, and shall be excavated to such a Foundation,
depth as will ensure sound, permanent, and level foundations for footings on rock or other approved hard stratum. Benohings
will be allowed or not, at the discretion of the superintendent, who will examine and pass the foundation before any masonry
is laid. The contractor lo keep tho foundation trenches freo from water either by drains or pumping until such timo as tho
road superintendent may direct.
On receipt of a written order from tho superintendent, the main and face walls may be carried up as nearly level in Masonry,
height alt round as tho nature of tho work will allow, so that settlement may be as uniform as possible. Walls to bo built in
first-class coursed rubble-work set in mortar composed of two parts best stone lime, mixed with three parts of clean sharp sand.
No stone to be less than half n cubic foot in tlimensiou. Walls to ho of tho thicknesses shown on drawing. Quoins to ho
hammer-dressed. No stono to ho less on bed than height of course. Headers to be at least double the height of course on bed.
The trench for the oulvcrl shall be dug across the full width of the road at such inclination us may be directed, and if Inlet and outlot.
to he paved shall be shaped with a concavity of o inches; tho mlot being if necessary either double or bell-mouthed at its
junction with side drain.
_
When the walls are carried up to the required height, and shall have passed inspection and approved by the superinten
dent, tlio foundation trenches shall be filled in with the material excavated, if of approved quality, rammed m layers. If
quality be not approved, fresh material must be obtained. Tlio whole hack of the culvert lo be covered in with a layer of
puddle of approved day, ns shown in drawing.
_
_
■
_
Tho bed of waterway shall bo either flagged or paved as shown in drawing with rough spawled paviours 12 inches deep raving,
on edge, close laid in the dry, rammed and grouted with lime and fine clean sharp sand. The downstream course to be of the
largest stones obtainable, well bonded into remainder of work and to sido walls.
Corbel flags, 6 feet long, not less than 2 feet wide and 12 inohos thick, shall be bedded on the top of main walls, which Flagging,
shall bo built up smooth without spawls to receive them, the tops to bo dressed otf flat to receivo covering flag. The top of
cnlvort shall be covered m by flags 7 feet long, not less than 2 foot wide or 12 inches thick in any place. All flags to be roughly
edged, to lay close and bed truly, jointed and pointed with mortar, aud to bo thoroughly hard, sound, and free from fractures.
Tho face wails being carried up 18 inches thick to level shown on drawings, shall finish in a parapet of 12-inch rubble Fnrnpots.
masonry, having a coping of rough hammered stone rounded at top and set on edge in mortar, as shown in drawing.
When the masonry and flagging has been inspected and passed, and not before, the whole of the culvert between Filling,
parapets shall be filled in to the formation level of roadway with approved material, shale, clay, or earth rammed in layers j
the formation having a convexity of 9 inches in the centre. A perfect j unction to be effected with existing road formation.
The roadway between parapets shall be covered with a layer of approved ballast G inches thick, broken to a strict 5-inch Ballast and
gauge, which shall be blinded and consolidated by traffic. Then a layer of the hardest blue metal, G inches thick, shall be evenly metal,
spread over the whole, and a perfect junction made with existing roadway wherever disturbed. Metal to ho broken to a strict
3-inch gauge, clean, cuboidal, aud with sharp fractures. To facilitate passage of traffic, if required, the contractor shall build
only half of the length of the culvert at one time,—great care being taken to hind the work properly at the joining ; and also,
if required, shall keep a light burning alt night—contractor being responsible for all accidents to vehicles arising from his
neglect..
Contractor to find all plant, tools, and materials required, and to remove same on completion of work, and dear away
all rubbish,
In all matters relating to tills contract, not set forth heroin, the contractor to bo bound by the general conditions of
contract attached.

The

Roads DErABTMEST.

Contract 10-72—3rd Class Stone CWuerf—Flagged Top.
culvert to he built in general accordance with drawing {as figured), tho waterway being 5 foci. X 2.^ feet in the clear
between abutment walls. The roadway 20 feet wide m the clear between parapets.
Separat*
The trenches for foundation shall be dug on lines pegged out by the superintendent, and shall bo excavated to sueh a
depth as will ensure sound, permanent, mid level inundations for footings on rock or other approved hard stratum. Benohings will
he allowed or not, at tho discretion of the superintendent, who will examine and pass the foundation before any masonry is laid.
Tlie contractor to keep Ihe foundation trenches free from water either by drams or pumping until such time ns the road
superintendent may direct.
On receipt of a written order from the superintendent, tlio main and face walls may be carried up as nearly level in Masonry,
height nil round as the nature of the work will allow, so that settlement may he as uniform as possible. Walls to be built ill
first-class coursed rubble-work, set iu mortar composed of two parts best stono lime, mixed with three parts of clean sharp sand.
No
The

‘
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Inlet anil outlet.

Paving.
nagging.

Parapets.
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Ballast and
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Wo etone to be less than half a cubic foot in dimension. "Walls to be of tho thicknesses shown on drawing. Quoins to be
hammer-dressed. Wo stono to bo less on bed than height of course. Headers to be at least double the height of course on
bod.
•
The trench for the eulYcrt shall bo dug across tho full width of the road at such inclination ns may he directed, and if
to be pared, shall bo shaped with a concavity of 4 inches ; the mlot being if necessary cither double or bell-mouthed at its
junction with side drain.
When the walls are carried up to the required height, and shall have passed inspection and approval by the superin
tendent, the foundation trenches shall be filled in with the material excavated, if of approved quality, rammed in layers. If
quality be not approved, fresh material must be obtained. The whole back of the culvert to be covered in with a layer of
puddle of approved clay, as shown in drawing.
The bed of waterway shall be either flagged or paved as shown in drawing, with rough spawled paviours 12 inches deep
on edge, close laid in the dry, rammed and grouted with lime and fine clean sharp sand. Tho down stream course to be of
the largest stones obtainable, well bonded into remainder of work and to side walls.
T'he top of main walls shall be built up smooth without spawls, dressed off flat to receive covering flog. The top of
culvert shall be covered in by flags 7 feet long, not less than 2 feet wide or 12 inches thick in any place. All flags to be roughly
edged, to lay close and bed truly, jointed aud pointed with mortar, and to be thoroughly hard, sound, and free from fractal res.
The face walls being carried up 18 inches thick to level shown on drawings, shall finish in a parapet of 12 inch rubble
masonry, having a coping of rough hammered stone rounded at top aud set on edge iu mortar, as shown in drawing.
When the masonry and flagging lias been inspected and passed, and not before, tlie whole of the eulvprt between
parapets shall be filled in to the formation level of roadway with approved material, shale, clay, or earth rammed in layers ;
tho formation having a convexity of 9 inches in the centre. A perfect junction to be effected with existing road formation.
The roadway between parapets shall be covered with a- layer of approved ballast. 6 inches thick, broken to a strict 5-inch
gauge, which shall be blinded and consolidated by traffic. Then a layer of the hardest bine metal 0 inches thick, shall bo
evenly spread over tbe whole, and a perfect junction made with existing roadway wherever disturbed. Metal to be broken to
a strict 3-inch gauge, clean, cuboidal, and with sharp fractures. To facilitate possage- of traffic, if required, the contractor shall
build only half of the length of the culvert at one time,—great care being taken to bind tho work properly at the joining;
and also, if required, shall keep a light burning all night—contractor being responsible for all accidents to vehicles arising
from bis neglect.
.
Contractor to find all plant, tools, and materials required, and to remove same on completion of work, and clear away
all rubbish.
In all matters relating to this contract not set forth herein, tho contractor to be bound by the general conditions of
contract attached.
Department of Public Works,
Sydney, 10 July, 1872.
G-keat Noethesit Eoad.—Fiest Distbict.

TeitdebS will be received at this office, until 11 o’clock of Tuesday, tho 6th day of August next, from persons willing to contract

for the undermentioned works on the Great Northern Road, 1st District:—
Contract 10-72.—Sugarloaf to metalling at M'Mahon’s.
„
13-72.—Singleton to Camberwell.
„
14-72.—South of Grass-tree Hill to Musweilbrook.
;,
15-72.—Skinner’s Inn to top of Warland’s Range.
_
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be seen at the office of the Commissioner for Roads, Sydney, and nt tho
Court Houses, Musweilbrook and Murrurundi.
'
Tenders to be addressed to the Under Secretary for Public Works, Sydney, and to be marked outside “ Tender for
Contract, Great Northern Road, 1st District,"
*
JOHN SUTHERLAND.
AMOS DAVIES.
JONATHAN COX.
.
CHARLES JOHN SMITH.
Witness,—

£11112s.

Know all men by these presents, that we, Amos Davies, of Waliabadah, in the Colony of New South Wales, contractor,
Jonathan Cock, of Waliabadah, in the Colony aforesaid, freeholder, and Charles John Smith, of Waliabadah, in the Colony
aforesaid, butcher, arc held and firmly bound unto our Sovereign Lady Victoria, by tbc Grace of God, of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender of tbe Faith, in the sum of ono hundred aud eleven pounds and
twelve shillings of good anti lawful money of Great Britain, to be paid to our said Lady the Queen, her heirs or successors,
to which payment, well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves, and each and every of us, jointly and severally, for and
in tbe whole, our and each of our heirs, executors, and administrators, and every of them, firmly by these presents.
Sealed with our seals, Dated the twenty-eighth day of August, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and seventy-two,
Whereas the abovc-boundon Amos Davies made the tender hereunto annexed, under the terms and conditions of a notioo
dated the tenth day of July now last past, and published in the Now South Wales Government Gazette of tbc nineteenth day of
July, 1872 [of which notice a copy, signed by the said Amos Davies, Jonathan Cock, and Charles John Smith, is also hereunto
annexed), and at the prices and under the stipulations in the said tender mentioned or referred to, to complete tbe whole of
the works required in Contract 16-72, Great Northern Road, 1st District, “ wire fence to south end of Apple-tree Flat,”
according to specification and general conditions attached hereto :
And whereas the obovc-boundcn Amos Davies, Jonathan Cock, and Charles John Smith hare severally agreed to become
and be bound to Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, for tho duo performance and fulfilment of tbe said tender within tlio
time mentioned in that behalf, according to the terms and conditions of tbe said notice : And whereas the said tender has
been duly accepted by His Excellency the Governor of the said Colony, on condition that this bond should be entered into by
them the said Amos Davies, Jonathan Cock, and Charles John Smith : Now the condition of the above-written bond and
obligation is such that if the said Amos Davies shall and do well and truly' perform and fulfil tbe said fender, and the contract
arising out of such tender, and the acceptance thereof as aforesaid, and all and every tho terms, conditions, and stipulations
thereof, within the time hereinbefore in that behalf mentioned, then this obligation to be void und of none effect, otherwise to
remain in full force and virtue.
.
AMOS DAVIES.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovenamed Amos Davies, in the presence of—
George Holloway.

,
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovenamed Jonathan Cock, in the presence of—

JONATHAN COCK.

George Holloway.

,
CHARLES JOHN SMITH.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovenamed Charles John Smith, in the presence of—
George Holloway.

Department
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DErAETMEKT OE PtJBlIC WORKS—ROAD BEAyCH.
Great Northern Road, First District.— Contract 10-72.
General Conditions of Road Contracts and 'Taskwork,
1. Tlie works to which these conditions refer include tho supply of all tools, materials, and labor, and ererTtking else
requisite to complete the works specified, to the entire satisfaction of the Commissioner and road superintendent.
2. Tho contractor is on no account to commence any contract without an order in writing, signed by the road superin
tendent ; and no claim for any work executed without mi order will bo admitted. No extra work will be paid for without the
production of an order in writing for the same, signed by the Commissioner and countersigned by the superintendent; the
price for any work not in schedule to be determined ou previous to its execution, and set forth in tho said order.
'
3. In every case tlie Commissioner reserves the right of executing any greater or less quantity of the work than that
mentioned in tlie specifications, such increase or decrease to he valued at the schedule rates, and added to or deducted from
amount of contract, as the case may be. Schedule rates must be in accordance with hulk sum ; if not, tho Commissioner shall
havo power to fix rates in accordance therewith and use them for such valuation.
4. During continuance of this contract the contractor is lo maintain in fair order tbe portion of road comprised
therein (except where contract is for supply of metal only), and also to afford every facility for the passing of the traffic during
the execution of tho work, aud, if necessary, to provide new or keep the existing out-turns in repair, and also to provide proper
guards for the drains and water-tables, and to stop all adjacent tracks by which the traffic can avoid the new metal, by felling
tbe trees, drawing logs, or such other means as the superintendent may direct. The contractor to take all duo precaution to
prevent accident to the public from leaving culverts opou or placing heaps of stone in dangerous positions, and will be respon
sible for nil damage arising from his neglect of these precautions.
5. The road superintendent will have tho power of immediately dismissing any ngent or workman employed by the
contractor, and the contractor is not to sublet or assign any contract, or portion of contract, without the approval of tlie road
superintendent.
6. All gravel, stone, ballast, metal, limber, iron, or other materials, placed on tho road, or within one chain of centre
thereof, for purposes of this contract, to become the property of the Commissioner when so placed.
7. To secure tlie proper quantity of metal or gravel it will be measured in a continuous heap of the requisite cross section
before being spread, but it shall be competent for tbe road superintendent to re-measure such metal on the road, when
spread, should lie consider it necessary.
8. When a certain gauge is specified it is intended that every stone shall pass in every way through a ring of tho diameter
of specified gauge, the metal to be clean, cuboidal, and of sharp fracture ; no laminated or jointy stone will be admitted.
9. All water-tables and side drains to have a proper fall to outlets and culverts, and new outlet drains made where
directed by the superintendent.
10. The sides of all cuttings, side drains, water-tables, &c., to havo a slope of 1 to 1, except when in rock or otherwise
specified i tbe aides of embankments to have a slope of
to 1.
11. The contractor to be liable to all risk from floods or other accidents during the execution of the works.
12. Tlio road superintendent will havo power to employ men, horses, and carts, and purchase materials, to do all
necessary or urgent work, or to remove rejected materials on this contract, and deduct cost of same from contract price, provided
the contractor shall havo neglected to do such work after due notice. Should there be no funds belonging to contractor in tbe
hands of tbe Commissioner for removal of rejected materials, all such materials, if not removed by contractor within one month
from date of rejection to become tbc property of the Commissioner, and be used in any manner he may direct.
13. Should the read superintendent be dissatisfied with tho rate of progress, or mode of carrying on the work, or with
the character of the work done by the contractor, the Commissioner will have power to annul the contract, and tho contractor
shall forfeit all claim to payment for work done or material delivered ; und the Commissioner shall be at liberty to deduct
amount of penalty from any sum or sums due to contractor on this or any other contract under him,
14. If tbe contractor shall become insolvent, have his estate placed under sequestration, or shall make an assignment of
his estate for the benefit of his creditors, it shall be lawful for the Commissioner, without previous notice to (he contractor, or
to the official or other assignee or assignees of his insolvent estate, or to the trustee or trustees under the assignment, to take
tbe works out of the hands of tho contractor, and of the assignees or trustees of his estate, and lo re-contract with any other
person or persons to proceed with and complete tho same, upon such terms, stipulations, aud conditions as shall be deemed
expedient, using all tbc then remaining materials, implements, and plant that may be required to complete the work.
15. Payments to be made at least once a month, at tbe rate of ninety per cent., the remainder to be paid after tho
road superintendent and overseer shall have certified that the whole of tho works have been completed to their entire satis
faction ; and the obtaining such a certificate shall bo a condition precedent to tho contractor having any claim or cause of action
in respect of any work done or materials provided, to the payments from time to time to be made hereunder, or to the final
payment upon completion of the contract,
16. Ail moneys due on account of contract will be paid to the credit of contractor in Bank of New South Wales, or
such other Bank as contractor may request, and in no other way ; and the contractor shall not assign over any of the moneys
payable under this contract, to any other persons by deed of assignment, letter, or order, to the Commissiouer or superintendent.
The contractor for each and every breach of this condition shall pay to the Commissioner for Roads the sum of five pounds, to
be deducted ou face of pay sheet from amount due to contractor.
17. The contractor to attend constantly on the work, or employ a properly authorized agent to represent him, any order'
to whom will bo considered as given to tho contractor himself.
_
18. In ease of any defective description or ambiguity in tho specification, or in memoranda of contracts, the explanation
given by the Commissioner shall bo final and binding ou the coutractor; the measurements to be made according to the actual
dimensions, notwithstanding any general or local custom to the contrary.
19. Tho contracts to be completed in the time specified for each, under a penalty of 2 per cent, per month on tho total
amount of each contract, for every month that such work shall remain incomplete after the [expiration of the speeified time ;
amount of penalty to be deducted on face of pay sheet from moneys due to contractor by department under this or any other
contract.
'
These are the general conditions, with specification attached, referred to in our bond to Her Majesty, dated 281U
August, a.d. 1872.
Witness,—George Hoiloway.
AMOS DAVIES.
JONATHAN COCK.
, CHARLES JOHN SMITH.

_

'

Coksteuoxiok-—Specification.

Great Northern Road.—First District. 16-72 Contract—Wire fence to south end of Apple-tree Flat.
Tins contract commences at end of metalling at tlie wire fence, and extends northwards 1,508 lineal yards, comprising tho Contract.
draining, culverting, forming, metalling, blinding, and consolidating of road, being a total of 1,508 lineal yards road construction,
1,508 lineal yards drain, four 3rd class culverts of stone, and the laying of five 15-ineh pipe drains.
Drains to be cut where directed by the road superintendent; to be 2 feet wide at bottom, with an average depth of Draini.
2 feet, and sido slopes of 1 to 1. Drains to discharge freely to culverts, and proper inlets or outlets shall be cut from them
wherever the superintendent shall direct. The material excavated from drain to be evenly banked up on lower side 4 feet clear
from the edge, or to be distributed as mav be directed by road superintendent. Length of drain required, 1,608 lineal yards.
Roadway to he formed 30 feet wide, on linos pegged out by road superintendent, and to be cut to tbe inclination
lormation,
directed by him, the gradients being properly boned through and due allowance made for shrinkage of banks. The formation to
bo in tho solid, or made up with metal as the nature of the ground may require, to bo uniform in cross section, Slaving a
convexity of 9 inches to tho margin or water-table; and where embanked on a sideling the scarp side to be left slightly high to
allow
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allow for settlement in eonsolidaHon, All stumps, rocis, or other obstructions to bo removed, and all holes, ruts, hollows, or
depressions to be filled in with indal. Wherever tho formation is not altogether in the solid, it must bo consolidated by the
tralllc before any metal is spread, fresh material being supplied to uiake up convexity where required. The material excavated
in forming the road, unless tho coutrnctor receives instructions to tlie contrary from tho road superintendent, shall he thrown
hack (6) six feet clear of the water-tables. Extra material for embankment to be obtained os will be directed from any distance
not exceeding 50 yards. Wherever it is practicable, mitre drains IS in. wide shall bo cut to relieve the water-tables, nt such
intervals us shall be directed, a solid block being left, aud tlie tabling recommenced two feet below each mitre drain. The length
of formation required is 1,508 lineal yards.
Metal to be of the hardest and best description of bine stone procurable within three miles of the work; to ho approved
by the superintendent, to whom n sample is to be submitted before any quarrying is done. To be broken to a strict 3-in.
gauge, with clean, sharp, aud cuboidal fracture, and stacked on even ground by tho side of the road for measurement. Tho
metal to be quite free from spawls, quarry face, dirt, chips, &c. The heaps shall be opened out for inspection as directed, Tho
total quantity required will be 2,262 cubic yards.
When the whole or any well defined length of formation is ready lo receivo metal, it is after measurement, and on receipt
of an order from the road superintendent or overseer, to be evenly spread to a width of 20 feet, and a depth of 8 inches, or
at the rate of
cubic yard to the lineal yard of road. Until so spread, examined, aud blinded, no more metal shall bo slacked
within such distance of tho measured motai as shall be directed by the road superintendent.
When tho metal is properly spread, and after inspection by the superintendent, the central eleven feet of road shall
receive an even coat of blinding two inches thick, or nt the rate of one-fifth cubic yard to the lineal yard of road. Blinding
to consist of decomposed granite, clean ridge gravel, or other approved gritty material. No clay, loam, or black soil on any
account to be used as blinding. Quantity of blinding required, 300 cubic yards.
The contractor shall maintain tho road in good order and condition, keeping the ruts well raked in, to the satisfaction
of the road superintendent, for a period of two mouths after the completion of the work, and shall force the traffic off or on
the road, as may be directed.
The contractor shall be bound to proceed with the works in such order and nt such times as he may bo instructed. If
required he shall supply all the metal and construct nil tho culverts before commencing the formation, or vice versd.
The culverts aro to be of tbc dimensions shown on drawing, and in all other respects in accordance with the plan hereto
attached. The stone is to be approved of, to be quarry dressed, but lo have faced joints ; to be laid in mortar composed of one
part best stone-lime to two parte of approved sand ; joints to bo flushed throughout.
All the works specified to be completed within five months from date of signing the bond under a penalty provided for
in the “ Q-encral Conditions for Road Contracts,” hereto attached, which penalty will in all cases be strictly enforced, irrespective
of bod weather, or any other cause of delay, except a written order bo given by the rood superintendent not to proceed with
the work, or to increase the same, when a proportionate extension of timo must be allowed.
Tenders to state a bulk sum for tho execution of all the works specified, also a schedule of prices at which any deductions
or additions shall be valued ; such additions or deductions, no matter to what extent ordered, shall not vitiate or act aside tho
contract.
In all matters relating to this contract, not herein specified, the contractor to be bound by tho printed general conditions
hereto attached.
The pipes will be provided by the Government and delivered to the contractor, at the railway goods-shed, Murrurundi;
the contractor will have to cart them to tho work, and be responsible for breakage. They are to be laid in Portland cement, iu
such positions and with such fall as will bo directed. At each end of each pipe-drain two stones, cut to receivo pipes, shall bo
provided and set in cement; each stone to be 3' 6" x 1' 6" X 1' 0". The trench to be filled over pipes with approved ballast
up to the level of tops of stones at ends of pipe-drains, rammed above.

Roads Uepaetmekt.
Qonlract

16-72—Four 3rd

Class Culverts—Stone cuhcrl—Flagged, Top.

Design. (See
eeiiarate Appcn . TnE culvert to bo built in general accordance with drawing fas figured), the waterway being Afoot X 2£ feet in the clear
nix No. 5.)
between abutment walls. Tlie roadway 20 feet wide in the clear between parapets.
Foundation.
The trenches for foundation shall be dug on lines pegged out by the superintendent, and shall be excavated to such a

depth as will ensure sound, permanent, and level foundations for footings on rock or other approved hard stratum. Benohings
will bo allowed or not, at the discretion of the superintendent, who will examine and pass the foundation, before any masonry
is laid. Tho contractor to keep the foundation trenches free from water either by drains or pumping until such time ns the
road superintendent may direct.
Masonry.
On receipt of a written order from the superintendent, the main and face walls may be carried up as nearly level in
height all round as the nature of tho work will allow, so that settlement may be as uniform as possible. Walls to be built in
first-class coursed rubble-work set in mortar, composed of two parts best stone lime, mixed with three parts of clean sharp sand.
No stone to be less than half a cubic foot in dimension. Walls to bo of the thickness shown on drawing. Quoins to bo
hammer-dressed. No stone lo be less ou bed than height of course. Headers to be at least double tbe height of course ou
bed.
Inlet and outlet.
The trench for the culvert shall be dug across the full width of the road nt such inclination as may bo directed, and if
to be paved shall be shaped with a coneavity of 4 inches; the inlet being if necessary cither double or bell-mouthed at its
junction with sido drain.
_
When tho walls are carried up to the required height, aud shall have passed inspection and approval by the superinten
dent, the foundation trenches shall be filled in with the material excavated, if of approved quality, rammed in layers. If
quality bo not approved, fresh material must be obtained. The whole back of the culvert to be covered in with a layer of
puddle of approved clay, as shown in drawing.
The bed of waterway shall bo either flagged or paved as shown in drawing, with rough spawled paviours 12 inches
Paving.
deep on edge, close laid in the dry, rammed and grouted with lime and fine clean sharp sand. The downstream course to bo
of the largest stones obtainable, well bonded into remainder of work and to sido walls.
Tbe top of main walls shall be built up smooth, without spawls, dressed off flat to receive covering flag. The top of
Flagging.
eulvertshall be covered in by flags 6 feet long, not less than 2 feet wide or 12 inches thick in any place. All flags to be roughly
edged, to lay close and bed truly, jointed and pointed with mortar, aud to be thoroughly hard, sound, and free from fractures.
The face walls being carried up 18 inches thick to level shown on drawings shall finish in a parapet of 12 inch rubble
Parapets.
masonry, having a coping of rough hammered stono rounded at top and set on edge in mortar, as shown in drawing.
Fitting.
When the masonry and /lugging has been inspected and passed, and not before, tbe whole of tho culvert between para
pets shall be filled in to tho formation level of roadway with approved material, shale, clay,or earth rammed in layers; the
formation having a convexity of 9 inches in the centre. A perfect junction to be effected with existing road formation.
The roadway between parapets shall be covered with a layer of approved ballast 6 inches thick, broken to a strict 5
Ballast and
metal.
inch gauge, which shall bo blinded and consolidated by traffic. Then a layer of the hardest blue metal, 6 inches thick, shall be
evenly spread over tbe whole, and a perfect junction made with existing roadway wherever disturbed. Metal to ho broken to
a strict 3-inch gauge, clean, cuboidal, and with sharp fractures. To facilitate passage of traffic, if required, the contractor
shall build only half of tho length of the culvert at one time, great cave being taken to bind the work properly at the join
ing ; and also, if required, shall keep a light burning all night—contractor being responsible for all accidents to vehicles arising
from his neglect.
Contractor to find all plant, tools, and materials required, and to removo same on completion of work, and clear away
all rubbish.
In all matters relating to this contract, not set forth herein, the contractor to be bound by the general conditions of con
tract attached.
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DupABTirENT or Public Wokkp.—Eoau Bbanch:

I hereby propose to execute the whole of the worts required on Contract No. 1G-72, Great Northern Eoad, First District,
wire fence to northern end of Applo-tree Flat, in strict accordance with specification, general conditions, and to the satisfaction
of the Commissioner for Main Beads or other authorized officer, aud to complete the same within six months after signing the
contract, for the sum of £1,115 IDs.; and do hereby agree that any addition, deduction, or alteration, shall be valued at the
following rates, or at a price to be agreed upon at the time, and added to or deducted from tho abovo amounts, as the case may

Clearing road,
wide, per lineal chain......................................................................................................
Excavation in earth, per cubic yard..............................................................................................................
Do.
rock, per cubic yard............................................. ...............................................................
Forming 1,508 lin. yds., at 2/G per lineal yard ................................................................... 188 10 0
Side-drains, 1,508 lin. yds., at 1/- per lineal chain.......................
75
8 0
Ballast,
gauge, per Cubic yard .......................................................... .......................................................
Metal, 3" gauge, 2,2G2 cub. yds., at 5/G per cubic yard .................................................. 622 1 0
Blinding, gauge, 300 cub. yds., at 2/-per cubic yard ......................................................
30 0 0
Four 3rd-dnss stone culverts, at 40/-J- each ........................................................................ 160 0 O
Laying five 15" drain-pipes, nt 8/-/-.....................
40 0 O
Maintenance of road after completion of construction, 20/7- PBr month
£1,115 10

0

The prices in the preceding schedule include all labour, materials, tools, and workmanship of every kind necessary for
tho full and perfect completion of tho works to tlio entiro satisfaction of the Commissioner for Boads or other authorized officer.
AMOS DAYIES,
Waliabadah, 3rd August, 1872.

To the Under Secretary for Public Works.

Should tho foregoing tender be accepted, wc, the undersigned, do hereby agree to he responsible for the due performance
of the contract, and we hereby undertake within
days from the date of the notification of the acceptance of
the said tender, jointly and severally to execute and deliver a bond to Iler Majesty in the penal sum of
for
securing such performance.
'
JONATHAN COCK,
CHAKLE3 JOHN SMITH,
Both of Waliabadah.
Department Of Public Works,
Sydney, 10th July, 1872.

Great Northern- Road.—First District.
Tenders will ho received at this Office, until 11 o'clock of Tuesday, the 6th day of August next, from persons willing to con
tract for the following Works on the Great Northern Boad, 1st District:—
Contract 16-72.—Wiro fence to south end of Apple-tree Flat.
„
17-72.—Thom's Gullies.
„
18-72.—South of Bed Hill.
„ 19-72.—Martindale’s Culvert to The Furrows.
Plan, specification, and form of tender may be seen at tho Office of tho Commissioner for Boads, Sydney, and at the
Court Houses, Murrurundi and Waliabadah.
Tenders to be addressed to the Under Secretary for Public Works, Sydney, and to be marked outside '' Tenderfor

Contract, Great Northern Road,

lei

Dutrici."
JOHN SUTHERLAND.

AMOS DAYIES.
JONATHAN COCK.
CHARLES JOHN SMITH.

.

Witness,—George Holloway.

■

B 9.
Final Certificate for work) shown as completed.

■

I hereby certify that the whole of tho works on Contract 17 a have been completed in strict accordance with the specification
and plans, with the following alterations, additions, or deductions.
,
Description and dimensions.

1

Deductions.

£

a.

Original Contract.

Additions.

d.

£

s. d.

£

s. d.

378

0

0

Deductions.

Stone culvert......................................... ......................................*..................................
Drain pipe .........................................................................................................

180
GO
8
0

O
O
0
2

0
0
0
0

Additions,

197 17 '7
35 0 0
110
8 15 6

2£H c. vards metal.................................................................................. .........................
248

2

0

242 14

1
6

178 10

0

..................... £

7 11

372 12

1

178 10

0

191

1

2

WILLIAM C. BENNETT.

233—D
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[To the Evidence of E. A. Nardin, Esq., 4 June, 1875.]
C 1.
from Commissioner's instructions.
Memoranda for Mr. Nardin.
■

Exibacts

*«**«*#**•*
With respect to tlie work being osccuted, I think that so much high bank is not desirable—the metal will sink in it. Mr.
Nardin, while not to follow (he surface as in the older worts, not to make snob heavy cuttings and banks as -seems to be tho
rule now on his work.
Great care should be taken not to hare any unnecessary culverts or pipes. I pointed out many to Mr. Nardin whieh, I
think, might he dispensed with, especially the pipes for which oblique cuts into upper drain should he substituted.

#•£*•**#«•*
The stone culverts need not bo of coursed masonry, hut of thin flat-bedded stuff; they should hare a considerable fall;
hut all hut the bottom course to be level ou top bed. The sizes on lithographs not to be exceeded.

*•*.

•««*•*#
WILLIAM 0. BLNNETT,
0 November, 1872,
Murrurundi.

.

C 2.
Mr. Eoad Superintendent Nardin to Mr. A. Davies.
Murrurundi, 7 October, 1872.
_
I have to inform you that in consequence of the votes for 1872 being insufficient to meet all liabilities, it becomes
necessary for me to reduce the quantity of work now in baud.
Instead of shortening your Contracts 10 and 16, I propose to reduce the present supply of metal for them to ono and a
t bird cubic yards to the yard run, and to obtain tho remainder from you as early us possible iu 1873. under a taskwork, at
present rates; also, I propose (o postpone Contract 17-72, and to execute it by task on (ho completion of tho works you have
now in hand.
You will please inform me if you agree to these terms.
1 am, &c.,
ERNEST A. NARDIN,
Road Superintendent.
Sir,

C 3.
Mr. A. Davies to Mr. Road Superintendent Nardin.
Sugarloaf Road Works, rid Murrurundi,
11 February, 1873.
Sir,
In reply to yours of the 8th instant, I beg to inform you that I shall use allavailable means to finish Contracts 10 and
16-72 by the time stated, viz., end of March, 1873.
We have had great difficulty in introducing steam stone-breaking machine for these contracts, and shall suffer some loss
by its being unused on the metal supply. We are getting on fairly in procuring timber for bridge over Old Goonoo Goonoo
Creek, aud hope to be able to finish within contract time.
It will be necessary at an early date to make a further return on Contract» 10 and 16-72, I may mention that there is
a considerable amount due as extra for filling up embankments in construction of formation in these contracts that I think
has not as yet been estimated in making out of previous returns.
I have, Ac.,
.
AMOS DAVIES.
Saw Mr. Davies and explained that I could not entertain any claim for extra on formation.—E.A.N., 20/2/73.

C 4.
Mr. Road Superintendent Nardin to Mr. A. Davies.
Murrurundi, 23 June, 1873.
Sir,
, Your particulars of claims for extras on Contracts 10a and 10a have been reported upon by me, and submitted for the
consideration of the Commissioner for Roads, who now instructs me to inform you that no claims for extra on stone culverts
or formation can be allowed. You were furnished with a plan and specification of the former to work to, and were not
authorized lo deviate from them, and the latter is not heavier than is required by the specification.
I am, Ac.,
■
■
ERNEST A. NARDIN.

C5.
Mr. Road Superintendent Nardin to Mr. A. Davies.
Murrurundi, 8 February, 1873.
Sir,
Tho Commissioner for Roads is dissatisfied with my progress report upon your Contracts 10 and 16 of 1872, in so
far as the supply of metal is concerned ; it is most desirable that these works should be out of hand by the 31st of next month,
and the metal must therefore be broken by hand.
I am further directed to state that the erection of the bridge over Old Goonoo Goonoo Creek must be at once commenced,
and to inform you that all fines incurred for delay will be most strictly enforced,

I nm, &c.,
.

ERNEST A. NARDIN,
Road Superintendent.

CG.
Mr. Road Superintendent Nardin to Tho Commissioner and Engineer for Roads.
,
CONTEACTS 10A AND 16A,
Memoranda as to Mr. Amos Davies’s claims for extras on stone culverts and formation in the above contracts.
Ctdrerls.—Mr. Davis was furnished with plan and specification to work to, aud he had no authority to deviate
from thorn.
formaiion.—The Commissioner struck out the ballast and increased the quantity of metal, and alteration which has
milling to do with the question now raised by Mr. Davies, who tendered upon the specification which he signed with his bond.
Tho formation is not, in my opinion, heavier than is warranted by the true intoht and meaning of the specification, nor than
was

■was done under tbc same conditions in Contract 19-69, ft work for winch Mr. Davies tendered, and which he had before him as
a finished example when tendering afterward for Contracts 10a and IGa. It being tlie first lime of using Etone culverts and
pipe drains, I was more than usually anxious to ensure their being placed in the most advantageous position ; therefore the
sections sent herewith woro made ; the pencil lines were merely experimental, and they have not been (nor were they intended
to he) worked up to, as sections along the finished work would show,
It was not until nfler the Commissioner’s visit that Mr. Davies introduced these claims to me.
E. A. NARDDf, 18/6/73.

C 7.
Total quantity of metal supplied by Mr. Amos Davies for—
Contract 10a........................................................................................ 2G61'53 enbio yards.
Contract IGa.......................................................................................... 2016T8
,,
■
ERNEST A. NARDIN.

C 8.
Mr. A. Davies to Mr. Road Superintendent Nardin.
Mountain Ticw, vid Murrurundi,
7 January, 1875.

Sir,
I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 4th instant, wherein you state that as tho “ dispute with the
Roads Department is a public and not a private matter'1 you " cannot furnish copies of any correspondence without the per
■
mission of the Commissioner for Roads.”
In reply, I have no doubt hut that this reticent course, so well according with tho previous practice of the Commis
sioners, will meet with his approval and will consequently render futile any further such application.
But ns the dispute has originated either by individual or the concerted action of the officers of the Roods Department,
and is maintained by much misrepresentation—this is an occurrence at every meeting and other opportunity—it almost
becomes on me an imperative duty to ask tho removal of all documents and reports from the custody of the several officers
concerned, pending tlie appointment of a competent tribunal.
I think you will freely admit that our present diffioully is not of my Becking, but is the result of circumstances over
which 1 have had no control whatever.
I propose at an early date to write to you of a few matters regarding onr relations as contractor and G-ovcrnmcnl
superintendent, the explanation of which will appear to mo largely rest with yourself. I will explain anything desired from
me. Believe me, without prejudice,—
Yours faithfully,
AMOS DAYIES,
Contractor.
P.S.—Say if you prefer this channel for communication ?—A.D.
Roads, 13/1/75.—J.R., B.C., 16.
letter-book this date, 22/1/76.—E.A.N.

Mr. Nardin.—W.B., 16 Jan., /75.

Reed., 22/1/75.—E.A.N.

Eor reply, see

•

Department of Roads and Bridges,
Sydney, 2 March, 1875.
Some time ago 1 forwarded Mr. Nardin a letter from Mr, Davies, which I think should have been returned to this office.
Will he ho good enough to return it with any remarks he may have to offer, and state nature of reply.
W. 0. BENNETT,
2 Mar,, 1875.
Letter and copy of my reply herewith.—E.A.N., 4/3/75.
1

0 9.

Mr. Road Superintendent Nardin to Mr, A. Davies.
Road Superintendent's Offico,
Mudgec, 22 January, 1875.
I have to acknowledge the receipt, through the Commissioner for Roads, of your letter of the 7th instant.
It matters nothing through what channel you correspond with me in reference to your disputed contracts; but, while
desirous of treating you with perfect courtesy, as/heretofore, I shall certainly decline to reply to communications which you may
address to me in future if in them you adopt the unwarrantable tone which characterizes your letter of the 7th instant.
Yours obediently,
ERNEST A. NARDIN,
Road Superintendent.
Put with Davies’s papers and resubmit.—W.C.B., 6/3/75.

C 10.
Memo, for Mr. Nardin.
Crawford was not to blame in putting the sheathing 15 feet wide on Dangar's Creek Bridge. I find that you and me
went down to Dangar’s mid Walden’s Bridges to see to quantity of timber required, and Cox, tho sawyer, met us by appoint
ment; near tlie latter bridge, when I gave him a pencilled order for the lengths of plank and quantity suitable for each bridge,
which order accords singularly with the work as finished, there having boon neither a plank more or less than was required.
The fact is, wc had made a rough diagram on the bridge with your tape, thereby getting the proper lengths for planks.
Allowing iu doing so the skew you required the planks laid, error was impossible. You may have arranged with the Commis
sioner afterwards.
AMOS DAYIES, 2S;12/74.

C 11.
Mr. Road Superintendent Nardin to Mr. A. Davies.
Road Superintendent’s Office,
Mudgee, 4 January, 1875.
Sir,
I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 28th ult.
As your dispute with tho Roads Department is a public and not a private matter, it should he obvious to you that I
cannot furnish you with copies of any correspondence relating to it without the permission of the Commissioner for Roads.
With regard to the Danger’s Creek Bridge, I am perfectly clear as to the fact that I ordered tbc sheathing to be 13 feet
wide, and laid at an angle of 45°. Moreover, you admitted the error nt tho time, although urging that the deduction in
measurement should not be mode. 1 think Crawford will bear me out in this. Cox, the sawyer, 1 did not see on tins mat ter.
Yours faithfully,
ERNEST A. NARDIN.

|?

84
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[To the Evidence of Henry Quodling, Esq,, 11 June, 1875.]
D.

'

DeEABTMENT OP PUBIIC WoiiKB, EoAB UKAJfCn.
Specihcation for First-class Timber Culvert, Waliabadah Gap Works.
The timber for culvert is to bo ironbark, yellow box, blue or red gum, if procurable within a distance of 3 miles j
stringy bark, white box, or blackbutt may be used with the sanction of the road superintendent if other timber is not
procurable—all to be sound, straight, free from cores, wanes, shakos, gum-veins and all other defects, and approved by tho
superintendent. All timber, except posts aud handrails, to be round, barked, and the diameter given is to be taken at tho
smallest end, exclusive of bark.
The trenails aro to be oak, ironbark, or blue gum, cut from sound, old well-seasoned timber, approved by tlie super
intendent, of an hexagonal section, 1 inch across sides, and driven into holes bored with 1 inch auger.
The waterway or span of culvert is to be 10 feet in the clear, and the roadway above kept 18 feet wide between ballast
logs.
The trench for culvert is to be cut to the propor depth, and where directed by the road superintendent, with a fall of
1 in GO towards the outlet; two sills, 12 inches diameter and 28 feet long, will have to be laid apart 10 feet, solidly bedded on a
well-rammed foundation, into which will be tenoned four uprights, 12 inches diameter, on each side o( culvert, as shown in
d rawing.
Every upright to be tenoned into sills at least 2 feet below surface.
The whole bottom of culvert will have to be shaped with a concavity of 6 inches in centre, and tho earth well
rammed in.
,
Two capsills, 12 inches diameter and 25 feet long, to be mortised and trenaiied over uprights, tenons being h" x 2V' and 6
inches long. The underside of capsill to have a flat seating over each upright to secure a good bearing.
Five joists, 1G inches diameter and 16 feet long, have to he laid as shown in drawing, scribed and notched on to eapsills,
1 inch beingtaken out of each, and trenaiied. Tho upper side of joists is to be adzed off to an even surface about 5i inches
wide, to receive flooring.
At each end of capsills a log 9 inches diameter is to he halved and trenaiied ; io be sloped with an incline of li to 1, its
lower end being sunk in the ground about 2 feet 6 inches deep, and well rammed in.
A lining of slabs, close-jointed, 4 inches thick, is to be trenaiied or spiked on tbc landward side of uprights and sloping
logs.
The slabs to break joint over piles, the hacking to extend from the bottom of culvert to the underside of joists, the space
left open between them filled in with blocks or stones.
Flooring logs, 8 inches in diameter, to be squared on three sides, not less than 6 inches broad, and laid close ; the
underside of logs over joists to be adzed, to allow a true bearing and leave an even surface on top. Flooring logs to be secured
alternately to every joist with a trenail 4 inches deep.
Ballast logs, 9 inches diameter and 20 feet long, are to be fixed at each end of flooring 18 foet apart, bearing on an adzed
face, and secured to outer joists through flooring with f inch holts, as shown in drawing.
Posts 6" x 6" are to be stump-tenoned into each capsill, let 2 inches into ballast logs and outer joists and spiked to
them, a strut 4" x 4" is to be stepped and spiked to each post and the projecting end of capsills. Tho tops of posts to be
shaped and kept 4 feet above flooring as shown in drawing.
Bound posts, 9 inches diameter, are to bo sunk 3 feet ot least in the solid ground, 8 feet from the square posts, and set
back to form wings as shown, the top left level with the square posts. A rail 6" x 4" is to be halved and spiked on posts 3' 9"
above level of floor.
■
All timber under or in contact with ground to be charred.
The side slopes of the road to be carefully dressed to an incline of 1J to 1 towards the inlet and outlet of culvert as
shown in drawing. The roadway is to be restored to tho same condition as when tho culvert was commcneed, tho earth is to bs
well rammed in by layers not exceeding 1 foot lo the sides of eulvert, and the junction of tho road with flooring to be
properly made, all to the entiro satisfaction of the road superintendent.
Parties tendering will state tho time within which they will complete tho works; other things being equal, a preference
wih be given to those who offer to perform the work in the shortest time.
AMOS DAYIES.
DAAUEL BEGAF-.
JOHF BAENES.
Witness—Edwaud Eowett.
William Achesov.

Jyo. M‘Doxai.1).

[To the Evidence of E. A. Nardin, Esq., 11 June, 1875.]
E 1.
Exteact from the Specification for Contract 19-69.

*♦*####***##
To be on line marked out by the road superintendent, to be 30 feet wide with a convexity of 9 inches j where tho
natural surface is undulating the formation is to be cut down to level, or to such gradients ns the road superintendent
shall direct. It is to be thoroughly consolidated by tbe traflie before any metal is spread, and tbc material from it not req'urcd
is to be thrown at least 4 feet back from edges of water-tables.

*##*<*######

E 2.
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E 2.
DurAETMINT OP PUBLIC WOEKB—EOAD BeAKCH.
Form of Tender for Contract 19-69, Forthern Road.
We hereby propose to execute the whole of tbe worts required on Contract No, 19-69, Great Northern Eoad, Gaspard’s
Gully, iu strict accordance with specification, general conditions, and to the satisfaction of the Commissioner for Main Boads,
or other authorized officer, and to complete the same within four months after signing the contract for the sum of
£1,4.98 15s. j and do hereby agree that any addition, deduction, or alteration shall be valued at the following rates, or at a price
to be agreed upon at the timo, and added to or deducted from tho above amounts, as the case may bo :—

Clearing road
wide at 10/Escavation in earth
...
Bo
rock
..
. .
Forming 1,950 yards, at 2s. 6d.
Sido drains
...
...
...
Bnllnst
gauge
...
. .
Metal, 2J-in. gauge, 2,600 yards, at
Gravel, 2-in. gauge, 650 yards, at 2s.
Two 1st class culverfs, at £60...
Eight 3rd class culverts, at £20

per lineal chain
per cubic yard
p
per lineal yard
per lineal chain
per eubic yard
.
..

& s.

d.

243 15

0

910
65
120
160

each
each

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

& 1,498 15

0

The prices in tho preceding schedule include all labor, materials, tools, and workmanship of every kind necessary for
tho full and perfect completion of tho works to tho entire satisfaction of the Commissioner for Boads or other authorized
officer.
AMOS DAYIES,
TH03. BURKE,

To the Under Secretary for Public Works.

Waliabadah.

Should the foregoing tender be accepted, we, the undersigned, do hereby agree to be responsible for the due performance
of the contract, and we hereby undertake within
days from (he date of tbe notification of the acceptanco of the said
tender, jointly and severally to execute and deliver a bond to Her Majesty iu the penal sum of
for securing
such performance.
JONATHAN COCK,
'
Waliabadah.
C. J. SMITH,

Waliabadah.

»
E 3.
Final Certificate for works shomi as completed.
I hureet ceitify that the whole of the works cn Contract 10 A have been completed in strict accordance wit.b the specification
and plans, with tho following alterations, additions, or deductions.
Description anti dimensions.

Deductions.

£

Additions.

s. d.

£

Original Contract.

£

s. A.

s.

d.

1,911 8 6
108 lin, yards of drain, @ 1/' .........................................................................

H 2nd-clnB& culverts, @ 60/-/- ..........................................................................
2 24-inch pipe drains, @ 20/4-/- .....................................................................
1 IG-inch
„
@11/-/...... .................................... ......................

8 8
0
293
0
300

17
3
2
0

0

6
0
6
0
40 8 0
11 0 0
24 2 6

594 3

0

1,911

83 18 6

8 6

510 4 6

...................

1,197 5 0
84 0 0

1,401

4 0

1,281

5 0

119 19 0
—

Overseer.

EBNEST A. NABDIN, Boad Superintendent.
Add £20 for culverts, as explained by Davies ..........................................................................................
20 0 0
139 19 0
84 0 0

Add fine remitted.................... .....................................................................................................................
£

223 19 0

WILLIAM 0. BENNETT.
Bond signed 28th August, 18?2.

E 4

30
E 4.
Fine! Certificate for works skoteti as completed.
I hireby certify that the whole of the works on Contract 16 A have bepn completed in strict accordance with the specification
and plans, with tlie following alterations, additions, or deductions.
Description and dimensions.

Deduct Long.
£

Additions,

s. d.

£

Contract, as per tender ..................................................................................
86 hn. yards of drain, 1/-.................................................................................
11 cubic yards eravel blindina. 2/-.................................................
215$ cubic yards 3-inch metal, 5/6 .........................................................
One extra pipe-drain, 16-ineh. £8 ..............................................
One extra 12-inch pipe-drain, £6 ...........................................................
Difference in value between 15-inch and 16-ineh pipe-drains, G No., at £3
each ....................................................................................................
Total..............................................

s.

Origmai Contrcct,
d.

£

e.

1,115 19

a.
0

4 6 0
6 0 0
12 0
59 7 0
8 0 0
6 0 0
18 0 0
59 7 0

43

8 0

1,115 19 0

Net deduction..............................................................

15 19 0

Net total .............. .......................

1,100 0 0

Amount of payments on account..............................
Pine for delay 6 months, at 2 per cent., or £22

817 0 0
132 0 0
949 0 0
151

Overseer.

0 0

ERNEST A. NARDIN, Road Superintendent.
Fine remitted.................................................................
132 0 0
2S3 0 0

A supplementary voucher, No. 1?3, was paid for extra thickness of flags in culverts ...........................
Bond signed 28th August, ISIB.

14 12 6
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[To the Evidence of E. A. Nardin, Esq., 14 June, 1875.]
Average Price

or

Formatios.

Mtidpcc Road.
1870.
Contract
„
„
„
,,
„

£
0
0
. 0
0
0
0

1-70, W, Conn
3-70,
R.Rowe..
4-70, J. Conn .,
5-70, J. Conn ,,
6-70, T. Finn ..
7-70,
T.Conran

e. a.
1 4
1 6
1 6
1 9
1 6
2 0

6)0 9 6
Average price
1871.
Contract 2 & 3-71, W. Wright ............................

i 0 1

7

0 0 10*

1872.
Contract 6-72, W. Conn ....................................
„
7-72, H. Winter....................................
„
8-72, W, Eendford............ ................
„
9-72, R. Rowe........................................
„
10-72, W. Readford............................
,,
11-72, W. Readford............................
„
12-72, W. Readford............................
„
14-72, Ot. Webb .................. .................
.,
15-72, W. Conn ................................
„
17-72, Gt. Webb ....................................
„
19-72, McDonald and Uerriot ............
„
20-72, M'Donald and Herriot ............
„
21-72, If'Donald and Herriot ............
„
22-72, C. Well ....................................

Average price
Average price formation, 1870
1871
1872
Kote,—No formation in 1873.

.................................

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
2
1
2
2
1
4
2
2
2
3
3
2

9
9
0
9
0
9
11
0
9
0
9
0

4) 1 14

5

0 2

6
6

5*

0 1 7
0 0 10*
0 2 5*

The formation on Contracts 10 and 16 A, done by Mr. Amos Davies, is not heavier than that for which average prices
are here given.
ERNEST A. NARDIN, 9/6/75.

[To,
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\To the Evidence of A. C. Bayley, Esq., 14 'June, 1S75.]
P 1,
Depaetitext

Roads

of

a>'d

[Pay Voucher No. 734.]

Bridges.

Northern Road, 3rrf District.
Abstract and acquittances of amounts paid to Coutraetorj and others employed as herein described, from the 24th of February to the 4th

day of May, 1864.

Names.

Locality.
Nature anrl quantity of
work done by ouch
Individual or I'arfcy to
bo here Btated.

No, of
Contract
or Ta*k.

Rate.

No. of
full
working
dtys.

Amount.

Total.

£ s. d. £
Erecting bridge over
G-oonoo <Joonoo
Amos Davies.. Creek.....................
Pcmilty for one vreek
over time, ...........

I, tbe undersigned, hereby ac
knowledge to have received from
the Commissioner for Roads the
FumECt down opposite to my name,
being in full of all demands respec
tively, for the scrvlcow specified in
this abstract, viz.

B. d.

Erection of bridge over
G-oonoo Goonoo Creek.

468 13 3
10

5

0 0 463 13 3

Amos Davies

......................

Date of
payment
and
by whom
paid.

Witness.

DQ
ns
©
P3
T7 £
^<3
£*>
-r a
§*.2
S £
£ a
IS 2
N ©
O
JS
H

John Turner.

We hereby certify that the above account, amounting to four hundred and sixty-threc pounds thirteen shillings and three-pence, is cor
rect in every particular; that the persons therein named have fully and fairly performed tlie work contracted for by them ; and that the day
labourers have been employed for tho time stated against their respective names, and at the current rate of wages.
True copy,—Thomas E.

Steel,

31/5/75.

A. C. BAYLEY,
Superintendent.

■

I forwarded this voucher to Mr. Quodling for Davies’ signature.
refused to sign.—A.C.B., 27/11/64.

Received on the 27th unsigned, Mr. Quodling informing Davies

F2.
Department
Abstract

Names.

of

Roads

and

Bridges.

of payments to Contractors and others employed as heroin described, from the

Locality.
Naturo and quantity of No of
work done by caofe
Contract
Individual or Party to or Task.
bo litre stated.

Rate.

No, of
full
working
days,

Amount.

Total.

[Pay Voucher No. 93.]
of

18 , to tho

“We, the undersigned, hereby ac
knowledge to have received from
the Commissioner for Roads tho
sum set down'oppoBito toonrseveral
names, being in full ofonr demand,*
respectively, for the services speci
fied in this abstract,

Date of
payment
and
liy ivbom
'paid.

of

I
'
1
|

IS

Witness.

m

Goonoo
Goonoo
Bridge — Extra
works.
Amos Davies.. Sill south abutment
23 lineal feet
S uprights 3 feet
each—9 feet
Tarring, 45e yards

T3
b<

d.

£

s. d. £

1 9

2 0 3

2 0

0 18 0

1 8

3 16 0

£

3. d.

W. Acheson

1 B
it
o
6 14 3

_ TVe hereby certify that the above account, amounting to six pounds fourteen shillings and three pence, is correct in every
particular ; that the persons therein named have fully and fairly performed the work contracted for by them ; and that the day labourers
hove been employed for the time stated against their respective names, and at the current rate of woges.
True copy,—Tjiomas E.

Steel,

31/5/75.

A. C. BAYLEY,
Superintendent.

852
32
F 3.
Detaetmest

of

Roads

Northern Jioad,

ash

Bkidges.

[Pay Voucher No. 1311.]

3rd District,

Absteact and neqaittances of amounts paid to Contractors aud others employed as herein described, from tlie 4th May to the 23th Mny, ISGf.

Approaches Goonoo
Goonoo Bridge.—
Amos Davies. 197 cubic yards 17
feet of stone......
724 cubic yards
excavation .......

Jtftlc.

No- of
full
working
days.

Amount.

s. d.

£ s. d.

4 6

44 15 G

3 0

108 12 0

Wc, the undersigned, hereby ac
knowledge to ho/ve received from
the Cotnnmuouer for Ronds, tho
sum set downopposite to our .several
ntimes, being in fullof our demands
respectively, for the services speci*
tied ia thin abstract.

Total.

Data of
payment
and
by whom
paid.

20fc}i August, 1864Tho Commissioner for Roads.

Names,

Locality.
Nature and'quantity of
No, of
work doue by e*ch
Contract
Individual or Party to
or Task,
be here stated.

£ s. d.
Amos Davies .....................

153 7 0

Witness.

A, J, Chisholm.

We hereby certify that tlie above account, amounting to one hundred and fifty-three pounds seven shillings and sis pence, is correct
in every particular; Hint the persons therein named have fully and fairly performed the work contracted for by them ; and that the day
laborers have been employed for the time stated against their respective names, and at the current rate of wages.
A. C. BAYLEY,
True copv,—Thomas R. Steel, 31/5/73,
Superintendent.
W.C B,—14/9/64.

F4.
Depaetjiext

of

[Pay Vouch cr No. 1950.]

Boads Aim Bridges.

Northern Road,

3rd

District.

Abstract and acquittances of amounts paid to Contractors and others employed as herein described, from the 4th of May to the 25th of
May, 1804.

Names.

Locality.
Nature and quantity
of work done by each
Individual or Party to
be here stated.

No. of
Contract
or Task

T3
£
Approaches to
Goonoo Goonoo
Amos Davies.
Bridge.
114 cubic yds ballast
53
do.
metal

Rate.

s. d.

No. of
full
working
days.

Amount

Wo, the undersigned, hereby ac
Date of
knowledge to have received from
the Gommtatoncr for Hoads the payment
sum set down opposite to our
and
bcveral names, being in full of by whom
paid.
our demands respectively, for tho
services specified in this abstract.

Tout

£ a. d. £ s. d.

4 G
9 0

t&
cq tb
B
Received the sum of fortynine pounds one shilling
in full of all demands.
Amos Davies.

P<
£
U2
25 13 0
23 8 0
49 1

Witness.

0

SO1
8 £■
Q 5
j=W

John Tumor.

CO
<1

We hereby certify that the above account, amountuig to forty-nine pounds one shilling, is correct in every particular; that tho
persons therein named havo fully and fairly performed the work contracted for by them ; and that the day labourers hare boon employed
fur the time stated against their respective names, and at the current rate of wages; and that the expenditure is duly authorized in terms of
the Audit Act.
A. C. BAYLEY,
True copy,—Thomas B. Steel, 31/6/75.
Superintendent.

F 5.
(No. 10.)

24 Ecbruary, 18G4.
Northern Itoad.—Third District,

Division.

I. Amos Davies, hereby undertake to execute (ho following works to the satisfaction of Mr. A. C. Bayley, according to the
general printed conditions, and within tlio space of two months, at schedule of prices of Goonoo Goonoo Bridge South, under a
penalty of £5 por week, to be deducted from the amount due ou work performed, or if insufficient to be sued for :—
Erection of a bridge over Goonoo Goonoo Creek, Tamworth.
AMOS DAYIES.

Hou'S.
j.uos Dariw. CotifracC Xo. 3-67.
FLigsry Gully lo Sngnr-lo.if Pi deling,
& B. d.
................1,096 15 fi
................ 106 13 4

Total amount of contract....
320 eubic yards, at G?. 8d. .

...............

1,203 8 10
777 8 s

Less one month overtime, 2 per cent, on eo.ilracl.......

■126 0 2
21 18 8

Less advanced

404 1 6
10 0

Cleftring 9 elwiiiu ..............

£4(8 11 6
January 37*1), 1S68.
I certify tliia to lie a true copy from Hie Cnntrnnt Menfni'ement 3-iuot of A. (J. Bayley, Esq., Road Superintendent,
Great Uorthem Road, 3rd Disliiet. ’
’
J. TV J CRH All,
Chief Clerk Roads, l]/6,75.

1’ 7.
Tclegi’am from Hfr. W. Boyd lo Tlio Commissioner and Engineer for Roads.
_
Armidale, 22 August, 1864
I Tindkhstood Davies to say that Mr. Bnyley told him ho would reduce the metal to fs. about the end of April or
beginning of Mny.

i’ fi.
JIj1. Dr. Boyd to Mr. Road Supcrintonlent Bayley.
Uralln, 17 September, 1SGA

Sir,

With referenee to your letter of the 14th instant, I have the honor to inform you that I never heard you offer Mr.
Amos Davies Gd. per foot for piles that were too short, for bridge.
The only timber I can remember condemning are one outside bearer and one pile, for being too crooked.
I have, Ac.,
W. BOYD,

[To the Evidence of W. C. Bennett, Esq., ly>th Jane, 1875.]
G 1.
1
Sir,

Bendcmeer, 3 October, 1864.
_
I havo tho honor to forward you report on Mr. Amos Davies’s letter, in reference to Goonoo Goonoo Bridge.
I pointed out to Mr. Davies site of the bridge, ou tho 24th of February, at the same time informed him I could not
decide on tho length of the bridge until I communicated with you on the subject, and as I was not aware of what length the
bridge would be, I could only give Mr. Davies the centre line. I did not peg out any length for approaches, nor did I say the
approaches were included in the contract, neither had I any conversation with Mr. Davies, in reference to the approaches, at
the Caledonian Hotel.
_
"When I received your telegram of March 3rd, informing me that the stringers*of bridge were to be six inches abovo
highest known flood level, I started the following morning to Tamworth and took tho_levels. On my return to Bendcmeer,
reduced and plotted lercls and wrote to Mr. Boyd, instructing him the height of shoulders of piles above floor Goonoo
Goonoo Bridge South. At the time I took the levels there was no timber on the ground.
Pile driving was not commenced till tho 22nd March, No piles were delivered on the ground and condemned for
being too short.
I never had any conversation with Mr. Davies in reference to offering him Gd, per lineal foot, as stated in his letter. I
append a statement of Mr. Boyd's to this effect.
"
I took no notice of Mr. Davies’s offer in respect to the stone wall, as I had received no instructions from you. On
visiting tlie bridge, on tho 14th April, I found Mr. Davies had commenced the approaches, and told him, in tho presence of
Mr, Boyd, that I had given him no instructions to make the approaches, and what he was doing was on his own responsibility.
I did inform Mr. Boyd that no border stones were required in any case.
When I visited the bridge on the 4th May, about 2 p.m., the bridge was completed, except last coat, of paint to rails.
1 told Mr. Davies, on or about tho 29th March, I would give him 9s. per cube yard for metal, and 4s. Gd. far ballast
for what would be required for approaches. J also informed Mr. Boyd of the same.
With reference to your memo, on 4th page, I distinctly deny ever having had any such conversation with him. I never
held up my hands and called out “ Davies, remember !”
’
After receiving your telegram of the 9th of May, to proceed with approaches, I visited the bridge on the following
morning and measured the stone walls. Davies took down the measurements us 1 called them out.
•
I hare, Ac.,
A. C. BAYLEY.
Inform Mr. Davies that Mr. Bayley states lie never informed him that approaches were included in contract, and that.
Davies commenced the work on his own responsibility; that ou the 2!)th March he offered 95. per cube yard for metal, and
4s. 6d. for ballast, and that Davies going on with the work was an acceptance of tins oiler, and that I now, by virtue of
clause
of General Conditions, giving me power to decide finally any dispute, determine that Davies shall get the amount
certified for by Mr. Bayley, and no more, and that, when he undertakes to sign the nsinl receipt, this amount—£49 Is.—will
be banded to him by Mr. Quodling.
Wrote, Mr. Davies, I/13/G4.
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G2.
Cox OreeV Bridge.
* Mk, Aciteson, contractor for Cox Creek Bridge, having made application io transfer his contract to klnrk Turner, the Super intendont visited the works, March 2C, 1S63, and found the timber, &c., in charge of a baiiiff, under distrers warrant against
Acheson froni the Tamworth Bench. Declaration was immediately made that the timber was the property of the Government,
On April 2nd, information was received in this office that the timber bad been sold by tbe bailiff to .Amos Davies, another
contractor, for £34 4s. Gd. Permission was now given for Turner to complete tbe work at Acbeson's^ prices. Negotiations
were then entered into between Davies and Turner for the purchase of tbe timber. Davies at first oftcrcd it for the amount
realized (£34 4s. Gd.) to both Turner and the sub-overseer {Holloway), but subsequently demanded £165 8s. 5d. Ho
was then informed (copy of letter herewith) from this office that the trees were only allowed by tbe Crown to be cut for
this bridge, and ‘were still the property of the Q-overnment—the workmanship only being the contractor’s (Acheson s)
property, and that any attempt to remove the trees would bc.met with legal proceedings. No reply was received. The
Superintendent visiting the work on April 27th, found that Turner was using the disputed timber. On remonstrating with
him, he (Turner) expressed his intention of using the timber, and abiding by the consequences. He was then informed that
a receipt for payment for the timber must be produced before fimil payment could be made.
Completion of tbe bridge was reported on December 4th, 1863, and negotiations again entered into for a satisfactory
settlement without avail; Davis still demanded the largo sum of £165.
Before payment of the fiual voucher the question arises as to the liability of the Government.
Tile timber, at the time of sale by the bailiff, being Government property, tbe workmanship only could have passed
over at the sale against the Government.
T forward the case for the opinion of the Crown Solicitor before payment of final vouchor to Turner. Everytiiing ■
possible has been done by Turner and the Department to settle with Davis; ho has been offered by Turner the sum be paid,
with 25 per cent, interest, but declines to take less than £165 8s. Gd.
I forward this statement in order that we may be instructed by the Crown Solicitor if wo arc safe in paying Turner.—
W.C.B., 18/1/69. Under Secretary B.C. Crown Solicitor to advise accordingly.-—.T.R., B.C., 19/1/G9.

Mr, B. Donaldson to The Commissioner and Engineer for B,oads.
Murrurundi, 19 October, 1868.
Sir,
In reply to Mr. Davies’s letter of the 2nd instant, relative to the purchase by him of Mr. Contractor Aclieson’s
timber at Cox’s Creek Bridge, I have the honor to state :—
....
1st.—That Mr. Holloway was instructed by me to purchase the timber at a reasonable rate. Ills report herewith will
explain the reason he did not do so,
2nd.—Mr. Turner was never authorized by any officer in the departmentto use the timber bought by Davies at the sale.
In my report on this bridge, dated 2nd May, I notified to you that Turner was using tbe timber, and after remonstrating with
him about it, ho said he had offered Davies the amount that he paid for it at the sale ; and ns Davies would not take it he
was quite willing to put up with the consequences, Ac, On the 8th May I wrote to Turner and quoted your remarks^on my
reportThat this would not do, and that he must before final payment is made produce a receipt in full from Davies and
advising him to try and arrange with Davies at once. Mr. Turner’s reply to my letter was verbal, and that lie bad offered
Davies a fair price for the timber, and ns they could not agree be would take the consequences.
.
I also, on the same date, wrote to Mr. Holloway, who was on the spot, to urge upon Turner the necessity of coming to
some arrangement with Davies and settling matters.
I have, Ac.,
KOBT. DONALDSON.
Seen—W.C.B., 21/10/68.

Mr. G. Holloway to The Commissioner and Engineer for Hoads.
Tamworth. 12 October, 1868.
Sir,
With reference to the sale of Contractor Acheson’s timber at Cox's Creek, I have to state :—
A few days before the sale I received instructions from Mr. Donaldson to attend and purchase the timber at a reasonable
rate, but I was unable to do so, not having sufficient money on hand. The bailiff informed me Hint lie would take nothing but
ready money.
Mr. Davies offered to lend me tbe amount, but I refused to take it, not feeling justified in borrowing from a contractor.
The timber was put up for sale first, in different lots, and was purchased, for the sum of £13 odd, by Mr. Davies ; but as
that was not sufficient to cover the amount of tbe distress—£34 odd—the bailiff deelared to tbe people present that the saio
was null and void, and banded over the timber into my charge.
A short time after this tbe bailiff asked me to go down to the bridge with him and Mr. Davies, and be a witness to the
sale of the ironwork. I did so. Tbe ironwork was put up aud realized £21 odd, which, with the £13 odd, the amount the
timber realized, brought it up to the amount of tbe distress. The timber was not put up a second time for sale,
As soon as work was recommenced at tbe bridge I diseovered that the contractor was using the timber that Mr. Davies
had bought. I spoke to Mr. Contractor Turner on tbe subject, and told him he had no right to use the timber, and that 1
would be obliged to report the matter. Ho said that be considered the sale illegal, and did not recognize Mr. Davies as the
purchaser of the timber, but would still continue to use it and bear all the responsibility himself.
On my way to Gunnedah the next day I saw Mr. Donaldson, and verbally reported tbe matter to him.
I have, Ac.,
GEORGE HOLLOWAY.

Mr.
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E. Donnldson t-0 The Conmiis^ioncr aiifl EnEjineev for Eonrfs.
Jirurrurumlij 7 Januarj, 18fi9.

g.r

1 ],aTC t,.lp ^o,1101, to inform you llmf, I am Stained here awaiting the arrival of Ifessrs. Turner and Davies, relative
to settling the point of the disputed Umber at Cos Creek Bridge. I wrote to these parlies some lime ago to meet me, and
•Davies s reply to my letter, requesting him to name an early day, was, that he had forwarded my letter to Mr. Wallace,
solicitor, iamworth, asking Ins ndvioe, and that ho would write on receipt thereof. I have been, and am still, waiting here
with a new of trying to settle the matter previous to my departure for the Jfarrabri or Cnssilis Hoads.
I enclose voucher No. 61, and receipted ditto, for salary and travelling allowance to 31st December, 1868.
I have, &c ,
KOBT. DONALDSON.

Seen.—W.C.B., O/I/Gfl.

Mr. K. Donaldson to The Commissioner and .Engineer for Koads.
Murrurundi, 13 January, I860,

Sir,

u on i V’w® t]le,]l0I,0r to report, relative to the dispute between Turner and Davis about the timber sold at Cot Creek nn
the 30th oi Mardi, 1868.
In accordance with your instructions, I got Davies and Aebcson (who is anting as agent for Turner in the matter)
to meet me here yesterday, with a view of settling the dispute 1 stated the object for which the meeting hod been convened,
and tried everything to get them to agree and settle the matter, but without success. Davies insists upon asking £165 8s. 5d.
(notwithstanding his having offered it to Mr. Holloway and Mr. Turner for £314s. 6d., the amount paid bv him at sale), and
will nolabate one shilling ot that price. Acheson, on the other hand, offered Davies the amount the timber realised at sale, and, at
my suggestion, that Davies should be allowed fair interest in addition, Acheson offered interest at tbe rate of 23 per cent.,
or to meet him half way m the transaction j but Davies would do nothing but persist in asking the abovenamed amount. It
therefore remains as it did before.
1 think your determination to pay the balance to Turner is a just one i Davies imv then sue Turner, or adopt nnv
MCflaures be m&j think aclviHiblc for the recorcry of this monej.
’
T have,
EOBT. DOXALDSON.
nnowa^horewitir—R D I<r0S' ^ ^ 50i

rCUu'n of raen and horsC3 "l*tci the 1Cth instant, and receipt for travelling

heretriA—j\vk* 16/'i/69ll'll3C n"lk<' ^ statem<'nt 10 eullble me io c'nisuU Crmvn Solicitor.—W.C.ft., 15/1/69.

Statement

a 3.
Mr. Road Superintendent Nnrdin to The Commissioner and Engineer for Roads.
Road Superintendent's Ofliee,
Mudgee, ]6 June, 1875.
My evidence before the Select Committee on Friday last, in regard to the letter written by Mr. Amos Davies in replv
to mine of the 7th October, 1S/2 and assenting to the alterations in contract 10 A, is represented to me as not being suflicienttV
conclusive. I beu „ow to state that 1 have no doubt whatever that, I received such a letter, although it caunot now be produced,
having been mislaid on my removal from Murrurundi to tliis place,
1
I have, Ac.,
ERNEST E. NARDIN,
Re-subnnt.—W.C.B.. 18/6/7
Superintendent of Roads.
I! 4.

DErAimniNT or

Roads aud

Bihdges.

Afoin Northern Road.
Abstract of payments to Contractors and others employed as herein described from the
Locality.
JJfttur© aud quantity of
No. of
n-ork done by each
, Contract
Individual or Party to ^ or Task,
be here stated.

working

Amount,

Total.

days,

I

‘
|
1
Amos Dimes.

|
j
|
|

Culverts on Confcj
10 A. ................... '
Remission ofFino.
Balance of ContJ
16 A..................... ’
Remission of 2fine...j
Balance on Cont.
17 A,t including^
fine........................ .
Balance due oiij
Goonoo
GoonoDBridge................... 1

£

s. d.

of

to the 28th February, 1875.

We, the undersigned, hereby ac
knowledge to have received from
the Commissioner for Roads the
sum net down opposite to cmrseveral
names, being m full of our demands
respectively, for the ecrviccs speci
fied in tliis abstract.

No. of

fall

[Pay Toucher No. 755 ]

£ s. d.

20 0 0
84 0 0
1G5 12 6
132 0 0

194 2 1

Date of
payment
and
by whom
paid.

Witness.

XO ■
« s
aT
5*
£
ai .w
Is
Urn —
° "o
(3 s
s
3

2 18 8
4 0 0
602 13

3

We hereby certify tliat the amount, sir hundred and two pounds thirteen shillings and three pence, charged in this vouchor os to com
putations castings and rates is correct j that the persons therein named have fully and fairly performed the work contracted for bv them ■
and that the day laborers have been employed for the time stated against their respective names, and at i he current rate of wages - and that
the expenditure is duly authorized in terms of the Audit Act.
s '
True copy,—Tiros. R. Steel, 21 /6/75.
WILLIAM C. BENNETT, Superintendent,
Bonk Signature—W. C. Hill.
[Vlniip.J
Syrtncv ; Thomas Rifhard^ nowraMent Printer.—
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1875.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

COMMON AT GULGONG.
(PROCLAMATTOX OF.)

Onkrud by ihe Legislative Assembly io be printed, 30 Jvly, 1875.

RETURN to an Order made liy the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 15 June, 1875, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—
“ Copies of all Letters, Petitions, and other Papers, in reference to the
“ proclamation of a Common at GulgongU
[Mr. Buchanan.)

SCHEDULE.

m

PAGE.

1. Lettor from Ck J>. Lang, Esq., Gnlgong, to .7. G. O’Connor, Esq., M.L.A., enclosing Polition to (lie Honorable tbe
■
Minister for Lands, praying for a suitable blocli of land to be reserved and dedicated for Commonage purposes
for tbe town of Gulgong (with Minute (bereon). 18 November, 1873 .................................. ...............................
2. Letter from ,T. Q-. O'Connor, Esq., M.Tj.A., to Minister for Lands, enclosing Petition on same subjeet^witb Minutes
thereon). 15 December, 1873 ........................................................................................................ -...............................
3. Memo, from Mr, Gold Commissioner Johnson to Mr. Gold Commissioner Browne, asking him to indicate the
situation and extent of the area required for the Commonage. 18 January, 1874 ..................................................
4. Letter from Mr. Warden Browne to Under Secretary for Lands, reporting in reference to a Common for the use of
stock at Gulgong, and enclosing plan and description (with Minute thereon). 23 June, 1874 .............................
5. Letter from Under Secretary for Lauds to Mr. Warden Browne, asking for his report above referred to (with Minute
thereon). 2G June, 1874 ..................................................................................................................................................
C. Letter from Mr. Acting District Surveyor Bolton to Surveyor General, reporting on proposed Common at Gulgong
(with sketch enclosed). 30 September, 1874..................................... ............................................................................
7. Memo, of the Surveyor General (with tracing enclosed). 21 October, 1874 .................................................................
8. Minute of Executive Council, approving of 21 square miles at Gulgong for temporary Commonage (with Minutes
thereon). 22 February, 1875 ..........................................................................................................................................
9. Government Gazette Notice—Temporary Commonage, Gulgong. 31 March, 1875 .......................................................
10. Government Gazette Notice—Commoners'Boundaries. 31 March, 1875 .............................................................
11. Under Secretary for Lands to Land Agent, Mudgee, forwarding tracing. 11 May, 1875
......................................
12. Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. J. G. O’Connor, in reply to No. 2. 22 May, 1875..................................................
13. Letter from Mr. S. Samper (Honorary Secretary to the Gulgong Progress Committee) to R. H. M. Forster, Ksq.,
M.L.A., protesting against the area proclaimed as a Commonage (with Minutes thereon). 26 May, 1875 ........
14. Same to D. Buchanan, Jfsq., M.L.A., to same effect. 26 May, 1875 ....................................................... ......................
15. Telegram from the Secretary of the Gulgong Progress Committee to D. Buchanan, Esq., M.L.A., with respect to
above (with Minutes thereon). 1 June, 1875 ......... ....................................................................................................
16. Under Secretary for Lands to R. H. M. Forster, Esq., M.L.A., informing him that the area would he reduced. 7
Juno, 1875 ........................................................................
17. Same to D. Buchanan, Esq., M.L.A., to same effect. 7 June, 1875.................................................................................
18. Minute of Executive Council, approving of the area in question being withdrawn (with Minute thereon). 7 June,
1875 ...............................................................................................................................
19. Letter from Mr. S. Samper to Minister for Lands, relative to the reduction of the said area. 9 June,1876 ..............
20. Government Gazette Notice—Withdrawal of land from temporary Common at Gulgong. 15 June,1875 ................
21. Under Secretary for Lands to Mr, S. Samper, in reply to No. 19. 24 June, 1875.................................... ..................
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COMMON AT OULGrONGr.

No. 1.
G-. D. Laicq, Esq., to J. G-. O’Coskoh, Esq., M.L.A.

Gulgong Evening Argus,
18 November, 1873.

Mr dbati Srn,
c
Herewith I beg to hand you a petition, addressed to the Honorable the Minister for Lands,
tor the reservation of a block of land for Commonage purposes, for the town of Gulgong. Tliis is very
much wanted, here, and the site indicated would suit admirably, as there is no gold on it; and-it is in the
immediate neighbourhood of the town, though quite out of the way of it. I shall have another petition to
send, either along with this one or by the next post, addressed to theHonorable the ColonialSecretary. Itried
t<?
a c°Py °f the paper for which you sent to Zimmler, but was unsuccessful, for neither here nor
at the Home Eule is there a copy to be had. I am kept with my hands full; for what with petitions,
meetings, leaders locals, reporting, and proof sheets, my hands are full. I was on the sick list for about a
fortnight, and could just manage to get through my work; but I am all right again.
With best wishes, believe me yours faithfully,—
‘
GEORGE D. LANG.
Referred for the consideration of Mr. Surveyor Bolton.—R. D. Pitzoerald, B.C., 9 Dec., /73.

[Enclosure to J\To. 1.]
Presented by Mr. O’Connor, M.P.
To the Honorable the Minister for Lands, the Petition of the undersigned Freeholders, Householders, and others,
resident in the town of Gulgong and its vicinity,—

Humbly

bhowbih

:—

That there is no place set apart in the neighbourhood of the town of Gulgong where the residents or teamsters or
impounded™?l"^ fr°m ^ dl£tencc ma7 d(?Pasl;ure their cattle and horses without danger of losing them or having them
tt
That the reservation by the Government of an area of from four to five hundred neres, or of such an area as to the
xlonoi’able the Minister for Lands may seem adequate for the purposes of a Town Common, would be a boon of inestimable
value to tiic townspeople.
t,here 13 a conveniently situated block of ground well suited for a Common in the immediate neighbourhood of the
town, and yet so far removed that it is never likely to bo required for building purposes, between the large hill at the back of
he nnn™ yards and Lyons paddock, which your petitioners would beg most respectfully to suggest might most advantageously
ne appropriated tor the purposes of a Town Common.
6
J
T^at‘■his block of land has been diligently prospected by different parties of miners for gold without the shadow of

rlmmnn 1 ^ 18 t”C ®en”al.l,6llof‘hat no gold in payable quantities if at all exists in this block, and that ils reservation for
Commonage purposes would m no way interfere with the operations of the miners.

■ i r our Paidioncrs therefore humbly pray that the Honorable tbe Minister for Lands may be pleased to take the premises
into favourable consideration, and that this or some other suitable block of land may be reserved and dedicated in the manner
suggested by your Petitioners.
And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.
’
■
‘
WILLIAM EWINGTON, J,P.
CHAELES HIMMLER,
and 8G others.

No. 2.
•T. G. O’CojfBOR, Esq., M.L.A., to The Mtbtstkr

for

Lauds.

York-strcct, Sydney,
15 December, 1873.
H'l

i nj
.please take the prayer of the petitioner (sent herewith) into your consideration,
io dedication of a piece of land as a Common would bo a great boon to tbe miners in tbe district.
1

Your obedient servant,
J. G. O’CONNOR.

,, . May probably bo referred for the consideration of tbe Gold Commissioner, upon conference with
the Acting District Surveyor, Bathurst.
The Gold Commisioner, Western District, accordingly.—B.C., 16th Jan., 1874, T.H.J. for TJ.S.

[Enclosure
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[ Enclosure io No. 2.]
Mr. 0. Goodman to J. G. O’Connor, Eeq., M.L.A.
Gulgong, December, 1873.

Sir,
I beg to cncloEo you a petition, Tvbich you will greatly oblige me by preeenfing (o the Honorable the Minister for
Lands, for tbo purpose of having the sheep at present grazed on the Gold Fields removed; they arc thfc property of—
Mr. House, around Gulgong,
Mr. Blackman, around Home Hide,
Mr. Lowe, around Canadian,
eating up, as you may easily imagine, the pastures that the gold-miner’s eons, gcal-s, and horses ought to benefit by. Tbo peti
tion is faithfully signed, and, should the course we have pursued not be correct to get rid of this nuisance, you will greatly
oblige by intimating the correct one. Trusting you will interest yourself in this, to us, important matter,—
I remain, &c.,

.

OWEN GOODMAN.

[Sub-cnolosure to Enclosure io No.

2.]

To tho Honorable tbe Minister for Lands.
■
Gulgong, December, 1873.
The Petition of tbe undersigned Gold-miners and others, on tbe Gulgong Gold Field,—
Humbly sbowelh:—
That tbo sheep grazing on the Crown Lands of this Gold Field are detrimental to the welfare of tho inhabitants of
this important district, totally destroying tho grass ■which is required for tbo sustenance of the cows, horses, &c., the property
of tho gold-miner and others connected with the Gold Fields.
We therefore respectfully submit that you will immediately cause them to be removed, aud declare a radius of say (6)
live miles or so a Commonogc for the express uso of tho aforesaid cattle, horses, &c., and not as at present for tbo squatter’s
sheep. And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
{Here follow 840 siyuaOires,]

No. 3.
Memo,

from

Mb. Gold Comhissionee Johnson

to

Me. Gold Cohoussioner Browne.

Bob the report of Mr. Gold Commissioner Browne at Ms earliest convenience, who, if he considers the

proclamation of a Commonage necessary, will be kind enough to indicate, as nearly as possible, the situation
ttnd extent of the urea required for that purpose.
1
"WHITTINGDALE JOHNSON.
B.C., ISth January, 1874.

No. 4.
Me.

ATabden Browne to The Under Secret art

for

Lands.

Gulgong, 23 June, 1874.
Sir,
bee tub-fencloI have the honor to enclose a petition from certain inhabitants of the town and neighbourhood suro
to No. 2.
of Gulgong with reference to a Common for the use of stock, and I beg to transmit a plan* and description A&B.
•Appendix A,
of proposed reserve, which will, iu my opinion, be sufficient for the purpose.
1 have the honor to state that I am not aware that the neighbouring squatters have beeu in the
habit of grazing their sheep upon the Gold Bield to the injury of the miner’s stock, which iu the season of
unexampled abundance of pasture cannot have suffered in that respect.
I have, &c.,
•
T. A. BROWNE,
Warden.

The population of Gulgong is somewhere about 8,000 persons. The recommendation for Commonage
by Mr. Warden Browne is that 500 acres only, but that recommendation does not appear to have passed
through Mr. Warden Johnson. 500 acres for a Common is too little. This may probably go for con
sideration of Mr, Acting District Surveyor Boltou, who may confer with Mr. Johnson on the matter should
he consider it desirable.
R. D. FITZGERALD,
IGth July, 1874.
(For Surveyor General).

{Enclosure

B

io No.

4.]

J)cscrlj>lion of proposed Town Common for the Village of Gulgong, containing about 500 acres.
Gulgong, 1 .Tuly, 1874.
Commencing at n point marked A on plan, being 1 drain north, the north-west corner of Elijah Lyons' 40 acres e. p.;
and bounded thence by aline bearing west about 38 chains ; and tkcncc by a line bearing north about 62 chains aud 50 links ;
and thonec by a lino bearing oust about 80 chains and 96 links ; and thence by a line bearing south about 62 chains and 50
links ; and thence by a line bearing west about 42 chains and 90 links, to the point of commencement.
'
'
SAMUEL A. M'NEALE,
.
’
Surveyor.

No. 5.
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Ko. 5,
The

LVder SECitETAiti’ I'ou Lands

to

Mr. Wasojen .Browxk.

i
SiJij

S«e sub-fucloeure to No. 2.

Rre OTiclosiiros A
and B to No. 4.

Department ofLamlhi,
Syduoy: 20 June, 1874.
_
I am directed to inform you that a- communication has been received from Mr. Warden
Johnson, intimating that the Petition for a Common at Guigong forwarded to you on the 14th January
last had not yet been returned, and I am directed to request that you will return the same with your
report thereon to this department at your earliest convenience,
* I have, <tc.,
.
.
W. W. STEPHEN.
Keport, with plan and description of Common enclosed. Posted 3rd July, 1S74.—T. A. Bkowine,
Warden.
E.C., 4/7/74, Grulgong.

No. G.
Me.

Acting jJisimcT-SuRYEVOR Bolton to The Surveyor General.

District Snvcyors Office,
Orange, 30 September, 1874.
SetNu. 4.
I do myself the honor to acknowledge tho receipt of your B.C., 16th July, 1874, in reference
to the proposed Common at Gulgong, comity of Phillip, and in reply to inform you that I have visited i ho
No”!4 l°Cidity> and am of opinion that the area indicated by the sketch and description accompanying the upplL
*A
tmiijiR
ca,Gon is not large enough; I would therefore recommend the land shown on my sketch* herewith be
pp x ‘ substituted for it. I would draw attention to the fact that the Gold Field reserve will serve as a temporary
Common while there is a large digging population at Gulgong; and in the event of the greater portion of
the population leaving, tho Common suggested by me should meet the demands of tho remaining inhabitants.
1 have conferred with Mr. Warden Browne, who coincides with my views.
I have, Ac.,
'
C. F. BOLTON,
A. D.-S.
Sir,

No, 7.
,

Memo,

of the

Stjkyeyok General.

■

.

The area proposed to be substituted for Commonage, in lieu of the 500 acres proposed by Mr. Warden
Browne is about 1,020 acres. The total unalienated land within the Gulgong Gold Field, exclusive of the
town of Gulgong, is about 52 square miles, of which about 20 square miles is under pre-lease to Bouse,
Cox, and Lowe, and others; hut in the immediate vicinity of Gulgong, ns per tracing,* edges green, tho
vacant Crown Lands, excluding R. IRmse’s pre-leases of 640 acres, 750 acres, 700 acres, and 060 acres, on
Wialdra and Coogal Creeks, is about 21 square miles. The population of Gulgong is not given even
approximately by the District Surveyor, but I presume is somewhere about five to six thousand persons,
excluding children. For the present it would appear by the Acting Dislrict-Survcyor’s report undesirable
to permanently dedicate any land for Commonage. It is therefore submitted that tho vacant Crown Land,
including about 21 square miles, be devoted for temporary Commonage until required for sale, and placed
in trust for householders and freeholders within its boundaries as shown by tracing.
R. D. FITZGERALD,
Under Secretary for Lands.
(For Surveyor General).
^
B.C., 21 October, 1874.
For approval, 15 December.
Approved.—J.S.F., 29/12/74.

No. 8.
Minute Paper

'

Scs No. a

Sao ?0 10

Executive Council.

for the

'

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 22 February, 1875.
Temporary Common at Gulgong.
It is recommended to His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council that the within described
portion of land, containing 2L square miles, aud situated at Gulgong, in tho county of Phillip, be set apart
for Commonage purposes under clause 29 of the “ Crown Lauds Occupation Act of 1861,”
It is also recommended to His Excellency and the Council that the boundaries, of which a description
is enclosed, shall he those the freeholders and householders within which shall have the use of the
temporary Commonage of Gulgong, subject to the reservations provided by clause 63 of the Regulations
under the Alienation Act, and clause 113 of the Regulations under the Occupation Act.
______
THOS. GARRETT.
Approved.—II.R,, 1/3/75.
The Executive Council advise that the portion of land herein described at Gulgong bo set apart for
Commonage purposes, in terms of the Act herein specified; also that the boundaries herein set forth be
those within which freeholders and householders should have tho use of the same.—Alex. C- Bldue,
Clerk of the Council.
Min. 75/12,, 1/3/75.
Confirmed, 8/3/75.
Mr. Ellis,—A tracing is enclosed showing the boundaries of the temporary Common at Gulgong,
notified the 31st March, 1875, for the information of the Land Agent at Mudgee.—G, Lewis, for the
Surveyor General.
Under Secretary for Lunds.—B.C., 29fch April, 1875.
Mr. Ellis,—Applicants should be informed and invited to nominate trustees, that regulations may
be submitted for the management of the Common.—G. Lewis.
No. 9.

y

No. 9.
Government Gazette Notice.—Tempouaei' Commonage. Gcj.gong.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 31 March, 1875.
Ills Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be notified, that in
pursuance of the provisions contained in the Regulations under the “ Crown Lands Occupation Act of
1861,” the land described hereunder shall he devoted to temporary Commonage.
THOMAS CAHRETT.
County of Phillip, parishes of Gunt.iwang and Gulgong, 21 square miles. The Crown Lands within
the following boundaries: Commencing on Wialdra Creet, at the north-west corner of It. Rouse’s 1.200
acres ; and bounded thence on part of the west and north by that crook upwards to the south-west corner
of E. Rouse’s portion 9 of 05 acres; thence by the south and part of the east boundaries of that portion
easterly aud northerly to the south-west corner of E. Rouse’s portion 10 of 43 acres; thence by the south
and the east boundaries of that portion easterly and northerly to "Wialdra Creek, and thence by Wialdra
Creek upwards to R. Rouse’s 1,031 acres ; thence by the west and south boundaries of that land southerly
and easterly to its south-east corner; thence by part of the east boundary of that 1,081 acrcs^, bearing
north about 80 chains to land under pre-emptive lease to R. Rouse; thence by a line east 277 chains,
dividing it from that lessee’s land ; on the east by a line south, dividing it from land under pre-emptive^
lease to R. Rouse, to the north-west corner of portion 32; thence by tbe west and south boundaries oi
that portion southerly and easterly to its south-east corner, and thence by the road south-easterly to
R. Rouse’s 851 acres ; thenco by the part of the west boundary of that land southerly about 66 chains to
the south-west comer of that land ; thence by the western boundary of E. Rouse’s 1,118 acres southerly
and the south boundary of that land easterly to the north-west corner of A. ,T. Liddington’s GiU acres ;
thence by part of the west boundary of that land southerly to G. Stott's 320 acres, portion 4-2 ; thence
on the south by the north and part of the west boundaries of that portion westerly and southerly to the
north-east corner of E. Stott’s portion 4-3; thence by the north boundaries of that portion and
J. Smith's portion 19 westerly to its north-western corner; thence by the west boundaries of that portion
and G. Clarke’s portion 20 and its southerly prolongation to the north boundary of J. Egan’s portion 24 ;
thence by parts of the north and the west boundaries of that portion aud tho north part of the west
boundary of portion 25 westerly and southerly to tho boundary dividing the parishes ol Wilbertrce^ and
Gulgong; thence by that boundary bearing west Io the east boundary of R, Lamrock’s conditional
purchase, portion GO ; thence by the eastern and northern boundaries of that portion northerly and north
westerly aud part of the north boundary of portion 49 westerly to the south-east corner of portion 27 ;
thence by the east boundary of that portion northerly to its north-east corner; theuce by tbe north
boundaries of portions 27, 17, IS, westerly to the north-west comer of portion 18; thence by part of tbe
west boundary of that portion southerly to a point east from the north-east corner of portion 31; thence
by a lino west to that comer and by the north boundary of that portion westerly to the cast boundary ot
J. (Smith's conditional purchase, portion 41; theuce by the east and north boundaries of that portion
northerly and westerly and the north boundary of portion 47 westerly to its north-west corner ; thence
again on tho west and on the south by the road to Gulgong, passing along the eastern boundary of
R. Rouse’s 4,000 acres northerly to the north-east corner of that land, and thence by a line crossing that
road to that corner, and by part of the north boundary of that land westerly to tho south-east corner of
K. Rouse’s 1,200 acres ; thence by the east and north boundaries of that land northerly and westerly to
Wialdra Crook, at the point of commencement. But exclusively of the village of Gulgong, as shown on
the map of that village at the Surveyor General's Office.

No. 10.
Government Gazette Notice—Commoners’ Boundaries, Gulgong.

Department of Lauds,
Sydney, 31 March, 1875.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to he notified, that all
freeholders and householders within the undermentioned boundaries will he entitled to the use of the
permanent and temporary Commonage at Gulgong.
THOMAS GARRETT.
County of Phillip, parishes of Guntawaug and Gulgong: Commencing on "Wialdra Creek, at the
north-west corner of E. Rouse’s 1,200 acres ; and hounded thence on part of the west and north by that
creek upwards, to tho south-west corner of E. Rouse’s portion 9, 765 acres; thence by the south and part
of tho east boundary of that portion easterly and northerly to the south-west comer of E. Rouse s portion
10, of 43 acres ; thence by the south aud the east boundaries of that portion easterly and northerly to
Wialdra Creek; and thence by Wialdra Creek upwards, to E. Rouse's 1,081 acres; thence by the west
and the south boundaries of tbat land southerly and easterly to its south-east corner ; thence by part of
the east boundary of that 1,081 acres bearing north about 80 chains to land under pre-emptive lease to
R, Rouse ; Ihenee by a line cast 277 chains, dividing it from that leased land ; on the east by a line south,
dividing it from land under pre-emptive lease to R. Rouse, to the north-west corner ol portion 32 ; thence
by the west and south boundaries of that portion southerly and easterly to its south-east corner ; aud
thence by the road south-easterly to R. Rouse’s 851 acres; thence by part of the west boundary of that
land southerly, about 66 chains to tho south-west corner of that land ; thence by the western boundary
of R. Rouse’s 1,118 acres southerly, and the south boundary of that land easterly to the north-west corner
of A. J. Liddington’s 640 acres ; thence by part of the west boundary of tbat land southerly to G. iStott's
320 acres, portion 4 over 2; thence on the south by tbe norib and part of the west boundaries of that
portion westerly and southerly to the north-east boundary of E. Stott’s portion 4 over 3 ; thence by the
north boundaries of that portion and J. Smith's portion 19 westerly to its north-west corner; thence by
the west boundaries of tbat portion and G-. Clarke’s portion 20 and its southerly prolongation to tho north
boundary
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boundary of J. Egan’s portion 24 ■ ihenee by part of the west boundary of portion 25 westerly and
southerly to the boundary dividing the parishes of Wilberiree and Gulgong; thence by that boundary
bearing west to the eastern boundary of ft-. Lamrock's conditional purchase, portion 50 j thence by the
eastern and northern boundaries ot that portion northerly and north-westerly, and part of the north
boundary ot portion 49, westerly to tbe south-east corner of portion 27 ; thence by the cast boundarv of
that portion northerly to its north-east corner; thence by the uorlh boundaries of portions a?, 17,'l8,
westerly to the north-west corner of portion 18 ; thence by part of the west boundaries of that portion
southerly to a point east from the north-east comer of portion 34 ; thence by a line west to that corner aud
by the north boundary of that portion westerly to the east boundary of J. ".Smith’s conditional purchase,
portion 44 ; thence by the east and north boundaries of that portion norfherly and westerly, and the north
boundary, of portion 47 westerly to its north-west corner; thence again on the west and on the south
by the road to Gulgong, passing along tho cast boundary of li. Itouse’s 4,000 acres northerly to the north
east corner of that land ; and thence by a line crossing tbat road to that corner, and by part of tho north
boundary of that land westerly to the south-east corner of It. House’s 1,200 acres: thence by tbe east and
north boundaries of that land northerly and westerly to Wialdra Creek, at the point of commencement.

No. 11.
The UtfDEn Seciietakr im Lands to The Land Aqisitt, Mvram

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 11 May, 1875.
I am directed to transmit herewith for your informatiou, a tracing showing by a greeu edging
a portion of land containing 21 square miles at Gulgong, in the county of Phillip, which by notice in the
Government Gazette of the 31st March last, has bocu set apart for temporary Commonage.
I have, &c.,
CHAELES OLIVER,
______________________ (Eor the Under Secretary).
blR-

8ee No. 7.
Sec No. 0,

No. 12.
The Undee Sechetaey eor Lands to Me.

Nos. D and 10.

G. O’Connor.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 22 May, 1875.

Sin,
No. 2.

,T.

Referring to your letter of the 15th December, 1873, relative to a petition from the residents
of G ulgong praying for the reservation of a temporary Common at that place, I am directed to invite
your attention to a notice which appeared in the Government Gazette of the 31st March last, from which
you will perceive that the prayer of tho petitioners has been complied with.
Trustees should now be nominated according to the provisions of the Commons Regulation Act
of 1873.
1
I have, &c.,
W. W.

STEPHEN.

No. 13.
Mr.

S. Sajipee to

E, H. M.

Forster, Esq.,

M.L.A,

Gulgong Progress Committee Rooms,
26 May, 1875.

Sir,

1 have the honor to inform you that a very large meeting of ihe Progress Committee was held
Inst evening, when it was moved by Mr. Henry Tebbutt, seconded by Mr. J. F. Plunkett, and carried
unanimously, Tlmt this meeting protests against the action of the Honorable the Minister of Lands in
causing 21 square miles of the richest agricultural lands around Gulgong being proclaimed a Common,
thus preventing its use for agricultural purposes.
. . Th;U' Mr. Buchanan, the Member of tho Western Gold Fields, he requested to wait on the
Minister to ask him to revoke the proclamations and cause the above lands to be thrown open at once for
conditional purchase.
'
.
That the Secretary be directed to correspond with Mr. Buchanan on the subject, and also forward
him a copy of this resolution.
'
It Was further directed that the names of R. H. M. Forster and S, S. Goold, Esqs., M.L.A,’s, be
added to the motion.
j am ^
.
S. SAMPER,
Honorary Secretary.
Urgent.
Let tho temporary Common be reduced to the area recommended and shown on the
plan by Mr. Bolton. Inform Mr. Buchanan and Mr. R. Forster, M.P.’s, at once.—T.G., 2/6/75.
r t Mi"-Ullri'
Urgent.
Submitted for the consideration of the Honorable tho Minister for
Lauds as directed, Ihafc the defined area, containing about 18 square mtiesj be withdrawn from ihe
temporary Common at Gulgong, in accordance with memo, on 75/3,920 Mis.—R. B. Fitzgerald (for
Surveyor General),
Under Secretary for Lands.—B.C., 5 June, /75.

No. 14.
Mr. S. Samper to D. Buchanan, Esq., M.L.A.

Gulgong Progress Committee Rooms,
Gulgong, 26 May, 1875.
I have the honor to inform you that a very large meeting of the Progress Committee was held
last evening, when it was moved by Mr. Henry Tebbutt, seconded by Mr. J. J-1. Plunkett, and carried
unanimously,—That this meeting protests against the action of the Honorable the Minister of Lands in
causing 21 square miles of tho_richest agricultural land around Gulgong being proclaimed as a Common,
thus preventing its use for agricultural purposes.
That
8ib>
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That Mr. Buchanan, the Member of the "Western Gold Fields, be requested to wait on the
Minister to ask him to revoke the proclamations and cause the above lands to be thrown open at once for
conditional purchase. That the Secretary be directed to correspond with Mr. Buchanan on the subject,
and also forward him a copy of this resolution. At the suggestion of Mr. Plunkett the following clause
was also added:—
_
_
_
“And that Mr. Buchanan be requested to ask in bis place in Parliament by wdiat advice or
suggestion the Common was proclaimed."
It was then moved by Mr. Dennis, seconded by Mr. Macdonald,—That the names of Mr. B, M.
Forster and Mr. S. S, Goold, M.L.A.’s, be added to Mr. Tebbutt’s resolution,—carried. In accordance
with the above resolution, I now do myself the honor to address you.
I. have, &c.,
S. SAMPEK,
_
Honorary Secretary, G.P. Committee.

No. 15.
to D. Buchanan, Esq., M.L.A.
.
1 June, 1875.
The people applied through J. G. O’Connor three years ago for about 400 acres in one spot for Town
Common, hut never for such absurd area gazetted.
_

Tulegbam

from

The Skcbetary op the Gulgong Progress Committee

Handed to me by D. Buchanan, M.P.—T.G., 2/6/75.
Let me see the whole of the papers in this case, together with the letter banded in by Mr. Buchanan
yesterday.—T.G., 2/6/75.
____________________________ _

No. 16.
The Under Secretary for Lands to B.

II. M.

M.L.A.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 7 June, 1875.

Forster, Esq.,

With reference to your personal representation to the Minister for Lands relative to the
temporary Common recently proclaimed at Gulgong, I am directed to inform you that the Minister has
determined to reduce the area of it to about 1.920 acres.
I have, Ac.,
W. W. STEPHEN.

No. 17.
The Under Secretary for Lands

to D,

M.L.A.
Department of Lands,
Sydney, 7 June, 1875.

Buchanan, Esq.,

Sir,

With reference to your personal representation to the Minister for Lands relative to the
temporary Common recently proclaimed at Gulgong, I am directed to inform you that the Minister has
determined to reduce the area of it to about 1,920 acres.
I have, &c.,
W. W. STEPHEN.

No. 18.
Minute for the Executive Council.

.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 7 June, 1875.

Withdrawal from Temporary Common.
It is recommended to His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council that the within described Seo So' 20.

portion of land situated in the parish of Guntawaug, containing about 18 square miles, be withdrawn from
the temporary Commonage at Gulgong.
THOS. GABBETT.
Approved.—H.B., 8/0/75.
--------The Executive Council advise tbat the area of land herein described be withdrawn from the temporary
Common,lire at Gulsonu for the purpose herein specified.
ALEX. C. BUDGE,
Min.75/28,8/6/75.
Confirmed, 14/6/75.
Clerk of the Council,

No. 19.
Mr.

S.

Samfer to The Minister for Lands.

Gulgong, 9 June, 1875.
Sir,

I have the honor to transmit to you the following resolution as passed by the Gulgong Progress
Committee at their last meeting, on the 8th instant, namely :—“ Tbat the Hon. Secretary be instructed to
write to tho Honorable the Minister for Lands, asking him to withdraw from reserve all the land proclaimed
as a Common and published in Government G azette of the 31st March last, excepting 480 acres asked for
in a petition presented by Mr. J. G. O'Connor in 1873.
The proclamation of such a large Common has quite surprised the inhabitants of Gulgong, as they
never petitioned for such a large area, and it is generally felt that the area of 480 acres, as petitioned for
in 1873, is sufficiently large for all purposes.
I have, &c.,
S. SAMPEB,
Honorary Secretary, Gulgong Progress Committee.
May be informed of reduction of area.
No, 20.

s
No. 20.
CovERSTirexT (tazjctte Notice—WiTiiDj;j,\iTAi,

of

Laitd j'nojr Tfotobabt Commoit

at

Gui.cioxo.

Department of Landis,
Sydney, 15 June, 1S75.
Mrs Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be notified that the
portion of land hereafter described has been withdrawn from the temporary Commonage at Gulgong.
■

THOMAS GARRETT.

w u Co“ut>; of
parishes of Guntawaiig and Gulgong, about IS sijuare miles: Commencing on
W mldra Creek at the north-west corner of R. Rouse’s 1,200 acres ; and bounded thence on part of the west
and north by that creek upwards to the south-west corner of E. Rouse’s portion 9 of G5 acres ; thence by
f-r0?)™1 ^ Part.0^ ^ie eflst boundaries of that porlion easterly and northerly to the south-west corner
of L. Rouse’s portion 10 of 43 acres ; thence by the south and east boundaries of that portion easterly
and northerly to Wialdra Creek ; and thence by Wialdra Creek upwards to R. Rouse’s 1,081 acres : thence
by the west and south boundaries of that land southerly and easterly to its south-east corner ; thence by
part of the east boundary of that 1,081 acres bearing north about “SO chains to land under pre-emptive
lease to R. Rouse ; thence by a line east 277 chains dividing it from that lessee's land : on tho east bv a line
south dividing it from land under pre-emptive lease to R. Rouse to a point due west from tbe north-west
corner of portion 32 ; thence by a line bearing east to that corner ; thence bv t he west and south boundaries
of that portion southerly and easterly to it south-east corner ; and thence by the road south-easterly to E.
Rouse’s 851 acres ; thence by part of the west boundary of that land southerly about GG chains to tl o
south-west corner of that land; thence by the western boundary of E. Rouse's 1,118 acres southerly and
tbe south boundary of that land easterly to the north-west corner of A. J. Liddington’s G40 acres ; thence
by part of tbe west boundary of that land southerly to G. Stott's 320 acres portion 4 over 2 ; thence on
the south by the north and part of the west boundaries of tbat portion westerly and southerly to the north
east corner of E. Stott's portion 4 over 3 ; thence by tbe north boundaries oi1 that portion and J. Smith’s
portion 19 westerly 1 o its north-west corner ; thence by the west boundaries of that portion and G. Clarke's
portion 20 and its southerly prolongation to tho north boundary of J. Egan's portion 24 ; thenco by parts
of the north and tho west boundaries of that portion and the north and part of the west boundary of
portion 25 westerly and southerly to the boundary dividing the parishes of Wilbortrec and Gulgong ■ thence
by that boundary bearing west to the east boundary of R. Lamroek’s conditional purchase portion 50 ■
thcncc by the eastern and northern boundaries of that portion northerly and north-westerly and part of
the northern boundary of portion 40 westerly to the south-east corner of portion 27 ; thence by the east
boundary of that portion northerly to its north-east corner ; thcncc by the north boundaries of portions
27, 17, and 18, westerly to the north-west corner of portion 18 ; thence bv part of the west boundarv of
tbat portion southerly to a point east from tbe north-east corner of portion 34 ; thence by a lino west to
tbat corner and by the north boundary of tbat portion westerly to the cast boundary of ,l‘ Smith’s condi
tional purchase portion 44 ; thence by part of the east and north boundaries of that portion northerly and
westerly and the north boundary of portion 47 to its north-west corner; thence again on the west by the
road to Gulgong northerly passing along part of tho eastern boundary of E. Eouse's 4,000 acres Guntawang, to tbe north-west corner of E. Eouse’s portion G over 31 of 25 acres 1 rood ; thence by a line partly
forming tho north boundary of that portion and E. Eouse’s portion G over 30 of 40 acres and its easterly
continuation about 105 chains to a point due south from the south-east corner of E. Lyons’ conditional
purchase portion 36 of 40 acres ; thence by the south-west boundary of that portion north-westerly to its
south-west corner ; thence by part of tbe west boundary of portion 36'bearing north to the south-east corner
of portion 31 E. Lyons’ 40 acres ; thence by tbe south, tho west, the north, and part of tbe east boundaries
of that portion bearing west, north, east, and south, to the north-east corner of portion 3G aforesaid ; thence
by the north boundary of that portion bearing east to its north-east corner; thence by a line bearin’^ north
about 100 chains to a point due east from the south-east corner of portion 37 ; thence by a line partly
forming the south boundary of portion 37 about 00 chains; thence by a line bearing south 43 chains'
thence by a line bearing west 22 chains; thence by a line bearing south 60 chains ; thence by a lino south
easterly to the north-east corner of E. Eouse’s 4,000 acres, Guntawaug, by part of the north boundary of
that land westerly to tho south-east comer of E. Eouse’s 1,200 acres ; thence by the east and the north
boundaries of that land northerly and westerly to "Wialdra Creek at the point of commencement.

No. 21.
The Hndfu Sechetahv non Lasds to Mu. S. Saaitek.

r> j5.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 24 June, 1875.
Snt,
'
Deferring to your letter of the 9th instant, relative to the reduction of the area of the temporary
Common at Gulgong, I am directed to infomi you that IS square miles were withdrawn from it bv notice
published in the Government Gazette of the 15th instant.
'
I have, &c.,
LINDSAY G. THOMPSON,
(For the tinder Secretary).
[Three pi fin 3,]

Syiluny: Thomni UicbuKls, GoYenuncnt Printer.—rS75,

(U 3d.]
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1S75.

Legislative Assembly.
NEW SOUTH 'WALES.

FLOOD RELIEF.
(AMOUNTS CONTRIBUTED BY GOVERNMENT, FOR YEAR ENDING APRIL, 1873.)

Ordered by Ihe Legislative Assembly io be printed, 24< June, 1875.

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated 18th May, 1875, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—
“ A Return showing the amount contributed by the Government to West
“Maitland, East Maitland, Morpeth, and Raymond Terrace,* for relief of
“ distress caused by Moods; showing the amount given to each place, for
“ the year ending April, 1875.”
(Mr. Scholey.)
* ilie accompanying Return shows also the amounts paid at tho Paterson, Macleuy, Bellinger, and Nnmbticcra.

r

*

RETURN ahowing the umount coulributed by the Government to West, Mtutlnnd, East Maitland,
Morpeth, and Raymond Terrace, for relief of distress caused by Floods, showing the amount given to
each place, for tho year ending April, 1875 ; also, for the Paterson, Macleay, Dellinger, and Nambueera-

£
West Maitland
...
East Maitland
...
Morpeth
...
...
Raymond Terrace ...
Paterson
...
...
Macleay
...
...
Dellinger ...
...
Nambueera..................
Total

s. d.

.................
.................
.................
.................
..................

518 7 0
139 15 0
31 (1 4>
187 4 11
27 19 4

...............

1(10 10 11

..................
.................

9 3
14 10

£1,119

0
4

2 10

EDMUND FOSBERY,
Inspector General of Police.

[3d.]
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1875.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

STORAGE OF GUNPOWDER.
(QUANTITIES, Ac)

Ordered h/ the Legislative Assembly io leprinted, 12 Only, 1875.

UETUPlN to an Order of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, dated
14 April, 1875, That there be laid upon the Table of this House,—
.
“ A Return showing,—(1) The quantity of Gunpowder or other explosive
" material in the various Magazines in the .Colony ; (2) The places where
“ stored; (3) The total quantity held by private individuals and by the
“ Government, up to the 30th June, 1875.”
{Mr. Dibbs.)

RETURN showing,— (1) The quantity of Gunpowder or other explosive material iu thfc various
Magazines in the Colony ; (2) The places where stored; (3) The total quantity held by private
individuals and by the Government, up to the 30th June, 1875.
1.
Quantity of Gunpowder or other explosive materials.
Tons cwts. qrs. lbs.
Goat Island—Gunpowder
146 0 2 21
Uithofracteur
4 3 1 26
Gun-cotton
0 8 11
Spectacle Island—Gunpowder
108 17 0 7
Newcastle—
do.
10 10 0 0
Gulgong—
do.
0 10 0
Total

...............

Tons 270

0

1 27

2.
Places where stored.
(Shown above.)

.

3.
Total quantities held hy private individuals and by the Government.
Tons

Private individuals
...............
The Government—Imperial
...................................................
Colonial
......................................................
Total

Ordnance Store Department,
12th July, 18/5.

CM-]

385—

...............

cwta qrs.

61 11
60 2
148 6

Tons 270 0 1

lbs.

2 7
3 12
0 8
27

For the Ordnance Storekeeper,
J. THO. BLANCHARD,
A.O.S.

86*

869

1875.
Legislative Assembly.
NEW

SOUTH W'ALES.

DOGS.
(PETITION RESPECTING DEPREDATIONS OF—SHEEP OWNERS OF MTJRRU RUNDL)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 25 June, 1875.

To the Honorable the Parliament of New South "Wales at this time assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned sheepowuers aud others residing in the district of Murrurundi,—
Humbly

Showete :—

That your Petitioners beg leave most respectfully to bring under the notice of your Honorable
House that we suffer great loss and damage in the destruction of our sheep by reason of the large
numbers of domestic dogs roaming about the country, apparently without owners or control. The loss
and damage wo complain of is daily increasing and becoming more serious, as our estates or runs are bein"
more enclosed, and tho sheep running in paddocks without the attendance of shepherds, and it has now
become a question with us as to whether we shall not again be compelled to employ shepherds even in
paddocks.
We therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will be pleased to tako such steps to remedy
the evil complained of as may appear best.
And, as in duty bound, we will ever pray.

[Here follow 24 signatures]

[3rf.]
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1876.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

EEAL PROPERTY ACT.
(RETURNS RESPECTING-.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 11 May, 1875.

RETURN showing,-—
.
1st. How many applications to bring properties under Torrens’ Act remained uneiamined when tho
last two appointments of Examiners of Titles were made.
2nd. How many applications have been received since, and
3rd. How many Titles have been examined, passed, deferred, or refused since.
3m,

1st.

2in>.

j
Examined.

116

201

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
10 May, 1875.

276

rawed.

Deferred,

Ito faced.

107

10

2

872

873

1875.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

INNKEEPERS’ LIABILITY BILL.
(PETITION OP THE LICENSED VICTUALLERS’ ASSOCIATION.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 2 June, 1875.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the Licensed Victuallers’ Association of New South Wales,—
Humbly Showeth :—

_
That your Petitioners view with alarm the proposal to mate an innkeeper liable for the goods of
his guest or lodger to the amount of thirty pounds (£30), such goods not being placed in the custody or safe
keeping of such innkeeper. Your Petitioners humbly submit that an innkeeper should only be made liable
for such goods as arc given into his custody. Your Petitioners would also urge that the clause compelling
an innkeeper to provide a sealed box for the safe keeping of property would entail in many cases a large
and unnecessary expense, inasmuch as all innkeepers would for their own protection provide some place
of safety for such property as they were responsible for. Your Petitioners are of opinion that making an.
innkeeper responsible for property not placed in his charge would lay him open to fraudulent claims as are
often even now-a-days made in our Law Courts.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray your Honorable House to consider these matters and restrain
from imposing still greater restrictions upon a class of tradesmen who contribute so largely to the revenue
of the Colony.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray,
'
Signed for the Licensed Victuallers' Association of New South Wales,—
J. B. OLLIPPE,
“Royal Hyde Park Hotel,” Sydney,
President.
E. LEWIS SCOTT,
.
30, Botany-street,
General Secretary.

[3d.]

258—
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1875.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

INNKEEPERS’ LIABILITY BILL.
(PETITION OF LICENSED VICTUALLEPS’ ASSOCIATION.)

Ordered by ike Legislative Assembly to be printed, 21 June, 1S75.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South 'Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the Licensed Victuallers’ Association of New South Wales,—•
Humbly showeth :—

That your Petitioners- feel that the passing of the Innkeepers’ Liability Bill now before your
Honorable House in its present state would be unjust to the Licensed Victuallers of the Colony.
Your Petitioners humbly urge that an innkeeper should not bo held liable in law for any goods
not given into his charge by the owner. Cases of gross fraud have occurred through this matter having
been left so indefinite.
Your Petitioners humbly submit that to compel an innkeeper to provide a sealed box for each guest
or lodger would entail great expense, as in the case of a large hotel where many lodgers having valuables
are staying.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray your Honorable House not to allow the Bill to become
law in its present form, but to cause its rc-committal with the view to insert the provisions as set out in this
their Petition.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Signed on behalf of the Licensed Victuallers’ Association of New South Wales,—

(l.s.)

J B. OLIFEE,
President,
Elizabeth-street.
E LEWIS SCOTT,
G eneral Secretary,
30 Botany-street.

[3<J 1

31.5—

876

Legislative Assembly.

NTEW SOUTH WALES.

SALE OP COLONIAL WINES REGULATION ACT.
(PETITION—VINEGROWERS OP MAITLAND AND PATERSON.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 14 April, 1875.

To the Honorable the House of Assembly, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the Vinegrowers and others residing in the Districts of Maitland and
Paterson and the neighbouring Districts, interested in the production, sale, and consumption
of Colonial "Wines,—
Respectfully Showeth :—

That your Petitioners have observed with regret that a Bill has been introduced into your
Honorable House for the repeal of the Sale of Colonial Wines Regulation Act.
That while your Petitioners are prepared to acknowledge that abuses have occurred in the working
of the said Act, they are decidedly of opinion that, instead of its being totally repealed, it ought to be
amended, and that an inquiry into the amendments which are called for could be held with advantage to
the public interests by your Honorable House.
Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the premises into
its consideration, and grant such relief as it may in its wisdom think expedient.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Here follow 600 signatures.~\

87*
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

SALE OF COLONIAL WINE REGULATION ACT.
(PETITION OP VINE-GEOWEBS OP THE CLAKENCE.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 6 May, 1875.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned, the Vine-growers and others residing in the District of
Grafton, interested in the production, sale, and consumption of Colonial Wine,—
Respectfully Showeth

That your Petitioners have observed, with regret, that a Bill has been introdueed into your
Honorable House for the repeal of the Sale of Colonial Wines Regulation Act.
That, while your Petitioners are prepared to acknowledge that abuses have occurred in the working
of the said Act, they are decidedly of opinion that instead of its being totally repealed it ought to be
amended, and that an inquiry into the amendments which are called for could he held with advantage by
your Honorable House.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the premises into
consideration and grant such relief as it may in its wisdom think expedient.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Sere follow 208 signatures.}

tfW.]
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NEW

SOUTH WALES.

VINEYARDS OF NEW SOUTH WALES.
(STATISTICS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 22 June, 1873.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly, dated
27 April, 1875, That there be laid npon the Table of this House, a Return
showing,—
“ (1.) The number of vineyards in the Colony of New South Wales; their
“ size in acres, where situated, with the names of tho owners.
“ (2.) The number of vineyards having a licensed still, the size of the still,
“ the names of the owners, and where situated.
“ (3.) The number of gallons of wine produced from each vineyard per
“ aero, in each year, from 18G9 to 1875.
“ (4.) The quantity of proof gallons of brandy distilled on each vineyard
'* having a licensed still, in each year, from 18G9 to 1875.
“ (5.) The number of gallons of wine fortified with brandy, in each year,
“from 1869 to 1875, by each vigneron.

1

“ (6.) The number of proof gallons of brandy used on each vineyard in
“ fortifying the nine, in each year, from 1869 to 1875.
“ (7.) The number of proof gallons of brandy distilled on the vineyards
“ and used by the vignerons for home consumption, as allowed by the Act
“ 13 Vie. No. 27, sec. 19.
“ (8.) The quantity of proof gallons of brandy now held by each vigneron
“ having a licensed still.
“ (9.) The natural developed spirit strength of the wine previous to being
“ fortified with brandy.
“ (10.) The spirit strength of the wine after being fortified with brandy.
“ (11.) The percentage of alcohol permitted to wine-makers, in fortifying
“ their wines, by the present Distillation Act, 13 Vic. No. 27, sec. 20.”
{Mr. Macintosh.)

337-A

882

SCHEDULE OF RETURNS.
No. ].

*
Numlitrf.f ^ iut-yarls m New Squill Wnlca.

_

Siw rofpoctivoly.

Location.

Nam© of Owner.

Seo Scturu.

See Return.

See Return.

Name of Owner.

Where situated.

See Return.

Seo Return.

873

Ko. 2.
Number of Vineynrds hnving a licensed Still.

Size of Still,

07

25

to 50 gallons.

No. 3.
Number of gallons of VVino produced in each year from 1830 to 18? 1, os shown by Statistical Registers.

No. 4.
Number of proof gallons of Brandy distilled on each Vineyard Staving a licensed Still.
1SG9 and 1870.

1S73.

1872.

1

1S7J.

1574,

2,009

2,270

.1
4,192

2.4G6

1.787

No. 5.

Nos. 0 rmd 7.
Number of gallons of Brandy used on each Vineyard for fortifying and for homo consumption.
1£C0 ami 1B70

j
I

1,831

^

1S71.

1S72.

3S73,

2,049

2,244

1,992

If" 1.

|

1,991

!

Totnl.

10,107

1

No. 8.
Quantity of Binndy in liquid and proof gallons held by each Vigneron having a licensed Still on 31t.li Decnmherj 1874Liqmil,

I'rOQf,

Total ... 1,425

Total

1,299

No. 9.

,

No. 10.

No. 11.
Tho percentage of Alcohol permitted to Wine-makers, in fortifying their Wines, by the present Distillation Art,
13th Vic , No. 27.

•

25 per cent, of specific gravity, '825 at GO0 Fuhronhcit.

H. L., C.I.D,

VINEYARDS OF NEW SOUTH WALES

No. 1.
ing the number of Vineyards in tbe Colony of New South "Wales; their size in acres;
where situated ; with the names of'the owners.
>. U1
eyac

Placu and DinUiet where
rituatecl

Xame of Owner-

Size in
No. of
YiaeyariL ■ Acres:*

3

4.

Stanhope......................
Ccssnork ...................... Honilfer H. J.
Cowlull pud dock ......
Hinton .......................

5

6

Dumnorc......................

Brady J,

do
........
do
......
Oswald ......................
Windermere ..............
Allfmdalo....................

Rowdeii J.

7

8

0

10
11
12

Boland T. C.
Ucllamj- P.
Boland J.

13

14

Is

JCelali ..........................

16
17
13

10
20
21
22

Copp C.
Ktionkim....................... Cavanagh B.
Chick AT.
do
..................
Pnknlbin......................

23
24
23
26
27
28

do

30
31
32
!335
36
37
38

39
40
41
48
43

48

Carter I),
Crosforth....................
Ulttadburra ............
Kaloudah .................

Prinan M,
Povlc J. AT.
Doyle J. K.
Davis P. C.

Lockinvar .................

Briuun tT.

Pokolbm.....................

Ffoude W.

Raworbb......................

Field K. °
Egan G.

Mfilsille ......................
Lockinvar .................

Greedy J.
Hutchins D.
Humphries S.

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
67
58
59
60
61
62
63
04
65

Allandalc
Melville

Oswald ......................
do
.....................
Pokoibin.......................
SaM ver’s Gully ...........
Gosl'ortli......................

LfUnberfc ,T,
Lambert C.
Love P.
Lipscomb W.
Murphy 3.

66

Glrncuim

M'Donald G. F.

.................
.

King C.
King.l,
Kiam F.

67

69
73
73
74
75

05
0G
97

8
12
13

Windermere ..............
Halesford ..................
Ccssnock......................
Mid Lorn ..................

M'Dougall O. AAT.
Nccklin 1.
Puller M.
1’ickton J.
Pulver K.

llranjitou ..................... Bussell A.

10

Kyan M.
............... Beeves W.
Kyder G, W.
Budd Jus.
Sneesby J.
Stuckey B.
Sfcubbs R.
do
...................... Smith J. A.
Saunders J. M.
do
........... Soiling C, T.
Paterson...................... 1'ranlcr K.
Pokoibin...................... Tyrrell E.
XavLor W.
Tile AT.
ATyndham J.
AVvndham G.
Wilkinson Jno.
ATiIkinson C. U
k F. A.
Whittman F.
ATatsh M.
Wiuegardincr.
do

793
Patrici’s Plains.
93
90
100
101
102
103
101
105
100
107
108
100
110
m
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
110
120
121
122
123
121
125
126
127
128
129
130

13]

..................

68
70
71

G
-3
2
8
3
9
5
9
2
1
i
8
10
32
G3
24

Crcan G.
Clift J.
Luskinl.yrc...... .......... Christian M",

44
45
46
47

76
77
78
79
SO
81
82
83
84
85
80
87
8S
89
00
01
02
03-4

.................

20

Name df Owner*

Maitland—<w ft?.

Maitland.

i
2

Flace and District where
situated.

132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
uo
141

8
2
2
G
4
Hi
i
3
o
3
i
7
10
7
13
2
3
24
4
3
3
8
16
17
40
6
3
35
2
2
9
1
l
—
25H
1
5
3

31
7”
4

o
2\
3
4

2

ArchciTicltl.......- .........
AT hiltingham...............
Glcndon Brook .........
Belford ......................
do
......................
First Greek...................
ITannahton ..................
Glendon........-.............
Belford ......................
do
................ .
First Creek..................
Jerry’s Plaios..............
New Freugh .............
Whitiingham.............
Corindu ......................
Eldevslie.......................
Pry Creek ..................
Ciunpell’B Creek..........
Dry Crook ...................
Belford ......................
Little Plains ..............
GHeudou Brook .........

Alford J.
BabC.
Ballanlvno G.
Barclay T.
Bouirmn MraBropsi Jacob
IJuvinati U.
Deitz F.
Dries A.
Dries W*
Durham T.
Fankucr D.
Heine C.
Holden 11.
Horidon 11*
Huut J.
Kemilein J.
Killmou J.
Crame C.
Ernst 0.
M'Donald M.
M'DoogaU A.
M‘Kcnzic J.
Miller U,
Moore J.
Moore J.
Moss C.
Munro A.
Killer J.
Sadtllor P.
Kcboltz 11.
AA’oollard J.
ATaclior AT.

Mnswellbrook.
Goulhurn Hirer.........
do
...........
do
...........
fl] ant’s Creek..............
Merton .......................
Piereefield
Pickering
...............
Grant's Crock..............
Denman ......................
Ellidie ....................
dpplc-jjie Flat ........

Graham A.
Gcglcr J.
Folp AT.
Mod enger H.
WhitHi E,
Bellow M. A.
Bell A.
Nlorlord li*
Kaglc J.
Brown J.
Busier AT.

4

o. of
cyarfl.

Place and District where
situated.

Name of Owner.

No of
Vineyard.

Size in
Acres.

Place and District where
situated.

Murruruudi

[uswellbrook—conk?
142
143
144

Gfoulburn River......... Loom ing J.
Mount Pleasant.......... Brecht C.
BenimUa ...................... K eves J. H.

Peckham.................
Murruruudi .........
Blandford ............
do
............
do
.............

216
217
218
219

220
Scone.
145
146
147
143
149

Park ..... ........
1'homlViwaite ...
Bovcoblmne ...
Turonfille ......
Dartbrook ......

16
Leader W.
Finlay G. B.
Everett E.
Cook Thos.
Hall H. H.

Paterson.
150
161
152
153
154
165
156
157
158
159
ICO

161
162
163
164
165
166
167

168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177

Len-insbrook ..
Cairgurle........
Camyrallyn.....
do
.....
Clevcdon.........
Oanurrn .........
Onindinera.....
PcnzJiurst .....
Colston .........
Kclburne.........
Dunvcgun .....
Knowendale ..
WhiLfield .....
Trevalljn.........
lllenlborne.....
Clifton.............
do .............
Howe’s Valley
Lowstock.........
Mowbray .....
Catnjisie .........
Mount Ararat..
High Pork .....
Yacey .............
Dunolland .....
Lennoiton .....
do
.....
Mount Ararat.,

Park R.
Boydell W. B.
Boydel! J. W.
Gotheb J.
M'Connick J.
Lindeman A. H.
Glennie <1.
Holden A Son
Brown H. H.
Jones E.
Steer S.
Ernst G.
Smith J.
Goslin J.
Gray M.
Kelly D.
Brooker G.
Lawrence II.
Lawrence J.
Emnklnnd G.
Dalgleish J.
Borliam T.
Boyce J.
Cory G.
Reynolds E.
North J.
Ferris H.
Kneadler J. G.

200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209

210
211
212
213
214
215

Wright P. W.
Bradio A,
Hartmau P.
Hartman J.
Annard E.

Manning River.

221
222

Khiibriki.
Tinonco .
Oitey I. ..
do
.
do .
do
.

223
224
225
226

Richardson.
Dean H.
Wolfo J.
Schmitzer G.
Schmitzer J.
Cluss C.

14
Tamworth.
Tamworth
Ironbark ...

227
228

Zartman C.
Spencer W. L.

Armidale.
229
230
231
232

20
2

Abingdon .........
Clerk ness........ .
Biivorly .............
Orchardiicld

5

2
29

Inverell,
233
234
235
236
237
238
239

210
241

Bukkulla.
do .
do .
do
.
Inverell
do
..................... .
do
...
Swan Vale
Ashford ...

25

2

3
3

21
3
7
3
5

Wyndham Bros.
Wyndham H.
Sortz J.
Mepbam E.
Ross C.
Cunningham E.
Richards A.
Williamson J.
Slack J.

72
Narrabri.

Port Macquarie.
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
1SS
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199

Name of Owner.

Hiidark ...............
Warrington............
Belgrare ..............
W. Kcmpsey ........
Nambucoia............
Port Macquarie ....
Tacking Point........
Glebe ...................
do
................
do
................
do
................
do
................
do
................
do
................
Tacking Point ....
Wood grove............
Pcrnlull ...............
Douglas Vale ........
Chiton....................
do ....................
do ....................
Glen Bose ............
Hamilton ............
Fernbank................
do
................
Afiliburncr's Hill .
Thrunistcr ............
Lake Inina ............
Lanthong ............
Rawden I ............
Glebo ....................
Racecourse............
Glengarry ............
Wilson R...............
Gogo ....................
do
................
Aston ....................
Wilson R...............

Knaner J. G.
Grcthach A.
Rudder A.
Verge S.
Unterheiner A.
Kingsford E.
Strutt S.
Condon J.
Hoscubeam W.
Butler J.
Slander TjSchweickcr G^eo
Eoare Hy.
Blair J.
Cunning T.
Plate T.
Ecrni J. J.
Francis Geo.
Guul T.
Widdison S.
]jlldV Je J.
Webber F.
Young 3. il.
Bourne J.
Redgate J.
Maher T.
Rainier X. W.
Kemp 0. C.
Broivuing XDelaforco W.
Gaul F.
’ibitcs W. 'T.
M'Carl.hv I. F.
Hill W.'
M'Kav A.
MTver 3.
Mart T. S.
Pelcrkm T.

242
243
24-4
245

i
i
i

2

Narrabri......................
do
......................
do
......................
do ................

•41
Grafton.
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261

202
263
264.
265
266
267
268
269
270

271
272
273
274
275
276
277

1
li
i

X
i
i
X

i
i
i
X

i
i
i

2£
2
3

1
5
2

1

li

li

2

li1
2
9

2d
i
4i

1

73£

Grnflon
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

......................
............ ..........
....................
.....................
.......................
......................
.......................
......................
.....................
......................
......................
.......................
............ *.........
......................
......... ............
................ .
.......................
......................
.......................
......................
.............. .......
.......................
......................
............ ....... .
.....................
................. .
................. .
.....................
......................
......................
.....................
......................

Stephen A.
Fink H.
Starr T.
Jackschon J« G*
Shonbein G.
iieulier B,
Bender P,
Schaffer H.
Jordan J. P.
ZrCltedl 1.
Klrindemst 0.
Sehaupp J.
Smidtli J. 0.
Ocizer J.
Klauss V.
Hoffmann P.
Krnzer M.
SiruttL J.
Lollbach J.
Bender J.
WeindcrJich J.
Seebinck P.
Kratz H.
XUauss li.
Kamponich L.
Lacy J.
Mizer J.
Laycock At.
Campbell W. B.
Sampson E. P.
Heldt G.
Creebit W.

885
5
b. of
oynnL I

'lace and District ■whero
situated.

Some of Owner.

I

'0 of

icyiirda

Si?c 111
Acres.

Place and District where
eltuatcd.

Kamo of Owner.

Parramatta—cokW.

Parramatta.
278
£79
280
281
282
£83
284
285
28G
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
207
293
299
300
301
302
303
301
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
310
320
321
322
323
324
325
32G
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
340
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
350
360
361
362

iyctc .................
do .................
do .................
do .................
do ......... .......
do .................
do .................
do ................
do ................
do .................
do .................
rillu Mam........
Ijde .................
do ................
■ield of Mars__
do
.....
do
.....
ubiaeo ............
i'icld of Mars....
tjde .................
’oongabbee ....
laulkbam Hills.
Jovou Hills........
do
........
Coongabbee........
do
..... .
Seven Hills........
Poongabbce ....
?ennant Hills....
do
.,,,
lydo ................
do ................
do ................
do ................
do ................
do................
do ...............
GtladesviHe........
Eastwood ........
Hyde
do
do.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do ..........................
do ........ .................
do ..........................
do ..........................
do ......... a..............
do .....................
do ...................... .
do.........................
Baulkham Hills..........
Dural ..........................
Dog-trap Koad ...........
do
...........
Woodrillo ..................
Sherwood ..................
Prospect ......................
Sherwood ..................
do ...........................
do ...................... .
do ...........................
Greystanca..................
Dog‘tvap Head ..........
Orchardlcigli .............
do
..............
Central Farm..............
do
...............
Toongabbco..................
Prospect C....................
XjJUIO Covo ...... ...........
Glades villa..................
do ..........................
do ..........................
do ..........................
do ..... .

Daily O.
Kay S.
Lerell 0-.
J urd J.
Small John.
Small A.
Smitli W.
Smith T.
Q-allard P.
Small T.
Watts IT.
Juicy C.
Short M,
Blasland J.
Bdwards J.
Pox M.
Adamson G-.
Holding —
Mills J.
Brereton L. Q-.
Clippcrt J.
Ireland M.
Benrce M.
Pearce M.
Duncan E.
Bolinger J. J.
Howard D.
Hamer 0.
Betnmmgfcon M.
Prank S.
Taylor J.
O’Brien M.
Kornehan J.
Bowden J. K.
Lindsay A.
Cress P.
Hay M.
Beeves J.
Terry li.

Hicks J,
Benrnc GE
Jlnlthy J.
Allen K.
Schweickert J.
Borlhwsck J.
Bishop W.
Wells A.
Stephens B.
Woodcock J,
Paul Benson
Benson J.
Weieks K.
Best Geo.
Zavt-umii M.

Jupp J.

9 unks W.
Weieks G.
Kinvood K.
Poris G.
M'Dougall A. L.
Hunt T. G.
Lackey J.
Stenson W.
Casper D.
Crook S.
Wilton T.
Abbott A.
Steiner JV.
King W.
Carson J.
Lamb W.
Wethorell J.
Whitaker J.
Whitaker H.
Stein J.
Stumpff J.
Power it.
Hamilton j.
Cox J.
Wilson G.
Coisedge J".
Elau W.
Moore R.
Mnckinson O. Z.

363
364
305

i
H
Ik

Hunter’s Hill............... Hadswortk C.
do
............. Cowell W,
Rydo ........................... Shepherd K.

231t
Liverpool,
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374

3
7
8
10
k
2
2
2i
2

Vorravilc......................
Fairfield......... ............
Smithfield .................
Berncra ......................
Bankstown...................
do
..................
Fairfield......................
do .........................
Bull’s Hill .................

Oheeke A.
Smart T, W.
W att J.
Edwards B.
kjfcaccv J.
Liobeotrit P.
Bellinger J.
Zions H.
Botmar D.

37
Penrith,
375
37(i
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
381
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397

3
1
2
21
10
10
1
6
5
8
1
3
5
38
21
9

21
2i
1
8
17
10
1481

398
399

20
10

Luddenham ...............
do
..............
JtogentviUe.................
llonnfc Druitt.............
Fern Hill ................
Camsloy Hill..............
Collvton.....................
Luddenham .............
Eaton Farm ...............
Bringclly ..................
Luddenham .............
Dunbeved .................
Luddenham .............
Mmoliiuburra..............
Frogrnove .................
Cecil’s Hills ..............
Mount Druitt.............
Cratibvook .................
Luddenham .............
do
..............
Clvdesdale .................
Wiubum.....................
Horsley .....................

Aushan P.
Anshan F., junr.
Blatman C.
Baxter VV.
Cox E. K.
Dengatc E.
Emmett W.
Hilgar W.
Eaton P.
Liddington A.
Laughton G.
Lethbridge J. K
MulhaU W.
M’Kuy C.
Mirz 0.
M'Miun J.
Meaeher T.
M'Carthv J.
Petilh P.
Barle M. J.
Smith W. K.
Willshire A. F.
Westou B.

CampbeUtown.
Esehol Park ...........
Campbelltown .......

Fowler W.
Ponder Geo.

30

Winiaor,
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415

Windsor Bond .
do
.
River,-.tone ........
Pastern C...........
do
........
do
........
do
........
Little Dural ....
Eastern C...........
Blacktown Koad
Mulgravo.......... .
Tticbnioud Vale ,
Kurrajong ........
do
.......
do
.......
do
........

Schofield J.
(Worrier J.
M'Oonlrgh A.
Schofield J.
Myers (4,
Dunn J.
Stahl J.
G-ibbs C.
Schofield J.
Hall J.
Gow J.
Powell E.
Wesly W.
Clark Jas.
Lamrook J.
Kcwcoinbe H.

Camden.
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430

Camden Park ..
Elderslie.........
do
..........
do
.........
do
.........
do
.........
do
.........
do
.........
Karelin n.........
do
.........
Caniperdown ,.
Elsderlie.........
Glenmoro .....
Elderslie Park
Maryland .....

MacarthurW.jKt.
M'Mabou J,
Fuchs P.
Capenter H.
Buckhauscu J.
Kapier J.
Korris D.
Beiger A.
Channel W.
Wheatly IV. A.
Martin P. G.
Stein A.
Moore R.
Stein J.
Barker T.

6
1
No. of | Size in | riA"u and District ti here
Vineyard 1 Acre*.
sitintud.

Name of Owner.

Place ami Distdi't whore
No, of 1 Sue in
Viiiejard Aeroa 1
blunted.
Goulburn-ii nid.

Camden—c.-6
431
432
433
434
435
43G
437
43S

5
3
(I
4
2
•>
2
3

C-ladcs wood............
Mncqurme Ground ...
IViTanhoe .................
Kirkliam ...................
Trowlow Hill..............
Cawdor ................ .
13rovnlow Hill ........
Molcsiacin ...............

Chisholm J. K,
Hardy .1.
Robison II,
Robison 11.
Monek L.
Doust J.
Cummins J.
Moore E.

115
Picton.
430
440
441
442
443
444
445
4JG
44"
448
449

13
2
2
0
10
8
3
1
9
2
16

Bargo ....................
Upper Picton.............
E. Burgo....................
Piclon........................
do
......
Oukes .........................
do ........................
Upper Picton..............
do ■
.............
do
..........
do
............

•Tenkins B. L.
Larkins T
Wonson W.
Co nil W.
Fioldhon^G \V.
Luther M.
Weld J.
Manli A.
Scott W.
Larkins W
Wliit,field W.

72
Berrima.
450
451
452
453

2
1
2

i

Mt. Pleasant ...........
do
..........
Meridaincr .................
Knnguloou .................

Name of Owner-

Mclx It.
Slicplierd J.
Fogt J.
Beuer C.

433
136
487
4S8
439

2

i
i
i
i.4

Mummell .................
Bishopthorpe ............
Stewart’s Garden ....
Held .........................
do ...... ..................

Noseworthy W.
Bi'hop of (ioull'iirn,
Grunsell Thos.
Cadwell D.
Pedlcy H.

211
—
490
491
402
403
491
495
496
497
498
499

7
71
5
3
4

2

li
4

2
2

Tass.
Hardwick .................
Ridhiigluss ..................
Guru ay ......................
Byulla..........................
Jerra \ui ......................
Gunning ......................
do
......................
Fish Hirer .................
Bendoninc .......... .....
Fiih Hirer..................

Rcinmitiglon A.
Remolds G.
Medway W.
Gray J. F.
Starr T.
Oil If E.
young Valentino
Neuman J.
Fegrani D.
Preston 3. J.

38
Young.
500
501
502
503
501
505
506
507
508

17

1
3

i

1
3

1
2
2

Ihree-imle..................
Foung..........................
do ..........................
do ..........................
do ..........................
do .........................
do .......................
Wombat ......................
Stony Creek ..............

Jaspriza N.
Beans H.
O’Brien M.
Coleumn T.
Schmidt J.
Toniplo C.
West W.
Solomon M.
Leghmtm C-

Tuena.
Burnt Hut..................
Tuena.........................
%£u .........................

Mansi aid A,
Cartwright W,
M'Guiimcss S.

6

Wollongong.
451

5

Garden H..................

30i

Wollard H. \Y.
509
510
511

Kiama.
455
4<5G

4
2

.Tamberoo ................
Brougbton ................

Sehriber A.
Host J.

0

Shoalhaven.
457
458
459

3
0
0

Kowra......................
lielinrdt JL
Uming ..................... Do Mcstro A.
BurrilL........................ King J.

3

2
1

•

G
612
513
514
515
516
517
518

Moruya.
?,Iori]va ......................
do
....................
do
......................
do
......................
do
......................
do
......................
do
......................

]

2
1
1
1
2
G

Boot K.
Zeigler H.
Caswell W. M,
Graham M.
Simplon M.
nicks w.

15

Aralnen.
460
401
402
403
404
465
400
467

3
2
2
2
9

9
4

Enrkctown...............
Aniliirn ....................
Newtown....................
do .....................
do ....................
do .....................
Cro^n Flat............... .
Buck Creek.................

14

Hogan »L
ODnjerF.
Weiber 1>.
Percwitdi J.
Dclponti F.
Salvia F.
Biateliford J. 11.
Bruce IV.

30£

519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527

Burrowa.
408

G

469

4

10

Wellington.
470
471
472
473
474
475
470

4

1
2

i

4
18

477
478
470
430
481
482
483
484

Wenington ..............
(>0
.....................
do
.................
do
..............
do

3
3

do
do

Gardiner.
Bjgotc B.
Cobeavy.
Boeiune.
....................: Simpson.
.................. 1 Marsln
..................... Scheme,

Goulborn,

41
H
3
3

2f
If

1

4

Norwood.....................
Tarlo Gap .....................
Forest Lodge................
Tarlo .........................
Middle Forest ............
Marble Hill .................
Wallogorang ................
Windcradeen..............

20
4
2
2
7

Wagga Wagga,
Lake Albert ..............
Gregadoo....................
PoniengnJann. ..............
Juneoltoad ............
Kvambii ......................
Btickimbong ..............
Wagga Wugaa ..........
Hillside ......................
Rock Collage...............

M'Leav W.
Nixon J.
Steiner —
Beattie H.
Smith J.
Jenkins h\
Pulver H.
Williams W.
Vincent B.

Tumut,
Gilmore ......................
do
......................
Gadiiia ......................
Gilmore ......... ...........
Mondongo .......... .......
Gadani ......................

Downing T.
Downing J.
Forrestter J.
ivoron J.
Smiles J,
Wild c.

94*

Pott W. B
..................... Wcifart C.

—

Buitowo.....................

do

40
5
'Ji
4

Alesander L. M.
Skidmore W.
Hume J,
Kelly J.
Miller F.
M'Shanc J.
Chisbolm J.
Chisholm A.

528
529
530
531
532
533

0
3
4
3
3
i
181

Gundagai.
634
535
536
537
538
539
510
541
543
543
544

2
3

1
3

1
1
3
]
J

1
6
23

Adelong Creek ...........
do
......................
Jones Creek .............
Wndgegalong.............
Kangus ......................
Gundagai .................
Coolao ....................
Spring Flat.................
Gnndngai South .......
Native Hog Creek .....
Adelong Creek ...........

Nenvo J.
Smith G,
Corbett J.
Pring J.
Jenkine J.
Hauer ii.
Dominick G,
Mora no F.
Heekner M.
BushoRc JI’ecr P.

7
No* of
Vineyard.

Size in
A<*rca.

Place and District tv here
situated

Name of Owner.

NO. of
Vinryanl

Size in
Acres.

Place ami District where
Fituatnl,

Deniliquin.
545
54G
517
648
519
550
551
552
653

14
21

+
i.
>i

1
1
3
3

if
13

654
555

Zura.............................
Togomem ....................
Ui-attii ........................
Dermlemm....................
Tooiniufgevco....... .
Bclublah .......................
Moama ............*..........
do
........................
do
..........................

Wentworth ...............
do
........................

3
556
557
658
559
600
561
562
563
564
5G5
566
567
568
569
570
571
672
573
574
576
577
578
679
580
581
682
083
581
585
6 86
687
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
507
698
599
600
001
602
603
601
005
606
007
608
603
610
611
012
013
OH
015
610
017
618
610
620
63L
622
623
621
025

Albury—tomW.
Officer W.
ITl-cav O.
do
Onuistou A.
lliddlemisii,
Jennings P. A,
Burton H,
linrvev F.

Wentworth,

2
1

Holding W.
Monfngue 15.

Albury,

1
3
4
1
2
li
li
H
1*
1
i

1
140
2
2
i

i
1
2
2
1
H
1
1
U
A
H

0
2

2i
2
9,
i
9
H
X

K
4

1
1
2
4
1
1
2
1
1
1
12
1
1
7
2

3
1
2
5
1

i
1
1
27

i;
1

21

•2
■1.
j

Albnry ............ ............
do
........................
do
.......... ............
do
......................
do
........................
do
.........................
On
do
........................
do
........................
do
........................
do
........................
do
........................
do
........................
do
..........................
do
........................
do
........................
do
..................
do
.....................
do
.......
...........
do
..........................
do
.......................
do
.................
do
........................
do
.........................
do
........................
do
..........................
do
%........................
do
..........................
do
....... .................
do
........................
do
........................
do
........................
do
do
.....................
do
.......................
do
.........................
do
........................
do
.............
do
........................
do
..........................
do
........................
do
..........................
do
.........................
do
.......................
do
.........................
do
.........................

Name of Owner,

T!«vis O.
Rim J.
Brown d.
Zeiier J.
Kolb V.
Miller P.
Kolb Y.
Eck F.
Beal D.
Eiseiihaincr J.
FfiUon J. T
Carroll J£.
Juefepon W.
M'Knchcra )>.
Gccng S.

Herman G1 'a[dor \V .
Myrllo P.
Gabee II.
Kimble *T.
Wcidner G.
Wittier J. ,T.
Bell Q-.
Harlgcn M".
Beit O.
Run J.
Olarlio E
Klcining G.
Oullinger C.
Scbubncli J.
Holm P.
Wilcox It.
Mann J.
Eisenhart IT.
Poole M.
Wood J
Field T.

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

.........................
.....................
................
..........................
........................
......................
.........................
..........................
.......................

Reis H.
Kelly JE.
IJnon W.
Young J.
Saunders F.
Sclmbach E.

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

..................
...................
ytdams Q-.
Jlnrgruvf \Y.
........................
.....................
Diek P.
.......................
Biek J
................
lipped K.
...............
Wi'i.iunds W.
.
,,
Jlndsoi' T.
....
Zocller R
,
.
. Fi-uinfelder C.
..................... Knimfi Idrr J.
....
,
O’Kce/IV 11.
....
.
O'h'ufe J.

Poi)|) J.
Brunn It.
Piedcr M,

626
627
628
629
C30
031
632
633
634
635
636
637
633
639
610
OH
642
613
044
eio
610
617

648
6J9
650
651
652
653
654
U5f>
656
657
658
659
660
661
062
663
664
(j65
666
067
668
669
670
671
072
673
074
675
076
677
678
679
680
081
682
683
084
6S3
68G
687
683
680
690
691
692
093
694
695
696
697
G98
699
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
70S
709
710
7H
712
713

2i

4
i
1

81
2

4
1

1
1

9
1
1
1
n

1
1
2
1
2
1

H
]
4

2
1
E

1
3
3
]
2

1
]
1

1
32
0

i

9
19

1
6
2
1

2
5

6
i

4

2
1

8
20
2
i
}

1
i
]

1
i

18
1

U
i
1
.

30
X

8
4

4
li

3
4
1

2
H

3
li
21
0

0

5i
t
4
i
1

1

Albury ...........................
do ..............................
do ...........................
do ..............................
do ..............................
do ..............................
do ..............................
do ..............................
do ..............................
Bight’s Hill ................
JiJnck liungc ...............
Albury..............................
Splitter’s Creek......... .
Hawke’s View ............
Bownft .............................
S-mile Creek .................
Bungywonna .................
Xmdem ........................
do
..........................
do
........................
Bend Horse Creek ....
do
...
do
....
ltd. Waterhole ............
do
...........
Hum Swnmp ..............
Geroggerj- .....................
do
....................
do
....................
Samlv Creek .......... .
do
...............
do
...............
do
...............
do
...............
Neu town........................
do
...............
Se\en-milo Creek ......
Rockdale........................
Albury.............................
Enfield ........................
MaryTtile.......................
Seven-mile Crock ........
do
........
Newtown........................
do
........................
do
..........................
TburgoOna....................
ScTen-milc Creek ......
do
..........
Eight mile Creek .......
Ninc-uulc Creek.........
KigliBinilo Creek .......
Kine-mile Creek...........
Eight-mile Creek ......
Happy Valley................
Coinberoonn .................
do
.................
VV agva................ ............
do
...............
do
....................
Coombcroomi................
do
...............
Mullengandcra ...........
do
...........
do
...........
Albury..............................
Mullcngimdem ...........
Newtown .....................
Valvorde........................
Wyndham .................. .
Bowna.............................
do
........................
do
........................
\\ aibundrir ................
do
................
do
...............
do
...............
do
...............
do
...............
do
................
do
..............
do
...............
do
...............
do
...............
<lo
...............
do
..............
do
.................
*
do
...............

Biek J.
Jjimiport W.
Heath A,
phimpi 11.
OmgF.
M'Donald H.
Noble M.
Framfelder S.
Smith J\
Green T.
Eandeaster J.
Ortlipp P.
Woisz F.
Mitchell J.
Chant A.
Schneider J.
Bloom J.
Hilstey J*
Rasohk F.
Morton C.
Driscoll B.
Cleary T.
Cleary T.
Wright S.
Petrie K.
M'Namaran D.
Marylesdon-f C
1 leppner B.
Gregson R.
Hindes T.
Petrvinan J.
Jennings W,
lladrcll G.
Bourne II*
Dick F.
Dick J.
Beult J.
ITeriot A.
Mitch O.
Knowles R.

M'Meachen P.
Corbell A.
Hill A.
Ellrh P.
Kiln M.
Strauss W.
Weissel G.
Woodlands W.
Schneider J*
Miller A.
Hall C.
Allen G.
Bell J.
Hay J.
Herzog C.
11 ore X.
llore A.
Vincent B.
Richardson W.
Gam J.
Crimen J.
M'Pherson B.
Malavey P.
Plunkett J.
Coleman Jno.
Malavey V.
Devine P.
Jacob F.
Phelps K. L,
Devine E.
GoodTcllniy W.
BpuIou F.
Gibson A.
Dunn M. P,
HaU J.
Hancrell F.
Kelius G.
Koinike F.
Long .1.
Mate H. T.
Miller B.
Bittz A.
Kcdiimn J.
^chwprl/ P.
Seiler K.
T.mThTi G.
Wankc M.
Whitaker J,

No, of
Yincjard,

Si to in
Acres.

Place rmd TJislrict where
eituated,

i
lu

715
71(1
717 1
738
710
720
721
722
723
724
725
72G
727
728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737
738
739
740
741
742
743
744
745
74G
747
748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
759
760
761
762
763
764
765
766
767
768
769
770
771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778
7*9
780
781
782
733
784
785
786
787
738
789
790
791
792
793
791
795
796
797
793
799
800
801

I

No. of I
Vineyard.}

Siyein
Acres.

| Place and‘District whero
situated.

Nattic of Owner,

Albury—cobM.

AVbury—eonM.

i Watbundrie ..............
1 Ten-mile Creek ..........
2
do
..............
Mullengandora ..........
n
2 , Albury...........................
Mul’engandera ..........
2
n. Ten-mile Creek ...........
12 1 Corowrv ........................
27
do
........................
do
.......................
8i
9
do
.......................
do
.......................
H
2
do
.......................
do
.......................
10
Id
do
.......................
51
do
.........................
8
do
........................
6
do
........................
5
do
........................
4
do
........................
do
................
6
3
do
........................
do
........................
1
3
dO
a.......................
1
do
.......................
1
do
........................
do
........................
1
5
do
........................
8
do
........................
6
do
........................
30
do
........................
do
........................
7
6
do
........................
5
do
........................
3
do
.......................
22
do
........................
15
do
........................
6
do
........................
do
........................
6
C
do
.............. *........
do
........................
4
5
do
........................
do
........................
1
2
do
........................
i
do
...................
ii
2
do
........................
do
.........................
H
do
........................
27
22
do
....................
do
........................
13
50
3
do
........................
3
13
do
........................
do
........................
2
Morewntha....................
2
1
do
....................
Morebringer ...............
7
Howlong........................
1
2
do
....................
3
do
........................
Morewatha...................
3
3
do
....................
3
do
....................
Si Quat Quatta ................
Morewatha....................
1
li Jindera ........................
do
........................
1
do
........................
1
1
Dam Creek..................
2
do
..........
Bungowana...................
1
5
do
............. .
1
do
....................
do
....................
1
1
do
................. .
6
do
....................
10
do
...................
1
do
....................
Morewatha..................
3
2
do
....................
li
do
....................
5
do
.............. .
1
do
....... ............
9
do
....................
4
do
....................
1
Howlong........................
i
i

xame of Owner.
‘
*

Zcppic G.
M'Laurin .1.
Harrington T.
G-albraith AY,
De.ui EGill M.
Parker R.
Knight iT.
M'Tunes It.
Underwood H.
Anderson A.
Sanger J.
Lawrence W.
Willis G.
Uullughcr A.
Green 0.
Maize A.
Gallagher D.
Brown D.
Dvc ,T.
Rowe M.
Ktawell At.
Dicker T.
Smith H.
Rarns S.
Perritt C.
Langham H.
Slade W.
Thompson W,
Kuschart H.
Mr or S.
Whitehead 0.
Bowe R.
1'yfe J.
Irving J.
Lentott S.
Brown A.
Armour J.
Roe X
Uuchannn J.
Taylor C.
Green W.
Gibson M.
, hLcswyn J.
Konimn J.
Sweeting IT.
tewecting ±\ J*
Doyle L.
yangcr hi.
Connellise J.
Brown K.
Reid D.
Wyse H.
Wyse J.
Wyse W.
Whitaker T.
Johnson J.
Everett.
Lester J.
Kyan 'XFoley D.
Doman J.
Musclow A.
Keene J.
Tile J.
Smith W.
Thompson W.
Westontorf C.
Mver A.
Dnscoll D.
Ridley W.
Shipard.
Crocker F.
Kraus J.
iianteH J,
Proctor T.
Chambers J.
Bradshaw J,
Darby J.
Ellis W.
Bellon D.
Kollon J.
Hopples B.
Kellon AV.
Whiteman A.
Runell Bros.
Peavd R.
Kclm .1,

802
803
804
805
806
807
803
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
S17
818
819
820
821
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829
830

o
Gi

2

h

12
1
4i
li

2
1
1

4

2
3
3
i

1
2
1

2
2
2
1

i

3
3

2.
2
1
1142i

831
832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839
840
841
842
843
844
845
846
847
848
849

A4
4

2
!
i
li
i
4
5

10

1

i

li
5
i
i
i

2

li
4U

850
851
852
853
854
855

2
i

15
5i
5i
3i
32

856
857
858
859
860
861

3
li

1
1
1

i

8G2

30

863
864.
865

20
5

866

1

868

869
870
871
872
873

Edgill C.
Cttllfin J,
JJiflil J.
Edwards W.
Goodwin J.
Uolborrow .1,
Straclian J.
Kobinson J.
Jerrup W.
Kirkpatrick J.
Prouae J.
Kodio h.
Sheliao 3VT.
Moran J?'.
Britt K.
Beetling J.
Schindler J.
Bernina J.
Smitii A.
Anderson A.
Stephens P.
Heath T.
Muller C.
Power SI.
Annison J,
Nison C.
Hale J.
Cummings CK W.
Devlin M.

Mu&gee.
Pipe-clay......................
do ......................
do
.......................
do
......................
do
......................
do
......................
do ......................
do
......................
do ......................
do
.......................
do ......................
Aehbum......................
Enfield ......................
Rcdbauk ......................
Mudgee ......................
Redbank......................
Mudgee ......................
Owen Creek ...............
Enfield ......................

Seliute S.
Kurtt A.
Kurts C,
Gertz J.
Strike E.
Rhineberger T.
Worth G.
Worth J.
Ecid A.
Buckholtz F.
Miller JT.
Leo J.
Knox J.
Burgess W.
Keasel C.
Conrad Jno.
Stahl J.
Hayes J.
Crossing J.

Bathurst.
Bathurst......................
do ......................
do ......................
do .................... .
do .......................
do .......................

Macintosh J. N,
Oakes R.
Coo mbes E.
Suttor W. H.
Richards J. B.
Hawkins T. J.

Orange.

8

867

Mundawadera.............
Bungowana..................
do
...................
Mayfield......................
Mulsvalla.....................
Maraket ......................
Cnpabello ...................
Grimdngm ................ .
Adelong ......................
do
.......................
do
......................
Jugiong ......................
Gundagai ...................
do
..................
Adelong ......................
do
......................
do ......................
do ......................
do ......................
do ......................
Mount Adelaide..........
Wagga Wagga ..........
do
...........
do
..........
Albury ......................
do ...... *..............
do ......................
do ......................
do
......................

2
i
i£
4

1
1
1

6G£

Cardington..................
Godolphin ..................
Pendarvis ...................
Rosodale .......................
Orange ................ .
Ophir .......................

M'N'evin I.
Glasson R.
Hawke G.
Dale W.
M‘Kay G.
Slater G.

Dubbo.
TJlomogo......................
Elong Elong ..............
Terrabclla ...................
Old Dubbo..................
Talbragar ..................
Escbol..........................
Dundollimal ..............
Bartemore .................
West Dubbo ..............
Bushy Park ..............
Woodhurst..................
Bunglcgumby..............

Serissier .1. E.
Too George
M'Killop D.
Roth J. G.
Buckley J.
Liddell J.
Beard T.
Smith G,
Kertz F.
Barry M.
Dolhunty.
Campbell M. I.

9

RECAPITULATION.
District.

Acreage.

Number,

593
251*
55i26

97
133
14
5
28
38
5

Maitland ....
Patrick’s Plains....
Muswellbrook ......
Scone ..............
Paterson..................
Port Macquarie.........
Murrunindi ...
Manning River ..
Tamworth .........
Armidale ....
Inyerell ............
Ifarrabri .
Grafton ............
Parramatta
Liverpool ...........
Penrith .........
Campbell town
Windsor
Camden.......
Picton..............
Berrima..........
Wollongong ...

222
89
16
14

29
52
if
731
2311
37
1481
30
El
145
52

6

| Number.

]5
30i

8
2

10
18

7
13

21*

10

38
30*

6
2

4.
$
33

88
9
23

Wentworth .......... ..

16
23

Rathurst .......

2

9
3
7
9

14
94*
18*
23
13
3
1,142}
41 f
32

6
11
9
275
19

6
6

8

11

5

1

j Acreage,

District,

G6J

4
1

4,015*

873

HENRY LUMSDAl N E,
Chief Inspector of Distilleries.

No. 2.
RETURN showing the Number of Yinejards having a licensed Still, the Size of the Still, the Names of
Owners, and where situated, 1874.
Size of
Still.

1
2
3

4

r>

6

7

8
!)
10
11
12

e
cq
be

14
15

e

Donat J .............
Kiecuhnrclt ..
Fuchs B.................
Fowler W..............
Fallon J. T.............
Franson J...........

3

Gray

16

17
18

1

19

Gi

23
24

25
26
27
28
29

30
31
32

33

34

A use]ian F.............
Brecht C................
Barker X. . ,,
BlakhCord J. H. ..
Barclay X’...............
Baxter W..............
Buckholtz F..........
Christian M. S.....
Carpenter H..........
Carmichael Gt. . ,,
Cox J ..................
Cox Ji. 1C................
lluvis A....................

13

20
21
22

Nume of Owner.

a
i*
a

\Y................

•laspriza N..............
Jenkins F...............
■lenkins It. L. .......
Hamilton J............
Howard B................

Klaus V..................
Keys J. H..............
31 core J. ...............
Macl cay W.............
Martens J.................
M cd way W............
Meaeher 1\
M'Kay C............
M'Corthy J............

"Where situated.
Penrith.
Denman.
Maryland.
Aralnen.
Singleton,
Penrith.
Mudgee.
Lockinvar.
Cum dra.
Raymond T.
Hyde.
Mulgoa.
Tumut.
Camden.
Albury.
Camden.
UampbclitOTCD.
Albury.
Himtor’s Hill.
Gunning.
Young.
Buckenbong,
Penrith.
Liverpool.
Albury.

Size of
Still.

Nc.
35
36 |
37 1
38
39 1
40
41
4-2
43
44
45 I
46 |
47
48 1
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
68

07
G
J3
eJ

^5
W
41)
c
fl
rt I
Ei I
ri
d
to
V

60

59

,
1

M us well brook.
Singleton.
Wagga Wagga.
Adelong,

61
62

1
1

0

63
64

|

0

Ya*i$.

65

f

do.
do.

66
67

|
i„
i

Whore situated.

"\ Macarlhur W. Knt.

Grafton.

Penrith.

Name of Owner.

fe
t.

M’Nevm J..............
Munro A..............
Kixon J...............
Pearce E..............
Powell E.............
Honor R.................
Phelps It. L........
Petith F...................
Roill] A. ....
..
Hois G.................
Sands J................
SN'in A........... .
Stumpfl*.........
Stein Jno..............
Smitli ,T. ,,
Stoin Jus...........
Salviu F
Schubach 8.......... j
Schofield J.............
Bangor JS................
Schona W. .
I
Tcer P............
Vincent K.

|

Camden.
Molong. '
Singleton.

Wagga ITngga.
Blacktown.

Kiclnnorid.
Parramatta.
Albury.
Penrith.

M udgee.
Albury.
Gunning. ■
Nurellnu,
Prospect,
do.
Wagga Wagga.
Is ftr^llari.
Ar&luen.
Albury.
Wimlsor.

Corown.
Hurnindoiiff.

TumnL.

Wflggn.

Woodard M
j AVollonffoug.
Whitaker H ..... ) OrcburdluigU.
Wojsniantcl R.
Slvoud.
Weick C.............
Wnrmlda
IVysc J....................
Albury.
Wiishiro A. F..
Mulgoa.
Weston B. ...
Liverpool.
Wanson W.........
Camden.
Wyndevcr J..„
Raymond T.

HENRY LUMSDAINE,
.
C. I. D.

337—B

No. 3.

10

No. 3.
RETURN showim* tbe Number of Gallons of Wine produced in each year from 1869 to 1874, as shown
°
by the Statistical Registers of New South Wales.

Acres.

Gallo da

i

350

........................................

Bikrh

56!
74
Cumberland

Phillip

Bliffb °

................ .............. -.............

...........................................................

9,250
15,980

2561 43,830
71,254
267
1,000
3
13,800
106
4,570
29
6,000
36
8,470
43
4,000
20
516 122,810
2,000
8
2
56
1,720
23
2
500

............... ........................

Acres.

tiallons.

Acres, | Gallons.

Gft'lons.

Acres.

Gallons.

100

120
300
600
10,850
IjitKS

A4

i

ISO

4
49
65
3
300
402

1,600
14,560
6,325
100
37,126
70,762

12,688
8,800
1,770
ia,o4G

113

15,318
3,050
2,040
17,200

86,556

632
13
24
28
26
52

160
1,550
630
9,016
3,480

2
55
66

11,690
3,204

2
13
2
56
64

281
313

24,098
30,091

274
306

21,384
39,060

257
336

40,072
58,225

97
32
39
47

5,560
1,928
10,870
6,636

1.22
16
33
61

10,797
1,300
4,647
9,410

97
25
14
77

536
12
' 41
36
18
54
48

75,447
1,750
4,160
1,580
1,362

509
26
31
37
4
41
43

105,993
1,900
1,700
1,340
1,112
15,035
4,700

494

13
8
2
39J
43

110

28,400

22
11
1
398
4
42

2,043
2,520
200
111,123
670
9,770

5
36
13
6
584
3
42
13

4,151
50
1,000
3,406
796
250
145,158
60
8,055
1,430

2,038

460,321

2,367

342,674

Wellington.................................................

Awes.

1873,

1872.

1871.

1870.

1869.

-1

300
7
2,405
39
2,196
8
13
560
696 160,888
1,400
n
10,860
51
1,340
10

1,434
14
1,930
37
3,000
14
1,600
60
2,842
36
60
£
1,252
5
3,510
39
1,730
15
150
5
843 187,428
335
9
10,300
50
1,120
10

2,461! 413,321

2,564 451,450

22

28
89

158,208
1,200
1,500
3,200
6.300
17,000
1,190
200
2,240

47
1

6
46
1,296
18
2
1,121 207,140
360
7
4,880
60
4,400
14
575,985

3,178

H. LUMSDAINE,
C. I. D.

No. 4.

.

RETURN showing the quantity in nroof Gallons of Brandy distilled on each Vineyard haying a licensed
Still, in each year from 1809 to 1874.
Same of Vigneron,

1869 &
1870.

1871.

1672.

1873.

j

1874.

Proof Proof Proof Proof Proof
gallons gallons gallons gallons gallon?*
30
74
Vs
25
26
15
35
40
70
25
25
30
11rtruiib 4^/.
164
98
165
40
50
"ao
60
lo
10
20
10
15
10
JJUL/bJjOihi iV . .................
"is
"la
12
35
26
50
12
50

av

xx- ..................

25
115

20

45
91

25

13

18

Cox E. K............................

Doust. J...............................

~6

"62

107
16

50

“88

22

66
8
25

11

20

32

...
20

23
Fallon J. T..................

226

23
25

45
280

18
82
227

15
115
251

1869 &
1370.

1871.

1872.

1873.

1874.

Proof Proof Proof Proof Proof
gallons gallons gallons gallons gallons
Franson 3. B....................
Fieldhouse W...................
Dabb J................................
Gray .1. W.........................
Gleouic J...........................
Graliatu R. D. .................
Gehrig F............................
JTook 1........................... .
Ireland I. M........... ..........
Hamilton J.......................
Howard R..........................
Jaspriza It..........................
Jenkins I\ ......................
Jenkins R. L......... .
Kevs J................................
Klaus Y...............................
Knauer J............................
Lmdcman II. J................
Lrollbuch J..........................
Moore J..............................

18
13a

Name of Vigneron.

Mcdv ay W........................
Meaeher J..........................
M'Leay W.........................
M'Kar C............................
M'Carlhv J.......................
Maconhur W-, Knt.........
M'Nevin N, ...............
Munro A...... ..............

20
12
60
20
60
25
214
30
52

54
60

22
31

45

40

23
11
69

140
8

"39

"50

24

"30

50
40
35
30

15
66

It
54
78

40
52
5
6

ioo
9
16

46

24

"iet

95

24
21
65

123

139

71
30
67

83
45
440

100

32
43

60

50

15
31

26
145

146

135
32

10

2a
35
75
56

—

-

891
ii
No. 4—continued.
Kamo of Vigneron,

1869 &
1870. 1871.

1872.

1873.

1874.

Name of Vigneron.

Proof Proof Proof Proof Proof
gallons gal'on? gal Ion? gallons gallons
Martin E. G..............
12
7
M‘Gillverv A...................
119
64
48
Schofield J
Meaij J.....................
59
R__
5
33
13
70
Niioii X ............
136
Oxlev J.........
46
Spencer G. L..........
Pearuo 33,
.
25
Powell E..........
60
16
12
44
8
Pulver R...................
22
ii
fcjU.ji) .Aill.gm
Power R..........
10
14
Phelps R. L...............
100
Petith F, ..
15
14
8
22
18
Ecith A.............
2
Reis G................
60
80
47
58
73
Remmington R. F...........
126
27
28
Woodard M............
Remolds G...............
231
162
36
Whil/ilrcr TT
275
Ran H.
40
54
38
*12
Robison IT. .
Wtdflr (l
Richards J. B..........
75
Sands W...........
' 1_B
Stein A....................
o
54
Weston B................
r
Stein Jacob .
...
60
10
v
10
Wanson W. ............
Stein Jno...................
65
18
20
20
Stumpf J..............
10
10
44
Xo Weingurtner F................
Smith J. .
124
Salvia F.....................
7
45
25
10

1869 &
1870. 1871.

1872.

1873.

1874.

1
Proof Proof Proof 1 Proof Proof
gallons gallons gallons gallons gallons
28
46
46
6
19
25
159
80
105
88
52
33
40
43
"io
20
15
"25
is
8
4
4^5
50
15
12
18
130
32
*.4
78
0

"il
105
24
23

io

21
15

12
53

127

35

8
70
8

21
109
21

2,466

1,787

2,009

65

10
21
60
24
116
10
10

25
394
20
4,912

2,363

HENRY LUMSDAINE,
C. I. D.

Nos. 6 and 7.
RETURN showing the number of Gallons of Brandy used in each Vineyard for fortifying and for home consumption,
from 1869 to 1875.
Wamcof

Vigneron.

Adams G. ..
Anshaw K.
Brcciit C. .
Barker T. ,.
Barclay T..
Baiter W...
Burgess W.
Bowman G.
Braum li. .,
Bruco W. ..
Chceke A.
Carmicbael G..
Coi J...........
Cox E. K...
Calinon P...
Carpenter IT ..
Doyle J. F. <£ J.
DeMcstre A...
Downing T. ,.
Eisentiardt D.
Eyans J............
Eyerett E.........
Puehe P............
Fowler W ....
Fallon J. T. ...
KeldhouBo W..
Dabb J..............
Gray J. W. ...
Glennie if.........
Graham It. D..
Gehrig F..........
Hook J.............
Ireland I. M...
Hamilton J.. .
Howard R. ...
Jenkins F.........
Jenkins R. L...
Keys J..............
Klaus V...........
Knauer J.........
Luther F..........

District.

Albury ......
Penrith ....
Denman
Maryland .,
Singleton ,,
Penrith......
Mudgee......
Archerfield
Liverpool ..
Aralnen__
Varron ville
Porphyry Pt .
Ryde...............
Mulgoa...........
Penrith...........
Camden..........
Kaludah ......
Shoalhaven ..
Tumut ...........
Albury ...........
Penrith...........
Scone................
Camden...........
Campbelltown
Albury ...........
Picton ............
Ryde................
Gunning ........
Gresford ........
Penrith............
Albury ............
Dingadee ........
Scaham............
Liverpool ........
Albury ............
Buckinbong ...
Nepean Towers
Bengalla ......
Grafton...........
Frederickton,.
Picton ...........

1869 &
1870. 1871.
15

25

1872.

1873.

35
19
30
90

10

20

35
15

30

3
63

40

3i
31
6

17
16

18i

21
8

Hi

loi

1874.

15
35
150
45
9

"io
10

12
3

7

47
30
45
9
36

10
13
3

20

15
15
IS

11

25

40

21

30
15

38

16
16

21

30

150
45

20

70

16

19
61

88

22

2
22

352

217

"s

10
22
20

42

93
251

16
52

2
15
155
15
15
8

63

10
"45
28
15

10

20

"go

109

"is

8
20

15

"48
7
2

36
50

20
20

3
32

14
4

60

21

36

15

Oi

29

40
40

11
40
15
131

Name of
Vigneron.

District

1869 *
1870.

Lindomnnn H, Gresford .
J.
Lollbach J. ... Grafton__
Moore 3............ Singleton ,
Martens J....... Adelong__
Mcihmy W.
Vass .........
M‘Leny W, .
Wagga Wagga
M'Kay C......... Minchinbury..
6
M'Cartby J.... Cranebrook ..
9
Macaubur W., Camden Park.
250
Knt.
M'Nevin N. ... Molong............
Munro A......... Singleton .......
69
Monch L.......... Camden............
15
Martin E. G...
do ............
12
M'Gillveroy A. Tumut ............
27
Meaty J............ Grafton............
25
Metz F............ Berrima...........
Nixon J .......... Wagga Wagga
"so
Oxley J............. Kirkbam ..
31
Powell E. ..
Richmond Vale
10
Pulver R. ..
Morpeth ..
18
Power R. ..
Parramatta
"l
PctilhF. ..
Penrith......
Reis G........
Albury ......
25
RommingtonR, Yass ..........
50
Remolds G.... Gunning ,.
1G5
Rah H............. Albury ......
10
Stein A........... Narellan ..
53
Stein J............. Prospect
45
Stein Jno....... Narellan ...
52
Stumpff J.......
Prospect ..
Smilli J........... Wagga Wagga
Salvia F........... Araluen.......
42
Schubach E... Albury .......
10
Schofield J, .. Windsor ...
36
Sanger B......... Corowa........
90
Sehons W. .. Burrandong ...
Smith G. T. .. Prospect ...
12
Silencer G. L... Barraba........
12
Smith W. K... Clydesdale

1871.

1872.

12

1873.

55

10

10

30

30

134

"50

"66

20

"io

106

14

10
3(1

20

15

15
36

40
35
75
49

"SO

50

23
15

1874.

10
70

80

”42

10

is

"2

12

24

6

12

51

8
10

22
21

129
43
80
30
24

95
43

30

"io
10

23

‘17

"is

35
40
5
35
54

91
30

6
124

20
15
16
60

8

28
160
61
17*

Si
58
5

10
29
57
66
65

"is

21
8

5
3

3

10
8
20
4
9
35
19
134

115
”25

22

10
"22
20
16
25

20
17

892
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Nos. 6 and 7—continued.
Name of
Vignerom

District.

Smart T. W.,,.
OW V
Tittler T..........
Thom J...........
Tunks C..........
Yincenfc E. ...
Woolltml M„.
Whitaker li ...
Weismantcl It
Wyse <T...........

Fairfield ......

18S9& 1871.
1870.

1872.

1873.

1874.

10

20

63

2
4S

Wollonaone ...
Irrawang ......
Parramatta ...
Waeea Wagga
Wollongong ...
Orchardleigh...
Stroud ...........
Albnry ..........

2

6

2f

13
40
71

25

31
3

20

10

is

28

19
39
3

34

Name of
Vigneron.

District

Willshire A. F.
Weston 1*........
Wanson W. ...
Windeyer J....

Mulgoa..........
Liverpool ......
Camden..........
Raymond Terrace.
Weinpir tner F. Dunmorc ......
WillbowT. ... Richmond......

6

1869 & 1871. 1872.
1870.

1873.

1874.

53

43
15

88

53
7
18
9
35

29

6

18
14

162

30

16

18911 2049

33Ja
37

121

12
10

2244f 19921 1991

HENKY LUMSDAINE,
C. I. D.

No. 8.
RETURN showing the quantity of Brandy in liquid and proof Gallons now held by each Vigneron haring
a licensed Still, as per Returns to 31st December, 1874.
Name of Vigneron.

Liquid
G-allon.",
streugth
not given.

Where situated.

Proof
Gallons.

2S
42
15
ISO
Dlrtl/.lifnivl X Tf

50
6

flnv If TT

19
60

Fowler W............ Ksohol I'ark

141

.............
15

23
3
80
12

Gehrig F............. Albnre..........................
Hamilton J......... Liverpool

..................
2
45
36

M.’t? V,

M'Leay W.......... Wagga Wagga ..........

TVhrrc situated.

Name of Vignerou.

M'Kay C............. Minchinbury ..............
Camden Park..............
Seven Hills..................
I’earee E. II.
Albury...........................
Penrith .......................
Richmond Yale..........
Rcia a................ Albury..........................
Camden .....................
Prospect ......................
do
......................
StmnyiiF R.
Rarraba .......................
Sungor It............. Corowa ......................
Smith T............... Wagga Wagga ..........
Tcer P............... Tumut..........................
rj horn .T............... Trrawang..................
Weick 0............ Wnrinlda......................
IVnidevcr J........ Raymond Terrace-.......

Liquid
Gallons,
strength
not given.

47
650
■

Whitaker .T......... Orchardleigh ..............
, Cfimden ......................
' Liverpool .................
Willehire A. F.... A) ulgoa ......................

5
140

15
. 1
3S
12
10
21
2
125
40
28
f>
114
148
7

60
10
72
22
58

Proof
Gallons.

ii

12
7
221
1,425

1,299

HENRY LUMSDAINE,
C. I. D.

No. 11.
RETURN showing the percentage of Alcohol permitted to 'Wine-makers, in fortifying their Wines, by
the present Distillation Act, 13th Victoria No. 27.
Twenty-fiyo (2o) per cent, of Alcohol of specific graviiy '823 at 60° temperature.

H. LUMSDAINE,
C. I. D.

Sydney: -Thomas Itichards, Government Printer —PS75,

[M-]
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

JOHN MELLY.
(PETITION OP.)

Ordered, ly the Legislative Assembly to he printed, 16 June, 1875.

To tho Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Candle Manufactifrcr1^ Melly’ °f Waterlo°’iu tlie CoW

New South Wales, Soap and

Sjioweth

,,

-

Jour /etifeoner, in the year one tliousand eight hundred and forty-eight, commenced
aS j S'0^ aild1Cafldle Manutacturer, in Parramatla-strect, iu the city of Sydney, until the year
one thousand eight hundred and sixty, when, in consequence of the passing of the Act Id Victoria number
30, he was compelled to remove his business outside the boundaries of the said city.
That your Petitioner, in the year one thousand eight hundred and sixty, removed his business and
“No man’sTand* pifiCe °f ^ between the citJ of ^^7 ™d the borough of the Glebe, known as
huiidre^nV^^1fvl0ner Cf'rlCd °U business at
]ast-mentioned place until June, one thousand eight
IlnmW q t,,
tj‘?™!nV ,0i’ “ e0"se5ue'1.c0 ot t1ie Posing of an Act of the Legislature, 33 Victoria
the citv of SvXvsn n6 JTtT f
°lty °f STd"Cy Eileus’on Act” extending the boundaries of
Ivi!
of Sydney so as to include the land known as “No man’s land,” your Petitioner’s premises were
brought within the city of Sydney, and he became liable to the provisions of the Act Id Victoria number 30.
That in or about the mouth of March, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-three a char-e was
preferred against your Petitioner at the Central Police Court, Sydney, by the Inspector of Nuisances for
Vir7nriS 0U birUqn “*1 a boaI,-boi.I.er
the citJ
Sydney, unde/ the fifth1 section of the Act Id
\ xetonu number 30, when your Petitioner was fined for such offence the sum of forty shillings.
. . That your Petitioner appealed against the conviction to the Supreme Court, which Court unheld tho
decision of the Magistrates. That in consequence’ of this decision your Petitioner was compelled to again
ZZd liTrt “IT PUt-t0
^ ",ld e^ense’
^^red damage to tlmamountofrtix
hundied pounds, through the passing of the said Act 33 Victoria number 0.
That your Petitioner has been compelled to pull down his premises, to remove his nlant and to
erect new buildings in tho borough of Alexandria, at considerable expense.
P
’
tbat i'0" Honorable House will take bis ease into consideiation, and tbat he may be afforded such relief as to your Honorable House shall seem meet.
And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
JOHN MELLY.

[3d.]

322'
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1875.
EXTRACTS EROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

V.
Votes No. 15.

Petbat, 2 Apeie, 1875.

4. All Saints Parsonage Bill (“ Formal" Motion):—Mr. W. C. Bromic moved, pursuant to Notice,—
(1.) That the All Saints Parsonage Bill be referred to a Select Committee for consideration and
report.
'
(2 ) That such Committee consist of Mr. Burns, Mr. Stuart, Mr. Parnell, Mr. Nelson, Mr. Teecc,
Mr. Jacob, Mr. Sclioley, Mr. Montague, and the Mover.
Question put and passed.

Tuesday, 13 Adeil, 1875.

Votes No. 20.

4. All Saints Pajisonage Bill :—Mr. AV. C Browne, as Chairman, brought up the Report from, and
hud upon the Table the Minutes of the Proceedings of, and of Evidence taken before, the Select
Committee for whose consideration and report this Bill was referred, on 2nd April, 1S75.
Ordered to be printed.
•
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1875.
ALL SAINTS PARSONAGE BILL.

REPORT.

of the Legislative Assembly, to whom was referred for
consideration and report, on 2nd April, 1875,—All Saints Parsonage Bill”—
beg to report to your Honorable House,—

The Select Committee

lhat they have examined the witness named in the margin* (whose
evidence will be found appended hereto) ■ and that the Preamble having been
satisfactorily proved to your Committee, they proceeded to consider the several
clauses of the Bill, in which it was deemed necessary to make certain Amendments.
Your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable House the Bill
with certain Amendments.
WILLIAM CHARLES BROWNE,
Chairman.
No.

,3

Committee Room,

-

Sydney, Wi April,

1875.

4>

*CouLd A.X.Esq.

89*
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PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

THURSDAY,

8

APRIL,

1875.

Membees Pbesekt :—

Mr. Famell,
Mr. W. C. Browne,
Mr. Scholey,
Mr. Jacob,
Mr. Montague.
Mr. Stuart,
Mr. W. C. Bromio called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee, read by the Clerk.
Printed copies of the Bill referred, and original Petition to introduce the same, before the Com
mittee.
Committee deliberated.
[Adjourned to To-morrow, at half-past

FRIDAY,

9

APRIL,

Two

o’clock.]

1875.

Members Present ;—

Mr. W. C. Browne in the Chair.
Mr. Scholey,
Mr. Parnell,
Mr. Jacob,
Mr. Montague,

Mr Stuart.

Pwseft*—Albert John G-ould, Esq., {Solicitor for the Bill.)
A. J. G-ould, Esq., examined.
, , „
Witness produced Deed of Conveyance of certain lands from Benjamin Singleton and wile, to the
Bishop of Australia.
.
Room cleared.
Preamble considered.
,
Question,—" That this Preamble stand part of the Bill,”—put and passed.
Solicitor called in and informed.
Clauses 1 and 2 read and agreed to.
Schcilulfl of
Clause 3 read, amended,* and agreed to.
ATncntlnieiits.
Clauses 4 and 5 read and agreed to.
Schedule read, amended,\ and agreed to.
fSee Schedule of
Amendment.
Chairman to report the Bill with Amendments to the House.

SCHEDULE OP AMENDMENTS.
Page 2, clause 3, lines 53 and 54. Omit “ for any period not exceeding three years.”
Page 3, Schedule. Omit “ acres or thereabouts. ” Insert “ two acres one rood and twenty-four
perches more or less.”

WITNESS.

PAOE.
Gould, A, J., Esq.

5
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OP EVIDENCE
TAKEN DEFORl

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON

THE

ALL SAINTS PARSONAGE BILL.
FRIDAY,

9

AFRIL,

1875.

3j5re0£nt:—
Mb.
Me.
Mb.

W. C. BROWNE,
PARNELL,
JACOB,
W. C. BHOWNE, Esq.,

Mb. MONTAGUE,
Me. SCHOLEY,
Me. STUART.
in the

Chair.

Albert John Gould, Esq., Solicitor for the Bill, examined:—
1. Chairman.'] You are Solicitor for the Bill now before this Committee ? I am.
,
a. j. Gould,
2. The land referred to in the Bill was originally a grant from Benjamin and Mary Singleton to the Bishop
iisq.
of Australia and his successors, upon trust, for the erection of a church and parsonage for the Church of —a—
England, and also for use as a burial-ground and glebe for the clergyman ? It is a conveyance by lease 9 April, 1875,
and release from Benjamin Singleton and wife to the Bishop of Australia, for the purposes mentioned.
3. A dwelling-house for the clergyman has already been erected upon this site ? It has.
^
_
4. But it is now considered expedient to erect a more commodious parsonage in a more suitable locality
in the town of Singleton ? It is.
_ t
5. You consider it expedient to sell the site of the present parsonage, and to apply the proceeds arising
from the sale in the erection of another parsonage in a more suitable locality ? I do.
G. The usual notices of the intention to apply for this Bill have been inserted in the Govermndht Gazette
and various newspapers ? They have.
__
.
7. Do you wish to state anything else? I produce the conveyance by lease and release, dated loth
January, 1812, from Benjamin Singleton and wife to the Bishop of Australia, of the laud it is now desired
to sell. (Deed produced!)
_
_ ,
8. Mr. FarneUf] WTio was the Bishop of Australia at lhat time? The Right Reverend William Grant
Broughton, E.I).
.
„
9. Upon whom does that trust devolve at the present time ? It would devolve upon the^ Bishop of New
castle, as it is within the diocese of Newcastle, but the letters patent do not vest the tee simple in the
Bishop of Newcastle, as they should have done, and as we desire to do by the present Act.
10. I presume it would not be vested in the Metropolitan Bishop—Bishop Barker ? No.
11. Do you propose by this Bill to transfer the trust vested in the Bishop of Australia at that time to
the Bishop of Newcastle? No; we propose to vest the fee simple of the land in the Bishop of
Newcastle, and to give him power to sell the land and to hold or apply the money for certain other
trusts, stated in the fourth clause of the Bill. At the present moment the Bishop of Newcastle is
looked upon as the trustee of the land for the trusts mentioned in the deed I have produced, though the
fee simple has not been actually vested in him by law. It may be as well to mention, with regard to these
trusts, that the land has been used for a site for a parsonage for the Church of England clergyman at
Singleton, but it has never been made use of for the erection of a church or chapel, or for a burial-ground,
there being other lands which have been used for those purposes. It has been solely used for a parsonage.
We have fifty acres of land a short distance from the town, part of which has been used as a burial-ground,
and the church has already been built on another section of land in the town, on which we now propose to
build also a new parsonage.
.
.
12. Instead of using this land for a church or chapel, you wish to take power under this Bill to use it for
some other purpose ? To sell the land and apply the proceeds in the erection of a parsonage on part of
the land on which the church now stands.
13.
91—B
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J^Gould, 13. How far is the church from the present parsonage ? About 300 yards.
The parsonage building has become so dilapidated that it is necessary to build a new one
9 April, 1875. at once j . es ’
building is very dilapidated and very small, and not so conveniently situated as the
^
proposed site.
15. Mr. Scholey ] Have all parties concerned had notice of your intention to sell this land ? The matter
has been brought before the members of the Church at two or three meetings of the parishioners, and they
have all concurred m selling this property and appropriating the money to the building of a new parsonage,
ihe ihshop ot JN ewcastle, of course, is the person applying for permission, but it is done with the sanction
ol the churchwardens and parishioners.
16. There has been no want of publicity ? No; it has been duly published, and there is no objection from
any one.
J
17 Mr. FarnelV] The preamble refers to the Act of William the Fourthhas not an Act been passed
subsequent to that, vesting the Church property—an Act that arose out of the establishment of the Synod ?
1 am aware that an Act has been passed authorizing the different dioceses to form Synods for the internal
management of the affairs of the Church.
18. Did not that Act in some way deal with the property of the Church ? I do not think so • I do not
think it would affect this matter.
19. Who is the Bishop of the Diocese of Newcastle ? The Eight Reverend William Tyrrell. D.D.
20. Called Lord Bishop of Newcastle ? Acs.
21. Are the trusts contained in the deed produced correctly recited in the preamble of this Bill P They
are. I produce also the Government Gazette of 26th January, 1848, containing the letters patent
appointing the Bishop of Newcastle, and mentioning the see.
22. What is the area of the land it is proposed to sell ? A little nnder two acres and a half; to speak
correctly, two acres and two-fifths. I produce a plan of the town of Singleton, showing the land we desire
to sell, marked A m pencil.
23. There are several lots, are there not? There are, as originally subdivided.
24. Are those the lots referred to in the Bill ? They are, although on this map they are not shown, This
map was prepared after the land was sold. The original map of the town of Singleton, showing the
dmerent lots by their numbers, has been unfortunately mislaid to-day; but tbe land marked A on the plan
produced is identically the same as that mentioned in the schedule, and conveyed by the deed produced
trom Benjamin Singleton and wife to the Bishop of Australia.
.
25. What is the value of this land ? From £400 to £500.
A.

Sydney j Thomas Richards, Government Printer.—1875.
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EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No.

12.

Tuesday,

27

Apeil,

187(3.

ito Pkesexteeiak Manse Trustees Bill (“FonnaV' Motion):—Mr. Pilcher moved, pursuant
to Notice,—
_
„
(1.) That the Dubbo Presbyterian Manse Trustees Bill be referred to a Select Committee tor con
sideration and report.
. ,,
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. F. B. Suttor, Mr. Hay, Mr. Davies, Mr. Macintosh, Mr.
Burns, Mr. Stuart, Mr. Charles, Mr. H. C. Dangar, Mr. Meyer, and the Mover.
Question put and passed.

Dub

Votes No.
4

2S.

30.

Thursday,

29

Aphid,

187,'.

Mr. Pilcher, as Chairman, brought up the Keport
from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and of Evidence token before, the
Select Committee for whose consideration and report this Bill was referred, on 27th April, 18/5.
Ordered to be printed.
.
_
’
*
a#
##*****

Dubeo Presbyterian Manse Trustees Bill

'
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1875.

DUBBO PRESBYTERIAN MANSE TRUSTEES BILL.

REPORT.

of tlie Legislative Assembly, for whose consideration and
report was referred, on 27th April, 1875, the Dubbo Drcshylenan- Manse Trustees

The Select Committee

Bill,

beg to report to your Honorable House:—

That they have examined the witnesses named in the margin* (whose
evidence will be found appended hereto), and that the Preamble, as verbally amended, ■r.
having been satisfactorily proved to your Committee, they carefully considered the
several clauses of the Bill, in which it was not deemed necessary to make any
Amendment.
Your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable House the Bill, with
an amended Title and Preamble.
CHAS. E. PILCHER,
Chairman.
Mo.

3

Committee Boom,

Sydney,

29££ April, 1875.
1

.A
'if

’
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PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

THURSDAY,

29

APRIL,

1875.

Mejibebs Pbesent:—

Mr. Pilclier,
Mr. Macintosh,
Mr. F. B. Suttor,
Mr. Stuart.
Mr. Pilcher called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, appointing the Committee, read by the Clerk.
Printed copies of the Bill referred, and original Petition to introduce the same, before the Committee.
Present:—Craren Hyde Fitzhardinge, Esq, {Solicitorfor the Bill).
Craven Hyde Fitzhardinge, Esq., examined.
"Witness produced letter from the Promoters of the Bill appointing him their Solicitor; also Deed
of Settlement referred to in the Preamble.
'
Thomaa Alexander Thompson, Esq. {one of the Promoters of ike Bill)) called in and examined.
Boom cleared.
* See Schedule of
Preamble considered and amended*
Amendments.
Question,—“That this Preamble stand part of the Bill,’’—put and passed.
Solicitor called in and informed.
Clauses 1 and 2 read and agreed to.
,
See Scheduled
Title read, amendedf and agreed to.
Amendments
Chairman to report Bill with amended Title and Preamble to the House.

SCHEDULE OF AMENDMENTS.
Page 1, Title. Omit “ intituled an A.ct”; also “James Holmes Thomas Baird John Cassels Eyrie and
Thomas Alexander Thompson and James Osborne Esquires and other,” and also “ a Trustee,”
Page 2, Preamble, line 2, insert “ Saint Andrew’s” after “ as.”

d
LIST OF WITNESSES.

Fitziardinge, Craven Hyde, Esq.
ThoapBon, Thomas Alexander ...
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1875.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE
TIKES BOORS

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON THE

DUBBO PRESBYTERIAN MANSE TRUSTEES BILL.
TUTlRSLAT,

29

APRIL,

1875.

$rE0£nt:—
Mb. MACINTOSH,
Mr. PILCHER,

CHAS. E. PILCHEH,

Mb. STUART,
Mb. F. B. SUTTOR.
Esq.,

in the

Chair.

Mr. Cravon Hyde Eitzhardinge examined:—
1. Chairman^ Ton are Attorney for the Trustees of the land named in this Bill ? Yes, I hold an appoint- Mr. C. H.
ment from them.
Fitzhardinge.
2. Do you produce it ? I do. It is signed by the Trustees. (Produced?)
3. Do you produce the deed mentioned in the preamble of the Bill ? I do. (Deedproduced.)
29April, 1876.
4. The preamble correctly recites that deed ? It does.
5. Do you know where the piece of land granted by the deed is situated P I do; in Macquarie-street,
Dubbo.
6. Is that the principal street ? Yes, tbe main thoroughfare.
7. How is it situated with reference to other buildings ? At tbe rear of it there is a second-rate hotel—
the Commercial Hotel; on the south side there is a smith's forgo in constant work; on the north sido a
second-rate storekeeper’s shop ; and in front, directly opposite, across the street, a steam saw-mill and a
flour-mill in constant work. The allotment is situated in the centre of the town.
*
8. Where is the Presbyterian church situated ? On the top of a hill, perhaps a quarter of a mile from the
allotment it is proposed to seU.
9. Is this allotment, in your opinion, suitable for a clergyman’s residence ? The land is, but tbe position
is not; it is unsuitable, because it is in the main thoroughfare of the town, and in the midst of the principal
business places. A solicitor has bis office a little further down, and he is removing because he is inter
rupted by the noise of the saw-mill, which is going almost night and day.
10. What is the extent of this piece of land ? Half an acre.
‘
11. Do you know what the land is that the Trustees propose to purchase ? I do not. Mr. Thompson, one
'
of the Trustees, will be able to give information as to that. I can give an opinion as to tbe value of land
in Dubbo. Land nearer the church is selling for about £20 or £30 the half-acre.
12. Mr. Stuart?] What is tbe value of the half-aero it is proposed to sell ? I should say from £300 to
£360. I may mention that it is almost the only piece of vacant land in the main street now.
13. Mr. Macintosh?] Do the Trustees intend to expend the value of this allotment in other land ? In the
fc,
purchase of other land and in building a manse. I think in a convenient place they could got 2 acres for
about £o0 or £70 an acre, and they would spend the remainder in building a manse. It is proposed to buy
a larger piece of land. The Presbyterian minister there has several horses, having to visit a large district,
and it would be convenient for him to have more room.
14. Has it become locally known that this Bill was to be applied for ? Yes; it has been advertised four
times in the local paper.
15. Is there any opposition? No.
10. Do you believe it would be advantageous for tbe district and the church in particular that Parliament
should pass this Bill ? Decidedly advantageous to the town and district, and also to the church.

17.
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^Mr. 0.11. i7. Mr. F. B. Suttor^] This half-acre is not sufficient ground for the use of the clergyman ? Decidedly not.
fitzhardinge.
Chairm-an.'] Dubbo is a very thriving town—progressing? Yes.
19. The land you speak of as being now worth £30 an acre would in a feu7 years probably be worth
29 April, 1S75. double that ? Yes.
_
20. Is the church in a convenient situation? Yes, very convenient. It is near the centre of the town,
but out of the business part, and on a slight rise.
,
21. Is the church a good building? It is not completed yet, but it is a very good building of white sand
stone—one of the best buildings in the town.
22. A permanent building ? Yes.
_
23. Mr. Macintosh.'] There is no probability of the district requiring the church to he shifted nearer the
population ? No ; they could not get a better site than they have now.
_
_
24. Mr. Stuart.] I see by tbe preamble of the Bill that this church is in connection with the General
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of New South Wales. Has this matter been before the General
Assembly ? I am instructed that it has; hut on that point Mr. Thompson can speak more definitely than
I can.
4
_
25. Mr. Macintosh.] Are you aware whether the G-cneral Assembly have given their consent to this
proceeding? I have been informed so by the clergyman, and I put a clause in the petition to that effect,
but it was erased as being unnecessary by counsel who settled the draft.
_
26. Jlfr. Stuart.] Is it not a necessary part of the discipline of the Presbyterian Church that the sanction
of the G-eneral Assembly should be obtained before applying to Parliament in a matter of this kind ?
I believe it is.
_
27. To whom was the land originally granted ? I think to the Trustees.

Mr. Thomas Alexander Thompson examined:—
28. Chairman.] You are one of the Trustees named in the Bill and one of the Petitioners ? Yes.
29. You live at Dubbo ? Yes.
20. And you know the position of the land granted under the deed just produced ? Yes.
29 April, 1875. 31. This matter has been set on foot by yourself and your co-Trustees ? Yes.
_
32. TTna that been done with the concurrence of the G-eneral Assembly of the Presbyterian Church ? The
Committee of tbe congregation in the first place applied to the General Assembly for permission, and the
answer was that it was not necessary, because the matter was in the bauds of the Trustees, and the Com
mittee then applied to the Trustees.
,
33. As I understand, the consent of the G-eneral Assembly was not refused, but you were informed that that
was not necessary so long as the Trustees approved of it? Just so—so long as the Trustees approved and
the funds were appropriated to the same purpose for which the land was intended.
34. You have not that communication with you? I have not. _
_
_
35. The situation of the land it is proposed to sell is in the principal street of Dubbo? Yes, in the main
thoroughfare.
36. Is it suitable at all for a clergyman’s house? No ; it is surrounded on one side with stores, on the
other side by a public-house and blacksmith's shop, and across the street there are flour and saw mills.
37. It is very unsuitable then for a residence at all ? Very unsuitable.
_
38. Where is the land you propose purchasing? We propose purchasing an allotment more convenient
to the church, and suitable for a private residence.
_
39. How much land do you propose buying? There is about an acre that we have been in treaty for,
40. What would that cost ? I think about £30 or £40.
41. Mr. Macintosh.] Could you not obtain more land than that? We could obtain more land, but we
think that would be sufficient.
_
...
42. What is the value of the allotment you wish to dispose of? I think we could realise something like
£400 for it.
43. Do you not think it is hardly equitable to sell £400 worth of freehold land and only re-purchase £30
worth—the remainder of the money to be expended in building ? I consider that an acre would be quite
sufficient to build a manse upon. It is twice as much as we have now.
44. Would you have any objections to allow the Bill to be amended so far that the land to he purchased
should not be less than 2 acres ? I think it would be rather difficult to get so much as 2 acres convenient
enough to the church; we would have to go too far from the church to get 2 acres.
45. Could you not buy sufficient to afford a small paddock for a borse ? The ground there would not be
suitable for a run for a horse.
46. It might be got away from the township, perhaps a quarter of a mile ? That would take the manse
too far from the church.
47. Could not the site for the manse be got in a position convenient to the church, and another paddock
some little distance away? That could be obtained easily enough; but it is easy to rent or obtain the
use of a paddock,
_
48. Mr. Stuart.] What sum of money do you propose to expend in building a manse? We have not
decided yet—no plan has been adopted.
_
49. Mr. Macintosh.] The Presbyterian minister of the district visits other charges, and would require
horses ? Yes.
_
60. So that it would be desirable to secure land for the run of his horses ? There are paddocks near the
town, but horses do not run in them, because there is not sufficient water. It would be easy to rent a
paddock.
...
• •
r 1
-l
51, Mr. F. B. Suttor.] I suppose your intention is to spend far more on the building of the manse than
will be realized from the sale of the piece of land yon now have ? Yes.
_
_
62, Chairman.] The property you propose to purchase will, when the manse is built upon it, be of more
value than the allotment of laud you now have in the town ? Yes, it must be.
53. Is not the value of land all round Dubbo something like £10 or £12 an acre? It has brought as
much as that anywhere close to the town,
54. I do not mean town land, but just round the town P Yes,
55.
Mr. T. A.
Eiompson.
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55. Mr. Macintosh.'] You believe that to give power to the Trustees of this land to sell would be to the Mr. T. A.
Thouiiisou.'
advantage of the Presbyterian body in Dubbo ? Yes, I do, very much so.
50. Chairman.] 'Who are the Committee you have spoken of? Members of the church.
29Aiiril,1875.
57. This matter has been initiated by them ? Yes, by the Committee of tiie congregation.
_ _
58. They applied, in the first instance, to the General Assembly, and then to the Trustees, to bring it
about ? Yes.
,
59. So that it is the wish of the Presbyterian body there to have this arrangement earned out ? lies.
00. There is no opposition at all? lSTo ; it is very much approved by all the members of the congregation.
01. Chairman.] In the preamble of the Bill there is a blank for the name of the church—is it known by
any name ? It is known as Saint Andrew's Presbyterian Church.
Sr*

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government rriuter.—lSTS.
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1875.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CHURCH AND SCHOOL ESTATES FUND.
Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed,

5

Any list,

1875.

RETURN (in part) to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of
New South Wales, dated 2 June, 1874, That there be laid upon the Table of
this House,—
A Return showing,—
t£ (1.) The total area of Church and School Lands alienated prior to 31st
“ December, 1873.
“ (2.) The total area of such lands still held under trust at that date.
“ (3.) The total proceeds per year derived from sales and leases of said
“ lands since the year 1862.
“ (4.) The distribution of the said proceeds among the several Religious
“Denominations, specifying in each case whether for Church or School
" purposes, from the year 1862 to the 31st December, 1873.
“ (5.) The total area of land granted to each Religious Denomination as
*
“ sites for Churches, Chapels, Parsonages, Glebes, Schools, or other
“ Denominational purposes, since the passing of the ‘ Grants for Public
“ Worship Prohibition Act of 1862/ down to the 31st December, 1873.
“ (0.) The total sums annually paid out of the Consolidated Revenue Eund
“ for the support of Schools of each Religious Denomination during the
“ same period.
“ (7.) The total sums annually paid out of the same Eund to Clergymen of
“ each Religious Denomination as stipend or allowance for services rendered
“ in the capacity of Chaplain to the Gaols, Asylums, or other Public
“ Institutions, for the same period.
“ (8.) The total sums annually paid from the same Eund to Clergymen of
“ each Denomination as stipend under Schedule C, during the same
“ period.”
(Mr. Stewart.)
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No. 3.
RETURN" showing the total proceeds each year derived from Sales and Leases of Church and School Lands, from the
_______________
year 1862 to 31st December, 1873.
'
Tear

Proceeds of Land Bold.

£

b.

Kcnta ot J,ana.

d.

£

s.

Interest on Investments,

d.

£

a.

1862 .....................................

1,757

9

8

7 afiv, i k n

1863 ...............................................

2,695

3

6

6171 11 TO

1864 ................................................

6,571 15

6

f> f)95t 19 10

1865 ..................................................

1,412

6 . 9

a9!>y

1866 ................................................

3,192

1

5,589 12 11

620

0

6,106 10

8

620

4,582 11

1

1867 ................................................. ,

3

...................*........

1868 ...............................................

Total.

d.

£

d.

b.

Aijj-Abfir

O

yf

0

9,401 14

2

0

0

6,726 10

8

620

0

0

6,202 11

1

620

0

0

15,947 15

0

4

7 io

1869 .................................................

10,844

9

4

4,483

5

8

1870 .................................................

14 ] 50

1

7

4.n37 19

a

1871.........................................

22,524

8

1

3 son in

n

1872 ...........................................

56,811 18

4

3,246 16

0

1,580

0

0

61,638 14

1873 ..................................................

14,488

5

7

4,041

8

1

1,598 15

3

20,128

134,447 19

7

60,553

2

3

5,658 15

3

Totals................ £

8 11

200,659 17

1

Note.—The information for the yours ISOSj 1803, and 13G4 was furnished hy the Auditor General.

The Treasury, New South "Wales,
16th November, 1874.
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No. 4.
RETURN showing the distribution of the Rents of Church and School Lands (and Interest on Investments) among
the several Religious Denominations, from the year 1862 to 31st December, 1873.
°
Expenses of Management and other Charges.
Total
Net Annual
Annual
Amounts
Refunds
Receipts for
Survey
of
Total
available for
Tear
Expenses 0:
Kents and
Lands and andothci [ Charges Church and
M
anageInterest on
Repairs to Miteella- against
School
ment.
Investments
Roads, Ac. ncous j Revenue.
Purposes.
Charges.

£

a. (J.

£

», d

£ a. a.

£ a. d.

£

134 S 9

7,218

200

102 0

0

0,009 11 10 2,265 18 5

222 lu 0

3

225 ID

C 5,696 17

125 0 0

100

128

0

100 0 0

IS 63

6,1 n 1110

ICO 0

1564

5,922 12 10

1665

5,027

1S6G

6,2 IO 12 11

100

1S67

5,726 10 8

100 0

1863

5,202 11

1

300 0 0

1S69

5,103 5

B

100

0

0

1570

4,531 13 6

100

0

0 1,327

1S72

7

4,326 Ifi 0

1813 45,814

n

08,700

1

4

Frosty*
ten an
Church,

£ a. d

7^352 15 11

1S71 ♦5,902 19

Church
of
England.

34

1SB2

7 10

Church Purpose*.

0

0 0

4

100

0

0

0

0 174 19 2

0

297 11
0

65 13

S 9

42 5 0

0

6.801

s

d.
7

£

R (1

2 2,694 15 10

£

R. d

525 G

Roman
Catholic
Church.

Wesleyan
Church,

£ s. d.

4

289 11

441 14 5

245

5

0 8

10

4

2.126 15 7

414 11 10

228

7 10

2,165 IG 1

422 3 11

232 U 6

425 14

234 13

360 12 S

5,850 O 3

2,183 19

142

]

9

9

€

£
1,046

School
Purposes.

Total.

a. d.
5 10

£

a. d

5,165 19

8 4

1,731

3

4,855

1,209 5

4,069 3 10 1,627 13

4,l7fi 11

7 1,071

3,988 15

0

1,595 10 2 6,584

2

1,420

408

8 0

221

110 0 0

210 0

0

4,992 11 1

1,863 16 30

303

0 8

200 5

7

1,1SS 13 1

3,560

513

013

1

4,490

1,024

3,207 0 10

& 6 48 1

48 0

100 0 0

1 1,545 010 2,534

0 ISO 14 0
114

3

6 1,975 11

5 9

8

9

ISO 9

7

102 16

6

2,092 12 9

407 18

9

221 17 4

1,278

327

7

1

ISO

8 10

1,025 17 8

3,212 IB 7

407 11

8

224 13 5

1,277 6 7

4,000 8

4

5,605 8

3

328 14

0

4,438 2 0

1,679 5

5,600 11

2,090 10 7

5 9

4 lj61,909 17

7

3

ISO 2

297 11

214

3

8

5

1 600 14 2 4,730

1,273 12

326 16

0 2,j62 8

955 12

0

0 23,BS1 10 0

4,055 a 8 2,566

3

1,05*7 10 10 fi.801

1,334

2f0S4 15 0

5 7 1,676 6 7

G 5,090 17

4,143 17 0

5,534 6 8

0

G 6,009 11 10

1.323 2 0
4 3

1 11

581 S
8

5 14,589 12

s. d.

7 3 7,218 7 2

1,384 5 10
8

£

2,062

0

0 1

n. d

5

5

0 3

£

Total.

2

1,830 G

0

6

4,003 17

4

7 30

8 8 5 860 0

8

6 11 4,902 11

1

2

5 7

5 2,582 8

_____________________________

5

] ,601 10 11 5,605

8 3

1,285 3

2

5 4,498

3 1,600 3 4 5,600 11

3 45,093 14 10 18,277

2 2 63,909 17

Note,—The information for the years 1862, 1863, aod 1S64 was supplied by the Auditor General.
* Inclusive of an amount of
Qa. 7d., improperly deducted from the amounts available for distribution in previous: years,
t Inclusive of an amount of £,171 11b t Improperly deducted from the amount available for distribution for the year 1872,

The Treasury, New South Wales,
.
12tl1 November, 1874.
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EETDRN" showing the total sums annually paid out of the Consolidated Revenue Ruud to Clergymen of
each Religious Denomination, as stipend or allowance for services rendered in tho capacity of
Chaplain to the Gaols, Asjdums, or other Public Institutions, from the year 1SG2 to 31st December,
1873.
■
Denomination.

1662.

1863.

1864.

1665.

£

£

£

£

£

£

1866.

1867.

1869.

1870.

1871.

1872.

1873.

Total.

£

£

£

£

£

£

£

1868.

Church of England

......

3G5

365

355

3G5

410

520

60S

GOO

500

495

515

520

5,635

Church of Scot land

.......

100

100

100

100

100

50

50

60

60

50

60

50

850

Roman Catholic Church...

3GS

3G5

3G5

365

440

495

570

600

600

495

615

520

5,595

Total..............£

830

830

820

830

980

1,065

1,215

1,050

1,250

1,040

1,080

1,090

12,080

—Tlic information for the years 1S62,1S63, and 1S01 was furnished by the Auditor General,

The Treasury, New South Wales,
16th November, 1874.

P. KIRKPATRICK,
Accountant.

No. 8.
RETURN showing the total sums annually paid out of the Consolidated Revenue Eund to Clergymen
of each Religious Denomination, as stipend, under Schedule C, from the year 1862 to the 31st
December, 1873.
Year.

Roman Catholic
Church.

Church, of England.

&,

d.

1862

15,099 14

1863

14.,960

1864

£

£

Prosb} twian Church.

Wesleyan Methodist
Church.

Total.

s.

d.

- 2,877

0

0

1,572 10

1

2,852

0

0

2,495

0 10

8,033 19

0

2,614

6

s

1,179

7

9

27,281 13 10

2

7,430 10

2

3,089 13

4

1,572 10

4

26,203 15

0

13,977 13

0

7,445 16

8

2,852

0

0

1,572 10

4

25,847 19

0

1867

13,254 17

O

7,275

0

0

2,852

0

0

1,572 10

4

24,954

4

1868

12,766 17

3

7,083

6

s

2,846 15

1

1,965 12 11

24,662 11 11

1869

12,370

3

8

6,790

7

5

2,487

1,572 10

4

23,226

8

1870

12,186

9

6

6,583

6

8

2,179 18

4

1,572 10

4

22,522

4 10

1871

10,994

5

0

6,416 13

4

1,042 11

2

1,572 10

O

20,925 19

6

1872

12,186 12

0

6,034

5 11

1,822 11

3

1,484

1

1

21,527 10

3

1873

11,236

9

6

5,804.

3

4

1,702

0

0

1,372 10

0

20,115

168,598

9

8

85,668

2

7

30,118

2

9

4

7

6

8,498

0

15,454

0

6

1865

14,111

1

1866

Totals ....... £

■

6 11

19,504

8. d.

4

6

9

£

G

d.

1ft

8,266 13

£

18

6

28,805

8

5

t

8

£

“4
00

d.

1C

B.

7

4

2 10

293,888 19

9

Note.—The information for the years 1S6C, 1803, and 1S64 was furnished hy the Auditor General.

The Treasury, New South Wales,
16th November, 1874.

Sydney:

[3d.]

E. KIRKPATRICK,
Accountant
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1875.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES PRETENTION BILL.
(PETITION AGAINST—COMMITTEE OP PRIVILEGES OP THE WESLEYAN METHODIST CHURCH.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed,

29

June,

1875.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South "Wales.
The Memorial of the Committee of Privileges of the Wesleyan Methodist Church in New South
Wales,'—
Humbly Showeth :—

That your Memorialists entertain strong and conscientious objections on social, moral, and
religious grounds to the Bill now before your Honorable House, entitled “A Hill for the prevention of
Contagious Diseases.” Your Memorialists arc aware of the various considerations based upon economical
and sanitary grounds on which it is sought to justify such legislation as is now proposed, but they are
convinced that the advantages anticipated by the advocates of this measure will not be realised, and that
any benefits tbat might possibly accrue from such legislation would be more tban counterbalanced by its
essentially immoral character and tendency. Your Memorialists have reason to know that in England,
where similar legislation has been in. force for several years, there has been no diminution of disease, and
that on the Continent of Europe, where such legislation has been in existence on a large scale for a length
ened period, the increase of disease and the moral and physical degeneracy that have ensued fully vindicate
their convictions. Your Memorialists would refer your Honorable House to the testimony borne by
Mr. Stansfield, M.P., in regard to tho working of the English Contagious Diseases Acts: “These Acts
have been in operation for eight years and tho Royal Commissioners had reported that there was no evidence
whatever presented to them that any diminution of disease had arisen from the system.” Your Memorialists
are of opinion that, the cruelties necessarily attendant upon the working _ of such enactments as the one
under consideration should lead your Honorable House to hesitate before introducing them to this colony.
Pounding their views on the principles of New Testament morality, your Memorialists hold that no
argument drawn from supposed expediency can justify measures which oiler immunity to offenders against
the law of God, and thus smooth the path to ruin.
Your Memorialists therefore pray that your Honorable House will not consent to pass the second
reading of the said Bill.
And your Memorialists, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Signed on behalf of the Committee of Privileges of the Wesleyan Methodist Church.
SAMUEL WILKINSON,
President of the Conference.

[SJ.l
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1875.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES PREVENTION BILL.
(PETITION AGAINST—ASSOCIATION POE THE PROMOTION OP MORALITY.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 2 July,

1875.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, iu Parliament assembled.
Tbe bumble Petition of the New South Wales Association for the promotion of Morality,—
Respectfulr,Y Showeth ;—

1. That your Petitioners are an Association formed for the purpose of promoting Morality in'
this Colony.
.
'
2. That your Petitioners have had under their consideration a Bill now before your Honorable
House entitled “ A Bill for the Prevention of Contagious Diseases.”
3. That your Petitioners regard the proposed Bill ns one fraught with serious danger to the morals
of the people of this Colony, inasmuch as, should it become law, it will have tho effect of affording public
sanction to a course of life which has hitherto been regarded as both sinful and criminal, of protecting
those who pursue that course of life in their immoral practices, and of creating in the minds of the people
at large a conviction that prostitution is both justifiable and expedient.
4. That your Petitioners are informed that a Royal Commission, appointed to inquire into tho
operation of similar Acts in England, passed in the years 180G-18G9, the provisions of which Acts, how
ever, extended on to certain garrison and naval towns, after sitting fifty-four days, examining eighty-five
witnesses, and ashing twenty thousand questions, amongst other results of this elaborate inquiry reported
as follows, viz.:—“ That there is no distinct evidence that any diminution of disease among the men of the
Army and Navy, which may have taken place, is attributable to a diminution of disease contingent upon
tbe system of periodical examination among the women with whom they have consorted.”
5. That your Petitioners would further express their conviction that, whatever may be tbe supposed
sanitary advantages of adopting such regulations as are proposed in the aforesaid Bill, nothing can possibly
compensate for the disastrous effects which it must have upon the cause of virtue and good morals, or
justify the superseding, upon grounds of human expediency, the principles of Divine Law.
6. That your Petitioners, therefore, pray that your Honorable House will withhold your sanction
from the aforesaid Bill.
And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c,
For the Association,
F. SYDNEY,
President.
WILLIAM M. COWPER,
Vice-President.

[M.]
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CONTAGIOUS DISEASES PREVENTION BILL.
(PETITION 1 GAINST—PRESBYTERY OE SYDNEY.)

Ordered hy the Legislative Assembly to he printed,

21

July,

1875, a.h.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the Presbytery of Sydney,—
Hujikly Showeth :—

_
That y°ur Petitioners have viewed with alarm the Bill now before your Honorable House for
the Prevention of Contagious Diseases.
That your Petitioners, after consideration of said Bill, object to it for the following reasons
1. It indirectly encourages prostitution.
’
2. It is partial and unfair towards fallen woman, and leaves out entirely the other sex, who are
equally guilty of immorality, and who, because of vicious indulgence, are liable to contagious
disease, and to spread said disease.
3. It is inadequate to prevent the spread of contagious disease, while it promotes indirectly tho
vice winch occasions it.
A It recognizes a class of persons as voluntarily submitting to examination for the very purpose
oi prostitution, and thus affords facilities for licentiousness and the corruption of youth.
5. It exposes virtuous women to insult on the part of officers suspecting them.
C. It makes no provision for suppressing the evil of prostitution.
For these reasons, your Petitioners pray your Honorable House not to pass said Bill into law.
And your Petitioners will ever pray.
Signed iu name and by authority of the Presbytery of Sydnev, on this 22nd day of July 1875
by me,—
"
j
j
P. E. MACKENZIE, Moderator,
Minister of St, John’s Presbyterian Church, Paddington.

!>•■]
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PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION ACT REPEAL BILL.
(PETITION IN FAVOR OF—MAYOR AND ALDERMEN OF SYDNEY.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed,

(5

May,

1875.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the Mayor, Aldermen, and Citizens of the City of Sydney,—
Most Respectfully Showeth :■—

That a Pill is now under the consideration of Parliament, intituled “

A Bill to repeal an Act

intituled ‘ An Act to regulate Vehicles in the Oily and Suburbs of the Police District of Sydney.'

”

That your Petitioners believe the working of the present Act for the regulation of Licensed
Yehioles has been not only unsatisfactory to the general public, but that the passing of the said Act has
deprived your Petitioner’s of a large amount of revenue to which they conceive they are fairly and equitably
entitled.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that the said Bill, now unde]1 the consideration of your
Honorable House, may be passed into law.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
(l.s.)

B.. PALMER,
.
Maypr.

The Common Seal of the Mayor, Aldermen, and Citizens of the City of Sydney, was affixed
hereto by Charles Henry Woolcott, Town Clerk, of the City of Sydney, this fourth day of
May, A.n. 1875,—
Chas. H. Woolcott,
Town Clerk.

[M.]
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PUBLIC YEHICLES REGULATION ACT OF

1873

.

(BY-LAW.)

$v(S£ntrt) fo parliament, pursuant to Sfrt 30 JJict. $0. Uf> rrt. 15.

Coloninl Secretary's Office,
Sydney, 21st July, 1815.
The following By-law, made by the Metropolitan Transit Commissioners, having been confirmed by His Excellency
the Governor, with (be advice of the Executive Council, is published in accordance with the provisions of the “ Public
Vehicles Eegulation Act of 1873,”
JOHN ItOBERTSON.

Thk Board of Metropolitan Transit Commissioners,
constituted and empowered by the Public Vehicles Ucgulation Act of 1873, do, by virtue of the power and
authority in them vested by the said Act, declare that
the following Public Stands, as fixed and declared by
Schedule H, under the By-laws now in force for regulating
Licensed Vehicles, shall be and the same are hereby
repealed.

And each omnibns sliall perform the journey to aud from
Crescent-street, Enmore, to Erskine-street, north aide, at
York-streot, in 30 minutes, and the parts of the journey as
follows :—From
,,
„
„
„
„

Crescent-street to Newtown Toll-bar in 0 minutes.
NewtowiiToll-bartoParramatta-strectinaminutes.
Newtown Koad to Bailway in 5 minutes.
Baihvay to Liverpool-strcct in 5 minutes.
Livcrpool-strcet to Hoyal Hotel in 5 minutes.
lioyal Hotel to Erskine-street in 4 minutes.
Erskine-street Stand 5 minutes.
From Erskine-street to Boyal Hotel in 4 minutes.
„ Boyal Hotel to Liverpool-strcet in 5 minutes.
,, Liverpool-strcet to Baihvay in 5 minutes.
„ Bnihvay to Newtown Hoad in 5 minutes.
„ Parramatta-strect to Newtown Toll-bar in 5 minutes.
,, Newtown Toll-bar to Crescent-street, Enmore, in
d minutes,
j
,, Crescent-street to Stanmoro Road in 5 minutes.

Marhet-street, south side, from George to Pitt Streets,
for 8 carriages.
Victoria-street, east side, at Upper William Street, for
10 carriages.
And it is hereby declared that the following places are
appointed as Public Stands for carriages:—
Market-street, south side, from George to Pitt Streets,
first carriage to stand in George-street, north of entrance
to ,,Bo3-al Hotel," for 8 carriages.
Victoria-street, west side, at Upper William Street,
first four carriages to stand on the cast side of Victoriastreet, at William-street, for 20 carriages.
Time-table for Omnibuses plying to and from WynyardAnd it is also hereby declared that so much of the Time- I
square and Glebe Point.
tables as relates to the Omnibuses plying to and from
Erskinc-street, in the Citjr of Sydney and Crescent-street,
Omnibuses shall start from Glebe Point 100 yards from
Newtown—Wynyard-square and Glebe Point—and Eortthe Bay, for Wynyard-square, York-strcet, cast side—
street and Glebe,—shall be and the same are hereby re From 7'40 a.m. to 5 p.m., every ten minutes.
pealed, and that the following Time-tables shall be
,, 5 p.m. to 7 p.m., every five minutes.
adopted in lieu thereof.
,, 7 p.m. to 10 30 p.m., every ten minutes.
Time-table for Omnibuses plying to and from JZrskinestreet and Crcsccnt-slreet, Entnore.

Omnibuses shall start from the north side ofCrcsccntstrect, Enmore, for Erskine-street, Sydney :—
From 7’30 a.m. to 8 a.m., every ten minutes.
,, 8 a.m. to 11 a.m.i everjT five minutes.
,, 31 a.m. to 4 p.m., every seven minutes.
„ 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. every five minutes.
„ 8 p.m. to 10'30p.m. everjrten minutes.
429—

And each omnibus shall perform the journey to and from
Glebe Point to Wynyard-square in 30 minutes, and the
parts of the journey as follows :—
From Glebe Point to Parramatta Bond in 11 minutes.
Parramatta Road to Bailway in 5 minutes.
Baihvay to Liverpool-strcet in 5 minutes.
?T
Liverpool-strcet to Boyal Hotel in 5 minutes.
Boyal Hotel to Erskine-street in 4 minutes.
Wynyard-square stand 5 minutes.
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From Wynyard-aciunre to Royal Hotol in 4 minutes.
Eoyal iiotfsl to Lirorpool-street in 5 minutes.
,, Livci'iwol-street to Railway in a minutes.
Railway to Glebe Road in 5 minutes.■
,, Parramatta Road to Glebe Point in 11 minutes.

Time-tabU for Omnibuses plying to and from Glebe
and Fort-street, Miller's Point.
Omnibnses shall start from the centre of the Parra
matta Road, at the Glebe Point Road, for Fort-street,
Miller’s Point—
From 7'40 a.m. to 11 p.m. every five minutes.
And each omnibus shall perform the journey to and
from the Glebe to Fort-street, Miller's Point, in SO
minutes, and the parts of the journey as follows:—
From Glebe Point Road to Railway in o minutes.
„ Railway to Liverpool-strcet in o minutes.
„ Liverpool-strcet to Royal Hotel in 5 minutes,
„ Royal Hotel to Essex-strcet in 5 minutes.

From Essex-sfreet to Fort-street in 5 minutes.
„ Fort-street to Kcnt-street in 5 minutes.
„ Kent-strect to Lower George Street in 5 minutes.
„ Fort-street to Essex-strcet in 5 minutes.
„ Essex-street to Royal Hotel in 5 minutes.
„ Royal Hotel to Liverpool-strcet in 5 minutes.
„ Liverpool-street to Railway in 5 minutes.
„ Railway to Glebe Point Road in 5 minutes.
Passed by the Eoard of Metropolitan Transit Com
missioners this seventeenth day of May, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred aud
:
seventy-five.
33. PALMER,
Chairman.
(l.s.)
MICL. CHAPMAH,
Commissioner.
EDMUND FOSBERY,
Commissioner.

W. J. Meehiiuk,

Registrar.

Sidney; Thomas Kidiarda, Government Printer,—1375.
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SHIPPING BUSINESS OF THE AGENT GENERAL.
(TELEGRAMS, &c.j

Ordered by the Legislative. Assembly to be printed,

Papers

13

April,

1875.

laid on the Table in answer to Mr. Buchanan’s Questions.

No. 1.
TrUiGEAU from Tile Colonial Seceetaet, Svdnet, to Tile Agent G-eneeal, London, 1st April, 1875.

is shipping business of your office paid? What is the average cost per ton for management?
What was tho cost per ton under former arrangements ? Who has charge of it, and how long has he
had it ? How much has he received in all from you, and is he allowed any perquisites from other parties ?
Have London ships of equal quality ever been rejected in favour of ships at out-ports, notwithstanding
willingness to take lower rates?
JIoly

No. 2.
Telegbam from The Seceetaey

Agent General in London to Tjih Colonial Secretary.
Received, 7' April, 1S75.
Nottitno paid now for shipping business, except Liverpool shipments, for which (1) Goffey receives Gd. per
ton. These shipments unimportant, and will soon cease, tinder former arrangement Shipping Clerk
received (2) £200 per annum, but since July, 1S73, B. T?. Lloyd aud Company have conducted shipping
business, except Liverpool—they received nothing (3) from Agent General, but doubtless get commission
from owners ; this, however, is a trade allowance—which Government could not obtain, nor could Agent
General, either personally or through Shipping Clerk, make such favourable terms as an experienced
Shipping Agent, who knows the state of the market generally for dead weight. Agent General adver
tises at Jerusalem and Lloyd’s Rooms, inviting owners to apply direct to him for freight, and Lloyd
quotes survey available. Ship for approval of Agent General. London freights have been kept down to
20s., and no ships at or under this rate have ever been rejected. Ships at ports in north have been charter (4)
for whole cargoes at average rate of 27s. Gd., hut this increase has been compensated by reduced con
tractors’rates for delivery in north. Chartering absolutely necessary to meet requirements of rail conrf
tracts, (See letters to Public Works, 2!) June, 30 October, 1.7 November last.) Chartering has also tbcpcTtura
assisted to keep down ordinary freight, which has been 25s. to 30s. for merchants’ iron, when wc have been
40 th!B
paying 20s, Consider than (5) JAoyd has assisted to carry out our very heavy shipments—sometimes over ' ' '
4,000 tons in a month—most satisfactorily and economically. Copper (G) still forbidden word, (7) have
therefore been unable to submit your telegram to him. Raj or Roberts could explain history and working
of post (8) and present arrangements.
to the

1. Major Roberts says Goffey &’Co. arc Shipping Agents at Liverpool, and were responsible for the
goods.
2. £200.
'
_
3. Major Roberts says B, .F Lloyd & Co. obtain tenders from shipowners or charterers, and submit
them to Agent General. The goods are shipped to contractors thereof, who do not obtain payment until
biUs of lading are produced. Major Roberta believes there is no written agreement.
4. Evidently means “chartered.”, 5. Evidently “ that.”
.
6. Doubtless means “ Sir Charles Cowper."
,
7. Evidently means “ work.”
'
,
8. Evidently means “past.”
99—

(Letters

•
.
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(Letters referred to in preceding Telegram.)

The Agent G-eneral to The Secretary for Public Works.
London, 3, Westminster Chambers, S.W.,
29 June, 1874.
Sir,
.
With reference to telegram dated Gth June, 1874 (“ observe specification strictly packing
fish-plates”), I have the honor to explain the circumstances under which the deviation presumed to be
referred to was made.
The Darlington Iron Company advised seventy tons of fish-plates as ready for shipment last
February. A very favourable engagement was made to send them by the “ Tethys,” at 12s. Gd., provided
that they could be shipped at once. There was no time to prepare the boxes and pack the fish-plates, and
after due consideration, having ascertained that it was most unusual to furnish packing, I sent them in
bundles, in order to secure the ship. A reduction of 11s. was made on the contract rate, in consideration
of the boxes not being supplied.
'
In all other shipments of fish-plates the provisions of the specification have been strictly adhered to.
It may be for your consideration, however, whether it is necessary to continue the system of packing.
I understand that, as a rule, fish-plates are sent to all parts of the world, tied in bundles and oiled. If
boxes were dispensed with, we should save about £1 per ton on the contract rate, besides a reduction on
the amount of freight. The state in which the fish-plates shipped by tho “ Tethys” were received in
Sydney will have enabled you to judge of the necessity of packing; and should you think that it may be
dispensed with, 1 will arrange accordingly on receiving your instructions.
I have, &c.,
CHAELES COWPER.
Captain Jopp to The Secretary for Public Works.
3 Westminster Chambers, S.W.,
30 October, 1874.
Sir,
I have the honor to advise the shipment in the chartered ship “ Duchess of Argyle,” (referred
to in telegram to Chief Secretary, dated 24th July last), of 11,077 rails, weighing 2,400 tons 1 cwt. 1 qr.,
from the Consett Don Company, for the Yass to Wagga Wagga extension. Five invoices and correspond
ing bills of lading, together with copy of charter-party and receipt of owners for proportion of freight
payable here, are enclosed herewith.
You will observe that the rate of freight is 30s., hut that a deductiou of 10s. has been made on the
Consett Company’s rate, consequent on the shipment having been at Newcastle instead of London. This
reduces the actual cost, as compared with the average payment of 20s. for ships in London on the berth,
to 20s. plus about 3s. per ton for the higher rate of insurance for a full cargo of rails,—a comparison which
must be regarded as very favourable, considering the additional expenditure which must be anticipated when
it becomes necessary to charter.
One-third of the freight, less 5 per cent, for three months, has been paid here, the remaining twothirds net (£2,400 Is. 3d.) being payable in Sydney, in terms of the charter-party.
_
_
We have also now in course of shipment at Sunderland 1,700 tons of Consett rails in the ‘’Arizona,”
at same freight and same deduction by the Company as for the “Duchess of Argyle”; and at Newcastle
we are shipping in the “ Eavenstonedale” for Newcastle, New .South Wales, 1,400 tons of rails, fish-plates,
and fastenings, under the Murrurundito Tamworth contracts, at the very favourable rate of 25s,, and with
deductions by the contractors for the rails and fish-plates.
_
As indicated in Sir Charles Oowper’s despatch, No. 100, of 29 June last, it is only by . such
arrangements as the above that we can hope to meet the heavy shipments which must he negotiated
during the next few months.
In engaging freight to Newcastle, New South Wales, it is sometimes necessary to pay rather higher
than to Sydney, but in cases where it would he requisite for you, if the materials were sent to Sydney, to
send them on to Newcastle, the apparent increase of cost involved by our shipping direct to Newcastle
would disappear ; and in order to estimate this it would be convenient if we could be informed by telegram,
if thought sufficiently important, what is your average rate from Sydney to Newcastle.
'
I have, &c.,
A. A. JOPP, Captain, E.E.,
(For Agent General.)

(No. 191.)
Sir,

Captain Jopp to The Secretary for Public Works.
London, 3 Westminster Chambers, S.W.,
17 November, 1874.

With reference to your letter, No. 74/4544, of 3rd September last, covering indent for 25 tons
double-headed iron rails, to be ordered from the Landore Siemens-Steel Company, to replace rails lent
to Messrs. Beilby & Scott, of Sydney, I have the honor to enclose copy of letter, dated 30th October, 1874,
from the Managing Director of the Landore Company, stating that they cannot quote for iron rails. I
also enclose copy of report, dated 4th November, 1874, from Mr. Sheilds, in consequence of which (having
previously ascertained verbally his opinion) 1 telegraphed on the 3rd November to the Chief Secretary,—
“ Landore cannot supply iron rails, propose ordering 25 tons steel.”
I have communicated with Messrs. Scott & Archer, and they concur in the arrangement proposed.
I will, therefore, order the 25 tons in steel, and as the Landore Siemens Company have also an order for
1,000 tons of steel rails of the same pattern, we shall obtain the 25 tons at the favourable rate of
£ll.7s. 6d. if shipped at Swansea, and £12 if shipped in London.
I have, &c.,
A. A. JOPP, Captain, R.E.,
(For Agent General.)

925
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D. M. Gordon, Esq., to Captain Jopp.
Landore Siemens-Steel Company (Limited),
Landore, Swansea, 30 October, 1874.
Dear Sir,
In reply to yours of yesterday, regarding 25 tons of iron rails, I regret that, as we work in
steel only, I cannot quote for those required.
Tours, &c.,
D. M. GORDON,
Managing Director.
F.

W.

Shields, Esq., to The Agent General.
0 Delahay-street, Westminster, S.W.,
4 Novemher, IS74.
New South Wales Railways.

Dear Sir,
As requested by Captain Jopp’s letter of 2nd instant, I beg to report on letter of 30th ultimo,
from Landore Siemens-Steel Co., stating that they are unable to quote for the 25 tons of double-headed
iron rails named in the indent enclosed in Mr. Rue’s letter dated Sydney, 3rd September, 1874.
As it is quite impracticable to make, at any moderate cost in proportion to the amount of the
contract, the preliminary arrangements for rolling so very small a quantity of iron rails, and as it appears
that these rails are to be of the same section as the 200 and 800 tons of steel rails now also required from
the Landore Co., I would recommend that 25 tons of steel rails instead of iron be obtained from the
Landore Siemens Co., in conjunction with the two larger orders to be supplied by them as above mentioned.

I am, &e.,
F. W. SHIELDS.

Syctaej: Thomas Richards, {Jovernmoni Printer.—1S76,

[3d.)
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TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY.
(COST ANT) CALCULATIONS, Ac.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed,

21

April, 1875.

Return containing information asked for in the Assembly on the 20th April, 1875,
by Mr. BaAvden, M.L.A., laid on the Table of the House in accordance with
the reply given by the Minister for Lands to Mr. Bawden’s questions.

Tuesday, 20
Question:—
Me. Bawden to ask

‘

1875.

The Secbetabt ron Lands,—

(1-) What has been the total expenditure, to the 1st January, 1875, in connection with the operations
in the Trigonometrical Survey of the Colony?
_
(2.) What amount of work has been executed in the measurement of Base-line and Triangulation ?
(3.) "What number of Trigonometrical Stations have been completed ?
(4.) What is the probable cost for Skeleton Survey of the Colony, at per acre, including field and
office expenses ?
(5.) What is the probable maximum error at per mile ?
(G.) Has tho Government taken any stops in verifying tho Surveyor’s computations of the Base
line, mathematical or otherwise ?
(7.) If so, will the report eontaining the result of such inquiry be laid upon tho Table of this House,
and when ?

Question.

“ What has been the total expenditure, to
the 1st January, 1875, in connection with the
operations in the Trigonometrical Survey of the
Colony ?”

Answer.

No. 1.
Base-line, Lake George—
£
s.
Under Mr. Smalley ...
... 2,500 0
Under Surveyor General, since
September, 1870 ...
... 2,384 1
Base-line, Pyrmont
...
...
100 19
Triangulation.
General Triangulation of the
Colony
........................... 3,831 3
Triangulation of Sydney Harbour
and Environs...........................
716 1
£9,532

128—A

5

d.
0
4
0

2
9
3

The amount includes preliminaty expenses in equip
ment, horses, plant, and instruments; one instrument
alone costing £700.
No. 2.

92 »
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Question.

Answer.
Ko. 2.

Base-line measured, and towers built.
“ Wliat amount of work baa been executed
in the measurement of Base-line and Triangu
In pursuance of the Triangulation of the Colony, hills
have been cleared and stations selected thereon, com
lation ?”
mencing on the Victorian boundary at Albury, thence
north, crossing the Murrumbidgee, then east by Bowning
to Labe George, from Bowning north to the Canobolas
(near Orange), thence east to Mount York and Binda.
This series, when completed, will end on the coast near
Sydney.
From Lake George to Jellore (Nattai), this series
will, when completed, terminate at the Sydney Obser
vatory.
From Lake George north to Bathurst, excepting a
break ou the table-land about Crookwcll. In conse
quence of this difficulty, which could not be overcome
without great expenditure, it was determiued to adopt
the series above referred to, extending from Bowning to
the Canobolas ; the bills cleared in the broken series will
however be available for detail hereafter.
Primary Triangulation of Sydney Harbour and envi
rons completed from Ball’s Head to head of Barling
Harbour, and downwards to Bobroyd Hill and lower
Light House.
Detail Triangulation of the whole Harbour frontage is
complete as far as Ball’s Head, excepting Barling Point
to Shark Point, Glebe Island to A. S. N. Company’s
Works, Pyrmont, and North Shore, from Kiarabilli Point
to Heads, affording a basis for twelve sheets of the large
scale maps.
No. 3.
“ What number of Trigonometrical Stations
have been completed ?”

Not more than six 1st class and twelve 3rd class sta
tions can be said to be completed, as the beacons will
not be put up till the observation of angles commences,
which woi'k has been iu abeyance for more than twelve
months, awaiting the arrival of the large Theodolite
ordered from Europe early iu 1873.
Ninety-six hills have been cleared, and sites for sta
tions selected, besides a number partially cleared for
sights only.
Iu Sydney Harbour and environs seventy-three sta
tions and one hundred and thirty intersections.
No. 4.

“ What is the probable cost for Skeleton Sur
vey of the Colony, at per acre, including field
and office expenses ?”

Estimated at £227,000, to extend over twenty-seven
years, and apply to all parts of the Colony suitable to
trigonometrical operations.
No. 5.

“ What is the probable maximum error per
mile ?”

With the 18-inch theodolite, 4 an inch—with the 10
inch theodolite, 1 inch. In detail work with smaller in
struments the error should not exceed from 4 to 6 inches
per mile, but the amount of accuracy obtainable is simply
a question of the time devoted to observing at each sta
tion, and this will depend very much upon the climate.
No. e.

“Has the Government taken any steps in
verifying the Surveyor’s computations of the
Base-line, mathematical or otherwise?”

Yes.

No. 7.
Copy of Mr. Hawkins’ report, with the memo, which
“If so, will the report containing the result
of such enquiry be laid upon the Table of this led to it, herewith.
A report is expected shortly from the Surveyor
House, and when?”
General, embracing the whole subject from the com
mencement of Triangulation in the colony up to the
present.
*
Lnyesiigatios
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tSYESTTGATION OF COMPUTATION OT? BiSE-LINE.
Memo. :—The meaaurement of the base-line at Lake George being now complete, and the computations

performed as well as the Surveyors who made the measurement could, perform them, it is now suggested
that the data upon which these computations arc based should be placed in the hands of some person
totally independent of the work, and perhaps of the Department also, for the recalculation of the work.
I may observe that Mr. Clarke, of the London, Liverpool, and Globe Insurance Company, was employed
on a previous occasion to ro-compute a portion of the line—afterwards abandoned—and I was much
pleased at the care aud ability displayed by him ; but I would prefer leaving the choice of the person to
the Honorable the Minister for Lands. The Government Astronomer is perhaps best qualified, but I
would point out that he has been already appointed to the computation of the triangulation; and the
same objection would now apply to him as to a member of my Department.
Surveyor General’s Office,
P. F. ADAMS.
16th June, 1874.
The Under Secretary for Lands,—I would suggest the name of Mr. Hawkins as computer, provided
the Surveyor General has no objection.—J.S.F., 20/6/74.
I believe Mr. Hawkins to bo thoroughly
To be appointed.—J.S.F., 24/6/74.
qualified for the duty.—P.F.A.

H. S. Hawkins, Fsq., to The Sechetahy

foh

Lakhs.

Sin,
I have carefully checked the calculations made in connection with the base-line at Lake
George ; and having recomputed the whole ou a principle which, in some respects, differs from that applied
by the Surveyor General, I have the honor to report that the results agree very closely, since for five of
the seven sections they may practically be considered identical, whilst the lengths which I obtain for
sections III and YI are respectively about one-seventh of an inch less, aud greater than those deduced
from the Survey Office calculations; so that, in the whole length of a little more than 51 miles, the
difference between the two results is less than a twenty-fifth part of an inch.
This being premised, I proceed to explain the nature of the difference between the principles
adopted by the Surveyor General and myself in applying the data on which the computations are based,
and to make the explanation intelligible, I must first briefly describe the process of measurement and the
implements used.
The whole line, 29,286 feet in length, was divided into seven sections, of which six, varying in length
from 2,132 to 8,938 foot, were measured and remeasured in the opposite direction, whilst the seventh,
570 feet long, was calculated from a short base-line, measured for the purpose. Each of the other sections
was subdivided into portions of about 700 feet (the average day’s work), which were twice measured
with a set of rods, the aggregate length of which is about 30 feet, and the two results were compared.
The very small discrepancies between the lengths thus found constitute what, for the sake of
brevity, I shall throughout this report term “ errors,”
The rods are made of well seasoned pine ; and their length can at any time be ascertained with
very great precision, by comparing them with a standard iron bar, provided that the coefficient of expan
sion of the latter for a given change of temperature is known. If, therefore, their variation between any
two comparisons were uniform, their exact length at any stage of the measurement would be known, and
the only difficulty would be one of a purely mechanical nature.
It is, however, found that their irregularities are so great that in the absence of any known law
or rate of their variation recourse must be had to some method of interpolation to obtain their mean
lengths during the day.
Accordingly the Surveyor General naturally assumed that tho arithmetic mean between the results
of two comparisons of the rods with the standard bar must be taken as this mean value, and this I have
also adopted wherever two comparisons were made on the same day. This was done throughout four
sections; and with such care was the measurement performed by Messrs. Betts and Yessey, that the
greatest error is T5 of an inch in 750 feet, or titow part of that length, whilst the average error in these
sections is not more than one-third of this, a result which I believe has rarely, if ever, been surpassed.
For the six measurements of the other three sections, which were first dealt with, as the necessity
of making comparisons at the beginning and end of each day’s work had not then been recognized, in
only one case was this done throughout, there being in the other five cases hut one comparison, either in
the morning or the evening ; whilst for six lengths none were made on the days when the measurement
was performed. In those three sections therefore the errors are proportionately larger than in the other
four, and are greatest in the last-named six eases ; but even here the greatest is but '32 of an inch in 1,500
feet.
In the hope of diminishing these discrepancies I applied two different kinds of arithmetical inter
polation, aud afterwards, finding that in every instance which had come under my observation there was an
increase in the length of the rods during the day, I collected all the double comparisons made during the
measurement of the line, and thus found the daily increase of the set for each month. This was very
irregular, and was greatest in March, when it was more than double the average of the other months.
From these data I deduced formulas for the approximate corrections for single comparisons, depending
in the first instance on the monthly variations, and next, on the daily change of temperature of the rods.
"With respect to these four methods, it is only necessary to state that each considerably diminished
some of the errors, but increased others ; whilst the difference between the extreme values thus obtained
for the length of the line was less than one-fifth of an inch—a result which supplies an independent proof
of the extreme accuracy of the measurement.
Ultimately
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Ultimately I eamo to the conclusion that as the rods do not vary according to any known law, and
exhibit no trace of regularity in their daily or monthly changes, the most legitimate correction for single
comparisons must depend on the mean daily increase of the set, as deduced from those double comparisons
only which were made during the measurement of the three sections iu which it was to be applied.
_
By tabulating these i obtained 'O0G2202 of an inch for the value of this correction, half of which
must be added or subtracted according as the comparison was made in the morning or evening, to obtain
the mean lengths during the day, whilst for those days on which no comparison was made the mean of the
two nearest values thus found is used.
_
_
By the application of this principle to sections II, III, and VI, the sum of all the errors, irrespective
of sign and the limit of probable error are diminished in each case—the former, on the average, by about
15 percent., and the latter by 20 per cent.; so that the lengths thus found are probably nearer the truth
than those given by any other method.
_
The difference of the results found by tho Surveyor General and myself is accounted for as
follows ::—In the measurement of section III the majority of the comparisons wore made in the evening ;
so that the average length of the rods during tho day being less than the observed values, the length found
from the corrected values is also less, the difference being T44 of an inch ; whilst iu section VI the length
thus found is increased by T35 of an inch, since most of the comparisons were made in the morning.
These corrections are nearly equal, numerically, hut of opposite signs ; so that the length which I obtain
for the whole line, or 29286 066 feet, differs from that found by the Surveyor General by so small a
quantity that, when expressed iu feet, it does not amount to a significant digit in the seventh plan of figures.
Finally, I have calculated the probable limit of error fin each section, aud find that it is an even
chance that in the whole length of 5J- miles there is not an error of three-quarters of an inch ; also, that
is 13T, that it docs not amount to 2 inches.
The tabulated double comparisons from which the average daily increase of tho set of rods is
deduced are appended, together with the lengths of the several sections, as calculated by the Surveyor
General and myself, with the corresponding limits of error.
I have, &e.,
.
H. S. HAWKINS, M.A., F.I.A,
Balmain, Oct., 17/74.
Submitted, 5 November.
I have perused this paper with very great pleasure. The results are
highly satisfactory.—J.S.F., 10/11/74.
The Surveyor General.—W.W.S., B.C., 11 Nov., 1874.

Aveha&e Dailt livenease of Rods.

Set differs from 30 feet.
Date,
1873.
16 January ..........

17
IQ
9!K
26
97
9A
9Q
ai

-

Morning.

ETenins.

Date.

Morning.

Droning.

Inches.
'0094657

Inches.
'0056868

•0199983

•0165785

■0103591
- -0095673
■0135349
■0213249
■0233937
■0219983
■0263848
■0245112
■0215348

1873.
1 April ..............
2 „
.............
%
4 „
..............
5
„
.............
7 „
..............
ft .
9
„
..............
10 „
..............
11 „
..............
19 „
..............
21 „
..............
22 „
.............
23 „
...............
24 „
...............
25 „
...............
26 „
..............
28 „
..............

Incises.
•0251632
■0315005
•0297667
■0315923
■030S381
■0324456
■0307447
■0392945
0317940
■0365843
•0341360
■0363G44
■0336201
■0332596
■0359814
■0326276
■0325995
■0417584

Inches.
■0219273
■0256786
0306016
•0219S42
•0232797
■0242964
■0259708
■0209990
•0299107
0318188
■0342120
■0300169
•0369128
0360845
0316645
■0325995
■0290858
•0410721

1726090

■6000709

•5401182

„

...............

‘0142G93
•0256813
•027G611
•0361270
•0343063
-035GS72
■0401878
■0322397
■0283205

Total

...................

■2744801

Total

...................

Total increase—
Number of Days.

Inches.

January.............................

i

■0151425

February .........................

i

•0034197

March .............................

9

T018711

April................................

18

•0599527

29

1803860

Month.

Average daily increase = -0062202 inches.
Mean-

5
Mean Lengths of Sections and Probaut/e Limit of Eeeoh.
Survey Office

Jlr.

11.

S. Hawkins.

Section.
Length in Feet.

i.

2132-7446

ir.

Limit of Error.

Length in Feet.

Limit of Error.

-0042

2132 7446

■0041

0163

5978 5605

•0141

m.

4866-8623

•0130

4866-8505

•0119

IV.

8938-4158

■0127

893S-4158

-0127

y.

570-9727

•0032

570-9729

•0032

VI.

2494-2144

■0098

2494-2257

■0078

VII.

4304-2964

•0087

4304-2963

•0037

29286-0694

■0701

29286-0663

•0625

Mean Length ...........

"
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

VACCINATION.
(REPORT FOR 1874.)

IJctsentel ta parliament bo Comm anti.

The Actiso Medical Advisee to the Goveevment to The Colonial Secretaet.

Medical Adviser’s Office.
SlH

’ I have the honor to forward the Annual Eeport of Yaccinations performed by the Public
Vaccinators of the Colony during the year 1874.
Prom tho Eeturns appended it appears that S26 children have been vaccinated successfully in the
Country Districts under one year of age, 1,581 from one to five years, and 828 from five to ten years.
In Sydney and the Suburbs 492 children have been successfully vaccinated under one year, 827
from one to five years, and 239 from five to ton years. The total numbers of successful vaccinations
being,—
For the Country Districts ...
...
...
... 3,274
For Sydney and Suburbs
....................................... 1,558
And for the whole Colony
...
...
... 4,832
I have carcfullv examined the existing statistics of the Colony with the view of ascertaining if
possible the proportion of its inhabitants who have not been vaccinated, but am quite unable to arrive at
reliable and satisfactory conclusions.
The subject of re-vaceination is one of the highest importance, and I have thought it desirable to
append the published remarks in reference to it, recently issued by the “ Medical Department of the
Privy Council Office.”
Considering the important hearing of these questions upon the health of the community, I have
to recommend that, when the next Census is taken, inquiries should be made to ascertain how many of the
existing population have been vaccinated, and how many re-vaccinated.
Until this has been done, it will be impossible to arrive at definite conclusions upon which alone it
is safe to legislate with the view of rendering “ public vaccination effective,”
The suggestion made by the Medical Adviser to the Government, in his last Eeport, has been
carried out by the Government, through the Agent General in London, and a small supply of vaccine
lymph will in future he fomvarded from the National Vaccine Institution in addition to the usual supply
sent out by every alternate mail.
In the correspondence between the Agent General, Dr. Seaton, of the National Vaccine Institution,
and Dr. Marsdon, of tho London Small-pbx Hospital, the two latter gentlemen strongly urge that
medical men should depend as much as possible upon arm to arm vaccination, and in fact “ never use
preserved lymph when they can help it.”
This is most valuable advice, but it necessitates the establishment of larger vaccination districts
than at present exist.
.
I have, &c.,
ALFRED EGBERTS,
Acting Medical Adviser.
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APPENDIX.
Medical Department of tlie Priry Council Office.
EE-TACOrtCATTOK.

Bt Taccinatdon in infancy, if thoroughly trell performed and successful, most people arc completely insured for their ivhole
life-time against an attack of small-pox ; and in the proportionately few cases where the protection is less complete, small
pox, if it be caught, will, in consequence of the vaccination, generally be so mild a disease as not to threaten death ’or dis
figurement. If, however, the vaccination in early life have been but imperfectly performed, Or have, from any other cause,
been but imperfectly successful, the protection against small-pox is much less satisfactory ; neither lasting so long, nor whild
it lasts, being nearly so complete, as the protection which first-rate vaccination gives. Hitlfcrto, unfortunately, there has
always been a very large amount of imperfect vaccination, and in consequence the population always contains very many
persons who, though nominally vaccinated, and believing themselves to be protected against small-pox, are really liable to
infection, and may m some cases contract as severe forms of small-pox as if they had uever been vaccinated. Partly because of
the existence of this largo number of imperfectly vaccinated persons, and partly because also evon the best infantine vaccination
sometimes in process of time loses more or less of its effect, it is advisable that all persons who have hen vaccinated in infanty
should as they approach adult life undergo re-vaccination.
Generally speaking, the best time of life for re-vaccination is about the timo when growth is completing itself, say
from fifteen to eighteen years of age, and persons in that period of life ought not to delay their rc-vaecination tifAimes when
there shall be special alarms of small-pox. In proportion, however, as there is prevalence of small-pox iu any neighbourhood,
or as individuals arc from personal circumstances likely to meet cases of infection, the age of fifteen need not bo waited for’
especially not by young persons whose marks of previous vaccination are unsatisfactory. In circumstances of special danger,
every one past childhood, on whom re-vaecination has not htfore been successfully performed, ought, without delay, to he
re-vaccinated. Be-vaccination, once properly and successfully performed, does not appear ever to require repetition. The
nurses and other servants of the Small-pox Hospital when they enter the service (unless it is certain that they have already
had small-pox) arc invariably submitted to vaccination, which, in their case, is generally re-vaccination, and is never afterwards
repeated; and so perfect is the protection, that though the nurses live in the closest and most constant attendance on small
pox patients, and though also the other servants are in various ways exposed to special chances of infection, the resident
Surgeon of the Hospital, during his thirty-four years of office there, has never known small-pox affect any one of these nurses
or servants.
■
"
Itfgnl provisions for re-vaccination are made in the 8th section of the Vaccination Act, 1867, and in section IV of the
Eegulations which the Lords of the Council, under authority of tho Act issued in their order of February 18th, 1868.
,
Under these provisions re-vaccination is now performed hy all Public Vaccinators at their respective stations, and so far
as is not inconsistent with the more imperative claims for primary vaccination, any person who ought to he re-vaccinated may,
on applying to the public station of the District in which he resides, obtain re-vaccinalion at the public expense.

Table A.
COUNTRY DISTRICTS.
Retueh showing the Number of Children Vaccinated by the several Government Vaccinators in the Colony duriny the
year 1874,
•”
s

Alburr ...............................
Armidalo ...................................
tAruluen .......................................
fAdelong........................................
Bathurst..............................
5
^Bega .......................................
tBcrnma..........................
tBinalong aud Burrowa.................
tBourke .........................
Bombala........................................
fUraidwood....................................
*Cftnidcu.........................
Carcoar ..............................
6
Dubbo..................................
Deniliquin .................................
18
Dunfrog* ............................
5
+Forbcs......................
Grulpong..................... .......
46
tGoulbum ......................................
•Grafton .........................
•Gundaffui ......................... ......
Grenfell ........................
.
6
*Hill Knd.......................
*lnvcrcll ........ .
Kempsey West.................
& ifiina....................
Lambbon.......................
3S
Mudgec ...............
36

•llolone ..........................
Morpeth ................
Maitland...........................
J-J
Muswellbrook ........
tMoruya .........................................
fMacdonald River ...................
Newcastle ............. .
t^arrabri................................. .
Orange .................
8
Oberon ........................
tOxlev .......................
Parramatta......................................

■a
g
&

41

I

1

3
8
VV

in

CO?

81
<5

74

6

Cl

60

5

6

10

CJ

*
E
&

59
3
5

"0

&-

119

s?

'3
au
P=(

3O
Eh

4

9

13

5
■■■
...
*5

15

I

I

Total number of cases.

"2
V.

*d

in

<;
it
e
£

Eh

Successful.

d
la
£

From 5 to 10 years.

Successful.

Dlatrict.

From 1 to 5 yearn.

Successful.

Under i year of age.

12

IO4

109

213

194

g

10

7

*7

*7

I

16

~6

22

22

40
...

3
iS
32

9

9

3°

35

16

16

7«

75

9

9

*’
7
4
*3

/u
60

71
60

9
166

26

5

Art
4.0
23

64

°/

4

12

339

4

8
328 232

191

4

l6

II

7

3

IO

33
J3

29
13

62
26

451

3S9

840

814

4

4

>4

IO

24

24

I

3

3

5

"s

*3

"s
...

97

206

201

l

I2Q

117

j

247

247

47

47

27O

253

72

44

68
44

7

7

3

qS

98

19

n

32

32

IOQ

49

49

3

8

11

8

65

114
142

I14

•5

13

w

17

Si
/

61

97

70

57

127

11

*9
11

17

36

33

13

24

24

2

I

3

3

142

z7

28
38

38

55

23

19

42

38

*43

127

15

9

24

24

42

30

8
I

4

4

IoO |

84

*37

5

3

26

411

7

6?
19

27

27
10
60

423

II

0

1

38

2

8
173

1

17

5

2

3
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L—continued.

Under i year of age,
District.
6

Parkes........................................... 4
-fPcnrith ........................................
•Port Macquarie .........................
Rockley ........................................ 37
Rnyinond Terrace......................... 7
fRiehmond ....................................
tKocky Mouth...................... .........
Singleton ...................................... 12
*Slroud..............................................
Sofala .............................................
7
•Tentorlield......................................
Tamworth ..................................... ig
fTutnut..............................................
Wagga Wagga .............................
7
Windsor .........................................
Wollombi ....................................... I
Wflilsend ............ .......................... 3<
•Wollougong .............................
Walcba ..........................................
I
tWellington......................................
•fUUadulla.........................................
Yass ..............................................
♦Young ..........................................

3
0
bf

|
uu.
•/?S

c."
ci

9
a
€V

3

7

7

20

4*
5

79

69

59

12

9

6

18

5
iS

A
B■u

From 5 to 10 years.

From 1 to 5 years.

s)
*3
S3

S
Ph

'5

“3
£0
c
0
a)3

Total number of caso&

3
&

■aCO
V0
tj
<n

21

41

40

>3

II

24

22

37

4®
6

105
12

84

42

5

6

3*

10

'9
I

23

6

6

16

8

8

16

h

2

2

4

12

12

9

7

16

16

12

9

3®

3®

®7

68

^35

IO
4
8
43

M
IO
7
43

H

24

14

14

12

6
I
I

2

13
1
2

20

5t

51

1

2

3

3

15

2

2

I

I

Total................... 45® 4°7

863

825

867

78+

I

15

11

86

86

5
4

2?

26

11

I

I

1651

1581

45®

■ ct
■3
s«>
&H

3O
Eh

i
s

35

72

89

*15
14

III
l6

226

184

30

25

3

22

16

38

33

21

21

28

21

49

49

34

55

55

107

2

2

I
I

2
2

17
5

22
12

39

2

6

'4

4

8

6
8

76

9
67

MS

39
J7
!9
J45

27

28

55

54

I

2

3

2

1779

'597

337®

3=74

14

406

25

862

z5

828

cJ

■3

17
23

Table B.

SYDNEY AND SUBURBS.
Under 1 year of

From 1 to 5 years.
t

Name of Vaccinator.

1

£

76

90

166

5
188

9

172

360 328 372

269

266

535

492

S
rn
Egan, Mvlcs...................................
fEyans, Owen S.....*........................
■fFyffej Henjamin ............. ...............
Grey, Willimn .............................
Hogg, William ..............................
tCHHiooley, J. C................................
tJoseph, J. M....................................
fMoon, John ..................................
tQuaife, F. H...................................
tSedgn’ick, W. G-.............................
tWard, R. D.....................................
Total..........................

a

a!
"rt
1

4

-

OlOJ

3
G>

KU
s
03

m

157

168

3=5

308

4
103

6
6
221 219

14
678

14
6x7

28

28
1222

125

"7

242

849

799

§

cn

68

144

139

5

10

6

'3
714

13

34=

®75

2
11S

4l6

871

827

1581

s
0
fH

=55

76

9

7

455

*3
s

13
|
fa

c?
•3
M

3

Table

Total number of cases.
1

d>

$
1
3

eJ
'S
Si

0
0

From 5 to 10 years-

1

3

a;
P
<n

=5

i5

239

<s

,295

1648

8

155s

C,

SUMMARY.
Total in Country Districts .......... 456
Total in Sydney and Suburbs....... 269

407
266

S63 8=5 867
535 49= 455

Grand Total .......... 7=5 ®73 = 398

784U51

862

827

45®
==5

406

871

117

242

l3l7 1322 1200 2522

2408

581

5=3

■* Returns mado reporting no vaccinations.

416

1104 1067 262S

t No returns sent in.
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S28 1779 = 597 337® 3=74
=39 849 799 164S MSS
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